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Getting Started
GoAnywhere MFT is a Managed File Transfer solution which provides centralized control and
auditing of file transfers and workflows for the enterprise. With its comprehensive features and
intuitive interface, GoAnywhere MFT will reduce operational costs, improve the quality of data
transmissions and meet stringent compliance requirements.

Please note that GoAnywhere MFT will be referred to as simply “GoAnywhere” throughout this
guide.

GoAnywhere General Features
l

l

l

l

l

l
l

Runs on most platforms including Windows, Linux, VMware, Unix, IBM i, Solaris and Mac
OS.
Includes a browser-based administrator interface with a customizable dashboard,
advanced graphical components and drag-n-drop support.
Supports popular file transfer protocols including SFTP, SCP, FTP/s, HTTP/s, AS2, AS3,
AS4, Web Services, SMTP, POP3 and IMAP.
Provides client components for connecting to internal and external systems for sending
and retrieving files.
Provides server components to allow systems and users to connect to GoAnywhere for
uploading and downloading files.
Protects files “at rest” and “in-motion” with FIPS 140-2 validated AES256 encryption.
Logs all file transfer activity in a central database with an optional SYSLOG feed.
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l
l
l
l
l

Produces a wide variety of management and analytical reports.
Allows clustering for high availability (active-active) and load balancing.
Controls user access with role-based permissions and extensive security controls.
Includes key management tools for OpenPGP keys, SSH keys and SSL certificates.
Works with the optional GoAnywhere Gateway to keep files out of the DMZ and close
inbound ports into the internal (private) network.

GoAnywhere can be used for a variety of file transfer needs including workflow automation, adhoc file transfers and document collaboration. It can simplify system-to-system, user-to-system
and user-to-user file transfers.
Workflow Automation
l

l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Provides a graphical interface for creating multi-step workflows; no scripting or
programming required.
Includes an integrated scheduler for running workflows and file transfers at future
dates/times.
Triggers workflows based on events, such as an upload/download event or the presence of
a new file in a folder.
Provides APIs and commands for running workflows from customer applications and 3rd
party schedulers.
Encrypts, signs, verifies and decrypts files using the OpenPGP encryption standard.
Accesses files and directories on network shares with support for UNC, NFS, SMB, CIFS,
WebDAV, Amazon S3, and Azure Blob Storage.
Connects to popular database servers including DB2, SQL Server, Oracle, Informix,
MySQL/MariaDB, and PostgreSQL.
Connects to popular SOAP and REST Web Service API's to automate tasks on services
such as Salesforce, Box, Dropbox, JIRA, Microsoft CRM, Microsoft Sharepoint, and more.
Translates data to/from Excel, XML, Delimited text, Fixed Width, X12, and EDIFACT file
formats.
Automates the processing of data captured from online forms and surveys.
Calls customer programs and scripts as part of an overall workflow.
Connects to enterprise messaging systems including Websphere MQ, SonicMQ,
ActiveMQ and SwiftMQ.
Compresses and extracts files using ZIP, GZIP and TAR standards.
Supports large files with auto-resume and integrity checks to help guarantee delivery.
Allows workflow jobs to be prioritized and segmented with job queues and run priorities.
Sends email alerts and text messages for failed and completed transfers.

Ad-Hoc File Transfers and Collaboration
l
l
l
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Provides an HTTPS web-client for browser-based file transfers.
Allows access to authorized network folders through the browser.
Includes the GoDrive file system for collaboration, sharing and synchronizing documents
across devices.
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l

l

l
l

Includes the Secure Forms feature for developing and collecting information from online
forms and surveys.
Provides delivery of sensitive messages and documents through email notifications with
secure HTTPS links.
Integrates with Active Directory (AD), LDAP, IBM i and SAML for user authentication.
Allows self-registration of users with administrator approval.

Activate a License
You must activate a license before you can begin using GoAnywhere MFT. A License can be
activated automatically, or through a manual mode. Automatic activation requires an internet
connection to the GoAnywhere Customer Portal located at https://my.goanywhere.com. If a
connection cannot be established, the manual mode options must be used.
When a license is activated, GoAnywhere creates a unique Server ID for the server where
GoAnywhere is installed. The Server ID is used to identify the licensed server on the GoAnywhere
Customer Portal. You may need to reference the Server ID when you refresh, deactivate, or move
a license from the GoAnywhere server.
WARNING:

Changes to your system’s hardware and device configuration, such as your network interface
card, may invalidate your GoAnywhere MFT license. When a License becomes invalid,
licensed features will no longer function until the license is renewed by Customer Support.
Licenses renewed outside of normal business hours will be subject to the Emergency
Support Service billing rate.
1. From your browser, type the URL where GoAnywhere is installed, using the format
[protocol]://[hostname]:[portnumber].
l [protocol] can be either http or https.
l [hostname] is the host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere server.
l [portnumber] is the port number of the GoAnywhere server. The default port for
HTTP is 8000 and the default port for HTTPS is 8001. (for example,
http://myserver:8000 or https://myserver:8001).
2. Click the Get License button.
3. Log in to the Customer Portal. If you do not have a Customer Portal account, create one
now.
4. From the Customer Portal Activate License page, identify a license that is available for
activation and then click the Activate button.
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5. You will be returned to the GoAnywhere MFT Login page.

Manually Activate a License
If a direct connection to the internet is not possible, follow the instructions below to manually
activate a GoAnywhere license:
1. On the Unlicensed page, click the 'having trouble' link below the Get License pane.
2. Follow the instructions on the Having Trouble page to manually activate a license.
The GoAnywhere License is encoded in a plain text bundle that is automatically saved to the
gamft.lic file in GoAnywhere's root installation directory. In manual mode, you will use the
License page to copy and paste this encoded license to refresh or deactivate a license.

Log In to GoAnywhere
Follow the steps below to log in to GoAnywhere:
1. From your browser, type the URL where GoAnywhere is installed, using the format
[protocol]://[hostname]:[portnumber].
l [protocol] can be either http or https.
l [hostname] is the host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere server.
l [portnumber] is the port number of the GoAnywhere server. The default port for
HTTP is 8000 and the default port for HTTPS is 8001. (for example,
http://myserver:8000 or https://myserver:8001).
2. The first time you launch GoAnywhere, you will be prompted to create an administrator
account. This account is assigned all administrator roles with access rights to the entire
GoAnywhere application. After this account is created, other Admin User accounts can be
created from the Admin Users page. Specify a User Name and Password then click
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Submit.

NOTE:

The System Name is only displayed if this system is a member of a GoAnywhere cluster

RADIUS (RSA SecurID) Authentication
If RADIUS (RSA SecurID) is enabled in Login Settings and the Admin User's profile, you will need
to provide your passcode when you click Login. Enter the passcode and then click Submit.

RADIUS (RSA SecurID) Token Authentication
If this is the first time using your RSA Secure ID, you may need to specify a new PIN, and then
verify it.
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After verifying your new PIN, you will need to wait for the RSA SecurID token code to change.
Specify the new passcode and then click Submit to log in to GoAnywhere.

GoAnywhere One-Time Password
Authentication
When GoAnywhere One-Time Password authentication is enabled on the Login Settings page
and on the user's profile (on the Admin User account, Web User account, or the Authentication
Tab's HTTPS Two-Factor Authentication field), the system will check the user profile for an email
or mobile number at login. If an email address or mobile number exists, the two options will be
pre-populated. Otherwise, either may be entered manually. Once the user has chosen an option,
they will then be sent a verification code which they must enter in order to log in.

Time-based One-Time Password Authentication
When Time-based One-Time Password Authentication is enabled in Login Settings and the
Admin User's profile, the admin client will display a QR code at the initial login. The user must
scan with the Google Authenticator app or another authenticator application. Once scanned,
GoAnywhere stores a unique secret key on the Admin User profile. Each login thereafter, the
Admin User will provide a new one-time use password to GoAnywhere using the authenticator
application.
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Password Expiration
If your Admin User password has expired, you will be prompted to change it on your next login.
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Language Options
If more than one language option is enabled by an administrator in the Admin Server
Configuration settings, those options will appear in the drop-down menu on the upper-right hand
corner of the login screen. The initial default language will be the language chosen during
installation.

GoAnywhere Feature Tour
Follow these steps to get started with the GoAnywhere system configuration, Project Workflows,
and File Transfer Services.
TIP:

You can return to this topic any time by clicking the
Question icon from any page in the
application and navigate to Getting Started > GoAnywhere Feature Tour.

Screen Tips
l
l

l

Required fields are indicated with a red asterisk *.
If a variable can be used within a field, the
icon appears beside the field when the
field is selected. Click the icon to open a drop-down list of available system and userdefined variables in the open Project.
Fields that accept a directory or file path include a
Browse button, which allows you to
browse local drives, folders, network shares, WebDAV directories, or other configured
resources (when available).

TIP:

Use the buttons and links provided in GoAnywhere to navigate. Do not use the Back,
Forward or Refresh buttons in your browser since it may cause out of sync issues.
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Basic System Configuration
Basic configuration allows you to configure the administration settings and users for the system.
l

l

l

l

Review and modify GoAnywhere's Global Settings. These setting control the date and time
patterns used in the system logs, where data is stored, how GoAnywhere communicates
using SMS and SMTP, and other settings.
l Its especially helpful to configure the SMTP tab with a mail server that will be used to
send all email notifications from the system.
Learn about, modify, or add Domains. By default, everything that is created in a new
installation of GoAnywhere is created in the default Domain. You can virtually segment your
installation if you need application separation for different groups of users.
By default, the GoAnywhere administrator will timeout your browser session after 60
seconds of inactivity. This session timeout can be configured in the Admin Security
Settings.
Set up additional Admin Users and Admin User Groups with their applicable roles and
permissions. The term Admin Users is used to indicate those individuals that are allowed to
perform administration functions.
l GoAnywhere includes two disabled admin accounts, named administrator and root,
that will always be authenticated against the GoAnywhere internal database. If you
choose to enable these accounts, we recommend you reset the default account
passwords.
l Configure the Admin User Password Policy and Admin User Templates.
l Alternatively, you can configure GoAnywhere Login Methods for basic authentication
of Admin User passwords against a Windows Active Directory, a Generic LDAP, or
an IBM i (iSeries) located within your organization. These accounts can also be
synchronized with users stored in an LDAP server.

Projects, Workflows, and Agents
If you are using GoAnywhere to automate data translation and file transfers:
l
l

l

l
l

l
l
l

Start the Scheduler, Monitor, and Trigger engines on the Admin Server.
Create Resources for any systems you wish to connect to for sending and retrieving data
(e.g. SFTP servers, FTP servers, database servers, mail servers, etc.).
Install Add-ons to use popular Restful Web Services or EDI data translation in your
workflows.
Set up keys and certificates for any workflow encryption requirements.
Create Projects with tasks that need to be automated (for example, file transfers, data
conversions, file encryption, compression, etc.).
Schedule Projects to run at future dates and times.
Execute Projects when new files are found through folder Monitors.
If you will be using Agents for remote workflows, you'll need to start the Agent service from
the Service Manager page.

FTP, FTPS, SFTP, HTTPS/AS2, GoDrive, Secure Mail, and
Secure Forms
If you are using GoAnywhere for automated or ad hoc file transfer services:
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l

l

l

l

l
l

Configure and start the listeners for the service (FTP, FTPS, SFTP, HTTPS/AS2, GoFast)
you want to make available.
Create Web Users, which are the user accounts (trading partners) that will be used to
connect to the service.
l Configure the Web User Password Policy, and Web User Templates or Web User
Groups to make it easier to administrate the Web Users and the features they have
access to.
l Alternatively, you can configure GoAnywhere Login Methods for basic
authentication of Admin User and Web User passwords against a Windows Active
Directory, a Generic LDAP, or an IBM i (iSeries) located within your organization.
These accounts can also be synchronized with users stored in an LDAP server.
If you are using the Web Client, configure Web Client Brands to customize the look and
feel to your organization.
Learn more about using popular HTTPS Web Client Features:
l GoDrive
l Secure Mail
l Secure Forms
Define Triggers to execute specified actions based on Web User activity on the system.
Enable GoFast for faster file transfers.

Advanced System Configuration
The advanced configuration settings helps you prepare GoAnywhere for enterprise production
use.
l
l

l

l

l

l

l
l

Configure GoAnywhere to work with GoAnywhere Gateway, the advanced reverse proxy.
If you are using the internal Derby database, review the database settings or tune the
database to ensure it runs at maximum speed.
Alternatively, you can switch the internal database to use an external database (this is a
best practice).
Adjust your Global Log Settings to ensure your records are compliant with industry
standards.
l Alternatively, you can use the Global Log Settings page to send incidents to a SysLog server.
If you purchased GoAnywhere to work in a Clustered environment for high availability
(HA), follow the instructions to set up the Cluster Coordinator and Secondary Nodes.
Control which IP addresses can access GoAnywhere or block malicious activity using the
IP Filter and Automatic IP Block List.
Set up System Alerts to notify you of critical GoAnywhere events.
Run the Security Setting Audit report to ensure your GoAnywhere system would not
prevent you from passing a PCI-DSS Audit Report.

TIP:

Helpsystems offers a production go-live review of your GoAnywhere system through our
Technical Services team. Contact a sales representative or visit
https://www.goanywhere.com/services/implementation-configuration for more information.
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Creating Your First Project
The following tutorial covers how to create a Project that uses the Print and Timestamp tasks, two
commonly used tasks in GoAnywhere Projects. When the Project executes it will print ‘Hello
World’, followed by a time stamp, to a text file.

Creating a Project
To create the Project:
1. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
2. To create a new Project, click the Create a Project link in the page toolbar.
3. In the Create Project window, specify the following fields:
a. Project Name – Give the Project a name.
b. Project Description – Give the Project a description.

4. Click Save. The Project Designer appears.

Building the Project
GoAnywhere's Project Designer feature allows you to create, edit and debug Projects quickly
without the need for programming or special skills. The Component Library contains all the
components that can be added to a Project. The Project in this tutorial will use two components the Timestamp task and the Print task.

The Timestamp Task
A variable is an element that acts as a reference to a value. Variables can contain the current
date, time, or timestamp within a Project.
The Timestamp task is used to initialize the system.currentDate, system.currentTime, and
system.currentTimestamp variables, which can then be used in other tasks, such as the Print
task. Use the follow instructions to configure the Timestamp task:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Timestamp task to the Project Outline.
2. The Timestamp task opens. You can optionally specify a Label, which would be shown in
the Project outline.
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The Print Task
The Print task writes information to the job log or to an output file if one is specified. The Text
attribute can contain any static text and variables that should be printed. In this example, ‘Hello
World’ is entered as static text and the time stamp initialized in the Timestamp task is entered as
a variable:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Print task, specify the Text value. For this example, enter ‘Hello World’ as static
text.

3. From the Variables panel, drag system.currentTimestamp variable to the Print task Text
field. The variable appears in the Text field in variable format.

4. Expand the Advanced panel and specify an Output File. For this example, a .txt file will do.

The Project outline should look like the image below. Notice that the Timestamp task, which was
labeled as “Current Date and Time”, is above the Print task.
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Click the Execute button in the toolbar. A notification will appear when the Project is finished.

Click View Job Log to review the Project activity.
The following is an image of the Job Log followed by an image of the output .txt file.
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What’s Next?
l
l
l
l

Learn more about Project Designer Features.
Schedule this project to run at future dates and times.
Configure Resources to use in Projects.
Read about more commonly used file transfer tasks:
l FTP
l FTPS
l SFTP

Making Your First FTP File Transfer
This tutorial will introduce you to the GoAnywhere FTP Service, from initial setup in GoAnywhere,
to making file transfers using a third-party FTP client. This tutorial uses a new install of
GoAnywhere MFT, using all default settings. While this tutorial focuses on FTP, the procedures
can be applied to nearly all the file transfer services in GoAnywhere.

Logging into GoAnywhere
Navigate to your GoAnywhere MFT Administrator. Open your browser and type the URL of http://
[hostname]:[portnumber], where hostname is the host name or IP address of GoAnywhere and
[portnumber] is the port number of the GoAnywhere Administrator. The default HTTP port for the
Administrator is 8000.
Your URL will look something like this: http://myserver:8000
If this is the first time you launch GoAnywhere, you will be prompted to license the server and
then create an administrator account. This account is assigned all administrator roles with
access rights to the entire GoAnywhere application and should be the user account you use to
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complete this tutorial. After this account is created, additional Admin User accounts can be
created from the Admin Users page.

Starting the FTP Service
Once logged in, you’ll need to get the FTP Service configured and running. Navigate to the
Services page by selecting Services from the main menu bar, then click Service Manager.
On the Service Manager page, you’ll see a list of GoAnywhere Services. Click on Action next to
the FTP Service, and then click Edit.

In the left-hand panel of the FTP Configuration page, select Listener: default under the Server
drop down.
Before starting the FTP service, take note of the port number that the service is listening on. This
should be the same port number you provided the service when you installed GoAnywhere MFT.
You need that port number to connect to the service and make transfers with the FTP client. The
default port is 21.
With the port number configured, the host address and port number for the FTP service will be the
hostname of the server GoAnywhere runs on, and the port number specified on this listener. For
example, ftp://hostname:21
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You do not need to configure any of the additional FTP service settings right now. Note that you
can click the '?' icon in the header to read more about the optional settings available. Click the
icon next to Save and select Save and Finish.
Back on the Service Manager page, start the FTP Service by clicking on Action and selecting
Start.

Configuring a New Web User
Third party FTP clients require two primary items to transfer files using FTP: A host address and
port number for the FTP server, and a user name and password to authenticate. You have just
configured the host address and port number. Now you need to create a Web User account.
TIP:

Web Users are the accounts that will be using the services to transfer files to GoAnywhere.
They are commonly referred to as ‘Trading Partners.’
Navigate to the Web User management page by selecting Users in the main menu bar and
clicking Web Users.
You are going to create a new Web User that will transfer files using the FTP service. Click Add
Web User.
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There many options available when creating a new Web User, but for now you only need to be
concerned with a few key items:
1.
2.
3.
4.

User Name
Authentication credentials
Access to the GoAnywhere FTP Feature
Permission to upload files

User Name
On the General tab, specify a User Name. The User Name will be used to log in to the FTP server
using an FTP client. You can add additional account information at any time.
Authentication Credentials

On the Authentication tab, specify a password for this Web User. You can have GoAnywhere
generate a password by leaving Generate a password based on the password policy active, or
you can specify a password. If GoAnywhere is generating the password, it will appear on screen
when you save and exit Web User configuration.
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Access to the GoAnywhere FTP Feature

On the Features tab, make sure that the FTP Protocol is checked. If you intend to use other
services provided by GoAnywhere, you can enable them now as well.
Permission to Upload files

The Folders tab provides a list of directories on the system where files uploaded by the Web User
will be stored. This user's home directory will automatically be created in GoAnywhere’s [install
directory]\userdata\webdocs\[user name] directory when the new user is saved. You will need to
give the user permission to upload files. Make sure that Upload (Write) is checked. In addition,
check List. List will allow the user to see a list of the files located in the home directory from within
the FTP client. If you’d like the user to have additional permissions, such as downloading or
renaming, you can select those at this time.
Click Save. The Web User’s password and home directory will be generated by GoAnywhere
and will be displayed at the top of the screen.
You now have everything you need to configure a third party FTP client and transfer a file to
GoAnywhere.

Configuring an FTP Client
Now that your FTP Service and Web User have been created, follow the instructions to test a file
upload. For this example, FileZilla is used as the FTP client, but the process should be similar
with other clients. Follow the steps below to configure an FTP site connection to GoAnywhere in
FileZilla.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Launch FileZilla.
Click on File and select Site Manager.
Click New Site.
On the Site Manager screen, specify values for the following fields:
l Host – the GoAnywhere hostname. The default in this example is the IP address.
l Port – The port assigned to the FTP listener. The default in this example is 21.
l Protocol – Select FTP – File Transfer Protocol from the drop-down menu.
l Logon Type – Select Normal from the drop-down menu.
l User – Enter the User Name of the GoAnywhere Web User.
l Password – Enter the password specified for that Web User.
5. Click Connect.

6. Upload a file using FileZilla.
7. When the upload is successful, navigate to GoAnywhere’s [install
directory]\userdata\webdocs\[user name] folder and verify you can access the file from the
system.
That’s it! You have now made your first FTP file transfer in GoAnywhere.
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Viewing the Logs
Now that you have executed your first file transfer using FTP, the event has been recorded to the
FTP Log, which can be found by navigating to Reporting > Audit Logs, and then click the FTP log
in the left-hand navigation. You can view all details about the file transfer including the user
name, remote IP address, file path information, and more.
Additionally, the file transfer event has been recorded in several Dashboard gadgets, including
Service Statistics, Active Sessions, File Transfer – Summary, Recent File Activity, Recent Web
User Logins, Recent Web User Activity, and Top Web Users by Transfers. You can add these
gadgets to your Dashboard by clicking the Home button and then choose Add Gadget.

What’s Next?
l

l

l

Need to be notified when a Web User has transferred a file to your service? Or kick off a
Project Workflow? Start by creating a Trigger.
Enable encryption for files at rest by creating an Encrypted Folder, and then add that folder
to the Web User’s profile.
Continue the GoAnywhere Feature Tour for more configuration management options.

Making Your First SFTP File Transfer
This tutorial will introduce you to the GoAnywhere SFTP Service, from initial setup in
GoAnywhere, to making file transfers using a third-party SFTP client. This tutorial uses a new
install of GoAnywhere MFT, using all default settings. While this tutorial focuses on SFTP, the
procedures can be applied to nearly all the file transfer services in GoAnywhere.
SFTP uses a combination of asymmetric (public key) cryptology and symmetric cryptology to
provide strong encryption and optimal performance. In addition, SFTP is a good protocol to use
for transmitting large files since it compresses the data stream prior to encryption.

Logging into GoAnywhere
Navigate to your GoAnywhere MFT Administrator. Open your browser and type the URL of http://
[hostname]:[portnumber], where hostname is the host name or IP address of GoAnywhere and
[portnumber] is the port number of the GoAnywhere Administrator. The default HTTP port for the
Administrator is 8000.
Your URL will look something like this: http://myserver:8000
If this is the first time you launch GoAnywhere, you will be prompted to license the server and
then create an administrator account. This account is assigned all administrator roles with
access rights to the entire GoAnywhere application and should be the user account you use to
complete this tutorial. After this account is created, additional Admin User accounts can be
created from the Admin Users page.
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Starting the SFTP Service
Once logged in, you’ll need to get the SFTP Service configured and running. Navigate to the
Services page by selecting Services from the main menu bar, then click Service Manager.
On the Service Manager page, you’ll see a list of GoAnywhere Services. Click on Action next to
the SFTP Service, and then click Edit.

In the left-hand panel of the SFTP Configuration page, select Listener: default under the Server
drop down.
Before starting the FTP service, take note of the port number that the service is listening on. This
should be the same port number you provided the service when you installed GoAnywhere MFT.
You need that port number to connect to the service and make transfers with the SFTP client. The
default port is 22.
With the port number configured, the host address and port number for the SFTP service will be
the hostname of the server GoAnywhere runs on, and the port number specified on this listener.
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You do not need to configure any of the additional SFTP service settings right now. Note that you
can click the '?' icon in the header to read more about the optional settings available. Click the
icon next to Save and select Save and Finish.
Back on the Service Manager page, start the SFTP Service by clicking on Action and selecting
Start.

Configuring a New Web User
Third party SFTP clients require two primary items to transfer files using SFTP: A host address
and port number for the SFTP server, and a user name and password to authenticate. You have
just configured the host address and port number. Now you need to create a Web User account.
TIP:

Web Users are the accounts that will be using the services to transfer files to GoAnywhere.
They are commonly referred to as ‘Trading Partners.’
Navigate to the Web User management page by selecting Users in the main menu bar and
clicking Web Users.
You are going to create a new Web User that will transfer files using the SFTP service. Click Add
Web User.

There many options available when creating a new Web User, but for now you only need to be
concerned with a few key items:
1. User Name
2. Authentication credentials
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3. Access to the GoAnywhere SFTP Feature
4. Permission to upload files
User Name
On the General tab, specify a User Name. The User Name will be used to log in to the SFTP
server using an SFTP client. You can add additional account information at any time.
Authentication Credentials

On the Authentication tab, specify a password for this Web User. You can have GoAnywhere
generate a password by leaving Generate a password based on the password policy active, or
you can specify a password. If GoAnywhere is generating the password, it will appear on screen
when you save and exit the Web User configuration.
Access to the GoAnywhere FTP Feature

On the Features tab, make sure that the SFTP Protocol is checked. If you intend to use other
services provided by GoAnywhere, you can enable them now as well.
Permission to Upload files
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The Folders tab provides a list of directories on the system where files uploaded by the Web User
will be stored. This user's home directory will automatically be created in GoAnywhere’s [install
directory]\userdata\webdocs\[user name] directory when the new user is saved. You will need to
give the user permission to upload files. Make sure that Upload (Write) is checked. In addition,
check List. List will allow the user to see a list of the files located in the home directory from within
the SFTP client. If you’d like the user to have additional permissions, such as downloading or
renaming, you can select those at this time.
Click Save. The Web User’s password and home directory will be generated by GoAnywhere
and will be displayed at the top of the screen.
You now have everything you need to configure a third party SFTP client and transfer a file to
GoAnywhere.

Using SSH Key Based Authentication
The following instructions explain how to use SSH Key Based authentication for SFTP file
transfers.

Importing a Trading Partner’s SSH Public Key
Before a trading partner can authenticate with the SFTP service, a GoAnywhere administrator
must import the public portion of that trading partner’s SSH key pair. Follow the instructions
below to import an SSH public key and associate that key to a Web User.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Web Users page, click the Action icon next to the Web User, and then click the SSH
Keys option.
4. Import an SSH public key into the Key Vault for a Web User by clicking the Import Public
Key button. Once the key is imported, it will become associated to the Web User account.
5. Click the Done button to return to the Web User Management page.

Configuring the Web User Authentication Type
Now that the public portion of the SSH key pair has been imported and associated to the Web
User, you need to configure the Web User’s authentication type to use a password and SSH key.
1. From the Dashboard, point to Security and then click Web User.
2. On the Web Users page, click the Edit icon next to the Web User.
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3. In the Edit Web User page, click the Authentication tab and change the SFTP
Authentication Type to Public Key.
4. Click the Save button.
When the SFTP client connects to the server, it will look up the client’s public key in the Key
Management System based on the Fingerprint. The Web User authenticates if the public key
matches the public key sent by the client, and the Web User is in a Domain that has access to the
Key Vault where the public key resides.

Example SFTP Client Setup
For this example, FileZilla is the chosen SFTP client, but the process should be similar with other
clients. Follow the steps below to configure an SFTP site connection to GoAnywhere in FileZilla.
1. Click on File and select Site Manager.
2. Click New Site.
3. On the Site Manager screen, specify values for the following fields:
l Host – The GoAnywhere domain hosting the SFTP service.
l Port – The port assigned to the SFTP listener.
l Protocol – Select SFTP – SSH File Transfer Protocol from the drop-down menu.
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Logon Type – Select Normal for password based login, or Key file from the dropdown menu.
l User – Enter the name of the Web User.
l Password - Enter the Web User password.
l Key file – If using a key file, navigate to the private portion of the SSH key pair.
4. Click Connect.
l

Once connected, you will be prompted to enter the Web User password.

Making Your First Web File Transfer
This tutorial will introduce you to the GoAnywhere Web Client, specifically how to start the
HTTPS Service and configure a Web User in the GoAnywhere Admin Client, how to access the
Web Client, and how to navigate the Web Client file system.
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Logging into the GoAnywhere Admin Client
Navigate to your GoAnywhere MFT Administrator by opening your browser and typing the URL of
http://[hostname]:[portnumber], where hostname is the host name or IP address of GoAnywhere
and [portnumber] is the port number of the GoAnywhere Administrator. The default HTTP port for
the Administrator is 8000.
Your URL will look something like this: http://myserver:8000
If this is the first time launching GoAnywhere, you will be prompted to license the server and then
create an administrator account. This account is assigned all administrator roles with access
rights to the entire GoAnywhere application and should be the user account you use to complete
this tutorial. After this account is created, additional Admin User accounts can be created from the
Admin Users page.

Starting the HTTPS Service
The Web Client is accessed through the HTTPS Service. Once you are logged in to the Admin
Client, you’ll need to get the HTTPS Service configured and running. Navigate to the Services
page by selecting Services from the main menu bar, then click Service Manager.
On the Service Manager Page you’ll see a list of GoAnywhere Services. Click on Action next to
the HTTPS Service, and then click Edit.

In the left-hand panel of the HTTPS Configuration page, select Web Client. Ensure that Enabled
is checked on the General tab.
Next, select Listener: default under the Server drop-down in the left-hand panel.
Before starting the HTTPS service, take note of the port number that the service is listening on.
The URL to the Web Client will https://[hostname]:[portnumber], where hostname is the host
name or IP address of GoAnywhere and [portnumber] is the port number of the HTTPS Service.
The default port number for the HTTPS Service is 443.
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It is not necessary to configure any of the HTTPS Service settings right now. Note that you can
click the '?' icon in the header to read more about the optional settings available. Click the icon
next to Save and select Save and Finish.
To start the HTTPS Service, click on Action and select Start.

Configuring a New Web User
The GoAnywhere Web Client gives Web Users the ability to perform multiple types of file
transfers and file sharing through a browser. No additional software is required, and all popular
browsers are supported.
A Web User account with the necessary permissions is required to access Web Client features.
To create a Web User account, navigate to the Web User management page by selecting Users
in the main menu bar and clicking Web Users.
Click Add Web User. A prompt will appear asking you to choose a Web User Template. Choose
the Default Web User Template.
There many options available when creating a new Web User, but for now you only need to be
concerned with a few key items:
1.
2.
3.
4.

User Name
Authentication credentials
Access to Web Client Features
Permission to create files

User Name
On the General tab, specify a User Name. You can add a First Name, Last Name, Email Address,
etc. now or later.
Authentication Credentials

On the Authentication tab, specify a password for this Web User. You can have GoAnywhere
generate a password by leaving Generate a password based on the password policy active, or
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you can specify a password. If GoAnywhere is generating the password, it will appear on screen
when you save and exit Web User configuration.
Access to Web Client Features

On the Features tab, make sure that the HTTPS Protocol is checked as well as the Secure
Folders feature. If you intend to use other services provided by GoAnywhere, you can enable
them now as well.
Permission to Create files

The Folders tab provides a list of directories on the system where files uploaded by the Web User
will be stored. This user's home directory will automatically be created in GoAnywhere’s [install
directory]\userdata\webdocs\[user name] directory when the new user is saved. You will need to
give the user permission to upload files. Make sure that Upload (Write) is checked. In addition,
check List. List will allow the user to see a list of the files located in the home directory from within
the Web Client. If you’d like the user to have additional permissions, such as downloading or
renaming, you can select those at this time.
Click Save. The Web User’s password and home directory will be generated by GoAnywhere and
will be displayed at the top of the screen.

Logging into the GoAnywhere Web Client
Navigate to the GoAnywhere MFT Web Client by opening your browser and typing the URL of
https://[hostname]:[portnumber], where hostname is the host name or IP address of GoAnywhere
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and [portnumber] is the port number of the HTTPS Service. The default port is 443.
Enter the User Name and Password of the Web User and click Login.

GoAnywhere Web Client Files Folders

The Web Client provides browser access to authorized files and folders on the server. Files can
be transferred quickly between the desktop and server over HTTPS protocol. Since files in the
Files feature are stored on a standard file system (at [install directory] userdata\webdocs\[user
name]), they can be directly accessed by backend applications and programs.

Web Client Features at a Glance
l

l
l

l

Upload files by clicking the Upload button or by dragging and dropping them from your
local desktop directory to the Files page.
Click on the New Folder button to create a new folder.
Use the action icon to rename, delete, and perform other actions on a file or folder. (Web
User permissions required).
Click on the Web User name initial to access the user’s profile, preferences, and address
book.

What’s Next?
l
l
l

Learn how to configure custom Web Client Brands.
Find out more about Web Client International Language translations.
Learn how to change the default HTTPS SSL Certificate.

Quick Start Guides
Throughout this guide you will find tutorials that explain some of the most commonly asked
questions about features in GoAnywhere. Below is a list of all the tutorials available:
Administration and Module Guides:
l
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l
l
l

l

l
l

l
l

LDAP Login Method - An LDAP configuration tutorial using a generic LDAP server.
SAML Login Method - A SAML configuration tutorial.
Domains - Instructions on how to configure your GoAnywhere MFT installation for multiple
domains.
Managing the Database Size - A tutorial for ensuring the back-end database does not grow
too large.
GoFast - A guide to configuring and using the GoFast file transfer acceleration protocol.
Secure Forms - A guide to creating secure forms, authorizing secure forms for web users,
and creating projects used by secure forms.
Agents - This topic contains instructions for configuring Agents in GoAnywhere.
Cloud Connectors - A guide to understanding the process of installing or creating a Cloud
Connector and using it in a Project workflow.

Certificates and SSH Key Authentication Guides
l

l

l

l

l

l
l

Quick Start for Admin Server HTTPS - This topic contains the instructions for changing the
SSL goanywhere-sample certificate on the HTTPS Admin Server.
HTTPS Certificate Quick Start - This tutorial guides you through the process for setting up a
SSL certificate for the HTTPS Web Client, as well as instructions to configure Web Client
features that are presented to Web Users.
Certificate Authentication for Web Users - This tutorial guides you through the process of
importing a certificate and enabling certificate based authentication for Web Users using
HTTPS, AS2, FTPES, FTPS, and Gofast Services.
AS2 Service - This topic guides you through setting up SSL Certificates, sharing
information with trading partners, creating web users, and processing return receipts on the
AS2 Service.
AS4 Service - This topic guides you through setting up SSL Certificates, sharing
information with trading partners, and creating web users for the AS4 Service.
SFTP Service - This topic covers configuring Web Users to authenticate with an SSH key.
FTPS Service - This topic covers setting up Certificates on the FTPS Service.

Project Workflow Resource Connection Guides:
l

l

l

l

l

l

AS2 Client (KMS) - This topic contains instructions on configuring AS2 connections using
the Key Management System to be used in automated workflows.
AS2 Client (File Based Keys) - This topic contains instructions on configuring AS2
connections using file based keys to be used in automated workflows.
FTPS Client (KMS) - This topic contains instructions on configuring FTPS connections
using the Key Management System to be used in automated workflows
FTPS Client (File Based Keys) - This topic contains instructions on configuring FTPS
connections using file based keys to be used in automated workflows.
SFTP Client - A guide to using SFTP with public key authentication, password
authentication, or both.
Secure Email (KMS) - A guide to using SSL certificates to encrypt, sign, decrypt, and verify
an email's digital signature using the Key Management System.
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Dashboard
The GoAnywhere Dashboard is displayed after login. The Dashboard provides drop-down menus
and links to quickly access features within GoAnywhere, along with customizable Gadgets that
display vital system statistics and file transfer activity.
The page header displays the GoAnywhere environment name, the system name of the local
server (when running in cluster mode), the logged in Admin User, the current Domain (if multiple
Domains are configured), and language (if more than one language option is enabled by an
administrator, those options will appear in the drop-down menu). The last login time and date for
the Admin User can be displayed by hovering over the user name.
Each Admin User has their own Dashboard named "My Dashboard", which can be tailored to
display only those Gadgets which are important to them. Admin Users can create additional
Dashboards as needed, each with their own set of Gadgets. If the Admin User has the Dashboard
Manager Role, these customized Dashboards can be shared with other Admin Users.

Main Menu Bar
To access a GoAnywhere feature, select it from a drop-down list on the main menu bar.
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Dashboard Page Toolbar
The Dashboard page toolbar allows you to add custom gadgets and edit the dashboard layout.
l

l
l

l

Select a different Dashboard by clicking the
button (located on the left side of the
Dashboard name) and then choose the dashboard to display. Alternatively, you can
choose Manage Dashboards to create a new Dashboard.
Add Gadgets to the Dashboard by clicking the Add Gadget button.
Edit the dashboard column layout by clicking the Edit Layout button. From that dialog, you
can select a single column, two column, or three column layout.
Refresh the statistics and data on every Gadget by clicking the Refresh button.

Organize Gadgets
Gadgets can be organized on your Dashboard by selecting the Gadget header and dragging the
Gadget to another area on the Dashboard page. A blue drop zone will appear above or below the
destination Gadget. Hover over a drop zone and release the mouse button to place the Gadget in
the new location.

Manage Dashboards
The Manage Dashboard page allows Admin Users to add, edit, or delete Dashboards they have
created. Admin Users with the Dashboard Manager Role can share a Dashboard with all other
Admin Users. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
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l

l

Click the Add Dashboard button to create a new Dashboard. Specify the following fields:
l Name - Provide a name for the Dashboard. This appears in the Dashboard header.
l Share With Everyone - Admin Users with the Dashboard Manager Role can make
the Dashboard available to all other Admin Users. Admin Users can select the
shared Dashboard by clicking the
button (located on the left side of the Dashboard
name).
Click the Done button to return to the Home page.

Manage Dashboard Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

Click View to select the Dashboard to display on the Home page.
Click Edit to update the name and sharing option.
Click Delete to remove the Dashboard. If the Dashboard was shared with other Admin
Users, they will no longer be able to access it.

Gadgets
Gadgets allow you to quickly display vital GoAnywhere statistics and activity from within the
Dashboard, as well as to provide quick links to commonly used features in the product.
To access an authorized Gadget, you must log in as an Admin User with the appropriate Role for
that Gadget. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Add a Gadget
Use the following instructions to add a Gadget to a Dashboard:
1. Login to GoAnywhere.
2. If needed, you can choose a different Dashboard to customize by clicking the
(located on the left side of the Dashboard name) and select a Dashboard.
3. Click the Add Gadget button.
4. On the Add Gadget window, select the desired Gadget.
5. The Gadget is added to the Dashboard.

button

Gadget Options
Click the
l

l

button on the Gadget header to view the Gadget's options:

Edit the Gadget name and any optional parameters. Each Gadget's optional parameters
are detailed in the Available Gadgets section below.
Refresh the data displayed on the Gadget.
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l
l

View More Details about the information displayed on the Gadget.
Remove the Gadget from the Dashboard.

Available Gadgets
Quick Start
The Quick Start Gadget provides useful tips and resources for getting started with GoAnywhere.
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Quick Links
The Quick Links Gadget provides shortcuts to GoAnywhere features. A Quick Link icon will
appear gray if the Admin User does not have the appropriate permission to view that feature.

To customize the Quick Links available within the Gadget, click on the
header) and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Links - Select the desired Quick Links icon to view that feature's icon and link on the
Gadget.
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News and Tips
The News and Tips Gadget displays articles about product releases, tutorials, upcoming
webinars and more. If the proxy settings are defined in the Global Settings, they will be used in
order to acquire the latest articles from www.goanywhere.com.

To customize the News and Tips available within the Gadget, click on the
Gadget header) and then click Edit.

button (on the

Optional Parameters
l
l
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Service Statistics - Inbound Connections
The Service Statistics Gadget displays Upload and Download file transfer activity for services.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the number of days of file transfer activity to display.
Protocols - Specify the service protocols to display.
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Service Status
The Service Status Gadget displays the status and active sessions for each service. Click on the
Active Sessions link to view the Active Sessions for the selected protocol. The More Details link
displays the Service Manager page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Services - Specify the services to display on the Gadget.
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Active Sessions - Summary
The Active Sessions -Summary Gadget displays the number of active sessions by service. Click
on an area of the pie chart to view the Active Sessions for the selected protocol.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Services - Specify the services to display on the Gadget.
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Active Sessions - Detail
The Active Sessions - Detail Gadget displays the IP address, User, and Protocol for each Active
session. The More Details link displays the Active Sessions page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Services - Specify the services to display on the Gadget.
Rows to Display per Page - Specify the number of active sessions to display on the
Gadget.
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Job Statistics
The Job Statistics Gadget displays a pie chart of the number of Active, Successful, Failed, or
Canceled Jobs. Click the pie chart to view the Completed Jobs log for the selected status.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the number of days of Job activity to display.
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Active Jobs
The Active Jobs Gadget displays details for active Jobs and the number of Jobs in the queue.
Click the number of Jobs link to view the Job Queue page.

To customize the Gadget, click on the

button (on the Gadget header) and then click Edit.

Optional Parameters
l
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Completed Jobs - Summary
The Completed Jobs - Summary Gadget displays a bar graph of the number of completed Jobs
within the specified date and time range.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the Job Status.
Group By - Specify the hour, day, or month value the statistics will be grouped by.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the statistics based on date and time.
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Recent Completed Jobs
The Recent Completed Jobs Gadget displays to most recent completed Jobs and their
completion status. Click the Job Number link to view the Completed Jobs page for the selected
Job. Click the More Details link to view all the Completed Jobs.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the Job Status.
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File Transfer - Summary
The File Transfer - Summary Gadget displays a bar graph of the number of file transfers within the
specified time range.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the statistics based on date and time.
Group By - Specify the hour, day, or month value the statistics will be grouped by.
Module - Specify the GoAnywhere modules that will be included in the file transfer
statistics.
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Recent File Activity
The Recent File Activity Gadget displays the recent files that have been transferred, the module
that was used to transfer the file, and the user who initiated the transfer. Click the User link to
view their activity in the Global Search page, or click the More Details link to see all the latest
activity on the Global Search page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Module - Specify the GoAnywhere modules that will be included in the file transfer details.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the file transfer status.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of transfers to display on the Gadget.
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Recent Web User Logins
The Recent Web User Logins Gadget displays the most recent Web User Logins, the date and
time the Web User logged in, the service they logged in to, and the status of the login attempt.
Click the User link to view their account on the Web User management page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Protocol - Specify the service protocols to display.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the login attempt status.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of Web User logins to display on the Gadget.
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Recent Web User Activity
The Recent Web User Activity Gadget displays recent Web User Activity, the modules impacted,
and the status of the activity. Click the User link to view that user's activity in the Global Search
page, or click the More Details link to see all the latest activity from every user on the Global
Search page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Modules - Specify the GoAnywhere modules that will be included in the Web User Activity
details.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the activity status.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of recent Web User activities to display on the
Gadget.
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Recent Secure Mail Activity
The Recent Secure Mail Activity Gadget displays recent Secure Mail activity, the recipient of the
Secure Mail message, and the message status. Click the User link to view the message on the
Secure Mail Manager page, or click the More Details link to view all the messages on the Secure
Mail Manager page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of recent Secure Mail activities to display on the
Gadget.
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Recent Blocked IP Addresses - Detail
The Recent Blocked IP Addresses Gadget displays IP address that were recently blocked due to
invalid login attempts. Click the More Details link to view the Automatic IP Block List page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the results based on date and time.
Rows to Display per Page - Specify the number of recent blocked IP addresses to display
on the Gadget.
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Recent Triggers
The Recent Triggers Gadget displays recent Trigger activity and the status of the Trigger event.
Click the Trigger Name link to view the Trigger log for that event, or click the More Details link to
view all the Trigger history on the Trigger log.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the activity status.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of recent Triggers to display on the Gadget.
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Top Web Users by Transfers
The Top Web Users by Transfers Gadget displays the Web Users who have the most file upload
and download activity across each of the selected modules. Click the User link to view their
transfers in the Global Search log.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l

l
l

l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the statistics based on date and time.
Module - Specify the GoAnywhere modules that will be included in the Web User transfer
details.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of Web Users to display on the Gadget.
Summarize By - Specify if the Gadget will be summarized by the number of transfers per
Web User, or total number of bytes transferred per Web User.
Transfer Type - Specify the type of transfer displayed.
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Top GoDrive Users by Disk Usage
The Top GoDrive Users by Disk Usage Gadget displays the Web Users who have the most files
stored in GoDrive. Click the User link to view the Web User Management page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of rows to display on the Gadget.

Top Secure Mail Users by Disk Usage
The Top Secure Mail Users by Disk Usage Gadget displays the Web Users who utilize the largest
amount of file storage in Secure Mail. Click the User link to view the Web User Management
page.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of rows to display on the Gadget.
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Top Secure Mail Packages by Size
The Top Secure Mail Packages by Size Gadget displays the Web Users who have the largest
Secure Mail Packages, and the recipient email address where the Package was sent. Click the
User link to view that package in the Secure Mail Manager.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
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Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of rows to display on the Gadget.
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Expiring Certificates
The Expiring Certificates Gadget displays certificates that will be expiring within the specified date
range.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the results based on the number of days before the
certificate will expire.

Expiring PGP Keys
The Expiring PGP Keys Gadget displays PGP Keys that will be expiring within the specified date
range.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the results based on the number of days before the key
will expire.
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Unresolved Jobs
The Unresolved Jobs Gadget displays failed or canceled Jobs that have not been marked
Resolved from the Completed Jobs page. Click the Job Number link to view the Completed Job
log for the failed job, or click the More Details link to view all the failed or canceled Job history.

To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Status - Narrow the data displayed in the Gadget based on the Job status.
Rows to Display - Specify the number of failed or canceled jobs to display on the Gadget.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the results based on the number of days.

Service Level Agreements
The Service Level Agreements Gadget displays the number of Met and Not Met agreements.
Click the pie chart to view the Service Level Agreements log for the selected status.
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To customize the data available within the Gadget, click on the
and then click Edit.

button (on the Gadget header)

Optional Parameters
l
l
l
l

Title - Specify a title for the Gadget.
Source - The type of source (Project, Monitor, or Trigger) tied to the SLA.
Service Level Agreement - Specify the SLA you wish to display.
Date Range - Specify the scope of the results based on the number of days.
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Resources
Resources are the names and connection properties of the servers, and other data sources, that
GoAnywhere can interact with. The defined Resources can be used within GoAnywhere by
choosing the Resource names from simple drop-down lists.
Listed below are the Resource types that can be defined in GoAnywhere.
Amazon S3 Buckets
The names and connection properties of Amazon S3 Bucket locations to which GoAnywhere can
connect for accessing files.
AS2 Servers
The names and connection properties of the AS2 servers (Applicability Statement 2) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for sending files.
AS3 Partners
The names and properties of the AS3 Partners (Applicability Statement 3) used to exchange AS3
messages.
AS4 Servers
The names and connection properties of the AS4 servers (Applicability Statement 4) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for sending files.
Azure Blob Storage
The names and connection properties of the Azure Blob Storage servers to which GoAnywhere
can connect for sending files.
Cloud Connectors
The names and connection properties of Cloud Connectors, which are used to integrate
GoAnywhere with web service API's.
Database Servers
The names and connection properties of the database servers to which GoAnywhere can
connect. Database servers supported include DB2 for IBM i (iSeries), DB2, Oracle, SQL Server
2000 and later, Informix, PostgreSQL, and MySQL/MariaDB.
FileCatalyst Servers
The names and connection properties of the FileCatalyst servers to which GoAnywhere can
connect for sending and receiving files.
FTP Servers
The names and connection properties of the FTP servers to which GoAnywhere can connect for
sending and receiving files.
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FTPS Servers
The names and connection properties of the FTPS servers (FTP over SSL) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for sending and receiving files.
GoAnywhere HTTPS Servers
The names and connection properties of the GoAnywhere HTTPS servers (HTTPS Service in
GoAnywhere) to which GoAnywhere can connect for sending and receiving files.
GoAnywhere MFT Servers
The names and connection properties of additional GoAnywhere servers to which this
GoAnywhere instance can connect for executing Projects.
GoFast Servers
The names and connection properties of the GoAnywhere GoFast servers which this instance
can connect to for executing accelerated file transfers.
HTTP Servers
The names and connection properties of the HTTP servers to which GoAnywhere can connect
for sending and receiving files.
HTTPS Servers
The names and connection properties of the HTTPS servers (HTTP over SSL) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for sending and receiving files.
IBM i Servers
The names and connection properties of the IBM i servers to which GoAnywhere can connect for
executing i5/OS commands and programs.
ICAP Servers
The name and connection properties of the ICAP servers (for Data Loss Prevention) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for sending files and receiving confirmation the files do not contain
restricted content.
Mail Boxes
The names and connection properties of the Mail Boxes (POP-3 and IMAP) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for receiving emails.
MQ Servers
The names and connection properties of the Message Queue servers (MQ) to which
GoAnywhere can connect for sending and receiving messages.
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Network Shares
The names and connection properties of shared file locations on a network to which GoAnywhere
can connect for accessing files.
PeSIT Servers
The names and connection properties of the PeSIT servers which GoAnywhere can connect to for
sending and receiving files.
PGP Key Rings
The names of the PGP Key Rings that can be used in GoAnywhere to encrypt and decrypt files
using the OpenPGP standard.
REST Servers
The names and connection properties of REST web service servers which GoAnywhere can
connect to. These resources can be used for submitting REST Post, Get, Put, and Delete
requests.
SMTP Servers
The names and connection properties of the SMTP servers (Mail Servers) to which GoAnywhere
can connect for sending emails.
SNMP Servers
The name and connection properties of SNMP servers to which GoAnywhere can send SNMP
traps to alert administrators of events that occur in Project Workflows.
SOAP Servers
The names and connection properties of SOAP web service servers which GoAnywhere can
connect to. These resources can be used for transmitting data between applications using
SOAP requests.
SSH Servers (SFTP/SCP/SSH)
The names and connection properties of the SSH Servers which GoAnywhere can connect to.
These resources can be used for SFTP transfers (SSH File Transfer Protocol), SCP file transfers
(Secure Copy) and running remote SSH commands.
WebDAV Servers
The names and connection properties of WebDAV locations to which GoAnywhere can connect
for accessing files.

Work with Resources
To work with Resources, log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager or Security Officer
role and click the Resources link from the main menu. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based
on the permissions specified for that role.
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NOTE:

An Admin User must have Write permission for the Resource in order to edit or delete it. An
Admin User must have Read permission to view a Resource either by Resource Type or in
the Resource Search Results page. Either Read or Write permission is needed to test the
resource.

Click the type of Resource to work with. A list of Resources opens on the right-side of the page
for that Type. Listed below is an example of Database Servers.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

l

Add a Resource by clicking the Add button.
Import Resources from ZIP by selecting the Import Resources button and then choosing
Import From ZIP.
Import Resources from XML by selecting the Import Resources button and then
choosing Import From XML.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results
that contain the specified characters.
l

Name - Search for a Resource by name.
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Resource Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon.
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Edit a Resource by clicking Edit.
Copy a Resource by clicking Copy.
Delete a Resource by clicking Delete.
View a Resource by clicking View.
Test a Resource by clicking Test. The test results will be displayed in a popup window
indicating a success or failure.
View Resource information by clicking Information.
Search to see which Projects and Monitors use the Resource by clicking Search.
View the File Activity Audit Log for the Resource by clicking View File Activity.
View the change history for the Resource by clicking Change History.
Move the Resource to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the target
Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Resource before it is
saved.
Export a Resource by clicking Export.
Promote a Resource by clicking Promote.
Edit the permissions for a Resource by clicking Permissions.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l

Delete one or more selected Resources.
Promote one or more selected Resources to another GoAnywhere server.
Export one or more selected Resources. The selected Resource(s) are saved in a file
named "resources.zip" on your local computer.

Import Resource From XML
Resources can be exchanged between GoAnywhere servers using XML format. To generate the
XML file, export the Resource from the source GoAnywhere server. After the XML file is
generated, follow the instructions below to import this Resource from the XML file:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Resources, and then select the Resource type from the left
pane.
3. In the Resource page, click the
Import Resources link in the toolbar.
4. From the drop-down menu select, click Import from XML.
5. On the Import Resource From XML page, specify the following:
l

l
l
l

Import From - The XML file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC or
a file on the source GoAnywhere server.
XML File - The path or location of the XML file containing the import information.
Replace Target Resource - Replaces an existing Resource of the same name.
Domain - The Domain where the Resources will belong when they are imported.

6. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.

Import Resources From ZIP
Multiple Resources can be exchanged between GoAnywhere servers from ZIP files. Export the
Resources from the source GoAnywhere server. After the ZIP file is generated, follow the
instructions below to import these Resources:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Resources, and then select the Resource type from the left
pane.
3. In the Resource page, click the
Import Resources link in the toolbar.
4. From the drop-down menu select, click Import from ZIP.
5. On the Import Resource From ZIP page, specify the following:
l

l
l
l

Import From - The ZIP file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC or
a file on the source GoAnywhere server.
ZIP File - The path or location of the ZIP file containing the import information.
Replace Target Resource - Replaces existing Resources of the same name.
Domain - The Domain where the Resources will belong when they are imported.
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6. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.

Recover Resource Passwords
All passwords specified in Resources are encrypted and inaccessible to Admin Users by default.
If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page,
Admin Users with the Resource Manager role can decide if a Resource's password can be
recovered by another Resource Manager.

Creating a Resource
When an Admin User creates a Resource and the Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords
setting is enabled, the Password field(s) in the resource will display the Unrecoverable option.
When the Unrecoverable button is clicked, the password is now set to
Recoverable and can
be viewed by other Resource Managers.
Password is Unrecoverable:

Password is Recoverable:

Updating a Resource Password
When an existing Resource password is updated by a Resource Manager, the Resource
Manager can choose to make the new password recoverable or not.

View a Resource Password
Recoverable passwords can be viewed by another Resource Manager by clicking on the
Resource's Actions icon and then choose View. On the Resource's Details page, click the
[Show Password] link to view the password.
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Resource Permissions
Permissions (authorities) for a Resource can be granted to individual Admin Users and Groups of
Admin Users. The following three types of permissions can be granted:
Edit
Allows Admin Users to make changes to the Resource connection settings.
Delete
Allows Admin Users to delete the Resource.
Export
Allows Admin Users to export the Resource to an XML file.
Promote
Allows Admin Users to promote the Resource to another GoAnywhere Server.
Test
Allows Admin Users to use the test function to verify the connection to the Resource is successful.
View
Allows Admin Users to view the connection settings for the Resource.
Use
Allows Admin Users to utilize the Resource when executing a Project.
Manage Permissions
Allows Admin Users to modify the permission settings for the Resource.
For instance, you may have a FTP server resource that only certain users should be able to utilize
(connect to). If you additionally do not want these users to change the settings on the FTP server,
then you would give the Admin Users the permission of Use only to that Resource.
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NOTE:

By default, the All Users Group will be granted all permissions to a Resource when it is
added. This Public authority will allow other Resource Managers to view and edit the
properties for the Resource and other users to utilize the Resource when executing a
Project. It is recommended to remove all users permissions from any Resources that should
have restricted access. The default permissions for the All Users Group can be changed on
the Security Settings page.

Configuring Resource Permissions
Follow the instructions below to configure resource permissions:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, click the Resources link.
3. Click the Resource type to work with.
4. Select Actions next to the Resource that you wish to edit the permissions for and then
click Permissions.

Adding Permissions to a Resource
1. From the Resource Permissions page, click the Add Permissions link (located in the
page toolbar).
2. To authorize users to the Resource:
a. On the left side of the page, select (highlight) the users to assign to the Resource.
Multiple entries can be selected by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking
the mouse.
b. Click the
Arrow icon.
c. The selected users will move to the right side of the page.
3. To authorize groups to the Resource:
a. On the left side of the page, select (highlight) the groups to assign to the Resource.
Multiple entries can be selected by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking
the mouse.
b. Click the
Arrow icon.
c. The selected groups will move to the right side of the page.
4. Select the permissions for the Users and Groups by clicking the desired Permissions
boxes.
5. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
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Editing Resource Permissions
1. From the Resource Permissions page, select or deselect the permissions for the Admin
Users and Admin Groups by checking on or off the boxes next to those users and groups.
2. Click the Remove All Permissions button to remove all permissions from users and
groups.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
4. Click the Done button to leave the permissions page.
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Configuring a Resource
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Resource:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. On the Resource Types column, click the Resource type to work with.
4. To add a new Resource, click the Add button in the toolbar. Type the appropriate
information in the boxes for the Resource.
5. To edit a Resource, click the Action icon beside the Resource and then click Edit. The
current Resource properties are displayed. Make any desired changes to the properties.
6. Click the Test button to test the connection to the Resource. The test results will be
displayed in a popup window indicating a success or failure.
7. If the test is successful, click the Save button to add or update the Resource.
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Copy Resource
The Copy Resource function allows you to copy all the attributes of an existing Resource into a
new Resource that you can edit. Follow the steps below to copy a Resource:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. In the list of Resource types in the left column, click the Resource type to work with.
4. From the list of Resources, click the Action icon beside the Resource you wish to copy and
then click Copy.
5. After clicking Copy, the process and information for copying a Resource is the same as
adding a Resource.

Delete Resource
Follow the instructions below to delete a Resource:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. In the list of Resource types in the left column, click the Resource type to work with.
4. Click the Action icon beside the Resource and then click Delete.
5. To delete multiple Resources, select the appropriate check boxes and click the Delete
button.
6. Click the Confirm button in the confirmation dialog.
NOTE:

A user must have “Write” permission for the Resource in order to delete it.
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Export Resource
Authorized users can export a Resource as an XML file on their local computer.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. In the list of Resource types in the left column, click the Resource type to work with.
4. In the list of Resources, click the Action icon and then click Export.
5. Save the exported Resource XML file to your computer.
6. The name of the exported file will be constructed using the Resource name with an .xml
extension.
NOTE:

Resource passwords will be replaced with asterisks in the XML file if the Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is not enabled on the Security Settings page.

Search Resources
To show which Projects and Monitors refer to a particular Resource, an Admin User with the
Resource Manager role can select the Where Used option from the Resources action menu. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. The Resource
Search Results page displays the details about the Projects and Monitors that use the Resource.
From this page a user can edit a Project, view a Project, and view information about who created
or modified the Project.
The Matched Monitors section displays all Monitors that use the particular Resource.
The Matched Projects section displays all Projects that use the particular Resource.
The Projects Avoided section displays all Projects that were not searched because they contain
compile errors.
NOTE:

If no Projects or Monitors were found that use a Resource, an option is available to delete the
Resource. Be aware that Resources that are referenced by a variable will not be displayed in
this list.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Click the Refresh button to refresh the search results.
Click the Done button to return to the Resources page.

Resource References Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l

l

Click Edit to edit the Project.
Click View to view the Project. If the Project has compilation errors, they are displayed on
this page.
Click Information to view creation and modification details about the Project.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Page button to save the visible search results in CSV format.
Click the Export Results button to save all the search results in CSV format.

View Resource
Follow the instructions below to view the properties (settings) for a Resource:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. In the list of Resource types in the left column, click the Resource type to work with.
4. On the list of Resources in the right column, click the Action icon and then click View.
5. Click the Done button when finished viewing the Resource properties.

Resource Change History
The Resource Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Resource, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Resource Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Resource
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Resources from the main menu, and then click a Resource from the left menu. Click the
Resource’s Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Promoting a Resource
Admin Users can copy Resources to other GoAnywhere installations. This feature is especially
useful for promoting Resources from a development installation to a production installation of
GoAnywhere.
Follow the steps below to promote Resources:
1. A Resource can be promoted from the Promote Resources page. To access this page:
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
c. A list of Resource types will be displayed (database servers, FTP servers, HTTP
servers, etc.).
d. Click the Resource type to work with.
e. A list of Resources will be displayed.
f. Click the Action icon beside the Resource and then click Promote.
g. The Promote Resources page will be displayed.
2. Enter values for the following fields:
l Target Server - The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation to
copy the Resource(s) to. The value specified must be a URL of the form http://[host]:
[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the target
GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere server
is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
l User Name - The Admin User name to login to the target GoAnywhere installation.
l Password - The password for the user to log in with. The password is case sensitive.
l Replace Target Resource(s)? - Indicate if the Resource should be replaced on the
target GoAnywhere installation if it already exists with the same name.
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Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.
3. Click the Promote button to copy the Resource.
l

Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to promote a Resource:
l
l
l

l

l

Resource Manager role on both the source and target GoAnywhere installations.
Read permission for the Resource on the source GoAnywhere installation.
Write permission for the Resource on the target GoAnywhere installation (if you chose to
Replace Target Resource(s).
If the Admin User account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, the custom role must
provide the ability to manage, read, and write on the item being promoted.
Access to the target Domain.

NOTE:

A command named CPYRES is available for promoting Resources from the IBM i (iSeries).
The CPYRES command can be executed from a command line, placed in a CL program, run
from the IBM i scheduler. This command is located in the installation library, which by default
is GOANYWHERE.
Resources can also be promoted to another GoAnywhere server by using the
promoteResource function in GoAnywhere Command (GACMD). Refer to the GoAnywhere
Command User Guide for more information.

View Resource Information
The Resource information page shows details about the creation and modification of the
Resource. Follow the instructions below to view information about the Resource:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. In the list of Resource types in the left column, click the Resource type to work with.
4. On the list of Resources in the right column, click the Action icon beside the Resource you
wish to view and click More Info.
5. Click the Done button when finished viewing the Resource details.
NOTE:

The following is the information for a Network Share Resource.

Troubleshooting Resources
Use the following suggestions to troubleshoot Resource connection issues:

PKIX Build Path Error
Error messages that refer to PKIX (Public-Key Infrastructure) indicate a trust issue in which the
GoAnywhere MFT server doesn't contain the Resource's certificate (if self-signed) or the
certificate authority. This issue can be remedied by importing the SSL certificate of the Resource
into your to your GoAnywhere Key Vault or trusted Key Store.
TIP:

The certificate may be downloaded from a browser. Follow the instructions for exporting
certificates from a web browser. Then, import the certificate to your GoAnywhere Key Vault
or trusted Key Store.

Connection Timeout or Connection Refused
Connection Timeout or Connection Refused messages indicate an issue with the network.
Sometimes this can indicate that the IP/Host and/or Port number for the Resource is invalid or is
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being blocked due to firewall rules. If the IP/Host and Port numbers are correct, attempt to
connect to the resource from another system other than GoAnywhere MFT to ensure the
resource is available. HelpSystems suggests you contact your network administrator to
troubleshoot connection timeout or refused messages prior to contacting HelpSystems for
support.

Read Timeout
Read timeout errors occur when the connection is accepted, but a response is not received within
a specified amount of time. Please ensure that you are pointing to the correct Resource by
working with the target system's administrator. In some cases, increasing the Read Timeout
value may be required.

Authorization Failed
Authorization errors occur when a connection has been made, but the handshake has failed at
the point of authentication. An authorization error typically says that a log in has been denied due
to invalid credentials - user name, password, key, or certificate. HelpSystems suggests you
contact your trading partner to verify you have the proper credentials prior to contacting
HelpSystems for support.

Permission Denied
Resource errors can appear if a GoAnywhere project is attempting to access or alter an object
(files, folders, etc.) without sufficient permissions. HelpSystems suggests you contact your
trading partner to verify you have the proper permissions prior to contacting HelpSystems for
support.

File Size Limit
File size limits can be dictated by a variety of sources (the operating system, user account limits,
service configuration etc.). An error in GoAnywhere will occur if a project is attempting to transfer
files when a file size limit exists on the resource. HelpSystems suggests you contact your trading
partner to verify their service accepts the file size you are attempting to send prior to contacting
HelpSystems for support.

Amazon S3 Buckets Resource
Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) provides organizations with affordable and
scalable cloud storage. Amazon S3 buckets can be configured as Resources in GoAnywhere
and then specified as file repositories within Domains, or as Web User virtual folder locations.
Projects in GoAnywhere can also connect to Amazon S3 resources to retrieve or modify object
metadata using the S3 task, or upload, download and manage documents by using qualified file
paths (using the resource name) within other Tasks.
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TIP:

The syntax for referencing an Amazon S3 share is: resource:s3://[ResourceName]/
[FilePath], where [ResourceName] is the name of the Amazon S3 share Resource.

Basic Tab
The Basic tab allows you to configure the connection properties for the Amazon S3 resource.

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Amazon S3 Bucket. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this Bucket when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "Amazon Bucket"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Amazon S3 Bucket. The description is optional.
Authentication Type
Specify the authentication type to use for this request. Valid options are Basic, EC2 Instance, and
AWS Security Token Service.
l

Basic - Authenticates to the Amazon S3 Bucket using an Access Key Id and Secret Access
Key fields.
l Access Key ID - The Access Key ID used to authenticate to the Amazon account.
This Access Key ID is provided by the Identity & Access Management (IAM) tool from
your Amazon Web Services account.
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Secret Access Key - The Secret Access Key provided by the Identity & Access
Management tool that matches the Access Key ID. To update an existing Secret
Access Key, click the Change Secret Access Key link and specify a new secret
access key. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin
Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.
EC2 Instance - Authenticates with an S3 Bucket that is accessible from a local EC2
instance in the same account using IAM Roles.
AWS Security Token Service (STS) - Use this option for cross-account EC2 to S3 Bucket
access by attaching an IAM Role with an 'sts:AssumeRole' policy to the containing EC2
instance.
l Role ARN - The Amazon Resource Name describing the IAM Role for S3 Bucket
access, that the EC2 instance is authorized to assume.
l Role Session Name - The unique session name to use when assuming the above
role for S3 bucket access.
l

l

l

Bucket Name
The Bucket name on Amazon S3 that this resource should connect to. This can be used to
optimize latency, minimize costs, or address regulatory requirements. The region for the Amazon
S3 Bucket is found on the Bucket's Properties tab on Amazon's Web Services page.
Region
A region to use for connecting to Amazon's servers. This can be used to optimize latency,
minimize costs, or address regulatory requirements. The region for the Amazon S3 Bucket is
found on the Bucket's Properties tab on Amazon's Web Services page.
Server-Side Encryption
GoAnywhere supports Amazon's server side SSE-S3 method for encrypting files with AES 256bit encryption. When AES-256 is selected on the Resource, files that are uploaded to an Amazon
S3 Bucket will be automatically encrypted on the Amazon server. Files that are encrypted in an
Amazon S3 Bucket are automatically decrypted when downloaded by GoAnywhere.
KMS Key Alias
GoAnywhere supports Amazon's server side Key Management Service (KMS) for encrypting
files. When KMS is selected in the Server-Side Encryption field, you can specify an alias for a
key that will be used to encrypt the files that are uploaded to an Amazon S3 Bucket. If the KMS
Key Alias field is left blank, then the AWS-managed key for Amazon S3 will be used.

Connection Tab
The Connection tab allows you to specify the root directory, connection timeout, and upload part
size to the Amazon S3 Bucket.
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Root Directory
A directory within the Bucket that should be this resource's root directory.
Endpoint URL
An endpoint (such as "ec2.amazonaws.com") or full URL, including the protocol (such as
"https://ec2.anazonaws.com"), of the region specific AWS endpoint that GoAnywhere will
communicate with. The Endpoint URL can also be used to connect to non-standard S3compatible object storage services. It is recommended to leave this value blank unless
connecting to a non-standard service endpoint. When empty, the endpoint is determined
automatically based on the Region specified on the Basic tab.
Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the Amazon S3 server. A timeout
will occur if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If left blank, the
default timeout is 60 seconds.
Upload Part Size (MB)
GoAnywhere will upload a file to Amazon S3 in one or more parts. Each part of the file is first read
into GoAnywhere’s memory before it is uploaded to Amazon S3. The default Upload Part Size is
5MB.
The maximum number of parts that Amazon S3 can accept for a single file is 10,000. Therefore,
you must increase the Upload Part Size if you need to upload files larger than 50GB to Amazon
S3. You may also need to increase the size of memory used by the GoAnywhere JVM to support
file sizes greater than 50GB or to support higher volumes of file transfers to Amazon S3.
NOTE:

The Amazon S3 Bucket Resource does not support file transfer resumption for uploads or
downloads.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections.
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Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your
system uses a proxy server to make HTTPS connections.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your network uses a
proxy server to make HTTPS connections. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP connection is
80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your
network uses a proxy server to make HTTPS connections.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTPS connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

AS2 Servers Resource
The AS2 Server Resource is used to specify the settings to use when messages are sent using
the AS2 1.2 specification. AS2 is a standard originally created to securely transfer EDI
documents, but it can also be used to transmit virtually any file type. The messages are structured
using the standard S/MIME format and are sent over HTTP(S) connections.

Basic Tab
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Name
A user-defined name which identifies the AS2 server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this database server when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "AS2 Server in Atlanta"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the AS2 server. The description is optional.
URL
This is the URL of the server that receives the messages. The URL syntax must be a valid server
and location where [hostname] can be an IP Address or a Domain name and [portnumber] is the
port on which the AS2 Server listens.
AS2 From ID
The AS2 From ID is the name or ID used by the sender (most commonly you are the sender). The
ID is arbitrary, but if the receiving server filters by this ID, the ID's must match. The AS2 From ID
is case sensitive, can be 1 to 128 ASCII printable characters in length, and may not contain
whitespaces.
AS2 To ID
The AS2 To ID is the name or ID used by the recipient. The ID is arbitrary. The AS2 To ID is case
sensitive, can be 1 to 128 ASCII printable characters in length, and may not contain whitespaces.

Advanced Tab
Key Location
Select whether to use Key Vault keys or File Based keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
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Key Vault Keys

Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private keys and public certificates. The Domain's default Key Vault
will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
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Basic Authentication
User
The user name (login name) used when connecting to the AS2 server. This is only required if the
AS2 server needs the AS2 client to authenticate using either the BASIC or DIGEST
authentication schemes.
Password
The password used when connecting to the AS2 server. This is only required if the AS2 server
needs the AS2 client to authenticate using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication schemes.
To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If
Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an
additional password recovery option is available.
Certificate Authentication
Key Name
If the server requires that AS2 client connections are authenticated with a certificate, select the
private key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
Message Options
Compress
Messages can be compressed to reduce bandwidth using the zlib format. The default is No.
Content Transfer Encoding
The encoding to use on the message being sent, either base64 (default) or binary.
Message Encryption
Encrypt
Encrypting the message itself during transmission within the encrypted tunnel is optional, but
highly recommended. The default value if left blank is No.
Algorithm
The Algorithm is the encryption algorithm used to encrypt the message. The default encryption
algorithm is AES128.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Message Signature
Sign
Signing the message with a digital signature to further identify yourself is optional, but highly
recommended.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512, or
MD5. The default is SHA1.
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Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a hyphen
in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name. For example,
the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may require it to be specified
as SHA-1.
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
Message Receipt
Key Name
The Key Name is optional when the receipt signature contains an embedded certificate. In this
scenario, GoAnywhere will ensure that the embedded certificate is also located in the Key Vault.
To enhance security, a Key Name can be specified which verifies the certificate that signed the
receipt is the specific certificate in the Key Vault.
If the receipt signature does not contain an embedded certificate, then the Key Name must be
specified in order to verify and trust the signature. Typically, the same certificate that is used to
encrypt the outbound message can be used to verify the receipt signature. If you do not know the
key name for the certificate, click the drop-down arrow to select the certificate.
Transfer Encoding
Define the encoding of a receipt. This is useful when the receipt does not include the transfer
encoding.
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Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private keys and public certificates. The Domain's default Key Vault
will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Basic Authentication
User
The user name (login name) when connecting to the AS2 server. This is only required if the AS2
server needs the AS2 client to authenticate using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication
schemes.
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Password
The password used when connecting to the AS2 server. This is only required if the AS2 server
needs the AS2 client to authenticate using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication schemes.
Certificate Authentication
Key Name
If the server requires that AS2 client connections are authenticated with a certificate, select the
private key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Message Options
Compress
Messages can be compressed to reduce bandwidth using the zlib format. The default is No.
Content Transfer Encoding
The encoding to use on the message being sent, either base64 (default) or binary.
Message Encryption
Encrypt
Encrypting the message itself during transmission within the encrypted tunnel is optional, but
highly recommended. The default value if left blank is No.
Algorithm
The Algorithm is the encryption algorithm used to encrypt the message. The default encryption
algorithm is AES128.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Message Signature
Sign
Signing the message with a digital signature to further identify yourself is optional, but highly
recommended.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512, or
MD5. The default is SHA1.
Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a hyphen
in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name. For example,
the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may require it to be specified
as SHA-1.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
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Message Receipt
Key Name
The Key Name is optional when the receipt signature contains an embedded certificate. In this
scenario, GoAnywhere will ensure that the embedded certificate is also located in the Key Vault.
To enhance security, a Key Name can be specified which verifies the certificate that signed the
receipt is the specific certificate in the Key Vault. If the receipt signature does not contain an
embedded certificate, then the Key Name must be specified in order to verify and trust the
signature. Typically, the same certificate that is used to encrypt the outbound message can be
used to verify the receipt signature. If you do not know the key name for the certificate, click the
drop-down arrow to select the certificate.
Transfer Encoding
Define the encoding of a receipt. This is useful when the receipt does not include the transfer
encoding.
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File Based Keys

Basic Authentication
User
The user name (login name) when connecting to the AS2 server. This is only required if the AS2
server needs the AS2 client to authenticate using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication
schemes.
Password
The password used when connecting to the AS2 server. This is only required if the AS2 server
needs the AS2 client to authenticate using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication schemes.
To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If
Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an
additional password recovery option is available.
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Certificate Authentication
Certificate Alias
This is the alias of the private key used for client certificate authentication. The private key is
located in the Default Private Key Store. If you do not know the alias name for the private key,
click the
icon to select the private key.
Message Options
Compress
Messages can be compressed to reduce bandwidth using the zlib format. The default is No.
Content Transfer Encoding
The encoding to use on the message being sent, either base64 (default) or binary.
Message Encryption
Encrypt
Encrypting the message itself during transmission within the encrypted tunnel is optional, but
highly recommended. The default value if left blank is No.
Algorithm
The Algorithm is the encryption algorithm used to encrypt the message. The default encryption
algorithm is AES128.
Certificate Alias
This is the public key alias used to encrypt the message. The public key is located in the Default
Trusted Certificates Key Store. If you do not know the alias name for the public key, click the
icon to select the key.
Message Signature
Sign
Signing the message with a digital signature to further identify yourself is optional, but highly
recommended.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512, or
MD5. The default is SHA1.
Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a hyphen
in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name. For example,
the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may require it to be specified
as SHA-1.
Certificate Alias
This is the private key alias used to sign the message. The private key is located in the Default
Private Key Store. If you do not know the alias name for the private key, click the
icon to select
the private key.
Message Receipt
Certificate Alias
The Certificate Alias is optional when the receipt signature contains an embedded certificate. In
this scenario, GoAnywhere will ensure that the embedded certificate is also located in the Default
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Trusted Certificate Key Store. To enhance security, a Certificate Alias can be specified which
verifies the certificate that signed the receipt is a specific certificate in the Key Store.
If the receipt signature does not contain an embedded certificate, then the Certificate Alias must
be specified in order to verify and trust the signature. Typically, the same certificate that is used to
encrypt the outbound message can be used to verify the receipt signature. If you do not know the
alias name for the certificate, click the
icon to select the certificate.
Transfer Encoding
Define the encoding of a receipt. This is useful when the receipt does not include the transfer
encoding.

Connection Tab

Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
AS2 server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, the default value is 60 seconds.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the AS2 server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default value is 0 (zero).
Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times the AS2 Resource will attempt to connect if a connection cannot be
established on the first attempt.
Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt. If left blank, the retry
interval is 0 (zero) seconds.
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. The default value is yes.
Enable Cookies
Specify whether or not to enable cookies. The default value is yes.
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User Agent
The user agent is the value used in the message header to indicate what application created or
sent the message. The default value is GoAnywhere/${currentProductVersion}.
Use Chunked Encoding
Indicates if the length of the request will be pre-calculated or sent in chunks. Pre-calculating the
content length may slow performance when sending large files, but not all AS2 servers support
chunked encoding. The default setting is No.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSLContext. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (SSL) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support SSLv3. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2,
or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S)
connections.

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network.
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Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP
connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled
on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local system
may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting must be set
to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this setting
defaults to 'No'.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

Testing an AS2 Resource
Test a Resource connection by clicking the Test button. The Test Connection dialogue box will
appear.
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Subject
Specify a subject for the test message.
File Name
Specify a name for the file that will be created for the test.
File Contents
Specify the message contents of the created file. The file contents will be stored in a java
temporary directory, which will be deleted after the transfer.
Content Type
Specify the content type of the source file(s) from the drop-down list.
Request Receipt
Specify whether or not to request a receipt from the AS2 server. Default Value: none.

AS3 Partner Resource
The AS3 Partner Resource is used to specify the settings to use when messages are sent using
the AS3 1.2 specification. AS3 is a standard originally created to securely transfer EDI
documents, but it can also be used to transmit virtually any file type. The messages are
structured using the standard S/MIME format and are sent over FTP(S) connections.

Basic Tab
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Name
A user-defined name that identifies the AS3 Partner Resource. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this resource when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "AS3 Partner in Atlanta"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the AS3 Partner resource. The description is optional.
From ID
The From ID is the name or ID used by the sender (most commonly, you are the sender). The ID
is arbitrary, but if the receiving server filters by this ID, the ID's must match. The From ID is case
sensitive, can be 1 to 128 ASCII printable characters in length, and may not contain whitespaces.
To ID
The To ID is the name or ID used by the recipient. The ID is arbitrary. The To ID is case sensitive,
can be 1 to 128 ASCII printable characters in length, and may not contain whitespaces.

Send Tab
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Key Vault
Use GoAnywhere's Key Management System for this resource.
Message Options
Compress
Messages can be compressed to reduce bandwidth using the zlib format. Default Value: No
Context Transfer Encoding
The encoding to use on the message being sent, either base64 or binary. Default Value: base64
Preferred MIC algorithm
The algorithm used to calculate the MIC (Message Integrity Check). Default Value: SHA1
Message Encryption
Encrypt
Encrypting the message itself during transmission within the encrypted tunnel is optional, but
highly recommended. Default Value: false
Algorithm
The Algorithm is the encryption algorithm used to encrypt the message. Default Value: AES128
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Message Signature
Sign
Signing the message with a digital signature to further identify yourself is optional, but highly
recommended. Default Value: No
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512, or
MD5. Default Value: SHA1
Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a hyphen
in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name. For example,
the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may require it to be specified
as SHA-1. Default Value: rfc3851
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Message Receipt
Key Name
The Key Name is optional when the receipt signature contains an embedded certificate. In this
scenario, GoAnywhere will ensure that the embedded certificate is also located in the Key Vault.
To enhance security, a Key Name can be specified which verifies the certificate that signed the
receipt is the specific certificate in the Key Vault. If the receipt signature does not contain an
embedded certificate, then the Key Name must be specified in order to verify and trust the
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signature. Typically, the same certificate that is used to encrypt the outbound message can be
used to verify the receipt signature. If you do not know the key name for the certificate, click the
drop-down arrow to select the certificate.
Transfer Encoding
Define the encoding of a receipt. This is useful when the receipt does not include the transfer
encoding.

Receive Tab

Message Decryption
Decryption Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private keys and public certificates for decryption. The Domain's
default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Decryption Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Decryption Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Message Signature Verification
Signature Key Name
The Key Name is optional and used to verify the message signature if specified, click the dropdown arrow to select the certificate.
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Contacts Tab

Primary Contact
Name
The name of the primary contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The primary contact's phone number.
Email
The primary contact's email address.
Secondary Contact
Name
The name of the secondary contact for the resource.
Phone
The secondary contact's phone number.
Email
The secondary contact's email address.

AS4 Servers Resource
The AS4 Servers Resource is used to specify the settings to use when messages are sent using
the AS4 specification. AS4 is a standard originally created to securely transfer EDI documents,
but it can also be used to transmit virtually any file type. The messages are structured using the
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standard S/MIME format and are sent using SOAP and Web Services over HTTP(S) connections.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the AS4 server. This name should be descriptive enough so
users can quickly identify this AS4 server when prompted to choose from a list (for example, "AS4
Server in Atlanta"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the AS4 server. The description is optional.
URL
This is the URL of the server that receives the messages. The URL syntax must be a valid server
and location where [hostname] can be an IP Address or a Domain name and [portnumber] is the
port on which the AS4 server listens.
Usage
Select whether to support AS4 pulls, pushes, or both for this resource.
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Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private keys and public certificates. The Domain's default Key Vault
will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
User Name Authentication
User
The user name (login name) used when connecting to the AS4 server.
Password
The password used when connecting to the AS4 server.
Certificate Authentication (Message Signature)
Sign Message
Signing the message with a digital signature to further identify yourself is optional, but highly
recommended.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, or SHA512.
The default is SHA1.
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
Message Encryption
Encrypt
When pushing AS4 Messages, choose to encrypt the message authentication information,
SOAP body XML, and attachments. For pull requests, if this option is set to 'Yes', authentication
information will be encrypted. The default value if left blank is No.
Algorithm
The encryption algorithm used to encrypt the message. The default encryption algorithm is
AES128.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
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Pull Tab

Message Decryption
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Signature Verification
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Receipt Message Signature
Sign Receipt
Select whether to sign the receipt.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, or SHA512.
The default is SHA1.
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
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Push Tab

From Party
From ID
The name or ID used by the sender. The ID is arbitrary, but if the receiving server filters by the
From ID, the IDs must match. The AS4 From ID is case sensitive and may not contain any white
spaces.
From ID Party Type
The identifier given for the From Party ID Type. The ID is case sensitive.
From Role
The identifier given for the From Party ID Role (e.g. "Sender").
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To Party
To ID
The name or ID used by the recipient. The AS4 To ID is case sensitive and may not contain any
white spaces.
To ID Party Type
The identifier given for the To Party ID Type.
To Role
The identifier given for the From Party ID Role (e.g. "Receiver").
Collaboration Info
Agreement Reference
The value used to reference a set of configuration aspects that users must agree upon to interoperate.
Agreement Type
The type of the Agreement Reference specified.
Processing Mode
The Processing Mode to associate with the Agreement Reference.
Service
The name of the business service that is to handle the User Message on the receiving server.
Service Type
The type of the business service that is to handle the User Message on the receiving server.
Action
The business level operation/activity requested to be executed on the receiving server.
Message Options
Enable Reception Awareness
Specify whether or not to adhere to the Maximum Receipt Wait Time as defined on the Reception
Awareness tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service.
Compress
Messages can be compressed to reduce bandwidth using the gzip format. The default is No.
Content Transfer Encoding
The encoding to use on the message being sent, either base64 (default) or binary.
Signature Verification
Key Name
This is the public key alias used to verify the message signature. The public key is located in the
Default Trusted Certificates Key Store. If you do not know the alias name for the public key, click
the
icon to select the key.
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Connection Tab

Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
AS4 server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, the default value is 60 seconds.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the AS4 server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default value is 0 (zero).
Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times the AS4 Resource will attempt to connect if a connection cannot be
established on the first attempt.
Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt. If left blank, the retry
interval is 0 (zero) seconds.
Follow Redirects
Specify whether to follow redirects. The default value is yes.
Enable Cookies
Specify whether to enable cookies. The default value is yes.
User Agent
The user agent is the value used in the message header to indicate what application created or
sent the message. The default value is GoAnywhere/${currentProductVersion}.
Use Chunked Encoding
Indicates if the length of the request will be pre-calculated or sent in chunks. Pre-calculating the
content length may slow performance when sending large files, but not all AS4 servers support
chunked encoding. The default setting is No.
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SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSLContext. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (SSL) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE implementations,
the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not support SSLv3. Valid
options include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, or TLSv1.3 (if running Java
11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections.

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP
connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

Azure Blob Storage Resource
Azure Blob Storage provides organizations with affordable and scalable cloud storage provided
by Microsoft. GoAnywhere supports Block type blob storage. Azure Blob Storage can be
configured as Resources in GoAnywhere and then specified as file repositories within Domains,
or as Web User virtual folder locations. Projects in GoAnywhere can also connect to Azure Blob
Storage resources to upload, download and manage documents by using qualified file paths
(using the resource name) within various Tasks.
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TIP:

The syntax for referencing an Azure Blob Storage share is: resource:azureblob://
[ResourceName]/[FilePath], where [ResourceName] is the name of the Azure Blob Storage
share Resource.

Basic Tab
The Basic tab allows you to configure the connection properties for the Azure Blob Storage
resource.

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Azure Blob Storage. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Azure"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Azure Blob Storage. The description is optional.
Account Name
Specify the Storage Account Name found on the Microsoft Azure Portal's > All Resources >
[Azure Blob Storage resource name] > Access Keys tab.
Account Key
Specify a Default Key found on the Microsoft Azure Portal's > All Resources > [Azure Blob
Storage resource name] > Access Keys tab. Microsoft generates two keys by default. Either
default key can be used on the Azure Blob Storage resource.
Container
Specify the storage container that will be accessed by GoAnywhere.
Protocol
Specify the protocol to use when transferring data to the Azure Blob Storage account. When no
protocol is selected, HTTPS is used.
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Connection Tab
The Connection tab allows you to specify the root directory and connection timeout to the Azure
Blob Storage.

Root Directory
A directory within the Azure Blog Storage account that should be this resource's root directory.
Endpoint Suffix
Specify the endpoint suffix (such as "core.usgovcloudapi.net") of the region or instance-specific
Azure endpoint that GoAnywhere will communicate with. It is recommended to leave this value
empty unless connecting to a non-standard service endpoint. When empty, the endpoint suffix is
determined automatically.
Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the Azure Blob Storage server. A
timeout will occur if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If left
blank, the default timeout is 60 seconds.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.
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Cloud Connector Resource
Cloud Connectors allow GoAnywhere to easily integrate with popular SOAP and RESTful web
service applications. Once a Cloud Connector definition is installed or created, you configure the
connection properties to the API as a Resource. This reusable resource allows you to specify
authentication and service level information once, and then they can be used over and over in
your Workflows.
The fields for each Cloud Connector will be unique to the API the Cloud Connector is connecting
to. Refer to the API's documentation to determine the connection properties for the API. The field
definitions below are standard across all Cloud Connectors.

Basic Tab
The Basic tab allows you to configure the connection properties for a Cloud Connector resource.
Service level input variables created in the Cloud Connector Designer appear in this tab.

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Cloud Connector resource. This name should be
descriptive enough so users can quickly identify this when prompted to choose from a list. The
name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Domain
The Domain that the Cloud Connector is assigned to.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Cloud Connector. The description is optional.
Cloud Connector
The name of the Cloud Connector.
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Proxy Tab

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. HTTP tunneling requires that the HTTP proxy supports the CONNECT
HTTP method. Not all HTTP proxy servers may support the CONNECT method and some might
only allow HTTPS traffic. When using an HTTP proxy that requires authentication, Basic and
Digest authentication schemes are supported. Check with the network administrator for the
correct proxy type.
Host
The host name or IP address of the proxy server.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the proxy server. If left blank, the default port for an
HTTP connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the proxy server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

Database Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to a wide variety of database servers including DB2 on the IBM i
(iSeries), DB2, Oracle, SQL Server, Informix, PostgreSQL and MySQL/MariaDB. Since
GoAnywhere connects to database servers over the network using JDBC drivers, no additional
software is required on the database servers.
Any SQL statement supported by the database server can be issued by GoAnywhere Projects
including SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, CALL and CREATE statements.
When defining a database server resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the JDBC driver
to use, along with the connection properties (for example, host name, user, password) for that
driver.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the database server. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this database server when prompted to choose a Database
server from a list. The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the database server. The description is optional.
JDBC Driver
The JDBC driver to use for connecting to the database. The driver can be selected from the dropdown list. For instance, if connecting to a SQL Server database, select the
"com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver" driver option.
JDBC URL
The connection URL string for the database. This URL should contain the host name (or IP
address) of the database server. Depending on the type of database server, you may additionally
need to specify the database instance, port number, database name, and other properties in the
URL.
Listed below are examples of a URL string for a SQL Server database that is located at the IP
address of 10.1.4.1:1433 with the database name of "crm":
EXAMPLE:

A URL string for a SQL server:
jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.4.1;databaseName=crm;portNumber=1433
The URL string must be formatted properly. Use the JDBC URL Wizard to generate this URL
string correctly. Click the
button (located on the right side of the field) to launch the builder.

Using Windows Authentication and SQL Server
SQL Server supports SQL and Windows based authentication. If Windows Integrated
Authentication is the preferred method to connect to SQL Server, then GoAnywhere must
be installed on Windows as well. Follow the instructions below to connect to SQL Server
using Windows authentication:
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1. Download the jdbc driver pack from Microsoft's website and then locate the included
sqljdbc_auth.dll file.
2. Place the sqljdbc_auth.dll file in the [installdirectory]\jre\bin folder.
3. Open Windows Services and right click on the 'GoAnywhere' service and view the
properties. The credentials that start the Windows service will need to be given
permission on the SQL Server for Integrated Authentication.
4. With SQL server permission and the sqljdbc.dll file in the \bin folder you will need to
restart the 'GoAnywhere' service.
5. Open an internet browser and login to GoAnywhere.
6. Navigate to Resources > Database Servers and either add or edit a server.
7. On the JDBC Driver field, select the SQL Server - All Versions driver.
8. At the end of the JDBC URL field append the following ;integratedSecurity=true.
User
The name of the user connecting to the database server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the database server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.
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FileCatalyst Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to FileCatalyst Servers for secure and rapid file exchange. When
defining a FileCatalyst resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the connection properties,
such as the host name (or IP address), user and password. Optionally, you can specify the
certificates to use for authentication. Filecatalyst Servers can be configured as Resources in
GoAnywhere and then specified as file repositories for Web User virtual folder locations. Projects
in GoAnywhere can also connect to FileCatalyst resources to upload, download and manage
documents by using qualified file paths (using the resource name) within various Tasks.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the FileCatalyst Server. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this server when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "Bank FileCatalyst Server" or "Windows FileCatalyst Server in San Diego"). The name
cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the FileCatalyst Server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the FileCatalyst Server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the FileCatalyst Server.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the FileCatalyst Server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the FileCatalyst Server. To update an existing Password,
click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
SSL
Specify whether or not the connection is an SSL connection.

Connection Tab

Number of Clients
Specify the number of clients that will be used to perform simultaneous operations against the
Server.
Connection Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the FileCatalyst Server. A timeout
will occur if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time.
Read Timeout
The amount of time that can pass before a short-read operation (Example commands: MKD,
SIZE, CHOWN) times out and throws an exception.
Extended Read Timeout
Time in milliseconds for how long the client will wait for data to be read in during long commands
(PWD, LIST, CD, ETC).
Max Retries
The number of times to retry the FileCatalyst connection if it cannot be established. This setting is
used for both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left
blank, then no retries will be attempted.
Wait Retry
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt.
TIP:

For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to retry the connection up to 10 times with a 5 second
delay between retries, then specify 10 for the Connection Retry Attempts and 5 for the
Connection Retry Interval.
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Transfer Tuning

Block Size
Specify the number of bytes that will be present in each block that is transferred.
Packet Size
Specify the number of bytes that will be present in each packet that is composed together.
Sender Threads
Specify the number of threads that will be used to transfer data from the source to the
destination.
UDP Sender Sockets
Specify the number of sockets that will be used for transmitting data.
UDP Receiver Sockets
Specify the number of socket connections that be used for receiving data.

Certificates Tab

Specify the server certificate options for validating the FileCatalyst Server's identity and the client
certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required when the
SSL is enabled. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is
selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
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Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

FTP Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to standard FTP servers for exchanging files. When defining an FTP
resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the FTP connection properties such as the host
name (or IP address), user and password. FTP Servers can be configured as Resources in
GoAnywhere and then specified as file repositories for Web User virtual folder locations. Projects
in GoAnywhere can also connect to FTP resources to upload, download and manage documents
by using qualified file paths (using the resource name) within various Tasks.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the FTP server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this FTP server when prompted to choose from a list. The name
cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the FTP server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the FTP server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the FTP server. If left blank, the default port number is
21.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the FTP server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the FTP server. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords
is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
Account
The account name for the User ID specified in the User field. This is only necessary if an Account
is required by the server.
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Connection Tab

Use Passive Mode
Indicates whether or not the FTP connection will use Passive or Active mode. Specify Yes to use
Passive mode. Specify No to use Active mode. When the blank option is selected, then Active
mode will be used.
NOTE:

There are two modes in FTP communications: Active and Passive.
In Active mode, the FTP server will attempt to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere FTP
client in order perform the data transfer. The challenge with Active mode is that your firewall
may block the FTP server from trying to open a port back into your network.
In Passive mode, the FTP server does not need to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere
FTP client, which is a more firewall-friendly mode. Therefore, if you have problems with
connecting to the FTP server, you may want to use Passive mode by selecting Yes for this
option.
Data Connection Start Port
The starting port number to use for the data connection. This should be used when Active (nonPassive) mode is specified and there is a limited range of open ports on your firewall allowed for
data connections.
Data Connection End Port
The ending port number to use for the data connection. This should be used when Active (nonPassive) mode is specified and there is a limited range of open ports on your firewall allowed for
data connections.
Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the FTP server. A timeout will occur
if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If left blank, the default
timeout is 120 seconds.
Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the FTP connection if it cannot be established. This setting is used
for both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left blank,
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then no retries will be attempted.
Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt.
EXAMPLE:

For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to retry the connection up to 10 times with a 5 second
delay between retries, then specify 10 for the Connection Retry Attempts and 5 for the
Connection Retry Interval.
Initial Remote Directory
The initial directory to start in after connecting to the FTP server. If left blank, then the initial
directory will be the home directory assigned to the user on the FTP server.
Control Encoding
If left blank, GoAnywhere uses the ISO standard ISO-8859-1. If supported by the FTP server,
other encodings like UTF-8 can be specified to support more international characters.
Throttle Bandwidth
Limit the inbound and outbound bandwidth used for file transfers based on the policies set on the
Global Settings Bandwidth tab.

Directory Listing Tab

List Parser
The list parser to use for the FTP server connection. If the field is left blank, GoAnywhere will
attempt to use the MLSD parser. If the MLSD parser is not supported by the server, the
Unix parser will be used. If you experience problems listing directories, select a different list
parser.
Date Format
This field is used if the date returned by the FTP server is different than the selected list parser's
default. If your location requires a different date format (for example, d MMM yyyy), specify the
date format in this field. Not all list parsers support the date format setting. List parsers that do not
support the Date Format setting will ignore any User specified values. Refer to the List Parser
Date Format table below for the defaults and options supported by each list parser.
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Recent Date Format
Specify the date format to use when parsing the recent last modified date for each file. The recent
date format is primarily used on Unix-based systems and appears on entries less than a year old.
If your location requires a different recent date format (for example, d MMM HH:mm), specify that
pattern in this field. Not all list parsers support the recent date format setting. List parsers that do
not support the recent date format setting will ignore any User specified values. Refer to the List
Parser Date Format table below for the defaults and options supported by each list parser.
List Parser Date Format

List Parser Type

Default Date
Format

Default Recent Date
Format

Unix

MMM d yyyy

MMM d HH:mm

Windows

MM-dd-yy hh:mma

not applicable

MM-dd-yy kk:mm
VMS

d-MMM-yyyy
HH:mm:ss

not applicable

MVS

yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm

not applicable

OS/2

MM-dd-yy HH:mm

not applicable

Tandem

not applicable

not applicable

IBM4690

not applicable

not applicable

CONNECT:Enterprise

not applicable

not applicable

Netware

MMM dd yyyy

MMM dd HH:mm

Proxy Tab
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Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. HTTP tunneling requires that the HTTP proxy supports the CONNECT
HTTP method. Not all HTTP proxy servers may support the CONNECT method and some might
only allow HTTPS traffic. When using an HTTP proxy that requires authentication, Basic and
Digest authentication schemes are supported. Check with the network administrator for the
correct proxy type.
TIP:

When using a proxy for an FTP resource, the Use Passive Mode option on the Connection
tab should be set to Yes.
Host
The host name or IP address of the proxy server.
NOTE:

If the Proxy Type or Host fields are blank, a direct connection to the target host is implied.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the proxy server. If left blank, the default port for an
HTTP connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the proxy server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

FTPS Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to FTPS (FTP over SSL) servers for secure file exchange. When
defining a FTPS resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the FTPS connection properties
such as the host name (or IP address), user and password. Optionally you can specify the
certificates to use for authentication. FTPS Servers can be configured as Resources in
GoAnywhere and then specified as file repositories for Web User virtual folder locations. Projects
in GoAnywhere can also connect to FTPS resources to upload, download and manage
documents by using qualified file paths (using the resource name) within various Tasks.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the FTPS server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this FTPS server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Bank FTPS Server" or "Windows FTPS Server in San Diego"). The name cannot exceed 50
characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the FTPS server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the FTPS server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the FTPS Server. If left blank, the default port number is
21.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the FTPS server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the FTPS server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Account
The account name for the User ID specified in the User field. This is only necessary if an Account
is required by the server.
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Connection Tab

Use Passive Mode
Indicates whether or not the FTPS connection will use Passive or Active mode. Specify Yes to
use Passive mode. Specify No to use Active mode. When the blank option is selected, then Active
mode will be used.
NOTE:

There are two modes in FTPS communications: Active and Passive.
In Active mode, the FTPS server will attempt to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere
FTPS client in order perform the data transfer. The challenge with Active mode is that your
firewall may block the FTPS server from trying to open a port back into your network.
In Passive mode, the FTPS server does not need to connect back to a port on the
GoAnywhere FTPS client, which is a more firewall-friendly mode. Therefore, if you have
problems with connecting to the FTPS server, you may want to use Passive mode by
selecting Yes for this option.
Data Connection Start Port
The starting port number to use for the data connection. This should be used when Active (nonPassive) mode is specified and there is a limited range of open ports on your firewall allowed for
data connections.
Data Connection End Port
The ending port number to use for the data connection. This should be used when Active (nonPassive) mode is specified and there is a limited range of open ports on your firewall allowed for
data connections.
Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the FTPS server. A timeout will
occur if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If this field is left
blank, the default timeout value of 120 seconds will be used.
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Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the FTPS connection if it cannot be established. This setting is used
for both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left blank,
then no retries will be attempted.
Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt.
TIP:

For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to retry the connection up to 10 times with a 5 second
delay between retries, then specify 10 for the Connection Retry Attempts and 5 for the
Connection Retry Interval.
Initial Remote Directory
The initial directory to start in after connecting to the FTPS server. If left blank, then the initial
directory will be the home directory assigned to the user on the FTPS server.
Control Encoding
If left blank, GoAnywhere uses the ISO standard ISO-8859-1. If supported by the FTPS server,
other encodings like UTF-8 can be specified to support more international characters.
Throttle Bandwidth
Limit the inbound and outbound bandwidth used for file transfers based on the policies set on the
Global Settings Bandwidth tab.

Directory Listing Tab

List Parser
The list parser to use for the FTPS server connection. If the field is left blank, GoAnywhere will
attempt to use the MLSD parser. If the MLSD parser is not supported by the server, the
Unix parser will be used. If you experience problems listing directories, select a different list
parser.
Date Format
This field is used if the date returned by the FTPS server is different than the selected list parser's
default. If your location requires a different date format (for example, d MMM yyyy), specify the
date format in this field. Not all list parsers support the date format setting. List parsers that do not
support the Date Format setting will ignore any User specified values. Refer to the List Parser
Date Format table below for the defaults and options supported by each list parser.
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Recent Date Format
Specify the date format to use when parsing the recent last modified date for each file. The recent
date format is primarily used on Unix-based systems and appears on entries less than a year old.
If your location requires a different recent date format (for example, d MMM HH:mm), specify that
pattern in this field. Not all list parsers support the recent date format setting. List parsers that do
not support the recent date format setting will ignore any User specified values. Refer to the List
Parser Date Format table below for the defaults and options supported by each list parser.

List Parser Type

Default Date Format

Default Recent Date Format

Unix

MMM d yyyy

MMM d HH:mm

Windows

MM-dd-yy hh:mma

not applicable

MM-dd-yy kk:mm
VMS

d-MMM-yyyy HH:mm:ss not applicable

MVS

yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm

not applicable

OS/2

MM-dd-yy HH:mm

not applicable

Tandem

not applicable

not applicable

IBM4690

not applicable

not applicable

CONNECT:Enterprise

not applicable

not applicable

Netware

MMM dd yyyy

MMM dd HH:mm

Proxy Tab
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Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. HTTP tunneling requires that the HTTP proxy supports the CONNECT
HTTP method. Not all HTTP proxy servers may support the CONNECT method and some might
only allow HTTPS traffic. When using an HTTP proxy that requires authentication, Basic and
Digest authentication schemes are supported. Check with the network administrator for the
correct proxy type.
TIP:

When using a proxy for an FTPS resource, the Use Passive Mode option on the Connection
tab should be set to Yes.
Host
The host name or IP address of the proxy server.
NOTE:

If the Proxy Type or Host fields are blank, a direct connection to the target host is implied.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the proxy server. If left blank, the default port for an
HTTP connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the proxy server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.
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SSL Tab

Connection Type
Indicates if the connection type is Implicit SSL or Explicit SSL. The preferred connection type is
the more modern Explicit SSL standard, however some trading partners may still require Implicit
SSL. If this field is left blank, then the default connection type of Explicit SSL will be used.
Security Protocol
Indicates whether SSL or TLS should be used for Explicit SSL connections. TLS is the latest
security protocol standard, however many trading partners still use the SSL protocol for Explicit
SSL connections. If this field is left blank, then the default security protocol of SSL will be used.
Clear Command Channel
Indicates whether or not to use a clear command channel (CCC) for the FTPS connection.
Specify No to keep the command channel encrypted. Specify Yes to not encrypt the control
command channel (however, the actual data transfers will remain encrypted). If neither value is
selected, then the default value of No will be used.
NOTE:

SSL connections require a Clear Command Channel (CCC) when connecting from behind a
NAT firewall.
Data Channel Protection Level
The data channel protection level indicates if the data channel is encrypted. Select Private to
keep the data channel encrypted. If the FTPS server does not support an encrypted data channel,
select Clear to leave the data channel unencrypted. The default setting is Private.
Send SSL Close Notify
After the command channel is closed, most servers automatically close the SSL/TLS connection,
however some servers do not understand the "close_notify" command. Select No to keep
GoAnywhere from sending the "close_notify" command. The default value is Yes.
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SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSLContext. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support TLS 1.0. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1,
TLSv1.2, or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Use TLS Resumption
Select Yes to reuse the SSL/TLS session from the control connection on data connections.
Select No to create a new SSL/TLS session for data connections. The default value is No.
NOTE:

The SOCKS proxy is not supported when using TLS Resumption.

Certificates Tab
Specify the server certificate options for validating the FTPS server's identity and the client
certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that FTPS
connections are trusted with a certificate.
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Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating the
FTPS server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button. If a
Key Store is not specified, then the FTPS server will be treated as a trusted server.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding trusted server certificates. The
location of this Key Store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Key Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, the default
store type is JKS.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that FTPS
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required
only when the FTPS server requires that clients are authenticated with a certificate. You can
browse for the client Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button next to the field.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding client certificates and private keys.
The location of this key store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
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Password
The password to use for accessing the Client Certificate Store. To update an existing Password,
click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Alias
Each certificate in the Key Store is identified by an alias name. If the field is left blank,
GoAnywhere will try to determine the correct certificate. If an Alias is specified, GoAnywhere will
only use that certificate for authentication.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default key stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.

Key Vault Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The certificates located in Key Vaults associated to the Domain and in the System Key Vault will
be used to validate that the FTPS server is trusted.

Validate Server Certificate
Specify whether or not to validate that the server certificate is trusted.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that FTPS
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required only
when the FTPS server requires that clients are authenticated with a certificate. The Domain's
default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
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Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

GoAnywhere HTTPS Servers Resource
A GoAnywhere HTTPS resource defines the connection information to the HTTPS service used
by Web Users. GoAnywhere can connect to GoAnywhere HTTPS servers for securely
exchanging files over encrypted SSL connections. When defining a GoAnywhere HTTPS server
resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the GoAnywhere HTTPS connection properties
such as the host name (or IP address), and optionally the certificates, user, password and proxy
information.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the GoAnywhere HTTPS server. This name should be
descriptive enough so users can quickly identify this GoAnywhere HTTPS server when prompted
to choose from a list (for example, "Bank GoAnywhere HTTPS Server"). The name cannot
exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the GoAnywhere HTTPS server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
User
The Web User name (login name) to use for connecting to the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the GoAnywhere HTTPS server. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.

Connection Tab

Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
GoAnywhere HTTPS server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If
the field is left blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
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Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the GoAnywhere
HTTPS server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSLContext. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (SSL) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE implementations,
the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not support SSLv3. Valid
options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, or TLSv1.3 (if running
Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections.

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your
system uses a proxy server to make HTTPS connections.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
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Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your network uses a
proxy server to make HTTPS connections. If this field is left blank, then the default port number of
80 will be used.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your
network uses a proxy server to make HTTPS connections.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTPS connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.

Certificates Tab
Specify the server certificate options for validating the GoAnywhere HTTPS server's identity and
the client certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that
GoAnywhere HTTPS connections are trusted with a certificate.
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Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating the
GoAnywhere HTTPS server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button. If a Key Store is not specified, then the GoAnywhere HTTPS server will be treated as a
trusted server.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding trusted server certificates. The
location of this Key Store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Key Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, the default
store type is JKS.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that HTTPS
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required
only when the GoAnywhere HTTPS server requires that HTTPS clients are authenticated with a
certificate. You can browse for the client Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button
next to the field.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding client certificates and private keys.
The location of this key store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
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Password
The password to use for accessing the Client Certificate Store. To update an existing Password,
click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Alias
A particular key within the Key Store can be used for client authentication by indicating the key
alias. The specified key will be used when required by the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default key stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.

Key Vault Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The certificates located in Key Vaults associated to the Domain and in the System Key Vault will
be used to validate that the GoAnywhere HTTPS server is trusted.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that HTTPS
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required only
when the GoAnywhere HTTPS server requires that HTTPS clients are authenticated with a
certificate. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

GoAnywhere MFT Servers Resource
A GoAnywhere Resource stores the connection settings for connecting to a server running
GoAnywhere. When creating a Trigger that needs to run a GoAnywhere Project, you can choose
a pre-configured GoAnywhere server from the drop-down list.
When this resource connects to a GoAnywhere system that is running in a clustered environment,
specify the other systems in the cluster on the Alternate Systems tab. If the primary system
specified on the Basic tab is unavailable when a Trigger tries to execute a Project, it will retry the
execution on the alternate systems.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the GoAnywhere Resource. This name should be
descriptive enough so users can quickly identify this Resource. The name cannot exceed 50
characters.
Description
The description is optional information to describe the Resource.
Host
The host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere instance.
Port
The port number to use when connecting to the GoAnywhere instance.
Admin User
The Admin User name (login name) to use for connecting to the GoAnywhere instance.
Password
The password to use when connect to the GoAnywhere instance. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Remote Domain
Specify a Domain name that the User is associated with on the remote system. If the user
belongs to only one Domain then this field may be left blank.
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Connection Tab

Connection Type
The connection type can either be standard HTTP or secure HTTPS. If this field is left blank, the
default connection type is HTTP.
Base URL
This is the base (or context) URL of the remote GoAnywhere instance. If a value is not specified,
/goanywhere will be used as the default base URL.
Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
GoAnywhere instance. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field
is left blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the GoAnywhere
instance. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank,
then the default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.
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Proxy Tab

Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your
system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your network uses a
proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections. If this field is left blank, the default port number for
HTTP connection types is 80.
User
The User Name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your
network uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
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SSL Tab

Implicit Trust
Indicates whether or not to trust the GoAnywhere server regardless if a valid server certificate is
specified. If this field is left blank, the default value is No.
Verify Host Name
Indicates whether or not the host name of the GoAnywhere server should be verified against the
server certificate. If this field is left blank, the default value is Yes.

Certificates Tab
Specify the server certificate options for validating the GoAnywhere MFT server's identity and the
client certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that
GoAnywhere MFT connections are trusted with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating the
GoAnywhere MFT server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button. If a Key Store is not specified, then the GoAnywhere MFT server will be treated as a
trusted server.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Key Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
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Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, the default
store type is JKS.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that
GoAnywhere MFT client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required
only when the GoAnywhere MFT server requires that HTTPS clients are authenticated with a
certificate. You can browse for the client Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button
next to the field.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding client certificates and private
keys. The location of this key store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Client Certificate Store. To update an existing Password,
click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default key stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.

Key Vault Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The certificates located in Key Vaults associated to the Domain and in the System Key Vault will
be used to validate that the GoAnywhere MFT server is trusted.
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Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that
GoAnywhere MFT client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required only
when the GoAnywhere MFT server requires that HTTPS clients are authenticated with a
certificate. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.

Alternate Systems Tab
When GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment, it is recommended to specify the host
name or IP addresses of other systems in that cluster. If the system specified on the Basic tab
does not respond, the alternate systems will be tried in the order indicated.

Alternate Host
The IP address or host name of a system in the GoAnywhere cluster. The alternate GoAnywhere
system is used when the primary server is unavailable.
Alternate Port
The port number to use when connecting to the alternate GoAnywhere system. If this field is left
blank, the default port number is 8000 for HTTP and 8001 for HTTPS.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

GoFast Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to GoFast servers for high-speed file transfers. When defining a
GoFast server Resource in GoAnywhere, the connection properties such as the host name (or IP
address), optional certificates, user, and password information must be specified.

Basic Tab
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Name
A user-defined name which identifies the GoFast server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this GoFast server when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "Video Media GoFast Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the GoFast server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the GoFast server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the GoFast server. If this field is left blank, then the
default port number of 8010 will be used.
User
The Web User name (login name) to use for connecting to the GoFast server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the GoFast server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.

Connection Tab

Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
GoFast server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the GoFast server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default value of 300 seconds will be used.
Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the connection if it cannot be established. This setting is used for
both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left blank, then
no retries will be attempted.
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Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt.
EXAMPLE:

For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to retry the connection up to 10 times with a 5 second
delay between retries, then specify 10 for the Connection Retry Attempts and 5 for the
Connection Retry Interval.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSLContext. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). If
left blank, the default value is TLS. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1,
TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Throttle Bandwidth
Indicates if transfers with this server should be subjected to the bandwidth throttling policies in
the Global Settings.
Transfer Part Size
When a GoFast file transfer is initiated, the source file is broken into parts. Specify the size of
each file part that is sent or received from the server during file transfers. The size of each part
can affect the file transfer throughput, and the ideal maximum part size is dependent upon the
stability of the network connection. By default, GoAnywhere will use 1412 byte packet sizes,
which was determined by using the standard network Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size of
1500 bytes minus 8 bytes for the UDP header, 20 bytes for the IP header, and 60 bytes for the
GoFast header. The maximum part size possible is 65,447 bytes.

UDP Transfer Settings
Block Size
Specify the number of bytes that will be present in each block that is transferred.
Packet Size
Specify the number of bytes that will be present in each packet that is composed together.
Sender Threads
Specify the number of threads that will be used to transfer data from the source to the
destination.
Sender Sockets
Specify the number of socket connections that be used for receiving data.
Packet Processors
Specify number of threads that will be handling received packets.
Congestion Control Enabled
Specify whether or not congestion control is enabled.
Congestion Control Start Rate
Specify the slow start rate for the congestion control.
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Congestion Control Aggression
Specify the aggression level to use for the congestion control (1 = Low, 10 = high). If aggression is
low, smaller increases in RTT will be consider as congestion and transfer rates will slow down. If
aggression is high, larger increases in RTT will be considered as congestion.
Congestion Control Mode
Specify the congestion control implementation that will be used to determine transfer rates. If a
condition is meant, the transfer rate will slow down, or speed up to maximize transfer rates while
avoiding congestion.

Certificates Tab
Specify the server certificate options for validating the GoFast server's identity and the client
certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that GoFast
connections are trusted with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating the
GoFast server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button. If a
Key Store is not specified, then the default trusted Key Store will be used.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding trusted server certificates. The
location of this Key Store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Key Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
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Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, the default
store type is JKS.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that GoFast
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required
only when the GoFast server requires that clients are authenticated with a certificate. You can
browse for the client Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button next to the field.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding client certificates and private
keys. The location of this key store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Client Certificate Store. To update an existing Password,
click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Alias
A particular key within the Key Store can be used for client authentication by indicating the key
alias. The specified key will be used when required by the GoFast server. If an alias is not
supplied, GoAnywhere will use any certificate available in the Key Store that is trusted by the
server.
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Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default key stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.

Key Vault Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The certificates located in Key Vaults associated to the Domain and in the System Key Vault will
be used to validate that the GoFast server is trusted.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that GoFast
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required only
when the GoFast server requires that clients are authenticated with a certificate. The Domain's
default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

HTTP Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to HTTP servers for exchanging files. When defining a HTTP server
resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the HTTP connection properties such as the host
name (or IP address), and optionally the user, password and proxy information.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the HTTP server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this HTTP server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Bank HTTP Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the HTTP server. The description is optional.
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Host
The host name or IP address of the HTTP server.

Connection Tab

Port
The port number to use for connecting to the HTTP server. If this field is left blank, the default port
is 80.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the HTTP server. This is only needed if the
HTTP server requires that the client be authenticated using either the BASIC or DIGEST
authentication schemes.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the HTTP server. This is only needed if the HTTP server
requires that the client be authenticated using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication
schemes. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new
password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings
page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
HTTP server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the HTTP server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S) connections.
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Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your
system uses a proxy server to make HTTP connections.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your network uses a
proxy server to make HTTP connections. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP connection is
80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your
network uses a proxy server to make HTTP connections.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTP connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

HTTPS Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to HTTPS servers for securely exchanging files over encrypted SSL
connections. When defining a HTTPS server resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the
HTTPS connection properties such as the host name (or IP address), and optionally the SSL
certificates, user, password and proxy information.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the HTTPS server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this HTTPS server when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "Bank HTTPS Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the HTTPS server. The description is optional.
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Host
The host name or IP address of the HTTPS server.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP(S)
connections.

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your
system uses a proxy server to make HTTPS connections.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. This is only needed if your network uses a
proxy server to make HTTPS connections. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP connection is
80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your
network uses a proxy server to make HTTPS connections.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. This is only needed if your network uses
a proxy server to make HTTPS connections. To update an existing Password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled
on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local system
may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting must be set
to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this setting
defaults to 'No'.

Connection Tab

Port
The port number to use for connecting to the HTTPS server. If this field is left blank, then the
default port number of 443 will be used.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the HTTPS server. This is only needed if the
HTTPS server requires that the HTTPS client be authenticated using either the BASIC or DIGEST
authentication schemes.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the HTTPS server. This is only needed if the HTTPS server
requires that the HTTPS client be authenticated using either the BASIC or DIGEST authentication
schemes. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new
password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings
page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
HTTPS server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the HTTPS server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
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most cases, the default value (SSL) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support SSLv3. Valid values could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2.
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.

Certificates Tab
Specify the server certificate options for validating the HTTPS server's identity and the client
certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that HTTPS
connections are trusted with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating
the HTTPS server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button
next to the field. If a Key Store is not specified, then the HTTPS server will be treated as a trusted
server.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding trusted server certificates. The
location of this Key Store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
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Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that HTTPS
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required
only when the HTTPS server requires that HTTPS clients are authenticated with a certificate. You
can browse for the client Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button next to the field.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding client certificates and private keys.
The location of this key store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Alias
A particular key within the default key store can be used for client authentication by indicating the
key alias. The specified key will be used when required by the HTTPS server.
Type
Indicates if the type of the key store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default key stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
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Key Vault Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The certificates located in Key Vaults associated to the Domain and in the System Key Vault will
be used to validate that the HTTPS server is trusted.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that HTTPS
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required only
when the HTTPS server requires that HTTPS clients are authenticated with a certificate. The
Domain's default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

IBM i Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to IBM i (iSeries) servers for executing commands and programs.
When defining an IBM i server resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the connection
properties such as the host name (or IP address), user and password.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the IBM i server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this IBM i server when prompted to choose an IBM i server from a
list. The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
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Description
A short paragraph that describes the IBM i server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name (for example, prod.example.com) or IP address (for example, 10.1.4.1) of the IBM
i server.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the IBM i server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the IBM i server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

ICAP Servers Resource
ICAP is an HTTP-like protocol that is used to send files to Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and
antivirus scanning web servers. The ICAP server scans the file for viruses, inappropriate content,
or restricted information. When an ICAP resource is used to scan a file used in a Project, success
or failure responses are returned to GoAnywhere and can be used to determine if the file is
infected. When defining an ICAP resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the ICAP URL
and server options.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the ICAP server. This name should be descriptive enough
so a user can quickly identify this ICAP server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Clearswift DLP"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the ICAP server. The description is optional.
URL
The IP address of the ICAP server. The URL for the ICAP server must support Response
Modification Mode (RESPMOD). The ICAP format is [Protocol]://[IP or Hostname]:[Port
Number]/[URI] (for example, icap://10.1.1.113:1344/policy_service_resp).

Options Tab

Request Host
The ICAP server may require the host address of the request to determine which policies to use.
By default, the host address is "www.example.com" and can be overridden if needed.
Client IP
The ICAP server may require the IP address of the client making the HTTP request. If needed,
specify the IPv4 or IPv6 address which will be passed to the ICAP server using the X-Client-IP
header.
Server IP
The ICAP server may require the IP address of the HTTP destination host. If needed, specify the
IPv4 or IPv6 address which will be passed to the ICAP server using the X-Server-IP header.
Subscriber ID
The ICAP server may require the subscriber ID of the user who issued the HTTP request. If
needed, specify a value that will be passed to the ICAP server using the X-Subscriber-ID header.
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Authenticated User
The ICAP server may require the user who issued the HTTP request. For example, specify a
value of "Local://John.Doe" or "LDAP://192.168.12.100/o=mycompany, ou=engineering,
cn=John.Doe" depending on how the authentication is configured. The value will become base64 encoded by GoAnywhere and passed to the ICAP server using the X-Authenticated-User
header.
Authenticated Groups
The ICAP servers may require the groups that the user belongs to that issued the HTTP request.
For example, specify a value of "Local://Sales" or "LDAP://192.168.12.100/o=mycompany,
ou=engineering" depending on how the authentication is configured. The value will become
base-64 encoded by GoAnywhere and passed to the ICAP server using the X-AuthenticatedGroups header.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

Mail Boxes Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to mail box servers for retrieving email messages. Both POP-3 and
IMAP mail box server types are supported. This is especially useful for processing incoming
email attachments. When defining a mail box resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the
connection properties such as the host name (or IP address), user and password.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the mail box server. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this mail box server when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "Corporate POP3 Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the mail box server. The description is optional.
Server Type
Indicates if the mail box server type is POP-3 or IMAP. If this field is left blank, then the default
server type of POP-3 will be used.
Authentication Type
Specify the authentication type to use if using an IMAP server, Basic or OAuth2. The default
setting is Basic.
Host
The host name (for example, pop.example.com) or IP address (for example, 10.1.4.1) of the mail
box server.
TIP:

The mail box host name can typically be found in your email application's account settings.
For instance, in Microsoft Outlook® Express, the mail box host name would be found in the
"Incoming mail server" setting for your email account.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the mail box server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the mail box server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
NOTE:

The Password field is ignored when using the OAuth2 Authentication Type.
Connection Type
The connection type to use when communicating with the server.
l
l

Normal - Email is retrieved with no encryption.
SSL - The entire connection and transmission is done via SSL.

Connection Tab

Port
The port number to use for connecting to the mail box server. If this field is left blank, then the
default port number for POP-3 servers is 110 when the Connection Type is set to Normal and 995
when set to SSL. For IMAP servers the default port number of 143 when the Connection Type is
set to Normal and 993 when set to SSL.
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Connection Type
The connection type to use when communicating with the server.
l
l

Normal - The connection is not encrypted.
SSL - The entire connection and transmission is encrypted using SSL.

SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE implementations,
the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not support TLSv1. Valid
options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, or TLSv1.3 (if running
Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to enable
TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all versions of SSL/TLS,
specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the mail box server. A timeout error
will occur if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If this field is left
blank, the default timeout value of 300 seconds will be used.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

MQ Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to enterprise messaging systems using JMS to send and receive
messages from queues and topics. Most messaging systems are supported including
Websphere MQ, SonicMQ, ActiveMQ, SwiftMQ, and RabbitMQ. Please be sure to perform the
MQ server prerequisites (below) before creating the MQ server resource.

MQ Server Prerequisites
The JAR files for the MQ server need to be loaded into GoAnywhere before connections can be
made.
If using the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) connection type, obtain the required JAR
files from your MQ server administrator. Otherwise, when using the MQ Provider Specific
connection type, obtain the JAR files listed below for each MQ server. These JAR files should be
copied to GoAnywhere’s class path folder of [installdirectory]/userdata/lib where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product. After the required files
are placed in the above location, restart GoAnywhere.
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MQ Provider Specific Connection Types
WebSphere MQ
Early versions of WebSphere MQ ship these JAR files which are commonly located in
[WebsphereMQinstalldirectory]/Java/lib.
l
l
l
l
l

com.ibm.mqjms.jar
com.ibm.mq.jmqi.jar
com.ibm.mq.commonservices.jar
com.ibm.mq.jar
dhbcore.jar

WebSphere MQ 8.0 and later ship these JAR files which are commonly located in
[WebsphereMQinstalldirectory]/Java/lib.
l
l
l

com.ibm.mq.allclient.jar
com.ibm.mq.traceControl.jar
jms.jar

SonicMQ
The SonicMQ class JAR files are commonly located in
[SonicMQinstalldirectory]/MQ<version>/lib/.
l
l

sonic_Client.jar
sonic_Crypto.jar

ActiveMQ
The ActiveMQ class JAR files are commonly located in
[ActiveMQinstalldirectory]/apache-activemq-<version>/.
l

activemq-all-<version>.jar

JNDI (JMS Standard) Connection Type
RabbitMQ
RabbitMQ is not a JMS provider and cannot be directly loaded like other MQ servers that
act as a JMS provider. Libraries for working with RabbitMQ can be found on the RabbitMQ
website. You will need to download the appropriate amqp-client JAR file based on the
requirements of your version of RabbitMQ and the version of Java being used to run
GoAnywhere MFT.
For an example on how to connect to RabbitMQ via JNDI, please consult this Example.
NOTE:

If your MQ server is not listed above, contact your MQ server administrator or provider to
determine the correct JAR files for your server.
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Basic Tab
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After the prerequisite JAR files have been loaded into GoAnywhere, you can configure the
MQ Server Resource in the MQ Server resource page.
MQ Provider Specific Example:
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JNDI (JMS Standard) Example:

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the MQ server. This name should be descriptive enough so
users can quickly identify this MQ server when prompted to choose from a list. The name cannot
exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the MQ server. The description is optional.
Connection Type
The connection type for the MQ server. The MQ server can use the JNDI (JMS Standard) or a
connection type specific to the MQ Provider. When connecting to Websphere MQ, SonicMQ or
ActiveMQ use the MQ Provider Specific type and use JNDI (JMS Standard) for all others.
URL
The connection string to an MQ Server. The connection string syntax is determined by the
provider selected in the Connection Type field.
l

l
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JNDI Initial Context Factory
The JNDI context factory is the fully qualified name of the class used to look up the JMS
connection factory object. For example, the class may look like
com.sun.jndi.fscontext.RefFSContextFactory or com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapCtxFactory. This is
required when the connection type is set to use the JNDI (JMS Standard).
JNDI Name
The name of the JNDI JMS connection factory object to use. This is required when the connection
type is set to use the JNDI (JMS Standard).
JNDI Properties
The optional JNDI properties are specified using key=value pairs. Each pair is placed on a
separate line.
User
The user name for connecting to the MQ server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the MQ server. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.
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Network Shares Resource
The Network Shares resource in GoAnywhere allows access to shared files and folders on a
network. The Network Shares resource supports two different clients to connect to either Native
or SMB locations.
Network shares can be used in Projects or when defining virtual folders, Triggers and the
WebDocs folder location in Domains.
TIP:

The syntax for referencing a network share is: resource:share://[ResourceName]/
[FilePath], where [ResourceName] is the name of the Network Share Resource. This path is
generated for you when using the file chooser dialogs.

Native Client Type
Native Network Shares rely on the operating system's support for access to network locations by
using a UNC path or the path to a network mount. This method is preferred when the service
account used to start GoAnywhere is the same one that authenticates to the network share.
SMB (all versions) Client Type
SMB is based on the standard SMB protocol used by most operating systems. The Network
Share resource provides the ability to access a network location using either the current Admin
User's credentials or different credentials as defined on the Authentication tab. The SMB (all
versions) Client Type supports the following SMB versions:
l
l
l
l
l
l

SMB1 (aka - SMB/CIFS)
SMB2.02
SMB2.1
SMB3.0
SMB3.02
SMB3.1.1

Using the SMB resource in GoAnywhere may require additional configuration depending on the
network location’s server. Advanced configuration options are available and are outlined in the
Advanced SMB Network Shares Configuration.
SMB (v1 only) Client Type
SMB is based on the standard SMB/CIFS protocol used by most operating systems. The
Network Share resource provides the ability to access a network location using either the current
Admin User's credentials or different credentials as defined on the Authentication tab.
Using the SMB/CIFS resource in GoAnywhere may require additional configuration depending
on the network location’s server. Advanced configuration options are available and are outlined
in the Advanced SMB Network Shares Configuration.
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NOTE:

SMB (v1 only) will be removed in a future release. Native and SMB (All Versions) are the
recommended choices.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies this network share within GoAnywhere. This name should
be descriptive enough so Admin Users can quickly identify this network share when prompted to
choose from a list. The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph describing the network share. The description is optional.
Client Type
Select the Network Share Resource type, either Native, SMB (all versions), or SMB (v1 only),
and then specify the following fields:
Native
l

Path - The path of the folder share or network resource.

SMB (all versions) and SMB (v1 only)
l

l

Host - The host name, IP address or NetBIOS name of the server hosting the
network share.
Share Name - The name of the share on the host server, optionally followed by a
sub-folder location.

NOTE:

Agents use the SMB (all versions) Network Share Resource type.
Host
Specify the host name, IP address or NetBIOS name of the server hosting the network share.
Path
Specify the path of the folder share or network share.
Share Name
Specify the name of the share on the host server, optionally followed by a sub-folder location.
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Authentication Tab
The Authentication tab allows administrators to specify authentication settings for SMB network
shares.

Use Logged-In User Credentials
The network share resource can use the login credentials of the current GoAnywhere Web User
when accessing a network share. This option is especially useful if the Login Method
authenticates with Active Directory, LDAP, or IBM i. When used, the logged-in Web User
credentials are sent to the destination location so the owner of the file is the Web User. If Use
Logged-In User Credentials is not selected, the credentials of the specified GoAnywhere
account are passed as the file owner.
NOTE:

The Use Logged-In User Credentials option does not appear on the Network Shares
Resource in the Agent console.
User
The user name (login name) to use when connecting to the network share, if not using the current
user's credentials.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the network share, if not using the current user's
credentials. To update an existing password, click the Change Password link and specify a new
password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings
page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Domain
The network domain name of the authentication server, if different from the domain of the network
share.

Connection Tab
The Connection tab allows administrators to specify retry settings for SMB (v1 only) network
shares. GoAnywhere can retry failed connections based on GoAnywhere's predefined NT Retry
Status Codes returned from the server.
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Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the network connection if it cannot be established. This setting is
used for both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left
blank, then no retries will be attempted.
Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt.
EXAMPLE:

For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to retry the connection up to 10 times with a 5 second
delay between retries, then specify 10 for the Connection Retry Attempts and 5 for the
Connection Retry Interval.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.
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PeSIT Server Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to PeSIT servers for secure file exchange. When defining a PeSIT
resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the PeSIT connection properties, such as the host
name (or IP address), server ID, and requester ID. Optionally, you can specify the certificates to
use for authentication and proxy information. Projects in GoAnywhere can connect to PeSIT
resources to upload and download files.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the PeSIT server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this PeSIT server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Bank PeSIT Server" or "Windows PeSIT Server in France"). The name cannot exceed 50
characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the PeSIT server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the PeSIT server.
Port
Specify the port number on the remote system to which to connect.
Server ID
(PI-04) - Specify the ID for the target server.
Requester ID
(PI-03) - Specify the ID of the connecting requester.
Requester Password
(PI-05) - Specify the password of the connecting requester.
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Connection Tab

Preconnect ID
Specify the ID to present during the pre-connection phase.
Preconnect Password
Specify the password to present during the pre-connect phase.
Use SSL
Specify whether or not to use SSL.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support SSLv3. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2,
or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Maximum Data Block Length
(PI-25) Specify the maximum number of bytes which can be sent in a data entity. This value must
be equal or greater than the Record Length. The default is 32700 bytes.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make PeSIT server
connections.
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Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS version 5, HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. HTTP tunneling requires that the HTTP proxy supports the CONNECT
HTTP method. Not all HTTP proxy servers may support the CONNECT method and some might
only allow HTTPS traffic. When using an HTTP proxy that requires authentication, Basic and
Digest authentication schemes are supported. Check with the network administrator for the
correct proxy type.
Host
The host name or IP address of the proxy server.
NOTE:

If the Proxy Type or Host fields are blank, a direct connection to the target host is implied.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the proxy server. If left blank, the default ports are 80 for
HTTP, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the proxy server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.

Certificates Tab
Specify the server certificate options for validating the PeSIT server's identity and the client
certificate options for validating the client's identity.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
Server Certificate Key Store
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that PeSIT
connections are trusted with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating
the PeSIT server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button.
If a Key Store is not specified, then the PeSIT server will be treated as a trusted server.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding trusted server certificates. The
location of this Key Store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
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Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Key Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, the default
store type is JKS.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.
Client Certificate Key Store
The Client Certificate Key Store settings are only required when the server requires that PeSIT
client connections are authenticated with a certificate.

Key Store File
The location of the Key Store containing the client certificates and private keys. This is required
only when the PeSIT server requires that clients are authenticated with a certificate. You can
browse for the client Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button next to the field.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding client certificates and private keys.
The location of this key store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Client Certificate Store. To update an existing Password,
click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Alias
Each certificate in the Key Store is identified by an alias name. If the field is left blank,
GoAnywhere will try to determine the correct certificate. If an Alias is specified, GoAnywhere will
only use that certificate for authentication.
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Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, then the
default store type of JKS will be used.
NOTE:

The default key stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.

Key Vault Keys
Client Certificate Key Store
Specify the client certificate key store options for validating the client's identity. Only specify
these options if client certificate authentication is required.

Validate Server Certificate
Specify whether or not to validate that the server certificate is trusted.
Key Vault Server Certificates
The Key Management System will be used for validating the PeSIT server's identity.

Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the certificate for authentication. This is required only when the
PeSIT server requires that clients are authenticated with a certificate. The Domain's default Key
Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
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Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

PGP Key Rings Resource
A PGP Key Ring resource can be defined in GoAnywhere to contain the file locations of the public
and secret key rings for PGP. This makes it easier for a Project Designer to select the appropriate
key rings, by simply choosing the key ring resource from a drop-down list when defining a Project
(without having to know the exact file location of the key rings).
NOTE:

The Key Rings Resource is only available if File Based Keys are enabled on the Domain. If
the Domain is set to use only keys from the Key Management System (KMS), then PGP tasks
will access keys in Key Vaults instead of this resource.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the PGP Key Ring resource. This name should be
descriptive enough so users can quickly identify this PGP Key Ring resource when prompted to
choose from a list (for example, "PGP Key Rings"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the PGP Key Ring resource. The description is optional.
Public Key Ring
The location of the key ring which contains the public keys for PGP. You can browse for the key
ring on the file system by clicking the
button next to the field. PGP keys can be managed in
GoAnywhere's File Based PGP Keys page.
NOTE:

A default key ring is provided in GoAnywhere for holding PGP public keys. The location of
this key ring is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/pubring.pkr where [installdirectory] is
the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Secret Key Ring
The location of the key ring which contains the secret (private) keys for PGP. You can browse for
the key ring on the file system by clicking the
button next to the field. PGP keys can be
managed in GoAnywhere's File Based PGP Keys page.
NOTE:

A default key ring is provided in GoAnywhere for holding PGP secret keys. The location of
this key ring is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/secring.skr where [installdirectory] is
the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

REST Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to REST servers for transferring or manipulating resources using
REST Post, Put, Get, and Delete requests. When defining a REST server resource in
GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the REST connection properties such as the host name (or IP
address), and optionally the user, password and proxy information.

Basic Tab
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Name
A user-defined name which identifies the REST server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this REST server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Bank REST Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the REST server. The description is optional.
URL
Specify the web service URL of the REST Server.
Data Format
Specify the type of data that is returned in the response of a REST request.

Authentication Tab

Authentication Type
Specify the authentication type to use for this server. Valid options are Basic, Digest, and NTLM.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the REST server. This is only needed if the
REST server requires that the REST client be authenticated using either the BASIC, DIGEST, or
NTLM authentication schemes.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the REST server. This is only needed if the REST server
requires that the REST client be authenticated using either the BASIC, DIGEST, or NTLM
authentication schemes. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and
specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin
Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Domain
Specify the network domain name of the authentication server. This is an optional parameter for
NTLM authentication.
Workstation Name
Specify the PC/workstation name on the network domain. This is an optional parameter for NTLM
authentication.
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Connection Tab

Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
REST server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the REST server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. The original request method (POST, GET, etc) will be
used when the server encounters a redirect. If left blank, the default value of 'Yes' will be used.
User Agent
Specify a custom value for the User-Agent request header. The default value is GoAnywhere/
[Product Version].
Accept Type
Specify the media types to use for the Accept request header. This overrides the default
associated to the Data Format field on the Basic tab.
Use Chunked Encoding
When set to Yes, the Transfer-Encoding header will be set to 'chunked' and no Content-Length
header will be set. If set to No, the Transfer-Encoding header isn't set and Content-Length is
instead. The default setting is Yes.
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SSL Tab

SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support TLSv1. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2,
or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Certificate Authentication
Specify the certificate to use when performing client authentication to the REST server.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

Key Vault
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the certificate to use when performing client
authentication to the REST server. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used unless a
different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field
is not required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To
update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new
password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security
Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.
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File Based Keys
Certificate Alias
Specify the alias of the certificate to use when performing client authentication to the REST
server. The certificate must reside in the Default Private Certificate Key Store. Type the
alias name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the certificate.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP/S connections.

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP
connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

SMTP Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to SMTP mail servers for sending email messages. This is especially
useful for distributing files as email attachments. When defining a SMTP resource in
GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the SMTP connection properties such as the host name (or IP
address), and optionally the user and password.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the SMTP server. This name should be descriptive enough
so a user can quickly identify this SMTP server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
"Corporate Mail Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the SMTP server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the SMTP server.

Connection Tab

Port
The port number to use for connecting to the SMTP Server. If left blank, the default port is 25.
User
The user name (login name) to use when connecting to the SMTP server. If the user name is left
blank, then it is assumed that the SMTP server does not require authentication for its email
clients.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the SMTP server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Connection Type
The connection type to use when communicating with the SMTP Server.
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l
l

l

Normal - The connection is not encrypted.
Explicit SSL - After initial authentication with the SMTP server, the connection is encrypted
with SSL.
Implicit SSL - The entire connection and transmission is encrypted using SSL.

SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support TLSv1.
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to enable
TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all versions of
SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from the SMTP server. A value
of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. The default timeout is 300 seconds.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.
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SNMP Servers Resource
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a popular protocol for network management. It
is used for collecting information from network devices, such as servers, printers, hubs, switches,
and routers on an Internet Protocol (IP) network. The SNMP Resource in GoAnywhere can be
used to send versions 1 and 2 SNMP traps from Projects to an SNMP server. This is particularly
useful for sending alerts to an SNMP server when a GoAnywhere Project experiences a failure.
The SNMP trap contains a unique Object Identifier (OID) that is sent to the SNMP manager. You
can specify a unique OID when you test the SNMP resource, and also specify a unique OID for
the SNMP Trap task. GoAnywhere's default OID is 1.3.6.1.4.1.46583.1.1.1, which is used by the
SNMP manager to identify GoAnywhere as the object that has sent the trap.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the SNMP server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this server when prompted to choose from a list (for example, "Alert
Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the SNMP server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the SNMP server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the SNMP server. If left blank, the default port number is
162.
Version
The version of the SNMP server, either Version 1 or 2.
Community
The SNMP community string value that is sent with the SNMP request. If left blank, the default
community is 'public'.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

SOAP Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to SOAP servers for transferring data using SOAP requests. When
defining a SOAP server resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the SOAP connection
properties such as the Web Service and WSDL URL, and optionally the user, password and
proxy information.

Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the SOAP server. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this SOAP server when prompted to choose from a list (for example,
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"Bank SOAP Server"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the SOAP server. The description is optional.
Web Service URL
Specify the web service URL of the SOAP Server.
WSDL URL
Specify the URL of the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) for this SOAP Server. If the
WSDL is located on the Web, use a HTTP or HTTPS url. If the WSDL is located on the local
Goanywhere installation, prefix the file path with 'file:///'. For example,
file:///C:/temp/globalweather.wsdl.

Authentication Tab

Authentication Type
Specify the authentication type to use for this server. Valid options are Basic, Digest, and NTLM.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the SOAP server. This is only needed if the
SOAP server requires that the SOAP client be authenticated using either the BASIC, DIGEST, or
NTLM authentication schemes.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the SOAP server. This is only needed if the SOAP server
requires that the SOAP client be authenticated using either the BASIC, DIGEST, or NTLM
authentication schemes. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and
specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin
Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.
Domain
Specify the network domain name of the authentication server. This is an optional parameter for
NTLM authentication.
Workstation Name
Specify the PC/workstation name on the network domain. This is an optional parameter for NTLM
authentication.
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Connection Tab

Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when trying to establish a connection to the
SOAP server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default value of 60 seconds will be used.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a (read) response from the SOAP server. A
timeout value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank, then the
default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. If left blank, the default value of 'Yes' will be used.
User Agent
Specify a custom value for the User-Agent request header. The default value is GoAnywhere/
[Product Version].

SSL Tab

SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support TLSv1. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2,
or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
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NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Certificate Authentication
Specify the certificate to use when performing client authentication to the SOAP server.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

Key Vault
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the certificate to use when performing client authentication
to the SOAP server. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used unless a different Key
Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field
is not required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To
update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new
password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security
Settings page, an additional password recovery option is available.

File Based Keys
Certificate Alias
Specify the alias of the certificate to use when performing client authentication to the SOAP
server. The certificate must reside in the Default Private Certificate Key Store. Type the
alias name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the certificate.

Proxy Tab
These options are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make SOAP connections.
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Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. Check with the network administrator for the correct proxy type.
Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP
connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'true' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'false'.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

SSH Servers (SFTP/SCP/SSH)
Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to SSH Servers for performing SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol) file
transfers, SCP (Secure Copy) file transfers and for running SSH remote commands. When
defining an SSH Server resource in GoAnywhere, you need to indicate the connection properties
such as the host name (or IP address) and User ID. You can specify a password, SSH private key
or both for authentication.
SFTP Servers can be configured as Resources in GoAnywhere and then specified as file
repositories for Web User virtual folder locations. Projects in GoAnywhere can also connect to
SFTP resources to upload, download and manage documents by using qualified file paths (using
the resource name) within various Tasks.
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Basic Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the server. This name should be descriptive enough so a
user can quickly identify this server when prompted to choose from a list (for example, Bank
SFTP Server). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the server. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the server. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP
connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the server. A user name is only required if
using password authentication or both password and SSH private key authentication.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the server. A password is only required if using password
authentication or both password and SSH private key authentication. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Key Location
Select whether to use Key Vault keys or File Based keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

Key Vault
Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private ssh keys used for client authentication. The Domain's default
Key Vault will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Key Name
Select the desired key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected ssh key. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault. To update an
existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow
Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional
password recovery option is available.
RSA Key Signature Algorithm
Specify the key signature algorithm to use when performing authentication with an RSA public
key. Default Value: rsa-sha2-512

File Based Keys
Key File
The location of the private ssh key used for client authentication. You can browse for the key on
the file system by clicking the
button.
Key File Password
The password to use for accessing the secret (private) key portion of the selected ssh key. To
update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If
Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an
additional password recovery option is available.
RSA Key Signature Algorithm
Specify the key signature algorithm to use when performing authentication with an RSA public
key. Default Value: rsa-sha2-512
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Connection Tab

Host Key
Specify the fingerprint of the server's public key, which will be used to authenticate the server. If a
fingerprint is not specified, and Implicit Trust for SSH is allowed in your global Security Settings,
then the server will be treated as trusted.
Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the server. A timeout will occur if
the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If this field is left blank, the
default timeout value is 120.
Connection Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the connection if it cannot be established. This setting is used for
both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left blank, then
no retries will be attempted.
Connection Retry Interval
The number of seconds to wait between each connection retry attempt.
EXAMPLE:

For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to retry the connection up to 10 times with a 5 second
delay between retries, then specify 10 for the Connection Retry Attempts and 5 for the
Connection Retry Interval.
Initial Remote Directory
The initial directory to start in after connecting to the SFTP server. If left blank, then the initial
directory will be the home directory assigned to the user on the SFTP server.
NOTE:

The SCP and Execute SSH Command tasks do not utilize this field.
Throttle Bandwidth
Limit the inbound and outbound bandwidth used for SFTP and SCP file transfers based on the
policies set on the Global Settings Bandwidth tab.
NOTE:

The Execute SSH Command task does not utilize this field.
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Proxy Tab

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. HTTP tunneling requires that the HTTP proxy supports the CONNECT
HTTP method. Not all HTTP proxy servers may support the CONNECT method and some might
only allow HTTPS traffic. When using an HTTP proxy that requires authentication, Basic and
Digest authentication schemes are supported. Check with the network administrator for the
correct proxy type.
Host
The host name or IP address of the proxy server.
NOTE:

If the Proxy Type or Host fields are blank, a direct connection to the target host is implied.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the proxy server. If left blank, the default port for an
HTTP connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the proxy server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be set to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this
setting defaults to 'No'.

Algorithms Tab
The options on the Algorithms tab allow customization of the supported algorithms for each SSH
server resource. The entries in the left column are the available algorithms and the entries in the
right column are the selected algorithms. By selecting one or more algorithms, only those will be
used during the communication. If no algorithms are selected for a section, the defaults for that
section will be used. Refer to the Default Algorithms section below for the list of defaults.
During the handshake process, the selected options are negotiated with the server, starting with
the entry at the top of the list. The first cipher, mac, key exchange, and compression algorithms to
match an algorithm supported by the server will be used for the connection. If your company
prefers certain algorithms over others, use the arrow buttons to move that cipher to the Selected
column and to set the order with the most preferred algorithm at the top. Press the CTRL key
while clicking to select multiple entries.
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Default Algorithms
The following entries are set as defaults in GoAnywhere. The entries are listed in the order of
preference.

Authentication
l
l
l
l

gssapi-with-mic
publickey
password
keyboard-interactive
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Host Key Signature Algorithms
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

ssh-rsa
ssh-dsa
ecdsa-sha2-nistp256
ecdsa-sha2-nistp384
ecdsa-sha2-nistp521
rsa-sha2-256
rsa-sha2-512

NOTE:

When using ECDSA keys, the Public Key Signature Algorithm must match the key
type and bit size of the Host Key. For example, when creating an ECDSA Host Key
with a 256 bit key size, the ecdsa-sha2-nistp256 public key algorithm should be
enabled.

Cipher
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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aes256-cbc
aes192-cbc
aes128-cbc
3des-cbc
blowfish-cbc
twofish256-cbc
twofish-cbc
twofish192-cbc
twofish128-cbc
serpent256-cbc
serpent192-cbc
serpent128-cbc
arcfour
idea-cbc
cast128-cbc
des-cbc
arcfour128
arcfour256
aes128-ctr
aes192-ctr
aes256-ctr
3des-ctr
blowfish-ctr
twofish128-ctr
twofish192-ctr
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l
l
l
l
l
l

twofish256-ctr
serpent128-ctr
serpent192-ctr
serpent256-ctr
idea-ctr
cast128-ctr

Mac
l
l
l
l
l

hmac-md5
hmac-sha1
hmac-sha2-256
hmac-sha1-96
hmac-md5-96

Key Exchange
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

ecdh-sha2-nistp256
ecdh-sha2-nistp384
ecdh-sha2-nistp521
diffie-hellman-group14-sha1
diffie-hellman-group14-sha256
diffie-hellman-group16-sha512
diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256
diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1
diffie-hellman-group1-sha1

Compression
l
l
l

none
zlib
zlib@openssh.com
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

WebDAV Servers Resource
GoAnywhere can connect to a web server or web share using the Web Distributed Authoring and
Versioning (WebDAV) protocol. A WebDAV connection can be configured as a Resource in
GoAnywhere and then specified as a file repository within Domains or a Web User's virtual folder
location. Projects in GoAnywhere can also connect to WebDAV resources to upload, download
and manage documents using qualified file paths (containing the WebDAV resource name)
within various Tasks.
TIP:

The syntax for referencing a WebDAV share is: resource:webdav://[ResourceName]/
[FilePath], where [ResourceName] is the name of the WebDAV share Resource.

Basic Tab
The Basic tab allows you to configure the connection properties for the WebDAV resource.
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Name
A user-defined name which identifies the WebDAV resource. This name should be descriptive
enough so users can quickly identify this location when prompted to choose from a list (for
example, "WebDocs"). The name cannot exceed 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the WebDAV resource. The description is optional.
Host
The host name or IP address of the WebDAV server.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the server. If left blank, the default port for an HTTP
connection is 80.
User
The user name (login name) to use when connecting to the WebDAV server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the WebDAV share. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource
Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery
option is available.
SSL
Indicates if the communication between GoAnywhere and the WebDAV server should be
protected with SSL.

Connection Tab
The Connection tab allows you to specify the root directory, timeout settings, and other advanced
WebDAV configurations.
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Root Directory
A directory within the WebDAV resource that should be this resource's root directory.
Domain
The network domain name of the authentication server. This is an optional parameter for
NTLM authentication.
Workstation Name
The PC's hostname on the network domain. This is an optional parameter for NTLM
authentication.
Connection Timeout
The number of seconds to wait when attempting to connect to the WebDAV server. A timeout will
occur if the connection cannot be established in the specified amount of time. If left blank, the
default timeout is 60 seconds.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from the WebDAV server. A
value of 0 (zero) or blank is interpreted as infinite timeout.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (SSL) is appropriate. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations, the default value will not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support SSLv3. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2,
or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
NOTE:

The value specified in this field will not force the SSL protocol to be used. Other factors, such
as the security providers installed in the JRE, are also taken into account.
Server Certificate
Specify the server certificate options for validating the WebDAV server's identity.
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Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys for this resource.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.

File Based Keys
The Server Certificate Key Store settings are only required when a client requires that WebDAV
connections are trusted with a certificate.
Key Store File
The location of the Key Store (which contains the trusted server certificates) for authenticating the
WebDAV server. You can browse for the Key Store on the file system by clicking the
button. If
a Key Store is not specified, then the default trusted Key Store will be used.
NOTE:

A default Key Store is provided in GoAnywhere for holding trusted server certificates. The
location of this Key Store is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
Password
The password to use for accessing the trusted Server Certificate Key Store. To update an existing
Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of
Resource Passwords is enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password
recovery option is available.
Type
Indicates if the type of the Key Store is JKS (Java Keystore), BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS
Keystore), or PKCS12 (Public Key Cryptography Standard). If this field is left blank, the default
store type is JKS.
NOTE:

The default Key Stores provided with the installation of GoAnywhere are JKS type.

Key Vault Keys
The certificates located in Key Vaults associated to the Domain and in the System Key Vault will
be used to validate that the WebDAV server is trusted.
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Proxy Tab

Proxy Type
GoAnywhere supports SOCKS (version 4 and 5), HTTP tunneling through an HTTP proxy and
GoAnywhere Gateway. HTTP tunneling requires that the HTTP proxy supports the CONNECT
HTTP method. Not all HTTP proxy servers may support the CONNECT method and some might
only allow HTTPS traffic. When using an HTTP proxy that requires authentication, Basic and
Digest authentication schemes are supported. Check with the network administrator for the
correct proxy type.
Host
The host name or IP address of the proxy server.
NOTE:

If the Proxy Type or Host fields are blank, a direct connection to the target host is implied.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate proxy server. The alternate proxy server is used
when the primary proxy server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the proxy server. If left blank, the default port for an
HTTP connection is 80, 1080 for SOCKS, and 9102 for GoAnywhere Gateway.
User
The user name to use for connecting to the proxy server.
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Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password. If Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords is
enabled on the Admin Security Settings page, an additional password recovery option is
available.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local system
may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting must be set
to 'Yes' to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server. If left blank, this setting
defaults to 'No'.

Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Resource.

Name
The name of the contact for the resource.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.
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Projects are created in GoAnywhere to automate file transfers and business processes
(workflows) for your organization. These Projects can be executed immediately or scheduled to
run at future dates and times. A Project can also run when a certain event occurs, such as when a
new file appears in a folder (defined in a Monitor) or when a file is uploaded from a trading partner
(defined in a Trigger).

Choosing Between Monitors, Triggers, and the
Scheduler
The following sections provides advice on choosing between Monitors, Triggers, and the
scheduler as methods for executing workflows.

Monitors
Monitors are ideal in the following situations:
l

l

l

l

When monitoring folders on an FTP or SFTP server for changes to a single file or list of
files.
When monitoring for a single file, a Monitor will stop once the file has been found, saving
resources.
If a project is running when a Monitor is set to fire, it will wait for the active project to
complete.
In clustered systems - Monitors are shared evenly across clusters to improve performance.

Things to consider when utilizing Monitors:
l
l
l

Monitors run in an interactive mode which consumes more resources than batch mode.
Monitors are not ideal for larger folder directories or where folder clean-up does not occur.
Monitor queues have a max of twenty.

Triggers
Triggers are ideal in the following situations:
l
l
l

When you need action taken immediately under certain conditions.
When you have repeating events that require recurring action.
When events require more granular decision making - multiple conditions can be applied to
a single Trigger.

Things to consider when utilizing Triggers:
l
l

When a Trigger fires, the event is over, even if a linked project fails.
Because Triggers fire once per action, multiple projects may fire simultaneously. Projects
must be flagged as thread safe.
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Scheduler
The Scheduler is ideal in the following situations:
l
l
l

When running jobs at varying intervals.
The Scheduler's default batch mode is highly efficient.
Scheduler job queues can be arranged by priority, preventing too many jobs from running
at once.

Things to consider when utilizing the Scheduler:
l

l
l

Schedules cannot be configured with window intervals (ie. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) like
Monitors.
The Scheduler is not ideal for setting up highly specific events.
The Scheduler fires at designated intervals rather than in response to events, which may
result in needless log entries.

Project Explorer
For an introduction to Project concepts and design, please refer to the Project Design section. If a
user does not have read, write or execute permission for a Project folder, the folder and the
Projects inside it are not displayed.
To work with Projects, click Workflows from the main menu, and then click Projects. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

l

Create a Project by clicking Create a Project in the page toolbar.
Search Projects by clicking Search Projects in the page toolbar.
Import a Project by selecting Import Projects and clicking either the ZIP or XML import
method.
Access the Folder options by selecting Folder and clicking an available option:
o Add a Folder by clicking Add .
o Edit a Folder by clicking Edit .
o Delete a Folder by clicking Delete .
o Export a Folder by clicking Export .
o Set Folder Permissions by clicking Permissions .

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results
that contain the specified characters.
l

Project Name - Search for a Project by name.

Select a column name to sort the list based on that column. A sort direction arrow shows the
sorted column. Click the column name again to toggle the sort direction.
Project Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

Edit a Project by clicking Edit.
Copy the Project to another folder or location by clicking Copy.
Move the Project to another folder or location by clicking Move.
Delete the selected Project by clicking Delete.
View the Project Definition by clicking View.
View the change history for the Project by clicking Change History.
View Creation and Modification details for the Project by clicking More Info.
View the Monitors, Triggers, Schedules and Secure Forms where the Project is being used
clicking Where Used.
Export a copy of the Project Definition to a local file by clicking Export.
Promote a Project from one GoAnywhere instance to another by clicking Promote.
Execute the Project with the ability to change Run and Queue Priorities or run with
interactive options by clicking Execute Advanced....
Execute a Project Interactively by clicking Execute Interactively.
Submit the selected Project to batch by clicking Submit to Batch.
View the Project Execution History for a Project by clicking History.
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Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l
l

l
l

Copy the selected Projects to another folder.
Move the selected Projects to another folder.
Promote a Project from one GoAnywhere instance to another.
Export a single Project Definition to an XML file by clicking the Project checkbox and then
click the Export button, or export multiple Project Definitions to a ZIP file by clicking two or
more Project checkboxes and then clicking the Export button.
Submit the selected Projects to batch.
Delete the selected Projects.

Creating Projects
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill-down to the desired folder to create or edit the Project.
4. Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu to create a new Project, or select a Project
from the list to edit it.
5. The GoAnywhere Project Designer page will open.
Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to create a Project:
l
l

Project Designer role.
Write permission for the folder in which the Project is located.

Add a Project Using a Template
If you want to use a pre-defined template for creating a new Project, which is normally the fastest
method, then follow the steps below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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From the Projects Page, drill-down to the desired folder to create the Project in.
Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu.
The GoAnywhere Create Project panel will open.
Display a list of available templates by expanding drop down Template field. Select the
template to use for your Project.
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5. Select a pre-defined template from the Template field.

8. Click the Save button to add the Project.
9. A Project outline is generated, based on the selected template.

10. For each component (task or element) in the Project outline:
a. Click the component to change.
b. Enter the values for the component's attributes. If a value is left blank in a nonrequired attribute, then the attribute's default value will be used.
c. Click the Save button to save the changes for the Project.
11. If needed, you can remove a component from the outline by right-clicking the component
and selecting the Delete menu item.
NOTE:

An Admin User must have Write permission for the folder in which the Project is located.
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Add a Project without a Template
If you want to choose the specific tasks needed for a Project (without using a template), you can
build the Project by following the steps below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Projects Page, drill-down to the desired folder to create the Project in.
Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu.
The GoAnywhere Project Designer page will open.
Type in the new Project name and description.

Field Descriptions
Template
Click the

icon to open the Template Selection window. Select a template for this project.

Project Name
The Project Name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9),
underscores (_), periods(.), and white spaces. Maximum length is 50 characters.
Description
The Project Description is optional and cannot exceed 512 characters.
Folder
The folder in which the project will be saved.
7. Click the Save button to add the Project.
8. The Project Outline and Component Library will appear.
9. To add a component to the Project Outline, expand the appropriate folder in the
Component Library and drag the component to the desired location in the Project Outline.
Learn more about the available tasks in the Task Reference section.
10. Enter the values for the attributes. If a value is left blank in a non-required attribute, then
the attribute's default value will be used.
11. After entering the attributes for the task, click the Save button.
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Validating a Project
1. When done making changes to the Project, click the Validate link in the sub-menu to
validate the syntax of the Project.
2. If the validation was successful, then click the Save & Finish button to save the Project and
return to the folder.
3. Execute the Project.

Project Folders
Projects can be stored within user-defined folders in GoAnywhere. Folders are very useful for
organizing Projects, which will become important as you create more and more Projects. For
instance, you may want to have a folder called "Payroll Functions" to contain any Projects related
to payroll and another for Projects that exchange data with your bank.
Permissions can be set on folders so only certain Admin Users can have access to the Projects
within those folders. For instance, you may only want certain Admin Users in the finance
department to be able to run sensitive Projects in the "Bank Transactions" folder.
Variables can also be set at the folder level that can be used by the Projects contained within that
folder.

A default folder is included with GoAnywhere named Default (/). Although you can place Projects
directly in the Default folder, it is recommended to create your own folders under Default to
organize your Projects.
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Domains
If GoAnywhere is configured to use multiple Domains, each Domain name will appear at the root
level of the Project Explorer. For example, in the image above GoAnywhere is configured with
multiple Domains named Default, Accounting, IT, HR, and Sales.
The folder will appear gray to Admin Users who do not have permissions to access the Projects
within that Domain:

Configuring a Project Folder
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a folder:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role.
From the main menu, select Workflows > Projects.
Drill down to the Project folder that you wish to change or add the new folder under.
To add a folder, click the Folder drop-down link in the page toolbar, and then select
Add. Specify a name and optional description for the new folder.
5. To edit a folder, click the Folder drop-down link in the page toolbar, and then select Edit.
Change the name and description for the folder.
6. Click the Save button.
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Folder Variables
Folder level variables are be used to provide the same constant values to any Projects within the
folder. For each folder variable, you can assign the variable name, its constant value and a
description. For example, you could define a folder variable named “CompanyCode” with a
constant value of 99. Any projects in that folder referring to CompanyCode would receive the
value of 99.
When adding or editing a folder, the page displays any folder variables that are inherited from its
parent folders. Click the Add Variable link to add a new variable entry and click a cell to type the
variable information. A red flag on an entry simply indicates that it is a new entry.
Click the Save button to save the folder and folder level variables.
NOTE:

Sub-folders can override a parent folder's variable value by defining a variable with the same
name. For example, if the root folder contained a variable named 'AgencyNbr', a subfolder
could also contain a variable named 'AgencyNbr' and override the value just for that folder. If
a Project has a variable defined with the same name as a folder variable, the variable value in
the Project will take precedence.
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NOTE:

An Admin user must have the “Write” permission for a folder when changing folder
properties, or for the parent folder when adding a subfolder.

Deleting a Folder
Follow the instructions below to delete a folder:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role.
From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
Drill down to the folder that you wish to delete.
Make sure there are no Projects in the folder. A folder cannot be deleted if it contains
Projects.
5. Click the Folder drop-down link in the page toolbar, and then select Delete.
6. Click the Confirm button in the confirmation dialog.
NOTE:

An Admin User must have “Write” permission for the folder in order to delete it.
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Project and Folder Permissions
Permissions for Projects and Project folders can be granted to individual Admin Users and
Groups of Admin Users. If an Admin User belongs to one or more Admin User Groups, the
authorized Admin User permissions will accumulate from the Admin User Group(s) to which they
belong.
For instance, you may have Projects in a folder that only certain Admin Users should be able to
execute. Additionally, if you do not want these Admin Users to change the Projects in the folder,
then you would only give the Admin Users the folder permission of Execute.
By default, a new folder will be granted the same permissions as the parent folder (the folder
containing the new folder).
NOTE:

If an Admin User does not have create, edit or execute permission for a Project folder, the
folder and the Projects inside it are not displayed. However, if an Admin User has
permissions to a subfolder, but not its parent folder, then the user will still be able to drill down
through the parent folder to gain access to the subfolder.

Project Permissions
Create
Allows Admin Users to create Projects in the current folder.
Edit
Allows Admin Users to make changes to the Projects in the current folder.
Delete
Allows Admin Users to delete Projects in the current folder.
Export
Allows Admin Users to export the Project to an XML file.
Move
Allows Admin Users to move Projects from one folder to another.
Execute
Allows Admin Users to execute Projects in the current folder.
Promote
Allows Admin Users to promote the Project to another GoAnywhere Server.
View
Allows Admin Users to view the connection settings for the Resource.
Manage Permissions
Allows Admin Users to modify the permission settings for the Project.

Folder Permissions
Create
Allows Admin Users to create folders in the current folder.
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Edit
Allows Admin Users to make changes to the folders in the current folder.
Delete
Allows Admin Users to delete folders in the current folder.
Export
Allows Admin Users to export the folder to a ZIP file.
Manage Permissions
Allows Admin Users to modify the permission settings for the current folder.

Configuring Project and Folder Permissions
Add Permissions to a Project or Folder
To add permissions to a Project or folder:
1. Permissions can be added to a Project or folder using the Add Permissions page. To
access this page:
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
c. Drill down to the folder for which you wish to change the permissions.
d. Click the Folder drop-down link in the page toolbar, and then select Permissions.
e. On the Folder Permissions page, click the Add Permissions link in the page
toolbar.
2. To authorize Admin Users to the folder:
a. On the left side of the page, select (highlight) the Admin Users to assign to the folder.
Multiple entries can be selected by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking
the mouse.
b. Click the
Arrow icon.
3. To authorize Admin Groups to the folder:
a. On the left side of the page, select (highlight) the Admin Groups to assign to the
folder. Multiple entries can be selected by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key while
clicking the mouse.
b. Click the
Arrow icon.
4. Select the permissions for the Admin Users and Admin Groups by checking on the desired
Permissions boxes.
5. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
6. Click the Cancel button to leave the permissions page.
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Edit Project or Folder Permissions
To change the permissions for a Project or folder:
1. From the Projects page, drill down to the folder for which you wish to change the
permissions.
2. Click the Folder drop-down link in the page toolbar, and then select Permissions.
3. Select or deselect the permissions for the Admin Users and Admin Groups by checking on
or off the boxes next to those Users and Groups.
4. If desired, click the Add Permissions button to grant permissions to additional Admin
Users or Admin User Groups.
5. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
6. Click the Done button to close the permissions page.
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Page Toolbar
l
l

l
l
l

Add Permissions to the folder.
Save and Apply to Sub Folders - Saves the permissions for the current folder and applies
those permissions to all of the sub folders under the current folder.
Save - Apply the changes made to the folder Permissions.
Remove All Permissions - Removes all User and Group permissions from the folder.
Done - Return to the previous page.

Project Change History
The Project Change History page allows you to view Project revision history, restore previous
versions, and create a new project from a previous version. The Project Change History page
displays a list of revisions made to a Project, the date the changes were made, and the Admin
User who made the revision.
To access the Project Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. Select
Workflows from the main menu, and then click Projects. Click the Project’s Action icon, and
then click Change History.
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The following options are available on the Project Change History page:
l

View a Project. From the Project page you can view all the tasks and elements in the
project, view the Project XML, or Restore the selected version. Click the Done button to
return to the previous page.

l

Restore the Project opens the Restore Project Revision page.
Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated
the audit entry. Clicking the Manage User button Opens the Admin User management
page.

l
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l

Click the Done button to return to the Projects page.

Restore Project Revision
The Restore Project Revision page allows you to restore a previous Project revision, or create a
new Project based on the selected Project revision.
Use the following instructions to restore or create a Project from a previous revision:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Select Workflows from the main menu, and then click Projects.
3. Click the Project’s Action icon, and then click Change History. A list of Project revisions is
displayed.
4. Click the Restore icon next to the desired revision. The Restore Project Revision page
appears.

Replace Current Project
The Replace Current Project option will restore the current Project to the selected version. Click
the Restore button to replace the current version.

Create New Project
The Create New Project option will create a new Project based on the selected revision. Specify
the fields provided and then click the Restore button to create a new version.
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Project Name
The Project Name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9),
underscores (_), periods(.), and white spaces. Maximum length is 50 characters.
Domain
The security Domain where the Project will belong.
Project Location
The folder in which the Project will be saved.
When Project Exists
The action taken when a Project already exists in the destination folder. The default value is
Rename.
l

l

Rename - If the Project exists in the destination folder, it will create a new Project with an
appended sequential number to the Project Name.
Overwrite - The Project being created will overwrite any existing Project with the same
name in the destination folder.

Copy Projects
Authorized users can make a copy of one or more Projects. This is useful for creating a new
Project that is similar to an existing Project or to make a backup of a Project before making
changes to it. When making a copy of a Project, you can keep the current name or give the copied
Project a new name.
Follow the steps below to Copy one or more Projects:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. In the Folders column, drill-down to the folder containing the Projects to copy.
4. Click the checkboxes of the Projects to copy.
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5. Click the Copy button that appears in the page footer.
6. In the Copy Project(s) page, select the destination folder and specify what should happen
when a Project with the same name already exists in the destination folder.
7. If needed, type a new name for each Project.
8. Click the Copy button to copy the Projects.

Destination Folder
This is the folder to which Projects will be copied. Click the icon to browse for a folder. By default,
the destination folder is the same as the source folder.
When Project Exists
The action taken when a Project already exists in the destination folder. The default value is
Rename.
l

l

l

l

Rename - If Projects exist in the destination folder, it will copy the Projects and append
sequential numbers to the Project Names.
Overwrite - The Projects being copied will overwrite any existing Projects in the destination
folder.
Skip - If the Projects already exist in the destination folder, it will only copy the Projects that
are not already present.
Error - If the Projects already exist in the destination, an error is displayed.

New Name
The new names to give the copied Projects in the destination folder.
Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions to copy a Project:
l
l
l
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Move Projects
Authorized users can move one or more Projects to another folder. When moving Projects, you
can keep the current names or give them new names. Follow the steps below to move one or
more Projects:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. In the Folders column, drill-down to the folder containing the Projects to move.
4. Click the checkboxes of the Projects to move.
5. Click the Move button that appears in the page footer.
6. In the Move Project page, select the destination folder and specify what should happen
when a Project with the same name already exists in the destination folder.
7. If needed, type a new name for each Project.
8. Click the Move button to move the Projects.

Destination Folder
This is the folder to which Projects will be moved. Click the

icon to browse for a folder.

When Project Exists
The action taken when a Project already exists in the destination folder. The default value is
Rename.
l

l

l

Rename - If Projects exist in the destination folder, it will move the Projects and append
sequential numbers to the Project Names.
Overwrite - The Project being moved will overwrite any existing Project in the destination
folder.
Skip - If the Projects already exist in the destination folder, it only moves the Projects that
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l

are not already present.
Error - If the Projects already exist in the destination, an error is displayed.

New Name
The new names to give the moved Projects in the destination folder.
Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions to move a Project:
l
l
l

Project Designer role.
Write permission for the folder containing the source Projects.
Write permission for the folder where the Projects are moving.

Promote Projects
Authorized users can promote Project(s) from one GoAnywhere installation to another. This will
copy the definition of the Project(s) to the targeted installation. For example, after a Project is
tested, the Project could be promoted from that test installation to a production installation of
GoAnywhere.
NOTE:

Promoting projects to a different version of GoAnywhere is not recommended, and may not
work in some cases.
Promote Project(s) by following the steps below:
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1. Projects can be promoted using the Promote Project(s) page. Follow the steps below to
access this page:
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
c. Drill-down to the folder containing the Project(s) to promote.
d. Click the check boxes of the Project(s) to promote.
e. Click the Promote button that appears in the page footer.
2. Enter values for the following fields:
l Target Server - The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation on
which to copy the Project(s). The value specified must be a URL of the form http://
[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the target
GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere server
is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
l User Name - The user name to login to the target GoAnywhere installation.
l Password - The password for the user to login with. The password is case sensitive.
l Target Folder - The folder on the target installation in which to copy the Project(s).
l Create Target Folder - Indicate if the target folder should be created if it does not
already exist.
l Replace Target Project(s)? - Indicate if the Project(s) should be replaced on the
target GoAnywhere installation if they already exist with the same name in the target
folder.
l Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.
3. Click the Promote button to copy the Project(s) to the target installation.
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Permissions Required
An Admin user must have the following permissions in order to promote a Project:
l
l
l
l

l

Project Designer role on both the source and target GoAnywhere installations.
Read permission for the Project folder on the source GoAnywhere installation.
Write permission for the Project folder on the target GoAnywhere installation.
If the Admin User account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, the custom role must
provide the ability to manage, read, and write on the item being promoted.
Access to the target Domain.

NOTE:

A command named CPYPROJECT is available for promoting Projects from the IBM i
(iSeries). The CPYPROJECT command can be executed from a command line, placed in a
CL program or run from the IBM i scheduler. This command is located in the default
installation library named GOANYWHERE.

Export Project
Authorized users can export one or more Project definitions into an XML or ZIP file on their local
computer. This is useful for sharing Project definitions with another installation of GoAnywhere.
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Export a Project definition into an XML file
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project to export.
4. Click the Action icon beside the Project to export and from the drop-down menu, click
Export.
5. The name of the exported file will be constructed using the Project name with an .xml
extension.
6. The XML file can be imported into another installation of GoAnywhere using the Import
From XML page.
Export multiple Project definitions into a ZIP file
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project(s) to export.
4. Click the check boxes next to the Projects to export, and then click Export.
5. The ZIP file can be imported into another installation of GoAnywhere using the Import From
ZIP page.
Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to export a Project:
l
l

Project Designer role.
Read permission for the folder containing the Project to export.

NOTE:

The Promote Project function performs the equivalent of an export and import.
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Export Folder
Authorized users can export a Project folder and all of its Project definitions and Variables into a
ZIP file on their local computer. This is useful for sharing Project definitions with another
installation of GoAnywhere.
Project folders can be exported using the Export Folder page. Follow the steps below to access
this page.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the desired folder.
4. Click the Folder link, and then select Export.
5. Specify values for the following fields:
n Export File Name - Specify the ZIP file name.
n Include Folder Level Variables - Includes variables defined on this folder and any
subfolders when exporting this folder.
n Include Folder Description - Includes the folder description of this folder and any
subfolders when exporting the folder.
n Include Subfolders - Check if you want to export the subfolders and their projects.
6. Click the Export button to export the folder to a ZIP file.

Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to export a Project folder:
l
l

Project Designer role.
Read permission for the folder containing the Projects to export.

Import Project from XML
Authorized users can import a Project definition from an XML file. This is useful for importing a
Project definition that was exported from another installation of GoAnywhere.
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Projects can be imported using the Import Project from XML page. Follow the steps below to
access this page:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder to import the Project into.
4. Click the Import Project link and then choose Import from XML.
5. The Import Project from XML page will be displayed.
6. Enter values for the following fields:
l Import From - Choose Workstation to select a file from your local system or Server
to select a file from your GoAnywhere server.
l XML File - Navigate to the XML file that will be imported into GoAnywhere.
l Ignore Compile Errors - Specify whether to ignore compiler errors when importing a
Project. When checked, the Project will be imported even if it contains compile errors.
l Replace Target Project - Specify whether or not to replace a Project if it already
exists in the target folder.
l Domain - The Domain where the Projects will belong when they are imported.
7. Click the Import button to import the Project.

Permissions Required
An Admin user must have the following permissions in order to import a Project:
l
l
l

Project Designer role.
Write permission for the folder to import the new Project into.
Access to the Domain.

Import Project from ZIP
Authorized users can import Project definitions from a ZIP file. This is useful for importing multiple
Project definitions that were exported from another installation of GoAnywhere or entire Project
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Folders that were exported to a ZIP File.
Projects can be imported using the Import Projects from ZIP page. Follow the steps below to
access this page:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder to import the Project into.
4. Click the Import Project link and then choose Import from ZIP.
5. Specify values for the following fields on the Import Project From Zip page:
l Import From - Choose Workstation to select a file from your local system or Server
to select a file from your GoAnywhere server.
l ZIP File - Navigate to the ZIP file that will be imported into GoAnywhere.
l Ignore Compile Errors - Specify whether to ignore compiler errors when importing a
Project. When checked, the Project will be imported even if it contains compile
errors.
l Replace Target Project - Specify whether or not to replace a Project if it already
exists in the target folder.
l Maintain Directory Structure - Specify whether or not you wish to keep the directory
structure of the Projects or to put all Projects in the target folder.
l Overwrite Folder Description - Specify whether to overwrite existing folder
descriptions with descriptions from the imported file.
l Overwrite Duplicate Folder Variables - Specify whether to overwrite folder level
variables if they already exist.
l Domain - The Domain where the Projects will belong when they are imported.
6. Click the Import button to import the Projects from the Zip File.
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Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to import a Project:
l
l
l

Project Designer role.
Write permission for the folder to import the new Project into.
Access to the Domain.

Search Projects
The Search Projects page will display the Projects in the specified folder that match the search
term. The search is performed against the text located in the Project XML files. Projects can be
found that refer to a particular file, Resource, Task and more. For example, searching for the term
"user@example.com" will return all Projects that refer to this email address.
Follow the instructions below to search the contents of Projects:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. On the Projects page, click the Search Projects link in the page toolbar.
4. In the Search Projects page, type a search term and click the icon to select a Project folder.
5. Select optional features such as recursively searching sub-folders or whether the search
term should be case sensitive.
6. Click the Search button.

The following details are shown for each Project on the page:
l
l
l

Project - The folder path and Project name.
References - The number of times the Search Term appears in the Project.
Project Description - The description of the Project.
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l
l

Modified On - The last time the Project was modified.
Last Executed On - The last time the Project was run.

Search Projects Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

Click Edit to edit the Project.
Click View to view the Project.
Click More Info to view creation and modification details about the Project.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Project References
The Project References page displays the Monitors, Triggers, Schedules, and Secure Forms
where the Project is being used.
To access the Project References page, log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer or
Project Executor role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability
to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role. Select Workflows from the main menu, and then click the Projects link. Click the Project's
Action icon, and then click Where Used.
Click on the Name to navigate to the referenced Monitor, Trigger, Schedule, or Secure Form, if
your Admin User account is authorized to access those features.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Delete Projects
Follow the steps below to delete one or more Project(s):
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project(s) to delete.
4. Select the Project(s) by clicking their check boxes.
5. Click the Delete button that appears in the page footer.
Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to delete a Project:
l
l

Project Designer role.
Write permission for the folder in which the Project is located.

NOTE:

The Projects will be permanently deleted and cannot be recovered. It is recommended to first
copy the Projects into an "archive" folder before deleting them.

View Project
The View Project page displays the settings from the tasks, elements, decisions, loops, and
modules in the Project. When the View Project page appears, the Project will be validated and
any errors in the project will be displayed.
To view a Project:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project to view.
4. Select the Action icon next to the Project to view, and then click View.
5. Click the View Project XML button to view the project definition in XML format.
6. When finished reviewing the information, click the Done button to return to the Project
Explorer page.
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Upgrade Project
The Upgrade Project process converts an existing Project from version 1.0 to the new Project
version 2.0. Project version 2.0 provides additional functions for manipulating values, flexible
expressions and enhanced job controls. Projects created in this version of GoAnywhere and later
are automatically set at version 2.0.
The Project upgrade process is comprised of a few different steps. First, the Project is validated
and then the user can select whether to make a backup of the Project before upgrading. It is
highly recommended to make a backup of a Project to restore it later if the upgraded version
produces undesirable results. Secondly, the upgrade process is performed and the user can
choose to save the upgraded Project or cancel the upgrade.
During the upgrade, the following components will be modified in the Project:
l

l
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Any Module with a "Depends On" setting will be updated with one or more Call Module
Tasks. For example, if the Project's Main module depends on modules A and B, then the
"Depends On" will be removed from the Main module and two Call Module tasks would be
inserted to the beginning of the Main module (one to call module A and another to call
module B).
Any expression used for conditioning, such as the "Execute Only If" statement, will be
updated to use the new Expression syntax. For example, the previous syntax ${var1} ge
${var2} will be converted to the new expression of ${var1 ge var2}.
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l

l

RowSets using the column name, instead of the column index, will be converted in the
upgrade process to place quotes around the column name (for example, ${data
[columnName]} becomes ${data["columnName"]}).
Variables, module names and resource names will no longer be case sensitive.

When the upgrade is complete, an Upgrade Log is displayed. The Upgrade Log displays any
issues encountered while upgrading the Project and provides options to Download the upgrade
log in text format, Save and Finish the Project upgrade process, or Cancel the upgrade.
Follow the steps below to upgrade a Project:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Click the Action icon and then click Edit.
4. In the Project page, click the Upgrade Project link in the page toolbar.
5. On the Upgrade page, complete the required fields and then click the Upgrade button.

6. The Upgrade Project process starts and when complete, an Upgrade Log is displayed.
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7. It is strongly recommended that you test the upgraded Project to ensure it behaves as
expected.

Executing Projects
Several methods are available for executing Projects within GoAnywhere. Users can execute
Projects on-demand from within GoAnywhere’s browser-based administrator. Projects can also
be executed by the integrated Scheduler and File Monitor processes.
External applications can additionally launch Projects from other systems (for example, IBM i,
Windows, Unix, Linux, Solaris, etc.) by using GoAnywhere’s commands and APIs, or by making
HTTP(S) requests to the GoAnywhere server.
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GoAnywhere provides enterprise features for executing Projects including a job queue, multithreading (to allow the concurrent execution of multiple Projects), priority settings, real-time
monitoring and detailed logging.
Every execution of a Project is considered a Job. Listed below are the primary steps performed as
jobs flow through GoAnywhere.
1. After an authorized request is received to execute a Project, a Job will be created and
assigned a unique job number.
2. A batch job initially starts in the GoAnywhere job queue.
3. When GoAnywhere is ready to run the job, it will advance the job from the job queue into
the active subsystem to execute.
4. The job’s Project will then be compiled and executed by GoAnywhere.
5. When the job finishes, a job log will be generated.
6. The completion status (along with any error messages) will be returned to the user or
requesting application.
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Job Execution Flowchart
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Execution from Administrator
Admin Users can run Projects through the GoAnywhere Administrator, which is useful for running
Projects on an as-needed basis or for testing purposes.
Projects can be executed either in interactive or batch mode (explained below). Advanced
execution options can be specified by a user to override Project variables, the job queue priority
and run priority.
Executing a Project Interactively
When an Admin User executes a Project interactively, the Admin User’s browser will wait until the
Project completes. Perform the following steps to execute a Project interactively:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Executor role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project to execute.
4. Click the Execute icon next to the Project to execute.
5. The Project will execute and will return the completion status and error messages, if any.
Executing a Project in Batch
When an Admin User executes (submits) a Project in batch, the Admin User will be able to
perform other functions in GoAnywhere while the Project is executing. Multiple Projects can be
submitted to batch at one time. Perform the following steps to execute Project(s) in batch:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Executor role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project(s) to execute.
4. Select the Project(s) to execute by clicking their checkboxes.
5. Click the Submit to Batch button (that appears at the bottom of the page) to execute the
Project(s).

Execution from Administrator (with Advanced
Options)
GoAnywhere allows an Admin User to specify advanced options when executing a Project.
These options allow the Admin User to override the values of any Project variables (parameters)
and specify the job queue priority and run priority.
Perform the following steps to execute a Project with advanced options:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Executor role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project to execute.
4. Click the Action icon on the project to execute and from the drop-down list and click
Execute Advanced….
5. A page will prompt for the advanced options for running the Project.
6. If needed, override the job’s run priority.
7. Specify an optional Job Name. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin Users
can quickly identify this Job from a report or list.
8. Select one of the following Execution Mode options:
l Interactive - Executes the Project interactively, in which your browser will wait until
the Project completes.
l Batch - Executes the Project in batch mode, allowing you to specify a Queue Priority
and Job Queue. While the Project is executing, you can perform other functions in
GoAnywhere .
9. If variables exist in the Project, you can override any values for those variables. Encrypted
variables appear with an Encrypted icon.

Executing a Project in Debug Mode
When running a Project in Debug mode, users can interactively execute tasks one step at a time.
The job log and variable values can be monitored during each step while debugging. At each
stopping point, the values for the variables can be changed before the next task is executed.
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Executing a Project in Debug Mode
1. Log in as a user that has both the Project Executor and Project Designer roles. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder containing the Project to execute.
4. Click the Edit icon next to the Project to edit it.
5. Click the Debug option to start the Project in Debug mode.
6. When a user first enters Debug mode, Project variables are initialized and displayed on the
Variables tab. The values can be edited by clicking the Edit icon next to the variable name.

Page Toolbar
The Project Debugger page tool bar contains the functions to step through the project.
Next
Click the Next button to execute the next task. The results of the executed task are displayed in
the Job Log tab, and variable values are displayed on the Variables tab.
Skip
Click the Skip button to skip over the next task. If the skipped task has an output variable
specified, the Skipping Task - Required Output Variables page appears.
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New Value
Enter a value for the skipped variable(s).
Set Variables
Sets the value of the variable(s) for the skipped task and closes the Skipping Task Required Output Variables page. This ensures the variable is available for subsequent
tasks that require a value to be set.
Ignore Variables
Closes the Skipping Task - Required Output Variables page without assigning a value to
the variables in the skipped task.
Cancel
Closes the Skipping Task - Required Output Variables page and returns the user to the
current task.
Resume
Click the Resume button to execute all remaining tasks in the Project.
Stop
Click the Stop button to cancel the execution of the Project Debugger and writes an ERROR to
the Log.
Full Screen
Click the Full Screen button to expand the Project Debugger to fill the browser window.
Done
Click the Done button to closes the Project Debugger after the Project completes execution.

Navigation Area
The navigation area displays the Project breadcrumbs, the task that was just executed, and the
next task to be executed.
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Breadcrumbs
A navigation aid that displays the next task to be executed in relation to where the task exists
within the Project Outline.
Previous Task
Displays the task that was previously executed.
Next Task
Displays the next task to be executed.

Execution from IBM i
Using the supplied command named RUNPROJECT, a User or application can launch Projects
from the IBM i (iSeries).
The RUNPROJECT command can be executed from an IBM i command line, placed in CL
programs and used in job schedulers on the IBM i.
If needed, you can override values for any user-defined Project variables on the RUNPROJECT
command.
You can also execute projects from ILE Programs using the provided Service Program
procedures.

Execution from Command Line
Perform the following steps to execute a Project using the RUNPROJECT command from an IBM
i command line:
1. Prompt (F4) the IBM i command LIBRARY/RUNPROJECT, where [LIBRARY] is the
GoAnywhere installation library. The default installation library is “GOANYWHERE”.
2. Specify the parameters for the RUNPROJECT command. Press F1 on any parameter for
field help.
3. The example below shows the parameters for executing a Project named
“SendDirectDeposit” located in the “/Payroll” folder. Notice that the Project’s user-defined
variable of StateCode is overridden to the value of “NE”.
4. After specifying the parameters for the RUNPROJECT command, press Enter to run the
Project.
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Project
The full path name of the Project to execute. This Project name should already be defined in
GoAnywhere. The Project name is case sensitive.
For example: /Payroll/SendDirectDeposit
User
The GoAnywhere User ID to run the Project under. This User ID must be defined in the
GoAnywhere Administrator. Specify *DFT to use the default User and password specified in the
CFGGA (Configure GoAnywhere) command.
Password
The Password for the GoAnywhere User ID. The Password is case sensitive.
Change Variable/Value
The values for a Project’s User-defined variables (for example, email addresses, file names, FTP
servers, etc.) can be overridden here. Enter the variables you wish to override and their values.
The variable names are case sensitive.
Run priority
The priority is used to determine which Projects will get more CPU cycles when running in
GoAnywhere. 1 is the lowest priority and 10 is the highest priority.
Mode
*INTER indicates that the RUNPROJECT command will wait for the Project to complete before
returning control to the User or application.
*BATCH indicates that the RUNPROJECT command will submit the Project to GoAnywhere and
will not wait until the Project is completed. Control will be immediately returned to the User or
application.
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GoAnywhere server URL
The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation to execute the Project(s) on. The
value specified must be a URL of the form http://[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host
name or IP address of the GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which
GoAnywhere server is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.10:8000/goanywhere.
Specify *DFT to use the default URL specified in the CFGGA (Configure GoAnywhere) command.

Execution from CL
You can execute the supplied RUNPROJECT command from various languages on the IBM i,
including CL, RPG and COBOL.

Error Message IDs
Any errors encountered can be trapped by monitoring for GoAnywhere message IDs (see
descriptions below). Any error messages will be placed in the program message queue (job log),
which can be retrieved using the RCVMSG command (as illustrated in the above example).

Message
ID

Comments

GAE1002

Project failed (see message in job log).

GAE1003

Unable to connect to GoAnywhere server.

Execution from IBM i Scheduler
Projects can be scheduled to execute using an existing job scheduler on the IBM i (iSeries). Read
the instructions below to learn how to place the RUNPROJECT command into IBM’s job
scheduler.
1. Enter the IBM i command of WRKJOBSCDE.
2. Press F6 to add a new entry.
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3. Key in the Schedule Entry values and Press Enter.
4. Example of a Schedule Entry that runs every Friday at 11pm:

Job Name
Unique name of the scheduled job.
Command to run
The RUNPROJECT command with the name of the Project. If needed, press F4 to prompt the
command for specifying any additional parameters.
Frequency
How often the job is submitted to run.
Schedule date
Date to run the job.
Schedule day
Day of the week to run the job.
Schedule time
Time to run the job.

Execution from an ILE Program
A Service Program is included with GoAnywhere which contains a procedure for executing
Projects from within an ILE program (ILE RPG, ILE COBOL, ILE C).
The name of the Service Program is RUNPROJSRV, which can be found in the GoAnywhere
installation library. You can bind to this Service Program when creating your ILE program.
The name of the procedure to call is RunProject (contained in the RUNPROJSRV service
program). You can specify parameters for the RunProject procedure, including the name of the
Project to run, variable/value overrides, User ID, password and URL of the GoAnywhere
installation.
Example RPG source:
D/COPY GOANYWHERE/QRPGLESRC,P#PROJECT
C
callp
RunProject (project
C
:priority
C
:mode
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

:url
:timeout
:userId
:password
:MsgId
:Msg
:error
:variable1
:variable2
‘ ‘ ‘
)

:value1
:value2
‘ ‘ ‘

NOTE:

The variables and values parameters for RunProject are optional (they do not have to be
specified).
An RPG-style prototype for the RunProject procedure is located in the source member named
P#PROJECT within the QRPGLESRC file (located in the GoAnywhere installation library). You
can copy this prototype into your program. For instance, within RPG, the statement to copy the
prototype is D/COPY GOANYWHERE/QRPGLESRC,P#PROJECT.
NOTE:

Examples of using the RunProject procedure is provided in the QRPGLESRC file within the
GoAnywhere installation library.

Execution from Windows, Linux, AIX, and Unix
GoAnywhere Projects can be executed from the command line of a variety of platforms (for
example, Windows, Linux, Unix, AIX, HP-UX and Solaris) using GoAnywhere Command
(GACmd). When the command is run, GACmd performs an HTTP(S) request to the specified
GoAnywhere server and executes the specified function. With GACmd, it is possible to execute
GoAnywhere functions from custom programs, scripts and scheduler software.
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Executing GoAnywhere Command
The GACmd command can execute Projects and call functions on a GoAnywhere installation
that resides on the local system or a remote server on the network. All parameter names are
case-insensitive. Values containing spaces must be enclosed in "double-quotes." For example,
the following command executes a project in GoAnywhere:
EXAMPLE:

gacmd.exe -server http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere -user root -password goanywhere command runProject -project /Test
For more information on available commands, see the GoAnywhere API Guide.
APIs are also available for JAVA and .NET for calling GoAnywhere functions.
Executing Commands from Web Services
Commands can be executed on the GoAnywhere system from SOAP and REST web services.
For more information on available SOAP and REST requests, see the GoAnywhere API Guide.

Project Execution History
To view the Project Execution History page in GoAnywhere, log in as an Admin User that has
both the Project Designer and Job Manager roles or the Project Executor role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, click Workflows, and then click Projects. In the list of Projects, click the
Action icon beside a Project and then click Execution History to open the Project Execution
History page.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Click the Done button to return to the Projects page.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l
l

Job Number - The unique Job number given to each Project at runtime. Searching by a
specific Job Number will temporarily disable previously selected filters. Remove the Job
Number filter to enable previously selected filters.
User - The User who submitted the Job.
Status - The outcome of the job, canceled, failed, or successful.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.
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Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings,
log entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the
log entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Project Execution Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

View the Job Details by clicking View Job Details.
View the Job Log by clicking View Job Log.
Edit the selected Project by clicking Edit Project.
View the folder where the Project is located by clicking View Project Folder.

Project Execution History Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
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Job Number - The unique Job number given to each Project at runtime.
Project Name - The name of the Project as listed on the Projects page.
Project Folder - The folder location of the Project.
Status - The outcome of the job, canceled, failed, or successful.
User - The user account that was used to submit the job.
Start Time - The date and timestamp of when the Job started executing.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the Job. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
End Time - The date and timestamp of when the Job completed.
Time (sec) - The amount of time the Job took to complete (in seconds).
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Page button to save only the results on the visible page to a .CSV file on
your local computer.
Click the Export Results button to save the results from all pages to a .CSV file on your
local computer.

NOTE:

The default saved Job Log file name is "ProjectExecutionHistoryYYYYMMDD.csv" (where
YYYYMMDD is the current year, month, and day).

Job Log and Details
Each time a job is executed a log is created that captures the activity related to the job/project.
The amount of information captured in the job log is defined by the Log Level set on the Control
tab in the Project. The Job Details page provides an overview of a job. When a stack trace is
created as a result of a job failure, the stack trace is written to a separate log file and can be
viewed by selecting the drop down field that appears in Job Log page header.
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Job Log
View the Job Log for a job by clicking the Job Log icon next to the job you wish to view.
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Job Details
View the details for a job by clicking the View icon next to the job you wish to display.

Scheduling Projects
GoAnywhere includes a built-in scheduler for executing Projects (Jobs) at future dates and
times. Jobs can be executed on a one-time or recurring basis.

Holiday Calendars
Holiday Calendars define the dates of the holidays and other non-working days in your
organization. Scheduled Jobs can use a holiday calendar to determine what should happen to the
job when the execution falls on a holiday (for example, skip this run, execute the day before or
execute the day after). Multiple holiday calendars can be created to provide scheduling flexibility.
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To access Holiday Calendars:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Schedules link.
3. From the Schedules page toolbar, click the Holiday Calendars link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a calendar by clicking the Add a New Calendar button.
Return to the Schedules page by clicking the Done button.

Manage Calendars Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

Edit a calendar by clicking Edit.
Copy a calendar by clicking Copy.
Delete the calendar by clicking Delete.
View the calendar information by clicking View.
View the change history for the calendar by clicking Change History.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
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Click the
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Add or Edit a Calendar
A calendar can be created or edited using the Manage Calendar page. To create a new calendar,
click the Add a New Holiday Calendar link in the page toolbar. To edit an existing calendar, click
the Edit icon next to the calendar.

Name
A name for the calendar.
Description
The description provides additional information about the holiday calendar.
Non-Business Days
Days of the week when the company is closed and when processing should not occur.
Holidays
There are two ways to add dates to the holiday calendar.

Add Date
1. Click the Add Date option to add a new holiday entry.
2. In the Name column, type a name for the holiday.
3. Click the Date field to open the calendar pop-up to select a date.
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NOTE:

Dates are automatically sorted in ascending order when saved.

Suggest Dates
The Holiday Suggestions page offers a quick way to select the most common holidays in the
United States.

To select any holiday, click its corresponding checkbox. When finished, click the Add Selected
Holidays button to add the dates to the Calendar. If a holiday falls on a weekend, the observed
date is used instead.
NOTE:

Dates already part of a holiday calendar appear grayed out on the Holiday Suggestions
page.

View Calendar
The View Calendar page displays general information about the calendar (when it was created,
the user that last modified it, etc.), as well as a list for each holiday entry. When finished viewing
the calendar details, click the Done button.
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NOTE:

Holiday Dates are the observed date.

Holiday Calendar Change History
To view the Holiday Calendar Change History, log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Schedules link. From the Schedules
page toolbar, click the Holiday Calendars link. Click the Action icon next to the desired Holiday
Calendar and select Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Work with Scheduled Jobs
To work with Scheduled Jobs, log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. Select Workflows from the
main menu, and then click the Schedules link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Add a Scheduled Job by clicking the Add Schedule button in the page toolbar.
Create a Holiday Calendar by clicking the Holiday Calendars button in the page toolbar.
View the Repeating Jobs Queue by clicking the View Repeating Scheduled Jobs link in
the page toolbar.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for a Scheduled Job by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Admin User - The Admin User name to use for running the Scheduled Job.
Job Name - The assigned Job Name specified on the Scheduled Job.
Job Queue - The assigned Job Queue the Scheduled Job runs under.
Last Run Time - The date/time of when the Scheduled Job last ran.
Next Run Time - The date/time of when the Scheduled Job will run again.
Project - The location and name of the Project run by the Scheduled Job.
Repeating Jobs - Filter the search results to only show repeating jobs.
Status - Whether the job is active or inactive.
Trigger Type - The interval at which the Job is scheduled to trigger - Daily, Hourly, Monthly,
etc.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Scheduled Jobs Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

View a Scheduled Job by clicking View.
Edit a Scheduled Job by clicking Edit.
Copy a Scheduled Job by clicking Copy. This option will prompt you to add a new
Scheduled Job.
Delete a Scheduled Job by clicking Delete.
Promote a Schedule to another GoAnywhere server by clicking Promote. (Agent
Schedules do not contain this option).
Execute a Scheduled Job immediately by clicking Run Now.
View the completion history for the Job Schedule by clicking Show History.
View the change history for the Job Schedule by clicking Change History.
Move the Schedule to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the target
Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Schedule before it is
saved. (Agent Schedules do not contain this option).
Deactivate or Activate a Scheduled job by clicking Deactivate or Activate.
Reset the Misfire count by clicking Reset Misfires.
Show the future schedule of the Scheduled Job by clicking Show Schedule.
Edit the selected Project by clicking Edit Project.
View the folder where the Project is located by clicking View Project Folder.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l
l
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Delete the selected Scheduled Jobs.
Promote the selected Schedules.
Execute the selected Scheduled Jobs by clicking the Run Now button.
Activate or Deactivate the selected Scheduled Jobs.
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Scheduled Job properties are displayed in the
table.

Scheduled Job Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Name - The name of the Scheduled Job.
Description - The description of the Scheduled Job.
Project - The location and name of the Project run by the Scheduled Job.
Admin User - The Admin User account that will run the Scheduled Job.
Job Name - The assigned Job Name specified on the Scheduled Job.
Job Queue - The assigned Job Queue the Scheduled Job runs under.
Queue Priority - The assigned Queue Priority of the Scheduled Job.
Run Priority - The amount of processing priority the job receives from the processor.
Schedule - The frequency for the Scheduled Job. Hover the pointer over the Schedule
column to view the Schedule settings.
Status - Whether the job is active or inactive.
Last Run Time - The date/time of when the Scheduled Job last ran.
Next Run Time - The date/time of when the Scheduled Job will run again.
Run Count - The number of times the Scheduled Job has run.
Misfires - The number of times that the Scheduled Job did not run (due to any downtime of
the GoAnywhere server).
Created By - The user who created the Scheduled Job.
Created On - The date and time the Schedule Job was created.
Last Modified By - The user who last modified the Scheduled Job.
Last Modified On - The date and time the Schedule Job was last modified.

Configuring a Scheduled Job
A Scheduled Job can be created or edited using the Scheduled Job page. To access this page,
log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom
Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the
permissions specified for that role. Select Workflows from the main menu, and then click the
Schedules link. To create a new Scheduled Job, click the Add Schedule link in the page toolbar.
To edit an existing Scheduled Job, click the Edit icon.
Listed below are the field descriptions within each tab of the Scheduler.
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Project Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Scheduled Job. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Scheduled Job. The Description is optional and cannot
exceed 512 characters.
Project
The name of the Project to execute. You can browse for the Project by clicking the
to the field.

button next

Admin User
The Admin User name to use for running the Scheduled Job.
Password
The password to use for authenticating the specified user.
Job Queue
The Job Queue that this Job will be placed into. If the Job Queue is not specified on the
Scheduled Job, the Job Queue on the Control tab of the Project will be used. If both are not
specified, the Project will be placed in the default Job Queue.
Status
The status indicates if the Scheduled Job is active or inactive. An inactive Scheduled Job will not
be executed.
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Queue Priority
The queue priority indicates the order in which the job will leave the job queue and execute. The
queue priority can be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a higher queue priority will be
executed before jobs with a lower queue priority. For instance a job with a queue priority of 6 will
be executed before a job with a queue priority of 5.
Run Priority
The run priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the job will receive from GoAnywhere when it
executes. The run priority can be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a higher run priority will
receive more attention than jobs with a lower run priority. For instance a job with a run priority of 6
will receive more attention (CPU) than a job with a run priority of 5.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.

Schedule Tab

Current Server Time
Displays the current server time.
Schedule Frequency
The type of schedule this job should use. The schedule types are explained below:
l
l
l

One time - The job will run once at the indicated start date and time.
Startup - The job will run once whenever the GoAnywhere application is started.
Minutely - The job will run every X minutes.
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l
l
l
l

Hourly - The job will run every X hours.
Daily - The job will run every X days.
Weekly - The job will run every X weeks, in which additional settings can be specified.
Monthly-The job will run once a month, in which the day of month can be specified.

Schedule Options
Start Date
The date that the Scheduled Job should first run.
Start Time
(for trigger types of One Time, Minutely, Hourly and Daily)
The time that the Scheduled Job should first run.
Run Every
(for trigger types of Minutely, Hourly, Daily and Weekly)
The number of units to wait between each execution of the Scheduled Job. The valid range is 1 to
999. The unit type (weeks, days, hours or minutes) depends on the trigger type selected.
End Date
(for trigger types of Minutely, Hourly, Daily, Weekly and Monthly)
Optional: The date/time that the Scheduled Job should stop running. Leave this option
unchecked to schedule a job that does not have an end date.
Days to Run
(for trigger type of Weekly)
The days of the week (Sun, Mon, Tue, etc.) this Scheduled Job should run.
Run At
(for trigger types of Weekly and Monthly)
The time of day this Scheduled Job should run.
Day of Month
(for trigger type of Monthly)
The day of the month (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) which this Scheduled Job should run.
Day of Week
(for trigger type of Monthly)
The week of the month (first, second, etc.) and day of the week (Sun, Mon, etc.) this Scheduled
Job should run.
Holiday Options (for trigger types of Daily, Weekly, and Monthly)
Holiday Calendar
The drop-down list provides a list of available holiday calendars that were created on the Manage
Calendars page.
Holiday Rule
The action taken by the scheduled job when the next runtime falls on a holiday.
l
l
l
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Skip - The scheduled job cycle is skipped and runs as scheduled after the holiday.
Previous Business Day - The scheduled job cycle will run a day before the holiday.
Next Business Day - The scheduled job cycle will run a day after the holiday.
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NOTE:

Agents and Agent Groups do not have access to Holiday Calendars.
Repeat Options
Frequency
After the Scheduled Job runs, indicate if it should repeat itself for a period of time. This advanced
option is like having a schedule within a schedule. This could be used for repeatedly calling
Projects that only need to run during certain periods of the day. If the scheduled job uses a holiday
calendar and executes the day before a holiday, the repeat options can cause the job to continue
executing into the holiday.
The valid repeat options are:
l
l
l
l
l

Never - Do not repeat the Scheduled Job
Always - Repeat the Schedule Job for the specified duration
Job fails - Repeat only when the project fails
Job completes normally - Repeat only when the project succeeds
Specified condition is met - Repeat only if the specified condition evaluates to true

NOTE:

The next execution time of a repeating job will be based on when the current execution
finishes (not when it started). For instance, if a job execution finishes at 9:02 AM, and if the
Run Every parameter is set to 5 minutes, then the next execution time for the job will be 9:07
AM.
If a Repeat option is selected, you can indicate how long the Scheduled Job should repeat and
how long the delay should be between repeats.
Example 1 - Repeat Always: You could set up a scheduled job that runs every day by specifying
the Daily schedule frequency type. Let's say the Start Time is set for 9:00 AM and the advanced
option is set to repeat Always for 2 hours with a 5 minute delay between executions. With this
example, the Scheduled Job will first run at 9:00 AM. If the job takes 2 minutes to run, then it will
repeat again at 9:07 AM, then again at 9:14 AM, and so on, until 11 AM (when the 2 hours
expires). This entire sequence would be repeated each day of the week.
Example 2 - Repeat when Job Fails: You could set up a scheduled job that runs every Monday
using the Weekly schedule frequency type. Let's say the Start Time is set for 1 PM and the
advanced option is set to repeat only when the Job Fails for 3 hours with a 10 minute delay
between executions. With this example, on Monday, the Scheduled Job will first run at 1 PM. If the
Project takes 1 minute to run and if it fails, then the Scheduled Job will repeat again at 1:11 PM. If
it fails again, then it will repeat again at 1:22 PM, and so on until 4 PM (when the 3 hours expire).
This entire sequence would be repeated the next Monday.
Example 3 - Repeat when a Specified Condition is Met: After the Project has executed at the
scheduled time, the Schedule will receive the current value of the Project Variables. The
Schedule will then test a Project Variable for the repeat condition, and if the condition is evaluated
to true, the Job will be repeated.
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EXAMPLE:

Every day at 10 AM you expect 30 files from the Accounting department to be placed in a
designated folder for processing. You cannot process the files until all 30 of them have been
created.
You first create a Project that uses the Create File List task to assign the number of files
found in the directory to a variable named "myVar." You then add a decision to the project
that will exit the Project if the correct number of files do not exist.
You next create a Schedule that runs Daily with a start time of 10 AM. The project will repeat
if a Specified condition is met. The condition evaluates the value of myVar that was supplied
from the Project. If the value is less than 30, the Job will be repeated at the designated time.
The repeat condition is tested each time the Job is run. Once the condition evaluates to false
(the correct number of files exist) the Job is no longer repeated.
The Schedule executes the Project at the designated time, and only 15 files are found. The
value of myVar is now 15, and the variable is returned to the Schedule. The Schedule tests
the value of the variable against the condition, 15 < 30, which is true. The Job will repeat at
the designated time for the specified duration.

1 minute later the Job is executed. Accounting has finished generating the 30 files, and after
the Project completes the value of the variable (30) is returned to the Schedule and the
condition is tested again. 30 is not less than 30, so the condition is false. The Job will not be
repeated today.
TIP:
l

l
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Schedule conditions must be compared against a numeric value. You cannot compare
text strings.
When specifying the condition that would evaluate to true, the value can be composed
of another variable used in the Project. If using a variable, type the name of the
variable and not the variable syntax (for example, variableName instead of
${variableName}).
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Email Notification Tab

When Job Completes Normally
The list of email addresses (comma delimited) to notify when the Scheduled Job completes
normally. You can optionally indicate whether or not the job log should be attached to the email.
The email that is sent uses the SuccessfulScheduledJob.xml email template.
When Job Fails
The list of email addresses (comma delimited) to notify when the Scheduled Job fails. You can
optionally indicate whether or not the job log should be attached to the email. The email that is
sent uses the FailedScheduledJob.xml email template.

Project Variables
If variables exist in the Project being called, you can override the values for those variables within
the Scheduled Job.

Variable Name
The name of the variable in the Project.
Description
The description for the variable.
Original Value
The value of the variable as it is currently defined in the Project.
New Value
The value to pass from the Scheduled Job to the Project for the variable.
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Work with Repeating Scheduled Jobs
The Repeating Scheduled Jobs queue is only applicable for jobs that have repeating options
specified under the Schedule tab's Advanced Options. To learn more about these advanced
options please refer to the Schedule tab in Adding or Editing a Scheduled Job.
After a scheduled job first executes, the repeating options are evaluated to determine whether
the job should schedule itself to repeat. If the job should repeat it will be placed into the
Repeating Scheduled Jobs queue.
NOTE:

If the job is currently repeating, disabling the scheduled job will not end its repeating jobs.
You can stop a repeating job from rescheduling itself by canceling the job that is next in the
queue.

For each job in the Schedules Job Queue, this page will show the assigned job number, the
system that will execute the job, the name of the Project, the User that submitted the job, when
the job is scheduled to run, the Job Queue, the queue priority and the run priority.
The System column displays which system in the cluster will run the scheduled job. This column
is only displayed when GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment.
The Job Queue indicates the Job Queue in which the jobs will be executed in.
The Job Name indicates the Job Name specified in the properties of the Project or Scheduled
Job.
The Queue Priority (shown for each job on the page) indicates the order in which the jobs will
leave the queue and execute. The queue priority will be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a
higher queue priority will be executed before jobs with a lower queue priority. For instance a job
with a queue priority of 6 will be executed before a job with a queue priority of 5. Jobs with the
same queue priority will be processed on a first in/first out basis.
The Run Priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the job will receive from GoAnywhere
when it executes. The run priority is a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a higher run priority
will receive more attention than jobs with a lower run priority. For instance a job with a run priority
of 6 will receive more attention than a job with a run priority of 5.
Functions Available
l
l
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Refresh the Schedules Job Queue page by clicking the Refresh button.
Delete a repeating scheduled job by clicking the Delete icon.
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View Scheduled Job
Follow the instructions below to view the properties for a Scheduled Job:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. The properties can be viewed using the View Scheduled Job page. To open this page, first
open the Scheduled Jobs page and then click the View icon next to the entry to view.
3. This page displays the properties for the Scheduled Job, along with the User/date/time of
when the Scheduled Job was created and when it was last modified.
4. Click the Done button when finished viewing the Scheduled Job details.

Promote Schedules
Authorized users can promote Schedules from one GoAnywhere installation to another. This will
copy the definition of the Schedule to the targeted installation. For example, after a Schedule is
tested, the Schedule could be promoted from that test installation to a production installation of
GoAnywhere.
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Promote Schedule(s) by following the steps below:
1. Schedules can be promoted using the Promote Schedules page. Follow the steps below
to access this page:
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Schedules link.
c. Click the check boxes of the Schedule(s) to promote.
d. Click the Promote button that appears in the page footer.
2. Enter values for the following fields:
l Target Server - The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation on
which to copy the Schedule(s). The value specified must be a URL of the form http://
[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the target
GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere server
is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
l User Name - The user name to login to the target GoAnywhere installation.
l Password - The password for the user to login with. The password is case sensitive.
l Replace Existing Schedules - Indicate if the Schedule(s) should be replaced on the
target GoAnywhere installation if they already exist with the same name.
l Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.
3. Click the Promote button to copy the Schedule(s) to the target installation.
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Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to promote a Schedule:
l
l

l

Job Manager role on both the source and target GoAnywhere installations.
If the Admin User account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, the custom role must
provide the ability to manage, read, and write on the item being promoted.
Access to the target Domain.

Scheduled Job History
To view the Scheduled Job History page in GoAnywhere, login as a user that has the Job
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Workflows from the main menu, and then click the Schedules link. In the list of Scheduled
Jobs, select the Actions icon beside a Schedule Job and choose Show History to open its
Scheduled Job History.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Click the Done button to return to the Schedules page.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
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l

l
l
l
l

Job Number - The unique Job number given to each Project at runtime. Searching by a
specific Job Number will temporarily disable previously selected filters. Remove the Job
Number filter to enable previously selected filters.
Project Folder - The folder location of the Project.
Project Name - Search for a known portion of the name of the Project.
Run User - The User who submitted the Job.
Status - The outcome of the job, canceled, failed, or successful.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings,
log entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the
log entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Scheduled Job History Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
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View the Job Details by clicking View Job Details.
View the Job Log by clicking View Job Log.
Edit the selected Project by clicking Edit Project.
View the folder where the Project is located by clicking View Project Folder.
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Scheduled Job History Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

Job Number - The unique Job number given to each Project at runtime.
Project Name - The name of the Project as listed on the Projects page.
Project Folder - The folder location of the Project.
Status - The outcome of the job, canceled, failed, or successful.
Run User - The User who submitted the Job.
Start Time - The date and timestamp of when the Job started executing.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the Job. This is used when running
GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
End Time - The date and timestamp of when the Job completed.
Time (sec) - The amount of time the Job took to complete (in seconds).

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Page button to save only the results on the visible page to a .CSV file.
Click the Export Results button to save the results from all pages to a .CSV file on your
local computer.

NOTE:

The default saved Job Log file name is "ScheduledJobExecutionHistoryYYYYMMDD.csv"
(where YYYYMMDD is the current year, month, and day).

Schedule Change History
The Schedule Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Job Schedule, the date
the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Schedule Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. Select
Workflows from the main menu, and then click the Schedules link. Click the Schedule's Action
icon, and then click Change History.
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Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Show Schedule
The Schedule page displays the next scheduled dates and times a scheduled job will run.
Scheduled times affected by a holiday rule are displayed in red with the adjusted date shown in
the Adjusted Schedule column. Click on the Calendar radio button to view the scheduled dates
and times in a calendar format. Click the Edit button to edit the Schedule. Click the Done button
to return to the Scheduled Jobs page.
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Monitors
The File Monitor function in GoAnywhere provides the ability to repeatedly scan for new, changed
or deleted files in a folder. When the scan condition is met, the Monitor can call a pre-defined
Project to process the file(s).

How Monitors Work
When a new Monitor is created, an initial snapshot of the folder is taken and the next run time is
calculated. Taking a snapshot requires the Monitor to scan the folder (and optionally subfolders),
looking for files that match the file name pattern. The result is an XML-based snapshot file that will
be stored in the [monitorsdirectory]/[monitor type] folder. The location of the Monitors Directory
can be configured in the Global Settings.
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The Monitor function will check every 15 seconds for any Monitors that need to run, which is
based on their calculated next run times. When an individual Monitor runs, it will load the last
recorded snapshot file and will also take a current snapshot. Based on the Monitor settings, it
then compares the files for one of the following events:
l

l

l

l

l

Files Created or Modified: When scanning for files that were created or modified, the
Monitor compares the new snapshot against the last one. If a file was not in the last
snapshot, or has been modified since the last snapshot, then the Monitor will determine if
the file is in use using the File Availability settings on the Monitor's Advanced tab. If
successful, the file is added to the monitor.fileList output variable. If the file is in use, the
file will be ignored and checked the next time the Monitor runs.
Files Created: When scanning for files that were created, the Monitor compares the new
snapshot against the last one. If a file was not in the last snapshot, it is considered new.
The Monitor will then determine if the file is still being written to by another application
using the File Availability settings on the Monitor's Advanced tab. If successful, meaning
no other process is currently writing to it, the Monitor will add the file to the monitor.fileList
output variable (which can be sent onto the Project). If the file is in use, it is removed from
the current snapshot and ignored. The next time the Monitor compares snapshots, it will
treat the file (that was in use) as new and will, once again, determine if the file is in use, and
add the file to the monitor.fileList output variable if the file is not being written to.
Files Modified: When scanning for modified files, the Monitor compares the new snapshot
against the last one. If the file is located in both snapshots and the last modified date has
been updated, then the Monitor will determine if the file is in use using the File Availability
settings on the Monitor's Advanced tab. If successful, the modified file is added to the
monitor.fileList output variable. If the file is in use, the file will be ignored and checked the
next time the Monitor runs.
Files Deleted: When scanning for deleted files, the Monitor compares the new snapshot
against the last one. If a file is in the last snapshot but is not in the new one, the file is
added to the monitor.fileList output variable.
File Exists: The Monitor creates a new snapshot every time the Monitor runs. Any files
located in the directory that meet the file name pattern will have their status verified using
the File Availability settings on the Monitor's Advanced tab. If successful, the file is added
to the monitor.fileList output variable. If the file is in use, the file will be ignored and
checked the next time the Monitor runs. The snapshot is deleted after the Monitor finishes
processing.

For Monitor types that use a snapshot, the Monitor will overwrite the snapshot file with the current
snapshot after the comparison completes.
If any files were found which meet the event criteria that was monitored for, then the Project
(specified on the Monitor's Action tab) will be called with the list of files (from the monitor.fileList
variable).
TIP:

Email notifications can be sent when a Project completes successfully, when a Project fails,
or if an error occurs. A notification email can also be sent if no files were found by the end of
the day (that met the selection criteria). These emails are sent using the SMTP settings
located in the Global Settings and the email messages can be customized using Email
Templates.
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Editing or Enabling Monitors
Under certain conditions, a new snapshot is created when a Monitor is edited. This occurs when a
previously disabled Monitor becomes enabled, or when the following Monitor settings have been
changed:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Monitor Type (FTP, FTPS. SFTP, Local/Network Share)
Folder Location
Recursive
Event Type (Files Created or Modified, Files Created, Files Modified, Files Deleted)
File Name Pattern
Pattern Type

When a new snapshot is created, any file activity that occurred since the last time the Monitor ran
will be ignored.

Performance Considerations
Each time a Monitor runs, system resources are utilized to scan folders and compare snapshots.
Scanning a folder with a couple files only takes a few milliseconds and minimal system resources.
On the other hand, if hundreds of Monitors are set to run every 15 seconds with thousands of files
in each folder, the performance impact on the server should be taken into consideration.
The number of active Monitors can be limited by changing the Maximum Concurrent Monitors
(located on the Runtime tab in the Global Settings). When a Monitor starts a Project, the Monitor
remains active while the Project is running. Setting the Maximum Concurrent Monitors to 1 only
allows one Monitor to run at a time. If the Project being executed takes a long time to process, this
may undesirably delay the execution of the other Monitors. The default Maximum Concurrent
Monitors is 20.
To determine which monitors are actively running and how long they are processing, set the
Global Log Level to Debug (located on the Global Log tab in the Global Log Settings). In Debug
mode, a log record is written each time a Monitor is submitted and when a Monitor completes
along with the time taken.

Work with Monitors
To work with Monitors, log in as an Admin User with a Job Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role. From the menu bar, point to
Workflows, and then click Monitors.
This page allows you to search for Monitors using a variety of criteria. If a column below is not
shown, click the Columns button for a complete list.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Add a Monitor by clicking the Add Monitor button in the page toolbar.
View all active Monitors by clicking the Active Monitors button in the page toolbar.
View all queued Monitors by clicking the Queued Monitors button in the page toolbar.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for a Monitor by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

l
l

l
l
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Action Last Run Time - The last date/time the action ran.
Admin User - The Admin User that was used to execute the Project specified on the
Monitor.
Monitor Last Run Time - The last date/time the Monitor ran.
Monitor Location - Filter by the type of folder or resource being monitored - FTPS, FTP,
Local/Network, or SFTP.
Project - The Project that will execute when the Monitor identifies a file or folder change.
Status - The Monitor status, either active or inactive.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Monitor Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:

l

View a summary of the Monitor by clicking View.
Edit a Monitor by clicking Edit next to the entry.
Copy the Monitor by clicking Copy. The monitor is copied, automatically renamed and
opened for editing.
Delete the selected Monitor by clicking Delete.
Promote a Monitor to another GoAnywhere installation by clicking Promote.
View the change history for the Monitor by clicking Change History.
Move the Monitor to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the target
Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Monitor before it is saved.
Deactivate or Activate a Monitor by clicking Deactivate or Activate.

l

Reset the Misfire count by clicking Reset Misfires.

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
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Monitor Columns
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Monitor Name - The name of the Monitor. Hover the pointer over the Monitor Name to view
when the Monitor is scheduled to run.
Description - A description of what the Monitor does.
Status - Whether the Monitor is active or inactive.
Monitor Location - The type of resource being monitored.
Schedule - The frequency of the Monitor.
Last Run Time - The date/time of when the Monitor last ran.
Next Run Time - The date/time of when the Monitor will run again.
Run Count - The number of times the Monitor has run.
Misfires - The number of times that the Monitor did not run (due to any downtime of the
GoAnywhere server).
Created By - The user who created the Monitor.
Created On - The date and time the Monitor was created.
Last Modified By - The user who last modified the Monitor.
Last Modified On - The date and time the Monitor was last modified.
Action Last Run Time - The last date/time the action ran.
Actions Fired - The number of times the action (Project) has run.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Monitor properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l
l

Delete one or more selected Monitors.
Promote one or more selected Monitors to another GoAnywhere server.
Activate the Monitor.
Deactivate the Monitor.

Configuring Monitors
To create or modify a Monitor, log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. From the menu bar, point to
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Workflows, and then click Monitors. To create a new Monitor, click the Add Monitor link in the
page toolbar. To edit an existing Monitor, click the Edit icon.
View an example of how a Monitor can execute a Project when new files are found in a folder.
Listed below are the field descriptions within each tab of the Monitor.

General Tab

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Monitor. This name should be descriptive enough so
users can quickly identify this Monitor from the list. The Monitor Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Monitor. The Description is optional and cannot exceed 512
characters.
Status
The status indicates if the Monitor is active or inactive. An inactive Monitor will not execute. If a
Monitor is set to inactive, it will appear grayed out on the Monitors page.
Monitor Location
The type of folder or resource to monitor. Valid values are Local/Network Share, FTP, FTPS, or
SFTP.
n

When an FTP, FTPS, or SFTP location is selected, the respective field appears (for
example, when FTP location is selected, the FTP Resource field appears). Select an
existing resource, or click the Create button to add a new one.
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NOTE:

If creating a Monitor on an FTP, FTPS, or SFTP location from the Agents or Agents Group
Console, the Admin User must have the Resource Manager role for that Agent.
Folder
The folder location that is monitored for events. A Monitor can search files on the local file
system, a network share, or an FTP, FTPS, or SFTP resource. Type the folder location or click
the
icon to browse for the location.
NOTE:

When monitoring files on a network share, the Network Shares resource cannot be set to
authenticate using the logged in user credentials.
Recursive
The recursive option will include the files in the sub-folder(s) of the folder selected for monitoring.
Event Type
The type of file event for which to monitor. Valid values are; File Created or Modified, File
Created, File Modified, File Deleted, and File Exists.
File Name Pattern
The Monitor will search for (filter) files based on the specified pattern. By default, an * indicates to
search for any files in the folder. The File Name Pattern can either be a wildcard or regular
expression. The file name pattern cannot exceed 100 characters.
Pattern Type
The pattern type can be Wildcard or Regular Expression and must indicate the type of pattern
used in the File Name Pattern field.

Schedule Tab

Start At
The time of day when the Monitor will start monitoring for file events.
Check Until
The time of day when the Monitor will stop monitoring for file events.
Check Every
The duration between each execution of the Monitor. The shortest time period between monitor
cycles is 15 seconds.
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Days to Run
The days of the week the Monitor should run. The default is Monday through Friday.
Stop checking if file(s) found
Enabling this option will suspend execution of the Monitor (for the rest of the day), after the file
condition is met. This feature decreases the amount of system resources used by the Monitor
when one set of file(s) are expected per day.

Project Tab

Project
The name of the Project to execute when the Monitor conditions are satisfied. Browse for the
Project by clicking the
button next to the field. When creating a Monitor in an Agent or Agent
Group, you will have the option of browsing Projects specific to that Agent or Agent Group, or
Projects located in the linked GoAnywhere installation.
Admin User
The Admin User account that will be used to execute the project.
Password
The password to use for authenticating the specified User.
Run Priority
The run priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the job will receive from GoAnywhere when it
executes. The run priority can be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a higher number will
receive more attention than jobs with a lower number. For instance a job with a run priority of 6 will
receive more attention (CPU) than a job with a run priority of 5.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Variables
Use the Add Variable link to add any additional variables required by the project. In the Variable
box, type a valid Variable name and value. The
icon provides a drop-down list of predefined Variables. The ${monitor.fileList} variable contains a File List of one or more files found
while monitoring. This variable can be passed into a Project allowing the files found by the
Monitor to be processed.
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Project Tab in Agents and Agents Group Console

If creating a Monitor from the Agents or Agents Group Console, the Project tab will appear
slightly different than it appears in MFT. In Agents, the Action Type field appears with options to
indicate where the Project resides: Agent Project and GoAnywhere MFT Project. If you selected
FTP, FTPS, or SFTP as your Monitor Location on the General tab, the Action Type field and
options appear, but will be disabled. The Agent Project option is selected by default.

Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab allows you to specify how GoAnywhere determines if a file is in use or
available for processing.

File Availability Check
Two different methods are provided for determining if files are available for processing, which will
help prevent a file from being considered if it's still being written to by another application:
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n

n

File Lock - GoAnywhere will attempt to make an exclusive lock on the file to determine if it is
available for processing. Please note that File Locks are not supported by FTP, FTPS and
SFTP Monitors, as well as some file systems.
Secondary Snapshot - GoAnywhere will compare the size and last modified date of the file
between the current snapshot and one taken after the specified snapshot delay. If the file
has not been modified during that time, the file will be considered as available for
processing. This approach is slower than a File Lock.

Secondary Snapshot Delay
Specify the duration of time between the current snapshot and the secondary snapshot, in
seconds.

Email Notifications Tab
Email notifications can be sent to specified recipients when a Monitor fails to run, when a Project
invoked by a Monitor completes successfully or fails, or a Monitor does not find any files. Project
Success and Project Failure email notifications can also include the job log as an attachment.
Separate multiple email addresses with commas.
Monitors use email templates defined in XML files under the
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates folder where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory of the GoAnywhere product. The templates can be modified to meet your specifications
using an XML or a plain text editor.
TIP:

Emails are sent using the settings located on the SMTP tab in the Global Settings.
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On Error
An email notification will be sent to the recipient(s) email address when a monitor fails to run.
Project Success
An email notification will be sent to the recipient(s) email address when a Project invoked by a
Monitor completes successfully. The job log can be attached to the Project Success email.
Project Failure
An email notification will be sent to the recipient(s) email address when a Project invoked by a
Monitor fails. The job log can be attached to the Project Failure email.
No Files Found
An email notification will be sent the recipient(s) email address when no files are found for the
scheduled day.
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Promote Monitors
Authorized users can promote Monitors from one GoAnywhere installation to another. This will
copy the definition of the Monitor to the targeted installation. For example, after a Monitor is
tested, the Monitor could be promoted from that test installation to a production installation of
GoAnywhere.
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Promote Monitor(s) by following the steps below:
1. Monitors can be promoted using the Promote Monitors page. Follow the steps below to
access this page:
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Monitors link.
c. Click the check boxes of the Monitors(s) to promote.
d. Click the Promote button that appears in the page footer.
2. Enter values for the following fields:
l Target Server - The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation on
which to copy the Monitor(s). The value specified must be a URL of the form http://
[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the target
GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere server
is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
l User Name - The user name to login to the target GoAnywhere installation.
l Password - The password for the user to login with. The password is case sensitive.
l Update Existing Monitors - Indicate if the Monitor(s) should be replaced on the
target GoAnywhere installation if they already exist with the same name.
l Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.
3. Click the Promote button to copy the Monitor(s) to the target installation.
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Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to promote a Monitor:
l
l
l

Job Manager role on both the source and target GoAnywhere installations.
Access to the target Domain.
If the Admin User account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, the custom role must
provide the ability to manage, read, and write on the item being promoted.

Queued Monitors
The Queued Monitors page displays all monitors waiting to execute. Monitors will be queued
when a Monitor is submitted and the maximum number of active Monitors has been reached.
Once an active Monitor finishes, the next Monitor in the queue will be processed on a first in, first
out basis. The maximum number of active Monitors is set using the Maximum Concurrent
Monitors field on the Runtime tab in Global Settings.

Click the Refresh button to manually refresh the list or click the Done button to return to the
Monitors page.
Available Options
l

l

l

System - Select a system from the drop-down list to only show the queued Monitors on that
particular system. This option is only available when GoAnywhere is running in a clustered
environment.
Display Results - From the drop-down list, select the number of results to display on the
page at one time.
Auto Refresh - Selecting the Auto Refresh box will refresh the page every five seconds.
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Active Monitors
The Active Monitors page displays all actively running monitors. Monitors are considered active
when they are scanning folders and comparing snapshots. If the Monitor has executed a Project,
it will continue to display as active while the Project is running. If more Monitors are fired than is
provided for in the Maximum Concurrent Monitors field on the Runtime tab in Global Settings,
they will wait in a queue on a first in - first out basis.

Click the Refresh button to manually refresh the list or click the Done button to return to the
Monitors page.
Available Options
l

l

System - Select a system to filter the results to only show the active Monitors running on
that system. This option is only available when GoAnywhere is running in a clustered
environment.
Auto Refresh - Select the Auto Refresh box to refresh the page every five seconds.

Monitor Example
The following is an example of how to create a Project that sends new files (identified by a file
Monitor) to an FTP server.
1. Define a new Project to process the files identified by the Monitor.
a. From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
b. In the Projects page, drill-down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
c. Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu.
d. The GoAnywhere Project Designer will open.
e. Type the Project name and description, and then click Save.
f. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
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g. On the Basic tab of the FTP Task, choose a FTP server resource.

i. Click the Add button and select Put Files.
j. On the Put Files Basic tab, specify the Source Files Variable and the Destination
Directory. The ${files} variable will be defined in the Monitor. This variable will contain
a list of files identified by the Monitor and will be used in this task after the Monitor
runs.

k. Click the Save and Finish button.
2. Create the Monitor that will identify the new files and execute the Project (created in the first
step).
a. From the menu bar, select Workflows, and then click Monitors.
b. Click the Add Monitor link in the page toolbar.
c. On the Monitors General tab, specify values for the required fields such as the folder
to scan for new files.
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d. On the Monitors Schedule tab, specify how frequently the Monitor should run.
e. On the Monitors Project tab, specify the Project to execute (created in the first step)
and define the variable that will contain the list of files identified by the Monitor. This
is the variable used by the FTP task in step 1 - j above.

f. Click the Save button. The Monitor starts and will execute the Project each time it
finds new files in the specified folder.

View Monitor
The View Monitor page displays the settings from each tab of the Monitor and the last time and
date when the Monitor ran. When finished reviewing the information, click the Done button to
return to the Monitors page.
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Monitor Change History
The Monitor Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Monitor, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Monitor Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. Select
Workflows from the main menu, and then click the Monitor link. Click the Monitor's Action icon,
and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Triggers
Triggers can be defined to monitor the system for certain events. When those events occur (for
example, file uploaded successfully), then GoAnywhere looks at the list of triggers, checks their
conditions, and if met will execute the appropriate action. This provides the opportunity to
automate additional processes after an event. For instance, when a file is received from a trading
partner, an email notification can be sent or a Project can be executed to further process that file.
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Trigger Actions at a Glance
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Call Project - A local GoAnywhere Project can be executed to further process the file.
Call Remote Project - A Project on a remote GoAnywhere server can be executed to
further process the file.
Copy File - Copies a file from a source directory to a destination directory.
Delete File - Deletes a file.
Execute Native Command - Runs batch, executable and shell scripts.
Move File - Moves a file from one location to another.
Rename - Renames a file.
Send Email - An email is sent to one or more recipients. The email can be easily
customized to include variables and other text.

To administrate Triggers, log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Add a Trigger by clicking the Add Trigger button in the toolbar.
Import a Trigger by clicking the Import Trigger button in the toolbar.
Reorder Triggers by clicking on the Reorder Triggers button in the toolbar and selecting
an event type.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l
l

Event Type - Filter by Trigger Event Type.
Trigger Name - Search for a Trigger by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Created By - The user who created the Trigger.
Created On - The date on which the Trigger was created.
Description - This is a description of what the Trigger does for reference purposes.
Modified By - The user who last modified the Trigger.
Modified On - The date on which the Trigger was last modified.
Status - The status of the Trigger, active or inactive.
Stop Processing - Triggers that have the 'Stop Processing More Triggers' option enabled.
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Trigger Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l

View Trigger Details by clicking View.
View the change history for the Trigger by clicking Change History.
Move the Trigger to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the target
Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Trigger before it is
saved.
Edit a Trigger by clicking Edit.
Delete a Trigger by clicking Delete.
Copy a Trigger by clicking Copy.
Reorder a Trigger by clicking Reorder. This action will take you to the Reorder Triggers
page for the event type of the selected Trigger.
View Trigger Execution History by clicking History.
Promote the Trigger by clicking Promote.
Export a Trigger by clicking Export. The Trigger information is saved to an XML file and
can be imported to another instance of GoAnywhere.

Trigger Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Name - The Trigger name. Click on the name to edit the Trigger.
Event Type - The Event Type that activated the Trigger.
Description - This is a description of what the Trigger does for reference purposes.
Conditions - The condition statements associated with the Trigger.
Trigger Action - The action associated with the Trigger - Call Project, Copy File, etc.
Stop Processing - Indicates Triggers that have the 'Stop Processing More Triggers' option
enabled, indicated by the Stop icon.
Order - The sequential order of the Triggers within their respective event type.
Status - The status of the Trigger, active or inactive.
Service - The Service that the Trigger is monitoring.
Created By - The user who created the Trigger.
Created On - The date on which the Trigger was created.
Modified by - The user who last modified the Trigger.
Modified On - The date on which the Trigger was last modified.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l
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Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more Trigger.

Configuring Triggers
To add or edit a Trigger:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
3. To edit a Trigger, click Edit beside the Trigger you wish to edit.
4. To add a Trigger, click the Add Trigger button in the page toolbar.
l The Select Event Window appears. Select an Event Type and then click the
Continue button.
5. Type or edit the Trigger information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button to add the Trigger.
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General

Name
The Trigger name identifies the Trigger on the Trigger Manager page.
Description
This is a description of what the Trigger does for reference purposes.
Event Type
A Trigger is started when a specific Event Type occurs.
Status
This allows you to disable a Trigger.
Stop Processing More Triggers
After a particular event occurs, you may not want other Triggers with the same event type (For
example, Download Successful) to run. Therefore, Triggers that must run before all Trigger
processing would stop should be given higher priority. Triggers with this option selected are
displayed on the Trigger Manager page with a Stop icon.
Service
The service option allows you to specify which services the Trigger will monitor.
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Conditions
Conditions help narrow the scope of a Trigger (for example, a particular User or file name).
Conditions automatically use lower case values when comparing parameters or searching for a
value within a string. If grouping conditions, use the parenthesis to indicate the start and end of
each comparison group.

Actions
l
l
l

Delete a condition by clicking Delete.
Move a condition statement up by clicking Move Up.
Move a condition statement down by clicking Move Down.

Create a condition statement with the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If a new line is needed, click the Add Condition... option.
From the Attribute drop-down list, select a Trigger Event Variable.
From the Expression drop-down list, select an operator.
In the Comparison Value box, type the string or select the option that will form the condition.
Select an And/Or value if the condition must evaluate to true based on multiple conditions.
Repeat these steps to add any additional conditions.

Action
There are seven Action Types available:

Call Project
The Call Project action is used to invoke a Project. For example, the called project could
extract specific values from a spreadsheet and insert them into a database.
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Project
Specify the Project to run. Click the

icon to navigate to the Project.

Admin User
The Admin User account that is used to execute the Project.
Password
The Admin User password.
Run Mode
By default, a GoAnywhere Project is run in batch mode, allowing the session to
continue with other processes. When set to Interactive, the session will wait for a
response from the Project before continuing. When set to Batch, the Job Queue can
be specified.
Priority
The Project called by the Trigger can be assigned a priority within GoAnywhere. The
priority indicates which Projects receive a higher run priority (more CPU cycles) and
queue priority in GoAnywhere. The priority range is 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest). The
default priority is 5.
Job Queue
When Batch is selected in the Run Mode field, you can specify the Job Queue the
job will run in GoAnywhere. If left blank, the job will run under the Default job queue.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so
Admin Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot
exceed 50 characters.
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Project
The Project refers to the folder and name of the Project to run in GoAnywhere. The
folder path and Project name are case sensitive. An example of a project is
/Payroll/SendDirectDeposit, where SendDirectDeposit is the project name and
Payroll is the folder. Click the
icon to browse for a project or specify a variable that
refers to the project.
Variables
Use the Add Variable link to add any additional variables required by the Project. In
the Name box, type a valid variable name expected by the GoAnywhere Project. In
the Value box, either specify a constant or an event variable. Click Delete beside the
entry to delete the variable.

NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Call Remote Project
The Call Remote Project action is used to invoke a Project on a different GoAnywhere
server.
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Resource
The pre-configured GoAnywhere resource that is used to execute the Project.
Project
Specify the Project to run. Click the

icon to navigate to the Project.

Override User
By default, the Admin User specified on the Resource field is used to execute the
remote Project. You can specify a different Admin User account (the Override User)
that is used to execute the Project on the remote GoAnywhere server.
Override Password
The Admin User password. If encryption on the password is required, click the
Encrypt... button.
Is Password Encrypted?
Indicates whether or not the password is encrypted. Select Yes if the Encrypt button
was clicked above.
Run Mode
By default, a GoAnywhere Project is run in batch mode, allowing the session to
continue with other processes. When set to Interactive, the session will wait for a
response from the Project before continuing. When set to Batch, the Job Queue can
be specified.
Priority
The Project called by the Trigger can be assigned a priority within GoAnywhere. The
priority indicates which Projects receive a higher run priority (more CPU cycles) and
queue priority in GoAnywhere. The priority range is 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest). The
default priority is 5.
Job Queue
When Batch is selected in the Run Mode field, you can specify the Job Queue the
job will run in GoAnywhere. If left blank, the job will run under the Default job queue.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so
Admin Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot
exceed 50 characters.
Project
The Project refers to the folder and name of the Project to run in GoAnywhere. The
folder path and Project name are case sensitive. An example of a project is
/Payroll/SendDirectDeposit, where SendDirectDeposit is the project name and
Payroll is the folder. Click the
icon to browse for a project or specify a variable
that refers to the project.
Variables
Use the Add Variable link to add any additional variables required by the Project. In
the Name box, type a valid variable name expected by the GoAnywhere Project. In
the Value box, either specify a constant or an event variable. Click Delete beside
the entry to delete the variable.
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NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Copy File
The Copy File action copies a file from a source directory to a destination directory. For
example, you may want to copy a file that was uploaded by a trading partner to a new
directory.

Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to copy. Click the
icon to browse for
a file or specify the variable ${event.physicalPath} to refer to the file that is associated
with the current event.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name to which the source file will be copied to. Click the
icon to browse for a folder. You can specify the variable ${event.fileName} to refer to
the file that is associated with the current event.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory where the file will be copied to. Click the
folder.

icon to browse for a

Preserve Dates
Specify whether or not the dates on the file should be preserved. If set to 'true', the
date will be taken from the source file. If set to 'false', the dates on the destination file
will be overridden to the date and time when it is copied.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched.
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NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Delete File
The Delete File action deletes a file when the Trigger is executed. For instance, you might
want to delete a file after a trading partner has downloaded it.

File
The full path of the file that will be deleted. Click the
icon to browse for a file or
specify the variable ${event.physicalPath} to refer to the file that is associated with
the current event. Please note that if the file does not exist, the trigger will be marked
as successful and a warning is written to the trigger log details.
NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Execute Native Command
The Execute Native Command action can run a command, executable, or script on the
host system when a Trigger with this action type is executed.
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Executable
The file path and name of the executable command, program or script to execute.
Specify the path and executable or click the
icon to browse for the executable.
Working Directory
The directory that the executable will use as the working directory. Type the path or
click the
icon to select the path.
Wait For Process to End
GoAnywhere can wait for the executable to end before continuing or it can continue
processing while this trigger finishes.
Arguments
One or more arguments can be passed to the command as variables or constant
values.

Click Delete beside the entry to delete the argument.
NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Move File
The Move File action moves a file to another folder. For example, after a report is uploaded
it needs to be moved into a shared directory where others can view the report.

Source File
The full path of a file that will be moved to a new location. Click the
icon to browse
for a file or specify the event variable ${event.physicalPath} to refer to the file that is
associated with the current event.
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Destination Directory
This is the location of a directory to where the file will be moved. If the directory does
not exist it will be created automatically. Click the
icon to browse for a folder.
When File Exists
If a file with the same name already exists in the Destination Directory, the options
are to Overwrite the existing file, Rename the file that is moving by appending a
number to the end of the file name, Stop the file move action or produce an Error.
NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Rename File
The Rename File action renames a file when the Trigger is executed.

Source File
The full path and file name of the file that will be renamed. Click the
icon to
browse for a file or specify a variable to refer to the file that is associated with the
current event.
New Name
This is the name that the file will be renamed to.
When File Exists
If a file with the same name already exists in the current folder, the options are to
Rename the file by appending a number to the end of the file name, Overwrite the
existing file, Stop the file rename action or produce an Error.
NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Send Email
The Send Email action sends an email to one or more recipients when the Trigger is
executed. For example, when a trading partner uploads a file, this Trigger alerts the
specified recipients of the file upload.
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From Name
The From Name is the name that appears on the email as the sender.
From
The email address the email is sent from.
Importance
Specify the level of importance for the email. Headers are added to the email to
indicate high or low importance.
To
Email addresses for the recipients of this email. Separate multiple email addresses
with a comma.
CC
Provide additional email addresses that should receive a CC of this email. Separate
multiple email addresses with a comma.
BCC
The BCC option allows you to send the email to people without the knowledge of
others. Separate multiple email addresses with a comma.
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Reply To
If replies are expected from the recipients of the email, type the email address that
will receive these replies.
Subject
The Subject will appear in the subject line of the recipient's email. You can insert
more than one event variable along with text in this box.
Body
This box contains the body text that will be sent along in the email. You can insert
more than one event variable along with text in this box.
Body Content Type
The default body content type for email is text/plain. Other body content types can be
placed in this field if required (e.g. text/html, text/xml).
Attachment
If required, an attachment can be sent along with the email. Click the
browse for a file.

icon to

NOTE:

When available, the

icon provides a drop-down list of pre-defined Event

Variables.

Copy Trigger
The Copy Trigger function allows you to copy all the attributes of an existing Trigger into a new
Trigger that you can edit. Follow the steps below to copy a Trigger:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
3. In the Trigger Manager page, click the Action icon beside the Trigger you wish to copy and
then click Copy.
4. After clicking Copy, the process and information for copying the Trigger is the same as the
Add Trigger process.
5. When complete, click the Save button.
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Reorder Triggers
Triggers are executed sequentially in the order they appear. The Reorder Triggers page allows
you to reorder this sequence. Triggers that need to run before others should be placed earlier in
the sequence. Follow the steps below to navigate to the Reorder Triggers page:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, you must have the Reorder permission and access to all
domains.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
3. On the Triggers page, click the Reorder Triggers button in the tool bar. Then from the
drop-down, select an Event Type. Alternatively, click the Actions icon for the Trigger and
select Reorder.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Click Save to save any changes.
Click Reset to revert all changes and return the sequence to its current state.
Click Cancel to return to the Triggers page.

Moving Triggers
Move a Trigger by grabbing the row and dragging it to a new position.
Reorder Trigger Actions
The following actions are available from the Actions column:
l
l
l
l

Move a Trigger up in the sequence by clicking the icon.
Move a Trigger down in the sequence by clicking the icon.
Move a Trigger to the top of the sequence by clicking the icon.
Move a Trigger to the bottom of the sequence by clicking the icon.

Trigger Details
The Trigger Details page shows the properties for the Trigger, when it was created and when it
was last modified. It also shows the Action assigned to the Trigger and on which Services it is
active. Follow the steps below to view the Trigger Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
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3. In the Trigger Manager page, click the Action icon beside the Trigger you wish to view.
Then from the drop-down, click View.

Trigger Change History
The Trigger Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Trigger, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Trigger Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role. Select
Workflows from the main menu, and then click the Triggers link. Click the Trigger's Action icon,
and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.
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Promote Trigger
Triggers can be promoted from one GoAnywhere instance to another using the promote trigger
option (for example, promoting working triggers from a development server to a production
server).
Follow the steps below to promote a Trigger:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
3. Click the Action icon beside the Trigger that will be promoted and then click Promote.
4. Complete the required fields for the target server and then click the Promote button.
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Target Server
The IP or host name of the server to which the Trigger is being promoted. The Target Server
format is [Protocol]://[IP or Hostname]:[Port Number]/goanywhere (for example,
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere).
User Name
The user name of an Admin User on the target GoAnywhere server that has the Trigger Manager
role.
Password
The password for the Admin User on the target GoAnywhere server.
Replace Target Trigger
If a Trigger already exists on the target server with the same name, selecting this option will
overwrite the existing Trigger on the target server.
Target Domain
The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is required when the user is
authorized to more than one Domain.

Import Trigger
The Import Trigger option allows the creation of a single Trigger from an XML file that was
generated by the Trigger export process. Follow the steps below to import a Trigger:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
3. In the Trigger Manager page, click the Import Trigger link in the page toolbar.
4. On the Import Trigger page, specify the following:
l

l
l

l

Import From - The XML file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC or
a file on the GoAnywhere server.
Input File - The path or location of the XML file containing the Trigger information.
Replace Target Trigger - When selected, an existing Trigger with the same name
will be overwritten with the information from the import.
Domain - The Domain where the Triggers will belong when they are imported.
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5. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.

Job Queue Manager
Job queues are used for prioritizing and grouping batch jobs that are waiting to be executed by
GoAnywhere. By defining multiple Job Queues in the system, each queue can be used to
execute Jobs that share common characteristics or service level agreements (SLAs). For
example, you can create a Job Queue to run Jobs for a certain application or customer which
may have a higher priority than other jobs. You could also create a single-threaded Job Queue
for Jobs that need to run in sequential order. In a clustered environment, you can create a Job
Queue to only execute Jobs on a specific GoAnywhere system.
Projects can be submitted to a Job Queue through several methods. You can specify a Job
Queue on the Project's Control Tab, from the Job Scheduler, Execute Remote Project, or the
RunProject command in GoAnywhere Command. When no Job Queue is specified, the Project
will be executed in the Default Job Queue.
Each Job Queue can have a Priority to indicate the order in which the queue will be considered
for job execution. The Job Queue priority will be a value from 1 to 10, in which Job Queues in a
higher queue priority will be executed before Job Queues with a lower queue priority. For
instance, a Job Queue with a queue priority of 6 will execute jobs before a Job Queue with a
queue priority of 5. Jobs within a Job Queue that have the same queue priority will be processed
on a first in/first out basis.
You can specify the number of Jobs which can be executed at one time within each Job Queue.
The Max Active Jobs setting is limited to the maximum concurrent batch jobs specified in the
Global Settings of GoAnywhere.
As a Product Administrator, you can use the Job Queues Manager page to create and work with
Job Queues in GoAnywhere.
To view the Job Queue Manager, log in as a user with the Job Manager or Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
From the menu bar select Workflows, and then click the Job Queue Manager link.
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For each Job Queue, the page displays the status, the number of queued jobs, the number of
active jobs, the maximum number of active jobs for the queue, the priority of the Job Queue, if the
Job Queue is the default queue, and what GoAnywhere System is running the Job Queue (when
GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment).
Job Queues can be held within the Job Queues Manager page, which stops jobs from being
released (for execution) from the Job Queue. Holding a Job Queue is especially important if
problems need to be fixed before more jobs execute, or if you need to temporarily give other Job
Queues the chance to run their jobs first.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Create a new Job Queue by clicking the Add Job Queue button.
Update the Job Queue list by clicking the Refresh button.

Job Queues Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l

Edit the selected Job Queue by clicking Edit .
View the Job Queue Details page by clicking View Properties.
Delete a Job Queue by clicking Delete. The Job Queue must be held and cannot contain
any active, queued, or scheduled jobs.
Hold all jobs in a Job Queue from processing by clicking Hold Queue.
Release held jobs in a Job Queue by clicking Release Queue. GoAnywhere will begin
processing jobs in the released Job Queue base on its assigned priority.
Remove any queued jobs from the Job Queue by clicking Clear Queued Jobs.
View Queued Jobs waiting to process in a Job Queue by clicking View Queued Jobs.
View Active Jobs processing in a Job Queue by clicking View Active Jobs.

Add/Edit Job Queue
A Job Queue can be created or edited using the Add Job Queue page. To access this page, log
in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based
on the permissions specified for that role. From the menu bar select Workflows and then click the
Job Queue Manager link. To create a new Job Queue, click the Add Job Queue link in the page
toolbar. To edit an existing Job Queue, click the Action icon next to the Job Queue and then click
Edit.
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Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Job Queue. This name should be descriptive enough
so users can quickly identify this Job Queue from the list. The Name cannot exceed 20
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Default Queue
Indicates if this Job Queue is the system default. Batch jobs that are not assigned a specific
queue will be placed in the default queue. This field is for display purposes only.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Job Queue. The Description is optional and cannot exceed
512 characters.
Status
The status indicates if the Job Queue is active or inactive. An inactive Job Queue will not be
processed.
Priority
The priority indicates the order in which the Job Queue will process its jobs in relation to other
Job Queues. The queue priority can be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs in a higher queue
priority will be executed before jobs in a lower queue priority. For instance jobs in a Job Queue
priority of 6 will be executed before jobs in a Job Queue priority of 5.
Limit Active Jobs
When enabled, a limit can be specified to restrict the number of active jobs that can be executed
concurrently from this queue.
Max Active Jobs
The maximum number of jobs that can be executed concurrently from this Job Queue. When
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment, this maximum represents the total number of
active jobs across all systems. To run Jobs in sequential order in the Job Queue, specify 1 for this
field.
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Limit System Execution
In a clustered environment, by default, GoAnywhere will execute Jobs in a Job Queue on the first
available system. This option allows you to specify the system that will process Jobs from this Job
Queue. This field is only available when GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment.
Execute On System
Select the System that will execute this Job Queue. This field is only available when GoAnywhere
is running in a clustered environment.

Job Queue Details
The Job Queue Details page shows details about the Job Queue.
To view the details for a Job Queue:
1. Log in as a user with the Job Manager or Product Administrator role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the menu bar, select Workflows, and then click the Job Queue Manager link.
3. A list of Job Queues will be displayed on the page.
4. Click the Action icon next to the Job Queue you want to view.
5. Click View Properties to view the Job Queue Details page.
6. The Job Queue Details page appears.
7. Click the Done button when finished viewing the Job Queue Details.

Work with Queued Jobs
The Queued Jobs page shows any batch jobs that are waiting to execute in GoAnywhere. For
each job displayed on the Queued Jobs page, the page shows the assigned job number, the Job
Queue, the name of the Project, the user who submitted the job, when the job was submitted, the
queue priority and the run priority.
To view Queued Jobs, log in as a user with the Job Manager Role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the menu bar, select Workflows, and then click the Queued Jobs link.
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Job Queue Columns
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l

Job Number - A unique Job number given to each Project at runtime.
Domain - The Domain associated with the Job
Job Queue - The Queued Jobs page can be filtered to display jobs processing in a specific
Job Queue. The default is All.
Project - The path to the Project.
Run User - The user account that was used to submit the job.
Submit Time - The time the Job was submitted.
Submitted From - The origin of the processed Job.
Submitted By - Displays the details of the user or feature that invoked the Job.
Queue Priority - The Queue Priority (shown for each job on the page) indicates the order
in which the job will leave the queue and execute. The queue priority will be a value from 1
to 10, in which jobs with a higher queue priority will be executed before jobs with a lower
queue priority. For instance a job with a queue priority of 6 will be executed before a job
with a queue priority of 5. Jobs with the same queue priority will be processed on a first
in/first out basis.
Run Priority - The Run Priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the job will receive
from GoAnywhere when it executes. The run priority is a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs
with a higher run priority will receive more attention than jobs with a lower run priority. For
instance a job with a run priority of 6 will receive more attention than a job with a run priority
of 5.

Functions Available
The Work with Queued Jobs page includes functions to edit, delete, and view Project locations
for all queued jobs.
The following Queued Job Actions are available by clicking the Action icon:
l

l
l

Remove a job from the Queued Jobs list by clicking Delete. You can optionally
delete multiple jobs by selecting the corresponding checkboxes and clicking the
Delete button.
Edit the selected Project by clicking Edit Project.
View the folder where the Project is located by clicking View Project Folder.

NOTE:

The Global Setting of "Maximum Concurrent Batch Jobs" dictates the number of batch jobs
which can be executing at one time. Once the Maximum Concurrent Batch Jobs size is
reached, any new batch jobs are placed in the job queue until additional slots (threads)
become available.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l
l

View the Project by clicking the Project link.
Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Active Jobs
For each active Job, the Active Jobs page shows the assigned Job number, which system is
executing the Job (if GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment), the name of the Project,
the user that submitted the Job, when the Job was submitted, when the Job started executing, the
Job Queue, and the priority.
The Priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the Job will receive from GoAnywhere as it
executes. The priority is a value from 1 to 10, in which Jobs with a higher priority will receive more
attention than Jobs with a lower priority. For instance, a Job with a priority of 6 will receive more
attention (CPU) than a Job with a priority of 5.
The Active Jobs page provides functions to hold active Jobs, cancel Jobs, view Job logs and view
stack traces. When GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment, you can filter the list by
selecting the system from the drop-down list.
To view the Jobs that are being executed in GoAnywhere, log in as an Admin User with the Job
Manager or Project Executor role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role,
your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
From the menu bar, select Workflows, and then click the Active Jobs link.

NOTE:

By default, the Active Jobs page will automatically refresh every 5 seconds.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Refresh the page.
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Job Queue
The Active Jobs page can be filtered to display jobs processing in a specific Job Queue. The
default is All.
Active Jobs Quick Actions
l
l

l

Cancel a Job by clicking Cancel.
Hold or Pause a Job by clicking Pause. Release the Job by clicking the Release icon next
to the Job.
View more Active Job Actions by clicking the Actions icon.

Active Jobs Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l

Cancel a Job clicking Cancel.

l

Hold or Pause a Job by clicking Pause. Release the Job by clicking Release next to the
Job.
View the current Job Log by clicking Job Log.
View the Job Stack Trace by clicking Stack Trace. This information is only needed when
requested by HelpSystems technical support to help solve a problem.

l
l

NOTE:

It is not possible to view the Jobs Stack Trace for active Agent jobs.
l
l

Edit the selected Project by clicking Edit Project.
View the folder where the Project is located by clicking View Project Folder.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Cancel one or more selected Jobs.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Completed Jobs
This page allows you to search for Jobs using a variety of criteria such as date/time range, user
submitted by, status and Project name. When GoAnywhere is running in a clustered
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environment, you can also filter by the system that executed the job.
To view the completed Jobs in GoAnywhere, you can log in as an Admin User with the Job
Manager, Auditor or Project Executor role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin
User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the
permissions specified for that role.
From the menu bar, select Workflows, and then click the Completed Jobs link.
You can also access the Completed Jobs from the Audit Logs. From the main menu bar, point to
Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select Completed Jobs from the Job Logs section from the
left pane. The Completed Jobs Log will appear in the right pane.
NOTE:

A user with a Project Executor role can only work with the Jobs they submitted, whereas a
user with a Job Manager or Auditor role can work with all Job logs.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify
a date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
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Agent Group Name - Search for a known portion of the name of the Agent Group that ran
the Job.
Agent Name - Search for a known portion of the name of the Agent that ran the Job.
Folder - The location of the Project in the folder list on the Projects page.
Job Name - Search for a known portion of the name that identifies the Job.
Job Number - The unique Job number given to each Project at runtime. Searching by a
specific Job Number will temporarily disable previously selected filters. Remove the Job
Number filter to enable previously selected filters.
Project - The name of the Project as listed on the Projects page.
Resolution - Indicates if a failed Job was marked resolved by an Admin User.
Run User - The user account that was used to submit the Job.
Status - The outcome of the Job (Successful, Failed or Canceled).
Submitted By - Search for a known portion of the user or feature that invoked the Job.
Submitted From - Select from a list of Workflow features that can invoke a Job
(Administrator UI, Schedules, Trigger, Monitor, API-GACMD, API-RunProject).
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Completed Jobs Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

View the Job Details by clicking View.
View the Job Log by clicking Job Log.
Edit the selected Project by clicking Edit Project.
View the folder where the Project is located by clicking View Project Folder.
Resolve a failed Job by clicking Resolve.
View or add Job Notes by clicking Notes.
View the File Audit Log by clicking View File Activity.
View the Submitted By detailed information by clicking View Submitted By.
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Completed Job Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
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Job Number - A unique Job number given to each Project at runtime.
System - The system that executed the job.
Project Name - The name of the Project as listed on the Projects page.
Domain - The Domain that the Job is assigned to.
Agent Name - The name of the Agent that submitted the Job.
Agent Group Name - The name of the Agent Group that submitted the Job.
In Folder - The location of the Project in the folder list on the Projects page.
Status - The outcome of the Job ( = Successful, = Failed or = Canceled).
Run User - The user account that was used to submit the Job.
Start Time - The date and timestamp of when the Job started executing.
End Time - The date and timestamp of when the Job completed.
Time - The amount of time the Job took to complete (in seconds).
Submitted By - Displays the details of the user or feature that invoked the Job.
Submitted From - The origin of the processed Job.
Remarks - The system messages that were generated during the execution of the Job.
Job Name - The name that identifies the Job.
Job Queue - The name of Job Queue where the Job was executed.
Submit Time - The time the Job was submitted.
Mode - The Job run mode.
Queue Priority - The order in which the Job Queue was processed in relation to other Job
Queues.
Run Priority - The order in which the Job was processed in relation to other Jobs.
Resolved - Indicates if a failed Job was marked resolved by an Admin User.
Resolved On - The date the failed Job was marked resolved.
Resolved By - The Admin User who marked the failed Job as resolved.
Job Notes - The notes added by an Admin User.
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

View the Job Log by clicking the Job Number link.
View the Project by clicking the Project Name link.
View the Project Folder by clicking the In Folder link.
View detailed information on the source of the submitted Job by clicking the Submitted By
link.
Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Results button to save the results from all pages to a .CSV file on your
local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the results on the visible page to a .CSV file on
your local computer.

NOTE:

The default saved Job Log file name is "JobLogsYYYYMMDD.csv" (where YYYYMMDD is
the current year, month, and day).
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Project Design
Projects are used to describe the work for GoAnywhere to perform. For instance, a Project
definition can indicate where to retrieve data from, what processes to perform on the data (for
example, convert to Excel, Zip, encrypt) and where to distribute the output.
Project's are made up of Modules, Tasks and Elements.

Module
A Module is a logical grouping of one or more Tasks. For instance, a module may be defined with
three Tasks to be executed in sequential order. The first Task in the Module may read (parse)
data from an XML document. The second Task may insert that data into a database file. The
third Task could then call a program to process that data.
Multiple modules can be defined in a Project. A Module can pass control to another Module
based on certain conditions. For instance you could have a main Module to perform a series of
tasks. If any errors are encountered in the main Module, you could have control passed to
another module that sends an error notification to an email address or perform some other Tasks.
The Call Module task can execute another Module in a Project to perform a sub-routine of tasks
based on specific criteria.

IF Condition
An IF Condition controls if a block of tasks will run if a condition is met. The IF Condition is like a
Yes/No decision point in a process flow chart.

Else
An Else clause controls a block of tasks that will run when a preceding IF condition evaluates to
false.

Loops
Loops are complex components that repeat a set of Tasks on the data or files produced in a
Project. For instance, the data in a spreadsheet needs to be read into a database. A Loop
contains the Tasks that will read a row of data, evaluate and process it and then iterate to the next
row of data and repeat the Loop.
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Task
A Task is a discrete business process to perform. For instance, a Task may write data to an XML
document, send an email, import data from an Excel file, or FTP a file. GoAnywhere includes
dozens of different Tasks to choose from when building a Project. There is no logical limit to the
number of Tasks that can be defined in a Project.

Element
A Task is made up of one or more Elements, which describes the types of work to perform within
the Task. For example, the FTP task has an Element to put a file on a FTP server, an Element to
get a file from a FTP server, an Element to rename a file on a FTP server, and so on. As another
example, the Send Email task has an Element to indicate the attachments to send.
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Example of Modules, Tasks and
Elements
Listed below is an example of a Project with two modules. In the first module, named "Main", it
performs four different tasks. The first task (SQL) connects to a database and retrieves records
from a table. The second task (CSV Write) converts the records into a CSV file. The third task
(PGP Encrypt) will encrypt the CSV file. The fourth task (FTP) will send the encrypted CSV file to
a FTP server and get back a confirmation file. In the second module, named "Error", it has a
single task that sends an email with the job log attached.
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Designing Projects
A Project can be created from scratch by choosing the specific Tasks needed, or you can create a
Project by using one of the included GoAnywhere templates. Using a template is generally the
fastest approach for creating a Project, since each template contains a pre-defined group of
Tasks for performing commonly used business processes.
To work with Project definitions, click Workflows from the Main Menu, and then click Projects.
Then drill down through the folders (on the left side of the page) to view the list of Projects within
them.
Options are available to create and manage folders and Projects from within this page. If a user
does not have read, write or execute permission for a Project folder, the folder and the Projects
inside it are not displayed.
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Project Designer Features
GoAnywhere's Project Designer feature allows authorized Admin Users to create, edit and
debug Projects quickly without the need for programming or special skills. An Admin User must
have the Project Designer role as well as write permission for the folder in which the project is
located in order to edit a Project. Use the following instructions to access the Project Designer:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder you want to work in.
4. Select a Project to edit it. Otherwise, to create a new Project, click the Create a Project
link in the page toolbar.
5. The Project Designer page will be shown.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
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Save any changes to the Project by clicking the Save button.
Exit the Project Designer by clicking the Exit button. You will be prompted to save any
changes you made to the Project.
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l
l
l

l

l

Check the syntax of the Project by clicking the Validate button.
Execute the Project interactively by clicking the Execute Project button.
Debug the project by clicking the Debug button. This is helpful for finding errors in a Project
or to begin executing at a particular task in the Project.
Show the XML definition of the Project by clicking the Show XML button. The Project will
automatically save any changes when the XML is displayed. It is NOT recommended to
change the XML definition without specific instructions from HelpSystems.
View the Project Designer in full screen mode by clicking the Full Screen button.

Using the Component Library
The Component Library contains all the components that can be added to a Project. There are
two ways to add a component to the Project Outline:
l

l

Drag the component from the Component Library to the desired location in the Project
Outline. The component can be placed in any green highlighted area.
Double click the component to automatically add it to the Project Outline. The component
will be placed under any selected tasks, or within a selected decision or loop. If no item is
selected, the task will appear at the bottom of the Project Outline.

Access Task elements by clicking on the
Arrow button next to the task. Double click a Task
element to automatically add the element and Task to the Project Outline.
Search for a component by clicking the Search icon in the Component Library header.
Additionally, the width of the Component Library pane can be adjusted by dragging the divider
lines to the left or right.
The Component Library can be hidden by clicking in the Arrow button in the Component Library
header. Mouse over the hidden library to access the components. Select the hidden library to
restore the pane to its original size.
After a component is placed, it can be moved at any time by dragging and dropping it to a new
location in the Project Outline.
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Using the Project Outline
The Project Outline provides a summary of the components and structured workflow of the
Project.
Each component (node) in the Outline will have an icon which denotes its type, as illustrated
below.
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Each component will also show a label (name) that was either specified by the user or the
GoAnywhere default (if a label was not specified by the user).
The Project Outline context menu can be displayed by right clicking on any component in the
Outline. Components can be moved by dragging and dropping them in the Outline.
Listed below are the actions that can be performed in the Project Outline:
l

l

l
l

l
l

l

l

l

l

l

Add a Module to the Project by right-clicking the Project component and selecting Add a
Module.
Add a Variable to the Project by right-clicking the Project component and selecting Add a
Variable.
Add an IF Condition to the Project by right-clicking the Module and selecting Add If.
Add a Loop to a Module by right-clicking the Module component and selecting the desired
Loop type.
Add an Element to a Task by right-clicking the component and selecting the element type.
Move Up a Module, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition in the Project Outline by rightclicking the component, pointing to Edit, and then selecting Move Up.
Move Down a Module, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition down in the Project Outline by
right-clicking the component, pointing to Edit, and then selecting Move Down.
Delete a Module, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from a Project by right-clicking the
component, pointing to Edit, and then selecting Delete.
Cut a Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from a Project by right-clicking the component,
pointing to Edit, and then selecting Cut.
Copy a Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from a Project by right-clicking the component,
pointing to Edit, and then selecting Copy.
Paste a Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition into a Project by right-clicking the component,
pointing to Edit, and then selecting the appropriate Paste option.
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l

l

Disable a Module, Loop, Task or IF Condition by right-clicking the component, pointing to
Edit, and then selecting Disable. Disabled components will appear dimmed in the Project
Outline panel.
Enable a Module, Loop, Task or IF Condition by right-clicking the component, pointing to
Edit and then selecting Enable.

NOTE:

The right-click menu in the Project Outline pane is context sensitive to the particular
component. The right-click menu will always provide the available attributes or options for
the Project, Module, Task, Element or IF Condition.

Using the Work Pane
The Work Pane shows the attributes for the component (Project, Module, Task, Element,
Variable) that is selected from the Project Outline. It also is used to prompt for the attributes for
new components that are being added to the Project. Additionally, it provides functions for
working with the component and Project.

A component may contain multiple panes with optional criteria. Click the Arrow button to
expand the pane. When optional criteria is specified, the Project designer will expand the pane
by default when you select the component from the Project Outline.

Using the Variables Pane
The Variables pane displays the Project, Output, Folder, and System variables that are available
to the Project. There are two ways to insert a variable into a project:
l
l
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Drag the variable from the Variables pane to the desired field in the Project.
Place your cursor in a field, and then double click the variable to automatically add it to the
Project.
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The Variables pane can be hidden by clicking on the Arrow button in the Variable pane header.
Mouse over the hidden library to access the variables. Select the hidden pane to restore the pane
to its original size.

Keyboard Commands
The Project Designer supports the following keyboard commands:

Command

Definition

Ctrl + S

Saves any changes made to the Project.

Ctrl + C

Copies the selected component to the Project Clipboard.

Ctrl +X

Cuts the selected component from the Project Outline and stores it in
the Project Clipboard.

Ctrl + V

Pastes a copied or cut component from the Project Clipboard into the
Project Outline.

del

Deletes the selected component.

NOTE:

The contents of an input field will be cut, copied, pasted, or deleted when the field has focus.
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Project
A Project can have its own properties to describe the Project and its behavior. Listed below are
the properties (field descriptions) on each panel of the Project component.

Main Panel

Project Name
The Project Name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9),
underscores (_), periods (.) and white spaces. Maximum length is 50 characters.
Description
A short paragraph describing the Project. The Description is optional and cannot exceed 512
characters.
Main Module
The first module executed in a project is considered the Main Module and by default is given the
name Main. If the first module that should start in the project is not the Main module or the Main
module name was changed, modify the Main Module field accordingly.

Control Panel

Version
The version number refers to the edition of the GoAnywhere software running the project. If
improvements were made to the project handling in a future version, existing projects would not
stop running as they would function based on the version in which they were created.
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Project versions can differ from Task versions. Refer to the Upgrade Project section to learn about
upgrading Project versions or the Task Versions section for more information regarding versions
and how to change Task versions, if available.
Log Level
Specify the level of log messages that will be generated when this Project executes. The log level
impacts the amount of information that is recorded in the Job Log.
NOTE:

All modules and tasks within this Project will inherit the specified log level, unless the log level
is overridden on the individual modules or tasks.

Log Level Definitions
Silent

Logs Project-level information, such as the name of the user that ran
the project, when the project started, any variables passed in and
when the project stopped. It also logs any errors encountered.

Normal

Additionally logs the start and stop times of Modules, Loops and
Tasks.

Verbose

Additionally logs Task-level details, such as the names of the files
that were processed.

Debug

Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message
responses from servers.

Job Queue
The Job Queue the Project will be placed in when executed in batch mode. If the Job Queue is not
specified, the Project will be placed in the default Job Queue. The Job Queue on the Project's
Control panel is overridden by the Job Queue specified on the Scheduler, Execute Advanced
page, Call Project Task, Call Remote Project Task, and the GoAnywhere Command runProject
command.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed. Variables are not allowed.
Thread-Safe
The Thread-Safe attribute determines whether or not it is safe to run multiple instances of the
project simultaneously. The default value is false. A value of false ensures that only one instance
of the project is active at any given time.
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On Error Panel

On Error
The On Error option allows you to specify the action to take when any tasks error out within this
Project. Valid options are:
l
l
l
l

abort - The Project is aborted. No more tasks will be executed. This is the default setting.
continue - Ignores the error and continues on with the next Module or task.
call:module - Calls another Module in the Project.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Sets the variable in [name] to a new value in [value] and
continues on with the next Module or task.

NOTE:

Any Modules and tasks within this Project will inherit the specified On Error option from the
Project, unless the On Error option is specifically overridden on the individual Modules or
tasks.

Comment Panel

Comment
Specify the comment text. Comment text will appear when hovering over the Project component
in the Project Outline.

Expressions
Expressions in GoAnywhere can be used to manipulate and calculate values, as well as to
determine the condition of a decision in Projects. Expressions must be enclosed inside ${ } and
can be composed of strings, variables, functions, mathematical equations and logical operators.
When using an expression as a condition (for example, on an IF statement), the result of the
expression must return a true or false. For example, ${fileCount > 0} would return true if the
variable fileCount is greater than 0.
Expressions can be entered manually or constructed using the Expression Wizard by clicking the
buttton next to a field in a Project.
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How Expressions Work
Most fields within Tasks and Elements support the use of expressions. The contents of a field are
handled as text, until GoAnywhere encounters the ${} notation. The content inside the ${} notation
is then parsed as code that returns a value to the field.
Example 1
In the following example, the Text field for the Print task contains both plain text and an
expression. When GoAnywhere encounters the ${} notation, it resolves the contents inside the
expression as code and returns a new value. GoAnywhere will recognize the CurrentDate
Function and return the date to the Text field. When this task executes, "Today is 03/23/16" will be
written to the Job Log.

Example 2
Fields also support multiple expressions. Each individual expression must be wrapped within its
own ${} notation. In the next example, GoAnywhere will parse and return a value for each
expression. "Today is 03/32/16. The time is 4:00 PM" will be written to the Job Log.

Example 3
In another example, three expressions are used to create a file path. One expression contains a
variable for the directory name, another expression contains a variable with a file name, and the
last expression contains a file extension. All three expressions for building a file path by using the
syntax of ${dir}\${file}.${ext}. The output could be: "c:\temp\customerExport.csv".
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Expression Syntax
Below is a list of items that are allowed in expressions.
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Item

Usage

Example

Strings

Any text that is enclosed in single or
double quotes is treated as a string
value.

${x == 'enabled'} - Returns
true if the variable "x" equals
the string value 'enabled'

If a string is enclosed with double
quotes and a double quote is needed in
the string value, it must be escaped by
another double quote. If the string is
enclosed in single quotes and a single
quote is needed in the string value, it
must be escaped by another single
quote.

${x == "enabled"} - Returns
true if the variable "x" equals
the string value "enabled"

The $ character is a special character
used in projects to evaluate
GoAnywhere's expression syntax.
When used in a string, it must be
escaped by another $, or the string will
be treated as an expression. For
example, printing the string 'Dollar $ign'
will fail and would need to be entered as
'Dollar $$ign'.

${length(“x"”x")} - Returns
the value 3 since the double
quote in the middle is
escaped and resolves to
one double quote.
${length('x''x')} - Returns the
value 3 since the single
quote in the middle is
escaped and resolves to
one single quote.
${length('x""x')} - Returns
the value 4 as the double
quotes in the middle are not
escaped since the string is
enclosed with single quotes.
${length("x''x")} - Returns
the value 4 as the single
quotes in the middle are not
escaped since the string is
enclosed with double
quotes.
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Item

Usage

Example

Variables

A variable refers to a value which may
be a number, string or object. Multiple
variables can be contained within one
expression or function.

${x} - Returns the value of
variable "x"
${x + y} - Returns the result
of variable "x" added to
variable "y". Both variables
must contain a numeric
value.
${x + 2} - Returns the result
of variable "x" added to 2
${concat(x,y)} - Returns the
combined string values from
variables x and y

RowSet
Values

RowSet values can be accessed by
placing the column name or column
number inside of [ ] (square brackets).
Column names must be placed inside
double or single quotes. Additional
functions, equations and other
expressions can be placed in the
square brackets.

${data[1]} - Returns the
value of the first column
${data[x]} - Returns the
value of the column with a
name contained in the
variable "x"
${data[‘columnName’]} Returns the value of the
column with a name of
"columnName"
${data[length(x)]} - Returns
the value of the column with
an index that is the length of
variable "x"
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Item

Usage

Keywords

The following keywords are reserved for ${contains(‘x’,’x’,false)} use by expressions and cannot be used False does not need quotes
and will not be interpreted
as variable names in GoAnywhere:
as a variable since it is a
l true
l le
l continue
reserved keyword
l false
l ge
l do
representing a boolean
value.
l and
l not
l while
l
l
l
l
l

or
ne
eq
gt
lt

Example

l
l
l
l
l

null
if
else
elseif
break

l
l
l
l
l

dowhile
for
foreach
try
catch

${x == true} - Returns if the
variable "x" is equal to true.
The keyword true does not
need quotes and will not be
interpreted as a variable.
${data[1] == null} - Returns
true if the first column in the
RowSet is null.

Method Calls

Method Calls are way to retrieve
additional METADATA for a variable.
To call a method, insert a colon and the
method name immediately after the
variable name. Each variable type (File
List, Local File, Email List, etc) provides
a different set of methods that are
available. Refer to the Variables topic
for a complete list of methods that are
available for each variable type.

${FileInfo(“C:\file.txt”):size} The FileInfo function returns
the size of the specified file.

Grouping

Parentheses can be placed in
expressions to determine the order of
precedence.

${x+(2-1)} - Calculates the
equation in parentheses first
before adding it to the
variable "x"
${(x >= 0 || y >= 0) && z ==
'enabled'} - Returns true if
"x" or "y" are greater than
zero and "z" is equal to
"enabled"
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Item

Usage

Example

Functions

A function is declared by placing
parentheses after the function name. If
parameters are needed, they should be
placed inside the parentheses and must
be separated by commas. Each
parameter can contain additional
functions, equations, strings, variables
and any other expression value.

${Substring('text', 3)} Returns the value "xt" from
the Substring function

An expression may contain whole
numbers, decimals or numbers written
in scientific notation. Numbers can
optionally be formatted with patterns by
using the FormatNumber(number,
pattern) function.

${10.00} - Represents the
value 10.00

Numbers

${Concat('x','y','z')} Returns the value "xyz" from
the Concat function
${Length(Concat('x', 'y', 'z'))}
- Returns the value 3 as the
Concat function passed in
"xyz" to the Length function

${2e2} - Represents the
value 200
${3.820954E6} - Represents
the value 3820954
${FormatNumber(3820,
'#,###')} - Returns the value
3,820 as a string
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Item

Usage

Example

Math
Operators

Valid math operators are:

${1+5-3*4/2} - Returns the
value 0

+

Addition

-

Subtraction

*

Multiplication

/

Division - When dividing
numbers that result in a
decimal value, the maximum
number of digits to the right
of the decimal point is 16.

%

Returns the remainder after
the first operand is divided
by the second operand.

^

Raises the first operand to
the power of the second
operand.

${2^3} - Returns the value of
2 taken to the power of 3
${10%3} - Returns the value
1

Expressions containing more than one
mathematical step will calculate
exponents, multiplication and division
before addition and subtraction.
Logical
Operators

GoAnywhere MFT User Guide

Multiple conditions can be separated
with the logical operators AND (&&) and
OR (||). The AND operator requires both
sides to evaluate to true. If the first
operand evaluates to false the second
operand is not evaluated. The OR
operator requires that either side
evaluates to true. If the first operand
evaluates to true the second operand is
not evaluated.

www.goanywhere.com

${(x == y) || (1+1 eq 2)} Returns true as the second
parameter is true
${true || EndsWith(x,'csv')} The EndsWith function is
not called because the first
operand is evaluated to true
and meets the condition.
${(x+y==y+x) && (1+1 eq 2)}
- Returns true as both sides
evaluate to true
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Item

Usage

Example

Comparison
Operators

Both string and symbolic operators are
supported.

${x == x} - Returns "true" as
the left operand equals the
operand on the right

== or
eq

Equals

<> or
ne

Not Equal

< or lt

Less Than

>or gt

Greater Than

<= or le

Less Than or Equal to

>= or
ge

Greater Than or Equal
to

${1+1 eq 2} - Returns "true"
as the result of the left
operand equals the value of
the right operand

NOTE:

Project definitions at version 2.0 use the following Expression Syntax. Projects at version 1.0
will continue to run, but are limited to using the Expression 1.0 Syntax.

Expression Wizard
The Expression Wizard is available for Projects that are version 2.0. The wizard is accessible by
clicking the
button next to a field in a Project. The Expression Wizard displays all the
available items for building an expression to place in a field.
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Using the Expression Wizard
Hover over any item in the wizard to view a description of it. Click an item to insert it into the Field
Value at the current cursor position. Highlighting text in the Field Value and then clicking ${...}, "..."
or (...) in the Other column will place the desired brackets or quotes around the selected item.
Buttons Available
l
l
l
l

Done - Copies the expression into the Project.
Reset - Resets the expression in the Field Value box to the original field value.
Clear - Clears the expression in the Field Value box and returns it to the default.
Cancel - Closes the Expression Wizard without placing an expression in the Project.
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Functions
Functions can be used within expressions and email templates to perform various operations on
variables, strings and data. A function is declared by placing parentheses after the function
name. If parameters are needed, they should be placed inside the parentheses and must be
separated by commas. Each parameter can contain additional functions, equations, strings,
variables and any other expression value.
The syntax of a function is:
${FunctionName(parameter)}
If the function requires multiple parameters, separate each parameter by a comma:
${FunctionName(parameter1, parameter2)}
Some functions do not require parameters, but the opening and closing parentheses are still
required:
${FunctionName()}
GoAnywhere provides the following functions:

Absolute
Returns an absolute value of the specified numeric parameter, which is the number without
positive or negative indication.
Definition
${Absolute(number)}

number - Any number or variable containing a number.
Examples
${Absolute(-10.5)} - Returns the value 10.5.
${Absolute(3-8)} - Returns the value 5.
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AdjustDateTime
Adds or subtracts a date or time duration from a date or time.
Definition
${AdjustDateTime(dateTime, pattern, durationCode, duration)}

dateTime - Any string, variable or function that returns a date and time.
pattern - A string or variable containing a date/time pattern.
durationCode - The parameter of the date/time value that you want to increment or decrement.
Valid values are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

millis
seconds
minutes
hours
days
weeks
months
years

duration - The number of units you want to increment or decrement. Negative values are
supported.
Examples
${AdjustDateTime('08:15:55 AM', 'hh:mm:ss a', 'minutes', -5)} returns "08:10:55 AM".
${AdjustDateTime(CurrentDate('yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss a'), 'yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss a', 'months',
-11)} uses the CurrentDate function to retrieve the current date, and then adjusts the date by
subtracting 11 months.

Base64Decode
Decodes the value from base64 to text.
Definition
${base64Decode(text)}

text - Any base64 encoded string. The string value must be enclosed in quotes if a variable is not
being used.
Examples
${base64Decode('cGFzc3dvcmQ=')} - Returns the value 'password'.
${base64Decode('R29Bbnl3aGVyZQ==')} - Returns the value 'GoAnywhere'.
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Base64Encode
Encodes the value using base64 encoding.
Definition
${base64Encode(text)}

text - Any string, variable, byte array or function that returns a string value. The string value must
be enclosed in quotes if a variable is not being used.
Examples
${base64Encode('password')} - Returns the value cGFzc3dvcmQ=.
${base64Encode('GoAnywhere')} - Returns the value R29Bbnl3aGVyZQ==.

Concat
Concatenates all parameters and returns a single string. At minimum two parameters are
required, but multiple parameters are accepted.
Definition
${Concat(text, text[, text...])}

text - The text or variable that will be concatenated with the other parameters.
text - The text or variable that will be concatenated with the other parameters.
[, text...] - The optional text or variables that will be concatenated with the other parameters.
Examples
${Concat('te', 'xt')} - Returns "text".
${Concat('Production', ' ' , 'Server')} - Returns "Production Server".
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Contains
Searches the text in the first parameter for the value in the second parameter. An optional third
parameter can indicate if the search is case sensitive.
Definition
${Contains(haystack, needle[, case Sensitive])}

haystack - The text or variable that will be searched.
needle - The search string.
caseSensitive - Determines whether the search is case sensitive. Valid values are true and false.
The default is true.
Examples
${Contains('example', 'mp')} - Returns "true" since 'mp' is contained in 'example'.
${Contains(x, 'xlsx', false)} - Returns "true" since the variable x contains FILE.XLSX and case
sensitivity was turned off.

CurrentDate
Returns the current date. If a pattern is not specified, the date is formatted according to the ISO
standard for date and time patterns.
Definition
${CurrentDate([pattern])}

pattern - A string or variable containing a date pattern.
Examples
${CurrentDate()} - Returns the value "yyyy-MM-dd" (for example, 2011-12-31).
${CurrentDate('MM/dd/yy')} - Returns the example value 12/31/11.
For examples using the CurrentDate function in Projects, see the Dates, Times, and Timestamps
topic.
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CurrentTime
Returns the current time. If a time pattern is not specified, the time is formatted using the ISO 24hour standard.
Definition
${CurrentTime([pattern])}

pattern - A string or variable containing a time pattern.
Examples
${CurrentTime()} - Returns the value "HH:mm:ss" (for example, 13:30:24).
${CurrentTime('hh:mm a')} - Returns the example value 1:30 PM.
For examples using the CurrentTime function in Projects, see the Dates, Times, and Timestamps
topic.

CurrentTimeMillis
Returns the current time in milliseconds.
Definition
${CurrentTimeMillis()}
Example
${CurrentTimeMillis()} - Returns a numerical value.

CurrentTimestamp
Returns the current timestamp. If a pattern is not specified, the time is formatted using the ISO
standard for date and time patterns.
Definition
${CurrentTimestamp([pattern])}

pattern - A string or variable containing a timestamp pattern.
Examples
${CurrentTimestamp()} - Returns "yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS" (for example, 2011-12-31
13:30:24.785).
${CurrentTimestamp('MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm')} - Returns the example value 12/31/2011 13:30.
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DateDiff
Returns the difference in time based on the duration code between the dates specified in the first
and third parameters.
Definition
${DateDiff(dateTime1, pattern1, dateTime2, pattern2, durationCode)}

dateTime1 - The initial date and time.
pattern1 - A string or variable containing a timestamp pattern for the initial date and time.
dateTime2 - The end date and time.
pattern2 - A string or variable containing a timestamp pattern for the end date and time.
durationCode - The unit used to measure the duration between the dates specified in the first and
third parameters. Valid values are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

millis
seconds
minutes
hours
days
weeks
months
years

Example
${DateDiff('24-11-2016', 'dd-MM-yyyy', '2016-11-29', 'yyyy-MM-dd', 'days')} - Returns 5.

DateMillis
Returns the date and time in milliseconds.
Definition
${DateMillis(dateTime, pattern)}

dateTime - The date and time to convert to milliseconds.
pattern - A string or variable containing a timestamp pattern.
Example
${DateMillis('24-11-2016 18:42:21.685', 'dd-MM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.SSS')} - Returns
1480034541685.
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Decimal
Returns the numeric value contained within the parameter. Useful for converting strings to
numbers.
Definition
${Decimal(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${Decimal('10.00')} - Returns 10.00.

DirectoryExists
Returns "true" if the specified directory exists.
Definition
${DirectoryExists(directoryPath)}

directoryPath - Any string, variable or function that returns a directory path.
Example
${DirectoryExists('C:\folder')} returns true or false indicating whether or not the directory exists.

EncryptPassword
Encrypts the value by using the GoAnywhere encryption logic for passwords (same as clicking
the Encrypt button). This is useful for encrypting passwords that are stored externally for future
use in GoAnywhere Projects.
NOTE:

The Encrypt Password function cannot be used in Email Templates.

Definition
${Encrypt(text)}
Parameter

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${Encrypt('password')} - Returns the encrypted value "JSTs0doxdervqMm0HHUz7Q==".
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EndsWith
Checks if the text in the first parameter ends with the value of the second parameter. An optional
third parameter can indicate if the search is case sensitive.
Definition
${EndsWith(haystack, needle[, case Sensitive])}

haystack - The text or variable that will be searched.
needle - The search string.
caseSensitive - Determines whether the search is case sensitive. Valid values are true and false.
The default is true.
Examples
${EndsWith('example', 'le')} - Returns "true" since 'example' ends with 'le'.
${EndsWith(x, 'xlsx', false)} - Returns "true" since the variable x contains FILE.XLSX, and case
sensitivity was turned off.
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ExtractDateTime
Returns the single part of a date/time field specified in the third parameter.
Definition
${ExtractDateTime(dateTime, pattern, extractType)}

dateTime - Any string, variable or function that returns a date and time.
pattern - A string or variable containing a timestamp pattern.
extractType - The parameter of the date/time value that you want to return. Valid values are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

century
day
dayOfWeek
dayOfYear
hour
millisOfDay
millis
minutes
minuteOfDay
month
secondsOfDay
seconds
weekOfYear
year
yearOfCentury

Examples
${ExtractDateTime('08:15:55 AM', 'hh:mm:ss a', 'minutes')} returns "15".
${ExtractDateTime('11/08/1978', 'MM/dd/yyyy', 'month')} returns "11".
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FileExists
Returns "true" if the specified file exists.
Definition
${FileExists(filePath)}

filePath - Any string, variable or function that returns a file path.
Example
${FileExists('C:\example.txt')} returns true or false indicating whether or not the file exists.

FileInfo
Returns information on the Local File specified, such as size, last modified date, file directory, etc.
Definition
${FileInfo(filePath)}

filePath - Any string, variable or function that returns a file path.
Examples
${FileInfo("C:\example.txt"):exists} - Returns true or false indicating whether or not the file exists.
${FileInfo("resource:share://resourceName/file.txt"):size} - Returns the file size of the specified
file in a Network Shares resource.

FormatJSON
Returns the JSON data in either a friendly format where new lines and indentations are included
or a minified format where all data is on a single line. Items that are empty or null in the JSON data
can optionally be removed using the removeEmptyItems parameter.
Definition
${FormatJSON(text, friendlyOutput[, removeEmptyItems])}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a JSON value.
friendlyOutput - Determines whether the JSON will output in friendly format or minified. Valid
values are true and false.
removeEmptyItems - Determines if empty and null items will be stripped from the JSON. Valid
values are true and false. The default value is false.
Examples
${FormatJSON(text, true, false)} - Returns JSON data in friendly format with preserved empty and
null items:
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{
"custid":123,
"status": "",
"order":1250,
"orderstatus": [
"active",
"complete"
]
}

${FormatJSON(text, false, true)} - Returns JSON data in a minified format with empty items
removed:
{"custid":123,"order":1250,"orderstatus":["active","complete"]}
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FormatNumber
Returns a string value for the number in the first parameter formatted with the pattern specified in
the second parameter.
Definition
${FormatNumber(number, pattern)}

number - Any number or variable.
pattern - A string or variable containing a number pattern.
Examples
${FormatNumber(10, '#.00')} - Returns the value 10.00.
${FormatNumber(9110.997,'$#,##0.00')} - Returns the value $9,111.00.

FormatTimestamp
Converts the time in milliseconds to the format defined in the date and time pattern.
Definition
${FormatTimestamp(timeInMillis, pattern)}

timeInMillis - Any millisecond value or variable.
pattern - A string or variable containing a timestamp pattern.
Examples
${FormatTimestamp(1325342402619, "yyyy-MM-dd")} - Returns the value 2011-12-31.
${FormatTimestamp(file:lastModifiedMillis, "yyyy-MM-dd")} - Returns the last modified date of a
file in year-month-day format.

Hash
Generates a hash of the specified text using the specified algorithm, and then returns the hashed
value as a byte array that can be encoded using an encoder function.
Definition
${Hash(algorithm, text)}

algorithm - A cryptographic hash function, such as MD5, SHA1, or SHA256.
text - Any string or variable value.
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Example
${HexEncode(Hash('SHA256', 'text'))} returns
'982d9e3eb996f559e633f4d194def3761d909f5a3b647d1a851fead67c32c9d1'

Hex Encode
Encodes the given text as a hex string.
Definition
${HexEncode(text)}

text - Any string or variable value.
Examples
${HexEncode('goanywhere')} - Returns the value "676f616e797768657265".
${HexEncode('helpsystems')} - Returns the value "68656c7073797374656d73".

Hex Decode
Decodes the hex value to text.
Definition
${HexDecode('text')}

text - Any string or variable value that contains hex encoded text.
Examples
${HexDecode('676f616e797768657265')} - Returns the value "goanywhere".
${HexEcode('68656c7073797374656d73')} - Returns the value "helpsystems".
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If
Determines the value to use based on the result of the provided condition. All three parameters
are required.
Definition
If(condition, resultOfTrue, resultOfFalse)

condition - Any function or variable that returns a boolean value (true or false).
resultOfTrue - Any string, variable, or function that is used if the condition returns "true."
resultOfFalse - Any string, variable, or function that is used if the condition returns "false."
Examples
${if(IsEmpty(text), "Value is empty","Value is not empty")} - Returns "Value is empty" if the
variable 'text' is empty, or "Value is not empty" if the variable 'text' contains a value.
${if((numFiles >10), "Greater than 10","Less than 10")} - Returns "Greater than 10" if the value of
'numFiles' is larger than 10, or "Less than 10" if the value of 'numFiles' is less than 10.

IsAlpha
Returns "true" if there are only alphabetic characters.
Definition
${IsAlpha(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Examples
${IsAlpha('Smith')} returns "true".
${IsAlpha('A1')} returns "false".

IsAlphaNumeric
Returns "true" if there are only alphabetic characters or digits.
Definition
${IsAlphaNumeric(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Examples
${IsAlphaNumeric('Smith')} returns "true".
${IsAlphaNumeric('A1')} returns "true".
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IsEmpty
Returns "false" if there are any non-blank characters. Otherwise, returns "true" if the parameter is
empty after trimming all leading and trailing whitespaces.
Definition
${IsEmpty(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Examples
${IsEmpty(x)} - If the variable "x" contains a value then the function returns "false".
${IsEmpty(' ')} - Returns the value "true".

IsNotEmpty
Returns "true" if there are any non-blank characters. Otherwise, returns "false" if the parameter is
empty after trimming all leading and trailing whitespaces.
Definition
${IsNotEmpty(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Examples
${IsNotEmpty(x)} - If the variable "x" contains a value then the function returns "true".
${IsNotEmpty(' ')} - Returns the value "false".

IsNotNull
Returns "true" if the value of the parameter is not null. Otherwise, it will return "false".
Definition
${IsNotNull(value)}

value - Any string, variable or function.
Examples
${IsNotNull(null)} - Returns the value "false".
${IsNotNull('0')} - Returns the value "true".
${IsNotNull(data[1])} - Returns "true" or "false" based on the value in a RowSet column.
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IsNull
Returns "true" if the value of the parameter is null. Otherwise, it will return "false".
Definition
${IsNull(value)}

value - Any string, variable or function.
Examples
${IsNull(null)} - Returns the value "true".
${IsNull('0')} - Returns the value "false".
${IsNull(data[1])} - Returns "true" or "false" based on the value in a RowSet column.

IsNumber
Returns "true" if there are only numerical characters. Numbers, decimal point and negative signs
are allowed.
Definition
${IsNumber(value)}

value - Any string, variable or function.
Examples
${IsNumber('1.0')} returns "true".
${IsNumber('$15.20')} returns "false".

IsValidText
Returns "true" if the first parameter matches the regex expression in the second parameter.
Definition
${IsValidText(text, regex)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
regex - Any text or a regular expression.
Example
${IsValidText('68003-1234', '((\d{5})(-\d{4})?)')} returns "true".
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IsWholeNumber
Returns "true" if there are only numerical characters without a decimal point. Numbers and
negative signs are allowed.
Definition
${IsWholeNumber(value)}

value - Any string, variable or function.
Examples
${IsWholeNumber('1.0')} returns "false".
${IsWholeNumber('123')} returns "true".

LastPositionOf
Returns the last position where the value of the second parameter is found in the first parameter.
If there is no match, a value of -1 is returned. An optional third parameter can indicate if the
search is case sensitive.
Definition
${LastPositionOf(haystack, needle[, case Sensitive])}

haystack - The text or variable that will be searched.
needle - The text search string.
caseSensitive - Determines whether the search is case sensitive. Valid values are true and false.
The default is true.
Examples
${LastPositionOf('SELECT', 'S')} - Returns a value of 1 since the first character is the letter "S".
${LastPositionOf('SELECT', 'e')} - Returns a value of -1 since there is no case sensitive match.
${LastPositionOf('SELECT', 'E')} - Returns a value of 4 since the last position the letter "E"
appears is the fourth position.
${LastPositionOf('SELECT', x, false)} - Returns a value of 5 since the variable contains to 'c' and
case sensitivity is turned off.
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Length
Returns the length of the characters contained in the parameter.
Definition
${Length(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Examples
${Length('SELECT')} - Returns the value 6.
${Length(x)} - Returns the character length of the variable "x".

Lower
Returns the parameter in lowercase format.
Definition
${Lower(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${Lower('EXAMPLE')} - Returns the value "example".

LTrim
Trims all leading whitespaces.
Definition
${LTrim(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${LTrim(' example')} - Returns the value "example".
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MAC
Generates a Message Authentication Code by signing text with a secret key, and then returns the
signed message as a byte array. The byte array can then be encoded using an encoder function
(such as the HexEncode function).
Definition
${MAC(algorithm, key, text)}

algorithm - A cryptographic hash function, such as HmacMD5, HmacSHA1, or HmacSHA256.
key - The secret key used to create the authentication code.
text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value that will be signed with the secret
key.
Example
${HexEncode(MAC('HmacSHA256', 'my secret key', 'text to sign')}} returns
'bdb55155a9e1f18fca1bf78beb224cb7a869d1d0b2a3f81cc1aace2b4c95a574'.

NotContains
Searches the text in the first parameter checking to see if it does not contain the value in the
second parameter. An optional third parameter can indicate if the search is case sensitive
(defaults to true).
Definition
${NotContains(haystack, needle[, case Sensitive])}

haystack - The text or variable that will be searched.
needle - The search string.
caseSensitive - Determines whether the search is case sensitive. Valid values are true and false.
The default is true.
Examples
${NotContains('example', 'mp')} - Returns "false" since 'mp' is contained in 'example'.
${NotContains(x, 'xlsx', false)} - Returns "false" since the variable x contains FILE.XLSX and
case sensitivity was turned off.

PadCenter
Adds a string in the center of a user defined total length. This function will return the originally
passed string if the total input length is less than the length of the input string.
Definition
${PadCenter(text, length, character)}
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text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
length - The total desired length of the output string. The length must be between 1 and 100,000
inclusive.
character - An optional character to pad the string with. The default character is space.
startSide - An optional parameter that specifies which side of the string ('l' for left, 'r' for right)
receives an extra character when an odd number of characters are added to the original string.
The default is 'r' for right.
Examples
${PadCenter('example', 11, '*')} - Returns "**example**"
${PadCenter('example', 12, '*', 'l')} - Returns "***example**"

PadLeft
Adds spaces or a character to the left of a user defined string to get a user defined total length.
This function will return the originally passed string if the total input length is less than the length
of the input string.
Definition
${PadLeft(text, length, character)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
length - The total desired length of the output string. The length must be between 1 and 100,000
inclusive.
character - An optional character to pad the string with.
Examples
${PadLeft('example', 11, '*')} - Returns "****example"

PadRight
Adds spaces or a character to the right of a user defined string to get a user defined total length.
This function will return the originally passed string if the total input length is less than the length
of the input string.
Definition
${PadRight(text, length, character)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
length - The total desired length of the output string. The length must be between 1 and 100,000
inclusive.
character - An optional character to pad the string with.
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Examples
${PadRight('example', 11, '*')} - Returns "example****"

PartnerInfo
Returns metadata on the Partner key specified, such as the Partner name or description. Partner
metadata can be configured in the Partner Management system.
Definition
${PartnerInfo('metadatakey', 'lookupKey', 'lookupValue')}

metadatakey - The metadata to be returned. Valid values are any metadata keys specified on the
Partner or any of the following keys:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

partner.name
partner.description
edi.authInfoQualifier
edi.authInfoID
edi.securityInfoQualifier
edi.securityInfoId
edi.tradingPartnerQualifier
edi.tradingPartnerId
edi.internalPartnerQualifier
edi.internalPartnerId
edi.controlNumber
edi.segmentTerminator
edi.elementSeparator
edi.compositeElementSeparator
edi.repetitionSeparator

lookupKey - The key that identifies which field to look a partner up by, either 'partner.name' or
'edi.partnerId'.
lookupValue - The value used to lookup the partner. The value of this should correspond to the
lookupKey specified.
Examples
${PartnerInfo('partner.description', 'partner.name', 'Trading Partner A')} - Returns the partner
description.
${PartnerInfo('edi.controlNumber', 'edi.tradingPartnerId', 'TradingPartner')} - Returns the EDI
Control Number associated with the specified partner ID, for example, '23'.
${PartnerInfo('edi.segmentTerminator', 'partner.name', 'Trading Partner A')} - Returns the EDI
Segment Terminator associated with the specified partner name, for example, '|'.
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PositionOf
Returns the position where the value in the second parameter is found in the first parameter. The
optional third parameter can indicate the starting position of the search. An optional fourth
parameter can indicate if the search is case sensitive. The result returns -1 if the text is not found.
Definition
${PositionOf(haystack, needle[, startPos][, caseSensitive])}

haystack - The text or variable that will be searched.
needle - The search string.
startPos - The position to start the search. If not specified, the search will start in position 1.
caseSensitive - Determines whether the search is case sensitive. Valid values are true and false.
The default is true.
Examples
${PositionOf('example', 'e')} - Returns a value of 1 since the first character is the letter "e".
${PositionOf('example', 'e', 2)} - Returns a value of 7 since the search started at position 2.
${PositionOf('example', 'x', 3)} - Returns a value of -1 since "x" was not found after position 3.
${PositionOf('example', 'A', 2, false)} - Returns a value of 3 since the letter "a" was within the
search scope and the search was not case sensitive.

RandomNumber
Generates a random number between the lower limit specified by the first parameter and the
upper limit specified by the second parameter. If only one parameter is specified, then the
minimum value is 0. When no parameters are specified, the minimum is 0 and the maximum is
2,147,483,647.
Definition
${RandomNumber([min][, max])}

min - Any positive or negative whole number.
max - Any positive or negative whole number greater than the 'min' value.
Examples
${RandomNumber(1,100)} - Returns a value between 1 and 100.
${RandomNumber(-20, -10) - Returns a value between -20 and -10.
${RandomNumber(25)} - Returns a value between 0 and 25.
${RandomNumber()} - Returns a value between 0 and 2,147,483,647.
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RandomUUID
Generates a random UUID.
Definition
${RandomUUID()}
Example
${RandomUUID()} - Returns a string similar to "beda34da-dfce-4c43-921e-745f4a3a5d5c".

ReformatDateTime
Converts a date or time in the format specified in the second parameter to the format specified in
the third parameter.
Definition
${ReformatDateTime(dateTime, pattern, newPattern)}

dateTime - Any string, variable or function that returns a date and time.
pattern - A string or variable containing the current timestamp pattern.
newPattern - A string or variable containing the desired timestamp pattern.
Example
${ReformatDateTime('22-01-2015 10:15:55 AM', 'dd-M-yyyy hh:mm:ss a', 'yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss')} returns "2015-01-22 10:15:55".

Replace
Searches the text in the first parameter for the search pattern in the second parameter and
replaces it with the value in the third parameter.
Definition
${Replace(text, regex, replacement)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
regex - Any text or a regular expression.
replacement - Any text, a variable containing text or a regular expression.
Examples
${Replace('example', 'ex', 's')} - Returns the value "sample".
${Replace('abc.txt', '(.*)\.txt', '$1.csv')} - Returns the value "abc.csv".
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RTrim
Trims all trailing whitespaces.
Definition
${RTrim(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${RTrim('example

')} - Returns the value "example".

StartsWith
Checks if the text in the first parameter starts with the value of the second parameter. An optional
third parameter can indicate if the search is case sensitive.
Definition
${StartsWith(haystack, needle[, caseSensitive])}

haystack - The text or variable that will be searched.
needle - The search string.
caseSensitive - Determines whether the search is case sensitive. Valid values are true and false.
The default is true.
Examples
${StartsWith('example', 'ex')} - Returns "true" since 'example' starts with 'ex'.
${StartsWith('Text', 't', false)} - Returns "true" since case sensitivity is turned off and 'Text' starts
with 't'.

String
Returns the value as a string. This is useful for converting numbers to strings.
Definition
${String(value)}

value - Any variable or function that can be returned as a string value.
Example
${String( 3 + 3)} - Returns the string value "6".
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Substring
Returns the portion of the first parameter starting at the position specified in the second
parameter. The optional third parameter specifies how many characters to return. If the third
parameter is not specified, the entire value from the start position is returned.
Definition
${Substring(text, startPos[, length])}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
startPos - The character position from which to start. If not specified, the starting position is 1.
length - The number of characters to return starting from the 'startPos'.
Examples
${Substring('example', 3, 3)} - Returns the value "amp".
${Substring('example', 3)} - Returns the value "ample".

Trim
Removes any leading or trailing whitespaces from the parameter.
Definition
${Trim(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${Trim('
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Truncate
Returns the portion of the first parameter starting at the first position. The second parameter
specifies how many characters to return. If the length specified is greater than the length of the
string, the entire string is returned.
Definition
${Truncate(text, length)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
length - The number of characters to return starting from the 'startPos'.
Examples
${Truncate('text',3)} returns"tex".
${Truncate('text',30)} returns "text".

Unescape
Returns the parameter after all the escaped characters are processed. All special escape
characters like \n (new line), \r (carriage return), \t (tab), hex (\xXX) and Unicode (\uXXXX) values
are converted to their corresponding values.
Definition
${Unescape(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${Unescape('\texample')} - Returns the value "

example".

Upper
Returns the parameter in uppercase format.
Definition
${Upper(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${Upper('example')} - Returns the value EXAMPLE.

URLDecode
Decodes the encoded URL value to URL text.
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Definition
${URLDecode(text)}

text - Any encoded URL string value. The string value must be enclosed in quotes if a variable is
not being used.
Examples
${URLDecode('https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com')} - Returns the value
'https://www.google.com'.
${URLDecode
('https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goanywhere.com%2Fsearch%3Fsearch%3Dftp%20task')} - Returns
the value 'https://www.goanywhere.com/search?search=ftp task'.

URLEncode
Encodes the URL string value.
Definition
${URLEncode(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a URL string value. The string value must be
enclosed in quotes if a variable is not being used.
Examples
${URLEncode('https://www.google.com')} - Returns the value
'https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com'.
${URLEncode('https://www.goanywhere.com/search?search=ftp task')} - Returns the value
'https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goanywhere.com%2Fsearch%3Fsearch%3Dftp%20task'.

WholeNumber
Returns the whole number of a parameter. This is useful for converting strings to whole numbers.
Definition
${WholeNumber(text)}

text - Any string, variable or function that returns a string value.
Example
${WholeNumber('10')} - Returns the value 10.
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Nested Functions in Expressions
Multiple nested functions can be used inside an expression to perform more complex operations
on variables, strings and data. When using nested expressions, the ${} notation begins and ends
an entire expression.
GoAnywhere parses expressions using the standard order of operations, which is Parentheses,
Exponents, Multiplication and Division, and finally Addition and Subtraction. When multiple
parentheses are found in expressions, GoAnywhere parses the expression in the inner
parentheses before the outer.
Nested Function Example 1
In the following example, the value of the 'customerName' variable is " KHarris". Note that the
value has a leading space. An administrator wants to insert this value into an email, but wants to
remove any leading spaces and convert the text to all lower case letters. The administrator can
nest the Lower and Trim functions to update the value of the 'customerName' variable. The syntax
would be:
${Trim(Lower(customerName))}
Following the order of operations, the inner function (Lower) is executed first, followed by the
outer function (Trim). The output of the expression for " KHarris" is "kharris".
Nested Function Example 2
In the following example, an administrator wants to calculate a value from an invoice. The variable
'var1' has a string value of "20.5". The administrator needs to convert that string to a decimal,
multiply the value by 5, and then format the value as currency. Here is the expression the
administrator created:
${FormatNumber(Decimal(var1) * 5,'$#,##0.00')}
Following the order of operations, GoAnywhere resolves the expression in the following order:
1. The variable 'var1' is replaced with the string value "20.5".
${FormatNumber(Decimal("20.5") * 5,'$#,##0.00')}
2. The Decimal function converts the string value to a decimal.
${FormatNumber(20.5 * 5,'$#,##0.00')}
3. The decimal value of 20.5 is multiplied by 5.
${FormatNumber(102.5,'$#,##0.00')}
4. Finally, The FormatNumber expression converts the decimal value using the pattern
specified ('$#,##0.00').
$102.50
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Common Mistakes to Avoid with Nested Expressions
Correct Notation
A common mistake made with expressions is to nest functions with extra ${} notation. As
previously stated, the ${} notation begins and ends an entire expression, with multiple Functions
separated by parenthesis.
In the following example, the user wants to change the text "this_text" by removing the leading
"this_". This can be accomplished using two functions, Substring and LastPositionOf. When
nesting expressions, use parenthesis to separate each function.
Correct: ${Substring("this_text", LastPositionOf("this_text", '_')+1)}
This example is correct because the entire expression is wrapped in a single ${} notation.
When the expression resolves, "text" will be the returned value.
Incorrect: ${Substring("this_text",${LastPositionOf("this_text", '_')+1)}}
This example is incorrect because the LastPositionOf function begins and ends with an
unnecessary ${. This will cause the project to fail.
In the next example, the user has assigned the variable ${var1} with the text "this_text". When
replacing text with variables in an expression, do not include extra ${} notation.
Correct: ${Substring(var1,(LastPositionOf(var1, '_')+1))}
Since var1 does not have single or double quotes around it, and it is part of an expression,
GoAnywhere will accurately treat it as a variable.
Incorrect: ${Substring(${var1},(LastPositionOf(${var1}, '_')+1))}
This example is incorrect because the variable ${var1} is wrapped in an unnecessary ${}
notation.
Closing Parentheses
Another common mistake is using mismatched parentheses in a nested expression. Each
opening parenthesis must have a matching closing parenthesis.
Correct: ${Substring(var1,(LastPositionOf(Var1, '_')+1))}
In this example, there are two nested functions, Substring and LastPositionOf. Each
function must contain an opening and closing parenthesis around the each function’s
parameters.
Incorrect: ${Substring(var1,(LastPositionOf(Var1, '_')+1)}
When this expression is closely inspected, the expression is missing a closing parenthesis
at the end of the nested expression.
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Making Decisions with Nested Functions
Decision making functions are particularly useful for determining values based on the result of
provided conditions. Use the If function to make decisions:
Definition
If(condition, resultOfTrue, resultOfFalse)

condition - Any function or variable that returns a boolean value (true or false).
resultOfTrue - Any string, variable, or function that is used if the condition returns 'true.'
resultOfFalse - Any string, variable, or function that is used if the condition returns 'false.'
As noted, the condition and results of If functions can also be another function.
Example 1
An administrator wants to stop processing on an invoice if the value of an item ID is less that 20
characters in length. Use the Length function to determine the number of characters in a variable.
The administrator created the following expression:
${If(Length(itemID) < 20, 'Invalid Item ID', itemID)}
The condition of the If function is: Length(itemID) < 20
The resultOfTrue returns the String message, 'Invalid Item ID'
The resultOfFalse returns the itemID.
When the Project executes, the variable 'itemID' is assigned the value of 123456789.
1. The itemID variables are replaced with the value 123456789.
${If(Length(123445789) < 20, 'Invalid Item ID',123456789)}
2. The nested Length function is resolved. The character length of '123456789' is 9.
${If(9 < 20, 'Invalid Item ID', 123456789)}
3. The condition of the If statement, 9 < 20, is true. GoAnywhere will use the resultOfTrue
parameter, which returns 'Invalid Item ID'.
Example 2
An administrator wants to read the 6th character of an item ID and apply a 10% discount to the
cost of the item if the 6th character of the item ID is a 'D' (which indicates a Discount). The
administrator created the following expression:
${If(Substring(var1, 6,1) == 'D', itemCost * .9, itemCost)}
The condition of the If Function is: Substring(var1, 6,1) == 'D'
The resultOfTrue returns the value of the itemCost variable multiplied by .9.
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The resultOfFalse returns the value of the itemCost variable without any modification.
When the Project executes, the variable 'var1' is assigned the value of '12345D12.' The variable
'itemCost' is assigned the value of 100.
1. The value of var1 is replaced with '12345D12' and the value of itemCost is replaced with
100.
${If(Substring('12345D12', 6,1) == 'D', 100 * .9, 100)}
2. The value '12345D78' is then substringed beginning at character 6 and returns 1 character,
which is 'D'.
${If('D' == 'D', 100 * .9, 100)}
3. The condition of the If statement ('D' == 'D') is true. GoAnywhere will use resultOfTrue
parameter.
100 * .9
4. The value 100 is multiplied by .9 and the new value (90) is returned.

Adding Else If Logic to If Functions
Else If logic can be added to an If function by nesting another If function as a result parameter.
Example 3
Here is an example where the resultOfFalse is another If function:
${If(x > 2 && x < 5, 'First Condition is True', if(x == 7, 'Second Condition is True', 'Both Conditions
are False'))}
The condition of the If Function is: x > 2 && x <5.
The resultOfTrue returns the String 'First Condition is True'.
The resultOfFalse is another If function: If(x == 7, 'Second Condition is True', 'Both Conditions
are False').
The condition of the nested If function is: x == 7.
The resultOfTrue returns the String 'The Second Condition is True'.
The resultOfFalse returns the String 'Both conditions are False'.
When the Project executes, the variable 'x' is assigned a value of 7.
1. The value of x is replaced with 7.
${If(7 > 2 && 7 < 5, 'First Condition is True', If(7 == 7, 'Second Condition is True', 'Both
Conditions are False'))}
2. The condition of the first If statement, 7 > 2 && 7 < 5, is false. GoAnywhere skips the
resultOfTrue parameter and moves to the resultOfFalse parameter.
If(7 == 7, 'Second Condition is True', 'Both Conditions are False')
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3. The resultOfFalse parameter contains another If statement, If( 7 == 7).
4. The condition of the nested If statement is true, so GoAnywhere returns the nested
resultOfTrue parameter, which is 'The Second Condition is True.'
Example 4
An administrator has created a Project to evaluate a customer's credit score and then assigns an
interest rate. If the credit score is greater than or equals 700, the customer will receive the best
rate (2%). If the score is between 600-699, the customer will receive a higher interest rate (4%),
and if the score is less than or equal to 599 the customer receives the highest rate (10%).
The administrator has created the following expression:
${If(creditScore >= 700, "2%", If(creditScore >= 600 && creditScore <= 699, "4%", "10%"))}
When the Project executes, the variable 'creditScore' is assigned a value of 525 and then
GoAnywhere resolves the expression:
1. The value of creditScore is replaced with 525.
${If(525 >= 700, "2%", If(525 >= 600 && 525 <= 699, "4%", "10%"))}
2. The condition of the first If statement, 525 >= 700, is false. GoAnywhere skips the
resultOfTrue parameter ("2%"), and moves to the resultOfFalse parameter.
If(525 >= 600 && 525 <= 699, "4%", "10%"))
3. The condition of the nested If statement, 525 >= 600 && 525<= 699, is also false, since 525
does not fall in the range of 600-699. GoAnywhere skips the resultOfTrue parameter ("4%")
and returns the resultOfFalse parameter ("10%").

Expression Syntax 1.0
WARNING:

The following expression syntax is for version 1.0 of Project definitions. You can upgrade a
Project to the 2.0 version to take advantage of functions and advanced expressions.
Various components in GoAnywhere Projects optionally accept a condition which is used to
determine if the component should be executed or not. These components include:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Modules
Tasks
While Loops
Do-While Loops
Exit Loops
Iterate Loops

Simple Conditions
A simple condition compares two values using the specified comparison operator.
The syntax is: <value1> <condition> <value2>
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<Value1> and <Value2> Parameters
l

l

Can be constant values or variable references. Variable references are denoted
using the standard variable reference syntax ${variableName}.
Can be enclosed in single quotes to indicate that they are character (or string)
values. By omitting single quotes, a numeric comparison is performed. It is not legal
to have one value enclosed in single quotes, but not the other.

<Condition> Parameters
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Condition

Syntax

Description

Equals

eq

Checks for equality of the given values. The
condition evaluates to true if and only if both
values are exactly the same. When
comparing string values, the comparison is
performed in a case-sensitive manner. So
the condition ‘a’ eq ‘A’ evaluates to false.

Not Equals

ne

Checks for un-equality of the given values.
The condition evaluates to true if and only if
both values are not equal. When comparing
string values, the comparison is performed
in a case-sensitive manner. So the condition
‘a’ ne ‘A’ evaluates to true.

Less Than

lt

Checks to see if <value1> is less than
<value2>. If so, it evaluates to true.

Less Than or Equal to

le

Checks to see if <value1> is less than or
equal to <value2>. If so, it evaluates to true.

Greater Than

gt

Checks to see if <value1> is greater than
<value2>. If so, it evaluates to true.

Greater Than or
Equal to

ge

Checks to see if <value1> is greater than or
equal to <value2>. If so, it evaluates to true.
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Examples
1 eq 1 – always evaluates to true as both values are numeric constants, 1.
1 eq ${fileCount} – Evaluates to true if the value of variable fileCount at the time of
evaluation is 1.
${fileCount} lt 10 – Evaluates to true if the value of variable fileCount at the time of
evaluation is less than 10.
${n1} ge ${n2} – Evaluates to true if the value of variable n1 is greater than or equal to the
value of variable n2.
‘HelpSystems’ eq ‘helpsystems’ – Always evaluates to false as both values are character
constants and the case is different.
‘NE’ eq ‘${state}’ – Evaluates to true if the value of the variable ${state} at the time of
evaluation is NE.
‘${state}’ lt ‘M’ – Evaluates to true if the value of variable ${state} begins with a upper case
letter A through N.
‘${x}’ le ‘${y}’ – Evaluates to true if the character comparison of variable x is less than
variable y.
Complex Conditions
Complex Conditions support two or more simple conditions joined together using a logical
operator. The following logical operators are supported:
l
l

and
or

The syntax is: <condition1> <logical operator> <condition2>
Example
(${fileCount} eq 5) or (${fileCount} eq 10) – Evaluates to true if and only if the value of the
variable fileCount is either 5 or 10.
Condition Grouping
A complex condition can have condition groups to dictate how the simple conditions in the
complex condition should be evaluated.
In this example, the expression contains more than one logical operator. GoAnywhere marks the
condition as invalid and raises a compilation error when the project is compiled.
Example of Incorrect Grouping Expression
${a} eq ${b} and ${c} eq ${d} or ${e} eq ${f} and ${g} eq {h}
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In order to properly group conditions and to guarantee a consistent result, manually group the
conditions. This is done with the use of open and close parenthesis. The condition below will
evaluate to true if a = b and c = d or e = f and g = h.
Example of Correct Grouping Expression
(${a} eq ${b} and ${c} eq ${d}) or (${e} eq ${f} and ${g} eq {h})
Condition groups can also be nested. Meaning a condition group can have one or more groups
inside them. The condition below will evaluate to true if a = 2 and either b ≠ 4 or state = NE.
Example
(${a} eq 2 and (${b} ne 4 or ‘${state}’ eq ‘NE’))

Variables
A variable is an element that acts as a reference to a particular value. Variables can be used in
Projects to supply input values to their attributes. There are seven different types of variables in
GoAnywhere.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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User defined variable - A variable that you can define in a Project with a unique name and
default value. A user-defined variable can be used to supply a value to a task attribute and
can be used in comparison operations.
System variable - A pre-defined variable that is supplied in GoAnywhere, such as the
current date. System variables are similar to user-defined variables, in that they can be
used to supply a value to a task attribute and can be used in comparison operations.
Folder variable - Folder level variables can be defined at each folder level. These variables
can be used by any Projects contained within that folder. User defined Project level
variables override any Folder level variables.
File List - A variable that contains a list of file names. A File List is generated by tasks that
retrieve or process files. A file list can be used as the input for tasks that can process
multiple files (such as a ZIP Task).
Local File - These variables represent local files on the host system (where GoAnywhere is
running). These files could be the files on the local hard drive or files on the network which
are accessible to GoAnywhere's Subsystem/Service.
RowSet - A variable that contains a list of records (rows). A RowSet is generated by tasks
that read the contents of a file or database (for example, SQL Task, Read CSV, Read
Fixed-width, Read Excel, Read XML and Read Flat File). RowSets can be used as the
input for tasks that write out to databases or files.
Email List - A variable that contains a list of Email Messages. An Email List is generated by
the Retrieve Email task which can be used in a For Each Loop to process email
attachments and message content.
AS2 Task Output - A variable that contains a list of attributes with information pertaining to
the execution of an AS2 Task. These can be used to further process files or tasks within a
GoAnywhere Project.
AS4 Task Output - A variable that contains a list of attributes with information pertaining to
the execution of an AS4 Task. These can be used to further process files or tasks within a
GoAnywhere Project.
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l

l

l

MQ Message List - A variable that contains a list of MQ Messages. An MQ Message List is
generated by the MQ Retrieve Message Task which can be used in a For Each Loop to
process message content.
Secure Forms Variable - A variable that is automatically sent to a Project when a Secure
Form is submitted. The variable contains event information about the secure form, such as
the user that submitted the form.
Read X12 Envelope Variable - A variable that contains authorization information, sender
identification, control numbers, and other attributes contained in ISA, GS, and ST
envelopes within an X12 document.

Complex Variable Types
A complex variable can be defined as anything that is not a simple string or a number. For
example, a Local File can be considered a complex variable with various attributes in it such as
the name, path, extension, size, etc. To retrieve the attributes of a complex variable use the
following variable reference syntax.
${variableName:attributeName}.
The colon (:) separates the variable from the attribute.
NOTE:

Variables and their attributes are case sensitive. For example, ${file:lastModifiedDate}
returns the last modified date and time of the file and ${file:lastmodifieddate} will generate an
error with the message: Variable Not Found.

User Defined Variables
You can create your own user-defined variables in a Project, which can be used in one or more
tasks within that Project. When creating variables, you specify their names and default values.
You can optionally pass the values for these variables (which will override the default values)
when the Project is executed. These variables can also be encrypted for data security purposes.
A user-defined variable can be used for two purposes within a Project:
l
l

To supply the value for an attribute (property) in a task.
To be used in a compare operation to determine if a Project task or module should execute.

Creating a Variable
Create a user-defined variable within a Project by following the steps below:
1. When defining a Project, right-click the Project component (the very top node in the Project
outline).
2. Select the Add a Variable menu item.
3. You will be prompted with a page to add a new variable.
4. Specify the name and default value for the variable. You can optionally specify a
description for the variable (for documentation purposes).
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5. Click the Save button to add the variable to the Project.

Using a Variable in a Task Field
Follow the instructions below to use a user-defined variable within a task field:
1. When defining a task in a Project, click the

icon next to the field to insert a variable

(if applicable).
2. A list of variables is displayed.
3. Select the variable to use in the field.
4. When using a variable within a Project task field, it should be formatted as an expression
using the ${} notation, such as: ${variablename}.
Listed below is an example of how the user-defined variable of "File_Suffix" is used to suffix
(append) its value to a file name.

Using a Variable in a Condition
Follow the instructions below to use a user-defined variable within a comparison operation:
1. When defining a task or module in a Project, click the Control panel.
2. Specify the variable for the Execute Only If condition.
Below is an example of how the user-defined variable of "FileCount" is used to determine if a task
should execute. In this example, the task will execute only if the FileCount is not equal to 0.
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Overriding a Variable at Runtime
The values for user-defined variables can be overridden when a Project is executed.
The first approach is to execute the Project with advanced options from within GoAnywhere's
Administrator. The advanced options page will show you the default values for the variables and
will allow you to override them at execution time.
The second approach is to override the variable values by passing parameters on the supplied
RUNPROJECT command, which can be run from IBM i, Windows, Linux, Unix, HP-UX and
Solaris platforms.
Listed below is an example of overriding the variable "File_Suffix" with the value “csv” when
executing a Project using the IBM i command:
RUNPROJECT PROJECT('/Payroll/GetFTPfiles') VARIABLE((File_Suffix csv))
NOTE:

Variable names are not case-sensitive. For example, a variable named "State" can also be
referred to as "STATE".

System Variables
System variables are included with GoAnywhere for use within Project tasks, Cloud Connector, or
SMS Provider actions. A system variable can be used for two purposes:
l
l

To supply a value for a field in a task or action.
To be used in a compare operation to determine if a task, module, or action should execute.

The system variables provided in GoAnywhere are listed below. Some variables are specific to
the Project Designer, the Cloud Connector Designer, or SMS Provider Designer as indicated
within the table:
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System Variable
Name

Description

Project
Design
er

addon.logLevel

When a Cloud Connector or No
SMS Provider Action is
used in a Project Workflow,
the Log Level specified on
the Action in the Project
Workflow is stored in the
addon.logLevel variable.

Cloud
Connect
or

SMS
Provid
er

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

It can be useful to use this
variable to create custom
messages in the job log for
the Cloud Connector
Service. For example, your
Cloud Connector can use
an If decision to test the
addon.logLevel variable to
determine what the log level
is, and then use the Print
Task to write a message.
addon.workspace

Whenever a Cloud
Connector or SMS Provider
Action executes, a
workspace for the Cloud
Connector's or
SMS Provider's tasks is
automatically created in
GoAnywhere.

No

When an Action in a Cloud
Connector or SMS Provider
needs to temporarily save a
file, you can specify the
addon.workspace variable
as the Destination
Directory.
The Cloud Connector or
SMS Provider workspace is
automatically deleted when
a Project has finished
execution.
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System Variable
Name

Description

Project
Design
er

Cloud
Connect
or

SMS
Provid
er

system.caller.id

ID (or job number) of the
calling project.

Yes

No

No

system.caller.project

Project location of the
calling project.

Yes

No

No

system.carriageRetu
rn

A carriage return (CR)
character.

Yes

Yes

Yes

system.currentDate

The current date in ISO
(yyyy-MM-dd) format. This
variable is created by the
Timestamp task, which
should be placed before
any tasks that need this
variable.

Yes

No

No

system.currentTime

The current time in ISO
(HH:mm:ss) format. This
variable is created by the
Timestamp task, which
should be placed before
any tasks that need this
variable.

Yes

No

No

system.currentTimes
tamp

The current date and time in Yes
yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss.SSS
format. This variable is
created by the Timestamp
task, which should be
placed before any tasks that
need this variable.

No

No

system.docroot

Documents root directory
Yes
(also known as DOCROOT)
as defined in the global
settings.

Yes

No

system.domain

Returns the name of the
domain the project is
running in.

Yes

No
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System Variable
Name

Description

Project
Design
er

Cloud
Connect
or

SMS
Provid
er

system.edi.value

The incoming value of the
current Data Mapper node.

Yes

No

No

NOTE: This system

variable is only
available in the Data
Mapper for EDI X12
and EDIFACT tasks.
system.emptyString

An empty string.

Yes

Yes

Yes

system.environment

The name of the
GoAnywhere environment
as specified in the global
settings. If a name is not
specified, the value of this
variable will be blank.

Yes

Yes

No

system.installDir

GoAnywhere’s product
installation directory.

Yes

Yes

No

system.java.vendor

Java vendor on which
GoAnywhere is running.

Yes

Yes

Yes

system.java.version

Version of Java on which
GoAnywhere is running.

Yes

Yes

Yes

system.job.error

The last error which
occurred in the job, if any.

Yes

Yes

No

system.job.id

The ID (or job number) of
the current job.

Yes

Yes

No

system.job.log

Log file location of the
current log.

Yes

Yes

No

system.job.name

The name of the Job that
was specified on the
Project, Monitor, Trigger, or
Scheduler.

Yes

Yes

No

system.lineFeed

A line feed (LF) character.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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System Variable
Name

Description

system.job.workspac
e

Cloud
Connect
or

SMS
Provid
er

Workspace directory
Yes
location of the current job.
This variable is created by
the Create Workspace task,
which should be placed
before any tasks that need
this variable.

No

No

system.os.arch

Operating system’s
architecture on which
GoAnywhere is running.

Yes

Yes

No

system.os.name

Name of the operating
system on which
GoAnywhere is running.

Yes

Yes

No

system.os.version

Version of the operating
system on which
GoAnywhere is running.

Yes

Yes

No

system.project.locati
on

The location (folder) of the
current Project.

Yes

Yes

No

system.project.name

The name of the current
Project.

Yes

Yes

No

system.systemName

The name of the system
that processed the Project.
The system name is
specified in the
[installdirectory]/config/clus
ter.xml file.

Yes

Yes

No

system.tab

A tab character.

Yes

Yes

Yes

system.user.email

Email address of the user
that is executing the
Project.

Yes

Yes

No

system.user.home

Home directory of the user
that is executing the
Project.

Yes

Yes

No

system.user.name

The name of the user that is
executing the Project.

Yes

Yes

No
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System Variable
Name

Description

Project
Design
er

Cloud
Connect
or

SMS
Provid
er

system.version

Product version of
GoAnywhere.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Using a System Variable
Follow the instructions below to use a System variable within a task or action:
1. Click the

icon next to the field where you want to use a System variable.

2. A list of variables will be displayed.
3. Select the System variable to use in the field.
Listed below is an example of how the System variable of system.job.workspace is used to
indicate the destination directory for files retrieved on a FTP task. The workspace is a system
directory created for the job for storing temporary files.

NOTE:

When using a System variable, it should be formatted as ${systemvariablename}.

Folder Variables
Folders are used for grouping similar Projects together and for controlling which users have
access to those Projects. Folders can also be used to define variables that all Projects in the
folder and its subfolders can access. For example, a variable containing administrator email
addresses defined on the root folder would be accessible by every Project in GoAnywhere. If the
list of administrators needs updated, the variable could be modified which will automatically be
reflected in all Projects.
Variables can be defined on each folder level in the folder tree. Subfolders can override a parent
folder's variable value by defining a variable with the same name. For example, if the root folder
contained a variable named 'admins', a subfolder could also contain a variable named 'admins'
and override the value just for that folder. If a Project has a variable defined with the same name
as a folder variable, the variable value in the Project will take precedence.
Variables are administered using the Add and Edit folder links on the Projects page.
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File Lists and File Sets
A File List references a set of Local File or Remote File objects and directories that were retrieved
or processed by a task. A File List can have one or more File Sets, which allows you to create a
single File List that contains files from multiple directories.
File Sets have the ability to create optional filters that let you search for files or directories with
specific attributes. The objects to select can be included and excluded based on various filter
criteria:
l
l
l
l

Wildcards (for example, *.* or *.txt or pay??.xls)
Regular expressions
Date/time ranges
Size ranges

For instance, you could add a File Set to a Zip task that compresses any files that end with an .xls
extension which were created after 2010-12-15 with a size of 100 kb or greater.
You can iterate through each file in a File List variable using a Loop.
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Example 1: Creating an Input File Set from Within a Task
Several tasks allow you to define a File Set Using an Input File Sets field within the task. In the
example below, an Input File Set will be created that references XML files from a local directory.
1. On the main panel of a task, click the Add File Set link in the Input File Sets field.

2. Within the File Sets pane, specify the Base Directory containing the files.

3. Click the Add Filter button and choose a filter option. In this example, a Wildcard filter is
selected.
4. In the Filters pane, specify if files will be included or excluded, the pattern of the files to
include, and the case sensitivity.
Specify a ? to match a single character. Specify an * to match zero or more characters. For
example, specify the pattern of *.xml to include all files that end with “xml”. As another
example, specify the pattern of *.* to include all files that in the directory.

5. Additional filters can be added clicking the Add Filter button again.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 to add additional File Sets and Filters to the File List.
7. Click the Save button when done specifying the pattern.
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Example 2: Creating and iterating over a File List using the Create
File List Task
In the example below, a File List variable will be created using the Create File List task that
references XML files from a local directory. The Project will then iterate over the File List variable,
scanning the directory for a list of files, their sizes, location, and last modified date. Finally, the
Project will print the file list to a .txt file.
1. Create the File List Variable
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists, then it will
be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.

e. Click the Add Filter button in the sub-menu and choose filter option from the submenu. In this example, a Wildcard filter is selected.
f. In the Filters pane, specify if files will be included or excluded, the pattern of the files
to include, and the case sensitivity.
g. Specify a ? to match a single character. Specify an * to match zero or more
characters. For example, specify the pattern of *.xml to include all files that end with
“xml”. As another example, specify the pattern of *.* to include all files that in the
directory.
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h. Additional filters can be added clicking the Add Filter button again.
i. Repeat steps 3-7 to add additional File Sets and Filters to the File List.
2. Create the For-Each Loop.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.
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3. Create the Print Task.
c. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline, underneath
the For-Each Loop.
d. On the Print task, specify the Text value:
l Any combination of static text and previously defined variables. In the example
below, the file attributes name, lastModifiedDate, size, and path are used from
the Local File Variable attribute list.

e. On the Advanced panel of the Print task, specify the following attributes:
l Output File - The path and file name of the output file that the message will be
printed to.
l Append - Specify whether or not to append data to the end of the specified file.
Choose True.

4. Click the Save button when done.
The following table illustrates data that is contained in the File List variable named 'archiveList':

${archiveList} File List Variable
${file:name}

${file:lastModifiedDate}

${file:size}

${file:path}

File Name

Last Date Modified

File Size

File Path
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${archiveList} File List Variable
October_
Payroll.xml

2017-04-19
11:55:21.299

399381

C:\Users\kharris\October_
Payroll.xml

November_
Payroll.xml

2017-05-21
15:32:11.660

49955

C:\Users\kharris\November_
Payroll.xml

December_
Payroll.xml

2017-05-25
18:23:25.324

56737

C:\Users\kharris\December_
Payroll.xml

January_
Payroll.xml

2017-06-01
16:55:21.660

258794

C:\Users\kharris\January_
Payroll.xml

NOTE:

There are more attributes contained in a file variable than those listed here. For a complete
list, see the Local File and Remote File variable topics.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Create File List task example:

Example 3: Using a File List
In the example below, the variable called "archiveList" will be used as the input into the Zip Task.
When the task is executed, the files referenced in the archiveList variable will be compressed into
the ArchivedFiles.Zip output file.
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NOTE:

When using an input variable within a Project task, it should be formatted as ${variablename}.

Example 4: Moving Files in a File List and Renaming Each File to
Include a Timestamp
In the example below, a File List variable will be created using the Create File List task that
references files from a local directory. The Project will then iterate over the File List variable,
moving the files and renaming them to include a timestamp using the CurrentDate function.
1. Create the File List Variable
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists, then it will
be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.
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2. Create the For-Each Loop.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.
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c. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Move task to the Project Outline, within the
For-Each Loop.
d. On the Move task, specify the following attributes:
l

l

Source File - The path and file name of the file to be moved. In this example,
the ${file:name} variable is used, which contains the file at the current index in
the loop.
Destination File - The path and file name of where the file should be moved. In
this example, the following variables are appended to the destination:
l ${file:nameWithoutExtension} - Contains the file name, without
extension, of the file in the current index of the For-Each Loop.
l ${CurrentDate()} - Appends the current date to the file name. A date
format pattern may be added inside the parentheses if desired.
l ${file:extension} - Contains the file extension of the file in the current
index of the For-Each Loop.

3. Click the Save button when done.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Moving Files in a File List example:
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Example 5: Deleting Empty Folders in a File List
In the example below, a File List variable will be created using the Create File List task that
references folders from a local directory. The Project will then iterate over the File List and store
the file count in a fileCount variable. Finally, the Project will delete any folder with a file count of
zero.
1. Create the File List Variable
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of folders
within the designated directory. This will be a variable type of File List. If this
variable exists, then it will be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the folders.
e. For the Include Items field, select directories.
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2. Create the For-Each Loop.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For-Each Loop.

3. Create a File List variable that will contain the file count.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline
within the For-Each Loop.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the Number of Files Found
value:
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the
file count of the current folder. This will be a variable type of File List. If this
variable exists, then it will be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the folders. In this case, we
will use the current item ${folder} variable.
e. For the Include Items field, select both.
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4. Create the If condition.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the If task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Condition to be met before the folder is deleted. In this example, folders
with a file count of zero will be deleted.

5. Create the Delete task.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Delete task to the Project Outline, within the
For-Each Loop.
b. On the Delete task, specify the following attributes:
l Input Files Variable - The of the variable of type File List which contains the
folders to delete. In this example, the ${folder} variable is used, which contains
the folder at the current index in the loop.

6. Click the Save button when done.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Deleting Empty Folders in a File List
example:
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File Set Field Definitions
Create File List Task
The Create File List task will create a File List Variable based on the filters specified in the
File Set.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This
will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will
be created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled.Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
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of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Add File Set
The Add File Set pane allows you to specify a directory of files that will be processed by the
task.
Base Directory
Specify the starting directory for this File Set. If no filters are defined, all files in this
directory will be included.
Include Items
Include files, directories, or both. Default Value: files
Recursive
Specify whether or not to process files and/or directories from all sub-directories within the
base directory. Default Value: false
Sort By
Specify which field to sort by. Default: unsorted
Sort Order
Specify the File Set sort order. Default: ascending

Wildcard Filter
The Wildcard Filter pane allows you to specify a wildcard pattern to include or exclude files
that contain specific characters.
Wildcard Filter
Choose to include or exclude the files that meet the wildcard criteria.
Wildcard Pattern
Specify the pattern to match. An asterisk (*) matches any number of characters and a
question mark (?) matches a single character.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not the pattern is case sensitive. Default Value: false

Regular Expression Filter
The Regular Expression Filter element allows you to specify a Regular Expression pattern
to include or exclude files that contain specific characters.
Regular Expression Filter
Choose to include or exclude the files that meet the regular expression criteria.
Regular Expression Pattern
Specify a Regular Expression to match.
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Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not the pattern is case sensitive. Default Value: false

Date Filter
The Date Filter element allows you to specify files that were created or modified in a
specified time frame.
Date Filter
Choose to include or exclude the files that meet the criteria.
From Date
Specify a Start Date. The date must be entered in yyyy-MM-dd format. If a start time other
than midnight is desired, then the format is yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss. Leaving this value
blank will match all files that are modified before the specified To Date.
To Date
Specify an End Date. The date must be entered in yyyy-MM-dd format. If an end time other
than midnight is desired, then the format is yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss. Leaving this value
blank will match all files that were modified after the specified From Date.

Size Filter
The Size Filter element allows you to specify file of a certain size.
Size Filter
Choose to include or exclude the files that meet the criteria.
From
Specify the minimum file size. This must be a number and may optionally be followed by
KB, MB or GB to denote kilobytes, megabytes and gigabytes.
To
Specify the maximum file size. This must be a number and may optionally be followed by
KB, MB or GB to denote kilobytes, megabytes and gigabytes.

Local Files and Folders
The Local File variable specifies the absolute path and name of a single file or folder (for
example, C:\mydir\myfile.txt on a Windows system, and /mydir/myfile on a Unix system). The
Local File variable is created by a Task that outputs a single file path (for example, Write CSV or
Merge File), or Tasks that output multiple Local Files as part of a File List.
To retrieve the attributes of a complex variable use the following variable reference syntax:
${variableName:attributeName}.
The colon (:) separates the variable from the attribute. For example, the Local File variable
'myFile' contains the value "/orders/company/20150304.txt." Using ${myFile:name} will return
'20150304.txt.'
Each Local File variable contains the following attributes for a file or folder:
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name
The name of the file or folder, including the extension if one exists. If the Local File's path is
/orders/company/20150304.txt, then the value of this attribute would be 20150304.txt.
exists
This returns a true or false value on whether the file or folder exists.
extension
The extension of the file if one exists. If the Local File variable is a directory, then the value of this
attribute will be an empty string. If the Local File variable is a data file and the file has an
extension, the extension will be returned. If the file does not have any extension, an empty string
is returned.
lastModifiedDate
The last modified date and time of the file or folder in ISO format, yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS.
Refer to the date and time format symbols for more information.
lastModifiedMillis
The last modification date and time of the file or folder in milliseconds since the Unix timestamp
(January 1, 1970).
size
The size of the file in bytes as a whole number. It is not recommended to use this attribute on
folders as the size can vary per operating system and by the metadata on the folder. The size
attribute on a folder does not consider the contents or number of files in the folder.
parentFile
The path or folder location containing the file. For example, C:\temp\ or /tmp/. The path and path
separators are dependent on the host operating system.
path
The absolute path of the file or folder. For example, C:\temp\myfile.txt or /documents/myfile.txt.
The path and path separators are dependent on the host operating system.
nameWithoutExtension
The name of the file excluding the extension.
NOTE:

All attribute names are case sensitive.

Remote Files
The Remote File variable refers to files on a remote system such as an FTP, FTPS, SFTP or
GoAnywhere HTTPS server. The Remote File contains information about the file like name,
extension and size. The path is relative to the remote system (for example,
/home/user/myfile.txt).
To retrieve the attributes of a complex variable use the following variable reference syntax:
${variableName:attributeName}.
The colon (:) separates the variable from the attribute. For example, the Local File variable
'myFile' contains the value "/orders/company/20150304.txt." Using ${myFile:name} will return
'20150304.txt.'
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Each Remote File variable contains the following attributes:
name
The name of the file, including the extension if one exists. If the Remote File's path is
/orders/company/20150101.txt, then the value of this attribute would be 20150101.txt
extension
The extension of the file if one exists. If the Remote File variable is a directory, then the value of
this attribute will be an empty string. If the Remote File variable is a data file and the file has an
extension, the extension will be returned. If the file does not have any extension, an empty string
is returned.
lastModifiedDate
The last modified date and time of the file in ISO format, yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS. Refer to
the date and time format symbols for more information. This attribute may only exist when using
the Create a File List sub-task.
lastModifiedMillis
The last modification date and time of the file in milliseconds since the Unix timestamp (January 1,
1970). This attribute may only exist when using the Create a File List sub-task.
size
The size of the file in bytes, which is a whole number. This attribute may only exist when using the
Create a File List sub-task.
parentFile
The path or folder location containing the file. For example, C:\temp\ or /tmp/. The path and path
separators are dependent on the host operating system.
path
The relative path of the file. For example, /home/user/myfile.txt.
nameWithoutExtension
The name of the file excluding the extension.
NOTE:

All attribute names are case sensitive.

RowSet
A RowSet variable contains a list of records (rows) that were read from a file or database.
For instance, you may want to read data from an Excel file and then import that data into a
database. In the example below, a variable named 'myData' will be created to hold the records
read from an Excel file.

The RowSet 'myData' can then be used in a task (for example, SQL Task) that needs to read
those records.
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NOTE:

When using an input variable within a Project task, it should be formatted as
${variablename}.
The following table illustrates data that is contained in the RowSet variable named 'myData':

${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

Employee
ID

First Name

Last Name

Hire Date

Dept. Code

Salary

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-01-19

BB001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-04-01

BB001

65000

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-09-30

KH001

105000

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-11-15

KH001

87500

34591

John

Davis

2001-06-15

KH001

85000

GoAnywhere stores metadata information within the RowSet variable when it is created from a
data translation task such as a SQL or Read CSV. The metadata includes:
l

l

Column Indexes - Columns in a RowSet variable can be accessed by notating the Index
number of the column on the variable name within brackets "[]". All Indexes in RowSet
variables begin at Index 1. For example: The variable ${myData[1]} refers to the data from
the column at Index 1.
Column Header Names - Columns in a RowSet variable can also be accessed by notating
the column's Name on the variable. The column Name must be defined on the Column
element of a Data Translation Read task before it can be used in subsequent task. The
column name must also appear in single quotes within brackets "${varName
['ColumnName']}". For example: The variable ${myData['Salary']} refers to the data from
the column at Index 6.
EXAMPLE:

In this example, the Read CSV task contains a Column element where the column
name is defined. To use this column a subsequent task, the variable format is
${myData['Salary']}.
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l

Data Type - When a RowSet is created, each column defaults to the data type VARCHAR.
The data type of a column can be later specified using a Column Element of a Data
Translation Task. For example: The Salary data type can be updated from VARCHAR
(72000) to DECIMAL (72000.00).

Email Lists
An Email List contains a list of Email Message variables returned by the Retrieve Email Task.
Email Lists can be used inside of a loop to process each message individually. For example, by
using the For Each Loop capability, you can process each message conditionally based on
attributes like from address, subject, file names, and more.

Email Message Variable
The Email Message variable contains the attributes of an email. Referring to the subject attribute
in a Project will return the subject line of the email message. Referring to the attachments attribute
in a Project will return a list of Email Attachment variables.
To retrieve the attributes of a complex variable use the following variable reference syntax:
${variableName:attributeName}.
The colon (:) separates the variable from the attribute. For example, the Email List variable 'email'
contains an email message retrieved from the Retrieve Email Task. Using ${email:from} will
return just the sender's email address.
For more information on each attribute, refer to the following list:
id
The ID of the message.
subject
The subject of the email message. If the subject is not present, an empty string is returned.
sentDate
The date and time the message was sent, in ISO format.
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receivedDate
The date and time the message was sent, in ISO format.
sentDateMillis
The date and time the message was sent, in milliseconds since the Unix timestamp (January 1,
1970).
receivedDateMillis
The date and time the message was received, in milliseconds since the Unix timestamp (January
1, 1970).
from
A list of Email Address variables containing the “from” email addresses. In most cases, there will
be only one Email Address in this list, which is the sender.
to
A list of Email Address variables containing the “to” email addresses.
cc
A list of Email Address variables containing the “cc” email addresses.
replyTo
A list of Email Address variables containing the “reply-to” email addresses.
allRecipients
The list of Email Address variables containing all recipients of this email (“to” and “cc”).
attachments
A list of Email Attachment variables representing each attachment in this Email Message.
messageBodies
A list of Email Body variables representing the body parts in the email message.

Email Address Variable
The Email Address variable contains an email address and an optional name. If you specify the
Email Address variable in a Project, both the name and the email address will be returned. To
access the address or name separately, use the following attributes:
address
The email address.
name
The name of the person/entity. Will be empty string if the name is not present.

Email Attachment Variable
Variables of this type represent the attachments that were saved to the local file system when
processing incoming emails using the Retrieve Email task. If you specify the Email Attachment
variable in a Project the absolute path to the local file in which the attachment was saved will be
returned. The Email Attachment variable inherits all attributes of the Local File variable type and
provides the following additional attributes:
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originalName
The name of the attachment sent in the email. If two messages have an attachment with the same
name, the second file will be renamed.
contentType
The content type of the attachment. For example, if the attachment was a PDF the contentType
would be application/pdf.

Email Body Variable
Variables of this type represent an Email Body that was saved to the local file system when
processing incoming emails using the Retrieve Email task. If you specify the Email Body variable
in a Project, the absolute path to the local file in which the Email Body was saved will be returned.
The Email Body variable inherits all attributes of the Local File variable type and provides the
following additional attributes:
contentType
The content type of the body part. For example, if the Email Body was plain text, the contentType
would be text/plain.

AS2 Task Output
The following attributes are populated during the execution of an AS2 task. These attributes
contain a wide range of useful information like the status code of the receipt, the number of files
sent and more. Subsequent tasks can access this information using the
${variableName:attributeName} syntax.
For example, to get a File List variable with the files sent to the AS2 server you would specify
${variableName:processedSourceFiles} where variableName is the identifier you specified in the
Output Variable attribute on the AS2 Task. By referencing the main variable, ${variableName}, all
attributes will be printed and can be useful when sending an email notification or printing the
summary of all attributes to the job log.
messageId
The unique ID for the AS2 message.
httpStatusCode
The returned HTTP status code, which is a whole number.
httpStatusMessage
The message text associated to the HTTP status code.
numFilesSent
The number of files sent in the message, which is a whole number.
processedSourceFiles
A File List containing a list of files processed.
receiptMessage
The text of the receipt returned by the AS2 server. If a receipt was not requested, an empty string
will be returned.
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receiptStatusCode
The disposition type and disposition modifier found in the receipt, if one exists. The receipt status
will contain values like 'processed', 'failed', 'processed/error' and more.
receiptStatusMessage
The disposition modifier extension provided in the receipt, if one exists. This value may contain
additional information about the status of the receipt. For example, 'insufficient-messagesecurity'.
receiptFile
A Local File variable referring to the receipt that was written when the Receipt Destination is set
to "file".
sentMic
The calculated message integrity code (MIC) of the sent message.
returnedMic
The message integrity code (MIC) returned in the receipt. If the receipt content MIC is not
present, an empty string is returned.
receiptSignatureAlias
The alias of the certificate in the Trusted Certificate Key Store that was used to verify the
authenticity of the receipt signature. If a signature isn't present or the signature is not trusted, an
empty string is returned.

AS4 Task Output
The following attributes are populated during the execution of the AS4 Pull task. These attributes
contain a wide range of useful information like the identifier of the sender, the processing mode,
and more. Subsequent tasks can access this information using the
${variableName:attributeName} syntax.
For example, to get a File List variable with the files received from the AS4 server, you would
specify ${variableName:receivedFiles}, where variableName is the identifier you specified in the
Output Variable attribute on the AS4 task. By referencing the main variable, ${variableName}, all
attributes will be printed and can be useful when sending an email notification or printing the
summary of all attributes to the Job Log.

AS4 Pull Task
messageId
The ID of the message that was sent in response to the pull. If the message ID is not specified, an
empty string will be returned.
conversationId
The conversation ID that was on the returned message.
agreementReference
The agreement reference on the returned message. If the agreement reference is not specified,
an empty string will be returned.
agreementType
The agreement type on the returned message. If the agreement type is not specified, an empty
string will be returned.
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bodyXML
The XML file in the body of the returned message. If an XML file is not present in the body of the
message, the returned value will be 'null'.
service
The service of the returned message.
serviceType
The service type of the returned message. If the service type is not specified, an empty string will
be returned.
action
The action on the returned message.
receivedFiles
A File List containing the list of files received in response to the pull. If a File List is not present, an
empty list will be returned.
fromId
The from ID on the returned message.
fromPartyType
The from party type on the returned message. If the from party type is not specified, an empty
string will be returned.
fromRole
The from role on the returned message. If the from role is not specified, an empty string will be
returned.
toId
The to ID on the returned message.
toPartyType
The to party type on the returned message. If the to party type is not specified, an empty string will
be returned.
toRole
The to role on the returned message. If the to role is not specified, an empty string will be
returned.
processingMode
The processing mode of the returned message. If the processing mode is not specified, an empty
string will be returned.
properties
A RowSet containing the properties of the returned message. The properties will contain the
values ‘name’, ‘value’, and ‘type’ in that order. If the properties are not specified, an empty
RowSet will be returned.

MQ Message List
An MQ Message List contains a list of MQ Message variables returned by the MQ Retrieve Task.
MQ Message Lists can be used inside of a loop to process each message individually. For
example, by using the For Each Loop capability, you can process each message conditionally
based on attributes like the correlation ID, priority, properties and more.
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MQ Message Variable
The MQ Message variable contains the attribute of an MQ message. Referring to the
correlationId in a Project will return the JMSCorrelationID of the message. Referring to the file
attribute in a project will return the path of the file where the message contents were stored.
To retrieve the attributes of a complex variable use the following variable reference syntax:
${variableName:attributeName}.
The colon (:) separates the variable from the attribute. For example, the MQ message variable
'myMQMessage' contains a message returned from the MQ Retrieve Task. Using
${myMQMessage:priority} will return the message's priority (a number 0-9).
For more information on each attribute refer to the following table:
id
The ID of the message.
file
The path of the file where the message contents were stored.
correlationId
The correlation ID of the message, if any.
destination
The full destination path. For example, queue:///queueName.
queueName
The queue name if the destination was a queue.
topicName
The topic name if the destination was a topic.
deliveryMode
The delivery mode.
expiration
The date/timestamp when the message will expire.
priority
The priority of the message. Possible values are 0 through 9, with 0 being the lowest priority, and
9 being the highest.
redelivered
Whether the message was redelivered.
replyTo
The queue or topic to reply to, if any.
timestamp
The date/timestamp when the message was sent.
type
The type of message.
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properties[propertyName]
The JMS and user-defined message properties can be retrieved by using the properties
[propertyName] syntax. Replacing propertyName with the appropriate JMS or user-defined
property will return the respective value.

Secure Forms Variable
The following attributes are populated in the ${form} variable which is always passed to a Project
when a Secure Form is submitted. Tasks can access this information using the
${form:attributeName} syntax.
For example, to use the date the Secure Form was submitted in a Project, use the
${form:submittedOn} variable and attribute.
NOTE: Examples of the Secure Forms Variable usage can be found on the Secure Forms Use

Cases topic.
outputDirectory
A directory on the GoAnywhere installation where you can place files that will appear as
downloads for the user when they submit a Secure Form. This directory is automatically created
when a Secure Form is submitted. Files placed in the output directory are automatically encrypted
with AES 256-bit encryption. The file is then automatically decrypted when the user downloads it
from the Web Client. The location of this directory is specified on the Secure Forms Settings
page.
submittedOn
The date the Secure Form was submitted.
user
The Web User ID that submitted the Secure Form. This will return an empty string value when an
anonymous user completes the Secure Form.
title
The title that was specified on the Secure Form.
instructions
The instructions that were specified on the Secure Form.
localAddress
The IP address of the GoAnywhere Web Client.
localPort
The Port number of the GoAnywhere Web Client.
remoteAddress
The IP address for the user that submitted the Secure Form.
remotePort
The Port for the user that submitted the Secure Form.
id
The unique ID number of the Secure Form.
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publicAccess
This will return a Boolean string indicating if the Secure Form was accessed publicly or through
the GoAnywhere Web Client.

Read X12 Envelope Variables
The following section lists all the available Read X12 Envelope Variables and their definitions.

Envelopes Variable
The Envelopes variable contains attributes related to an X12 document. These attributes contain
a wide range of useful information like the sender ID, date, time, and control numbers.
Subsequent tasks can access information contained in these attributes using the
${variableName:attributeName} syntax. For example, referring to envelopesVariable:senderId
in a Project will return the Sender Id of the X12 Envelope.

Accessing Group and Transaction Information
The Group and Transaction variables are nested, respectively, within the Envelopes variable. To
access the Group variable, use ${envelopesVariable:gsList[#]} where [#] is the index of the
desired group. For example, referring to ${envelopesVariable:gsList[1]:senderId} in a Project
will return the Group Sender Id of the first Group in the X12 Envelope.
To access the Transaction variable, you must access the Group variable using
${envelopesVariable:gsList[#] where [#] is the index of the desired group, followed by :stList[#],
where [#] is the index of the desired transaction. For example, referring to
${envelopesVariable:gsList[1]:stList[1]:stControlNumber} in a Project will return the Control
Number of the first Transaction inside the first Group of the X12 Envelope.
For more information on each attribute, refer to the following list:
authInfoQualifier
Authorization Information Qualifier
authInfo
Authorization Information
securityInfoQualifier
Security Information Qualifier
securityInfo
Security Information
senderQual
Sender ID Qualifier
senderId
Sender ID
receiverQual
Receiver ID Qualifier
receiverId
Receiver ID
date
Interchange Date
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time
Interchange Time
repetitionSeparator
Repetition Separator
standardsVersion
Standards Version Number
isaControlNumber
ISA Control Number
ackRequested
Acknowledgement Requested
usage
Usage Indicator
elementSeparator
Element Separator
compositeSeparator
Composite Element Separator
segmentSeparator
Segment Separator
expectedGroupCount
Expected Number of GS Envelopes (Specified at IEA01)
ieaControlNumber
IEA Control Number
agencyCode
Responsible Agency Code (GS.07)
gsList
A list of Group variables representing the elements defined in the GS segments of the document.

Group Variable
The Group variable contains the following attributes:
groupType
Functional Identifier Code (GS.01)
senderId
Application Sender Code (GS.02)
receiverId
Application Receiver Code (GS.03)
date
Date (GS.04)
time
Time (GS.05)
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gsControlNumber
GS Control Number (GS.06)
expectedTransactionSetTotal
Transaction Count (GE.01)
geControlNumber
GE Control Number (GE.02)
stList
A list of Transaction variables representing the elements defined in the ST segments of the
document.
standardVersionCode
Version Code (GS.08)

Transaction Variable
The Transaction variable contains the following attributes.
transactionVersion
Transaction Set Identifier Code (ST.01)
stControlNumber
ST Control Number (ST.02)
expectedSegmentTotal
Segment Count (SE.01)
seControlNumber
SE Control Number (SE.02)
actualSegmentTotal
Actual Segment Count (determined by parsing through input document)

Web User Variables
The following attributes are accessible by the Secure Forms drop-down component when
populated by a database resource.
form.publicAccess
Whether the form is being accessed publicly, or by a Web User.
webUser.username
The user name of the Web User accessing the Secure Form.
webUser.firstName
The first name of the Web User accessing the Secure Form.
webUser.lastName
The last name of the Web User accessing the Secure Form.
webUser.organization
The organization of the Web User accessing the Secure Form.
webUser.phoneNumber
The phone number of the Web User accessing the Secure Form.
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webUser.email
The email address of the Web User accessing the Secure Form.

Dates, Times, and Timestamps
GoAnywhere provides two date and time methods for performing various operations on strings
and data. They are Functions and the Timestamp task. Both methods allow you to:
l
l
l

Append the current date to file name following a file transfer
Use a date and time function to make decisions in a Project
Add the current date and time to a file or database

Descriptions and examples of each function can be found in the Functions topic. Alternatively, the
Timestamp task can be used to manipulate dates and times.

Functions
Date and Time Functions will use the current date/time when the function is processed during the
project execution. Function values are only stored in memory if they are assigned to a variable.
Example
If you have a simple Project that Prints the ${CurrentTime()} function, followed by a Delay of 20
seconds, followed by the another Print task that prints the ${CurrentTime()} function again, the
output to the log would be:
Print CurrentTime(): 12:42:35
Delaying Project for ‘20’ seconds
Print: CurrentTime(): 12:42:55
As you can see, the time has been incremented by 20 seconds because the ${CurrentTime()}
function uses the system’s current time each time the function is encountered in the Project.

Timestamp Task and Variables
When the Timestamp task is executed, the current data/time is stored in memory and the value is
persistent until the Project ends. To use the timestamp stored in memory, you would specify the
${system.CurrentDate} or ${system.currentTime} variables.
Example
Another Project uses the Timestamp task to initialize the current date/time and store it into
memory. When the project prints the ${system.currentTime} variable before and after the delay,
the time is the same. That is because the time was stored in memory when the Timestamp task
was processed, and the variables are returning the stored value.
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Print system.CurrentTime: 12:42:35
Delaying Project for ‘20’ seconds
Print: system.CurrentTime: 12:42:55

When to use Date/Time Variables or Functions?
You can use variables to maintain consistency in dates and times throughout the execution of
your Project. For example, a Project could execute at 11:59 PM and create a series of folders
that append the date to them. If the Timestamp task and variables are used, all the folders will
contain the date that was saved to a variable when the Timestamp task executed. If functions are
used, some folders might contain the date the Project executed, and some may contain the next
day’s date if the Project took longer than a minute to create the directories.

Date and Time Formats
The table below details the date and time function formatting options. For more on date and time
pattern strings, see the Date and Time Patterns topic.
TIP:

Date and time pattern strings are always case sensitive. Incorrect case will cause undesired
results.

Time Element

Returned Value

yyyy

Returns the full year (for example, 2018).

yy

Returns the last two digits of the year (for example, 18).

MM

Returns the month (for example, 12).

MMM

Returns the abbreviated month (for example, Dec).

MMMM

Returns the month (for example, December).

dd

Returns the day (for example, 21).

HH

Returns the hour in twenty-four hour format (for example, 13).

hh

Returns the hour (for example, 3).

mm

Returns the minutes (for example, 45).

ss

Returns the seconds (for example, 24).

a

Returns AM or PM.

Timestamp Examples
${CurrentTime()} - Returns the value "HH:mm:ss" (for example, 13:30:24).
${CurrentTime('hh:mm a')} - Returns the example value 1:30 PM.
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${CurrentDate()} - Returns the value "yyyy-MM-dd" (for example, 2011-12-31).
${CurrentDate('MM/dd/yy')} - Returns the example value 12/31/11.
${CurrentDate('MMMM dd, yyyy')} - Returns the example value December 31, 2011.

Regional Date Format Examples
United States
${CurrentDate('MM-dd-yy')} - Returns the example value 12-21-17.
Europe and India
${CurrentDate('dd-MM-yy')} - Returns the example value 21-12-17.
Japan and China
$CurrentDate('yyyy-MM-dd')} Returns the example value 2017-12-21.

Project Examples
The following examples demonstrate possible uses of the CurrentDate and CurrentTime
functions within GoAnywhere Project workflows. More time and date examples using the
Timestamp task are found in the Task Reference section.

Example 1: Adding the Current Date to a File Name
Follow the steps below to move a file from one directory to another while adding the current date
to the file name:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Move task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Move task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path of a single file to be moved.
l Destination File - The path and file name of where the file should be moved. In this
example, the CurrentDate function is added to the file name.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
In this example, the file is moved and renamed file05-09-18.txt.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Move task example:

Example 2: Moving Files in a File List and Renaming Each File to
Include a Timestamp
In the example below, a File List variable will be created using the Create File List task that
references files from a local directory. The Project will then move the files and rename them to
include a timestamp using the CurrentDate function. For example, a file in the file list may be
named "January.pdf". After the project executes, the output file will be named "January_2018_
01_01.pdf".
1. Create the File List Variable
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files
being created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists,
then it will be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.
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2. Create the For-Each Loop.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

c. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Move task to the Project Outline, within the
For-Each Loop.
d. On the Move task, specify the following attributes:
l

l

Source File - The path and file name of the file to be moved. In this example,
the ${file:name} variable is used, which contains the file at the current index in
the loop.
Destination File - The path and file name of where the file should be moved. In
this example, the following variables are appended to the destination:
l ${file:nameWithoutExtension} - Contains the file name, without
extension, of the file in the current index of the For-Each Loop.
l ${CurrentDate()} - Appends the current date to the file name. A date
format pattern may be added in () if desired.
l ${file:extension} - Contains the file extension of the file in the current
index of the For-Each Loop.

3. Click the Save button when done.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Moving Files in a File List example:
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Workspaces
GoAnywhere can create a workspace directory for temporarily storing files while executing a
Project. You can define tasks which place files into the workspace, as well as tasks which
retrieve files from the workspace.
For instance, you may want to retrieve files from a FTP server and temporarily store them on disk
before importing their contents into a database table. A workspace could be used to temporarily
store those retrieved files. After importing the file contents into a table, you could then delete the
workspace (the retrieved files) using the “Delete Workspace” task.

Outline Example
Listed below is an outline example of a Project that creates a temporary workspace, generates
an Excel file (which is placed in the workspace), sends the file over FTP, and then deletes the
workspace.
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Creating a Workspace
Create a workspace within a Project by following the steps below:
1. Create a new Project or edit an existing Project.
2. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create Workspace task to the Project Outline.
3. The Create Workspace task page opens. You can optionally specify a Label, which shows
in the Project outline.

4. Click the Save button to save the “Create Workspace” task.
5. The Create Workspace task must be placed above any tasks that need to use the
workspace. If needed, you can move the Create Workspace task by dragging it to the
desired location.

Using a Workspace
After a workspace is created, you can read and write files from/to the workspace by NOT
specifying a directory name for a file name within a Task. For example, if you specify
"Employees.xls" (without specifying a directory name) for the “Output File” attribute in the Write
Excel Task, the file will be stored in the Workspace.

Deleting a Workspace
In order to minimize disk space usage, you should delete a workspace when it is no longer
needed. To delete a workspace, add the Delete Workspace task to the end of your Project. This
task will delete the Project’s workspace directory and any files contained within it.
NOTE:

A workspace is not automatically deleted when the job ends. You need to purposely remove
the workspace using the "Delete Workspace" task in a Project.
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File Paths
Many tasks in GoAnywhere can refer to files and folders on the local system, network shares,
FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, Amazon S3 Buckets, and in workspaces. The following file path
constructs can be used to refer to these locations:
Local Files
A file is considered local by GoAnywhere when it can be accessed directly by the operating
system on the host server without additional drivers or resources.

Platform

Syntax

Example

Windows

driveletter:\[folder]\[filename] C:\My Documents\readme.txt

Linux

/[folder]/[file]

/usr/readme.txt

IBM i IFS

/[folder]/[file]

/usr/readme.txt

UNC

\\[hostname]\[folder]\[file]

\\FileServer\Temp\readme.txt

Network Files
The path to a file could be in a network location. Creating a Network Share defines a path on the
network where files can be accessed directly by a task in a project. After defining the path
location using a Network Share resource, a file can be referenced using the syntax resource:share://[ResourceName]/[AdditionalPath]. For example, if the Network Share resource
is MyShare, the file is accessed from this share using the syntax resource:share://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
Amazon S3 Buckets
The path to a file could be in an Amazon S3 Bucket. After defining the path location using an
Amazon S3 resource, a file can be referenced using the syntax - resource:s3://[ResourceName]/
[AdditionalPath]. For example, if the Amazon S3 resource is MyShare, the file is accessed from
this share using the syntax - resource:s3://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
Azure Blob Storage
The path to a file could be in an Azure Blob Storage directory. After defining the path location
using an Azure Blob Storage resource, a file can be referenced using the syntax resource:azureblob://[ResourceName]/[AdditionalPath]. For example, if the Azure Blob Storage
resource is MyShare, the file is accessed from this share using the syntax resource:azureblob://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
WebDAV Servers
The path to a file could be in a WebDAV server. After defining the path location using a WebDAV
resource, a file can be referenced using the syntax - resource:webdav://[ResourceName]/
[AdditionalPath]. For example, if the WebDAV resource is MyShare, the file is accessed from this
share using the syntax - resource:webdav://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
FTP Servers
The path to a file could be in a FTP server. After defining the path location using a FTP resource,
a file can be referenced using the syntax - resource:ftp://[ResourceName]/[AdditionalPath]. For
example, if the FTP resource is MyShare, the file is accessed from this share using the syntax resource:ftp://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
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FTPS Servers
The path to a file could be in a FTPS server. After defining the path location using a FTPS
resource, a file can be referenced using the syntax - resource:ftps://[ResourceName]/
[AdditionalPath]. For example, if the FTPS resource is MyShare, the file is accessed from this
share using the syntax - resource:ftps://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
SFTP Servers
The path to a file could be in a SFTP server. After defining the path location using a SFTP
resource, a file can be referenced using the syntax - resource:sftp://[ResourceName]/
[AdditionalPath]. For example, if the SFTP resource is MyShare, the file is accessed from this
share using the syntax - resource:sftp://MyShare/subfolder/myfile.txt.
NOTE:

When using the FTP, FTPS, and SFTP file paths, the following features are not supported:
l
l

Resuming of transfers that fail due to a lost connection.
Retry attempts and retry interval settings on the resource will not apply.

Workspaces
Workspaces provide a temporary folder location for Projects allowing files to be referenced
without specifying the full path to the file. To reference a file in the workspace from within a task,
only the file name needs to be supplied with no additional path information (for example,
"FileName.txt"). To reference the workspace folder in an output or destination directory field, use
the period (.) symbol.
Static and Variable Values
Path references can be made using static text, variable values or a combination of both.
Static: /files/orders.txt
Variable: ${pathToFile}
Combination: /files/${filename}
File Chooser
The File Chooser tool is available on file path related fields to assist in browsing for and selecting
files or file paths. Clicking the
icon next to the field will open the File Chooser. The File
Chooser can browse the entire local file system (on the server where GoAnywhere is installed) as
well as network shares. When browsing network shares, the File Chooser automatically builds the
URL path required to access a network file and places that path in the appropriate field.

Task Reference
Listed below is a summary of the tasks that are available for building Projects in GoAnywhere.
These tasks are grouped by category. Click any task for more details.
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Compression Tasks
l
l
l

l
l
l

Zip - Compresses one or more files together using the ZIP standard.
Unzip - Decompresses a ZIP file.
Tar - Packages several files together using the TAR standard (can optionally compress the
files with GZIP).
Untar - Unpackages a TAR file.
GZip - Compresses a single file using the GZIP standard.
GUnzip - Decompresses a GZIP file.

Database Tasks
l

SQL - Runs SQL statements against a database server, which is useful for retrieving rows
(records) from tables (physical files) or performing updates, inserts, etc.

Data Translation Tasks
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Read CSV - Reads and parses the contents of delimited text (CSV) files.
Write CSV - Writes data into a delimited text (CSV) formatted file.
Read Excel - Reads and parses the contents of Excel documents.
Write Excel - Writes data into an Excel document.
Password Protect Excel - Password protects an Excel document.
Read Fixed-width - Reads and parses the contents of Fixed-width text files.
Write Fixed-width - Writes data into a Fixed-width text formatted file.
Read Flat File - Reads and parses the contents of flat files.
Read XML - Reads and parses the contents of XML documents.
Write XML - Writes data into an XML document.
Read JSON - The Read JSON task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for
translating a JSON file into a RowSet variable.
Read X12 Envelope - Reads and validates ISA, GS, and ST envelopes within an X12
document.
Write JSON - Writes data into a JSON file.
Read EDI X12 - Reads and parses the contents of an EDI X12 document.
Write EDI X12 - Writes data to an EDI X12 document.
Read EDIFACT - Reads and parses the contents of an EDIFACT document.
Write EDIFACT - Writes data to an EDIFACT document.
Count RowSet - Counts the number of rows and columns in a RowSet variable.
Modify RowSet - Modifies the contents of a RowSet.
Validate RowSet - The Validate RowSet task allows you to validate the data contained in a
RowSet variable.
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Email & SMS Tasks
l

l
l

Retrieve Email - Retrieves email (based on filter criteria) and processes any file
attachments.
Send Email - Sends email to one or more recipients (with optional file attachments).
Send SMS Message - Sends an SMS text message to a cellular device.

File System Tasks
l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Checksum - The Checksum task creates a hash of a file and then places the hash in a
variable.
Copy - Copies one or more files either into the same directory (with different names) OR
into another directory.
Create File List - Builds a list of files based on filter criteria (for example, wildcards, size,
date). This "file list" can then be used in other tasks.
Delete - Deletes one or more files from a directory.
Make Directory - Creates a new directory (folder).
Merge Files - Merges the content of two or more files into a single file.
Move - Moves one or more files from one directory to another directory.
Rename - Renames one or more files in a directory.
Search and Replace - Searches for a string in a file and replaces it with a new value.
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File Transfer Tasks
l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l

l

l

l
l

l
l

l

AS2 - Sends messages to an AS2 server. AS2 messages are MIME formatted, but sent via
HTTP(S).
AS3 - Sends messages to an AS3 Partner. AS3 messages are MIME formatted, but sent
via FTP(S).
AS4 - Sends messages to an AS4 server. AS4 messages are MIME formatted, but sent via
HTTP(S).
FTP - Connects to a FTP server for sending/retrieving files.
FTPS - Connects to a FTPS (FTP over SSL) server for sending/retrieving files.
FileCatalyst - Connects to a FileCatalyst server for sending/retrieving files.
PeSIT - Connects to a PeSIT server for sending/retrieving files.
GoAnywhere HTTPS - Posts and Gets data from the secure HTTPS server in the
GoAnywhere module.
GoDrive Upload - The GoDrive Upload Task allows Admin Users to upload files to a
Web User's GoDrive account.
GoFast - GoFast is a file transfer acceleration protocol that is proprietary to GoAnywhere.
The GoFast server and clients use UDP channels, along with optimized congestion and
flow controls to maximize file transfer speeds.
HTTP - Posts and Gets data from a HTTP server (for example, web site).
HTTPS - Posts and Gets data from a secure HTTPS server (for example, web site) using
SSL.
SCP - Connects to a SCP (FTP over SFTP) server for sending/retrieving files.
SFTP - Connects to a SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol) server for sending/retrieving
files.
S3 - Connect to the Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) for exchanging files and
retrieving or setting metadata.

Integration Tasks
l

l

l
l
l
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Execute IBM i Commands and Programs - Executes (calls) one or more commands or
programs on an IBM i (iSeries) machine.
Execute Native Command - Executes a command (for example, executable, script, etc.)
that is locally accessible by GoAnywhere.
Execute SSH Commands - Connects to a remote server using SSH.
ICAP - Sends files to an ICAP server to be scanned for data loss prevention or viruses.
SNMP Trap - The SNMP Trap task allows you to send trap messages to an SNMP server.
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Job Control Tasks
l
l
l

l
l
l

l

l

l

l
l

Call Module - Calls a second Module within a Project.
Call Project - Calls another Project located in the same installation of GoAnywhere.
Call Remote Project - Calls another Project located on a different (remote) installation of
GoAnywhere.
Call Agent Project - Call a Project to be executed on an Agent.
Call Agent Group Project - Call a Project to be executed on a Group of Agents.
Delay - The Delay task can be used to pause a Project for a specified amount of time. This
is especially useful in file scanning loops.
If - While a GoAnywhere Project is running, additional tasks or loops can be executed if a
condition evaluates to true.
Else - An Else clause can be added after an IF condition to execute a set of tasks when the
IF condition evaluates to false.
Exit Module - Exits a module at the specified location if a condition evaluates to true. If the
module is a secondary module, the project returns to where the module was called.
Exit Project - Exits a Project at the specified location if a condition evaluates to true.
Raise Error - Generates an error in the Project, which can be used to abort the job or route
control to another module.

Loops
l

l

l
l

l

l

Do-While Loop - A Do-While loop is similar to a While Loop, however a Do-While loop
checks the condition at the end of the loop. Therefore the tasks in a Do-While loop will
execute at least once.
Exit Loop - The Exit Loop is a special component used to exit (or leave) the loop when a
certain condition is met.
For Loop - A For Loop executes one or more tasks for a specified number of times.
For-Each Loop - For-Each Loops are used to iterate over a collection of items such as a list
of files contained in a File List or a collection of data in a RowSet.
Iterate Loop - The Iterate Loop is a special component for advancing the loop to the next
iteration without running the remaining items in the loop.
While Loop - The While Loop checks a specified condition before executing the tasks
contained within the loop. If the condition is met, the tasks within the Loop will execute one
iteration.
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Miscellaneous Tasks
l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

l

l

l

Base64 Encode - The Base64 Encode task encodes the binary content of an input file and
produces the Base64 encoded ASCII output file.
Base64 Decode - The Base64 Decode task decodes the Base64 encoded input file and
produces an output file with the decoded binary content.
Close RowSet - Manually closes a RowSet to release database locks.
Close Session - Closes an open SFTP, SCP, or SSH session.
Deny Trigger Event - Can be used to prevent a MDN Receipt from being sent from the AS2
service, to stop a Secure Mail from being sent, or to reject a new file from being uploaded
into GoDrive.
Get Agent Information - Retrieves information for a specific Agent.
Get Agent Group Information - Retrieves information for a specific Agent group.
Print - Writes user-specified text into the job log.
Secure Form Response - The Secure Form Response task is used to provide custom
success or failure messages when a user submits a Secure Form.
Set Variable - Assigns a new value to a Variable. Read more details in the Variables
section.
Timestamp - Initializes system variables or user-defined variables to the current date, time
or timestamp. Read more details in the Dates, Times and Timestamps section.
Custom Tasks - Tasks listed in the Custom Tasks section are managed on the Custom
Tasks page.
Outdated Tasks - If improvements are made to a Task which may change its existing
behavior, then a new version number of that Task will be created. The previous version of
a task will be moved to the Outdated Tasks folder.

MQ
l
l
l
l
l

Open MQ Session - Opens a Message Queue Session with the MQ Server.
MQ Retrieve Message - Retrieves messages from the MQ Server.
MQ Send Message - Sends messages to the MQ Server.
MQ Commit/Rollback - Commits messages before the MQ Session is closed.
Close MQ Session - Closes the Message Queue Session with the MQ Server.

PGP Tasks
l
l
l
l
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PGP Decrypt - Decrypts PGP files.
PGP Encrypt - Encrypts files using OpenPGP encryption.
PGP Sign - Embeds a Digital Signature into a file.
PGP Verify - Verifies a Digital Signature that is embedded in a file.
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Project Tasks
l

l
l
l

l

l

Comment - Comments can be added to Projects to help administrators understand the
purpose of a task or Project logic.
Create Workspace - Creates a directory (unique to a job) for temporarily storing files.
Delete Workspace - Deletes the Workspace directory for the job.
Import Project Source - In GoAnywhere, you can create common logic and definitions (aka
Snippets) which can be shared with one or more Projects. This will save time and ensure
quality by not having to duplicate the same logic into multiple Projects.
Module - A Module is a logical grouping of one or more Tasks. Multiple modules can be
defined in a Project.
Variable -You can create your own user-defined variables in a Project, which can be used
in one or more tasks within that Project.

Report Tasks
l

Reports - Produces a variety of reports including audit log activity, analytics and
management information in PDF format.

Web Services Tasks
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Create JWT - Creates a JSON Web Token.
SOAP - Sends messages to the SOAP web service.
REST Delete - Sends a REST request to delete a resource from a web service.
REST GET - Sends a REST request to retrieve data from a web service.
REST Multipart Post - Sends multiple REST requests simultaneously.
REST Options - Sends a REST request for communication options available to a web
service.
REST Patch - Sends a REST request to add or update data on a web service.
REST Post - Sends a REST request to create a new resource on a web service.
REST Put - Sends a REST request to update an existing resource on a web service.

Compression Tasks
Compression tasks are very useful when working with large amounts of data. Large files can be
compressed considerably (depending on their data contents), which will save disk space and
decrease transmission times.
Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from SMB Network
Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files or folders from
these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or decompressed,
and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted folder.
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Zip Task
A .ZIP file can be created to package, compress and encrypt one or more files. .ZIP files are very
useful for reducing disk space, minimizing transmission times and for keeping related files
organized together.
NOTE:

The ZIP and UNZIP processes in GoAnywhere have been tested for compatibility with other
vendors, including PKZIP® and WinZip®.
When creating a .ZIP file, a password can additionally be specified to secure the data using
either standard protection or AES (Advanced Encryption Standard). This is a symmetric form of
encryption, in which the same password will be used to both encrypt and decrypt the file.
Typical data can often be reduced to 1/10th of its original size. GoAnywhere supports the zipping
and unzipping of large files (multi-gigabyte in size).
After zipping file(s) with GoAnywhere, the resulting .ZIP file can then be placed on the Local File
System, distributed to a FTP server or sent to one or more email recipients.
NOTE:

Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from
SMB Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files
or folders from these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or
decompressed, and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or
Encrypted folder.

Example: Zip A File
Follow the steps below to add a Zip task to a Project for compressing files:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Compression folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Zip task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Zip task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - If you want to zip a single file, then specify the file path to this file.
Otherwise leave blank if using an Input Files Variable or a File Set.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
compressed.
l Output File - The name of the zip file to create.
l When File Exists - The action to take if a file with the same name exists in the
location.
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3. Specify any additional attributes for the Zip task on the other panels (for example,
password, encryption method, etc.).
4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Zip task:

ZIP Task Field Definitions
The ZIP task compresses a file or set of files into a .ZIP file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and name of a single file to zip.
Input Files Variable
Specify a variable that contains file(s) to be compressed. The type of this variable must be File
List. For example, ${variableName}.
Input Files Sets
Define a File Set that contains files to be compressed.
Output File
Specify the name and location of the output ZIP file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the zipped file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
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Advanced Panel
Password
Specify the password to use to encrypt the zip file. If a password is specified, the contents of the
zipped file will be encrypted and will only be accessible using this password.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the above password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Encryption Method
Specify the encryption method to use to encrypt the ZIP file. This is used only if a password is
specified. Default Value: standard
Compression Level
Specify the level of compression to use. Default Value: medium
Save Full Path Into
Specify whether or not to save the full path information in the output ZIP file. Default Value: false
Encoding
Specify the encoding used for the name of the ZIP file, the names of the files within the ZIP file,
and the password protecting the ZIP file. Default Value: UTF-8
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the zipped file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Archived Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files that have been
successfully archived. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled.Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Unzip Task
The Unzip task will decompress and optionally decrypt a .ZIP file. If the .ZIP file is password
protected, that password should be specified in the Password attribute on the Advanced Panel in
the Unzip Task.
The ZIP and UNZIP processes in GoAnywhere have been tested for compatibility with other
vendors, including PKZIP® and WinZip®.
NOTE:

Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from
SMB Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files
or folders from these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or
decompressed, and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or
Encrypted folder.

Example: Unzip a File
NOTE:

Follow the steps below to unzip a single file that is not password protected:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Compression folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Unzip task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Unzip task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and name of the file to unzip.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
uncompressed.
l Output Directory - The file path where the contents of the ZIP file should be
extracted.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
NOTE:

The Unzip Task allows for File Sets to be specified in order to process multiple .ZIP
files at once. If multiple .ZIP files are specified and they are password protected then
the Password attribute value must apply to all .ZIP files or the task will fail.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Unzip task:

Unzip Task Field Definitions
The Unzip task will decompress and optionally decrypt a .ZIP file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and name of a single file to unzip.
Input Files Variable
Specify a variable that contains file(s) to uncompressed. The type of this variable must be File
List. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains files to be uncompressed.
Output Directory
Specify the directory path to which the contents of the input ZIP files should be extracted.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a file being extracted already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Password
Specify the password to use to decrypt the zip file(s). Only specify if the input zip file(s) are
encrypted. Please note that if unzipping multiple encrypted ZIP files, they all must have the same
password or the task will fail.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the above password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Ignore Path Information
Specify whether or not to ignore the path information contained in the input zip file(s) while
extracting. If set to true, all entries in the zip file(s) will be extracted to the specified output
directory. No sub-directories will be created even if the entries in the zip file have directory
information associated with them. If set to false, all entries in the zip file(s) will be extracted to the
specified output directory. The directory information in the zip file(s) is preserved. Default: false
Make Base Directories
Specify whether or not a separate base directory should be created for storing the contents of
each input zip file. When set to true, in the specified output directory, a sub-directory will be
created for each input zip file. The directory name will be derived from the input zip file name.
Default Value: false
When Base Directory Exists
Specify the action to take when the base directory exists. This is applicable only when the 'Make
Base Directories' option is set to true. The default value is 'rename' which changes the destination
file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Preserve Dates
Specify whether or not the dates on the extracted files should be preserved. If set to 'true', the
dates will be taken from the input zip files. If set to 'false', the dates on the extracted files will be
overridden to the date and time when they are extracted. Default Value: true
Encoding
Specify the encoding used for the names of the files within the ZIP file and the password
protecting the ZIP file. Default Value: UTF-8
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain all extracted files. The variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input zip file(s). The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Number of Files Archived Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files that have been
successfully extracted. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Tar Task
A tar file combines one or more files into one larger file for distribution or archiving purposes.
The Tar Task can also compress the output file with GZip compression. It is recommended to
name a compressed tar file with a .tar.gz extension.
NOTE:

Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from
SMB Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files
or folders from these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or
decompressed, and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or
Encrypted folder.

Example: Tar a File
Follow the steps below to Tar and compress a list of files through the use of a File Set:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Compression folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Tar task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Tar task, specify the following fields:
l Input File - Specify the path and name of a single file to tar.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
compressed.
l Output File - The name and file path of the output Tar file.

3. On the Advanced panel of the Tar task, specify the Compress value:
l Compress - Whether or not to use GZip compression when creating the Tar file.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Tar task:

Tar Task Field Definitions
The Tar task compresses a file or set of files into a .tar file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and name of a single file to tar.
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Input Files Variable
Specify a variable that contains file(s) to be compressed. The type of this variable must be File
List. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains files to be compressed.
Output Directory
Specify the name and location of the output TAR file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the tarred file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Save Full Path Info
Specify whether or not to save the full path information in the output TAR file. Default Value:
false
Compress
Specify whether or not to use GZip compression when creating the TAR file. Default Value: false
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the tarred file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Archived Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files that have been
successfully archived. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Untar Task
The Untar task will extract all files in a tar file and place them into a directory. If the tar file is
compressed with GZip then the Is Tar File Compressed attribute on the Advanced panel should
be set to true.
NOTE:

Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from
SMB Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files
or folders from these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or
decompressed, and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or
Encrypted folder.

Example: Untar a File
Follow the steps below to extract and decompress a tar file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Compression folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Untar task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Untar task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and name of a single file to untar.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
uncompressed.
l Output Directory - The directory path to which the contents of the input TAR files
should be extracted to.
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3. On the Advanced panel of the Untar task, specify the Is Tar File Compressed? value:
l Is Tar File Compressed? - Whether or not the tar file should be decompressed
using GUnzip.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Untar task:

Untar Task Field Definitions
The Untar task will extract files from a .tar file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and name of a single file to tar.
Input Files Variable
Specify a variable that contains file(s) to uncompressed. The type of this variable must be File
List. For example, ${variableName}.
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Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains files to be uncompressed.
Output Directory
Specify the directory path to which the contents of the input TAR files should be extracted.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a file being extracted already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Is Tar File Compressed?
Specify whether or not the tar file being untarred is compressed using GZip. Default Value: false
Ignore Path Information
Specify whether or not to ignore the path information contained in the input tar file(s) while
extracting. If set to true, all entries in the tar file(s) will be extracted to the specified output
directory. No sub-directories will be created even if the entries in the tar file have directory
information associated with them. If set to false, all entries in the tar file(s) will be extracted to the
specified output directory. The directory information in the tar file(s) is preserved. Default: false
Make Base Directories
Specify whether or not a separate base directory should be created for storing the contents of
each input tar file. When set to true, in the specified output directory, a sub-directory will be
created for each input tar file. The directory name will be derived from the input tar file name.
Default Value: false
When Base Directory Exists
Specify the action to take when the base directory exists. This is applicable only when the 'Make
Base Directories' option is set to true. The default value is 'rename' which changes the destination
file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Preserve Dates
Specify whether or not the dates on the extracted files should be preserved. If set to 'true', the
dates will be taken from the input tar files. If set to 'false', the dates on the extracted files will be
overridden to the date and time when they are extracted. Default Value: true
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain all extracted files. The variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input tar file(s). The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Archived Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files that have been
successfully extracted. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

GZip Task
The GZip task can compress one or more files on the local file system using the GZip standard.
File Sets can be added to the GZip Task to compress multiple files, in which case it will create a
compressed file for each file in the File Set, appending a .gz to each of the resulting file names.
NOTE:

Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from
SMB Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files
or folders from these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or
decompressed, and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or
Encrypted folder.

Example: GZip a File
Follow the steps below to GZip a single file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Compression folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GZip task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the GZip task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file to GZip.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
compressed.
l Output File - The file path and file name where the GZipped file should be saved.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GZip task:

NOTE:

If multiple files need to be compressed, you may consider using the Tar Task to
package/compress those files together into a single file.

GZip Task Field Definitions
The GZip task can compress one or more files on the local file system using the GZip standard.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to GZip.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains files to GZip. For example,
${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains files to be compressed.
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Output File
Specify the path and file name where the GZipped file should be saved. This is not allowed when
GZipping multiple files using inputFilesVariable attribute or a nested File Set element.
Output Directory
Specify the directory where the output files should be saved.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the GZipped file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Compression Level
Specify the compression level to use. Valid values range between 'very low' and 'maximum'. A
higher compression level will cause the file(s) to be more compressed, however compression will
take longer. A lower compression level will cause the file(s) to compress faster. Default Value:
medium
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the GZipped files. This variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the input files that were successfully
Gzipped. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Archived Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files compressed. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

GUnzip Task
The GUnzip task will decompress one or more files that are compressed with the GZip standard.
Either a single file can be decompressed or File Sets can be added to the GUnzip Task to
decompress multiple files. If a File Set is used, a decompressed file will be created for each file in
the File Set.
NOTE:

Compression tasks cannot compress or decompress files or folders located from
SMB Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or Encrypted Folders. Alternatively, files
or folders from these resources can be copied into a Project Workspace to be compressed or
decompressed, and then moved to a SMB Network Share, FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers, or
Encrypted folder.

Example: GUnzip a File
Follow the steps below to GUnzip a single file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Compression folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GUnzip task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GUnzip task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single GZipped file to decompress.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
uncompressed.
l Output File - The file to which the input file should be extracted, when
uncompressing a single GZip file.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GUnzip task:

GUnzip Task Field Definitions
The GUnzip task will decompress one or more files that are compressed with the GZip standard.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single GZipped file to uncompress.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains a list or a collection of lists of files
to uncompress.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains files to be uncompressed.
Output File
Specify the file to which the input file should be extracted, when uncompressing a single GZip
file. By default, the file name will be retrieved from the headers of the compressed file.
Output Directory
Specify the directory to which the input files should be extracted. By default files will be extracted
to the same directory where the input file is in.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a file being extracted already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain a list of the files that were extracted.
This variable will be of type File List. It will be created if it does not exist, and overwritten
otherwise. Specify the variable name if the extracted files will be used in a subsequent task (For
example, FTP the extracted files).
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain a list of input GZipped files that were
processed by this task. It will be created if it does not exist, and overwritten otherwise. Specify the
variable name if the zip file(s) will be used in a subsequent task (For example, Delete the zip file).
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Database Tasks
Database tasks can connect to a wide variety of database servers including DB2, Oracle, SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, Informix, and MySQL/MariaDB. Any SQL statement supported by the
database server can be issued by GoAnywhere Projects including SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT,
DELETE, CALL and CREATE statements.

SQL Task
The SQL task can connect to a database server for running SQL statements, which is useful for
retrieving rows (records) from tables (physical files) or performing updates, inserts, etc. The
database server connections can be pre-defined as reusable Resources, which can be selected
from a drop-down menu in the SQL Task.

Example 1: SQL SELECT
Follow the steps below to perform a SQL SELECT statement within a Project.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Database folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SQL task to the Project Outline.
2. On the of the SQL task, select the database server resource from the drop-down list. If not
already defined, click the Create button to define a new database server resource.

3. Click the Add button to Add a Query to the SQL task.
4. Type in your SQL Select Statement on the page. Alternatively, you can use the SQL
Wizard for quickly building the Select statement. With the SQL wizard, you can choose
schemas (libraries), tables (physical files), columns (fields), column headings, "where"
criteria and "order by" criteria. To access the SQL Wizard for building a SELECT
statement, click the
icon on the right side of the SQL Statement field.
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5. Specify the Output Variable name, which will contain the data as type RowSet from the
Select Statement's results. Add any additional tasks to work with the data in the Output
Variable. For instance, you may want to use the Output Variable as the input into other
tasks such as the Write CSV, Write Excel, Write Fixed-width or Write XML tasks.
NOTE:

You must have Use permission to the Database Resource in order to execute the Project.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SQL Select task:

Example 2: SQL INSERT
A 'myData' RowSet variable contains the following data that will be inserted into a SQL database:
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${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

Employee
ID

First Name

Last Name

Hire Date

Dept. Code

Salary

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-01-19

BB001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-04-01

BB001

65000

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-09-30

KH001

105000

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-11-15

KH001

87500

34591

John

Davis

2001-06-15

KH001

85000

Follow the steps below to perform an SQL INSERT statement using data from a RowSet:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Database folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SQL task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SQL task, select the database server resource from the drop-down list. If not
already defined, click the Create button to define a new database server resource.

3. Click the Add button to Add a Query to the SQL task.
4. Type in your SQL Insert Statement on the page. In this example, a '?' is used as a place
holder for each Index in the 'myData' RowSet. The 'myData' RowSet contains six columns,
therefore six '?' placeholders will be used in the query.
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NOTE:

Not all databases support closing semi-colons and, as a result, may return an invalid
character error.
5. Specify the RowSet variable name '${myData}' into the Input RowSet Variable field. The
specified SQL Statement will be executed once per each row in this RowSet.
6. Click the Save button when complete. When the Project is executed, data from the
'myData' RowSet variable will be inserted into the database.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SQL INSERT task:

Example 3: SQL INSERT Using Query Parameters
In the previous example, the entire 'myData' RowSet variable was inserted into a SQL database.
On some occasions, you may only want to add selected columns from the RowSet variable into
the database. To add specific columns, you must use a Parameter element for each column you
wish to insert.
Follow the steps below to insert columns one and six from the 'myData' RowSet variable into the
database.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Database folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SQL task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the the SQL task, select the database server resource from the drop-down list. If not
already defined, click the Create button to define a new database server resource.

3. Click the Add button to Add a Query to the SQL task.
4. Type in your SQL Insert Statement on the page. In this example, only two placeholder '?'
are used for the Indexes referenced in the 'myData' RowSet.

NOTE:

Not all databases support closing semi-colons and, as a result, may return an invalid
character error.
5. Specify the RowSet variable name '${myData}' into the Input RowSet Variable field. The
specified SQL Statement will be executed once per each row in this RowSet.
6. Click the Add button to Add a Parameter to the SQL query.
7. Enter '1' in the Parameter Index field. The '1' represents the first '?' placeholder position in
the SQL Statement.
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8. Enter '1' in the Map From field. This inserts data from column 1 of the 'myData' RowSet
variable into the first column of the database.

9. Click the Add button and choose Add Same to add another Parameter to the SQL query.
10. Enter '2' in the Parameter Index field. The '2' represents the second '?' placeholder in the
SQL Statement.
11. Enter '6' in the Map From field. This inserts data from column 6 of the 'myData' RowSet
variable into the database.

12. Click the Save button when complete. When the Project is executed, data from columns 1
and 6 from the 'myData' RowSet variable are inserted into the SQL Database.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SQL Query INSERT task which
uses two Query Parameter elements:
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Field Definitions
SQL Task
The SQL task allows you to specify the SQL server that will be used for your SQL query.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Database Server
Select a pre-configured database server from the drop down list.
Auto-Commit
Specify whether or not to commit the changes automatically. A value of 'true' means that
the changes will be committed automatically after executing each query. A value of 'false'
means that an explicit commit will be issued after successfully executing all queries. If any
of the query fails for any reason, a rollback is issued. Default Value: true
NOTE:

If you are using the Batch Size field on the Query element's Advanced panel, batch
inserts and updates may not work properly unless the Auto-Commit value is set to
False.

Database Server Panel
JDBC Driver
Specify the JDBC driver to use to connect to the target database. The driver need not exist
in the dropdown menu, but must be installed in GoAnywhere before it can be used.
Specifying this value is only necessary if a Database Server resource was not selected or if
it is desired to override the JDBC Driver specified in the Database Server resource.
JDBC URL
Specify the connection information for the specified database server. The syntax for
specifying the connection information is driver dependent. A JDBC URL Wizard has been
provided to assist with generating JDBC URLs. Click the '..' button to launch the JDBC URL
Builder. Specifying this value is only necessary if a Database Server resource was not
selected or if it is desired to override the JDBC URL specified in the Database Server
resource.
User
Specify a user name for logging in to the specified Database Server. This is only necessary
if a Database Server resource was not selected or if it is desired to override the user name
specified in the Database Server resource.
Password
Specify a password for logging into the specified database. This is only necessary if a
Database Server resource was not selected or if it is desired to override the password
specified in the Database Server resource.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the password is encrypted. Default Value: false
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Query Element
The Query element allows you to specify a SQL statement that will execute on your SQL
server.
Label
Specify a label for this query.
SQL Statement
Specify the SQL statement to be executed. Any valid SQL statement that is supported by
the target database server is allowed. Some example statement types include - SELECT,
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, CALL, CREATE etc. An easy to use graphical tool is provided
to build SELECT statements. Click on the '..' button to launch the SQL Wizard.
NOTE:

Not all databases support closing semi-colons and, as a result, may return an invalid
character error.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify a variable of type RowSet which should be fed as input to the SQL Statement being
executed. For example, ${variableName}. The specified SQL Statement will be executed
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once per each row in this RowSet. This is specifically used to insert or update multiple
records which are read from a different data source such as a flat file or another database.
Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the result of statement
execution. The type of this variable depends on the the SQL statement. For SELECT
statements, the type of this variable is RowSet, and for all other statements, the type of this
variable is a number which contains the number of records affected, if any.
Advanced Panel
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be used as a replacement for null values that are in the Input
RowSet. This value is ignored if the specified SQL statement is a SELECT statement. This
value can also be overridden on an individual parameter.
Create Scrollable RowSet?
Specify whether or not to create a scrollable RowSet. This attribute is only applicable for
queries that return a result set. A scrollable RowSet can be traversed in both forward and
reverse directions, thus allowing it to be re-used several times across multiple tasks. A
non-scrollable RowSet can only be used once. By default, a scrollable RowSet will be
created and should be adequate for most scenarios. Only configure this option if you are
sure a non-scrollable RowSet is required. Default Value: true
Batch Size
Specify the batch size to use. If left blank, batching insert/update processing is not used
(default). This attribute is only applicable when inserting or updating records and may
greatly increase the speed of large insert/update operations at the cost of a larger memory
footprint.
NOTE:

Batch inserts and updates may not work properly unless the Auto-Commit value on
the SQL Task is set to False.
When No Data Found
Specify the action to take when the query produces an empty RowSet. By default, the
project will continue with executing the next task. Please note that this attribute does not
have any effect for SQL statements that DO NOT produce a RowSet such as insert or
update statements. Default Value: continue
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Parameter Element
The Parameter element allows you to specify the data mapped to placeholders ('?') in your
query.
Parameter Index
The index number of this parameter. Counting begins with 1.
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Data Type
The data type of this parameter. By default, the data type CHAR is used unless this
parameter is mapped to a column in the Input RowSet, in which case, the data type will be
determined from the Input. Default Value: CHAR
Value
Specify a value for this parameter. You can leave this blank if the Map From attribute was
specified.
Map From
Specify the index or name of the column in the Input RowSet (if one was defined in the
Query) that should be mapped to this parameter. Mapping means that the value from the
specified column be taken as the value of this input parameter when executing the SQL
Statement.
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be used as a replacement for null values that are in the Input
RowSet. This value is ignored if the specified SQL statement is a SELECT statement.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Data Translation Tasks
Data translation tasks can read and write data using several popular formats including CSV,
Excel, Fixed-width, Flat file, XML, X12, and EDIFACT.

Read CSV Task
The Read CSV task can read data from delimited text files and load that data into a RowSet
variable. That variable can then be used to import the data into a database or translate it into
another file type like Excel, fixed-width, or XML.
If the input data does not have any special formatting requirements, then you can generally just
specify the Input File and Output RowSet Variable attributes in the Read CSV task. However, if
some of the fields have special formatting (for example, dates, trailing spaces, etc.), then you will
want to Specify Data Options that can be added from the Add button on the page toolbar.
Formatting Options
Data Options specified will apply to every column in the file. For example, if you want to remove
the leading and trailing white spaces on every field you can set that by using the Trim attribute. If
you have a lot of columns in your file and you want all of the data trimmed except for a couple of
columns then you can override the data options for a specific column by adding a Column
element from the Add button on the page toolbar.
Column elements allow you to specify specific options for each column in your delimited file. You
can add a name to the column, indicate the data type, change the formatting and more. The
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Pattern attribute of the Column element allows you to specify the date or number format of the
input. For example, if your input contains a numeric value like $4,500.99 then you can specify a
pattern of $###,###.00. After the data is read in it will be converted to 4500.99, which is a format
that is accepted by databases. If the input doesn't match that pattern then the Project will fail
preventing garbage data from being processed.

Example: Read CSV File
Follow the steps below to read a CSV file that trims the leading and trailing spaces and also takes
a containing dollar figures and converts them to a standard number without formatting. The
following image represents the input CSV file:

1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify values for the Read CSV Task attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file from which to read the data.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read. The CSV files must be uniform in data structure, and each CSV file must
contain the same number of columns and the columns must be of the same data
type (such as VARCHAR or INT).
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input file.

3. Click the Add button, and then click Specify Data Options.
4. On the Data Options element, specify the trim option, which is how the leading and trailing
spaces will be trimmed.
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5. Click the Add button, and then click Add Column to add an element to the Read CSV
task.
6. On the Column element, specify the Index value of the column (to perform type conversion
for):

7. On the Type Conversion panel of the Column element , specify the following attributes:
l Type - The data type of this column. Use the value NUMERIC to convert the currency
amounts into a standard number as per the example parameter above.
l Pattern - The pattern to use to format numeric fields.

8. Click the Save button when complete. When the project executes, a RowSet variable
named myData will contain the following data. Note, the data format of ${myData[6]} has
been updated to remove the currency format:

${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-0119

BB001

72000.00

34593

Tina

Young

2010-0401

BB001

65000.00

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-0930

KH001

105000.00

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-1115

KH001

87500.00

34591

John

Davis

2001-0615

KH001

85000.00
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read CSV task:

Field Definitions
Read CSV
The Read CSV task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating a
CSV file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to read the data
from. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be read. The CSV files must be uniform in
data structure, and each CSV file must contain the same number of columns and the
columns must be of the same data type (such as VARCHAR or INT).
Output RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data read from the specified input file
(s). The variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
RowSet input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Field Delimiter
Specify the character used in the input file(s) to separate data in each field. Default Value:
comma
Advanced Panel
Skip Invalid Records
Specify whether or not to ignore invalid records and continue on. The default is false, which
will signal a error when invalid data is encountered. Default Value: false
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Skip First Row
Specify whether or not to skip the first row of the csv file(s). If the csv file(s) contain header
information in the first row, set this value to 'true'. Default Value: false
Record Delimiter
Specify the character or sequence of characters that are used to separate each record in
the input file(s). The default record delimiter is CRLF (carriage return immediately followed
by line feed). Default Value: CRLF
Text Qualifier
Specify the character used to enclose data in each field. Default Value: none
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file(s). The default value is same as the
platform's default file encoding. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Data Options
The Data Options element allows you to specify data format options for the fields in a
CSV file.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. By
default no data is trimmed, i.e., all leading and trailing white spaces are preserved. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual column settings. Default Value: none
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input
files. If the data in any column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Data Format Panel
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) in the input
files. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be used if and
only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type column defined
under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the decimal number fields (real, float, double, decimal and
numeric) in the input files. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note that this
setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double, decimal,
numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the pattern used by the date fields in the input file(s). For example, MM/dd/yyyy
(08/02/2007). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one date type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern used by the time fields in the input files. For example, hh:mm:ss a
(08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one time type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern used by the timestamp fields in the input files. For example, MMM dd,
yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one timestamp type column defined under this data
element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MMdd HH:mm:ss.SSS
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric, date/time data is
formatted. The Locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two
character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code. The
country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
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Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual column(s). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one numeric or date/time type column defined under this
data element. Default Value: en_US
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters for columns in a
CSV file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Name
Specify the name of this column.
Size
Specify the size (maximum numer of characters) of the column. This setting may not be
used by this task but could be used by subsequent tasks that use the RowSet generated by
this task.
Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For eample, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Pattern
Specify the pattern that was used to format numeric or date/time fields. This will be used if
and only if this column is defined as a numeric, date, time or timestamp type column.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
column is defined as a numeric or date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from
parent Data element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
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Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from this
column. If the data in this column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null value. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write CSV Task
The Write CSV task will write a delimited text file based on the contents of a RowSet variable.
That variable can contain data from a database or from another file type such as Excel, fixedwidth, or XML.
Writing a CSV file can be as easy as specifying the Input RowSet Variable and Output File
attributes. By default, the file will be comma delimited and the contents will be identical to the
data found in the RowSet variable.
Formatting Options
If the output data needs special formatting, you can Specify Data Options by selecting it through
the Add button in the sub-menu.
Column Heading Options
To specify column headings, or override column headings from the RowSet variable, you can
Specify Column Options by selecting it through the Add button in the sub-menu.
NOTE:

If you are appending to an existing file, no header information is sent to the file even if the
Task is configured to write header info.

Example: Write CSV File
Follow the steps below to write a CSV file. This example demonstrates how to format a column
from a standard number into its dollar representation (see Step 7), and then add headings to the
columns. The input RowSet data being used is based on the example in the RowSets topic.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the the Write CSV task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains
data to write to a file.
l Output File - The file path and file name of a single file to write.
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3. Click on the Advanced panel and specify the following values:
l Include Column Headings - Specify whether or not to include column headings in
the generated CSV file. Set this to 'true'.

4. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Specify Data Options menu item.
5. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Column menu item.
6. On the Write CSV Column element, specify the Index value:
l Index - The index of the column in the input RowSet.

7. On the Type Conversion panel of the Write CSV Column element, specify values for the
following attributes:
l Data Type - The data type of this column. The output data type does not need to
match in input type. The example in the Read CSV Task converted the Currency
Data Type to a Number. This allows you to convert the number back to a Currency
Data Type.
l Pattern - The pattern to use to format numeric or date/time fields.
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8. Click on the Write CSV task in the Project Outline, and then click the Add button in the
sub-menu and select the Specify Column Options menu item.
9. On the Column Options element, click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the
Add Column menu item.
10. On the Add Column element, specify the following fields:
l Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts
with index 1.
l Heading - Specify the column heading value. This value overrides the value in the
input RowSet.

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 to add column headings for each column in the RowSet.
12. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write CSV task:

The following image illustrates the CSV file created from the Write CSV task:

Field Definitions
Write CSV Task
The Write CSV task allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a RowSet
variable into a CSV file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data to write to a file. For
example, ${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to write.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
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Value: rename
Field Delimiter
Specify the character to use for separating each field in the generated CSV file. Default
Value: comma
Advanced Panel
Maximum Rows
Specify the maximum number of rows to be written to the output file. When this limit is
reached, the remaining rows in the input RowSet will be silently skipped.
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the output file. Default Value: The platform's default file
encoding.
Include Column Headings
Specify whether or not to include column headings in the generated CSV file. Default
Value: false
Record Delimiter
Specify the character(s) to use for separating each record (or row) in the generated CSV
file. Default Value: CRLF
Text Qualifier
Specify the character used to enclose data in each field. Default Value: none
Apply Text Qualifier To
Specify whether the text qualifier (if specified) should be applied to all columns or only to
non-numeric columns. By default, the column types are determined from the metadata of
the Input RowSet. The column types can also be overridden by defining the nested column
elements. Please note that in some cases the text qualifier may be applied to numeric
fields if the numeric value is formatted to contain special characters (e.g. comma). Text
qualifier is always applied to all column headings (irrespective of the column type) if the
column headings are included. Default Value: none
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file. The variable will
be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Data Options
The Data Options element allows you to specify data format options for the data written to
the CSV file.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. By
default no data is trimmed, i.e., all leading and trailing white spaces are preserved. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual column settings.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input
files. If the data in any column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Data Format Panel
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) in the input
files. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be used if and
only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type column defined
under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the decimal number fields (real, float, double, decimal and
numeric) in the input files. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note that this
setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double, decimal,
numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
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Date Format
Specify the pattern used by the date fields in the input file(s). For example, MM/dd/yyyy
(08/02/2007). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one date type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern used by the time fields in the input files. For example, hh:mm:ss a
(08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one time type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern used by the timestamp fields in the input files. For example, MMM dd,
yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one timestamp type column defined under this data
element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MMdd HH:mm:ss.SSS
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric, date/time data is
formatted. The Locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two
character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code. The
country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual column(s). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one numeric or date/time type column defined under this
data element. Default Value: en_US
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column (sub-element for the Data Options element)
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters written to columns in
a CSV file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both index and
name are specified, the index value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both
index and name are specified, the index value will be used. The name specified here
overrides the input RowSet column name.
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Type Conversion Panel
Data Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. The data type
specified here can be different than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data
type is overridden, the task performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the
data from the input RowSet. Default Value: Same as input data.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the data in this column. This will have effect if and
only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. The default pattern
is taken from the parent Data element based on the type of this column. Default Value:
Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). The default locale is taken from the parent Data element. Please
note that this setting will only be used if and only if this column is defined as a numeric or
date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed. The
default is inherited from the parent Data element. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data
element.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this column of the input
RowSet has a null value. The default is inherited from the parent Data element. Default
Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column Options
Comments can be added to the task to help administrators understand the purpose of the
task or task logic.
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Column (sub-element for the Column Options element)
The Column Options Element allows you to specify the column headings within the CSV
file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both index and
name are specified, the index value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both
index and name are specified, the index value will be used. The name specified here
overrides the input RowSet column name.
Heading
Specify the column heading value. This value overrides the value in the input RowSet.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read Excel Task
The Read Excel task can read data from Microsoft Excel 2003 and 2007 documents and load this
data into RowSet variables. Those RowSet variables can then be used in other tasks for
importing the Excel data into databases or for translating this data into other file types such as
CSV, fixed-width, or XML.
NOTE:

Processing large Excel documents can require higher system memory allocation.
HelpSystems suggest that you increase the JVM memory to handle large Excel documents.
Complex Excel documents can be read by GoAnywhere, including documents with formatted
data, formulas and multiple sheets.
Column elements can be placed under the Read Excel Task to specify options for each column
in the Excel document. For instance, you can specify a name for a column, its data type and
formatting (using the pattern attribute).
Columns containing date or time values will be formatted based on ISO standards. For instance,
when a cell contains a date and time formatted as ‘12/25/2005 11:58 PM’, the Read Excel Task
will parse it into a ISO formatted date and time string as ‘2005-12-25 11:58:00.000’.
By default, all sheets in the Excel document will be read unless you specify a sheet name in the
Sheet Name(s) attribute. If multiple sheets are being read, then the data on all sheets must start
on the same row number and each sheet must contain the same number of columns or the
Project will fail.
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Example: Read Excel Task
Follow the steps below to read an Excel document and format a date column. The following page
shot represents the input file:

1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read Excel task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read Excel task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of an Excel document from which to read data.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read.
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable to contain the data read from the
Excel document.

3. On the Advanced panel of the Read Excel task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Data Start Row Number - The row number where the data starts in the document. In
the example above, the Data starts on row four (4).
l Headings Row Number - The row number where the column headings are found in
the document. In the example above, the Headings are on row three (3).
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4. Click the Add button and click the Specify Data Options option.
5. Click the Add button and click the Add Column option.
6. On the Column element, specify the Index value:
l Index - The index of the column in the document. In the example above, the date is
found in column four (4).

7. On the Type Conversion panel of the Column element, specify values for the following
attributes:
l Type - The data type of this column. In the example above the data type is DATE.
l Pattern - The pattern to use to format numeric or date/time fields. The pattern is
automatically determined based on ISO formatting. Only specify the pattern if ISO
date format is not desired.

8. Click the Save button when finished. When the project executes, a RowSet variable
named myData will contain the following data:

${myData} RowSet Variable
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${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

ID

First Name

Last Name

Hire Date

Dept Code

Wages
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${myData} RowSet Variable
34594

Heather

Banks

1998-0119

BB001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-0401

BB001

65000

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-0930

KH001

105000

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-1115

KH001

87500

34591

John

Davis

2001-0615

KH001

85000

TIP:

The Read Excel Task will ignore any formatting such as alignment options, size, and
font family. Also, formulas are processed before they are read, so if a cell contains the
formula of =SUM(A1:A10), then the value will be read as the sum of the cells A1
through A10.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read Excel task:

Field Definitions
Read Excel Task
The Read Excel task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating
an Excel file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to read the data
from. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be read. The Excel files must be uniform in
data structure, and each Excel file must contain the same number of columns and the
columns must be of the same data type (such as VARCHAR or INT).
Output RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data read from the specified input file
(s). The variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
RowSet input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Advanced Panel
Skip Invalid Records
Specify whether or not to ignore invalid records and continue on. The default is false, which
will signal a error when invalid data is encountered. Default Value: false
Skip Empty Rows
Specify whether or not to skip empty rows. If this value is set to true and a row is
encountered that contains no data, that row will be silently skipped.
Data Start Row Number
Specify the row number where the data starts in the input file(s). Default Value: 1
Headings Row Number
Specify the row number where the column headings are in the input file(s). This is needed
only if column headings are present in the input file(s). The first row is 1, not 0.
Sheet Name(s)
Specify the names of the sheets to read from the specified input files. The sheet names
must be separated by commas. If no sheet names are specified, the default action is to
read all sheets from the input files.
Number of Columns to Read
Specify the number of columns to read from the excel spreadsheet. By default, the number
of columns will be auto determined from the number of columns containing data in the data
start row. This setting is helpful if the data start row has a different number of columns than
needs to be read from the spreadsheet.
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Data Options
The Data Options element allows you to specify data format options for the fields in an
Excel file.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. By
default no data is trimmed, i.e., all leading and trailing white spaces are preserved. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual column settings.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input
files. If the data in any column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Data Format Panel
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) in the input
files. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be used if and
only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type column defined
under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
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Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the decimal number fields (real, float, double, decimal and
numeric) in the input files. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note that this
setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double, decimal,
numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the pattern used by the date fields in the input file(s). For example, MM/dd/yyyy
(08/02/2007). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one date type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern used by the time fields in the input files. For example, hh:mm:ss a
(08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one time type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern used by the timestamp fields in the input files. For example, MMM dd,
yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one timestamp type column defined under this data
element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MMdd HH:mm:ss.SSS
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric, date/time data is
formatted. The Locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two
character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code. The
country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual column(s). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one numeric or date/time type column defined under this
data element. Default Value: en_US
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters for columns in a
Excel file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Name
Specify the name of this column.
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Size
Specify the size (maximum numer of characters) of the column. This setting may not be
used by this task but could be used by subsequent tasks that use the RowSet generated by
this task.
Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Pattern
Specify the pattern that was used to format numeric or date/time fields. This will be used if
and only if this column is defined as a numeric, date, time or timestamp type column.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
column is defined as a numeric or date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from
parent Data element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from this column.
If the data in this column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be interpreted
as a null value. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write Excel Task
The Write Excel task will write data to a Microsoft Excel 2007 document (.xlsx) or previous Excel
versions (.xls) from the contents of a RowSet variable. That variable can contain data from a
database or from another file type such as CSV, fixed-width, or XML.
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NOTE:

The Write Excel task utilizes system memory to generate spreadsheets, which can result in
GoAnywhere running out of memory if the data being written is large. Follow the instructions
on the Memory Allocation topic to increase your JVM memory, or consider using the Write
CSV task when working with large data sets.
Writing an Excel document can be as simple as specifying the Input RowSet Variable and
Output File attributes. By default, this will create an Excel document with raw unformatted data.
However the Write Excel Task can also create elaborate spreadsheets with page headers,
footers, titles, column headings, text formatting, and more. Almost every formatting option found
in Excel is available through the options in the Write Excel Task's sub-elements.
A Template File can be specified which may contain your corporate logo and special formatting
options (such as color and font themes) for creating professional spreadsheets. Formats can be
overridden for individual columns and rows, which will supersede any settings you may have
created in the template file.

Example: Write Excel File
Follow the steps below to create an Excel 2007 document with a page header, a title, and column
headings. The input RowSet data being used is based on the example illustrated in the RowSet
topic.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write Excel task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Write Excel task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains the
source data.
l Output File - The file path and file name of the Excel document to write to.
l Excel Format - The Excel document format, either Excel 2007 or Excel 2003.

3. On the Advanced panel of the Write Excel task, specify the Include Column Headings
value:
l Include Column Headings - Whether or not to include column headings in the
generated Excel document.
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4. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Specify Page Header menu item.
The Page Header elements are displayed in Excel's Print Preview, and when the Excel file
is printed.
5. On the Page Header element, specify values for the following:
l Left Section - The text that should be displayed in the left section. You can insert
page number, number of pages, date, time etc. by using the appropriate replacement
variable names listed in the Header and Footer Replace Variables table below.
l Right Section - The text that should be displayed in the right section.

6. Right-click the Write Excel Task in the Project Outline on the left side of the page and
select the Specify Title menu item.
7. On the Title element, specify the Title Text value:
l Title Text - The title text.

8. On the Cell Format panel of the Title element, specify the values for the following attributes:
l Background Color - The background color for the title cell.
l Underline - Option to underline the title text.
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9. Right-click the Write Excel task in the Project Outline on the left side of the page and
select the Specify Column Options menu item.
10. On the Column Options element, specify the Row Number value:
l Row Number - The row number where the column headings should appear.

11. On the Cell Format panel of the Column Options element, specify the Bold value:
l Bold - The font weight of the Column Headings.
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12. Right-click on the Column Options element in the Project Outline on the left side of the page
and select the Add Column menu item.
13. On the Column element, specify the Index value:
l Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts
with index 1. Either Index or Name must be specified to customize the output data. If
both Index and Name are specified, the Index value will be used.

14. On the Cell Format panel of the Column element, specify the Background Color value:
l Background Color - Specify the background color for the heading cell. Leaving this
value blank indicates that no background color will be used.
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15. Right-click the Write Excel task in the Project Outline on the left side of the page and
select the Specify Data Options menu item.
16. Click the Add button, and then click Add Column to add an element to the Write Excel
Task.
17. On the Column element, specify the Index value of the column (to perform a type
conversion):

18. On the Type Conversion panel of the Column element , specify the following attributes:
l Type - The data type of this column. Use the value NUMERIC to convert the
currency amounts into a standard number as per the example parameter above.
l Pattern - The pattern to use to format numeric fields.

19. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write CSV task:

The following image illustrates the printed Excel file created from the Write Excel task:

NOTE:

Refer to the Excel Pattern Syntax for more formatting options.

Field Definitions
Write Excel Task
The Write Excel task allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a
RowSet variable into an Excel file
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data to write to a file. For
example, ${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to write.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename
file' which changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename file
Excel Format
Specify which Excel format to use. If left blank, the document will be written in Excel 2003
(XLS) format. Default Value: excel2003
Template File
Specify the path and file name of the template to use. The template file must be an Excel
file. The new sheet will be created based of the first sheet from the template file.
Advanced Panel
Maximum Rows
Specify the maximum number of rows to be written to the output file. When this limit is
reached, the remaining rows in the input RowSet will be silently skipped.
Sheet Name
Specify the name of the sheet to which the data should be written. If the specified sheet
name does not exist, it will be created. Default Value: Sheet 1
When Sheet Is Full
Specify the action to take when the spreadsheet becomes full. Default Value: error
Include Column Headings
Specify whether or not to include column headings in the generated Excel file. Default
Value: false
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file. The variable will
be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Data Options
The Data Options element allows you to specify data format options for the data written to
the Excel file.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. By
default no data is trimmed, leaving all leading and trailing white spaces. This setting may
also be overridden by the individual column settings. Default Value: none
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when any field in any row of the
input RowSet has a null value. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Start Row Number
Specify the row number (1 based) where the data should start. The default row number is
after the title row or the headings row if they are present. When there is no title and no
column headings, this defaults to 1 (the first row).
Data Format Panel
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint)
in the output file. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type
column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual
columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the decimal number fields (real, float, double,
decimal and numeric) in the output file. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note
that this setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double,
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decimal, numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the pattern for formatting the date fields in the output file. For example,
MM/dd/yyyy (08/02/2007). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there
is at least one date type column defined under this data element. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the time fields in the input files. For example,
hh:mm:ss AM/PM (08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only
if there is at least one time type column defined under this data element. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: hh:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the timestamp fields in the input files. For example,
MMM dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss AM/PM (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting
will only be used if and only if there is at least one timestamp type column defined under
this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value:
yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss.000
Cell Format Panel
Horizontal Alignment
Specify how the contents of the data cells should be aligned horizontally. This can be
overridden on a specific column, if needed. Default Value: general
Vertical Alignment
Specify how the contents of the data cells should be aligned vertically. This can be
overridden on a specific column, if needed. Default Value: bottom
Background Color
Specify the background color to use for all the data cells. Leaving this value blank indicates
that no background color will be used. This can be overridden on a specific column, if
needed.
Font
Specify the font to use for the data. This can be overridden on a specific column, if needed.
Default Value: Arial
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for the data. This can be overridden on a specific column,
if needed. Default Value: 10
Font Color
Specify the color of the data font. This can be overridden on a specific column, if needed.
Default Value: Automatic
Bold
Specify whether or not to apply bold style for the data. This can be overridden on a specific
column, if needed. Default Value: false
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Italic
Specify whether or not to apply italic style for the data. This can be overridden on a specific
column, if needed. Default Value: false
Strikethrough
Specify whether or not the strikethrough effect should be applied to the data. This can be
overridden on a specific column, if needed. Default Value: false
Underline
Specify how the data cells should be underlined. This can be overridden on a specific
column, if needed. Default Value: none
Wrap
Specify whether or not the contents of the data cells should be wrapped. This can be
overridden on a specific column, if needed. Default Value: false
Orientation
Specify the orientation of the data cells. This can be overridden on a specific column, if
needed.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column (sub-element for the Data Options element)
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters written to columns in
an Excel file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both index and
name are specified, the index value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both
index and name are specified, the index value will be used. The name specified here
overrides the input RowSet column name.
Type Conversion Panel
Data Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. The data type
specified here can be different than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data
type is overridden, the task performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the
data from the input RowSet. Default Value: Same as input data.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the data in this column. This will have effect if and
only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. The default pattern
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is taken from the parent Data element based on the type of this column. Default Value:
Inherited from parent Data element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed. The
default is inherited from the parent Data element. Default Value: Inherited from parent
Data element.
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this column of the input
RowSet has a null value. The default is inherited from the parent Data element. Default
Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Cell Format Panel
Horizontal Alignment
Specify how the contents of this column should be aligned horizontally. Default Value:
general
Vertical Alignment
Specify how the contents of this column should be aligned vertically.
Background Color
Specify the background color to use for column.
Font
Specify the font to use for the data in this column.
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for the data in this column.
Font Color
Specify the color of the data font in this column. Default Value: Automatic
Bold
Specify whether or not to apply bold style for the data in this column. Default Value: false
Italic
Specify whether or not to apply italic style for the data in this column. Default Value: false
Strikethrough
Specify whether or not the strikethrough effect should be applied to the data in this column.
Default Value: false
Underline
Specify how the data cells in this column should be underlined. Default Value: none
Wrap
Specify whether or not the contents of the data cells in this column should be wrapped.
Default Value: false
Orientation
Specify the orientation of the data cells in this column.
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Width
Specify how wide (number of characters) this column should be. Default Value: -1 (Auto
sizes the column)
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Header and Footer
The Header and Footer elements allow you to add text, page numbers, number of pages, or
data and time to the header and footer of the printed Excel file.
Left Section
Specify the text that should be displayed in the left section. You can insert page number,
number of pages, date, time etc. using the appropriate variable names listed in the Header
and Footer Replacement Variables table below.
Center Section
Specify the text that should be displayed in the center section. You can insert page number,
number of pages, date, time etc. using the appropriate variable names listed in the Header
and Footer Replacement Variables table below.
Right Section
Specify the text that should be displayed in the right section. You can insert page number,
number of pages, date, time etc. using the appropriate variable names listed in the Header
and Footer Replacement Variables table below.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
Header and Footer Replacement Variables
The following replacement variables can be used to insert page numbers, number of pages,
dates, time, etc. in the Excel Headers and Footers. Unlike standard variables, replacement
variables do not need ${} notation. In the following example, the &D replacement variable
will be replaced with the date, the &P will be replaced with the page number, and &N will be
replaced with the total number of pages.
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The following table describes the Header and Footer replacement variables available in
the Write Excel task:

Replacement
Variable

Definition

&P

Page number.

&N

Number of pages.

&D

Prints the system date.

&T

Prints the system time.

&F

The file name of the Excel file.

&Z

The file path where the Excel file was created.

&A

Name of the sheet.

&U

Begins and ends underline text. For example, "&U This is &U
text" will print "This is text".

&B

Begins and ends bold text. For example, "&B This is &B text"
will print "This is text".

&I

Begins and ends italicized text. For example, "&I This is &I
text" will print "This is text".

Title
The Title element allows you specify formatting options to the title row in an Excel
spreadsheet.
Title Text
Specify the title text.
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Row Number
Specify the row number (1 based) where the title should appear. The first row starts at 1.
Default Value: 1
Column Span
Specify the number of columns the title should span across. The specified number of cells
on the title row will be merged. By default, the title row will span to the number of columns in
the input RowSet.
Cell Format Panel
Horizontal Alignment
Specify how the contents of the title cell should be aligned horizontally. Default Value:
center
Vertical Alignment
Specify how the contents of the title cell should be aligned vertically. Default Value: bottom
Background Color
Specify the background color for the title cell. Leaving this value blank indicates that no
background color will be used.
Font
Specify the font to use for this title. Default Value: Arial
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for this title. Default Value: 16
Font Color
Specify the color of the title font. Default Value: Automatic
Bold
Specify whether or not to apply bold style for the title. Default Value: true
Italic
Specify whether or not to apply italic style for the title. Default Value: false
Strikethrough
Specify whether or not the strikethrough effect should be applied to the title. Default Value:
false
Underline
Specify how the titled should be underlined. Default Value: none
Wrap
Specify whether or not the contents of the title cell should be wrapped. Default Value: false
Orientation
Specify the orientation of the title cell.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Column Options
The Column Options element allows you specify formatting options to the column headers
in an Excel spreadsheet.
Row Number
Specify the row number where the column headings should appear. If a title is present, the
default is the row after the title. Otherwise, defaults to row 1.
Cell Format Panel
Horizontal Alignment
Specify how the contents of the heading cells should be aligned horizontally. Default
Value: left
Vertical Alignment
Specify how the contents of the heading cells should be aligned vertically. Default Value:
bottom
Background Color
Specify the background color for the heading cells. Leaving this value blank indicates that
no background color will be used.
Font
Specify the font to use for the column headings. Default Value: Arial
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for the column headings. Default Value: 10
Font Color
Specify the color of the column headings. Default Value: Automatic
Bold
Specify whether or not to apply bold style for the column headings. Default Value: true
Italic
Specify whether or not to apply italic style for the column headings. Default Value: false
Strikethrough
Specify whether or not the strikethrough effect should be applied to the column headings.
Default Value: false
Underline
Specify how the column headings should be underlined. Default Value: none
Wrap
Specify whether or not the contents of the column heading cells should be wrapped.
Default Value: false
Orientation
Specify the orientation of the column headings.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column (sub-element for the Column Options element)
The Column element allows you specify formatting options to a single column header in an
Excel spreadsheet.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both index and
name are specified, the index value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both
index and name are specified, the index value will be used. The name specified here
overrides the input RowSet column name.
Heading
Specify the column heading value. This value overrides the value in the input RowSet.
Cell Format Panel
Horizontal Alignment
Specify how the contents of the heading cells should be aligned horizontally. Default
Value: left
Vertical Alignment
Specify how the contents of the heading cells should be aligned vertically. Default Value:
bottom
Background Color
Specify the background color for the heading cells. Leaving this value blank indicates that
no background color will be used.
Font
Specify the font to use for the column headings. Default Value: Arial
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for the column headings. Default Value: 10
Font Color
Specify the color of the column headings. Default Value: Automatic
Bold
Specify whether or not to apply bold style for the column headings. Default Value: true
Italic
Specify whether or not to apply italic style for the column headings. Default Value: false
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Strikethrough
Specify whether or not the strikethrough effect should be applied to the column headings.
Default Value: false
Underline
Specify how the column headings should be underlined. Default Value: none
Wrap
Specify whether or not the contents of the column heading cells should be wrapped.
Default Value: false
Orientation
Specify the orientation of the column headings.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Excel Pattern Syntax
The Write Excel Task requires that patterns adhere to the Excel Pattern Syntax. This syntax
differs from the Date/Time patterns used elsewhere in GoAnywhere and are specific to the Write
Excel Task.

Patterns
Patterns are applied only to columns that are either NUMBER (integer or decimal), DATE, TIME
or TIMESTAMP data types. Currently, patterns are not applied to character fields (VARCHAR,
CHAR, etc.).
The pattern symbols in the table below are categorized by their applicable data types.

Number Formats

Symbol

Description

0

Digit placeholder. For example, if you type 8.9 and you want it to display
as 8.90, then use the format #.00

#

Digit placeholder. Follows the same rules as the 0 symbol except Excel
does not display extra zeros when the number you type has fewer digits
on either side of the decimal than there are # symbols in the format. For
example, if the custom format is #.## and you type 8.9 in the cell, the
number 8.9 is displayed.

?

Digit placeholder. Follows the same rules as the 0 symbol except Excel
places a space for insignificant zeros on either side of the decimal point
so that decimal points are aligned in the column. For example, the
custom format 0.0? aligns the decimal points for the numbers 8.9 and
88.99 in a column.

. (period)

Decimal point.

%

Percentage. If you enter a number between 0 and 1, and you use the
custom format 0%, Excel multiplies the number by 100 and adds the %
symbol in the cell.

, (comma)

Thousands separator. Excel separates thousands by commas if the
format contains a comma surrounded by '#'s or '0's. A comma following
a placeholder scales the number by a thousand. For example, if the
format is #.0,, and you type 12,200,000 in the cell, the number 12.2 is
displayed.

E- E+ e- e+

Scientific format. Excel displays a number to the right of the "E" symbol
that corresponds to the number of places the decimal point was moved.
For example, if the format is 0.00E+00 and you type 12,200,000 in the
cell, the number 1.22E+07 is displayed. If you change the number
format to #0.0E+0 the number 12.2E+6 is displayed.
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Symbol

Description

$-+/():space

Displays the symbol. If you want to display a character that is different
than one of these symbols, precede the character with a backslash (\)
or enclose the character in quotation marks (" ").

\

Display the next character in the format. Excel does not display the
backslash. For example, if the number format is 0\! and you type 3 in
the cell, the value 3! is displayed.

*

Repeat the next character in the format enough times to fill the column
to its current width. You cannot have more than one asterisk in one
section of the format. For example, if the number format is 0*x and you
type 3 in the cell, the value 3xxxxxx is displayed. Note, the number of
"x" characters displayed in the cell vary based on the width of the
column.

_ (underline)

Skip the width of the next character. This is useful for lining up negative
and positive values in different cells of the same column. For example,
the number format _(0.0_);(0.0) align the numbers 2.3 and -4.5 in the
column even though the negative number has parentheses around it.

"text"

Display whatever text is inside the quotation marks. For example, the
format 0.00 "dollars" displays "1.23 dollars" (without quotation marks)
when you type 1.23 into the cell.

Date Formats

Symbol

Description

m

Display the month as a number without a leading zero.

mm

Display the month as a number with a leading zero when appropriate.

mmm

Display the month as an abbreviation (Jan-Dec).

mmmm

Display the month as a full name (January-December).

d

Display the day as a number without a leading zero.

dd

Display the day as a number with a leading zero when appropriate.

ddd

Display the day as an abbreviation (Sun-Sat).

dddd

Display the day as a full name (Sunday-Saturday).

yy

Display the year as a two-digit number.

yyyy

Display the year as a four-digit number.
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Time Formats

Symbol

Description

h

Display the hour as a number without a leading zero.

[h]

Elapsed time, in hours. If you are working with a formula that returns a time
where the number of hours exceeds 24, use a number format similar to
[h]:mm:ss.

hh

Display the hour as a number with a leading zero when appropriate. If the
format contains AM or PM, then the hour is based on the 12-hour clock.
Otherwise, the hour is based on the 24-hour clock.

m

Display the minute as a number without a leading zero.

[m]

Elapsed time, in minutes. If you are working with a formula that returns a
time where the number of minutes exceeds 60, use a number format
similar to [mm]:ss.

mm

Display the minute as a number with a leading zero when appropriate. The
m or mm must appear immediately after the h or hh symbol, or Excel
displays the month rather than the minute.

s

Display the second as a number without a leading zero.

[s]

Elapsed time, in seconds. If you are working with a formula that returns a
time where the number of seconds exceeds 60, use a number format
similar to [ss].

ss

Display the second as a number with a leading zero when appropriate.
If you want to display fractions of a second, use a number format similar to
h:mm:ss.00.

AM/PM
am/pm

Display the hour using a 12-hour clock. Excel displays AM, am, A, or a for
times from midnight until noon, and PM, pm, P, or p for times from noon
until midnight.

A/P
a/p

Password Protect Excel
The Password Protect Excel task encrypts Microsoft Excel .xlsx documents, which then requires
a password to be opened.

Example: Password Protect a Single Excel Document
Follow the steps below to password protect an Excel document.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Password Protect Excel task to the Project
Outline.
2. On the Password Protect Excel task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to be password
protected.
l Source Files Variable - Optionally, you can use the Create File List task define a list
of Excel files to be password protected.
l Destination File - Specify the path and file name where the file will be created with
password protection.
l Password - Specify the password to protect the Excel file.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Password Protect Excel task:

When the user attempts to open the Excel file, a Password prompt appears. Enter the
password from step 3 above and click OK.

Password Protect Excel Task Field Definitions
The Password Protect Excel task encrypts Microsoft Excel .xlsx documents.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to be password protected.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to password protect. For
example, ${variableName}.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name where the file will be created with password protection.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the specified source files should be placed after they are password
protected. You must specify this attribute if you are password protecting multiple files using one or
more File Set elements, or a Source Files Variable.
Password
Specify the password to protect the Excel file.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
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Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Encryption Algorithm
Specify the encryption algorithm. Default Value: AES128
Hash Algorithm
Specify the hash algorithm to use. Default Value: SHA1
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file(s) in the destination location.
The variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read Fixed-width Task
The Read Fixed-width task can read data from text files and load that data into a RowSet
variable. The variable's contents can then be imported into a database or translated into another
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file type like Excel, CSV, or XML.
Fixed-width files contain one or more columns using a predetermined length for each column. The
size of each column must be specified by adding Column elements through the Add button in
the sub-menu. Columns are added from left to right, always beginning on the first column position
of the fixed-width file. The last column specified must end on a record delimiter (such as CRLF) or
end on the last column in the record length.

Example: Read Fixed-width File
In the data example below, each column in the fixed-width file is separated by a space. The data
in the first column represents a 5-digit employee ID followed by 1 space for a total column length
of 6. The data in the next column represents an 11 character first name followed by a space, for a
total column length of 12. Each record ends with a hidden CRLF delimiter. When adding these
columns to the RowSet variable 'myData,' the data will be trimmed of any trailing spaces.
Follow the steps below to read the first two columns from a fixed-width file. The following page
shot represents the input file (the hidden end of line characters are displayed):

1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read Fixed-width task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read Fixed-width task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file from which to read data.
l Input Files Variable - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files
to be read.
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input file.

3. On the Advanced panel of the Read Fixed-width task, specify the Skip First Row value:
l Skip First Row - Whether or not to skip the first row of the input file. If the input file
contains header information in the first row, set this value to 'true'. In the example
above, there is no header information, so the setting would be set to false.
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4. Click the Add button to Specify Data Option for the Read Fixed-width task.
5. In the Data window, click the Add button and select the Add Column option.
6. On the Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the input file. In the example above, the column
used for the first Index is the Employee ID column, which is Index 1.
l Name - Specify the name of the column.
l Size - The size of the column. In the example above, the size is 6.

7. On the Type Conversion panel of the Column element, specify values for the following
attributes:
l Type - The default type is Variable Character (VARCHAR). Specify a different type if
needed.
l Pattern - The pattern to use to format numeric or date/time fields.

8. On the Data Options of the Column element, specify a value for the trim attribute:

9. Click the Add button and choose Add Same to add another column.
10. On the Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the input file. In the example above, the column
used for the second Index is the First Name column, which is Index two (2).
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l
l

Name - Specify the name of the column.
Size - The size of the column. In the example above, the size is twelve (12).

11. On the Type Conversion panel of the Column element, specify values for the following
attributes:
l Type - The default type is Variable Character (VARCHAR). Specify a different type if
needed.
l Pattern - The pattern to use to format numeric or date/time fields.

12. On the Data Options of the Column element, specify a value for the trim attribute:

13. Repeat steps 10-13 for each column in the file. You can also specify a column name for
each field, which can be referred to in later tasks by utilizing the Name attribute.
14. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read Fixed-width task, and
contains columns for each column read from the fixed-width file:

Field Definitions
Read Fixed-width Task
The Read Fixed-width task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for
translating a fixed-width file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be read.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to read the data
from. For example, ${variableName}.
Output RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data read from the specified input file
(s). The variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
RowSet input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Advanced Panel
Skip Invalid Records
Specify whether or not to ignore invalid records and continue on. The default is false, which
will signal a error when invalid data is encountered. Default Value: false
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Skip First Row
Specify whether or not to skip the first row of the input file(s). If the input file(s) contain
header information in the first row, set this value to 'true'. Default Value: true
Record Delimiter
Specify the character or sequence of characters that are used to separate each record in
the input file(s). The default record delimiter is CRLF (carriage return immediately followed
by line feed). Default Value: CRLF
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file(s). The default value is same as the
platform's default file encoding. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Data Options
The Data Options element allows you to specify data format options for the fields in a fixedwidth file.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. By
default no data is trimmed, i.e., all leading and trailing white spaces are preserved. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual column settings.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input
files. If the data in any column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Data Format Panel
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) in the input
files. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be used if and
only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type column defined
under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the decimal number fields (real, float, double, decimal and
numeric) in the input files. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note that this
setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double, decimal,
numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the pattern used by the date fields in the input file(s). For example, MM/dd/yyyy
(08/02/2007). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one date type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern used by the time fields in the input files. For example, hh:mm:ss a
(08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there is at least
one time type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern used by the timestamp fields in the input files. For example, MMM dd,
yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one timestamp type column defined under this data
element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MMdd HH:mm:ss.SSS
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric, date/time data is
formatted. The Locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two
character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code. The
country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
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Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual column(s). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one numeric or date/time type column defined under this
data element. Default Value: en_US
Alignment
Specify how the data in various columns was aligned in the input files. This value can be
overridden on an individual column. Default Value: left
Padding Character
Specify the character that was used to pad the data in various columns. This value can be
overridden on an individual column. Default Value: white space character
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters for columns in a fixedwidth file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Name
Specify the name of this column.
Size
Specify the size (maximum number of characters) of the column. This setting may not be
used by this task but could be used by subsequent tasks that use the RowSet generated by
this task.
Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Pattern
Specify the pattern that was used to format numeric or date/time fields. This will be used if
and only if this column is defined as a numeric, date, time or timestamp type column.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
column is defined as a numeric or date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from
parent Data element.
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Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from this
column. If the data in this column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null value. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Data Format Panel
Alignment
Specify how the data is aligned in this column. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data
element.
Padding Character
Specify the character that was used to pad the data in this column. Default Value:
Inherited from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write Fixed-width Task
The Write Fixed-width task will write a text file based on the contents of a RowSet variable. That
variable can contain data from a database or from another file type like CSV, fixed-width, or XML.
If you only specify the Input RowSet Variable and Output File attributes, each column's length
will be based on the metadata associated to the RowSet. If the RowSet contains numeric data or
dates, you may want to Specify Data Options through the Add button in the sub-menu to
change the format or alignment of the columns. Column elements can be added to specify
options for each column written.

Example: Write Fixed-width File
Follow the steps below to write a Fixed-width file. The input RowSet data being used in this
example is based on the example data table in the RowSet topic.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write Fixed-width task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Write Fixed-width task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains
data to write to a file.
l Output File - The file path and file name of a single file to write.
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3. On the Advanced panel of the Write Fixed-width task, specify the Include Column Headings
value:
l Include Column Headings - Whether or not to include column headings in the first
row of the fixed-width file.

4. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Specify Data Options menu item.
5. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Column menu item.
6. On the Write Fixed-width Column element, specify the Index value:
l Index - The index of the column in the input RowSet.
l Size - Specify the size of this column. The default size is determined by the largest
column in the first 50 columns in the RowSet. In this example, the largest column
from the input RowSet is six characters. Therefore, the default column size for each
column is six. A setting of 10 will be used to add empty spaces between the columns
to make the output more easily readable.

7. Repeat steps 5-6 to set the column size for each column in the RowSet.
8. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write Fixed-width task:

The following image illustrates the fixed-width file created from the Write Fixed-width task:

Field Definitions
Write Fixed-width Task
The Write Fixed-width task allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a
RowSet variable into a fixed-width file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data to write to a file. For
example, ${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to write.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
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Advanced Panel
Maximum Rows
Specify the maximum number of rows to be written to the output file. When this limit is
reached, the remaining rows in the input RowSet will be silently skipped.
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the output file. Default Value: The platform's default file
encoding.
Include Column Headings
Specify whether or not to include column headings in fixed-width file. Default Value: true
Record Delimiter
Specify the character(s) to use for separating each record (or row) in the generated fixedwidth file. Default Value: CRLF
User Friendly Output
Specify whether or not the generated output should be user-friendly. When this is set to
true, the generated file will contain a separator line between each column. Default Value:
false
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file. The variable will
be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Data Options
The Data Options element allows you to specify data format options for the data written to
the fixed-width file.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. By
default no data is trimmed, leaving all leading and trailing white spaces. This setting may
also be overridden by the individual column settings. Default Value: none
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when any field in any row of the
input RowSet has a null value. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Data Format Panel
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int,
bigint) in the output file. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will
only be used if and only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint)
type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the decimal number fields (real, float, double,
decimal and numeric) in the output file. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please
note that this setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float,
double, decimal, numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the pattern for formatting the date fields in the output file. For example,
MM/dd/yyyy (08/02/2007). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there
is at least one date type column defined under this data element. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the time fields in the input files. For example,
hh:mm:ss a (08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if there
is at least one time type column defined under this data element. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the timestamp fields in the input files. For example,
MMM dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). Please note that this setting will
only be used if and only if there is at least one timestamp type column defined under this
data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value:
yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
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Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and date/time data
should be formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language
is the two character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code.
The country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual column(s). Please note that this setting will only be
used if and only if there is at least one numeric or date/time type column defined under this
data element. Default Value: en_US
Alignment
Specify how the data should be aligned in the columns. This value can be overridden based
on the data type or at the individual column level. Default Value: left
Whole Number Alignment
Specify how whole numbers (INTEGER, BIGINT, SMALLINT and TINYINT) should be
aligned. Default Value: Value specified in the Alignment field
Decimal Number Alignment
Specify how decimal numbers (DECIMAL, NUMERIC, FLOAT and REAL, DOUBLE)
should be aligned. Default Value: Value specified in the Alignment field
Date Alignment
Specify how dates should be aligned. Default Value: Value specified in the Alignment field
Time Alignment
Specify how times should be aligned. Default Value: Value specified in the Alignment field
Timestamp Alignment
Specify how timestamps should be aligned. Default Value: Value specified in the
Alignment field
Padded On
Specify how the padding should be calculated in various columns. If left blank, padding will
be calculated based on the number of characters being written to the column. Default
Value: characters
Padding Character
Specify the character to use to pad the data in various columns. Data will be padded with
this character when the actual size of the data is less than the size defined on the column,
or the size obtained from the input RowSet's metadata. Please note that the left aligned
columns will be padded on the right side, columns that are aligned right will be padded on
the left, and columns with center alignment will be padded on both sides. Default Value:
white space character
Decimal Field Width Formula
Specify the formula to use for determining the default size a decimal/numeric field
occupies. This setting works only when the input RowSet metadata contains the decimal
field's precision and scale information. Otherwise, the results will be unknown. Default
Value: sign always/decimal always
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters written to columns in
a fixed-width file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both index and
name are specified, the index value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both
index and name are specified, the index value will be used. The name specified here
overrides the input RowSet column name..
Size
Specify the size of this column. The default value is obtained from the input RowSet's
metadata.
Type Conversion Panel
Data Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. The data type
specified here can be different than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data
type is overridden, the task performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the
data from the input RowSet. Default Value: Same as input data.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the data in this column. This will have effect if and
only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. The default pattern
is taken from the parent Data element based on the type of this column. Default Value:
Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). The default locale is taken from the parent Data element. Please
note that this setting will only be used if and only if this column is defined as a numeric or
date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
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Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed. The
default is inherited from the parent Data element. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data
element.
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this column of the input
RowSet has a null value. The default is inherited from the parent Data element. Default
Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Data Format Panel
Alignment
Specify how the data should be aligned in this column. Default Value: Inherited from parent
Data element.
Padded On
Specify how the padding should be calculated in various columns. If left blank, padding will
be calculated based on the number of characters being written to the column. Default
Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Padding Character
Specify the character that is used to pad the data in this column. Data is padded with this
character when the actual size of the data is less than the size defined on the column, or the
size obtained from the input RowSet's metadata. Please note that the left aligned columns
will be padded on the right side, columns that are aligned right will be padded on the left,
and columns with center alignment will be padded on both sides. Default Value: Inherited
from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read Flat File Task
The Read Flat File task reads records from a file that are delimited by a standard end of line
character. The output from this task is a RowSet variable, where each line will be a single column
in the resulting RowSet. The RowSet can be used by an SQL task or be written to a different file
format using one of GoAnywhere's Write File tasks.

Example: Read Flat File
Follow the steps below to read the flat file data and load the data into a RowSet.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read Flat File task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read Flat File task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file from which to read the data.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read.
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input file(s).

3. On the Advanced panel of the Read Flat File task, specify the Record Delimiter type:
l Start Row - Specify the row to start reading data from the file(s).
l Skip Empty Rows - Specify whether or not to skip empty rows.
l Record Delimiter - The character or sequence of characters that separate each
record.

4. When complete, click the Save button.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read Flat file task:

Read Flat File Task Field Definitions
The Read Flat File task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating a flat file
file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to read the data from. For
example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be read.
Output RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data read from the specified input file(s). The
variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a RowSet input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Advanced Panel
Start Row
Specify the row to start reading data from the file(s). This setting allows any header rows to be
skipped. The first row starts at 1.
Skip Empty Rows
Specify whether or not to skip empty rows. Rows with only spaces will also be skipped. Default
Value: false
Record Delimiter
Specify the character or sequence of characters that are used to separate each record in the input
file(s). The default record delimiter is CRLF (carriage return immediately followed by line feed).
Default Value: CRLF
Encoding
Specify the file encoding. This is required if the files are using a different encoding than the
platform's default. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
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Data Format Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the rows should be trimmed. By default no
data is trimmed, i.e., all leading and trailing white spaces are preserved. Default Value: none
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input files. If
the data in any row matches the value specified here, it will be interpreted as a null.
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read XML Task
The Read XML task can read data from XML files and load that data into a RowSet variable. That
variable can then be used to import the data into a database or translated to another file type
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such as Excel, fixed-width, or CSV.
XML files by nature can contain multiple levels of elements and various data throughout them. To
retrieve data from an element, the element path should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/Element3". To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be
defined like "/Element1/Element2/@Attribute". You can add multiple RowSet elements to the
Read XML Task by adding them through the Add button in the sub-menu. For example, you
could have an XML file that contains customer information along with a list of the products they
ordered. The customer information can be parsed into one RowSet and the list of products into
another RowSet. Those variables can then be used to load two separate database tables.
NOTE:

The path to an XML element or attribute is case sensitive. If the path is not typed correctly or if
the case is wrong, an error will not be generated.

Validating XML Schema
If validating an XML file using an external Schema, type the path to the Schema file in the Schema
URL box on the Advanced panel of the Read XML Task page. The URL syntax is: file:///[path]/
[fileName].xsd. Note the 3 forward slashes following 'file.'

Read XML Data Mapper
The Read XML Data Mapper has two primary functions:
1. Allow you to visually map and configure the Read XML task.
2. Provide you a visual representation of a Read XML task process that has been configured
previously through the work pane.
Click Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the Read XML task main panel to open the Read XML
Data Mapper.

Read XML Data Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the Mapper toolbar:
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l

l
l

Load a sample document from copied XML or an XML file by clicking the Load Sample
From... button. A diagram of the XML will be generated.
Apply all changes and exit the Mapper by clicking the Apply button.
Cancel all changes and exit the Mapper by clicking the Cancel Button.

Using the Read XML Data Mapper
When you first launch the Read XML Data Mapper, you will see an Input XML and RowSet
container. The following instructions explain how to populate the Input XML container with the
elements and attributes of an XML file, and how to link those elements and attributes to columns
in the RowSet variable container, resulting in a completed Read XML task process.

Creating Input XML Elements and Attributes
The Input XML container is comprised of nodes. These nodes represent the element and
attribute hierarchy of an input XML file.
Node Actions
l
l
l

Click and drag a node port to another node to create a link.
Click on an existing link to activate it.
Click and drag a link to move it.

Add an Element to the hierarchy by clicking on the expand icon adjacent to a node and selecting
one of the following actions:
l
l
l

Add Element - Add an Element above the selected Element.
Edit - Edit the Element Name.
Delete - Delete the Element from the hierarchy.

To change an attribute to an element, add '@' before the element name. Continue this process
until the node hierarchy mirrors that of the XML input file, including element and attribute names
and values.

RowSet Container Actions
To add a new output RowSet, right-click the empty space in the right-hand pane and select Add
RowSet.
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon on a RowSet container:
l
l
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l
l

Edit - Edit the RowSet name.
Add Column - Add a column to the output RowSet container.

RowSet Column Actions
The following actions are available for columns in the RowSet container:
l
l

Double-click on a column name to rename it.
Select the icon next to a column name to:
l Delete the column
l Edit the column label and value.
l Add a column above the selected column
l Add a column below the selected column

Click Apply to return to the Project Designer. The project outline, as well as Index, Value, and
Name fields, will reflect the changes made in the Read XML Data Mapper.

Example 1: Using the Read XML Data Mapper
Follow the instructions below to write the contents of an XML file to a RowSet variable using the
Read XML Data Mapper.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library and then drag the Read XML task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read XML task, specify values for the following attributes:
l File - The file path and file name of the XML file to read.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read.

3. Click Launch Data Mapping Wizard to launch the Read XML Data Mapper. The Data
Mapper launches with two containers: the Input XML container on the left, and the output
RowSet container on the right.
4. Load an XML document by clicking the Load Sample From... button in the toolbar and
select XML.
5. Cut and paste the contents of an XML file into the Load XML window.
6. Click Load. An Input XML container will be created.
7. Alternatively, you can build the XML hierarchy manually: In the Input XML container, click
the
icon next to Root and select Add Element.
8. Double-click an element to rename it. Continue to add and rename elements until the Input
XML container hierarchy matches that of the input XML file.
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9. Double-click the RowSet container name to give the output RowSet variable a name.
10. To populate the RowSet container with columns, click on an element in the Input XML
container then drag and drop the element to the RowSet container. A column named after
the XML element will be created. Double-click on a column to rename it if desired.

11. Click Apply to exit the Mapper. The Project Outline will reflect the changes made in the
Data Mapper.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read XML task using the Data Mapper.

Example 2: Read XML File
Follow the steps below to read a XML file and load the data into a RowSet. The following image
represents the input file:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read XML task to the Project Outline.
2. On the the Read XML task, specify values for the File attribute:
l File - The file path and file name of the XML file to read.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read.

3. When complete, click the Add button and select RowSet.
4. On the RowSet element, specify a value for the Variable Name attribute:
l Variable Name - The name of a variable which will contain the parsed data. The
variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
RowSet input variable.

5. When complete, click the Add

GoAnywhere MFT User Guide
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6. On the Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index
1.
l Value - The path to the element or attribute from which this column should draw
data. To retrieve data from an element, the element path should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/Element3". To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute
should be defined like "Element1/Element2/@Attribute".

7. When complete, click the Add button and select Add Same to add another column.
8. On the next Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the input file(s). The next column is index 2.
l Value - The path to the element or attribute from which this column should draw
data. To retrieve data from an element, the element path should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/Element3". To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute
should be defined like "Element1/Element2/@Attribute".

9. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Same. Repeat steps 6-9 for
each attribute or element you wish to retrieve.
10. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read XML task, and contains
columns for each element and attribute read from the XML file:

The following table illustrates the data contained in the RowSet variable created from the Read
XML task:

${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-01-19

BB001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-04-01

BB001

65000

Example 3: Using Nested Shared Values to Correct XML Parsing
GoAnywhere is designed to read very large XML documents in the fastest and most efficient way
possible. For complex XML files, nested attribute values can cause a Project to create
unexpected results in your output.
For example, the following Department XML elements contain two attributes; name and code:
<EmployeeData>
<Department name=”Infosec” code=”BB001”>
<Department name=”HR” code=”F02A1”>
<Department name=”Drafting” code=”BC940”>
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</EmployeeData>

When you create the Read XML task, you wish for the Department code values to appear before
the Department name values. Your two column elements are defined as:
Index 1 - /EmployeeData/Department/@code
Index 2 - /EmployeeData/Department/@name
When you execute the Project, you expect your output to appear like this:
BB001 | Infosec
F02A1 | HR
BC940 | Drafting
Instead, the actual output is pairing the department names to the wrong department codes:
BB001|InfoSec
F02A1|InfoSec
F02A1|HR
BC940|HR
BC940|Drafting
Nested Shared Values
When Nested Shared Values is set to true, GoAnywhere will correctly parse attributes and
elements in the order in which they appear in the XML file.
NOTE:

Nested Shared Values requires additional scanning of the XML file to produce an accurate
output result set, and may increase the processing time for large XML files.
Use the following instructions to enable Nested Shared Values:
1. In your Project Outline, select on the RowSet element on the Read XML Task.
2. Click the Advanced panel.
3. Set Nested Shared Values to true.

4. Click Save.

Field Definitions
Read XML Task
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The Read XML task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating
an XML file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of the XML file to read.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains XML files to read. For
example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be read. The XML files must be uniform in
data structure, and each XML file must contain the same elements and attributes.
RowSet Mapper
Click Launch Data Mapping Wizard to open the Read XML Data Mapper.
Advanced Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: both
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input
files. If the data in any column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Skip Invalid Records
Specify whether or not to skip records that contain unparseable data. The default is 'false'
which will throw an error and stop the task. Default Value: false
Data Format Panel
Number Format
Specify the format of the number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint, real, float, double,
decimal and numeric) in the XML file being read. For example, ###,### (2,345) or
$###,###.00 ($2,345.46). This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the format of the date fields in the XML file being read. For example, MM/dd/yyyy
(08/02/2007). This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: yyyyMM-dd
Time Format
Specify the format of the time fields in the XML file being read. For example, hh:mm:ss a
(08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value:
HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the format of the timestamp fields in the XML file being read. For example, MMM
dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by the
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individual columns.
Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and date/time data is
formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two
character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code. The
country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual columns. Default Value: en_US
XML Validation Panel
Validation
Specify the type of validation to be performed. By default, validation is 'none' which means
no validation is performed. Valid options are - none, schema, dtd. Default Value: none
Schema URL
Specify the URL path to the schema source. Use this attribute only if the schema source to
validate against is not already defined in the XML document, or to override the schema.
Leaving this value blank will validate the document against the schema defined in the XML
document. This attribute is ignored if validation is not set to schema.
When Validation Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors
will be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Note that any fatal errors
encountered by the parser means that the XML document is unreliable and the project will
fail regardless of this setting. Valid options are - ignore, log, error. Default Value: error
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Add a RowSet Field Definitions
The Add a RowSet Element allows you to use XML Elements and Attributes to define the
Column Elements that are stored in the RowSet variable that is created when the task
executes.
Variable Name
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the parsed data. The variable will be of
type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a RowSet input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Advanced Panel
Nested Shared Values
Specify whether or not to allow nested, shared values to be read accurately. This will only
work if the columns appear exactly according to the index order of the column sub
elements. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Element allows you to specify the data parameters for columns in an XML file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Name
Specify the name of this column.
Size
Specify the size (maximum number of characters) of the column. This setting may not be
used by this task but could be used by subsequent tasks that use the RowSet generated by
this task.
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Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Pattern
Specify the pattern that was used to format numeric or date/time fields. This will be used if
and only if this column is defined as a numeric, date, time or timestamp type column.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
column is defined as a numeric or date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from
parent Data element.
Data Options Panel
Foreign Key
Specify whether or not this column references a foreign key value. By declaring a column a
foreign key, a record will be skipped even if a foreign key column contains data, so long as
the rest of the non-foreign key columns are null (empty). Default Value: false
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from this
column. If the data in this column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null value. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write XML Task
The Write XML task will write an XML file based on the contents of one or more RowSet
variables. Those variables can contain data from a database or from another file type like CSV,
fixed-width, or Excel.
XML files consist of elements and attributes. Elements allow you to organize your data into a tree
structure that is easy to traverse. Attributes can be added to specify options for those elements.
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DTD and XSD Schema Validation
An XML schema contains a blue print of an XML file format and is used to ensure XML files
contain proper fields and formatting. The XML Validation panel on the Write XML Task gives you
the optional ability to validate the XML output file against a DTD or XSD Schema. The XSD and
DTD files must be correctly formed with proper namespace declarations. The specified DTD or
Schema file can be accessed from a URL or local file.
l

URL Format - http://[example.com]/[your_shema].[xsd] or [dtd]

l

File Format - file:///[filePath]/[your_shema].[xsd] or [dtd] (note the three forward slashes)

Write XML Data Mapper
The Write XML Data Mapper has two primary functions:
1. Allow the user to visually map and configure a Write XML task process.
2. Provide the user a visual representation of a Write XML task process that has been
configured previously through the work pane.
Click Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the Write XML task main panel to open the Write XML
Data Mapper.
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Write XML Data Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the mapper toolbar:
l
l

Apply all changes and exit the mapper by clicking the Apply button.
Cancel all changes and exit the mapper by clicking the Cancel Button.

Using the Write XML Data Mapper
When you first launch the Write XML Data Mapper, you will see an Input RowSet and XML
Output container. The following instructions explain how to populate the XML Output container
with elements and attributes, and how to link those elements and attributes to columns in the
Input RowSet variable container, resulting in a completed Write XML task process.

Creating Input RowSet Columns
The Input XML RowSet is comprised of nodes. These nodes represent the columns of a CSV, file
or database.
Node Actions
l
l
l
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Add a node to the hierarchy by clicking on the expand icon adjacent to a node and selecting one
of the following actions:
l
l
l
l

Add Column Before - Add a column above the selected node.
Add Column After - Add a column below the selected node.
Delete Column - Delete the select column node.
Edit - Edit the column name.

Continue this process until the node hierarchy mirrors that of the RowSet input file or database.

Creating Output XML Elements and Attributes.
Create output XML elements by linking RowSet column nodes to XML Output elements. An arrow
appears between the two indicating that the two are linked. When the RowSet is read, each
column value will be passed to the linked element or attribute contained within the XML output.
Alternatively, you can add nodes to the XML Output hierarchy by clicking on the expand icon
adjacent to a node and selecting one of the following actions:
l

l

l
l
l
l

Add Attribute - Add an attribute as it will appear in the output XML file. Attributes can only
be added to elements.
Add Element - Add an element as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag.
Add If - Add an if statement, which compares one RowSet value to another RowSet value.
Add Loop - Add a for-each loop element, which will loop through data in a RowSet variable.
Delete - Delete a node from the Output XML container.
Edit - Edit the Element Name.

Click Apply to return to the Project Designer. The project outline, as well as Value and Name
fields, will reflect the changes made in the Write XML Data Mapper.

Example 1: Using the Write XML Data Mapper
Follow the instructions below to write the contents of a RowSet variable to an XML file using the
Write XML data mapper.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write XML task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Write XML task, specify the Output File value:
l Output File - The file path and file name of the XML file to write.
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3. Click Launch Data Mapping Wizard to launch the Write XML Data data mapper.
4. The data mapper launches with two containers: the RowSet container on the left, and the
XML output container on the right. Double-click on RowSet to rename the RowSet
container to match the name of the RowSet variable containing the order data. In this
example, the variable containing the order data is named orderData.
5. Columns in the RowSet container should match the order of the columns in the RowSet
variable. Add columns using the menu.
6. Double-click on a column to rename it. Rename all columns to match the columns
contained in the RowSet variable.

7. In the XML Output container, click the
icon next to the Root element and select Add
Loop. The loop will iterate through each row in a RowSet variable.
8. Click the
icon next to the Loop element and select Add Element. Repeat this process
until you have created a number of elements equal to the number of columns contained in
the RowSet container.
9. Double-click on an element to rename it. You may rename the element after the column it
will be linked to, or you may name it differently. Elements are not required to be named
after RowSet columns.

10. To link a RowSet column to an XML Output element, click on the column name, then drag
and drop the name to an XML element. Repeat this process until all RowSet columns are
linked to the desire XML Output elements.
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11. Click Apply to exit the mapper. The Project Outline will reflect the changes made in the data
mapper.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write XML task using the data mapper.

Example 2: Write XML File
The input RowSet data used in this example is based on the example data as it appears in the
RowSet topic. Follow the steps below to write the XML file.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write XML task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Write XML task, specify the Output File value:
l Output File - The file path and file name of the XML file to write.

3. In the Write XML task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Element. The
first Element in the Project Outline will become the root node in the XML document.
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4. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.
l Enclose in CDATA - Whether or not the text in the Value attribute should be
wrapped in CDATA tags.

5. In the Element window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click For-Each. The Write
XML task's For-Each element iterates through each row in a RowSet variable.
6. On the For-Each element, specify the Input RowSet Variable value:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains
data to write to a file. For example, ${variableName}.

7. In the For-Each window, from the Add link in the sub-menu, click Element.
8. On the Element, specify the Name value:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.

9. In the Element window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Attribute.
10. On the Attribute element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - The attribute name as it will appear in the output XML file. For example,
<element attributeName="attributeValue" />.
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l

Value - The value of this attribute. This may be expressed by a combination of
constant values and RowSet column references. For example ${RowSetVariable[2]},
where RowSetVariable is the name of the variable of type RowSet and 2 is the
column index of that RowSet. Please note that only RowSets which are in use by a
parent For-Each element may be used.

11. From the Project Outline, select the element above the attribute, and from the Add link in
the sub-menu, click Element.
12. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.
l Enclose in CDATA - Whether or not the text in the Value attribute should be wrapped
in CDATA tags.

13. If needed, add additional Attributes, from the Add link in the sub-menu by selecting the
Add Same option. Repeat step 11 for each attribute.
14. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write XML task:

The following image illustrates the XML file created from the Write XML task:

Example 3: Write XML Task Using IF Element
The XML IF element is used to write XML elements based on Primary Key/Foreign Key or
Header/Detail relationships. The test condition only compares the value from one RowSet
variable to the value from another RowSet variable. The only valid comparison operator is 'eq'
(equals).
Example Test Condition: ${orderHeader[OrderNum]} eq ${orderDetails[OrderNum]}
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In the following example, RowSet data from two SQL Query tasks will be written to a single
XML file. The 'orderHeader' RowSet data will be merged with the 'orderDetails' RowSet data
using the 'OrderNum' column as the primary key. This task will be accomplished using two nested
loops. The outer For-Each element will loop through the 'orderHeader' variable while the inner
For-each element will loop through the 'orderDetails' loop.
Here is an example of the 'orderHeader' RowSet data. The rows have been color-coded to
illustrate the relationship of the 'OrderNum' column with the data in the 'orderDetails' RowSet:

${orderHeader} RowSet Variable
${orderHeader
[OrderNum]}

${orderHeader
[TotShipped]}

${orderHeader
[TotCharge]}

25565

3

50

25566

2

100

25567

3

50

Here is an example of the 'orderDetails' RowSet data:

${orderDetails} RowSet Variable
${orderDetails
[OrderNum]}

${orderDetails
[PartNumber]}

${orderDetails
[TotPieces]}

${orderDetails
[TotCharge]}

25565

WC0324

1

20

25565

CBJS01

1

20

25565

GBVVVDS

1

10

25566

DVBF066

2

100

25567

CBJS01

2

40

25567

GBVVVDS

1

10

Use the following instructions to create an XML file using the Write XML IF element:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write XML task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Write XML task, specify the Output File value:
l Output File - The file path and file name of the XML file to write.

3. In the Write XML task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Element. The
first Element in the Project Outline will become the root node in the XML document.
4. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.
l Enclose in CDATA - Whether or not the text in the Value attribute should be
wrapped in CDATA tags.

5. In the Element window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click For-Each. The Write
XML task's For-Each element iterates through each row in a RowSet variable. The first
For-Each (outer loop) element in this example loops through the 'orderHeader' RowSet
variable.
6. On the For-Each element, specify the Input RowSet Variable value:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains
data to write to a file. For example, ${variableName}.

7. In the For-Each window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Element.
8. On the Element, specify the Name value:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.
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9. In the Element window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Attribute.
10. On the Attribute element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - The attribute name as it will appear in the output XML file. For example,
<element attributeName="attributeValue" />.
l Value - The value of this attribute. This may be expressed by a combination of
constant values and RowSet column references. For example ${RowSetVariable
[OrderNum]}, where RowSetVariable is the name of the variable of type RowSet
andOrderNum is the column index name of that RowSet. Please note that only
RowSets which are in use by a parent For-Each element may be used.

11. Form the Project Outline, select the 'order' element created in step 9. In the 'order' Element
window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click For-Each. The second For-Each
element (inner loop) in this example loops through the 'orderDetails' RowSet variable.
12. On the For-Each element, specify the Input RowSet Variable value:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data
to write to a file. For example, ${variableName}.

13. From the Project Outline, select the element above the attribute, and from the Add button
in the sub-menu, click If.
14. On the If element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Test Condition - The comparison between the value of one RowSet variable to
another. In this example, the data in the 'OrderNum' column is being compared with
the 'orderHeader' and 'orderDetails' RowSets. If the value of the two variables are
equal, the next element in the Write XML task will be written to the XML file.
Example Test Condition: ${orderHeader[OrderNum]} eq ${orderDetails[OrderNum]}
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15. In the If window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Element.
16. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.

17. In the Element window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Attribute.
18. On the Attribute element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - The attribute name as it will appear in the output XML file. For example,
<element attributeName="attributeValue" />.
l Value - The value of this attribute. This may be expressed by a combination of
constant values and RowSet column references. For example ${RowSetVariable
[OrderNum]}, where RowSetVariable is the name of the variable of type RowSet and
OrderNum is the column index name of that RowSet. Please note that only RowSets
which are in use by a parent For-Each element may be used.

19. Form the Project Outline, select the 'part' element created in step 17. In the 'part' Element
window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Element.
20. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.
l Value - The value of this attribute. This may be expressed by a combination of
constant values and RowSet column references. For example ${RowSetVariable
[OrderNum]}, where RowSetVariable is the name of the variable of type RowSet
andOrderNum is the column index name of that RowSet. Please note that only
RowSets which are in use by a parent For-Each element may be used.
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21. Form the Project Outline, select the 'part' element created in step 16. In the 'part' Element
window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Element.
22. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - The element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an
XML tag. For example, <tagName>.
l Value - The value of this attribute. This may be expressed by a combination of
constant values and RowSet column references. For example ${RowSetVariable
[OrderNum]}, where RowSetVariable is the name of the variable of type RowSet
andOrderNum is the column index name of that RowSet. Please note that only
RowSets which are in use by a parent For-Each element may be used.

23. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write XML task:
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The following image illustrates the XML file created from the Write XML task:
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Field Definitions
Write XML Task
The Write XML task allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a RowSet
variable into a XML file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the XML file to write.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the XML file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains
untouched. Default Value: rename
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XML Mapper
Click Launch Data Mapping Wizard to open the Write XML Data Mapper.
Advanced Panel
XML Header
Specify the XML Header information that will be written to the XML document before the
root element. Header information contains lines such as the XML processing information,
DTD, Schema definitions, stylesheet definitions, etc. The default header is <?xml
version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>, but may be overwritten. In order to completely
remove the header, specify the ${system.emptyString} variable as the header value.
Default Value: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
Tidy Output
Specify whether or not to use indentation so that the output is more legible. Default Value:
true
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual element and attribute settings. Default
Value: none
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when any field in any row of the
input RowSet has a null value. The default value in an empty string. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns.
Encoding
Specify the encoding to use when writing the output file. It is strongly recommended that
this value be the same as the encoding specified in the XML header. Default Value: UTF-8
Data Format Panel
Number Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint, real,
float, double, decimal and numeric) in the output file. For example, ###,### (2,345) or
$###,###.00 ($2,345.46). This value can be overridden by the individual elements and
attributes.
Date Format
Specify the pattern for formatting the date fields in the output file. For example,
MM/dd/yyyy (08/02/2007). This value can be overridden by the individual elements and
attributes. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the time fields in the input files. For example,
hh:mm:ss a (08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by the individual elements and
attributes. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the timestamp fields in the input files. For example,
MMM dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by
the individual elements and attributes. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
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Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and date/time data
should be formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language
is the two character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code.
The country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual elements and attributes. Default Value: en_US
XML Validation Panel
Validation
Specify the type of validation to be performed. By default, validation is 'none' which means
no validation is performed. Valid options are - none, schema, dtd. Default Value: none
Schema URL
Specify the URL path to the schema source. Use this attribute only if the schema source to
validate against is not already defined in the XML document, or to override the schema.
Leaving this value blank will validate the document against the schema defined in the XML
document. This attribute is ignored if validation is not set to schema.
When Validation Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors will
be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Note that any fatal errors encountered
by the parser means that the XML document is unreliable and the project will fail regardless
of this setting. Valid options are - ignore, log, error. Default Value: error
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output XML file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Element
Allows you specify XML elements and their parameters to your XML file.
Name
Specify the element name as it will appear in the output XML file. An element is an XML
tag. For example, <tagName>. Only alphanumeric characters are valid. The use of special
characters will result in an error.
Value
Specify the value that will appear in this element. This may be expressed by a combination
of constant values and RowSet column references, such as ${rowset[1]}. Only RowSets
which are in use by a parent ForEach element may be used.
Skip if Empty
Specify whether or not this element should be skipped (not written to the output file) if the
element does not contain any attributes or child elements. If any attributes or child
elements exists, then this value will be ignored. Default Value: false
Enclose in CDATA
Specify whether or not this element's value should be enclosed in a CDATA section. For
example, <![CDATA[value]]>. Default Value: false
Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this element For example, integer, date or decimal. If left blank, the
input RowSet will be queried to obtain the type element. If the type cannot be determined
from the RowSet, it defaults to VARCHAR. The data type specified here can be different
than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data type is overridden, the task
performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the data from the input RowSet.
Default Value: Same as input.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the data in this element. This will have effect if and
only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. Default Value:
Inherited from the parent Task element.
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Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this element is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
element is defined as a numeric or date/time type element. Default Value: Inherited from
the parent Task element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this element should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this element of the input
RowSet has a null value. Default Value: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Attribute
Allows you to add attributes to XML elements and specify the attribute's parameters.
Name
Specify the attribute name as it will appear in the output XML file. For example, <element
attributeName="attributeValue" />.
Value
Specify the value of this attribute. This may be expressed by a combination of constant
values and RowSet column references. For example ${rowsetVariable[2]}, where
rowsetVariable is the name of the variable of type RowSet and 2 is the column index of that
RowSet. Please note that only RowSets which are in use by a parent For-Each element
may be used.
Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this element For example, integer, date or decimal. If left blank, the
input RowSet will be queried to obtain the type element. If the type cannot be determined
from the RowSet, it defaults to VARCHAR. The data type specified here can be different
than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data type is overridden, the task
performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the data from the input RowSet.
Default Value: Same as input.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the data in this element. This will have effect if and
only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. Default Value:
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Inherited from the parent Task element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this element is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
element is defined as a numeric or date/time type element. Default Value: Inherited from
the parent Task element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this element should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this element of the input
RowSet has a null value. Default Value: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

For-Each
The For-Each element allows you to loop through data in a RowSet variable.
Name
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data to write to a file. For
example, ${variableName}
Sorted
Specify whether or not the RowSet is sorted by the key column, allowing more efficient
operation. Default Value: unsorted
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

If
The XML If element is used to write XML elements based on Primary Key/Foreign Key or
Header/Detail relationships. The test condition requires a value from one RowSet variable
to be compared against the value from another RowSet variable.
Test Condition
Specify the comparison to perform. The only supported comparison operator is 'eq'
(equals).
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Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not this comparison should ignore the difference between capital and
lower case letters. Default Value: true
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read JSON Task
The Read JSON task can read data from JSON files and load that data into RowSet variables.
Those RowSets can then be used to import the data into a database or translated to another file
type such as XML, Excel, fixed-width, or CSV.
JSON files by nature can contain multiple levels of objects and arrays and various field data
throughout them. Therefore you can add multiple RowSet elements to the Read JSON Task by
adding them through the Add button in the sub-menu. For example, you could have a JSON file
that contains customer information along with a list of the products they ordered. The customer
information can be parsed into one RowSet and the list of products into another RowSet. Those
RowSet variables can then be inserted into two separate database tables.
TIP:

The path to an JSON object, array, or field is case sensitive. If the path is not typed correctly
or if the case is wrong, an error will not be generated.

Example 1: Read JSON File
Follow the steps below to read a JSON file and load the data into two RowSets. In this example,
two RowSet variables will be created, one to contain the order information and another to contain
the customer information. The following image represents the JSON input file:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read JSON task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read JSON task, specify values for the File attribute:
l File - The file path and file name of the JSON file to read.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read.

3. Click the Add button and select RowSet.
4. On the RowSet element, specify a value for the Variable Name attribute:
l Variable Name - The name of a variable which will contain the parsed data. The
variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
RowSet input variable. This RowSet will be used to store order information.

5. Click the Add
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6. On the Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the output RowSet. The first column starts with
index 1.
l Value - The path to the field from which this column should draw data. To retrieve
data from a field, the path should be defined like "/Object/Array/Field".
For example, to retrieve the order number from the example above, use
"/orders/orderno". To retrieve the customer ID, use "/orders/customer/custid".

7. Repeat steps 5 & 6 to add columns for the remaining order information.
8. Select the Read JSON task from the Project Outline and then click the Add button and
select Add RowSet to add another RowSet variable. This RowSet variable will be used to
hold the customer information from the customer array.
9. On the RowSet element, specify a value for the Variable Name attribute:
l Variable Name - The name of a variable which will contain the parsed data. The
variable will be of type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
RowSet input variable. This RowSet will be used to store order information.

10. Click the Add button and select add a Column.
11. On the Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the output RowSet.
l Value - The path to the field from which this column should draw data.

12. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Same. Repeat steps 10 & 11 to
add columns for the remaining customer information.
13. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read JSON task, which contains
two RowSet variables for columns and elements read from the JSON file:

The following table illustrates the data contained in the orders RowSet variable created from the
JSON Read task:

${orders} RowSet Variable
${orders[1]}

${orders[2]}

${orders[3]}

748745375

Jun 30, 2008 1:54:23 AM

TN0039291

The following table illustrates the data contained in the customer RowSet variable created from
the JSON Read task:

${customer} RowSet Variable
${custom
er[1]}

${custom
er[2]}

${custom
er[3]}

${custom
er[4]}

${custom
er[5]}

${custom
er[6]}

11045

Sue

Hatfield

1409
Silver
Street

Ashland

NE
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Field Definitions
Read JSON Task
The Read JSON task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating
a JSON file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of the JSON file to read.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains JSON files to read. For
example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be read. The JSON files must be uniform in
data structure, and each JSON file must contain the same elements and attributes.
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Advanced Panel
Skip Invalid Records
Specify whether or not to skip records that contain unparseable data. The default is 'false'
which will throw an error and stop the task. Default Value: false
Parse Type
Specify the parsing method. This determines how record values are reset when a
previously mapped field is found. The depth option resets previous record values based
upon mapping hierarchy. The order option resets previous record values based upon the
order in which they are found. Default Value: depth
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Parse Type Example

In this example, the following attributes will be contained in the orders RowSet variable:
/orders/orderno
/orders/customers/fname
/orders/customers/custid
The following table illustrates the data contained in the orders RowSet variable created
using the order parse type. The order parse type resets previous record values based
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upon the order in which they are found, regardless of where the values are located in the
hierarchy.

${orders} RowSet Variable
${orders[1]}

${orders[2]}

${orders[3]}

11045

Sue

748745375

11046

Kathy

748745375

The following table illustrates the data contained in the orders RowSet variable created
using the depth parse type. The depth parse type resets previous record values based
upon mapping hierarchy. For example, /orders/orderno/fname resets all record values that
start with /orders/orderno. In this case, the mapping hierarchy is not arranged by depth - the
/orders/orderno value is encountered again after the /orders/orderno/fname attribute,
resulting in incorrect output.

${orders} RowSet Variable
${orders[1]}

${orders[2]}

${orders[3]}

11045

Sue

748745375

11046

Kathy

748745375

null

null

748745376

Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value: both
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from the input
files. If the data in any column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file(s). The default value is same as the
platform's default file encoding. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Data Format Panel
Separator
Specify the value that should be used to separate a values that are mapped as an array.
The default value is a comma(,). This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
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Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) in the input
files. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be used if and
only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type column defined
under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the decimal number fields (real, float, double, decimal and
numeric) in the input files. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note that this
setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double, decimal,
numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the format of the date fields in the JSON file being read. For example, MM/dd/yyyy
(08/02/2007). This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value:
yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the format of the time fields in the JSON file being read. For example, hh:mm:ss a
(08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by the individual columns. Default Value:
HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the format of the timestamp fields in the JSON file being read. For example, MMM
dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by the
individual columns. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and date/time data is
formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two
character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code. The
country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual columns. Default Value: en_US
Output Variables Panel
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

RowSet
The RowSet Element allows you to use JSON objects, arrays, and fields to define the
Column Elements that are stored in the RowSet variable that is created when the task
executes.
Variable Name
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the parsed data. The variable will be of
type RowSet and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a RowSet input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Element allows you to specify the data parameters for columns to create in the
RowSet from a JSON file.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Value
Specify the path to the element or attribute from which this column should draw data. To
retrieve data from an element, the element path should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/Element3".
Name
Specify the name of this column.
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Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Pattern
Specify the pattern that was used to format numeric or date/time fields. This will be used if
and only if this column is defined as a numeric, date, time or timestamp type column.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
column is defined as a numeric or date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from
parent Data element.
Separator
Specify the value that should be used to separate values when an array is encountered.
Default: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Null Indicator
Specify the value that should be interpreted as null when reading the data from this
column. If the data in this column in any row matches the value specified here, it will be
interpreted as a null value. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Foreign Key
Specify whether or not this column references a foreign key value. By declaring a column a
foreign key, a record will be skipped even if a foreign key column contains data, so long as
the rest of the non-foreign key columns are null (empty). Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read X12 Envelope Task
The Read X12 Envelope task can read and validate ISA, GS, and ST envelopes within an X12
document and load that data into RowSet variables. Those RowSets can then be used to import
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the data into a database or used in other X12 transactions.
X12 documents use a three-level enveloping system for transferring multiple transaction sets in a
single file. The Read X12 Envelope Task can read and validate control numbers, envelope
counts, and segment counts, regardless of the EDI document definition (850, 117, etc.). Users
can specify actions to take when validation succeeds or fails.

Field Definitions
Read X12 Envelope Task
The Read X12 Envelope task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for
translating an X12 envelope into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of the X12 file to read.
Envelopes Variable
Specify a name for the output variable representing all of the fields accessible from the ISA,
GS, and ST envelopes. The name must start with a letter and may only contain letters,
digits, underscores, and periods.
Advanced Panel
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file(s). The default value is same as the
platform's default file encoding. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Validate Control Numbers
Specify whether to validate that control numbers on the envelope pairs for ISA, GS, and ST
all match. Default Value: true
Validate Envelope Counts
Specify whether to validate the count of the GS and ST envelopes matches the GE and SE
values. Default Value: true
Validate ST Segment Counts
Specify whether to validate that the number of segments in each ST matches the count on
the SE Trailer. Default Value: true
Validate Document
Specify whether to validate that the document meets the X12 definition standards. Default
Value: true
When Validations Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors will
be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Default Value: LOG
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write JSON Task
The Write JSON task will write a JSON file based on the contents of one or more RowSet
variables. Those variables can contain data that was read from a database or from another file
type like XML, CSV, fixed-width, or Excel.
JSON files consist of objects, arrays, and fields. Objects and arrays allow you to organize your
data into a tree structure that is easy to traverse. Fields can be added to specify data in objects.

Example: Write a JSON File
The input RowSet data used in this example is based on the example data as it appears in the
RowSet topic. Follow the steps below to read a CSV file and write its contents to a JSON file.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify values for the Read CSV Task attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file from which to read the data.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
read. The CSV files must be uniform in data structure, and each CSV file must
contain the same number of columns and the columns must be of the same data
type (such as VARCHAR or INT).
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l

Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input file. In this example, the variable name myData will be used.

3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write JSON task to the Project Outline.
4. On the Write JSON task, specify the following fields:
l Output File - The file path and file name of the JSON file to write.
l Tidy Output - Creates the JSON file with standard indention between objects, arrays,
and fields.

5. In the Write JSON task window, click the Add button in the sub-menu, and then select
Object.
6. On the Object element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - Specify the name for this object. If this is not a child of an object, the name is
used as a reference within the Project Outline. If this object is defined as the child of
another object, the Name is used as a field name in the JSON file.
In this example, this object is not the child of another object, so the value in the Name
field is only used as a reference in the Project Outline and is not used in the JSON
file. An open bracket "{" is specified in the element to make it easier to identify the
beginning of this Object in the Project Outline.

7. In the Object window, click the Add button in the sub-menu, and then select Array. The
JSON Write task's Array element iterates through each row in a RowSet variable.
8. On the Array element, specify the Input RowSet Variable value:
l Name - This array is the child of an object, and is used as a field label within the
JSON file. If this array was not defined as the child of an object, this Name would only
be a reference in the Project Outline.
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data
to write to a file. For example, ${myData}.

9. This array will contain multiple objects. In the Write Array element window, click the Add
button in the sub-menu, and then select Object.
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10. On the Object element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Name - Specify the name for this object. If this is not a child of an object, the name is
used as a reference within the Project Outline. If this object is defined as the child of
another object, the Name is used as a field name in the JSON file.
In this example, this object is not the child of another object, so the value in the
Name field is only used as a reference in the Project Outline and is not used in the
JSON file. An open bracket "{" is specified in the element to make it easier to identify
the beginning of this Object in the Project Outline.

11. In the Object window, click the Add button in the sub-menu, and then select Field.
12. On the Field element, specify the following fields:
l Name - Specify the field name as it will appear in the output JSON file.
l Value - Specify the value of this field. This may be expressed by a combination of
constant values and RowSet column references. For example ${myData[1]}, where
myData is the name of the variable of type RowSet and [1] is the column index of
that RowSet. Only RowSets which are in use by a parent Array may be used.

13. If needed, add additional fields, from the Add
Same option. Repeat step 12 for each field.
14. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write JSON task:

The following image illustrates the JSON file created from the Write JSON task:

Field Definitions
Write JSON Task
The Write JSON task allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a
RowSet variable into a JSON file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the JSON file to write.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the JSON file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains
untouched. Default Value: rename
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Tidy Output
Specify if the JSON output should be formatted with indentation or not. Default: false
Advanced Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in the fields should be trimmed. This
setting may also be overridden by the individual element and attribute settings. Default
Value: none
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when any field in any row of the
input RowSet has a null value. The default value in an empty string. This value can be
overridden by the individual columns.
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the output file. Default Value: The platform's default file
encoding.
Data Format Panel
Separator
Specify the value that should be used to separate a value defined on a JSON Field that is
of type StringArray. The default value is a comma(,). This value can be overridden by the
individual fields.
Whole Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the whole number fields (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) in the input
files. For example, ###,### (2,345). Please note that this setting will only be used if and
only if there is at least one whole number (tinyint, smallint, int, bigint) type column defined
under this data element. This value can be overridden by the individual columns.
Decimal Number Format
Specify the pattern used by the decimal number fields (real, float, double, decimal and
numeric) in the input files. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46). Please note that this
setting will only be used if there is at least one decimal number (real, float, double, decimal,
numeric) type column defined under this data element. This value can be overridden by the
individual columns.
Date Format
Specify the pattern for formatting the date fields in the output file. For example,
MM/dd/yyyy (08/02/2007). This value can be overridden by the individual elements and
attributes. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd
Time Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the time fields in the input files. For example,
hh:mm:ss a (08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by the individual elements and
attributes. Default Value: HH:mm:ss
Timestamp Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the timestamp fields in the input files. For example,
MMM dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss a (Aug 02, 2007 08:12:56 PM). This value can be overridden by
the individual elements and attributes. Default Value: yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS
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Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and date/time data
should be formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language
is the two character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code.
The country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). If needed, the locale
may be overridden on the individual elements and attributes. Default Value: en_US
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output JSON file. The
variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File
List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Object
The Object element allows you to organize data in your JSON file.
Name
Specify the name of the object for reference. This is also used as a field name when an
object is defined at the base of another object.
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Condition
Specify the conditional expression used to determine if the object should be written to the
output file. The object will be written out as long as the specified condition evaluates to
true.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Array
The Array element allows you to loop through data in a RowSet variable.
Name
Specify the name of the array for reference. This is also used as field name when an array
is defined within an object.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data to write to a file. For
example, ${variableName}.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Field
Allows you specify JSON fields and properties to your JSON file.
Name
Specify the field name as it will appear in the output JSON file.
Value
Specify the value of this field. This may be expressed by a combination of constant values
and RowSet column references. For example ${rowsetVariable[2]}, where rowsetVariable
is the name of the variable of type RowSet and 2 is the column index of that RowSet.
Please note that only RowSets which are in use by a parent Array may be used.
Condition
Specify the conditional expression used to determine if the field should be written to the
output file. The field will be written out as long as the specified condition evaluates to true.
Type Conversion Panel
Type
Specify the JSON Output type for this field. If left blank, the input rowset will be queried to
obtain the type element. If the type cannot be determined from the rowset, it defaults to
String. The data type specified here can be different than the actual data type in the input
rowset. If the data type is overridden, the task performs appropriate data type conversions
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when reading the data from the input rowset. Valid values are STRINGARRAY, STRING,
LONG, and DOUBLE. Default: STRING
Separator
Specify the value that should be used to separate a value defined on a JSON Field that is of
type StringArray. Default: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the data in this element. This will have effect if and
only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. Default Value:
Inherited from the parent Task element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this element is formatted. The Locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this
element is defined as a numeric or date/time type element. Default Value: Inherited from
the parent Task element.
Data Options Panel
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this element should be trimmed.
Default Value: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this element of the input
RowSet has a null value. Default Value: Inherited from the parent Task element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read EDI X12 Task
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the exchange of electronic business documents (invoices,
purchase orders, bills, etc.) between business partners. EDI X12 documents adhere to strict
formatting rules. A single EDI X12 document is referred to as a transaction set. A transaction set
is made up of data elements, segments, and envelopes.
The Read EDI X12 task translates an EDI X12 document to one or more RowSet variables using
predefined transaction set formats, available for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on
marketplace. Those variables can then be used to import the data into a database or translated to
another file type such as Excel, fixed-width, or CSV.

EDI X12 Data Mapper
The EDI X12 Data Mapper allows the user to visually map and configure a Read EDI X12 task.
The EDI X12 document input format is based on a chosen EDI X12 Transaction Set, available for
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download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on marketplace.
Before launching the EDI X12 Data Mapper, ensure that you have selected a Transaction Set on
the Read EDI X12 task. If the transaction set needed does not appear on the drop-down list, visit
the Add-on marketplace to download it.
To begin, select Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the main panel of the Read EDI X12 task to
open the EDI X12 Data Mapper.

When you first launch the EDI X12 Data Mapper, you will see an Input EDI X12 Transaction Set
and a RowSet container. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a default
value. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a user-defined value.
Hovering over a loop, segment, or element will display the current value. The following sections
explain how to link the elements of the EDI X12 Transaction Set container to columns in the
RowSet container, resulting in a completed Read EDI X12 task process.

EDI X12 Data Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the mapper toolbar:
l
l

Apply all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Apply.
Cancel all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Cancel.

EDI X12 Transaction Set Container Actions
The Input EDI X12 Transaction Set container is composed of nodes. These nodes represent the
loops, segments, and elements of an EDI X12 Transaction Set. Use the following actions to
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navigate the hierarchy:
l
l
l

Select the icon to expand a loop, segment, or element.
Select the icon to collapse a segment or element.
Select the icon to see the options available to a loop, segment, or element.

EDI X12 Transaction Set Segment Options
For segments, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access
the segment options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following field:
l

Repeat Segment - To loop over this segment, set the value to 'Yes'. The elements mapped
to RowSets inside of this segment will be iterated as though the segment were a loop. This
option only appears if the segment is repeatable according to the EDI X12 Transaction Set
definition.

EDI X12 Transaction Set Element Options
For elements, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access
the element options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following field:
l

Value - The incoming value of the current mapped node. Optionally, you can use the
Expression Wizard to add the System Variable ${system.edi.value}. Access the Expression
Wizard by selecting the
button next to the Value field.

Node Actions
l
l
l

Select and drag a node port to another node to create a link.
Select an existing link to activate it.
Select and drag a link to move it.
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Use the following actions to navigate the hierarchy of a Transaction Set:
l
l
l

Select the icon to expand a section.
Select the icon to collapse a section.
Select the icon to see the options available to an element.

Create RowSet columns by dragging and dropping an Input EDI X12 Transaction Set element
into the RowSet container. An arrow appears between the two indicating that the two are linked.
When the EDI X12 Transaction Set is read, each element or attribute value will be passed to the
linked column contained within the RowSet variable.

RowSet Container Actions
To add a new input RowSet, right-click the empty space in the right-hand pane and select Add
RowSet.
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon on a RowSet container:
l
l
l
l

Collapse - Collapse the input RowSet container
Delete - Delete the input RowSet container.
Edit - Edit the RowSet name.
Add Column - Add a column to the input RowSet container.

RowSet Column Actions
The following actions are available for columns in the RowSet container:
l
l

Double-click on a column name to rename it.
Select the icon next to a column name to:
l Delete the column
l Edit the column label and value.
l Add a column above the selected column
l Add a column below the selected column

Output Variable
To add an Output Variable, drag and drop an Input EDI X12 Transaction Set element into the
Output Variables container. Double-click on a variable name to rename it.
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon in the Output Variables container:
l
l
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l
l

Edit - Edit the variable name.
Add Variable - Add a variable to the Output Variables container.

Output variables created in the Data Mapper will appear in the Project Designer variables pane.
Select Apply to save all changes and exit the Mapper.

Example: Using the EDI X12 Data Mapper
Follow the instructions below to write the contents of an EDI X12 file to an Excel file using the
Read EDI X12 Data Mapper.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read EDI X12 task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read EDI X12 task, specify values for the following attributes:
1. Input File – The file path and name of the EDI X12 file to read.
2. EDI X12 Transaction Set – Select an EDI X12 Transaction Set from the list of those
installed. See the Add-ons page for information on how to add EDI X12 Transaction
Sets.

3. Select Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the Read EDI X12 task main panel to open the
EDI X12 Data Mapper.
4. When you first launch the EDI X12 Data Mapper, you will see an Input EDI X12 Transaction
Set and a RowSet container. The EDI X12 Transaction Set container contains all available
data elements, segments, and envelopes for the chosen Transaction Set.
5. Each Transaction Set element can be read to a RowSet variable column. To create a
column, select the Transaction Set element then drag and drop it into the RowSet variable
container. Double-click on a RowSet container name to give the output RowSet variable a
name.

6. Multiple RowSet variables can be created to isolate segments of data. To add a new
RowSet, right-click an open space within the Mapper and select Add RowSet. Follow the
above drag and drop procedure to populate the new RowSet.
7. Select Apply to leave the Mapper and return to the Project Designer.
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8. One possible use of the output RowSets would be to write the data to an output file. The
following image is an example of a RowSet variable containing package data being written
to an Excel file using the Write Excel task.

The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read EDI X12 task example using the
Data Mapper.

Field Definitions
Read EDI X12 Task
The Read EDI X12 task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating
an EDI file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of the EDI X12 document to read.
EDI X12 Transaction Set
Select an EDI X12 Transaction Set from those installed. Visit the Add-On section of the
Marketplace for a list all available transaction sets.
Advanced Panel
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file(s). The default value is same as the
platform's default file encoding. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Validate
Specify whether to validate the input file against the EDI X12 Definition. Default Value:
true
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When Validation Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors will
be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Default Value: LOG
997 Receipt Panel
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the EDI X12 file to write. A 997 Receipt will only be written
if an output file is specified.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the EDI X12 file already exists. The default value is
'rename', which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Segment Terminator
Specify the character that will be used to terminate segments. Valid hex characters
escaped with \x may be used. Default Value: LF
Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate elements. Valid hex characters escaped
with \x may be used. Default Value: *
Composite Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate composite elements. Valid hex
characters escaped with \x may be used. Default Value: ~
Repetition Separator
Specify the character that will provide the delimiter used to separate repeated occurrences
of a simple data element or a composite data structure; this value must be different than the
data element separator, composite element separator, and the segment terminator. Default
Value: U
Authorization Information Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Authorization Information.
Default Value: 00
Authorization Information
Specify a value used for additional identification or authorization.
Security Information Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Security Information. Default
Value: 00
Security Info
Specify the value used for identifying the security information about the interchange sender
or the data in the interchange.
Interchange Date
Specify the creation date for the EDI message. The expected format is yyMMdd. If left
blank, a date will be created for you.
Interchange time
Specify the creation time for the EDI message. The expected format is HHmm. If left blank,
a time will be created for you.
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Usage Indicator
Specify the code representing whether data enclosed by this interchange envelope is test,
production, or information. Default Value: P
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write EDI X12 Task
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the exchange of electronic business documents (invoices,
purchase orders, bills, etc.) between business partners. EDI X12 documents adhere to strict
formatting rules. A single EDI X12 document is referred to as a transaction set. A transaction set
is made up of data elements, segments, and envelopes.
The Write EDI X12 task converts data (database, CSV, fixed-width, Excel, etc.) contained in one
or more RowSet variables to an EDI X12 document using predefined and commonly used
transaction set formats, available for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on marketplace.

EDI X12 Data Mapper
The EDI X12 Data Mapper allows you to visually map and configure a Write EDI X12 task
process. The EDI X12 document output format is based on a chosen EDI X12 Transaction Set,
available for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on marketplace.
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Before launching the EDI X12 Data Mapper, ensure that you have specified a Transaction Set on
the Write EDI X12 task. If the transaction set needed does not appear on the drop-down list, visit
the Add-on marketplace to download it.
To begin, select Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the Write EDI X12 task main panel to open the
EDI X12 Data Mapper.

When you first launch the EDI X12 Data Mapper, you will see an input RowSet container and an
EDI X12 Transaction Set container. Initially, only the required loops and segments are loaded into
the EDI X12 Transaction Set container. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element
contains a default value. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a userdefined value. Hovering over a loop, segment, or element will display the current value. To add
optional segments, select the icon on the transaction set or parent loop and select Add Segment
from the context menu. On the Add Segment dialog box, choose the segment from the Available
Segments drop-down list and select Add.
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The following instructions explain how to populate the RowSet container with columns linked to
elements in the EDI X12 Transaction Set container, resulting in a completed Write EDI X12 task
process.

XML Write Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the mapper toolbar:
l
l

Apply all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Apply.
Cancel all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Cancel.

RowSet Container Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon on a RowSet container:
l
l
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Collapse - Collapse the input RowSet container
Delete - Delete the input RowSet container.
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l
l

Edit - Edit the RowSet name.
Add Column - Add a column to the input RowSet container.

Creating Input RowSets and RowSet Columns
To add a new input RowSet, right-click the empty space in the left-hand pane and select Add
RowSet.
The input RowSet is comprised of nodes. These nodes represent the columns of a CSV, XML file
or database.

Node Actions
l
l
l

Select and drag a node port to another node to create a link.
Select an existing link to activate it.
Select and drag a link to move it.

Drag and drop an element from the EDI X12 Transaction Set container to the RowSet container to
add a column with the same name.
Alternatively, you can manually add a column to the hierarchy by selecting the icon adjacent to a
column and selecting one of the following actions:
l
l
l
l

Add Column Before - Add a column above the selected node.
Add Column After - Add a column below the selected node.
Delete Column - Delete the selected column node.
Edit - Edit the column name.

Continue this process until the column hierarchy mirrors that of the RowSet input file or database.

EDI X12 Transaction Set Container Actions
The Input EDI X12 Transaction Set container is composed of nodes. These nodes represent the
loops, segments, and elements of an Input EDI X12 Transaction Set. Use the following actions to
navigate the hierarchy:
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l
l
l

Select the icon to expand a loop or segment.
Select the icon to collapse a loop or segment.
Select the icon to open the context menu to see the options available to a loop, segment,
or element.

EDI X12 Transaction Set Loop Options
For Loops, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access the
loop options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l

Condition - The conditional expression used to determine if the loop should be written. The
loop will be written if the specified condition evaluates to true.
Reset RowSet - To reset RowSets, set value to "Yes". RowSets in this loop will reset each
time the loop iterates.
NOTE:

The "Invalid cursor position: AFTER_LAST" error occurs when a read is attempted on
a RowSet which has already reached the last row available. You can prevent this from
occurring by setting Reset RowSet to "Yes".

EDI X12 Transaction Set Segment Options
For segments, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access
the segment options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l
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Condition - The conditional expression used to determine if the segment should be written.
The segment will be written if the specified condition evaluates to true.
Repeat Segment - To repeat this segment, set value to "Yes". RowSets mapped to
elements inside of this segment will be iterated each time the parent loop iterates. This
option only appears in the Edit dialog box if the segment is repeatable according to the EDI
X12 Transaction Set definition.
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EDI X12 Transaction Set Element Options
For elements, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access
the element options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following field:
l

Value - The incoming value of the current mapped node. Optionally, you can use the
Expression Wizard to add the System Variable ${system.edi.value}. Access the Expression
Wizard by selecting the
button next to the Value field.

Example: Using the EDI X12 Data Mapper
Follow the instructions below to write the contents of a CSV file to an EDI X12 file using the Write
EDI X12 data mapper.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library and drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File – The file path and name of the CSV file to read. In this example, the input
file will contain purchase order header data.
l Output RowSet Variable – The name of the variable which will contain the data read
from the input file.

3. Expand the Data Translation folder in the Component Library and drag the Write EDI X12
task to the Project Outline.
4. On the Write EDI X12 task, specify values for the following attributes:
1. Output File – The path and file name of the EDI X12 file to write.
2. Sender ID – The code published by the sender of the data.
3. Receiver ID – The code published by the receiver of the data.
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4. Control Number – The value used to uniquely identify the message.
5. EDI X12 Transaction Set - Select an EDI X12 Transaction Set from the list of those
installed. Transaction sets can be downloaded from the Add-on marketplace.

5. Select Launch Data Mapping Wizard.
6. The EDI X12 Transaction Set container (on the right side of the page) contains all available
data elements, segments, and envelopes of the chosen Transaction Set.
7. Each Transaction Set element can be linked to an input RowSet variable column. When
the Project executes, the Transaction Set element will be populated with data from the link
RowSet column. Add a column by selecting the menu icon next to the Input RowSet title
and selecting Add Column.
8. Double-click on a column to rename it. Continue adding and naming columns until the
RowSet contains the columns needed for the transaction set. Column names do not need
to be identical to those contained in the RowSet because the column index is used.
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9. To link an input RowSet column to a Transaction Set element, select the column name in
the RowSet container, then drag and drop it to the Transaction Set element. An arrow will
appear to indicate the column and element are linked.

The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write EDI X12 task example using the
data mapper.

Field Definitions
Write EDI X12 Task
The Write EDI X12 allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a RowSet
variable into an EDI X12 file.
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NOTE:

Values entered in the following fields will override any correlating fields defined on a
Partner or Partner Document.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the EDI X12 document to write.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the XML file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains
untouched. Default Value: rename
Partner
Specify a partner to use for writing out the document.
Sender ID Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Sender ID. This field correlates
to the Trading Partner Qualifier field on a Partner.
Sender ID
Specify the code published by the sender of the data. This field correlates to the Trading
Partner field on a Partner, and the GS Trading Partner field on a Partner Document.
Receiver ID Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Receiver ID. This field
correlates to the Internal Partner Qualifier field on a Partner. Default Value: zz
Receiver ID
Specify the code published by the receiver of the data. This field correlates to the Internal
Partner field on a Partner, and the GS Internal Partner field on a Partner Document.
Control Number
Specify the value used to uniquely identify the message.
NOTE:

This field is auto-incremented when a Partner is selected with a matching Partner
document. If no partner is specified, the default value is 1.
Segment Terminator
Specify the character that will be used to terminate segments. Hex values must be prefixed
with a \x. Default Value: LF
Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate elements. Hex values must be prefixed
with a \x. Default Value: *
Composite Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate composite elements. Hex values must
be prefixed with a \x. Default Value: ~
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Repetition Separator
Specify the character that will provide the delimiter used to separate repeated occurrences
of a simple data element or a composite data structure; this value must be different than the
data element separator, composite element separator, and the segment terminator and
must have a \x prefix. Default Value: U
EDI X12 Transaction Set
Select an EDI X12 Transaction Set from those installed. Visit the Add-On section of the
Marketplace for a list all available transaction sets.
Advanced Panel
Authorization Information Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Authorization Information.
Default Value: 00
Authorization Information
Specify a value used for additional identification or authorization.
Security Information Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Security Information. Default
Value: 00
Security Info
Specify the value used for identifying the security information about the interchange sender
or the data in the interchange.
Interchange Date
Specify the creation date for the EDI message. The expected format is yyMMdd. If left
blank, a date will be created for you.
Interchange Time
Specify the creation time for the EDI message. The expected format is HHmm. If left blank,
a time will be created for you.
Acknowledgment Request
Specify the code representing whether an acknowledgment request should be returned for
this EDI message. Default Value: false
Usage Indicator
Specify the code representing whether data enclosed by this interchange envelope is test,
production, or information. Default Value: P
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file(s). The default value is same as the
platform's default file encoding. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Validate
Specify whether to validate the output file against the EDI X12 Definition. The output file will
be validated after it is written. Default Value: true.
When Validation Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors will
be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Default Value: LOG
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Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output EDI X12 file. The
variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File
List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Read EDIFACT Task
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the exchange of electronic business documents (invoices,
purchase orders, bills, etc.) between business partners. GoAnywhere supports the translation of
United Nations Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and Transport
(EDIFACT). EDIFACT documents adhere to strict formatting rules. A single EDIFACT document
is referred to as a transaction set. A transaction set is made up of data elements, segments, and
envelopes.
The Read EDIFACT task translates an EDIFACT document to one or more RowSet variables
using predefined transaction set formats, available for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-
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on marketplace. Those variables can then be used to import the data into a database or
translated to another file type such as Excel, fixed-width, or CSV.

EDIFACT Data Mapper
The EDIFACT Data Mapper allows the user to visually map and configure a Read EDIFACT task.
The EDIFACT document input format is based on a chosen EDIFACT Transaction Set, available
for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on marketplace.
Before launching the EDIFACT Data Mapper, ensure that you have selected a Transaction Set on
the Read EDIFACT task. If the transaction set needed does not appear on the drop-down list, visit
the Add-on marketplace to download it.
To begin, select Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the main panel of the Read EDIFACT task to
open the EDIFACT Data Mapper.

When you first launch the EDIFACT Data Mapper, you will see an Input EDIFACT Transaction Set
and a RowSet container. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a default
value. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a user-defined value. Hovering
over a loop, segment, or element will display the current value. The following sections explain
how to link the elements of the EDIFACT Transaction Set container to columns in the RowSet
container, resulting in a completed Read EDIFACT task process.
EDIFACT Data Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the mapper toolbar:
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l
l

Apply all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Apply.
Cancel all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Cancel.

EDIFACT Transaction Set Container Actions
The Input EDIFACT Transaction Set container is composed of nodes. These nodes represent the
loops, segments, and elements of an EDIFACT Transaction Set. Use the following actions to
navigate the hierarchy:
l
l
l

Select the icon to expand a loop, segment, or element.
Select the icon to collapse a segment or element.
Select the icon to see the options available to a loop, segment, or element.

EDIFACT Transaction Set Segment Options
Select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access the segment
options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following field:
l

Repeat Segment - To loop over this segment, set the value to 'Yes'. The elements
mapped to RowSets inside of this segment will be iterated as though the segment were a
loop. This option only appears if the segment is repeatable according to the EDIFACT
Transaction Set definition.

EDIFACT Transaction Set Element Options
Select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access the element
options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following field:
l
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Value - The incoming value of the current mapped node. Optionally, you can use the
Expression Wizard to add the System Variable ${system.edi.value}. Access the
Expression Wizard by selecting the
button next to the Value field.
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Node Actions
l
l
l

Select and drag a node port to another node to create a link.
Select an existing link to activate it.
Select and drag a link to move it.

Use the following actions to navigate the hierarchy of a Transaction Set:
l
l
l

Select the icon to expand a section.
Select the icon to collapse a section.
Select the icon to see the options available to an element.

Create RowSet columns by dragging and dropping an Input EDIFACT Transaction Set element
into the RowSet container. An arrow appears between the two indicating that the two are linked.
When the EDIFACT Transaction Set is read, each element or attribute value will be passed to the
linked column contained within the RowSet variable.

RowSet Container Actions
To add a new output RowSet, right-click the empty space in the right-hand pane and select Add
RowSet.
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon on a RowSet container:
l
l
l
l

Collapse - Collapse the output RowSet container.
Delete - Delete the output RowSet container.
Edit - Edit the RowSet name.
Add Column - Add a column to the output RowSet container.
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RowSet Column Actions
The following actions are available for columns in the RowSet container:
l
l

Double-click on a column name to rename it.
Select the icon next to a column name to:
l Delete the column
l Edit the column label and value.
l Add a column above the selected column
l Add a column below the selected column

Output Variable
To add an Output Variable, drag and drop an Input EDIFACT Transaction Set element into the
Output Variables container. Double-click on a variable name to rename it.
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon in the Output Variables container:
l
l
l
l

Collapse - Collapse the Output Variables container.
Delete Variable - Delete the variable from the Output Variables container.
Edit - Edit the variable name.
Add Variable - Add a variable to the Output Variables container.

Output variables created in the Data Mapper will appear in the Project Designer variables pane.
Select Apply to save all changes and exit the Mapper.

Example: Using the EDIFACT Data Mapper
Follow the instructions below to write the contents of an EDIFACT file to an Excel file using the
Read EDIFACT Data Mapper.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read EDIFACT task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read EDIFACT task, specify values for the following attributes:
1. Input File – The file path and name of the EDIFACT file to read.
2. EDIFACT Transaction Set – Select an EDIFACT Transaction set from the list of
those installed. See the Add-ons page for information on how to add EDIFACT
Transaction Sets.

3. Select Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the Read EDIFACT task main panel to open the
EDIFACT Data Mapper.
4. When you first launch the EDIFACT Data Mapper, you will see an Input EDIFACT
Transaction Set and a RowSet container. The EDIFACT Transaction Set container
contains all available data elements, segments, and envelopes for the chosen Transaction
Set.
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5. Each Transaction Set element can be read to a RowSet variable column. To create a
column, select the Transaction Set element then drag and drop it into the RowSet variable
container. Double-click on a RowSet container name to give the output RowSet variable a
name.

6. Multiple RowSet variables can be created to isolate segments of data. To add a new
RowSet, right-click an open space within the Mapper and select Add RowSet. Follow the
above drag and drop procedure to populate the new RowSet.
7. Click Apply to leave the Mapper and return to the Project Designer.
8. One possible use of the output RowSets would be to write the data to an output file. The
following image is an example of a RowSet variable containing package data being written
to an Excel file using the Write Excel task.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Read EDIFACT task example using the
Data Mapper.

Field Definitions
Read EDIFACT Task
The Read EDIFACT task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for translating
an EDIFACT file into a RowSet variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of the EDIFACT file to read.
EDIFACT Transaction Set
Select an EDIFACT Transaction Set from those installed. Visit the Add-On section of the
Marketplace for a list all available transaction sets.
Advanced Panel
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the input file. Default Value: The platform's default file
encoding.
Validate
Specify whether to validate the input file against the EDIFACT Definition. Default Value:
true
When Validation Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors
will be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Default Value: LOG
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: No
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Write EDIFACT Task
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the exchange of electronic business documents (invoices,
purchase orders, bills, etc.) between business partners. GoAnywhere supports the translation of
United Nations Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and Transport
(EDIFACT). EDIFACT documents adhere to strict formatting rules. A single EDIFACT document
is referred to as a transaction set. A transaction set is made up of data elements, segments, and
envelopes.
The Write EDIFACT task converts data (database, CSV, fixed-width, Excel, etc.) contained in one
or more RowSet variables to an EDIFACT document using predefined and commonly used
transaction set formats, available for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on marketplace.

EDIFACT Data Mapper
The EDIFACT Data Mapper allows you to visually map and configure a Write EDIFACT task
process. The EDIFACT document output format is based on a chosen EDIFACT Transaction Set,
available for download on the GoAnywhere MFT Add-on marketplace.
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Before launching the EDIFACT Data Mapper, ensure that you have specified a Transaction Set
on the Write EDIFACT task. If the transaction set needed does not appear on the drop-down list,
visit the Add-on marketplace to download it.
To begin, select Launch Data Mapping Wizard on the Write EDIFACT task main panel to open
the EDIFACT Data Mapper.

When you first launch the EDIFACT Data Mapper, you will see an input RowSet container and an
EDIFACT Transaction Set container. Initially, only the required loops and segments are loaded
into the EDIFACT Transaction Set container. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element
contains a default value. The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a userdefined value. Hovering over a loop, segment, or element will display the current value. To add
optional segments, select the icon on the transaction set or parent loop and select Add Segment
from the context menu. On the Add Segment dialog box, choose the segment from the Available
Segments drop-down list and select Add.
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The following instructions explain how to populate the RowSet container with columns linked to
elements in the EDIFACT Transaction Set container, resulting in a completed Write EDIFACT
task process.

EDIFACT Write Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the mapper toolbar:
l
l

Apply all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Apply.
Cancel all changes and exit the mapper by selecting Cancel.

RowSet Container Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the menu icon on a RowSet container:
l
l
l
l

Collapse - Collapse the input RowSet container.
Delete - Delete the input RowSet container.
Edit - Edit the RowSet name.
Add Column - Add a column to the input RowSet container.

Creating Input RowSets and RowSet Columns
To add a new input RowSet, right-click the empty space in the left-hand pane and select Add
RowSet.
The input RowSet is composed of nodes. These nodes represent the columns of a CSV, XML file
or database.
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Node Actions
l
l
l

Select and drag a node port to another node to create a link.
Select an existing link to activate it.
Select and drag a link to move it.

Drag and drop an element from the EDIFACT Transaction Set container to the RowSet container
to add a column with the same name.
Alternatively, you can manually add a column to the hierarchy by selecting the icon adjacent to a
column and selecting one of the following actions:
l
l
l
l

Add Column Before - Add a column above the selected node.
Add Column After - Add a column below the selected node.
Delete Column - Delete the selected column node.
Edit - Edit the column name.

Continue this process until the column hierarchy mirrors that of the RowSet input file or database.

EDIFACT Transaction Set Container Actions
The Input EDIFACT Transaction Set container is composed of nodes. These nodes represent the
loops, segments, and elements of an Input EDIFACT Transaction Set. Use the following actions
to navigate the hierarchy:
l
l
l
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Select the icon to expand a section.
Select the icon to collapse a section.
Select the icon to open the context menu to see the options available to a loop, segment,
or element.
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EDIFACT Transaction Set Loop Options
For Loops, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access the
loop options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l

Condition - The conditional expression used to determine if the loop should be written. The
loop will be written if the specified condition evaluates to true.
Reset RowSet - To reset RowSets, set value to "Yes". RowSets in this loop will reset each
time the loop iterates.
NOTE:

The "Invalid cursor position: AFTER_LAST" error occurs when a read is attempted on a
RowSet which has already reached the last row available. You can prevent this from
occurring by setting Reset RowSet to "Yes".

EDIFACT Transaction Set Segment Options
For segments, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access
the segment options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l

Condition - The conditional expression used to determine if the segment should be written.
The segment will be written if the specified condition evaluates to true.
Repeat Segment - To repeat this segment, set value to "Yes". RowSets mapped to
elements inside of this segment will be iterated each time the parent loop iterates. This
option only appears in the Edit dialog box if the segment is repeatable according to the
EDIFACT Transaction Set definition.
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EDIFACT Transaction Set Element Options
For elements, select the icon to open the context menu and select Edit or double-click to access
the element options. On the Edit dialog box, define the following field:
l

Value - The incoming value of the current mapped node. Optionally, you can use the
Expression Wizard to add the System Variable ${system.edi.value}. Access the
Expression Wizard by selecting the
button next to the Value field.

Example: Using the EDIFACT Data Mapper
Follow the instructions below to write the contents of a CSV file to an EDIFACT file using the
Write EDIFACT Data Mapper.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library and drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File – The file path and name of the CSV file to read. In this example, the input
file will contain purchase order header data.
l Output RowSet Variable – The name of the variable which will contain the data read
from the input file.

3. For this example, a second Read CSV task is added to read in packaging data.
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4. Expand the Data Translation folder in the Component Library and drag the Write
EDIFACT task to the Project Outline.
5. On the Write EDIFACT task, specify values for the following attributes:
1. Output File – The path and file name of the EDIFACT file to write.
2. Sender ID – The code published by the sender of the data.
3. Receiver ID – The code published by the receiver of the data.
4. Interchange Control Reference – The value used to uniquely identify the message.
5. EDIFACT Transaction Set - Select an EDIFACT Transaction Set from the list of
those installed. Transaction sets can be downloaded from the Add-on marketplace.

6. Select Launch Data Mapping Wizard.
7. The EDIFACT Transaction Set container (on the right side of the page) contains all
available data elements, segments, and envelopes of the chosen Transaction Set.
8. Each Transaction Set element can be linked to an input RowSet variable column. When the
Project executes, the Transaction Set element will be populated with data from the link
RowSet column. Add a column by selecting the next to the Input RowSet title and selecting
Add Column.
9. Double-click on a column to rename it. Continue adding and naming columns until the
RowSet contains the columns needed for the transaction set. Column names do not need
to be identical to those contained in the RowSet because the column index is used.
10. Repeat this process for the second input RowSet variable.
11. To link an input RowSet column to a Transaction Set element, select the column name in
the RowSet container, then drag and drop it to the Transaction Set element. An arrow will
appear to indicate the column and element are linked.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Write EDIFACT task example using the
Data Mapper.

Field Definitions
Write EDIFACT Task
The Write EDIFACT allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a
RowSet variable into an EDIFACT file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the EDIFACT file to write.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the EDIFACT file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Syntax ID
Coded identification of the agency controlling a syntax and syntax level used in an
interchange. Default Value: UNOB = A-Z, a-z, 0-9 (ISO 646)
Syntax Version Number
Version number of the syntax identified in the syntax identifier. Default Value: 4
Sender ID Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Sender ID. Default Value: ZZ =
mutually defined
Sender ID
Specify the code published by the sender of the data.
Address for Reverse Party
Address specified by the sender of an interchange to be included by the recipient in the
response interchanges to facilitate internal routing.
Receiver ID Qualifier
Specify the code representing the type of information in the Receiver ID. Default Value: ZZ
= mutually defined
Receiver ID
Specify the code published by the receiver of the data.
Routing Address
Address specified by the recipient of an interchange to be included by the sender and used
by the recipient for routing of received interchanges inside their organization.
Interchange Control Reference
Unique reference assigned by the sender to an interchange.
EDIFACT Transaction Set
Select an EDIFACT Transaction Set from those installed. Visit the Add-On section of the
Marketplace for a list all available transaction sets.
Advanced Panel
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the output file. Default Value: The platform's default file
encoding.
Validate
Specify whether to validate the output file against the EDIFACT definition. Default Value:
true
When Validation Fails
Specify the action to take when a validation error occurs. By default, all validation errors will
be logged to the job log and the project will continue. Default Value: LOG
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Exclude Groups
Specify whether to exclude the optional group headers (UNG) and group footers (UNE)
from the output file. Default Value: false
Interchange Date
Specify the creation date for the EDI message. The expected formats are yyMMdd or
yyyyMMdd. If left blank, a date with the format yyMMdd will be created for you.
Interchange Time
Specify the creation time for the EDI message. The expected format is HHmm. If left blank,
a time will be created for you.
Recipient's Reference/Password Qualifier
Qualifier for the recipient's reference or password.
Recipient's Reference/Password
Unique reference assigned by the recipient to the data interchange or a password to the
recipient's system or to a third party network as specified in the partners interchange
agreement.
Application Reference
Identification of the application area assigned by the sender, to which the message in the
interchange relate e.g. the message identifier if all the messages in the interchange are of
the same type.
Processing Priority Code
Code determined by the sender requesting processing priority for the interchange.
Acknowledgment Request
Specify the code representing whether an acknowledgment request should be returned for
this EDI message.
Communications Agreement ID
Identification by name or code of the type of agreement under which the interchange takes
place.
Test Indicator
Indication that the interchange is a test.
Segment Terminator
Specify the character that will be used to terminate segments. Valid hex characters
escaped with \x may be used. Default Value: APOS = apostrophe
Element Delimiter
Specify the character that will be used to separate elements. Valid hex characters escaped
with \x may be used. Default Value: +
Composite Element Delimiter
Specify the character that will be used to separate composite elements. Valid hex
characters escaped with \x may be used. Default Value: :
Release Character
Specify the character that will be used to escape terminators and delimiters. Valid hex
characters escaped with \x may be used. Default Value: ?
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Decimal Character
The character that separates the digits forming the integral part of a number from those
forming the fractional part. Default Value: .
Repetition Delimiter
Specify the character that will provide the delimiter used to separate repeated occurrences
of a simple data element or a composite data structure; this value must be different than the
data element delimiter, composite element delimiter, and the segment terminator. Default
Value: *
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output EDIFACT file. The
variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File
List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: no
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Count RowSet Task
The Count RowSet task will count the rows and columns in a RowSet and store those counts in
output variables. The RowSet may have been generated by tasks that read the contents of a file
or database (for example, SQL or Read CSV tasks).

Example: Count a RowSet
In this example, a Read CSV task creates a RowSet variable named myData. The Count RowSet
task will use the myData RowSet and create two new variables, the RowSet's row count and
column count.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify the following values:
l Input File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
l Output RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data
read from the specified input file(s). The variable will be of type RowSet and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a RowSet input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist. For this example, the variable myData was used.
3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Count RowSet task to the Project Outline.
4. On the Count RowSet task, specify the following values:
l Input RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which
contains the data to count. For example, ${myData}.
l Output Row Count Variable - Specify the name of the variable that will contain the
count of rows.
l Output Column Count Variable - Specify the name of the variable that will contain
the count of columns.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Count RowSet task:

Count RowSet Task Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains the rows and columns to count. For
example, ${variableName}.
Output Row Count Variable
Specify the name of the variable that will contain the count of rows. If this variable exists it will be
overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
Output Column Count Variable
Specify the name of the variable that will contain the count of columns. If this variable exists it will
be overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
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a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Modify RowSet
The Modify RowSet task allows you to add, modify, or delete columns from a RowSet that was
generated by tasks that read the contents of a file or database (for example, SQL or Read CSV
tasks). The results of the Modify RowSet task are saved to an Output RowSet variable.
You have the option of modifying the existing columns and their index order, or you can define
new columns with an index order of your choosing. Modifying existing columns is useful when the
RowSet data needs slight modifications to meet the desired requirements. Identifying all new
columns is preferred when the Input RowSet requires several changes to RowSet data and/or
drastic changes to the column Index order.

RowSet Processing Explained
Each column in a RowSet is identified by an Index number, beginning at 1. The processing
example below illustrates how GoAnywhere executes the New Column, Modify Column, and
Remove Column elements when using existing columns.
The example Input RowSet variable contains 1 row of data, 6 columns (Indexes), and will
execute the following elements:
a.
b.
c.
d.
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1. When GoAnywhere begins the Modify RowSet task, all the columns from the Input RowSet
variable are mapped to the new Output RowSet variable.

2. The newColumn:1 element is processed. The new column is inserted into the Output
RowSet at Index 1 with a value of 'g'. The Indexes and values in the Output RowSet have
been shifted to the right, but still maintain their mapped links to the Input RowSet.

3. The modifyColumn:3 from the Input RowSet variable is processed. Column 4 of the Output
RowSet has a new value of 'h'. This is because the value from the Input RowSet column 3
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was mapped to the value of the Output RowSet column 4.

4. The removeColumn:5 element is processed. Column 5 from the Input RowSet will not be
included in the Output RowSet.

5. Finally, the newColumn:5 element is processed. A new Column at Index 5 has been
inserted with a value of 'j'. The existing Indexes and values have been shifted to the right.
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Example 1: Modify a RowSet Using Existing Columns
In this example, a Read CSV task creates a RowSet variable named myData that contains 6
columns of data. The following graphic illustrates the data contained in the RowSet:
Example data:

${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-01-19

BB001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-04-01

BB001

65000

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-09-30

KH001

105000

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-11-15

KH001

87500

34591

John

Davis

2001-06-15

KH001

85000

The Modify RowSet task will be used to add a new column at Index 4, modify the value of the data
in column 3, and remove column 5. Follow the steps below to use data from a RowSet, modify
existing columns, and output the results to a new RowSet:
NOTE:

Before adding a Modify RowSet task, you must have an Output RowSet variable from another
task. The Output RowSet variable is used as the Input RowSet variable on the Modify
RowSet task.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Modify RowSet task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Modify RowSet task, specify the following values:
l Input RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which
contains the data to modify. For example, ${myData}.
l Output RowSet Variable - Specify the name of the variable that will contain the
modified data. This will be a variable type of RowSet. If this variable exists it will be
overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
l Start With Existing Columns - Choose if you want to start with all columns from the
input RowSet (true) or would rather specify which columns you want specifically
(false). Choose true.
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3. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add New
Column.
4. Specify the Index where the new column will be added, and the column value that will be
written to the Output RowSet variable. In the example, a new column will be created at
Index 4. The column will contain the value "Chicago."

5. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Modify Column.
6. Specify the Index for the column to modify, and enter a new column value. In the example,
the string data in column 3 will be converted to uppercase text (i.e. from 'James' to
'JAMES').

7. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Remove Column.
8. Specify the Index for the column you want to remove.

9. Click the Save button when finished.
10. The modifiedData RowSet Variable will contain 6 columns.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Modify RowSet task:

Example Output RowSet Data:

${modifiedData} RowSet Variable
${modified
Data[1]}

${modified
Data[2]}

${modified
Data[3]}

${modified
Data[4]}

${modified
Data[5]}

${modified
Data[6]}

34594

Heather

BANKS

Chicago

1998-01-19

72000

34593

Tina

YOUNG

Chicago

2010-04-01

65000

34590

Kathy

HARRIS

Chicago

2007-09-30

105000

34592

Mark

WALKER

Chicago

2012-11-15

87500

34591

John

DAVIS

Chicago

2001-06-15

85000

Example 2: Modify RowSet Using Existing Columns
In this example, a Read CSV task creates a RowSet variable named myData that contains 6
columns of data. The following graphic illustrates the CSV data contained in the RowSet:
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Example data:

${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-01-19

bb001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-04-01

bb001

65000

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-09-30

kh001

105000

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-11-15

kh001

87500

34591

John

Davis

2001-06-15

kh001

85000

The Modify RowSet task will be used to modify the column at Index 5, and remove columns 1 and
2. Also, any rows that contain a number greater that 80000 at Index 6 will be excluded in the
Output RowSet variable. Follow the steps below to use data from a RowSet, modify existing
columns, and output the results to a new RowSet:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify the following values:
l Input File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
l Output RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data
read from the specified input file(s). The variable will be of type RowSet and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a RowSet input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist. For this example, the variable myData was used.
3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Modify RowSet task to the Project Outline.
4. On the Modify RowSet task, specify the following values:
l Input RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which
contains the data to modify. For example, ${myData}.
l Output RowSet Variable - Specify the name of the variable that will contain the
modified data. This will be a variable type of RowSet. If this variable exists it will be
overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
l Start With Existing Columns - Choose if you want to start with all columns from the
input RowSet (true) or would rather specify which columns you want specifically
(false). Choose true.
l Exclude Row If - Specify a condition that will exclude a row if it is satisfied and
prevent it from being included in the output variable. In this example any row that
contains an amount greater than 80000 in column 6 will be excluded.
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5. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Modify Column.
6. Specify the Index for the column to modify, and enter a new column value. In the example,
the string data in column 5 will be converted to uppercase text (i.e. from 'bb001' to 'BB001').

7. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Remove Column.
8. Specify the Index for the column you want to remove. In the example, the column at Index 1
will be removed.

9. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Remove Column.
10. Specify the Index for the column you want to remove. In the example, the column at Index 2
will be removed.

11. When the Project executes, the modifiedData RowSet Variable will contain 4 columns.
Rows that contained an amount greater than 80000 from column 6 of the Input RowSet are
removed.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Modify RowSet task:

Example Output RowSet Data:

${modifiedData} RowSet Variable
${modifiedData[1]}

${modifiedData[2]}

${modifiedData[3]}

${modifiedData[4]}

Banks

1998-01-19

BB001

72000

Young

2010-04-01

BB001

65000

Example 3: Modify RowSet Using New Columns with a SQL Task
In this example, an SQL query creates a RowSet variable named myData with 6 columns of data.
The following graphic illustrates the data contained in the RowSet:
Example data:

${myData} RowSet Variable
${myData
[1]}

${myData
[2]}

${myData
[3]}

${myData
[4]}

${myData
[5]}

${myData
[6]}

34594

Heather

Banks

1998-01-19

BB001

72000

34593

Tina

Young

2010-04-01

BB001

65000

34590

Kathy

Harris

2007-09-30

KH001

105000

34592

Mark

Walker

2012-11-15

KH001

87500

34591

John

Davis

2001-06-15

KH001

85000
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The Modify RowSet task will be used to create a new RowSet variable that only contains columns
1,3, and 6 from the original RowSet. Follow the steps below to use the data from the original
RowSet, create columns and specify their value, and then output the results to a new RowSet:
NOTE:

Before adding a Modify RowSet task, you must have an Output RowSet variable from another
task. The Output RowSet variable is used as the Input RowSet variable on the Modify
RowSet task.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Modify RowSet task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Modify RowSet task, specify the following values:
l Input RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which
contains the data to modify. For example, ${myData}.
l Output RowSet Variable - Specify the name of the variable that will contain the
modified data. This will be a variable type of RowSet. If this variable exists it will be
overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
l Start With Existing Columns - Choose if you want to start with all columns from the
input RowSet (true) or would rather specify which columns you want specifically
(false). Choose false.

3. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add New
Column.
4. Specify the Index where the new column will be added, and the column value that will be
written to the Output RowSet variable. In the example, a new column will be created at
Index 1 and will contain the value of column 1 from input RowSet variable.

5. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add
Column.
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6. Specify the Index where the new column will be added, and the column value that will be
written to the Output RowSet variable. In the example, a new column will be created at
Index 2 and will contain the value of column 3 from input RowSet variable.

7. In the Modify RowSet task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add New
Column.
8. Specify the Index where the new column will be added, and the column value that will be
written to the Output RowSet variable. In the example, a new column will be created at
Index 3 and will contain the value of column 6 from input RowSet variable.

9. Click the Save button when finished.
10. The modifiedData RowSet variable will contain 3 columns.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Modify RowSet task:

Example Output RowSet Data:

${modifiedData} RowSet Variable
${modifiedData[1]}
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${modifiedData} RowSet Variable
34594

Banks

72000

34593

Young

65000

34590

Harris

105000

34592

Walker

87500

34591

Davis

85000

Field Definitions
Modify RowSet Task
The Modify RowSet task allows you to add, modify, or delete columns from a RowSet that
was generated by tasks that read the contents of a file or database (for example, SQL or
Read CSV tasks).
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains the data to modify. For
example, ${variableName}.
Output RowSet Variable
Specify the name of the variable that will contain the modified data. This will be a variable
type of RowSet. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
Start With Existing Columns
Specify whether the output RowSet initially contains the column layout from the input
RowSet (true), or if all new columns must be created (false). Default Value: true
Exclude Row If
Specify a condition that will exclude a row if it is satisfied and prevent it from being included
in the output variable.
Include Row If
Specify a condition that will include a row if it is satisfied and allow it to be included in the
output variable.
Advanced Panel
Start At Row
Specify which row from the input RowSet should be the starting point for processing.
Maximum Rows
Specify the maximum number of rows that should be written to the output variable.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (for example, call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=
[value] replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (for
example, setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

New Column
The New Column Element allows you to add a new column to the RowSet variable.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Name
Specify the name of the column.
Value
Specify the value for this variable.
Advanced Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Size
Specify the size (maximum number of characters) of the column. The value specified here
determines the field boundaries for the Write Fixed-width task.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Modify Column
The Modify Column element allows you to modify the value of an existing column in a
RowSet variable.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Name
Specify the name of the column.
Value
Specify the value for this variable.
Advanced Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. Default Value:
VARCHAR
Size
Specify the size (maximum number of characters) of the column. The value specified here
determines the field boundaries for the Write Fixed-width task.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Remove Column
The Remove Column element allows you to remove a column from an existing RowSet
variable.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index 1.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Validate RowSet Task
The Validate RowSet task allows you to validate the data contained in a RowSet that was
generated by tasks that read the contents of a file or database (for example, SQL or Read CSV
tasks). This is useful for identifying problems with data before it is used in another task, such as
inserting it into a database or translating it to another file format.
The Validate RowSet task can be used to determine if the RowSet contains a minimum or
maximum amount of rows in the RowSet. The task can additionally determine if the expected
number of columns are present, can verify the data in the column meets specified conditions, or
the data is of the correct data type and format.

Example: Validate a RowSet
In this example, a Read CSV task creates a RowSet variable named myData. The Validate
RowSet task will use the myData RowSet variable and determine if the RowSet contains the
minimum number of rows, the expected number of columns, verify the data in a column meets a
specified criteria, and ensures another column contains decimal data type that is formatted for
US currency.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify the following values:
l Input File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to read the data from.
l Output RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable which will contain the data
read from the specified input file(s). The variable will be of type RowSet and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a RowSet input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist. For this example, the variable myData was used.
3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Validate RowSet task to the Project Outline.
4. On the Validate RowSet task, specify the following values:
l Input RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which
contains the data to validate. For example, ${myData}.

5. Expand the Validation panel and specify the following values:
l Minimum Rows - Specify the minimum number of rows expected.
l Number of Columns - Specify the number of columns expected.
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6. In the Validate RowSet task, click the Add button in the sub-menu, and then select Add
Column.
7. In this example, the Validate RowSet task will verify the data in the first column will always
begin with "cust-", such as "cust-001, cust-002, etc." This will be accomplished by using a
Substring Expression to substring the first 5 characters of the data and then compare the
substringed value to a string. All Expression Conditions must return a true or false value.
Specify the following values on the Column element:
l Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column is index
1.
l Value Required - Specify whether a value is required for this column.
l Expression Condition - Specify a conditional expression used to determine if the
column is valid. The expression must evaluate to true or false.

8. In the Column element, click the Add button in the sub-menu, and then select Add
Same.
9. This column will be configured to validate the data in the second column is a decimal data
type and is formatted for US currency.
Specify the following values on the Column element:
l Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet.
Expand the Type Validation panel and specify the following fields:
l Type - Specify the data type of this column.
l Pattern - Specify the number pattern that was used to format numeric or date/time
fields. This will be used if this column is defined as a numeric, date, time or
timestamp type column.
l Locale - Specify the locale to which the data in this column is formatted. The Locale
must be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO
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language code and country is the two character ISO country code.

When the Project executes, the RowSet data will be evaluated to ensure it meets the
specified number of rows and columns, the data in the first column will be verified to have
the correct content, and the data in the second column will be verified to have a decimal
value that is formatted for US currency. The Project will fail if any of these requirements are
not met.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Verify RowSet task:

Field Definitions
Validate RowSet Task
The Validate RowSet task allows you to validate the data contained in a RowSet.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains the data. For example,
${variableName}.
Validation Panel
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Minimum Rows
The minimum number of rows expected.
Maximum Rows
The maximum number of rows expected.
Number of Columns
The number of columns expected.
Output Variables
Row Count Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the count of rows.
Column Count Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the count of columns.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
The Column Field Element allows you to specify the data parameters to validate.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified. If both index and name are specified, the index
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value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified. If both index and name are specified,
the index value will be used.
Value Required
Specify whether a value is required for this column. Null, empty string, or white space
characters only will not be valid values. Default: false
Expression Condition
Specify a conditional expression used to determine if the column is valid. The expression
must evaluate to true or false.
Type Validation Panel
Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. The data type
specified here can be different than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data
type is overridden, the task performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the
data from the input RowSet. Default Value: Same as input data.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to use for checking the formatting of data in this column. This will have
effect if and only if the data type of this column is numeric, date, time or timestamp. The
default pattern is taken from the parent Data element based on the type of this column.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the data in this column should be formatted. The Locale must
be of the form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language
code and country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if
the data was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US
(English/United States), de (German). The default locale is taken from the parent Data
element. Please note that this setting will only be used if and only if this column is defined
as a numeric or date/time type column. Default Value: Inherited from parent Data element.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Email & SMS Tasks
Email tasks can send and retrieve emails. The SMS task is used to send text messages to
cellular devices.
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Retrieve Email Task
The Retrieve Email task can access a standard POP-3 or IMAP Mail Box and retrieve emails
stored on it. Messages can be filtered using a variety of criteria including the from-address, toaddress, subject and message.
The attachments and message body contents for any emails (which are retrieved), can be stored
in a specified Destination Directory. Subsequent tasks may then access the output File List
variables to process the attachments (specified on the “Downloaded Attachments Variable”) or
message body files (specified on the “Downloaded Message Body Files Variable”).
The details (for example, subject, from address, sent date, recipients, etc) for each retrieved
message can be stored in the Email List output variable. This variable will also store the file path
locations of where the attachments and message bodies were saved. The Email List variable can
then be used in a For Each loop to process each message individually.
Processing Signed and Encrypted Emails
Before retrieving digitally signed email messages, the sender's public certificate will first need to
be imported into a Key Vault or Trusted Key Store so the sender can be verified.
Before retrieving S/MIME encrypted Email messages, you need to first create a certificate in a
Key Vault or Default Private Key Store. Then you should export the public portion of the certificate
and give it to the intended sender. The sender can use your public certificate to encrypt any
emails they send to you.
For more information about retrieving digitally signed or S/MIME encrypted Email messages,
please refer to the Quick Start for Secure Email (File Based Keys) and Quick Start for Secure Mail
(KMS) topics.
TIP:

Email messages may contain one or more message bodies. For example, if the sender's mail
client is setup to send both text and html formats, the retrieved email will have two message
body files. The name of those files will be messagebody.txt and messagebody.html
respectively. If you choose to save message bodies on the Retrieve Email task, then both of
those bodies will be stored in the Destination Directory.

Example: Retrieve Email
Follow the steps below to retrieve emails that contain a From address of
"example@helpsystems.com" and save their attachments to a directory:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Retrieve Mail task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Mail Box - The Mail Box resource.
l Destination Directory - The file path where the attachments should be saved.
l Save Attachments - Whether or not to save the attachments to the destination
directory.
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TIP:

On the Advanced panel, there is an option to delete the message after it is retrieved,
which by default is set to false. Changing it to true will delete the message from the
mail box server after it is retrieved.
3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Message Filter menu item.
4. On the Message Filter element, specify values for the following attributes:
l
Match - Specify the type of matching to use. Valid options are 'all' and 'any'. The
option 'all' means that all filter criteria must be met for an email message to be
processed, whereas 'any' means that one or more filter criteria must be met for an
email message to be processed.

5. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add a From Address filter menu
item.
6. On the From Address Filter, specify values for the following attributes:
l Condition - Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid
options are 'equals', 'not equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
l Value - Specify the search term.
l Case Sensitive - Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Retrieve Email task using the
From Address Filter element:

Example: Retrieve Multiple Emails and Process Email
Attachments
In this example, GoAnywhere will retrieve all the emails in a mail box and then process all the
attachments in each email individually. The email attachments will be renamed using the email's
subject line. For example, if the subject of the email is "Order_Number_012345" and the email
contains an attachment named "order.pdf", this project will rename the attachment to "Order_
Number_012345.pdf" when it is processed.
Follow the steps below to retrieve email from a Mailbox Resource, then move and rename any
attachments after their respective email subject line:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Retrieve Mail task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Mail Box - The Mail Box resource.
l Destination Directory - The file path where the attachments should be saved.
l Save Attachments - Whether or not to save the attachments to the destination
directory.
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TIP:

On the Advanced panel, there is an option to delete the message after it is retrieved,
which by default is set to false. Changing it to true will delete the message from the
mail box server after it is retrieved.
3. On the Output Variables panel, specify the variable name for the following attributes:
l Email List Variable - The name of the variable that will contain an Email List
variable.
l Download Attachments Variable - The name of the variable that will contain the
downloaded attachments.

4. Create the first For-Each Loop to iterate over the email list:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

5. Create the first For-Each Loop to iterate over the attachment list:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline so that it is
contained within the previous For-Each Loop.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.
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6. Create a Move task to move and rename the attachments with the email subject:
a. From the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Move task to the Project outline.
b. Specify the following attributes:
l Source File - The path and file name or variable that contains the attachment.
In this example, we will reference the ${attachment} variable, which contains
the attachment at the current index.
l Destination File - The path and file name of where the files should be moved.
In this example, we will use the ${email:subject} and ${attachment:extension}
variables to rename the attachment.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Retrieve Email task using the ForEach Loop and Move task:

Field Definitions
Retrieve Email Task
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The Retrieve Email task can access a standard POP-3 or IMAP Mail Box and retrieve
emails stored on it.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Mail Box
Select a pre-configured Mail Box from the drop-down list.
Mail Folder
Specify the name of the mail folder to open on the mail box server. Default Value: INBOX
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the local system where the attachments and message body files
should be saved to.
Save Attachments
Specify whether or not attachments of the email message should be downloaded. Default
Value: true
Save Message Body
Specify whether or not the body of the email message should be saved to a file. Default
Value: false
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when an attachment being downloaded already exists. The
default value is 'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the
existing file remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Authentication Access Token
Specify an OAuth2 Access Token if using an IMAP server type.
Delete Messages
Specify whether or not to delete processed email messages. This operation does not move
the file to the deleted items folder, it deletes the file from the mail box server. Default
Value: false
Key Location
Location of the keys used to decrypt messages and verify signatures.
Key Vault
Name of the Key Vault containing the private key used to decrypt emails and public keys
used to verify email signatures.
Decryption Key Name
Specify the name of the private key to use when decrypting emails.
Decryption Key Password
Password to the key. This is required if the password is not stored in the Key Vault.
Is Decryption Key Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the key password for the key is encrypted. Default Value: false
Private Key Alias
Specify the private key alias from the trusted key store to use when decrypting emails.
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Output Variables Panel
Email List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain an EmailList variable. It will be
created if it does not exist, or overwritten otherwise.
Downloaded Attachments Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the downloaded attachments.
The variable will be of type File List. It will be created if it does not exist, or overwritten
otherwise.
Downloaded Message Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the downloaded message body
files. The variable will be of type File List. It will be created if it does not exist, or overwritten
otherwise.
Number of Messages Retrieved Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of messages
retrieved. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Mailbox Server
Refer to the Mail Box Resource page for the Mail Box Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Message Filter
The Message Filter element allows you to specify the type of match to use in the filter.
Match
Specify the type of matching to use. Valid options are 'all' and 'any'. The option 'all' means
that all filter criteria must be met for an email message to be processed, whereas 'any'
means that one or more filter criteria must be met for an email message to be processed.
Default Value: all
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

From Address
The From Address element allows you to filter messages by the sender email address.
Condition
Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid options are 'equals',
'not equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
Value
Specify the search term.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

To Address
The To Address element allows you to filter messages by the recipient email address.
Condition
Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid options are 'equals',
'not equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
Value
Specify the search term.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching. Default Value: false
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Cc Address
The CC Address element allows you to filter messages by the carbon copied recipients
email addresses.
Condition
Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid options are 'equals', 'not
equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
Value
Specify the search term.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Subject
The Subject element allows you to filter messages by the contents of the email subject.
Condition
Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid options are 'equals', 'not
equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
Value
Specify the search term.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Message Body
The Message Body element allows you to filter emails by the contents of the message.
Condition
Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid options are 'equals', 'not
equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
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Value
Specify the search term.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Message ID
The Message ID element allows you to filter emails by the MIME Message ID.
Condition
Specify the condition to use for including or excluding emails. Valid options are 'equals',
'not equals', 'contains', 'not contains', and 'regex'.
Value
Specify the search term.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Add a Nested Message Filter
The Nested Message Filter element allows you to further filter messages after an initial
filter is applied. For example, a message filter retrieves email messages that contain a
From Address of "kharris@example.com." A nested filter takes the messages returned
from the first filter and applies a second filter to return messages where the Subject
contains the word "Reports."
Match
Specify the type of matching to use. Valid options are 'all' and 'any'. The option 'all' means
that all filter criteria must be met for an email message to be processed, whereas 'any'
means that one or more filter criteria must be met for an email message to be processed.
Default Value: all
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Send Email Task
The Send Email task can be used to send email using standard SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol). Email can be sent to multiple recipients and can also include one or more attachments.
This task can be used for a variety of purposes, including sending business documents (for
example, spreadsheets, PDFs, etc.) to trading partners, sending alerts when Projects encounter
problems, or sending SMS text messages.
Emails can be optionally encrypted and digitally signed using S/MIME standards. Encrypting the
email will protect the contents and can only be deciphered by a recipient with the appropriate
private key. Digital signatures may also be added to allow the recipient to verify your identity.
Refer to the Quick Start for Secure Email (File Based Keys) and Quick Start for Secure Mail
(KMS) topics to learn more about the Sign Message and Encrypt Message attributes on the
Encryption panel.

Example: Send Email
A department has requested a status report to be sent to them via email on a weekly basis. The
following task creates the email, attaches the status report, and then sends the email.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send Email task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Send Mail task, specify values for the following attributes:
l SMTP Server - The SMTP Server Resource.
l From - The email address of the sender.
l To - The email addresses of the recipients. Multiple email addresses should be
separated by a comma.
l Subject - The subject of the email.
l Message - The message body text.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Attachment option. You can
browse for the file path by clicking the
button.
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4. When the file is selected, click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Send Email task:

Example 2: Send an SMS or MMS Message
The Send Email task can be used to send a SMS text message by sending an email to a
recipient's cellular number at their wireless carrier's domain. For example, sending an email to
4029444242@vtext.com will send an SMS text message to a wireless telephone number carried
by Verizon Wireless. The following list contains the SMS email addresses for the most popular
cellular phone carriers:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

AT&T: phonenumber@txt.att.net
Cingular: phonenumber@cingularme.com
Nextel: phonenumber@messaging.nextel.com
Sprint: phonenumber@messaging.sprintpcs.com
T-Mobile: phonenumber@tmomail.net
Verizon: phonenumber@vtext.com
Virgin Mobile: phonenumber@vmobl.com

The Send Email task can also send a MMS message with attachments to wireless carriers that
support that feature. Typically, a wireless carrier's domain for MMS messages is different than
their SMS domain. Not all carriers support all file types. The following list contains the MMS email
addresses for the most popular cellular phone carriers:
l
l
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l
l
l
l
l

Nextel: phonenumber@messaging.nextel.com
Sprint: phonenumber@pm.sprint.com
T-Mobile: phonenumber@tmomail.net
Verizon: phonenumber@vzwpix.com
Virgin Mobile: phonenumber@vmpix.com

WARNING:

Message and data rates may apply.
Use the following instructions to send a MMS text message to a cellular device:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send Email task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Send Mail task, specify values for the following attributes:
l SMTP Server - The SMTP Server Resource that will send the message to the
wireless carrier.
l From - The email address of the sender.
l To - The telephone number and domain of the recipients. Multiple telephone
numbers and domains should be separated by a comma.
l Subject - The subject of the email.
l Message - The message body text.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Attachment option. You can
browse for the file path by clicking the
button.

4. When the file is selected, click the Save button.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Send Email task:

Field Definitions
Send Email Task
The Send Email task can be used to send email using standard SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol).
Label
Specify a label for this task.
SMTP Server
Select a pre-configured SMTP server from the drop-down list.
From
Specify the email address of the sender. Emails will appear as sent from this email
address. Only one 'From' email address is allowed.
To
Specify the email addresses of the recipients. Multiple email addresses should be
separated by a comma.
Subject
Specify the subject of the email.
Message
Specify the message body text.
Advanced Panel
CC
Specify the email addresses that should receive CC of this email. Multiple email addresses
should be separated by a comma.
BCC
Specify the email addresses that should receive a BCC of this email. Multiple email
addresses should be separated by a comma.
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Reply To
Specify the email addresses that should be replied to.
Request DSN
Specify the DSN (Deliver Status Notification) level on which to request a receipt from the
mail server. If supported by the mail server, the receipt will be delivered to the address
specified in the 'from' attribute. Default Value: The SMTP server's default notification.
Request Read Receipt
Specify whether or not to request a receipt from the recipient(s). Default Value: false
Allow Invalid Addresses
Specify whether or not the server should continue sending the email even if one or more
invalid recipient addresses are specified. Default Value: false
Importance
Specify the level of importance for the email. Headers are added to the email to indicate
high or low importance. Default Value: normal
Encryption Panel
Encrypt Message
Specify whether or not to encrypt the message. The message will be encrypted with the
Triple DES algorithm, using each recipient's trusted certificate following the S/MIME
standard. Default Value: false
Encryption Algorithm
Specify the encryption algorithm. Default Value: Triple-DES
Sign Message
Specify whether or not to sign the message. A digital signature will be added using the
sender's private key following the S/MIME standard. Default Value: false
Signature Algorithm
Specify the signature algorithm. Default Value: MD5, unless a DSA private key is being
used or FIPS in enabled, in which case SHA1 will be used.
Key Location
Location of the keys used to encrypt or sign messages, either File Based or within a Key
Vault.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
Key Vault
Name of the Key Vault containing the private key used to sign emails and public keys used
to encrypt emails.
Output Variables Panel
Sent Attachments Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the attachment files sent with
this email. The variable will be of type File List. It will be created if it does not exist, or
overwritten otherwise.
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SMTP Server
Refer to the SMTP Resource page for the Mail Box Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

From
The From element allows you specify the sender's email address.
Address
Specify the sender's email address.
Name
Specify the name of the person at this address.
Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
Signature Key Location
Location of the key used to sign message, either File Based or within a Key Vault.
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NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
Signature Key Vault
Name of the Key Vault containing the private key used to sign the message.
Signature Key Name
Specify the name of the private key to use to sign the message.
Signature Key Password
Password to the key. This is required if the password is not stored in the Key Vault.
Is Signature Key Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the key password for the key is encrypted. Default Value: false
Private Key Alias
Specify the name of the key alias in the Default Private Key Store to use when adding a
digital signature to the message.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

To
The To element allows you specify the recipient's email address.
Address
Specify the recipient's email address. To use multiple email addresses, the To field on the
Send Email task must be used.
Name
Specify the name of the person at this address.
Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
Encryption Key Location
Location of the key used to encrypt message, either File Based or within a Key Vault.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
Encryption Key Vault
Name of the Key Vault containing the public key used to encrypt the message.
Encryption Key Name
Specify the name of the private key to use to encrypt the message.
Trusted Key Alias
Specify the name of the key alias in the trusted key store to use when encrypting the
message to this recipient.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Cc
The Cc element allows you specify additional recipients in the CC address field.
Address
Specify the recipient's email address. To use multiple email addresses, the CC or BCC
fields on the Send Email task Advanced panel must be used.
Name
Specify the name of the person at this address.
Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
Encryption Key Location
Location of the key used to encrypt message, either File Based or within a Key Vault.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
Encryption Key Vault
Name of the Key Vault containing the public key used to encrypt the message.
Encryption Key Name
Specify the name of the private key to use to encrypt the message.
Trusted Key Alias
Specify the name of the key alias in the trusted key store to use when encrypting the
message to this recipient.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Bcc
The Bcc element allows you specify additional recipients in the BCC address field. The
recipients in the To and CC fields will not see the recipients in the BCC field.
Address
Specify the recipient's email address. To use multiple email addresses, the CC or BCC
fields on the Send Email task Advanced panel must be used.
Name
Specify the name of the person at this address.
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Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
Encryption Key Location
Location of the key used to encrypt message, either File Based or within a Key Vault.
NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
Encryption Key Vault
Name of the Key Vault containing the public key used to encrypt the message.
Encryption Key Name
Specify the name of the private key to use to encrypt the message.
Trusted Key Alias
Specify the name of the key alias in the trusted key store to use when encrypting the
message to this recipient.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Reply-to
The Reply-to element species the recipient address when a user replies to a message.
Address
Specify the recipient's email address.
Name
Specify the name of the person at this address.
Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Specify Subject
The Specify Subject element allows you to specify a message in the subject field of an
email.
Text
Specify the subject of this email.
Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Specify Message
The Specify Message element allows you to add a message in to an email.
Text
Specify the body text of this email message
Content Type
Specify the content type setting for the body text of this email message. 'text/plain',
'text/xml', 'text/html' are examples of some valid content types. Default Value: text/plain
Charset
Specify a charset setting for special character encoding.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Add Attachment
The Add Attachment element allows you to add file attachments to an email
File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to attach to the email.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains files to attach. For example,
${variableName}.
Content Transfer Encoding
Specify the content transfer encoding for the attachment. If left blank, the encoding will be
automatically determined based on the file type. If signed, this option is ignored and the
attachment is base64 encoded.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Send SMS Message Task
The Send SMS Message task can be used to send standard SMS messages to cellular devices
using a SMS gateway that is configured on the SMS tab in Global Settings. This task can be used
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for a variety of purposes, including sending transaction confirmations to trading partners, or
sending alerts when Projects encounter problems.

Example: Send SMS Message
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send SMS Message task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Send SMS Message task, specify values for the following attributes:
l To Phone Number - The recipient's telephone number, including the country code
and area code.
l Message - The message body text.

3. When the message is configured, click the Save button.
4. The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Send SMS Message task:

Send SMS Message Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
To Phone Number
Specify a recipient's cellular telephone number, including country code and area code.
Message
Specify the SMS text message to send.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

File System Tasks
File System Tasks perform a wide range of actions on files and directories. These tasks can
access files paths on the local system or network locations. The basic functions like Copy,
Delete, Move, Rename and Make Directory are useful for organizing files on the file system.
The Create File List Task can get file counts and build lists of files (based on filters) for analysis
and processing. The Merge Files Task can create one output file that contains the contents of
multiple input files. The Search and Replace Task can be used to search the contents of a file for
a string value and automatically replace it with specified text.

Checksum Task
The Checksum task creates a hash value for a file or text, which is a popular technique used to
verify content integrity (to ensure the file or text was not modified). The standard hash algorithms
of MD5, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512 are supported. When the
Checksum task executes, the generated hash value will be placed in a variable to be used within
expressions or other tasks in the Project.
For instance, you could generate the hash value for a file when it is first created. The hash value
could be saved into a database table using the SQL Task. In the future, you could regenerate the
hash value for the file and compare it with the old hash value (saved in the database) to
determine if the file was changed.
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Example: Create a File Checksum
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Checksum task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Checksum task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path of a single file to create a checksum for.
l Checksum Algorithm - Specify the checksum algorithm.
l Checksum Variable - Specify the name of the variable which will contain the
checksum.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Checksum task example:

Checksum Task Field Definitions
The Checksum task creates a hash of a file or text and then places the hash in a variable.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and name of a single file to create a checksum for.
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Content
Specify the content to create a checksum for.
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the checksum algorithm. Valid values are MD5, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384
and SHA-512. Default: SHA-1
Checksum Format
Specify the format used to represent the checksum, either Hex or Base64. Default: Hex
Checksum Variable
Specify the name of the variable which will contain the checksum.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Copy Task
The Copy task can copy one or more files into a destination directory on the local file system or
network share. If a File Set is being used, it will copy all of the files and folders in the File Set into
the destination directory. By default it will create any sub-directories that do not already exist.
Setting the attribute Flatten Destination Directory to true will place all files in the File Set directly
into the destination directory specified without creating sub-directories.

Example 1: Copy a File
Follow the steps below to copy a single file from one directory to another:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Copy task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Copy task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and name of a single file to be copied.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be copied.
l Destination Directory - The directory to which the specified source files should be
copied to.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Copy task example:

Example 2: Copy Multiple Files
Follow the steps below to copy multiple files from one directory to another:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Copy task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Copy task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source Files Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type File List which
contains the files to copy.
l Destination Directory - Specify the directory to which the specified source files
should be copied.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Copy task example:

Field Definitions
Copy Task
The Copy task can copy one or more files into a destination directory on the local file
system or network share.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and name of a single file to be copied. This value must be a file, not a
directory.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to copy. For
example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be copied.
Destination File
Specify the path and name of the destination file. It is invalid to specify this value if you are
copying multiple files.
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Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the specified source files should be copied. You must specify
this attribute if you are copying multiple files using one or more File Set elements, or a
Source Files Variable.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
''rename'' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Flatten Destination Directory
Specify whether or not to copy all source files directly into the specified destination
directory, without creating any sub directories. The default value is false, which creates sub
directories to match the source directories. Default Value: false
Preserve Dates
Specify whether or not the last-modified date of the copies should remain consistent with
the source files. The default behavior is to leave them as they are set by the file system.
Default Value: false
NOTE:

Amazon S3 Bucket resources do not support date preservation. When files are copied
to these resources, the last-modified date will be updated to the current date.
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the output file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file(s) in the source location.
The variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Bytes Copied Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of bytes copied. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Copied Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files copied. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file(s) in the destination
location. The variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that
accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create File List Task
The Create File List task will create a File List Variable based on the filters specified in the File
Set. This variable will contain the file paths of the files found. That variable can then be used in
other tasks by specifying that name in the Input Files Variable attribute. The Number of Files
Found Variable will contain a count of the files, which is useful in other tasks by using the
Execute Only If condition and checking to see if the number of files found is greater than zero.

Example: Creating a File List
In the example below, a File List variable will be created that references XML files from a local
directory.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists, then it will be
overwritten.
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3. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
4. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.

5. Click the Add Filter button in the sub-menu and choose filter option from the sub-menu. In
this example, a Wildcard filter is selected.
6. In the Filters pane, specify if files will be included or excluded, the pattern of the files to
include, and the case sensitivity.
Specify a ? to match a single character. Specify an * to match zero or more characters. For
example, specify the pattern of *.xml to include all files that end with “xml”. As another
example, specify the pattern of *.* to include all files that in the directory.
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7. Additional filters can be added clicking the Add Filter button again.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 to add additional File Sets and Filters to the File List.
9. Click the Save button when done specifying the pattern.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Create File List task example:

Create File List Task Field Definitions
The Create File List task will create a File List Variable based on the filters specified in the File
Set.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This will
be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will be
created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Task
The Delete task can delete one or more files, or a directory, from a local file system or from an
authorized network share.

Example: Delete a File
Follow the steps below to delete a file from a file path:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Delete task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Basic tab of the Delete task, specify the File value:
l File- The file path and name of the file to be deleted.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
deleted.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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WARNING:

If a directory is specified all files and sub-directories in that directory will be deleted.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Delete task example:

Delete Task Field Definitions
The Delete task can delete one or more files, or a directory, from a local file system or from an
authorized network share.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
File
Specify the path and name of the file to be deleted. e.g. /folder/subfolder/file.ext
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to delete. For example,
${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be deleted.
Directory
Specify a single directory to delete. WARNING: The specified directory and all of its contents will
be removed.
Output Variables Panel
Number of Files Deleted Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files deleted. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Make Directory Task
The Make Directory task can create a directory based on the information provided. If the directory
specified contains parent directories that do not exist, they will be created automatically.

Example 1: Make a New Directory
Follow the steps below to make a directory in a file path:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Make Directory task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Make Directory task, specify the Directory Path value:
l Directory Path - The directory file path to be created.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Make Directory task example:
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Example 2: Make a Directory that Includes a Timestamp
Follow the steps below to make a directory that contains a timestamp:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Make Directory task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Make Directory task, specify the Directory Path value, and include a date function:
l Directory Path - The directory file path to be created. In this example, the
CurrentDate function is added to the directory name.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
In this example, the newly created directory would be named "Payroll_21-05-17."
TIP:

The date format can be specified. See the Dates, Times and Timestamps topic for more
information.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Make Directory task that includes a
timestamp example:

Make Directory Task Field Definitions
The Make Directory task can create a directory based on the information provided.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Directory Path
Specify the directory path to be created.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Merge Files Task
The Merge Files task accepts a list of files as input and merges their contents into a single output
file on the local file system or network share. The input files can be specified using a combination
of File Sets and by choosing single files (selectable through the Add button).
When the files are merged together, the first byte of the next file to merge is immediately
appended to the end of the last file. By default, nothing is written between the files. A File
Delimiter should be specified if separation is desired between the merged files. Below are a list of
some common delimiters:
l
l
l
l

\n - New line feed
\t - Horizontal tab
\r - Carriage return
\f - Form feed

Example: Merge Multiple Files Using a File Set
Follow the steps below to merge multiple files from a File Set into a single file:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Merge Files task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Merge Files task, specify the output file that will contain the contents of all the
merge files.

3. Click the Add File Set link in the Input File Sets field.
4. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.
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5. Click the Add Filter button in the sub-menu and choose filter option from the sub-menu. In
this example, a Wildcard filter is selected.
6. In the Filters pane, specify if files will be included or excluded, the pattern of the files to
include, and the case sensitivity.
Specify a ? to match a single character. Specify an * to match zero or more characters. For
example, specify the pattern of *.xml to include all files that end with “xml”. As another
example, specify the pattern of *.* to include all files that in the directory.

7. Additional filters can be added clicking the Add Filter button again.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 to add additional File Sets and Filters to the File List.
9. Click on the Advanced panel of the Merge Files task and specify a delimiter:
l File Delimiter - A delimiter to be written between each appended file.

10. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Merge task example:
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Merge Files Task Field Definitions
The Merge Files task accepts a list of files as input and merges their contents into a single output
file on the local file system or network share.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to merge. For example,
${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to merge.
Output File
Specify the output file that will contain the contents of all the merge files.
When File Exists
Specify what to do when the output file already exists. Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Error If File Not Found
If a specified file cannot be found when the the task attempts to merge the file, if true, an error will
be thrown and the task will terminate. Default Value: true
File Delimiter
Specify a delimiter to be written between each appended file. By default, nothing is written
between the files, not even a line break.
Add Delimiter to End of Last File
Specify whether the delimiter is also written to the end of the last appended file. Default Value:
true
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the merged output file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain all files that were successfully
merged. The variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

File Element
The File element allows you to specify the path to the file that will be added to the list of merged
files.
Path
The full path of the file to be added to the list of merge files.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Move Task
The Move task can move file(s) from one directory into another directory on the local file system
or network share. This task also gives you the ability to rename a single file by changing the name
in the Destination File attribute.
NOTE:

If using the Move Task to move files between differing file systems, GoAnywhere will try to
determine if the file systems are different, and if so, will first copy the file to the destination,
then delete the source file. If the file systems are different, but GoAnywhere cannot determine
they are different, then you may need to use the Copy Task followed by the Delete Task
instead.

Example: Move a File
Follow the steps below to move a file from one directory to another:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Move task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Move task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path of a single file to be moved.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
move.
l Destination Directory - The directory where the files will be moved.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Move task example:

Move Task Field Definitions
The Move task can move file(s) from one directory into another directory on the local file system
or network share.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to be moved.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to move. For example,
${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to move.
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Destination File
Specify the path and file name of where the file should be moved. Specify only if you are moving a
single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files are to be moved.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Flatten Destination Directory
Specify whether or not to save all moved files directly in the specified destination directory,
without creating any sub-folders. Default Value: false
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the output file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Number of Files Moved Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files moved. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the moved file(s). The variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Task
The Rename task can change the name of one or more files on the local file system or network
share.

Example 1: Rename a File
Follow the steps below to rename a single file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Rename task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Rename task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path of a single file to rename.
l New Name - The new name for the file.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Rename task example:

Example 2: Rename Multiple Files
Follow the steps below to rename files in a File Set:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Rename task to the Project Outline.
2. Click on the Add File Set link and then define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
renamed.
3. On the Advanced panel of the Rename task, specify values for the following attributes:
l File Name Prefix - The string to prepend to the file names.

4. Click the Save button when finished. When the project executes, all the files in the File Set
will prepended with "Processed_".
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Rename task example:
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Field Definitions
Rename Task
The Rename task can change the name of one or more files on the local file system or
network share.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to rename.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to rename. For
example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be renamed.
New Name
Specify a new name for the file. New Name can only be used if a single file is being
renamed.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched.
Advanced Panel
Search Pattern
Specify a pattern to search and replace in the file name(s). Both regular expressions and
wildcard search patterns can be used and can be changed using the Pattern Type
attribute.
Pattern Type
Specify the type of pattern to use when using search and replace on the file names.
Default Value: wildcard
Replace With
Specify the pattern to replace in the file names. If using regular expressions and groups of
the file names were captured, use the syntax $1, $2, etc... to reuse the captured segments.
If using wildcard search and replace, use character * and ? to reuse the values the * and ?
represented in the search for value.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching when searching and replacing
sections of the file names. Default Value: false
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
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Output Variables Panel
Number of Files Renamed Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of file names
successfully modified by this task. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the renamed files. The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Search and Replace Task
The Search and Replace task can search one or more files for a string value (pattern) and replace
that pattern with characters specified in the Replace With attribute. By providing a File Set,
multiple files can be processed in the same task. A single file can also be added by simply utilizing
the Input File attribute.
By default, the Case Sensitive Search attribute on the Advanced panel is set to true. Setting it to
false will ignore the case when applying the search pattern.
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The Search and Replace Task contains the Number of Replacements and Number of Files
Processed output variables. Those variables can be used to conditionally execute subsequent
Tasks.

Example: Search and Replace
Follow the steps below to search for a pattern and replace it with other characters:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Search and Replace task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Search and Replace task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - The file path of a file to scan and modify.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
searched.
l Output File - The file path of the output file where the modified data should be
written. This is only applicable when modifying a single file.
l Output Directory - Specify the directory location on the local file system where the
modified files should be written.
l Search For - The string (pattern) to search for within the input file(s). All values will
be searched for as their string literals. Regular expressions are not allowed. The
backslash character '\' is an escape character that can be used to search for special
characters. Below is a list of escape sequences that are permitted.
l \n - New line.
l \r - Carriage return.
l \t - Tab.
l \\ - Represents a single \.
l \xFF - A hex value. Replace FF with a valid 2-byte hex value.
l \u0000 - A Unicode value. Replace 0000 with a valid Unicode value.
l Replace With - The replacement string to be written in place of the Search For
match. In order to simply delete the Search For characters, use the
${system.emptyString} variable as the Replace With value. Escape sequences are
permitted. For a list of valid escape sequences please refer to the list above under
the Search For attribute.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
TIP:

You may only want to replace the pattern a predetermined number of times. The Max
Number of Replacements attribute on the Advanced panel controls how many times
the value will be replaced.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Search and Replace task
example:

Search and Replace Task Field Definitions
The Search and Replace task can search one or more files for a string value (pattern) and replace
that pattern with characters specified in the Replace With attribute.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a file to scan and modify.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to scan and modify. For
example, ${variableName}.
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Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be searched.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the output file where the modified data should be written. This is
only applicable when modifying a single file.
Output Directory
Specify the directory location on the local file system where the modified files should be written.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default action is rename, which
will auto-rename the output file leaving the existing file untouched. Default Value: rename
Search For
Specify the search pattern to use to search for and replace characters in the input file(s). All
values will be searched for as their string literals. Regular expressions are not allowed. The
following escaped characters are permitted \n (new line), \r (carriage return), \t (tab), \x (hex
characters), and \u (unicode characters). Also, in order to search for a literal backslash character,
the backslash must be escaped such as \\.
Replace With
Specify the replacement string to be written in place of the Search For match. Escaped
characters \n, \r, and \t are permitted. In order to simply delete the Search For characters, use the
${system.emptyString} variable as the Replace With value.
Advanced Panel
Case Sensitive Search
Specify whether or not to search the file(s) in case sensitive mode. The default setting is true
which improves the search performance, but will not match strings that do not have the same
case. Default Value: true
Encoding
Specify the file encoding. This is required if the files are using a different encoding than the
platform's default. For example, UTF-8 or US-ASCII. Default Value: The platform's default
encoding
Max Number of Replacements
Specify the maximum number of replacements to make on each file. Use this attribute to limit the
replacements to a certain number of times. Each file will allow this many replacements. The
default value is 0 which does not set a limit to the number of replacements. Default Value: 0 - no
limit
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the modified output files. The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the processed input files. The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable.
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The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Processed Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
processed by this task. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Replacements Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of replacements made in
all files processed by this task. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

File Transfer Tasks
File transfer tasks are provided in GoAnywhere for connecting to standard and secure servers for
exchanging files.

AS2 Task
The AS2 task is used to send (POST) messages using the AS2 1.2 specification. Messages sent
using AS2 are typically structured data files like XML and EDI documents, but the transmission
protocol can be used for all file types. AS2 Task can compress, sign, and encrypt messages
before sending them over an SSL tunnel. The AS2 Task can also process Message Disposition
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Notifications (MDN receipts) to ensure the message was received. Asynchronous MDN receipts
can be sent to an email address or url.
The AS2 task in GoAnywhere supports the EDIINT header information defined in AS2 version
1.2. File attachments in the AS2 task can be single file, a source variable and/or a File Set. The
AS2 task also supports the use of output variables.
For more information on AS2, the Quick Start for AS2 (KMS Keys) and Quick Start for AS2 (File
Based Keys) topics contain instructions on what information to obtain and how to set up the AS2
resource to share AS2 messages with trading partners.
For more information on AS2, the Quick Start for AS2 (KMS Keys) topic contains instructions on
what information to obtain and how to set up the AS2 resource to share AS2 messages with
trading partners.

Example: AS2 Task
Follow the steps below to select a single file and send (post) the file to an AS2 server. This
example task sends the daily EDI formatted "2904 Report" to a defined AS2 resource and writes
the signed message receipt to the Job log:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the AS2 task to the Project Outline.
2. On the AS2 task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label - A name to identify the Task in the Project Outline.
l AS2 Server - A pre-configured AS2 server resource from the drop-down list.
l Source File - Type the file path and file name for the file or click the
icon to
browse for the file.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Content Type - Select a Content Type from the drop-down list.
l Subject - a subject name to identify the message.

3. On the Receipt panel of the AS2 task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Request Receipt - Select what type of receipt to receive from the drop-down list
l Destination - Select the joblog option to write the receipt information to the Job log
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4. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the AS2 task:

AS2 Task Field Definitions
The AS2 task is used to send (POST) messages to an AS2 server.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS2 Server
Select a pre-configured AS2 server from the drop-down list.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to send. A file name is required, it may not be a
directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to send to the AS2 server.
For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
Content Type
Specify the content type of the source file(s) from the drop-down list or type in any valid MIME
content type. Default Value: application/EDI-Consent
Subject
Specify the subject of the message.
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Receipt Panel
Request Receipt
Specify whether or not to request a receipt from the AS2 server. Default Value: none
Destination
Specify if and where the receipt, if any, should be saved. Valid options are:
l
l

l

l

File - The synchronous receipt will be saved to the file specified in 'Receipt File' attribute.
Email - The asynchronous receipt will be sent to the email address specified in the 'Receipt
Email' attribute. Please verify with the AS2 Server that this option is supported.
URL - The asynchronous receipt will be sent to the URL specified in the 'Receipt URL'
attribute. You can specify 'https://[hostname]:[portnumber]/as2/mdn' as the url and the
MDN receipts will appear in the GoAnywhere AS2 audit log.
l [hostname] is the host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere server.
l [portnumber] is the port number of the Web Client. The default port is 443.
If you are sending the MDN receipt to another server, verify the URL option is supported on
the other AS2 server.
Discard - The receipt will be discarded.

File
Specify the location of the file to which the receipt, if any, should be saved. This is required if the
'Receipt Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the receipt file already exists. Default Value: rename
Email Address
Specify the email address to which the receipt, if any, should be sent to. This is required and
used only if the 'Receipt Destination' is set to 'email'.
Receipt URL
Specify the URL to which the receipt, if any, should be sent to. This is required and used only if
the 'Receipt Destination' is set to 'url'.
Output Variables Panel
Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain an AS2TaskOutput variable. It will be
created if it does not exist, or overwritten otherwise.
AS2 Server Panel
Refer to the AS2 Resource page for the AS2 Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

AS3 Tasks
AS3 is a standard originally created to securely transfer EDI documents, but it can also be used to
transmit virtually any file type. The messages are structured using the standard S/MIME format
and are sent over FTP(S) connections.

Create MDN Task
The Create MDN task is used to create Message Disposition Notification (MDN) (receipts) using
the AS3 1.2 specification. An AS3 MDN is a receipt document that contains the original message
ID of an AS3 message and status information about the original AS3 message. An AS3 MDN can
be signed or unsigned. Signed MDNs can provide acknowledgment that the intended AS3
message was received. A valid digital signature sent in a signed MDN shows that the MDN was
sent by the AS3 Partner that possesses the relevant key pair.
The Create MDN task in GoAnywhere supports the EDIINT header information defined in AS3
version 1.2.

Example: Create MDN
Use the following steps to create an MDN receipt to send back to the original sender of an AS3
message. Typically, the Create MDN task is used in conjunction with the AS3 Process Message
task, see the AS3 Process Message section for an example.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS3 tasks in the File Transfer folder in
the Component Library, and then drag the Create MDN task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Create MDN task, specify the values for the following attributes.
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l
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l
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l

l

l

l
l
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Label – Specify a label for this task.
AS3 Partner – Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
Destination File – Specify the path and file name where the MDN file will be created.
When File Exists – Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists.
The default value is 'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name
so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Calculated MIC – Specify the calculated MIC (Message Integrity Check).
Calculated MIC Algorithm – Specify the algorithm used to calculate the MIC
(Message Integrity Check). Default Value: SHA1
Original Message ID – Specify the original ID of the message. This will be set as the
Original-Message-ID header.
Signed Receipt – Specify whether or not to digitally sign the receipt. Default Value:
false
Key Vault – Specify the name of the Key Vault that contains the receipt signature
certificate.
Receipt Signature Key Name – Specify the name of the private key that will be used
to sign the AS3 MDN receipt.
Receipt Signature Key Password – Specify the password of the private key that will
be used to sign the AS3 MDN receipt. This field is not required if the password is
already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Is Password Encrypted? – Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form.
Default Value: No
Status – Specify the processed, processed with error, or failed status. Default Value:
processed
Status Error Type - Specify an error type for the processed/error status.
Status Message – Specify the processed or failed status message.
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3. Select Save when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for this example Create MDN task.

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS3 Partner
Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name where the MDN file will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Calculated MIC
Specify the calculated MIC (Message Integrity Check).
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Calculated MIC Algorithm
Specify the algorithm used to calculate the MIC (Message Integrity Check). Default Value: SHA1
Original Message ID
Specify the original ID of the message. This will be set as the Original-Message-ID header.
Signed Receipt
Specify whether or not to digitally sign the receipt. Default Value: false
Key Vault
Specify the name of the Key Vault that contains the receipt signature certificate.
Receipt Signature Key Name
Specify the name of the private key that will be used to sign the AS3 MDN receipt.
Receipt Signature Key Password
Specify the password of the private key that will be used to sign the AS3 MDN receipt. This field
is not required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: No
Status
Specify the processed, processed with error, or failed status. Default Value: processed
Status Error Type
Specify an error type for the processed/error status.
Status Message
Specify the processed or failed status message.
Output Variables Panel
Destination File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the MDN output file. The variable will
be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are 'silent', 'normal',
'verbose', and 'debug'. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: No
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are 'abort', 'continue', 'call:
[module]', and 'setVariable:[name]=[value]'. For 'call:[module]' replace '[module]' with the name of
the module in the project (e.g., call:ErrorModule). For 'setVariable:[name]=[value]' replace '
[name]' with a variable name and '[value]' with the variable value (e.g., setVariable:error=true).
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it.

Create Message Task
The Create Message task is used to create and send (POST) messages using the AS3 1.2
specification. Messages sent using AS3 are typically structured data files like XML and EDI
documents, but the transmission protocol can be used for all file types. The Create Message task
can compress, sign, and encrypt messages before sending them over FTP(S).
The Create Message task in GoAnywhere supports the EDIINT header information defined in
AS3 version 1.2. File attachments in the Create Message task can be single file, a source
variable, and/or a File Set.

Example: AS3 Create Message
Use the following steps to create and send an AS3 message to an FTP server.
In this example, CompanyAS3 wants to create an AS3 message with a list of purchase order files
to send to their trading partner in Atlanta, TradingPartnerAS3.
First, CompanyAS3 designs a Project Workflow to create a File List using a defined File Set,
which saves the File List variable that passes those files to the AS3 message.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Create File List task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l File List Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of
files being created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will
be overwritten, otherwise it will be created.
l Number of Files Found Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable that will
contain the number of files found. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
l File Sets – Define a File Set that contains a list of files.
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Next, CompanyAS3 adds the AS3 Create Message task to the Project Workflow to create the
AS3 message.
3. Add the AS3 Create Message task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the File
Transfer folder in the Component Library.
4. On the AS3 Create Message task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l AS3 Partner – Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
l Source File – Specify the path and file name of an AS3 message file.
l Source Files Variable – Specify the name of a variable of type File List which
contains the files to create the message from. For example, ${variableName}.
l Source File Set – Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded to the AS3 message.
l Destination File – Specify the path and file name where the AS3 message file will be
created.
l Content Type – Specify a content type of the source file(s) from the drop-down list or
type in any valid MIME content type.
l Subject – Specify the subject of the AS3 message.
l Request Receipt – Specify whether to request a receipt from the AS3 server.
l Receipt URL – Specify the URL to which the receipt, if any, should be sent to.
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5. On the Output Variables panel of the AS3 Create Message task, specify the values for the
following attributes, if desired.
l Calculated MIC Variable – Specify the name of a variable that will contain the
calculated Message Integrity Check (MIC).
l Processed Source Files Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which
will contain the file(s) in the source location. The variable will be of type File List and
may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable
will be created if it does not exist.
l Destination File Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the MDN output file. The variable will be of type File and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.

6. On the AS3 Partner panel of the AS3 Create Message task, specify the values for the
attributes. Refer to the AS3 Partner Resource page for the AS3 Partner field definitions.
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In this example, the Calculated MIC variable needs to be saved to a text file for use later when
processing the MDN receipt that will be sent by TradingPartnerAS3 to confirm that they received
the AS3 message.
7. Add the Print task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library.
8. On the Print task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l Text – Specify the text to be printed.
9. On the Advanced panel of the Print task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Output File – Specify the path and file name of the output file that the message will
be printed to. If no file is specified, the message will be printed to the job log as an
'INFO' type message.
l Append – Specify whether or not to append data to the end of the specified file. If
false, the output file will be overwritten. If an output file is not specified, this value will
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be ignored.
Encoding – Specify the character encoding of the output file.

Finally, CompanyAS3 wants the Project Workflow to put the AS3 message onto the designated
FTP server so their TradingPartnerAS3 can receive the AS3 message.
10. Add the FTP task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the File Transfer folder in the
Component Library.
11. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server.

12. Select the Add button and then select the Put Files menu item.
13. On the Put Files element, specify values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l Source File – Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is
required, it may not be a directory name only.
l Source Files Variable – Specify the name of a variable of type File List which
contains the files to upload to the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
l Destination File – Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a
single file.
l Destination Directory – Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files
should be uploaded. The directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current
working directory.
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14. Select Save when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for this example AS3 Create Message task.

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS3 Partner
Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to send. A file name is required, it may not be a
directory name only.
Source File Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to create the message
from. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name where the AS3 message file will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is 'rename',
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
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Content Type
Specify the content type of the source file(s) from the drop-down list or type in any valid MIME
content type. Default Value: application/EDI-Consent
Subject
Specify the subject of the message.
Request Receipt
Specify whether or not to request a receipt from the AS3 partner. Default Value: none
Receipt URL
Specify the URL to which the receipt, if any, should be sent to. This is required and used only if the
'Request Receipt' is not set to 'none'.
Output Variables Panel
Calculated MIC Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the calculated MIC (Message Integrity
Check).
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file(s) in the source location. The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Destination File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the MDN output file. The variable will
be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
AS3 Partner Panel
Refer to the AS3 Partner Resource page for the AS3 Partner field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are 'silent', 'normal',
'verbose', and 'debug'. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: No
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are 'abort', 'continue', 'call:
[module]', and 'setVariable:[name]=[value]'. For 'call:[module]' replace '[module]' with the name of
the module in the project (e.g., call:ErrorModule). For 'setVariable:[name]=[value]' replace '
[name]' with a variable name and '[value]' with the variable value (e.g., setVariable:error=true).
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it.

Process MDN Task
The Process MDN task is used to process Message Disposition Notification (MDN) (receipts)
using the AS3 1.2 specification. An AS3 MDN is a receipt document that contains the original
message ID of an AS3 message and status information about the original AS3 message. An AS3
MDN can be signed or unsigned. Signed MDNs can provide acknowledgment that the intended
AS3 message was received. A valid digital signature sent in a signed MDN shows that the MDN
was sent by the AS3 Partner that possesses the relevant key pair.
The AS3 Process MDN task in GoAnywhere supports the EDIINT header information defined in
AS3 version 1.2.

Example: Process MDN
Use the following steps to process an AS3 MDN receipt.
In this example, a monitor has been set up on CompanyAS3’s (the sender’s) FTP server to
process (extract) the AS3 MDN receipt when it arrives from Trading PartnerAS3 (the receiver).
First, CompanyAS3 designs a Project Workflow to process the AS3 MDN receipt. CompanyAS3
defines the Output Variables.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS3 tasks in the File Transfer folder in
the Component Library and then drag the Process MDN task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Process MDN task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l AS3 Partner - Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of an MDN file.
3. On the Output Variables panel of the Process MDN task, specify the values for the
following attributes.
l Calculated MIC Variable - If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the calculated MIC.
l MIC Algorithm Variable - If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the calculated MIC encryption algorithm.
l Original Message ID Variable - If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the value of the Original-Message-ID header.
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Signed Receipt Variable - If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain whether or not the receipt is digitally signed.
Status Variable - If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the
success or fail status.
Status Message Variable - If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the success or fail status message.

CompanyAS3 adds the Read Flat File task to extract the MIC variable from the saved text file.
4. Add the Read Flat File task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Data Translation
folder in the Component Library.
5. On the Read Flat File task, specify a value for the input file, input files variable, or input file
sets. You must have at least one of these specified. Additionally, specify a value for the
Output RowSet Variable.

Next, CompanyAS3 adds the For-Each Loop task so the Project Workflow will loop through the
information in the saved text file. The variable needs to be set so the Project knows which piece of
information it needs to search for in the saved text file.
6. Add the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Loops folder in
the Component Library.
7. On the For-Each Loop task, specify a value for the Items Variable or Current Item Variable.
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8. Add the Set Variable task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Miscellaneous
folder in the Component Library.
9. On the Set Variable task, specify a label, if desired, the Variable Name, and the Value.

CompanyAS3 adds the If task to specify a condition for comparing the MICs and adds a Print task
to specify what should happen if the MICs match. In this example, an INFO type message is
printed to the Job Log if the condition is met and the MICs match.
10. Add the If task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Job Control folder in the
Component Library.
11. On the If task, specify a label if desired, and specify the Condition.

Finally, CompanyAS3 adds the Send Email task to send an email to specified email addresses
when the MICs do not match.
12. Add the Send Email task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Email & SMS folder
in the Component Library.
13. On the Send Email task, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l SMTP Server - Select a pre-configured SMTP server from the drop-down list.
l From - Specify the email address of the sender. Emails will appear as sent from this
email address. Only one 'From' email address is allowed.
l To - Specify the email addresses of the recipients. Multiple email addresses should
be separated by a comma.
l Subject - Specify the subject of the email.
l Message - Specify the message body text.
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Finally, CompanyAS3 adds the Raise Error task to the Project workflow. The Raise Error task will
write an error message to the Job Log and abort the Project when the user defined condition is
met. In this example, the user defined condition is when the savedMic variable matches the
calculatedMic variable.
14. Add the Raise Error task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the Job Control folder in
the Component Library.
15. On the Raise Error task, specify a label if desired, and specify the message to be written to
the Job Log. If no message is specified, the system variable system.job.error will be written
to the Job Log.
16. Select Save when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for this example Process MDN task.

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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AS3 Partner
Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a Message Disposition Notification (MDN) file.
Output Variables Panel
Calculated MIC Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the calculated MIC (Message Integrity
Check).
MIC Algorithm Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the calculated MIC (Message Integrity
Check) encryption algorithm.
Original Message ID Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the value of the Original-Message-ID
header.
Signed Receipt Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain whether or not the receipt is digitally
signed.
Status Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the success or fail status.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the success or fail status message.
AS3 Partner Panel
Refer to the AS3 Partner Resource page for the AS3 Partner field definitions
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are 'silent', 'normal',
'verbose', and 'debug'. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are 'abort', 'continue', 'call:
[module]', and 'setVariable:[name]=[value]'. For 'call:[module]' replace '[module]' with the name of
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the module in the project (e.g., call:ErrorModule). For 'setVariable:[name]=[value]' replace '
[name]' with a variable name and '[value]' with the variable value (e.g., setVariable:error=true).
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Process Message Task
The Process Message task is used to process messages received from AS3 Partners over FTP
(S) using the AS3 1.2 specification. Messages sent using AS3 are typically structured data files
like XML and EDI documents, but the transmission protocol can be used for all file types. The
Process Message task can retrieve and decrypt an AS3 message.
The Process Message task in GoAnywhere supports the EDIINT header information defined in
AS3 version 1.2. File attachments in the Process Message task can be single file, a source
variable, and/or a File Set.

Example: Process Message and Create MDN
Use the following steps to process an AS3 message from an FTP server and send an MDN
receipt back to the sender.
In this example, a monitor has been set up on TradingPartnerAS3’s (the receiver’s) FTP server to
process (extract) the AS3 message when it arrives from CompanyAS3 (the sender).
First, TradingPartnerAS3 designs a Project Workflow to process the AS3 message that is
retrieved from the FTP server. TradingPartnerAS3 defines the AS3 message Output Variables.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS3 tasks in the File Transfer folder in
the Component Library, and then drag the Process Message task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Process Message task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l AS3 Partner – Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
l Source File – Specify the path and file name of an AS3 message file.
l Destination File – Specify the path and file name of the message file that will be
created.
l Destination Directory – Specify the directory to which the message file will be
created.
l When File Exists – Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists.
The default value is 'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name
so the existing file remains untouched.
3. On the Output Variables panel of the Process Message task, specify the values for the
following attributes.
l Processed Source File Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which
will contain the file in the source location. The variable will be of type File and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a File input variable. The variable will be
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created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Processed Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable
which will contain the number of files successfully processed. The variable may be
used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Destination Files Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the AS3 message output file(s). The variable will be of type File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The variable
will be created if it does not exist.
Calculated MIC Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain the calculated MIC (Message Integrity Check).
MIC Algorithm Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain
the calculated MIC (Message Integrity Check) encryption algorithm.
Message ID Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain
the ID of the message.
Subject Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the
subject of the message.
Signed Receipt Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain whether or not the receipt is digitally signed.
Receipt URL Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain
the URL to which the receipt, if any, was sent to.
Message was Encrypted Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which
will contain whether or not the message was encrypted. Default Value: false
Message was Signed Variable – If desired, specify the name of a variable which will
contain whether or not the message was signed. Default Value: false
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Next, TradingPartnerAS3 creates an MDN to send back to CompanyAS3 as a receipt, which
acknowledges that they received the AS3 message.
4. Add the Create MDN task by dragging it from the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library.
5. On the Create MDN task, specify the values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l AS3 Partner – Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
l Destination File – Specify the path and file name where the MDN file will be created.
l When File Exists – Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists.
The default value is 'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name
so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value: rename
l Calculated MIC – Specify the calculated MIC (Message Integrity Check).
l Calculated MIC Algorithm – Specify the algorithm used to calculate the MIC
(Message Integrity Check). Default Value: SHA1
l Original Message ID – Specify the original ID of the message. This will be set as the
Original-Message-ID header.
l Signed Receipt – Specify whether or not to digitally sign the receipt. Default Value:
false
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Key Vault – Specify the name of the Key Vault that contains the receipt signature
certificate.
Receipt Signature Key Name – Specify the name of the private key that will be used
to sign the AS3 MDN receipt.
Receipt Signature Key Password – Specify the password of the private key that will
be used to sign the AS3 MDN receipt. This field is not required if the password is
already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Is Password Encrypted? – Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form.
Default Value: No
Status – Specify the success or fail status. Default Value: success
Status Message – Specify the success or fail status message.

Finally, using the optional ${receiptURL} output variable from the Process Message task, the
MDN receipt is sent back to CompanyAS3 on the FTP server using the FTP Put Files task.
6. Add the FTP task to the Project Outline by dragging it from the File Transfer folder in the
Component Library.
7. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server.
8. Click the Add button and select the Put Files menu item.
9. On the Put Files element, specify values for the following attributes.
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l Source File – Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is
required, it may not be a directory name only.
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Source Files Variable – Specify the name of a variable of type File List which
contains the files to upload to the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Destination File – Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a
single file.
Destination Directory – Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files
should be uploaded. The directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current
working directory.

10. Select Save when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for this example Process Message task and
Create MDN task.

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS3 Partner
Select a pre-configured AS3 Partner from the drop-down list.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of an AS3 message file.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name of the AS3 message file that will be created.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the message will be created.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is 'rename',
which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
Processed Source File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file in the source location. The
variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Processed Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
processed. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the AS3 message output file(s). The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List
input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Calculated MIC Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the calculated MIC (Message Integrity
Check).
MIC Algorithm Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the calculated MIC (Message Integrity
Check) encryption algorithm.
Message ID Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the ID of the message.
Subject Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the subject of the message.
Requested Signed Receipt Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain whether or not the requested receipt
should be digitally signed.
Receipt URL Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the URL to which the receipt, if any,
was sent to.
Message was Encrypted Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain whether or not the message was
encrypted. Default Value: false
Message was Signed Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain whether or not the message was
signed. Default Value: false
AS3 Partner Panel
Refer to the AS3 Partner Resource page for the AS3 Partner field definitions.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are 'silent', 'normal',
'verbose', and 'debug'. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: No
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are 'abort', 'continue', 'call:
[module]', and 'setVariable:[name]=[value]'. For 'call:[module]' replace '[module]' with the name of
the module in the project (e.g., call:ErrorModule). For 'setVariable:[name]=[value]' replace '
[name]' with a variable name and '[value]' with the variable value (e.g., setVariable:error=true).
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it.

AS4 Tasks
AS4 is a standard originally created to securely transfer EDI documents, but it can also be used to
transmit virtually any file type. The messages are structured using the standard S/MIME format
and are sent using SOAP and Web Services over HTTP(S) connections.

Enqueue Message Task
The Enqueue Message task creates a message and places that message in a predefined AS4
Message Channel. This message will be transmitted in response to a pull request.

Example: AS4 Enqueue Message
Follow the steps below to enqueue an AS4 message in a Message Channel. The enqueued
message will be transmitted when a pull request is made against that Message Channel.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS4 tasks in the File Transfer folder of
the Component Library, and then drag the AS4 Enqueue Message task to the Project
Outline.
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2. On the AS4 Enqueue Message task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label – Specify a label for this task.
l Message Channel – Specify a predefined Message Channel that will contain the
AS4 message.
l Conversation ID – Specify the unique identifier this message will belong to.
3. Enter a SOAP Body XML File, Source File location, a variable containing source files, or
any source file sets that should be included in the AS4 message. You must have at least
one of these specified.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the AS4 Enqueue Message task:

Field Definitions
The Enqueue task is used to create messages to be transmitted in response to a Pull Request.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Message Channel
Specify the message channel that will contain the AS4 message.
Conversation ID
Specify the unique identifier for the conversation this message will belong to.
SOAP Body XML File
Specify the file that contains the SOAP body.
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Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to send. A file name is required, it may not be a
directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to send to the AS4 server.
For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
Output Variables Panel
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain a list of files processed. It will be
created if it does not exist, or overwritten otherwise.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose, and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module], and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module], replace [module] with the name of
the module in the Project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value], replace [name]
with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default
Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Pull Task
The Pull task is used for sending pull requests. A pull request is a message sent to an AS4 trading
partner, requesting that a message on a particular AS4 Message Channel be returned to this
system.
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Example: AS4 Pull
Follow the steps below to send an AS4 pull request to an AS4 trading partner.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS4 tasks in the File Transfer folder of
the Component Library, and then drag the AS4 Pull task to the Project Outline.
2. On the AS4 Pull task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l AS4 Server – Select a pre-configured AS4 server resource from the drop-down list.
l Message Channel – Specify the message channel to pull a message from. If left
blank, the receiving MSH will attempt to pull a message from the “default” message
channel.
l User Message File – Specify the path to which the incoming User Message XML
should be placed.
l Attachments Directory - Specify the directory to which any files attached to the
received User Message should be placed.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the AS4 Pull task:

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS4 Server
Select a pre-configured AS4 server from the drop-down list.
Message Channel
Specify the Message Channel and Subchannel for the pull request.
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User Message File
Specify the file path where the received message should be placed.
When User Message File Exists
Specify the action to take when the User Message file already exists. Default Value: rename
Attachments Directory
Specify the directory where the files attached to the received User Message should be placed.
When Attachment File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. Default Value: rename
Receipt Panel
Send Receipt
Specify whether or not to automatically send a receipt.
Output Variables Panel
User Message File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the received User Message. It will be
created if it does not exist, or overwritten otherwise.
Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of an AS4 Pull Task Output variable which will contain the data
received in the returned message. It will be created if it does not exist, or overwritten otherwise.
AS4 Server Panel
Refer to the AS4 Resource page for the AS4 server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose, and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module], and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module], replace [module] with the name of
the module in the Project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value], replace [name]
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with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default
Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Push Task
The Push task is used to transfer AS4 messages from this server to another AS4 server.

Example: AS4 Push
Follow the steps below to send an AS4 message from one AS4 server to another.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS4 tasks in the File Transfer folder of
the Component Library, and then drag the AS4 Push task to the Project Outline.
2. On the AS4 Push task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l AS4 Server – Select a pre-configured AS4 server resource from the drop-down list.
l Conversation ID – Specify the unique identifier this message will belong to.
3. Enter a SOAP Body XML File, Source File location, a variable containing source files, or
any source file sets that should be included in the AS4 message. You must have at least
one of these specified.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the AS4 Push task:
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Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS4 Server
Select a pre-configured AS4 server from the drop-down list.
Conversation ID
Specify the unique identifier for the conversation this message will belong to.
SOAP Body XML File
Specify the XML file to place into the SOAP body of the AS4 message.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to send. A file name is required, it may not be a
directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to send to the AS4 server.
For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
Receipt Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the receipt, if any, should be saved. Valid options are:
l
l
l

Job Log - The receipt will be saved to the Job Log.
File - The receipt will be saved to the file specified in 'Receipt File' attribute.
Discard - The receipt will be discarded. This is the default value.

File
Specify the location of the file to which the receipt, if any, should be saved. This is required if the
'Receipt Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the receipt file already exists. Default Value: rename
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Output Variables Panel
Message ID Variable
The name of a variable which will contain the ID of the User Message that was sent as a result of
this task.
Receipt Received Variable
The name of a variable which will contain whether the AS4 receipt was received synchronously
for this User Message.
Files Sent Variable
The name of a variable which will contain the number of files sent in this User Message.
Receipt File Variable
The name of a variable which will contain the file location where the Receipt XML was stored.
Processed Files Variable
The name of a variable which will contain the list of files which were uploaded through this task.
AS4 Push Server Panel
Refer to the AS4 Resource page for the AS4 server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose, and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module], and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module], replace [module] with the name of
the module in the Project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value], replace [name]
with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default
Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Send Error Task
The Send Error task sends an AS4 error message to an AS4 server in response to a User
Message that is somehow flawed. This task is usually used in conjunction with an AS4 message
pull to validate the contents of the message.

Example: AS4 Send Error
Follow the steps below to send an AS4 error message using the AS4 Send Error task.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS4 tasks in the File Transfer folder of
the Component Library, and then drag the AS4 Send Error task to the Project Outline.
2. On the AS4 Send Error task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l AS4 Server – Select a pre-configured AS4 server resource from the drop-down list.
l User Message File – Specify the file path where the User Message is located.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the AS4 Send Error task:

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS4 Pull Server
Select a pre-configured AS4 server from the drop-down list.
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User Message File
Specify the file path where the User Message is located. This file contains a Message ID that will
be used to reference the failed message.
Message Text
Specify the text that will be contained in the message.
Message Severity
Specify the severity of the message. Default Value: failure
AS4 Server Panel
Refer to the AS4 Resource page for the AS4 server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose, and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module], and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module], replace [module] with the name of
the module in the Project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value], replace [name]
with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default
Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Send Receipt Task
The Send Receipt task creates a receipt for a User Message received from a pull request and
transmits that receipt to a target AS4 pull server. This task is usually used in conjunction with a
message pull to send a receipt back to the sender.
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Example: AS4 Send Receipt
Follow the steps below to send a receipt in response to an AS4 User Message using the AS4
Send Receipt task.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the AS4 tasks in the File Transfer folder of
the Component Library, and then drag the AS4 Send Receipt task to the Project Outline.
2. On the AS4 Send Receipt task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l AS4 Server – Select a pre-configured AS4 server resource from the drop-down list.
l User Message File – Specify the file path where the user message is located, which
contains data necessary to generate the receipt.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the AS4 Send Receipt task:

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
AS4 Server
Select a pre-configured AS4 server from the drop-down list.
User Message File
Specify the file path where the user message is located, which contains data necessary to
generate the receipt.
AS4 Server Panel
Refer to the AS4 Resource page for the AS4 server field definitions.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose, and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module], and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module], replace [module] with the name of
the module in the Project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value], replace [name]
with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default
Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

FTP Task
The FTP task can connect to FTP servers to send and retrieve files. It can perform get, put,
rename, delete, create directory, and many more commands that are common to FTP clients.
Either a single file or multiples files (through the use of a File Set) can be transferred at a time.

Active and Passive Modes
In Active mode, the FTP server will attempt to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere FTP
client in order perform the data transfer. The challenge with Active mode is that your firewall may
block the FTP server from trying to open a port back into your network.
In Passive mode, the FTP server does not need to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere
FTP client, which is a more firewall-friendly mode. Therefore, if you have problems with
connecting to the FTP server, you may want to change the Use Passive Mode setting to Yes on
the FTP Server resource Connection tab.

Transfer Auto-Resume for FTP
If the FTP connection breaks or is lost, GoAnywhere can automatically re-establish a connection
and resume where it left off. The Auto-Resume feature uses the Connection Retry Attempts and
Connection Retry Interval settings specified in the FTP Server resource or at the task level.
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If the connection is broken during a file transfer, files with an ASCII data type will be resent in their
entirety to ensure data integrity. Files with a Binary data type will resume transferring the file. The
connection retry attempts, transfers and the commands that are performed will be recorded in the
job log when using Verbose and Debug log levels. The Transfer Auto-Resume is not available on
the Append Files element.

Session Persistence
By default, when the FTP task is finished, the connection with the server (session) will be
disconnected and closed. When using an FTP Task in a Loop or as part of a multi-step workflow,
the FTP session can be kept open and reused rather than closing and reopening the session for
each FTP Task to the same server. To keep a session open or to hand off the open session to the
next FTP task in a Project, use the Input Session ID and Output Session ID variables on the
Advanced panel of the FTP Task. If this is the first FTP session in the Project and other tasks will
use this connection, only specify the Output Session ID (for example, FTPSession). The next task
that uses the session would specify ${FTPSession} in the Input Session ID field. When no
additional tasks in the Project need the open session, it should be closed using the Close Session
Task (using the Session ID value of ${FTPSession}).

Checksum Verification
Checksum verification can be added to the FTP task to ensure that the source file is exactly the
same as the destination file after a transfer completes successfully. This option is available on the
Put, Get, Mget, Manual Get, and Manual Put elements. Both the CRC32 and MD5 algorithms are
supported with the default and recommended algorithm being MD5. Errors may occur if the
transfer was performed in ASCII mode, if the FTP server doesn’t support checksum verification or
if the calculated values do not match.

Timestamp Preservation
Timestamp preservation is available in the FTP task when using the Put or Manual Put elements.
Typically, timestamps are updated each time a file moves, however in some instances the file's
timestamp may need to be preserved. If supported by the server, the preserve timestamp option
can retain the timestamp from when the file was originally placed in the source location (not when
it was placed on the destination server).

SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Gateway Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to the
target FTP server. Proxy settings for FTP connections are defined at the FTP Server resource
level or per FTP Task. The FTP Task can use SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere Gateway proxy
protocols when making a connection to a proxy server. The SOCKS connection in GoAnywhere
supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy, otherwise known as an HTTP tunneling proxy,
provides an HTTP tunnel through which a transport can be established. When using a proxy
server, obtain the correct proxy type and connection credentials from the proxy server
administrator.

Example 1: FTP Get File
Follow the steps below to get a single file from an FTP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server:
l FTP Server - A pre-configured FTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Get Files menu item.
4. On the Get Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to download.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be downloaded.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTP task using the Get Files
element:

Example 2: FTP Get a File Manually
Follow the steps below to use a Manual Get to download a single file from an FTP Server
resource:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server:
l FTP Server - A pre-configured FTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Manual Get menu item.
4. On the Manual Get element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The path and file name of a single file to download. Unlike the regular
Get, the specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to
the FTP server as is in the GET request.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTP task using the Manual Get
Files element:

Example 3: FTP Put File
Follow the steps below to upload a single file to an FTP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server:
l FTP Server - A pre-configured FTP server from the drop-down list.
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3. Click the Add button and select the Put Files menu item.
4. On the Put Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Destination File - The destination file when uploading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTP task using the Put Files
element:

Example 4: FTP Put a File Manually
Follow the steps below to Manually Put (upload) a single file to an FTP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server:
l FTP Server - A pre-configured FTP server from the drop-down list.
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3. Click the Add button and select the Manual Put menu item.
4. On the Manual Put element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Destination File - Specify the destination file. Unlike the regular Put action, the
specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the FTP
server as is in the PUT request.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTP task using the Manual Put
Files element:

Example 5: FTP Create File List
File Lists allow you to iterate over a list of files and complete specific tasks sequentially. Follow
the steps below to create a File List from a directory on a FTP server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTP task, specify a value for the FTP Server:
l FTP Server - A pre-configured FTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add
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4. On the List Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created.
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the
number of files found. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks.

5. Click the Add File Set link and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory on the FTP server that contains the files to list.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also download files from all sub-folders.
l Filters - Optionally, click the Add Filter link to filter your file set using a wildcard,
regular expression, date, or by file size.

6. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTP task using the Create File
List element:

Field Definitions
FTP Task
The FTP task allows you to specify the FTP server that will be used for your Project.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
FTP Server
Select a pre-configured FTP server from the drop-down list.
Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid FTP Session that was created using the Output Session ID
of an FTP Task (e.g. ${FTPSession}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this FTP Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be created.
The session ID can be referenced in the subsequent FTP tasks.
FTP Server Panel
Refer to the FTP Resource page for the FTP Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Files
The Get Files element allows you to download files from an FTP server.
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Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source File Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to retrieve
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
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appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Put Files
The Put Files element allows you to upload files to an FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
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Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct upload mode. Default Value: auto
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system
that were succesfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Append Files
The Append Files element appends a local file to a file on the FTP server using the current
file type setting.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to append.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value is
'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
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used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Change Directory
The Change Directory element changes the present directory on the FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Working Directory
Specify a directory to set as the new working directory. The path may be absolute or
relative to the current working directory. The special value ".." may be used to set the
working directory to the parent of the current working directory.
Comment Panel
Comment Panel
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create Directory
The Create Directory element creates a new directory on the FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Directory
Specify the directory to create. The directory path may be specified as absolute or relative
to the current working directory. All non-existent directories specified in this path will be
created.
TIP:

For instructions on creating a directory using variables, see the example in the Make
Directory Task.
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Comment Panel
Comment Panel
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Files
The Rename Directory element renames a directory on the FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
From
Specify the path and name of the file or directory to be renamed. The path may be specified
as absolute or relative to the current working directory.
From Files Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to rename.
To
Specify the new path and name. The path may be specified as absolute or relative to the
current working directory. This attribute is only valid if a single file is being renamed.
Advanced Panel
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to rename
on the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the name of the file(s) being renamed.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Search Pattern
Specify a pattern to search and replace in the file name(s). Both regular expressions and
wildcard search patterns can be used and can be changed using the Pattern Type attribute.
Pattern Type
Specify the type of pattern to use when using search and replace on the file names. Default
Value: wildcard
Replace With
Specify the pattern to replace in the file names. If using regular expressions and groups of
the file names were captured, use the syntax $1, $2, etc... to reuse the captured segments.
If using wildcard search and replace, use character * and ? to reuse the values the * and ?
represented in the search for value.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching when searching and replacing
sections of the file names. Default Value: false
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Files
The Delete Files element removes (deletes) files from the FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file to delete. The path may be specified as absolute
or relative to the current working directory.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory to delete. WARNING: The directory and
everything in it will be deleted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to delete
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to delete.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Move Files
The Move Files element moves a file from one directory on the FTP server to another
directory on the FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to move. A file name is required, it may not be
a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to move on
the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to move.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name to which the source file is to be moved. This is valid only
when moving a single file.
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Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be moved. The directory may be an absolute
path or relative to the current working directory.
Advanced Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files in the destination
directory on the remote system that were successfully moved. This variable will be of type
Remote File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Moved Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
moved. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

List Files
The List Files element creates a variable of type File List which contains a list of files on the
FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This
will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will
be created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Set File Permissions
The Set File Permissions element specifies whether a file can be read, written, or modified.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file of which to change permissions.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory of which to change permissions. All files
and sub directories will also be affected.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files that will have their permissions changed.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files of which to
change permissions from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Permissions
Specify the permissions to apply to the files and/or directories. The syntax is similar to the
Unix file permission setting which consists of three bits. Each bit represents a group and
the value of the bit (0-7) represents the permission level. For example, the value of 7
means RWX (read/write/execute) permissions. So 777 means RWX for all groups (owner,
group, and all users).
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Execute Command
The Execute Command element allows you send FTP commands to the FTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Command
Specify the command to execute. The command will be sent as is to the FTP server.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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MGet Files (Get Multiple Files)
The MGet element allows you to download multiple files from the FTP server to the local
machine.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source Files
Specify the path and/or filter pattern. Leave blank to download all files in the current
working directory.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be downloaded.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value is
'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures that
the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer. Please
note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must turn off
checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII mode may
result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type to binary or
image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
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subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files
downloaded. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Manual Get
The Manual Get element allows you download a file from FTP servers that do not support
full file directory paths.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. Unlike the regular Get, the
specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the FTP server
as is in the GET request.
Destination File
Specify the destination file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
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mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded file
on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent
tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Manual Put
The Manual Put element allows you upload a file to FTP servers that do not support full file
directory paths.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. Unlike the regular Put action, the specified file name/path will
not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the FTP server as is in the PUT request.
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value is
'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct upload mode. Default Value: auto
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
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servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file on the local system that
was successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

FTPS Task
The FTPS task allows you to securely transfer files using FTP over SSL. For more information
about FTPS please refer to the FTPS Quick Start section. The FTPS task can perform Get, Put,
Rename, Delete, Create Directory, and many more commands that are common to FTPS clients.

Active And Passive Modes
In Active mode, the FTP server will attempt to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere FTP
client in order perform the data transfer. The challenge with Active mode is that your firewall may
block the FTP server from trying to open a port back into your network.
In Passive mode, the FTP server does not need to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere
FTP client, which is a more firewall-friendly mode. Therefore, if you have problems with
connecting to the FTP server, you may want to change the Use Passive Mode setting to Yes on
the FTPS Server resource Connection tab.
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Transfer Auto-Resume for FTPS
If the FTPS connection breaks or is lost, GoAnywhere can automatically re-establish a connection
and resume where it left off. The Auto-Resume feature uses the Connection Retry Attempts and
Connection Retry Interval settings specified in the FTPS Server resource or at the task level.
If the connection is broken during a file transfer, files with an ASCII data type will be resent in their
entirety to ensure data integrity. Files with a Binary data type will resume transferring the file. The
connection retry attempts, transfers and the commands that are performed will be recorded in the
job log when using Verbose and Debug log levels. The Transfer Auto-Resume is not available on
the Append Files element.

Session Persistence
By default, when the FTPS task is finished, the connection with the server (session) will be
disconnected and closed. When using an FTPS Task in a Loop or as part of a multi-step workflow,
the FTPS session can be kept open and reused rather than closing and reopening the session for
each FTPS Task to the same server. To keep a session open or to hand off the open session to
the next FTPS task in a Project, use the Input Session ID and Output Session ID variables on the
Advanced panel of the FTPS Task. If this is the first FTPS session in the Project and other tasks
will use this connection, only specify the Output Session ID (for example, FTPSSession). The
next task that uses the session would specify ${FTPSSession} in the Input Session ID field. When
no additional tasks in the Project need the open session, it should be closed using the Close
Session Task (using the Session ID value of ${FTPSSession}).

Checksum Verification
Checksum verification can be added to the FTPS task to ensure that the source file is exactly the
same as the destination file after a transfer completes successfully. This option is available on the
Put, Get, Mget, Manual Get, and Manual Put elements. Both the CRC32 and MD5 algorithms are
supported with the default and recommended algorithm being MD5. Errors may occur if the
transfer was performed in ASCII mode, if the FTPS server doesn’t support checksum verification
or if the calculated values do not match.

Timestamp Preservation
Timestamp preservation is available in the FTPS task when using the Put or Manual Put
elements. Typically, timestamps are updated each time a file moves, however in some instances
the file's timestamp may need to be preserved. If supported by the server, the preserve timestamp
option can retain the timestamp from when the file was originally placed in the source location (not
when it was placed on the destination server).

SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Gateway Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to the
target FTPS server. Proxy settings for FTPS connections are defined at the FTPS Server
resource level or per FTPS Task. The FTPS Task can use SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere
Gateway proxy protocols when making a connection to a proxy server. The SOCKS connection in
GoAnywhere supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy, otherwise known as an HTTP
tunneling proxy, provides an HTTP tunnel through which a transport can be established. When
using a proxy server, obtain the correct proxy type and connection credentials from the proxy
server administrator.

Example 1: FTPS Get Files
Follow the steps below to get a single file from an FTPS Server resource:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTPS task, specify a value for the following attribute:
l FTPS Server - A pre-configured FTPS server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Get Files menu item.
4. On the Get Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to download.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be downloaded.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTPS task using the Get Files
element:
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Example 2: FTPS Get a File Manually
Follow the steps below to use a Manual Get to download a single file from an FTPS Server
resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTPS Task, specify a value for the FTPS Server:
l FTPS Server - A pre-configured FTPS server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Manually Get menu item.
4. On the Manual Get element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The path and file name of a single file to download. Unlike the regular
Get, the specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to
the FTPS server as is in the GET request.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTPS task using the Get Files
element:

Example 3: FTPS Put File
Follow the steps below to upload a single file to an FTPS Server resource:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTPS task, specify a value for the following attribute:
l FTPS Server - A pre-configured FTPS server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Put Files menu item.
4. On the Put Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Destination File - The destination file on the FTPS server when uploading a single
file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTPS task using the Put Files
element:

Example 4: FTPS Put a File Manually
Follow the steps below to Manually Put (upload) a single file to an FTPS Server resource:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTPS task, specify a value for the FTPS Server:
l FTPS Server - A pre-configured FTPS server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Manual Put menu item.
4. On the Manual Put element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Destination File - Specify the destination file. Unlike the regular Put action, the
specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the
FTPS server as is in the PUT request.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTPS task using the Put Files
element:

Example 5: FTPS Create File List
File Lists allow you to iterate over a list of files and complete specific tasks sequentially. Follow
the steps below to create a File List from a directory on a FTPS server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the FTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the FTPS task, specify a value for the FTPS Server:
l FTPS Server - A pre-configured FTPS server from the drop-down list.
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3. Click the Add button and select the List Files menu item.
4. On the List Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created.
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the
number of files found. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks.

5. Click the Add File Set link and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory on the FTPS server that contains the files to list.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also download files from all sub-folders.
l Filters - Optionally, click the Add Filter link to filter your file set using a wildcard,
regular expression, date, or by file size.

6. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the FTPS task using the Create File
List element:

Field Definitions
FTPS Task
The FTPS task allows you to specify the FTPS server that will be used for your Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
FTPS Server
Specify or select a pre-configured FTPS server from the drop-down list.
Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid FTPS Session that was created using the Output Session
ID of an FTPS Task (e.g. ${FTPSSession}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this FTPS Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be
created. The session ID can be referenced in the subsequent FTPS tasks.
FTP Server Panel
Refer to the FTPS Resource page for the FTPS Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Files
The Get Files element allows you to download files from an FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to retrieve
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
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correct download mode. Default Value: auto
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
SSpecify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the succesfully downloaded files
on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent
tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Put Files
The Put Files element allows you to upload files to an FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
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Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
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Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system that
were succesfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Append Files
The Append Files element appends a local file to a file on the FTPS server using the current
file type setting.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to append.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
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Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system
that were succesfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Change Directory
The Change Directory element changes the present directory on the FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Working Directory
Specify a directory to set as the new working directory. The path may be absolute or
relative to the current working directory. The special value ".." may be used to set the
working directory to the parent of the current working directory.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create Directory
The Create Directory element creates a new directory on the FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Directory
Specify the directory to create. The directory path may be specified as absolute or relative
to the current working directory. All non-existent directories specified in this path will be
created.
TIP:

For instructions on creating a directory using variables, see the example in the Make
Directory Task.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Files
The Rename Directory element renames a directory on the FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
From
Specify the path and name of the file or directory to be renamed. The path may be specified
as absolute or relative to the current working directory.
From File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to rename.
To
Specify the new path and name. The path may be specified as absolute or relative to the
current working directory. This attribute is only valid if a single file is being renamed.
Advanced Panel
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to rename
on the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the name of the file(s) being renamed.
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File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Search Pattern
Specify a pattern to search and replace in the file name(s). Both regular expressions and
wildcard search patterns can be used and can be changed using the Pattern Type
attribute. Click here for additional information.
Pattern Type
Specify the type of pattern to use when using search and replace on the file names.
Default Value: wildcard
Replace With
Specify the pattern to replace in the file names. If using regular expressions and groups of
the file names were captured, use the syntax $1, $2, etc... to reuse the captured segments.
If using wildcard search and replace, use character * and ? to reuse the values the * and ?
represented in the search for value.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching when searching and replacing
sections of the file names. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Files
The Delete Files element removes (deletes) files from the FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file to delete. The path may be specified as absolute
or relative to the current working directory.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory to delete. WARNING: The directory and
everything in it will be deleted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to delete
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to delete.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Move Files
The Move Files element moves a file from one directory on the FTPS server to another
directory on the FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to move. A file name is required, it may not be
a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to move on
the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to move.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name to which the source file is to be moved. This is valid only
when moving a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be moved. The directory may be an absolute
path or relative to the current working directory.
Advanced Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files in the destination
directory on the remote system that were successfully moved. This variable will be of type
Remote File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Moved Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
moved. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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List Files
The List Files element creates a variable of type File List which contains a list of files on the
FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This
will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will
be created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Set File Permissions
The Set File Permissions element specifies whether a file can be read, written, or modified.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file of which to change permissions.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory of which to change permissions. All files
and sub directories will also be affected.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files of which to
change permissions from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files that will have their permissions changed.
Permissions
Specify the permissions to apply to the files and/or directories. The syntax is similar to the
Unix file permission setting which consists of three bits. Each bit represents a group and
the value of the bit (0-7) represents the permission level. For example, the value of 7
means RWX (read/write/execute) permissions. So 777 means RWX for all groups (owner,
group, and all users).
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Execute Command
The Execute Command element allows you send FTPS commands to the FTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Command
Specify the command to execute. The command will be sent as is to the FTP server.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

MGet (Get Multiple Files)
The MGET element allows you to download multiple files from the FTPS server to the local
machine.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source Files
Specify the path and/or filter pattern. Leave blank to download all files in the current
working directory.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be downloaded.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value is
'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
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Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files
downloaded. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Manual Get
The Manual Get element allows you download a file from FTPS servers that do not support
full file directory paths.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. Unlike the regular Get, the
specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the FTP server
as is in the GET request.
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Destination File
Specify the destination file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value is
'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct download mode. Default Value: auto
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures that
the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer. Please
note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must turn off
checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII mode may
result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type to binary or
image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded file
on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent
tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Manual Put
The Manual Put element allows you upload a file to FTPS servers that do not support full
file directory paths.
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Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. Unlike the regular Put action, the specified file name/path will
not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the FTP server as is in the PUT request.
Transfer Options Panel
Data Type
Specify the ASCII or Binary data type to use when transferring the files. The default value
is 'auto' which uses the file extensions and/or the content type of the file to determine the
correct upload mode. Default Value: auto
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Please note that not all FTP servers support checksum verification, in which case you must
turn off checksum verification to be able to transfer files. Also, transferring files in ASCII
mode may result in checksum mismatch. Please make sure to explicitly set the Data Type
to binary or image. Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Some FTP servers implemented a
proprietary command called XCRC for getting the checksum of the remote file. Most recent
FTP standards recommend implementing a command called MD5, which uses the MD5
algorithm for calculating the checksums. Depending on the algorithm you choose, an
appropriate command will be sent to the FTP server to request the checksum. The same
algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files. Default Value: MD5
Output Variables Panel
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file on the local system that
was successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

FileCatalyst Task
By utilizing a patented UDP-based file transfer technology, FileCatalyst overcomes the issue of
slow file transfers over wide area network and can handle files of any size up-to terabytes of data.
The FileCatalyst task will act as client application and requires a Filecatalyst Direct Server,
deployed and activated on the network. The FileCatalyst task allows you to securely and rapidly
transfer files using FileCatalyst's patented UDP-based file transfer technology. The FileCatalyst
task can perform Upload, Download, Rename, Delete, Create Directory, and other file transfer
commands.

Transfer Auto-Resume for FileCatalyst
If the FileCatalyst connection breaks or is lost, GoAnywhere can automatically re-establish a
connection and resume where it left off. The Auto-Resume feature uses the Connection Retry
Attempts and Connection Retry Interval settings specified in the FileCatalyst Server resource or
at the task level.
If the connection is broken during a file transfer, files with an ASCII data type will be resent in their
entirety to ensure data integrity. Files with a Binary data type will resume transferring the file. The
connection retry attempts, transfers and the commands that are performed will be recorded in the
job log when using Verbose and Debug log levels. The Transfer Auto-Resume is not available on
the Append Files element.

Checksum Verification
Transfers with the FileCatalyst utilize an MD5 on-the-fly checksum verification on each block
transferred. This option is available on the Upload and Download elements. Errors may occur if
the transfer was performed in ASCII mode, if the FileCatalyst Server doesn’t support checksum
verification or if the calculated values do not match.

Timestamp Preservation
Timestamp preservation is available in the FileCatalyst task when using the Put or Manual Put
elements. Typically, timestamps are updated each time a file moves, however in some instances
the file's timestamp may need to be preserved. If supported by the server, the preserve timestamp
option can retain the timestamp from when the file was originally placed in the source location (not
when it was placed on the destination server).

Field Definitions
FileCatalyst Task
The FileCatalyst task allows you to specify the FileCatalyst Server that will be used for your
Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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FileCatalyst Server
Specify or select a pre-configured FileCatalyst Server from the drop-down list.
FileCatalyst Server Panel
Refer to the FileCatalyst Resource page for the FileCatalyst Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Download Files
The Download Files element allows you to download files from an FileCatalyst Server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
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Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
Transfer Configuration

Connection Configurations
These settings determine how the client connects to the Server.
Congestion Control Enabled
Specify whether or not congestion control is enabled. Default Value: Yes
Congestion Control Aggression
Specify the aggression level to use for the congestion control (1 = Low, 10 = high). If
aggression is low, smaller increases in RTT will be consider as congestion and transfer
rates will slow down. If aggression is high, larger increases in RTT will be considered as
congestion. Default: 10
Congestion Control Mode
Specify the congestion control strategy, Packet loss (if the percentage of packet loss
increases) or RTT-based (if the packet round trip time increases), that will be used to
determine transfer rates. If a condition is meant, the transfer rate will slow down, or speed
up to maximize transfer rates while avoiding congestion. Default: PACKET_LOSS
Auto Resume
Specify if the transfer should resume from the last position if the file transfer is interrupted.
Default: Yes

Transfer Configurations
Settings that will affect how the client transfers the data.
Verify Integrity
Specify whether or not you wish to verify file integrity through standard MD5 verification
checks. Default: Yes
Transfer With Temp Names
Specify whether or not files will be transferred with temp names. If enabled, file transfers
will be transferred under a temporary name. Once the transfer is complete, the file will be
renamed to its proper name. Default: Yes
Temp Name Mode
Specify whether or not the temp file name will be applied to the beginning or the end of the
file while it is being transferred. Default: PREFIX
Keep File Modification Timestamp
Specify whether or not a transferred file will have the last modification timestamp set to the
timestamp of the source file. Default: No
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Data Minimization Settings
Settings that will reduce the amount of data transferred.
Compression Enabled
Specify whether or not file data will be compressed before it is transferred. Default: Yes
Compression Level
Specify the amount that data will be compressed (0 = None, 1 = Fast Compression, 9 =
Best). Do note that a higher compression level will attempt compress the data more at the
cost of higher CPU usage. Default: 4
Compression Method
Specify the method that will be used to compress data transferred. Default: ZIP_
DEFLATER
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Upload Files
The Download Files element allows you to download files from an FileCatalyst Server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
Transfer Configuration

Connection Configurations
Settings that will affect how the client connects to the Server.
Congestion Control Enabled
Specify whether or not congestion control is enabled. Default Value: Yes
Settings that will affect how the client connects to the Server
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Congestion Control Aggression
Specify the aggression level to use for the congestion control (1 = Low, 10 = high). If
aggression is low, smaller increases in RTT will be consider as congestion and transfer
rates will slow down. If aggression is high, larger increases in RTT will be considered as
congestion. Default: 10
Congestion Control Mode
Specify the congestion control implementation that will be used to determine transfer rates.
If a condition is meant, the transfer rate will slow down, or speed up to maximize transfer
rates while avoiding congestion. Default: 10
Auto Resume
Specify if the transfer should resume from the last position if the file transfer is interrupted.
Default: Yes

Transfer Configurations
Settings that will affect how the client transfers the data.
Verify Integrity
Specify whether or not you wish to verify file integrity through standard MD5 verification
checks. Default: Yes
Transfer With Temp Names
Specify whether or not files will be transferred with temp names. If enabled, file transfers
will be transferred under a temporary name. Once the transfer is complete, the file will be
renamed to its proper name. Default: Yes
Temp Name Mode
Specify whether or not the temp file name will be applied to the beginning or the end of the
file while it is being transferred. Default: PREFIX
Keep File Modification Timestamp
Specify whether or not a transferred file will have the last modification timestamp set to the
timestamp of the source file. Default: No

Data Minimization Settings
Settings that will reduce the amount of data transferred.
Compression Enabled
Specify whether or not file data will be compressed before it is transferred. Default: Yes
Compression Level
Specify the amount that data will be compressed (0 = None, 1 = Fast Compression, 9 =
Best). Do note that a higher compression level will attempt compress the data more at the
cost of higher CPU usage. Default: 4
Compression Method
Specify the method that will be used to compress data transferred. Default: ZIP_
DEFLATER
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Change Directory
The Change Directory element changes the present directory on the FileCatalyst Server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Working Directory
Specify a directory to set as the new working directory. The path may be absolute or
relative to the current working directory. The special value ".." may be used to set the
working directory to the parent of the current working directory.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create Directory
The Create Directory element creates a new directory on the FileCatalyst Server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Directory
Specify the directory to create. The directory path may be specified as absolute or relative
to the current working directory. All non-existent directories specified in this path will be
created.
TIP:

For instructions on creating a directory using variables, see the example in the Make
Directory Task.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Files
The Rename Directory element renames a directory on the FileCatalyst Server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
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From
Specify the path and name of the file or directory to be renamed. The path may be specified
as absolute or relative to the current working directory.
To
Specify the new path and name. The path may be specified as absolute or relative to the
current working directory. This attribute is only valid if a single file is being renamed.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Files
The Delete Files element removes (deletes) files from the FileCatalyst Server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file to delete. The path may be specified as absolute
or relative to the current working directory.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory to delete. WARNING: The directory and
everything in it will be deleted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to delete
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to delete.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

PeSIT Task
The PeSIT task can connect to PeSIT servers to send and retrieve files. A single file may be
transferred at a time.

Example 1: PeSIT Send File
Follow the steps below to send a single file to a PeSIT Server Resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the PeSIT task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the PeSIT task, specify a value for the PeSIT Server:
l PeSIT Server - A pre-configured PeSIT server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Send File menu item.
4. On the Send File element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Application Name - Specify the remote file identifier.
l Record Length - Specify the length in bytes of the article.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the PeSIT task using the Send File
element:

Example 1: PeSIT Receive File
Follow the steps below to get a single file from a PeSIT Server Resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the PeSIT task to the Project Outline.
2. On the PeSIT task, specify a value for the PeSIT Server:
l PeSIT Server - A pre-configured PeSIT server from the drop-down list.
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3. Click the Add button and select the Receive File menu item.
4. On the Receive File element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Destination File - The file path and file name of a single file to download.
l Application Name - Specify the remote file identifier.
l Record Length - Specify the length in bytes of the article.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the PeSIT task using the Receive File
element:

Field Definitions
PeSit Task
The PeSIT task allows you to specify the PeSIT server that will be used for your Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PeSIT Server
Select a pre-configured PeSIT server from the drop-down list.
PeSIT Server Panel
Refer to the PeSIT Resource page for the PeSIT Server field definitions.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Send File
The Send File element allows you to upload files to a PeSIT server.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Application Name
(PI-12) Specify the name of the remote file identifier.
Transfer ID
(PI-13) Specify the ID to present the transfer with. If one isn't specified, one will be
generated.
Record Length
(PI-32) Specify the length in bytes of the article.
Advanced Panel
Transfer Encoding
(PI-16) Specify the encoding to be used during the transfer. Valid options are Binary,
ASCII, EBCDIC and Custom. Default Value: Binary
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Custom Transfer Encoding
Specify the custom encoding to be used during the transfer. This field is required if Custom
is selected for the Transfer Encoding. Default Value: None
Transfer Priority
(PI-17) Specify the priority assigned to the transfer. Valid options are High, Medium, and
Low. Default Value: Medium
Compression
(PI-21) Specify the compression to use, if any, when the file is sent. Valid options are
Stream, Vertical, Both, and None. Default Value: None
Record Format
(PI-31) Specify whether the record is of fixed or variable length. Valid options are Variable
and Fixed. Default Value: Variable
Synchronization Interval Size
(PI-07) Specify the amount of data in kilobytes that can be sent between each
synchronization point. A value of 0 indicates no synchronization points will be used. Default
Value: 1024
Synchronization Window
(PI-07) Specify the number of notified synchronization points that can not be confirmed
before the sender stops sending data. Default Value: 3
Transfer Mode
Specify how the record should be spread across FPDUs. Valid options are Multi_PDU and
Mono_PDU. Default Value: Multi_PDU
File Structure
Specify the structure of the local file. Valid options are Stream, Variable_Text, Fixed_Text,
Variable_Record, and Fixed_Record. Default Value: Stream
File Encoding
Specify the type of encoding used when processing the local file. Valid options are Binary,
ASCII, and EBCDIC. Default Value: Binary
Custom File Encoding
Specify the custom encoding to be used when processing the local file. This field is required
if Custom is selected for the File Encoding. Default Value: None
User Create Message
(PI-99) Specify a message to issue during the create phase of the request.
File Label
(PI-37) Specify any label information to send, such as a file name. This information may be
used by the server during processing.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Receive File
The Receive File element allows you to download files from a PeSIT server.
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Destination File
Specify the path and name of the destination file.
Application Name
(PI-12) - Specify the name of the remote file identifier.
Record Length
(PI-32) - Specify the length in bytes of the article.
Advanced Panel
Transfer Encoding
(PI-16) Specify the encoding to be used during the transfer. Valid options are Binary, ASCII
and EBCDIC. Default Value: Binary
Custom Transfer Encoding
Specify the custom encoding to be used during the transfer. This field is required if Custom
is selected for the Transfer Encoding. Default Value: None
Transfer Priority
(PI-17) Specify the priority assigned to the transfer. Valid options are High, Medium, and
Low. Default Value: Medium
Compression
(PI-21) Specify the compression to use, if any, when the file is sent. Valid options are
Stream, Vertical, Both, and None. Default Value: None
Record Format
(PI-31) Specify whether the record is of fixed or variable length. Valid options are Variable
and Fixed. Default Value: Variable
Storage Unit
(PI-41) Specify the unit used to express how data will be stored. When the Record Format
(PI-31) is set to Variable, the Storage Unit must be Kilobytes. Default Value: Kilobytes
Synchronization Interval Size
(PI-07) Specify the amount of data in kilobytes that can be sent between each
synchronization point. A value of 0 indicates no synchronization points will be used.
Default Value: 1024
Synchronization Window
(PI-07) Specify the number of notified synchronization points that can not be confirmed
before the sender stops sending data. Default Value: 3
File Structure
Specify the structure of the local file. Valid options are Stream, Variable_Text, Fixed_Text,
Variable_Record, and Fixed_Record. Default Value: Stream
File Encoding
Specify the type of encoding used when processing the local file. Valid options are Binary,
ASCII, and EBCDIC. Default Value: Binary
Custom File Encoding
Specify the custom encoding to be used when processing the local file. This field is
required if Custom is selected for the File Encoding. Default Value: None
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User Create Message
(PI-99) Specify a message to issue during the create phase of the request.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

GoAnywhere HTTPS Task
GoAnywhere is packaged with an HTTPS service that allows Web Users to login to it from any
web browser. Once logged in, that user can upload, download, copy, rename, and delete files
from within their home directory. The GoAnywhere HTTPS Task can perform these same
functions from within your Project. Although you can specify the connection information on a per
task basis, it is always recommended to create a GoAnywhere HTTPS Resource.
Most Web User functions can be executed from within GoAnywhere using the GoAnywhere
HTTPS task. Along with uploading and downloading files from a GoAnywhere Web User account,
the GoAnywhere HTTPS Task can send Secure Mail packages to email recipients using the Send
Package element. The Send Package element allows you to specify which files will be placed on
a secure GoAnywhere server for download by an authorized recipient. The process sends the
recipient an email containing a link they use to securely access the files.
Checksum verification can be added to ensure that the source file is exactly the same as the
destination file after a transfer completes successfully. This option is available on the Transfer
Options panel in the Upload, Download, and Upload Raw Data elements. SHA1, CRC32 and
MD5 algorithms are supported with the default and recommended algorithm being SHA1. If the
calculated checksum values do not match, an error is written to the job log.

Example 1: Upload a File Using GoAnywhere HTTPS
Follow the steps below to upload a file to a GoAnywhere server using the GoAnywhere HTTPS
task:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoAnywhere HTTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GoAnywhere HTTPS task, specify the GoAnywhere HTTPS Server value:
l GoAnywhere HTTPS Server - A pre-defined GoAnywhere HTTPS Resource.

3. Click the Add
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4. On the Upload Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Destination File - The destination file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoAnywhere HTTPS task using
the Upload Files element:

Example 2: Send a Package Using GoAnywhere HTTPS
The Send Package element connects to GoAnywhere for securely sharing files with designated
recipient(s) of the message. Files are sent to the GoAnywhere server and then an email is sent to
the recipient(s) allowing them to download the files and view the secure message. Each recipient
receives a unique link to the package. The link is comprised of a 36-character UUID string.
The Send Package element allows placing multiple files in a package. The maximum size of the
files is governed by settings on the GoAnywhere server.
The Send Package element provides several settings for Packages. These settings can limit the
number of times each file can be downloaded per recipient, package expiration, password
protection options and purging options.
Follow the steps below to send a Package from a GoAnywhere server using the GoAnywhere
HTTPS task:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoAnywhere HTTPS task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GoAnywhere HTTPS task, specify the GoAnywhere HTTPS Server value:
l GoAnywhere HTTPS Server - A pre-defined GoAnywhere HTTPS Resource.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and from the drop-down menu, click Send
Package.
4. On the Send Package element, specify values for the following attributes:
l To - Specify the email addresses of the recipients. Multiple email addresses should
be separated by a comma.
l Subject - Specify the subject of the message.
l Source file - Specify the path and file name of a single file to attach. A file name is
required, it may not be a directory name only.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be sent.

5. Click the Advanced panel and specify values for the following attributes:
l Expire Package After Days - Specify the number of days after which the package
will automatically expire. For no expiration, leave this field blank.
l Maximum Downloads - Specify the number of times each recipient can download
each file attached to the package. For unlimited downloads, leave this field blank.
l Reply Allowed - Specify whether or not to allow replies. This setting only applies to
URL Protected and Password Protected packages. If true, and allowed by the server,
the recipient will be allowed to reply to this Secure Mail message.
l Send me A Copy - Specify whether the Web User that sends this package should
receive an email for this package.
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l

Read Receipt - Specify whether the Web User that sends this package should
receive an email notification the first time each recipient views the package.

6. Click the Package Security panel. On the Package Security panel, specify the following
attributes:
l Protection Level - Specify whether this package will be protected by a unique URL,
with a password, or requires a certified registered user.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoAnywhere HTTPS task using
the Send Package element:

Field Definitions
GoAnywhere HTTPS Task
The GoAnywhere HTTPS task allows you to send and receive files to a GoAnywhere
HTTPS server.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
GoAnywhere HTTPS Server
Select a pre-configured GoAnywhere HTTPS server from the drop-down list.
GoAnywhere HTTPS Server Panel
Refer to the GoAnywhere HTTPS Resource page for the server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Send Package
The Send Package element allows you to send Secure Mail Packages using a
GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
To
Specify the email addresses of the recipients. Multiple email addresses should be
separated by a comma.
Subject
Specify the subject of the message.
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Message
Specify the message body text.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to attach. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to attach to the
package. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to send.
Advanced Panel
Expire Package After Days
Specify the number of days after which the package will automatically expire. For no
expiration, leave this field blank. Default Value: Secure Mail server default
Maximum Downloads
Specify the number of times each recipient can download each file attached to the
package. For unlimited downloads, leave this field blank. Default Value: Secure Mail
server default
Reply Allowed
Specify whether or not to allow replies. This setting only applies to URL Protected and
Password Protected packages. If true, and allowed by the server, the recipient will be
allowed to reply to this Secure Mail message. Default Value: Secure Mail server default
Send Me A Copy
Specify whether the Web User that sends this package should receive an email for this
package. Default Value: false
Read Receipt
Specify whether the Web User that sends this package should receive an email notification
the first time each recipient views the package. Default Value: false
Package Security Panel
Protection Level
Specify whether this package will be protected by a unique URL, with a password, or
requires a certified registered user. Default Value: Secure Mail server default
Password Generation
If the package is Password Protected, specify whether the password should be generated
automatically or specified manually. Default Value: Secure Mail server default
Password
Specify a Password if the package is Password Protected and the Password Generation
above is set to Manual.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify if the password is encrypted. Default Value: false
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Include Password in Email
Specify whether to include the specified or generated password in the email that is sent to
the recipient. Default Value: Secure Mail server default
Output Variables Panel
Number of Files Attacked Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files attached to
the package. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks and will be created if it does
not exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system that
were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Message
The Message element allows you to add a message to your Secure Package.
Text
Specify the body text of this email message.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Download Files
The Download Files element allows you to download files from an GoAnywhere
HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to retrieve
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
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Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Depending on the algorithm you
choose, the appropriate request will be sent to the GoAnywhere HTTPS server to calculate
the checksum. The same algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files.
Default Value: SHA1
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files
downloaded. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Upload Files
The Upload Files element allows you to upload files an GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures that
the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer. Default
Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Depending on the algorithm you
choose, the appropriate request will be sent to the GoAnywhere HTTPS server to calculate
the checksum. The same algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files.
Default Value: SHA1
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Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Upload Raw Data
The Upload Raw Data element allows you to upload raw data to the GoAnywhere HTTPS
server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Set
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to upload.
Transfer Options Panel
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksum verification. Checksum verification ensures
that the source file is exactly the same as the destination file after a successful transfer.
Default Value: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification. Depending on the algorithm you
choose, the appropriate request will be sent to the GoAnywhere HTTPS server to calculate
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the checksum. The same algorithm will be used for calculating the checksum of local files.
Default Value: SHA1
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system that
were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Change Directory
The Change Directory element changes the present directory on the GoAnywhere HTTPS
server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Working Directory
Specify a directory to set as the new working directory. The path may be absolute or
relative to the current working directory. The special value ".." may be used to set the
working directory to the parent of the current working directory.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create Directory
The Create Directory element creates a new directory on the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
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Directory
Specify the directory to create. The directory path may be specified as absolute or relative
to the current working directory. All non-existent directories specified in this path will be
created.
TIP:

For instructions on creating a directory using variables, see the example in the Make
Directory Task.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Files
The Rename Directory element renames a directory on the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
From
Specify the path and name of the file or directory to be renamed. The path may be
specified as absolute or relative to the current working directory.
From File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be renamed.
To
Specify the new path and name. The path may be specified as absolute or relative to the
current working directory. This attribute is only valid if a single file is being renamed.
Advanced Panel
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to rename
on the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the name of the file(s) being renamed.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Search Pattern
Specify a pattern to search and replace in the file name(s). Both regular expressions and
wildcard search patterns can be used and can be changed using the Pattern Type
attribute.
Pattern Type
Specify the type of pattern to use when using search and replace on the file names.
Default Value: wildcard
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Replace With
Specify the pattern to replace in the file names. If using regular expressions and groups of
the file names were captured, use the syntax $1, $2, etc... to reuse the captured segments.
If using wildcard search and replace, use character * and ? to reuse the values the * and ?
represented in the search for value.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching when searching and replacing
sections of the file names. Default Value: false
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files in the destination
directory on the remote system that were successfully renamed. This variable will be of
type Remote File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Renamed Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
renamed. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Files
The Delete Files element removes (deletes) files from the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file to delete. The path may be specified as absolute
or relative to the current working directory.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory to delete. WARNING: The directory and
everything in it will be deleted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to delete
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be deleted.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Move Files
The Move Files element moves a file from one directory on the GoAnywhere HTTPS
server to another directory on the GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to move. A file name is required, it may not be
a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to move on
the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be moved.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name to which the source file is to be moved. This is valid only
when moving a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be moved. The directory may be an absolute
path or relative to the current working directory.
Advanced Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files in the destination
directory on the remote system that were successfully moved. This variable will be of type
Remote File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Moved Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
moved. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

List Files
The List Files element creates a variable of type File List which contains a list of files on the
GoAnywhere HTTPS server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This
will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will
be created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

GoDrive Upload Task
The GoDrive Upload Task allows Projects to upload files to a Web User's GoDrive account. Any
files uploaded to a shared GoDrive directory will be shared to any Web User that has been given
access to the shared folder. For example, Kharris has shared a folder named "HR Docs" with
several Web Users. When a Project runs the GoDrive Upload task to upload a file to Kharris's
"HR Docs" folder, all Web Users that have access to that folder will also be granted access to the
new file. The uploaded file will inherit all of the file permissions from the destination directory.
GoDrive Upload Considerations:
l

l
l

l

The Admin User running a Project with the GoDrive Upload Task must have the Web User
Device Manager role.
The target Web User must have 'Full Licensed User' GoDrive access.
If a GoDrive license is not found for the target Web User, one will be allocated automatically
when the file is uploaded. The GoDrive Upload task will fail if a file is being uploaded to a
Web User that does not have a GoDrive license, and there are no more licenses to allocate.
The file being uploaded cannot exceed the Web User's GoDrive disk quota or the system
disk size.
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Example 1: Upload a File to a Web User's GoDrive
Follow the steps to upload a file to a Web User's GoDrive.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoDrive Upload task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GoDrive Upload task, specify the following values:
l Source File - Specify the path and name of a single file that will be uploaded to the
Web User's GoDrive.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Destination Directory - Specify the directory where the specified source file will be
uploaded to. The directory will be auto created if it does not exist.
l Web User - Specify the GoDrive Web User which the file will be uploaded to.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoDrive Upload task:
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Example 2: Upload a File to every Web User with GoDrive
In this example, an Admin User will use the Export All feature from the Web User Management
page to create an XML file which contains a list of all the Web User's with GoDrive access. Once
the XML is created, the Admin User will create a Project that reads the Web User account name
from the XML file and then uploads a file to each Web User's GoDrive.
Create the Web User XML File
Follow the steps below to create an XML file that contains a list of all the enabled Web User
accounts that have the GoDrive feature enabled.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Filter By pane, select the following criteria:
l Account Status - select the 'Enabled' status to ensure only active Web Users will
receive the GoDrive File.
l GoDrive Status - select the 'Active' status to ensure only Web Users with an active
GoDrive account will receive the GoDrive File.
4. Click the Export All button located in the page footer. The Web Users that meet the filter
criteria are saved in a file named "export-web-users.xml" on your local computer. This file
will be used in the next section.
Create the GoDrive Upload Project
Follow the steps below to read the XML file created in step 4 above, and then upload a file to each
Web User's GoDrive account.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read XML task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read XML task, specify values for the File attribute:
l File - The file path and file name of the export-web-users.xml file to read.

3. Next, click the Add button and select RowSet.
4. On the RowSet element, specify a value for the Variable Name attribute:
l Variable Name - The name of a variable which will contain the Web User's account
names.
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5. Next, click the Add button and select to add a Column.
6. On the Column element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Index - The index of the column in the input file(s). The first column starts with index
1.
l Value - The path to the Web User Name element. The path is:
'webUsers/webUser/name'.

7. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
8. On the For-Each Loop, specify values for the following attributes:
l Items Variable - Enter the ${webUsers} variable created in step 4.
l Current Item Variable - Specify a variable name which will be populated with the
item at the current index.

9. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoDrive Upload task to the Project Outline and place it inside
the For-Each Loop.
10. On the GoDrive Upload task, specify the following values:
l Source File - Specify the path and name of a single file that will be uploaded to each
Web User's GoDrive.
l Destination Directory - Specify the directory where the specified source files will be
uploaded to. The directory will be auto created if it does not exist.
l Web User - Specify the current item variable with the column index number that
contains the Web User account name. In this example the variable name is ${user
[1]}.
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11. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoDrive Upload task:

Field Definitions
GoDrive Upload Task
The GoDrive Upload task allows you to upload files to a Web User's GoDrive Account.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and name of a single file to be uploaded. This value must be a file, not a
directory.
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Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload. For
example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
Destination File
Specify the path and name of the destination file. It is invalid to specify this value if you are
uploading multiple files. Directories will be auto created if they don't exist.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the specified source files should be uploaded to. You must
specify this attribute if you are uploading multiple files using one or more File Set elements,
or a Source Files Variable. Directories will be auto created if they don't exist.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists. The default value is
'revision' which creates a new revision of the existing file. Default Value: revision
Web User
Specify the GoDrive Web User which the file(s) will be uploaded to.
Expiration Date
An optional expiration date can be specified using the date format yyyy-MM-dd. When
applied, the files will be deleted automatically from GoDrive after that date. If the files
already exist in GoDrive and a new revision is being uploaded, specifying a new expiration
date or leaving this value blank will update the expiration date on the files accordingly.
Output Panel
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file(s) in the source location.
The variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a
File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

GoFast Task
GoFast is a file transfer acceleration protocol that is proprietary to GoAnywhere. The GoFast
servers use proprietary UDP channels, along with optimized congestion and flow controls to
maximize file transfer speeds.
During a GoFast file transfer, a secure SSL control channel is first established over TCP for
sending commands between the GoFast client and server. Files are then broken into parts and
transferred over UDP data channels. File parts can optionally be compressed with ZLIB
compression to minimize the bandwidth utilized. These parts can also be encrypted using the
AES cipher to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of the data transferred.

Example 1: Download a File
Follow the steps below to download a single file from an GoFast Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoFast task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GoFast task, specify a value for the GoFast Server:
l GoFast Server - A pre-configured GoFast server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Download Files menu item.
4. On the Download Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to download.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be downloaded.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.
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5. Click on the Transfer Options panel and specify values for the following fields:
l Encryption Method - Specify the encryption method to protect the transmission of
the data.
l Compression Level - Specify the compression level to minimize the bandwidth
requirements for the transmission.

6. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoFast task using the Download
Files element:

Example 2: Upload a File
Follow the steps below to upload a single file to an GoFast Server resource:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoFast task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GoFast task, specify a value for the GoFast Server:
l GoFast Server - A pre-configured GoFast server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Upload Files menu item.
4. On the Upload Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Destination File - The destination file when uploading a single file.

5. Click on the Transfer Options panel and specify the following fields:
l Encryption Method - Specify the encryption method to protect the transmission of
the data.
l Compression Level - Specify the compression level to minimize the bandwidth
requirements for the transmission.
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6. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoFast task using the Upload
Files element:

Example 3: Create a File List
File Lists allow you to iterate over a list of files and complete specific tasks sequentially. Follow
the steps below to create a File List from a directory on a GoFast server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoFast task to the Project Outline.
2. On the GoFast task, specify a value for the GoFast Server:
l GoFast Server - A pre-configured GoFast server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the List Files menu item.
4. On the List Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created.
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the
number of files found. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks.

5. Click the Add button and select the Add a File Set menu item.
6. Click the Add File Set link and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory on the GoFast server that contains the files to list.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also download files from all sub-folders.
l Filters - Optionally, click the Add Filter link to filter your file set using a wildcard,
regular expression, date, or by file size.
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7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoFast task using the List Files
element:

Field Definitions
GoFast Task
The GoFast task allows you to specify the GoFast server that will be used for your Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
GoFast Server
Select a pre-configured GoFast server from the drop-down list.
Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid GoFast Session that was created using the Output Session
ID of a GoFast Task (e.g. ${GoFastSession}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this GoFast Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be
created. The session ID can be referenced in the subsequent GoFast tasks.
GoFast Server Panel
Refer to the GoFast Resource page for the GoFast Server field definitions.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Download Files
The Download Files element allows you to download files from a GoFast server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source File Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to retrieve
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
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Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Encryption Method
Specify the encryption method to protect the transmission of the file data. Default: none
Compression Level
Specify the compression level to minimize bandwidth requirements for the transmission.
Default: none
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksums, which verifies the integrity of each file
transferred between the GoFast client and server. If enabled, a checksum value will be
calculated on the contents of each file using an algorithm on both the client and server. The
checksum values will be compared between the client and server after the transmission. An
error will be raised if the checksum values do not match, which indicates that part of the file
was lost or modified in transit. Default: false
Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification on both the GoFast client and server.
Default: SHA1
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Upload Files
The Upload Files element allows you to upload files to a GoFast server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Set
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default: rename
Transfer Options Panel
Encryption Method
Specify the encryption method to protect the transmission of the file data. Default: none
Compression Level
Specify the compression level to minimize bandwidth requirements for the transmission.
Default: none
Verify Checksum
Specify whether or not to enable checksums, which verifies the integrity of each file
transferred between the GoFast client and server. If enabled, a checksum value will be
calculated on the contents of each file using an algorithm on both the client and server. The
checksum values will be compared between the client and server after the transmission.
An error will be raised if the checksum values do not match, which indicates that part of the
file was lost or modified in transit. Default: false
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Checksum Algorithm
Specify the algorithm to use for checksum verification on both the GoFast client and server.
Default: SHA1
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system that
were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create Directory
The Create Directory element creates a new directory on the GoFast server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Directory
Specify the directory to create. All non-existent directories specified in this path will be
created.
TIP:

For instructions on creating a directory using variables, see the example in the Make
Directory Task.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Files
The Rename Files element renames files located on the GoFast server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
From
Specify the path and name of the file or directory to be renamed.
From File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to rename.
To
Specify the new path and name. This attribute is only valid if a single file is being renamed.
Advanced Panel
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to rename
on the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the name of the file(s) being renamed.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Search Pattern
Specify a pattern to search and replace in the file name(s). Both regular expressions and
wildcard search patterns can be used and can be changed using the Pattern Type
attribute.
Pattern Type
Specify the type of pattern to use when using search and replace on the file names.
Default Value: wildcard
Replace With
Specify the pattern to replace in the file names. If using regular expressions and groups of
the file names were captured, use the syntax $1, $2, etc... to reuse the captured segments.
If using wildcard search and replace, use character * and ? to reuse the values the * and ?
represented in the search for value.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching when searching and replacing
sections of the file names. Default Value: false
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Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files in the destination
directory on the remote system that were successfully renamed. This variable will be of
type Remote File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List
input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Renamed Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
renamed. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Files
The Delete Files element removes (deletes) files from the GoFast server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file to delete.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory to delete. WARNING: The directory and
everything in it will be deleted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to delete
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to delete.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

List Files
The List Files element creates a variable of type File List which contains a list of files on the
GoFast server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
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File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This
will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will
be created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

HTTP Task
The Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) can be used to get or post data to a web server. By
performing multiple get or post commands, the HTTP task can simulate an interactive user
working from within their web browser. Although the range of possible uses will vary, a common
HTTP task will perform a post command with user name and password parameters to log into a
site. After the user is successfully logged in, it could then get or post data to the web server.
SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to
the target HTTP server. Proxy settings for HTTP connections are defined at the HTTP Server
resource level or per HTTP Task. The HTTP Task can use SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere proxy
protocols when making a connection to a proxy server. The SOCKS connection in GoAnywhere
supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy, otherwise known as an HTTP tunneling proxy,
provides an HTTP tunnel through which a transport can be established. When using a proxy
server, obtain the correct proxy type and connection credentials from the proxy server
administrator.

Example 1: HTTP Post and Get
Follow the steps below to log into a site, post a file, and issue a get command to retrieve a file on
a web server. This example assumes the file would only be accessible if the login is successful:
Post Example
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the HTTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the HTTP task, specify the HTTP server resource value:
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3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add a Post Method menu item.
4. On the Post Method element, specify the URI value:
l URI - the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), (for example, /data/orders.xls). If left blank, the default URI of the server is
requested.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request. When you are posting one or more files (with or with out
parameters) then the content type is set to 'multipart/mixed'.

5. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add a Request Parameter menu
item.
6. On the Request Parameter element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - The name for this parameter.
l Value - The value for this parameter.

7. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Same menu item.
8. On the Request Parameter element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - The name for this parameter.
l Value - The value for this parameter.

9. Select the Post element from the Project Outline. Click the Add button in the sub-menu
and select the Add a File menu item.
10. On the Add a File element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - Specify the parameter (or part) name for this file name. The specified name
will be sent to the server as a header in the Multi-Part data.
l Path - Specify the location of the file to upload.
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Get Example
11. In the Project Outline window on the left side of the page right-click the HTTP task and
select the Add a Get Method from the drop-down menu.
12. On the Get Method element, specify the URI values:
l URI - the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), (for example, /documents/data.txt). If left blank, the default URI of the
server is requested (for example, www.example.com).

13. On the Response Body panel of the Get Method element, specify the Destination value:
l Destination - Where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the
response body will be saved to the job log.

14. On the Response Headers panel of the Get Method element, specify the File value:
l Response Body File - The location of the file to which the response body, if any,
should be saved. This is required if the Response Body Destination attribute is set
to 'file'.

15. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the HTTP task using the Post and Get
elements:

Example 2: HTTP Web Service SOAP Request
GoAnywhere has the ability to create Web Service SOAP messages by using the Write XML and
HTTP(S) Tasks. The Write XML task will be used to create a SOAP XML file with standard
SOAP name spaces, Envelope, and Body elements. The HTTP task will use the Post Raw Data
element to pass the SOAP XML file into the HTTP request. The HTTP task will then write the
SOAP Response Body to an XML file.
Follow the steps below create an HTTP SOAP Request:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create Workspace task to the Project Outline.
2. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write XML task to the Project Outline.
3. On the Write XML task, specify an Output File name. The file will be temporarily stored in
the Workspace created in step 3.

4. Use the Write XML task to add the XML Elements and Attributes for the SOAP request to
the Project.
5. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the HTTP task to the Project Outline.
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6. On the HTTP task, specify the HTTP server resource value:

7. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and choose the Add a Post Raw Data menu item.
8. On the Post Raw Data Method element, specify the following values:
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform
Resource Locator).
l Input File - Specify the file that contains the data to be posted.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.

9. On the Response Body panel, specify the following values:
l Destination - Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved.
l File - Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be
saved. This is required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
l When File Exists - Specify the action to take when the response file already exists.

10. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Delete Workspace task to the Project Outline.
11. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the HTTP SOAP Request example:

Field Definitions
HTTP Task
The HTTP task can be used to get or post data to a web server.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
HTTP Server
Select a pre-configured HTTP server from the drop-down list.
Advanced Panel
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. Default Value: true
Enable Cookies
Specify whether or not to enable cookies. Default Value: true
User Agent
Specify a custom value for the User-Agent request header. Default Value:
GoAnywhere/${currentProductVersion}
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HTTP Server Panel
Refer to the HTTP Resource page for the HTTP Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Method
The Get Method element allows you to download files from an HTTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders.xls' or '/cgi-bin/upload.cgi'. If left blank, the default URI of the
server is requested. e.g., www.domainname.com.
Advanced Panel
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. The default value is true. Default Value:
Inherited from the task
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Read Timeout
Specify the maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from the server. A
value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. This defaults to the value specified on the
HTTP task.
Validate Status Code
If true (default), the HTTP status code will be validated and any code not in the 200-299
range will cause the project to fail. If false, the HTTP status code will not be validated and
will not cause the project to fail. This allows the response to be accessed later in the project.
NOTE: By definition the status codes 204 and 304 do not contain a message body and
therefore do not apply to this setting.
If Modified Since
Specify the value to send in the 'If-Modified-Since' header when making the request. The
HTTP server will look at this header and sends the response body if and only if the
requesting URI was modified after the specified date. The value must be a date and may
include a time also. The value must be entered in yyyy-MM-dd or yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss
format.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
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Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
HTTP server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Response Body File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output file.
The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or
File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Parameter
The Request Parameter element allows you to define query field-value pairs in your HTTP
request.
Name
Specify the name for this parameter.
Value
Specify the value for this parameter.
Advanced Panel
Content Type
Specify the value of the Content-Type header that will be written to this parameter part of
the MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Content Disposition
Specify the value of the Content-Disposition header that will be written to this parameter
part of the MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Default Value: form-data
Content ID
Specify the value of the Content-ID header that will be written to this parameter part of the
MIME message. This is required if the Content Type of the post element is
'multipart/related', otherwise this is ignored.
Transfer Encoding
Specify the value of the Content-Transfer-Encoding header that will be written to this
parameter part of the MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not
multipart.
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Charset
Specify the charset that will be added to the Content-Type header of this parameter part of
the MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart. Default
Value: UTF-8
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the HTTP Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Post Method
The Post Method element allows you to upload a file to a web server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), for example, '/data/orders.xls' or '/cgi-bin/upload.cgi'. If left blank, the default URI
of the server is requested. For example, www.domainname.com.
Input Files Variable
Specify a file list to post to the HTTP server. The value must be a reference to a variable
whose value is a file, file list or a collection of file lists.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
File Field Name
Specify the parameter name (or part name) to set for the files being posted, if any.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request. The
default value depends on the information being posted. If you are posting just parameters,
then the content-type defaults to 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded'. If you are posting
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one or more files (with or with out parameters) then the content type is set to
'multipart/mixed'.
Advanced Panel
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. The default value is true. Default Value:
Inherited from the task
Read Timeout
Specify the maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when waiting for a response from
the server. A value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. This defaults to the value
specified on the HTTP task.
Validate Status Code
If true (default), the HTTP status code will be validated and any code not in the 200-299
range will cause the project to fail. If false, the HTTP status code will not be validated and
will not cause the project to fail. This allows the response to be accessed later in the
project. NOTE: By definition the status codes 204 and 304 do not contain a message body
and therefore do not apply to this setting.
Start Content ID
Specify the starting content ID of a 'multipart/related' MIME package. This is required if the
Content Type of this post element is 'multipart/related', otherwise this is ignored.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
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Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
HTTP server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Response Body File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output file.
The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or
File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

File
The File element allows you to add a file to your HTTP Post request.
Name
Specify the parameter (or part) name for this file name. The specified name will be sent to
the server as a header in the Multi-Part data.
Path
Specify the location of the file to upload.
Advanced Panel
Content Type
Specify the value of the Content-Type header that will be written to this file part of the MIME
message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Content Disposition
Specify the value of the Content-Disposition header that will be written to this file part of the
MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart. Default Value:
form-data
Content ID
Specify the value of the Content-ID header that will be written to this file part of the MIME
message. This is required if the Content Type of the post element is 'multipart/related',
otherwise this is ignored.
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Transfer Encoding
Specify the value of the Content-Transfer-Encoding header that will be written to this file
part of the MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Charset
Specify the charset that will be added to the Content-Type header of this file part of the
MIME message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Post Raw Data Method
The Post Raw Data element allows you to post the contents of a file to a HTTP request.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), for example, '/data/orders.xls' or '/cgi-bin/upload.cgi'. If left blank, the default URI
of the server is requested. For example, www.domainname.com.
Input File
Specify the file that contains the data to be posted.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
Default Value: text/xml
Advanced Panel
Follow Redirects
Specify whether or not to follow redirects. The default value is true. Default Value:
Inherited from the task
Read Timeout
Specify the maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait when waiting for a response from
the server. A value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. This defaults to the value
specified on the HTTP task.
Validate Status Code
If true (default), the HTTP status code will be validated and any code not in the 200-299
range will cause the project to fail. If false, the HTTP status code will not be validated and
will not cause the project to fail. This allows the response to be accessed later in the
project. NOTE: By definition the status codes 204 and 304 do not contain a message body
and therefore do not apply to this setting.
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Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
HTTP server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Response Body File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output file.
The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or
File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Post Raw Data Method - Request Header
The Post Raw Data Method - Request Header allows you to add headers to your HTTP
request.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

HTTPS Task
The HTTPS task is very similar to the HTTP task except that it establishes a secure SSL
connection to the HTTPS Server Resource. Please refer to the HTTP Task documentation for
more information.

SCP Task
The Secure Copy (SCP) task allows you to securely exchange files with a server that supports
SCP. The SCP task is much like the SFTP Task, using SSH File Transfer Protocol, except SCP
only supports the following FTP commands: GET, MGET, and PUT (for a single file). If multiple
files are required per SCP session, consider creating a Loop to accomplish this task.

Session Persistence
By default, when the SCP task is finished, the connection with the server (session) will be
disconnected and closed. When using an SCP Task in a Loop or as part of a multi-step workflow,
the SCP session can be kept open and reused rather than closing and reopening the session for
each SCP Task to the same server. To keep a session open or to hand off the open session to
the next SCP task in a Project, use the Input Session ID and Output Session ID variables on the
Advanced panel of the SCP Task. If this is the first SCP session in the Project and other tasks will
use this connection, only specify the Output Session ID (for example, SCPSession). The next
task that uses the session would specify ${SCPSession} in the Input Session ID field. When no
additional tasks in the Project need the open session, it should be closed using the Close
Session Task (using the Session ID value of ${SCPSession}).

SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Gateway Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to
the target SCP server. Proxy settings for SCP connections are defined at the SCP Server
resource level or per SCP Task. The SCP Task can use SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere
Gateway proxy protocols when making a connection to a proxy server. The SOCKS connection
in GoAnywhere supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy, otherwise known as an HTTP
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tunneling proxy, provides an HTTP tunnel through which a transport can be established. When
using a proxy server, obtain the correct proxy type and connection credentials from the proxy
server administrator.

Host Key Fingerprints
For added authentication, host key fingerprints can be used by the client (GoAnywhere), to verify
the authenticity of the host SCP server. If, when connecting to the SCP server, the host key
fingerprint entered into GoAnywhere DOES NOT match the fingerprint on the server's private key,
GoAnywhere will error saying it does not trust the target server. This is to prevent connecting to
the wrong server in a case where someone is trying to spoof the IP of the SCP server in question
resulting in the data going to a wrong and most likely malicious destination. If a fingerprint is not
specified, and Implicit Trust for SSH is allowed in your global Security Settings, then the server
will be treated as trusted. Follow the steps below to add host key fingerprint verification to a SCP
Task:
1. Contact the administrator of the host server to which the GoAnywhere SCP Task is
connecting.
2. Ask them for the fingerprint of the private key used in the SCP session.
3. On the SCP Task page, click the SCP Server panel, expand the SSH Keys panel and then
type the fingerprint in the Host Key field.

SSH Algorithms
The options on the Algorithms panel allow customization of the supported algorithms for each
SCP connection. The entries in the left column are the available algorithms and the entries in the
right column are the selected algorithms. By selecting one or more algorithms, only those will be
used during the SCP communication. If no algorithms are selected for a section, the defaults will
be used. The Default Algorithms are listed on the Algorithms panel within the SCP Server panel.
During the handshake process, the selected options are negotiated with the server, starting with
the entry at the top of the list. The first cipher and mac and compression algorithms to match an
algorithm supported by the server will be used for the connection. If your company prefers certain
algorithms over others, use the arrow buttons to move that cipher to the selected column and to
set the order with the most preferred algorithm at the top. Press the CTRL key while clicking to
select multiple entries.

Example 1: SCP Get File
Follow the steps below to get a single file from an SCP Server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SCP task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the SCP task, specify a value for the following attribute:
l SCP Server - A pre-configured SCP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Get Files menu item.
4. On the Get Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to download.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SCP task using the Put Files
element:

Example 2: SCP Put File
Follow the steps below to upload a single file to an SCP Server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SCP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SCP task, specify a value for the following attribute:
l SCP Server - A pre-configured SCP server from the drop-down list.
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3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Put Files menu item.
4. On the Put Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be read.
l Destination File - The destination file on the SCP server when uploading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SCP task using the Put Files
element:

Field Definitions
SCP Task
The SCP task allows you to specify the SCP server that will be used for your Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
SCP Server
Select a pre-configured SCP server from the drop-down list.
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Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid SCP Session that was created using the Output Session ID
of an SCP Task (e.g. ${SCPSession}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this SCP Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be created.
The session ID can be referenced in the subsequent SCP tasks.
SCP Server Panel
Refer to the SCP Resource page for the SCP Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Files
The Get Files element allows you to download files from an SCP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
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Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Put Files
The Put Files element allows you to upload files to an SCP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
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Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to be uploaded.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
Transfer Options Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system
that were succesfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

MGet (Get Multiple Files)
The MGet element allows you to download multiple files from the SCP server to the local
machine.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source Directory
Specify the remote directory from which to download files. This value can be an absolute or
relative path. Relative paths will be relative to the current working directory of the server. If
left blank, files will download from the current working directory on the server.
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Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
File Name Pattern
Specify the wildcard file name pattern to match files to download. For example, *.txt will
download all files from the source directory that end with '.txt'.
Recursive
Specify whether or not sub-directories and files that match the given file name pattern will
also be downloaded. Default Value: false
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

SFTP Task
The SFTP task allows you to securely transfer files using SSH File Transfer Protocol (Version 3).
For more information about SFTP please refer to the SFTP Quick Start section.

Transfer Auto-Resume for SFTP
If the SFTP connection breaks or is lost, GoAnywhere can automatically re-establish a connection
and resume where it left off. The Auto-Resume feature uses the Connection Retry Attempts and
Connection Retry Interval settings specified in the SFTP Server resource or at the task level. The
Transfer Auto-Resume feature is not available on the Append Files element.

Session Persistence
By default, when the SFTP task is finished, the connection with the server (session) will be
disconnected and closed. When using an SFTP Task in a Loop or as part of a multi-step workflow,
the SFTP session can be kept open and reused rather than closing and reopening the session for
each SFTP Task to the same server. To keep a session open or to hand off the open session to
the next SFTP task in a Project, use the Input Session ID and Output Session ID variables on the
Advanced panel of the SFTP Task. If this is the first SFTP session in the Project and other tasks
will use this connection, only specify the Output Session ID (for example, SFTPSession). The
next task that uses the session would specify ${SFTPSession} in the Input Session ID field. When
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no additional tasks in the Project need the open session, it should be closed using the Close
Session Task (using the Session ID value of ${SFTPSession}).

Timestamp Preservation
Timestamp preservation is available in the SFTP task when using the Put or Manual Put
elements. Typically, timestamps are updated each time a file moves, however in some instances
the file's timestamp may need to be preserved. If supported by the server, the preserve
timestamp option can retain the timestamp from when the file was originally placed in the source
location (not when it was placed on the destination server).

SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Gateway Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to
the target SFTP server. Proxy settings for SFTP connections are defined at the SFTP Server
resource level or per SFTP Task. The SFTP Task can use SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere
Gateway proxy protocols when making a connection to a proxy server. The SOCKS connection
in GoAnywhere supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy, otherwise known as an HTTP
tunneling proxy, provides an HTTP tunnel through which a transport can be established. When
using a proxy server, obtain the correct proxy type and connection credentials from the proxy
server administrator.

Host Key Fingerprints
For added authentication, host key fingerprints can be used by the client (GoAnywhere), to verify
the authenticity of the host SFTP server. If, when connecting to the SFTP server, the host key
fingerprint entered into GoAnywhere does not match the fingerprint on the server's private key,
GoAnywhere will error and then display a message that it does not trust the target server. This is
to prevent connecting to the wrong server in a case where someone is trying to spoof the IP of
the SFTP server in question resulting in the data going to a wrong and most likely malicious
destination. If a fingerprint is not specified, and Implicit Trust for SSH is allowed in your global
Security Settings, then the server will be treated as trusted. Follow the steps below to add host
key fingerprint verification to a SFTP Task:
1. Contact the administrator of the host server to which the GoAnywhere SFTP Task is
connecting.
2. Ask them for the fingerprint of the private key used in the SFTP session.
3. On the SFTP Task page, expand the SFTP Server panel, expand the SSH Keys panel,
and then type the fingerprint in the Host Key field.
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SSH Algorithms
The options on the Algorithms panel allow customization of the supported algorithms for each
SFTP connection. The entries in the left column are the available algorithms and the entries in the
right column are the selected algorithms. By selecting one or more algorithms, only those will be
used during the SFTP communication. If no algorithms are selected for a section, the defaults will
be used. The Default Algorithms are listed on the Algorithms tab on the SFTP Server.
During the handshake process, the selected options are negotiated with the server, starting with
the entry at the top of the list. The first cipher and mac and compression algorithms to match an
algorithm supported by the server will be used for the connection. If your company prefers certain
algorithms over others, use the arrow buttons to move that cipher to the Selected column and to
set the order with the most preferred algorithm at the top. Press the CTRL key while clicking to
select multiple entries.

Example 1: SFTP Get Files
Follow the steps below to get a single file from an SFTP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SFTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SFTP task, specify a value for the following attribute:
l SFTP Server - A pre-configured SFTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Get Files menu item.
4. On the Get Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to download.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be downloaded.
l Destination File - The destination file path when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SFTP task using the Get Files
element:

Example 2: SFTP Get a File Manually
Follow the steps below to use a Manual Get to download a single file from an SFTP Server
resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SFTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SFTP task, specify a value for the SFTP Server:
l SFTP Server - A pre-configured SFTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Manual Get menu item.
4. On the Manual Get element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The path and file name of a single file to download. Unlike the regular
Get, the specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to
the SFTP server as is in the GET request.
l Destination File - The destination file when downloading a single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SFTP task using the Get Files
element:

Example 3: SFTP Put Files
Follow the steps below to upload a single file to an SFTP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SFTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SFTP task, specify a value for the following attribute:
l SFTP Server - A pre-configured SFTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Put Files menu item.
4. On the Put Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to
be uploaded.
l Destination File - The destination file path on the SFTP server when uploading a
single file.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SFTP task using the Put Files
element:

Example 4: SFTP Put a File Manually
Follow the steps below to Manually Put (upload) a single file to an SFTP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SFTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SFTP task, specify a value for the SFTP Server:
l SFTP Server - A pre-configured SFTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Manual Put menu item.
4. On the Manual Put element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload.
l Destination File - Specify the destination file. Unlike the regular Put action, the
specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the FTP
server as is in the PUT request.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SFTP task using the Put Files
element:

Example 5: SFTP Create File List
File Lists allow you to iterate over a list of files and complete specific tasks sequentially. Follow
the steps below to create a File List from a directory on a SFTP server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SFTP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the SFTP task, specify a value for the SFTP Server:
l SFTP Server - A pre-configured SFTP server from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the List Files menu item.
4. On the Create a File list element, specify values for the following attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created.
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the
number of files found. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks.

5. Click the Add File Set link and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory on the SFTP server that contains the files to list.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also download files from all sub-folders.
l Filters - Optionally, click the Add Filter link to filter your file set using a wildcard,
regular expression, date, or by file size.
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6. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SFTP task using the Create File
List element:

Field Definitions
SFTP Task
The SFTP task allows you to specify the SFTP server that will be used for your Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
SFTP Server
Select a pre-configured SFTP server from the drop-down list.
Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid SFTP Session that was created using the Output Session
ID of an SFTP Task (e.g. ${SFTPSession}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this SFTP Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be
created. The session ID can be referenced in the subsequent SFTP tasks.
SFTP Server Panel
Refer to the SFTP Resource page for the SFTP Server field definitions.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Files
The Get Files element allows you to download files from an SFTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. A file name is required, it may
not be a directory name only.
Source File Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to retrieve
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to download.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a single file. This value is only used when
downloading only a single file. Specifying this attribute when downloading multiple files will
result in a compilation error.
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Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files
downloaded. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Put Files
The Put Files element allows you to upload files to an SFTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
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Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
Transfer Options Panel
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system that
were succesfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Append Files
The Append Files element appends a local file to a file on the SFTP server using the
current file type setting.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to upload to the
remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to append.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. This is valid only when uploading a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory on the remote system to which the files should be uploaded. The
directory may be an absolute path or relative to the current working directory.
Transfer Options Panel
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may be
used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will be
created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the local system
that were successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
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subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Change Directory
The Change Directory element changes the present directory on the SFTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Working Directory
Specify a directory to set as the new working directory. The path may be absolute or
relative to the current working directory. The special value ".." may be used to set the
working directory to the parent of the current working directory.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Create Directory
The Create Directory element creates a new directory on the SFTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Directory
Specify the directory to create. The directory path may be specified as absolute or relative
to the current working directory. All non-existent directories specified in this path will be
created.
TIP:

For instructions on creating a directory using variables, see the example in the Make
Directory Task.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Rename Files
The Rename Directory element renames a directory on the SFTP server.
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Label
Specify a label for this action.
From
Specify the path and name of the file or directory to be renamed. The path may be
specified as absolute or relative to the current working directory.
From File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to rename.
To
Specify the new path and name. The path may be specified as absolute or relative to the
current working directory. This attribute is only valid if a single file is being renamed.
Advanced Panel
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to rename
on the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
File Name Prefix
Specify the string to prepend to the name of the file(s) being renamed.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Search Pattern
Specify a pattern to search and replace in the file name(s). Both regular expressions and
wildcard search patterns can be used and can be changed using the Pattern Type
attribute.
Pattern Type
Specify the type of pattern to use when using search and replace on the file names.
Default Value: wildcard
Replace With
Specify the pattern to replace in the file names. If using regular expressions and groups of
the file names were captured, use the syntax $1, $2, etc... to reuse the captured segments.
If using wildcard search and replace, use character * and ? to reuse the values the * and ?
represented in the search for value.
Case Sensitive
Specify whether or not to use case sensitive matching when searching and replacing
sections of the file names. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Files
The Delete Files element removes (deletes) files from the SFTP server.
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Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the path and name of a single file to delete. The path may be specified as absolute
or relative to the current working directory.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory to delete. WARNING: The directory and
everything in it will be deleted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to delete
from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to delete.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Move Files
The Move Files element moves a file from one directory on the FTP server to another
directory on the SFTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to move. A file name is required, it may not be
a directory name only.
Source Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files to move on
the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Source File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files to move.
Destination File
Specify the path and file name to which the source file is to be moved. This is valid only
when moving a single file.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be moved. The directory may be an absolute
path or relative to the current working directory.
Advanced Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
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File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files in the destination
directory on the remote system that were successfully moved. This variable will be of type
Remote File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Number of Files Moved Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files successfully
moved. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

List Files
The List Files element creates a variable of type File List which contains a list of files on the
SFTP server.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File List Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable that will contain the list of files being created. This
will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists it will be overwritten, otherwise it will
be created.
Number of Files Found Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files found. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Set File Permissions
The Set File Permissions element specifies whether a file can be read, written, or modified.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
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File
Specify the path and name of a single file of which to change permissions.
Directory
Specify the path and name of a single directory of which to change permissions. All files
and sub directories will also be affected.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type Remote File List which contains the files of which to
change permissions from the remote server. For example, ${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Define a File Set that contains a list of files that will have their permissions changed.
Permissions
Specify the permissions to apply to the files and/or directories. The syntax is similar to the
Unix file permission setting which consists of three bits. Each bit represents a group and the
value of the bit (0-7) represents the permission level. For example, the value of 7 means
RWX (read/write/execute) permissions. So 777 means RWX for all groups (owner, group,
and all users).
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

MGet (Get Multiple Files)
The MGet element allows you to download multiple files from the SFTP server to the local
machine.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source Files
Specify the path and/or filter pattern. Leave blank to download all files in the current
working directory.
Destination Directory
Specify the directory to which the files should be downloaded.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Transfer Options Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the destination file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
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Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
files on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files
downloaded. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the files on the remote system
that were successfully downloaded. This variable will be of type Remote File List and may
be used in subsequent tasks that accept a Remote File List input variable. The variable will
be created if it does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Manual Get
The Manual Get element allows you download a file from SFTP servers that do not support
full file directory paths.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to download. Unlike the regular Get, the
specified file name/path will not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the SFTP
server as is in the GET request.
Destination File
Specify the destination file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
Destination Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
file on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
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Number of Files Downloaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files downloaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Manual Put
The Manual Put element allows you upload a file to SFTP servers that do not support full
file directory paths.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload.
Destination File
Specify the destination file. Unlike the regular Put action, the specified file name/path will
not be altered in any manner and will be sent to the SFTP server as is in the PUT request.
Transfer Options Panel
Preserve Timestamp
Select the desired option for timestamp preservation. The timestamp preservation allows
the destination files to have the same modification timestamp as the source files. Not all
servers support the timestamp preservation feature. Default Value: none
Output Variables Panel
Processed Source Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file on the local system that
was successfully uploaded. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does
not exist.
Number of Files Uploaded Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of files uploaded.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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S3 Task
The S3 task can connect to the Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) for exchanging
files and retrieving or setting metadata.

Session Persistence
By default, when the S3 task is finished, the connection with the server (session) will be
disconnected and closed. When using an S3 task in a Loop or as part of a multi-step workflow,
the S3 session can be kept open and reused rather than closing and reopening the session for
each S3 task to the same server. To keep a session open or to hand off the open session to the
next S3 task in a Project, use the Input Session ID and Output Session ID variables on the
Advanced panel of the S3 task. If this is the first S3 session in the Project and other tasks will use
this connection, only specify the Output Session ID (for example, S3Session). The next task that
uses the session would specify ${S3Session} in the Input Session ID field. When no additional
tasks in the Project need the open session, it should be closed using the Close Session Task
(using the Session ID value of ${S3Session}).

SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Gateway Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to
the target S3 server. Proxy settings for S3 connections are defined at the Amazon S3 Buckets
Resource level or per S3 task. The S3 task can use SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere Gateway
proxy protocols when making a connection to a proxy server. The SOCKS connection in
GoAnywhere supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy, otherwise known as an HTTP
tunneling proxy, provides an HTTP tunnel through which a transport can be established. When
using a proxy server, obtain the correct proxy type and connection credentials from the proxy
server administrator.

Example 1: Download File
Follow the steps below to get a single file from an Amazon S3 Bucket Resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the S3 task to the Project Outline.
2. On the S3 task, specify a value for the S3 Bucket:
l S3 Bucket - A pre-configured S3 Bucket from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Download menu item.
4. On the Download element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - Specify the Amazon S3 Object Key of a single file to download. A file
name is required, it may not be a directory name only.
l Destination File - Specify the destination file when downloading a file.
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5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the S3 task using the Download
element:

Example 2: Get Metadata
File metadata can contain information useful for triggering other projects, such as when a file is
modified or approved for processing. Follow the steps below to get metadata from a file stored in
an Amazon S3 Bucket Resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the S3 task to the Project Outline.
2. On the S3 task, specify a value for the S3 Bucket:
l S3 Bucket - A pre-configured S3 Bucket from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Get Metadata menu item.
4. On the Get Metadata element, specify values for the following attributes:
l File - The object key for the existing file to get metadata from.
5. Click Add Variable and specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - Name the variable that will contain the metadata.
l Metadata Key - The key associated with the metadata.
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6. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the S3 task using the Get Metadata
element:

Example 3: Set Metadata
File metadata can be set or modified, which is useful in triggering other processes or projects.
For example, a file might be set to 'approved', signaling that it is ready for transfer. Follow the
steps below to set metadata for an object in an Amazon S3 Bucket Resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the S3 task to the Project Outline.
2. On the S3 task, specify a value for the S3 Bucket:
l S3 Bucket - A pre-configured S3 Bucket from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add button and select the Set Metadata menu item.
4. On the Set Metadata element, specify values for the following attributes:
l File - The object key for the existing file to set metadata on.
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5. Click Add Metadata.
6. Enter a Key and Value for the new metadata you wish to set.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the S3 task using the Set Metadata
element:

Example 4: Upload File and Set Metadata
Follow the steps below to upload a file and set metadata to an Amazon S3 Bucket Resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the S3 task to the Project Outline.
2. On the S3 task, specify a value for the S3 Bucket:
l S3 Bucket - A pre-configured S3 Bucket from the drop-down list.

3. Click the Add
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4. On the Upload element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is
required, it may not be a directory name only.
l Destination File or Destination Directory - Specify the Amazon S3 Object Key for
the destination file or directory to which the file should be uploaded.

5. Click Add Metadata.
6. Enter a Key and Value for the new metadata you wish to set.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the S3 task using the Set Metadata
element:

Field Definitions
S3 Task
The S3 task allows you to specify the S3 Bucket that will be used for your Project.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
S3 Bucket
Select a pre-configured Amazon S3 Bucket Resource from the drop-down list.
Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid S3 Session that was created using the Output Session ID of
an S3 Task (e.g. ${S3Session}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this S3 Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be created.
The session ID can be referenced in the subsequent S3 tasks.
S3 Bucket
Refer to the Amazon S3 Resource page for the S3 Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Download
The Download element allows you to download files from an S3 bucket.
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Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the Amazon S3 Object Key of a single file to download. A file name is required, it
may not be a directory name only.
Destination File
Specify the destination file when downloading a file.
Destination Directory
Specify where on the local system the files should be downloaded. If the specified directory
does not exist, it will be created.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when a destination file already exists. The default value is
'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the existing file
remains untouched. Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
Destination File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the successfully downloaded
file on the local system. This variable will be of type File List and may be used in
subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Metadata Variables
If desired, add a variable which will contain the file metadata. Provide a Name for the
variable and a Metadata Key. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable
will be set to blank if the metadata key does not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Metadata
The Get Metadata element allows you to retrieve the metadata of an S3 object.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the S3 Object Key for the existing file to get metadata from.
Metadata Variables
If desired, add a variable which will contain the file metadata. Provide a Name for the
variable and a Metadata Key. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable
will be set to blank if the metadata key does not exist.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Set Metadata
The Set Metadata element allows you to modify the metadata on an existing S3 object.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
File
Specify the S3 Object Key for the existing file to set metadata on.
Persist Existing Metadata
If set to true and the S3 object already exists, this action will replicate all metadata to the
new S3 object. Default Value: true
Metadata
If desired, enter the Key and the Value of the metadata to be added/updated on the S3
object.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Upload
The Upload element allows you to upload a single file to an S3 bucket.
Label
Specify a label for this action.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to upload. A file name is required, it may not
be a directory name only.
Destination File
Specify the Amazon S3 Object Key for the destination file.
Destination Directory
Specify the Amazon S3 Object Key for the directory to which the file should be uploaded.
Persist Existing Metadata
If set to true and the S3 object already exists, this action will replicate all metadata to the
new S3 object. This requires READ permission. Default Value: true
Metadata
If desired, enter the Key and the Value of the metadata to be added/updated on the S3
object. Output Variables Panel
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Destination File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the Amazon S3 Object Key that
was successfully uploaded. This variable will be a type String and will be created if it does
not exist.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Add a Request Header
The Add a Request Header element allows you to add a header name and value when
uploading files or setting metadata using the S3 service.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the S3 server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Integration Tasks
Integration Tasks allow you to execute commands or programs on the system where
GoAnywhere is installed. The ICAP task is used to send files to an ICAP-enabled server which
can perform Anti-Virus and DLP (Data Loss Prevention) functions. For each file, the ICAPenabled server will return a status code to GoAnywhere to indicate if the file contents have
“passed” its criteria. The SNMP Trap task allows you to send trap messages to an SNMP server.

Execute IBM i Command or Program Task
IBM i (iSeries) commands and programs can be executed through an IBM i Server Resource.
When calling programs on the IBM i, up to 35 parameters can be used to pass variables and
constant values to the program. Parameters can be returned from the called programs as
Variables, which can be used within subsequent tasks within a Project.

Example 1: Calling a Program
Follow the steps below to call a program on an IBM i. This example program will pass in the
current date as a parameter and return a new date that will be stored in an Output Variable. That
variable can then be used in subsequent tasks:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Execute IBM i Command or Program task to the Project
Outline.
2. On Execute IBM i Command or Programs task, specify the IBM i Server value:
l IBM i Server - A pre-configured IBM i Server Resource from the drop down list. If a
resource does not exist click the Create button to add a new one.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and choose the Add Program menu item.
4. On the IBM i Program element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Program Name - The name of the program to call.
l Program Library - The program's library.

5. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and choose the Add Parameter menu item.
6. On the Program Parameter element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input Value - The input value of the parameter.
l Length - The total length of this parameter.
l Output Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the value of this output
parameter. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. Please note that if the
usage for this parameter is set to 'IN', this variable will not be updated or created.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Execute IBM I Command or
Programs task example:

Example 2: Executing a Command
Follow the steps below to run a command on the IBM i, which will add a library to the job's library
list. This example will use a monitor message to ignore if the library already exists in the library
list:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Execute IBM i Command or Program task to the
Project Outline.
2. On the Execute IBM i Command or Program task, specify the IBM i Server value:
l IBM i Server - A pre-configured IBM i Server Resource from the drop down list. If a
resource does not exist click the Create button to add a new one.

3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and choose the Add Command menu item.
4. On the IBM i Command element, specify the Command values:
l Command - The i5/OS Command to run.

5. Click the Add
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6. On the Monitor Message element, specify the Message ID value:
l Message ID - A message to monitor for when calling a command or program.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Execute IBM I Command or
Program task example:

Field Definitions
Execute IBM i Command Or Program Task
The Execute IBM i Command or Program task allows you to specify connection settings to
an IBM i server.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
IBM i Server
Select a pre-configured IBM i server from the drop down list.
IBM i Server Panel
Refer to the IBM i Resource page for the IBM i Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Program
Allows you to execute an IBM i Program.
Program Name
Specify the name of the program to call.
Program Library
Specify the program's library. Default Value: *LIBL
Thread-Safe
Specify whether or not the command is threadsafe and can be used safely in a job that has
multiple threads. By setting this value we stop the job from from taking the time to look up
the command's actual value at run time. Default Value: false
Number of Messages
Specify the maximum number of messages returned from running the program. Options
are default, none and all. Default Value: default
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Program Parameter
The Program Parameter element allows you to specify a parameter used by programs
called from the Execute IBM i task.
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Label
Specify a label for this parameter. This label is available to help users identify each
parameter when more than one is specified for a single program. The label is not used at
runtime.
Input Value
Specify the input value of the parameter.
Data Type
The type of data in the parameter. The options are text(this includes date, time and
timestamp fields), zoned, packed, short, integer, long, shortu, integeru, float and double.
Default Value: text
Length
Specify the total length of this parameter.
Precision
Specify the number of decimal places in a zoned or packed parameter. Default Value: 0
Usage
Specify if we are sending data into the program, receiving data from the program or both.
The options are: in, out, and inout. Default Value: inout
Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the value of this output
parameter. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. Please note that if the usage for
this parameter is set to 'IN', this variable will not be updated or created.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Message
The Monitor Message element allows you to specify an action when a message queue
event occurs.
Message ID
A message to monitor for when calling a command or program.
Action
The action to take when the message ID is encountered. The options are: continue, stop,
error and call:module. Default Value: continue
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Command
The Command element allows you to send a native command to the IBM i server.
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Command
Specify the IBM i Command to run.
Thread-Safe
Specify whether or not the command is threadsafe and can be used safely in a job that has
multiple threads. By setting this value we stop the job from taking the time to look up the
command's actual value at run time. Default Value: false
Number of Messages
Specify the maximum number of messages returned from running the program. Options
are default, none and all. Default Value: default
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Execute Native Command Task
NOTE:

This task will not execute when running GoAnywhere in a cloud hosted environment.
Native commands can be executed on the system on which GoAnywhere is running. For
instance, on Windows platforms, this task could run batch (.bat) and executable files. On Linux
and Unix platforms, this task could run shell scripts.
One or more arguments can be passed to the command as Variables or constant values.
By default, this task will wait for the command to return control back to GoAnywhere before
proceeding with the next task. If you want the Project to continue processing without waiting for
the command to finish, then the Spawn attribute should be set to true.

Example 1: Execute Native Command
Follow the steps below to run a batch file on a Windows machine:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Execute Native Command task to the Project
Outline.
2. On the Execute Native Command task, specify the Executable value:
l Executable - The file path and name of the executable command, program, or script
to execute on the system where GoAnywhere is running.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.

Example 2: Execute Native Command with an Argument
Follow the steps below to pass an Argument to a batch file on a Windows machine:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Execute Native Command task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Execute Native Command task, specify the Executable value:
l Executable - The file path and name of the executable command, program, or script
to execute on the system where GoAnywhere is running.

3. Click the Add button and select the Add Argument menu item.
4. On the Add Arguments element, specify a value for the argument. The value can be string
text or an Expression.

5. Click the Save button when finished. When the batch file is executed, the value of the
argument will be supplied to the batch script.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Execute Native Command task
using the Arguments element:

Example 3: Execute Native Command using Variables and
Arguments on Unix
In this example, a variable will be used to store a directory location. When the Unix 'ls' command
is executed, Arguments will pass in a command parameter as well as the directory location
variable to the command.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, right click on the Project module and select Add a
Variable.
2. On the variable element, specify the following fields:
l Variable Name - Specify a name for this variable. The name must start with a letter
(a-z or A-Z), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).
l Value - Specify the initial value for this variable.

3. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Execute Native Command task to the Project
Outline.
4. On the Execute Native Command Task, specify the Executable value:
l Executable - Specify the command to execute.

5. Click the Add button and select the Add Argument menu item.
6. On the Add Arguments element, specify a value for the argument. The value can be string
text or an Expression.

7. Click the Add button and select the Add Same menu item to add another Argument.
8. On the Add Arguments element, specify the variable created in Step 2 above.

9. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project is executed, GoAnywhere will
execute the
"ls -l /home/helpsystems" command on the Unix operating system where it is installed.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Execute Native Command task
using two Arguments and a variable:

Field Definitions
Execute Native Command Task
The Execute Native Command task allows you to execute a command, program, or script
on the system where GoAnywhere is running.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Executable
Specify the directory location and name of the executable command, program, or script to
execute.
Executable Directory
Specify the directory where the executable is located. The contents of this field is
prepended to the executable. This is useful when GoAnywhere works with virtual file
systems, such as a directory located on an Agent.
Working Directory
Specify the directory that the executable will use as the working directory.
Advanced Panel
Spawn
Specify whether or not to spawn a separate process to run the executable and finish
normally. Default Value: false
Timeout
Specify the duration (in seconds) to allow the executable to run. Specify only when the
executable is not spawned and needs a time limit. If the timeout duration is reached, the
executable process will be destroyed and an error will be thrown. A value of 0 (zero)
indicates an infinite timeout. Default Value: 0
Input File
Specify the path and name of the input file that will be fed to the executable as standard
input.
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Redirect Output To
Specify where the standard output from the executable, if any, will be directed. Default
Value: joblog
Output File
Specify the path and name of the file that the standard output will be written to if the
redirectOutputTo attribute is set to 'file'.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the output file to a new name so the existing file remains untouched.
Default Value: rename
Clear Environment
Specify whether or not to clear all currently set environment variables before running the
executable. Default Value: false
Error if Executable Fails
Specify whether or not to throw an error when a non-zero return code is received from the
completed executable. Default Value: true
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file created by this
executable. The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that
accept File or File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Return Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the return code of the
completed executable. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
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replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Argument
The Argument element allows you to specify a parameter used by programs called from the
Execute Native Commands task.
Value
Specify an argument or parameter to be used by the executable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Environment Variable
The Environment Variable element allows you to set the value of existing environment
variables on the system running GoAnywhere.
Name
Specify a value for this environment variable.
Value
Specify a name for this environment variable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Execute SSH Command Task
SSH commands can be executed from GoAnywhere on a remote server.

Session Persistence
By default, when the Execute SSH Command task is finished, the connection with the server
(session) will be disconnected and closed. When using an Execute SSH Command task in a Loop
or as part of a multi-step workflow, the SSH session can be kept open and reused rather than
closing and reopening the session for each Execute SSH Command task to the same server. To
keep a session open or to hand off the open session to the next Execute SSH Command task in a
Project, use the Input Session ID and Output Session ID variables on the Advanced panel of the
Execute SSH Command task. If this is the first SSH session in the Project and other tasks will use
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this connection, only specify the Output Session ID (for example, SSHSession). The next task
that uses the session would specify ${SSHSession} in the Input Session ID field. When no
additional tasks in the Project need the open session, it should be closed using the Close
Session Task (using the Session ID value of ${SSHSession}).

SOCKS, HTTP, and GoAnywhere Proxy
GoAnywhere connects to a proxy server as a client and the proxy server redirects the traffic to
the target SSH server. Proxy settings for SSH connections are defined at the SSH Server
resource level or per Execute SSH Command task. The Execute SSH Command task can use
SOCKS, HTTP, or GoAnywhere Gateway proxy protocols when making a connection to a proxy
server. The SOCKS connection in GoAnywhere supports both version 4 and 5. The HTTP proxy,
otherwise known as an HTTP tunneling proxy, provides an HTTP tunnel through which a
transport can be established. When using a proxy server, obtain the correct proxy type and
connection credentials from the proxy server administrator.

Host Key Fingerprints
For added authentication, host key fingerprints can be used by the client (GoAnywhere), to verify
the authenticity of the host SSH server. If, when connecting to the SSH server, the host key
fingerprint entered into GoAnywhere DOES NOT match the fingerprint on the server's private
key, GoAnywhere will error out saying it does not trust the target server. This is to prevent
connecting to the wrong server in a case where someone is trying to spoof the IP of the SSH
server in question resulting in the data going to a wrong and most likely malicious destination. If a
fingerprint is not specified, and Implicit Trust for SSH is allowed in your global Security Settings,
then the server will be treated as trusted. Follow the steps below to add host key fingerprint
verification to a SSH Task:
1. Contact the administrator of the host server to which the GoAnywhere Execute SSH
Command task is connecting.
2. Ask them for the fingerprint of the private key used in the SSH session.
3. On the Execute SSH Command task, click the SSH Server panel, open the SSH Keys
panel and then type the fingerprint in the Host Key field.

SSH Algorithms
The options on the Algorithms fold allow customization of the supported algorithms for each SSH
connection. The entries in the left column are the available algorithms and the entries in the right
column are the selected algorithms. By selecting one or more algorithms, only those will be used
during the SSH communication. If no algorithms are selected for a section, the defaults will be
used. The Default Algorithms are listed on the Algorithms tab on the SSH Server.
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During the handshake process, the selected options are negotiated with the server, starting with
the entry at the top of the list. The first cipher and mac and compression algorithms to match an
algorithm supported by the server will be used for the connection. If your company prefers certain
algorithms over others, use the arrow buttons to move that cipher to the Selected column and to
set the order with the most preferred algorithm at the top. Press the CTRL key while clicking to
select multiple entries.

Example 1: Execute SSH Command
Follow the steps below to execute an SSH command that returns the file name and sizes for all
files in a home directory and saves the output to a file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Execute SSH Command task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Execute SSH Command task, specify the SSH Server and Command:
n SSH Server - Select a pre-configured SSH server from the drop-down list.
n Command - Specify the command to execute on the remote system.

3. On the Advanced panel, specify where the output of the command will be redirected to:
n Redirect Output To - Specify where the standard output from the command, if any,
will be directed. By default, the output will be written to the job log.
n Output File - Specify the output file path and name of where you want the output
written to. This is required when redirecting output to a file.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Execute SSH Command task:

Example 2: Execute SSH Command Using Environment Variables
The Execute SSH Command can pass values to environment variables for use in commands and
scripts on the SSH server. When the task executes, the value of the environment variables will be
passed to the SSH server before the SSH command is executed. The task supports the use of
multiple environment variables.
TIP:

Environment variable names must be defined within the AcceptEnv keyword section of the
SSHD_CONFIG file on the SSH server. When the SSH session is opened, the SSH server
passes the accepted environment variable names to GoAnywhere. GoAnywhere then uses
the Environment Variables element to assign a value to the variable.
The following example uses the LC_NAME environment variable to pass in the value of the
search attribute in the grep command. When the task executes, the SSH server will search for
files that contain the name "kharris" in the /root/Public directory and then write the results to a file.
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Execute SSH Command task to the Project
Outline.
2. On the Execute SSH Command task, specify the SSH Server and Command:
n SSH Server - Select a pre-configured SSH server from the drop-down list.
n Command - Specify the command to execute on the remote system. Note: The
"$LC_NAME" environment variable is used in the command. A value for the LC_
NAME variable will be created in step 6 below.
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3. On the Advanced panel, specify where the output of the command will be redirected to:
n Redirect Output To - Specify where the standard output from the command, if any,
will be directed. By default, the output will be written to the job log.
n Output File - Specify the output file path and name of where you want the output
written to. This is required when redirecting output to a file.

4. Click the Add button and select the Environment Variable menu item.
5. On the Environment Variables element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - A name for the environment variable.
l Value- The value of the environment variable.

6. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Execute SSH Command task
using the Environment Variable element:

Field Definitions
Execute SSH Command Task
The Execute SSH Command task sends a command to an SSH server.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
SSH Server
Select a pre-configured SSH server from the drop-down list.
Command
Specify the command to execute on the remote system.
Advanced Panel
Input Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid SSH Session that was created using the Output Session ID
of an ExecSSH task (e.g. ${SSHSession}).
Output Session ID
Specify an ID for this SSH session. A variable with the specified Session ID will be created.
The Session ID can be referenced in the subsequent ExecSSH tasks.
Redirect Output To
Specify where the standard output from the command, if any, will be directed. Default
Value: joblog
Output File
Specify the output file path and name of where you want the output written to. Required if
Redirect Output To is file.
When Output File Exists
Specify what will happen when the output file already exists. Default Value: rename
Command Timeout
Specify the duration (in seconds) to wait for the command to execute. If the timeout
duration is reached, the project will abandon the command on the server and an error will
be thrown. A value of 0 (zero) indicates an infinite timeout. Default Value: 120
Error if Command Fails
Specify whether or not to error the task if the command fails. Default Value: true
Output Variables Panel
Return Code Variable
Specify the name of a variable that will contain the return code that is returned from the
command.
Output File Variable
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file created by this command.
The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or
File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
SSH Server Panel
Refer to the SSH Resource page for the SSH Server field definitions.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Environment Variable
The Environment Variable element passes a value to an environment variable on an SSH
server.
Name
Specify a name for this environment variable.
Value
Specify a value for this environment variable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

ICAP Task
The ICAP task is used to send files to an ICAP-enabled server which can perform Anti-Virus and
DLP (Data Loss Prevention) functions. For each file, the ICAP-enabled server will return a status
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code to GoAnywhere to indicate if the file contents have “passed” its criteria.
For example, before a file is sent to a trading partner, you could use the ICAP task to send the file
to a DLP server to check the file’s contents for sensitive data. If the DLP server returns a positive
status code, then you could send the file to the trading partner. Otherwise, if the response is a
failure, then the Project could be stopped from allowing the file to leave the organization.

ICAP Status Response Codes
The following list contains the status codes that are returned from the ICAP server:
l

l

l

l
l

100 - Continue after ICAP preview. ICAP requests sent by GoAnywhere include a
preview of the transaction. The ICAP server will respond with code 100 to continue the
scan.
200 - 201 - The ICAP server modified the content of the request. A modified response
indicates the ICAP server found restricted content, and the GoAnywhere Project will fail.
204 - No modifications needed. The ICAP server has scanned the file and did not find
restricted content.
4xx - Client error codes. The client (GoAnywhere) cannot reach the ICAP server.
5xx - Server error codes. An error exists on the ICAP server, such as out of disk space or
the ICAP version is not supported by the server.

Example 1: DLP Scan Example
Follow the steps below to scan a single file using an ICAP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Integration folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the ICAP task to the Project Outline.
2. On the ICAP task, specify the following fields:
l ICAP Server - A pre-configured ICAP server from the drop-down list.
l Source File - Specify the path and file name of a single file to send. A file name is
required, it may not be a directory name only.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the ICAP task:

When the Project executes, the Job Log will contain the HTTP Response Body from the
DLP server that includes the status code. In this example, the "Credit Cards.txt" file
contains sensitive data and the Project failed when the error code was returned . In this
example, the DLP server was configured to redact text which removed the sensitive
information and replaced them with asterisks. The redacted version was returned in the
encapsulated HTTP response body and can be saved to the job log or a file.

Example 2: Scan Multiple Files Using an ICAP Resource
Follow the steps below to scan multiple files using an ICAP Server resource:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists, then it will be
overwritten.

3. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
4. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.
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5. Click the Add Filter button in the sub-menu and choose filter option from the sub-menu. In
this example, a Wildcard filter is selected.
6. In the Filters pane, specify if files will be included or excluded, the pattern of the files to
include, and the case sensitivity.
Specify a ? to match a single character. Specify an * to match zero or more characters. For
example, specify the pattern of *.xml to include all files that end with “xml”. As another
example, specify the pattern of *.* to include all files that in the directory.

7. Additional filters can be added clicking the Add Filter button again.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 to add additional File Sets and Filters to the File List.
9. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component Library,
and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
10. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For-Each Loop.

11. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Integration folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the ICAP task to the Project Outline.
12. On the ICAP task, specify the following fields:
l ICAP Server - A pre-configured ICAP server from the drop-down list.
l Source File - Specify the current file variable created in step 6.
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13. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the ICAP task:

Field Definitions
ICAP Task
The ICAP task sends files to an ICAP server to be scanned for data loss prevention or
viruses.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
ICAP Server
Select a pre-configured ICAP server from the drop down list.
Source File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to send. A file name is required, it may not be
a directory name only.
Content Type
Specify the value to use for the Content-Type header in the encapsulated HTTP response.
The Content Type describes the format of the file. Some ICAP servers, like Symantec DLP,
may be configured to only scan files of certain types. For example, the ICAP server may
inspect files of type application/pdf, text/plain, but then ignore all others. Other ICAP
servers may inspect the contents of the file to determine the content type and not require a
type to be specified. If the value is empty, the Content-Type header will not be added.
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Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Response Headers Pane
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. Default Value: rename
Output Variables Panel
ICAP Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status code returned by the
ICAP server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks and will be created if it does
not exist.
HTTP Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status code returned in the
encapsulated HTTP response. If an HTTP response is not returned from the ICAP server,
this variable will be set to 0. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks and will be
created if it does not exist.
ICAP Server Panel
Refer to the ICAP Resource page for the ICAP Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header Element allows you to add a custom header to your ICAP task.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

SNMP Trap Task
The SNMP Trap task allows you to send trap messages to an SNMP server. You can use
Variable elements to send detailed trap information to the SNMP Server.

Example 1: Send an SNMP Trap
In this example, a Trap is being sent when a file cannot be found on a server. The Trap task
contains the OID of the event, and the SNMP Variable is including the name of the file that cannot
be found.
Follow the steps below to send an SNMP Trap:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Integration folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the SNMP Trap task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the SNMP task, specify the following values:
l SNMP Server - The SNMP resource.
l Trap OID - Specify the OID of the trap to send. For example, the OID of GoAnywhere
is 1.3.6.1.4.1.46583.1.1.1.
l Trap Type - Specify the type of trap to send. The default is trap for version 1, or
inform for version 2.

3. Click the Add button and select the Add Variable menu item.
4. On the SNMP Variable, specify the following values:
l Variable OID - The OID that will represent the variable on the remote SNMP
manager.
l Value - The value of the variable.
l Data Type - The type the variable will be when it is sent to the SNMP manager.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SNMP Trap task:

Field Definitions
SNMP Trap Task
The SNMP Trap task allows you to send a message to an SNMP server.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
SNMP Server
Select a pre-configured SNMP server from the drop-down list.
Trap OID
Specify the OID of the trap to send. The default OID of GoAnywhere MFT is
1.3.6.1.4.1.46583.1.1.1
Trap Type
Specify the type of trap to send. The default is trap for version 1, or inform for version 2.
SNMP Server Panel
Refer to the SNMP Resource page for the SNMP Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

SNMP Variable
The SNMP Variable element allows you to send trap details to the SNMP server.
Variable OID
Specify the OID that will represent the variable on the remote SNMP manager.
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Value
Specify the value of the variable.
Data Type
Specify the type of variable to send to the SNMP manager.
l

l

l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l

integer32 - Used to specify a value whose range may include both positive and
negative numbers.
unsigned_integer32 - Used to specify a value whose range includes only positive
integers.
gauge32 - Represents a non-negative integer which may increase or decrease, but
which holds at the maximum or minimum value specified in the range when the
actual value goes over or below the range, respectively.
counter32 - A positive 32-bit integer that counts up and roll over at the maximum
value.
time_ticks - Used to specify the elapsed time between two events. Each tick
represents a hundredth of a second.
octet_string - Used to specify octets of binary or textual information.
oid - Used to identify a type that has an assigned Object Identifier (OID) value.
ip_address - This type is used to specify an IPv4 address as a string of 4 octets.
opaque - Equivalent to octet_string and encodes arbitrary binary information.
null - Sets the data type to Null.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Job Control Tasks
Job Control tasks contain functions that can be used in Projects to control execution flow.

Call Module Task
The Call Module task executes another module within a Project. A module is like a sub-routine
that allows Tasks and Loops to be logically grouped together. The Call Module task executes the
module and when the processes in this module complete, control will be returned to the point from
which it was called. A module can be called and executed more than once before the Project
ends.

Example: Call Module
Perform the following steps to call a module based on a condition. The module called must exist in
the current Project.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Call Module task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Call Module task, specify the name of the module that will execute.

3. On the Control panel, specify the Execute Only If condition for when the module will be
called.

The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Call Module task example:

Call Module Task Field Definitions
The Call Module task executes another module within a Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Module
Specify the name of the Module to be called. The value is required must be the name of only one
Module. This value is case sensitive.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Call Project Task
Projects can be designed to call other Projects in the same GoAnywhere installation. This is
useful when you want to create reusable logic that multiple Projects can execute.
One example usage would be to create a Project that accepts a file name from a variable and
encrypts the file with a public key. Then other Projects that need that same functionality can
simply call that Project and pass in the file to encrypt.
By default, the Run In Same Job attribute is set to true. When this attribute is set to true, the
specified Project is called and the current Project will wait until the called Project completes. The
called Project will not generate a new job number, job log or workspace. When set to false, the
specified Project is submitted for execution as a separate job, which will have its own job number,
job log, workspace etc.
If you specify to run the Project in a separate job you should consider whether you want the calling
Project to wait for the job to finish (interactive mode) or if the calling Project should kick off the
other Project and immediately continue executing (batch mode). By default, the Mode attribute is
set to interactive. When calling the Project is in Batch Mode, the Advanced panel allows you to
specify the Job Queue and queue priority the called Project will execute in. If no Job Queue is
selected from the calling Project, the called Project will execute in the Job Queue specified in its
own Project. If the called Project does not have a specified Job Queue, the Project will execute in
the default Job Queue.
When calling a Project you need to indicate whether or not all user-defined variables should be
passed over to the Project being called. By default, the Pass User Variables attribute is set to
false. User-defined variables are variables that belong to the parent Project, whether they are
Project variables, or variables created "on the fly" by some other task. Variable sub-elements of
the Call Project Task will always be passed to the called Project, regardless of this setting. This
setting is only valid if Run In Same Job is set to true. If Run In Same Job is set to false, this value
will be ignored.
The Return User Variables indicates whether or not the user variables created by the called
project are returned back to this project. If set to true, after the called project finishes, all user
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defined variables (except RowSets) will be accessible to this project. This setting is valid only
when Run In Same Job is set to true. If Run In Same Job is set to false, this value will be
ignored.

Example: Call Project
Follow the steps below to call a Project:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Call Project task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Call Project task, click the
icon beside the Project field to select the Project from
a pop-up window.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Call Project task example:

Call Project Task Field Definitions
The Call Project task allows you to call other Projects in the same GoAnywhere installation.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Project
Specify the project to be called. The value must contain the full path to the project. For example,
/My Folder/My Project. Project names and folders are case sensitive.
Run in Same Job
Specify whether or not the project should be executed in the same job as the calling project's job.
When this attribute is set to true, the specified project is called and the current project will wait
until the calling project completes. The calling project will not generate a new job number, job log
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or workspace. When set to false, the specified project is submitted for execution as a separate
job, which will have its own job number, job log, workspace etc. Default Value: true
Pass User Variables
Specify whether or not to pass all user-defined variables to the project being called. User-defined
variables are variables that belong to this project, whether they are project variables, or variables
created "on the fly" by some other task. Variable sub-elements of the Call Project Task will always
be passed to the called project, regardless of this setting. This setting is only valid if Run In Same
Job is set to true. If Run In Same Job is set to false, this value will be ignored. Default Value: false
Return User Variables
Specify whether or not to return the user variables created by the called project back to this
project. If set to true, after the called project finishes, all user defined variables (except RowSets)
will be accessible to this project. This setting is valid only when Run In Same Job is set to true.
Default Value: false
Mode
Specify the execution mode for the called project. Valid values are interactive and batch. This
option is valid only if Run In Same Job is set to false. When Run In Same Job is set to true, this
value is ignored, as the caller project must always wait until the called project finishes. Default
Value: interactive
Advanced Panel
Job Queue
Specify the job queue to run within when executed in batch mode. If not specified, default queue
will be used.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Queue Priority
Specify the priority the called project should get while it sits in the Job Queue. If Run In Same Job
is set to true, this value is ignored. Default Value: 5 (Normal)
Run Priority
Specify the priority the called project should get when it is running. If Run In Same Job is set to
true, the project will use the same run priority as the caller project and this value will be ignored.
Default Value: 5 (Normal)
Output Variables Panel
Job Number Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the job number of the called project.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Message Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the resulting message of the called
project. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Variable Element
Use the Variable element to pass the value of a variable to another Project.
Name
Specify a name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only
contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).
Value
Specify the value for this variable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Call Remote Project Task
The Call Remote Project task is very similar to the Call Project Task except that it can be used to
call Projects on another installation of GoAnywhere.
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Example: Call Remote Project
Follow the steps below to call a Project on another instance of GoAnywhere:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Call Remote Project task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Call Remote Project task, specify values for the following attributes:
l GoAnywhere MFT Server - A GoAnywhere MFT Server Resource.
l Project - The file path and name of the Project to execute.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Call Remote Project task
example:

Call Remote Project Task Field Definitions
The Call Remote Project task allows you to call other Projects in remote GoAnywhere
installations.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
GoAnywhere MFT Server
Select a pre-configured GoAnywhere MFT Server from the drop-down list.
Project
Specify the project on the remote system that is to be executed.
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Mode
Specify the mode to execute the project in. Interactive mode means the current process will wait
until the called project is finished before continuing. Batch means the project will be submitted
and the current process will immediately continue executing. Default Value: interactive
Job Queue
Specify the remote job queue to run within when executing in batch mode. If not specified, default
queue will be used.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Priority
Specify the priority the remote project should have when being executed. Valid values are
between 1 and 10 inclusive, with 1 being the lowest priority and 10 being the highest priority.
Default Value: 5
Output Variables Panel
Job Number Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the job number of the executed
project. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status code of the executed
project. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the message of the executed project.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
GoAnywhere MFT Server Panel
Refer to the GoAnywhere MFT Resource page for the GoAnywhere Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Variable Element
Use the Variable element to pass the value of a variable to another Project on a remote
GoAnywhere installation.
Name
Specify a name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only
contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).
Value
Specify the value for this variable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Call Agent Project
The Call Agent Project task is used by GoAnywhere to run Projects on an Agent.

Example: Call Agent Project
Follow the steps below to run an Agent Project.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Call Agent Project task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Call Agent Project task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Agent - The name of the Agent that will execute the project.
l Project - The name of the Project on the Agent to execute.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Call Agent Project task example:

Call Agent Project Task Field Definitions
The Call Agent Project task allows you to call other Projects on an Agent.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Agent
Select an Agent from the drop-down list.
Project
Specify the path of the Project that is to be executed.
Mode
Specify the mode to execute the project in. Interactive mode means the current process will wait
until the called project is finished before continuing. Batch means the project will be submitted
and the current process will immediately continue executing. Default Value: interactive
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
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Queue Priority
Specify the priority the remote project should have when being executed. Valid values are
between 1 and 10, with 1 being the lowest priority and 10 being the highest priority. Default
Value: 5
Run Priority
Specify the priority the project should have while running. Valid values are between 1 and 10, with
1 being the lowest priority and 10 being the highest priority.Default Value: 5
Output Variables Panel
Job Number Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the job number of the executed
project. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status code of the executed
project. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not
exist.
Message Output Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the message of the executed project.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Variable Element
Use the Variable element to pass the value of a variable to an Agent Project.
Name
Specify a name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only
contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).
Value
Specify the value for this variable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Call Agent Group Project
The Call Agent Group Project task is used by GoAnywhere to call Projects on an Agent Group.
When the task executes, all Agents within the Group will execute the called Project.

Example: Call Agent Group Project
Follow the steps below to call an Agent Group Project.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Call Agent Group Project task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Call Agent Group Project task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Agent Group - The name of the Agent Group that will execute the project.
l Project - The name of the Project to execute.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Call Agent Group Project task
example:

Call Agent Group Project Task Field Definitions
The Call Agent Group Project task allows you to call other Projects on a group of Agents.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Agent
Select an Agent Group from the drop-down list.
Project
Specify the Project that is to be executed.
Mode
Specify the mode to execute the project in. Interactive mode means the current process will wait
until the called project is finished before continuing. Batch means the project will be submitted and
the current process will immediately continue executing. Default Value: interactive
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
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Queue Priority
Specify the priority the remote project should have when being executed. Valid values are
between 1 and 10 inclusive, with 1 being the lowest priority and 10 being the highest priority.
Default Value: 5
Run Priority
The run priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the job will receive from GoAnywhere when
it executes. The run priority can be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a higher run priority
will receive more attention than jobs with a lower run priority. For instance a job with a run priority
of 6 will receive more attention (CPU) than a job with a run priority of 5. Default Value: 5
Output Variables Panel
Job Group Execution Number Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the job group execution number for
the executed jobs. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
Total Jobs Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the total number of jobs executed.
The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Successful Jobs Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of successful jobs. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Failed Jobs Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the number of failed jobs. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Variable Element
Use the Variable element to pass the value of a variable to an Agent Group Project.
Name
Specify a name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only
contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).
Value
Specify the value for this variable.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline

Delay Task
The Delay task can be used to pause a Project for a specified amount of time. This is especially
useful in file scanning loops.

Example : Delay Task
You may want to scan for files on a FTP server every 15 minutes. A Loop could be coded in a
Project to first perform a FTP task (which scans for the files), followed by a Delay task to wait 15
minutes before trying again.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Delay task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Delay task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Time - The length of time to wait.
l Time Unit - What measurement of time to use.

3. Click the Save button.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Delay task example:

Delay Task Field Definitions
The Delay task can be used to pause a Project for a specified amount of time.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Time
Specify the time to delay the project's execution.
Time Unit
Specify the time unit to use. Default Value: seconds
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

IF Condition
While a GoAnywhere Project is running, additional tasks or loops can be executed if a condition
evaluates to true. The IF Condition can be placed at any point in a Project. Tasks, Loops and
additional IF Conditions can be placed inside an IF Condition. An Else clause can be added after
an IF condition to execute a set of tasks when the IF condition evaluates to false.

Example: Basic IF Condition
One file is expected in a location for processing. When more than one file is present a different
process should take place.
1. Generate a File List.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Create File List page, specify the Number of Files Found Variable value.

d. Click the Add button to specify the file location for the File Set.
2. The IF Condition can check for the presence of more than one file.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the If task to the Project Outline.
b. On the IF page, type the condition statement. Condition statements are based on
expressions.
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3. To add a task under the IF condition, expand the appropriate folder in the Component
Library, drag a task to the Project Outline, and then place it within the IF condition.

IF Field Definitions
The IF Condition reads an expression and then executes Tasks if the expression evaluates to
true.
Label
Specify a label for this if block.
Condition
Specify the conditional expression used to determine if the if block should run. The if block will
run as long as the specified condition evaluates to true.
Control Panel
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
l
l

l

l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the IF Condition, as well as the times
of any Loops and Tasks contained in the IF Condition.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.
Disabled - Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Else
An Else clause can be added after an IF condition to execute a set of tasks when the IF condition
evaluates to false.

Example: Else Condition
In the example below, a module will be called if one or more files are found in a folder. Otherwise
(else) an email will be sent if no files are found.
1. Generate a File List.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Create File List page, specify the Number of Files Found Variable value.

d. Click the Add button to specify the file location for the File Set.
2. The IF Condition can check for the presence of more than one file.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the If task to the Project Outline.
b. On the IF page, type the condition statement. Condition statements are based on
expressions.

3. To add a task under the IF condition, drag another task from the Component Library to the
Project Outline.
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4. To add an Else clause under the IF condition, right-click the IF condition in the Project
outline and choose Add Else. After choosing the Else clause, it will appear in the outline
after the IF Condition.
5. To add a task under the Else clause, drag another task from the Component Library to the
Project Outline.

Else Field Definitions
An Else clause can be added after an IF condition to execute a set of tasks when the IF condition
evaluates to false.
Label
Specify a label for this else block.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Exit Module Task
The Exit Module task can be used to exit a Module at a particular point. If the module was called
from another module, control will be routed back to the calling module and processing will
continue.

Example: Exit Module
Perform the following steps to exit a module based on the value of a variable.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Exit Module task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Control panel of the Exit Module task, specify the Execute Only If condition for when
the module should exit.

3. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Exit Module task example:

Exit Module Task Field Definitions
The Exit Module task can be used to exit a Module at a particular point.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
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module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Exit Project Task
The Exit Project task can be used to exit a Project at any given time. This task can be executed
conditionally by using the "Execute Only If" attribute on the Control panel or by using an IF
Condition.

Example: Exit Project
Perform the following steps to exit a Project based on the value of a variable.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Exit Project task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Control panel of the Exit Project task, specify the Execute Only If condition for when
the Project should exit.

3. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Exit Project task example:

Exit Project Task Field Definitions
The Exit Project task can be used to exit a Project at any given time.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Raise Error Task
The Raise Error task will write an error message and abort the Project when a user defined
condition is met. This is useful for aborting a Project when files are not found or when other
undesired results occur.

Example: Raise Error
In this example, if no files are found on a server (by checking the ${numberOfFiles} variable),
then the task will raise an error and abort the Project.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Raise Error task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Raise Error task, specify the Message to write to the Job Log. If no Message is
specified, the system variable system.job.error will be written to the Job Log.

3. On the Control panel of the Raise Error Task, specify the condition that must be met to run
this task. In this case we will check if the number of files is equal to 0.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Raise Error task example:

Raise Error Task Field Definitions
The Raise Error task will write an error message and abort the Project when a user defined
condition is met.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Message
Specify a custom error message. When left blank, the system variable system.job.error will be
used, if it exists, to display the last error that might have occurred in the project. Otherwise, a
standard message will be displayed indicating no message text was specified.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Loops
Loops within GoAnywhere Projects are used to repeat one or more tasks. A Loop can be placed
inside a Module, an IF Condition, or another Loop. The following Loops are supported in
GoAnywhere:
l
l
l

l

For Loop - Executes one or more tasks a predetermined number of times.
For-Each Loop - Iterates over a collection of items (File Lists, RowSets, Email Lists, etc.).
While Loop - Executes one or more tasks repeatedly while the Loop condition evaluates to
true.
Do-While Loop - Similar to the While Loop, except the Do While Loop will evaluate the
condition after each iteration. This Loop is guaranteed to run at least once.

Sub-elements of Loops
Loops can have the following Project components:
l

Tasks - Any task can be added to a Loop.

l

Loops - Loops can be nested.

l

Exit Loop - Allows exiting a Loop based on a condition.
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l

Iterate Loop - Skips subsequent tasks in the current iteration of the Loop based on a

l

condition.
IF Condition - Advanced logic to execute additional tasks or Loops if a condition

l

evaluates to true.
Else Clause - Executes additional tasks or Loops when an IF condition evaluates to
false.

Error Handling within Loops
If a Loop contains multiple tasks and the first task errors out for any reason, by default the
remaining tasks in the Loop will not execute. However, if the first task's On Error attribute was set
to 'continue', then the second task in the Loop would execute. If the task's On Error attribute was
set to 'setVariable:errorvariable=true', then the next task in the loop could check the value of the
error variable to conditionally execute.

Session Persistence within Loops
By default, when a file transfer task (FTP, FTPS, SFTP or SCP) is finished, the connection with
the server (session) will be disconnected and closed. When using a file transfer task in a Loop or
as part of a multi-step workflow, the session can be kept open and reused rather than closing and
reopening the session for each file transfer task to the same server. To keep a session open or to
hand off the open session to the next file transfer task in a Project, use the Input Session ID and
Output Session ID variables on the Advanced panel of the file transfer task. If this is the first file
transfer session in the Project and other tasks will use this connection, only specify the Output
Session ID (for example, FTPSession). The next task that uses the session would specify
${FTPSession} in the Input Session ID field. When no additional tasks in the Project need the
open session, it should be closed using the Close Session Task (using the Session ID value of
${FTPSession}).

Do-While Loop
A Do-While loop is similar to a While Loop, however a Do-While loop checks the condition at the
end of the loop. Therefore the tasks in a Do-While loop will execute at least once.

Example: Do-While Loop
In the example below, the Do While Loop contains a task that gets a file count on an FTP server.
It will continue looping until the file count is equal to 4.
1. Create the Do-While Loop:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Do-While task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Condition value for the While Loop:
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2. Create the FTP process to retrieve the file count:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
b. On the FTP Task page, specify the FTP Server.

3. On the FTP Task, click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the List Files menu
item.
4. In the List Files element, specify the following attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List.
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the
number of files found.
5. Click the Add File Set link and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory on the FTP server that contains the files to list.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also download files from all sub-folders.
l Filters - Optionally, click the Add Filter link to filter your file set using a wildcard,
regular expression, date, or by file size.

6. Create a Delay Task to wait before rechecking the availability of the files:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Delay task to the Project Outline.
b. Set the duration and the time units.
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c. Click the Control panel to set the condition so the Delay Task only executes if
needed. In this example, the Delay Task will only execute if there are not 4 files in
the specified location. If the condition is met, then the Loop will continue with the
remaining Tasks.

7. Create one or more tasks (after the Delay task) to process the files when the count is
satisfied. For instance, you could add a task to get the files from the FTP server and other
tasks to import or translate those files.
8. Click Save.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Do-While Loop:

Do-While Loop Field Definitions
A Do-While Loop will execute the tasks located within the loop one time, test the condition at the
end of the loop, and iterate through the loop until the condition is met.
Label
Specify a label for this loop.
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Condition
Specify the conditional expression used to determine if the loop should be terminated. The loop
will continue to run as long as the specified condition evaluates to true. The tasks inside the loop
are executed at least once and then the condition is evaluated for subsequent iterations.
Advanced Panel
ID
Specify an ID for this loop. IDs are not required, but are used to conditionally exit or iterate a loop
when there are nested loops. The value must be a valid identifier. The ID must be unique in a
given loop hierarchy.
Current Iteration Variable
If needed, specify a variable name to hold the current iteration count. The value of this variable is
a whole number that starts at 1 and is incremented every time the loop advances.
Control Panel
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to be used while executing this loop and the tasks in this loop. Valid
options are - silent, normal, verbose and debug. All tasks within this loop will inherit the specified
log level, which may be overridden on the individual tasks. Default Value: Inherited from parent
Module
l
l

l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered in the Loop.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the Loop, as well as the times of any
Loops and Tasks contained in the Loop.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.

Disabled
Whether or not this loop is disabled. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Exit Loop
The Exit Loop is a special component used to exit (or leave) the loop when a certain condition is
met.

Example: Exit Loop
The Payroll department sends biweekly statements to their insurance and employee investment
trading partners. The department prefers to send statements in batches of at least 10 files. If less
than 10 files are found in the File Set, the loop is exited and no file processing occurs.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
2. In the Create File List task, specify the following attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List.
l Number of Files Found Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the
number of files found.
3. Click the Add File Set link and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory on the FTP server that contains the files to list.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also download files from all sub-folders.
l Filters - Optionally, click the Add Filter link to filter your file set using a wildcard,
regular expression, date, or by file size.

4. Create the For-Each Loop:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

5. Create the Exit Loop:
a. On the For-Each Loop page, click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the
Add Exit Loop menu item.
b. On the Exit Loop page, specify a Condition. If the Condition is met, the loop is exited
and no other tasks within the loop are performed.
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6. Add additional Tasks (after the Exit Loop) to continue to process the files if the Exit Loop
Condition is not met. For instance, if there are less than 10 files in the File Set.
7. Click Save.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Exit Loop:

Exit Loop Field Definitions
The Exit Loop allows you to exit a loop if a test condition is met.
Condition
Specify the condition that should evaluate to true for the parent loop or the specified Loop ID to
exit.
Loop ID
Specify the ID of the loop that needs to be exited. If left blank, the immediate parent loop will be
exited.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

For Loop
A For Loop executes one or more tasks for a specified number of times. For Loops are useful
when you want to run the same tasks over and over again using different values each time. A For
Loop could contain a FTP task that scans for files in a directory, followed by a Delay task that
waits a couple minutes before reiterating the loop. The For Loop could continue to repeat the task
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for the number of iterations you specify. A For Loop can also be used to make decisions based
on content in a RowSet by looping over each column in a RowSet variable.

Indexes
For Loops require the beginning and ending indexes to be specified. The beginning index is the
starting number of the loop (typically 1). The ending index is the number that the loop will stop on.
By default, the For Loop will increment the current iteration count by 1 for each loop execution,
which can be overridden by specifying a different Step value.
EXAMPLE:

A Project that needs to repeat a task 10 times can use a For Loop with the beginning index of
1, the ending index of 10, and increment the iteration counter by 1 (the Step value). The loop
will begin at 1 and increment by 1 for each iteration in the loop until the end index of 10 is
reached.

Example 1: Executing a Task a Specific Number of Times
In this example, a Project is checking a POP-3 server every 5 minutes for new emails to process.
These emails may contain attachments to save to a specified folder. The Project will check the
email server 20 times for emails before the For Loop is finished.
1. Create the For Loop that will repeat the Retrieve Email task:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. On the For Loop page, specify the Begin Index value, the End Index value, and the
Step.

2. Create the Retrieve Email Task to retrieve the Email:
a. Expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component Library, and then drag the
Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
b. In the Retrieve Email page, specify the Mail Box and attachment options.
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TIP:

Other Tasks could be inserted here to further process the saved attachments if needed.
3. Create a Delay Task to add a pause in the Loop:
a. Expand the Job Control folder in the Component Library, and then drag the Delay
task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the length of time to wait before checking for new emails.

4. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the For Loop:

Example 2: Iterating Over Columns in a RowSet Variable
In this example, an Excel spreadsheet contains employee data. Some of the columns in the rows
are missing information. A project can be created to read the Excel file, determine the missing
fields, and then only write the good rows to a CSV file.
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Example input Excel file (note the missing data on rows 5 and 10):

After the Read Excel task converts the data into a RowSet variable, a For-Each loop can be used
to iterate over each row in the RowSet. A For Loop is then used to access each column in the
row. If a column doesn't contain any data, a task within the For Loop will set a 'missingData'
variable to 'true.' Once the data in all the columns in the row has been evaluated, a Print task in
the For-Each Loop will append the value of the columns to a file as long as the columns are not
missing any data.
Create the Project
1. Create a variable to hold the status of the column. The status will become 'true' if the
column is missing data. The variable should be initialized with a boolean value of 'false'.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Variable task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Variable page, specify the Variable Name and Value.

2. Create the Read Excel task to convert the data into a RowSet variable.
a. Expand the Data Translation folder in the Component Library, and then drag the
Read Excel task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Read Excel task page, specify the Input File and Output RowSet Variable.
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3. Expand the Read Excel task's Advanced panel and specify the following fields:
l Skip Empty Rows - Specify whether or not to skip empty rows. If this value is set to
true and a row is encountered that contains no data, that row will be silently skipped.
l Data Start Row Number - Specify the row number where the data starts in the input
file(s).
l Headings Row Number - Specify the row number where the column headings are in
the input file(s). This is needed only if column headings are present in the input file(s).
The first row is 1, not 0.
l Number of Columns to Read - Specify the number of columns to read from the Excel
spreadsheet. By default, the number of columns will be auto determined from the
number of columns containing data in the data start row.

4. Create the For-Each loop that will iterate over each row in the RowSet.
a. Expand the Loops folder in the Component Library, and then drag the For-Each
Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. On the For-Each Loop page, specify the Items Variable and the Current Item
Variable.
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5. Within the For-Each Loop, create the For Loop that will be used to iterate over each
column in the row.
a. Expand the Loops folder in the Component Library, and then drag the For Loop
task to the For-Each Loop within the Project Outline.
b. On the For Loop page, specify the Begin Index value, the End Index value, and the
Step. In this example the row contains 8 columns, so the loop must run 8 times.
6. Expand the For Loop task's Advanced panel and specify the Current Index Variable. This
variable will contain the counter that is incremented each time the loop runs.

7. Next, the If task is used to determine if the column at the current index contains data.
a. Expand the Job Control folder in the Component Library, and then drag the If task
to the For Loop within the Project Outline.
b. Specify the condition of the If task. In this example, the IsEmpty function is used to
test if the current index in the current row contains data. If the IsEmpty function
returns true, the tasks inside the If block are executed.

8. If the column does not contain any information, the Set Variable task inside the If block will
set the 'missingData' variable (created in step 1) to 'true'.
a. Expand the Miscellaneous folder in the Component Library, and then drag the Set
Variable task to the If block within the Project Outline.
b. Specify a Variable Name and Value. The variable name should match the variable
created in step 1 and the value must be 'true'.
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9. After the For Loop has finished iterating over each column in the row, the control is returned
to the For-Each Loop. The next step in the For-Each Loop is to check the value of the
missingData variable. If the value is 'false', then the Project can write the valid row to a file.
a. Expand the Job Control folder in the Component Library, and then drag the If task to
the For-Each Loop within the Project Outline.
b. Specify the condition of the If task. In this example, the missingData variable is
tested. If the missingData variable is set to false, the body of the If task is executed.

10. This If statement will contain a Print task that will append each column in the row to a CSV
file.
a. Expand the Miscellaneous folder in the Component Library, and then drag the Print
task to the If body within the Project Outline.
b. Specify the text. In this example, index notation is used to print the values of each
column in the row and format the content for a comma delimited CSV file. System
carriage return and line feed variables are added at the end of each row.
11. Expand the Print task's Advanced panel and specify an Output File and set Append to
'true'. This will write each row to the file.
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12. The final step in the For-Each Loop is to reset the missingData variable so that it is ready
for the next iteration of the loop.
a. Expand the Miscellaneous folder in the Component Library, and then drag the Set
Variable task to the If block within the Project Outline.
b. Specify a Variable Name and Value. The variable name should match the variable
created in step 1, and the value must be 'false'.

13. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the For Loop:

When the Project executes, the output of the file will not contain any rows that had missing
data in a column. Example:
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For Loop Field Definitions
A For Loop executes one or more tasks for a specified number of times.
Label
Specify a label for this loop.
Begin Index
Specify the begin index of the loop. The value can be any positive or negative whole number. The
value must be less than or equal to End Index when Step is a positive number and must be
greater than or equal to End Index when Step is a negative number.
End Index
Specify the end index of the loop. The value can be any positive or negative whole number. The
value must be greater than or equal to Begin Index when Step is a positive number and must be
less than or equal to Begin Index when Step is a negative number.
Step
Specify the amount by which the current index of the loop should be incremented or decremented.
The value can be any positive or negative whole number except 0 (zero). If not specified, this
value defaults to 1.
Advanced Panel
ID
Specify an ID for this loop. IDs are not required, but are used to conditionally exit or iterate a loop
when there are nested loops. The value must be a valid identifier. The ID must be unique in a
given loop hierarchy.
Current Iteration Variable
If needed, specify a variable name to hold the current iteration count. The value of this variable is
a whole number that starts at 1 and is incremented every time the loop advances.
Current Index Variable
Specify the variable name to which the current index of the iteration will be exported. The value
must be an identifier. For example, 'index'. The value of this variable will be a positive or negative
whole number that represents the current index of the loop and the value is updated every time
the loop advances. For example, if the loop is defined with begin=10, end=100 and step=10, then
the code inside the loop will be executed 10 times. The first time, the value of this variable will be
10, then 20 and the last time, it will be 100.
Control Panel
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
l
l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered in the Loop.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the Loop, as well as the times of any
Loops and Tasks contained in the Loop.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
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l

Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.

Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

For-Each Loop
For-Each Loops are used to iterate over a collection of items such as a list of files contained in a
File List or a collection of data in a RowSet. The For-Each Loop will perform the same set of
Tasks on each item in the collection.
Example Uses:
l

l

l

Loop through a set of rows (records) retrieved from a database table (which is contained in
a RowSet variable). For each row in the loop, call a program to process the data.
Loop through a set of files that were retrieved from a FTP server, which would be
contained in a File List variable. For each file in the loop, decrypt the file and send it to
another internal server.
Loop through a list of file attachments that were retrieved from an email server. For each
file attachment in the loop, encrypt the file and forward to another email address.

When looping through a RowSet (a collection of Rows), a row is exported to the Current Item
Variable specified on the For-Each Loop. To access the value of a specific column in the row,
use the following syntax in a task under the For Each Loop:
${rowVar[columnNumber]} or ${rowVar[columnName]}
When looping through a File List (a collection of files), the file information is exported to the
Current Item Variable specified on the For-Each Loop. For instance, to access the full path of
the file, use the following syntax in a task under the For-Each Loop:
${file}
To access specific file attributes, use the following syntax:
${file:size}
For a complete list of attributes, refer to the Variable Types reference.

Example: For-Each Loop
A particular FTP Server may not accept multiple files at a time from a client. In order to send
multiple files to that FTP Server, you could instead use a For-Each Loop on the File List to
perform a Manual Put one file at a time. In this scenario, only files ending with "txt" need to be
sent to the FTP server.
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1. Create a File List of files to send to the FTP Server:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists, then it will
be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.

2. Create the For-Each Loop:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

3. Create the FTP Task to put the files on the FTP Server:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the FTP task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the FTP Server.
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4. Under the FTP Task, create the Manual Put element to put each file individually on the
server without additional file path information:
a. On the FTP Task page, click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the
Manual Put menu item.
b. Specify the Source File variable and the Destination File variable.

5. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the For-Each Loop:

For-Each Loop Field Definitions
For-Each Loops are used to iterate over a collection of items such as a list of files contained in a
File List or a collection of data in a RowSet.
Label
Specify a label for this loop.
Items Variable
Specify a variable that contains the items to iterate over. The value of this attribute must be a
variable reference (e.g. ${rowset} or ${filelist}). Currently Collection and RowSet object types are
supported, meaning, the value of the referenced variable must be a Collection or a RowSet.
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Current Items Variable
Specify a variable name which will be populated with the item at the current index. The variable
can then be used in the tasks inside the loop or anywhere in the project. The value must be a valid
identifier (e.g. myItem).
Advanced Panel
ID
Specify an ID for this loop. IDs are not required, but are used to conditionally exit or iterate a loop
when there are nested loops. The value must be a valid identifier. The ID must be unique in a
given loop hierarchy.
Current Iteration Variable
If needed, specify a variable name to hold the current iteration count. The value of this variable is
a whole number that starts at 1 and is incremented every time the loop advances.
Current Index Variable
Specify a variable name which will be populated with the index of the current item. The value must
be a valid identifier (e.g. index).
Begin Index
Specify the index of the item at which the processing should start. All items before the specified
value will be skipped. The value must be a whole number and should be greater than zero. It must
also be less than or equal to the End Index. If not specified, this value defaults to 1, which means
processing starts with the first item in the Items Variable.
End Index
Specify the index of the item after which the processing should end. All items after the specified
value will be skipped. If not specified, this value defaults to the size of items in the specified Items
Variable.
Step
Specify the amount by which the current index should be incremented. For example, when Step is
set to 2, every other item in the specified Items Variable is processed. If not specified, this value
defaults to 1, meaning every item in the specified Items Variable will be processed.
Control Panel
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to be used while executing this loop and the tasks in this loop. Valid
options are - silent, normal, verbose and debug. All tasks within this loop will inherit the specified
log level, which may be overridden on the individual tasks.
All tasks within this Loop will inherit the specified log level from the Loop, unless the log level is
specifically overridden on the individual tasks. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
l
l

l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered in the Loop.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the Loop, as well as the times of any
Loops and Tasks contained in the Loop.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Iterate Loop
The Iterate Loop is a special component for advancing the loop to the next iteration without
running the remaining items in the loop. For example, a Loop may contain multiple Tasks, but the
condition for the loop might be met before all the Tasks execute. Therefore, the Iterate Loop
could be used to return control immediately back to the top of the loop and perform another
iteration.

Example: Iterate Loop
A shared folder location is used by several people. You want to process the files at this location,
but ignore any files that contain the word 'Payroll' in the file name. In order to ignore files that
contain specific text in the file name, you can use a For Each Loop on the File List to iterate
through a list of files, and then use the Iterate Loop to skip files that contain the specified text.
1. Create a File List:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable value:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files
being created. This will be a variable type of File List. If this variable exists,
then it will be overwritten.

c. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
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d. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.

2. Create the For Each Loop:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

3. Create the Iterate Loop:
a. On the For-Each Loop page, click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the
Add Iterate Loop menu item.
b. On the Iterate Loop page, specify a Condition. If the Condition is met, tasks that
follow the Iterate Loop will not be executed, and GoAnywhere will iterate to the next
file in the loop.

4. Add additional Tasks (after the Iterate Loop ) to continue to process the files that don't meet
the Iterate Loop Condition. For instance, files that do not contain the word 'Payroll' in the file
name.
5. Click Save.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Iterate Loop:

Iterate Loop Field Definitions
The Iterate Loop allows you to test a condition inside a Loop. If the condition is met, the rest of
the tasks in the loop are skipped, and the next iteration of the loop will begin.
Condition
Specify the condition that should evaluate to true for the parent loop or the specified Loop ID to
continue on with the next iteration.
Loop ID
Specify the ID of the loop that should be continued with the next iteration. If left blank, the
immediate parent loop is continued.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

While Loop
The While Loop checks a specified condition before executing the tasks contained within the
loop. If the condition is met, the tasks within the Loop will execute one iteration. If the condition is
not met, the tasks within the Loop are skipped and the Loop will stop processing.

Example: While Loop
A company expects to retrieve four files each day from a trading partner’s FTP server. The four
files can appear at any time during the day. All four files must be processed at the same time. In
the example below, the loop condition verifies there are exactly four files, if not, then the loop will
delay the Project for 5 minutes. The loop will then check the condition again, and if 4 files exist,
the loop is exited and the Project can continue.
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1. Create a Variable that counts the number of files.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Variable task to the Project Outline.
b. Provide the variable name and default value.

2. Create the While Loop using the "fileCount" variable:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the While Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Condition for the While Loop:

3. Add a File List:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Create File List task, specify the File List Variable, Number of Files Found
Variable, and then click the Add File Set link.
c. Specify the Base Directory where the files will be located.
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4. Create a Delay Task to wait before rechecking for the file count:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Delay task to the Project Outline.
b. Set the duration and the time units.

c. Click the Control panel on the Delay task to set the condition so the Delay Task only
executes if needed. In this example the Delay Task will only execute if there are not
4 files in the specified location. If the condition is met, then the Loop will continue
with the remaining Tasks.

5. Add additional Tasks (after the Delay task) to process the files when the file count is
satisfied. For instance, you could add a FTP task with a Get to retrieve the files and then
add another task to process those retrieved files.
6. Click Save.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the While Loop:

While Loop Field Definitions
The While Loop checks a specified condition before executing the tasks contained within the
loop.
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Label
Specify a label for this loop.
Condition
Specify the conditional expression used to determine if the loop should be terminated. The loop
will continue to run as long as the specified condition evaluates to true.
Advanced Panel
ID
Specify an ID for this loop. IDs are not required, but are used to conditionally exit or iterate a loop
when there are nested loops. The value must be a valid identifier. The ID must be unique in a
given loop hierarchy.
Current Iteration Variable
If needed, specify a variable name to hold the current iteration count. The value of this variable is
a whole number that starts at 1 and is incremented every time the loop advances.
Control Panel
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
l
l

l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered in the Loop.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the Loop, as well as the times of any
Loops and Tasks contained in the Loop.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.

Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Miscellaneous Tasks
Miscellaneous tasks contain a wide range of functions that can be used throughout Projects to
support other tasks and to control execution flow.

Base64 Decode Task
The Base64 Decode task decodes the Base64 encoded input file and produces an output file with
the decoded binary content.
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Example: Base64 Decode a File
Follow the steps below to Base64 decode a Base64 encoded file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Base64 Decode task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Base64 Decode task, specify the following values:
l Source File - The file path and file name of the file to decode.
l Destination File - The file path and file name for the decoded file.

3. Click the Save button to save the task.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Base64 Decode task:

Base64 Decode Task Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and name of a single file to decode using Base64 encoding.
Destination File
Specify the destination file that will contain the Base64 decoded content.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value:
rename
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Output Variables Panel
Destination File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the Base64 decoded output file. The
variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Base64 Encode Task
The Base64 Encode task encodes the binary content of an input file and produces the Base64
encoded ASCII output file.

Example: Base64 Encode a File
Follow the steps below to Base64 encode a binary file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Base64 Encode task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Base64 Encode task, specify the following values:
l Source File - The file path and file name of the file to encode.
l Destination File - The file path and file name for the new, Base64 encoded file.

3. Click the Save button to save the task.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Base64 Encode task:

Base64 Encode Task Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Source File
Specify the path and name of a single file to encode using Base64 encoding.
Destination File
Specify the destination file that will contain the Base64 encoded content.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value:
rename
Output Variables Panel
Destination File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the Base64 encoded output file. The
variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Close RowSet Task
Although a RowSet is closed when a project finishes, you may want to close the RowSet before
the Project finishes.
For instance, while the RowSet is open, it will maintain a lock on the file or database table. If the
Project needs to perform an action on that file which requires write access, such as Move or
Delete, it must first close the RowSet before it can perform that action and finish the Project
successfully.

Example: Close RowSet
Only the first 5 records of a CSV file need to be read into a RowSet for further processing. After
processing those records, the CSV file needs to be moved to an archive folder. If remaining
records in the file were not processed, then a Close RowSet task must be used to release the lock
on the CSV file before it can be moved.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Close RowSet task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the Close RowSet task, specify the RowSet Variable that needs to be closed.

3. Place the Close RowSet task directly above the Move task in the project.
a. Right-click the Close RowSet task in the Project Outline panel.
b. From the drop-down menu, point to Edit and then move the task up or down to the
appropriate location in the project (above the Move Task).
4. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Close RowSet task example:

Close RowSet Field Definitions
The Close RowSet task allows you close a RowSet before a Project finishes.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
RowSet Variable
Specify the variable reference to a RowSet that needs to be closed. (e.g. ${myRowSet}).
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Close Session Task
The FTP, FTPS, SFTP, SCP, S3 and Execute SSH Commands tasks can optionally keep a
session alive after the task finishes by specifying an Output Session ID on them. This is useful to
keep an existing connection alive inside of a loop or over multi-step workflows. The Close Session
task closes the specified session after it is no longer needed. If a session is persisted and this task
is not included in a Project, the session will automatically be disconnected and closed at the end
of the Project.

Example: Close an FTP Session
Follow the steps below to close an open session:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Close Session task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Close Session task, specify a value for the Session ID:
l Session ID - The Output Session ID specified on the Advanced panel of an FTP,
FTPS, SFTP, SCP, S3 and Execute SSH Commands Task.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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In the following example, A Project gets a set of .CSV files from an FTP server, converts
them to XML, and then uploads them back to the same FTP server in the same FTP
session. The Close Session task closes the FTP session and the Project completes.

Close Session Field Definitions
The Close Session task closes a persisted FTP, FTPS, SFTP, S3 or SCP session after it is no
longer needed.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Session ID
Specify the Session ID to close (e.g. ${FTPSession}). The specified session variable may
represent any of the FTP protocols, including FTP, FTPS, SFTP, S3 and SCP session.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Deny Trigger Event Task
The Deny Trigger Event task can be used by the following types of Trigger events:
l

l
l

Before AS2 MDN Send – Can be used to validate the content of AS2 messages, and then
return a failed MDN receipt.
Before GoDrive Upload – Can prevent a file from being uploaded into GoDrive.
Before Secure Mail Send – Can stop a file from being sent through Secure Mail.

This task is particularity useful when used in conjunction with the ICAP task to scan files for
viruses, inappropriate content, or restricted information. The Deny Trigger Event task can only be
used in Projects that are on the same server as the Trigger, and can only be run interactively (the
Job be cannot be sent to batch) from the Trigger.

Example 1: Send a Failed MDN Receipt for Unauthorized File Attachments
An Admin User wants to scan and delete AS2 file attachments that contain viruses or
unauthorized data. If files are found to contain unauthorized data, the Deny Trigger task will be
used to send a failed MDN receipt to the sender of the files.
An Admin User creates a Trigger using the Before AS2 MDN Send event type. The Trigger will
use the Call Project action to call a local Project that uses an ICAP resource to scan the file
attachments. If any file attachment contains a virus or unauthorized data, the Project will delete
the file and report a failure message to the Trigger, and the Trigger will send a failed AS2
MDN receipt.
Use the following instructions to scan AS2 file attachments:

Step 1: Create the Scan AS2 Messages Project
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
In the Projects page, drill-down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu.
Type the Project name and description, and then click Save.
The GoAnywhere Project Designer will open.
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f. Expand the Loops folder in the Component Library, and then drag the For-Each task to
the Project Outline.
g. On the For-Each Loop, specify the following fields:
l Items Variable - Specify the fileList variable. This is a file list variable that contains
AS2 Message file attachments and will be supplied from the Trigger that you will
create in Step 2 Create the Before AS2 MDN Send Trigger.
l Current Item Variable - Specify a variable name which will be populated with the
item at the current index. The variable can then be used in the tasks inside the loop
or anywhere in the project. The value must be a valid identifier (e.g. myItem).

h. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Integration folder in the Component
Library, drag the ICAP task to the Project Outline, and then place it inside the For-Each
Loop you created in step g.
i. On the ICAP task, specify the following fields:
l ICAP Server - Select a pre-configured ICAP server from the drop down list.
l Source File - Specify the Current Item Variable created in step g.

j. Click the ICAP Task On Error panel. Specify the following fields:
l On Error - Specify The call:[module] option, and then replace [module] with the
name of the module that will be called (which will be added in the next step).

k. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, drag the Module task to the Project Outline, and place it below the Main module.
l. On the Module task, specify the Module Name from step j.
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m. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, drag the Deny Trigger Event task to the Project Outline, and place it
below the Deny Trigger module.
n. On the Deny Trigger Event Task, specify the following fields:
l Reason - The reason for sending a failed AS2 MDN receipt. This reason will appear
in the Job Log and Audit Log.

o. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, drag the Delete task to the Project Outline, and place it below the Deny Trigger
task.
p. On the Delete task, specify the following fields:
l Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to delete. For
example, ${fileList}.

q. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Deny Trigger task:
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Step 2: Create the Before AS2 MDN Send Trigger
a.
b.
c.
d.

Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role.
From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
In the Trigger Manager page, click the Add Trigger link in the page toolbar.
The Select Event Window appears. Select the Before AS2 MDN Send Event Type and
then click the Continue button.
e. Specify a Name for the Trigger on the General tab, and then click the Action tab.
f. On the Action tab, specify the following fields:
l Project - Specify the Scan AS2 Messages Project (created in Step 1) to run. Click
the
button to navigate to the Project.
l User - The Admin User account that is used to execute the Project.
l Password - The Admin User password. If encryption on the password is required,
click the Encrypt button.
l Variables - When the Before AS2 MDN Send event was selected in step d, the
default fileList variable is populated. This variable is passed to the to the Scan AS2
Messages Project.

g. Click the Save button to add the Trigger.

Example 2: Deny a GoDrive Upload
An Admin User wants to prevent Web Users from uploading files to GoDrive that contain viruses
or unauthorized data.
An Admin User creates a Trigger using the Before GoDrive Upload event type. The Trigger will
use the Call Project action to call a local Project that uses an ICAP resource to scan files. If the
files contain a virus or unauthorized data, the Project reports a failure to the Trigger, and the
Trigger will not allow the files to be uploaded. When Web Users attempt to upload multiple files at
once, the Trigger is invoked for each file being uploaded.
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Use the following instructions to prevent Web Users from uploading restricted content to GoDrive:

Step 1: Create the GoDrive Deny Trigger Project
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
In the Projects page, drill-down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu.
Type the Project name and description, and then click Save.
The GoAnywhere Project Designer will open.
From within the Project Designer page, expand the Integration folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the ICAP task to the Project Outline.
g. On the ICAP task, specify the following fields:
l ICAP Server - Select a pre-configured ICAP server from the drop down list.
l Source File - Specify the file variable. This variable contains the name of the file
supplied from the Trigger that you will create in Step 2 Create the Before GoDrive
Upload Trigger.

h. Click the ICAP Task On Error panel and specify the following fields:
l On Error - Specify The call:[module] option, and then replace [module] with the name
of the module that will be called (which will be added in the next step).

i. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, drag the Module task to the Project Outline, and place it below the Main module.
j. On the Module task, specify the Module Name from step h.

k. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, drag the Deny Trigger Event task to the Project Outline, and place it
below the Deny Trigger module.
l. On the Deny Trigger Event Task, specify the following fields:
l Reason - The reason for denying the event. This reason will appear in the Job Log
and Audit Log.
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m. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Deny Trigger task:

Step 2: Create the Before GoDrive Upload Trigger
a.
b.
c.
d.

Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role.
From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
In the Trigger Manager page, click the Add Trigger link in the page toolbar.
The Select Event Window appears. Select the Before GoDrive Upload Event Type and
then click the Continue button.
e. Specify a Name for the Trigger on the General tab, and then click the Action tab.
f. On the Action tab, specify the following fields:
l Project - Specify the GoDrive Deny Trigger Project (created in Step 1) to run. Click
the
button to navigate to the Project.
l User - The Admin User account that is used to execute the Project.
l Password - The Admin User password. If encryption on the password is required,
click the Encrypt button.
l Variables - When the Before GoDrive Upload event was selected in step d, the
default file Variable is populated. This variable is passed to the to the Deny Trigger
Project.
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g. Click the Save button to add the Trigger.

Example 3: Deny a Secure Mail Message Before it is Sent
An Admin User wants to prevent Web Users from sending Secure Mail Messages that contain
viruses or unauthorized data.
An Admin User creates a Trigger using the Before Secure Mail Send event type. The Trigger will
use the Call Project action to call a local Project that uses an ICAP resource to scan the file
attachments. If the file attachment contains a virus or unauthorized data, the Project reports a
failure message to the Trigger, and the Trigger will not allow the Secure Mail Message to be sent.
Use the following instructions to prevent Web Users from sending restricted content through
Secure Mail:

Step 1: Create the Secure Mail Deny Trigger Project
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

From the main menu, select Workflows and then click the Projects link.
In the Projects page, drill-down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
Click the Create a Project link in the sub-menu.
Type the Project name and description, and then click Save.
The GoAnywhere Project Designer will open.
Expand the Loops folder in the Component Library, and then drag the For-Each task to the
Project Outline.
g. On the For-Each Loop, specify the following fields:
l Items Variable - Specify the package:attachmentList variable. This is a file list
variable that contains the Secure Mail Package file attachments and will be supplied
from the Trigger that you will create in Step 2 Create the Before Send Secure Mail
Trigger.
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l

Current Item Variable - Specify a variable name which will be populated with the
item at the current index. The variable can then be used in the tasks inside the loop
or anywhere in the project. The value must be a valid identifier (e.g. myItem).

h. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web folder in the Component Library,
drag the ICAP task to the Project Outline, and then place it inside the For-Each Loop you
created in step g.
i. On the ICAP task, specify the following fields:
l ICAP Server - Select a pre-configured ICAP server from the drop down list.
l Source File - Specify the Current Item Variable created in step g.

j. Click the ICAP Task On Error panel. Specify the following fields:
l On Error - Specify The call:[module] option, and then replace [module] with the
name of the module that will be called (which will be added in the next step).

k. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, drag the Module task to the Project Outline, and place it below the Main module.
l. On the Module task, specify the Module Name from step j.

m. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, drag the Deny Trigger Event task to the Project Outline, and place it
below the Deny Trigger module.
n. On the Deny Trigger Event Task, specify the following fields:
l Reason - The reason for denying the event. This reason will appear in the Job Log,
Trigger Log, Audit Log, and Package Details View.
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o. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Deny Trigger task:

Step 2: Create the Before Send Secure Mail Trigger
a.
b.
c.
d.

Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager role.
From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Triggers link.
In the Trigger Manager page, click the Add Trigger link in the page toolbar.
The Select Event Window appears. Select the Before Secure Mail Send Event Type and
then click the Continue button.
e. Specify a Name for the Trigger on the General tab, and then click the Action tab.
f. On the Action tab, specify the following fields:
l Project - Specify the Deny Trigger Project to run (created in Step 1). Click the
button to navigate to the Project.
l User - The Admin User account that is used to execute the Project.
l Password - The Admin User password. If encryption on the password is required,
click the Encrypt button.
l Variables - When the Before Secure Mail Send event was selected in step d, the
default Package Variable is populated. This variable is passed to the to the Deny
Trigger Project.
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g. Click the Save button to add the Trigger.

When the Triggers are Invoked
The Triggers are invoked before an AS2 MDN receipt is sent, before a file is uploaded to
GoDrive, or before a Secure Mail Message is sent. The Trigger calls the Project and supplies the
Project with a variable containing a list of files that will be sent. When the Project executes, the
Project sends each attachment to the ICAP server. If a file is found to contain viruses,
inappropriate content, or restricted content, the ICAP server returns an HTTP error response to
the Project, and the Project's ICAP task will error. The ICAP task will then call the Project's Deny
Trigger Module which executes the Deny Trigger Event task. The Deny Trigger Event task
reports the reason for the failure to the Trigger, and the Trigger either prohibits GoDrive uploads
and Secure Mail messages, or reports an error on an AS2 MDN receipt.
Trigger Log
The Trigger Log will display the reason for the denial. The following example illustrates a denied
Secure Mail Message:
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Job Log
The reason the transfer is denied is recorded in the Job Log. The following example illustrates a
denied Secure Mail Message:

View Package Details
The View Package Details screen (from the Secure Mail in the Web Client) will display the reason
for the failure to the Web User.
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Deny Trigger Event Field Definitions
Prevents a file from being sent when a Trigger is monitoring for AS2, GoDrive, and Secure Mail
transfers.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Reason
Specify the reason for denying the event.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Agent Information Task
The Get Agent Information task retrieves the status and information (description, location, contact
information, connection status, etc.) of Agents and stores the information in an output variable.

Example: Get Agent Information
Follow the steps below to retrieve information related to an Agent, print that information, and print
a list of any Agent groups that the Agent is associated with.
1. Specify the target Agent and assign a variable:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Get Agent Information task to the Project
Outline.
b. On the Get Agent Information task, specify values for the Get Agent Information Task
attributes:
l Agent - The name of the Agent to retrieve information for.
l Agent Variable - Specify the name of a variable which will contain the Agent
information object. The variable will be of type AgentInfo.
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2. Print the Agent data to the log:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Print task, specify the Text value:
l Text - Any combination of static text and previously defined variables. In this
example, a list of Agent information variables are used.

3. Create the For-Each Loop:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

4. Print the names of Agent groups that the Agent is assigned to:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Print task, specify the Text value:
l Text - Any combination of static text and previously defined variables. In this
example, the Agent group name will be printed.
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5. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for this example Get Agent Information
project:

Get Agent Information Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Agent
The name of the Agent to retrieve information for.
Agent Variable
The name of a variable which will contain the Agent information object. The variable will be of type
AgentInfo.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to be used while executing this loop and the tasks in this loop. Valid
options are - silent, normal, verbose and debug. All tasks within this loop will inherit the specified
log level, which may be overridden on the individual tasks.
All tasks within this Loop will inherit the specified log level from the Loop, unless the log level is
specifically overridden on the individual tasks. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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l
l

l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered in the Loop.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the Loop, as well as the times of any
Loops and Tasks contained in the Loop.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.

Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Get Agent Group Information Task
The Get Agent Group Information task retrieves information (name and description) of a specific
Agent group and all associated Agents and stores it in an output variable.

Example: Get Agent Group Information
Follow the steps below to retrieve information for an Agent Group, print the group's name and
description, and list information for each Agent in the group.
1. Specify the target Agent group and assign a variable:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Get Agent Group Information task to the
Project Outline.
b. On the Get Agent Group Information task, specify values for the Get Agent Group
Information Task attributes:
l Agent Group - The name of the Agent Group to retrieve information for.
l Agent Group Variable - Specify the name of a variable which will contain the
Agent group information object. The variable will be of type AgentGroupInfo.
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2. Print the Agent group data to the log:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Print task, specify the Text value:
l Text - Any combination of static text and previously defined variables. In this
example, Agent group information variables are used.

3. Create the For-Each Loop:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
b. Specify the Items Variable and the Current Item Variable for the For Each Loop.

4. Print the information for each Agent in the group to the log:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Print task, specify the Text value:
l Text - Any combination of static text and previously defined variables. In this
example, a list Agent information variables are used.
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5. Click the Save button.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for this example Get Agent Group
Information project:

Get Agent Group Information Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Agent Group
The name of the Agent group to retrieve information for.
Agent Group Variable
The name of a variable which will contain the Agent group information object. The variable will be
of type AgentGroupInfo.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to be used while executing this loop and the tasks in this loop. Valid
options are - silent, normal, verbose and debug. All tasks within this loop will inherit the specified
log level, which may be overridden on the individual tasks.
All tasks within this Loop will inherit the specified log level from the Loop, unless the log level is
specifically overridden on the individual tasks. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
l
l

l

l

Silent - Only logs any errors that are encountered in the Loop.
Normal - Additionally logs the start and stop times of the Loop, as well as the times of any
Loops and Tasks contained in the Loop.
Verbose - Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files that were
processed.
Debug - Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message responses
from servers.

Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Print Task
The Print task writes information to the job log or to an output file if one is specified. The Text
attribute can contain any static text and variables that should be printed. If an Output File attribute
is specified it will write the text to that file. If an Output File is not specified then the text will be
printed to the job log with a log level of INFO.

Example 1: Print the Value of Variables
Follow the steps below to print out the contents of a variable that has been previously defined:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Print task, specify the Text value:
l Text - Any combination of static text and previously defined variables.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Print task:

Example 2: Printing the Values of a RowSet Variable Using a Loop
It is sometimes useful to troubleshoot Projects by using the Print task to print the values from a
RowSet variable to the Job Log. This is accomplished by adding a Print task within a For-Each
Loop. Follow the steps below to print out the contents of a RowSet variable generated from a
Read CSV task:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify values for the Read CSV Task attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file from which to read the data.
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input file.
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3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component Library,
and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
4. On the For-Each Loop task, specify the values for the following attributes:
l Items Variable - Specify the RowSet variable that contains the items to iterate over.
l Current Items Variable - Specify a variable name which will be populated with the
value of the row at the current index.

5. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
6. On the Print task, specify the Text value.
l Text - Using the Current Items Variable, enter the values for the RowSet columns
using the Column Index Numbers.

7. Click the Save button, and then click the Execute Project button. The Project will iterate
through each Row in the RowSet and print the values from each column to the Job Log.
8. Once the Project has executed, click the View Job Log button.
The Job Log will display the results of the Print task for each row in the RowSet variable
(which is highlighted in the page shot below).
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Print task using a Loop:

Example 3: Printing a File List to a File
Follow the steps below to crate a File List, and then print the File List to a file.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Create File List task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Create File List task, specify values for the Create File List attributes:
l File List Variable - The name of a variable that will contain the list of files being
created. This will be a variable type of File List.
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3. Click the Add File Set link in the File Sets field.
4. Within the File Sets pane, specify the directory containing the files.

5. Click the Add Filter button in the sub-menu and choose filter option from the sub-menu. In
this example, a Wildcard filter is selected.
6. In the Filters pane, specify if files will be included or excluded, the pattern of the files to
include, and the case sensitivity.
Specify a ? to match a single character. Specify an * to match zero or more characters. For
example, specify the pattern of *.xml to include all files that end with “xml”. As another
example, specify the pattern of *.* to include all files that in the directory.
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7. Additional filters can be added clicking the Add Filter button again.
8. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the For-Each Loop task to the Project Outline.
9. On the For-Each Loop task, specify the values for the following attributes:
l Items Variable - Specify the File Set variable that contains the items to iterate over.
l Current Items Variable - Specify a variable name which will be populated with the
value of the row at the current index.

10. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
11. On the Print task, specify the Text value.
l Text - Enter the Current Items Variable created in step 7. Optionally, use the
Expression Wizard to add the System Variable '${system.carriageReturn}' after the
file variable. The Carriage Return variable will add a line break at the end of each file
name printed in the file.

12. On the Advanced panel of the Print task, specify the following attributes:
l Output File - The path and file name of the output file that the message will be
printed to.
l Append - Specify whether or not to append data to the end of the specified file.
Choose True.
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13. Click the Save button, and then click the Execute Project button. The Project will iterate
through each file in the File Set and output the file names (including the file path) to the file
specified.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Print task using a File List and
output to a file:

Field Definitions
Print Task
The Print task writes information to the job log or to an output file if one is specified.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Text
Specify the text to be printed.
Advanced Panel
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the output file that the message will be printed to. If no file
is specified, the message will be printed to the job log as an 'INFO' type message.
Append
Specify whether or not to append data to the end of the specified file. If false, the output file
will be overwritten. If an output file is not specified, this value will be ignored. Default Value:
true
Encoding
Specify the character encoding of the output file. Default Value: The platform's default file
encoding.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Secure Form Response Task
The Secure Form Response task is used to provide custom success or error messages when a
user submits a Secure Form. The default response for a submitted Secure Form is "Form
submitted successfully." When an error occurs while submitting a Secure Form, the user will
receive an error response. If a custom error message is not set, the default error response is
"Internal server error. Please contact the server administrator."
Additionally, the Secure Form Response task can be used to redirect the user to another
specified Secure Form or to a specified URL.
Default Form Response Example
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Custom Form Success Response Example

Custom Form Error Response Example

Secure Form Redirect Example

Example 1: Secure Form Success Response
In this example, the input data from a Secure Form is being inserted into a database using a SQL
task. After the data is added to the database a success message is returned to the Secure Form.
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Follow the steps below to add a custom Secure Form success response to a Secure Form:
1. Edit the Project that is defined on the Secure Form's Configuration page.
2. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Secure Form Response task to the Project
Outline.
3. On the Secure Form Response task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Status - The status for responding to a submitted Secure Form.
l Message - The message for responding to a submitted Secure Form.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Secure Form Response task:

Example 2: Secure Form Error Response
In this example, the GoAnywhere administrator only wants to insert the input data into the
database if the company name provided by the user already exists. If the company name does
not exist, a Secure Form error response will be returned to the Secure Form. The user will have
the opportunity to modify the form and submit the form again.
Follow the steps below to add a custom Secure Form Error Response to a Secure Form:
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1. Edit the Project that is defined on the Secure Form's Configuration page.
2. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Secure Form Response task to the Project Outline.
3. On the Secure Form Response task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Label - Specify a label for this task.
l Status - The status for responding to a submitted Secure Form.
l Message - The message for responding to a submitted Secure Form.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Secure Form Response task:

Field Definitions
Secure Form Response
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The Secure Form Response task is used to provide custom success or failure messages
when a user submits a Secure Form. Additionally, the Secure Form Response task can be
used to redirect the user to another specified Secure Form or to a specified URL.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Status
The status for responding to a submitted Secure Form. Default Value: Successful
Message
The message for responding to a submitted Secure Form.
Redirect Panel
Redirect
Specify the redirect action that will occur when the Project completes. Valid options are:
l

l
l

l

Default - This option will perform the default redirect behavior, which is inherited
from the Secure Form.
None - This option will ensure that no redirect happens.
Secure Form - This option will redirect users to the Secure Form specified in the
Secure Form field.
URL - This option will redirect users to the URL specified in the URL field.

Secure Form
Specify a Secure Form from the available Secure Forms in the drop-down list. The user will
be redirected to this Secure Form if the Redirect field is set to Secure Form.
URL
Specify a valid URL to redirect the user to when the Project completes. The user will be
redirected to this URL if the Redirect field is set to URL.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
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name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Set Variable Task
The Set Variable task can set a variable's value to static text, user-defined variables, data from a
RowSet, the contents of a file, or a value from JSON or XML data. When setting the value of a
variable, either the Value or Input File attribute must be specified.
When using a RowSet variable, the Set Variable task must be inside a For Each Loop. For
example, specifying a value of ${data[1]} inside a loop will set your Variable Name to the value of
the current row's first column.

Example 1: Set the Value of a Variable
Follow the steps below to create a variable that contains static text:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Set Variable task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Set Variable task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Variable Name - A name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or AZ), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).
l Value - The new value for this variable.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Set Variable task:
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Example 2: Loading a Variable from a File
A variable can be loaded from a file on the local file system or network share. The Input File
attribute (on the Advanced panel) should contain the path and file name. The contents of the file
will be placed into the variable as 'string' data.
NOTE:

The entire contents of the file is stored in memory. HelpSystems recommends to only load
small files. If a large file is needed to load a variable, you should first determine whether
GoAnywhere is allocated enough memory to support it.
Follow the steps below to create a variable by reading data from a file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Set Variable task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Set Variable task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Variable Name - A name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or
A-Z), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).

3. Select the Advanced panel, and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - Specify the path and file name of a file.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Set Variable task:
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Example 3: Parsing a Value from an XML or JSON file
A variable can be parsed from XML or JSON data that is stored in a file or another variable. If the
data is stored in a variable, the variable can be entered into the Value field. If the data is stored in
a file, the path to the file must be specified in the Input File field.
In this example, the value will be parsed from an XML file. The Input File field (on the Advanced
panel) will contain the path and file name. An XML or JSON parser can then be specified with the
XML or JSON path to the value that will be assigned to the variable as 'string' data.
NOTE:

The entire contents of the file is stored in memory. HelpSystems recommends to only load
small files. If a large file is needed to load a variable, you should first determine whether
GoAnywhere is allocated enough memory to support it.
Follow the steps below to create a variable by parsing data from an XML or JSON file:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Set Variable task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Set Variable task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Variable Name - A name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or AZ), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores(_) and periods(.).

3. Select the Advanced panel, and then specify values for the following attributes:
l Input File - Specify the path and file name of a file.
l Value Parser - Choose the type of file that will be parsed, XML or JSON.
l Parse Path - The path to the element, attribute, or value that will be assigned to the
variable. The XML or JSON path should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/Element3". To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute
should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
l Base64 Decode - Specify if the value should be decoded from Base64 encoded text.
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4. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Set Variable task:

Field Definitions
Set Variable Task
The Set Variable task can set a variable's value to static text, user-defined variables, data
from a RowSet, or the contents of a file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Variable Name
Specify a name for this variable. The name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may
only contain letters, digits (0-9), underscrores(_) and periods(.).
Value
Specify the new value for this variable. It can contain a combination of static text, string
variables, and RowSet variables. When using a RowSet variable you must specify the
column number or name. If your RowSet variable contains more than one row all other
rows except for the first one will be ignored. For example: static text ${variableName}
${rowSetName[columnNumber]} ${rowSetName[columnName]}.
Advanced Panel
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a file. The contents of the file will be placed into the
variable. Since the entire contents of the file is stored in memory it is recommended to only
use small file sizes. If a large file is required you should determine whether GoAnywhere
has enough memory to support it.
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Encoding
Specify the file encoding. This is required if the files are using a different encoding than the
platform's default. Default Value: The platform's default encoding
Value Parser
If the value is XML or JSON format, you can parse the value and assign XML elements or
JSON strings to the variable. Select the Add Parser drop-down and choose the format type.
The Parse Path and Base64 Decode fields appear.
Parse Path
Specify the XML or JSON path from where the variable should draw its value from.
Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Timestamp Task
Variables can be initialized to the current date, time or timestamp within a Project. These
variables can then be used in fields within tasks in Projects. Listed below are some examples on
where these date/time/timestamp variables could be utilized within a Project:
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l

l

l

To suffix the names of any files sent to a FTP server with a timestamp, so each file name is
unique on the server.
To prefix the names of any daily files retrieved from a SFTP server with the current date, so
existing files will not be overwritten on your system.
When inserting records into a database, to populate one of the columns (fields) with the
current time.

TIP:

The CurrentDate and CurrentTime functions are simplified alternatives to the Timestamp
task. For more information, see the Dates, Times, and Timestamps topic.
The Timestamp task must be executed to initialize the system.currentDate, system.currentTime,
and system.currentTimestamp variables.
NOTE:

The date/time/timestamp variables are only as current as the last time the Timestamp task
was executed.

Example 1: Prefix a Date to a File Retrieved from a FTP Server
The following steps illustrate how to include the Timestamp task in a Project, and then use the
date variable to prefix files retrieved from a FTP server:
1. Create a new Project or edit an existing Project.
2. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Timestamp task to the Project Outline.
3. The Timestamp task opens. You can optionally specify a Label, which would be shown in
the Project outline.

4. By default, the Timestamp task will initialize the system variables of system.currentDate,
system.currentTime and system.currentTimestamp, which will all be in
ISO format. However, instead of using the system variables in ISO format, you can create
your own variable(s) with a custom format by following the instructions below.
a. Click the Add button within the Timestamp task.
b. Choose the Format option from the sub-menu.
c. Specify the name of the variable to store the date, time or timestamp.
d. Specify the pattern. The pattern rules are documented in the appendix.
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5. Click the Save button to save the Timestamp task.
6. The Timestamp task must be placed above any tasks that need to use the
date/time/timestamp variables. If needed, you can move the Timestamp task up in the
Project outline by dragging it to the desired location.
7. After adding the Timestamp task, the date/time/timestamp variable(s) can be utilized in the
remaining tasks (in this example FTP Get), within the Project. If you performed step 4
above (to create your own custom formatted variable), then you can use that variable in a
task. Otherwise, you will need to use one of the system variables (which are in ISO format).
In the example below, the system variable of system.currentDate is used to prefix the file
name with the current date.

TIP:

Be sure to format the variable using the syntax of ${variablename}.
8. For this FTP example, the Project outline will appear similar to the image below. Notice that
the Timestamp task, which was labeled as “Current Date and Time”, is above the FTP task.
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Example 2: Adding or Subtracting units from a Date, Time or
Timestamp
When defining your own variable to contain a date, time or timestamp (as described in step 4
above), you can optionally add or subtract units from that variable. For instance, you could create
a date variable that is one year older than today's date. Or you could create a time variable that is
2 hours newer than the current time.
To add or subtract units from a date, time or timestamp variable, click the Date Manipulation
panel while defining the Format in a Timestamp task. If you want to add units, enter the value as
+X, where X is the number of units to add. If you want to subtract units, enter the value as -X,
where X is the number of units to subtract. Listed below is an example of subtracting 1 year from
the current date.

Field Definitions
Timestamp Task
The Timestamp task initializes date and time variables to the current time.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Format
The Format element allows you to specify the output variable name and pattern in which
the timestamp will be formatted.
Output Variable
Specify the name of a variable which will contain the custom date/time. This variable will
contain character date and may be used in most fields (other than fields expecting a File
List or RowSet). For example, a common use for this variable would be part of an output file
name (OutputFile_${timestampVar}.txt). The variable will be created if it does not exist.
This timestamp value will not be available in the system variables system.currentDate,
system.currentTime and system.currentTimestamp.
Pattern
Specify the pattern in which this timestamp should be formatted.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the date/time data is to be formatted. The locale must be of the
form [language]_[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and
country is the two character ISO country code. The country part may be omitted if the data
was formatted to just the specified language. Example locales are - en_US (English/United
States), de (German). The default is 'en_US'.
Date Manipulation Panel
Day of Month
Specify the value to which the day of month field of this timestamp is to be set, rolled
forward or rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The number may be
prefixed with a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the day of month should be rolled forward or
backward by the specified amount. When nothing precedes the number, the day of month
component of this timestamp is set (or made equal) to the specified number. For example,
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a value of 3 sets the date to 3, +3 adds 3 to the current date and -3 subtracts 3 from the
current date. A special value of "L" can be used to set the date to the last day of the month.
Month
Specify the value to which the month (month of year) field of this timestamp is to be set,
rolled forward or rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The number may
be prefixed with a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the month should be rolled forward or
backward by the specified amount. When nothing precedes the number, the month field of
this timestamp is set (or made equal) to the specified number. For example, a value of 3
sets the month to 3 (march), +3 adds 3 to the current month and -3 subtracts 3 from the
current month.
Year
Specify the value to which the year field of this timestamp is to be set, rolled forward or
rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The number may be prefixed with
a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the year should be rolled forward or backward by the
specified amount. When nothing precedes the number, the year field of this timestamp is
set (or made equal) to the specified number. For example, a value of 2007 sets the year to
2007, +3 adds 3 to the current year and -3 subtracts 3 from the current year.
Hour
Specify the value to which the hour (hour of day) field of this timestamp is to be set, rolled
forward or rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The number may be
prefixed with a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the hour field should be rolled forward or
backward by the specified amount. When nothing precedes the number, the hour field of
this timestamp is set (or made equal) to the specified number. For example, a value of 15
sets the hour to 3pm, +3 adds 3 to the current hour of day and -3 subtracts 3 from the
current hour of day.
Minute
Specify the value to which the minute (minute of hour) field of this timestamp is to be set,
rolled forward or rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The number may
be prefixed with a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the minute field should be rolled forward or
backward by the specified amount. When nothing precedes the number, the minute field of
this timestamp is set (or made equal) to the specified number. For example, a value 0 sets
the minute to 0, +3 adds 3 to the current minute of hour and -3 subtracts 3 from the current
minute of hour.
Second
Specify the value to which the seconds (second of the minute) fields of this timestamp is to
be set, rolled forward or rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The
number may be prefixed with a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the seconds field should be
rolled forward or backward by the specified amount. When nothing precedes the number,
the seconds field of this timestamp is set (or made equal) to the specified number. For
example, a value of 20 sets the seconds to 20, +10 adds 10 to the current seconds and -10
subtracts 10 from the current seconds.
Millisecond
Specify the value to which the milliseconds field of this timestamp is to be set, rolled
forward or rolled backward. A valid value must be a whole number. The number may be
prefixed with a "+" or '-' sign to indicate that the milliseconds field should be rolled forward
or backward by the specified amount. When nothing precedes the number, the
milliseconds component of this timestamp is set (or made equal) to the specified number.
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For example, a value of 0 sets the milli seconds to 0 (makes it a whole second), +500 adds
500 milliseconds to the current milliseconds -500 subtracts from the current milliseconds.
Day of Week
Specify the value to which the day of week field of this timestamp is to be set. A valid value
must be in the rage of 1 through 7 where 1 means Sunday, 2 means Monday and 7 means
Saturday. For example, a value of 3 sets day of week to Tuesday. This value in combination
with dayOfWeekInMonth can be used to uniquely identify a day in a month (e.g. 3rd Friday
of the month).
Week In Month
Specify the value to which the day of week in month field of this timestamp is to be set. A
valid value must be in the range of -5 through 5. A value of 1 in this field together with a
value of 3 in Day of Week field will evaluate to the 1st Tuesday of the month. Negative
values in this field will count backwards from the end of the month. For example, A value of
-1 in this field together with a value of 1 in the Day of Week field will evaluate to the last
Sunday of the month. When a value of 0 is specified for this attribute, the week in month will
be set to the last week of the previous month.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Outdated Tasks
If improvements are made to a Task which may change its existing behavior, then a new version
number of that Task will be created. Each version of a Task is numbered using a format of x.y,
where x is the major version number and y is the minor version number of the Task. For instance,
the version number 1.0 represents the first version of a Task. Version 2.0 represents the next
major version of a Task and so on.
Even though a new version of a Task may be made available by HelpSystems in a product
upgrade, existing Projects will continue to use the version of the Task(s) when those Projects
were created. Those Projects will not automatically use the latest versions. This preserves the
behavior of existing Projects, which allows you to upgrade GoAnywhere without having to retest
all of your Projects.
For example, to support Excel 2007 documents (.xlsx), changes were required to how the Read
Excel and Write Excel Tasks functioned. So a new version 2.0 of the Excel Tasks were created,
but any existing Projects will still use the 1.0 version of those Excel Tasks to preserve their
behavior.
When adding a new Task to a Project, the Task will default to use its latest version. If the
execution of a Task is not producing the desired outputs, you can choose an earlier version of a
Task (if available) by using one of the following methods:

Create New Task using Prior Version
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the Miscellaneous > Outdated Tasks
folder in the Component Library, and then drag the outdated task to the Project Outline.
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Convert existing Tasks to Newer or Prior versions
NOTE:

This method is for advanced users. It is recommended to make a copy of your Project before
changing the Version number for any Tasks in the Project.
1. Open the Project in which to change the Task version Number.
2. From the page toolbar, click Show XML.
3. In the Project XML page, locate the version number for a Task and change it to the desired
version. In the example below, the yellow highlight indicates where the Read Excel Task
could be updated to 2.0 or where the Read Excel Task could be downgraded to 1.0.
4. When complete, click the Validate and Save button. The changes will be visible in the
Project Designer.

MQ Tasks
Message Queue tasks allow GoAnywhere to integrate with messaging servers to send and
retrieve messages from queues and topics. Messages received by GoAnywhere can be used by
subsequent tasks to provide information or set variable values that can initiate additional
processes. Messages sent by GoAnywhere can facilitate information or processes in other
applications.
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Open MQ Session Task
The Open MQ Session task creates a connection to a Message Queue (MQ) server and stores a
reference to this connection using the Session ID output variable. This variable can then be used
in subsequent MQ related tasks for sending and retrieving messages. It is recommended to place
a Close MQ Session Task in the Project when a connection is no longer needed.
By default, transactional processing of messages is not enabled. This means that the MQ server
will commit the changes as soon as a message is sent or retrieved. If sending or receiving more
than one message on a given session, the Session Type can be set to transacted. In transacted
mode, the MQ server will only commit the changes if the Commit attribute is set to true on the
Close Session or Commit/Rollback Session tasks. For example, if the MQ Send Message Task
was in a loop and an error occurred trying to send the second message, the first message would
be ignored by the MQ server.

Example: Open MQ Session
Follow the steps below to add an Open MQ Session Task to a Project for establishing a
connection with an MQ server:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the MQ folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Open MQ Session task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Open MQ Session task, specify values for the following attributes:
l MQ Server - Select an MQ server resource from the drop-down list or click the
Create button to create an MQ server resource.
l Session ID - This is the variable used by other MQ related tasks to refer to the open
MQ session.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the MQ Open Session task example:
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Open MQ Session Task Field Definitions
The Open MQ Session task creates a connection to a Message Queue Server.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
MQ Server
Select a pre-configured MQ server from the drop down list.
Session ID
Specify an ID for this MQ Session. A variable with the specified session ID will be created. The
session ID can be referenced in the subsequent MQ related tasks such as MQ Send Message or
MQ Close Session.
Session Type
Specify the type of session to create. Default Value: normal
MQ Server Panel
Refer to the MQ Resource page for the MQ Server field definitions.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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MQ Retrieve Message Task
The MQ Retrieve Message task retrieves all available messages from a queue or topic.
Messages are retrieved through an existing MQ connection, which was created by the Open MQ
Session Task.
The MQ Retrieve Message task can be placed in a Loop to re-check for new messages over the
same open session. If you only want to retrieve messages meeting specific criteria based on their
headers and property settings, use the Message Filter field on the Advanced panel.
The number of messages to retrieve can be limited by specifying a Retrieve Limit value on the
Advanced panel.
The details (for example, the message properties, ID, priority, etc.) for each retrieved message
can be stored in the Processed Messages output variable, on the Output Variables panel. This
variable also stores the file path locations of where the message bodies were saved. The
Processed Messages variable can then be used in a For Each loop to process each message
individually. Refer to the MQ Message List for more information.
The Output Files variable, on the Output Variables panel, relates to the message body content.
Use the Output Files variable to pass the file path locations of where the message bodies were
saved to a task that will transfer them to a different location. (for example, a Copy, Move or FTP
Put Task).

Example: MQ Retrieve Message
Follow the steps below to retrieve messages on the MQ server and save them locally:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the MQ folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the MQ Receive Message task to the Project Outline.
2. On the MQ Receive Message task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Session ID - The Session ID variable created in the Open MQ Session Task
containing the MQ session connection information.
l Source Name - The queue or topic name on the MQ server from which the
messages will be retrieved.
l Source Type - In this example the message is being retrieved from a queue on the
MQ server.
l Output Directory - The file path where the messages will be saved. Type the file path
or click the
icon to browse for a file path location.
l

Output File Name - It is recommended to use the Current Message Variable's ID in
the file name (for example, ${MQMessage:id}.dat) to ensure that all retrieved
messages are stored with unique file names.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the MQ Retrieve Message task
example:

MQ Retrieve Message Task Field Definitions
The MQ Retrieve Message task retrieves all available messages from a queue or topic.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Session
Specify the reference to a valid MQ Session that was created using the Open MQ Session task
(e.g. ${MQSession}).
Source Name
Specify the name of queue or topic from which message(s) should be retrieved.
Source Type
Select the type of source. Default Value: queue
Topic Subscription
Specify the subscription ID for the topic. This is typically provided by your MQ server
administrator. This is required if the specified Source Type is topic.
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Current Message Variable
Specify the name of a variable to which the current message should be assigned. This can be
used for example, to save the payload to a file using the message ID as the file name.
Output Directory
Specify the directory to which the retrieved messages, if any, should be saved.
Output Files Name
Specify the name of the file to which the retrieved messages, if any, should be saved. You can
use the Current Message Variable to name the file using one or more attributes of the retrieved
message.
When File Exists
Select the action to take when the specified output file already exists. Default Value: rename
Advanced Panel
Message Filter
Specify the filter criteria to use when retrieving messages. If a filter is specified, only messages
that match the filter criteria are retrieved. Refer to the Help for more information on how to specify
the filter criteria.
Timeout (Seconds)
Specify the number of seconds to wait for the availability of the message. Default Value: -1 (no
wait time)
Retrieve Limit
Specify the maximum number of messages to be retrieved. A value of zero indicates that all
available messages will be retrieved. Default Value: 0
Output File Encoding
Specify the encoding or character set to use when saving the message to the output file. This
option is used if and only if the type of message is determined to be text. Default Value: The
platform's default file encoding.
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the file(s) that were saved to the
output directory. The variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that
accept a File List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Messages Variable
Specify the name of a variable to which all the retrieved messages should be assigned.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

MQ Send Message Task
The Message Queue (MQ) Send Message task sends a message to a queue or topic. Messages
are sent over an existing connection, which was created by the Open MQ Session Task.
Additional properties can be added to the message by adding one or more Property Elements to
the task.
This task can be called repeatedly within a Project to send multiple messages over the same
session.

Example 1: MQ Send Message
Follow the steps below to send a message to a queue on the MQ server and add a Property to
aid in sorting the queue list:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the MQ folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the MQ Send Message task to the Project Outline.
2. On the MQ Send Message task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Session ID - The Session ID variable created in the Open MQ Session Task
containing the MQ session connection information.
l Destination Name - The queue or topic name on the MQ server that will hold the
message.
l Destination Type - In this example, the message is being sent to a queue on the MQ
server.
l Message Text - The content of the message sent to the recipient. Variables can be
used to place values in the message text.
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3. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Add Property menu item.
4. On the Message Properties element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Name - The name of the Message Property.
l Value - The distinct characteristic that will help group and sort the message.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the MQ Send Message task example:

Field Definitions
MQ Send Message
The Message Queue (MQ) Send Message task sends a message to a queue or topic.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid MQ Session that was created using the Open MQ Session
task (e.g. ${MQSession}).
Destination Name
Specify the name of queue or topic to which the message should be sent.
Destination Type
Select the type of destination. Default Value: queue
Message File
Specify the file whose contents should be sent as the message's payload. It is not allowed
to specify both Message File and Message Text.
Message Type
Select the type of message. If the file is a text file, choose text, otherwise, choose bytes.
Default Value: bytes
Message File Encoding
Specify the encoding or character set of the message file. This option is used only if the
message type is set to text. Default Value: The platform's default file encoding.
Message Text
Specify the text to be sent as the message's payload. It is not allowed to specify both
Message File and Message Text. Furthermore, when Message Text is specified, the
message type is always assumed to be text.
Advanced Panel
Delivery Mode
Select the mode in which the message should be delivered. Default Value: persistent
Priority
Specify the priority for the message. Valid values are 0 through 9, with 0 being the lowest
priority, and 9 being the highest. Default Value: 4
TTL (Time to Live)
Specify how long the message should be kept at the destination before it is marked as
expired. A value of zero means that the message lives forever (or until the message is
consumed by a consumer). Default Value: 0
TTL Unit
Select the time unit for the TTL. Default Value: days
Correlation ID
Specify the ID of the message to which the message being sent is related, if any.
Reply To
Specify the name of the queue or topic to be set in the Reply-To header field. If sending a
message to a queue, the value specified here is also assumed to be a queue. If sending
the message to a topic, the value specified here is also assumed to be a topic.
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Output Variables Panel
Sent Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain an MQMessage variable. It will
be created if it does not exist, or overwritten otherwise.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled.Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Property
The Property Element of the MQ Send Message task provides additional header
information, like a tag, that can be used by the Message Queue (MQ) server or the recipient
to sort messages as they arrive. The Property Element can contain user supplied text or
use variables to provide the information required for the message header.
Add a Property Element to an MQ Send Message Task by clicking the Add
sub-menu and selecting the Add Property option.
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Name
Specify or select the name of the property. The name of the property to specify need not
exist in the dropdown.
Type
The data type indicates the type of data specified in the Value field. The default value is
string.
Valid data Types:

int

A numerical value in the range of - 2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.

long

A numerical value in the range of - 9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to
9,223,372,036,854,775,807.

boolean

A value of true or false.

string

A value or variable containing characters and integers.

short

A numerical value in the range of -32,768 to 32,767.

byte

A small numerical value in the range of -128 to 127.

float

A floating point number.

double

A double precision floating point number.

Value
Specify the value for the property.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

MQ Commit/Rollback Task
If the Session Type in the Open MQ Session task is set to Transacted when a session is opened,
none of the messages in the queue are transacted until the session is closed. The
MQ Commit/Rollback task provides the ability to commit a message or roll it back, in the case of
an error, before the session is closed.
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The MQ Commit/Rollback task is useful if processing messages in a Loop. It can manually
process messages at a set point in the Loop or if in the event of an error, it can rollback all
messages received since the last successful commit.
NOTE:

Using the MQ Commit/Rollback task will produce an error if the Session Type in the Open MQ
Session task is set to Normal. The normal session type auto-commits each message as it is
processed.

Example: MQ Commit/Rollback
Follow the steps below to add a MQ Commit/Rollback task to a Project for manually committing
messages:
1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the MQ folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the MQ Commit/Rollback task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Commit/Rollback MQ task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Session ID - The variable used by other MQ related tasks to refer to the open MQ
session.
l Commit Session - Indicates whether sent or received messages are committed on
the MQ Server.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the MQ Commit/Rollback task
example:

MQ Commit/Rollback Task Field Definitions
The MQ Commit/Rollback Session task provides the ability to commit a message or roll it back, in
the case of an error, before the session is closed.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid MQ Session that was created using the Open MQ Session task
(e.g. ${MQSession}).
Commit Session
Specify whether or not to commit the changes that were made in this session. A value of true will
commit the changes. A value of false will rollback the changes. Attempting to use this task in a
normal session (non-transacted session) will result in an error. Default Value: true
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Close MQ Session Task
The Close MQ Session task closes an MQ session that was opened using the Open MQ Session
task.

Example: Close MQ Session
Follow the steps below to close an MQ Session:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, navigate to the MQ folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Close MQ Session task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Close MQ Session task, specify the Session ID value:
l Session ID - The open Session ID that will be closed.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Close MQ Session task example:

Close MQ Session Task Field Definitions
The Close MQ Session task closes an MQ session that was opened using the Open MQ Session
task.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Session ID
Specify the reference to a valid MQ Session that was created using the Open MQ Session task
(e.g. ${MQSession}).
Commit Session
Specify whether or not to commit the changes that were made in this session. A value of true will
commit the changes. A value of false will rollback the changes. This option is ignored if the
session is a normal (non-transacted) session. Default Value: true
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

PGP Tasks
PGP tasks transform the file contents (referred to as plaintext) using an algorithm (called a
cipher) to make it unreadable to anyone except those possessing special knowledge, referred to
as a key. The reverse process is called decryption, which transforms the cipher text back into a
readable form.
GoAnywhere provides OpenPGP compliant file encryption and decryption tasks for use within
Projects.

PGP Decrypt Task
The PGP Decrypt task decrypts one or more files, using a private PGP key, reverting the files
back into plain text form. The digital signature of an encrypted file will be verified automatically
when the file is decrypted.
NOTE:

PGP keys can be managed using the built-in Key Management System (KMS) or using File
Based Keys along with PGP Key Ring resources. File based key settings may not be
available based on Domain level restrictions.
For more information on PGP file decryption, the Quick Start for PGP Decryption (KMS) and
Quick Start for PGP Decryption (File Based Keys) topics contain the process for creating PGP
keys and using them to decrypt files.
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Example: PGP Decrypt Files
Follow the steps below to decrypt files:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the PGP folder in the Component Library,
and then drag the PGP Decrypt task to the Project Outline.
2. On the PGP Decrypt task, select the Key Location - Key Vault or File, and then specify the
following values:
l

l

l
l

l

Select the Key Vault or Key Ring (PGP Key Ring Resource) that contains the PGP
keys.
For the Password attribute, specify the password of your private (or secret) key.
l Key Vault Keys - This is the password protecting the secret (private) key
portion of the key pair. This field is not required if the password is already
stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
l File Based Keys - This is the password you used when you first created your
key pair.
For the Input File attribute, specify the name of the file to decrypt.
Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
decrypted.
For the Output File attribute, specify the directory and file name for the decrypted file.

3. Click the Save button to save the task.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the PGP Decrypt task:

PGP Decrypt Task Field Definitions
The PGP Decrypt task can decrypt one or more files, reverting them back into plain text form.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys.
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the private keys. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used
unless a different Key Vault is selected.
PGP Key Ring
Select a pre-configured PGP Key Ring from the drop-down list.
Password
Specify the password for this secret key (also knows as private or decryption key).
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the above password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to be decrypted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to decrypt. For example,
${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the decrypted output file. This is only valid if you are decrypting
a single file.
Output Directory
Specify the directory where the decrypted files should be saved.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value:
rename
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Advanced Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the decrypted file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Require Signature
Specify if a signature is required on the encrypted file. If signed, the signer's public key is still
required. Default Value: false
Signature Key ID
Specify an optional key ID to ensure digitally signed files were signed with a specific key. When
blank, any key in the PGP Key Ring will be used to verify the signature.
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file(s). The variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the encrypted input file(s). The
variable will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input
variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
PGP Key Ring
Public Key Ring
Specify the public Key Ring that contains the senders' public keys. This is required only if you
want to verify the digital signature on the file(s) while decrypting. This is only necessary if no PGP
Key Ring resource was specified or if it is desired to override the public Key Ring specified in the
PGP Key Ring resource.
Secret Key Ring
Specify the secret Key Ring that contains the your secret key (also knows as private or decryption
key). This is only necessary if no PGP Key Ring resource was specified or if it is desired to
override the secret Key Ring specified in the PGP Key Ring resource.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

PGP Encrypt Task
The PGP Encrypt Task can encrypt one or more files, using a public key stored in a PGP Key
Ring, rendering the files unreadable until an authorized user decrypts them with the correct
secret key. The files can also be digitally signed by adding a secret key to the file.
NOTE:

PGP keys can be managed using the built-in Key Management System (KMS) or using File
Based Keys along with PGP Key Ring resources. File based key settings may not be
available based on Domain level restrictions.
For more information on PGP file Encryption, the Quick Start for PGP Encryption (KMS) and
Quick Start for PGP Encryption (File Based Keys) topics contain the process for creating PGP
keys and using them to encrypt files.

Example: PGP Encrypt Files
Follow the steps below to encrypt a files:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the PGP folder in the Component Library,
and then drag the PGP Encrypt task to the Project Outline.
2. On the PGP Encrypt task, select the Key Location - Key Vault or File, and then specify the
following values:
l Select the Key Vault or Key Ring (PGP Key Ring Resource) that contains the PGP
keys.
l For the Input File attribute, specify the name of the file to encrypt.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
encrypted.
l For the Output File attribute, specify the directory and file name for the encrypted
file.
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3. To add a Public Key, click the Arrow icon and select a key.
4. Click the Add Public Key link and repeat step 3 if you need to encrypt the file using multiple
public keys.
To additionally sign the file (this is only needed if your trading partner requires digital signatures):
5. Expand the Secret Key panel (with Key Vault selected as the Key Location) and choose
Add a Secret Key.
6. Specify the Key Name of the key to use for signing the file(s).
7. Specify a password for your private key. This is required if the password is not stored in the
Key Vault.

8. Click the Save button to save the task.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the PGP Encrypt task using a digital
signature:

PGP Encrypt Task Field Definitions
The PGP Encrypt Task can encrypt one or more files, rendering them unreadable until an
authorized user decrypts them with the correct key.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys.
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the private keys. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used
unless a different Key Vault is selected.
PGP Key Ring
Select a pre-configured PGP Key Ring from the drop-down list.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to be encrypted.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to encrypt. For example,
${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the encrypted output file. This is only valid if you are encrypting
a single file.
Output Directory
Specify the directory where the encrypted files should be saved.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value:
rename
Public Keys (Key Vault)
NOTE:

If there is only one PGP key in the Key Vault, the Encrypt task will attempt to use that key.
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Key Name
Specify the name of the key to use for encrypting the file(s).
Public Keys (File Based)
NOTE:

If there is only one PGP key in the Key Ring, the Encrypt task will attempt use that key.
Email Address
Specify the user's email address on the key. The email address is used to identify which key in the
key ring to use. Either Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct
key.
Key ID
Specify the ID of the key. The Key ID is used to identify which key in the key ring to use. Either
Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct key.
Name
Specify the user name on the key. The user name is used to identify which key in the key ring to
use. Either Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct key.
Secret Key Panel (Key Vault)
NOTE:

If there is only one PGP key in the Key Vault, the Encrypt task will attempt to use that key.
Key Name
Specify the Key Name of the key to use for signing the file(s).
Key Password
Specify the password for this secret key. The password is required if the password is not stored in
the Key vault. If the secret key does not have a password, select the special 'system.emptystring'
variable from the variable dropdown.
Is Password Encrypted
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Secret Key Panel (File Based)
NOTE:

If there is only one PGP key in the Key Ring, the Encrypt task will attempt to use that key.
Email Address
Specify the user's email address on the key. The email address is used to identify which key in the
key ring to use. Either Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct
key.
Key ID
Specify the ID of the key. The Key ID is used to identify which key in the Key Ring to use. Either
Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct key.
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Name
Specify the user name on the key. The user name is used to identify which key in the Key Ring to
use. Either Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct key.
Password
Specify the password for this secret key. The password is required in order to access this secret
key. If the secret key does not have a password, select the special 'system.emptystring' variable
from the variable dropdown.
Is Password Encrypted
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Advanced Panel
Armor Output Files
Specify whether or not to armor the file(s) when encrypting. Armoring converts the encrypted files
into ASCII format using Base64 encoding. This makes the encrypted files safe for mailing, but
about 33% larger. Default Value: false
Compress Output Files
Specify whether or not to compress the files during encryption. This will result in smaller output
files. Default Value: true
Use Integrity Packet
Specify whether or not to use an integrity packet when encrypting. This option is mainly provided
for compatibility reasons with some older PGP implementations. Default Value: true
User Version3 Signature
Specify whether or not to sign the files using version 3 signatures. The default is 'false' which
uses version 4 signatures. This attribute is provided for compatibility with some older PGP
software. Default Value: false
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the encrypted file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Algorithms Panel
Symmetric Key Algorithm
Specify the symmetric key algorithm to use. Default Value: Automatically determined from the
key.
Hash Algorithm
Specify the hash algorithm to use. Default Value: Automatically determined from the key.
Compression Algorithm
Compression Algorithm Specify the compression algorithm to use. Default Value: Automatically
determined from the key.
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Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the encrypted file(s). The variable will
be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the input file(s). The variable will be of
type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
PGP Key Ring Panel
Public Key Ring
Specify the public Key Ring that contains your copy of the senders' public keys. This is only
necessary if no PGP Key Ring resource was specified or if it is desired to override the public Key
Ring specified in the PGP Key Ring resource.
Secret Key Ring
Specify the secret Key Ring that contains your secret key. This secret key will be used if signing
the file(s) during encryption. This is only necessary if no PGP Key Ring resource was specified or
if it is desired to override the secret Key Ring specified in the PGP Key Ring resource.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module.
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

PGP Sign Task
Digitally signing a file will embed a digital signature in the file without encrypting it. A digitally
signed file assures the recipient that you were the original sender of the file. PGP keys can be
managed using the built-in Key Management System (KMS) or using File Based Keys along with
PGP Key Ring resources. File based key settings may not be available based on Domain level
restrictions.
NOTE:

While a signed file is not encrypted, it is converted to a binary format that will prevent other
applications from opening the file (for example, Microsoft Word or Adobe Acrobat Reader).
For more information about signing a file, refer to the digital signatures section.

Example: PGP Sign Files
Follow the steps below to sign files:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the PGP folder in the Component Library,
and then drag the PGP Sign task to the Project Outline.
2. On the PGP Sign task, select the Key Location - Key Vault or File, and then specify the
following values:
l Select the Key Vault or Key Ring (PGP Key Ring Resource) that contains the PGP
keys.
l For the Input File attribute, specify the name of the file to sign.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
signed.
l For the Output File attribute, specify the directory and file name for the signed file.
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3. Under "Secret Key" (with Key Vault selected as the Key Location) select the Key Name
from the drop-down list.
4. Specify a password for your private key. This is the password you used when you first
created your key pair.
5. Click the Save button to save the task.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the PGP Encrypt task using a digital
signature:

PGP Sign Task Field Definitions
The PGP Sign task will embed a digital signature in the file without encrypting it.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys.
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PGP Key Ring
Select a pre-configured PGP Key Ring from the drop-down list.
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the private keys. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used
unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to be signed.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to sign. For example,
${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the signed output file. This is only valid if you are signing a
single file.
Output Directory
Specify the directory where the signed files should be saved.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value:
rename
Secret Key (Key Vault)
NOTE:

If there is only one PGP key in the Key Vault, the Sign task will attempt to use that key.
Key Name
Specify the name of the key to use for signing the file(s). The name is used to identify which key
in the Key Ring to use.
Key Password
Specify the password for this secret key. The password is required in order to access this secret
key. If the secret key does not have a password, select the special 'system.emptystring' variable
from the variable dropdown.
Is Password Encrypted
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Secret Key (File Based)
NOTE:

If there is only one PGP key in the Key Ring, the Sign task will attempt to use that key.
Email Address
Specify the user's email address on the key. The email address is used to identify which key in
the key ring to use. Either Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct
key.
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Key ID
Specify the ID of the key. The Key ID is used to identify which key in the Key Ring to use. Either
Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct key.
Name
Specify the user name on the key. The user name is used to identify which key in the Key Ring to
use. Either Email Address or Key ID or Name is required in order to find the correct key.
Password
Specify the password for this secret key. The password is required in order to access this secret
key. If the secret key does not have a password, select the special 'system.emptystring' variable
from the variable dropdown.
Is Password Encrypted
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Advanced Panel
Armor Output Files
Specify whether or not to armor the file(s) when signing. Armoring converts the encrypted files
into ASCII format using Base64 encoding. This makes the signed files safe for mailing, but about
33% larger. Default Value: false
Compress Output Files
Specify whether or not to compress the files during signing. This will result in smaller output files.
Default Value: true
User Version3 Signature
Specify whether or not to sign the files using version 3 signatures. The default is 'false' which uses
version 4 signatures. This attribute is provided for compatibility with some older PGP software.
Default Value: false
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the signed file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Algorithms Panel
Hash Algorithm
Specify the hash algorithm to use. Default Value: Automatically determined from the key.
Compression Algorithm
Specify the compression algorithm to use. Default Value: Automatically determined from the key.
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the signed file(s). The variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the input file(s). The variable will be of
type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
PGP Key Ring Panel
Secret Key Ring
Specify the secret Key Ring that contains your secret key. This is only necessary if no PGP Key
Ring resource was specified or if it is desired to override the secret Key Ring specified in the PGP
Key Ring resource.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

PGP Verify Task
If a file is signed, it should be verified before it is used. When the PGP Verify task is executed,
files that cannot be verified will create a Project error, and the Project will be aborted by default.
You can specify the action to take when an unverified file is encountered by selecting an error
action on the On Error panel. For more information about verifying a signature, please refer to the
digital signatures section.
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NOTE:

PGP keys can be managed using the built-in Key Management System (KMS) or using File
Based Keys along with PGP Key Ring resources. File based key settings may not be
available based on Domain level restrictions.

Example: PGP Verify Files
Follow the steps below to encrypt files:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the PGP folder in the Component Library,
and then drag the PGP Verify task to the Project Outline.
2. On the PGP Verify task, select the Key Location - Key Vault or File, and then specify the
following values:
l Select the Key Vault or Key Ring (PGP Key Ring Resource) that contains the PGP
keys.
l For the Input File attribute, specify the name of the file to verify.
l Input File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of files to be
verified.
l For the Output File attribute, specify the directory and file name for the verified file.

3. Click the Save button to save the task.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the PGP Verify task:
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PGP Verify Task Field Definitions
The PGP Verify task validates the signature of a signed file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Key Location
Select whether to use File Based Keys or Key Vault keys.
Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault containing the private keys. The Domain's default Key Vault will be used
unless a different Key Vault is selected.
PGP Key Ring
Select a pre-configured PGP Key Ring from the drop-down list.
Input File
Specify the path and file name of a single file to verify.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the files to verify. For example,
${variableName}.
Input File Sets
Specify a directory of files to be verified.
Output File
Specify the path and file name of the verified output file. This is only valid if you are verifying a
single file.
Output Directory
Specify the directory where the verified files should be saved.
When Output File Exists
Specify the action to take when an output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default Value:
rename
Advanced Panel
File Name Prefix
Specify a string to attach to the beginning of the verified file names.
File Name Suffix
Specify the string to append after the file name, or the file extension (if one exists).
Output Variables Panel
Output Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the verified file(s). The variable will be
of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Processed Input Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the signed input file(s). The variable
will be of type File List and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File List input variable.
The variable will be created if it does not exist.
PGP Key Ring Panel
Public Key Ring
Specify the secret Key Ring that contains the sender's public keys. This is only necessary if no
PGP Key Ring resource was specified or if it is desired to override the secret Key Ring specified in
the PGP Key Ring resource.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Project Tasks
Project tasks contain functions that support the Project Workflow, such as adding comments to
document how the Project works, workspace tasks that control where files are temporarily stored
on disk, adding modules to segment the project tasks into groups, and adding user-defined
variables.
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Comment Task
Comments can be added to Projects to help administrators understand the purpose of a task or
Project logic. When a Project is executed, the content of a comment is ignored.

Example : Add a Comment to a Project
Follow the steps below to add a comment to a Project:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Comment task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Comment task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Comment - Specify the comment text.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for Comment task:

Comment Field Definition
Comments can be added to Projects to help administrators understand the purpose of a task or
Project logic.
Comment
Specify the comment text.
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Create Workspace Task
GoAnywhere can create a workspace directory for temporarily storing files while executing a
Project. Please refer to the Creating a Workspace section for more information.

Create Workspace Field Definitions
Use the Create a Workspace task to store temporary files while executing a Project.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Delete Workspace Task
GoAnywhere can create a workspace directory for temporarily storing files while executing a
Project. In order to minimize disk space usage, you should delete a workspace when it is no
longer needed. Please refer to the Deleting a Workspace section for more information.

Delete Task Field Definitions
Use this task to delete the Project’s workspace directory and any files contained within it.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Import Project Source
In GoAnywhere, you can create common logic and definitions (aka Snippets) which can be
shared with one or more Projects. This will save time and ensure quality by not having to
duplicate the same logic into multiple Projects. Snippets may contain just a few lines of logic or
can be much more complex (depending on your requirements) with definitions for modules,
loops, tasks and variables.
The logic for a Snippet can be built using the Project Designer or can be hand-coded using
GoAnywhere’s XML language. Once you build the Snippet logic, you should save it as an XML
file on the server where GoAnywhere is installed. Snippets can be imported into Projects using
the Import Project Source option.
The Snippets are not actually copied into Projects where the Import Project Source option is
specified. The Snippet XML file is only “referred to” by these Projects, so it is dynamically loaded
when the Project executes. This allows you to change the Snippet logic in the future without
having to re-import the Snippet into the Project.
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Example: Import Project Source
You may want to use the same error handling logic in several different Projects. Rather than
configuring the same error handling logic in each of those Projects, you can instead create the
logic in a single Snippet XML file and import that file into any Projects which need it.
1. Create the Snippet XML file with the custom error-handling logic and save it into a folder on
the server running GoAnywhere. You are not required to “hand-code” the XML logic.
Instead, you could use the Project Designer to build the logic and then copy/paste the
portions that you need from the Show XML page.

2. Import the Snippet XML file into any Projects which need that error handling logic:
a. From within the Project Designer page, right-click the Project or Module where the
logic is needed.
b. On the drop-down list, select the Import Project Source option.
c. In the File Location attribute, type the full path and file name or click the
icon to
browse for the file.

Module
A Module is a logical grouping of one or more Tasks. Multiple modules can be defined in a
Project. For instance, one Module could contain the tasks to perform the data translation and the
transmission of files, whereas another Module could contain an email notification task that is
called only when a problem occurs.
A Module can have its own properties to describe the Module and its behavior. Listed below are
the properties (field descriptions) on each panel of the Module component.
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Module

Module Name
Specify a name for this module. It must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only contain
letters, digits (0-9), underscores (_), periods (.) and white spaces.
TIP:

If this module name is changed, and if it was the first Module to run in the Project, then you
will need to change the Main Module name in the Project.
Description
A short paragraph describing the Module. The Description is optional and cannot exceed 512
characters.

Control Panel

Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this module can be executed. This module will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met. The condition is constructed using Expressions.
Log Level
Specify the level of log messages that will be generated when this Module executes. If not
specified, then the log level will be inherited from the Project.
NOTE:

All tasks within this Module will inherit the specified log level from the Module, unless the log
level is specifically overridden on the individual tasks.

Log Level Definitions
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Verbose

Additionally logs task-level details, such as the names of the files
that were processed.

Debug

Additionally logs detailed debugging information, such as message
responses from servers.

Disabled
Modules can be disabled if needed. If a module is disabled, it will appear grayed out in the Project
Outline.

On Error Panel

On Error
The On Error option allows you to specify the action to take when any tasks error out within this
Module. Valid options are:
l
l
l

l

abort - The Project is aborted. No more tasks will be executed.
continue - Ignores the error and continues on with the next Module or task.
call:[module] - Calls another Module in the Project. After a Module is called from an error,
any subsequent Task errors within the error module will ignore the On Error setting and
abort the Project.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Sets the variable in [name] to a new value in [value] and
continues on with the next Module or task.

If the On Error option is not specified, then the Module will inherit the On Error setting from the
Project level.
NOTE:

All tasks within this Module will inherit the specified On Error option from the Module, unless
the On Error option is specifically overridden on the individual tasks.

Comment Panel

Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Reports
Report tasks can be placed within Projects to run reports on an automated basis using the Job
Scheduler. A variety of report types are provided including audit log activity, analytics,
management information, and product usage. The reports are generated as PDF files, which can
be distributed to recipients using email or file transfer tasks. Multiple reports can be combined
into a single file using the Merge Reports task.
NOTE:

Advanced Reporting is a licensed module of GoAnywhere. Contact HelpSystems Sales to
purchase this feature.

Running Reports in Domains
When GoAnywhere is configured with multiple Domains, Report tasks will include statistics and
results from every Domain the Admin User who executes the Project is authorized to access.

Admin User Activity Details
The Admin User Activity Details report displays all admin activity for the selected components
based on the specified date range. Perform the following steps to create an Admin User Activity
Details report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Admin User Activity Details task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Admin User Activity Details Report task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
l Actions - Specify the actions to include in the report.
l Components - Specify the components to include in the report. If no components
are selected then all components will be assumed.
l User - Admin User that generated the log entries.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Admin User Activity Details task:

Admin User Activity Details Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Actions
Specify the actions to include in the report.
Components
Specify the components to include in the report. If no components are selected then all
components will be used.
Component Name
Specify the component name to include in the report.
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User
The Admin User that generated the log entries.
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug.
Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Blocked IP Addresses
The Blocked IP Addresses report displays a list of blocked IP addresses and the date they were
created. Perform the following steps to create a Blocked IP Addresses report:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Blocked IP Addresses task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Blocked IP Addresses Report task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Blocked IP Addresses task:

Blocked IP Addresses Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
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module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Completed Jobs Detail
The Completed Jobs Detail report displays a list of completed Jobs, their status, and the Admin
User who ran the job. Perform the following steps to create a Completed Jobs Detail report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Completed Jobs Detail task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Completed Jobs Detail task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Completed Jobs Detail report
task:

Completed Jobs Detail Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Status
Specify which statuses to get the Completed Jobs report for.
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Completed Jobs By Project
The Completed Jobs by Project report displays completed job details based on their projects and
the specified date range. Perform the following steps to create a Completed Jobs By Project
report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Completed Jobs By Project task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Completed Jobs By Project Report task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
l Sort By - Specify how the report will be sorted.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Completed Jobs By Project task:

Complete Jobs By Project Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default Value: portrait
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Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default Value: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Sort By
Specify how the report will be sorted. Default Value: project_path
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Completed Job Statistics
The Completed Jobs Statistics report displays the total number of Jobs processed during the
specified date range. Perform the following steps to create a Completed Job Statistics report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Completed Job Statistics task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Completed Job Statistics Report task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
l Chart Data - The chart can display completed Jobs by the number of Jobs
completed, the number of files processed by Jobs, or the number of bytes that were
transferred when the Job was executed. Specify the data that will be represented on
the chart.
l Status - Filters the results of the report based on the status of the completed Job.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Completed Job Statistics task:

Complete Jobs Statistics Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default Value: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default Value: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Group By
Specify the period that you want the job statistics to be broken down by. Default Value: hour
Chart Data
The chart can display completed Jobs by the number of Jobs completed, the number of files
processed by Jobs, or the number of bytes that were transferred when the Job was executed.
Specify the type of data that will be represented on the chart. Default Value: JOB_COUNT
Status
Specify which statuses to get the Completed Job statistics report for.
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Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Custom Report
The Custom Report task will create a custom PDF report based on the contents of a RowSet
variable. That variable can contain data from a database or from another file type such as Excel,
fixed-width, or XML.

Data & Formatting Options
The following data and formatting options are available for custom reports. The options are
illustrated in the report example located below the numbered list:
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1. Title - The title of the custom report specified on the Custom Report Task.
2. Information Panel - The section at the top of the report that indicates when the report was
created. One or more Summary Fields can be added to the Information Panel to report
averages, minimum or maximum values, summaries, or other calculations on the data.
Text Fields can be also be added with a custom label and value.
3. Chart - A bar or pie chart that displays a summary of the specified column data. The
Custom Report task can only have one chart.
4. Column - A column of data on the report. The Custom Report Task can have multiple
columns.
5. Footer - A custom footer for the report.

Example: Create a Custom Report
Follow the steps below to a create the custom report similar to the example above. This example
demonstrates how to format a column from a standard number into its dollar representation, as
well as add heading labels to each column in the report. The input RowSet data being used is
based on the example in the RowSets topic.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Read CSV task, specify values for the Read CSV Task attributes:
l Input File - The file path and file name of a single file from which to read the data.
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input file. In this example, the variable name myData will be used.
3. Click the Add button, and then click Specify Data Options.
4. On the Data Options element, click the Add button, and then click Add Column to add an
element to the Read CSV task.
5. In this report example, the salary column must be converted to a numeric value in order to
create calculations on the data, as well as format the data to appear as US currency. On the
Column element, specify the Index value of the column (to perform type conversion for):

6. On the Type Conversion panel of the Column element , specify the following attributes:
l Type - The data type of this column. Use the value NUMERIC to convert the String
format into a standard number.

7. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Custom Report task to the Project Outline.
8. On the Custom Report task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input RowSet Variable - The name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data
to write to a file.
l Output File - The file path and file name of a single file to write.
l Title - The title as it appears on the report (see #1 in the illustration above).
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9. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Information Panel menu item.
10. The Information Panel (see #2 in the illustration above) allows you to specify a background
color for the panel.
l Background Color - Specify the background color of the Information Panel as
hexadecimal value, for example #f8f8f8.

11. Click the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Summary Field menu item.
12. The Summary Field (see #2 in the illustration above) allows you to add a calculated value
of column data. Multiple Summary Fields can be added. Specify the following fields:
l Label - Specify the label that will be shown with this field.
l Column Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first
column starts with index 1. Either column index or column name must be specified to
customize the output data. If both index and name are specified, the index value will
be used.
l Calculation - Specify the calculation that will be performed on the specified column.
l Format - Specify the pattern to use for formatting the field. For example,
$###,###.00 ($2,345.46).

13. Click on the Custom Report Task in the Project Outline. From the Custom report task, click
the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Chart menu item.
14. On the Chart element (see #3 in the illustration above), specify the following fields:
l Chart Type - Specify the type of chart that should be added to the report.
l Key Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The Key Index is
used as the x-axis of a bar chart and a sector (slice) of a pie chart. In this example,
the Key Index of 1 represents the Employee ID column.
l Value Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. This is the data
that will be used for each bar or sector of the chart. In this example, the employee
salary from column 6 is used.
l Label Index - Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. This is the label
that is used at the top of each bar in a bar chart, or the call-out for each sector in the
pie chart.
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l

Show Legend - Specify whether or not to show the chart legend.

15. Click on the Custom Report Task in the Project Outline. From the Custom report task, click
the Add button in the sub-menu and select the Column menu item.
16. On the Column element (see #4 in the illustration above), specify the Index value:
l Index - The index of the column in the input RowSet.
l Alignment - Specify how the text should be aligned within the column.
l Heading - Specify the heading that will be used for this column. This will overwrite
the heading that was specified on the RowSet.

17. Repeat steps 15 & 16 for each column that will appear on the report.
18. In this example, column 6 must be formatted for US Currency. To format a column, use the
Type Conversion panel on the Column element:
l Pattern - Specify the pattern to format the field.
l Locale - Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and
date/time data should be formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_
[country], where language is the two character ISO language code and country is the
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two character ISO country code.

19. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Custom Report Task:

Field Definitions
Custom Report Task
The Custom Report task allows you to specify file and data parameters for translating a
RowSet variable into a Custom Report PDF file.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input RowSet Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which contains data to write to a file. For
example, ${variableName}.
PDF File
Specify the path and file name of a single PDF file.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the PDF file already exists. The default value is 'rename'
which changes the file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify how the report should be laid out. Default Value: portrait
Logo
The logo to use in the top right corner of the report - default, custom or none. Default Value:
default (the default GoAnywhere logo)
Logo File
Specify the path and file name of a single JPG, JPEG, JIF, JIFF, TIF, TIFF, GIF, PNG, or
SVG.
Logo Height
Specify the height to use for the custom logo.
Logo Width
Specify the width to use for the custom logo.
Footer
Specify the footer text to use in the report footer - default, none or custom. Default Value:
default (the default text 'GoAnywhere')
Footer Text
The text that will appear in the footer. Default Value: GoAnywhere - [Title]
Advanced Panel
Password
Specify the password to protect the PDF file.
Is Password Encrypted?
Specify whether or not the password is in encrypted form. Default Value: false
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the output file. The variable will
be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Information Panel
The Information Panel specifies the background color of the Information Panel section of
the report. The Custom Report Task can only have one Information Panel.
Background Color
Specify the background color of the Information Panel as hexadecimal value, for example
#f8f8f8. Default Value: #d4deeb
Include Generated On Date
Specify whether or not to show the 'Generated On' bar on the report's information panel.
Default Value: Yes
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Summary Field
A sub-element to the information panel, this displays a calculated summary of column
data. The Custom Report Task can have multiple Summary Fields.
Label
Specify the label that will be shown with this field
Column Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either column index or column name must be specified to customize the output data. If
both index and name are specified, the index value will be used.
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Column Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either column index or column name must be specified to customize the output
data. If both index and name are specified, the index value will be used.
Calculation
Specify the calculation that will be performed on the specified column. Default Value:
COUNT
Format
Specify the pattern to use for formatting the field. For example, $###,###.00 ($2,345.46).
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Text Field
A sub-element to the information panel, this displays a value that you determine. The
Custom Report Task can have multiple Text Fields.
Label
Specify the label that will be shown with this field
Value
Specify the value for this field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Chart
A bar or pie chart that displays a summary of the specified column data. The Custom
Report task can only have one chart.
Chart Type
Specify the type of chart that should be added to the report.
Key Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
The Key Index is used as the x-axis of a bar chart and a sector (slice) of a pie chart.
Value Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
This is the data that will be used for each bar or sector of the chart.
Label Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
This is the label that is used at the top of each bar in a bar chart, or the call-out for each
sector in the pie chart.
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Show Legend
Specify whether or not to show the chart legend. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Column
A column of data on the report. The Custom Report Task can have multiple columns.
Index
Specify the index of the column in the input RowSet. The first column starts with index 1.
Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both index and
name are specified, the index value will be used.
Name
Specify the name of the column in the input RowSet. The column names are case
insensitive. Either index or name must be specified to customize the output data. If both
index and name are specified, the index value will be used. The name specified here
overrides the input RowSet column name.
Alignment
Specify how the text should be aligned within the column. Valid options are left, middle,
and right. Default Value: LEFT
Width
Specify the width of the column as a value between 1 and 100. The width of all columns
must add up to 100.
Heading
Specify the heading that will be used for this column. This will overwrite the heading that
was specified on the rowset.
Heading Alignment
Specify how the text should be aligned within the column. Valid options are left, middle,
and right. Default Value: LEFT
Type Conversion Panel
Data Type
Specify the data type of this column. For example, integer, date or decimal. The data type
specified here can be different than the actual data type in the input RowSet. If the data
type is overridden, the task performs appropriate data type conversions when reading the
data from the input RowSet.
Pattern
Specify the pattern to format the field.
Trim
Specify how the leading and trailing white spaces in this column should be trimmed.
Default Value: none
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Null Substitute
Specify the value that should be written to the output file when this column of the input
RowSet has a null value.
Locale
Specify the locale to which the locale sensitive data such as numeric and date/time data
should be formatted. The locale must be of the form [language]_[country], where language
is the two character ISO language code and country is the two character ISO country code.
The country part may be omitted if the data was formatted to just the specified language.
Example locales are - en_US (English/United States), de (German). Default Value: en_US
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Database Statistics
The Database Statistics report displays a list of each database table used by the GoAnywhere
system as well as the number of rows used by each table. Perform the following steps to create a
Database Statistics report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Database Statistics task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Database Statistics task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Database Statistics report task:

Database Statistics Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Expiring PGP Keys
The Expiring PGP Keys report displays a list of PGP keys that will be expiring within the specified
date range. Perform the following steps to create an Expiring PGP Keys report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Expiring PGP Keys task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Expiring PGP Keys task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Expiring PGP Keys report task:

Expiring PGP Keys Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: next_30_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
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Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Expiring Certificates
The Expiring Certificates report displays a list of certificates that will be expiring within the
specified date range. Perform the following steps to create an Expiring Certificates report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Expiring Certificates task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Expiring Certificates task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Expiring Certificates report task:

Expiring Certificates Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: next_30_days
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From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

File Transfer Summary
The File Transfer Summary report displays the number of file transfers per hour. Perform the
following steps to create a File Transfer Summary report:
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the File Transfer Summary task to the Project Outline.
2. On the File Transfer Summary task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
l Module - Specify which modules to include in the report.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the File Transfer Summary task:

File Transfer Summary Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
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Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Group By
Specify the period that you want the job statistics to be broken down by. Default: hour
Module
Specify which modules to include in the report.
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Global Activity Details
The Global Activity Details report displays all activity for the selected features based on the
search term provided. Perform the following steps to create a Global Activity Details report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Global Activity Details task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Global Activity Details task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Global Activity Details report
task:
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Global Activity Details Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the date range for which to generate the report. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom.
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom.
Module
Specify which modules to include in the report.
Search Term
Specify items to search for. The Global Activity report search field uses the following wildcard
searches:
l
l

l

l

Multiple character wildcard searching using "*".
A single character wildcard search for terms that match a single character replaced using
"?". For example, to search for "text" or "test" you can use "te?t".
Fuzzy searches using a tilde "~". A Fuzzy search finds words that are similar to the search
term. For example, the search term "Proj~" will return results that contain the word
"Project."
Multiple terms can be combined together with Boolean operators to form a more complex
query. for example:
l Searching for Project could result in 3400 hits (items contain the word Project).
l Searching for Deny could result in 100 hits (items contain the word Deny).
l Searching for Project and Deny results in 17 hits (results contain both words Project
and Deny).
l Searching for "Project Deny" (with quotes) results in 0 hits (There are no items that
contain the words Project and Deny directly after each other).

User
Admin User or Web User that generated the log entries.
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Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

GoDrive Disk Usage
The GoDrive Disk Usage report displays the Web Users who are permitted to use the GoDrive
feature, and their total amount of disk usage. Perform the following steps to create a GoDrive
Disk Usage report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoDrive Disk Usage task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the GoDrive Disk Usage task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the GoDrive Disk Usage task:

GoDrive Disk Usage Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
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Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Job Count Summary
The Job Count Summary report displays a pie chart representation of the number of Jobs
processed during the specified date range. Perform the following steps to create a Job Count
Summary report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Job Count Summary task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Job Count Summary task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
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l
l

Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Job Count Summary task:

Job Count Summary Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
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Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_30_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Merge Reports
The Merge Reports task allows you to combine multiple reports into a single PDF file. After two or
more reports are created, the Merge Reports task can merge the reports into a single PDF file.
Use the following instructions to merge report files:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Merge Reports task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Merge Reports task, click the Add File Set link and specify values for the following
attributes:
l Base Directory - The directory that contains the files to merge.
l Recursive - Specify whether or not to also merge files from all sub-folders.
l Output File - Specify the path and name of the merged PDF file.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Merge Reports task:
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Merge Reports Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Input Files Variable
Specify the name of a variable of type File List which contains the reports to merge. For example,
${variableName}.
Output File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Product Usage
The Product Usage report displays product usage information related to service and workflow
statistics. Perform the following steps to create a Product Usage report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Product Usage task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Product Usage task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Product Usage report task:
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Product Usage Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the date range for which to generate the report. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom.
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom.
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Secure Mail Activity
The Secure Mail Activity report displays a list of Secure Mail messages and the Web User(s) who
created them, the recipient(s) of the message, the status, and the date the message was last
modified. Perform the following steps to create a Secure Mail Activity report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Secure Mail Activity task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Secure Mail Activity task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Secure Mail Activity report task:

Secure Mail Activity Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
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Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Status
Specify which package statuses to get the Secure Mail activity report for.
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Secure Mail Disk Usage
The Secure Mail Disk Usage report displays the Secure Mail disk usage for each Web User
sorted by size. Perform the following steps to create a Secure Mail Disk Usage report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Secure Mail Disk Usage task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Secure Mail Disk Usage task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Secure Mail Disk Usage task:

Secure Mail Disk Usage Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Secure Mail Package Sizes
The Secure Mail Package Sizes report displays a list of Secure Mail Packages, their subject
(from the Secure Mail Message) and their size. Perform the following steps to create a Secure
Mail Package Sizes report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Secure Mail Package Sizes task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Secure Mail Package Sizes task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Secure Mail Package Sizes task:

Secure Mail Package Sizes Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
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When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Security Settings Audit
The Security Settings Audit report will analyze your GoAnywhere product’s security settings and
determine if they comply with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS).
For each security setting, the report will indicate if the setting meets the PCI-DSS standard using
one of the following statuses:
l
l

l

l

l

Pass - The setting meets the PCI-DSS requirement.
Fail - The setting does not meet the PCI-DSS requirement. Recommend steps to correct
the setting are provided.
Warning - Further research is required to ensure your system meets the specified
requirement. Recommend steps to correct the setting are provided.
Not Applicable - A check on this setting is not required, typically due to GoAnywhere
features that you are not licensed to use.
Fatal - Indicates a configuration problem is preventing GoAnywhere from accessing the
appropriate data.

Perform the following steps to create a Security Settings Audit report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Security Settings Audit task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Security Settings Audit task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Security Settings Audit task:
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Security Settings Audit Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Pane
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Pane
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Service Activity By Module
The Service Activity by Module report displays the number of files and bytes transferred by the
selected file transfer modules. Perform the following steps to create a Service Activity by Module
report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Service Activity by Module task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Service Activity by Module task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Service Activity by Module task:
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Service Activity By Module Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_30_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Module
Specify which modules to include in the report.
Transfer Type
Specify whether you want to see uploads, downloads or both.
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Service Activity Summary
The Service Activity Summary report displays the number of uploads and downloads for the
selected protocols. Perform the following steps to create a Service Activity Summary report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Service Activity Summary task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Service Activity Summary task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Service Activity Summary report
task:

Service Activity Summary Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
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Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_30_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Protocol
Specify which protocols to get the activity summary report for.
Output Variables Pane
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Pane
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Service Errors
The Service Errors report displays all errors for the selected inbound services within the specified
date range. Perform the following steps to create a Service Errors report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Service Errors task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Service Errors task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Service Errors task:

Service Errors Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_30_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Module
Specify which modules to include in the Service Errors report.
Status
Specify which statuses to include in the Service Errors report.
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Service Level Agreement Summary
The Service Level Agreement Summary report displays a list of Service Level Agreements, their
status (met or not met), and their associated source types. Perform the following steps to create a
Service Level Agreement Summary report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Service Level Agreement Summary task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Service Level Agreement Summary task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
l Source - Specify the Source to report on - Monitor, Trigger, Project, or all.
l Service Level Agreement - Specify the name of a Service Level Agreement to report
on, or report on all Service Level Agreements.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Service Level Agreement
Summary task:

Service Level Agreement Summary Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
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From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Source
Specify the source to report on - Monitor, Trigger, Project or all. Default: all
Service Level Agreement
Specify the service level agreement to report on. Default: all
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Trigger Activity
The Trigger Activity report displays a list of executed Triggers, their status, and their associated
event types. Perform the following steps to create a Trigger Activity report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Trigger Activity task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Trigger Activity task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Trigger Activity task:
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Trigger Activity Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Status
Specify which statuses to get the Trigger Activity report for.
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Unresolved Jobs
The Unresolved Jobs report displays a list of failed Jobs that have not been marked 'resolved' on
the Completed Jobs page. Perform the following steps to create an Unresolved Jobs report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Unresolved Jobs task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Unresolved Jobs task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
l Status - Specify which statuses to get the Unresolved Jobs report for.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Unresolved Jobs task:

Unresolved Jobs Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
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Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Status
Specify which statuses to get the Unresolved Jobs report for.
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Web User Logins
The Web User Logins report displays a list of each Web User login, the service they logged in to,
and the status of the login attempt. Perform the following steps to create a Web User Logins
report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Web User Logins task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Web User Logins task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Web User Logins task:
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Web User Logins Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Protocol
Specify which protocols to get the Login report for.
Status
Specify which statuses to get the Login report for.
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
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Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Web User Transfer Count Activity
The Web User Transfer Count Activity report displays the number of file transfers per Web User.
Perform the following steps to create a Web User Transfer Count Activity report:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Web User Transfer Count Activity task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Web User Transfer Count Activity task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
l Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Web User Transfer Count Activity
task:

Web User Transfer Count Activity Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Module
Specify which modules to include in the report.
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Transfer Type
Specify whether you want to see uploads, downloads or both.
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Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Web User Transfer Size Activity
The Web User Transfer Size Activity report displays the total size of transferred files by Web
User. Perform the following steps to create a Web User Transfer Size Activity:
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Reports folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Web User Transfer Size Activity task to the Project Outline.
2. On the Web User Transfer Size Activity task, specify the following values:
l PDF File - Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
l Title - Specify a title for the report that will appear on the report header. If a title is not
specified, the report will use the default title.
l Orientation - Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape.
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l

Date Range - Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to
use the From Date and To Date fields to specify a custom date range.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Web User Transfer Size Activity
task:

Web User Transfer Size Activity Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this task.
PDF File
Specify the path and name of the PDF file.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the output file already exists. The default value is 'rename' which
changes the output file name to a new name so the existing file remains untouched. Default
Value: rename
Title
Specify an optional title to use instead of the default report title.
Orientation
Specify the page layout, either portrait or landscape. Default: portrait
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Date Range
Specify the scope of your report, in days. You can select 'custom' to use the From Date and
To Date fields to specify a custom date range. Default: last_7_days
From Date
Specify the date time you wish to start the report. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
To Date
Specify the date time you wish to run the report to. Only used if Date Range is custom. Date
Format: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00
Module
Specify which modules to include in the report.
Number of Rows
Specify the number of rows to include in the report. A value of 0 means that there is no limit.
Default: 0
Transfer Type
Specify whether you want to see uploads, downloads or both.
Output Variables Panel
Output File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the PDF file. The variable will be of
type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input variables. The
variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name of the
module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace [name] with
a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g. setVariable:error=true). Default Value:
Inherited from parent Module
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Web Services
Web Services tasks can connect to web services servers to using SOAP and REST protocols.

Create JWT Task
JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a way for securely
transmitting information between web services as a JSON object. JSON Web Tokens consist of
three parts separated by periods - the Header, the Payload, and the Signature. The Header
indicates the type of token and the hashing algorithm that will be used. The Payload provides the
claim information, which typically represents information about the user when JWT is used for
authentication. The Signature is used to verify that the message wasn't altered in transmission.
When the three parts are combined, the output will look something like:
eyJhbGciOiJs.eyJleHAiOjE.ZlGW2uQi23NC.
The Create JWT task creates a JSON Web Token that can be submitted to a service using a
REST Post task.

Example: Create JWT Task
Follow the steps below to create a JSON Web Token. In this example, the token is being use to
authenticate to a web service API.
1. Create a Timestamp that will set the expiration time for the JSON Web Token:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Timestamp task to the Project Outline.
b. In the Timestamp task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click
Format.
c. On the Format Element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Output Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the custom
date/time.
d. On the Date Manipulation panel, specify values for the following attributes:
l Minute - Specify the value to which the minute of this timestamp is to be set. In
this example, the timestamp is rolled forward one minute, which will set the
JSON Web Token to expire one minute after it is created.
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2. Add the Create JWT task to authenticate with the web service API:
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Create JWT task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Create JWT task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Key Vault - The name of the Key Vault that contains the key that is to be used
for signing the JWT.
l Key Name - The name of the key to use for signing the JWT.
l Key Password - The password for the key to be used.
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c. In the Header Parameters section of the Create JWT task, specify values for the
following attributes:
l Algorithm - Specify which algorithm is used to create the signature part of the
JWT - RSA256, RSA384, or RSA512.
l Public Key ID - The ID used by the recipient of the JWT to reference the public
key to verify the signature.

d. In the Payload Claims section of the Create JWT task, specify values for the
following attributes:
l Issuer - Specify the "iss" claim which identifies the principal that issued the
JWT.
l Subject - Specify the "sub" claim which identifies the principal that is the
subject of the JWT.
l Expires At Time - Specify the "exp" claim which identifies the expiration time
on or after which the JWT must not be accepted for processing. In this
example, the ${expiresAt} variable created in the Timestamp task is used.
l JWT ID - Specify the "jti" claim which provides a unique identifier for the JWT.
In this example, the ${RandomUUID()} function is used to generate a random
ID.
e. In the Payload Claims section of the Create JWT task, click Add Claim and specify
values for the following fields:
l Name - The parameter name.
l Value - The parameter value.
l Data Type - The data type of the parameter value.
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a. On the Output Variables panel of the Create JWT task, specify the name of a variable
which will contain the JSON Web Token.

3. In this example, the Print task is added to view the JWT that is returned from the web
service API. This is useful for troubleshooting the Project.
a. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
b. On the Print task, specify values for the following fields:
l Text - Specify the text or variable to be printed.
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4. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project executes, a JSON Web Token will
be created with a one minute expiration time. The token will then be printed to the job log.
The following is an example job log containing a JSON Web Token:

The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Create JWT task:
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Field Definitions
Create JWT Task
The Create JWT task creates a JSON Web Token for authentication with a cloud service.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
Key Vault
Specify the name of the Key Vault that contains the key to be used for signing the JWT.
Key Name
Specify the name of the key to use for signing the JWT.
Key Password
Specify the password for the key to be used. The password is only needed if the password
is not saved, otherwise it is ignored.
Is Key Password Encrypted
Specify whether or not the key password is encrypted. Default Value: false
Header Parameters
Algorithm
Specify the "alg" parameter which identifies which algorithm is used to create the signature
part of the JWT - RSA256, RSA384, or RSA512.
Public Key ID
Specify the "kid" parameter which identifies an ID for the recipient of the JWT to use for
looking up the public key to verify the signature.
Payload Claims
Issuer
Specify the "iss" claim which identifies the principal that issued the JWT.
Subject
Specify the "sub" claim which identifies the principal that is the subject of the JWT.
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Issued At Time
Specify the "iat" claim which identifies the time at which the JWT was issued. This must be
in an ISO timestamp format (yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS or yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss) and
will be converted to seconds since epoch when creating the JWT.
Expires At Time
Specify the "exp" claim which identifies the expiration time on or after which the JWT must
not be accepted for processing. This must be in an ISO timestamp format (yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss.SSS or yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss) and will be converted to seconds since epoch
when creating the JWT.
JWT ID
Specify the "jti" claim which provides a unique identifier for the JWT.
Output Variables Panel
JWT Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the JSON Web Token (JWT).
The variable will be of type String and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept String
input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the
name of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value]
replace [name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Header Parameters
The Header Parameters element allows you to add additional header parameters to the
JSON Web Token.
Name
Specify a name for this parameter.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Data Type
Specify the data type of the parameter value. The NumericDate Data Type must be in an
ISO timestamp format (yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS or yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss) and will be
converted to seconds since epoch when creating the JWT. Default: String

Payload Claims
The Payload Claims element allows you to add additional payload claims to the JSON Web
Token.
Name
Specify a name for this parameter.
Value
Specify the value for this claim.
Data Type
Specify the data type of the parameter value. The NumericDate Data Type must be in an
ISO timestamp format (yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS or yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss) and will be
converted to seconds since epoch when creating the JWT. Default: String

SOAP Task
The SOAP Task sends SOAP requests to web services and saves the SOAP response body or
headers to a file, or places the response in an output variable to be used elsewhere in the Project
Workflow. A SOAP Wizard is available that can read a WSDL and automatically generate the
SOAP body based on the WSDL parameters. File attachments can be sent inline or using MTOM.
Files and XML payloads returned from the web service can be stored or processed.

Example: Send a SOAP Request to a Web Service
Follow the steps below to retrieve a list of cities from the WebServiceX.Net web service using a
SOAP request. The SOAP request will provide a country name as a query parameter and the web
service will return the country's major city names in XML format. The cities will then be written to a
file using a Print task. This example uses the SOAP Resource connection example found on the
SOAP Resource Basic tab.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SOAP task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the SOAP task, specify values for the following field:
l SOAP Server - Select a pre-configured SOAP server from the drop-down list.
l SOAP Message - Click the
Browse button to launch the SOAP Message
Generation Wizard.
3. GoAnywhere will access the WSDL from the SOAP Server and generate a list of Bindings
and Operations that the web service can accept. Specify the following fields:
l Bindings - Displays a list of available transport methods that the web service
supports. Select a SOAP method.
l Operations - Displays a list of actions the web service provides. Select the desired
operation.
l Generate - Click the Generate button to create a SOAP message that meets the
WSDL's specification for the binding and operation selected.
l Copy to task - Click the Copy to task button to copy the Message to the Message
field on the SOAP task.

4. GoAnywhere inserts '?' question mark placeholders within the query elements of the
SOAP message. Replace the ? with a value. This value can also be a variable using the
${varableName} syntax.
l In this example, a ? was used in the <web:CountryName>?</web:CountryName>
element. The question mark was replaced with the country of Austria.
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5. Optionally, if you already have a SOAP message saved as a file, you can specify the file
name and path on the SOAP Message File field. This file can also contain variables using
the ${variableName} syntax.
6. Expand the Output Variables panel, click the Add Response Variable link, and then
specify the following fields:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed (Header or
Body).
l Name - Specify the name of the variable to be created.
l Value - Specify either the name of the header to look for in the response or the XPath
to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an element, the element path
should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
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7. The city list returned from the web service will be stored as a variable named 'cities.' To
save the data in the variable as an XML file, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
8. On the Print task, specify the following fields:
l Text - Specify the text to be printed. In this example, the text will include an
XML declaration followed by the ${cities} variable created in step 7.

9. Expand the Advanced panel and specify the following fields:
l Output File - Specify the path and file name of the output file that the message will
be printed to.
l Append - Specify whether or not to append data to the end of the specified file. If
false, the output file will be overwritten.

10. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project executes, an XML file is created
which contains a list of cities for the specified country.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SOAP task:

Example: Transferring a File Using a SOAP Request
Follow the steps below to attach a file to a SOAP request.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the SOAP task to the Project Outline.
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2. On the SOAP task, specify values for the following field:
l SOAP Server - Select a pre-configured SOAP server from the drop-down list.
l SOAP Message - Click the
Browse button to launch the SOAP Message
Generation Wizard.
3. GoAnywhere will access the WSDL from the SOAP Server and generate a list of Bindings
and Operations that the web service can accept. Specify the following fields:
l Bindings - Displays a list of available transport methods that the web service
supports. Select a SOAP method.
l Operations - Displays a list of actions the web service provides. Select the desired
operation.
l Generate - Click the Generate button to create a SOAP message that meets the
WSDL's specification for the binding and operation selected.
l Copy to task - Click the Copy to task button to copy the Message to the Message
field on the SOAP task.

4. Click the Add button to add a File Attachment to the SOAP task.
l File - Specify the location of the file attachment. You can also browse for the file by
clicking the
Browse button.
l Content ID - The Content ID (cid) generated by the SOAP Message Generation
Wizard located within the SOAP Message. Since a single SOAP message can post
multiple attachments, a unique Content ID is required for each file that is attached. By
default, when the SOAP message is sent, the file(s) associated with the cid will be
placed inline in the SOAP message using base64 encoding. The SOAP server may
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not permit base64 encoded file attachments and may require the use of MTOM
(Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism) instead. MTOM can be enabled
by setting Use MTOM to True under the Advanced panel of the SOAP task.

5. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the SOAP task:

Field Definitions
SOAP Task
The SOAP task can be used to submit SOAP requests to a web service.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
SOAP Server
Select a pre-configured SOAP server from the drop-down list.
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SOAP Message
Specify the SOAP Message.
SOAP Message File
Specify the file that contains the SOAP message.
Advanced Panel
Use MTOM
Specify whether or not to send a MTOM (multipart) formatted request. If true,
multipart/related request will be sent with content formatted in separate parts. If false, files
will be Base64 encoded and sent inline. Default: false
Compression Algorithm
Specify the compression algorithm to use. Default: none
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request. The
default value depends on the MTOM (multipart) setting. If Use MTOM is set to true, this
value defaults to multipart/related. Otherwise this value defaults to text/xml.
Validate Status Code
Specify whether or not to validate the status code is within the 200-299 range. If it is outside
of the range, it is invalid. Default: true
Start Content ID
Specify the starting content ID of a 'multipart/related' MIME package. This is used when
sending a MTOM (multipart) message. If left blank, a content ID will be auto-generated.
SOAP Server Panel
Refer to the SOAP Resource page for the SOAP Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Save Response Files
Specify whether or not to parse multipart/related file parts from the response and save them
to the file system. Default: false
Destination Directory
Specify the destination directory on the local system where the response files will be saved.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when an attachment being downloaded already exists. The
default value is 'rename' which changes the destination file name to a new name so the
existing file remains untouched.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
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File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
HTTP server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Response Message Variable
Specify the name of the variable that will contain the SOAP Response message. The
variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output files.
The variable will be of type FileList and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if the Save Response Files field is set to
'true'.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if the Response Header's panel Destination field is
set to 'true'.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l
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"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.
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Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the SOAP Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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SOAP File Attachment
The SOAP File Attachment element allows you to add a file to your SOAP Post request.
Name
Specify the parameter (or part) name for this file. The specified name will be sent to the
server as a header in the multipart message.
File
Specify the location of the file to attach to this SOAP request.
Content ID
Specify the value of the content ID for this file part. If MTOM is enabled, the Content-ID
header will be written to this file part of the multipart message. Otherwise, the content ID
will be used to properly link the file content to the SOAP message field when encoding
inline attachments.
Advanced Panel
Content Type
Specify the value of the Content-Type header that will be written to this file part of the
multipart message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Character Set
Specify the charset that will be added to the Content-Type header of this file part of the
multipart message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Transfer Encoding
Specify the value of the Content-Transfer-Encoding header that will be written to this file
part of the multipart message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Content Disposition
Specify the value of the Content-Disposition header that will be written to this file part of the
multipart message. This setting will be ignored if the request is not multipart.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

REST Delete Task
The REST Delete task can delete data from a web service using an HTTP Delete method. The
HTTP response body or headers can be saved to an output file, and the response can be parsed
and saved as a variable to be parsed or used in subsequent tasks.

Example: REST Delete Task
Follow the steps below to delete a product from a web service using the REST Delete task. The
REST request will provide a product code as a query parameter and the web service will return
the confirmation of the delete in JSON format. The response body will be written to a JSON file
and saved in an archive folder.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Variable task to the Project Outline. In this example, the variable
will contain the product code that will be passed to the web service in the URI.
2. On the Variable task, specify values for the following fields:
l Variable Name - Specify a name for this variable.
l Value - Specify the initial value for this variable.

3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Delete task to the Project Outline.
4. On the REST Delete task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders.xls' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/productid/[product code]. The [product code] is replaced with the variable
created in step 2.

5. Expand the Response Body panel and specify the following fields:
l Destination - Specify where the response body will be saved.
l File - Specify the location and file name of the file to be saved. In this example, the
product code variable will be used to generate the file name.

6. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project executes, a JSON file named
123456789.JSON is created which contains the REST response body confirmation of a
successful product deletion.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Delete task:

Example: Using the REST Delete Task to Parse Response Data
Follow the steps below to delete a product from a web service using the REST Delete task. The
REST request will provide a product code as a query parameter and the web service will return
the confirmation of the delete in JSON format. The response body will be stored in a variable to
be parsed or used in subsequent tasks.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Variable task to the Project Outline. In this example, the
variable will contain the product code that will be passed to the web service in the URI.
2. On the Variable task, specify values for the following fields:
l Variable Name - Specify a name for this variable.
l Value - Specify the initial value for this variable.

3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the REST Delete task to the Project Outline.
4. On the REST Delete task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders.xls' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/productid/[product code]. The [product code] is replaced with the variable
created in step 2.
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5. Expand the Output Variables panel.
6. Under the Parsed Response Variables section, one or more variables can be added. When
defined, GoAnywhere will automatically read the JSON or XML response body and/or the
HTTP headers to extract values and set them on their respective Project variables. Click
Add Response Variable and specify the following fields:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed, the Header
or Body.
l Name - The name of the variable to be created. This variable can be referenced in
other tasks by using the variable ${varName} syntax.
l Value - Either the name of the header to look for in the response or the
XPath/JSONPath to the value in the response body.

7. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project executes, the example above will
parse the response for the productCode value and store it in the productCode variable,
which can then be used in another task or project.

Field Definitions
REST Delete Task
The REST Delete task can be used to delete data from a REST web service.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders.xls'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
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REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output files.
The variable will be of type FileList and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
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Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

REST Get Task
The REST Get task retrieves XML or JSON data from a web service using an HTTP GET
method. The HTTP response body or headers can be saved to an output file, and the response
can be parsed and saved as a variable to be used later in the Project Workflow.

Example: REST Get Task
Follow the steps below to retrieve country data from the https://restcountries.eu web service
using the REST Get task. The REST request will provide a country name as a query parameter
and the web service will return the countries logistical data in a JSON format.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Project folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Variable task to the Project Outline. In this example, the variable
will contain the country code that will be passed to the web service in the URI.
2. On the Variable task, specify values for the following fields:
l Variable Name - Specify a name for this variable.
l Value - Specify the initial value for this variable.

3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Get task to the Project Outline.
4. On the REST Get task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the restcountries.eu
web service is name/[country code]?fullText=true. The [country code] is replaced
with the variable created in step 2.

5. Expand the Response Body panel and specify the following fields:
l Destination - Specify where the response body will be saved.
l File - Specify the location and file name of the file to be saved. In this example, the
country code variable will be used to generate the file name.

6. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project executes, a JSON file named us_
data.JSON is created which contains logistical data for the specified country.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Get task:

Example: Using the REST Get Task to Parse Response Data
Follow the steps below to retrieve a file or data from a web service using the REST Get task. In
this example, the response is JSON formatted and will be parsed for specific data.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the REST Get task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Get task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL.

3. Expand the Output Variables panel.
4. Under the Parsed Response Variables section, one or more variables can be added. When
defined, GoAnywhere will automatically read the JSON or XML response body and/or the
HTTP headers to extract values and set them on their respective Project variables. Click
Add Response Variable and specify the following fields:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed, the Header
or Body.
l Name - The name of the variable to be created. This variable can be referenced in
other tasks by using the variable ${varName} syntax.
l Value - Either the name of the header to look for in the response or the
XPath/JSONPath to the value in the response body.
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5. Click the Save button when finished. When the Project executes, the example above will
parse the response for the custid value and store it in the custID variable, which can then be
used in another task or project.
The following is an image of the example JSON response:

The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Get task:

Field Definitions
REST Get Task
The REST Get task can be used to retrieve data from a REST web service.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
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Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output files.
The variable will be of type FileList and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
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[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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REST Multipart Post
The REST Multipart Post task can send multiple parts containing files, XML, JSON, or any other
payload data to a web service using an HTTP Post method. The HTTP response body or headers
can be saved to an output file, and the response can be parsed and saved as a variable to be
used later in the Project Workflow. Request parts can be specified in the task, or can be read from
a file when the project executes.

Example 1: REST Multipart Post Task
Follow the steps below to send a multipart post, containing a file and JSON, to a web service
using the REST Multipart Post task.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Multipart Post task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Multipart Post task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI -Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.

3. In the REST Multipart Post task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Request Part.
4. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Input File - Specify the file you wish to attach to the REST Post message. You can
browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button.
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5. In the REST Multipart Post task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Same.
6. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Content - Specify the content to be posted. In this example, the product information
is formatted as JSON.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Multipart Post task:
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Example 2: REST Multipart/Form-Data Post
The REST Multipart Post task can be used to mimic an HTML form submission, with multiple
fields and file attachments. Follow the steps below to send a multipart/form-data post, containing
text, a .txt file, and a .png file using the REST Multipart Post task. The following image represents
the HTML form that is being submitted to the web service.

1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Multipart Post task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Multipart Post task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request. In this example, the multipart/form-data content type is used.

3. In the REST Multipart Post task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Request Part.
4. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Content - Specify the text content to post.

5. Expand the Advanced panel.
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6. Specify the following fields on the Advanced panel:
l Content Disposition - Specify the value to send in the Content-Disposition header
field when making the request.
l Name - Specify the name to be associated with the Request part.

The following image shows the part of the HTML form created above:

7. In the REST Multipart Post task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Same.
8. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Input File - Specify the file you wish to attach to the REST Post message. You can
browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button.

9. Expand the Advanced panel.
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10. Specify the following fields on the Advanced panel:
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.
l Content Disposition - Specify the value to send in the Content-Disposition header
field when making the request.
l Name - Specify the name to be associated with the Request part.

The following image shows the part of the HTML form created above:

11. In the REST Multipart Post task window, from the Add button in the sub-menu, click Add
Same.
12. On the Element, specify a value for the following attributes:
l Input File - Specify the file you wish to attach to the REST Post message. You can
browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button.

13. Expand the Advanced panel.
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14. Specify the following fields on the Advanced panel:
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.
l Content Disposition - Specify the value to send in the Content-Disposition header
field when making the request.
l Name - Specify the name to be associated with the Request part.

The following image shows the part of the HTML form created above:

15. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Multipart Post task:

Field Definitions
REST Multipart Post Task
The REST Multipart Post task can be used to create a REST web service resource.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Advanced Panel
Start Content ID
Specify the starting content ID of a multipart MIME package. If left blank, the first part will be
processed first.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
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Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output file.
The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or
File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
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l

setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Part
The Request Part element allows you to add body parts to the multipart request.
Label
Specify a label for this request part.
Input File
Specify the file that contains the data to be posted.
Content
Specify the content to be posted.
Advanced Panel
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
Default Value: text/plain
Content Disposition
Specify the value to send in the Content-Disposition header field when making the request.
If using one of the disposition-types from the drop down, then the 'name' and 'filename'
parameters will be added automatically to the Content-Disposition header if applicable.
Otherwise any other value in this field will be used as is for the Content-Disposition header.
Name
Specify the name to be associated with this request part.
Content ID
Specify the value to be used for the Content-ID header field when making the request.
Transfer Encoding
Specify the value to be used for the Content-Transfer-Encoding header field when making
the request. Default Value: 7bit
Charset
Specify the charset of the content of this part.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.
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REST Options Task
The REST Options task is used to request information about the communication options available
on a web service. The HTTP response body or headers can be saved to an output file, and the
response can be parsed and saved as a variable to be used later in the Project Workflow.

Example: REST Options Task
Follow the steps below to retrieve communication options from a web service, save the response
to a variable, and print the variable to show what communication methods the service allows.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Options task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Options task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/.

3. On the REST Options task, expand the Output Variables panel.
4. Select Add Response Variable and specify the following values:
l Response Type - Which part of the response should be parsed.
l Name - The name of the variable that will contain the parsed data.
l Value - The name of the header to look for in the response.
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5. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Print task to the Project Outline.
6. On the Print task, in the Text field, insert the response variable to be printed.

1. Click the Save button when finished.
When the Project executes, the REST Options task will retrieve the communication options
from the web service and print the results to the job log. The following is an example of the
header response printed:
OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, POST
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Options task:

Field Definitions
REST Options Task
The REST Options task can be used to update data on a REST web service resource.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
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URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
Input File
Specify the file that contains the data to be sent to the server.
Content
Specify the content to be sent to the server.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
it does not exist.
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Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output file.
The variable will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or
File List input variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

REST Patch Task
The REST Patch task can add or update data on a web service using an HTTP Patch method.
The HTTP response body or headers can be saved to an output file, and the response can be
parsed and saved as a variable to be used later in the Project Workflow. The REST Patch task
can send JSON or XML content types in the message body. The message body can be specified
in the task, or can be read from a file when the project executes.

Example: REST Patch Task
Follow the steps below to update product data on a web service using the REST Patch task. The
message content type is formatted as JSON.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the REST Patch task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Patch task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI -Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/products/productID' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/A00001132.
l Content - Specify the content to be posted. In this example, the product information
is formatted as JSON.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
When the project executes, the product associated with the URI product ID will be updated
with a new price value.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Patch task:

Field Definitions
REST Patch Task
The REST Patch task can be used to create a REST web service resource.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
Input File
Specify the file that contains the data to be posted.
Content
Specify the content to be posted.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
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File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output files.
The variable will be of type FileList and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
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l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

REST Post Task
The REST Post task can add data to a web service using an HTTP Post method. The
HTTP response body or headers can be saved to an output file, and the response can be parsed
and saved as a variable to be used later in the Project Workflow. The REST Post task can send
JSON or XML content types in the message body. The message body can be specified in the
task, or can be read from a file when the project executes.

Example: REST Post Task
Follow the steps below to add a product to a web service using the REST Post task. The
message content type is formatted as JSON.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the REST Post task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Post task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI -Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/.
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l

l

Content - Specify the content to be posted. In this example, the product information
is formatted as JSON.
Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.

3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Post task:

Example: Using the REST Post Task to Parse Response Data
Follow the steps below to add a product to a web service using the REST Post task. The message
content type is formatted as JSON. The response body will be stored in a variable to be parsed or
used in subsequent tasks.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Post task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Post task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI -Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/.
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l

l

Content - Specify the content to be posted. In this example, the product information
is formatted as JSON.
Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.

3. Expand the Output Variables panel.
4. Under the Parsed Response Variables section, one or more variables can be added. When
defined, GoAnywhere will automatically read the JSON or XML response body and/or the
HTTP headers to extract values and set them on their respective Project variables. Click
Add Response Variable and specify the following fields:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed, the Header
or Body.
l Name - The name of the variable to be created. This variable can be referenced in
other tasks by using the variable ${varName} syntax.
l Value - Either the name of the header to look for in the response or the
XPath/JSONPath to the value in the response body.

Click the Save button when finished. In this example, when the Project executes, the file
JSON response will be parsed for the productid value and that value will be stored in the
productID variable, which can then be used in another task or project.

Field Definitions
REST Post Task
The REST Post task can be used to create a REST web service resource.
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Label
Specify a label for this task.
REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
Input File
Specify the file that contains the data to be posted.
Content
Specify the content to be posted.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
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Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created
if it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output files.
The variable will be of type FileList and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
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Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will be
skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
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l

setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

REST Put Task
The REST Put task can add or update data to a web service using an HTTP Put method. The
HTTP response body or headers can be saved to an output file, and the response can be parsed
and saved as a variable to be used later in the Project Workflow. The REST Put task can send
JSON or XML content types in the message body. The message body can be specified in the
task, or can be read from a file when the project executes.

Example: REST Put Task
Follow the steps below to update a product on a web service using the REST Put task. The
message content type is formatted as JSON.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the REST Put task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Put task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/productid/[product ID number].
l Content - Specify the content to be posted. In this example, the product information
is formatted as JSON.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.
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3. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the REST Put task:

Example: Using the REST Put Task to Parse Response Data
Follow the steps below to update a product on a web service using the REST Put task. The
message content type is formatted as JSON. The response body will be stored in a variable to be
parsed or used in subsequent tasks.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the REST Put task to the Project Outline.
2. On the REST Put task, specify the following values:
l REST Server - Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
l URI - Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), e.g., '/data/orders' that is
appended to the REST server URL. In this example, the URI for the web service is
products/productid/[product ID number].
l Content - Specify the content to be posted. In this example, the product information
is formatted as JSON.
l Content Type - Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when
making the request.
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3. Expand the Output Variables panel.
4. Under the Parsed Response Variables section, one or more variables can be added. When
defined, GoAnywhere will automatically read the JSON or XML response body and/or the
HTTP headers to extract values and set them on their respective Project variables. Click
Add Response Variable and specify the following fields:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed, the Header
or Body.
l Name - The name of the variable to be created. This variable can be referenced in
other tasks by using the variable ${varName} syntax.
l Value - Either the name of the header to look for in the response or the
XPath/JSONPath to the value in the response body.

Click the Save button when finished. In this example, when the Project executes, the file
JSON response will be parsed for the productid value and that value will be stored in the
productID variable, which can then be used in another task or project.

Field Definitions
REST Put Task
The REST Put task can be used to update data on a REST web service resource.
Label
Specify a label for this task.
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REST Server
Select a pre-configured REST server from the drop-down list.
URI
Specify the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), also known as URL (Uniform Resource
Locator), e.g., '/data/orders'. If left blank, the default URI of the server is requested. e.g.,
www.example.com.
Input File
Specify the file that contains the data to be sent to the server.
Content
Specify the content to be sent to the server.
Content Type
Specify the value to send in the Content-Type header field when making the request.
REST Server Panel
Refer to the REST Resource page for the REST Server field definitions.
Response Body Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response body, if any, should be saved. By default, the response
body will be saved to the job log.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response body, if any, should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Body Destination' is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Response Headers Panel
Destination
Specify if and where the response headers should be saved. By default, the response
headers will be discarded.
File
Specify the location of the file to which the response headers should be saved. This is
required if the 'Response Headers Destination' attribute is set to 'file'.
When File Exists
Specify the action to take when the response file already exists. The default value is
'rename'.
Output Variables Panel
Status Code Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the HTTP status code returned
by the server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if
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it does not exist.
Status Message Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the status message returned by
server. The variable may be used in subsequent tasks. The variable will be created if it
does not exist.
Response Headers File Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the headers file. The variable
will be of type File and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept File or File List input
variables. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Response Body Files Variable
If desired, specify the name of a variable which will contain the response body output files.
The variable will be of type FileList and may be used in subsequent tasks that accept a File
List input variable. The variable will be created if it does not exist.
Parsed Response Variables
Response Type
Specify which part of the response should be parsed; Header, Body, or Cookie.
Name
Name of the variable to be created.
Value
The value of the variable depends on the selected Response Type:
l
l

l

Header - The name of the header within the response.
Body - The XPath to the value in the response body. To retrieve data from an
element, the element path should be defined like "/Element1/Element2/Element3".
To retrieve data from an attribute, the attribute should be defined like
"/Element1/Element2/@Attribute".
Cookie - The name of the cookie that contains the cookie value.

Base64 Decode
Specify whether or not to Base64 decode the parsed value. This is useful if the value being
parsed is Base64 encoded. If left blank, the parsed value will not be decoded.
Control Panel
Version
The version of this task.
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent,
normal, verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Execute Only If
Specify a condition that must be satisfied before this task can be executed. This task will
be skipped if the specified condition is not met.
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
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On Error Panel
On Error
Specify the action to take when this task errors out. Valid options are - abort, continue, call:
[module] and setVariable:[name]=[value]. For call:[module] replace [module] with the name
of the module in the project (e.g. call:ErrorModule). For setVariable:[name]=[value] replace
[name] with a variable name and [value] with the variable value (e.g.
setVariable:error=true). Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Request Header
The Request Header element allows you to add field-value pairs to the REST Request
header.
Name
Specify the name of the header you would like to include in the request. This could be any
standard HTTP header or a custom header that is specific to the HTTP server.
Value
Specify the value for this header field.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Monitor Status Code
The Monitor Status Code element allows you specify an action to take when a specific
status code is returned.
Status Code
Specify the HTTP Status Code to monitor for in the response.
Action
Specify the action to take when this Status Code is returned. Valid options are:
l
l
l

error - Treats this status code as an error.
continue - Continues with the execution of the next task or module.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Creates or replaces the specified project variable with
the specified value and continues on with the next task or module. For example,
setVariable:error=true.
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear
when hovering over the task or element in the Project Outline.

Session Persistence with REST & SOAP
Sessions can be persisted in REST and SOAP tasks by retrieving the session ID from the cookie
in the response header of the first REST or SOAP task in the Project, and then supply that
session ID in subsequent headers for future REST & SOAP tasks.
EXAMPLE:

A Project Designer uses a REST Get task to retrieve a record from a service. On the
REST Get task they parsed the session ID from the cookie and stored it in an output variable.
A later REST Patch task is used to update a portion of the record, using the same session ID
as the REST Get task.
Use the following instructions to implement session persistence with your REST and
SOAP tasks:

Step 1: Determine the Session ID Variable Name
Use a REST or SOAP task to write the response header to the job log. The response header will
contain the session ID name that needs to be parsed to a variable. Skip this step if you already
know the Session ID variable for the service.
1. On an existing REST or SOAP tasks' Response Headers panel, specify joblog as the
Destination of the of the Response Header.

2. Execute the job and view the Job Log. Identify the session ID of the key value pair within
the Response Header section of the log. For GoAnywhere commands, this is the
ASESSIONID. Other REST and SOAP services may call this JSESSIONID (Java),
PHPSESSIONID (PHP), ASPSESSIONID (ASP.Net), or something similar.
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Step 2: Parse the Session ID and Store it in an Output Variable
1. Return to the REST or SOAP Task and expand the Output Variables panel.
2. Add a new Response Variable and specify the following fields:
l Response Type - Choose Cookie.
l Name - The name of the variable that will contain the session ID that will be persisted
in subsequent REST or SOAP tasks.
l Value - Specify the name of the session ID field that contains the session ID from
your service. In this example, ASESSIONID is the name of field.

Step 3: Use the Session ID Variable in a Subsequent REST or
SOAP Task
1. Add another REST or SOAP task to the Project Outline.
2. Click the Add button on the task toolbar and then choose Add a Request Header.
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3. On the Request Header pane, specify the following fields:
l Name - Specify Cookie as the name of the Request Header.
l Value - Specify the name of the session ID used by the service (determined in Step
1 above) followed by the equals symbol '=' followed by the session ID variable used
in Step 2-2 above.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for each REST or SOAP task that will use the same session ID.
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Services
GoAnywhere services are used for inbound connections from your trading partners, customers,
employees, and remote sites. The available services (protocols) are HTTPS, AS2, AS4, FTP,
SFTP, GoFast, Agents, HelpSystems One, and PeSIT.
For example, the SFTP service allows a remote client to connect into GoAnywhere using their
SFTP software to upload or download files. The HTTPS service can allow a user to connect to
GoAnywhere through their browser to upload, download and share files. GoFast is a file transfer
acceleration protocol that uses a combination of TCP and UDP to accelerate transfers. Agents
facilitate file transfer and file processing between retail locations, enterprise file servers, cloud
servers, and a central GoAnywhere server.
The settings for the GoAnywhere services should be reviewed and configured before they are
started. For instance, you may want to specify a different port number to listen on for the SFTP
server, indicate a certificate for the FTPS server, or specify your corporate logo to use for the
HTTPS login screen. These settings can be configured within the Service Manager page.

Service Manager
The services (protocols) which are licensed in GoAnywhere can be configured from within the
Service Manager pages. The list of Services is displayed along with the status of each Service.
When GoAnywhere is running in a cluster configuration, the services for each system in the
cluster are displayed in the service manager. When you select Edit to edit a service, the service
configuration page will also display each server in the cluster.
To manage the available Services, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services and then select Service Manager.
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Service Manager Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Edit the service preferences for a service by selecting Edit.
Start a service by selecting Start.
Stop a service by selecting Stop. Any active sessions will be terminated for the service.
Restart a service by selecting Restart. Any active sessions will be terminated for the
service.
Manage Web Client Brands for the HTTPS Web Client by selecting Web Client Brands.
Manage AS4 Message Channels by selecting AS4 Message Channels.
Configure server certificates for Agents by selecting Configure Server Certificate.
Manage PeSIT File Templates by selecting File Templates.

View Active Sessions
The last column on the right displays the number of Active Sessions for each service. Every time
a client makes an initial connection, a session is created. If the session count is zero (0), it is safe
to stop or restart the service. Select the number in the Active Session column to open the Active
Session page to view the active Web Users for that service.

HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service
HTTP over SSL/TLS
HTTP connections secured with a SSL/TLS certificate will create an encrypted tunnel between
the client system and the server. This will protect any data that flows over the tunnel including
commands, user names and passwords. GoAnywhere uses a HTTPS connection for the Web
client interface on the default HTTPS port 443.
AS2 (S/MIME over HTTP(s))
Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) is a method used to securely send/receive files over the Internet.
The messages are built using the MIME format and sent over HTTP(S). AS2 messages can be
compressed, signed, encrypted and then sent over an SSL tunnel, making AS2 a very secure
option for transferring files. AS2 also implements MDN (receipts) to ensure the delivery of the
message. GoAnywhere supports AS2 1.2.
AS4 (S/MIME over HTTP(s))
Applicability Statement 4 (AS4) is a message protocol based on SOAP and web services to
securely exchange messages between business partners. AS4 utilizes a Messaging Service
Handler (MSH) for setting up the message exchange. Messages are compressed, signed, and
encrypted. Message deliveries are verified by notification receipts. AS4 can exchange any kind
of payload (XML, JSON, EDI etc) and supports multiple payloads being sent in one AS4
message. AS4 provides rich support for metadata and allows for pushing as well as pulling
messages.
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HTTPS Certificate Quick Start
HTTPS uses a signed certificate to encrypt an HTTP connection between a server and a client.
Follow the steps below to create, sign and setup a certificate for use with the GoAnywhere
HTTPS server.
Using the Key Management System (most common):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the System Key Vault's certificate manager.
Create a certificate in the System Key Vault.
Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
From the SSL tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Listener, specify System Key Vault as the
Certificate Location. Then select the certificate from the Key Name field. Optionally,
supply the certificate password if it was not stored in the Key Vault.
5. Restart the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 service on the Service Manager page.
Using File Based Keys (less common):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open the Default Private Keystore.
Create a certificate in the Default Private Keystore.
Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
Import the CA Reply and any required root (primary) and secondary certificates.
From the SSL tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Listener, specify File as the Certificate Location.
Then specify the Alias name for the signed certificate.
6. Restart the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 service on the Service Manager page.
Configuring the GoAnywhere Web Client
Web Users access the secure HTTPS interface using the format https://[hostname]:
[portnumber].
[hostname] - the host name or IP address of the HTTPS server.
[portnumber] - the port number of the HTTPS server. The default port for HTTPS is 443.

Login Screen Options
The following portions of the Web Client Login page can be customized as detailed below:
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1 - Company Logo
Add a company logo using the Custom File option on the Web Client Brand page.
2 - Forgot Password Link
Allow Web Users to request a new password through an automated process using a verification
page and a reset link sent via email. This option is available when the "Enable Forgot Password
Link" on the Web Client tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service Preferences is set to Yes. If enabled,
verify the SMTP settings are valid on the SMTP tab of the Global Settings.
3 - Create Account Link
New users can create a Web User account using the Create Account link, which will verify the
user via email, and then provide the user with options to create a user name and password. This
option is available when the "Self-Registration" and "Register Link on Login Page" options are
Enabled on the Web User Self-Registration page.
4 - Disclaimer
Add a custom disclaimer to the login page with the options on the Languages panes of the Web
Client Brands page.

Web Client Interface Options
The following sections in the Web Client interface (after login) can be configured. The numbered
sections are described below. Some options may not be available to all Web Users based on
their permissions.
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1 - Company Logo
Add a company logo using the Custom File option on the Web Client Brands page. This is the
same logo that is used on the Web Client Login page.
2 - Files
If Files are enabled for a Web User in the Web User settings Features tab, a Web User can open
the Files interface in the HTTPS web client to work with Network folders they are authorized to
access.
3 - GoDrive
When GoDrive is enabled for a Web User in the Web User settings Features tab, a Web User can
open the GoDrive interface in the HTTPS web client to upload and synchronize files with devices
and other users.
4 - Secure Mail
When Secure Mail is enabled for a Web User in the Secure Mail settings, a Web User can open
the Secure Mail interface in the HTTPS web client to send ad-hoc messages with secure file
packages.
5 - Secure Forms
If Secure Forms are enabled for a Web User in the Web User settings Features tab, and a Secure
Form is assigned to the Web User on the Web User settings Forms tab, a Web User can view the
Secure Forms interface in the HTTPS web client to complete the forms they are authorized to
access.
6 - My Account
After a Web User authenticates, they can manage aspects of their account, like changing their
password or updating their profile. Options available to a Web User are displayed in the dropdown list. A Web User can change their own password if the "Allow User to Change Password"
option is selected on the Authentication tab of the Web User account. The update profile option is
available on the Web Client tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service Preferences page.
7 - Invite Users
When Send Invitations is enabled for a Web User account and the Self-Registration option is
enabled, an Invite Users link is available to the Web User. This allows an authorized Web User to
invite people to self-register on the GoAnywhere server.
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8 - Activity Report
When Activity Report is enabled for a Web User in the Web User settings Features Tab, a Web
User can view their own audit activity (e.g. lgons, uploads, downloads) from within the
GoAnywhere Web Client. Web Users will be able to view their login activity, as well as audit logs
on their file uploads and downloads.
9 - Help
A Help option is available to the Web User when the "Display Help Link" is enabled on the Web
Client tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service Preferences.

Quick Start for AS2 Service
The AS2 Service in GoAnywhere allows you to receive AS2 messages using the AS2 1.2
specification. Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) is a method used to securely send and receive files
over the Internet. The messages are built using the MIME format and sent over HTTP(S). AS2
messages can be compressed, signed, encrypted and then sent over an SSL tunnel, making
AS2 a very secure option for transferring files. AS2 also implements MDN (receipts) to ensure the
delivery of the message.
The AS2 Service supports multiple AS2 Recipients, each with their own AS2 ID, certificate alias,
upload folder destinations, MDN receipts, and message security.

Setting Up the AS2 Service in GoAnywhere MFT
Enable SSL for the HTTPS Connection using the Key Management System
These steps will create a certificate within the System Key Vault's certificate manager that is
used to protect the HTTP tunnel for receiving AS2 messages. If HTTPS is already configured,
move on to the next section.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the System Key Vault's certificate manager.
Create a certificate in the System Key Vault.
Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
Work with your certificate authority (for example, Thawte or GoDaddy) to sign your
certificate.
5. Import the CA Reply from the signing authority and any required root (primary) and
intermediate certificates.
6. From the SSL tab of the HTTPS/AS2 Listener, specify System Key Vault as the Certificate
Location. Then select the certificate from the Key Name field. Optionally, supply the
certificate password if it was not stored in the Key Vault.
7. Restart the HTTPS/AS2 service on the Service Manager page.
Enable SSL for the HTTPS Connection using File Based Keys
These steps will create a certificate within the File Based Keys manager that is used to protect
the HTTP tunnel for receiving AS2 messages. If HTTPS is already configured, move on to the
next section.
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys > Certificates.
3. Open the Default Private Key Store.
4. Create a certificate in the Default Private Key Store.
5. Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
6. Work with your certificate authority (for example, Thawte or GoDaddy) to sign your
certificate.
7. Import the CA Reply from the signing authority and any required root (primary) and
intermediate certificates.
8. On the HTTPS Listener’s SSL tab, set the Key Alias attribute to the name of the new signed
certificate.
9. Restart the HTTPS/AS2 service on the Service Manager page.
Create a Unique Certificate for AS2
Some organizations require a separate certificate to sign MDN's. When a separate AS2 certificate
will be used for message decryption and signing MDN's, create a new certificate as instructed
above. Note the Alias of the SSL certificate, as it will be used later.
Export the head certificate from the Key Vault or from the File Based Key Manager. It will be
downloaded to your browser’s download location. This will be used later.
NOTE:

It is not necessary to generate a Certificate Signing Request for this new AS2 certificate.

Configure the AS2 Service
1. To configure the AS2 Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the HTTPS/AS2 Service, and then click Edit.
4. In the left hand navigation, select the AS2 link under the Preferences section.
5. Complete the required AS2 fields for your service. Note the AS2 ID you specify on the AS2
- Recipient General tab. This will be provided to your trading partners.
6. Specify the Key Name (KMS) or Certificate Alias (File Based Keys) on the Message
Decryption section on the AS2 - Recipient General tab. This is the name or alias of the
AS2 certificate created in the previous section. A password may be required if it is not
stored in the Key Vault.
7. Specify the Key Name (KMS) or Certificate Alias (File Based Keys) on the MDN Signature
section on the AS2 - Recipient MDN (Receipts) tab. This is the name or alias of the AS2
certificate created in the previous section. This is required if you are using this certificate to
sign MDNs (more information can be found below). A password may be required if it is not
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stored in the Key Vault.
8. Save the settings.

Sharing AS2 Information with Trading Partners
With the certificate created and the AS2 Service configured, it is now time to share information
with your trading partner and configure their Web User accounts in GoAnywhere. Each AS2
trading partner must be setup as a Web User in GoAnywhere. In order to provide AS2 file transfer
services with your trading partners, you will need to provide details about your server with your
trading partner, and your trading partner must provide details and certificates with you.
What to provide each trading partner
l

l

AS2 To ID - This is your AS2 ID found on the AS2 - Recipient General tab of the
HTTPS/AS2 Service Preferences.
URL - The trading partner will use this URL to connect to your GoAnywhere AS2 server.
The default URL is [protocol]://[hostname][:port]/as2/receive.
EXAMPLE:

https://example.com:443/as2/receive
l

Public Certificate(s) for the following:
l Message Decryption - The public certificate (Head Certificate) portion from the
private key you created and exported for AS2. The trading partner will use the public
certificate to encrypt the messages they send to you.
l Signed MDN Receipts - The public certificate (Head Certificate) portion of the
private key you use to sign your MDN receipts (this can be the same public
certificate used for message decryption).

What to obtain from each trading partner
l
l

AS2 ID - This will be placed in the AS2 ID field on the AS2 tab of each Web User.
Public Certificate - The trading partner will create their signatures with their private key.
You need to import their public certificate into the Key Vault (KMS) specified on the Web
User profile or the Default Trusted Certificate Key Store (File Based Keys). Then, refer to
the certificate name or alias in the Signature Certificate Alias field on the AS2 tab of the
Web User.

Create the Web User
Once you have your trading partner's AS2 ID and have imported their Public Certificate, you can
create their Web User accounts in GoAnywhere. The Web User account can authenticate using
passwords and/or certificates. If certificate authentication is used, you must specify the SHA1
Fingerprint from the public certificate the trading partner provided you.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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2. Create a Web User.
l If using certificate based authentication, follow the instructions on the Quick Start for
Certificate Based Authentication topic.
3. On the Web User's AS2 tab, specify the following fields:
l AS2 ID - The AS2 ID obtained from the trading partner.
l Signature - Specify the Key Location and then Key Name (Key Vault) or Certificate
Alias (Default Trusted Certificates File) of the trading partner's public certificate.
l Specify the remaining fields based on your AS2 security requirements. The field
definitions are located in the Web Help by selecting the
question mark icon in the
page header.

Processing MDN Receipts
Asynchronous MDN Receipts can be handled automatically or manually per Web User. If a
message fails however, a return receipt is sent automatically. A signed return receipt ensures the
authenticity of the receipts. Signed messages and receipts are considered a Non-Repudiation of
Receipt (NRR), which is a “legal event” indicating that both party’s identities and the message’s
integrity are valid.
l

l

l

If MDN Receipts are to be sent via email, configure the SMTP email settings in the Global
Settings.
Specify how receipts will be processed for each Web User on the AS2 tab of the Web User
account.
Specify the global receipt options in the MDN (Receipts) section on the AS2 - Recipient
page in the HTTPS/AS2 Service Preferences.

TIP:

Manual MDN receipts can be sent by clicking the

MDN Reply icon on the AS2 Log page.

Signing MDN Receipts
Digital signatures added to an AS2 MDN Receipt allow the receiver of the MDN to verify your
authenticity. The Decryption Certificate alias can also be used as the MDN Signature Certificate
alias. To add a digital signature to a MDN receipt, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 - Recipient page of the HTTPS/AS2 Service Preferences, select the MDN
(Receipts) tab, and then locate the MDN Signature section.
2. Specify the Key Location and then Key Name (Key Vault) or Certificate Alias (Default
Trusted Certificates File) of the private key. In order for your trading partner to verify your
signature, you will need to export and send them the public certificate (Head Certificate)
associated to this private key.

Quick Start for AS4 Service
Applicability Statement 4 (AS4) is a message protocol based on SOAP and Web Services to
securely exchange messages between business partners. AS4 utilizes a Messaging Service
Handler (MSH) for setting up the message exchange. Messages are compressed, signed, and
encrypted. Message deliveries are verified by notification receipts. AS4 can exchange any kind of
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payload (XML, JSON, EDI, etc.) and supports multiple payloads being sent in one AS4 message.
AS4 provides rich support for metadata and allows for pushing and pulling messages.

Setting Up the AS4 Service in GoAnywhere MFT
Enable SSL for the HTTPS Connection using the Key Management System
These steps will create a certificate within the System Key Vault's certificate manager that is
used to protect the HTTP tunnel for receiving AS4 messages. If HTTPS is already configured,
move on to the next section.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > Key Management System.
3. Open the System Key Vault's certificate manager.
4. Create a certificate in the System Key Vault.
5. Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
6. Work with your Certificate Authority (CA) (for example, Thawte or GoDaddy) to sign your
certificate.
7. Import the CA Reply from the signing authority and any required root (primary) and
intermediate certificates.
8. From the SSL tab of the HTTPS/AS2 Listener, specify System Key Vault as the Certificate
Location. Then select the certificate from the Key Name field. Optionally, supply the
certificate password if it was not stored in the Key Vault.
9. Restart the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 service on the Service Manager page.
Enable SSL for the HTTPS Connection using File Based Keys
These steps will create a certificate within the File Based Keys manager that is used to protect
the HTTP tunnel for receiving AS4 messages. If HTTPS is already configured, move on to the
next section.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys > Certificates.
3. Open the Default Private Key Store.
4. Create a certificate in the Default Private Key Store.
5. Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
6. Work with your Certificate Authority (CA) (for example, Thawte or GoDaddy) to sign your
certificate.
7. Import the CA Reply from the signing authority and any required root (primary) and
intermediate certificates.
8. On the HTTPS Listener’s SSL tab, set the Key Alias attribute to the name of the new
signed certificate.
9. Restart the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 service on the Service Manager page.
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Create a Unique Certificate for AS4
Some organizations require a separate certificate to sign receipts. When a separate AS4
certificate will be used for message decryption and signing receipts, create a new certificate as
instructed above. Note the Alias of the SSL certificate, as it will be used later.
Export the head certificate from the Key Vault or from the File Based Key Manager. It will be
downloaded to your browser’s download location. This will be used later.
Configure the AS4 Service
1. To configure the AS4 Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service, and then click Edit.
4. In the left hand navigation, select the AS4 link under the Preferences section.
5. Enable the AS4 Service.
6. Save the settings.

Sharing AS4 Information with Trading Partners
With the certificate created and the AS4 Service enabled, it is now time to share information with
your trading partner and configure their Web User accounts in GoAnywhere. Each AS4 trading
partner must be setup as a Web User in GoAnywhere. In order to provide AS4 file transfer
services with your trading partners, you will need to provide details about your server with your
trading partner, and your trading partner must provide details and certificates with you.
What to provide each trading partner
l
l

AS4 To ID - This is your AS4 ID.
URL - The trading partner will use this URL to connect to your GoAnywhere AS4 server.
The default URL is [protocol]://[hostname][:port]/as4/receive.
EXAMPLE:

https://example.com:443/as4/receive
l
l

l

Conversation ID - This is a unique identifier for each separate message transaction.
AS4 Message Channel Name(s) - These are message channels that the trading partner is
authorized to pull from. For example, http://example.com/as4/mpc.
Processing Mode Name - The name assigned to the Push or Pull Processing Mode to be
used for transfers.

What to obtain from each trading partner
l

l

AS4 ID - This is entered in the To ID field on the Push tab of the AS4 Resource and the To
ID field of the Pull Processing Mode on the Web User AS4 tab.
Conversation ID - This is the unique identifier for each message transaction.
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l

l

l

AS4 Message Channel Name(s) - These are message channels on their AS4 server that
you are authorized to pull from. For example, http://example.com/as4/mpc.
Processing Mode Name - The name assigned to the Push or Pull Processing Mode to be
used for transfers.
Collaboration Info - The Agreement Reference, Service, Action, etc. This information is
entered in the Collaboration Info section of the Pull Processing Mode on the Web User
AS4 tab.

Create the Web User
Once you have your trading partner's AS4 ID and have imported their Public Certificate, you can
create their Web User accounts in GoAnywhere. The Web User account can authenticate using
passwords and/or certificates. If certificate authentication is used, you must specify the SHA1
Fingerprint from the public certificate the trading partner provided you.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Create a Web User.
l If using certificate based authentication, follow the instructions on the Quick Start for
Certificate Based Authentication topic.
3. On the Web User's AS4 tab, specify the following fields:
l AS4 From ID - The AS4 ID that you provided to your trading partner.
l AS4 To ID - This is your partner's AS4 ID they provided to you.
l Collaboration Info - The Agreement Reference, Service, Action, etc.
l Specify the remaining fields based on your AS4 security requirements. The field
definitions are located in the Web Help by selecting the
question mark icon in the
page header.

AS4 Message Channels
To manage AS4 Message Channels:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link. Click
the More Actions icon from the HTTPS service, and then choose AS4 Message
Channels.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a Message Channel by clicking Add Message Channel.
Return to the Services page by clicking Done.

AS4 Message Channel Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

View Message Channel details by clicking View.
Edit a Message Channel by clicking Edit.
Delete a Message Channel by clicking Delete.
Manage messages by clicking Manage Messages.

Configure AS4 Message Channel
Follow the instructions below to add or edit an AS4 Message Channel:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link. Click
the More Actions icon from the HTTPS service, and then choose AS4 Message
Channels.
3. To create a new AS4 Message Channel, click the Add Message Channel button in the
page toolbar.
4. To edit an existing AS4 Message Channel, select the name of the AS4 Message Channel.
You can also click the More Actions icon next to the AS4 Message Channel and then click
Edit.
5. Type the AS4 Message Channel information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button.

Name
Specify a name for this AS4 Message Channel, usually a URL. AS4 Message Channel names are
unique for each Domain.
Description
A short paragraph describing the AS4 Message Channel. The description is optional and cannot
exceed 512 characters.
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Has Subchannels
Specify whether the AS4 Message Channel will support Subchannels. AS4 Message Channels
that support Subchannels will enqueue a copy of a message for each Web User that has a
configured Subchannel. Subchannels can be configured on the Web User Configuration AS4 tab.

Message Channel Details
The Message Channel Details page shows the properties, such as the creation date and last
modified date for an AS4 Message Channel.

Manage AS4 Messages
AS4 Message details can be viewed and managed on the Manage AS4 Messages page.
To manage AS4 Messages:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link. Click
the More Actions icon from the HTTPS service, and then choose AS4 Message
Channels.
3. Click the action icon next to the desire message channel and select Manage Messages.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Conversation ID - Filter by Conversation ID.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

Status - Filter by message status - Consumed or Ready.
Web User - Filter by the Web User associated with the message.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Message Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l

View message details by clicking View.

l

Delete a message by clicking Delete.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected messages.

Message Details
The Message Details page shows the properties, such as the creation date and status of an AS4
Message.
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HTTPS Configuration
The HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Server Configuration page provides a logical arrangement of the
Preferences and Listeners for the HTTPS/AS2 Service.
1. To manage the HTTPS Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click Action next to the HTTPS Service, and then click Edit .
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.

Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the HTTP/AS2/AS4 Service automatically when
GoAnywhere starts.
Session Timeout
The length of idle time in seconds before the HTTP/AS2/AS4 session will close. The default is
300 seconds.
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Web Client
General Tab

Enabled
The GoAnywhere Web Client can be enabled or disabled. By default the service is enabled.
Changing this setting requires a restart of GoAnywhere. You must have the appropriate
license to use the Web client.
Allow Browsers to Save Login Credentials
By default, GoAnywhere will not allow a browser to save login credentials. If enabled, the
first time a Web User logs in to the HTTPS web client, their browser will ask them if they
want to save their password.
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Allow Session ID in URL
To prevent internet session hijacking vulnerabilities, GoAnywhere will not allow a Web
User's session ID to appear in the URL by default. When this option is enabled, the session
ID will appear in the URL while a Web User is using the service (less secure).
NOTE:

Web User's who have their internet browser cookies disabled will not be able to use
the service when Allow Session ID in URL is also disabled.
Allow Embedding within an IFrame
To prevent internet clickjacking vulnerabilities, GoAnywhere will not allow the Web Client
to run within an IFrame by default. When this option is enabled, the Web Client will be
allowed to run in an IFrame, which can include potentially untrusted sources (less secure).
Allow Embedding Secure Forms From
To prevent internet clickjacking vulnerabilities, GoAnywhere will not allow Secure Forms to
run within an IFrame by default. When this option is enabled, Secure Forms will be allowed
to run in an IFrame from the specified location. This setting restricts which option can be
selected on the Secure Form Access tab. Options are:
l
l

l

No Website - Secure Forms cannot run in an IFrame.
Specific Website - The Secure Form can only run in an IFrame from a website
specified on the Secure Form Access tab.
Any Website - The Secure Form can run in an IFrame from any website (less
secure).

HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS)
Enabling the HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) header will instruct supported
browsers to prevent all HTTP communication to GoAnywhere by enforcing HTTPS and
blocking users from overriding invalid certificate warnings.
NOTE:

When connecting to GoAnywhere using an IP address, ports 443 (HTTPS) and 80
(HTTP) must be used to support HSTS. In the case of an HTTP connection that has an
explicit port that is not 80, HSTS will not redirect to port 443. When using a domain
name, the browser will force HTTPS and no port will be added.
Include Header
Enables the HTTP Strict Transport Security header.
Maximum Age
The amount of time, in seconds, that the browser will cache the HSTS header before it
returns access to HTTP. Setting this field to 0 will force a browser to expire the header
immediately.
Include Subdomains
Use this option to protect subdomains with the HSTS header. For example, if GoAnywhere
is accessed through a subdomain, such as http://www.goanywhere.example.com, then
this option must be enabled to direct HTTP to HTTPS for that address.
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Include Preload Option
Google offers an HSTS preload service that hardcodes your domain into browsers to
always connect using an HTTPS connection. When this option is enabled, GoAnywhere
includes the preload value in the HSTS header. After this option is enabled, you must
submit your domain to Google's https://hstspreload.org page.
HTTP Content Security Policy (CSP)
The Content Security Policy (CSP) response header allows Admin Users to control which
resources GoAnywhere is allowed to load for a given page. The CSP mitigates potential
threats by restricting which domains content can be loaded from.
Policy
There are three ways to configure GoAnywhere's HTTP Content Security Policy:
l

l

Default - The Default setting provides the URLs that are required for GoAnywhere to
load resources from http://www.goanywhere.com. Inline scripts, such as JavaScript,
are allowed to be executed.
Custom - Admin Users can specify additional domains and directives to control the
origin and type of content that can be loaded.
NOTE:

Removing or modifying the default options may affect GoAnywhere functionality
and is not recommended.
l

None - This policy is the least secure. GoAnywhere will use resources from any
origin. Inline scripts, such as JavaScript, are allowed to be executed.

Secure Folders Tab
Secure Folders allows Web Users to work with authorized folders and files on the Network
through the HTTPS Web Client.
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Enable Java Applet
By default, the Web User will be presented with an HTML5 interface for transferring files in
the Secure Folders page. If the Java Applet is enabled, the Web User will have an option to
select “Applet” from the HTTPS Web Client. The Applet will allow the Web User to drag-ndrop multiple files between their workstation and Secure Folders through a split page
interface. The user’s browser must have Java enabled in order to use the Applet.
Use Site URL for the Applet
When enabled, the Java applet will use the Site URL when making connections to
GoAnywhere. By default, this option is disabled and the address is generated
automatically based on the address that was used to connect to the Web Client. Generally
this option is only needed if the Web Client is being accessed through a VPN, Proxy or
other network interface that changes the IP/host in route.
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Max Connections From Applet
Specify the maximum connections which the Java Applet can make to the GoAnywhere
server at one time for file transfers, on a per Web User basis. Setting the value too high may
hinder network and server performance.
When File Exists
Allow Web User Configuration
When enabled, Web Users in the HTML Web Client interface are able to control which
action to perform (rename, overwrite, error, or skip) when uploading a file with a name that
already exists. If disabled, the Default Upload Action is used.
Default Upload Action
Set the default action (rename, overwrite, error, or skip) to take during file uploads when the
file name already exists. This is the default action that will be taken when Allow Web User
Configuration is disabled, or when a new or existing Web User has not yet specified an
action via the HTML Web Client interface.
Quick Downloads
Enable Quick Downloads
Enable the quick download feature for files hosted on the HTTPS Web Client.
Allow Interactive UI
Give Web Users the ability to download from folders by specifying the folder and file path to
the desired file in the Web Client URL. The URL syntax is:
https://[yourDomain]:[portNumber]/webclient/download/[folder]/[fileName]
Web Users will be prompted to log in to the Web Client after specifying the URL to the file to
download. Once logged in, the download will begin immediately.
Allow HTTP Basic Authentication
Give Web Users the ability to programmatically download from folders using a basic
authentication header. The URL syntax is:
https://[yourDomain]:[portNumber]/download/[folder]/[fileName]
Quick Uploads
Enable Quick Uploads
Give Web Users the ability to programmatically upload to folders using a basic
authentication header. The URL syntax is:
https://[yourDomain]:[portNumber]/upload/[folder]/[fileName]
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User Interface Tab

Enable Forgot Password Link
The Web Client login page displays a Forgot Password link when this option is enabled. If
selected by the Web User, the Forgot Password process sends an email to the registered
Web User with a link to change their password.
Display Help Link
A User Guide is provided with the Web Client. A Help link, available at the top of the page,
can be turned on or off for the Web Client.
Help File/URL
The location of the help documentation to display in the Web Client. The following options
can be specified:
l
l

l

Default - The help file included with GoAnywhere is the default help content.
File - If the Help link will open a document (for example, a PDF, text file, or HTML
document), that file must be copied to the [installdirectory]/ghttpsroot/custom
folder, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere. Only the
file name is placed in the text field (for example, webclienthelp.pdf). Alternatively,
you can browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button. Valid file types are txt,
xhtml, htm, html, pdf, doc, docx, rtf, and odt.
URL - If the Help link will open a Web page, place the full URL in the text field (for
example, http://www.example.com/webclienthelp.htm).

Display "Powered by GoAnywhere"
Show or hide the 'Powered by GoAnywhere' link displayed on the login and main pages.

HTTPS
The settings on the HTTPS tab allow you to define restrictions on the files that can be uploaded
to and downloaded from the GoAnywhere system.
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Restrict Uploads to Inbound Directory
When selected, uploads are restricted to the inbound directory and any sub-directories
under it. Web Users will not be able to upload files to any directory other than "Inbound."
This option should not be selected if Web Users need to upload files in other locations or if
Inbound and Outbound folders were not created for Web Users based on the settings of the
Data tab in Global Settings.
NOTE:

This option is no longer available and will only be visible if it was in use prior to
GoAnywhere version 3.0.0. It is recommended to use Virtual Folders to control Web
User file and folder access.
Maximum Upload File Size
Type a value in this box to limit the size of the files that Web Users can send to your server.
Files larger than the specified file size will be rejected.
Allow Files with No Extension
When selected, Web Users can upload files that do not have extensions.
Allow Files with an Extension
This option enables the File Extension Filter.
File Extension Filter
The file extension filter can permit all files, restrict specific extensions or only permit specific
extensions. If you want to specify the file types Web Users can or cannot upload, type each
file extension in this box. Type all extensions without periods (.), separate them with
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commas, and do not add line breaks or spaces (for example, if you want to allow only .txt,
.xls, .xlsx and .csv files, type txt,xls,xlsx,csv). The maximum number of characters for this
field is 2000.
ASCII Mode File Name Patterns
Files matching the specified file name patterns will be transferred in ASCII mode. The
default transfer method in GoAnywhere is binary, but some files with specific end-of-line
characters (CRLF, etc.) are best transferred between platforms in ASCII mode. Each file
name pattern is separated by a comma and can contain text and wildcards (for example,
Payroll*.csv,*.txt). The maximum number of characters for this field is 2000.
Download as Zip
Enabled
When enabled, multiple files from Secure Folders, Secure Mail, or GoDrive can be
downloaded as a single .ZIP file when selected by a Web User from the Web Client. When
not enabled, files can only be downloaded individually.
File Name Pattern
Specify the default file name for the .ZIP file that is downloaded. The default file name
contains a data variable pattern of ${yyyyMMdd}. This pattern can be altered using Date &
Time syntax. For example:
The pattern documents_${MM-dd-yyyy} will download as documents_01-01-2017.zip.
Click the Test button to preview the file name pattern.
File Limit
When a Web User downloads multiple files from Secure Folders, Secure Mail, or GoDrive
from the Web Client, the files are downloaded as a single .ZIP file. Specify the maximum
amount of files that can be included in a .ZIP file.

AS2
The settings on the AS2 tab configures the identity, security and file restrictions for AS2
communications. The AS2 service supports multiple AS2 Recipients, each with their own AS2 ID,
certificate alias, upload folder destinations, MDN receipts, and message security.
Follow the instructions below to add or modify a new Recipient:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the main menu bar, point to Administration, and then click Service Manager.
In the Service Manager page, click Edit beside the HTTPS/AS2 Service.
In the HTTPS/AS2 Configuration pane, click the AS2 link.
On the AS2 page, click the Add Recipient link in the toolbar or click an existing Recipient
name in the left outline.
5. On the available tabs, specify values for the various fields.
6. Click the Save button to add/update the Recipient and stay on this page. Otherwise, click
the Save And Finish button to add/update the Recipient and return to the Service
Manager page.
TIP:

Additional AS2 information is located in the AS2 Quick Start Guide.
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AS2 General Tab

Enabled
The AS2 service can be enabled or disabled for use within GoAnywhere. If selected, AS2
functionality is available to authorized Web Users. The default URL is [protocol]://
[hostname][:port]/as2/receive. You must be licensed for the AS2 feature in order to use it.
Upload Restrictions Tab

Maximum Message Size
Messages that are received with a "Content-Length" header can be validated to ensure that
the size of the message is less than the Maximum Message Size specified. Messages that
are sent with chunked transfer encoding are not validated against this size restriction.
Allow Files with No Extension
When selected, Web Users can upload files that do not have extensions.
Allow Files with an Extension
This option enables the File Extension Filter.
File Extension Filter
The file extension filter can permit all files, restrict specific extensions or only permit specific
extensions. If you want to specify the file types Web Users can or cannot upload, type each
file extension in this box. Type all extensions without periods (.), separate them with
commas, and do not add line breaks or spaces (for example, if you want to allow only .txt,
.xls, .xlsx and .csv files, type txt,xls,xlsx,csv). The maximum number of characters for this
field is 2000.
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Allow Files with No Name
When selected, messages that do not include a file name are allowed. Files without a
name are saved with the name "as2data_[datetime]" (where [datetime] is the current
timestamp including milliseconds).

AS2 Recipients
General Tab

AS2 ID
The ID name of this GoAnywhere AS2 recipient. This is the AS2 ID that a client uses to
reference the GoAnywhere server. The AS2 ID is case sensitive. It can be 1 to 128 ASCII
printable characters in length and may not contain whitespaces.
Default Upload Folder
The default location where AS2 messages are saved when uploaded. The folder location is
relative to the Web Users folder and will be created if it does not already exist. For
example, if the default Web User folder is [installdirectory]/userdata/webdocs/webuser and
the specified upload folder is inbound/as2, messages will be uploaded to the
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[installdirectory]/userdata/webdocs/webuser/inbound/as2 folder. This folder location can be
overridden at the Web User level.
When File Exists
The action that GoAnywhere performs when a file with the same name already exists in the
default upload folder. This action can be overridden at the Web User level. The available
options are:
l

l
l

l

Rename will automatically rename the uploaded file (appending a unique sequential
number) so that both files are maintained.
Overwrite replaces the existing file with the one being uploaded.
Skip does not upload the duplicate file. It skips the file and proceeds to the next file in
the list.
Error will stop the upload without processing the remaining files.

Message Decryption
Specify the decryption certificate is used to decrypt incoming messages. The public portion
of this certificate should be sent to all Web Users who will be sending AS2 messages to
GoAnywhere.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field
is not required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Key Location
The location of the private key used to decrypt messages.
l

l

System Key Vault - Specify the Key Name and optionally provide a password if it is
not stored in the Key Vault.
Default Private Keys File - Specify the Certificate Alias or click the
Browse
button to select the certificate from the Private Key Store.
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MDN (Receipts) Tab

Keep Receipts
When enabled, Message Disposition Notifications (also known as Receipts), can be saved
for auditing purposes. These receipts are stored in the AS2 audit log database for the
number of days indicated in the Days to Keep Audit Logs field in the Global Log Settings.
The MDN Receipt icon on the AS2 Log page allows you to view the saved receipts.
Asynchronous MDN Approval
If a return receipt is requested by Web User, select if the MDN will be sent automatically
during the Web User's session or manually after the message is processed. The
MDN
Reply icon on the AS2 Log page indicates a manual receipt needs to be sent for a
message. A manual receipt can only be sent if a message is received successfully. If an
error occurs during transmission, an asynchronous receipt is sent automatically.
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Use Global HTTP Proxy Settings
If enabled, the settings located on the HTTP Proxy tab of the Global Settings are used
when sending receipts.
MDN Signature
Specify the location and name of the private key that will be used to sign the AS2 message
receipt.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field
is not required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Key Location
The location of the private key used to sign the message receipt.
l

l

System Key Vault - Specify the Key Name and optionally provide a password if it is
not stored in the Key Vault.
Default Private Keys File - Specify the Certificate Alias or click the
Browse
button to select the certificate from the Private Key Store.

Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a
hyphen in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name.
For example, the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may
require it to be specified as SHA-1.
Message Security Tab

Require Encryption
This option indicates whether or not files received by GoAnywhere should be encrypted.
Require Signature
A signed message contains a digital signature from the sender to further authenticate the
message. If signatures are required, any message without a digital signature will be
rejected.
Require Authentication
Require username/password or certificate authentication for messages uploads. If
authentication is not required, GoAnywhere will use the AS2 From ID in the message to find
the Web User with a matching AS2 ID. HelpSystems recommends you select the 'Require
Signature' option when authentication is not required.
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AS4
General Tab

Enabled
The AS4 service can be enabled or disabled for use within GoAnywhere. If selected, AS4
functionality is available to authorized Web Users. You must be licensed for the AS4 feature to
use it.
Days to Keep Consumed Messages
Specify how long to keep consumed AS4 messages before they are automatically deleted. If set
to zero, consumed messages will not be deleted.
Reception Awareness Tab

Maximum Receipt Wait Time
Specify how long the service will wait for a receipt following a Push or Pull event. If a valid receipt
is not received before the time expires, the AS4 Receipt Receive Failed event is triggered.

Server

Add a New Listener
Follow the instructions below to add or modify a new Listener:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the main menu bar, point to Services, and then click Service Manager.
In the Service Manager page, click Edit beside the HTTPS/AS2 Service.
In the HTTPS/AS2 Configuration pane, click the
Server link.
On the Server page, click the Add Listener link in the toolbar or click an existing Listener
name in the left outline.
5. On the available tabs, specify values for the various fields.
6. Click the Save button to add/update the Listener and stay on this page. Otherwise, click
the Save And Finish button to add/update the Listener and return to the Service Manager
page.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, when on the HTTPS/AS2 Listener page, click the
Delete link in the page toolbar.
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Listener
General Tab
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Name
Providing an identifiable name for the listener helps identify it in the Configuration Outline
list.
Port
Listeners monitor specific port numbers. Set the port number that the listener will monitor.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which you are listening. If available,
you can also select it from the drop-down list.
Web Client Brand
Specify the Web Client Brand that is presented to the Web User when they access the
Web Client. The default Web Client Brand is used when no Web Client Brand is selected.
Domain
A Domain can be specified to restrict this listener to only allow Web Users in that Domain.
When left blank, any Web User can login regardless of which Domain they belong to.
GoAnywhere MFT is restricted to one, default domain when running in a cloud hosted
environment.
SAML Single Sign-On
A SAML Single Sign-On login method. See the Configuring a SAML Login Method for more
details on creating a SAML login method.
Force Identity Provider Login
When enabled, all authentication requests using this listener must go through the SAML
Single Sign-On defined above. When disabled, Web Users can authenticate to the Web
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Client by accessing the login page URL.
Protocol
Sets the protocol to handle incoming traffic. The default value is HTTP/1.1.
Enable Lookups
When lookups are enabled, the server will search for and report servers by their DNS
name. If lookups are not used only the IP address is returned.
Disable Upload Timeout
Lengthy uploads may decrease server performance or be the result of an error. Select
whether uploads are subject to timeouts.
Compression
File compression may increase transfer rates, but lower processing speeds. By default,
compression is set to On and will compress only text data. If set to Off, no compression is
used on files and if compression is set to Force, compression is used for all files.
No Compression User Agents
In the event that a client has a broken implementation of compression, this option will
disable GZip compression for the specified user agents. The value is a regular expression
matching the user-agent header of HTTP clients.
Connection Timeout
The number of seconds this connection will remain open before closing if no requests are
sent. The default is 60 seconds.
Maximum Threads
The maximum number of threads created by the connection for request processing on this
Listener. This determines the maximum number of simultaneous requests that can be
handled. The default is 200 threads.
Minimum Spare Threads
This is the number of threads that will be created when this listener is first started. The
default is four (4) threads.
NOTE:

Changing the Thread values can alter performance. Too few Maximum Threads and
transfers may lag, but too many threads may limit performance of other applications.
Modify these values to obtain the optimal performance for your configuration
requirements.
Server Header
When a User makes a connection to GoAnywhere via HTTP or HTTPS, the server replies
back to the client with the name and version of the server in one of the headers. The Server
Header field can be used to customize the server information that is returned. This setting
should only be specified when attempting to hide the true identity of the server for security
purposes.
Proxy Name
The Proxy Name attribute can be used when GoAnywhere is run behind a proxy server.
This attribute modifies the value returned to web applications that call the
request.getServerName() method, which is often used to construct absolute URLs for
redirects. Without configuring this attribute, the value returned would reflect the server
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name on which the connection from the proxy server was received, rather than the server
name to whom the client directed the original request.
Proxy Port
The Proxy Port attribute can be used when GoAnywhere is run behind a proxy server. This
attribute modifies the value returned to web applications that call the
request.getServerPort() method, which is often used to construct absolute URLs for
redirects. Without configuring this attribute, the value returned would reflect the server port
on which the connection from the proxy server was received, rather than the server port to
whom the client directed the original request.
SSL Tab
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SSL Enabled
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

Yes - A Secure Socket Layer is used to secure transmissions.
No - Transmissions are not secured with SSL.

SSL Protocol
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol is used to secure the transmission.
TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security will be used to secure the
transmission (default).

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to
enable TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all
versions of SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java
11).
Key Store Algorithm
This field displays the certificate encoding algorithm. The field is pre-populated based on
your installation. The available options are:
l
l

IbmX509 - Only used for IBM based installations.
SunX509 - Compatibile with Sun and most other installations.
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Trust Store Algorithm
This field displays the algorithm used for initializing the trust store. This field is prepopulated based on your installation. The available options are:
l

l

X509 - Default for all installations. Must be used for installations configured to use
the Bouncy Castle FIPS provider.
SunX509 - (Deprecated) Compatible with Sun, IBM(Java11), and most other
installations.

Client Authentication
This determines how the client will authenticate with the server.
l

l

l

None - The SSL connection runs without checking certificates and the User is
authenticated with a password. If any of the information being transmitted requires a
certificate, the connection will fail.
Optional - The SSL connection looks for a valid certificate, but continues with
password authentication if a certificate is not present.
Required - The SSL connection will not connect or authenticate a User unless a valid
certificate is available.

Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected.
Click the JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although
encrypted, the cipher suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most
secure. This list allows you to limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions below to
select which Cipher Suites are used:
1. In the left column, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Suites to use. Multiple entries
can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Suites are selected, click the
arrow between the group
boxes to move the Cipher Suites from left to right.
Certificate Location
The location of the private key used to identify the server and location where incoming
client certificates are trusted.

System Key Vault
The private key and associated certificates are stored in the Key Management System. All
certificates within the KMS are used to establish trust for user authentication.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault. This key is used to identify the
servers identity.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
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WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault. This key is used to identify the
servers identity.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

File
Key Store
File
This file contains the private key and associated certificates that a client uses to
authenticate to a server. There are default Key Store files provided with GoAnywhere or
you can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Key Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
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Type
The type of Key Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store), PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards), and BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS) Key Store types.
Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Key Store
Provider is loaded during the installation. However, if you need to specify a provider, from
the drop-down list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API
BCFIPS - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for
the Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509

Alias
The key alias identifies a key pair and its associated certificate from all the ones within a
Key Store. If no alias is specified, the Key Store opens the first file in the Key Store. Type
the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for an Alias.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Alias to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Trust Store
File
The Trust Store File contains the public keys and certificates used by a server to
authenticate a client. There are default Trust Store files provided with GoAnywhere or you
can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Trust Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Trust Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store), PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards), and BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS) Trust Store
types.
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Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Trust Store
provider is loaded in the installation. However, if you need specify a provider, from the dropdown list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM.
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS.
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service.
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology.
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider.
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API.
BCFIPS - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for
the Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509.

Redirection Tab
HTTP/HTTPS traffic can be automatically redirected to the intended protocol, host and/or port.
The redirect process substitutes the appropriate portion of the URL ([protocol]://[host][:port]). For
example, if a user typed the address "secure.example.com" (which translates to
http://secure.example.com on port 80), the connection could be redirected to
https://secure.example.com:443 by specifying the HTTPS protocol and providing the port used for
SSL traffic.
A common practice in GoAnywhere is to redirect HTTP traffic to HTTPS for the Web Client. To
redirect HTTP traffic, create a listener for the HTTP port (default is 80) and then use the HTTP
listener's Redirection tab to redirect the traffic to the HTTPS port (default is 443).

Enable
When redirection is enabled, traffic is redirected using the values in the following fields.
Redirect Host
The host name or IP address to which HTTP/HTTPS traffic should be redirected. If no
redirect host is specified, GoAnywhere uses the URL or address portion of the original
request (for example, if the request is made to secure.example.com, that value will be
attached to the specified port or protocol).
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Redirect Port
The redirect port is the port to which HTTP/HTTPS traffic should be redirected. If not
specified, the default port for HTTP is 80 and HTTPS is 443.
Redirect Protocol
The protocol on which traffic should be redirected. Select the protocol from the drop-down
list. The default value is HTTPS.

Change a Certificate
Follow the instructions below to change the certificate assigned to a service:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon for the service and then click Edit.
4. On the left-hand panel of the Configuration page, expand Server, and then select a
Listener.
5. In the main window, select the SSL tab.
6. From the Certificate Location field, select System Key Vault or File.
l System Key Vault - Select the Key Name of the key that will be used. Optionally,
you may need to supply the Key Password if the password is not stored in the Key
Vault.
l File - Select the File that contains the new certificate and then specify a Key Alias
name for the new signed certificate you with to associate to the service.
7. Restart the service on the Service Manager page.

Web Client Brands
The HTTPS Web Client allows administrators to configure custom logos and disclaimers based
on the IP and Port number that is used to access the Web Client. This provides you with the
ability to create custom 'brands' in situations where you want to provide logos and disclaimers
that are specific to certain trading partners. A default Web Client Brand is provided for the default
logo and disclaimers.
Web Client Brands Considerations
l

l

l
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the brand logo and disclaimers.
HTTPS Service - The HTTPS Service must have a service listener configured for each
Web Client Brand.
Domains - The external Web address for GoAnywhere that routes to the HTTPS Listener
must be specified on the Web Client Site URL field of the Domain where the Web User
belongs.
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Web Client Brands Management
To manage Web Client Brands, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link. Click the
More Actions icon from the HTTPS service, and then choose Web Client Brands.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a Web Client Brand by clicking the Add Web Client Brand button.
Return to the Service Manager page by clicking the Done button.

Web Client Brands Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l

View the details for a Web Client Brand by clicking View.
Edit a Web Client Brand by clicking Edit.
Set the selected Web Client Brand as the default brand by clicking Set as Default. The
default Web Client Brand is used for HTTPS Listeners that do not have a Web Client Brand
specified.
Delete a Web Client Brand by clicking Delete.

Add or Edit Web Client Brands
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a new Web Client Brand:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link. Click
the More Actions icon from the HTTPS service, and then choose Web Client Brands.
3. To create a new Web Client Brand, click the Add Web Client Brand button in the page
toolbar.
4. To edit an existing Web Client Brand, select the name of the Web Client Brand. You can
also click the More Actions icon next to the Web Client Brand and then click Edit.
5. Type the Web Client Brand information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button.
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General Tab

Name
Specify a name for this Web Client Brand. This will be used to select the Web Client Brand on the
HTTPS Listener.
Default
To set a Web Client Brand as the default, use the Actions icon on the Web Client Brands
management screen.

Languages Tab
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The GoAnywhere Web Client is available to Web Users in the following languages:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

English
German
French
Spanish
Japanese
Portuguese
Indonesian
Chinese
Danish
Dutch
Italian

The Languages panel allows you to configure the custom page heading and disclaimer message
that will be displayed for each language. The languages enabled also determine which languages
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are available to Web Users when viewing Web Client pages. Web Users can select from a list of
enabled languages via a drop-down menu at login or within the Web Client. In addition, the
language can be supplied via a 'wc_language' URL query parameter. For example, the URL for
setting the Web Client language to English would be entered as:
https://goanywhereWeb/webclient/Login.xhtml?wc_language=en
If a language is not specified by the Web User, GoAnywhere uses the Web User's internet
browser language settings to choose the Web Client’s default language. If a Web User's internet
browser is configured to use multiple languages, and the preferred language is not available or
enabled, GoAnywhere will use the next available language in the order of preference from the
Web User's browser. English will be used as the default language if no other language can be
found.
Each language can be enabled by expanding the

icon and then selecting the Enabled option.

Page Title
The Page Title is what is displayed in the title bar of the browser when a Web User accesses
GoAnywhere via the Web Client.
Display Disclaimer
A disclaimer is information that each Web User will view before accessing GoAnywhere. If
selected, the disclaimer text is displayed below the login box on the Web Client login page. When
a Web User is accessing GoAnywhere using the mobile iOS or Android application, they must
agree to the disclaimer before they can login.
Heading
The heading is the title of the disclaimer. The heading is centered under the Web Client login
page.
Short Description/Disclaimer
The disclaimer text cannot exceed 2000 characters and supports HTML. Your description can
include linked text that opens a file or web page in a new window. The linked text must be
enclosed in <link> </link> tags. For example, Read the full disclaimer <link>here</link>.
Disclaimer File/URL
Enter the file name or URL for the resource referenced in the <link> text from the Short
Description/Disclaimer field.
l

l
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File - If the link will open a document (for example, a PDF, text file, or HTML document),
that file must be copied to the [installdirectory]/ghttpsroot/custom folder, where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere. Only the file name is placed in
the text field (for example, disclaimer.pdf). Alternatively, you can browse for the file by
clicking the
Browse button. Valid file types are txt, xhtml, htm, html, pdf, doc, docx, rtf,
and odt.
URL - If the link will open a web page, place the full URL in the text field (for example,
http://www.example.com/disclaimer.htm).
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Style Tab

Header Logo
By default, the GoAnywhere logo will be displayed on the header for the Web Client. Substitute a
corporate logo by selecting the Custom File option and typing a file path and name for a graphic
file or browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button. Graphic files should be a standard Web
format (.jpg, .gif, .png), and sized appropriately (250x75px recommended). Valid file types are
jpg, jpeg, jpe, jfif, bmp, gif, png, tif, tiff, and ico.
NOTE:

Custom logos must be copied to the [installdirectory]/ghttpsroot/custom folder, where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere.
Login Panel Color
Choose a color for the login panel.
Login Panel Alignment
Choose the alignment for the login panel - left, center, or right.
Login Logo
By default, the GoAnywhere logo will be displayed on the login page of the Web Client. Substitute
a corporate logo by selecting the Custom File option and typing a file path and name for a graphic
file or browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button. Graphic files should be a standard Web
format (.jpg, .gif, .png), and sized appropriately (250x75px recommended). Valid file types are
jpg, jpeg, jpe, jfif, bmp, gif, png, tif, tiff, and ico.
NOTE:

Custom logos must be copied to the [installdirectory]/ghttpsroot/custom folder, where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere.
Login Background Image
Substitute a custom background image by selecting the Custom File option and typing a file path
and name for a graphic file or browse for the file by clicking the
Browse button. Graphic files
should be a standard Web format (.jpg, .gif, .png). Select None to set the background to blank.
Valid file types are jpg, jpeg, jpe, jfif, bmp, gif, png, tif, tiff, and ico.
NOTE:

Custom background images must be copied to the [installdirectory]/ghttpsroot/custom
folder, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere.
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Web Client Brand Details
The Web Client Brand Details page shows the properties for a Web Client Brand.

FTP Service
The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Service can be configured with a number of options on the FTP
Server Configuration and FTP Service Preferences pages.

FTP Configuration
The FTP Service Configuration page provides configuration options for the FTP Service. From
this page, modify or add service parameters such as: Login parameters, Listeners, certificates,
etc.
1. To manage the FTP Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the FTP Service, and then click Edit.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.

Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the FTP service automatically when GoAnywhere starts.
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Upload Restrictions

Restrict Uploads to Inbound Directory
When selected, uploads are restricted to the inbound directory and sub-directories. Web Users
will not be able to upload files to any directory other than "Inbound." This option should not be
selected if Web Users need to upload files in other locations or if Inbound and Outbound folders
were not created.
NOTE:

This option is no longer available and will only be visible if it was in use prior to GoAnywhere
version 3.0.0. It is recommended to use Virtual Folders to control Web User file and folder
access.
Allow Files with No Extension
When selected, Web Users can upload files that do not have extensions.
Allow Files with an Extension
This option enables the File Extension Filter.
File Extension Filter
The file extension filter can permit all files, restrict specific extensions or only permit specific
extensions. If you want to specify the file types Web Users can or cannot upload, type each file
extension in this box. Type all extensions without periods (.), separate them with commas, and do
not add line breaks or spaces (for example, if you want to allow only .txt, .xls, .xlsx and .csv files,
type txt,xls,xlsx,csv). The maximum number of characters for this field is 2000.

Server

Add a New Listener
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
In the Service Manager page, click the Edit icon beside the FTP Service.
On the FTP Server page, click the
Server link in the FTP Configuration pane.
Click the Add Listener link in the toolbar to add a new Listener.
In the Configuration Outline, click an entry to view, modify or delete various settings.
Click the Save button to save the changes and stay on this page or click the Save And
Finish button to add or update the Listener and return to the Service Manager page.
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Server

Maximum Logins
This is the maximum number of sessions allowed to the service at any given time.
Maximum Threads
This is the maximum number of simultaneous threads that the server will use at any one time. If
left blank, the default is 100. If more transfer requests (each using a thread) are made than exist,
the remaining requests will be held by GoAnywhere until a thread becomes available.
Login Failure Delay
The length of time in seconds a Web User must wait before they can retry their login. This delay
will deflect multiple login attempts in fast succession from an organized online attack.
Maximum Login Failures
This value represents the number of failed login attempts before the FTP connection is closed.
Welcome Message
The welcome message is returned to the client after a connection is established to GoAnywhere.
By default, the welcome message is "Service ready for new user".
Logout (Quit) Message
The message to return to the client after the quit command is issued. By default, the logout
message is "Goodbye".

Listener
The listener specifies on which port the FTP service will monitor traffic. To add an FTP listener,
complete the required fields and click the Save button. Click the Add SSL link in the page
toolbar to add an Explicit SSL configuration or click the Explicit SSL link (in the Configuration
Outline) to modify existing SSL options. Click the Delete link in the page toolbar to delete this
FTP Listener.
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Name
Providing an identifiable name for the Listener helps identify it in the Configuration Outline list.
Port
Set the port number that the Listener will monitor.
TIP:

If using the GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Port number will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page for the related Service Mapping.
Idle Timeout
The idle time in seconds before the Listener will timeout.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which you are Listening. If available, you
can also select it from the drop-down list.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Local Address will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page as the "To Address" for the FTP Service
Mapping.
Domain
A Domain can be specified to restrict this listener to only allow Web Users in that Domain. When
left blank, any Web User can login regardless of which Domain they belong to.
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Force Encrypted Authentication
The GoAnywhere FTP connection can be configured to require SSL/TLS encryption on the
command/control channel before accepting user authentication. The default setting is No,
meaning plain FTP is allowed on this listener. When the option is set to Yes, the listener will
accept the authentication request only if SSL/TLS encryption has first been established. If the
Force Encrypted Authentication option is set to Yes, an Explicit SSL configuration is required.
Encoding
Specify the encoding to use for control communication with the server. If left blank, the default
UTF-8 will be used.

Explicit SSL
An Explicit SSL connection will start on any available FTP port. The Explicit SSL
configuration verifies a connection is made and then requests and verifies an SSL
connection before transmitting login or file data.
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SSL Protocol
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol is used to secure the transmission.
TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security will be used to secure the
transmission (default).

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to
enable TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all
versions of SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java
11).
Client Authentication
The client authentication option indicates if SSL authentication is expected when a client
connects to GoAnywhere. If a Web User or Web User Template is configured to
authenticate using a certificate, the Optional or Required setting should be selected.
l

l

l

None - Client certificate authentication is not enabled and client certificates will be
ignored. Clients must authenticate with their username and password when
connecting to the server.
Optional - Client certificate authentication is enabled, but a certificate is not required.
If a valid certificate is available from the client, it will be used for authentication. If a
valid certificate is not available, the client must authenticate with their username and
password when connecting to the server.
Required - Client certificate authentication is enabled and a valid certificate is
required. A client connection without a valid certificate will be rejected.
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Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected.
Click the JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although
encrypted, the cipher suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most
secure. This list allows you to limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions below to
select which Cipher Suites are used:
1. In the left column, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Suites to use. Multiple entries
can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Suites are selected, click the
arrow between the group
boxes to move the Cipher Suites from left to right.
CCC Enabled
Select this option to indicate that Web Users are permitted to send the clear command
channel (CCC) command during an encrypted FTP connection. If a Web User sends the
CCC command, it terminates the encryption on the command channel and all subsequent
FTP communication on the command channel will be transmitted in plain text. Please note
that the encryption of the data channel is not affected by this setting. If unselected, the
command channel will remain encrypted.
TIP:

This setting is useful when GoAnywhere is behind a NAT firewall that requires plain
text commands for routing secondary FTPS data connections.
CCC Send Close Notify
Select this option to indicate that GoAnywhere should perform the CLOSE_NOTIFY
operation when the CCC command is received, which will properly terminate the SSL/TLS
encryption for the command channel. If unselected, the CLOSE_NOTIFY will not be
preformed. Some FTP clients may not support proper termination of SSL/TLS and require
this option to be disabled.
Certificate Location
The location of the private key used to identify the server and location where incoming
client certificates are trusted.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
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Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

System Key Vault
The private key and associated certificates are stored in the Key Management System. All
certificates within the KMS are loaded to trust incoming client certificates.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

File
Key Store
File
This file contains the private key and associated certificates that a client uses to
authenticate to a server. There are default Key Store files provided with GoAnywhere or
you can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Key Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Key Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store) and PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards) Key Store types.
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Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Key Store
Provider is loaded during the installation. However, if you need to specify a provider, from
the drop-down list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API
BC - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for the
Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509

Alias
The key alias identifies a key pair and its associated certificate from all the ones within a
Key Store. If no alias is specified, the Key Store opens the first file in the Key Store. Type
the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for an Alias.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Alias to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password.
Trust Store
File
The Trust Store File contains the public keys and certificates used by a server to
authenticate a client. There are default Trust Store files provided with GoAnywhere or you
can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Trust Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Trust Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store) and
PKCS12 (Public-Key Cryptography Standards) Trust Store types.
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Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Trust Store
provider is loaded in the installation. However, if you need specify a provider, from the dropdown list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM.
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS.
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service.
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology.
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider.
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API.
BC - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for the
Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509.

Data Connection
The FTP Data Connection is the connection over which data is transferred (sent or
received) and is established when a FTP command is issued (for example, GET, PUT,
LIST).

Idle Timeout
The idle time in seconds before the Data Connection will close.
Force Encrypted Data Channels
An encrypted data channel protects the data using implicit SSL. If the client connection to
GoAnywhere does not support an encrypted data channel, the connection will fail. The
default setting is No.

Active
With an "active" Data Connection, the client computer connects to the server on the
control port and specifies to the server which port it is listening on for the data. This
can cause issues with a firewall on the client side as it may block the incoming data
connection from the server.
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Enabled
If set to Yes, the Data Connection for the Listener will attempt a FTP connection to
establish the data port.
Validate IP
This option specifies if the server should check if the IP address for the data
connection is the same as for the control port. If the IP is not valid, the connection will
fail. If left blank, the default is No.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server to which GoAnywhere is listening. If available,
you can also select it from the drop-down list.
Local Port
The local port on which the server will make the Active Data Connection. If none
specified, any available port is used.

Passive
In a passive Data Connection, the client computer initiates the control port, but then
also initiates the data port. This bypasses the firewall issue as the client computer
initiates all the connections.
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Local Address
This is the IP address of the server to which GoAnywhere is listening. If available,
you can also select it from the drop-down list.
External Address
The address the server will claim to be listening on for the data port. Useful when the
server is behind a NAT firewall and the client sees a different address than the server
is using.
Validate IP
This option specifies if the server should check if the IP address for the data
connection is the same as for the control port. If the IP is not valid, the connection will
fail. If left blank, the default is No.
Ports
The ports on which the server is allowed to accept Passive Data Connections.
Multiple port numbers are comma delimited. The text box also accepts ranges
separated with hyphens. Ranges and single port numbers can be mixed (i.e. 6000061000, 61052, 63000-65535). Valid port numbers are from 1 to 65535, however
many ports below 1024 are reserved by the operating system and other programs.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, select the Listener entry in the Configuration Outline,
then click the Delete link in the page toolbar.

FTPS Service (FTP over SSL)
The traditional FTP protocol sends commands and data in “the clear” over the network/internet.
This FTP data could be intercepted by an attacker, which could then be viewed and altered before
sending it on to the receiver.
If you are sending sensitive data over the internet, then you may want to consider the FTPS (FTP
over SSL) protocol for securing data.

FTPS creates an encrypted tunnel between two computer systems and will protect against the
following attacks:
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l

l

l
l
l

IP spoofing, where a remote host sends out packets which pretend to come from another,
trusted host.
IP source routing, where a host can pretend that an IP packet comes from another, trusted
host.
DNS spoofing, where an attacker forges name server records.
Interception of cleartext passwords and other data by intermediate hosts.
Manipulation of data by attackers in control of intermediate hosts.

FTPS uses a combination of asymmetric (public key) cryptology and symmetric cryptology to
provide strong encryption and optimal performance.
Both the server and the client can be authenticated (trusted) through the use of X.509
Certificates. In other words, certificates will help ensure that each party is truly who they say they
are.

Quick Start for FTPS
Configuration
1. Configure the FTPS server (listeners, ports, ciphers, etc.).
2. Start the FTPS server.
SSL Certificate Authentication
1. If not already done, you first need to configure the SSL Listener for the FTPS Service to
either make SSL Client Authentication optional or required for all Web Users.
a. From the main menu bar, select Services and then select Service Manager.
b. Select Edit next to the FTPS Service.
c. On the left side of the page, select Implicit SSL under the Configuration Outline.
d. Change the Client Authentication attribute to either Optional or Required:
i. None (default) – will only accept Password authentication. Certificate
authentication is not allowed.
ii. Optional (recommended) – will accept Web Users that use Password only
authentication as well as Web Users that use Password and Certificate
authentication.
iii. Required – only set this option if all Web Users will be required to authenticate
to the FTPS Service using Password and Certificate authentication.
e. Select Save And Finish.
f. On the Service Manager page, select Restart Service to restart the FTPS Service.
2. Change the Web User's authentication type:
a. From the main menu bar, select Users and then select Web User.
b. On the Web Users page, select Edit next to the Web User.
c. On the Authentication tab, change the FTPS Authentication Type to Password and
Certificate.
d. Select Save.
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If Using an SSL Self-Signed Certificate
1. Have your trading partner send you their public certificate.
2. Import the public certificate into the Key Vault (if using KMS) or the Key Store (if using File
Based Keys).
3. Restart the FTPS Service.

FTPS Configuration
The FTPS Service Configuration page provides the configuration options for the FTPS Service
(Implicit SSL). From this page, modify or add service parameters such as: Login parameters,
Listeners, certificates, etc.
1. To manage the FTPS Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the FTPS Service, and then click Edit.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.

Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the FTPS service automatically when GoAnywhere starts.
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Upload Restrictions

Restrict Uploads to Inbound Directory
When selected, uploads are restricted to the inbound directory and sub-directories. Web Users
will not be able to upload files to any directory other than "Inbound." This option should not be
selected if Web Users need to upload files in other locations or if Inbound and Outbound folders
were not created.
NOTE:

This option is no longer available and will only be visible if it was in use prior to GoAnywhere
version 3.0.0. It is recommended to use Virtual Folders to control Web User file and folder
access.
Allow Files with No Extension
When selected, Web Users can upload files that do not have extensions.
Allow Files with an Extension
This option enables the File Extension Filter.
File Extension Filter
The file extension filter can permit all files, restrict specific extensions or only permit specific
extensions. If you want to specify the file types Web Users can or cannot upload, type each file
extension in this box. Type all extensions without periods (.), separate them with commas, and
do not add line breaks or spaces (for example, if you want to allow only .txt, .xls, .xlsx and .csv
files, type txt,xls,xlsx,csv). The maximum number of characters for this field is 2000.

Server

Add a New Listener
Follow the instructions below to add or modify a new Listener:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
In the Service Manager page, click the Edit icon beside the FTPS Service.
In the FTPS Configuration pane, click the
Server link.
On the Server page, click the Add Listener link in the toolbar or click an existing Listener
name in the left outline.
5. On the available tabs, specify values for the various fields.
6. Click the Save button to add/update the Listener and stay on this page. Otherwise, click
the Save And Finish button to add/update the Listener and return to the Service Manager
page.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, when on the FTPS Listener page, click the Delete link
in the page toolbar.

Server

Maximum Logins
This is the maximum number of sessions allowed to the service at any given time.
Maximum Threads
This is the maximum number of simultaneous threads that the server will use at any one time. If
left blank, the default is 100. If more transfer requests (each using a thread) are made than exist,
the remaining requests will be held by GoAnywhere until a thread becomes available.
Login Failure Delay
The length of time in seconds a Web User must wait before they can retry their login. This delay
will deflect multiple login attempts in fast succession from an organized online attack.
Maximum Login Failures
This value represents the number of failed login attempts before the FTPS connection is closed.
Welcome Message
The welcome message is returned to the client after a connection is established to GoAnywhere.
By default, the welcome message is "Service ready for new user".
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Logout (Quit) Message
The message to return to the client after the quit command is issued. By default, the logout
message is "Goodbye".

Listener
The listener specifies on which port the FTPS service will monitor traffic. To add an FTPS
listener, complete the required fields and click the Save button. Click the Implicit SSL link (in the
Configuration Outline) to modify existing SSL options. Click the Delete link in the page toolbar to
delete this FTPS Listener.

Name
Providing an identifiable name for the Listener helps identify it in the Configuration Outline list.
Port
Set the port number that the Listener will monitor for connections.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Port number will also need to be updated
on the Gateway Configuration page for the related Service Mapping.
Idle Timeout
The idle time in seconds before the Listener will timeout. The default is 300 seconds.
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Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which GoAnywhere is listening. If available,
you can also select it from the drop-down list.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Local Address will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page as the "To Address" for the FTPS Service
Mapping.
Domain
A Domain can be specified to restrict this listener to only allow Web Users in that Domain. When
left blank, any Web User can login regardless of which Domain they belong to.
Encoding
Specify the encoding to use for control communication with the server. If left blank, the default
UTF-8 will be used.

Implicit SSL
An Implicit SSL connection will only start on the specified secure FTP port. The connection
automatically starts with an SSL connection.
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SSL Protocol
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol is used to secure the transmission.
TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security will be used to secure the
transmission (default).

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to
enable TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all
versions of SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java
11).
Client Authentication
The client authentication option indicates if SSL authentication is expected when a client
connects to GoAnywhere. If a Web User or Web User Template is configured to
authenticate using a certificate, the Optional or Required setting should be selected.
l

l

l
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None - Client certificate authentication is not enabled and client certificates will be
ignored. Clients must authenticate with their username and password when
connecting to the server.
Optional - Client certificate authentication is enabled, but a certificate is not required.
If a valid certificate is available from the client, it will be used for authentication. If a
valid certificate is not available, the client must authenticate with their username and
password when connecting to the server.
Required - Client certificate authentication is enabled and a valid certificate is
required. A client connection without a valid certificate will be rejected.
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Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected.
Click the JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although
encrypted, the cipher suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most
secure. This list allows you to limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions below to
select which Cipher Suites are used:
1. In the left column, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Suites to use. Multiple entries
can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Suites are selected, click the
arrow between the group
boxes to move the Cipher Suites from left to right.
CCC Enabled
Indicates whether or not Web Users are permitted to use the clear command channel
(CCC) command during an encrypted FTPS connection. If a Web User sends the CCC
command, it terminates the encryption on the command channel and all subsequent FTPS
communication on the command channel will be transmitted in plain text. The encryption of
the data channel is not affected by this setting. When selected, the control channel can be
switched to plain text. If unselected, the command channel will remain encrypted.
TIP:

This is useful when GoAnywhere is behind a NAT firewall that requires plain text
commands for routing secondary FTPS data connections.
CCC Send Close Notify
This setting determines whether or not GoAnywhere will perform the CLOSE_NOTIFY
operation as part of the SSL/TLS shutdown when the CCC command is received. Select
this option to send the CLOSE_NOTIFY command to properly terminate the SSL/TLS
encryption. Some FTPS clients do not support proper termination of SSL/TLS and require
this option to be unselected.
Certificate Location
The location of the private key used to identify the server and location where incoming
client certificates are trusted.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
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Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

System Key Vault
The private key and associated certificates are stored in the Key Management System. All
certificates within the KMS are loaded to trust incoming client certificates.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

File
Key Store
File
This file contains the private key and associated certificates that a client uses to
authenticate to a server. There are default Key Store files provided with GoAnywhere or
you can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Key Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Key Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store) and PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards) Key Store types.
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Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Key Store
Provider is loaded during the installation. However, if you need to specify a provider, from
the drop-down list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API
BC - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for the
Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509

Alias
The key alias identifies a key pair and its associated certificate from all the ones within a
Key Store. If no alias is specified, the Key Store opens the first file in the Key Store. Type
the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for an Alias.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Alias to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password.
Trust Store
File
The Trust Store File contains the public keys and certificates used by a server to
authenticate a client. There are default Trust Store files provided with GoAnywhere or you
can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Trust Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Trust Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store) and PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards) Trust Store types.
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Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Trust Store
provider is loaded in the installation. However, if you need specify a provider, from the
drop-down list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM.
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS.
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service.
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology.
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider.
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API.
BC - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for the
Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509.

Data Connection
The FTP Data Connection is the connection over which data is transferred (sent and
received) and is established when a FTP command is issued (for example, GET, PUT,
LIST).

Idle Timeout
The idle time in seconds before the Data Connection will close.
Force Encrypted Data Channels
An encrypted data channel protects the data using implicit SSL. If the client connection to
GoAnywhere does not support an encrypted data channel, the connection will fail. The
default setting is No.

Active
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Enabled
If set to Yes, the Data Connection for the Listener will attempt a traditional FTP
connection to establish the data port.
Validate IP
This option specifies if the server should check if the IP address for the data
connection is the same as for the control port. If the IP is not valid, the connection will
fail. If left blank, the default is No.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which GoAnywhere is listening.
If available, you can also select it from the drop-down list.
Local Port
The local port on which the server will make the Active Data Connection. If none
specified, any available port is used.

Passive

Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which GoAnywhere is listening.
If available, you can also select it from the drop-down list.
External Address
The address on which the server will claim to listen for the data port. Useful when the
server is behind a NAT firewall and the client sees a different address than the server
is using.
Validate IP
This option specifies if the server should check if the IP address for the data
connection is the same as for the control port. If the IP is not valid, the connection will
fail. If left blank, the default is No.
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Ports
The ports on which the server is allowed to accept Passive Data Connections.
Multiple port numbers are comma delimited. The text box also accepts ranges
separated with hyphens. Ranges and single port numbers can be mixed (i.e. 6000061000, 61052, 63000-65535). Valid port numbers are from 1 to 65535, however
many ports below 1024 are reserved by the operating system and other programs.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, select the Listener entry in the left Outline, then click the
Delete link in the page toolbar.

SFTP Service (FTP over SSH)
The traditional FTP protocol sends commands and data in “the clear” over the network/internet.
This FTP data could be intercepted by an attacker, which could then be viewed and altered
before sending it onto the receiver.
If you are sending sensitive data over the internet, then you may want to consider the SFTP (FTP
over SSH) protocol for securing data.

SFTP creates an encrypted tunnel between two computer systems and will protect against the
following attacks:
l

l

l
l
l

IP spoofing, where a remote host sends out packets which pretend to come from another,
trusted host.
IP source routing, where a host can pretend that an IP packet comes from another, trusted
host.
DNS spoofing, where an attacker forges name server records.
Interception of cleartext passwords and other data by intermediate hosts.
Manipulation of data by attackers in control of intermediate hosts.

SFTP uses a combination of asymmetric (public key) cryptology and symmetric cryptology to
provide strong encryption and optimal performance.
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SFTP is supported by most commercial servers and many open source servers (for example,
Linux). SFTP is a good protocol to use for transmitting large files since it compresses the data
stream prior to encryption.
GoAnywhere implements the most current SSH 2.0 protocol standard.

Quick Start for SFTP
Configuration
1. Configure the SFTP server (listeners, ports, ciphers, etc.).
2. Start the SFTP server.
SSH Key Authentication
If the Web User authenticates using an SSH key, follow the steps below:
1. Have your trading partner send you their SSH public key.
2. Import the SSH public key for the Web User.
3. Change the Web User's Authentication Type:
a. From the Dashboard, point to Security and then click Web User.
b. On the Web Users page, click the Edit icon next to the Web User.
c. In the Edit Web User page, click the Authentication tab and change the SFTP
Authentication Type to Public Key.
d. Click the Save button.
When the SFTP client connects to the server, it will look up the client’s public key in the Key
Management System based on the Fingerprint. The Web User authenticates if the public key
matches the public key sent by the client and the Web User must be in a Domain that has access
to the Key Vault where the public key resides.

SFTP Configuration
The SFTP Service Configuration page provides the configuration options for the SFTP Service.
From this page, modify or add service parameters such as: Login parameters, Port Numbers,
Listeners, etc.
1. To manage the SFTP Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the SFTP Service, and then click Edit.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
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l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.

Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the SFTP service automatically when GoAnywhere starts.

Upload Restrictions

Restrict Uploads to Inbound Directory
When selected, uploads are restricted to the inbound directory and sub-directories. Web Users
will not be able to upload files to any directory other than "Inbound." This option should not be
selected if Web Users need to upload files in other locations or if Inbound and Outbound folders
were not created.
NOTE:

This option is no longer available and will only be visible if it was in use prior to GoAnywhere
version 3.0.0. It is recommended to use Virtual Folders to control Web User file and folder
access.
Limit Upload File Size
Limit Web User file uploads to a specified maximum size.
Maximum Upload File Size
Specify the maximum file upload size in megabytes. If a file upload exceeds the specified
maximum, the transfer will terminate before the upload is complete.
Allow Files with No Extension
When selected, Web Users can upload files that do not have extensions.
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Allow Files with an Extension
This option enables the File Extension Filter.
File Extension Filter
The file extension filter can permit all files, restrict specific extensions or only permit specific
extensions. If you want to specify the file types Web Users can or cannot upload, type each file
extension in this box. Type all extensions without periods (.), separate them with commas, and do
not add line breaks or spaces (for example, if you want to allow only .txt, .xls, .xlsx and .csv files,
type txt,xls,xlsx,csv). The maximum number of characters for this field is 2000.

Server

Add a New Listener
Follow the instructions below to add or modify a new Listener:
1. In the SFTP Configuration pane, click the
Server link.
2. On the Server page, click the Add Listener link in the toolbar or click an existing Listener
name in the left outline.
3. On the available tabs, specify values for the various fields.
4. Click the Save button to add/update the Listener and stay on this page. Otherwise, click
the Save And Finish button to add/update the Listener and return to the Service Manager
page.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, when on the SFTP Listener page, click the Delete link
in the page toolbar.
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Maximum Logins
This is the maximum number of sessions allowed to the service at any given time.
Login Failure Delay
The length of time in seconds a Web User must wait before they can retry their login. This delay
not only gives the Web User time to think about their User Name and Password, but it also will
deflect multiple login attempts in fast succession from an organized online attack.
Maximum Login Failures
This value represents the number of failed login attempts before the SFTP connection is closed.
Idle Timeout
The idle time in seconds before the connection will timeout.
SCP Enabled
When enabled, GoAnywhere provides Secure Copy (SCP) support for secure file exchange with
a client using SCP. SCP is much like SFTP, using FTP over SSH.
Min DH Group Exchange Key Size
Select the minimum key size to allow for the key exchange when using diffie-hellman-groupexchange-sha1 or sha256 key exchange algorithms. Smaller key sizes are less secure but may
increase transfer speeds. The default minimum key size is 1024.
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Max DH Group Exchange Key Size
Select the maximum key size to allow for the key exchange when using diffie-hellman-groupexchange-sha1 or sha256 key exchange algorithms. Larger key sizes are more secure but may
decrease transfer speeds. The default maximum key size is 8192.
Enabled Public Key Signature Algorithms
The algorithms allowed for signing public keys, which applies to the server's Host Key and when
a Web User authenticates with a public key. The Public Key Signature Algorithms in the left
column are available, the ones in the right column are enabled.
Perform the following steps to enable Public Key Signature Algorithms:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Public Key Signature Algorithm(s)
to enable. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking
the mouse.
2. When the desired Public Key Signature Algorithms are selected, click the
Right arrow
between the group boxes to move the algorithms from left to right.
Perform the following steps to disable Public Key Signature Algorithms:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Public Key Signature Algorithm
(s) to disable. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while
clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Public Key Signature Algorithms are selected, click the
Left arrow
between the group boxes to move the algorithms from right to left.
NOTE:

When using ECDSA keys, the Public Key Signature Algorithm must match the key type and
bit size of the Host Key. For example, when creating an ECDSA Host Key with a 256 bit key
size, the ecdsa-sha2-nistp256 public key algorithm should be enabled.
Enabled Cipher Algorithms
The Cipher Algorithms in the left column are available, the ones in the right column are enabled.
By default all Cipher Suites are enabled to provide the most options between different clients and
servers. Although encrypted, the cipher suite automatically selected by the connection may not
be the most secure. This list allows you to limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions
below to select which Cipher Algorithms are used:
Perform the following steps to enable Cipher Algorithms:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Algorithm(s) to enable.
Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Algorithms are selected, click the
arrow between the group
boxes to move the algorithms from left to right.
Perform the following steps to disable Cipher Algorithms:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Algorithm(s) to disable.
Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Algorithms are selected, click the
arrow between the group
boxes to move the algorithms from right to left.
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Enabled Mac Algorithms
The SSH transport layer handles algorithm negotiation between the server and client over
TCP/IP. Negotiation begins when the SSH client and server send each other textual information
that identifies their SSH version. If they both agree that the versions are compatible, the client and
server exchange lists that specify the algorithms that they support for key exchange, encryption
and data integrity via a message authentication code (MAC). These lists are protected by their
own encryption algorithms. The Mac Algorithms in the left column are available, the ones in the
right column are enabled.
Perform the following steps to enable Mac Algorithms:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Mac Algorithm(s) to enable.
Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Mac Algorithms are selected, click the
Right arrow between the group
boxes to move the algorithms from left to right.
Perform the following steps to disable Mac Algorithms:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Mac Algorithm(s) to disable.
Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Mac Algorithms are selected, click the
Left arrow between the group
boxes to move the algorithms from right to left.
Enabled Key Exchange Algorithms
The Diffie-Hellman Key exchange algorithms to use between the server and client. The Key
Exchange Algorithms in the left column are available, the ones in the right column are enabled.
This list allows you to limit which Key Exchange Algorithms are used.
Perform the following steps to enable Key Exchange Algorithms:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Key Exchange Algorithm(s) to
enable. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the
mouse.
2. When the desired Key Exchange Algorithms are selected, click the
arrow between the
group boxes to move the algorithms from left to right.
Perform the following steps to disable Key Exchange Algorithms:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Key Exchange Algorithm(s) to
disable. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the
mouse.
2. When the desired Key Exchange Algorithms are selected, click the
Left arrow between
the group boxes to move the algorithms from right to left.
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Enabled Compression Algorithms
Compression Algorithms help shrink the file size during transport to reduce the transfer time and
bandwidth used. The Compression Algorithms in the left column are available, the ones in the
right column are enabled.
Perform the following steps to enable Compression Algorithms:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Compression Algorithm(s) to
enable. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the
mouse.
2. When the desired Compression Algorithms are selected, click the
Right arrow between
the group boxes to move the algorithms from left to right.
Perform the following steps to disable Compression Algorithms:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select (highlight) the Compression Algorithm(s) to
disable. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the
mouse.
2. When the desired Compression Algorithms are selected, click the
Left arrow between
the group boxes to move the algorithms from right to left.
Welcome Message
The welcome message is displayed during the SSH handshake when a client connects using
SFTP. Not all SFTP clients display the Welcome Message.
Software Version
The software name or version is exchanged with a client during the initial SFTP connection. The
value in this field cannot contain whitespaces. The default value is GoAnywhere followed with the
installed version number.
Comments
The comments field is used for a custom message that is sent along with the software version
and connection string to a Web User when they authenticate.

Listener
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Name
Providing an identifiable name for the Listener helps identify it in the Configuration Outline
list.
Port
Set the port number that the Listener will monitor for connections.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Port number will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page for the related Service Mappings.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which GoAnywhere is Listening. If
available, you can also select it from the drop-down list.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Local Address will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page as the "To Address" for the SFTP Service
Mapping.
Domain
A Domain can be specified to restrict this listener to only allow Web Users in that Domain.
When left blank, any Web User can login regardless of which Domain they belong to.
Authentication Types Allowed
Indicates which authentication types are allowed on this listener - Password, Public Key, or
Either. If left blank, the default value is Either. When a Web User attempts to authenticate,
this setting, as well as the authentication type specified on the individual Web User
account, are verified.

Host Keys
RSA, DSA, and ECDSA keys are used to identify the server. RSA keys are typically limited
to use within the United States, while DSA and ECDSA keys are used world wide.
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Key Location
RSA, DSA, and ECDSA keys can be selected from the System Key Vault, or another
location on the network. Select the location where your keys are stored.
RSA Key
Select an RSA key from the System Key Vault.
RSA Key Password
The password to access the RSA key. The password is only required if it is not stored
along with the key in the Key Vault.
DSA Key
Select a DSA key from the System Key Vault.
DSA Key Password
The password to access the DSA key. The password is only required if it is not stored
along with the key in the Key Vault.
NOTE:

When using ECDSA keys, the Public Key Signature Algorithm must match the key
type and bit size of the Host Key. For example, when creating an ECDSA Host Key
with a 256 bit key size, the ecdsa-sha2-nistp256 public key algorithm should be
enabled.
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WARNING:

You should replace the default keys shipped with GoAnywhere MFT before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.

System Key Vault
RSA Key
Select an RSA key from the System Key Vault.
RSA Key Password
The password to access the RSA key. The password is only required if it is not stored along
with the key in the Key Vault.
DSA Key
Select a DSA key from the System Key Vault.
DSA Key Password
The password to access the DSA key. The password is only required if it is not stored along
with the key in the Key Vault.
ECDSA Key
Select an ECDSA key from the System Key Vault.
ECDSA Key Password
The password to access the ECDSA key. The password is only required if it is not stored
along with the key in the Key Vault.
WARNING:

You should replace the default keys shipped with GoAnywhere MFT before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.

File
RSA Key File
There are default RSA Key files provided with GoAnywhere or you can create your own.
Type the file name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
RSA Key Password
The RSA Password was specified by the person who created the password.
DSA Key File
There are default DSA Key files provided with GoAnywhere or you can create your own.
Type the file name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
DSA Key Password
The RSA Password was specified by the person who created the password.
ECDSA Key File
There are default ECDSA Key files provided with GoAnywhere, or you can create your own.
ECDSA Password
The ECDSA Password was specified by the person who created the password.
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WARNING:

You should replace the default keys shipped with GoAnywhere MFT before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, click the Listener entry in the left menu, then click the
Delete link in the page toolbar.

GoFast
GoFast is a file transfer acceleration protocol that is proprietary to GoAnywhere. The GoFast
servers use proprietary UDP channels, along with optimized congestion and flow controls to
maximize file transfer speeds.
During a GoFast file transfer, a secure SSL control channel is first established over TCP for
sending commands between the GoFast server and client. Files are then broken into parts and
transferred to anther GoFast server over UDP data channels. File parts can optionally be
compressed with ZLIB compression to minimize the bandwidth utilized. These parts can also be
encrypted using the AES cipher to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of the data
transferred.
The GoFast server can be configured with a number of options on the GoFast Configuration
page.

Quick Start for GoFast File Transfer
GoFast is a file transfer acceleration protocol that is proprietary to GoAnywhere. The GoFast
servers use proprietary UDP channels, along with optimized congestion and flow controls to
maximize file transfer speeds.
During a GoFast file transfer, a secure SSL control channel is first established over TCP for
sending commands between the GoFast client and server. Files are then broken into parts and
transferred over UDP data channels. File parts can optionally be compressed with ZLIB
compression to minimize the bandwidth utilized. These parts can also be encrypted using the
AES cipher to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of the data transferred.
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TIP:

The ideal GoFast environment consists of the following:
l
l
l

A stable network, limiting packet loss.
Geographical distance requiring long round trip time from client to server.
A network that supports large MTU - Maximum Transmission Unit.

Configuring the GoFast Server
Before you can use GoFast for file transfers, you must first enable and configure the service.
1. Configure the listeners, ports and upload restrictions of the GoFast service.
2. Enable GoFast and configure the memory allocation and overflow directory on the System
> Global Settings page under the GoFast tab.

NOTE:

Ensure that you have allocated enough memory to maximize GoFast transfer speeds
between the two systems.

Configuring Web Users for GoFast
Before using the service, a Web User must have the GoFast feature enabled and authentication
settings configured.
1. Add or edit a Web User account from the Web User's page.
2. On the Authentication tab, specify how the user will authenticate to GoFast (for example,
user name and password).
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3. Enable GoFast under the Web User's Features tab.
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Configuring the GoFast Client
The GoFast client will connect to a GoFast server using a previously configured Web User
account. See the GoFast Server Resource topic for detailed instructions on how to set up a new
GoFast transfer with host address, port number, and user credentials.

Using the GoFast Task in Projects
The GoFast Project Task can be used to download files, upload files, and create file lists. Follow
the steps below to configure a Project to upload or download files using GoFast.
1. Login to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. On the main menu bar, click Projects and select the folder for the new Project.
3. In the page toolbar, click Create a Project, specify a Project Name, and then click Save.
4. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the GoFast task to the Project Outline.
5. Within the GoFast Task page:
a. Select the GoFast resource created previously from the drop-down list.
b. Click the Add button and select the Download Files or Upload Files menu item.
c. On the Download or Upload Files element, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source File - The file path and file name of a single file to transfer.
l Source File Sets - Optionally, you can define a File Set that contains a list of
files to be transferred.
l Destination File - The destination file when transferring a single file.
l Destination Directory - The directory path to which the files will be transferred.
d. Click on the Transfer Options panel and specify values for the following fields:
l Encryption Method - Specify the encryption method to protect the
transmission of the data.
l Compression Level - Specify the compression level to minimize the bandwidth
requirements for the transmission.
e. Click the Save button when finished.
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GoFast Configuration
The GoFast Service Configuration page provides configuration options for the GoFast Service.
From this page, modify parameters such as upload restrictions, listeners, and certificates.
1. To manage the GoFast Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the GoFast Service, and then click Edit.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.

Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the GoFast service automatically when GoAnywhere
starts.

Upload Restrictions

Allow Files with No Extension
When selected, Web Users can upload files that do not have extensions.
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Allow Files with an Extension
This option enables the File Extension Filter.
File Extension Filter
The file extension filter can permit all files, restrict specific extensions or only permit specific
extensions. If you want to specify the file types Web Users can or cannot upload, type each file
extension in this box. Type all extensions without periods (.), separate them with commas, and do
not add line breaks or spaces (for example, if you want to allow only .txt, .xls, .xlsx and .csv files,
type txt,xls,xlsx,csv). The maximum number of characters for this field is 2000.

Server

Add a New Listener
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
In the Service Manager page, click the Edit icon beside the GoFast Service.
On the GoFast Server page, click the
Server link in the GoFast Configuration pane.
Click the Add Listener link in the toolbar to add a new Listener.
In the Configuration Outline, click an entry to view, modify or delete various settings.
Click the Save button to save the changes and stay on this page or click the Save And
Finish button to add or update the Listener and return to the Service Manager page.

NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, when on the GoFast Listener page, click the Delete
link in the page toolbar.

Server
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Data Port Range
GoFast provides multiple concurrent file transfers by binding each transfer to ports within a
specified range. The text box accepts ranges separated with hyphens (e.g. 32001-32100).
Session Timeout
The length of idle time in seconds before the GoFast session will close. The default is 300
seconds.
Maximum Logins
This is the maximum number of sessions allowed to the GoFast service at any given time.
Maximum Login Failures
This value represents the number of failed login attempts before the GoFast connection is
closed.
Login Failure Delay
The length of time in seconds a user must wait before retrying the login. This delay will deflect
multiple login attempts in fast succession from an organized online attack.
Maximum Transfer Threads
This is the maximum number of simultaneous threads that the GoFast server will use at any one
time. If left blank, the default is 1000.

Listener
The listener specifies on which port the GoFast service will monitor traffic. Click the Control
Channel SSL link (in the Configuration Outline) to modify existing SSL options.

Name
An identifiable name for the Listener that appears in the Configuration Outline list.
Control Port
Set the TCP port number used for commands and responses between the GoFast servers.
TIP:

If using the GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Port number will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page for the related Service Mapping.
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Data Port Range
GoFast provides multiple concurrent file transfers by binding each transfer to ports within a
specified range. The text box accepts ranges separated with hyphens (e.g. 8011-9099).
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the ports to listen on. If available, you can also select
the IP from the drop-down list.
Domain
A Domain can be specified to restrict this listener to only allow Web Users in that Domain. When
left blank, any Web User can login regardless of which Domain they belong to.

Control Channel SSL
An SSL connection will be established on the GoFast Control Channel port. The SSL
configuration verifies a connection is made and then requests and verifies an SSL
connection before transmitting commands or receiving responses.
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SSL Protocol
Specify the desired SSL protocol to be used for the GoFast Control Channel:
l
l

SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol.
TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security (default).

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to
enable TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all
versions of SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3.
Client Authentication
The client authentication option indicates if SSL authentication is expected when a client
connects to GoAnywhere. If a Web User or Web User Template is configured to
authenticate using a certificate, the Optional or Required setting should be selected.
l

l

l
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None - Client certificate authentication is not enabled and client certificates will be
ignored. Clients must authenticate with their username and password when
connecting to the server.
Optional - Client certificate authentication is enabled, but a certificate is not required.
If a valid certificate is available from the client, it will be used to for authentication. If a
valid certificate is not available, the client must authenticate with their username and
password when connecting to the server.
Required - Client certificate authentication is enabled and a valid certificate is
required. A client connection without a valid certificate will be rejected.
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Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected.
Click the JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although
encrypted, the cipher suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most
secure. This list allows you to limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions below to
select which Cipher Suites are used:
1. In the left column, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Suites to use. Multiple entries
can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Suites are selected, click the
Right arrow between the
group boxes to move the Cipher Suites from left to right.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.
Certificate Location
The location of the private key used to identify the server and location where incoming
client certificates are trusted.

System Key Vault
The private key and associated certificates are stored in the Key Management System. All
certificates within the KMS are loaded to trust incoming client certificates.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
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WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

File
Key Store
File
This file contains the private key and associated certificates that a client uses to
authenticate to a server. There are default Key Store files provided with GoAnywhere or
you can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Key Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Key Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store) and PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards) Key Store types.
Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Key Store
Provider is loaded during the installation. However, if you need to specify a provider, from
the drop-down list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l
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IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API
BC - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for the
Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509
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Alias
The key alias identifies a key pair and its associated certificate from all the ones within a
Key Store. If no alias is specified, the Key Store opens the first file in the Key Store. Type
the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for an Alias.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Alias to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password.
Trust Store
File
The Trust Store File contains the public keys and certificates used by a server to
authenticate a client. There are default Trust Store files provided with GoAnywhere or you
can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Trust Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Trust Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store) and PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards) Trust Store types.
Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Trust Store
provider is loaded in the installation. However, if you need specify a provider, from the dropdown list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM.
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS.
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service.
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology.
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider.
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API.
BC - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for the
Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509.
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Agent Service
The Agent Service in GoAnywhere allows Agents to connect and authenticate to the
GoAnywhere MFT server.

Agent Authentication Process
All communication between Agents and GoAnywhere MFT is performed over an SSL/TLS
encrypted connection. Authentication between Agents and GoAnywhere are performed using
X.509 certificates, which are described below.

Root CA Certificate
A unique Root CA certificate is automatically created for each environment of GoAnywhere. This
Root certificate is used to digitally sign any certificates that are used for authenticating Agents to
the GoAnywhere server.
Server Certificate
A unique Server certificate is created for each environment of GoAnywhere, which is signed by
the Root CA certificate. The Server certificate is used to encrypt and protect the communication
between Agents and GoAnywhere. When the Agent connects to GoAnywhere, it will validate the
Server certificate by verifying it is signed by the Root certificate. If the Server certificate is within 1
year of it's expiration, GoAnywhere will rotate the Server certificate automatically on start up,
which will be signed by the same Root certificate.
Agent Certificates
After an Agent successfully registers with GoAnywhere, a unique certificate will be created for
the Agent. This certificate is also signed by the Root CA certificate. The Agent certificate will be
downloaded to the Agent upon Agent registration, and then stored locally in an encrypted
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database. When the Agent connects in the future, GoAnywhere will authenticate the Agent by
verifying that the Agent certificate is signed by the Root certificate.
The trust is established in both directions as the certificates used are signed by the Root CA
certificate that is unique to the GoAnywhere environment.

Agent Registration Rules
When an Agent attempts to connect to GoAnywhere MFT for the first time, it will complete a
registration process. The Agent passes along a registration code which is set up on GoAnywhere
MFT in advance and used to determine if the Agent is authorized to connect. If allowed, the Agent
will be configured based on the Agent Template settings for that registration code. Administrator
approval may also be required before registration is complete.
On the Agent service, one or more registration rules can be added. If a rule is configured with an
empty registration code, then any Agent can register without providing a code. In this case, it is
recommended to require administrator approval of that registration to prevent unwanted Agents
from connecting.
Registration rules can also have generic codes that are used by several Agents that share similar
characteristics. Agents can also be configured prior to implementation. When a new Agent is preconfigured in GoAnywhere, you can specify a registration code that is unique to that Agent. When
the Agent registers with that code, GoAnywhere will detect that the Agent matches the
configuration and will then link the configuration with the Agent.

Agent Configuration
The Agent Service Configuration page provides configuration options for the Agent Service. From
this page, modify parameters such as registration settings, listeners, and certificates.
1. To manage the Agent Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the Agent Service and then click Edit.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.
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Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the Agent service automatically when GoAnywhere starts.
Transfers
Auto-Resume Enabled
Select whether to enable auto-resume on the Agent. These settings only apply when using the
agent://[agentname]/[path to file or folder] syntax.
Retry Attempts
Specify the number of times the Agent will attempt to retry an interrupted transfer. If a retry
attempt is successful, the Retry Attempts count is reset.
Retry Interval
Specify the amount of time (in seconds) the Agent will wait before another retry attempt.

Registration
The Registration tab allows you to specify the approval process and naming standards for new
Agents during registration.

Actions
Click the Add Rule option to add a new Agent registration rule.
Click the Delete button to remove the Agent registration rule.
Registration Code
Specify a unique registration code for this rule. Agents that register using this Registration code
will be registered automatically and will use the specified Agent Template, Name Prefix, and
approval settings. The registration code is limited to 30 alpha-numeric characters. Registration
codes cannot contain ampersands (&).
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Agent Template
Select an Agent Template that is managed from the Agent Template page. Agents created using
the selected template will be part of the groups specified on the template.
Name Prefix
Specify a prefix that will be added to Agents created using the specified Agent Template.
Require Approval
If Require Approval is selected, Agents will connect to GoAnywhere in Pending Approval status.
An Admin User must approve the Agent on the Agent Manager page.
Notify Agent Managers
Admin Users with the Agent Manager role will receive an email notification when an Agent
connects using this rule.

Server

Add a New Listener
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the Agents Configuration page, click the
Server link in the Agent Configuration pane.
Click the Add Listener link in the toolbar to add a new Listener.
In the Configuration Outline, click an entry to view, modify or delete various settings.
Click the Save button to save the changes and stay on this page or click the Save And
Finish button to add or update the Listener and return to the Service Manager page.

NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, when on the Agent Listener page, click the Delete link
in the page toolbar.

SSL
An SSL connection will be established on the Agent port. The SSL configuration on the Agent
service protects all communication between GoAnywhere MFT and Agents with SSL/TLS.
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CA Certificate
The root CA certificate is used by the Agent for trusting the GoAnywhere MFT environment. The
certificate is automatically created during installation of GoAnywhere MFT and is unique to each
GoAnywhere environment.
l

l

l

Click the GoAnywhere MFT CA certificate link to view details for the unique Certificate
Authority Certificate.
On the Certificate Authority Certificate page, click the Export button to export the
certificate.
On the Certificate Authority Certificate page's PEM tab, you can view the Base64 encoded
certificate in PEM format.

When running in a Clustered environment, the CA certificate for each node in the cluster is stored
on the shared database. If a node goes offline, the Agents using that node's server certificate can
authenticate to any other node in the cluster.
Server Certificate
The server certificate is signed by the root CA certificate. The server certificate is used to encrypt
and protect the communication between Agents and GoAnywhere MFT. If the default Server
certificate is within 1 year of it's expiration, GoAnywhere will rotate the certificate automatically on
start up, which will be signed by the same Root certificate.
NOTE:

GoAnywhere will not automatically rotate a custom Agent server certificate when it expires.
l
l
l

Click the GoAnywhere MFT Agents link to view details for the unique server certificate.
On the Server Certificate page, click the Export button to export the certificate.
On the Server Certificate page's PEM tab, you can view the Base64 encoded certificate in
PEM format.

SSL Protocol
Specify the desired SSL protocol to be used for the Agent Control Channel:
l
l

TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security (default).
SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol.

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to enable
TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all versions of
SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. It is recommended to use only TLSv1.2 to
provide the best security.
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Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected. Click the
JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although encrypted, the cipher
suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most secure. This list allows you to
limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions below to select which Cipher Suites are used:
1. In the left column, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Suites to use. Multiple entries can be
selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Suites are selected, click the
Right arrow between the group
boxes to move the Cipher Suites from left to right.

Listener
The listener specifies on which port the Agent service will monitor traffic.

Name
An identifiable name for the Listener that appears in the Configuration Outline list.
Port
Set the TCP port number used for commands and responses between the Agent service and
Agents. The default port is 8009.
NOTE:

When running in a clustered MFT environment, the Agent listener port must be opened on
each installation's firewall to allow Agents on separate instances of GoAnywhere in the
cluster to communicate with other MFT nodes in the cluster, similar to cluster bind ports.
TIP:

If using the GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Port number will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page for the related Service Mapping.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the ports to listen on. If available, you can also select
the IP from the drop-down list.

Configure Server Certificate
The Configure Server Certificate page allows you to view Agent server certificate details as well
as replace the current server certificate with a new one. The server certificate is used to encrypt
and protect the communication between Agents and GoAnywhere MFT.
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NOTE:

GoAnywhere will not automatically rotate a custom Agent server certificate when it expires.
1. To manage the Agent server certificate, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the Agent Service and then click Configure Server
Certificate.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
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Replacing the Server Certificate

Key Name
Select a key pair from the drop-down list of available keys located in the System Key Vault.
Key Password
Specify the password for the key pair.

PeSIT Service
PeSIT is an abbreviation for Protocole d'Echange du Système Interbancaire de
Télécompensation. This translates in English as "Inter-bank electronic payment system protocol".
PeSIT uses the concept of a virtual file model to provide an agnostic approach to file organization.

Quick Start for PeSIT
Configure the PeSIT Service
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Services and then select Service Manager.
3. Select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select Edit.
4. Configure the PeSIT Service (listeners, ports, ciphers, etc.).
5. On the Service Manager page, select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select
Start to start the PeSIT Service. If the service is already started, select Restart.
Enable SSL for the PeSIT Connection using the Key Management System
These steps will create a certificate within the System Key Vault's certificate manager that is used
to protect the socket when performing transfers. If this is already configured, move on to the next
section.
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption and then Key Management System.
3. Open the System Key Vault's certificate manager.
4. Create a certificate in the System Key Vault.
5. Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate.
6. Work with your Certificate Authority (CA) (for example, Thawte or GoDaddy) to sign your
certificate.
7. Import the CA Reply from the signing authority and any required root (primary) and
intermediate certificates.
8. On the SSL element of the PeSIT Listener, select the certificate from the Key Name field.
Optionally, supply the certificate password if it was not stored in the Key Vault.
9. On the Service Manager page, select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select
Start to start the PeSIT Service. If the service is already started, select Restart.
SSL Certificate Authentication
1. Configure the SSL Listener for the PeSIT Service to make SSL Client Authentication
optional or required for all Web Users.
a. From the main menu, select Services and then select the Service Manager.
b. Select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select Edit.
c. Select SSL in the Configuration Outline.
d. Change the Client Authentication attribute to either Optional or Required:
i. None (default) - will only accept Password authentication. Certificate
authentication is not allowed.
ii. Optional (recommended) - will accept Web Users that use Password only
authentication as well as Web Users that use Password and Certificate
authentication.
iii. Required - only set this option if all users will be required to authenticate to the
PeSIT Service using Password and Certificate authentication.
NOTE:

Due to the limitations on password lengths for the PeSIT protocol, it is best
practice to use SSL Certificate authentication with PeSIT.
e. Select Save And Finish.
f. On the Service Manager page, select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then
select Start to start the PeSIT Service. If the service is already started, select
Restart.
Configure the Web User (PeSIT partner)
Each PeSIT partner must be setup as a Web User in GoAnywhere.
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1. Change the authentication type for the Web User.
a. From the main menu, select Users and then Web Users.
b. On the Web Users page, select Action and then select Edit next to the Web User.
c. On the Authentication tab, choose the appropriate PeSIT Authentication Type. If
using Certificate authentication, follow the instructions on the Quick Start for
Certificate Based Authentication topic.
NOTE:

Due to the limitations on password lengths for the PeSIT protocol, it is best practice to
use SSL Certificate authentication with PeSIT.
d. Select Save.
2. Allow the Web User access to the PeSIT Service.
a. From the main menu, select Users and then Web Users.
b. On the Web Users page, select Action and then select Edit next to the Web User.
c. On the Features tab, enable PeSIT by checking the PeSIT box in the Protocols
attribute.
d. Select Save.
3. Configure the PeSIT partner properties on the Web User.
a. From the main menu, select Users and then Web Users.
b. On the Web Users page, select Action and then select Edit next to the Web User.
c. On the PeSIT tab, enable PeSIT by checking the Enabled box.
d. Specify the values for the required Identification fields and Synchronization fields.
e. Select Save.
NOTE:

The Requester ID must be unique for each Web User (PeSIT partner).

Configure a PeSIT File Template
1. Create a file template for sending or receiving files by following the instructions on the
PeSIT File Template topic.
NOTE:

Specify which Web Users (PeSIT partners) have access to the file template on the
Partners tab when configuring the PeSIT File Template. You can also give access to a
file template on the PeSIT tab when configuring a Web User.
2. Select Save.

PeSIT Configuration
The PeSIT Server Configuration page provides a logical arrangement of the Preferences and
Listeners for the PeSIT Service.
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1. To manage the PeSIT Service, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then select Service Manager.
3. Select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select Edit .
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by selecting Save.
Return to the Service Manager page without saving your changes by selecting Cancel.

Preferences

General

Automatically Start Service
Specify whether you would like to start the PeSIT service automatically when GoAnywhere
starts.
Session Timeout
The length of idle time in seconds before the PeSIT session will close. The default is 300
seconds.

Identification
Use the following instructions to add a new Server ID:
1. From the main menu bar, go to Services and select Service Manager.
2. In the Service Manager page, select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select
Edit.
3. In the PeSIT Configuration pane, select Identification.
4. On the Server page, select Add Server ID from the toolbar.
5. Select Save to add or update the Server ID and stay on this page. Otherwise, select Save
And Finish to add or update the Server ID and return to the Service Manager page.
NOTE:

At least one Server ID is required to start the PeSIT Service.

Server ID
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Server ID
(PI-04) - Specify an ID for this server.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Server ID entry, when on the Server ID page, select Delete from the
page toolbar.

Server

Add a New Listener
Use the following instructions to add or modify a new Listener:
1. From the main menu bar, go to Services and select Service Manager.
2. In the Service Manager page, select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select
Edit.
3. In the PeSIT Configuration pane, select
Server.
4. On the Server page, select Add Listener from the toolbar or select an existing Listener
name in the left outline.
5. Specify values for the various fields.
6. Select Save to add or update the Listener and stay on this page. Otherwise, select Save
And Finish to add or update the Listener and return to the Service Manager page.
NOTE:

If you wish to delete a Listener entry, when on the PeSIT Listener page, select Delete from
the page toolbar.

Listener
The listener specifies on which port the PeSIT service will monitor traffic. To add a PeSIT listener,
complete the required fields and select Save. Select Add SSL in the page toolbar to add an SSL
configuration or select the SSL link (in the Configuration Outline) to modify existing SSL options.
Select Delete in the page toolbar to delete this PeSIT Listener.

Name
Providing an identifiable name for the Listener helps identify it in the Configuration Outline list.
Port
Set the port number that the Listener will monitor for connections.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Port number will also need to be updated
on the Gateway Configuration page for the related Service Mapping.
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Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which GoAnywhere is listening. If
available, you can also select it from the drop-down list.
TIP:

If using GoAnywhere Gateway, any changes to the Local Address will also need to be
updated on the Gateway Configuration page as the "To Address" for the related Service
Mapping.
Domain
A Domain can be specified to restrict this Listener to only allow Web Users in that Domain. When
left blank, any Web User can login regardless of which Domain they belong to.

SSL

SSL Enabled
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

Yes - A Secure Socket Layer is used to secure transmissions.
No - Transmissions are not secured with SSL.

SSL Protocol
Select the appropriate option:
l
l

SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol is used to secure the transmission.
TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security will be used to secure the
transmission (default).

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to enable
TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all versions of
SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
Client Authentication
The client authentication option indicates if SSL authentication is expected when a client
connects to GoAnywhere. If a Web User or Web User Template is configured to authenticate
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using a certificate, the Optional or Required setting should be selected.
l

l

l

None - Client certificate authentication is not enabled and client certificates will be ignored.
Clients must authenticate with their username and password when connecting to the
server.
Optional - Client certificate authentication is enabled, but a certificate is not required. If a
valid certificate is available from the client, it will be used for authentication. If a valid
certificate is not available, the client must authenticate with their username and password
when connecting to the server.
Required - Client certificate authentication is enabled and a valid certificate is required. A
client connection without a valid certificate will be rejected.

Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected. Select the
JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although encrypted, the cipher
suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most secure. This list allows you to
limit which ciphers are used. Use the following instructions to select which cipher suites are used:
1. In the Available group box, select (highlight) the cipher suites to use. Multiple entries can be
selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired cipher suites are selected, select the
arrow between the group boxes
to move the cipher suites from Available to Selected.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the RSA
key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you attempt to save
the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the server
in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default download
directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not stored in
the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, select Change Password and specify a new
password.

PeSIT File Templates
PeSIT File Templates allow the user to translate the differences between their files and virtual
files transferred with the PeSIT Protocol.
To manage the PeSIT File Templates:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then select Service Manager.
3. Select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select File Templates.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a File Template by selecting Add File Template.
Return to the Services page by clicking Done.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Filter by File Template Name.

Select a column name to sort the list based on that column. A sort direction arrow shows the
sorted column. Click the column name again to toggle the sort direction. Columns cannot be
sorted by value type fields.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
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Compression - The compression used when the file was sent. Valid options are Stream,
Vertical, Both, and None.
Created By - The user who created the PeSIT File Template.
Created On - The date the PeSIT File Template was created.
Data Encoding - The type of encoding used when processing the local file.
Description - A short paragraph that describes the PeSIT server.
File Label - The unique label for the transfer.
File Path - Filter by the path to the file.
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l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

File Structure - The structure of the local file. Valid options are Stream, Variable_Text,
Fixed_Text, Variable_Record, and Fixed_Record.
Free Text - Any necessary additional information documented regarding the transfer.
Max Block Length - The maximum number of bytes which can be sent in a data entity.
Modified By - The user who last modified the PeSIT File Template.
Modified On - The date on which the PeSIT File Template was last modified.
Record Format - The record format, fixed or variable length.
Record Length - The length of the record in bytes.
Storage Unit - The unit used to express how data is stored.
Transfer Type - Filter by the type of transfers supported by the File Template. Valid options
are Send or Receive.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

PeSIT File Template Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l

View File Template details by selecting View.
Edit a File Template by selecting Edit.
Move a File Template to another Domain by selecting Switch Domains. After selecting the
target Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes before saving.
Copy a File Template by selecting Copy.
Delete a File Template by selecting Delete.

PeSIT File Template Columns
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Name - A name for the PeSIT File Template.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
Description - A short paragraph that describes the PeSIT server.
Transfer Type - Specify the type of transfers supported by the File Template. Valid options
are Send or Receive.
File Path - The path to the file.
Created On - The date the PeSIT File Template was created.
Created By - The user who created the PeSIT File Template.
Modified By - The user who last modified the PeSIT File Template.
Modified On - The date on which the PeSIT File Template was last modified.
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l
l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l

Record Length - The length of the record in bytes.
Max Block Length - The maximum number of bytes which can be sent in a data entity.
Data Encoding - The type of encoding used when processing the local file.
Compression - The compression used when the file was sent. Valid options are Stream,
Vertical, Both, and None.
Storage Unit - The unit used to express how data is stored.
Record Format - The record format, fixed or variable length.
File Structure - The structure of the local file. Valid options are Stream, Variable_Text,
Fixed_Text, Variable_Record, and Fixed_Record.
File Label - The unique label for the transfer.
Free Text - Any necessary additional information documented regarding the transfer.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Web User properties are displayed in the table.

Configure PeSIT File Template
Use the following instructions to add or edit a PeSIT File Template:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then select Service Manager.
3. Select Action next to the PeSIT Service and then select File Templates.
4. To create a new PeSIT File Template, select Add File Template in the page toolbar.
5. To edit an existing PeSIT File Template, select the name of the File Template. You can
also select Action next to the File Template and then select Edit.
6. On the available tabs, specify values for the various fields.
7. Select Save.
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General Tab

Name
A name for the PeSIT File Template. Note, this is also referred to as the 'Application Name'. Two
different File Templates may have the same name if the Transfer Type is different.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the PeSIT server. The description is optional.
Transfer Type
Specify the type of transfers supported by the File Template. Valid options are Send or Receive.
File Path
Specify the path to a file. Data will be read from this file or will be written to this file, depending on
the transfer type. Variables may be used in the file path. Click on the
button to access
available variables. For example, you may want to place a file in a folder based on the Web User
who performed the transfer, or append the date onto the file name.
Record Length
(PI-32) Specify the length in bytes of the article. Default Value: 0
Max Block Length
(PI-25) Specify the maximum number of bytes which can be sent in a data entity. This value must
be equal or greater than the Record Length. Default Value: 32700 bytes.
User Parameters
When creating a File Template for a Send transfer type, the template can include unique user
parameters for the receiving client to use when processing the message.
File Label
A unique label for the transfer.
Free Text
Any necessary additional information regarding the transfer.
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Partners Tab

Partners
Specify which partners have access to the file template.

Structure Tab

Data Encoding
Specify the encoding to be used during the transfer of files. Valid options are ASCII, EBCDIC, or
BINARY. Default Value: BINARY
File Structure
Specify the structure of the local file. Refer to the tables below for valid values on Send Template
and Receive Templates - BINARY or ASCII encoding.

Send Templates
Data
Encoding

File Structure Options

BINARY

Stream, Variable Record, Fixed Record. Default: Stream

ASCII

Stream, Variable Text, Fixed Text, Variable Record, Fixed Record.
Default: Stream

Receive Templates
Data Encoding
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BINARY

Stream.

ASCII

Stream, Variable Text, Fixed Text. Default: Stream

Compression
(PI-21) Specify the compression to use when the file is sent. Valid options are None, Horizontal,
Vertical, or Horizontal and Vertical. Default Value: None
Storage Unit
(PI-41) Specify the unit used to express how data will be stored. Valid options are Kilobytes or
Article. Default Value: Kilobytes
Record Format
(PI-31) Specify whether the record is of fixed or variable length. Valid options are Variable or
Fixed. Default Value: Variable

View PeSIT File Template
The View PeSIT File Template page shows the properties, such as the creation date and last
modified date for a PeSIT File Template.

HelpSystems One Service
HelpSystems One is a centralized platform for managing and monitoring applications across the
HelpSystems product suite. The HelpSystems One Service page within GoAnywhere allows you
to configure and view your HelpSystems One instance details, such as the connection status,
address, and file permissions.
1. To configure or view the HelpSystems One Service, log in as an Admin User with the
Product Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role,
your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the HelpSystems One Service
link.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Configure the HelpSystems One Service by clicking the Configure button.
Refresh the page by clicking the Refresh button.
Disconnect the HelpSystems One Service by clicking the Disconnect button.
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HelpSystems One Settings
The HelpSystems One Settings page provides configuration options for the HelpSystems One
Service such as the home directory and file permissions. Settings saved on this page will be
applied to new Admin Users created by HelpSystems One.
1. To manage the HelpSystems One settings, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the HelpSystems One Service
link.
3. Click the Configure button.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
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Admin User File Manager Settings
Home Directory
The home directory that the Admin User will see when launching the File Manager.
*DOCROOT/*USER is the Admin User's default home directory located in the global documents
directory. *DOCROOT is the global documents directory specified on the Data tab in Global
Settings. *OTHER allows the specification of a custom home directory on the file system.
Restrict to Home Directory
Indicates if the Admin User is restricted to the specified home directory or has access to the entire
file system when using the File Manager. If checked, the Admin User will only have access to the
specified home directory and its sub-directories.
File Permissions
Indicates if the Admin User will have Read Only access to files or Read/Write access to files when
using the File Manager. Read Only specifies the Admin User can only browse and download files.
Read/Write allows the Admin User to browse, download, upload, copy, move, delete, and rename
files.

GoAnywhere Gateway
GoAnywhere Gateway allows trading partners a secure connection to your organization without
keeping any sensitive information in the DMZ or opening incoming ports into your Private
Network. GoAnywhere Gateway integrates with the GoAnywhere MFT file server to provide a
secure and managed solution for hosting and exchanging files.
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GoAnywhere Gateway includes the following features:
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Load balancing when multiple GoAnywhere MFT systems are running in a clustered
configuration.
No incoming ports are opened into the private (internal) network.
No files are stored in the DMZ.
User credentials and permissions are maintained/stored on the private network.
Service configurations are maintained/stored on the private network.
Supports FTP/s, SFTP and HTTP/s file transfer protocols.
No special hardware components - software-only solution.
Installs to Windows, Linux, AIX, Unix and Solaris operating systems.

How it Works

At initial startup, GoAnywhere opens an outbound connection (control channel) from the private
network to GoAnywhere Gateway (Gateway) in the DMZ. This proprietary control channel is used
to pass commands and messages between the products.
Once the proxy IP and port mappings are received from GoAnywhere MFT, then Gateway will
start listening for connections on those IP addresses and ports. When an external client connects
to a listener on Gateway, it notifies GoAnywhere MFT over the control channel. At that point,
GoAnywhere MFT creates a new outbound connection (called a “data channel”) to Gateway. This
data channel is attached to the desired service (e.g. FTP/s, SFTP, HTTP/s) and all traffic (client
authentication requests, data, commands, etc.) are routed over this new data channel. Gateway
is monitored and configured on the Manage Gateway page.
GoAnywhere Gateway serves as a transparent interface between external clients (trading
partners) and GoAnywhere MFT without exposing the private network to those clients. This is an
essential solution for securing confidential data and complying with state privacy laws, HIPAA,
PCI DSS, SOX and GLBA.
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Gateway Manager
The Gateway Manager page provides the ability to control the GoAnywhere Gateway connection
and view the current status of the GoAnywhere Gateway. More information about GoAnywhere
Gateway is available in the GoAnywhere Gateway Installation and User Guide. When
GoAnywhere is running in a cluster configuration, the service mappings for each system in the
cluster are displayed in the Gateway manager.
To manage the GoAnywhere Gateway, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services and then click the Gateway Manager link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Refresh the page.
Add a new Gateway configuration by clicking the Add new configuration link.
Disable a Gateway connection by clicking the Disconnect Gateway icon. Click the
Connect Gateway icon to reestablish a connection. The status field displays the current
connection status. View the Gateway Details for more connection information.

NOTE:

If a connection is established, but GoAnywhere is unable to start a proxy listener, a warning
icon will appear next to the proxy in the Active Proxies column. When this occurs, click the
Actions icon and select View to view error details.

Gateway IP Filter and Log Rejected IP Address
Click the Edit button to configure the Gateway IP Filter and Rejected IP Address Log.
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l

l

Gateway IP Filter - When enabled on GoAnywhere Gateway versions 2.3 and later, the
GoAnywhere server sends the stored IP Filter entries to GoAnywhere Gateway. The
Gateway will then filter client connections based on the IP Filter Allow List and Block List
managed by GoAnywhere.
Log Rejected IP Address - When enabled, GoAnywhere Gateway will log rejected
IP addresses in the Gateway log file on the Gateway installation.

NOTE:

The Connection Rejected Trigger will not fire when GoAnywhere Gateway filters a blocked IP
Address.

Gateway Manager Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l

View Gateway Details by clicking View.
Edit a Gateway by clicking Edit (the Gateway must be disabled to edit the configuration).
Delete a Gateway by clicking Delete (the Gateway must be disabled to delete the
configuration).
Copy a Gateway by clicking Copy.

Gateway Configuration
The Gateway Configuration page contains the operating parameters, service mappings, and
control channel security for GoAnywhere Gateway.
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General
Enabled
GoAnywhere Gateway can be enabled or disabled. By default, GoAnywhere Gateway is
disabled.
Automatically Start
Specify if you would like to start the GoAnywhere Gateway connection automatically when
GoAnywhere starts.
Controller Address
The Controller Address is the IP address of the server running the GoAnywhere Gateway server
component. This address must match the controller address defined in the gateway.xml file on
the GoAnywhere Gateway server.
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Controller Port
This is the port on which GoAnywhere Gateway listens for incoming control connections. The
default port is 9100 and must match the port defined in the gateway.xml file on the GoAnywhere
Gateway Server.
Control Channel Security
Shared Secret
GoAnywhere Gateway version 2.3 or later can require clients to provide a password (the Shared
Secret) to ensure unwanted clients can not make connections to the Gateway installation. Specify
a password that is supplied to GoAnywhere Gateway when a connection is established. The
Shared Secret must also be configured in the gateway.xml file on the secured Gateway
installation. To update an existing Shared Secret, click the Change Shared Secret link and
specify a new shared secret.
For more information about configuring the Shared Secret in GoAnywhere Gateway, see the
GoAnywhere Gateway User Guide.
SSL Enabled
When enabled, the proprietary control channel between GoAnywhere MFT and GoAnywhere
Gateway is secured using SSL. The gateway.xml file on the Gateway system must be configured
to use SSL. For more information about configuring SSL in GoAnywhere Gateway, see the
GoAnywhere Gateway User Guide.
Implicit SSL
When enabled, GoAnywhere will trust any certificate from the Gateway server. When not
enabled, the certificate will be validated using the Key Management System.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). If
left blank, the default value is TLS. Valid options could include SSL, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, TLSv1,
TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, or TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
Threads
Minimum Number of Threads
The minimum number of threads reserved for connections to GoAnywhere Gateway. The default
is 10 threads.
Maximum Number of Threads
The maximum number of threads that can be used for connections to GoAnywhere Gateway. This
determines the maximum number of simultaneous requests that can be handled. The default is
500 threads.
NOTE:

Changing the thread values can alter performance. Too few Maximum Threads and transfers
will lag, but too many threads may limit performance of other applications on the same server.
Modify these values to obtain the optimal performance for your configuration requirements.
Thread Keep Alive Time
The amount of time (in seconds), that an idle thread will wait before it is released. The default is
60 seconds.
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NOTE:

Increasing this value will likely cause higher CPU and memory usage on the server.
However, connections will start faster since they will not need to create new threads as
frequently.
Service Mappings
Each Service (FTP, FTPS, HTTPS, SFTP, PeSIT, GoFast, and Agents), is mapped from
GoAnywhere Gateway to the corresponding service in GoAnywhere. When a control connection
is established, these mappings are sent to the GoAnywhere Gateway server. GoAnywhere
Gateway listens for incoming connections on the "From Address" and "From Port" for each
service mapping. When a connection occurs, GoAnywhere Gateway forwards the traffic to
GoAnywhere based on the "To Address" and "To Port" service mappings. More information
about establishing a connection and the mapping process can be found in the How It Works
section.
If more Service Mappings are needed (for example, more than one listener for a particular
service), click the Add service mapping... link to add a new Service Mapping entry row. If a
Service Mapping is no longer needed, click the Delete icon to delete the corresponding Service
Mapping.
Label
An identifier for the service mapping.
From Address
The IP address that GoAnywhere Gateway will use to listen on for incoming traffic. Optionally
leave the From Address field blank to use the Controller Address as the bind address for client
connections on that particular mapping.
From Port
The port that GoAnywhere Gateway will use to listen on for incoming connections. The standard
ports are 21 for FTP, 990 for FTPS, 22 for SFTP and 443 for HTTPS/AS2.
To Address
The IP address of the local GoAnywhere system.
Link to Listener
When enabled, the proxy will start and stop at the same time as the service listener. Otherwise,
the proxy will start when the Gateway Manager starts.
NOTE: You can't enable Link to Listener when using the Admin service.

Service
Specify which service to link the listener to.
To Port/Listener
This field can have one of two possible values:
1. The port that the service listener is using for the particular service on the GoAnywhere
system.
2. Choose the listener name to link the service mapping to. Once configured, if you change
the name on the listener then the mapping will fail to resolve. However, the port can
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change and is resolved at the time a new mapping is established.

Load Balancer Rule
The Load Balancer Rule is used by GoAnywhere Gateway to configure the load balancing for
each service mapping. This rule is defined in GoAnywhere Gateway and should be round-robin
for FTP, FTPS and SFTP protocols. For HTTPS, the Load Balancer Rule should be IP-based
round-robin which routes traffic from a certain IP address for a period of time to a single system.
The agent option also uses round-robin with IP address session persistence, but the session
persistence is removed once all connections from that IP address are closed. By default, the
following rules are defined in GoAnywhere Gateway. Refer to the Installation and Administration
Guide for GoAnywhere Gateway for additional information on load balancer rules.
l
l
l

default - This rule should be used for FTP, FTPS, SFTP, PeSIT, and GoFast.
https - This rule should be used for HTTPS, AS2, AS4, and Admin.
agent - This rule should be used for Agents.

NOTE:

AS2 (S/MIME over HTTP(S)) uses the HTTPS Service.
SSL Termination
Enable SSL termination for this Service Mapping. SSL termination is a method for securing client
connections to the Gateway and then routing to a Service that is non-SSL. This option is only
available for GoAnywhere Gateway 2.8.0 or later, and GoAnywhere Gateway must be configured
with SSL termination. SSL termination does not support client certificate authentication and can
only be configured for HTTP/S Services.
Rewrap SSL
Enable SSL rewrapping for this Service Mapping in addition to SSL termination. SSL rewrapping
is a method for securing connections to the Gateway and then routing to an SSL Service. If this
option is not enabled, the traffic from Gateway to GoAnywhere MFT will be unencrypted for this
connection.
NOTE:

Changes made to the Service Mappings will take effect the next time the connection to the
GoAnywhere Gateway is reset. To reset the connection, click the Disconnect button and then
the Connect button on the Gateway Manager page.
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Gateway Details
The view Gateway Manager page displays the current details for the selected Gateway
connection. Click the Done button to return to the Gateway Manager.
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Available Options
l

l

Configure the GoAnywhere Gateway settings by clicking the Configure Gateway link in
the page toolbar.
Control the connection to the GoAnywhere Gateway by clicking the Actions button. The
button toggles based on the connection status.
l
l

Disconnect - Stops GoAnywhere Gateway and releases all proxies.
Connect - Starts GoAnywhere Gateway and establishes proxy connections.

NOTE: If you see the message "Unable to resolve port" in the Status

of Proxies section then
the name of the associated service listener has changed. To resolve this, navigate to the
Gateway Configuration screen and ensure the name of the listener in the To Port/Listener
column is the expected value.
NOTE: If you see the message "Link to Listener not supported" in the Status of Proxies section

then you will need to upgrade your GoAnywhere Gateway. You will also receive a pop-up
notification telling you to upgrade if your gateway version is outdated.

GoDrive
The GoDrive module in GoAnywhere is a secure on-premises file sharing and synchronization
service. All of your Web User's images, documents, videos, and sensitive files are stored on the
GoAnywhere server which your organization controls. Files and folders a Web User adds to
GoDrive will automatically sync through the server and appear on each of their registered
devices, as well as the Web Client, allowing Web Users to access their files from any internet
connected computer. With GoDrive, Web Users can quickly and securely share files and
collaborate with team members or trading partners.
GoDrive Features at a Glance
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

Drag and drop files from the desktop directly on to the GoDrive page.
Use links to allow public access to files and folders.
Restore previous file revisions.
Restore files from the trash bin.
Lock files to prevent shared users from editing or deleting them.
Specify comments on files.
View popular media types in the Media Viewer.
Search for files and folders.
When a file is uploaded to GoDrive, it is automatically encrypted on the disk with AES 256bit encryption. When accessed from an authorized Web User, GoAnywhere automatically
decrypts the file while it is being accessed.
All Web User activity is recorded in the GoDrive Log. A Web User can also view logs
pertaining to GoDrive transactions via the GoDrive Activity Stream available on the Web
Client.
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GoDrive Prerequisites
l

l

l

HTTPS Service - The HTTPS Service must be running, since the GoDrive module is only
accessible from the HTTPS Web Client.
Site URL - The external Web address for GoAnywhere must be specified in the Web Client
section of the HTTPS/AS2 Service Preferences.
Permissions - A Web User must have the GoDrive Feature enabled on their account or be
a member of a Web User Group that has the GoDrive feature enabled to be able to use the
GoDrive interface.

GoDrive Settings
The options on the GoDrive Settings page control the functionality of the GoDrive interface,
Media Viewer settings, and thumbnail settings.
To configure GoDrive settings, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > GoDrive Settings.

General
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GoDrive Enabled
The GoDrive function in GoAnywhere is a secure on-premises file sharing and synchronization
service. When selected, a GoDrive menu option is available to Web Users from the HTTPS Web
Client menu bar.
NOTE:

When running in a clustered environment, GoDrive cannot be enabled until you configure the
Index Directory path (on the Global Settings Data tab) and the GoDrive Directory path
(below) to use absolute paths. The GoDrive and Index directories cannot use SMB shares.
Data Storage
GoDrive Directory
This is the location where the encrypted GoDrive file system is stored, such as a local directory,
SMB Network Share, Amazon S3, or Azure Blob Storage resource. By default, the location of the
GoDrive directory is relative to the GoAnywhere installation directory. If GoAnywhere is installed
in /helpsystems/goanywhere, then the default location for the documents directory is
/helpsystems/goanywhere/userdata/godrive. Click the
Browse icon to browse for a different
folder, network share, or Amazon S3 resource.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the GoDrive directory is
disabled and users are unable to make changes.
Please note that all files in GoDrive are stored in a proprietary folder structure and are encrypted
using AES 256-bit encryption. Therefore these files cannot be accessed outside of GoAnywhere.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cluster configuration, the GoDrive Directory must point to a
shared location.
Limit Disk Space
Every file that is uploaded to GoDrive may contain multiple revisions and thumbnails, which are
stored in the GoDrive Directory. It is recommended to set a maximum limit of disk space that is
allocated to GoDrive to prevent the disk from running out of space. Users will be unable to upload
files when the maximum limit has been reached, but will still retain the ability to download and
view files from GoDrive.
Maximum Disk Space
The maximum amount of disk space available for GoDrive.
Trash Bin
Days to Keep Files
Specify the number of days to keep files in the user Trash Bin’s in GoDrive before they are
permanently deleted.
Revisions
Limit Revisions
GoDrive saves a file revision every time a file is uploaded, saved on the desktop sync client, or
overwritten. Web Users have the ability to restore previous revisions of files. It is recommend to
limit the number of file revisions GoDrive will store.
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Max Stored Revisions
Specify the number of revisions that can be retrieved from the server by the Web User.
Email
Email From Address
GoDrive email notifications are sent to the recipient(s) of file and folder shares. The From
Address can be set to the address of the Web User who shared the item or as the main
GoAnywhere email account set on the SMTP tab of the Global Settings. When using the
Sender's Address option, check with your SMTP Administrator to verify the email account
defined in Global Settings is able to send emails using different From Addresses.
Email Notifications Allowed
When a Web User shares a file with another Web User, they can request email notifications be
sent to them when the other party uploads revisions, downloads, locks, or deletes the file. When
an email notification is sent, the From Address specified in the Email From Address field is used.
Notification Frequency
Specify the frequency the server will send GoDrive email notifications to Web Users.
NOTE:

In order to minimize the impact on server resources, the Immediately option sends email
notifications on a 30 second interval.

Links
GoDrive Links allow users to enable the sharing of files and folders using a publicly accessible
URL. The Links tab allows you to configure the public access settings for shared files and folders.

Links Enabled
When selected, an option to create a link for public access will become available when sharing a
file or folder.
NOTE:

Web Users must have the GoDrive Create Links Allowed feature enabled on their account
to use GoDrive Links.
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Protection Level
Enabled Options
Items that are shared using a GoDrive Link are protected by a unique URL. A password can be
added, requiring the recipient to click the link and then type a password before the item can be
viewed. Enabling Password Protected will require that a password be created when the item is
shared. When Links are enabled, one or both of these options must be selected before the
GoDrive settings can be saved.
Default
Select the default protection level for shared items. If Password Protected is selected, a password
can be specified or randomly generated when the item is shared.
Link Expiration
Enforce Range
Set a minimum and maximum number of days that an item can be shared by a user before it
expires.
Default
Set the number of days a shared item will expire by default.

Offline Access
The Offline Access tab allows you to configure whether GoDrive files and folders are accessible
when a device is offline.

Enabled
Web Users will be able to access their local GoDrive files and folders while the device is offline.
Limit Time Offline
Web Users can only access their local GoDrive files for a specified period of time while offline.
Web Users must connect to the GoAnywhere server after the time limit has been reached to
continue using their local GoDrive files.
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Maximum Offline Time
The maximum amount of time a Web User is allowed to use their GoDrive without a connection to
the server.
Offline Password Verification
GoDrive clients can locally store the user password credentials of the Web User. Use these
options to specify the offline password verification for locally stored credentials.
NOTE:

This feature is no longer supported on the GoAnywhere Desktop Client for Windows version
3.0.0 and higher as well as GoAnywhere for iOS version 2.0.0 and higher. Future versions of
the GoDrive application on Android and Mac will not support this feature.
Required
Web Users will be required to enter their GoAnywhere Web Client password to access their
GoDrive files when offline.
Reverify Password
Web Users will need to re-enter their password after a specified time interval has expired when
offline.
Time Interval To Reverify
The amount of time a Web User can access their GoDrive files before they are prompted to reenter their password when offline.

Media Viewer

Media Viewer Enabled
Enable the Media Viewer on the Web Client, which allows viewing images and PDFs through the
browser (without the need to download them first).
Supported File Types
Choose which media file types will display in the media viewer.
Media Viewer Preferred
Choose the default click action for media files in GoDrive. When the Media Viewer Preferred
option is enabled, clicking on media files in GoDrive will preview those files in the Media Viewer.
When this option is not enabled, clicking a media file in GoDrive will download the file to the Web
User's computer.

Thumbnails
GoDrive can display thumbnail previews for images. This is useful for helping Web Users to
quickly find the images they are looking for. Thumbnail generation adds extra processing
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overhead to a GoAnywhere server.

Thumbnails Enabled
Thumbnails previews will be generated when files are uploaded to GoDrive.
Supported File Types
Select which types of media files will generate a thumbnail preview.

Secure Mail
The Secure Mail option in GoAnywhere provides authorized Web Users with the ability to send
ad-hoc messages. These messages contain a unique link that the recipient can use to securely
upload or download files. Package activity and the Secure Mail settings are managed within
GoAnywhere. The Secure Mail interface is available to authorized Web Users in the HTTPS Web
Client.
A Package can be sent to multiple recipients. Each recipient receives a unique link to the
Package for downloading its contents. The template used to create the message sent to the
recipient can be modified as needed. Messages can also be sent with a link the recipient can use
to upload files.
Several settings are available for Secure Mail packages that can limit the number of times each
file can be downloaded per recipient, package expiration, and password protection options.
Certified Delivery can be enabled to ensure only registered Web Users can access the package
through their Inbox. The Secure Mail plugin for Outlook® can also have default options configured
from the Secure Mail Settings. These options include, prompting to send an email containing
attachments with GoAnywhere Secure Mail or when an attachment is automatically sent using
GoAnywhere Secure Mail based on file size.
There are no limits to the number of files that can be sent using the Secure Mail interface. The
size per file is limited by the HTTPS upload size setting on the HTTPS tab of the HTTPS/AS2
Service Preferences.
Secure Mail At A Glance
l

Packages - Files that are sent through Secure Mail are stored by GoAnywhere under a
“Packages” folder on your network. The Packages folder location is defined in Global
Settings on the Data tab. Individual packages are organized into subfolders based on their
creation date and package ID (a 36-character UUID). A typical path to a package folder will
be constructed as: [installdirectory]/userdata/packages/[creationdate]/[PackageID].
When a recipient downloads their Secure Mail files through the HTTPS link, those files are
retrieved from that package folder on your network.
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l

l

l

l

Encryption - When a Secure Mail Package is created, the message and files in the
Package are automatically encrypted on the disk with a unique encryption key and the AES
256-bit cipher to protect the privacy of the data. When accessed from an authorized
recipient, GoAnywhere automatically decrypts the message and files within the Package
while it is being accessed. The Package message and files will remain encrypted on your
network until they are purged.
Package Mailer - The Package mailer will make 3 attempts (in 60 second intervals) to
deliver a Secure Mail message to each recipient. If the HTTPS service or the GoAnywhere
server is shutdown for any reason, the Package mailer will re-send messages that were in
the process of being sent.
Logs - All Web User, Package, file and recipient activity is recorded in the HTTPS Log.
Purging events are recorded in the Server Log. A Web User can also view logs pertaining
to the messages they send in the Secure Mail interface via the HTTPS Client.
Purging - A daily process checks for inactive packages and deletes them from the server.
If a Web User account is deleted, all packages associated with that account will be set to
inactive and deleted as part of the purge process. Purge options are configured on the
Secure Mail tab in the Global Log Settings.

Secure Mail Prerequisites
l

l

l

l
l

HTTPS Service - The HTTPS Service must be running, since the Secure Mail module is
only accessible from the HTTPS Web Client.
Global Settings - Configure the SMTP tab with a mail server that will be used to send
email notifications.
Web Client Site URL - The external Web address for GoAnywhere must be specified on
the Domain's Web Client Site URL field.
Secure Mail - The Secure Mail option in Secure Mail Settings must be enabled.
Permissions - A Web User must have the Send Secure Mail permission enabled on their
account or be a member of a Web User Group that has the Send Secure Mail permission
enabled to be able to use the Secure Mail interface. Additionally, a Web User must have
"Upload" permission to attach files to a Package from their local computer and have "List"
permission to attach a file from a workspace.

Secure Mail Settings
The options on the Secure Mail Settings page control the functionality of the Secure Mail
interface. To configure Secure Mail settings, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Mail
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Mail > Settings.

General
The options on the General tab enable the Secure Mail service, determine the From Address to
use in emails, and limits the number of files allowed on the Secure Mail package.
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Secure Mail Enabled
The Secure Mail function in GoAnywhere sends messages to recipients via email with a link
where they can securely download files or view messages. When selected, a Secure Mail menu
option is available to Web Users from the HTTPS Web Client menu bar.
Email From Address
When emails are sent to recipients of a Package, the From Address can be set to the address of
the Web User composing the Package or as the main GoAnywhere email account set on the
SMTP tab of the Global Settings. When using the Sender's Address option, check with your
SMTP Administrator to verify that the email account defined in Global Settings is able to send
emails using different From Addresses.
File Limit per Package
Specify the maximum number of files that a Web User can add to a Secure Mail package.

Send Package
The options on the Send Package tab apply to the Web Client and the GoAnywhere Secure Mail
plugin for Outlook®.
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Default Subject
The default subject that will be populated in the subject line when composing a new message.
The default subject cannot exceed 255 characters.
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Protection Level
All packages are protected by a unique URL which is sent to the recipient via email. A password
can be added to each Package, requiring the recipient to click the link and then type a password
before the Package can be opened. When Certified Delivery is enabled, Web Users will be given
an option to require recipients to register before they can access the message. Certified Delivery
messages can be accessed from the Web User's Inbox in the Web Client.
To restrict Secure Mail to registered Web Users only, click the Certified Delivery checkbox and
leave the URL Protected and Password Protected checkboxes unchecked. Change the default to
Certified Delivery in the drop-down list. On the Compose Secure Mail page in the Web Client, the
Required Registered Users checkbox will be locked.

Password Generation
If the Package is also protected with a password, the password can be generated automatically
by GoAnywhere or it can be Manually Specified. Passwords generated automatically are 10
lowercase alpha-numeric characters.
Password Notification
The password to open the Package can be included in the email, sent in a separate email, sent by
text message (SMS), or it can be communicated manually. If the password is generated
automatically and not sent in the message, it will be displayed on the page when the package is
sent. The password is also found by opening the Sent Items page and viewing the details for the
message. If the password is sent by text message (SMS), "${password}" in the Text Message
(SMS) Format field will be replaced with a random six-digit number when the recipient tries to
view the message.
Package Expiration
Indicates if the Package will expire after the specified number of days. Recipients will no longer
have access to the Package after this point. If selected, a range must be set between 1 and 999
days.
Maximum Downloads
While the Package is active, a recipient can download the file more than once based on the
maximum downloads setting. This setting is per file, per recipient. If selected, a range must be set
between 1 and 999 downloads. The default, if specified, is displayed when the Web User is
composing a message.
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NOTE:

If the total number of Maximum Downloads is reached for each file in a Package, the
Package is automatically set to inactive.
Reply
Indicates if recipients of URL and Password Protected packages are allowed to reply back to the
sender. One or more attachments along with an optional message can be included in the reply.
Recipients do not need to be registered users to send replies, but recipient email addresses must
be permitted in the Address Rules. Setting the Default option to 'Yes' automatically allows replies
to messages.

Request Files
The Request Files feature in Secure Mail allows Web Users to send a file request to a recipient.
The file request contains a link to a page where the recipient can upload files which are returned
to the sender's inbox in the form of a Secure Mail Package.

Default Subject
The default subject that will be populated in the subject line when composing a new file request
message. The default subject cannot exceed 255 characters.
Request Protection Level
All packages are protected by a unique URL which is sent to the recipient via email. When
Certified Delivery is enabled, Web Users will be given an option to require recipients to register
before they can access the message. Certified Delivery messages can be accessed from the
Web User's Inbox in the Web Client.
Request Expiration
Indicates if the request will expire after the specified number of days. Recipients can no longer
upload files after the number of days selected. If selected, a range must be set between 1 and
999 days.
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Outlook Plugin Policy
The settings on the Outlook Plugin Policy tab refer to settings exclusive to the Secure Mail plugin
for Outlook®.

Max File Size Options
The Secure Mail plugin in Outlook can automatically determine the delivery method of
attachments based on their size. Select whether email messages with attachments are sent using
the GoAnywhere Secure Mail process or if they are only sent using the Secure Mail process when
they exceed a specific size.
Ask Before Sending
If an email contains attachments that meet the settings in the Max File Size Options, the Secure
Mail plugin can automatically send the email using Secure Mail or can prompt the user to choose
which method they would like to use (regular email or Secure Mail).
Enforce These Settings
When selected, these options will become non-configurable for all users of the GoAnywhere
Secure Mail plugin within your organization. If not selected, these settings are used as the
defaults for the Secure Mail plugin.
NOTE:

Changes on the Outlook Plugin Policy tab will take effect in the GoAnywhere Secure Mail
plugin within 24 hours or the next time Outlook is started.

Address Rules
The Address Rules tab allows you to configure email patterns that will allow or restrict Web Users
from sending Secure Mail to certain email addresses.
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Add a Rule
Click the Add a Rule link to add a new email pattern to the list. Email pattern rules will be
evaluated from the top to the bottom of the list when determining if the email can be sent.
EXAMPLE:

The image above contains three rules. In the first rule, all Web Users with a
helpsystems.com email address have permission to send a Secure Email message to any
address. The second rule allows anyone to send emails to users with a helpsystems.com
address. The third rule denies all other email communication.
Actions
The following actions are available for each rule:
l
l
l

Click Delete to delete rule.
Click Move Up to move the rule up in the list.
Click Move Down to move the rule down in the list.

From and To Email Patterns
The email address or email domain that will be filtered. The email field supports the use of
wildcards. For example, use the pattern of *@example.com to include anyone with a domain
name of example.com.
Permission
Each email filter can have one of the following permissions:
l

l

Allow - The Web User is allowed to send the Secure Mail message if the To and From
email addresses match the pattern.
Deny - The Web User is not allowed to send the Secure Mail message if the To and From
email addresses match the pattern.

Ignored Attachments
The Ignored Attachments tab allows you to prevent specific files from being sent to a recipient
(such as a logo in an email signature).
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Add a File to Ignore
Click the Add a file to ignore link to import a file from your work station or the server that
GoAnywhere is running on. Browse for the file on the work station or input the file path on the
server.

Actions
The following actions are available for each file:
l

Click Delete to delete a file.

Name
The file name of the file. Click on the name to download the file.
Size
The file size of the file.
Hash
The SHA-1 hash assigned to the file. The hash is used to identify incoming files to be ignored.

Secure Mail Manager
The Secure Mail Manager page allows you to view the details of all Packages and Templates that
were created by Secure Mail. In the search results, click the column headings to sort the results
based on that column.
To view the Secure Mail Manager, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Mail Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Mail > Secure Mail Manager.
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Packages can be filtered by Web User, Package Status, the date it was last modified or when it
was sent. The following columns are shown for each Package returned in the results. If a column
below is not shown, click the Show/Hide Columns button for a complete list.
Package Actions
l
l

Click View to view the Package Details.
Click Delete to delete the files/attachments contained in the Package(s). When a Package
is deleted the file attachments are removed immediately. The Inactivated On date is set,
the Files Purged flag is set to true and the Package becomes available for purging. Web
Users will not see Packages in the Deleted status.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Package properties are displayed in the table.

Package Columns
From Web User
The Web User account name that sent the Package.
NOTE:

The From Web User field will be blank when an unregistered user replies to a
package.
From Address
The email address of the Web User that sent the Package.
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To Address
The recipients of the Package. Only the first 50 characters are shown on the list page. To
view all recipients, view the Package Details.
CC Address
The CC recipients of the Package. Only the first 50 characters are shown on the list page.
To view all recipients, view the Package Details.
BCC Address
The BCC recipients of the Package. Only the first 50 characters are shown on the list page.
To view all recipients, view the Package Details.
Status
The current status of the Package. The status will display as one of the following:
l
l

l

l

Draft - The Package was saved and can be edited before sending.
Active - The recipients of the Package are able to view the message and download
the file attachments.
Deleted - The Package was marked as deleted. When a Package is deleted the file
attachments are removed immediately. The Inactivated On date is set, the Files
Purged flag is set to true and the Package becomes available for purging. Web Users
will not see Packages in the Deleted status.
Inactive - The Package is no longer available for viewing or downloading and will be
purged based on the options on the Purging tab of Secure Mail Settings. A Package
will become inactive if it is revoked, if it expires or the maximum downloads for the
files was reached.

Sent On
The date and time the Package link was sent.
Protection Level
Whether the Package was only URL protected, password protected, or certified delivery.
Subject
The subject of the email sent to the recipient.
Included Password
Whether the password was included in the email along with the link to the Package, or sent
in a separate email.
Max Downloads
The maximum number of times each file can be downloaded per recipient. When all files on
a Package can no longer be downloaded the Package will become inactive and the
inactivated date will be set.
Reply Allowed
Indicates if the recipient of the message is allowed to send a reply.
Notify When Read
Indicates whether the sender requested a read receipt when a recipient clicks the link to
read the Package.
Expires On
The date after which the Package will expire. When a Package expires it will be marked as
inactive.
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Package Size
The total size of the files contained in a Package. When the files on a Package are deleted,
the size will be zero (0). The size does not reflect the size of the text the user specified as
the message.
Send Status
Indicates the status of the emails sent to the recipients of the Package. The send status will
display as one of the following:
l
l
l
l

l

l

Not Sent - None of the emails for the Package were sent.
Pending - The emails for the Package are waiting to enter the outbound mail queue.
Sending - The Package Mailer is currently sending emails.
All Emails Sent - All emails for the package were successfully sent from the
GoAnywhere server.
Some Emails Sent - Some of the emails were sent successfully, but at least one
recipient did not receive the email.
Failed - GoAnywhere attempted to notify the recipients via email but no emails could
be sent. The details of the error(s) that occurred while sending are logged in the
Server Log.

Files Purged
Whether the files in a Package have been purged/deleted.
Inactivated On
The date and time the Package status was set to inactive.
Package ID
The unique 36-character UUID code of the Package. The folder containing the Package
uses this Package ID as the folder name. The default folder location is
[installdirectory]/userdata/packages. The default Packages location is defined on the
Services tab of the Global Settings.
Template Name
The name of the Secure Mail Template that was created, modified, or deleted by a Web
User.
Created on
The date and time the Package was created.
Modified On
The date and time the Package was last modified.

View Package Details
The View Package Details page displays the logged data for the selected Package.
To view the details of a Package, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Mail Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Mail > Secure Mail Manager. On the Secure
Mail Manager page, click the Action icon next to the package, and then click View.
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General
The General tab displays information related to when a Package was sent, what it contained, who
sent it and where it was sent. Click the Done button to return to the Secure Mail Manager.

Activity
The Activity tab displays the associated entries for the selected Package from the HTTPS Audit
Log. Click the Done button to return to the Secure Mail Manager.
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Recipients / File(s)
The Recipients and File(s) sections in the left panel will display either the recipients of the
Package or the list of files enclosed in the Package. Clicking a recipient or a file name filters the
Log results to display the activity for the selected recipient or file. When a recipient or file is
selected, the line below the Activity tab displays what criteria is filtering the results.
Logs
The Logs portion of the page displays details from the HTTPS Audit Log. Click the Event ID
number to open the HTTPS Audit Log details for that log entry.
File Downloaded Information
The File Downloaded Information displays the file contents of a Package. For each file, it will
show the remaining downloads and how many times each file has been downloaded.

Secure Forms
The Secure Forms module allows end-users to fill out custom forms and upload files through the
HTTPS Web Client in GoAnywhere. The feature also allows you to submit forms by making
SOAP and REST requests from your custom built applications. The submitted forms can then call
Projects in GoAnywhere to automatically process the submitted values and files.
When files are uploaded to GoAnywhere through Secure Form, they are automatically encrypted
with an AES 256-bit cipher to protect the privacy of the data. GoAnywhere automatically decrypts
the files while they are being accessed from a Project. The files will remain encrypted on your
network until they are purged. When a Project creates files that are returned to the user on the
Secure Form response page, those files are also AES 256-bit encrypted on the system and
automatically decrypted when the user downloads the files.
GoAnywhere administrators can define Secure Forms with configurable input fields, custom
labels, and file components to control the data which end-users provide when submitting a form.
When the Project processes the Secure Form, it can return a custom message output files to the
user.
A Secure Form can be authorized to one or more Web Users, in which they must login through
the HTTPS Web Client to complete the form. Optionally a Secure Form can be configured to
allow anonymous users to access the form through a public URL.
For instance, a Secure Form could be used to collect electronic voting ballots, in which the user
would be prompted for input parameters such as the county in which they live. The user could
then upload their electronic ballot and submit the Secure Form. A Project workflow will
automatically execute to distribute this electronic ballot to the appropriate county election official
based on the county selected by the end-user on the Secure Form.
If SOAP is enabled, the Configure Form page provides a download link to the form's WSDL file,
which specifies the parameters that are required to submit the form from a SOAP request. If
REST is enabled, a help link appears that provides all the REST request parameters that need to
be implemented into your application.

How Secure Forms Work
The following image illustrates how Secure Forms work with Advanced Workflows:
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1. An Admin User creates a Secure Form with fields for text input and file uploads. Each field
and file upload is assigned a variable that will be used by the Project. In addition to the
variables added by an administrator, every Secure Form contains a hidden 'Form' variable
that is generated by GoAnywhere and contains details about how the form was submitted.
2. An Admin User creates a Project that uses the variables passed in from the Secure Form.
3. A Secure Form is filled out by a user and submitted. The information and files provided on
the form by the user are passed to the Project for processing. Any files uploaded by the
user are stored in an AES 256-bit encrypted location based on the Secure Forms Directory
setting.
4. A Project is automatically executed. As part of the Project execution, files can be created or
moved into a specific directory making them available for download by the user that
submitted the form. This is done by the Project writing files to the ${form:outputDirectory}
location.
5. Once the Project has finished execution, any files in the output destination directory are
presented to the user to download on the Web Client.
Optionally, an Admin User can add the Secure Form Response task to the Project to
indicate to the user if the form was processed successfully. If an issue occurred, a custom
message can be returned to the user with instructions or specific error messages.

Quick Start for Secure Forms
Follow these steps to create a Secure Form, assign it to Web Users, and then process a
submitted form using a Project.

Assign Admin Users to the Secure Forms Manager Role
Secure Forms are managed by Admin Users with the Secure Forms Manager Role. Follow the
instructions to assign Admin Users the Secure Forms Manager Role:
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1. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Roles link.
2. In the Admin Roles page, click the Action icon beside the Secure Forms Manager role,
and then click Edit.
3. In the left column, click to select the Admin Users or Groups to assign to the Role. Multiple
entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while selecting Admin Users or
Groups.
4. When the desired Admin Users or Groups are selected, click the
Move icon to move the
Admin Users or Groups from left to right.
5. Save your changes.

Plan your Project
Prior to creating the project, the Admin User needs to determine the variable names that will be
passed from the Secure Form to the Project.
EXAMPLE:

A Secure Form will be created that contains 3 input fields and a file upload field. The Admin
User decides to name the variables for these fields as:
l
l
l
l

fname - The First Name of the user completing the Secure Form.
lname - The Last Name of the user completing the Secure Form.
custid - The Customer ID number.
fileupload - The variable that will contain the files that are uploaded by the user.

Create a Project that will be used by the Secure Form
When a Secure Form is submitted, the form's input values are passed to a Project using
variables. The Project must be created before the Secure Form is created. Follow these steps to
create the Project:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder you want to work in.
4. Select a Project to edit it. Otherwise, to create a new Project, click the Create a Project
link in the page toolbar.
5. Give the Project a Name, and then click the Save button.
6. The Project Designer page will be shown.
7. Build the Project using the variables passed from the Secure Form.
8. Optionally, you can use the Secure Forms Response task to send an automated response
to the Web User or anonymous user that completed the form.
9. The Project can also be used to provide files for users to download when the form is
submitted. Follow the use case examples for more information.
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Create a Secure Form
Follow the steps to create a Secure Form.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager link.
3. Add a Secure Form by clicking Add Form.
4. Type the Secure Forms information in the appropriate boxes.
n Use the Public Access option on the General tab to make the Secure Form available
to anonymous users.
5. Use the Web User and Web User Groups tabs to assign the form to Web Users and/or Web
User's Groups. Optionally, you can assign a Secure Form to a Web User or Web User
Group from the Forms tab in the Web User or Web User Group profile.
6. On the Components tab, add the fields that are presented to the Web User. Each field
requires a variable name which are specified in the Project.
7. Save the Secure Form.

Authorize Secure Forms for Web Users
Web Users must be authorized to access the Secure Forms page on the Web Client. Web Users
can be authorized individually or as a member of a Web User Group. New Web Users can be
authorized by adding the feature to a Web User Template.
Authorize a Web User
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Web Users page, click the Edit icon next to the Web User.
4. Select the Features tab, and then enable Secure Forms.
5. Click the Save button to save the settings.
Authorize Web User Groups
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Groups link.
3. In the Web User Groups page, click the Edit icon beside the Web User Group you wish to
edit.
4. On the General Tab, enable the Secure Forms feature.
5. Click the Save button to finish editing the Web User Group.
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Authorize new Web Users with a Web User Template
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Templates link.
3. In the Web User Templates page, click the Edit icon next to the Web User template.
4. On the Features Tab, enable the Secure Forms feature.
5. Click the Save button to save the settings.

View Submitted Secure Forms
The responses to Secure Forms are stored in the GoAnywhere database. Use the following
instructions to view the history of submitted Secure Forms:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager
link.
3. From the Secure Forms Manager page, click the View Submitted Forms button.
4. Selecting the Actions icon next to the desired form, and then click View.

Secure Forms Use Cases
This topic contains use cases for ways in which Secure Forms can be implemented in
GoAnywhere MFT.

Case 1: Convert a Sales Lead File
In this use case, a regional sales team receives attendee information from several different trade
shows. The sales team uses this information to generate new sales. At the end of each day of the
show, the venue provides the attendee information in comma delimited CSV files. When a sales
person receives the files, they must merge them into a single Excel file and add additional
information, such as their name and the date the CSV file was provided. This is a slow and error
prone process.
To automate this manual process, a Secure Form will be created in GoAnywhere MFT that allows
the sales person to upload one or more CSV files, specify some information, and then receive a
correctly formatted Excel file.
Variable Name Prerequisite
Prior to creating the project, the GoAnywhere administrator needs to determine the variable
names that will be passed from the Secure Form to the Project. The administrator has decided
the following fields will be necessary:
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l
l
l
l
l

Excel Title: ${title}
First Name: ${fname}
Last Name: ${lname}
Department: ${department}
CSV File: ${submittedFiles}

Step 1 - Create the Project
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder you want to work in.
4. Click the Create a Project link in the page toolbar.
5. Give the Project a Name, and then click the Save button.
6. The Project Designer page will be shown.
Read the CSV Files
The first task of the Project will read all of the CSV files and merge their records into a single
Output RowSet Variable that can be used to write the Excel file.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Read CSV task to the Project Outline.
2. On the main panel of the Read CSV task, specify values for the Read CSV Task attributes:
l Input Files Variable - The ${submittedFiles} variable that is passed in from the
Secure Form.
l Output RowSet Variable - The name of a variable which will contain the data read
from the specified input files.

Write the Excel File
When the Read CSV task is executed, all the CSV files found in the ${submittedFiles} variable are
read, and their contents are stored in the ${myRowSet} variable. The next task is to write the
values of the ${myRowSet} variable to an Excel File. The other Secure Form Variables will be
used to format the Excel file.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Write Excel task to the Project Outline.
2. On the main panel of the Write Excel task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Input RowSet Variable - The ${myRowSet} variable created in step 2.
l Output File - Specify a directory and file name for the generated file. The
${form:outputDirectory} variable will place the file in the Secure Forms directory for
download.
l Excel Format - Specify which Excel format to use.

3. Right-click the Write Excel Task in the Project Outline on the left side of the page and
select the Specify Title menu item.
4. On the main panel of the Title element, specify the Title Text value:
l Title Text - The title text variable from the Secure Form.
l Row Number - Specify the row number (1 based) where the title should appear. The
first row starts at 1.
l Column Span - Specify the number of columns the title should span across. The
specified number of cells on the title row will be merged.

5. Right-click the Write Excel task in the Project Outline on the left side of the page and
select the Specify Page Header menu item.
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6. On the main panel of the Page Header element, specify values for the following:
l Left Section - The text that should be displayed in the left section. In this example the
First Name and Last Name variables from the Secure Form will be used.
l Center Section - The text that should be displayed in the center section. The date the
form was submitted will be displayed using the ${form:submittedOn} variable.
l Right Section - The text that should be displayed in the right section. The
Department variable from the Secure Form will be used.

7. Click the Save button when finished.
TIP:

Other tasks and functionality can be added to the project to further automate this process. For
example, the Send Email task can be added to send the file to a list of recipients, the SQL
task could be used to automatically insert the customer records into a database, or the
Password Protect Excel task could be used to protect the data.
The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Prospects example:
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Step 2 - Create the Secure Form
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Form Manager.
3. In the Secure Forms Manager page, click the Add Form link in the page toolbar.
4. Use the instructions from the Configure Secure Forms help topic to create the form.
a. Ensure the Project field on the General Tab is pointing to the Project created above.
b. Assign the Secure Form to Web Users or Web User Groups.
c. On the Components tab, create the following fields and their variable names:
l Excel Title: Required Text Field using the "title" variable name.
l First Name: Required Text Field using the "fname" variable name.
l Last Name: Required Text Field using the "lname" variable name.
l Department: Required Text Field using the "department" variable name.
l CSV File Upload: Required File Upload using the "submittedFiles" variable
name.
d. On the CSV File Upload field, specify the following fields:
l Allowed File Types: CSV
Example Form:

5. Click the Save button to add the Secure Form.

Step 3 - Test the Secure Form
1. Log in to the Web Client as a Web User that is authorized to view the Secure Form.
2. From the main menu bar, select Secure Forms, and then select the new Secure Form.
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3. Complete the required fields, and then upload CSV files.

4. Click the Submit button.
The Secure Form will pass the variables and file to the Project. The Project will convert the CSV
file to Excel format and then copy the Excel file to the Output Directory. The Secure Form will then
display the output on the Secure Form Output page:

Case 2: Pay Stub Verification
In this use case, a bank is requesting a copy of a client's pay stub before a personal loan can be
approved. The client has already used the bank's website to complete the loan application, and
has been given a loan reference number by the bank. The pay stub contains sensitive
information, so the transfer and storage of the file must be encrypted until the loan officer can
review the file. When the client uses the Secure Form to submit the pay stub, the bank wants to
use the Secure Form to provide the client a list of loan disclosures for the client to download.
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A Secure Form will be created that asks the user for their last name, their Loan Reference
Number, and to upload a copy of their pay stub. The three pieces of information will be passed to
a Project as variable values, along with information captured from the ${form} variable. When the
Project executes, it will use the information supplied from the Secure Form to make a database
query to verify the last name and loan reference ID number. If the record exists, the pay stub will
be moved to another encrypted directory on the network, and the Secure Form will provide three
files for the user to download. If the record does not exist, a message will be returned to the user
telling them to contact the bank.
Assumptions
l

l

l

l

The bank has created a database resource for the database that contains the tables with
the loan information.
The bank has used GoAnywhere MFT to create an encrypted folder where the uploaded
file will be encrypted at rest.
The loan disclosures that will be returned to the user on the Secure Form are stored on the
system that GoAnywhere MFT is installed to.
The HTTPs service is running and the Web Client is enabled.

Variable Name Prerequisite
Prior to creating the project, the GoAnywhere administrator needs to determine the variable
names that will be passed from the Secure Form to the Project. The administrator has decided
that only three variables will be necessary:
l
l
l

${lname} - The last name of the customer.
${loanid} - The loan reference number.
${paystubs} - A variable that contains the files that are uploaded from the customer.

Step 1 - Create the Project
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill down to the folder you want to work in.
4. Click the Create a Project link in the page toolbar.
5. Give the Project a Name, and then click the Save button.
6. The Project Designer page will be shown.
Query the Database
Before a file will be uploaded to GoAnywhere, the bank wants to ensure that the customer loan
information already exists in their database. The GoAnywhere administrator will use the
customer's last name and the loan reference ID number to query the database. If the customer's
last name and loan number exists in the database, then the customer's file will be uploaded to
GoAnywhere. If the customer's information does not exist, an error will be returned to the
customer.
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1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Database folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the SQL task to the Project Outline.
2. On the main panel of the SQL task, select the database server resource from the dropdown list.
l In this example, the bank's 'LoanReferences' database resource is selected.

3. Click the Add button to Add a Query to the SQL task.
4. Type in your SQL Select Statement on the page. Alternatively, you can use the SQL Wizard
for quickly building the Select statement.
l In this example, the GoAnywhere administrator will use the ${loanid} and ${lname}
variables that are passed in from the Secure Form to run a Select Statement on the
database's 'verification' table. The output of the Select statement will be saved to the
Output Variable named 'rows'.

The 'rows' variable contains all the records that are returned from the query. In order to verify if
customer record exists, the GoAnywhere administrator will use Count RowSet task which counts
the number of rows in a RowSet and saves that value to a variable.
5. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Data Translation folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Count RowSet task to the Project Outline.
6. On the Count RowSet task, specify the following values:
l Input RowSet Variable - Specify the name of a variable of type RowSet which
contains the data to count. For example, ${rows}.
l Output Row Count Variable - Specify the name of the variable that will contain the
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count of rows.

Make a Decision
Now that the database has been queried, and the number of records returned from the query are
available, the GoAnywhere administrator can take action based on the returned records. An IF
decision needs to be added to the Project. If the database returned 1 or more records, the
customer's loan information exists and the file can be uploaded. If there were no records
returned, the customer does not exist or has entered the incorrect information.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Job Control folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the If task to the Project Outline.
2. On the IF task, type the condition statement. Condition statements are based on
expressions.
a. In this example, if the RowCount variable is greater than or equal to 1, then the body
of the IF task will be executed.

Process the File
When the expression of the IF condition evaluates to true, the body of the IF statement is
executed. To complete the requirements of the use case, three tasks are required. A Move task
to move the uploaded file to an encrypted folder, a Copy task to make the loan disclosure
documents appear on the Secure Form, and a Secure Form Response task to provide the
customer a unique success message.
1. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Move task inside the IF task.
2. On the Move task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Source Files Variable - The variable that is passed to the project from the Secure
Form that contains files. In this example, ${paystubs} is used.
l Destination Directory - The directory where the files will be moved.
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l

When File Exists - Specify the action to take when the destination file already exists.

3. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File System folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Copy task inside the IF task. In this step, the loan disclosure
documents will be copied from a directory on the server where GoAnywhere MFT is
installed to the Secure Forms' output directory where they will be presented to the user for
download.
4. On the Copy task, click the Add File Set link and specify the following fields:
l Base Directory - The starting directory for this File Set. If no filters are defined, all
files in this directory will be included.
l Destination Directory - The directory where the specified source files will be copied.
In this example, we are using the Secure Forms ${form:outputdirectory} variable.

5. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Secure Form Response task to inside the IF task.
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6. On the Secure Form Response task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Status - The status for responding to a submitted Secure Form.
l Message - The message for responding to a submitted Secure Form.

TIP:

Other tasks and functionality can be added to the project to further automate this process.
For example, the Send Email task can be added to notify the loan officer that the customer
has uploaded a file, The Compression task can be used to archive the file, or an ICAP task
can be used to send the file to an anti-virus server.

Handle Errors
If a customer has provided incorrect information, or the record does not exist, the bank wants to
provide a message to the customer from the Secure Form. An Else task will be added to the body
of the IF task, with another Secure Form Response task that uses the Error status.
1. Right-click the IF task in the Project outline and choose Add Else. The Else task will
appear in the outline after the IF task.
2. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Secure Form Response task to inside the Else
task.
3. On the Secure Form Response task, specify values for the following attributes:
l Status - The status for responding to a submitted Secure Form. In this instance,
choose the Error status.
l Message - The message for responding to a submitted Secure Form.

4. Click the Save button when finished.
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The following image illustrates the Project Outline for the Pay Stub Verification project:
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Step 2 - Create the Secure Form
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services> Secure Forms > Form Manager.
3. In the Secure Forms Manager page, click the Add Form link in the page toolbar.
4. Use the instructions from the Configure Secure Forms help topic to create the form.
a. On the General tab, ensure the Project field is pointing to the Project above.
b. On the Access tab, specify a form URI, and enable public access for the form.
c. On the Components tab, create the following fields and their variable names:
l Last Name: A required Text Field using the "lname" variable name.

l
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l

Pay Stub File Upload: A required File Upload using the "paystubs" variable
name. You can also specify a limit on the number and types of files uploaded.

5. Click the Save button to add the Secure Form.

Step 3 - Test the Public Secure Form
1. From the Secure Forms Manager page, click on the link to the Secure Form that was just
created. The Configure Form page appears.
2. On the Configure Form page, select the Access tab.
3. From the Public Access area, click on the public link next to the Enabled field to launch the
Secure Form in another window.
4. Complete the required fields, and then upload an image file.

5. Click the Submit button.
Success
The Secure Form will pass the variables and files to the Project. If the customer record exists, the
customer pay stub is moved to the encrypted folder and the loan documents are moved to the
form's output directory and displayed to the user for download.
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Error
If any of the information on the form was incorrect, the Secure Form Response task will return the
error message. The customer can fix any fields they have entered incorrectly.

Secure Forms Settings
The options on the Secure Forms Settings page control the functionality of Secure Forms.
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To configure Secure Forms settings, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Settings.

Secure Forms Enabled
The Secure Forms function in GoAnywhere provides administrators with the ability to create
forms to be completed by Web Users. When selected, a Secure Forms menu option is available
to authorized Web Users from the HTTPS Web Client header.
Secure Forms Directory
This is the location where input and output files for secure forms are stored. By default, the
location of the secure forms directory is relative to the GoAnywhere installation directory. If
GoAnywhere is installed in /helpsystems/goanywhere, then the default location for the
documents directory is /helpsystems/goanywhere/userdata/secureforms. Click the
icon to
browse for a different folder on the server.
All files in this directory are encrypted using AES 256-bit encryption. Therefore these files cannot
be accessed outside of GoAnywhere.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the secure forms directory is
disabled and users are unable to make changes.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cluster configuration, the secure forms directory must
point to a shared or mapped folder location on the network.
Public Form Session Timeout
The length of idle time in seconds before the HTTPS session will close for the public form. The
default is 300 seconds. A value of 0 indicates the session will never timeout.

Secure Forms Manager
To manage Secure Forms, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager.
Secure Forms can be filtered on this page by typing all or part of a Secure Form Name, by
selecting a Secure Form Status, or entering the Project that is executed when the Secure Form is
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submitted. Show more or fewer columns on the page by clicking the Columns button. From the
displayed columns, click a column heading to sort the Secure Forms by the selected column.
TIP:

If a Secure Form is 'grayed out,' it means that the Secure Form is deactivated. If you wish to
re-activate the Secure Form, click the Actions icon and then click Activate.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

l

Add a Secure Form by clicking Add Form.
View submitted forms by clicking View Submitted Forms.
Import Secure Forms from ZIP by selecting the Import Secure Forms button and then
choosing Import From ZIP.
Import Secure Forms from XML by selecting the Import Secure Forms button and then
choosing Import From XML.
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Secure Forms Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Edit a Secure Form by clicking Edit.
View the Secure Form's details by clicking View.
View the change history for the Secure Form by clicking Change History.
Deactivate the Secure Form by clicking Deactivate.
Activate a deactivated Secure Form by clicking Activate.
Delete a Secure Form by clicking Delete.
Move the Secure Form to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the
target Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Secure Form
before it is saved.
View Submitted Forms by clicking View Submitted Forms.
Export a Secure Form by clicking Export.
Promote a Secure Form by clicking Promote.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l
l
l

Delete one or more selected Secure Forms.
Deactivate one or more selected Secure Forms.
Activate one or more selected Secure Forms.
Promote one or more selected Secure Forms to another GoAnywhere server.
Export one or more selected Secure Forms. The selected Secure Form(s) are saved in a
file named "secure_forms.zip" on your local computer.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Secure Forms properties are displayed in the
table.

Configure Form
A Secure Form can be added or modified using the Configure Form page. Follow the
instructions below to add or modify a Secure Form:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager.
3. In the Secure Forms Manager page, click the Add Form link in the page toolbar.
4. Type the form information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Click the Save button to add the Secure Form.

General

Form Name
A user-defined name which identifies the form. This name should be descriptive enough so users
can quickly identify this form when prompted to choose from a list. The name cannot exceed 50
characters.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the form. The description is optional.

Project
The Project tab allows you to specify the Project that will be executed when the Secure Form is
submitted by a user.

Project
The name of the Project to execute when the form is submitted. Browse for the Project by clicking
the
Browse button next to the field. If the Project contains variables, they will be displayed
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below the Variables label.
Admin User
The Admin User account that will be used to execute the Project.
Password
The password to use for authenticating the specified Admin User. Click the Change Password
link to change an existing password.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job when the Project runs. This name should be descriptive
enough so Admin Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot
exceed 50 characters. Spaces are allowed.
Variables
Displays the variables that are used by the Project that will process the Secure Form. The
Original Value column displays the value of the variable if it is defined in the Project.
A value must be specified for each variable in the Value column. This value will override the
Original Value in the Project. If you want the Original Value to be used by the Project, the value
that appears in the Value column does not need to be modified.
If a Project variable has the same name as a component variable in the Secure Form, the
component variable value will be passed to the Project, even if the user leaves the component
blank when the form is submitted.
Use the Add Variable link to add any additional variables.
EXAMPLE:

A single Project is used to process two similar, but slightly different Secure Forms, named
"Employees" and "Public." One form is hosted on an intranet site for employees, while the
other form is publicly available for customers. When the Project was created, a variable
named "audience" is used to determine how each form is processed. On the Employee
Secure Form Project tab, you can specify the value of the audience variable as "employee".
On the Public Secure Form Project tab, you can specify the value of the audience variable as
"public". When the Secure Forms are submitted, the value of the audience variable is passed
to the Project.

Access
Specify how users will access the Secure Form.
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Form URI
The URI address to access the form directly. This is required when SOAP, REST, or Public
Access is enabled for the form. Web Users can access Secure Forms directly by entering the
Secure Form URL in to their browsers. The syntax is: https://[siteURL]/form/my-form where the
[siteURL] is the web client address, and 'my-form' is the Form URI. The Secure Form appears
after the Web User logs in to the Web Client.
Web Client Enabled
When enabled, the Secure Form will be accessible from within the Web Client.
SOAP Enabled
When enabled, web service applications can submit Secure Forms using SOAP requests to the
Secure Form URL specified in the WSDL. Each form's unique SOAP WSDL can be viewed by
clicking the link provided. If public access is not enabled, you must provide Web User credentials
when submitting the form from a SOAP request.
REST Enabled
When enabled, web service applications can submit Secure Forms using REST requests to the
Secure Form URL specified in the REST instructions. Each form's unique REST instructions can
be viewed by clicking the link provided. If public access is not enabled, you must provide Web
User credentials when submitting the form from a REST request.
NOTE:

The SOAP and REST URL and port number generated for the access points are determined
by the Web Client Site URL field on the Domain where the Secure Form belongs.
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Public Access
The fields in the Public Access section control the Secure Form's behavior when the form is
submitted from the public URL.
Enabled
When enabled, the Secure Form will be accessible from the Form URL or through a
SOAP request without requiring Web User credentials. This allows anonymous users to submit
Secure Forms.
Secure Forms submitted by SOAP requests are not immediately subject to the file size limitation.
When a file attachment is processed for a SOAP request, the entire file is loaded into the JVM
memory before it is validated. Very large files may exceed your allocated memory. Careful
consideration should be given prior to enabling public access with SOAP.
Include Branding
When enabled, the logo specified on the Web Client Brands page will appear on the Secure
Form page.
Allow Embedding From
To prevent internet clickjacking vulnerabilities, GoAnywhere will not allow Secure Forms to run
within an IFrame by default. When this option is enabled, Secure Forms will be allowed to run in
an IFrame from the specified location. The setting on the HTTPS service Web Client tab
determines which options can be selected on this form. Options are:
l
l

No Website - This Secure Form cannot run in an IFrame.
Specific Website - This Secure Form can only run in an IFrame from a website specified in
the Allow Embedding From Website field. The website address must contain the protocol
and domain portion of the URL only. Wildcards cannot be used.
EXAMPLE:

Valid web address: https://www.goanywhere.com
Invalid web addresses: www.goanywhere.com,
https://www.goanywhere.com/solutions, *.goanywhere.com
l

Any Website - This Secure Form can run in an IFrame from any website (less secure).

Redirect On Success
When the Secure Form is submitted, the user can be redirected to another URL.
Redirect On Success URL
The URL a user is redirected to when Redirect On Success is enabled. This must be a valid URL
that begins with HTTP:// or HTTPS:// and does not contain illegal characters.
Languages
The Language settings determine which Secure Forms are shown on the Available Forms page
in the Web Client for authenticated Web Users. Based on language settings enabled on the Web
Client Brand, users are able to select a different language to view the Web Client in.
For example, a separate Secure Form could be built for each language that is enabled on the
Web Client Brand. Each form would offer the same components and fields, but the title,
instructions, labels, tooltips, and more would be in the desired language. Web Users would then
access the appropriate form based on the language they have selected.
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NOTE:

These settings do not apply to publicly accessible forms or when accessed via RESTful or
SOAP web services.
Supported Languages
The supported languages are split into two columns. The column on the left displays the available
languages. The column on the right displays the languages that this Secure Form will support.
Click to highlight a language and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move
languages to the appropriate side. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift
key while clicking the mouse.

Web Users
You can control which Web Users are authorized to the Secure Form. The Web Users are split in
two columns. The column on the left displays the available members who do not have access to
this form. The column on the right displays the members who have access to this form. Click to
select members individually or select all Web Users by clicking the checkbox in the heading and
then use the direction buttons between the columns to move members to the appropriate side.
The Web User must have the Secure Form feature enabled on their account before they can
access this Secure Form.

Web Groups
You can control which Web User Groups are authorized to the Secure Form. The Web User
Groups are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available groups that do not
have access to this form. The column on the right displays the groups who have access to this
form. Click to select groups individually or select all Web Groups by clicking the checkbox in the
heading and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move groups to the
appropriate side.
The Web User Group must have the Secure Form feature enabled before members of the group
can access this Secure Form.
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Components
The Components tab allows you to design the Secure Form that is presented to users from within
the Web Client. The components also define the parameters that can be specified through
SOAP and REST requests.

Title
A Secure Form title is required. To add a Title to the form, click on the [Title] placeholder and
specify a title.
Optional Instructions
To add instructions for the users, click on the [Optional Instructions] placeholder and type your
instructions.
Submit, Save and Cancel
Click on the Submit, Save and Cancel buttons to edit the button labels or change their position
on the form - Top, Bottom, or Both.
Components
Components make up the fields the users will complete prior to submitting a Secure Form. To
add a component, select it from the Components pane, drag it to the form designer, and release it
over a green highlighted area. You can also add a component by double clicking on it from the
Components pane. The component's properties are displayed in the right column.
Input Components
Input Components are the fields that pass values to the Project that processes the Secure
Form.

Checkbox
A checkbox allows the user to select a value. The form will pass 'true' to the Project if the
user selects the box, or 'false' if the box is unchecked. Use the following fields to customize
the checkbox field:
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Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that processes the form.
Label
Specify a label to appear next to the checkbox.
Default Value
Specify a default value for this field.

Component Group
Group multiple components together, allowing them to be repeated as a group. For
example, you could create a form for submitting multiple new employee records, each with
the same required fields. To access a component group in a Project, use the variable
syntax parentVariable['childVariable']. For example, newEmployees['name']. Repeated
components in a component group can be iterated over using the For Each Loop task.
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that processes the form.
Label
Specify a label to appear next to the component group.
Repeat Options
Use the repeat options to repeat this component of the Secure Form.
Repeatable
Enable repeat options for this component.
Min Allowed
Set the minimum number of times this component may be repeated.
Max Allowed
Set the maximum number of times this component may be repeated. Setting this
option to zero counts as no limit.
Add Link Text
This is the text that will appear with the add button.
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Date
A Date component allows the user to select a calendar date from the Secure Form. The
calendar will appear to the user in the date format of the locale of the web browser. When
the form is submitted, the date will be passed to the Project in ISO date format (yyyy-MMdd).
NOTE:

When a Secure Form is submitted from SOAP or REST, the date must be provided in
ISO format (yyyy-MM-dd).
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that processes the form.
Label
Specify a label to appear next to the date field.
Required
Date fields are optional by default. Use this option to require a selection from the user. A
red asterisk will appear by a field to indicate to the user that the field is required.

Repeat Options
Use the repeat options to repeat this component of the Secure Form. For example, you
may want a user to be able to add multiple dates, where each entry follows the same
configuration settings.
Repeatable
Enable repeat options for this component.
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Min Allowed
Set the minimum number of times this component may be repeated.
Max Allowed
Set the maximum number of times this component may be repeated. Setting this
option to zero counts as no limit.
Add Link Text
This is the text that will appear with the add button.

Dropdown Field
A dropdown field allows the user to make a choice from options you provided. The options
available to the user can be manually entered or populated from a database. If a database
is used, you must configure a database resource and provide an SQL select query that
returns a list of string items from the database. See the Options Source field definition
below for more information.
Use the following fields to customize the dropdown field:
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that will process the Secure
Form.
Label
Specify a label that appears next to the dropdown field.
Required
Dropdown fields are optional by default. Use this option to require a selection from the user.
A red asterisk will appear by a field to indicate to the user that the field is required.
Width(px)
Specify a width for the dropdown field to appear on screen.
Editable
Allows the user to enter a unique value in the dropdown field, rather than select from the
available choices.
Options Source
Specify how the options available to the user will be populated, either manually entered or
from a database:
Manual
Select the Add Option link to add an entry in the dropdown field.
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Label
Specify a label that appears for the dropdown option. This column is not present if
the dropdown field is editable.
Value
Specify a value for the dropdown option. This value will be passed as a variable to
the Project that is used to process the Secure Form. If the dropdown field is editable,
the value will be used for the label as well.
Description
Specify a description that will appear next to the dropdown option.
Default Value
Select the default value for the dropdown field. The following Required/Default
combinations will change the behavior of this field:
l

l

l
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Database
Select an existing database resource where the options will be populated from. If a
database resource does not exist, you must create one.
SQL
Specify an SQL select query that will return string type values. The query can return
up to three columns to populate the Value, Label, and Description fields on the form.
The Value column is required, while the Label and Description columns are optional.
The SQL select query must map the columns to the following column labels:
l

l

l

sfo_value - Required. This value will be passed as a variable to the Project that
is used to process the Secure Form.
sfo_label - Optional. The label presented to the user on the form. If the label is
not populated, the value appears instead.
sfo_description - Optional. The description that will appear on the option.

The following SQL select queries examples can be used:
EXAMPLE:

SELECT [column] AS sfo_value FROM [table]
SELECT [column] AS sfo_value, [column] AS sfo_label FROM [table]
SELECT [column] AS sfo_value, [column] AS sfo_label, [column] AS sfo_
description FROM [table]
Parameters
Click Add Parameter to add query parameters to the SQL attribute. Access the
Expression Wizard by clicking the
button next to a parameter field. Use a '?'
as a place holder in the SQL select query for each parameter. In the following
example, the first '?' in the select query references the first parameter, and the
second '?' references the second parameter. See the Web User Variables topic for a
list of available parameters.
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NOTE:

Admin Users will only be allowed to utilize the Expression Wizard to access Web
User variables inside of designated query parameters. This is to avoid SQL
Injection attacks.
Repeat Options
Use the repeat options to repeat this component of the Secure Form. For example, you
may want a user to be able to add multiple customers, where each entry follows the same
configuration settings.
Repeatable
Enable repeat options for this component.
Min Allowed
Set the minimum number of times this component may be repeated.
Max Allowed
Set the maximum number of times this component may be repeated. Setting this
option to zero counts as no limit.
Add Link Text
This is the text that will appear with the add button. For example, "Add another
customer".
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File Upload Field
The File Upload field allows files to be uploaded through the Secure Form.
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project, which will contain the names of
the files uploaded. The variable will be of type File List.
Label
Specify a label that appears next to the file upload button.
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Required
File Upload fields are optional by default. Use this option to require a file from the user. A
red asterisk will appear by the button to indicate that a file is required.
Max File Size
Specify the maximum file size that can be uploaded by a user.
Max File Size Unit
Specify the unit of measure for the maximum file size.
Max Files Allowed
Specify the number of files that can be uploaded by the user.
Allowed File Types
Limit the types of files that can be uploaded by specifying the file extension. Separate each
extension with a comma.
Drop Zone Label
Customize the text displayed in the Drop Zone. The label can include linked text that opens
the file chooser dialogue. The linked text must be enclosed in <link> </link> tags. For
example, Drop files <link>here</link> or <link>Browse for files</link>.

Hidden Field
A hidden field allows a Web Developer to pass in data to the Secure Form that is not visible
to the user. This field is typically used for embedded forms or forms submitted by
REST and SOAP requests. View the Prepopulating Secure Forms topic for more
information. Use the following fields to customize the hidden field:
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that will process the Secure
Form.
Required
Use this option to require a value to be passed into the form. A red asterisk will appear by a
field to indicate that the field is required.
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Default Value
Specify a default value for the option. This value will be passed to the Project that is used to
process the Secure Form.

Multi-Checkbox
A multi-checkbox field allows the user to make a choice from options provided from a list.
Use the following fields to customize the multi-checkbox field:
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that will process the Secure
Form. The options selected by the user are returned to the Project as type array list.
Label
Specify a label that appears next to the multi-checkbox field.
Required
Use this option to require a selection from the user. A red asterisk will appear by a field to
indicate to the user that the field is required.
Layout
Specify how the options will appear on the form. Options can appear horizontally, vertically,
or in a grid.
Grid Columns
When the Grid layout is selected, specify the number of columns that are displayed.
Options
Select the Add Option link to add an entry in the multi-checkbox field.
Label
Specify a label that appears for the option.
Value
Specify a value for the option, which will be passed in the variable to the Project.
Default Value
Select whether this value should be selected by default.
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Number
The Number field allows users to select a number from a spinner style field. In the example
image below, the user can use the arrow buttons to select their number of dependents.

Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that processes the form.
Label
Specify a label to appear next to the Number field.
Min Value
Specify the minimum number that can be specified.
Max Value
Specify the maximum number that can be specified.
Default Value
Specify a default value for this field.
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Tooltip
Specify field instructions for the user.
Show Tooltip
Tooltips can be displayed when a user hovers over the field, or when the user places the
mouse cursor in the field.
Increment By
Select the amount to increment the Number field by when the user selects the up or down
arrows.
Width
Specify a width for the text field to appear on screen.
Prefix
Specify a string to prepend to the Number field.
Suffix
Specify a string to append to the Number field.

Repeat Options
Use the repeat options to repeat this component of the Secure Form.
Repeatable
Enable repeat options for this component.
Min Allowed
Set the minimum number of times this component may be repeated.
Max Allowed
Set the maximum number of times this component may be repeated. Setting this
option to zero counts as no limit.
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Add Link Text
This is the text that will appear with the add button.

Radio Button
A radio button field allows the user to make a single choice from options provided from a
list. Use the following fields to customize the radio button field:
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that will process the Secure
Form.
Label
Specify a label that appears next to the radio button.
Layout
Specify how the options will appear on the form.
Grid Columns
When the Grid layout is selected, specify the number of columns that are displayed.
Options
Select the Add Option link to add an entry in the radio button field.
Label
Specify a label that appears for the option.
Value
Specify a value for the option. This value will be passed in the variable to the Project
that is used to process the Secure Form.
Default
Specify the default option for this field.
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Text Area
The Text Area allows multi-row text boxes to be added to the Secure Form.
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project which processes the Secure
Form.
Label
Specify a label that appears next to the text input field.
Required
Text Area input fields are optional by default. Use this option to require input data from the
user. A red asterisk will appear by the field to indicate to the user that the field is required.
Default Value
Specify a default value for this field.
Width
Specify a width for the text area field to appear on the screen.
Rows
Specify the number of rows that will appear to the user.
Max Length
Specify the number of characters that can be entered into the field.
Placeholder
Placeholder text will appear 'grayed out' in the field input box and is replaced when a user
begins entering input data.
Tooltip
Specify field instructions for the user.
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Show Tooltip
Tooltips can be displayed when a user hovers over the field, or when the user places the
mouse cursor in the field.
Characters Remaining Label
Customize the text that appears in the Characters Remaining Label.

Repeat Options
Use the repeat options to repeat this component of the Secure Form.
Repeatable
Enable repeat options for this component.
Min Allowed
Set the minimum number of times this component may be repeated.
Max Allowed
Set the maximum number of times this component may be repeated. Setting this
option to zero counts as no limit.
Add Link Text
This is the text that will appear with the add button.
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Text Field
A text field allows the user to enter a text value. Use the following fields to customize the
text field:
Variable Name
Specify a variable name that will be passed to the Project that will process the Secure
Form.
Label
Specify a label that appears next to the text input field.
Required
Text input fields are optional by default. Use this option to require input data from the user.
A red asterisk will appear by the field to indicate to the user that the field is required.
Default Value
Specify a default value for this field.
Width
Specify a width for the text field to appear on screen.
Tooltip
Specify field instructions for the user.
Show Tooltip
Tooltips can be displayed when a user hovers over the field, or when the user places the
mouse cursor in the field.
Placeholder
Placeholder text will appear 'grayed out' in the field input box and is replaced when a user
begins entering input data.
Autocomplete
When selected, the user's browser will offer suggested completions when the user begins
typing in this field. When not selected, the browser's default autocomplete setting will be
used.
Mask Input
When selected, the text field becomes a password field and user input is masked.
Encrypt Data
Selecting this option saves the entered text value into the database as encrypted.
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Repeat Options
Use the repeat options to repeat this component of the Secure Form.
Repeatable
Enable repeat options for this component.
Min Allowed
Set the minimum number of times this component may be repeated.
Max Allowed
Set the maximum number of times this component may be repeated. Setting this
option to zero counts as no limit.
Add Link Text
This is the text that will appear with the add button.
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Output Components
Output components allow you to add text or lists on the Secure Form. This is useful if you
want add additional instructions or information on the form.

Bulleted List
The Bulleted List component displays list of text on the Secure Form output. The list value
supports HTML for more advanced formatting.
EXAMPLE:

The following HTML can be placed in a bulleted list option and will launch the
GoAnywhere website in a new window from a selectable link:
If you have any questions on the form, you can visit <a
href="http://www.goanywhere.com" target="_
blank">GoAnywhwere.com</a>.
When the form is viewed from the Web Client, the HTML will display as:

List Type
Specify if the list will be ordered or unordered on the output of the Secure Form.
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for the bulleted list.
Bullets
Select the Add Option link to add an entry in the bulleted list.
Value
Specify values for the bulleted list.
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Output Text
Output Text allows administrators to add a block of plain text or HTML on the Secure Form.
HTML provides more advanced formatting options.
EXAMPLE:

The following HTML will launch the GoAnywhere website in a new window from
a selectable link in the Output Text area:
<p>If you have any questions on the form, you can visit
<a href="https://www.goanywhere.com" target="_
blank">GoAnywhwere.com</a>.</p>
When the form is viewed from the Web Client, the HTML will display as:

Value
Specify the text that will appear on the Secure Form output.
Font Size
Specify the size of the font to use for the Output Text field.
Bold
Specify whether or not to apply bold style for the Output Text field.
Italic
Specify whether or not to apply italic style for the Output Text field.
Underline
Specify whether or not to apply underline style for the Output Text field.

Import Secure Forms from Zip
Multiple Secure Forms can be exchanged between GoAnywhere servers from ZIP files. Export
the Secure Forms from the source GoAnywhere server. After the ZIP file is generated, follow the
instructions below to import these Secure Forms:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager.
3. In the Secure Forms Manager page, click the
Import Secure Forms link in the toolbar.
4. From the drop-down menu, select Import from ZIP.
5. On the Import Secure Form from ZIP page, specify the following:
l

l
l

l

l

l

Import From - The ZIP file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC or
a file on the source GoAnywhere server.
ZIP File - The path or location of the ZIP file containing the import information.
Replace Target Secure Form - Replaces an existing Secure Form of the same
name.
Ignore Web User Membership - When a Secure Form is exported, the ZIP file
contains a list of Web Users that are associated with the Secure Form. When
importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web Users associated with the
Secure Form.
Ignore Web User Group Membership - When a Secure Form is exported, the
ZIP file contains a list of Web User Groups that are associated with the Secure Form.
When importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web User Groups
associated with the Secure Form.
The Domain where the Secure Forms will belong when they are imported.

6. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.

Import Secure Form from XML
Secure Forms can be exchanged between GoAnywhere servers using XML format. To generate
the XML file, export the Secure Form from the source GoAnywhere server. After the XML file is
generated, follow the instructions below to import this Secure Form from the XML file:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager.
3. In the Secure Forms Manager page, click the
Import Secure Forms link in the toolbar.
4. From the drop-down menu, select Import from XML.
5. On the Import Secure Forms from XML page, specify the following:
l

l
l

l

l

l

Import From - The XML file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC
or a file on the source GoAnywhere server.
XML File - The path or location of the XML file containing the import information.
Replace Target Secure Form - Replaces an existing Secure Form of the same
name.
Ignore Web User Membership - When a Secure Form is exported, the XML file
contains a list of Web Users that are associated with the Secure Form. When
importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web User associated with the
Secure Form.
Ignore Web User Group Membership - When a Secure Form is exported, the XML
file contains a list of Web User Groups that are associated with the Secure Form.
When importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web User Groups
associated with the Secure Form.
Domain - The Domain where the Secure Forms will belong when they are imported.

6. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.

Secure Form Change History
The Secure Form History page displays a list of revisions made to a Secure Form, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
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To access the Secure Form History page, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main-menu, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager. Click the
form's Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

View Secure Form
The View Secure Form page shows the properties for the Secure Form, as well as the Web
Users and Web Groups assigned to it. Follow the instructions below to view Secure Form details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager
link.
3. In the Secure Forms Manager page, click the Actions icon next to the Secure Form, and
then click View.

Submitted Forms
The Submitted Forms page allows administrators to view the results of submitted Secure Forms.
To view submitted Secure Forms, log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager.
From the Secure Forms Manager page, click the View Submitted Forms button.
Submitted Secure Forms can be filtered on this page by typing all or part of a Secure Form
Name, by selecting when the Secure Form was Submitted, selecting the Secure Form Status, or
entering the Web User name that submitted the form.

Secure Forms Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l

View the Secure Form's details by clicking View.
View the Job Log for the Project that processed the Secure Form when it was submitted.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

View Submitted Form
The Submitted Forms page allows administrators to view the results of submitted Secure Forms.
Use the following instructions to view a submitted Secure Form:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager.
3. From the Secure Forms Manager page, click the View Submitted Forms button.
4. Selecting the Actions icon next to the desired form, and then click View.
NOTE:

Some values may be encrypted.
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Promote Secure Forms
Admin Users can copy Secure Forms to other GoAnywhere installations. This feature is
especially useful for promoting Secure Forms from a development installation to a production
installation of GoAnywhere.
Follow the steps below to promote Secure Forms:
1. A Secure Form can be promoted from the Promote Secure Form page. To access this
page:
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Secure Forms Manager role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. Click the Services > Secure Forms > Secure Forms Manager link from the main
menu.
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c. Click the Action icon beside a Secure Form and then click Promote.
d. The Promote Secure Forms page will be displayed.
2. Enter values for the following fields:
l Target Server - The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation to
copy the Secure Form(s) to. The value specified must be a URL of the form http://
[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the target
GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere server
is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
l User Name - The Admin User name to log in to the target GoAnywhere installation.
l Password - The password for the user to log in with. The password is case sensitive.
l Update Existing Secure Forms - Indicate if the Secure Form should be replaced on
the target GoAnywhere installation if one already exists with the same name.
l Ignore Web User Membership - When a Secure Form is exported, the ZIP file
contains a list of Web Users that are associated with the Secure Form. When
importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web Users associated with the
Secure Form.
l Ignore Web User Group Membership - When a Secure Form is exported, the
ZIP file contains a list of Web User Groups that are associated with the Secure Form.
When importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web User Groups
associated with the Secure Form.
l Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.
3. Click the Promote button to copy the Secure Form.
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Permissions Required
An Admin User must have the following permissions in order to promote a Secure Form:
l
l
l

Secure Form Manager role on both the source and target GoAnywhere installations.
Access to the target Domain.
If the Admin User account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, the custom role must
provide the ability to manage, read, and write on the item being promoted.

Prepopulating Secure Forms
Secure Forms support the ability for Web Developers to prepopulate form fields when a user
directly accesses a public form. GoAnywhere supports two methods for prepopulating Secure
Forms: URL Query String and Javascript Post Message.
EXAMPLE:

A mortgage company wishes to streamline their current file upload process using Secure
Forms. When their customers use Secure Forms to upload documents, they want the
customer information already included in the form so that the customer does not have to type
redundant information. To accomplish this, a Web Developer has created a link on the
mortgage site that will automatically pass in the logged-in user's details to the Secure Form.

Hidden Fields
In some cases, Web Developers may want to supply information to be processed by a Project
that isn't displayed to the user on the Secure Form (such as a customer ID). To use a hidden
field, the Hidden field component must be added to the Secure Form. Once added to the Secure
Form, a Web Developer can pass a value to the hidden field by using a URL Query String or
Javascript Post Message.

URL Query String
Secure Form fields can be prepopulated by adding query parameters to the Secure Form URL.
The query parameters are based on the variable names specified on the Secure Form fields
when the form was configured. The query string is identified with a question mark '?' symbol, and
each parameter is separated by an ampersand '&'.
Query strings must be URL encoded to ensure the values are accurately supplied to the form.
EXAMPLE:

The url of a Secure Form is https://example.com:443/form/loandocs. The Secure Form has
fields that use the following variables; fname, lname, custID, and files. When a customer
logs in to the mortgage site, their first name, last name, and customer ID is already known.
The Web Developer creates a button on the web site that uses the user's logged in
information to build a link that looks like this:
https://example.com:443/form/loandocs?
fname=kathy&lname=harris&custID=001234
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When the user clicks the link, the Secure Form appears and the user's first name, last name,
and customer ID is prepopulated on the form. The user can then upload files to the form,
which will be sent to the Project using the files variable.

Component Values
Each Secure Form component that will be prepopulated must be supplied to the URL query
parameter using the following data formats:

Component

Expected Value

Example

Checkbox

A value of True or False (case
insensitive).

variableName=true

Date

A date value in ISO date format
(yyyy-MM-dd).

variableName=2018-01-01

Dropdown

A value corresponding to an
option value belonging to the
dropdown field.

variableName=optionValue

File Upload

The File Upload component is
not supported.

Hidden

A string value.
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Component

Expected Value

Example

MultiCheckbox

A comma separated value
variableName=red,blue,green
corresponding to the option
values to be enabled. When
options are passed in the array,
only the values specified will be
selected. All other options will not
be selected, even if the option
was designated as a default
option in the Secure Form
Designer.
NOTE:

A Multi-Checkbox with an
option value containing a
comma (,) will not be
processed correctly. For
example, these date options
include a comma and will
cause invalid results:
l
l
l

January 1, 2018
April 1, 2018
July 1, 2018

Instead, format the option to
remove the comma. Such as:
l
l
l

01/01/2018
04/01/2018
07/01/2018

If the comma cannot be
removed from the option
values, use the Javascript
Post Message method to
prepopulate the form.
Number

A numeric value.

variableName=15

Radio Button

A value corresponding to an
option value belonging to the
radio button.

variableName=optionValue

Text Area

A string value.

variableName=example%20text
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Component

Expected Value

Example

Text Field

A string value. This field may be
masked and/or encrypted.

variableName=example+text

Javascript Post Message
The Javascript Post Message method provides Web Developers the ability to prepopulate fields
on Secure Forms that are embedded in iframes. This method passes a JSON object using a
postMessage method. The JSON object contains variable and value pairs that will be
prepopulated on the embedded Secure Form.
The following example illustrates Javascript postMessage embedded in an iframe:
<iframe onload="updateData()" id="IFRAME1" width="900" height="700"
src="https://example.com:443/form/loandocs"> </iframe>
<script>
function updateData() {
var myObj = {
"variables": {
"fname" : "Kathy",
"lname" : "Harris",
"products": [
"checking",
"savings",
],
"branch" : "Ashland",
"customerId" : "001234"
}
}

document.getElementById('IFRAME1').contentWindow.postMessage(
myObj, "*");
}
</script>

TIP:

The postMessage should be performed during the onload event of the iframe. This gives the
message receiver time to load before the message is posted.
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Component Values
Each Secure Form component that will be prepopulated must be included in the JSON object
using the following key value pairs:

Component

Expected Value

Example

Checkbox

A value of True or False (case
insensitive).

“variableName” : “true”

Date

A date value formatted according to
the internet browser's locale.

"variableName" :
"01/01/2018"

Dropdown

A value corresponding to an option
value belonging to the dropdown.

“variableName” :
“optionValue”

File Upload

The File Upload component is not
supported.

Hidden

A valid string value.

"variableName" :
"exampleText"

MultiCheckbox

An array of option values
corresponding to the checkboxes to
enable. When options are passed in
the array, only the values specified will
be selected. All other options will not
be selected, even if the option was
designated as a default option in the
Secure Form Designer.

“variableName” : [

Number

A numeric value.

“variableName” : 15

Radio Button

A value corresponding to an option
value belonging to the radio button.

"variableName" :
"optionValue"

Text Area

A string value.

“variableName” :
“exampleText”

Text Field

A string value.

“variableName” : “example
text”

“optionValue1”,
“optionValue2”
]

Agents
GoAnywhere Agents provide real-time remote workflow and file transfer capabilities that are
controlled from a central GoAnywhere MFT server. Agents can be deployed to virtually any
operating system including Windows, Linux, IBM i and other platforms. Agents can run on
systems inside an organization’s network to move files throughout the data center. Additionally,
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you can deploy Agents to remote sites such as branch offices, cloud environments like Amazon
AWS, Azure, and other locations. When an Agent starts up, it will connect to GoAnywhere MFT
which will then take over management of that Agent.

Agents can run multi-step workflows on the systems where they are installed. These workflows
can copy files, archive files, translate data, insert data into a database, execute native
commands, send emails, transfer files using FTP, FTPS, SFTP, SCP, GoFast, or other file system
tasks. Workflows on Agents can be scheduled to run on a recurring basis.
Agents can also monitor for new, modified, and deleted files on its file system. When a file is
found, Agents can process the file locally or call a Project workflow on GoAnywhere MFT.
GoAnywhere MFT acts as the central point of control to manage all Agents which are connected
to it. Admin users in GoAnywhere MFT will configure the work that should be performed on its
Agents. Administrators can view events that occurred, such as file transfers or completed jobs on
those Agents. Agent alerts can be created to notify Admin Users if an Agent goes offline.
Agents can be grouped together to simplify setup and configuration. This allows administrators to
define tasks that should run on all Agents in a group. For example, an organization that has
hundreds of retail stores can easily send out new files to each store in the group. Or, a group of
Linux servers can be defined to execute the same SSH commands on all Agent systems at once.

Agent Features
Listed below is a summary of features in GoAnywhere Agents:
l
l
l

Secures file transfers between Agents and the central GoAnywhere MFT environment.
Authenticates Agents connections using X.509 certificates.
Monitors for new, modified, and deleted files on Agent systems.
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l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Compresses and decompresses files on the Agent systems using Zip, Tar, and Gzip
standards.
Translates data to/from databases, Excel, CSV, Fixed Width, XML, and JSON.
PGP encrypt, decrypt, sign, and verify files.
Send and retrieve email.
Transfer files using FTP, FTPS, SFTP, SCP and GoFast.
Executes native and SSH commands on Agents.
Controls which folders are accessible on Agents.

Administrator users in GoAnywhere MFT can work with Agents using the following features:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Create Agent Templates with registration rules to easily deploy Agents on a large scale.
Configure Agents or Agent Groups from the Agent Console on GoAnywhere MFT.
View Agent locations using Google Maps.
Design Project Workflows to be executed on Agents.
View completed Jobs, active Jobs, or Queued Jobs on for Agents.
Create custom Agent installers from the Software Library.
Automatically deploy Agent upgrades directly from GoAnywhere MFT.

Agent Deployment
Agents can be deployed locally or remotely to execute Projects or transfer files several different
ways:
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1. Internal Network
Agents can be installed on servers or computers in your own network, and can process files
locally, or transfer files to GoAnywhere MFT for processing.
2. Remote Locations
Agents can be installed at remote locations to automatically monitor for files to process or
transfer.
3. Trading Partners
Agents can be installed on servers owned by your trading partners. When a trading partner places
a file in a folder monitored by the Agent, GoAnywhere MFT can automatically process the file
locally or transfer the file to GoAnywhere.
4. Cloud Solutions
Agents can be installed on servers in cloud solutions like Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure to
perform a variety of workflows including transferring files between cloud environments and private
networks.
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Agent-to-Agent Transfers
GoAnywhere can transfer files between Agents. For example, an Agent installed at a retail
location may generate a supply order. The Agent transfers the supply order to GoAnywhere MFT
where the data is added to a database. Once GoAnywhere has processed the supply order, it is
then sent to the Agent installed on a trading partner’s server for order fulfillment.

Complete Management and Security
GoAnywhere MFT is a centralized solution that manages all connected Agents. Admin Users in
GoAnywhere will configure the work that should be performed on Agents and can also view
events that occurred, such as file transfers or completed jobs.
The communication between each Agent and GoAnywhere MFT is encrypted using SSL/TLS.
The authentication is a multi-step secure process establishing trust between Agents and
GoAnywhere MFT. Agents do not have their own individual UIs since administration is performed
through GoAnywhere MFT's centralized browser-based console.
Agents can be grouped together to simplify setup and configuration. This allows Admin Users to
define tasks that should run on all Agents in a group. For example, an organization that has
hundreds of retail stores can easily roll out new files to each store in the group. Or, a group of
Linux servers can be defined to execute the same SSH commands on all systems at once.
GoAnywhere MFT automatically rolls out software upgrades to Agents as needed. This is a
seamless process in which GoAnywhere will upgrade Agents while they are idle (to minimize
disruption).

Agent Authentication and Communication
All communication between Agents and GoAnywhere MFT is performed over an SSL/TLS
encrypted connection. Authentication between Agents and GoAnywhere are performed using
X.509 certificates, which are described below.
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Root CA Certificate
A unique Root CA certificate is automatically created for each environment of GoAnywhere. This
Root certificate is used to digitally sign any certificates that are used for authenticating Agents to
the GoAnywhere server.
Server Certificate
A unique Server certificate is created for each environment of GoAnywhere, which is signed by
the Root CA certificate. The Server certificate is used to encrypt and protect the communication
between Agents and GoAnywhere. When the Agent connects to GoAnywhere, it will validate the
Server certificate by verifying it is signed by the Root certificate.
Agent Certificates
After an Agent successfully registers with GoAnywhere, a unique certificate will be created for the
Agent. This certificate is also signed by the Root CA certificate. The Agent certificate will be
downloaded to the Agent upon Agent registration, and then stored locally in an encrypted
database. When the Agent connects in the future, GoAnywhere will authenticate the Agent by
verifying that the Agent certificate is signed by the Root certificate.
The trust is established in both directions as the certificates used are signed by the Root CA
certificate that is unique to the GoAnywhere environment.

Transferring Files to/from Agents
Pushing or pulling files from an Agent can be accomplished using any number of Tasks inside of
Projects running on GoAnywhere MFT. A simple file path syntax ‘agent://[agentName]/folderpath’
on file and folder fields defined in Project Tasks will route the files to the correct agent and folder
destination. To simplify the selection of these folders and files, an Agents File Chooser allows you
to browse locations and will build the Agent file syntax for you.
To illustrate how this works, for the SFTP Upload task, the Source File path could be
‘agent://linux1/file.txt’ and the Destination File path could be ‘/inbound’. When the Project runs on
GoAnywhere MFT, it will stream the file from the remote Linux Agent, through GoAnywhere MFT,
and on to the remote SFTP server in a seamless process.

Monitoring Files on an Agent
In many situations, you may need to monitor for new, modified, or deleted files on an Agent.
Administrators can select an Agent or Agent Group and add a new Monitor definition. The Monitor
defines what folder to watch for, which file events to monitor, how often to check the folder, etc.
The Monitor can run a Project on the Agent or run the Project on the main MFT environment. After
the Monitor is saved via GoAnywhere MFT’s administrative interface, the definition is passed to
the Agent over the existing connection.
The Agent will take snapshots of the directories, compare them for file changes, and process the
Monitors locally. Once a file event is detected, it will notify GoAnywhere MFT which will determine
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where to execute the Project. If the Project should run on the Agent, then the Project definition is
transferred down to the Agent to execute.
To illustrate a sample scenario, files that are created in a certain directory on an Agent system
need to be copied to GoAnywhere MFT. To do so, a Monitor can be setup to run on the Agent to
watch for new files. A Project is also setup in GoAnywhere MFT that will use the Copy task to
move the file once they are found. The Agent notifies MFT when it detects new files.
GoAnywhere then calls a Project which contains a Copy Task to pull the files from the Agent to
the MFT system.

Executing a Project on an Agent
Agents can also execute Projects in a similar fashion to how they are used in GoAnywhere MFT.
Once defined, these Projects can be run in an automated fashion using the built-in Scheduler.
For example, a Schedule can run a Project on the Agents once a day to backup certain
directories. Projects can also be used in Monitors to execute after file changes are detected.
Projects can be executed interactively on Agents on demand.
All Project definitions, Resources, and Logs are stored centrally in GoAnywhere MFT. The
Project and associated Resources are simply passed to the Agent using the existing
communication channel during execution time.

Quick Start for Agent Configuration
Agents are lightweight applications that can be deployed to virtually any operating system
including Windows, Linux, IBM i and other platforms. These Agents can run on systems inside an
organization’s network to move files throughout the data center. Agents can also be deployed to
remote sites like branch offices, cloud networks, and other remote locations. When an Agent
starts, it will connect to GoAnywhere MFT which takes over management of the Agent.

Agent Service
Before Agents can connect to GoAnywhere, the Agent Service must be running.

Configuring and Registering Agents
Agents must be registered in GoAnywhere before they can begin to do work on the system where
they are installed. Agents can be configured individually or by group.

Registering Agents that Belong to Groups
Use the following instructions to configure and register Agents that belong in an Agent Group:
1. Login to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager and Product
Administrator roles. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. Define an Agent Group.
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3. Within the Agent Group Console, define the Resources, Projects, Schedules, and Monitors
that will be used by all Agents in the Group.
4. Define an Agent Template that will be used by each Agent in the Group. The Template will
contain the licensed feature set, Admin User Permissions, and Agent Groups the Agent can
be a part of.
5. Define Registration Rules on the Agent Service. Registration Rules contain the
Registration Code, Agent Template, and name prefix for the Agent.
6. Create an Agent installer from the Software Library. The installer defines the Agent Name,
Registration Code, connection properties, permissions, and the Agent certificate.
7. Install the Agent software and launch the Agent. For more information for installing an
Agent, see the GoAnywhere MFT Agent Install Guide.
8. The Agent will attempt to connect to GoAnywhere using the certificate and registration
code. The code will be used to identify the correct Registration Rule, apply the Agent
Template, and apply the admin permissions. If “Require Approval” was enabled in the
registration rules, an Admin User will need to approve the Agent.
9. The registered Agent will appear as ‘Online’ in the Agent Manager.

Registering a Single Agent
Use the following instructions to configure and register a single Agent:
1. Login to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager and Product
Administrator roles. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. Create an Agent profile in the Agent Manager. During Agent configuration, note the
registration code that you specified on the Agent.
3. Select the Agent to open the Agent Console. Define the Resources, Projects, Schedules,
and Monitors used by this Agent.
4. Create an Agent installer from the Software Library. Specify the Registration Code,
Connection properties, and folder and project permissions. The Agent certificate will
automatically be included in the installer package.
5. Install the Agent software and launch the Agent. For more information for installing an
Agent, see the GoAnywhere MFT Agent Install Guide.
6. The Agent will attempt to connect to GoAnywhere using the certificate and registration
code. The code will find the Agent profile and automatically register. The Agent will appear
‘Online" in the Agent Manager.

Unregister an Agent
Agents are registered to the operating system they are installed on. Admin Users can unregister
an Agent, install the Agent software on another server, and then register the new Agent
installation to an existing profile in the Agent Manager.
EXAMPLE:

The server where the Agent is installed is scheduled to be replaced. An Admin User
unregisters the Agent from the Agent Manager. The Agent is installed on the replacement
server; using the Agent registration code. The new Agent connects to GoAnywhere with the
registration code, and the Agent is registered. The Agent configuration (Projects, Monitors,
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Schedules) will begin running on the new Agent.
Use the following instructions to unregister an Agent:
1. Login to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. Identify the Agent to unregister, select the Actions icon and then choose Unregister.
4. A confirmation window appears. Click Confirm.

Using Agent Directories as Web User Folders
Web Users can use folders located on Agent systems as their WebDocs home directory or as a
Virtual Folder location.
l

l

To specify an Agent folder location as the Web User home directory, select the Agent
folder location from the WebDocs directory field on the Domain where the Web User
belongs.
To specify an Agent folder location as a Web User Virtual Folder, add the Virtual Folder to
the Web User's profile on the Folders tab.

Agent Manager
To manage Agents, log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
Agents can be viewed in list form or by location on a map by clicking the Display button and
selecting either List View or Map View.
Agent Manager - List View:
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Page Toolbar - List View
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

l

Add an Agent by clicking the Add Agent button.
Upgrade any older Agent software by clicking the Upgrade Agents button. This option only
shows if there are one or more Agents out of date with newer versions located in the
Software Library.
Choose to display Agents in a map view by clicking the Display button.

Page Filters - List View
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for an Agent by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l

Enabled - Filter by those Agents currently enabled or not.
Group - Show only Agents of the selected group(s).
Registered - Show unregistered Agents, registered Agents, or Agents still pending
approval.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Agent Columns
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Agent Name - The name of the Agent. Click on the Agent name to launch the Agent
console.
Description - A description of what the Agent does.
Status - Whether the Agent is connected and/or registered.
Domain - The domain the Agent is assigned to.
Enabled - Whether or not the Agent is enabled.
Connected - Whether or not the Agent is connected to the central MFT server.
Registered - Whether or not the Agent has been registered.
Registration Code - The registration code assigned to the Agent.
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l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Created By - The Admin user who created the Agent.
Created On - The date and time the Agent was created.
Modified By - The Admin user who last modified the Agent.
Modified On - The date and time the Agent was last modified.
Approved By - The Admin user who approved the Agent registration.
Approved On - The date/time the Agent registration was approved.
Version - The version number of the Agent.

Agent Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

Approve a newly registered Agent by clicking Approve.
Launch the Agent Console by clicking Launch Console.
Delete an Agent by clicking Delete.
Unregister an Agent by clicking Unregister.
View the Agent Permissions by clicking Permissions.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Agent properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
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Agent Manager - Map View:

The Agent map view displays all connected (green), disconnected (red), and disabled (gray)
Agents using a Google Maps JavaScript API. The Agent map is interactive. Click on an Agent
icon to reach the Agent Console. Single Agents are represented by an icon. Multiple Agents are
represented by an
icon. When multiple Agents are located at a single location, the icon color is
determined by order of priority:
l
l
l

Green if all Agents are connected
Red if one or more Agents are disconnected
Gray if all Agents are disabled

Click on a
multiple Agent icon to view a list of all Agents at that location. Click on an Agent in
the list to access that Agent's console.
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NOTE:

Map View is only available if maps have been enabled in Global Settings.

Page Toolbar - Map View
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add an Agent by clicking the Add Agent button.
Choose to display Agents in a list view by clicking the Display button.

Page Filters - Map View
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for an Agent by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
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Add Agents
The Add Agent page allows you to add and configure a single Agent. For information on how to
add multiple Agents using Agent Groups, Registration Rules, and Templates, see the Quick Start
For Agents topic.
Follow the instructions below to add an Agent using the Add Agent page:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. In the Agent Manager page, click the Add Agent link in the page toolbar.
4. Type the Agent information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Click the Save button to add the Agent.
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General

Name
The name of the Agent.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Agent. This field is limited to 512
characters.
Feature Set
The Standard and Advanced feature set determines which Tasks are available when building an
Agent or Agent Group Project. The Feature Set should match that of the license you've
purchased for the Agent.
Registration
Registration Code
Specify a registration code that will be used by the Agent device. An Agent device that registers
using this registration code will be automatically linked to this Agent.
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Location
The Country, Address, City, State, and Postal Code where the Agent is installed.
Verify Location
If Agent Maps are enabled in Global Settings, the option to verify the location information will be
visible. If the address is valid, a map will appear with the physical address marked. If the address
is invalid, no marker will appear. After a location is verified, latitude and longitude coordinates will
be recorded and displayed.

Agent Groups

Groups
The Agent will adopt the Permissions from any groups to which it belongs. The Groups are split
into two sections. The Groups to which the Agent will not belong are shown on the left side of the
page. The Groups to which the Agent will belong are shown on the right side of the page. Select a
Group, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Group to the appropriate column.
Adding Groups to an Agent
Perform the following steps to assign Groups to an Agent:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select the Groups(s) to assign to the Agent.
2. When the desired Groups are selected, click the
Right arrow between the group boxes
to move the Groups from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Agents from an Agent Group
Perform the following steps to remove Agents from an Agent Group:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select the Group(s) to remove from the Agent.
2. When the desired Groups are selected, click the
Left arrow between the group boxes to
move the Groups from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
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Transfers
Specify the configuration options for when an Agent transfer is interrupted. These settings only
apply when using the agent://[agentname]/[path to file or folder] syntax.

Auto-Resume Enabled
Select whether to enable auto-resume on the Agent. If set to the Default setting, the Agent will
use the Auto-Resume settings defined on the Agent Service - General Pane.
Retry Attempts
Specify the number of times the Agent will attempt to retry an interrupted transfer. If a retry
attempt is successful, the Retry Attempts count is reset.
Retry Interval
Specify the amount of time (in seconds) the Agent will wait before another retry attempt.

Alerts
Alerts allow you to configure email notifications when an Agent goes offline and reconnects. If an
Agent belongs to an Agent Group, and the Agent Group has alerts configured, the alert settings
will be consolidated using the lowest offline threshold. For example, if the Agent is configured to
send an email alert after 60 seconds, and the Agent Group is configured to send an alert after
120 seconds, GoAnywhere will send the alert after 60 seconds to all the recipients configured on
the Agent and Agent Group.
Agent email alert notifications are based on email templates that are defined in XML files and can
be modified to meet your specifications.

Agent Offline Longer Than
Specify the amount of time that an Agent can be offline before an alert is sent.
Notify Agent Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Agent Manager role when an Agent goes
offline.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.
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Contacts
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Agent.

Name
The name of the contact for the Agent.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

Agent Permissions
The Agent Permissions page allows you to set permissions for a specific Agent. Permissions can
be assigned on an individual Admin User basis or by Admin Group.
Follow the instructions bellow to manage Agent Permissions:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. Select the Actions icon next to the desired Agent.
4. Edit Agent Permissions by clicking Permissions.
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Admin User Permissions
Select and add individual Admin Users via the Add User dropdown field.
Select the desired Admin User Roles using the correspondent checkboxes.
Admin Group Permissions
Select and add Admin User Groups via the Add Group dropdown field.
Select the desired Admin User Roles using the correspondent checkboxes.

Admin User and Admin Group Permissions
NOTE:

By default, all Admin Users receive full permissions. If you want to assign permissions on an
individual basis, you can delete All Admin Users from the Admin Group Permissions list by
clicking the Delete icon.

The Agent Permissions are:
Resource Manager

l

l

Project Designer

l
l
l

l

l
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Create new Project folders.
Rename and delete Project folders.
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Project Executor

l
l

l

l

Job Manager

l

l
l
l
l

l

l

Run Projects
Monitor jobs on the job queue (which
the Project Executor submitted).
Monitor active jobs (which the Project
Executor submitted).
View completed jobs and job logs
(which the Project Executor
submitted).
Add, change and delete Scheduled
Jobs and Monitors.
Disable Monitors or Scheduled Jobs.
View any jobs in the job queue.
Cancel any jobs from the job queue.
View, hold, release and cancel any
active jobs.
View any completed job logs for
Projects.
View change history for Monitors and
Scheduled Jobs.

Agent Groups
An Agent Group is an association of one or more Agents. Each Agent Group can be given
instructions or can be assigned specific GoAnywhere tasks that will then be received by all
Agents in the group.
For instance, you may want to create an Agent Group for Agents deployed in the same
geographical location, or create an Agent Group for Agents that will perform identical functions.

Agent Group Management
To manage Agent Groups, log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Group Manager.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
Add Group
Add an Agent Group by clicking the Add Group button.
Agent Groups Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

Launch the Agent Console by clicking Launch Console.
Delete an Agent Group by clicking Delete.
View the Agent Group Permissions by clicking Permissions.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected Agent Groups.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l
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Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Agent Group properties are displayed in the
table.
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Add Agent Groups
Follow the instructions below to add a new Agent Group:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Group Manager.
3. In the Agent Group Manager page, click the Add Group link in the toolbar.
4. Specify the Agent Group information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Assign members (Agents) to the Agent Group.
6. Configure Alerts that will notify administrators if an Agent goes offline.
7. Click the Save button to add the Agent Group.

General Tab
Name
A unique name for the Agent Group.
Description
The optional description for the Group.
Agents
The Agents are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available Agents who do
not belong to this Group. The column on the right displays the Agents who are assigned to this
Group. Select an Agent, and then use the arrow buttons to move Agents to the appropriate
column.
Assigning Agents to an Agent Group
Perform the following steps to assign Agents to an Agent Group:
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1. On the left side of the page, click to select the Agent(s) to assign to the Agent Group.
2. When the desired Agents are selected, click the
Right arrow between the group boxes
to move the Agents from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Agents from an Agent Group
Perform the following steps to remove Agents from an Agent Group:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select the Agent(s) to remove from the group.
2. When the desired Agents are selected, click the
Left arrow between the group boxes to
move the Agents from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Alerts
Alerts allow you to configure email notifications when an Agent goes offline and reconnects. If an
Agent belongs to an Agent Group, and the Agent Group has alerts configured, the alert settings
will be consolidated using the lowest offline threshold. For example, if the Agent is configured to
send an email alert after 60 seconds, and the Agent Group is configured to send an alert after
120 seconds, GoAnywhere will send the alert after 60 seconds to all the recipients configured on
the Agent and Agent Group.
Agent email alert notifications are based on email templates that are defined in XML files and can
be modified to meet your specifications.

Agent Offline Longer Than
Specify the amount of time that an Agent can be offline before an alert is sent.
Notify Agent Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Agent Manager role when an Agent goes
offline.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Agent Group Permissions
The Agent Group Permissions page allows you to set Permissions for any Agent belonging to a
particular Agent Group. Permissions can be assigned on an individual Admin User basis or by
Admin Group.
Follow the instructions bellow to manage Agent Group Permissions:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Service > Agents > Agent Group Manager.
3. Select the Actions icon next to the desired Agent Group.
4. Edit Agent Group Permissions by clicking Permissions.

Admin User Permissions
Select and add individual Admin Users via the Add User dropdown field.
Select the desired Admin User Roles using the correspondent checkboxes.
Admin Group Permissions
Select and add Admin User Groups via the Add Group dropdown field.
Select the desired Admin User Roles using the correspondent checkboxes.

Admin User and Admin Group Permissions
NOTE:

By default, all Admin Users receive full permissions. If you want to assign permissions on an
individual basis, you can delete All Admin Users from the Admin Group Permissions list by
clicking the Delete icon.

The Agent Group Permissions are:
Resource Manager

l

l
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Create and manage database
resources.
View Resource change history.
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Project Designer

l
l
l

l
l

Project Executor

l
l

l

l

Job Manager

l

l
l
l
l

l

l

Create new Project folders.
Rename and delete Project folders.
Create, change, copy and delete
Projects.
Restore Projects to previous versions.
Import Project definitions from
external sources.
Run Projects
Monitor jobs on the job queue (which
the Project Executor submitted).
Monitor active jobs (which the Project
Executor submitted).
View completed jobs and job logs
(which the Project Executor
submitted).
Add, change and delete Scheduled
Jobs and Monitors.
Disable Monitors or Scheduled Jobs.
View any jobs in the job queue.
Cancel any jobs from the job queue.
View, hold, release and cancel any
active jobs.
View any completed job logs for
Projects.
View change history for Monitors and
Scheduled Jobs.

Agent Templates
Agent Templates provide a method to configure the default settings when new Agents are
created. Defining templates that share common settings (like domain and group assignment),
can dramatically reduce the time needed to create and configure new Agents.
For example, a template could be defined for Agents of a specific geographical area, or Agents
that will all operate on a single domain. With these templates defined, Agent creation can be as
simple as providing a name or registration code.

Agent Template Management
To manage Agent Templates, log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
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on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Templates.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add an Agent Template by clicking the Add Agent Template button in the toolbar.

Agent Template Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

View Agent Template details by clicking View.
Edit an Agent Template by clicking Edit.
Delete an Agent Template by clicking Delete.
Edit template permissions by clicking Permissions.

Configuring an Agent Template
Follow the instructions below to add or edit an Agent Template:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Templates.
3. To add a new Agent Template, click the Add Agent Template link in the toolbar.
4. To edit an Agent Template, click the Actions icon next to the desired template, and then
click Edit.
5. Type or edit the Agent Template information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Assign Agent Groups to the Agent Template.
7. Click the Save button to add the Agent Template.
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General

Name
A unique name for the Agent Template.
Domain
The Domain the Agent Template will be assigned to.
Description
The optional description for the template.
Feature Set
The Standard and Advanced feature set determines which Tasks are available when building an
Agent or Agent Group Project. The Feature Set should match that of the license you've
purchased for the Agent.

Agent Groups
The Agent Groups are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available Agent
Groups that do not belong to the template. The column on the right displays the Agent Groups
who are assigned to this template. Click to select Agent Groups individually or all Agent Groups
by clicking the checkbox in the heading and then use the direction buttons between the columns
to move Agent Groups to the appropriate side.

Assigning Agent Groups to an Agent Template
Perform the following steps to assign Agent Groups to an Agent Template:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select the Agent Group(s) to assign to the Agent
Template.
2. When the desired Agent Groups are selected, click the
Right arrow between the group
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boxes to move the Agent Groups from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Agent Groups from an Agent Template
Perform the following steps to remove Agent Groups from an Agent Template:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select the Agent Group(s) to remove from the group.
2. When the desired Agent Groups are selected, click the
Left arrow between the group
boxes to move the Agent Groups from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Transfers
Specify the configuration options for when an Agent transfer is interrupted. These settings only
apply when using the agent://[agentname]/[path to file or folder] syntax.

Auto-Resume Enabled
Select whether to enable auto-resume on the Agent. If set to the Default setting, the Agent will use
the Auto-Resume settings defined on the Agent Service - General Pane.
Retry Attempts
Specify the number of times the Agent will attempt to retry an interrupted transfer. If a retry
attempt is successful, the Retry Attempts count is reset.
Retry Interval
Specify the amount of time (in seconds) the Agent will wait before another retry attempt.

Alerts
Alerts allow you to configure email notifications when an Agent goes offline and reconnects. If an
Agent belongs to an Agent Group, and the Agent Group has alerts configured, the alert settings
will be consolidated using the lowest offline threshold. For example, if the Agent is configured to
send an email alert after 60 seconds, and the Agent Group is configured to send an alert after 120
seconds, GoAnywhere will send the alert after 60 seconds to all the recipients configured on the
Agent and Agent Group.
Agent email alert notifications are based on email templates that are defined in XML files and can
be modified to meet your specifications.
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Agent Offline Longer Than
Specify the amount of time that an Agent can be offline before an alert is sent.
Notify Agent Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Agent Manager role when an Agent goes
offline.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Agent Template Permissions
The Agent Template Permissions page allows you to set permissions for Agents that are created
using that template. Alternatively, selecting individual Admin Users and Admin User Groups
allows you to restrict permissions to only those users and groups.
Follow the instructions bellow to manage Agent template permissions:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Templates.
3. Select the Actions icon next to the desired Agent Template.
4. Edit template permissions by clicking Permissions.

Admin User Permissions
Select and add individual Admin Users via the Add User dropdown field.
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Select the desired Admin User Roles using the corresponding checkboxes.
Admin Group Permissions
Select and add Admin User Groups via the Add Group dropdown field.
Select the desired Admin User Roles using the corresponding checkboxes.
NOTE:

By default, when a new Agent Template is created, the All Admin Users group is assigned full
permissions. If you want to assign permissions on an individual basis, you can delete All
Admin Users from the Admin Group Permissions list by clicking the Delete icon.

Admin User and Admin Group Permissions
The Agent Template Permissions are:
Resource Manager

l

l

Project Designer

l
l
l

l
l

Project Executor

l
l

l

l
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Create and manage database
resources.
View Resource change history.
Create new Project folders.
Rename and delete Project folders.
Create, change, copy and delete
Projects.
Restore Projects to previous versions.
Import Project definitions from
external sources.
Run Projects
Monitor jobs in the job queue (which
the Project Executor submitted).
Monitor active jobs (which the Project
Executor submitted).
View completed jobs and job logs
(which the Project Executor
submitted).
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Job Manager

l

l
l
l
l

l

l

Add, change and delete Scheduled
Jobs and Monitors.
Disable Monitors or Scheduled Jobs.
View any jobs in the job queue.
Cancel any jobs from the job queue.
View, hold, release and cancel any
active jobs.
View any completed job logs for
Projects.
View change history for Monitors and
Scheduled Jobs.

Agent Template Details
The View Agent Template page displays the properties for the Agent Template, when the
template was created and when it was last modified. It also displays the Agent Groups that are
assigned to this template. The View Agent Template page is only available to users with the
Agent Manager role. Follow the instructions below to view an Agent Template:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Templates.
3. In the Agent Templates page, click the Action icon next to the appropriate Agent Template
and select View.

Agent and Agent Group Console
The Agent Console serves as the primary interface for configuring Agents and Agent Groups.
From within the console you can edit general details, Resources, Projects, Schedules and
Monitors, as well as review activity.
To access an Agent or Agent Group Console, log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager or Agent Group Manager.
Click on an Agent or Agent Group to launch the Console.
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Editing Agents and Agent Groups
Follow the instructions below to edit an Agent or Agent Group.
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Editing an Agent
An Agent can be edited from within the Agent Console. Follow the steps below to edit an Agent
from within the Agent Console:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. In the Agent Manager page, click on the Agent you wish to edit. This will launch the Agent
Console.
4. From within the Agent Console, click on the Edit icon in the upper toolbar.

General

Name
The name of the Agent.
Domain
The domain that the Agent is currently assigned to.
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Enabled
Toggle whether or not the Agent is enabled.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Agent. This field is limited to 512
characters.
Feature Set
The Standard or Advanced Feature Set dictates which Tasks are available when building an
Agent or Agent Group Project. The Feature Set should match that of the license you've purchased
for the Agent.
Location
The Country, Address, City, State, and Postal Code where the Agent is installed.
Verify Location
If Agent Maps are enabled in Global Settings, the option to verify the location information will be
visible. If the address is valid, a map will appear with the physical address marked. If the address
is invalid, no marker will appear. After a location is verified, latitude and longitude coordinates will
be recorded and displayed.

Agent Groups

Groups
Agents can be assigned to one or more Groups. Each Agent Group can be used to distribute work
to all Agents in the Group. The Groups are split into two sections. The Groups to which the Agent
will not belong are shown on the left side of the page. The Groups to which the Agent will belong
are shown on the right side of the page. Select a Group, and then use the arrow buttons to move
the Group to the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Group from one column to
another.
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Registration

Registration Code
Specify a registration code that will be used by the Agent device. An Agent device that registers
using this registration code will be automatically linked to this Agent.

Transfers
Specify the configuration options for when an Agent transfer is interrupted. These settings only
apply when using the agent://[agentname]/[path to file or folder] syntax.

Auto-Resume Enabled
Select whether to enable auto-resume on the Agent. If set to the Default setting, the Agent will
use the Auto-Resume settings defined on the Agent Service - General Pane.
Retry Attempts
Specify the number of times the Agent will attempt to retry an interrupted transfer. If a retry
attempt is successful, the Retry Attempts count is reset.
Retry Interval
Specify the amount of time (in seconds) the Agent will wait before another retry attempt.

Alerts
Alerts allow you to configure email notifications when an Agent goes offline and reconnects. If an
Agent belongs to an Agent Group, and the Agent Group has alerts configured, the alert settings
will be consolidated using the lowest offline threshold. For example, if the Agent is configured to
send an email alert after 60 seconds, and the Agent Group is configured to send an alert after
120 seconds, GoAnywhere will send the alert after 60 seconds to all the recipients configured on
the Agent and Agent Group.
Agent email alert notifications are based on email templates that are defined in XML files and can
be modified to meet your specifications.

Agent Offline Longer Than
Specify the amount of time that an Agent can be offline before an alert is sent.
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Notify Agent Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Agent Manager role when an Agent goes
offline.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Contacts
The Contacts tab allows you to store the contact information for the Agent.

Name
The name of the contact for the Agent.
Phone Number
The contact's phone number.
Email
The contact's email address.

Editing an Agent Group
An Agent Group can be edited from within the Agent Group Console. Follow the steps below to
edit an Agent Group from within the Agent Group Console:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Services > Agents > Agent Group Manager link.
3. In the Agent Group Manager page, click on the Agent Group you wish to edit. This will
launch the Agent Group Console.
4. From within the Agent Group Console, click on the Edit icon in the upper toolbar.
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General

Name
The name of the Agent Group.
Domain
The domain that the Agent Group is currently assigned to.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Agent Group. This field is limited to 512
characters.

Agents
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Agents
The Agents are split into two sections. The Agents which will not belong to the Agent Group are
shown on the left side of the page. The Agents which will belong to the Agent Group are shown on
the right side of the page. Select an Agent, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Agent to
the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop an Agent from one column to another.

Alerts
Alerts allow you to configure email notifications when an Agent goes offline. If an Agent belongs to
an Agent Group, and the Agent Group has alerts configured, the alert settings will be consolidated
using the lowest offline threshold. For example, if the Agent is configured to send an email alert
after 60 seconds, and the Agent Group is configured to send an alert after 120 seconds,
GoAnywhere will send the alert after 60 seconds to all the recipients configured on the Agent and
Agent Group.
Agent email alert notifications are based on email templates that are defined in XML files and can
be modified to meet your specifications.

Agent Offline Longer Than
Specify the amount of time that can an Agent can be offline before an alert is sent.
Notify Agent Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Agent Manager role when an Agent goes
offline.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Resources
Resources are the names and connection properties of the servers, and other data sources, that
Agents can interact with in Project Workflows. These resources must be accessible by the Agent
or installed on the same server that the Agent is installed on. When an Admin User tests an Agent
Resource, the test connection is performed on the Agent system and the status is reported back
to GoAnywhere. This ensures connectivity is available from the Agent system.
Agents can work with the following Resources:
l
l
l

Amazon S3 Buckets
Azure Blob Storage
Database Servers
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l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

FTP Servers
FTPS Servers
GoFast Servers
Mail Boxes
Network Shares
REST Servers
SMTP Servers
SSH Servers (SFTP/SCP/SSH)
SOAP Server
WebDAV Servers

NOTE:

Agent Resources will only use keys and certificates found in the Key Management System.
File Based Keys cannot be used with Agents.
Use the following instructions to add a Resource on an Agent:
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. To add a Resource on an Agent, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. To add a Resource on an Agent Group, select Services > Agents > Agent Group
Manager.
4. Select the desired Agent or Agent Group to launch the Agent Console.
5. Click the Resources icon from the left hand navigation.
6. Select the Resource Type, and then click the Add button to configure a new Resource.

Projects
Projects are used to describe the work for GoAnywhere Agents and Agent Groups to perform.
For instance, a Project definition can indicate where to retrieve data from, what processes to
perform on the data (for example, read XML and then convert to CSV) and where to distribute the
output. Access to Project Tasks vary depending on the Agent's licensed Feature Set.

Agent Licensing Requirements
The table below explains which Project Tasks are available in each Agent license. Note:
l
l
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Compression

Database
Data Translation

Email

File System

File Transfer

GoAnywhere MFT User Guide

Task
Zip
Unzip
Tar
Untar
GZip
GUnzip
Task
SQL
Task
Read CSV
Write CSV
Read Excel
Write Excel
Password Protect Excel
Read Fixed-Width
Write Fixed-Width
Read Flat File
Read XML
Write XML
Read JSON
Write JSON
Count RowSet
Modify RowSet
Validate RowSet
Task
Retrieve Email
Send Email
Task
Checksum
Copy
Create File List
Delete
Make Directory
Merge Files
Move
Rename
Search and Replace
Task
FTP
FTPS
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Standard
X
X
X
X
X
X
Standard
X
Standard
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Standard
X
X
Standard
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Standard

Advanced
X
X
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
Advanced
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
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Integration

Job Control

Loops

Miscellaneous

PGP

Project

Web Services
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SCP
SFTP
GoFast
Task
Execute Native Command
Execute SSH Command
Task
Call Module
Delay
If
Else
Exit Module
Exit Project
Raise Error
Task
Do-While Loop
Exit Loop
For Loop
For-Each Loop
Iterate Loop
While Loop
Task
Base64 Decode
Base64 Encode
Close RowSet
Print
Set Variable
Timestamp
Task
PGP Decrypt
PGP Encrypt
PGP Sign
PGP Verify
Task
Comment
Module
Variable
Task
Create JWT
REST Delete
REST Get
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X
Standard
X
Standard
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Standard
X
X
X
X
X
X
Standard
X
X
X
X
X
X
Standard
X
X
X
X
Standard
X
X
X
Standard

X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
Advanced
X
X
X
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REST Multipart Post
REST Options
REST Patch
REST Post
REST Put
SOAP

X
X
X
X
X
X

Designing Projects on an Agent or Agent Group
The Agent Project Designer works similarly to the Project Designer on GoAnywhere. The Agent
only has access to the files and folders on the Agent installation that are permitted in the Agent's
[Install Directory]\config\permissions.xml file that was configured using the Agent Installer.
Agents can also be limited to the type of tasks that can be executed on the Agent Installation.
Use the following instructions to create a Project on an Agent or Agent Group:
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager Role.
2. To design a Project on an Agent, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. To design a Project on an Agent Group, select Services > Agents > Agent Group
Manager.
4. Select the desired Agent or Agent Group to launch the Agent Console.
5. Click the Projects icon from the left hand navigation.
6. Click the Create a Project button.

Designing Projects on GoAnywhere MFT that Use Agents
There are three ways that Projects designed in GoAnywhere MFT can use Agents:

Call Agent Project Task
The Call Agent Project Task allows GoAnywhere to call a Project located on an Agent. After the
Agent Project has finished executing, control returns to the GoAnywhere Project.

Call Agent Group Project Task
The Call Agent Group Project Task allows GoAnywhere to call a Project located on an Agent
Group. After all the Agents in the Group have finished executing the Project, control returns to the
GoAnywhere Project.

Agent File Paths
GoAnywhere Projects in GoAnywhere can access the files and folders on the Agent installation
that the Agent has access to. The Agent syntax is agent://[Agent Name]/[path to folder or file].
The Agent directory also appears in the GoAnywhere Project File Chooser:
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EXAMPLE:

An Admin User wants to use a Project to copy a CSV file from GoAnywhere to an Agent. The
Project can use the Copy Task and set the task's Destination File field to:
agent://Chicago_001/Incoming/partNumbers.csv.

Scheduler
GoAnywhere includes a built-in scheduler for executing Projects (Jobs) on Agents at future dates
and times. Jobs can be executed on a one-time or recurring basis.
When selecting the Project to execute, only Projects defined on the Agent or Agent Group
associated to the Schedule are available. For more information on specific fields and scheduler
considerations, please see the Adding or Editing Scheduled Jobs topic.
When a Project is executed from a schedule for an Agent Group, the Project will be ran on each
individual Agent that is part of the Agent Group.
Agents can use Holiday Calendars defined in GoAnywhere, but Holiday Calendars cannot be
defined on the Agent or Agent Group.
Use the following instructions to create a Scheduled Job on an Agent or Agent Group.
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1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. To create a Schedule on an Agent, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. To create a Schedule on an Agent Group, select Services > Agents > Agent Group
Manager.
4. Select the desired Agent or Agent Group to launch the Agent Console.
5. Click the Schedules icon from the left hand navigation.
6. Click the Add Schedule button.
NOTE:

For more information about working with Scheduled Jobs, see the Work with Scheduled Jobs
topic.

Monitors
The File Monitor function in GoAnywhere Agents and Agent Groups provides the ability to
repeatedly scan for new, changed, or deleted files in folders located on the Agent system. When
the scan condition is met, the Monitor can call a pre-defined Agent Project to process the file(s), or
a pre-defined Project from the GoAnywhere MFT Project library. Agent Monitors support
Local/Network Shares, FTP, FTPS, and SFTP locations.
For more information on specific fields and Monitor considerations, please see the Work with
Monitors and Adding/Editing Monitors topics.
Use the following instructions to create a Monitor on an Agent or Agent Group:
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. To create a Monitor on an Agent, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. To create a Monitor on an Agent Group, select Services > Agents > Agent Group
Manager.
4. Select the desired Agent or Agent Group to launch the Agent Console.
5. Click the Monitors icon from the left hand navigation.
6. Click the Add Monitor button.

Maximum Concurrent Monitors
The GoAnywhere MFT Global Settings Runtime tab dictates the maximum number of concurrent
Monitors that can be run at any one time on GoAnywhere. When an Agent Monitor calls a Project
to run on GoAnywhere, the number of Monitors that can run on GoAnywhere is impacted. For
example, if GoAnywhere is configured to allow 20 concurrent Monitors, and 30 Agent Monitors
call a Project to run on GoAnywhere, 20 Projects will execute immediately and 10 Projects will be
placed in the queue.
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Jobs
The Jobs page in the Agent Console allows you to view Completed Jobs, Queued Jobs, and
Active Jobs, that were run or are running on the Agent or a Group of Agents.
Use the following instructions to view Completed Jobs:
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Agent Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. To view completed Jobs run on an Agent, select Services > Agents > Agent Manager.
3. To view completed Jobs run on an Agent Group, select Services > Agents > Agent Group
Manager.
4. Select the desired Agent or Agent Group to launch the Agent Console.
5. Click the Jobs icon from the left hand navigation.
l To view the Queued Jobs on the Agent, click the Queued Jobs button from the
Completed Jobs toolbar.
l To view the Active Jobs running on the Agent, click the Active Jobs button from the
Completed Jobs toolbar.
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Users
GoAnywhere implements Roles, Login Methods, Admin Users and Admin Groups to control
access to administrative functions in the product.

Admin Users
In order to perform administrative functions in GoAnywhere, an Admin User must login with a
valid user name and password. Admin Users can be added and managed only by an Admin User
with the Security Officer role.
The passwords for these users can be stored and authenticated within GoAnywhere's database,
or can be authenticated against Windows Active Directory (AD), LDAP or an IBM i.
Each Admin User may belong to one or more Admin User Groups. The Admin User will adopt the
Admin Roles (authorities) from any Admin User Group(s) to which they belong. An Admin User
can also be granted individual Admin Roles.
The Admin User's Roles (permissions) will determine which functions the Admin User has access
to in GoAnywhere.
Each Admin User may also belong to one or more Domains. Admin Users may only administrate
items within the Domain(s) in which they are authorized.
TIP:

"Administrative level" users have authorization to all functions in GoAnywhere. If the
administrator or root Admin User accounts are enabled, a Security Officer should change the
default passwords to those accounts in accordance with their corporate data security policy.

Admin User Management
To manage Admin User accounts, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Users link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add an Admin User by clicking the Add Admin User button.

Admin Users Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

View the details for an Admin User by clicking View.
Edit an Admin User by clicking Edit.
Reset an Admin User's password by clicking Reset.
Delete an Admin User by clicking Delete.
View the change history for the Admin User by clicking Change History.
View the Admin User's activity by clicking Show Activity.
View the Monitors, Triggers, Schedules, and Secure Forms where the Admin User account
is used by clicking Where Used .
Remove the Time-based One-Time password authentication secret from this Admin User
by clicking Remove TOTP.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete the selected Admin User(s).
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Configuring an Admin User
Follow the instructions below to add or edit an Admin User:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Users link.
3. To add an Admin User, click the Add Admin User link in the page toolbar. Choose the
Admin User Template that will apply default Roles, Admin User Groups, and Domain
settings for the Admin User, and then click the Continue button.
4. To edit an Admin User, click the Action icon beside the Admin User you wish to edit, and
then click Edit.
5. Type or edit the Admin User information in the appropriate boxes.
6. If needed, select the individual Roles to be assigned to the Admin User. See note below.
7. Assign the Admin User to one or more Groups. The Admin User will adopt the Roles and
Domains from any Groups to which it belongs.
8. Assign the Admin User to one or more Domains.
9. Click the Save button when finished creating or editing the account.
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User Name
The User Name is not case sensitive and can not exceed 64 characters. The User Name cannot
be edited after it is created.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Admin User. This field is limited to 512
characters.
Authentication Type
Specify the authentication type that should be used to authenticate the Admin User. Valid types
are Password, Certificate, or Either.
SHA1 Fingerprint
The SHA1 Fingerprint of the certificate to be used for authentication. This certificate should be
located in the trust store specified on the Admin Server Listener: secured SSL tab. Access the
trust store via the Open Certificate Key Store action on the File Based Certificates page.
SAN/DN Validations
Certificates authenticating Admin Users can be verified by the Admin User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Admin User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Admin User’s email address is checked against
a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching SAN record
does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished Name (DN) Email
Address.
Login Method
Specify which technique should be used to authenticate the Admin User. Valid methods are
Active Directory (AD), LDAP, IBM i user profiles, LDAP Managed server(s), RADIUS
(RSA SecurID), and the GoAnywhere database. The valid methods are defined on the Login
Methods page.
When the default option is selected, the Admin User will use the default Login Method for Admin
Users specified in the Login Methods page. To authenticate against another Login Method, clear
the checkbox and select it from the drop-down list. The password options are only shown when
authentication is performed against the GoAnywhere database.
Two-Factor Authentication
Specify which method of two-factor authentication, if any, should be used to authenticate the
Admin User. Valid methods are RADIUS (for example, RSA SecurID and Duo), Time-based OneTime Password (for example, Google Authenticator), and GoAnywhere One-Time Password.
NOTE:

Two-factor authentication must also be enabled on the Login Settings page.
Authentication Alias
An alias may be used for authentication in place of the Admin User's User Name.
Password
Passwords are case sensitive and can contain numbers and characters up to 40 characters.
Specify a password only if the Default Login Method for Users setting on the Login Methods
page is set to GoAnywhere. Otherwise leave blank.
The password can be changed for the default login method by returning to the Admin User
Management page, select the Action icon next to the Admin User, and then click Reset
Password.
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Email Address
The Admin User email address.
Office Phone
The Admin User's office phone number.
Mobile Phone
The Admin User's mobile phone number.
Enabled
To disable an Admin User, un-check this option.
Roles
Individual Roles for the Admin User. The Roles are split into two sections. The Roles to which the
User does not belong are shown on the left side of the page. The Roles to which the User does
belong are shown on the right side of the page. Select a Role, and then use the arrow buttons to
move the Role to the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a role from one column to
another.
Groups
The Groups are split into two sections. The Groups to which the User does not belong are shown
on the left side of the page. The Groups to which the User does belong are shown on the right
side of the page. Select a Group, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Group to the
appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Group from one column to another. The
Admin User will adopt the Roles from any groups to which it belongs.
Domains
The Domains are split into two sections. The Domains to which the User does not belong are
shown on the left side of the page. The Domains to which the User does belong are shown on the
right side of the page. Select a Domain, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Domain to
the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one column to another. The
Admin User will administrate items from any Domain to which the Admin User belongs, or any
Admin User Groups the Admin User is a member of.
Home Directory
The home directory that the Admin User will see when launching the File Manager.
*DOCROOT/*USER is the Admin User's default home directory located in the global documents
directory. *DOCROOT is the global documents directory specified on the Data tab in Global
Settings. *OTHER allows the specification of a custom home directory on the file system.
Restrict to Home Directory
Indicates if the Admin User is restricted to the specified home directory or has access to the
entire file system when using the File Manager. If checked, the Admin User will only have access
to the specified home directory and its sub-directories.
File Permissions
Indicates if the Admin User will have Read Only access to files or Read/Write access to files
when using the File Manager. Read Only specifies the Admin User can only browse and
download files. Read/Write allows the Admin User to browse, download, upload, copy, move,
delete, and rename files.
NOTE:

The Home Directory, Restrict to Home Directory and File Permissions attributes are only
applicable if the User has the File Manager role.
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NOTE:

For ease of User management, it is generally not recommended to give individual Roles to an
Admin User. Instead, you should assign each Admin User to one or more Groups, from which
the Admin User will adopt the roles from those Groups. This allows you to quickly adjust
Roles for several Admin Users at once by changing the Roles for the Group(s) to which they
belong.

Admin User Change History
The Admin User Change History page displays a list of revisions made to an Admin User, the date
the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Admin User Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the
Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability
to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click the Admin Users link. Click the Admin User's
Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.
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Admin User References
The Admin User References page displays the Monitors, Triggers, Schedules, and Secure
Forms where the Admin User is being used. This page allows Admin Users to globally update the
password used for those features.
To access the Admin User References page, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click the Admin Users link. Click the Admin User's
Action icon, and then click Where Used.
Click on the link in the Name column to navigate to the referenced Monitor, Trigger, Schedule, or
Secure Form, if your Admin User account is authorized to access those features.

Update Password
Click the Update Password button to globally change the Admin User's password that is used
for Monitors, Triggers, Schedules, and Secure Forms.
NOTE:

The Update Password option on the Admin User References page does not change the
Admin User's password that is used to authenticate the Admin User to GoAnywhere.
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Admin User Details
The Admin User Details page shows the properties for the Admin User, when the Admin User
was created and when it was last modified. It also shows the Roles assigned to the Admin User
and the groups to which it belongs. The Admin User Details page is only available to Users with
the Security Officer role. Follow the instructions below to view User Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Users link.
3. In the Admin Users page, click the View icon next to the User.
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Reset Admin User Password
The reset password function can be used if the password is authenticated against the
GoAnywhere database. Follow the instructions below to reset an Admin User password:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Users link.
3. In the Admin Users page, click the Action icon next to the Admin User.
4. Select the Reset Password option.
5. Provide a new password.
6. When complete, click the Reset button.

NOTE:

The passwords for the administrator and root accounts are encrypted and can only be
stored in the GoAnywhere database.
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Change User Password
To change your own password, click the Change Password link in the upper right corner of the
GoAnywhere page.
1. In the Change Password page, type your current password in the Current Password box.
2. Type a new password in the New Password box and re-type it in the Confirm New
Password box.
3. When complete, click the Save button.

Manage Filters
Audit logs and management pages in GoAnywhere contain several columns of data that can be
filtered. For ease of use, filters can be saved by clicking the button and selecting Save Filter As.
The next time you return to the page, you can click the button and choose the saved filter. Each
page can contain an unlimited number of page filters.
EXAMPLE:

You regularly want to see HTTPS file upload failures for a specific user. On the HTTPS log,
you filter for Status: Error and User: "kharris". You can save this filter combination by clicking
the button and choose Save Filter As. Then, name the filter "Kharris Web Client Errors."
The next time you return the page you can click the button and choose the saved filter.
The Manage Filters page displays a list of all your saved filters across the application, as well as
the page the filter originated from. Filters can be searched for by name and can be limited by
page.
Access the Manage Filters page by clicking the icon from any filter search and selecting Manage
Filters.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Return to the previous page by clicking the Done button.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for a filter by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

Page - The page where the filter was created.

Filter Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l

Rename the selected filter by clicking the icon.
Delete the selected filter by clicking Delete.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
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Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected filters.

Admin User Groups
An Admin User Group is an association of one or more Admin Users. Each group can be
assigned specific Admin User Roles and Domains for controlling access to various GoAnywhere
functions. Any Admin Users belonging to a group will adopt the Roles and Domains from that
group.
For instance, you may want to create an Admin User Group for Auditors that would only have
authority to view Logs. Another group could be created for IT Security or Managers that have the
authority to create or disable Users.

Admin User Groups Management
To administer Groups, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Groups link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add a group by clicking the Add Admin User Group button.
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Admin User Groups Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

Edit a group by clicking Edit.
View a group by clicking View.
Delete a group by clicking Delete.
View the change history for the group by clicking Change History.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected groups.

Select Admin User Group Type
When an LDAP Managed Login Method exists, you will be prompted to select the type of Admin
User Group to create. By default, the membership for the Admin User Group is managed by
GoAnywhere. Select the LDAP Managed Group option if the group membership is maintained on
the LDAP server.

GoAnywhere Group
The Admin Users associated in the group are defined by the GoAnywhere administrator pages.
LDAP Managed Group
The Admin Users associated in the group are defined by the LDAP Managed server.
l

l
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Configuring Admin User Groups
Follow the instructions below to add or edit an Admin User Group:
1. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Groups link.
2. To Add an Admin User Group, click the Add Admin User Group link in the page toolbar.
3. To edit an Admin User Group, in the Admin User Groups page, click the Action icon beside
the Admin User Group you wish to edit, and then click Edit.
4. Type the group information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Select a Group Role, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Group Role to the
appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Group Role from one column to another.
6. Select a Group Member, and then use the arrow buttons to move the member to the
appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Group Member from one column to
another.
7. Select a Group Domain, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Domain to the
appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one column to another.
8. Click the Save button to add the Admin User Group.
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Admin User Group Change History
The Admin User Group Change History page displays a list of revisions made to an Admin User
Group, the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Admin User Group Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the
Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability
to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click the Admin User Groups link. Click the Admin
User Group's Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

View Group
The Group Details page shows the properties for the Group, when the Group was created and
when it was last modified. It also shows the Roles assigned to the Group and the members that
belong to it. Follow the instructions below to view Group Details:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Groups link.
3. In the Admin User Groups page, click the Action icon next to the Group.
4. Click View.

Admin User Templates
Admin User Templates provide a method to configure the default account settings when new
Admin Users are created. By defining templates that share common settings (authentication,
roles, groups, etc.), this can dramatically reduce the time needed to create new Admin User
accounts.
For example, a template could be defined for administrators with LDAP authentication who design
Projects for a specific Domain. Another template could be defined for Auditors that need access
to all Domains. With these templates defined, Admin User creation can be as simple as specifying
the Admin User name and password.

Admin User Template Management
To manage Admin User Templates, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Templates link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add an Admin User Template by clicking the Add Admin User Template link in the toolbar.
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Admin User Template Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

l

View Admin User Template details by clicking View.
Edit an Admin User Template by clicking Edit.
Copy an Admin User Template by clicking Copy.
View the change history for the Admin User Template by clicking Change History.
Delete an Admin User Template by clicking Delete. The Admin User Template cannot be
used by an LDAP managed login method, and at least one Admin User Template must
exist on the server.
Add a new Admin User based on the corresponding template by clicking Add Admin User.

Configuring an Admin User Template
Admin User Templates can be created or edited using the Add Admin User Template or Edit
Admin User Template pages. Follow the instructions below to add or edit an Admin User
Template:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Templates link.
3. To create a new Admin User Template, click the Add Admin User Template link in the
page toolbar.
4. To modify an Admin User Template, select the template to modify from the list of existing
templates.
5. Type the Admin User Template information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button to save any changes.
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NOTE:

For ease of Admin User management, it is generally not recommended to give individual
Roles to an Admin User. Instead, you should assign each Admin User to one or more
Groups, from which the Admin User will adopt the roles from those Groups. This allows you
to quickly adjust Roles for several Admin Users at once by changing the Roles for the Group
(s) to which they belong.
Name
The Name is not case sensitive and can not exceed 50 characters.
Description
This describes the Admin User Template. This optional field cannot exceed 512 characters.
Authentication Type
Specify the authentication type that should be used to authenticate the Admin User. Valid types
are Password, Certificate, or Either.
Login Method
Specify which technique should be used to authenticate the Admin User. Valid methods are
Active Directory (AD), LDAP, IBM i user profiles, LDAP Managed server(s), RADIUS
(RSA SecurID), and the GoAnywhere database. The valid methods are defined on the Login
Methods page.
When the default option is selected, the Admin User will use the default Login Method for Admin
Users specified in the Login Methods page. To authenticate against another Login Method, clear
the checkbox and select it from the drop-down list.
Two-Factor Authentication
Specify which method of two-factor authentication, if any, should be used to authenticate the
Admin User. Valid methods are RADIUS (for example, RSA SecurID and Duo), Time-based OneTime Password (for example, Google Authenticator), and GoAnywhere One-Time Password.
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NOTE:

Two-factor authentication must also be enabled on the Login Settings page.
Roles
Individual Roles for the Admin User. The Roles are split into two sections. The Roles to which the
User will not not belong are shown on the left side of the page. The Roles to which the User will
belong are shown on the right side of the page. Select a Role, and then use the arrow buttons to
move the Role to the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a role from one column to
another.
Groups
The Groups are split into two sections. The Groups to which the User will not belong are shown on
the left side of the page. The Groups to which the User will belong are shown on the right side of
the page. Select a Group, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Group to the appropriate
column. You can also drag and drop a Group from one column to another. The Admin User will
adopt the Roles from any groups to which it belongs.
Domains
The Domains are split into two sections. The Domains to which the User will not belong are shown
on the left side of the page. The Domains to which the User will belong are shown on the right side
of the page. Select a Domain, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Domain to the
appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one column to another. The
Admin User will administrate items from any Domain to which the Admin User belongs, or any
Admin User Groups the Admin User is a member of.
Home Directory
The home directory that the Admin User will see when launching the File Manager.
*DOCROOT/*USER is the Admin User's default home directory located in the global documents
directory. *DOCROOT is the global documents directory specified on the Data tab in Global
Settings. *OTHER allows the specification of a custom home directory on the file system.
Restrict to Home Directory
Indicates if the Admin User is restricted to the specified home directory or has access to the entire
file system when using the File Manager. If checked, the Admin User will only have access to the
specified home directory and its sub-directories.
File Permissions
Indicates if the Admin User will have Read Only access to files or Read/Write access to files when
using the File Manager. Read Only specifies the Admin User can only browse and download files.
Read/Write allows the Admin User to browse, download, upload, copy, move, delete, and rename
files.
NOTE:

The Home Directory, Restrict to Home Directory and File Permissions attributes are only
applicable if the Admin User has the File Manager role.

Admin User Template Change History
The Admin User Template Change History page displays a list of revisions made to an Admin
User Template, the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
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To access the Admin User Template Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the
Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability
to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click the Admin User Templates link. Click the
Admin User Template's Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

View Admin User Template Details
The Admin User Template Details page shows the properties for the Admin User Template,
when the Admin User Template was created and when it was last modified. The Admin User
Template Details page is only available to Users with the Security Officer role. Follow the
instructions below to view Admin User Template Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Templates link.
3. In the Admin User Templates page, click the Action icon and then click View next to the
template you want to view.
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Admin User API Keys
Admin User API Keys allow Admin Users to authenticate against REST and SOAP endpoints.
Admin Users can create API Keys and then use them in third party applications, allowing these
applications to request access to GoAnywhere using an access token. API calls made to an
OAuth-style enabled endpoint will then validate the access token upon connection. For list of
supported REST and SOAP endpoints, see the GoAnywhere API Guide.

Admin User API Key Management
To manage Admin User API Keys, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User API Keys link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add an Admin User API Key by clicking the Add API Key link in the toolbar.

Admin User API Keys Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

View Admin User API Key details by clicking View.
Edit an Admin User API Key by clicking Edit.
Delete an Admin User API Key by clicking Delete.

Configuring Admin User API Keys
Admin User API Keys can be created or edited using the Add Admin User API Key page. Follow
the instructions below to add or edit an Admin User API Key:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User API Keys link.
3. To create a new Admin User Template, click the Add API Key link in the page toolbar.
4. To modify an Admin User API Key, select the key to modify from the list of existing keys.
Note that Admin Users with the Security Officer role can create and edit their own
individual API keys but not those created by other Admin Users.
5. Type the Admin User API Key information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button to save any changes.
When an Admin User API Key entry is saved after being created or edited, the API Key will be
displayed on the Admin User API Key Management page.

Admin User API Key Fields

Name
The Name is not case sensitive and can not exceed 50 characters.
Admin User
Select an existing Admin User to assign this API key to.
Description
This describes the Admin User API Key. This optional field cannot exceed 512 characters.
Expires After
The number of days before this API Key expires.
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Admin User API Key Details
The Admin User API Key Details page shows the properties for the Admin User API Key, when
the Adm
in User API Key was created and when it was last modified. The Admin User API Key Details
page is only available to Users with the Security Officer role. Follow the instructions below to
view Admin User API Key Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role. Note that Admin Users with the Security
Officer role can view details for their own individual API keys but not those created by other
Admin Users.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User API Keys link.
3. In the Admin User API Keys page, click the Action icon and then click View next to the API
Key you want to view.

Admin User Roles
Roles are assigned to Admin Users and Admin User Groups. A role specifies which GoAnywhere
functions (authorities) are available to the Admin User or Admin User Group.
Listed below are the roles available in GoAnywhere:

Role Name

Authorized Functions

Agent Manager

l

Create, configure, deploy, and monitor Agents.

Auditor

l

View Resources, Projects, and Project categories, Monitors,
Triggers, Schedules, Secure Forms, and Secure Mail
Packages.
View Logs and Reports for GoDrive, GoFast, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP, HTTPS, AS2, AS4, PeSIT, Completed Jobs, and
Triggers.
View Admin Users, Groups, Templates, Active Sessions, and
Roles.
View Partners.
View Web Users, Groups, Templates, Active Sessions, Active
Transfers, and Devices.
View all configurations including Database, Domains, Gateway,
Holiday Calendars, IP Filters, Licenses, Log Exemptions, Login
Methods, Master Encryption Keys, Job Queues, and SLAs.
View defined objects including Add-Ons, Address Books, Agent
Templates, Custom Tasks, Encrypted Folders, and Key Vaults.

l

l

l
l

l

l
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Role Name

Authorized Functions

Dashboard
Manager

l

Manage Shared Dashboards.

File Manager

l

Manage files (for example, download, copy, delete, upload) on
the server where GoAnywhere is installed.

Job Manager

l

Add, change and delete Scheduled Jobs and Monitors.
Disable Monitors or Scheduled Jobs.
View any jobs in the job queue.
Cancel any jobs from the job queue.
View, hold, release and cancel any active jobs.
View any completed job logs for Projects.
View change history for Monitors and Scheduled Jobs.

l
l
l
l
l
l

Key Manager

l
l
l

Log Viewer

l

View Audit Logs for GoDrive, FTP, FTPS, SFTP, HTTPS, AS2,
AS4, and PeSIT services.
View statistics of total uploads, downloads and errors.
View the Server Log.
View Trigger Logs.
View Completed Job Logs for Projects.

l

Create, configure, and delete Partners.

l

l
l
l

Partner
Manager
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Role Name
Product
Administrator

Authorized Functions
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Project
Designer

l
l
l
l
l
l

Project
Executor

l
l

l
l

Resource
Manager

l

l

l

l

GoAnywhere MFT User Guide

View and change global preferences.
Download product updates.
View, install and uninstall the product license.
View the Server Log.
Manage Partners.
Manage Services Configuration and Preferences.
Manage GoAnywhere Gateway.
Configure, tune and migrate the GoAnywhere database.
View and change settings for the Global Log Settings and Audit
Log Exemptions.
Manage GoDrive Settings.
Manage AS4 Message Channels.
Manage PeSIT File Templates.
Create new Project folders.
Rename and delete Project folders*.
Create, change, copy and delete Projects*.
Restore Projects to previous versions*.
Import Project definitions from external sources*.
Promote Projects into other installations of GoAnywhere*.
Run Projects*.
Monitor jobs on the job queue (which the Project Executor
submitted).
Monitor active jobs (which the Project Executor submitted).
View completed jobs and job logs (which the Project Executor
submitted).
Add new Resources (for example, FTP server connections,
database connections, HTTP connections, etc.).
Change and Delete Resources (if they have WRITE permission
on the Resource).
View existing Resources (if they have READ permission on the
Resource).
Promote Resources into other installations of GoAnywhere.
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Role Name
Secure Forms
Manager

Authorized Functions
l
l
l

Secure Mail
Manager

l

Security Officer

l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

View and edit Secure Forms settings.
Create and manage Secure Forms.
View Secure Forms submissions.
View and edit Secure Mail settings.
Manage Packages.
Manage Domains.
Configure how User and Web User passwords are
authenticated.
Manage Admin User API Keys.
Manage Users and their assigned Roles.
Manage Groups and their assigned Roles.
Manage IP Filters.
Manage Web User Password Policy.
Manage Web User Self-Registration Settings.
Reset User passwords.

l

Manage Triggers.
View Trigger Logs.
View Trigger change history.

Web User
Device
Manager

l

Manage Web User devices.

Web User
Manager

l

Manage Web Users and their assigned permissions.
Manage Web User Groups and their assigned permissions.
Assign Web Users to Web User Groups.
Manage Web User Templates.
View change history for Web Users and Web User Groups.
View Audit Logs for GoDrive, FTP, FTPS, SFTP, HTTPS, AS2,
AS4, and PeSIT services.

Trigger
Manager

l
l

l
l
l
l
l

* The Admin User must also have appropriate permissions to the Project folder.
NOTE:

Roles assigned to an Admin User Group will be adopted by the Admin Users belonging to
that group.
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Admin User Roles Management
To work with roles, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Roles link.
To add a new Admin User Role, click the Add Role button.

Admin User Roles Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

View the Admin Users and Groups assigned to the role by clicking View.
Edit the Admin Users and Groups assigned to the Role by clicking Edit.
View the change history for the Admin Role by clicking Change History.
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Admin User Role Change History
The Admin User Role Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Role, the date
the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Admin User Role Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the
Security Officer role. Select Users from the main menu, and then click the Admin User Roles
link. Click the Role's Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Role Details
The Role Details page displays the Admin Users and Groups assigned to a Role.
NOTE:

The Role Details page is only available to Admin Users with the Security Officer role.
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Configure Admin User Role
A Role can be assigned to Admin Users and Groups through the Edit Admin User Role page. The
Edit Admin User Role page is split in two columns. The Admin Users and Groups not assigned to
the role are displayed in the left column. The Admin Users and Groups assigned to the role are
displayed in the right column.
Follow the instructions below to edit the Roles for an Admin User or Group:
1. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin User Roles link.
2. In the Admin User Roles page, click the Action icon beside the Role you wish to edit, and
then click Edit.
3. Assign or remove Admin Users to the appropriate roles.
Assign Admin Groups to a Role:
1. In the left column, click to select the Admin Groups to assign to the Role. Multiple
entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while selecting Admin
Groups.
2. When the desired Admin Groups are selected, click the
icon to move Groups from
left to right.
Remove Admin Groups from a Role:
1. In the right column, click to select the Admin Groups to remove from the role. Multiple
entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while selecting Admin
Groups.
2. When the desired Admin Groups are selected, click the
icon to move Groups from
right to left.
Assign Admin Users or Groups to a Role:
1. In the left column, click to select the Admin Users or Groups to assign to the Role.
Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while selecting
Admin Users or Groups.
2. When the desired Admin Users or Groups are selected, click the
icon to move the
Admin Users or Groups from left to right.
Remove Admin Users or Groups from a Role:
1. In the right column, click to select the Admin Users or Groups to remove from the
role. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while selecting
Admin Users or Groups.
2. When the desired Admin Users or Groups are selected, click the
icon to move the
Users or Groups from right to left.
4. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
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Permissions Tab
The Permissions tab allows you to create custom Admin User roles with granular permissions.
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Creating a Permissions Policy
Admin User permissions are categorized by Subject (Web Users, Agents, Jobs, etc.) and each
Subject is associated with a list of actions available to Admin Users (Create, Delete, Export, etc.).
A permissions Policy is collection of Statements, each containing a list of Subjects and Actions,
allowed or denied, for this Admin User Role.
NOTE:

If an action is not specifically allowed by the permission policy, it will be treated as denied. If
the same action is both allowed and denied by the policy, (as part of two separate
Statements) it will be treated as denied.

Add a Statement
To add a Statement to this Policy, click the Add Statement button.
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Name
A unique name for this Statement.
Permission
Specify whether to allow or deny all permissions associated with this Statement.
Domains
Select All if this permissions statement will apply to all domains this user is authorized to, or select
Override to apply this statement to specific domains only.
Add Subject
To add a Subject to the selected Statement, click Add Subject.
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Subject
Select a Subject to view all available actions.
Action
Select an Action and use the arrow buttons to move the Action to the Selected column. You can
also drag and drop Actions between columns.
For a comprehensive list of Subjects and Action definitions, see the Role Permissions topic.

Role Permissions
Admin User Roles can be created and configured by logging into GoAnywhere and navigating to
Users > Admin User Roles. The following is a comprehensive list of Admin User permission
Subjects and Actions. For information on how to configure Admin User roles, see the Configure
Admin User Role topic.

Basic Subject Actions
The following is a list of basic actions shared across subjects.
All Actions
Select all actions available to this subject.
Create
Create an item on this page.
Delete
Delete an item on this page.
Edit
Edit an item on this page.
Manage
Manage items on this page.
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Promote
Promote items on this page to another server.
Import
Import items to this page.
Export
Export items from this page.
Switch Domain
Move an item on this page to a new Domain.
Copy
Copy an item on this page.
Add
Add an item to this page.
View
View the details of an item on this page.
Change History
View the change history of an item on this page.

Active Sessions
The Active Sessions subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Active Sessions page. The Active Sessions page allows Admin Users to manage sessions
connected to the GoAnywhere server.

Active Transfers
The Active Transfers subject provides a list of basic action available to Admin Users for the Active
Transfers page. The Active Transfers page allows Admin Users to manage active transfers
performed by Web Users or invoked from a Project using FTP, FTPS, SCP, and SFTP.

Add-ons
The Add-ons subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the Add-ons
page. The Add-ons page allows Admin Users to manage Cloud Connectors, EDI X12, and
EDIFACT definitions.

Admin Logs
The Admin Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Administration Logs on the Audit Logs page. The Administration Logs allow Admin Users to view
changes made by GoAnywhere administrators. In addition to the basic actions, the following
action is available:
View All Components
Access all components on the Admin Logs page.

Admin Security Settings
The Admin Security Settings subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
the Admin Security Settings page. The Admin Security Settings page allows Admin Users to
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configure security settings for Admin Users.

Admin Server
The Admin Server subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for the Admin
Server page. The Admin Server page allows Admin Users the ability to modify the GoAnywhere
Admin Server connection and listener, configure SAML Single Sign-On for Admin Users, and
manage engines. In addition to the basic actions, the following action is available:
Manage Engines
Start and stop the Monitors, Triggers, Service Level Agreements, and Scheduler engines.

Admin User API Keys
The Admin User API Keys subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Admin User API Keys page. This permission is domain agnostic.

Admin User Groups
The Admin User Groups subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
creating and managing Admin User Groups on the Admin User Groups page. An Admin User
Group is an association of one or more Admin Users.

Admin User Roles
The Admin User Roles subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
assigning specific Admin User Roles to Admin Users and Admin User Groups on the Admin User
Roles page.

Admin User Templates
The Admin User Templates subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
creating and configuring Admin User templates on the Admin User Templates page.

Admin Users
The Admin Users subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Admin Users on the Admin Users page. In addition to the basic actions, the following
actions are available:
Remove TOTP
Remove Time-Based One-Time authentication from an Admin User.
Reset Password
Reset an Admin User password.
Update Password
Update an Admin User password.

Agent Groups
The Agent Groups subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the Agent
Group Manager page. The Agent Group Manager page allows Admin Users to configure Agent
Groups. In addition to the basic actions, the following action is available:
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Manage Permissions
Manage permissions for Agent Groups.

Agent Templates
The Agent Templates subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Agent Templates page. The Agent Templates page allows Admin Users to create and edit Agent
templates. In addition to the basic actions, the following action is available:
Manage Permissions
Manage permissions for Agent Templates.

Agents
The Agents subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the Agent
Manager page. The Agent Manager page allows Admin Users to create and edit Agents. In
addition to the basic actions, the following action is available:
Manage Permissions
Manage permissions for Agent.

AS2 Logs
The AS2 Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for AS2 Logs on
the Audit Logs page. The AS2 Logs page allows Admin Users to query, view, and export audit
entries for the AS2 service. In addition to the basic actions, the following action is available:
Send MDN
Send MDN Receipts.

AS4 Logs
The AS4 Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for AS4 Logs on
the Audit Logs page. The AS4 Logs page allows Admin Users to query, view, and export audit
entries for the AS4 service.

Auto IP Block List
The Auto IP Block List subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for the Automatic
IP Block List page. The Automatic IP Block List page allows Admin Users to monitor active
services for repeated unsuccessful access attempts. In addition to the basic actions, the following
actions are available:
Edit Settings
Enable automatic IP block listing as well as monitoring for brute-force attack, DoS attack, and
malicious user names.
Manage Exemptions
Create, edit and delete Automatic IP Block List Exemptions.

Auto IP Block List Exemptions
The Auto IP Block List Exemptions subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin
Users for IP block list exemptions on the Automatic IP Block List Exemptions page. The
Automatic IP Block List page allows Admin Users to monitor active services for repeated
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unsuccessful access attempts.

Check For Updates
The Check for Updates subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Check For Updates page.

Cluster Manager
The Cluster Manager subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Cluster Manager page. The Cluster Manager page displays all systems in a GoAnywhere cluster.

Custom Tasks
The Custom Tasks subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for the Custom
Tasks page. The Custom Tasks page allows Admin Users to install and manage custom tasks. In
addition to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Install
Install custom tasks.
Uninstall
Uninstall custom tasks.

Dashboards
The Dashboards subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Dashboard page. The Dashboard page allows Admin Users to create and manage user
dashboards.

Database Configuration
The Database Configuration subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
the Database Configuration page. The Database Configuration page displays the current
database configuration and provides options to edit the current database configuration or migrate
the embedded GoAnywhere database to an external database.

Diagnostics
The Diagnostics subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Diagnostics page. The Diagnostics page allows Admin Users to generate reports, logs, statistics,
thread dumps, and other system related information for use in application support.

Domains
The Domains subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the Domains
page. The Domains page allows Admin Users to view, add, and edit domains.

Encrypted Folders
The Encrypted Folders subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Encrypted Folders page. The Encrypted Folders page allows Admin Users to view and manage
encrypted folders.
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Encryption Tool
The Encryption Tool subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Encryption Tool page. The Encryption Tool page allows Admin Users to encrypt a phrase that can
then be used in a variable to pass to a Project.

File Based Keys
The File Based Keys subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for File
Based certificates, PGP Keys, and SSH Keys on the File Based Keys page.

File Manager
The File Manager subject allows Admin Users to access the File Manager page.

FIPS
The FIPS subject allows Admin Users to enable or disable FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode on the
Security Settings page.

FTP Logs
The FTP Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the FTP Audit
Logs on the Audit Logs page. The FTP Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity for the
FTP service.

FTPS Logs
The FTPS Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the FTPS
Audit Logs on the Audit Logs page. The FTPS Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity
for the FTPS service.

Gateway Manager
The Gateway Manager subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Gateway Manager. The Gateway Manager page allows Admin Users to control the GoAnywhere
Gateway connection and view the current status of the GoAnywhere Gateway. In addition to the
basic actions, the following action is available:
Start/Stop
Start and Stop the GoAnywhere Gateway.

Global Settings
The Global Settings subject allows Admin Users to edit settings on the Global Settings page.

GoDrive Logs
The GoDrive Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
GoDrive Audit Logs on the Audit Logs page. The GoDrive Audit Logs allow Admin Users to
monitor activity for the GoDrive service.
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GoDrive Settings
The GoDrive Settings subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
controlling the functionality of the GoDrive interface, Media Viewer settings, and thumbnail
settings.

GoFast Logs
The GoFast Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the GoFast
Audit Logs on the Audit Logs page. The GoFast Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity
for the GoFast service.

Holiday Calendars
The Holiday Calendars subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the
Holiday Calendars page. The Holiday Calendars page allows Admin Users to define the dates of
holidays and other non-working days.

HTTPS Logs
The HTTPS Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the HTTPS
Audit Logs on the Audit Logs page. The HTTPS Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity
for the HTTPS service.

IP Filters
The IP Filters subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for the IP Filter page.
The IP Filter page allows Admin Users options to create and configure the global IP filter list. In
addition to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Edit Settings
Edit IP filter settings.
Edit Entries
Edit an IP filer entry.

JDBC Wizard
The JDBC Wizard subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for the JDBC URL
Wizard page. The JDBC Wizard allows for the creation of a URL string for connecting to a
database.

Job Queues
The Job Queues subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Job Queues on the Job Queues page. The Job Queues page is used for prioritizing
and grouping batch jobs that are waiting to be executed by GoAnywhere.

Jobs
The Jobs subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users when interacting with Jobs
on the Job Queue Manager, Queued Jobs, Active Jobs, and Completed Jobs pages. In addition
to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
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Pause/Resume/Cancel
Pause, resume, and cancel queued or active Jobs.
Resolve with Notes
Resolve failed Jobs.

Key Vaults
The Key Vaults subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for Key Vaults on
the Key Management System page. The Key Management System page allows administrators to
create Key Vaults in GoAnywhere that are used to create and store certificates, SSH keys, and
PGP keys. In addition to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Manage System Key Vault
Manage certificates and keys in the System Key Vault.
Manage User Key Vaults
Manage certificates and keys in User Key Vaults.

License
The License subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for managing licenses on
the License page. The License page allows Admin Users to manage the license key that enables
GoAnywhere features. In addition to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Change Status
Chang the status of licenses from active to inactive.
Refresh
Refresh expired licenses.

Log Exemptions
The Log Exemptions subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for managing log
exemptions on the Audit Log Exemptions page. The Audit Log Exemptions page allows Admin
Users to configure audit log exemptions to filter specific services or exclude logging events for
certain IP addresses. In addition to the basic actions, the following action is available:
Enable/Disable
Enable or disable audit log exemptions.

Global Log Settings
The Global Log Settings subject allows Admin Users to configure log settings on the Global Log
Settings page for each service and function within GoAnywhere.

Login Methods
The Login Methods subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for managing login
methods on the Login Methods page. The Login Methods page allows Admin Users to configure
GoAnywhere Login Methods for basic authentication of Admin User and Web User passwords. In
addition to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Synchronize Now
Synchronize LDAP Managed servers.
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Test
Test a login method

Login Settings
The Login Settings subject allows Admin Users to configure log settings on the Global Login
Settings page for each service and function within GoAnywhere.

Master Encryption Keys
The Master Encryption Keys subject allows Admin Users to view and create Master Encryption
Keys on the Master Encryption Keys page.

Message Channels
The Message Channels subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
managing AS4 Message Channels on the Message Channels page. In addition to the basic
actions, the following action is available:
Manage Messages
Allows the Admin User to run the Enqueue Message task to create AS4 messages and allows the
Admin User to delete AS4 messages from Message Channels.

Monitors
The Monitors subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Monitors on the Monitors page. In addition to the basic actions, the following action is
available:
Reset Misfires
Reset the misfire count on a Monitor.

Partners
The Partners subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Partners on the Partners page.

PeSIT File Templates
The PeSIT File Templates subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin users for
managing PeSIT File Templates on the PeSIT File Templates page.

PeSIT Logs
The PeSIT Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the PeSIT
Audit Logs on the PeSIT Log page. The PeSIT Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity
for the PeSIT service.

Projects
The Projects subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Projects and Project folders on the Projects page. In addition to the basic actions, the
following actions are available:
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Execute Projects
Execute a Project.
List
Allows the Admin User to access the Projects page.
Manage All Permissions
Manage permissions for Project Folders.
Manage Projects and Folders
Create and edit Projects and folders.

Reports
The Reports subject allows Admin Users to generate Reports on the Reports page. In addition to
the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Run Reports
Run all reports.
Run Product Usage Report
Run reports on product usage information related to service and workflow statistics.
Run Security Settings Audit Report
Run reports on product security settings for compliance with PCI-DSS requirements.

Resources
The Resources subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Resources on the Resources page. Resources are the names and connection
properties of the servers, and other data sources, that GoAnywhere can interact with. In addition
to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
List
Allows the Admin User to access the Resources page.
Manage All Permissions
Manage all Resource permissions.
Manage Resources
Create, delete, edit, and manage Resources.

Schedules
The Schedules subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Schedules on the Schedules page. The Schedules page allows Admin Users to
configure scheduled Jobs. In addition to the basic actions, the following actions are available:
Execute
Execute a scheduled Job.
Reset Misfires
Reset the misfire count for a scheduled Job.
Run Now
Run a report.
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Secure Forms
The Secure Forms subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for creating
and managing Secure Forms on the Secure Forms page.

Secure Forms Settings
The Secure Forms Settings subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
editing Secure Form Settings on the Secure Forms page.

Secure Mail Packages
The Secure Mail Packages subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
managing Secure Mail packages on the Secure Mail Manager page.

Secure Mail Settings
The Secure Mail Settings subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
editing Secure Mail Settings on the Secure Mail Settings page.

Service Level Agreement Logs
The Service Level Agreement Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin
Users for Service Level Agreement Audit Logs on the Audit Logs page. The Service Level
Agreement Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity for Service Level Agreements.

Service Level Agreements
The Service Level Agreements subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users
for creating and editing Service Level Agreements on the Service Level Agreements page.

Services
The Services subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Services on the Services page. Services are used for inbound connections from your
trading partners, customers, employees, and remote sites. The available services (protocols) are
HTTPS, AS2, AS3, AS4, FTP, SFTP, GoFast, Agents, and PeSIT. In addition to the basic
actions, the following action is available:
Start/Stop
Start, stop, and restart a service.

SFTP Logs
The SFTP Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the SFTP
Audit Logs on the Audit Logs page. The SFTP Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity
for the SFTP service.

Software Library
The Software Library subject allows Admin Users to manage software on the Software Library
page.
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SQL Wizard
The SQL Wizard subject allows Admin Users to access the SQL Wizard on the SQL Wizard page
or within a Project.

System Alerts
The System Alerts subject allows Admin Users to configure system alert settings and notification
on the System Alerts page.

System Logs
The System Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the System
Logs on the Audit Logs page. The System Audit Logs allow Admin Users to monitor activity
across the system.

Trigger Logs
The Trigger Logs subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for the Trigger
Logs on the Audit Logs page. The Trigger Logs allow Admin Users to monitor Trigger execution
history.

Triggers
The Triggers subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Triggers on the Trigger Manager page.

Web Client Brands
The Web Client Brands subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
managing Web Client brands, such as logos and disclaimers, on the Web Client Brands page.

Web User Devices
The Web User Devices subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
managing user devices on the Web User Devices page. Web User devices are used to
synchronize files and folders with GoDrive.

Web User Groups
The Web User Groups Templates subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users
for creating and configuring Web User Groups on the Web User Groups page.

Web User Settings
The Web User Security Settings subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users
for editing security settings, such as passwords and device policies, on the Web User Settings
page.

Web User Self-Registration Settings
The Web Self-Registration Settings subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin
Users for configuring the Web User self-registration settings on the Web User Self-Registration
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page.

Web User Templates
The Web User Templates subject provides a list of basic actions available to Admin Users for
creating and configuring Web User templates on the Web User Templates page.

Web Users
The Web Users subject provides a list of actions available to Admin Users for creating and
managing Web Users on the Web Users page. In addition to the basic actions, the following
actions are available:
Remove GoDrive License
Remove GoDrive access from a Web User.
Remove Secure Mail License
Remove Secure Mail access from a Web user.
Remove TOTP
Remove Time-Based One-Time authentication from a Web User.
Reset Password
Reset a Web User password.
Manage Invitations
Manage Web User invitations.
Manage Web User SSH Keys
Manage SSH Keys for a Web User.

Admin Security Settings
The Admin Security Settings option is only available to Admin Users with the Security Officer
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
The security settings on this page apply only to Administrative Users.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click Admin Security Settings.
NOTE:

Admin Users with the Security Officer role are not limited by the Minimum Password Age or
Password History settings when changing an Admin User password, including their own.
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General Tab

Session Timeout
The length of idle time (in seconds), before an Admin User is automatically logged out of
GoAnywhere. The session timeout default is 900 seconds (15 minutes). A value of 0 indicates the
session will never timeout.
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Allow Browsers to Save Login Credentials
By default, GoAnywhere will not allow a browser to save login credentials. If enabled, the first
time an Admin User logs in to GoAnywhere, their browser will ask them if they want to save their
password.
Allow Viewing of Resource Passwords
If enabled, Admin Users with the Resource Manager role can decide if a Resource's password
can be recovered by another Resource Manager.
This option should remain disabled (the default setting) if Resource Managers should never be
able to recover passwords specified in Resources.
Allow Session ID in URL
To prevent internet session hijacking vulnerabilities, GoAnywhere will not allow an Admin User's
session ID to appear in the URL by default. When this option is enabled, the session ID can
appear in the URL while an Admin User is using the service (less secure).
NOTE:

Admin User's who have their internet browser cookies disabled will not be able to use the
service when Allow Session ID in URL is also disabled.
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Allow Embedding within an IFrame
To prevent internet clickjacking vulnerabilities, GoAnywhere will not allow the Administrator portal
to run within an IFrame by default. When this option is enabled, the Administrator portal will be
allowed to run in an IFrame, which can include potentially untrusted sources (less secure).
NOTE:

This setting is not configurable on HelpSystems One installations.
Default Resource Permissions for All Admin Users
When a Resource is added, this setting will determine if the All Admin Users group is added to the
Resource using the selected permissions. If no permissions are selected, the All Admin Users
group is not added to a Resource's permissions when the Resource is added.
File Manager Maximum Upload File Size
Determines the maximum file size that can be uploaded using the File Manager. The default size
is 1024 MB.
HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS)
Enabling the HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) header will instruct supported browsers to
prevent all HTTP communication to GoAnywhere by enforcing HTTPS and blocking users from
overriding invalid certificate warnings.
NOTE:

When connecting to GoAnywhere using an IP address, ports 443 (HTTPS) and 80 (HTTP)
must be used to support HSTS. In the case of an HTTP connection that has an explicit port
that is not 80, HSTS will not redirect to port 443. When using a domain name, the browser will
force HTTPS and no port will be added.
WARNING:

Including the HSTS header will instruct the browser to force HTTPS connections to the server
and reject invalid or self signed certificates. If the Admin Service Listeners are not configured
for HTTPS communication with a valid signed certificate, Admin Users may not be able to
access the application.
Include Header
Enables the HTTP Strict Transport Security header.
Maximum Age
The amount of time, in seconds, that the browser will cache the HSTS header before it returns
access to HTTP. Setting this field to 0 will force a browser to expire the header immediately.
Include Subdomains
Use this option to protect subdomains with the HSTS header. For example, if GoAnywhere is
accessed through a subdomain, such as http://www.goanywhere.example.com, then this option
must be enabled to direct HTTP to HTTPS for that address.
Include Preload Option
Google offers an HSTS preload service that hardcodes your domain into browsers to always
connect using an HTTPS connection. When this option is enabled, GoAnywhere includes the
preload value in the HSTS header. After this option is enabled, you must submit your domain to
Google's https://hstspreload.org page.
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HTTP Content Security Policy (CSP)
The Content Security Policy (CSP) response header allows Admin Users to control which
resources GoAnywhere is allowed to load for a given page. The CSP mitigates potential threats
by restricting which domains content can be loaded from.
Policy
There are three ways to configure GoAnywhere's HTTP Content Security Policy:
l

l

Default - The Default setting provides the URLs that are required for GoAnywhere to load
resources to correctly display fonts, use the Google Map API for Agents, and the
http://www.goanywhere.com site to load the latest news and tips. Inline scripts, such as
JavaScript, are allowed to be executed from these sources.
Custom - Admin Users can specify additional domains and directives to control the origin
and type of content that can be loaded.
NOTE:

Removing or modifying the default options may affect GoAnywhere functionality and is
not recommended.
l

None - This policy is the least secure. GoAnywhere will use resources from any origin.
Inline scripts, such as JavaScript, are allowed to be executed.

Password Policy Tab
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Password Strength
Enforce Settings
Select the checkbox if the Admin User passwords must adhere to the Password Strength settings.
Minimum Password Length
The minimum number of characters required for a password.
Minimum Number of Upper Case Letters
The minimum number of upper case (capital) letters that each password must contain.
Minimum Number of Lower Case Letters
The minimum number of lower case letters that each password must contain. If you do not want
Admin Users to use all upper case letters, change this value to a number greater than zero (0).
Minimum Number of Digits
The minimum number of numerical characters that each password must contain.
Minimum Number of Special Characters
The minimum number of special characters that each password must contain.
Allowable Special Characters
The GoAnywhere default special characters are all the non-alphanumeric characters on a
standard US-101 keyboard. You can add more special characters if you are in a location using
more characters (for example, Japanese or Arabic characters).
Password Age
If an Admin User's password expires and they attempt to login, they will be immediately prompted
to change it.
Minimum Password Age
The number of days a password must be used before it can be changed. A value of zero (0)
indicates there is no password age and it can be changed at any time.
Maximum Password Age
The number of days before the password expires and must be changed. A value of zero (0)
indicates the password never expires.
Password Expiration Email Notification
The number of days before a password expires that an Admin User is sent a password expiration
notice using an email template. A value of zero (0) indicates an email is not sent. Click the Add
Another Notification link to add additional expiration reminders. For example, an Admin User
could be sent a reminder 10 days before, 5 days before and 3 days before.
Password History
Enforce Password History
Select this checkbox to indicate that passwords cannot be reused for a specified number of times.
Disallow Reuse of the Last
When specified, an Admin User must use this number of different passwords before they can
reuse an old password. The reuse value is any number between 1 and 25.
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API Keys

Allow Keys That Never Expire
Specify whether to allow the creation of Admin User API Keys that never expire.
Maximum API Key Age
Specify the maximum number of days that an API Key can be in use before expiring. When
creating an Admin User API Key, the Expires After value can be less than or equal to this value.

Virtual Folders and Files
GoAnywhere allows you to define the individual folders and files that can be accessed by Web
Users. The paths for these folders and files can be any of the following:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Local servers
Other file systems in the network (UNC, IFS, NFS, SMB/CIFS)
FTP, FTPS, & SFTP servers
WebDAV servers
Amazon S3 Buckets
Azure Blob Storage
Agents

Virtual folders and files are created and managed from the Folders tab of Web User Templates,
Web User Groups and Web Users.
Virtual Folder Highlights
l

l
l
l
l

Multiple folders and files can be authorized to the Web User, each having their own
individual permissions.
Home directories and sub-folders can be shared or private.
Aliases can be defined to hide the physical names/locations of folders and files.
Disk Quotas can limit the amount of disk space used by each Web User.
Files and Folders can be shared between Web Users, including Web Users that belong in
different Domains.

Virtual Folder Interface
The left column displays the folder structure that the Web User will see. The right side of the page
shows the alias, path and permissions for the selected folder or file.
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Folders
The left column starts with the Web User's home directory. By default, a home directory is created
for every Web User based on the WebDocs Directory setting in the Domain where the Web User
belongs. Additional folders and files can be created under this home directory.
The following actions are available based on the selected folder or file.
- Adds a new folder or file below the selected folder.
- Deletes the selected folder or file.
Name and Location
Each folder or file must have an alias name and location.
l
l

Alias - The alias is the name of the folder or file that the Web User will see when they login.
Path - The location of the folder or file, which can be a physical or relative path. Click the
icon to browse the file system, network share, FTP server, FTPS server, SFTP server,
Amazon S3 Bucket, Azure Blob Storage, WebDAV, or Agent location. Click the
icon to select a variable to use within the path. The ${homeDirectory} variable refers to the
Web User's home directory under the WebDocs Directory as defined in the Domain where
the Web User belongs. The alias name must match the relative folder name when using the
home directory variable. For example, if using the folder location of
${homeDirectory}/Inbound/Accounts, then the alias name must be Accounts. Physical
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l

paths must use the correct file path syntax.
Type - Select if the path points to a folder or file.

Disk Quotas
The disk quota settings are used to control the maximum storage space allowed for a Web User.
If a Web User attempts to upload a file which would exceed their disk quota, GoAnywhere will
cancel the transfer and return an error to the Web User.
When determining the disk space used by a Web User, GoAnywhere will only consider those
folders which the Web User has upload, overwrite or append permissions. To view the disk
space currently used by a Web User, you can access the View File System page.
Disk quotas can be specified on the Web User’s home directory and subfolders. If a quota is
specified on a subfolder, this quota will override a value that may be specified on the parent
folder.
Disk quotas can be defined at the Web User Template, Web User Group, and Web User level.
When disk quotas are specified for the same folder on both the Web User and Web User Group
level, the highest value will be used. For example, if a Web User has a disk quota of 10 MB and
belongs to a Web User Group that has 25 MB, then this Web User would have 25 MB of available
space.
NOTE:

Changes to the disk quota settings can take up to ten minutes of folder inactivity to take
effect.

Folder Level Permissions
The following permissions can be defined at the folder level. All permissions can be enabled
using the select all link.
General
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
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List - Contents of a folder can be listed or viewed.
Download (Read) - Files can be downloaded (read) from the folder.
Upload (Write) - Files can be uploaded (written) to the folder.
Overwrite - Existing files are allowed to be overwritten when uploading files with the
same name.
Append - Existing files are allowed to have data appended to them on uploads. This
allows failed transfers to resume uploading.
Rename Files - Existing files can be renamed.
Delete Files - Existing files can be deleted.
Checksum - A checksum is calculated to verify the file is complete and not
compromised during transmission. This is a common setting for AS2 transfers. The
checksum option can be used by HTTPS, FTP and FTPS transfers. Please note that
an error may occur if a Trigger moves the file before the checksum process
completes.
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l

l

Share - Folders can be shared with registered Web Users. When sharing is enabled,
the Share icon appears on the File Manager toolbar and context menus within the
Web Client.
If the Apply To Subfolders option is enabled, all folders under the selected folder will
inherit these permissions.

Subfolders
If enabled, these permissions apply to all sub-folders under the selected folder.
l
l
l
l

Create - Sub-folders can be created under the selected folder.
Rename - Sub-folders can be renamed.
Delete - Sub-folders and their contents can be deleted.
Share - Sub-folders can be shared with registered Web Users.

File Level Permissions
The following permissions can be defined at the file level.
l
l
l

l

l

Download (Read) - The file can be downloaded (read).
Overwrite - A file with the same name can overwrite the existing file on an upload.
Append - The file can be appended to on an upload. This allows a failed transfer to
resume uploading a partial file.
Checksum - A checksum is calculated to verify the file is complete and not
compromised during transmission. This is a common setting for AS2 transfers.
Share - The file can be shared with registered Web Users. When sharing is enabled,
context menus will display the share option within the Web Client.

TIP:

A consolidated view of the folders and files for a Web User is available on the View File
System page.

Web Users
Web Users are the accounts that can access GoAnywhere for exchanging files using standard
protocols. Web Users can be external (for example, Trading Partners) or internal to your company
(for example, employees or custom applications).
Web Users are managed by an Admin User that has a Web User Manager role. Web Users can
be added individually, from an LDAP Managed Login Method, or through an import process that
provides the ability to add multiple Web Users based on Web User Templates. A Web User
account can also be created through a self-registration process available on the HTTPS Web
Client. APIs are also available to create Web Users from your in-house applications.
Web Users can be authenticated to services using passwords, certificates, or both. The
HTTPS Web Client also supports two-factor authentication using passwords and RSA SecurID
tokens.
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Each Web User may belong to one or more Web User Groups. The Web User will adopt the
Permissions (authorities) from any Web User Group to which they belong. A Web User can also
be granted individual Permissions for various services, files and folders. IP Filters can also be
configured to ensure that Web Users are only accessing GoAnywhere from an expected location.

Web User Management
Web User accounts are created to provide users with the ability to connect to the services they
need for secure file transfers. Web User accounts can be created individually, mass imported, or
self-registered via the Web Client. The anonymous Web User account can be enabled on the
Anonymous tab of the Web User Settings page.
To manage Web User accounts:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.

TIP:

If a Web User is 'grayed out,' it means that the account is expired, disabled or pending
approval from a self-registration. If you wish to re-enable the account, then edit the Web User
account and enable the account on the General tab. If the Web User is pending approval,
you can approve the account by clicking the Action icon and then clicking Approve.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

l

Add a Web User by clicking Add Web User.
View Pending Invitations by clicking Pending Invitations.
Import Web Users by clicking the Import Web Users drop-down menu and select Import
from CSV or Import from XML.
View folder access by clicking View Folder Access.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

User Name - Filter by User Name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Account Status - Filter by Web User account status - Enabled, Expired, Disabled, Pending
Approval, or All.
Description - Filter by the Web User account description.
Email Address - Filter by the Web User's email address.
First Name - Filter by the Web User's first name.
Last Name - Filter by the Web User's last name.
GoDrive Status - Filter by current GoDrive status - Active, Inactive, or All.
Organization - Filter by the company or organization the Web User belongs to.
Secure Mail Status - Filter by current Secure Mail status - Active or Inactive.
Web User Group - Show all Users belonging to a certain Web User Group. If no Web User
Groups are defined, this filter will not be shown.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Web User Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

l

l
l

View Web User details by clicking View.
View the Web User's File System by clicking View File System.
View the Web User's GoDrive by clicking View File System.
View the change history for the Web User by clicking Change History.
Edit a Web User by clicking Edit.
Approve a self-registered Web User by clicking Approve.
Reset a Web User's password by clicking Reset.
Delete a Web User by clicking Delete.
Configure the public SSH keys for a Web User by clicking SSH Keys.
Move the Web User to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the target
Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Web User before it is
saved.
Promote a Web User's account to another GoAnywhere server by clicking Promote.
Export a Web User's account information to an XML file by clicking Export. The selected
Web User(s) are saved in a file named "export-web-users.xml" on your local computer.
Remove the Time-based One-Time Password authentication secret from this Web User by
clicking Remove TOTP.
Remove a GoDrive license from this Web User by clicking Remove License.
Remove a Secure Mail license from this Web User by clicking Remove Secure Mail.

Web User Columns
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
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User Name - The Web User's account name. Click on a Web User name to view or edit
Web User details.
First Name - The Web User's first name.
Last Name - The Web User's last name.
Organization - The company or organization which the Web User belongs to.
Email Address - The primary email address for the Web User.
Phone - The primary phone number for the Web User.
Account Status - The status of the Web User account - Enabled, Expired, Disabled, or
Pending Approval.
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l
l
l

l

l

l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l

Description - Addition information concerning the Web User.
Domain - The domain that the Web User is assigned to.
Last Password Expiration Notification - The date the last password expiration notification
was issued.
Change Password Allowed - Whether or not the Web User is allowed to change their Web
User account password.
Force Password Change at Next Logon - If activated, this option will force a Web User to
type a new password after the next successful login.
Password Last Changed On - The date the password was last changed.
Maximum Concurrent Sessions - The total number of active sessions a Web User can
have open at any one time.
Account Expires On - The date on which the Web User account is set to expire.
Failed Login Attempts - The number of failed login attempts for this Web User.
Last Login Date - The date on which the Web User last logged in.
Created By - The user who created the Web User account.
Created On - The date on which the Web User account was created.
Modified by - The user who last modified the Web User Account.
Modified On - The date on which the Web User account was last modified.
Approved By - The Admin User who approved the creation of the Web User account.
Approved On - The date on which the Web User account was approved.
IP Filter Enabled - Whether or not the IP Filter has been enabled or disabled.
Filter Type - The type of IP Filer being used - Block List or Allow List.
Send Invitations - Whether or not the Web User account is authorized to invite other
individuals to self-register.
Invited By Web User - Whether or not the Web User account was initiated via a Web user
invitation.
Invited On - The date on which an invitation was issued.
Limit Time of Date - The date period in which the Web User can login to the account.
Limit Start Time - The start time on which the Web User can login to the account.
Limit End Time - The end time on which the Web User can login to the account.
Limit Days of Week - Whether or not Web User account login is limited to certain days of
the week.
Limited Days - The days of the week the Web User is able to login to the account.
View Activity Report - Whether or not the Web User is allowed to view their own activity
report from the GoAnywhere Web Client.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
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l

l

Export the account information for all Web Users that meet the filter criteria to an XML file.
The account information is saved in a file named "export-web-users.xml" on your local
computer. This file can be used as a backup or for importing the Web User(s) to another
GoAnywhere instance.
Click the Columns button to select which Web User properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l

Delete one or more selected Web Users.
Promote one or more selected Web Users to another GoAnywhere server.
Export the selected Web User's account information to an XML file. The selected Web
User(s) are saved in a file named "export-web-users.xml" on your local computer. This file
can be used as a backup or for importing the Web User(s) to another GoAnywhere
instance.

Configuring Web Users
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Web User:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. To add a Web User, click the Add Web User link in the page toolbar. Choose the Web
User Template that will apply default security settings for the Web User, and then click the
Continue button.
4. To edit a Web User, in the Web Users page, click the Edit icon next to the Web User.
5. Type or edit the Web User information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button when finished.
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General

User Name
The Web User's account name.
Enabled
Indicates if the Web User account is enabled or not. If disabled, the Web User will not be able to
login. This setting is not shown when adding new Web Users as new accounts are enabled by
default.
First Name
The Web User's first name.
Last Name
The Web User's last name.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Web User. This field is limited to 512
characters.
Organization
The company or organization which the Web User belongs to.
Email Address
The primary email address for the Web User. An email address should be specified if the Web
User receives email communication for account creation, password reset, forgot password or they
have access to Secure Mail.
Office Phone
The office phone number for the Web User.
Mobile Phone
The mobile phone number for the Web User.
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Authentication

Login Method
Specify which technique should be used to authenticate the Web User. Valid methods are Active
Directory (AD), LDAP, SAML, IBM i user profiles, LDAP Managed server(s), RADIUS
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(RSA SecurID), and the GoAnywhere database. The valid methods are defined on the Login
Methods page.
When the default option is selected, the Web User will use the default Login Method for Web
Users specified in the Login Methods page. To authenticate against another Login Method, clear
the checkbox and select it from the drop-down list. The password options are only shown when
authentication is performed against the GoAnywhere database.
Password Generation
When adding a new Web User account, or editing an account that does not yet contain a
password due to previous Login Method configurations, the Password Generation settings will be
available. To create a new password, one can be generated automatically based on the Web
User Password Policy. Otherwise the Web User Manager creating the account can manually
specify a password. If specifying the password, GoAnywhere will alert you if the password does
not meet the Web User Password Policy.
Password Options
If authenticating the Web User account against the GoAnywhere database, the following options
can be specified for the Web User password:
l

l

l

l

Display password to the screen- The new Web User password is displayed on the page.
This option is only available when adding a new Web User account or editing an account
that does not yet contain a password.
Email password - The password is emailed to the Web User using a Web User Email
Template. This option is only available when adding a new Web User account or editing an
account that does not yet contain a password.
Allow User to Change Password - This option makes a Change Password link available at
the top of the page in the HTTPS Web Client.
Force Password Change at Next Logon - This option is only available to Web Users using
the HTTPS service. If selected, this option will force a Web User to type a new password
after a successful initial login.

Password Expiration Interval
If authenticating the Web User account against the GoAnywhere database, the password
expiration interval determines how long before a password expires.
l
l
l

Default - The Password Expiration Interval is defined in the Web User Password Policy.
Password Never Expires.
Password Expires After - The Web User password will expire after the specified number of
days.

Authentication Alias
An alias may be used for authentication in place of the Web User's User Name.
Authentication Types
The Authentication Type can be specified per service. This provides the Web User Manager with
complete control over the Web User's access. For example, a Web User can be forced to use a
password and certificate when authenticating to FTPS but only require a password for HTTPS. If
a certificate is used for authentication, the Client Authentication setting on the SSL tab of the
specific service must be set to Optional or Required.
If certificate authentication is specified and the certificate being used is either self-signed or
signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), then the certificate will need to be imported into
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the service's defined location for certificates, either the Key Management System or File Based
Keys location. Importing the certificate instructs GoAnywhere to trust this source. If the certificate
being used is already signed by a trusted authority (for example, Verisign, GoDaddy, Equifax,
etc.) the certificate does not need to be imported since the trust is inherited.
Certificate Key Vault
Specify the Key Vault location used to retrieve a key or certificate. Default is selected if no Key
Vault was specified.
AS2
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Multiple Web Users can use the same certificate when authenticating to AS2.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password. If either is selected, type a SHA1
Fingerprint for the Web User's certificate in the box.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

AS4
l
l

l
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Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Multiple Web Users can use the same certificate when authenticating to AS4.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
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l

the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password. If either is selected, type a SHA1
Fingerprint for the Web User's certificate in the box.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

FTPES (Explicit SSL)
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User to
specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

FTPS (Implicit SSL)
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User to
specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.
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GoFast
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

HTTPS
l

l

l
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Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password. If
RADIUS (RSA SecurID) Two-Factor Authentication is selected, Web Users will need to
provide an RSA SecurID token in addition to their password when logging in to the
HTTPS Web Client. If Time-based One-Time Password Two-Factor Authentication is
selected, Web Users will need to enter a one-time password provided by an application
such as Google Authenticator. If GoAnywhere One-Time Password is selected, Web
Users will need to enter a one-time verification code provided by text or email.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Each Web User must have a unique SHA1 Fingerprint.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
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PeSIT
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User to
specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Certificates authenticating Web Users can be verified by the Web User’s user name, email
address, or both. The Web User’s user name is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) common name (CN) for a match. The Web User’s email address is checked
against a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) Internet Mail Address for a match. If a matching
SAN record does not exist, the email address is checked against the Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) Email Address.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

SFTP
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Public Key - Web Users use a public key on the server to encrypt a session key that
produces a secure login.
Either - If a matching public key is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically pass authentication. However if a key match is not found, the Web User can
still login to the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Public Key - Web Users must login using their Web User name and
password along with a public key.

NOTE:

Associate an SSH public key with a Web User by using the SSH Keys option on the Web
Users page.

Groups
Web Users can belong to one or more Web User Groups. A Web User will adopt the permissions
from any Web User Groups they belong to. They will also have access to any folders which the
Web User Groups are authorized to access.
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The Groups tab is split into two columns. The column on the left displays the available Groups to
which the Web User does not belong. The column on the right displays the Groups in which the
Web User is a member. Click to highlight groups and then use the direction buttons between the
columns to move Groups to the appropriate side. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the
Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
NOTE:

For ease of Web User management, it is generally not recommended to give individual
permissions to a Web User. Instead, assign each Web User to one or more Web User
Groups, from which the Web User will adopt the permissions assigned to those Web User
groups. This allows you to quickly adjust permissions for several Web Users at once by
changing the permissions for the Web User Group(s) in which they belong.

Features
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Protocols
Select the services the Web User can use for performing file transfers. If the Web User is a
member of a group, these services are in addition to the services inherited from the group.
NOTE:

To allow a Web User access to the PeSIT service, you must also enable PeSIT on the PeSIT
tab.
GoDrive
This option provides Web Users the ability to use the GoDrive file system for collaboration,
sharing and synchronization of documents.
GoDrive Access
When GoDrive is enabled for the Web User, you can select the Web User's access level to this
feature:
l

l

Full Licensed User - This is a fully licensed user that can read, write, modify, delete,
upload, download, synchronize files, and share files in GoDrive. When this option is
selected, one GoDrive User License is consumed when the Web User accesses GoDrive
for the first time. To remove a GoDrive license from a Web User, use the Remove GoDrive
option from the Web User's Action menu from the Web User Management page.
View Only - This is a limited user that can only read and download files that are shared with
them by other Web Users.

GoDrive Disk Space Limited
Disk quotas can be used to control the maximum GoDrive storage space allowed for a Full
Licensed User. If a Full Licensed User attempts to upload a file which would exceed their disk
quota, GoAnywhere will cancel the transfer and return an error to the user.
GoDrive uses the following rules to determine what is counted towards a user's maximum disk
quota:
l

l
l
l

All files and folders located in the user's GoDrive workspace in which the user has the
Owner, Contributor, or Editor role. Files that have been shared to a user with the Viewer
role do not count against the disk quota.
When a user has accepted a shared file with the Owner, Contributor, or Editor role.
Files with the Owner, Contributor, or Editor role that are located in the Trash Bin.
When multiple revisions of a file are available, only the current revision of the file is counted
towards a user's disk quota.

There are three options available on the Disk Space Limited field:
l

l

l

Blank (not specified) - The Web User will have unlimited disk space, unless disk space is
limited at the Web User Group level. This option is preferred when you want to control disk
quotas from the Web User Group this user belongs to.
Yes - The disk space is limited for the Web User. When GoDrive disk quotas are specified
on both the Web User and Web User Group level, the highest value will be used. If the Web
User Group this user belongs to does not have a disk limit (by selecting "No" on the Disk
Space Limited field for the Web User Group), this user will be unlimited. If the GoDrive Disk
Space Limited field is unspecified on the Web User Group level, this user will be limited.
No - This user does not have a disk quota. This setting will take precedence over any limit
specified on the Web User Group level.
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GoDrive Disk Space Limit
The maximum amount of disk space available for this Web User in GoDrive.
GoDrive Create Links Allowed
Provides Web Users the ability to share files and folders using a publicly accessible URL. Links
can be password protected and can be set to expire after a specified number of days.
Secure Folders
The Secure Folders option provides Web Users the ability to work with authorized network
folders and files from within the browser-based Web client.
Secure Forms
This option provides a Web User the ability to submit Secure Forms.
Send Secure Mail
This option provides a Web User with the ability to send Secure Mail through either the Web
Client or the Secure Mail plugin for Outlook®.
Send Invitations
Web Users logged in to the GoAnywhere Web Client can invite other individuals to self-register
when this option is active.
View Activity Report
This option allows Web Users to view their own activity report from the GoAnywhere Web Client.
Web Users will be able to view their login activity, as well as audit logs on their file uploads and
downloads.
Max Concurrent Sessions
The total number of active sessions a Web User can have open at any one time across all
available services. If this field is left blank, the Web User is permitted to have unlimited
concurrent sessions.

Folders
A Web User can be authorized to one or more folders or files, which may be located on the local
file system or other file systems on the network. A disk quota can also be established for each
Web User. The disk quotas, folders and files can be assigned at the Web User, Web User
Template or Web User Group level.
Learn more about virtual folders and how they are configured in Virtual Folders.
The Folders tab also shows files and folders being shared with the Web User, and files and
folders shared by the Web User. Learn more in Shared Folders.
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NOTE:

When the Web User account is saved, GoAnywhere attempts to create the Home Directory
and all relative sub-folders if those folders do not already exist.

Forms
The Forms tab is used to assign Secure Forms to a Web User. The Secure Forms are split in two
columns. The column on the left displays the available Secure Forms and the column on the right
displays the Secure Forms the Web User has access to. Click to select Secure Forms and then
use the direction buttons between the columns to move Secure Forms to the appropriate side.
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IP Filter
The IP filter can be used to indicate which IP addresses are allowed or restricted when the Web
User connects to GoAnywhere. Both IPv4 and IPv6 address formats are supported.

Enable IP Filter
The IP Filter can be enabled or disabled at the individual Web User level.
Filter Type
A Block List will deny any specified addresses and permit all others, whereas an Allow List will
only permit the specified addresses and deny all others. In most cases a Global IP Filter is set to
Block List addresses that are known threats. At the Web User level, it is common to specify a
allow list of allowable addresses.
Filter Entries
The Filter Entries is a list of IP addresses that will either be denied or permitted based on the
Filter Type selected above. Click a row to type an IP address in either single, range, or CIDR
notation format. Do not leave spaces between hyphens or slashes when specifying ranges or
using CIDR notation (for example, 10.1.4.1/24 or 10.1.4.1-10.1.255.255). A red flag on an entry
simply indicates that it is a new entry.
NOTE:

A single IPv4 address is comprised of four sets of three numbers from 0 to 255, separated by
periods. A single IPv6 address is comprised of eight sets of four hexidecimal numbers,
separated by colons. An IP range includes all the addresses between two specified
addresses. The addresses are separated by a hyphen. An IP address in CIDR notation is an
IP address followed by a "prefix." The prefix notates a range of IP addresses without the
need to type all the sets.

Time Limits
The Time Limits tab allows specifying options for expiring the Web User account on a certain
date or when no activity occurs for a period of time. You can also use this page to limit the times
of day and weekdays that a Web User can login.
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Account Expires On
If you would like the Web User account to expire on a certain date, enter or select the date. If
specified, the Web User will not be able to login on or after that date.
Limit Time of Day
To limit the time period in which the Web User can login, choose the "Only allow between..."
option and then specify the range.
Limit Days of Week
To limit which days of the week the Web User can login, choose the "Only allow on..." option and
then select the days.
Disable Account When No Activity
The Web User account can be disabled after a number of inactive days. Inactive days are
calculated from the last login date or the last date the account was modified.
l

l
l

Default - The Disable Inactive Account value is defined on the General tab of Web User
Settings.
Never - The account will not disable based on inactivity.
Disable account after - The Web User account will become disabled after the specified
number of inactive days.

AS2
The AS2 tab allows specifying properties for receiving AS2 messages from the Web User.
Additional AS2 information is located in the AS2 Quick Start Guide.
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AS2 ID
The AS2 ID of the sender (Web User). The AS2 ID is case sensitive and can be 1 to 128 ASCII
printable characters in length.
Message Decryption
Specify the configuration for decrypting the AS2 message body.
Decryption Certificate
Choose whether to use the default certificate specified on an AS2 Recipient in the HTTPS/AS2
server settings for decryption or to override it using an alternate certificate.
Key Location
Specify the location of the key, Default Private Keys File or Key Vault.
Certificate Alias
If the Key Location is the Default Private Key File, specify the Certificate Alias. Click the
select the certificate alias.
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Key Vault
If the Key Location is a Key Vault, choose from the list of available Key Vaults.
Key Name
Select from a list of available certificates in the chosen Key Vault.
Key Password
Specify the password for the chosen certificate if it is not stored in the Key Vault.
Signature
Key Location
Specify the location of the key, Default Private Keys File or Key Vault.
Key Vault
If the Key Location is a Key Vault, choose from the list of available Key Vaults.
Key Name
Select from a list of available certificates in the chosen Key Vault.
Uploads
Default Upload Folder
The location where AS2 messages are saved when received (uploaded). The default location is
the default home directory for the Web User, which is the [installdirectory]/userdata/webdocs/
[webuser] folder, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere and
[webuser] is the account name of the Web User. If files for this Web User should be saved in a
different location, use the Other... option to manually type a folder location (for example,
inbound/as2).
When File Exists
The action that GoAnywhere performs when a file with the same name already exists in the
default upload folder.
Require
Require Encryption
This option indicates whether or not messages sent by this Web User must be encrypted.
Require Signature
A signed message contains a digital signature from the sender to further authenticate the
message. If signatures are required, any unsigned message sent by this Web User will be
rejected.
Require Authentication
Require username/password or certificate authentication for messages uploads. If authentication
is not required, GoAnywhere will use the AS2 ID to identify the Web User. HelpSystems
recommends you set the 'Require Signature' option to 'true' when authentication is not required.
MDN
Asynchronous MDN Approval
If a return receipt is requested by the Web User, select if the MDN will be sent automatically
during the Web User's session or manually after the message is processed. The
Manual
Receipt icon on the AS2 Log page indicates a manual receipt needs to be sent for a message. A
manual receipt can only be sent if a message is received successfully. If an error occurs during
transmission, an asynchronous receipt is sent automatically.
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Signature Certificate
Specify the certificate to use for signing the MDN receipt.
l

l

Default - The default specified on an AS2 Recipient located in the HTTPS/AS2 server
configuration.
Other - Override the default settings with an alternate certificate.

MDN Signature Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a hyphen
in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name. For example,
the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may require it to be specified
as SHA-1.

AS4
The AS4 tab allows specifying properties for receiving and sending AS4 messages from the Web
User.
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Partner AS4 ID
This is your partner's unique AS4 ID they provided to you.
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NOTE:

The maximum number of unique Partner AS4 IDs is dictated by your AS4 license feature.
Processing Modes

Pull Processing Modes
Add a Pull Processing Mode by clicking the Add button. The Pull Processing Mode dictates how
to build an AS4 message on a specific message channel, for a specific Web User. The Pull
Processing Mode also contains collaboration information necessary for the recipient to process
the message.
Message Channel
A user-defined name which identifies the Message Channel. The name cannot exceed 50
characters.
From Party
From ID
This is your arbitrary AS4 ID that you provided to your trading partner.
From Party Type
This is your arbitrary Party Type that you provided to your trading partner.
From Role
This is your arbitrary Role that you provided to your trading partner.
To Party
To ID
This is your partner's AS4 ID they provided to you.
To Party
This is your partner's Party Type they provided to you.
To Role
This is the authorized role of the sending party, usually a URL. For example,
'http://example.org/roles/buyer'.
Collaboration Info
Agreement Reference
A string value that identifies the agreement, usually a URL. For example,
'registry/example.com/cpa/our_cpa.xml'.
Agreement Type
An optional attribute that indicates how parties will interpret the Agreement Reference.
Service
Identifies the service that acts on the message.
Service Type
A string value that identifies the Service Type.
Action
A string identifying the operation to be performed on the transaction.
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Key Vault
Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private keys and public certificates. The Domain's default Key Vault
will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
Signal Message Decryption
Key Name
If the sender of the signal message is encrypting their user authentication, select the private key
to decrypt it.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
User Message Signature
Sign User Message
Signing the message with a digital signature to further identify yourself is optional, but highly
recommended.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, or SHA512.
The default is SHA1.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
User Message Encryption
Encrypt
Encrypting the message itself during transmission within the encrypted tunnel is optional, but
highly recommended. The default value if left blank is No.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be AES128, AES256, or TRIPLE-DES.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Message Options
Enable Reception Awareness
Specify whether or not to adhere to the Maximum Receipt Wait Time as defined on the Reception
Awareness tab of the HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service.
Compress
Specify whether or not to compress the message.

Push Processing Modes
Add a Push Processing Mode by clicking the Add button. When a push message is received from
a partner for this Web User, the service will attempt to find a matching processing mode starting
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with the first in the list and working down.
Processing Mode Name
A user-defined name which identifies the processing mode. The name cannot exceed 50
characters. When a push request is received from a partner for this Web User, the service will
attempt to match the processing mode name on the request with one of the user-defined
processing mode names on the list.
From Party
From ID
This is the sending party's AS4 ID.
From Party Type
This is the sending party's From Party Type.
From Role
This is the authorized role of the sending party, usually a URL. For example,
'http://example.org/roles/seller'.
To Party
To ID
This is your AS4 ID.
To Party
This is your Party Type.
To Role
This is your Role.
Collaboration Info
The values provided in the following fields are used to match a push request with the appropriate
processing mode. These fields are not required.
Agreement Reference
A string value that identifies the agreement, usually a URL. For example,
'registry/example.com/cpa/our_cpa.xml'.
Agreement Type
An optional attribute that indicates how parties will interpret the Agreement Reference.
Service
Identifies the service that acts on the message.
Service Type
A string value that identifies the Service Type.
Action
A string identifying the operation to be performed on the transaction.
Key Vault
Key Vault
The Key Vault containing the private keys and public certificates. The Domain's default Key Vault
will be used unless a different Key Vault is selected.
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Receipt Signature
Sign Receipt
Specify whether or not to sign the receipt.
Algorithm
The algorithm used to sign the messages can be SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, or SHA512.
The default is SHA1.
Key Name
Select the desired certificate from a drop-down list of certificates located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Message Decryption
Key Name
Select the desired secret (private) key from a drop-down list of keys located in the Key Vault.
Key Password
The password protecting the secret (private) key portion of the selected key pair. This field is not
required if the password is already stored along with the key in the Key Vault.
Message Options
Reply Mode
Choose the desired Reply Mode, Synchronous, Asynchronous, or None.
Receipt URL
Specify an optional URL location to send asynchronous receipts.
Uploads
Virtual Folder
Specify where incoming files should be stored.
When File Exists
Indicate the action to take if the file (with the same name) already exists in the folder which you
are uploading into.
Require
Encryption
Specify whether incoming messages require encryption.
Signature
Specify whether incoming messages require a signature.
Authentication
Specify whether to allow incoming messages that are matched to this Pmode to skip
authentication requirements (no usernameToken/Signature required). Default: Yes
NOTE:

This setting will not override the Require Signature and Encryption settings on the Push
Mode. It will only override the authentication settings for AS4 that are set on the Web User
'Authentication' tab.
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PeSIT

Enabled
Enable PeSIT to allow access to the PeSIT service.
NOTE:

To allow a Web User access to the PeSIT service, you must also enable PeSIT on the
Features tab.
Identification
Requester ID
(PI-03) - Specify the ID of the connecting requester.
Requester Password
(PI-05) - Specify the password of the connecting requester.
Preconnect ID
Specify the ID to present during the pre-connection phase.
Preconnect Password
Specify the password to present during the pre-connection phase.
Synchronization
Restart Supported
Specify whether synchronization functionality will be supported.
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Window
(PI-07) - Specify the number of notified synchronization points that can not be confirmed before
the sender stops sending data. Default Value: 3
Interval Size
(PI-07) - Specify the amount of data in kilobytes that can be sent between each synchronization
point. A value of 0 indicates no synchronization points will be used.
File Templates
The File Templates are split in two columns. The leftmost column displays the available File
Templates and the rightmost column displays the File Templates that the Web User can access.
Select a File Template name and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move
the File Template to the appropriate side. The transfer type (Send or Receive) is shown in
parentheses next to the template name to distinguish between templates with the same name.

Address Books
The Address Books tab specifies the Address Books the Web User has access to.

Personal Address Book
Allow the Web User to use the personal address book in the GoAnywhere Web Client.
Shared Address Books
The Shared Address Books are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the
available Address Books and the column on the right displays the Address Books the Web User
has access to. Click to select Address Books and then use the direction buttons between the
columns to move Address Books to the appropriate side.
Restrict to Shared Address Books
Restrict the Web User to using only address books created and shared by an admin. If this option
is enabled along with the Personal Address Book option, the Web User will be allowed to
manage contacts in their personal address book but will not be able to send, share, or request
files from those contacts.
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Import Web Users From CSV
The import Web Users process can automatically create Web Users from a CSV file based on a
template. The information contained in this CSV file specifies a Web User account name and
other pieces of information that can be used in the Web User account creation process. Follow
the steps below to import Web Users:
1. Establish the Login Methods the new Web users will use to authenticate with GoAnywhere.
2. Define the Web User Templates that will specify the password settings, file access
permissions, email communications, etc. for each created Web User.
3. Create a CSV file for importing Web Users.
4. Validate and Import the CSV file to create new Web User accounts.
5. Review the import results including any values that were created during the import process
(for example, passwords).

Create the CSV File
The CSV file contains the information used to create one or more Web User accounts. The first
row of the CSV file is the header row and only contains column names. The column names are
not case sensitive and can be arranged in any order. The following column names are valid for the
CSV file:
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

WebUserTemplate - Specifying a template in the CSV file is optional and will override the
template selected on the Import Web Users page for the given record. This can be used to
import multiple Web Users with different templates in a single import.
UserName - The Web User name for the Web User account is a required field. The Web
User Name must also conform to the Web User Name Policy.
Password - If the Web User Template requires a user specified password, a password
meeting the Web User Password Policy must be included in this column.
PasswordAlgorithm - If the password specified is in encrypted format (hashed and base64
encoded) the PasswordAlgorithm column should be included. Supported hash algorithms
are MD2, MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, Unix (for Unix style hashed
passwords), and PBKDF2. The algorithms must be specified in upper case.
FirstName - The Web User's first name. This field is required if the Home Directory refers to
the variable ${user.firstName}.
LastName - The last name of the Web User. This field is required if the Home Directory
refers to the variable ${user.lastName}.
Description - The description field is limited to 512 characters and used for notes regarding
the Web User.
Organization - The Web User's company. This field is required if the Home Directory refers
to the variable ${user.organization}.
Email - The email address of the Web User becomes a required field if the template uses
the Web User's email (for example, sending an account password). This field is also
required if the Home Directory refers to the variable ${user.email}.
Phone - The Web User's phone number.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

HTTPSFingerprint - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
HTTPS set to Certificate or Either, the HTTPSFingerprint column is required.
AS2Fingerprint - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
AS2 set to Certificate, Either, or Certificate and Password; the AS2Fingerprint column is
required.
AS4Fingerprint - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
AS4 set to Certificate, Either, or Certificate and Password; the AS4Fingerprint column is
required.
FTPESFingerprint - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
FTPES set to Certificate, Either, or Certificate and Password; the FTPESFingerprint
column is required.
FTPSFingerprint - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
FTPS set to Certificate, Either, or Certificate and Password; the FTPSFingerprint column is
required.
GoFastFingerprint - - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
GoFast set to Certificate, Either, or Certificate and Password; the GoFastFingerprint
column is required.
PeSITFingerprint - If the specified Web User Template has the Authentication Type for
PeSIT set to Certificate, Either, or Certificate and Password; the PeSITFingerprint column
is required.
HomeDirectory - The Home Directory is optional. It can use the value defined in the
template or can be defined in the CSV file. In either case, variables can be used to define
the HomeDirectory (for example, C:\webdocs\${user.organization}\${user.name}).

Variable

Description

${user.name}

User name from the CSV
file.

${user.firstName}

First name from the CSV
file.

${user.lastName}

Last name from the CSV
file.

${user.organization}

Organization from the CSV
file.

${user.email}

Email from the CSV.

CSV File Example
In the following example, three Web Users will be imported using the Customers template, which
would need to be predefined before the import.
NOTE:

If the Web User Import CSV file is created using a spreadsheet, save the file as file type
CSV.
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Validate and Import CSV File
1. On the Import Web Users page, specify the following:
l

l
l

Import From - The CSV file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC or
a file on the GoAnywhere server.
Input File - The path or location of the CSV file containing the import information.
Web User Template - The Web User Template to use for authentication,
permissions and groups, IP filters and account status settings. The selected Web
User Template is used if no template is specified in the CSV file.

2. When complete, click the Validate and Import button.
3. The Import Web Users dialog box opens, providing the results of the validation. The Input
Row number corresponds with the row that contains the information in the CSV file. If the
validation process detects an error or inconsistencies, the dialog box provides a message
with what caused the error.
l
l

If no errors were found, click the Import button to create the Web User accounts.
If errors were found, click the Cancel button and then correct the specified errors in
the CSV file.
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Review Import Web User Results
After the Web User Import completes, a dialog box displays the results. Any errors encountered
will also display in this dialog box. The Input Row number corresponds to the row in the CSV file
that triggered the message.
l

l
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Click the Download Import Results button to download a file of the Import messages to a
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Import Web Users From XML
Web Users can be exchanged between GoAnywhere servers using XML format. To generate the
XML file, export the Web Users from the source GoAnywhere server. After the XML file is
generated, follow the instructions below to import these Web Users from the XML file:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Verify the Web User Groups and Web User Templates settings on the target server match
the settings of the source server.
3. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
4. In the Web Users page, click the Import Web Users link in the toolbar.
5. From the drop-down menu select, click Import from XML.
6. On the Import Web Users From XML page, specify the following:
l

l
l

Import From - The XML file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC or
a file on the source GoAnywhere server.
Input File - The path or location of the XML file containing the import information.
Domain - The Domain where the Web Users will belong when they are imported.
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7. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.
NOTE:

It is not recommended to import Web Users from an XML file created outside of
GoAnywhere. Instead, you should use the Import Web Users from CSV option.

View Folder Access
The View Folder Access page allows Admin Users to quickly view all file system folders and files
that Web Users and Web User Groups have access to through Secure Folders.
To view Web User Folder Access, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Web Users page, click View Folder Access on the page toolbar.
Navigate directories by traversing folders in the Name column on the left side of the page or
using the breadcrumbs along the top. The right-hand Web Users and Web User Groups column
displays which Web Users and Web User Groups have access to the currently selected directory.
Click the
Expand icon next to a Web User or Web User Group to view permission details,
which reflect the selected options on the Folders tabs of the Web User account and Web User
Groups to which it belongs.

Quick Start for Certificate Based Authentication
A Web User can be configured to use a certificate when authenticating to HTTPS, AS2, AS3,
AS4, FTPES, FTPS, GoFast, and PeSIT services. This method can replace, or may be used in
addition to, a user name and password when attempting to authenticate. If certificate
authentication is specified and the certificate being used is either self-signed or signed by an
untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), then the certificate will need to be imported into
GoAnywhere's Key Management System or Default Trusted Certificates Key Store. Importing the
certificate instructs GoAnywhere to trust this source.
NOTE:

If the certificate being used is already signed by a trusted authority (for example, Verisign,
GoDaddy, Equifax, etc.) the certificate does not need to be imported since the trust is
inherited.
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Setting Up Web User Certificate Based Authentication in
GoAnywhere MFT
Import Certificate
If certificate authentication is specified and the certificate being used is either self-signed or
signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the certificate must be in the GoAnywhere Key
Management System or Default Trusted Key Store (in the same location defined by the service
the user is authenticating to), and on the Web User's local computer.
Each Web User must first provide you the public portion of the certificate (Head Certificate). Once
received, follow the instructions to import the certificate provided by the Web User.
For Certificates Stored in a Key Vault
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management
System link.
3. When the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key
Vault that will contain the certificate, and then choose Manage Certificates.
4. Import the certificate.
For File Based Keys
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys > Certificates.
3. Import the certificate.

Assign the Web User the Certificate's Unique SHA1
Fingerprint
Before a Web User can log in to GoAnywhere using certificate based authentication, the unique
SHA1 fingerprint associated with that user's certificate must be assigned to that user's profile.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. Select the Actions icon associated with the desired Web User.
4. Edit the user settings by clicking Edit.
5. Select the Authentication tab.
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6. Under Authentication Types, select the Certificate Key Location where the certificate is
stored.
7. Select the certificate for the appropriate service by clicking the
icon to browse and
select the certificate from a list of previously imported certificates.
8. Save your changes and return to the Web Users page by clicking the Save button on the
Edit Web User toolbar.

Configuring Services to Allow Certificate Based
Authentication
These steps will enable Web Users to connect using certificate based authentication.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Services, and then click the Service Manager link.
3. Select the Actions icon next to the desired service.
4. Edit the service preferences for a Service by clicking Edit.
5. On the left-hand panel of the Configuration page, expand Server, and then select a
Listener.
6. In the main window, select the SSL tab.
7. In the Client Authentication drop down menu, select Optional or Required to use a valid
certificate. When None is selected (the default setting), then the SSL connection will not
check for client certificates.
8. Save your changes and return to the Service Manager page by clicking the
Arrow
button on the toolbar and then clicking the Save And Finish button.
9. On the Service Manager page, select the Actions icon next to the service you've modified,
and restart the service by clicking Restart.

Pending Invitations
Invitations that have been sent, but not yet accepted by the recipient, will be displayed on the
Pending Invitations page. Follow the instructions below to view pending invitations:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Web Users page, click the Pending Invitations link in the toolbar.
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The information displayed on the Pending Invitations page shows who was invited, which Web
User invited them and when. Pending invitations expire based on the value set for the Email
Verification Grace Period on the Web User Self-Registration page. The email sent to the recipient
is based on an email template that contains a unique 36-character UUID code, which the recipient
clicks to finish the self-registration process on the GoAnywhere server.
Pending invitations can be individually deleted by clicking the Delete icon beside the entry.
Delete multiple pending invitations by selecting the corresponding checkboxes and clicking the
Delete button.

Web User Change History
The Web User Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Web User, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Web User Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Web User
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Web Users. Click the Web User’s Action icon,
and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Web User Details
The Web User Details page shows the properties, such as the creation date and last modified
date for a Web User. Follow the instructions below to view Web User Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Web Users page, click the View icon next to the User.

Shared Folders
Admin Users can view information about a folder or file that is being shared with a Web User as
well as who has access to a file or folder being shared by a Web User.
Follow the instructions below to view shared folders:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. Click on the name of the Web User you wish to access.
4. Navigate to the Folders tab.
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The Shared Folders pane displays all folders and files being shared with the Web User, and those
files and folders being shared by the Web User.
The following actions are available based on the selected folder or file.
- Deletes the selected folder or file.

Incoming Shared Files and Folders
When an incoming shared file or folder is selected, the following details are displayed in the righthand column:
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Share Name
The name of the file or folder being shared.
Shared By
The name of the Web User who is sharing the file or folder.
Shared On
The date and time when the file or folder was shared.
Share Type
The item being shared: File or Folder.
Folder Level Permissions
General
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
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List - Contents of a folder can be listed or viewed.
Download (Read) - Files can be downloaded (read) from the folder.
Upload (Write) - Files can be uploaded (written) to the folder.
Overwrite - Existing files are allowed to be overwritten when uploading files with the same
name.
Append - Existing files are allowed to have data appended to them on uploads. This allows
failed transfers to resume uploading.
Rename Files - Existing files can be renamed.
Delete Files - Existing files can be deleted.
Checksum - A checksum is calculated to verify the file is complete and not compromised
during transmission. This is a common setting for AS2 transfers. The checksum option can
be used by HTTPS, FTP and FTPS transfers. Please note that an error may occur if a
Trigger moves the file before the checksum process completes.
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l

Share - Folders can be shared with registered Web Users. When sharing is enabled, the
Share icon appears on the File Manager toolbar and context menus within the Web Client.

Subfolders
If enabled, these permissions apply to all sub-folders under the shared folder.
l
l
l
l
l

Allow Access - Sub-folders can be accessed by the Web User.
Create - Sub-folders can be created under the selected folder.
Rename - Sub-folders can be renamed.
Delete - Sub-folders and their contents can be deleted.
Share - Sub-folders can be shared with registered Web Users.

File Level Permissions
l
l
l

l

l

Download (Read) - The file can be downloaded (read).
Overwrite - A file with the same name can overwrite the existing file on an upload.
Append - The file can be appended to on an upload. This allows a failed transfer to resume
uploading a partial file.
Checksum - A checksum is calculated to verify the file is complete and not compromised
during transmission. This is a common setting for AS2 transfers.
Share - The file can be shared with registered Web Users. When sharing is enabled,
context menus will display the share option within the Web Client.

Outgoing Shared Files and Folders
When an outgoing shared file or folder is selected, the following details are displayed in the righthand column.

User Name
The name of the user that the file or folder is being shared with.
Email
The email address for the user that the file or folder is being shared with.
Shared On
The date and time that the file or folder was shared.
Outgoing Shared Files and Folder Actions
l
l

Stop the sharing of a file or folder by clicking the Delete icon.
View permission details by clicking the View icon.
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View Web User File System
The View Web User File System page displays the network folders and files to which the Web
User has access. Each file and folder is displayed in the right column and its details are
summarized in the left. Click the icon beside each file or folder to view its details. No changes to
the file or folder permissions can be made on this page.
The files and folders displayed reflect the selected options on the Folder tabs of the Web User
account and Web User Groups to which it belongs. The home directory is a consolidation of all
folder permissions granted to the Web User and their Web User Group memberships. The
permissions for files and subfolders are consolidated based on the Consolidate Subfolders
option on the Folders tab of the Web User Settings.
This page also shows the relative/virtual path displayed to the Web User and the actual physical
path where the file resides. The physical path can be on a shared network location and
referenced using variables. When disk quotas are configured, the page displays the quota size
and amount used. Learn more about disk quotas and virtual folders in GoAnywhere in the Virtual
Folders and Files section.
To view the Web User File System, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Web Users page, click the Action icon beside a Web User and then click View File
System.
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Folder and File Icons
The following icons indicate where the file or folder is defined:
- A virtual folder defined at the Web User level.
- A virtual file defined at the Web User level.
- A virtual folder defined at the Web User Group level.
- A virtual file defined at the Web User Group level.
- A folder not defined in GoAnywhere. The folder permissions on are inherited from the
parent.
- A file not defined in GoAnywhere. The file permissions are inherited from the parent
folder.

View Web User GoDrive
The View Web User GoDrive page displays a Web User's GoDrive access, disk usage, and files
and folders in the Web User's GoDrive account. Each file and folder is displayed in the right pane
and its details are summarized in the left pane. Click the View icon beside each file or folder to
view its details. No changes to the file or folder permissions can be made on this page.
To view the Web User's GoDrive, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Web Users page, click the Action icon beside a Web User and then click View
GoDrive.
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GoDrive Filter
The GoDrive filter field allows you to display the Active Files in a GoDrive account or the files that
have been deleted to the Trash Bin.
GoDrive Folder and File Icons
The following icons indicate if a file or folder is locked, shared, or contains a comment:
l
l
l
l
l
l

The file is not locked.
No comments have been made on the file or folder.
The file or folder has not been shared with another user.
The file is locked.
The file or folder has comment(s).
The file or folder is shared or has links. Select the icon to view a summary of the Web
Users who can access the shared item and the links associated with it.

Reset Web User Password
This feature allows you to reset the password for a Web User if their password is authenticated
against the GoAnywhere database.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
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3. In the Web Users page, click the Action icon next to the Web User.
4. From the drop-down list click Reset Password.

Password Generation
Passwords for Web User accounts can be generated based on the Web User Password Policy.
Otherwise, the Web User Manager can type in the password manually. If specifying the
password, GoAnywhere will alert you if the password does not meet the Web User Password
Policy.
Password Options
The password options allow you to choose how the new Web User password is handled. The
following options can be specified when resetting the Web Users password:
l
l

l

Display password to the page - The new Web User password is displayed on the page.
Email password - The password is emailed to the Web User using a Web User Email
Template. If an email address is not defined for a Web User, this option is not available.
Force Password Change at Next Login - This option is only available to Web Users using
the HTTPS service. If selected, this option will force a Web User to type a new password
after a successful initial login.

Web User SSH Keys
The Web User SSH Keys page provides options to associate SSH keys to a Web User account by
either importing keys or selecting existing keys. This allows the Web User to authenticate to the
SFTP service using a public key as long as their account's authentication type is setup to allow
public key authentication. A Web User can be associated with multiple SSH keys. A single SSH
key can be shared across multiple Web Users.
To manage SSH keys for a Web User:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Web Users page, click the Action icon next to the Web User, and then click SSH
Keys.

Available Options
l

l

l
l
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Import an SSH public key into the Key Vault for a Web User by clicking the Import Public
Key button. Once the key is imported, it will become associated to the Web User account.
Add an existing SSH public key from the SSH Key Manager by clicking the Add Existing
Key button. This action will launch a pop-up showing all public SSH keys that can be
associated with the Web User. Click the name of a key in the list to select the key for the
Web User.
Click the Done button to return to the Web User Management page.
Remove an associated SSH key from a Web User by clicking the Delete icon. This will not
delete the SSH key from the Key Vault, but will only disassociate the SSH key from the
Web User.
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Promote Web Users
One or more Web Users can be promoted to another GoAnywhere server using the Promote Web
User process.
To promote Web User accounts, follow the instructions below:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. In the Web Users page, select the corresponding check boxes for the Web Users and then
click the Promote button.
4. On the Promote Web User page, specify the following:
l

l
l
l

Target Server - The host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere installation where
the Web User(s) are being promoted. The value specified must be a URL of the form
http://[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the
target GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere
is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
User Name - A User account with the Web User Manager role on the target server.
Password - The password for the User account.
Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.

5. When complete, click the Promote button to promote the Web Users.

Delete Web Users
The Delete Web Users page provides a wizard that will deactivate Web User accounts, delete
their associated Secure Mail Packages, delete the Web User's home directory, remove or transfer
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their GoDrive files, and then remove the Web User account from GoAnywhere.
TIP:

The deleted Web User's event details will remain in the audit logs until the logs are archived
or purged as specified in the Global Log Settings.
1. To delete Web User accounts, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web Users link.
3. To delete a single Web User, click the Action icon and then click Delete.
4. To delete multiple Web Users, use the check boxes to select the desired Web Users and
then click the Delete button in the page footer.
WARNING:

At each step of the wizard, the action explained on screen is immediately executed when you
click the Next button to move to the following step. Clicking Cancel after you have moved to
the next step does not undo the changes made on previous steps.

Step 1: Disable Web Users
When the Next button is pressed, the selected Web User's sessions will be terminated, their
GoDrive devices will be deactivated, and the Web User accounts will be disabled.

Step 2: Delete Secure Mail Packages
If the Web Users have Secure Mail Packages, press the Next button to delete them.
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Step 3: Delete Home Directories
Select the Web Users from the list, and then press the Next button to delete their home directory.

Step 4: Remove GoDrive
If the Web Users have GoDrive accounts, you can delete the GoDrive files or reassign the files to
another Web User account.
If the GoDrive user is sharing files and folders, you must specify a Web User that will take
ownership of the user's files and folders. A new directory will be created in the reassigned Web
User's GoDrive directory with the name of the Web User that was deleted. The files or folders will
continue to be shared to other Web Users. Any existing GoDrive Links will also be migrated to the
new Web User.
Press the Next button to delete the files or reassign the GoDrive files and folders to the selected
Web User.
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Step 5: Delete Web User Accounts
The Web Users are ready to be deleted. Press the Next button to delete the Web Users.

Web User Groups
A Web User Group is an association of one or more Web Users. Each Web User Group can be
assigned specific permissions for controlling access to various GoAnywhere functions. All Web
Users belonging to a Web User Group will adopt the permissions from that Group.
For instance, you may want to create a Web User Group for employees that have both upload
and download permissions and another Web User Group could be created for trading partners
who can only download files.

Web User Groups Management
To manage Web User Groups, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Groups link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a Web User Group by clicking the Add Web User Group button.
Import Web User Groups by clicking the Import from XML button.

Web User Groups Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

Edit a Web User Group by clicking Edit.
View Web User Group details by clicking View.
View the change history for the Web User Group by clicking Change History.
Delete a Web User Group by clicking Delete.
Move the Web User Group to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the
target Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Web User Group
before it is saved.
Click Promote to promote the selected Web User Groups to another GoAnywhere server.
Click Export to export the selected Web User Group information to an XML file. The
selected Web User Groups are saved in a file named "export-web-groups.xml" on your
local computer.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l

Delete one or more selected Web User Groups.
Promote one or more selected Web User Groups to another GoAnywhere server.
Export the selected Web User Groups to an XML file. The selected Web User Groups are
saved in a file named "export-web-groups.xml" on your local computer. This file can be
used as a backup or for importing the Web User Groups to another GoAnywhere instance.

Select Web User Group Type
When an LDAP Managed Login Method exists, you will be prompted to select the type of Web
User Group to create. By default, the membership for the Web User Group is managed by
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GoAnywhere. Select the LDAP Managed Group option if the group membership is maintained on
the LDAP server.

GoAnywhere Group
The Web Users associated in the group are defined by the GoAnywhere administrator pages.
LDAP Managed Group
The Web Users associated in the group are defined by the LDAP Managed server.
Login Method – When LDAP Managed Group is selected, you must select an LDAP Login
Method available from the Login Methods Management page.
LDAP Group – Displays the available groups in the selected LDAP server.

Configuring Web User Groups
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Web User Group:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Groups link.
3. To add a Web User Group, in the Web User Groups page, click the Add Web User Group
link in the toolbar.
4. Select the Web User Group Type and then click Continue.
5. To edit a Web User Group, in the Web User Groups page, click the Edit icon beside the
Web User Group you wish to edit.
6. Type or edit the Web User Group information in the appropriate boxes on the General tab.
7. Assign members (Web Users) to the Web User Group.
8. Click to select the folders and file permissions that will be assigned to the Web User Group
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on the Folders tab.
9. Click the Save button to add the Web User Group.

General

Group Name
A unique name for the Web User Group.
Description
The optional description for the Group.
Protocols
The protocols to which the members of the Web User Group have access.
GoDrive
This option allows members of the Web User Group to use the GoDrive file system for
collaboration, sharing and synchronization of documents.
GoDrive Access
When GoDrive is enabled, you can select the access level for the Web User Group members:
l

l

Full Licensed User - Members of this Web User Group can read, write, modify, delete,
upload, download, synchronize files, and share files in GoDrive. When this option is
selected, one GoDrive User License is consumed when the Web User accesses GoDrive
for the first time. To remove a GoDrive license from a Web User, use the Remove GoDrive
option from the Web User's Action menu from the Web User Management page.
View Only - Members of this Web User Group can only read and download files that are
shared with them by other Web Users.
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GoDrive Disk Space Limited
Disk quotas can be used to control the maximum GoDrive storage space allowed for members of
a Web User Group. If a Full Licensed User attempts to upload a file which would exceed their
disk quota, GoAnywhere will cancel the transfer and return an error to the user.
GoDrive uses the following rules to determine what is counted towards a user's maximum disk
quota:
l

l
l
l

All files and folders located in the user's GoDrive workspace in which the user has the
Owner, Contributor, or Editor role. Files that have been shared to a user with the Viewer
role do not count against the disk quota.
When a user has accepted a shared file with the Owner, Contributor, or Editor role.
Files with the Owner, Contributor, or Editor role that are located in the Trash Bin.
When multiple revisions of a file are available, only the current revision of the file is
counted towards a user's disk quota.

There are three options available on the Disk Space Limited field:
l

l

l

Blank (not specified) - Web Users that belong to this Web User Group will have unlimited
disk space, unless disk space is limited on the Web User.
Yes - The disk space is limited for Web Users that belong to this Web User Group. When
GoDrive disk quotas are specified on both the Web User and Web User Group level, the
highest value will be used.
No - Web Users that belong to this Web User Group do not have a disk quota, unless the
Disk Space Limited field is set to "Yes" on the Web User.

GoDrive Disk Space Limit
The maximum amount of disk space available for the Web User Group members in GoDrive.
GoDrive Create Links Allowed
Provides Web Users the ability to share files and folders using a publicly accessible URL. Links
can be password protected and can be set to expire after a specified number of days.
Secure Folders
The Secure Folders option provides Web Users the ability to work with authorized network
folders and files from within the browser-based Web client.
Secure Forms
This option provides a Web User the ability to submit Secure Forms.
Send Secure Mail
This option allows Web User Group members to send Secure Mail through either the Web Client
or the Secure Mail plugin for Outlook®.
Send Invitations
Web User Group members can invite other individuals to self-register when logged into the
GoAnywhere Web Client.
Allow Users to Change Password
This option makes a Change Password link available at the top of the page in the GoAnywhere
Web Client for members of the Web User Group.
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View Activity Report
This option allows Web User Group members to view their own activity report when logged in to
the GoAnywhere Web Client. Web Users will be able to view login activity, along with file upload
and download information.

Members
The Web User Group members can be managed from GoAnywhere or an LDAP Managed server.
The following options are based on the group membership type:

GoAnywhere Group
The Web Users are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available
members who do not belong to this Group. The column on the right displays the members
who are assigned to this Group. Click to select members individually or all Web Users by
clicking the checkbox in the heading and then use the direction buttons between the
columns to move members to the appropriate side.

Assigning Web Users to a Web User Group
Perform the following steps to assign Web Users to a Web User Group:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select the Web User(s) to assign to the Web User
Group.
2. When the desired Web Users are selected, click the
Right arrow between the
group boxes to move the Web Users from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Web Users from a Web User Group
Perform the following steps to remove Web Users from a Web User Group:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select the Web User(s) to remove from the
group.
2. When the desired Web Users are selected, click the
Left arrow between the group
boxes to move the Web Users from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
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LDAP Managed Group
Membership for LDAP Managed Web User Groups is maintained by the LDAP server. The
Members tab displays read-only attributes for which LDAP group it is associated with.
Managed by Login Method
Displays the LDAP Managed Login Method name.
Group Distinguished Name
Displays the group DN from the Managed LDAP Server.

Folders
Multiple folders and files can be authorized to a Web User Group from the Folders tab. These
folders and files can have individual permissions assigned, which are inherited by all Web Users
belonging to the Web User Group. Folder and file paths can point to locations on the local file
system or other file systems on the network. If defining virtual folders that are relative to the Web
User's home directory (using the ${homeDirectory} variable in the path name), a prompt will allow
you to automatically create these folders for all Web Users belonging to the group.
The disk quota settings control the total storage space for each Web User. Files uploaded that
exceed the disk quota are not saved. The amount of space used per Web User and a summary of
the files and folders to which they have access is available on the View File System page.
NOTE:

Changes to the disk quota settings can take up to ten minutes of folder inactivity to take
effect.
Learn more about virtual folders and how they are configured in Virtual Folders.
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NOTE:

If the Web User has a virtual folder or file defined with the same alias as the Group to which
they belong, the Web User's defined virtual folder or file will take precedence.

Forms
The Forms tab is used to assign Secure Forms to Web User Groups. The Secure Forms are split
in two columns. The column on the left displays the available Secure Forms and the column on
the right displays the Secure Forms the Web User Group has access to. Click to select Secure
Forms and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move Secure Forms to the
appropriate side.

Address Books
The Address Books tab specifies the Address Books the Web User Group has access to.

Personal Address Book
Allow the Web Users in this group to use their personal address book in the GoAnywhere Web
Client.
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Shared Address Books
The Shared Address Books are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the
available Address Books and the column on the right displays the Address Books the Web User
Group has access to. Click to select Address Books and then use the direction buttons between
the columns to move Address Books to the appropriate side.
Restrict to Shared Address Books
Restrict the Web Users in this group to using only address books created and shared by an
admin. If this option is enabled along with the Personal Address Book option, the Web User
Group will be allowed to manage contacts in their personal address book but will not be able to
send, share, or request files from those contacts.

Import Web User Groups From XML
Web User Groups can be exchanged between GoAnywhere servers using XML format. To
generate the XML file, export the Web User Groups from the source GoAnywhere server. After
the XML file is generated, follow the instructions below to import the Web User Groups from the
XML file:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Groups link.
3. In the Web User Groups page, click the Import from XML link in the toolbar.
4. On the Import Web User Groups From XML page, specify the following:
l

l
l

l

l
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Import From - The XML file can be imported from either a file on the end user’s PC
or a file on the source GoAnywhere server.
Input File - The path or location of the XML file containing the import information.
Ignore User Membership - When a Web User Group is exported, the XML file
contains a list of Web Users that are associated with the Web User Group. When
importing, this option can be specified to ignore all Web Users associated with the
Web User Group. If this option is not specified and Web Users are listed in the XML
file, those Web Users must already exist in GoAnywhere. When importing Web User
Groups and Web Users from another system, it is recommended to first import the
Web User Groups using the Ignore User Membership option and then import the
Web Users. The Web Users will be associated to the Web User Groups when they
are imported.
Ignore Secure Forms - A Web User Group may be linked to a number of Secure
Forms. When importing a Web User Group, this option can be specified to ignore all
Secure Forms associated with the Web User Group. If this option is not specified,
the Secure Forms associated with this group must already exist in GoAnywhere.
Domain - The Domain where the Web Users Groups will belong when imported.
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5. When complete, click the Import button. A message on the page displays the import
results.
NOTE:

It is not recommended to import Web User Groups from an XML file created outside of
GoAnywhere.

Web User Group Change History
The Web User Group Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Web User
Group, the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Web User Group Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Web User
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Web User Groups. Click the Web User Group’s
Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Web User Group Details
The Web User Group Details page shows the properties for the Web User Group, as well as the
Web User Templates and Web User Members assigned to that Group. Follow the instructions
below to view the Web User Group Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Users, and then click the Web User Groups link.
3. In the Web User Groups page, click the View icon next to the Web User Group.
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Promote Web User Groups
One or more Web User Groups can be promoted to another GoAnywhere server using the
Promote Web User Groups process.
To promote Web User Groups, follow the instructions below:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Users, and then click the Web User Groups link.
3. In the Web User Groups page, select the check boxes for the Web User Groups to promote
and then click the Promote button.
4. On the Promote Web Groups page, specify the following:
l

l
l
l

l

l

Target Server - The host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere installation where
the Web User Groups are being promoted. The value specified must be a URL of the
form http://[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of
the target GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which
GoAnywhere is running, which by default is 8000. An example value would be
http://10.1.4.1:8000/goanywhere.
User Name - A User account with the Web User Manager role on the target server.
Password - The password for the User account.
Ignore User Membership - A Web User Group is typically linked to a number of Web
Users. When promoting a Web User Group, this option can be specified to ignore all
Web Users associated with the Web User Group. If this option is not specified, the
Web Users associated with that group must already exist in GoAnywhere on the
target system. When promoting Web User Groups and Web Users from one system
to another, it is recommended to first promote the Web User Groups using the Ignore
User Membership option and then promote the Web Users. The Web Users will be
associated to the Web User Groups when they are promoted.
Ignore Secure Forms - A Web User Group may be linked to a number of Secure
Forms. When promoting a Web User Group, this option can be specified to ignore all
Secure Forms associated with the Web User Group. If this option is not specified, the
Secure Forms associated with this group must already exist in GoAnywhere on the
target system.
Target Domain - The name of the target Domain on the target server. This field is
required when the user is authorized to more than one Domain.
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5. When complete, click the Promote button to promote the Web User Groups.

Web User Templates
Web User Templates provide a method to configure the default account settings when new Web
Users are created. By defining templates that share common settings (authentication,
permissions, account expirations, etc.), this can dramatically reduce the time needed to create
new Web User accounts.
For example, a template could be defined for internal employees with all service and command
permissions, Active Directory authentication and no account expiration. Another template could
be defined for trading partners to authenticate against GoAnywhere with limited account
permissions and the account automatically expires after 30 days. With these templates defined,
Web User creation can be as simple as specifying the Web User name and other general
information like a first and last name, phone number and email address.

Web User Template Management
To manage Web User Templates, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Templates link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add a Web User Template by clicking the Add Web User Template link in the toolbar.

Web User Template Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

l

l

View Web User Template details by clicking View.
View the change history for the Web User Template by clicking Change History.
Edit a Web User Template by clicking Edit.
Copy a Web User Template by clicking Copy.
Delete a Web User Template by clicking Delete. The Web User template cannot be used
by an LDAP managed login method, and at least one Web User Template must exist on the
server.
Move the Web User Template to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting
the target Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Web User
Template before it is saved.
Add a new Web User based on the corresponding template by clicking Add Web User.

Configuring Web User Templates
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Web User Template:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Templates link.
3. To add a Web User Template, in the Web User Templates page, click the Add Web User
Template link in the page toolbar.
4. To edit a Web User Template, click the Edit icon next to the Web User template.
5. Type or edit the Web User template information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button to create the Web User template.
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General

Name
A unique name for the Web User Template.
Description
This is optional space to further describe the Web User Template. This field is limited to 512
characters.

Authentication
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Login Method
Specify which technique should be used to authenticate the Web User. Valid methods are Active
Directory (AD), LDAP, SAML, IBM i user profiles, LDAP Managed server(s), RADIUS (RSA
SecurID), and the GoAnywhere database. The valid methods are defined on the Login Methods
page.
When the default option is selected, the Web User will use the default Login Method for Web
Users specified in the Login Methods page. To authenticate against another Login Method, clear
the checkbox and select it from the drop-down list. The password options are only shown when
authentication is performed against the GoAnywhere database.
Password Generation
Passwords for Web User accounts can be generated automatically based on the Web User
Password Policy. Otherwise the Web User Manager creating the account can type in the
password manually. If specifying the password, GoAnywhere will alert you if the password does
not meet the Web User Password Policy.
Password Options
If authenticating the Web User account against the GoAnywhere database, the following options
can be specified for the Web User password:
l
l

l

l

Display password to the screen- The new Web User password is displayed on the page.
Email password - The password is emailed to the Web User using a Web User Email
Template.
Allow User to Change Password - This option makes a Change Password link available at
the top of the page in the HTTPS Web Client.
Force Password Change at Next Logon - This option is only available to Web Users using
the HTTPS service. If selected, this option will force a Web User to type a new password
after a successful initial login. This is the best practice.

Password Expiration Interval
If authenticating the Web User account against the GoAnywhere database, the password
expiration interval determines how long before a password expires.
l
l
l

Default - The Password Expiration Interval is defined in the Web User Password Policy.
Password Never Expires.
Password Expires After - The Web User password will expire after the specified number of
days.

Authentication Types
The Authentication Type can be specified per service. This provides the Web User Manager with
complete control over the Web User's access. For example, a Web User can be forced to use a
password and certificate when authenticating to FTPS but only require a password for HTTPS. If
a certificate is used for authentication, the Client Authentication setting on the SSL tab of the
specific service must be set to Optional or Required.
If certificate authentication is specified and the certificate being used is either self-signed or
signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), then the certificate will need to be imported into
the service's defined location for certificates, either the Key Management System or File Based
Keys location. Importing the certificate instructs GoAnywhere to trust this source. If the certificate
being used is already signed by a trusted authority (for example, Verisign, GoDaddy, Equifax,
etc.) the certificate does not need to be imported since the trust is inherited.
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Certificate Key Location
Select whether Web Users created by this template should use certificates from the Key
Management System or Default Trusted Certificates File. File based certificate settings may not
be available if restricted at the Domain level.
l

If Key Vault is selected in the Certificate Key Location field, specify the Key Vault location
that contains the certificate.

AS2
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Multiple Web Users can use the same certificate when authenticating to AS2.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

AS4
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Multiple Web Users can use the same certificate when authenticating to AS4.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password. If either is selected, type a SHA1
Fingerprint for the Web User's certificate in the box.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

FTPES (Explicit SSL)
l
l
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Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
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l

l

Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

FTPS (Implicit SSL)
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User to
specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

GoFast
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User to
specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

HTTPS
l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password. If
RADIUS (RSA SecurID) Two-Factor Authentication is selected, Web Users will need to
provide an RSA SecurID token in addition to their password when logging in to the
HTTPS Web Client. If Time-based One-Time Password Two-Factor Authentication is
selected, Web Users will need to enter a one-time password provided by an application
such as Google Authenticator. If GoAnywhere One-Time Password is selected, Web Users
will need to enter a one-time verification code provided by text or email.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User to
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l

specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Each Web User must have a unique SHA1 Fingerprint.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.

PeSIT
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by a certificate. If the certificate being used is
either self-signed or signed by an untrusted Certificate Authority (CA), the public certificate
must be in the Key Management System or the Default Trusted Key Store, and the private
certificate on the Web User's local computer. This method does not require the Web User
to specify a user name or password any time they use GoAnywhere.
Either - If a matching certificate is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically authenticate. However if a match is not found, the Web User can still login to
the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Certificate - Web Users are authenticated by their standard Web User name
and password along with a shared certificate that is both on the GoAnywhere server and
the Web Users' local computer.

SFTP
l
l

l

l

Password - Web Users login using their standard Web User name and password.
Public Key - Web Users use a public key on the server to encrypt a session key that
produces a secure login.
Either - If a matching public key is found during the connection, the Web User will
automatically pass authentication. However if a key match is not found, the Web User can
still login to the GoAnywhere server with a user name and password.
Password and Public Key - Web Users must login using their Web User name and
password along with a public key.

NOTE:

Associate an SSH public key with a Web User by using the SSH Keys option on the Web
Users page.

Groups
Web Users can belong to one or more Web User Groups. A Web User will adopt the permissions
from any Web User Groups they belong to. They will also have access to any folders which the
Web User Groups are authorized to access.
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The Web User Groups are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available
Groups to which the Web User Template is not a member. The column on the right displays the
Groups in which the Web User Template is a member. Click to highlight groups and then use the
direction buttons between the columns to move Groups to the appropriate side. Multiple entries
can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
TIP:

For ease of Web User management, it is generally not recommended to give individual
permissions to a Web User. Instead, assign each Web User to one or more Web User
Groups, from which the Web User will adopt the permissions assigned to those Web User
groups. This allows you to quickly adjust permissions for several Web Users at once by
changing the permissions for the Web User Group(s) in which they belong.

Features
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Protocols
Select the services the Web User can use for performing file transfers. If the Web User is a
member of a group, these services are in addition to the services inherited from the group.
GoDrive
This option provides Web Users the ability to use the GoDrive file system for collaboration,
sharing and synchronization of documents.
GoDrive Access
When GoDrive is enabled for the Web User, you can select the Web User's access level to this
feature:
l

l

Full Licensed User - This is a fully licensed user that can read, write, modify, delete,
upload, download, synchronize files, and share files in GoDrive.
View Only - This is a limited user that can only read and download files that are shared
with them by other Web Users.

GoDrive Disk Space Limited
Disk quotas can be used to control the maximum GoDrive storage space allowed for a Web User.
If a Full Licensed User attempts to upload a file which would exceed their disk quota,
GoAnywhere will cancel the transfer and return an error to the Web User.
GoDrive uses the following rules to determine what is counted towards a Web User's maximum
disk quota:
l

l
l
l

All files and folders located in the user's GoDrive workspace in which the user has the
Owner, Contributor, or Editor role. Files that have been shared to a user with the Viewer
role do not count against the disk quota.
When a user has accepted a shared file with the Owner, Contributor, or Editor role.
Files with the Owner, Contributor, or Editor role that are located in the Trash Bin.
When multiple revisions of a file are available, only the current revision of the file is
counted towards a user's disk quota.

There are three options available on the Disk Space Limited field:
l

Blank (not specified) - The Web User will have unlimited disk space, unless disk space is
limited at the Web User Group level. This option is preferred when you want to control disk
quotas from the Web User Group this user belongs to.

l

Yes - The disk space is limited for the Web User. When GoDrive disk quotas are specified
on both the Web User and Web User Group level, the highest value will be used. If the
Web User Group this user belongs to does not have a disk limit (by selecting "No" on the
Disk Space Limited field for the Web User Group), this user will be unlimited. If the GoDrive
Disk Space Limited field is unspecified on the Web User Group level, this user will be
limited.
No - This user does not have a disk quota. This setting will take precedence over any limit
specified on the Web User Group level.

l

GoDrive Disk Space Limit
The maximum amount of disk space available for this Web User in GoDrive.
GoDrive Create Links Allowed
Provides Web Users the ability to share files and folders using a publicly accessible URL. Links
can be password protected and can be set to expire after a specified number of days.
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Secure Folders
The Secure Folders option provides Web Users the ability to work with authorized network folders
and files from within the browser-based Web client.
Secure Forms
This option provides a Web User the ability to submit Secure Forms.
Send Secure Mail
This option provides a Web User with the ability to send Secure Mail through either the Web
Client or the Secure Mail plugin for Outlook®.
Send Invitations
Web Users can invite other individuals to self-register when logged in to the GoAnywhere Web
Client.
View Activity Report
This option allows Web Users to view their own activity report from the GoAnywhere Web Client.
Web Users will be able to view their login activity, as well as audit logs on their file uploads and
downloads.
Max Concurrent Sessions
The total number of active sessions a Web User can have open at any one time across all
available services. If this field is left blank, the Web User is permitted to have unlimited concurrent
sessions.

Folders
A Web User can be authorized to one or more folders or files, which may be located on the local
file system or other file systems on the network. When creating a Web User, the virtual folders
and files defined in the template will be assigned to the Web User. These folders and files can be
later modified at the Web User level. More information about virtual folders and disk quotas is
available on the Virtual Folders page.
For example, if each Web User should have an Inbound and Outbound directory, then there
should be two sub-folders defined on the Web User Template with paths of
${homeDirectory}/Inbound and ${homeDirectory}/Outbound respectively.
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Home Directory Variables
When defining the home directory for a template, variables can be specified within the directory
path by clicking the
icon. To combine text with one or more variables, hold the Ctrl key
while selecting the variable from the drop-down list. The following variables are supported:

Variable

Description

${user.name}

The Web User
account name.

${user.firstName}

The first name of
the Web User.

${user.lastName}

The last name of
the Web User.

${user.organization}

The Web User's
organization.

${user.email}

The email
address of the
Web User.

Multiple variables can be used within the path name, for example:
C:\webdocs\${user.organization}\${user.name}.
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IP Filter
The IP filter can be used to indicate which IP addresses are allowed or restricted when the Web
User connects to GoAnywhere. Both IPv4 and IPv6 address formats are supported.

Enable IP Filter
The IP Filter can be enabled or disabled at the individual Web User level.
Filter Type
A Block List will deny any specified addresses and permit all others, whereas a Allow List will only
permit the specified addresses and deny all others. In most cases a Global IP Filter is set to Block
List addresses that are known threats. At the Web User level, it is common to specify an allow list
of allowable addresses.
Filter Entries
The Filter Entries is a list of IP addresses that will either be denied or permitted based on the Filter
Type selected above. Click a row to type an IP address in either single, range, or CIDR notation
format. Do not leave spaces between hyphens or slashes when specifying ranges or using CIDR
notation (for example, 10.1.4.1/24 or 10.1.4.1-10.1.255.255). A red flag on an entry simply
indicates that it is a new entry.
NOTE:

A single IPv4 address is comprised of four sets of three numbers from 0 to 255, separated by
periods. A single IPv6 address is comprised of eight sets of four hexidecimal numbers,
separated by colons. An IP range includes all the addresses between two specified
addresses. The addresses are separated by a hyphen. An IP address in CIDR notation is an
IP address followed by a "prefix." The prefix notates a range of IP addresses without the need
to type all the sets.

Time Limits
The Time Limits tab allows specifying options for expiring Web User accounts after a certain
number of days. Options are also provided to limit times of day and weekdays on which a Web
User can login.
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Expire Account After Creation
This option can automatically expire Web User accounts based on the number of days after the
account was created.
Limit Time of Day
To limit the time period in which the Web User can login, choose the "Only allow between..."
option and then specify the range.
Limit Days of Week
To limit which days of the week the Web User can login, choose the "Only allow on..." option and
then select the days.
Disable Account When No Activity
The Web User account can be disabled after a number of inactive days. Inactive days are
calculated from the last login date or the last date the account was modified.
l

l
l

Default - The Disable Inactive Account value is defined on the General tab of Web User
Settings.
Never - The account will not disable based on inactivity.
Disable account after - The Web User account will become disabled after the specified
number of inactive days.

AS2
The AS2 tab allows specifying properties for receiving AS2 messages from the Web User.
Additional AS2 information is located in the AS2 Quick Start Guide.
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Message Decryption
Specify the configuration for decrypting the AS2 message body.
Decryption Certificate
Choose whether to use the default certificate specified on an AS2 Recipient in the HTTPS/AS2
server settings for decryption or to override it using an alternate certificate.
Key Location
Specify the location of the key, Default Private Keys File or Key Vault.
Key Vault
If the Key Location is a Key Vault, choose from the list of available Key Vaults.
Signature
Key Location
Select whether to use Key Vault keys or File Based keys to verify the certificate is trusted on
signed messages.
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NOTE:

File Based Key settings will not be visible if disabled at the Domain level.
Uploads
Default Folder
The location where AS2 messages are saved when received (uploaded). The default location is
the default home directory for the Web User, which is the [installdirectory]/userdata/webdocs/
[webuser] folder, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of GoAnywhere and
[webuser] is the account name of the Web User. If files for this Web User should be saved in a
different location, use the Other... option to manually type a folder location (for example,
inbound/as2). When using Virtual Folders, verify the Web User has the create folder permission.
When File Exists
The action that GoAnywhere performs when a file with the same name already exists in the
default upload folder.
Require
Encryption
This option indicates whether or not messages sent by this Web User must be encrypted.
Signature
A signed message contains a digital signature from the sender to further authenticate the
message. If signatures are required, any unsigned message sent by this Web User will be
rejected.
Authentication
Require username/password or certificate authentication for messages uploads. If authentication
is not required, GoAnywhere will use the AS2 From ID in the message to find the Web User with
a matching AS2 ID. HelpSystems recommends you set the 'Require Signature' option to 'true'
when authentication is not required.
MDN
Asynchronous Approval
If a return receipt is requested by the Web User, select if the MDN will be sent automatically
during the Web User's session or manually after the message is processed. The
Receipt icon
on the AS2 Log page indicates a manual receipt needs to be sent for a message. A manual
receipt can only be sent if a message is received successfully. If an error occurs during
transmission, an asynchronous receipt is sent automatically.
Signature Certificate
Specify the location of the certificate to use for signing the MDN receipt.
l

l

Default - The default specified on an AS2 Recipient located in the HTTPS/AS2 server
configuration.
Other - Override the default settings with an alternate certificate.

Signature Algorithm Format
The format of the signature algorithm. The default format, RFC 3851, does not include a hyphen
in the SHA algorithms while RFC 5751 will include a hyphen in the algorithm name. For example,
the algorithm SHA1 is understood by most AS2 systems but some may require it to be specified
as SHA-1.
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Address Books
Personal Address Book
Allow the Web Users created with this template to use the personal address book in the
GoAnywhere Web Client.
Restrict to Shared Address Books
Restrict the Web Users created with this template to using only address books created and
shared by an admin. If this option is enabled along with the Personal Address Book option, the
Web User will be allowed to manage contacts in their personal address book but will not be able
to send, share, or request files from those contacts.

Web User Template Change History
The Web User Template Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Web User
Template, the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Web User Template Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Web
User Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Web User Templates. Click the template's
Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information
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Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Web User Template Details
The Web User Template Details page shows the properties for the template.

Web User Devices
The Web User Device Manager is where you manage user's devices used to synchronize with
GoDrive and access Secure Folders and Secure Mail. A unique device ID is created in
GoAnywhere when a user installs the GoAnywhere Desktop Client, GoAnywhere Mobile Client,
or the Secure Mail plugin for Outlook® for the first time on their device. A user may have an
unlimited number of devices.
An administrator of GoAnywhere with the Web User Device Manager role can approve or deny
new devices, or deactivate devices that are no longer in use. Administrators can also report a
device as lost or stolen. GoDrive will remove all files and folders from devices that are flagged as
Disabled or Lost/Stolen the next time the device attempts a connection to GoDrive.
To manage Devices, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Device Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users > Web User Devices.
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Web User Device Actions
Search for a Device using the filter criteria provided, and then click the Search button on the
toolbar.
l
l
l
l
l

l

Status - Allows you to filter the Device list by the device status.
Activated - Allows you to filter devices by the date they were activated.
Web User - Allows you to filter devices based on the Web User they are associated with.
Lost/Stolen - Allows you to filter for devices that are marked as lost or stolen.
Client System Name - Allows you to filter devices by the system name they are installed
on.
Operating System - Allows you to filter devices by the Operating System the devices are
installed on.

The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l

l

l

l
l
l

View the device details by clicking View.
Deactivate a device by clicking Deactivate. When a device is deactivated, the GoDrive
folder on the user's system will be removed the next time the client attempts to sync with the
GoDrive.
Report a device as lost or stolen by clicking Lost or Stolen. The GoDrive folder on the
user's system will be removed the next time the client attempts to sync with the GoDrive.
Regenerate a new PIN to the user of the device by clicking Regenerate. An email
containing the new PIN will be sent to the user.
Approve a device by clicking Approve.
Deny a device by clicking Deny.
Force a user to authenticate a device by clicking Force User to Reauthenticate.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Device properties are displayed in the table.

Device Details
The Device Details page shows the properties for a device.

Web User Address Books
Web User Address Books enable Admin Users to create, manage, and share contacts between
Web Users and Web User Groups.
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Contacts in an Address Book can be created individually or organized into contact groups. When
an Address Book is created, it can be assigned to specific Web Users and Web User Groups.
Address Books can also be assigned in Web User and Web User Group configuration via the
Address Books tab.

Web User Address Book Management
To manage Web User Address Books, log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role.
If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add an Address Book by clicking Add Address Book.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Address Book Name - Filter by the name of the Address Book.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Address Book Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

View Address Book details by clicking View.
Edit an Address Book by clicking Edit.
Copy an Address Book be clicking Copy.
Delete an Address Book by clicking Delete.
Move the Address Book to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the
target Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the Address Book
before it is saved.
View the change history for the Address Book by clicking Change History.
Manage contacts for an Address Book by clicking Contacts.
Manage Contact Groups for an Address Book be clicking Contact Groups.

Address Book Columns
l

l
l
l

l

l
l

Name - The Address Book name. Click on an Address Book name to view or edit Address
Book details.
Domain - The domain that the Address Book is assigned to.
Description - Additional information concerning the Address Book.
Contacts - The number of Contacts in the Address Book. Click on the number to view and
manage Contacts for this Address Book.
Groups - The number of Contact Groups in the Address Book. Click on the number to view
and manage Contact Groups for this Address Book.
Modified by - The user who last modified the Address Book.
Modified On - The date on which the Address Book was last modified.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
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Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected Address Books.

Configuring an Address Book
Follow the instructions below to add or edit an Address Book:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
3. To add a Web User Address Book, click the Add Address Book link in the page toolbar.
Choose a Domain to assign the Address Book to, and then click the Continue button.
4. To edit a Web User Address Book, click the Actions icon next to the Address Book and
select Edit.
5. Type or edit the Address Book information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button when finished.

General

Name
The name of the Address Book.
Domain
The Domain the Address Book is assigned to.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Address Book. This field is limited to 512
characters.

Web Users

The members are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available members
who do not belong to this Address Book. The column on the right displays the members who are
assigned to this Address Book. Click to select members individually or all members by clicking the
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checkbox in the heading and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move
members to the appropriate side. Filter members using the filter field.
Assigning Members to an Address Book
Perform the following steps to assign members to the Address Book:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select the members to assign to the Address Book.
2. When the desired members are selected, click the Right arrow between the boxes to
move the members from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Members from an Address Book
Perform the following steps to remove members from an Address Book:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select the members to remove from the Address
Book.
2. When the desired members are selected, click the
Left arrow between the boxes to
move the members from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Web User Groups

The groups are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available groups who do
not belong to this Address Book. The column on the right displays the groups who are assigned
to this Address Book. Click to select groups individually or all groups by clicking the checkbox in
the heading and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move groups to the
appropriate side. Filter groups using the filter field.
Assigning Groups to an Address Book
Perform the following steps to assign groups to the Address Book:
1. On the left side of the page, click to select the groups to assign to the Address Book.
2. When the desired groups are selected, click the
Right arrow between the boxes to
move the groups from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Groups from an Address Book
Perform the following steps to remove groups from an Address Book:
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1. On the right side of the page, click to select the groups to remove from the Address Book.
2. When the desired groups are selected, click the
Left arrow between the boxes to move
the groups from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Address Book Details
The Address Book Details page shows the properties for the Address Book, as well as the Web
Users and Web Groups that have access to the Address Book. Follow the instructions below to
view the Address Book Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
3. In the Web User Address Books page, click the Actions next to the desire Address Book
and select View.

Address Book Change History
The Address Book Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Address Book, the
date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Address Book Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Web User
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Web User Address Books. Click the Address
Book's Action icon, and then click Change History.
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Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Contacts
The Web User Address Books Contacts page allows Admin Users to add and configure contacts
for Web user Address Books.
To manage contacts for a Web User Address Books, log in as an Admin User with the Web User
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
On the Address Books page, click the Address Book's Actions icon and select Contacts.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
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l
l

Add a Contact by clicking the Add Contact button.
Return to the Address Books page by clicking the Back button.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Email - Filter by email address.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l

Description - Filter by the contact description.
Name - Filter by contact's name.
Organization - Filter by organization.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Contact Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

View contact details by clicking View.
Edit a contact by clicking Edit.
Copy a contact be clicking Copy.
Delete a contact by clicking Delete.
View the change history for a contact by clicking Change History.

Contact Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l

Email - The email of the contact. Click on a contact email to edit the contact.
Name - The name of the contact.
Office Phone - The office phone number for the contact.
Mobile Phone - The mobile phone number for the contact.
Description - An optional description for the contact.
Modified On - The date on which the contact was last modified.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected contacts.

Configuring Contacts
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a contact:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
3. On the Address Books page, click the Address Book's Actions icon and select Contacts.
4. To add a contact, click the Add Contact link in the page toolbar.
5. To edit a contact, click on the contact email or click the Actions icon and select Edit.
6. Type or edit the contact information in the appropriate boxes.
7. Click the Save button when finished.

Address Book
The name of the Address Book the contact will be assigned to.
Email
The email address for the contact.
Name
The name of the contact.
Organization
The organization the contact belongs to.
Office Phone
The office phone number for the contact.
Mobile Phone
The mobile phone number for the contact.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the contact. This field is limited to 512
characters.

Contact Details
The Contact Details page shows contact information such as name, organization, and office
phone number. Follow the instructions below to view a Contact Details:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
3. On the Address Books page, click an Address Book's Actions icon and select Contacts.
4. On the Contacts page, click the Actions next to the desire contact and select View.

Address Book Contact Change History
The Address Book Contact Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a contact,
the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Address Book Contact Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the
Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for
that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Web User Address Books. On the Address
Books page, click an Address Book's Actions icon and select Contacts. Click the contact's
Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Contact Groups
The Web User Address Books Contact Groups page allows Admin Users to add and configure
contact groups for Web user Address Books.
To manage contact groups for a Web User Address Books, log in as an Admin User with the Web
User Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
On the Address Books page, click the Address Book's Actions icon and select Contact Groups.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a contact group by clicking the Add Group button.
Return to the Address Books page by clicking the Back button.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Email - Filter by email address.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Contact Group Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

View contact group details by clicking View.
Edit a contact group by clicking Edit.
Copy a contact group be clicking Copy.
Delete a contact group by clicking Delete.
View the change history for a contact group by clicking Change History.

Contact Group Columns
l
l
l
l

Name - The name of the contact group.
Description - An optional description for the contact group.
Contacts - The number of contacts in the contact group.
Modified On - The date on which the contact group was last modified.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected contact groups.

Configuring a Contact Group
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a contact group:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
3. On the Address Books page, click the Address Book's Actions icon and select Contact
Groups.
4. To add a contact group, click the Add Group link in the page toolbar.
5. To edit a contact group, click on the contact group name or click the Actions icon and
select Edit.
6. Type or edit the contact group information in the appropriate boxes.
7. Click the Save button when finished.

Address Book
The name of the Address Book the contact group will be assigned to.
Group
The name of the contact group.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the contact group. This field is limited to 512
characters.
Contacts
Contacts are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available contacts who do
not belong to this contact group. The column on the right displays the contacts who are assigned
to this contact group. Click to select contacts individually or all contacts by clicking the checkbox
in the heading and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move contacts to the
appropriate side. Filter contacts using the filter field.
Assigning Contacts to a Contact Group
Perform the following steps to assign contacts to the contact group:
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1. On the left side of the page, click to select the contacts to assign to the contact group.
2. When the desired contacts are selected, click the
Right arrow between the boxes to
move the contacts from left to right.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.
Removing Contacts from a Contact Group
Perform the following steps to remove contacts from a contact group:
1. On the right side of the page, click to select the contacts to remove from the Address Book.
2. When the desired contacts are selected, click the
Left arrow between the boxes to move
the contacts from right to left.
3. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Contact Group Details
The View Contact Group page shows contact group information such as name, description, and
a list of contacts belong to the group. Follow the instructions below to view a Contact Group
Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Users, and then click the Web User Address Books link.
3. On the Address Books page, click an Address Book's Actions icon and select Contact
Groups.
4. On the Contact Groups page, click the Actions next to the desire contact group and select
View.

Address Book Contact Group Change History
The Address Book Contact Group Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a
contact group, the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Address Book Contact Group Change History page, log in as an Admin User with
the Web User Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for
that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Web User Address Books. On the Address
Books page, click an Address Book's Actions icon and select Contact Groups. Click the
contact's Action icon, and then click Change History.
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Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Web User Settings
The Web User Settings page allows you to define the global security settings and password
policies for Web Users.
To manage the Web User Settings, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Settings link.
The settings are broken out over six tabs named General, Password Policy, User Name Policy,
Device Policy, Profile, Anonymous, and Folders.
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General

Disable Web User Accounts After
This value specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts before a Web User account is
disabled. The number of invalid attempts is reset after a successful login or when the Web User
account is re-enabled. A value of 0 indicates this setting is disabled and a Web User will have
unlimited login attempts. This setting does not apply to the anonymous Web User account.
Disable Inactive Web User Accounts After
A Web User account is disabled after the specified number of inactive days. Inactive days are
calculated from the last login date or the last date the account was modified. A value of 0 indicates
the Web User should not be disabled based on inactivity. This setting can be overridden at the
Web User level.

Password Policy
The Password Policy is used for Web Users that authenticate against the GoAnywhere database.
This page allows you to specify the password strength, minimum and maximum password ages,
and the ability to reuse older passwords.

Password Strength
Enforce Settings
Select the checkbox if the Web User passwords must adhere to the Password
Strength settings.
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Minimum Password Length
The minimum number of characters required for a password.
Minimum Number of Upper Case Letters
The minimum number of upper case (capital) letters that each password must
contain.
Minimum Number of Lower Case Letters
The minimum number of lower case letters that each password must contain. If you
do not want Web Users to use all upper case letters, change this value to a number
greater than zero (0).
Minimum Number of Digits
The minimum number of numerical characters that each password must contain.
Minimum Number of Special Characters
The minimum number of special characters that each password must contain.
Allowable Special Characters
The GoAnywhere default special characters are all the non-alphanumeric characters
on a standard US-101 keyboard. You can add more special characters if you are in a
location using more characters (for example, Japanese or Arabic characters).

Password Age
If a Web User's password expires and they attempt to login using the HTTPS Web Client,
they will be immediately prompted to change it.
Minimum Password Age
The number of days a password must be used before it can be changed. A value of
zero (0) indicates there is no password age and it can be changed at any time.
Maximum Password Age
The number of days before the password expires and must be changed. A value of
zero (0) indicates the password never expires.
Password Expiration Email Notification
The number of days before a password expires that a Web User is sent a password
expiration notice using an email template. A value of zero (0) indicates an email is
not sent. Click the Add Another Notification link to add additional expiration
reminders. For example, a Web User could be sent a reminder 10 days before, 5
days before and 3 days before.

Password History
Enforce Password History
Select this checkbox to indicate that passwords cannot be reused for a specified
number of times.
Disallow Reuse of the Last
When specified, a Web User must use this number of different passwords before
they can reuse an old password. The reuse value is any number between 1 and 25.
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User Name Policy

Enforce Settings
Select the checkbox if the user name for a Web User must adhere to the User Name Policy.
Minimum User Name Length
The minimum number of characters required for a user name. By default, the minimum length is
one (1).
Maximum User Name Length
The maximum number of characters that a user name can contain. The GoAnywhere default and
maximum length is sixty-four (64) characters.
Prohibited Special Characters
The characters that cannot be used in a user name. This is especially important if you create
folders based on User names.

Device Policy
The Device Policy tab allows you to specify security settings for the Web User devices that
access the GoAnywhere Desktop Client, GoAnywhere Mobile Client, or the Secure Mail plugin for
Outlook®.

PIN Verification Required
If enabled, this will require the user to perform a PIN verification when they attempt to register a
new device. A random PIN number will be sent via email to the Web User’s email address
(associated with their account). This PIN number must be entered on the Web User’s device to
complete the registration process. This security procedure will confirm that the Web User has
access to the email address specified in their account to prevent unauthorized access.
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PIN Length
Specify the length of the PIN number used for verification. A length of at least 6 digits is
recommended.
Admin Approval Required
If required, the new device will be placed into a Pending Approval status until approved by an
Admin user. An Admin User with the Web User Device Manager role can approve devices by
clicking the Action icon and then choose the Approve option on the Web User Devices page.
NOTE:

The PIN Length, PIN Verification, and Admin Approval settings do not apply when using the
Secure Mail plugin for Outlook®.
Notify Web User Device Managers
An email message will be sent to users with the Web User Device Manager role when a Web
User registers a device for GoDrive and the device requires admin approval or has become
activated.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to be notified when a Web User registers a device for GoDrive
and the device requires admin approval or has become activated. Separate multiple email
addresses with commas.
Require Device Reauthentication
If enabled, this will require the user to reauthenticate their device at specified intervals.
Reauthenticate Every
The interval in days before the user will be required to reauthenticate their device.

Profile
The Profile tab allows you to indicate which Web User fields are required when creating or editing
a Web User. You can also indicate which fields can be changed by Web Users when they
perform a Self-Registration or when they update their profile from within the Web Client.
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Required
Indicates if the field should be required from all places that allow this field to be configured.
Required fields are always allowed during Self-Registration and on the Update Profile page in the
Web Client. By default, all profile fields are optional.
Allow on Update Profile
Allows the Web User to edit this field on the Update Profile page in the Web Client. If this field is
not enabled, the option will not appear.
Allow on Self-Registration
When enabled, this field will be presented to a Web User during self-registration.
Unique Email Address
If enabled, Web User email addresses must be unique.

Anonymous
If enabled, an anonymous Web User can login with the Web User name "anonymous" and the
password is validated based on the Password Validation setting. The anonymous Web User
account is enabled in GoAnywhere's default Domain, and the WebDocs directory is located in the
Domain's WebDocs /anonymous folder. The default setting is disabled.
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Allow Anonymous Web User
If enabled, an anonymous Web User account will be shown on the Web User management page.
Users with the Web User Manager role can configure this special account with many of the same
options as a regular Web User. The anonymous Web User account is typically used for FTP and
FTPS protocols, but it can be configured to allow access to HTTPS, SFTP, AS2 and AS4. The
anonymous account is not allowed to be promoted, exported or deleted.
Password Validation
The password for the anonymous Web User account can be configured to validate in one of the
following ways:
l
l

l

No Validation - Regardless of what is entered for the password, it is not validated.
Valid Email Address - The password is validated to ensure that it follows a [name]@
[domain].[extension] syntax (for example, jsmith@example.com).
Regular Expression - The Regular Expression option allows you to customize how the
password is validated. Selecting this option requires that you specify a Password Regular
Expression. For example, a value of .+@example.com would require a user to specify a
password that ends with @example.com.

Show Password in Audit Log Remarks
The password value used by the anonymous Web User will be saved in the audit log when this
option is enabled.

Folders

Consolidate Subfolders
Permissions for folders and files can be specified on a Web User account and on the Web User
Groups to which they belong. Conflicts can occur when an Alias specified for a folder or file
matches another Alias at the same level. For example, when a subfolder called 'inbound' is
defined on the Web User and on the Web User Group of which it is a member. When the
Consolidate Subfolders option is enabled, the permissions for a folder or file are consolidated
between all duplicate aliases found. When disabled, the permissions are taken from the first
reference found, starting with the Web User account first followed by Web User Groups in
sequential order.
Disk quotas are also governed by the Consolidate Subfolders option. In much the same way,
when subfolders are consolidated, the highest disk quota is used. If subfolders are not
consolidated, the quota is taken from the first reference found, starting with the Web User
account and followed by Web User Groups in sequential order.
It is generally recommended to enable this setting unless overriding permissions is required.
Regardless of whether this setting is enabled, the permissions specified on the Home Directory
between Web Users and Web User Groups are always consolidated.
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Web User Self-Registration
Web User Self-Registration allows your employees and trading partners to create an account in
GoAnywhere through the Web Client interface. When allowed, a Create Account link is displayed
on the Web Client login page. The self-registration process is based on Web User Templates and
is based on the requester's email address or email domain.
When a user initiates self-registration, they complete a three step process to verify and register an
account. The first step requires the user to enter their email and a captcha code. If their email
passes the Email Patterns filter, they are sent a unique 36-character UUID verification code,
which can be pasted in the Verification Code box. The third step gathers login credentials and
contact information for the new Web User account. If the Email pattern for a new user requires
approval, users with the Web User Manager role are notified of the pending registration request.
Quick Start for Web-User Self-Registration
1. Configure the SMTP tab on the Global Settings page with a mail server that will be used to
send Web User notifications.
2. Specify the User Name Policy on the Web User Settings page. Any new Web User names
must meet this criteria. The Prohibited Special Characters are important as the Web User
name is used to create a folder on the server for that account. Some special characters are
not permitted in the folder names on most platforms.
3. Configure the Login Methods that each email filter group will use. The Login Methods are
subsequently used when configuring the Web User Template. If Web Users will
authenticate with the GoAnywhere Login Method, their password must conform to the Web
User Password Policy. If LDAP, Active Directory or IBM i options are used, Web Users will
be prompted for their existing credentials.
4. Create a Web User Template for each type of Web User who might self-register. The Web
User Template will define the access and services permitted for each new Web User.
5. Define the Web User Self-Registration filters below. To access the Web User SelfRegistration page, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. From the main
menu bar, select Users, and then click the Web User Self-Registration link.

Self-Registration Allowed
Indicates if self-registration and the ability to invite other people to use GoAnywhere is enabled. If
disabled, Web Users will not be able to send invitations from the HTTPS Web Client.
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Show Register Link on Login Page
When self-registration is enabled, this setting indicates if a link to register a new account should
be shown on the Web Client login page. Otherwise if the link is disabled, users will be able to
access the registration link with the URL https://[hostname][:port]/webclient/Register.xhtml.
Email Verification Grace Period
The length of time the unique verification code for self-registrations and invitations is valid. The
grace period time is displayed in hours.
Reverify Email on Invitations
When enabled, invited users will be presented with an additional email verification step to confirm
they have access to the email address used in the invitation. This additional verification prevents
users from forwarding invitations to others.
Email Patterns
The list of email domains either allowed or denied for self-registration. Additional email domains
can be added by clicking the Add Email Pattern link. When clicked, a new pattern is added to the
table.
Actions
The following actions are available for each Email pattern:
l
l
l

Click the Delete icon to delete the Email pattern.
Click the Move Up icon to move the Email pattern up in the list.
Click the Move Down icon to move the Email pattern down in the list.

NOTE:

Items higher in the list will be matched first even if a filter lower in the list explicitly allows or
denies an email address. For example, if email patterns were set for
'*support.helpsystems.com' and '*helpsystems.com', the email account
'user@helpsystems.com' would fail the first filter, but match the second.
Email Pattern
The email address or email domain that will be filtered. The email field supports the use of
wildcards. For example, use the pattern of *@example.com to include anyone with a domain
name of example.com.
Permission
Each email filter can have one of the following permissions:
l
l
l

Allowed - The Web User registration is allowed if their email address matches the pattern.
Denied - The Web User registration is denied if their email address matches the pattern.
Invite Only - The Web User registration is allowed only if they were specifically invited by
another Web User and their email address matches the pattern.

Web User Template
The Web User Template to use when creating the Web User account. All permissions and
settings defined in the selected Web User Template will be applied to the new Web User.
Requires Approval
If required, the new Web User will be placed into a Pending Approval status. An Admin User with
the Web User Manager role can approve accounts by clicking the Approve icon in the More
Actions drop-down list on the Web User page.
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Notify Web User Manager
Admin Users with the Web User Manager role (that are enabled and contain a valid email
address), can be notified by email each time a self-registered account is created. Select the
checkbox if notification should be sent.
Use Email as User Name
When enabled, a Web User who is self-registering will not have the option to choose a User
Name. Instead, their User Name will be the same as the email address they used for registration.
NOTE:

The Use Email as User Name option is only enforced during registration. An Admin User can
edit the user's email address after registration, and this will not change the User Name.

Partners
Partners are other businesses or entities with which you exchange data. Each Partner entry
contains all of the data necessary for exchanging documents. Once a Partner is created, it can be
utilized by the Project Designer.

Partner Management
Partners are created to provide Users with information that is needed to be able to exchange
documents with their trading partners. Partner data can be accessed in projects using the
PartnerInfo function.
To manage Partners:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Partners link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a Partner User by clicking Add Partner.
Manage Partner Documents by clicking Documents.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Partner - Filter by Partner name.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Partner Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l

View Partner details by clicking View.
Edit a Partner by clicking Edit.
Copy a Partner entry by clicking Copy.
Manage Partner documents by clicking Documents.
View the change history for the Partner by clicking Change History.
Delete a Partner by clicking Delete.

Partner Columns
l
l
l
l

Name - The Partner account name. Click on a Partner name to view or edit Partner details.
Description - Additional information concerning the Partner .
Modified On - The date on which the Partner account was last modified.
Modified By - The user who last modified the Partner Account.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected Partners.

Configuring a Partner
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Partner:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Partners link.
3. To add a Partner, click the Add Partner link in the page toolbar.
4. To edit a Partner, click the Action icon beside the Partner you wish to edit, and then click
Edit.
5. Type or edit the Partner information in the appropriate boxes.
6. Click the Save button when finished creating or editing the account.
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General

Name
The Partner Name is not case sensitive and can not exceed 64 characters.
NOTE:

When changing the Partner Name value, make sure to also update any tasks or projects that
reference this Partner.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Partner. This field is limited to 512
characters.
Domains
The Domains are split into two sections. The Domains to which the partner does not belong are
shown on the left side of the page. The Domains to which the Partner does belong are shown on
the right side of the page. Select a Domain, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Domain
to the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one column to another.
Metadata
Actions
The following actions are available:
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l
l

Click the Add Metadata icon to add an entry.
Click the Delete icon to delete an entry.

Key
An attribute key.
Value
The value of the Key.
Data Type
The Data for the value, String or Auto Incremental Number.
NOTE:

Partner metadata can be accessed in projects using the PartnerInfo function.

EDI Data
EDI Data is used for the exchange of documents through the Project Designer.

Days to keep EDI Documents
Specify the number of days to keep EDI documents. Selecting Default will use the value specified
in the Global Log Settings.
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Validate Control Number Uniqueness
Validate that incoming control numbers are unique among incoming control numbers stored for
this partner. Control numbers persist until the EDI document is purged according to the Days to
keep EDI Documents setting.
ISA Control Number
Specify the value used to uniquely identify the message.
Authorization Information Qualifier
Specify the code to identify the type of information in the Authorization Information.
Authorization Information
Information used for additional identification or authorization of the interchange sender or the
data in the interchange. The type of information is set by the Authorization Information Qualifier.
Security Information Qualifier
Specify the code to identify the type of information in the Security Information.
Security Information
Information used for identifying security information about the interchange sender or the data in
the interchange. The type of information is set by the Security Information Qualifier.
Trading Partner Qualifier
Specify the code to identify the type of information in the Trading Partner Id.
Trading Partner Id
Specify the code that identifies the partner receiving the EDI document. The type of information is
set by the Trading Partner Qualifier.
Internal Partner Qualifier
Specify the code to identify the type of information in the Internal Partner Id.
Internal Partner Id
Specify the code that identifies the internal partner sending the EDI document. The type of
information is set by the Internal Partner Qualifier.
Segment Terminator
Specify the character that will be used to terminate segments.
Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate elements.
Composite Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate composite elements.
Repetition Separator
Specify the character that will provide the delimiter used to separate repeated occurrences of a
simple data element or a composite data structure; this value must be different than the data
element separator, composite element separator, and the segment terminator.

Partner Change History
The Partner Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Partner, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
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To access the Partner Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Users from the main menu, and then click Partners. Click the Partner's Action icon, and
then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Partner Details
The Partner Details page shows the properties, such as the creation date and last modified date
for a Partner. Follow the instructions below to view Partner Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Partners link.
3. In the Partners page, click the View icon next to the Partner.
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Partner Document Management
The Partner Document Management page is used for associating specific EDI X12 documents to
predefined trading partners. EDI X12 documents can be downloaded from the Marketplace or
imported and assigned to the desired partner. Partner document data can be accessed in
projects using the PartnerInfo function.
To manage Partner documents:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Partners link.
3. To see all Partner documents, click Documents in the toolbar. To see only those
documents assigned to a specific Partner, select the Actions icon for the desired Partner,
and click Documents.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a Partner document by clicking Add Document.
Return to the Partner Management page by clicking Done.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Filter by Document name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
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l
l
l
l
l
l

Document Version - The version of the EDI X12 document.
Partner - Filter by Partner name.
Production/Test Indicator - Filter by current use state - test or production.
Standards Version - Filter by the standards version of the document.
Status - Filter by status - enabled or disabled.
Usage - Filter by document usage - inbound, outbound, or both.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Partner Document Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

View Partner document details by clicking View.
Edit a Partner document by clicking Edit.
View the change history for the Partner document by clicking Change History.
Delete a Partner document by clicking Delete.

Partner Document Columns
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Name - The Partner document name. Click on a Partner document name to view or edit
Partner document details.
Description - Additional information concerning the Partner document.
Partner - The Partner the document is assigned to.
Document Version - The version of the EDI X12 document.
Document Type - The type of EDI X12 document.
Usage - The usage type for the document - inbound, outbound, or both.
Status - The status of the document - enabled or disabled.
Standards Version - The standards version of the document.
Production/Test Indicator - The current use state - Test, Production, or Information.
Created On - The date on which the Partner document was created.
Created By - The user who created the Partner document.
Modified On - The date on which the Partner document was last modified.
Modified By - The user who last modified the Partner document.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected Partner documents.

Configure a Partner Document
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Partner document:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Partners link.
3. Select Documents from the Partners toolbar, or click the Action icon beside the Partner
name, and then click Documents.
4. To add a Partner document, click the Add Document link in the page toolbar.
5. To edit a Partner document, click the Action icon beside the Partner document you wish to
edit, and then click Edit.
6. Type or edit the Partner document information in the appropriate boxes.
7. Click the Save button when finished creating or editing the document.

General
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Name
The name of the Partner document.
Description
The description is optional information pertaining to the Partner document. This field is limited to
512 characters.
Enabled
Indicates if the Partner document is enabled or disabled.
Usage
Indicates if the document is for inbound, outbound, or both uses.
Production/Test Indicator
Indicates if the document is for production, test, or informational use.
Document
Select from a list of installed EDI X12 documents.
GS Internal Partner
The ID of the internal partner.
GS Trading Partner
The ID of the remote partner.

Inbound Document

Validate GS Sender and Receiver IDs
Enable this setting to require that the GS Sender and Receiver IDs on an inbound document
match the GS sender and receiver IDs defined on this Partner Document.

Outbound Document

NOTE:

Values entered in the following fields will override any correlating fields defined on a Partner.
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Repetition Separator
Specify the character that will provide the delimiter used to separate repeated occurrences of a
simple data element or a composite data structure; this value must be different than the data
element separator, composite element separator, and the segment terminator. Default Value: U
Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate elements. Default Value: *
Composite Element Separator
Specify the character that will be used to separate composite elements. Default Value: ~
Segment Terminator
Specify the character that will be used to terminate segments. Default Value: line feed (LF)
Next GS Control Number to Use
Specify the group control number to use for the next outbound document.
NOTE:

This field is auto-incremented when a Partner is selected with a matching Partner document
on the Write EDI X12 task.
Acknowledgment Requested
Specify whether an acknowledgment request should be returned for this document.
Starting ST Number
Specify the first control number for ST segments for this document.

Partner Document Details
The Partner Document Details page shows the properties, such as the creation date and last
modified date, for a Partner document. Follow the instructions below to view Partner Document
Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Partner Manager role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Partners link.
3. Select Documents from the Partners toolbar, or click the Action icon beside the Partner
name, and then click Documents.
4. In the Partner Documents page, click the Action icon beside the Document name, and
then click View.

Partner Document Change History
The Partner Document Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Partner
document, the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Partner Document Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Partner
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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Select Users from the main menu, and then click Partners. Select Documents from the Partners
toolbar, or click the Action icon beside the Partner name, and then click Documents.
Click the Partner Document Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Login Methods
By default, Admin User and Web User passwords are authenticated against the passwords stored
in the GoAnywhere database. Optionally, you can configure GoAnywhere Login Methods for
basic authentication of Admin User and Web User passwords against a Windows Active
Directory, a Generic LDAP, an IBM i (iSeries), or a RADIUS (RSA SecurID) server located
within your organization. Web User and Admin User accounts can also be synchronized with
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users stored in an LDAP server, and two-factor authentication is available for the Admin and
HTTPS Web Client using RSA SecurID tokens and Time-based One-Time Passwords.

Login Methods Management
To manage Login Methods, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a Login Method by clicking the Add Login Method link in the toolbar.
Click the Edit Settings button to view the Login Settings page which allows you to select
the Default Login Method for GoAnywhere Admin Users or Web Users, configure the
default Two-Factor RADIUS (RSA SecurID) authentication, or enable Kerberos Single Sign
On for desktop clients.

Login Methods Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l

View Basic Authentication or LDAP Managed details by clicking View.
Edit a Basic Authentication, LDAP Managed, or RADIUS login method by clicking Edit.
Delete a Login Method by clicking Delete. Login methods referenced by Admin Users,
Web Users, Web User Groups, Web User Templates or specified as a default setting
cannot be deleted.
Test a Login Method by clicking Test .
Synchronize a LDAP Managed server by clicking Synchronize Now. Synchronizing will
add, update, or disable Users based on the configuration of the login method. GoAnywhere
will display a list of status messages when the synchronize process is completed:
o Web Users added - Displays the number of Web Users imported into GoAnywhere.
o Web Users updated - Displays the number of Web Users with LDAP profile or group
changes.
o Web User disabled - Displays the number of Web Users that were disabled due to
the removal of their account from an enforced Web User Group.
o Web Users bypassed - Displays the number of user accounts in the LDAP server that
do not belong to an enforced Web User Group.
o Web User conflicts - Displays the number of Web Users in GoAnywhere that are not
managed by this Login Method. For example, a Web User with the user name of
'Kharris' would be in conflict if it is managed by GoAnywhere and exists in the LDAP
server.
o Web Users synched - Displays the total number of Web Users who were
synchronized.

TIP:

In a disaster recovery scenario, verify the Login Methods are updated to point to the disaster
recovery server or instance. User authentication will fail if the Login Method is not referencing
the proper location.

Select Login Method Type
When adding a Login Method, you will be prompted to select the type of authentication to use.
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Basic Authentication
Select the Basic Authentication option to add a login method that can be used to authenticate
GoAnywhere users against an Active Directory (AD), LDAP, RADIUS (RSA SecurID), or IBM i
server at the time of login.
LDAP Managed
LDAP Managed Login Methods allow you to perform basic authentication for Admin Users and
Web Users. Web Users can also be created automatically during login and synchronized based
on the configuration.
This login method type supports Active Directory®, Active Directory Lightweight Directory
Services (AD LDS), IBM Tivoli®, Oracle® Directory Service (ODS), Apache™ DS, and Generic
LDAP servers.
Select the LDAP Managed option to add an LDAP Server login method. You will be prompted to
select an LDAP server type.
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l
l

View the Configure LDAP Server instructions to configure a generic LDAP Server.
View the Active Directory Server instructions to configure an Active Directory Server.

LDAP Server Type
GoAnywhere will populate the Add LDAP Server page using the recommended settings for the
selected server type.
SAML Single Sign On
Select the SAML Single Sign On method to configure GoAnywhere as a Service Provider to
authenticate Admin Users and Web Users using an Identity Provider, such as ADFS, OpenAM,
Shibboleth, Salesforce.com, SimpleSAMLphp, and others. GoAnywhere supports SAML v2.0
Web Browser SSO Profile, with HTTP POST and HTTP Redirect bindings. An Admin User or Web
User account must exist within GoAnywhere before it can be authenticated using SAML. If
GoAnywhere cannot process the SAML assertion, the Admin User or Web User will be directed to
the respective Admin Client or Web Client Login page.
Define SAML login methods separately for Admin Users and Web Users by selecting 'Admin
User' or 'Web User' from the User Type drop-down list.
User Type
Select the type of GoAnywhere User that will be managed by this login method type, either Web
User or Admin User.

Configuring a Basic Login Method
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Login Method:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
3. To add a new Login Method, in the Login Methods page, click the Add Login Method link in
the page toolbar.
4. Select Basic Authentication from the Select Login Method Type page and then click
Continue.
5. To edit an existing Login Method, in the Login Methods page, click the Action icon next to
the Login Method, and then click Edit.
6. Complete or edit the required information.
7. Click the Save button to save the settings.
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Name
A unique name for the Login Method.
Description
The description field is optional text to describe the login method. Limited to 512 characters.
Type
The authentication type used by the Login Method. Based on the selection, additional Login
Method information is requested in the Options section based on the Login Method Type
selection.

Windows Active Directory
Active Directory (LDAP) URL
The URL should be in the format [protocol]://[hostname]:[port]. For example,
ldap://mydomainhostname:389 or ldaps://10.1.4.1:636. The default port for the Active
Directory Server is 389. The default port for a secure LDAPS connection is 636.
Multiple URL's can be specified. If the first URL is not available, GoAnywhere will attempt
to connect to the next URL in the list. Separate multiple URLs with a space.
Domain Name
The Domain Name where the accounts authenticate. For example, MYDOMAIN.

Generic LDAP
LDAP URL
The URL should be in the format [protocol]://[hostname]:[port]. For example,
ldap://mydomainhostname:389 or ldaps://10.1.4.1:636. The default port for a LDAP Server
is 389. The default port for a secure LDAPS connection using SSL is 636.
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Mutlitple URL's can be specified. If the first URL is not available, GoAnywhere will attempt
to connect to the next URL in the list. Separate multiple URLs with a space.
DN Pattern
The DN Pattern used to identify a user in the Generic LDAP database. The variable ${user}
must be included in the DN pattern and will be replaced with the username during login. For
example, cn=${user},ou=users,dc=example,dc=com.

IBM i (OS/400)
Host Name
The Host Name (or IP address) of the IBM i server.

RADIUS (RSA SecurID)
Shared Secret
The shared secret provided by the RADIUS server. GoAnywhere automatically encrypts
the shared secret with AES-256 bit encryption. To update an existing Shared Secret, click
the Change Shared Secret link and specify a new shared Secret.
Host
The host name or IP address of the RADIUS server.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate RADIUS server. The alternate RADIUS server
is used when the primary RADIUS server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the RADIUS server. If left blank, the default port
number is 1645.
Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from the RADIUS server.
A value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. The default timeout is 300 seconds.
Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the RADIUS connection if it cannot be established. This
setting is used for both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost
connections. If left blank, then no retries will be attempted.
NAS IP Address
If you are using a Network Access Server, provide the server IP address.
NAS Identifier
If you are using a Network Access Server, provide the server identifier.
NAS Port
If you are using a Network Access Server, provide the port used for accessing the server.

Quick Start for LDAP
LDAP, or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, is used to query directory services for
information, such as authentication credentials. GoAnywhere MFT can be configured to use
LDAP as a login method, allowing administrators to more easily manage users while maintaining
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high security standards. Additionally, users can be created automatically during login and
synchronized based on the configuration.

An Introduction to Basic LDAP Hierarchy
A basic understanding of LDAP hierarchy helps when configuring the LDAP login method within
GoAnywhere MFT. The following image illustrates the various LDAP components and their
relationships to one another.

The fundamental components that make up the LDAP tree (hierarchy) are:
l

l

l

l

Domain Component (DC) - The Domain component is the root of the tree and is broken
down into the full DNS domain name.
Organizational Unit (OU) – Organizational Units act as containers that hold other objects,
such groups or users.
Common Name (CN) – The Common Name is a distinguished name of an individual entry
in an Organizational Unit, such as the name of a user or particular group.
Distinguished Name (DN) - The DN of an LDAP entry is much like the path to a file on a
file system. It identifies the entries position on the tree (hierarchy).

The following image represents a typical LDAP tree that will be referenced for creating Groups
and LDAP Login Methods in GoAnywhere MFT in this tutorial.
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An Introduction to GoAnywhere LDAP Managed Groups
In GoAnywhere, a Group is used to control permissions and features granted to users who belong
to the group. For example, a Development Group could be limited to create Project Workflows or
administrate Secure Forms. A Support Group could be limited to reviewing the system or project
logs.
A GoAnywhere LDAP Managed Group only allows users to be a member of that group if the user
belongs to an LDAP group that has been defined in an LDAP Server Login Method.
Once the LDAP Server Login Method has been created, you will then create LDAP Managed
Groups that provide the users permissions to the application.

Configuring an LDAP Server Login Method in
GoAnywhere MFT
In this example, we will configure one LDAP Server Login Method for two separate GoAnywhere
user groups, Support and Development.
Follow the instructions below to configure an LDAP Server Login Method in GoAnywhere MFT:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
3. To add a new LDAP server, in the Login Methods page, click the Add Login Method link in
the page toolbar.
4. In the Select Login Method Type page, select LDAP Managed. Choose your LDAP Server
Type and the User Type that will be managed by this LDAP Login Method.

Server Tab
The Server tab contains the fields used to establish a connection to the LDAP server. Define the
following fields:
l
l
l
l
l

l

l

l
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Name - A unique name for the LDAP Login Method.
Primary Host - The host name or IP address of the LDAP server.
Port - The port number for the LDAP server.
User - An LDAP trusted user ID for performing searches within the LDAP server.
Password - The password for the trusted user ID. To update an existing password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Base DN - The Base DN within the LDAP server restricts where GoAnywhere will find
users and groups in the directory tree. This determines where GoAnywhere will start
looking for user accounts. The farther down or more granular you set the Base DN, the
more restrictive the search becomes. In this example, the Base DN is set at the root of the
tree, so that GoAnywhere MFT can traverse down the tree.
Object Class Attribute - The name of the attribute that holds the class value for a LDAP
entry. Object class determines the type of object, such as a user, organizational unit, or
domain.
Distinguished Name Attribute - The name of the attribute that stores the unique identifier
for a LDAP entry.
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Web Users or Admin Users Tab
The Web Users or Admin Users tab controls how users in the LDAP server are integrated with the
Users in GoAnywhere.
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Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab allows you to set log levels and server timeout settings. You can view these
logs in the Logs > Audit Logs > Server Logs page in GoAnywhere MFT.

User Tab
The User tab allows you to configure the LDAP schema settings for finding users. GoAnywhere
populates these fields using default attributes based on the type of LDAP server selected.
Define the following fields:
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l

l

Object Class - The object class name for a user. You can view the default objectClass and
other attribute values in the LDAP entry. In this example, the default objectClass of user
objects is inetOrgPerson.
User Name - The attribute for a user name.

Group Tab
The Group tab allows you to configure LDAP settings for finding groups. GoAnywhere populates
these fields using default attributes based on the type of LDAP server selected.
Define the following fields:
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l
l

Object Class - The object class name for a group.
Name - The attribute for the group name.

Membership Tab
The Membership tab allows you to specify if membership is defined by the Group or User. If
‘Group defines membership’ is selected, membership will be defined by the Membership attribute
specified on the Group tab. If ‘User defines membership’ is selected, membership will be defined
by the Membership attribute specified on the User tab.
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When a Group's members include users and groups (nested Groups), GoAnywhere will include
the users who belong to the nested group. When this setting is not enabled, users that belong to
the nested groups will not be included.
For example, the ‘support’ group membership contains individual users as well as the Level 1
Support and Level 2 Support groups. When’ Include Nested Group’s is enabled, the users that
belong to the Level 1 and 2 Support groups will also be included. If ‘Include Nested Groups’ is not
enabled, users that belong to the Level 1 and 2 Support groups will not be included.

Linking GoAnywhere User Groups to an LDAP Login
Method
When you create a new Admin User Group or Web User Group in GoAnywhere, you will be
prompted to select which type of group will be used to manage user membership. Choose the
LDAP Managed Group, and then specify the following:
l
l

Login Method – Select the LDAP Login Method you just configured.
LDAP Group – GoAnywhere will use the LDAP configuration and return a list of LDAP
Groups that could be found using the settings in the LDAP Group tab. Select the desired
group from the available groups in the selected LDAP server.

For Web Users, give the group a name and description and specify the Services, Resources,
Folder, and Form permissions for the group in the respective General, Folders and Forms tabs.
For Admin Users, give the give the group a name and a description, and specify the Roles,
Members, and Domains that will be available to the administrators that belong to this group.
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The group members will be synced with the LDAP Group chosen previously. Repeat this process
for every group you’d like to create using this login method.

Testing an LDAP Login Method and Troubleshooting Common LDAP
Errors
The Test Login Method page allows you to test user authentication against the Login Method.
From the Login Methods page, click the action icon next to the desire LDAP login method and
select ‘Test’.
You will be prompted to enter a User name and Password.
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Once successfully authenticated, the Login Method test results will be displayed.

Common LDAP Errors and Solutions
Here is a list of the most common LDAP setup errors and their solutions:
l

l

l

Users aren’t syncing or are unable to login.
a. “Enforce Group Membership” is enabled but the users are not part of the LDAP User
Group specified.
b. You have not created an LDAP User Group and have “Enforce Group Membership”
checked.
c. Your base DN is too narrow or overall incorrect.
Users have been incorrectly defined on the server tab resulting in:
a. User not able to query the server.
b. Domain/full DN not specified in the user field.
A User gets disabled.
a. You have enabled “Enforce Group Membership,” and the user is not a part of the
Group you are trying to sync to GoAnywhere.
b. The user is a part of multiple login methods.
c. The user is disabled because of invalid login attempts.
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Configuring an LDAP Server
Follow the instructions below to configure a LDAP Server Login Method. The LDAP Quick Start
Guide contains an LDAP tutorial using a generic LDAP server. An Active Directory example is
available here.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
3. To edit an existing LDAP Server, in the Login Methods page, click the Action icon next to
the Login Method, and then click Edit.
4. To add a new LDAP server, in the Login Methods page, click the Add Login Method link in
the page toolbar.
5. In the Select Login Method Type page, select LDAP Managed.
6. Choose your LDAP Server Type.
7. Choose the User Type that will be managed by this LDAP Login Method.
8. Complete the required information.
9. Click the Save button to save the settings.
NOTE:

It is recommended that you enable one user profile that authenticates using the Internal
GoAnywhere Login Method while testing your new LDAP login method (do not set this user's
login method to 'Default' as the default method may change). Should you incorrectly
configure the LDAP Login Method, all users will be locked out until you restore from backup.

Server Tab
The Server tab contains the fields used to establish a connection to the LDAP server.
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Name
A unique name for the LDAP Login Method.
Description
The description field is optional text to describe the Login Method. Limited to 512 characters.
User Type
Displays the type of GoAnywhere user this Login method will manage, either Web User or Admin
User.
Primary Host
The host name or IP address of the LDAP server.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of the LDAP server to use when the primary host is unavailable.
Port
The port number for the LDAP server.
Use SSL
Enable this option to use SSL for secure transmission with the LDAP server.
Implicit SSL
When enabled, GoAnywhere will trust any certificate from the LDAP server. When not enabled,
the certificate will be validated using the Key Management System.
User
An LDAP trusted user ID for performing searches within the LDAP server.
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Password
The password for the trusted user ID. To update an existing password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password.
Base DN
The Base DN within the LDAP server restricts where GoAnywhere will find users and groups.
Object Class Attribute
The name of the attribute that holds the class value for a LDAP entry.
Distinguished Name Attribute
The name of the attribute that stores the unique identifier for a LDAP entry.

Web/Admin Users Tab Web Users Tab
The Web Users or Admin Users tab controls how users in the LDAP server are integrated with
the Users in GoAnywhere.
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Synchronization
Synchronization Enabled
When enabled, GoAnywhere will scan the LDAP server during timed intervals looking for new or
modified users and create or update Users in GoAnywhere. When User group membership is
enforced, only users that have a matching LDAP and GoAnywhere User Group will by
synchronized.
User Authentication
Create User Automatically During Login
If the User account does not exist in GoAnywhere when the user first logs in, their account will be
created in GoAnywhere as long as their LDAP user ID and password is valid.
Update User Info
When the User logs in, GoAnywhere can update their account information with the latest
attributes from the LDAP server.
User Groups
Enforce Group Membership
When enabled, Users can login only if they belong to a Group in GoAnywhere that is associated
with this LDAP Login Method.
Template
When enabled, any User that is created during login or synchronization will use the selected
template.

Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab allows you to set log levels and server timeout settings.

Log Level
The Server Log will record information and error messages that pertain to LDAP activity during
synchronization or login. The default setting, Summary, writes synchronization status information
to the log. If Detail is selected, synchronization results will be recorded for every user that was
processed. Detail logging should only be used for troubleshooting an issue since it can impact
performance and increase the size of the log file.
Connection Timeout
The maximum number of seconds to wait when establishing a connection with the LDAP server.
The default is 60 seconds.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a read response from the LDAP server.
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Search Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from a search request to the
LDAP server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) indicates an infinite wait time. If the field is left blank,
then the default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.

User Tab
The User tab allows you to configure the LDAP schema settings for finding users. GoAnywhere
populates these fields using default attributes based on the type of LDAP server selected.

Filter
Object Class
The object class name for a user.
Object Filter
The filter that is used when searching for users.
EXAMPLE:

The following object filter will ignore disabled accounts in Active Directory:
(&(objectClass=User)(!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2)))
Attribute Mappings
When synchronization occurs, the mapped attributes will be updated in GoAnywhere. User fields
that are not mapped to an attribute are not updated when a sync occurs.
User Name
The attribute for a user name.
First Name
The attribute for a user's first name. This attribute only appears when the Login Method User
Type is Web User.
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Last Name
The attribute for a user's last name. This attribute only appears when the Login Method User Type
is Web User.
Email
The attribute for the user's email address.
Phone
The attribute for the user's telephone number. This attribute only appears when the Login Method
User Type is Web User.
Membership
The attribute that determines membership on the user object.

Group Tab
The Group tab allows you to configure LDAP settings for finding groups. GoAnywhere populates
these fields using default attributes based on the type of LDAP server selected.

Filter
Object Class
The object class name for a group.
Object Filter
The filter used when searching for groups.
Attribute Mappings
Name
The attribute for the group name.
Membership
The attribute name that determines membership of the group object.

Membership Tab
The Membership tab allows you to configure LDAP schema settings for determining membership
of groups.
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Membership Source
Determines if the Membership Attribute on the User or Group tab will define membership.
Include Nested Groups
When a Group's members includes users and groups (nested Groups), GoAnywhere will include
the users who belong to the nested group. When this setting is not enabled, users that belong to
the nested groups will not be included.
EXAMPLE:

The Software Development group membership contains individual users (software
developers) as well as the QA group. When Include Nested Groups is enabled, the users that
belong to the QA group will also be included. If Include Nested Groups is not enabled, users
that belong to the QA group will not be included.

Quick Start for SAML
SAML, or Security Assertion Markup Language, is used to exchange authentication and
authorization information between identity providers and service providers while allowing them to
exist separately. GoAnywhere MFT can be configured to use SAML as a login method, allowing
administrators to easily manage users while maintaining high security standards.

SAML Configuration Options
There are two SAML configurations options:
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The user connects to the service provider, which then redirects the user to the identity provider for
authentication. The user’s authentication credentials are confirmed, and the user is redirected to
the service provider, which allows access to the resource.

The user connects to the identity provider, authenticates, and accesses the resource through the
Service Provider.
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SAML Roles and Assertions
A basic understanding of SAML roles and assertions helps when configuring a SAML login
method within GoAnywhere MFT. There three main roles in SAML communication:
l
l

l

End User – The user accessing the service.
Identity Provider - Identity Providers provide online resources to authenticate end users
over the network.
Service Provider - Service Providers provide resources to an end user for Single Sign On.
GoAnywhere MFT is a Service Provider.

A SAML assertion is an XML document sent by the identity provider to the service provider that
contains three statements:
l
l

l

Authentication — To prove the identity of the user.
Attribute assertion — SAML attributes are passed to service provider as part of the
assertion to provide information about the user.
Authorization assertion — Provides the service provider information that confirms whether
the user is authorized to use the service.

Example SAML Configuration
In this example, we will configure a SAML Login Method using Salesforce.
TIP:

We recommend setting the global log level to debug while configuring SAML Single Sign-On.
The SAML request and response messages will be written to the log.

Configuring Salesforce
Prior to integrating GoAnywhere MFT with Salesforce, use the following instructions to configure
GoAnywhere MFT as a connected app to Salesforce.
1. Log in to the Salesforce portal at: https://login.salesforce.com.
2. If you have not done so, add GoAnywhere as a connected app and complete its basic
information.
3. In the Web App Settings section, enable SAML and enter the Service Provider Settings.
l Entity ID - The globally unique ID of the service provider. For example, “My
GoAnwyhere”.
l ACS URL - (Assertion Consumer Service) The service provider’s endpoint that
receives SAML assertions. http(s)://[server]:[port]/goanywhere/auth/saml/consume
if GoAnywhere is the endpoint. http(s)://[server]:[port]/webclient/saml/consume if the
GoAnywhere Web Client ist he endpoint.
l Subject Type - Specifies which field defines the user’s identity for the app. Options
include the user’s username, federation ID, user ID, a custom attribute, or an
algorithmically calculated persistent ID. A custom attribute can be any custom field
added to the User object in the organization, as long as it is one of the following data
types: Email, Text, URL, or Formula (with Text Return Type). After you select
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l

l

l

Custom Attribute for the subject type, Salesforce displays a Custom Attribute field
with a list of the available User object custom fields in the organization.
Name ID Format - Specifies the format attribute sent in SAML messages. The
default selection is Unspecified. Depending on your SAML service provider, you can
set this format to email address, persistent, or transient.
Issuer - By default, your organization’s My Domain is the standard issuer for your
identity provider. If your SAML service provider requires a different value, specify it
here. This setting is also placed in the Entity ID of the Identity Provider tab on the
SAML Login method in GoAnywhere.
Idp Certificate – Leave this setting as Default IdP Certificate.

Export the Salesforce Metadata XML
Once you have configured GoAnywhere as a connected and configured the SAML settings, follow
these instructions to download the metadata that you will later import into GoAnywhere.
1. From the Manage Connected Apps screen, select the GoAnywhere connected app.
2. On the Setup screen, click Download Metadata from the SAML Login Information section.

Configuring a SAML Login Method in GoAnywhere MFT
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a SAML Login Method in GoAnywhere MFT:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
3. To add a new Login Method, in the Login Methods page, click the Add Login Method icon
Add Login Method link in the page toolbar.
4. On the Select Login Method Type page, elect SAML Single Sign On from the Select Login
Method Type page, select the Web User from the drop-down list, and then click Continue.

General Tab
The General tab contains general information about the login method.
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l
l

l

l

Name - A unique name for the SAML Login Method.
Description - The description field is optional text to describe the Login Method. Limited to
512 characters.
User Type - The type of GoAnywhere User that will be managed by this login method type,
either Web User or Admin User.
Logout Redirect URL - The alternate URL to forward the Admin User or Web User to when
they log out of the Admin Client or Web Client. By default, GoAnywhere directs an Admin
User to the Admin Client Login page and a Web User to the Web Client Login page when
they log out.

Identity Provider Tab
The Identity Provider tab contains the information necessary to communicate with the Identity
Provider. In this example, we will use the “Import Metadata” option to import the Salesforce
metadata XML file. The xml file will populate all fields (except for the Server Time Offset) on this
tab. To import a SAML Metadata XML file:

1. Click the Choose File button and browse to the Metadata file.
2. If the Metadata file contains a certificate, it will be added to the Default Trusted Certificates
Key Store using the entity ID as the certificate alias. If the certificates already exists, you
can choose Replace Certificate If Exists to overwrite the existing certificate.
3. Click the Import Metadata button to parse the Metadata file and populate the Identity
Provider settings.
l Entity ID - The ID given to the Identity Provider as the trusted ID. This ID is also used
as the expected certificate alias of the Identity Provider's certificate within the
System Key Vault or default trusted certificates key store.
l Trusted Certificate Location - The location of the Identify Provider's public
certificate.
l Binding - Select the type of protocol method for the Identity Provider.
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HTTP POST - Posts a form that contains the message body.
l HTTP Redirect - Sends the message body as query parameters.
Post URL - When the HTTP POST binding is selected, you must enter the URL used
to post authentication requests to.
Redirect URL - When the HTTP Redirect binding is selected, you must enter the
URL used to send the message body as query parameters.
Server Time Offset - If the Identity Provider and GoAnywhere system time are not in
sync, you can specify a time offset which will be applied to the assertion's time
window (in seconds). This is sometimes necessary when the Identity Provider is not
within the same network as GoAnywhere and you cannot control the servers time.
l

l

l

l

Service Provider Tab
The Service Provider tab contains the information your Identity Provider will need to communicate
with GoAnywhere.

l

l

l

l

Entity ID - The ID given to GoAnywhere as the trusted ID. Typically this is the host name
defined for GoAnywhere (similar to the Site URL).
Name Qualifier - The Affiliation ID sent with the AuthnRequest. If the field is left empty, the
Name Qualifier is omitted from the AuthnRequest.
Private Key Location - The location of the private key used to sign requests and decrypt
assertions.
l System Key Vault - Specify the Private Key Name and optionally provide a
password if it is not stored in the Key Vault.
l Default Private Keys File - Specify the Private Store Certificate Alias or click the
Browse button to select the certificate from the Private Key Store.
Require Signed Response - Determines if GoAnywhere requires the response to be
signed. Typically the response and/or the assertion is signed to establish trust between the
Identity Provider and GoAnywhere.
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l

l

l

l
l

l

l
l

Require Signed Assertion - Determines if GoAnywhere requires the assertion to be
signed. Typically the response and/or the assertion is signed to establish trust between the
Identity Provider and GoAnywhere.
Require Encrypted Assertion - Determines if GoAnywhere requires the assertion to be
encrypted when it is received. This is typical when SSL is not used for communication
between GoAnywhere and Identity Provider.
Force Authentication - When enabled, the identity provider must authenticate the
presenter directly, rather than rely on a previous security context.
Authentication Comparison - How the list of Authentication Contexts are interpreted.
Authentication Context - The mechanism for which the Service Provider is asking the
Identity Provider to perform authentication.
SSO Site URL - Specify the URL that will use SAML Single Sign-On for Admin Users or
Web Users. For Admin Users, this is the same as the Admin Site URL specified on the
Global Settings page. For Web Users, this is typically the same as the Web Client Site
URL specified on the Domain page. If you are using multiple Web Client Brands, use the
Web Client Site URL specified in the Domain in which Web Users will use SAML Single
Sign-On.
SSO Response URL - Displays the URL where the Identity Provider posts assertions to.
Export Metadata - Click the Export Metadata button to create an XML file containing the
Service Provider settings that can be imported to your Identity Provider.

WS-Trust Tab
It is not necessary to enable WS-Trust in this example.

Admin/Web User Tab
The Admin/Web User tab controls how users in the SAML server are integrated with the Users in
GoAnywhere.
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l

l
l
l

NameID Format - The format of the NameID element within the SAML response.
GoAnywhere will validate the NameID format before authenticating the SAML assertion.
Username Location - Select the NameID or Attribute where the user name is found.
Attribute Name - The attribute name within the assertion XML that identifies the username.
Parse Username Value - When enabled, the value retrieved from the assertion can be
parsed using a regular expression pattern.
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l

l

Username Pattern - Specify a regular expression to parse a username value from the
attribute.
l NameID Example: The x509SubjectName NameID element format for user kharris
is 'uid=kharris,ou=marketing,o=example,dc=example,dc=com.' To identify kharris
using the uid, use uid=(.*),o=.* for the regular expression.
l Attribute Example 2: The username 'kharris' will be parsed from the email address
attribute from the SAML assertion. To identify the username, you can use the
([^@]+) regular expression to parse 'kharris' from 'kharris@example.com.'
Test Response - Allows you to submit a sample assertion response to validate the current
configuration.
l Base64 Encoded - If the assertion is Base64 encoded, enabling this option will
decode the assertion before validating.
l SAML Response - Copy your sample assertion to this field.
l Validate - Click the Validate button to validate the sample assertion against the SSO
settings configured on the SAML tab. GoAnywhere will attempt to find the user and
verify they are authorized for the Admin or Web Client.

User Authentication
l

l

Create User Automatically - Specify if the user account should be created automatically if
it does not exist in GoAnywhere.
Update User Info - Specify if user information should be updated each time they log into
GoAnywhere through this login method.

Attribute Mappings
You can map SAML response attributes to fields in GoAnywhere. When a user is auto-created or
updated, the fields will be populated with the corresponding attribute.
l

l

l
l

First Name - Specify the attribute name to map to the First Name field. This attribute only
appears when the Login Method User Type is Web User.
Last Name - Specify the attribute name to map to the Last Name field. This attribute only
appears when the Login Method User Type is Web User.
Email - Specify the attribute name to map to the Email field.
Phone - Specify the attribute name to map to the Phone field. This attribute only appears
when the Login Method User Type is Web User.

Template
l

Admin or Web User Template - Specify the template to use if the user is created
automatically.

Authentication Alias
l
l
l
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Creation Filters
If the user is authenticated successfully, but does not exist, the user will only be created if they
meet the following filters.
Click Add Filter to add a new filter.
l
l

l

Pattern Type - Specify a pattern type, Wildcard or Regular Expression.
Attribute Pattern - Specify the attribute pattern required for the user to be created. For
wildcard patterns, specify a ? to match a single character and an * to match zero or more
characters.
Attribute Name - Specify the name of the attribute the filter will be applied to.

Configuring a SAML Login Method
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a SAML Login Method for Admin Users and Web
Users:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
3. To add a new Login Method, in the Login Methods page, click the Add Login Method link in
the page toolbar.
4. Select SAML Single Sign On from the Select Login Method Type page, select the User
Type from the drop-down list, and then click Continue.
5. To edit an existing Login Method, in the Login Methods page, click the Action icon next to
the Login Method, and then click Edit.
6. Complete or edit the required information.
7. Click the Save button to save the settings.

General Tab

Name
A unique name for the SAML Login Method.
Description
The description field is optional text to describe the Login Method. Limited to 512 characters.
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User Type
The type of GoAnywhere User that will be managed by this login method type, either Web User
or Admin User.
Logout Redirect URL
The alternate URL to forward the Admin User or Web User to when they log out of the Admin
Client or Web Client. By default, GoAnywhere directs an Admin User to the Admin Client Login
page and a Web User to the Web Client Login page when they log out.

Identity Provider Tab

Entity ID
The ID given to the Identity Provider as the trusted ID. This ID is also used as the expected
certificate alias of the Identity Provider's certificate within the System Key Vault or default trusted
certificates key store.
Trusted Certificate Location
The location of the Identify Provider's public certificate.
Binding
Select the type of protocol method for the Identity Provider.
l
l

HTTP POST - Posts a form that contains the message body.
HTTP Redirect - Sends the message body as query parameters.

Post URL
When the HTTP POST binding is selected, you must enter the URL used to post authentication
requests to.
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Redirect URL
When the HTTP Redirect binding is selected, you must enter the URL used to send the message
body as query parameters.
Server Time Offset
If the Identity Provider and GoAnywhere system time are not in sync, you can specify a time offset
which will be applied to the assertion's time window (in seconds). This is sometimes necessary
when the Identity Provider is not within the same network as GoAnywhere and you cannot control
the servers time.
Import Metadata
GoAnywhere can import the Identity Provider settings, including the Identity Provider certificate,
from a SAML Metadata XML file.
1. Click the Choose File button and browse to the Metadata file.
2. If the Metadata file contains a certificate, it will be added to the Default Trusted Certificates
Key Store using the entity ID as the certificate alias. If the certificates already exists, you
can choose Replace Certificate If Exists to overwrite the existing certificate.
3. Click the Import Metadata button to parse the Metadata file and populate the Identity
Provider settings.

Service Provider Tab

Entity ID
The ID given to GoAnywhere as the trusted ID. Typically this is the host name defined for
GoAnywhere (similar to the Site URL).
Name Qualifier
The Affiliation ID sent with the AuthnRequest. If the field is left empty, the Name Qualifier is
omitted from the AuthnRequest.
Private Key Name
The private certificate from the System Key Vault.
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Private Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not stored in
the Key Vault.
Private Key Location
The location of the private key used to sign requests and decrypt assertions.
l

l

System Key Vault - Specify the Private Key Name and optionally provide a password if it
is not stored in the Key Vault.
Default Private Keys File -Specify the Private Store Certificate Alias or click the
Browse button to select the certificate from the Private Key Store.

Require Signed Response
Determines if GoAnywhere requires the response to be signed. Typically the response and/or the
assertion is signed to establish trust between the Identity Provider and GoAnywhere.
Require Signed Assertion
Determines if GoAnywhere requires the assertion to be signed. Typically the response and/or the
assertion is signed to establish trust between the Identity Provider and GoAnywhere.
Require Encrypted Assertion
Determines if GoAnywhere requires the assertion to be encrypted when it is received. This is
typical when SSL is not used for communication between GoAnywhere and Identity Provider.
Force Authentication
When enabled, the identity provider must authenticate the presenter directly, rather than rely on a
previous security context.
Authentication Comparison
How the list of Authentication Contexts are interpreted.
Authentication Context
The mechanism for which the Service Provider is asking the Identity Provider to perform
authentication.
SSO Site URL
Specify the URL that will use SAML Single Sign-On for Admin Users or Web Users. For Admin
Users, this is the same as the Admin Site URL specified on the Global Settings page. For Web
Users, this is typically the same as the Web Client Site URL specified on the Domain page. If
you are using multiple Web Client Brands, use the Web Client Site URL specified in the Domain
in which Web Users will use SAML Single Sign-On.
SSO Response URL
Displays the URL where the Identity Provider posts assertions to.
Export Metadata
Click the Export Metadata button to create an XML file containing the Service Provider settings
that can be imported to your Identity Provider.
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WS-Trust Tab

Enable WS-Trust
Select whether or not to enable WS-Trust for this Login Method. This must be enabled for Web
Users to authenticate using non-HTTP protocols.
STS URL
The URL endpoint for the STS provider that will handle WS-Trust requests and authentication.
HTTPS is required, and the URL endpoint must support WS-Trust 1.3.
Entity ID
The Entity ID for the WS-Trust service provider. This must be in the form of a URL for ADFS, not
WSO2.
Require Signed Response
Enable to require a signed response upon authentication.
Require Encrypted Response
Enable to require the signed response be encrypted.
Use Same Keys as SAML
Whether or not to use the same public and private keys as the SAML login.
Identity Provider
Trusted Certificate Location
The location of the certificate to use for encrypting and verifying signatures.
Certificate Name
The name of the certificate to use for encrypting and verifying signatures.
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Service Provider
Private Key Location
The location of the private key to use for decrypting the SAML assertion.
Private Key Name
The name of the private key to use for decrypting the SAML assertion.
Private Key Password
The password of the private key to use for decrypting the SAML assertion.
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Web/Admin Users Tab Web Users Tab

NameID Format
The format of the NameID element within the SAML response. GoAnywhere will validate the
NameID format before authenticating the SAML assertion. GoAnywhere supports the following
SAML Core V2.0 options:
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n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Unspecified
X509SubjectName
Windows Qualified Domain Name
Email Address
Persistent
Transient
Kerberos
Entity

Username Location
Select the NameID or Attribute where the user name is found.
Attribute Name
The attribute name within the assertion XML that identifies the username.
Parse Username Value
When enabled, the value retrieved from the assertion can be parsed using a regular expression
pattern.
Username Pattern
Specify a regular expression to parse a username value from the attribute.
NameID Example: The x509SubjectName NameID element format for user kharris is
'uid=kharris,ou=marketing,o=example,dc=example,dc=com.' To identify kharris using the
uid, use uid=(.*),o=.* for the regular expression.
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Attribute Example 2: The username 'kharris' will be parsed from the email address
attribute from the SAML assertion. To identify the username, you can use the ([^@]+)
regular expression to parse 'kharris' from 'kharris@example.com.'

Test Response
Allows you to submit a sample assertion response to validate the current configuration.
Base64 Encoded
If the assertion is Base64 encoded, enabling this option will decode the assertion before
validating.
SAML Response
Copy your sample assertion to this field.
Validate
Click the Validate button to validate the sample assertion against the SSO settings
configured on the SAML tab. GoAnywhere will attempt to find the user and verify they are
authorized for the Web Client.
TIP:

It is suggested that you set the global log level to debug while configuring SAML Single
Sign-On. The SAML request and response messages will be written to the log, and can
be validated using the Test Response option.
User Authentication
Create User Automatically
Specify if the user account should be created automatically if it does not exist in GoAnywhere.
Update User Info
Specify if user information should be updated each time they log into GoAnywhere through this
login method.
Attribute Mappings
You can map SAML response attributes to fields in GoAnywhere. When a user is auto-created or
updated, the fields will be populated with the corresponding attribute.
First Name
Specify the attribute name to map to the First Name field. This attribute only appears when the
Login Method User Type is Web User.
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Last Name
Specify the attribute name to map to the Last Name field. This attribute only appears when the
Login Method User Type is Web User.
Email
Specify the attribute name to map to the Email field.
Phone
Specify the attribute name to map to the Phone field. This attribute only appears when the Login
Method User Type is Web User.
Template
Admin or Web User Template
Specify the template to use if the user is created automatically.
Authentication Alias
Save Alias
Specify whether to save the authentication alias for the auto-created user.
Alias Location
Specify the NameID or Attribute where the alias is found.
Alias Attribute
The attribute name within the assertion XML that identifies the alias.
Creation Filters
If the user is authenticated successfully, but does not exist, the user will only be created if they
meet the following filters.
Click Add Filter to add a new filter.
Pattern Type
Specify a pattern type, Wildcard or Regular Expression.
Attribute Pattern
Specify the attribute pattern required for the user to be created. For wildcard patterns, specify a ?
to match a single character and an * to match zero or more characters.
Attribute Name
Specify the name of the attribute the filter will be applied to.

Configuring a Microsoft Active Directory
Example
The LDAP Quick Start Guide contains an LDAP tutorial using a generic LDAP server. Use the
settings examples in this topic to configure an Active Directory Server Login Method.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
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3. To edit an existing Active Directory Server, in the Login Methods page, click the Action
icon next to the Login Method, and then click Edit.
4. To add a new Active Directory server, in the Login Methods page, click the Add Login
Method link in the page toolbar.
5. In the Select Login Method Type page, select LDAP Managed.
6. Choose the Active Directory LDAP Server Type.
7. Choose the User Type that will be manged by this Active Directory Login Method.
8. Complete the required information.
9. Click the Save button to save the settings.

Server Tab
The Server tab contains the fields used to establish a connection to the Active Directory server.

Name
A unique name for the Active Directory Login Method.
Description
The description field is optional text to describe the Login Method. Limited to 512 characters.
User Type
Displays the type of GoAnywhere user this Login Method will manage, either Web User or Admin
User.
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Primary Host
The host name or IP address of the Active Directory server.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of the Active Directory server to use when the primary host is
unavailable.
Port
The port number for the Active Directory server.
Use SSL
Enable this option to use SSL for secure transmission with the Active Directory server.
Implicit SSL
When enabled, GoAnywhere will trust any certificate from the Active Directory server. When not
enabled, the certificate will be validated using the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store.
User
An Active Directory trusted user ID for performing searches within the Active Directory server.
Password
The password for the trusted user ID. To update an existing password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password.
Base DN
The Base DN within the Active Directory server restricts where GoAnywhere will find users and
groups.
Object Class Attribute
The name of the attribute that holds the class value for a Active Directory entry.
Distinguished Name Attribute
The name of the attribute that stores the unique identifier for a Active Directory entry.

Web/Admin Users Tab Web Users Tab
The Web Users or Admin Users tab controls how users in the Active Directory server are
integrated with the Users in GoAnywhere.
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Synchronization
Synchronization Enabled
When enabled, GoAnywhere will scan the Active Directory server during timed intervals looking
for new or modified users and create or update Users in GoAnywhere. When User group
membership is enforced, only users that have a matching Active Directory and GoAnywhere User
Group will by synchronized.
User Authentication
Create User Automatically During Login
If the User account does not exist in GoAnywhere when the user first logs in, their account will be
created in GoAnywhere as long as their Active Directory user ID and password is valid.
Update User Info
When the User logs in, GoAnywhere can update their account information with the latest
attributes from the Active Directory server.
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User Groups
Enforce Group Membership
When enabled, Users can login only if they belong to a Group in GoAnywhere that is associated
with this Active Directory Login Method.
Template
When enabled, any User that is created during login or synchronization will use the selected
template.

Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab allows you to set log levels and server timeout settings.

Log Level
The Server Log will record information and error messages that pertain to Active Directory
activity during synchronization or login. The default setting, Summary, writes synchronization
status information to the log. If Detail is selected, synchronization results will be recorded for
every user that was processed. Detail logging should only be used for troubleshooting an issue
since it can impact performance and increase the size of the log file.
Connection Timeout
The maximum number of seconds to wait when establishing a connection with the
Active Directory server. The default is 60 seconds.
Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a read response from the Active Directory
server.
Search Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from a search request to the
Active Directory server. A timeout value of 0 (zero) indicates an infinite wait time. If the field is left
blank, then the default infinite value of 0 (zero) will be used.

User Tab
The User tab allows you to configure the Active Directory schema settings for finding users.
GoAnywhere populates these fields using default attributes based on the type of Active Directory
server selected.
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Filter
Object Class
The object class name for a user.
Object Filter
The filter that is used when searching for users.
EXAMPLE:

The following object filter will ignore disabled accounts in Active Directory:
(&(objectClass=Person)(!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2)))
Attribute Mappings
When synchronization occurs, the mapped attributes will be updated in GoAnywhere. User fields
that are not mapped to an attribute are not updated when a sync occurs.
User Name
The attribute for a user name.
NOTE:

Some Active Directory implementations use samAccountName instead of
userPrincipalName.
First Name
The attribute for a user's first name. This attribute only appears when the Login Method User Type
is Web User.
Last Name
The attribute for a user's last name. This attribute only appears when the Login Method User Type
is Web User.
Email
The attribute for the user's email address.
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Phone
The attribute for the user's telephone number. This attribute only appears when the Login Method
User Type is Web User.
Membership
The attribute that determines membership on the user object.

Group Tab
The Group tab allows you to configure Active Directory settings for finding groups. GoAnywhere
populates these fields using default attributes based on the type of Active Directory server
selected.

Filter
Object Class
The object class name for a group.
Object Filter
The filter used when searching for groups.
Attribute Mappings
Name
The attribute for the group name.
Membership
The attribute name that determines membership of the group object.

Membership Tab
The Membership tab allows you to configure Active Directory schema settings for determining
membership of groups.

Membership Source
Determines if the Membership Attribute on the User or Group tab will define membership.
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Include Nested Groups
When a Group's members includes users and groups (nested Groups), GoAnywhere will include
the users who belong to the nested group. When this setting is not enabled, users that belong to
the nested groups will not be included.
EXAMPLE:

The Software Development group membership contains individual users (software
developers) as well as the QA group. When Include Nested Groups is enabled, the users that
belong to the QA group will also be included. If Include Nested Groups is not enabled, users
that belong to the QA group will not be included.

Test Login Method
The Test Login Method page allows you to test user authentication against the Login Method.

User
The user ID of the user.
Password
The password for the user.

Login Method Details
The Login Method Details page shows the properties for the Login Method, when the Login
Method was created and when it was last modified. The page also shows the Settings, Admin
Users, Web Users, and the Web User Templates using this Login Method. Follow the instructions
below to view Login Method Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Methods link.
3. In the Login Methods page, click the Action icon next to the Login Method, and then click
View.
The following image illustrates the Login Method Details for the default GoAnywhere Login
Method:
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Login Settings
The Login Settings page allows administrators to select the default login methods for Admin
Users and Web Users, configure Two-Factor RADIUS (RSA SecurID) authentication, configure
email or SMS Text message Time-based One-Time Password (TOTP) authentication using
GoAnywhere's One-Time Password feature, or use TOTP using Google Authenticator.
Administrators can also configure Kerberos Single Sign On for the Secure Mail plugin for
Outlook® and GoDrive for Windows applications.
To manage Login Settings, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Login Settings link.

Default Login Methods
Select the default login method for Admin Users and Web Users.
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Two-Factor Authentication Options
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GoAnywhere One-Time Password (Email and SMS Text Message)
GoAnywhere One-Time Password provides Admin and Web Users the ability to receive an email
or SMS one-time password in order to log in to the Admin and Web Client interfaces.
When this option is enabled on the Login Settings page and on the user's profile (on the Admin
User account, Web User account, or the Authentication Tab's HTTPS Two-Factor Authentication
field), GoAnywhere will check the user's profile for an email or mobile number when they attempt
to log in. If an email address or mobile number exists, the two one-time password options will be
pre-populated on the Login page. Otherwise, the user will be prompted to supply an email or
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telephone number where the password will be sent. Once the user has chosen an option, they will
then be sent a verification code which they must use to log in.
In order for SMS text messages to be sent, you must have an SMS vendor configured on the
Global Settings SMS tab.
Enabled
Enable GoAnywhere One-Time Password for the Admin and Web Client interfaces.
Allowed Options
Specify which methods of delivery will be allowed for transmitting the verification code: Email,
Text Message (SMS), or both.
Default
Specify the method of delivery that will be selected by default when a user attempts logs in: Email
or Text Message (SMS).
Text Message (SMS) Format
The ${code} variable will be used to pass the verification code to the user. You can create a
custom SMS message to accompany the code. The maximum number of characters for this field
is 160.
Time-based One-Time Password (Google Authenticator)
Time-based One-Time Passwords provide Admin and Web Users the ability to use Google
Authenticator or other authenticator apps to generate a one-time password in order to log in to the
Admin and Web Client interfaces. When enabled on the Login Settings page and on the user's
profile (on the Admin User account, Web User account, or the Authentication Tab's HTTPS TwoFactor Authentication field), the login page will display a QR code that the user must scan with the
Google Authenticator app on a mobile device. Once scanned, GoAnywhere stores the user's
secret key on their profile. Each subsequent time the user logs in, they must provide a new onetime use password to GoAnywhere using the authenticator application.
If the user loses their device, the secret TOTP can be reset on the Web User Management or
Admin User Management pages by clicking on the Action icon and then choosing Remove TOTP.
If the user loses their device, the secret TOTP can be reset on the Web User Management page
by clicking on the Action icon and then choosing Remove TOTP.
Enabled
Enable time-based one-time passwords for the Admin and Web Client interfaces.
Admin Display Name
The name used to identify the Admin Client in the authenticator application.
Web Client Display Name
The name used to identify the Web Client in the authenticator application.
RADIUS (RSA SecurID)
Enabled
Enables RADIUS (RSA SecurID) two-factor authentication for the Admin and Web Client
interfaces.
Shared Secret
The shared secret provided by the RADIUS server. GoAnywhere automatically encrypts the
shared secret with AES-256 bit encryption. To update an existing Shared Secret, click the
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Change Shared Secret link and specify a new shared secret.
Host
The host name or IP address of the RADIUS server.
Alternate Host
The host name or IP address of an alternate RADIUS server. The alternate RADIUS server is
used when the primary RADIUS server is unavailable.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the RADIUS server. If left blank, the default port number
is 1645.
Timeout (secs)
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from the RADIUS server. A
value of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. The default timeout is 300 seconds.
Retry Attempts
The number of times to retry the RADIUS connection if it cannot be established. This setting is
used for both the initial connection and any reconnect attempts due to lost connections. If left
blank, then no retries will be attempted.
Bypass Initial Request
When enabled, GoAnywhere will supply the previous password to the RADIUS server if the
RADIUS server allows NONE for the first factor. The user will then be allowed to enter the second
challenge.
NAS IP Address
If you are using a Network Access Server, provide the server IP address.
NAS Identifier
If you are using a Network Access Server, provide the server identifier.
NAS Port
If you are using a Network Access Server, provide the port used for accessing the server.
Test Two-Factor RADIUS (RSA SecurID)
Click the Test Two-Factor RADIUS (RSA SecurID) link to verify the RADIUS settings before
saving. A popup opens where you can specify a User name and their RSA SecurID token. A
successful test attempts to authenticate the user using the token and displays the results from
the RADIUS server. After a successful test, click the Save button to save the values on the Login
Methods page.
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Kerberos Single Sign On
Kerberos Single Sign On authenticates the Secure Mail plugin for Outlook® and GoDrive for
Windows client to the GoAnywhere server using the Web User's Active Directory account. Follow
the instructions below to configure Kerberos Single Sign On with GoAnywhere:
1. Create an account in your LDAP server to represent the GoAnywhere MFT service.
2. Add the GoAnywhere Service Principal Name (SPN) to your LDAP server.
a. Open a command prompt as an administrator by clicking Start, right-click Command
Prompt, and then click Run as administrator.
b. Execute the setspn command-line tool from the Command Prompt using the
following syntax:
setspn -s [protocol]/[web_client_url] [account_domain]\[service_
principal]
l protocol - The protocol used to access the Web Client. Typically this is
HTTPS.
l web_client_url - The URL to access the GoAnywhere Web Client.
l account_domain - The domain the account belongs to.
l service_principal - The Service Principal Account name created in step 1.
EXAMPLE:

C:\WINDOWS\system32>setspn -s HTTPS/example.com DomainName\dev-example
3. Configure the GoAnywhere Kerberos Single Sign On settings:
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Enabled
Kerberos Single Sign On can be enabled or disabled. The service is disabled by default.
Log Level
The log will record information and error messages that pertain to activity such as when Web
Users are authenticated to Kerberos. The default setting Normal writes standard information to
the log. If Debug is selected, a higher level of detail is recorded for events. Debug should only be
used for troubleshooting an issue since it can impact performance and increase the size of the
log file.
Active Directory
Host
The host name or IP address of the Kerberos server.
Realm
The Kerberos Realm where Web Users will be authenticated.
Service Principal
Type
The attribute within Active Directory that represents the service's ID.
Name
The name of the account in Active Directory that represents GoAnywhere.
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Password
The password of the Service Principal. To update an existing password, click the Change
Password link and specify a new password.
Test Service Principal
Click the Test Service Principal link to ensure a connection can be established between
GoAnywhere and the Kerberos SSO server. The test will also ensure that the keys necessary to
decrypt and process the service ticket that was sent by the client are accessible by GoAnywhere.
The Service Principal test will validate the Host, Realm, Name, and Password settings that are
specified on this tab. The Service Principal Type is not validated using this test.
Username
During Kerberos Single Sign On, the Windows client sends the Active Directory user name to the
GoAnywhere server. This user name must match the Web User account user name in
GoAnywhere. If the user names do not match, the Active Directory user name can be parsed
using a regular expression.
EXAMPLE:

Kathy Harris logs in to her Windows Active Directory account with the user name
'kharris@example.com.' Her user name for her Web User account in GoAnywhere is 'kharris.'
Since these two user names do not match, the Windows Active Directory user name will need
to be parsed with the regular expression ([^@]+), which removes from the account name the
@ symbol and everything after.
Parse
Determines if a username pattern is required.
Pattern
The regular expression pattern for identifying a username.

Login Method Routing
When the Login Method Routing is enabled, logging in becomes a two-step process. The first
step requires the user to input their user name and then based on the login method defined, the
second step routes the user to the appropriate login method.
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Enabled
Enable login method routing for the Admin Client, Web Client, or both.
User Name Patterns
Select 'Add User Name Pattern' link to add more user name patterns.
Actions
The following actions are available for each User Name pattern:
l
l
l

Click the Delete icon to delete the User Name pattern.
Click the Move Up icon to move the User Name pattern up in the list.
Click the Move Down icon to move the User Name pattern down in the list.

Pattern Type
Specify whether the user name pattern is a Wildcard or Regular Expression.
User Name Pattern
Specify either a Wildcard or Regular Expression value to determine which login method to use.
Login Method
Specify a login method that will be used for authentication when the User Name pattern is
matched. If the 'User Defined' option is selected from the drop-down list, user names that match
this pattern will use the login method that is specified on the individual Admin User or Web User
account.
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NOTE:

If the Login Method is set to an LDAP login method which has the setting 'Create User
Automatically During Login' enabled, the user will be created using the specified LDAP login
method. If the user is not found in the directory, GoAnywhere will attempt to create the user
based upon subsequent LDAP login methods with the setting 'Create User Automatically
During Login' enabled.

Domains
Domains make it possible to virtually segment a GoAnywhere installation into multiple security
zones. Admin Users can be authorized to specific Domains, in which those users can only work
with the items belonging to those Domains. Examples of items that can be assigned to Domains
are Resources, Projects, Schedules, Monitors, Triggers, Admin Users and Web Users. Each
Domain can be configured with file access restrictions to prevent users from accessing restricted
network locations.
The following items are Domain specific:
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Resources – Each Resource is assigned to a Domain. Admin Users will only be able to
work with the Resources contained within the Domains they are authorized to. A Resource
can only be used by a Project or other Workflow item that is within the same Domain.
Workflows – Every Project, Scheduled Entry, Monitor and Trigger is assigned to a Domain.
Admin Users will only be able to work with those workflow items contained within the
Domains they are authorized to.
Admin Users - Admin Users and Admin Groups can be assigned to one or more Domains.
When the Admin User logs into the Product Administrator screens, they will be able to
choose the Domain to work with.
Web Users – Each Web User, Web User Group and Web User Template is assigned to a
Domain. Web User Managers will only be able to work with Web Users/Groups/Templates
contained within the Domains they are authorized to.
Logs - The Log screens and reports will display events only for the Domains which the
Admin User has access to.
Keys - Keys Vaults stored within the Key Management System can be assigned to one or
more Domains. File Based Keys cannot be specifically assigned to a Domain, but the
Domain must have file access permission to the directories where the keys are located.
Encrypted Folders - Encrypted Folders cannot be specifically assigned to a Domain, but
the Domain must have file access permission to the directories where the encrypted folders
are located.
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l

System - The File Manager screen is limited to the Admin Users' file access permissions
from the Domain(s) they belong to. Admin Users will only see the files and folders that are
allowed by the Domain.

Example
You may have a single GoAnywhere installation in which both the HR and Marketing
departments would like to share. You could create a HR Domain and a Marketing Domain, then
assign just certain Admin Users to each of those Domains.
You could restrict both the HR and Marketing Domains to just certain folders on the server which
their Admin Users can access. Therefore the HR users could not access Marketing folders and
the Marketing users could not access HR folders.
When a HR Admin User creates an item (e.g. Resource, Project, Web User, Scheduled entry,
etc.) in GoAnywhere, the item would be assigned to their HR Domain. The Marketing users will
not be able to access any of the items assigned to the HR Domain. The Marketing users will only
be able to work with the items and view the logs assigned to their Domain. In turn, the HR users
will only be able to work with the items and view logs belonging to their Domain.
Licensing Considerations
Each installation of GoAnywhere allows up to two Domains as part of the base license. If you
would like to have more than two Domains in your installation, then you must purchase a license
for those additional Domains from HelpSystems or your business partner.

Other Domain Considerations
l

l

l

l

l

Names for Resources, Web Users, Admin Users, Triggers, Schedules and Monitors must
be unique across Domains. For example, you cannot have a Web User named 'kharris' in
two different Domains.
A Web User from one Domain can share files and folders with a Web User in another
Domain, as long as the target Web User has permission to access the folder structure in
the sender's Domain.
Admin User accounts are not initially provided access to Project folders for new Domains.
Additional Admin Users can be added to Project Workflow folders by adding Admin Users
to the folder's permissions.
Gadgets display system information based on the selected Domain in the Domain
selection tool.
Reports display information from the Domain that is selected in the Domain selection tool
(above).

NOTE:

GoAnywhere MFT is restricted to one, default domain when running in a cloud hosted
environment.
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Quick Start for Domains
All installations of GoAnywhere MFT include a Default Domain where all items belong to. Follow
these steps to configure your GoAnywhere MFT installation for multiple Domains:

Create a New Domain
Use the following instructions to create a new Domain:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Domains link.
3. In the Domains page, click the Add Domain link in the page toolbar to create a Domain. To
edit a Domain, click the Actions icon next to the desired Domain and then click Edit.
4. Specify the Domain information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Specify the File Access Restrictions for the Domain.
6. Specify the Admin Users and Admin User Groups that can access or manage items in this
Domain.
7. Specify the Key Vaults this Domain will use for encryption. Optionally, you can allow file
based keys for certificates and keys that are stored on disk.
8. Click the Save button to add or save the Domain properties.

Assign Admin Users to Domains
Use the following instructions to assign a Domain to an Admin User:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Users link.
3. In the Admin Users page, click the Action icon next to the Admin User, and then click Edit.
4. On the Domains field, use the arrow buttons to move the Domain to the appropriate
column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one column to another.
5. Click the Save button to save the settings.
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Assign Admin Groups to Domains
By default, Admin Users are not explicitly assigned to a Domain. However, the All Admin Users
Group is granted permission to the Default Domain on installation. If an Admin User's profile does
not grant them permission to the Default Domain, but that Domain appears in their consolidated
permissions, then the Admin User is inheriting the Default Domain from an Admin User Group
they belong to (such as the All Admin Users Group). Use the following instructions to add or
remove Domains to an Admin User Group:
1. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Admin Groups link.
2. In the Admin Groups page, click the Action icon beside the Admin Group you wish to edit,
and then click Edit.
3. Select a Group Domain, and then use the arrow buttons to move the Domain to the
appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one column to another.
4. Click the Save button to apply the changes.

Viewing Items in a Domain
After a second Domain is created, the current Domain will appear in the upper-right corner of the
product administrator screens (called the Domain selection tool). You can click on this Domain in
order to select another Domain to switch to.

When a specific Domain is selected, only the items belonging to that Domain will appear in their
respective management pages. The 'All' Domain option will display all the items across all
Domains which the Admin User has permission to.

Adding Items to a Domain
When two or more Domains exist, and the Domain selection tool has the 'All' Domain selected,
Admin Users will be prompted to select the target Domain when adding new Resources,
Projects, Schedules, Triggers, Monitors, Web Users and Web User Groups.

Switching Items From One Domain to Another
Once an item is created in a Domain, such as a Web User, Resource, or Project, it can be moved
to another Domain using the Switch Domain feature located in the item's Action menu. The
Admin User that is switching the item must be authorized to the item's new Domain.
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Web User Templates
Web User Templates provide a method to configure the default account settings when new Web
Users are created. By defining templates that share common settings (authentication,
permissions, account expirations, etc.), this can dramatically reduce the time needed to create
new Web User accounts.
The Domain for a Web User Template is chosen when the Web User Template is created. Web
Users that are created using a Web User Template will be a member of the Domain specified on
the template.
In the example image below, an administrator has started the process of creating a new Web
User. The administrator has selected the "Internal Users" template which belongs to the Sales
Domain, so the Web User will also become a member of the Sales Domain.

Projects and Folder Permissions
When GoAnywhere is configured to use multiple Domains, each Domain name will appear at the
root level of the Project Explorer. For example, in the image below GoAnywhere is configured with
multiple Domains named Default, Accounting, IT, HR, and Sales.
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The folder will appear gray to Admin Users who do not have permissions to access the Projects
within that Domain:

Domain Management
Domains are created to provide Admin Users with the ability to create security zones within a
GoAnywhere installation.
To manage Domains, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Domains link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add a Domain by clicking Add Domain.

Domain Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l

l
l

l
l

View Domain details by clicking View.
Deactivate a Domain by clicking Deactivate. Any items assigned to a Domain must be
removed before the Domain can be deactivated. New items cannot be added to deactivated
Domains, and items in an active Domain cannot be switched to the deactivated Domain.
Activate a Domain that has been deactivated by clicking Activate.
Delete a deactivated Domain by clicking Delete. The Domain must not contain any logs for
the Domain that will be deleted.
Edit a Domain by clicking Edit.
Copy a Domain by clicking Copy. The Add Domain page appears. Configure the copied
Domain and then click the Save button.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Domain properties are displayed in the table.

Configure Domains
A Domain can be added or edited using the Domains page. Follow the instructions below to add
or edit a Domain:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Users, and then click the Domains link.
3. In the Domains page, click the Add Domain link in the page toolbar to create a Domain. To
edit a Domain, click the Actions icon next to the desired Domain and then click Edit.
4. Specify the Domain information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Click the Save button to add or save the Domain properties.
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Domain Name
A user-defined name which identifies the Domain. This name should be descriptive enough so
users can quickly identify this Domain when prompted to choose from a list. The name cannot
exceed 50 characters and cannot contain the following special characters: / \ : * ? " < >
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Domain. The description is optional.
Projects Directory
The location on the network where the Project definitions will be stored for this Domain. If an
absolute path is not specified, this location will be relative to the GoAnywhere installation
directory. The location for the default Domain is [installdirectory]/userdata/projects.
Workspace Directory
The location on the network where any Project workspaces will be created for this Domain. If an
absolute path is not specified, this location will be relative to the GoAnywhere installation
directory. The location for the default Domain is [installdirectory]/userdata/workspace.
WebDocs Directory
When a Web User in this Domain is configured to use the default Home Directory, this is the
location that will be used along with a sub-folder based on the Web User account name. Click the
Browse icon to browse for a different folder on the server or to select a Network Shares,
WebDAV, Amazon S3, Azure Blob Storage, or Agent resource. Changing the WebDocs
Directory path will create and remap all Web User folders using the default ${homeDirectory} to
the new Home Directory location. Changing the WebDocs Directory setting will not move existing
files to the new location. A confirmation message confirms this action. The location for the default
Domain is [installdirectory]/userdata/webdocs.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment, the Projects, Workspace, and
WebDocs directory paths must be absolute (a fully qualified path) and accessible by all
systems in the cluster.
Auto-Delete Older WebDocs Files
Enables the automatic deletion of WebDoc files located in the WebDocs directory that have not
been modified for a specified number of days. This allows you to minimize disk usage
requirements by removing older files for your Web Users. The delete process will run every 24
hours.
WARNING:

WebDocs files which are deleted through this feature cannot be later recovered by
GoAnywhere.
Days to Keep WebDocs Files
The number of days to keep files in the WebDocs directory. Files with a last modified date older
than the specified days will be deleted.
Allow Execute Native Command
Determines if Projects and Triggers in this Domain can use the Execute Native Command task or
Execute Native Command Trigger action to run commands on the server where GoAnywhere is
running.
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Web Client Site URL
The Web Client Site URL indicates the address of the Web Client and is used in emails that are
sent from GoAnywhere. This URL should be accessible from both internal and external network
locations.
File Access Restrictions
Restrict Access
Determines if Web Users, Admin Users, and Resources in this Domain are restricted to specific
folders.
Users and Groups
Admin Users
The Admin Users are split into two columns. The column on the left displays the available
members who do not have access to this Domain. The column on the right displays the members
that have access to this Domain. Click to select members and then use the direction buttons
between the columns to move members to the appropriate side.
Admin User Groups
The Admin User Groups are split into two columns. The column on the left displays the available
groups who do not have access to this Domain. The column on the right displays the groups that
have access to this Domain. Click to select groups and then use the direction buttons between the
columns to move groups to the appropriate side.
Key Management System
Key Vaults
The Key Vaults which contain the certificates, PGP keys, and SSH keys this Domain can use for
Web User authentication and Project Workflows.
Default Key Vault
The Key Vault GoAnywhere will use to find keys for Web User authentication fingerprint choosers,
SSH association for SFTP authentication, or Projects and Resources, when a specific Key Vault
has not been selected.
Allow File Based Keys
Allows this Domain to use File Based Keys, which are keys and certificates managed by
GoAnywhere but are stored on disk.
Disable File Based Keys
When disabling File Based Keys, a scan is performed to ensure no existing Projects,
Resources, or Web Users within this Domain are configured to use file based keys. The
File Based Keys Scan Results dialog will provide a list of items configured to use file
based keys. Each item on the list must be updated to use Key Vaults before the disabling of
file based keys is permitted.
NOTE:

If the Anonymous Web User account is disabled, but configured to use file based keys,
then the Disable File Based Keys action will fail. The scan results will instruct you to
enable the Anonymous Web User, change the Key Location to Key Vault, and then the
Disable File Based Keys action can be executed again.
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Domain Details
The Domain Details page shows the properties for a Domain, such as the directory paths,
accessible folders, and users.
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Logs & Reports
Logs, reports, and log settings are available to authorized Admin Users from the Reporting dropdown menu.
Logs are useful for troubleshooting errors and monitoring events such as file transfers and server
activity. The logs can be sorted by column, as well as exported to a CSV formatted file.
The Audit Log Exemptions page can be used to turn off logging for specific event types.
The log file locations and parameters for all logs maintained by GoAnywhere are defined in the
Global Log Settings.

Reports
The Reports feature in GoAnywhere allows you to quickly create interactive PDF reports that
contain system, Project, and Web User activity. Report tasks allow you to create scheduled
reports using Projects.
NOTE:

Advanced Reporting is a licensed module of GoAnywhere. Contact HelpSystems Sales to
purchase this feature.
1. To run a report interactively, you must log in as an Admin User with the appropriate role for
that report.
2. The report will include data for all Domains the Admin User is authorized to by default. The
report can be filtered to a specific Domain by selecting the Domain in the product header.

3. From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Reports.

4. Select a report from the list, specify optional parameters, and then click the Run Report
button. The report is downloaded to your browser's default download directory.
The following image is an example of an Expiring Certificates report:
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The following reports are available:

Admin User Activity Details
The Admin User Activity Details report displays all admin activity for the selected components
based on the specified date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Actions
Specify the actions to include in the report.
Components
Specify the components to include in the report. If no components are selected then all
components will be used.
Component Name
Specify the component name to include in the report.
User
Specify the Admin User that generated the log entries.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
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Blocked IP Addresses
The Blocked IP Addresses report displays a list of blocked IP addresses and the date they were
created.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.

Completed Jobs Detail
The Completed Jobs Detail report displays a list of completed Jobs, their status, and the Admin
User who ran the job.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Status
Filters the Jobs included in the reports based on the status of the Job. The Status will appear as
an icon on the report:
l
l
l

Success
Fail
Canceled
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Completed Jobs by Project
The Completed Jobs by Project report displays completed job details based on their projects and
the specified date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Sort Field
Specify how the report will be sorted.

Completed Job Statistics
The Completed Job Statistics report displays the total number of Jobs processed during the
specified date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Group By
The hour, day, or month value the report will be grouped by.
Chart Data
The chart can display completed Jobs by the number of Jobs completed, the number of files
processed by Jobs, or the number of bytes that were transferred when the Job was executed.
Specify the data that will be represented on the chart.
Status
Filters the results of the report based on the status of the completed Job.
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Database Statistics
The Database Statistics report displays a list of each database table used by the GoAnywhere
system as well as the number of rows used by each table.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.

Expiring PGP Keys
The Expiring PGP Keys report displays a list of PGP Keys that will be expiring within the specified
date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.

Expiring Certificates
The Expiring Certificates report displays a list of certificates that will be expiring within the
specified date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
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File Transfer Summary
The File Transfer Summary report displays the total number of files transferred during the
specified date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Group By
The hour, day, day of month, or month value the report will be grouped by.
Modules
The file transfer modules that will be included in the report.
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Global Activity Details
The Global Activity Details report displays all activity for the selected features based on the
search term provided.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Modules
The modules that will be included in the report. The report results are filtered by the modules the
Admin User who is running the report has access to, based on the Admin User's Roles.
Search Term
Specify items to search for. The Global Activity report search field uses the following wildcard
searches:
l
l

l

l

Multiple character wildcard searching using "*".
A single character wildcard search for terms that match a single character replaced using
"?". For example, to search for "text" or "test" you can use "te?t".
Fuzzy searches using a tilde "~". A Fuzzy search finds words that are similar to the search
term. For example, the search term "Proj~" will return results that contain the word
"Project."
Multiple terms can be combined together with Boolean operators to form a more complex
query. for example:
l Searching for Project could result in 3400 hits (items contain the word Project).
l Searching for Deny could result in 100 hits (items contain the word Deny).
l Searching for Project and Deny results in 17 hits (results contain both words Project
and Deny).
l Searching for "Project Deny" (with quotes) results in 0 hits (There are no items that
contain the words Project and Deny directly after each other).

User
The Admin User or Web User that generated the log entries.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.

GoDrive Disk Usage
The GoDrive Disk Usage report displays the Web Users who are permitted to use the GoDrive
feature, and their total amount of disk usage.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
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Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.

Job Count Summary
The Job Count Summary report displays a pie chart representation of the number of Jobs
processed during the specified date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.

Product Usage
The Product Usage report displays product usage information related to service and workflow
statistics.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
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Secure Mail Activity
The Secure Mail Activity report displays a list of Secure Mail messages and the Web User(s) who
created them, the recipient(s) of the message, the status, and the date the message was last
modified.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
Status
Filters the results of the report based on the status of the Package.

Secure Mail Disk Usage
The Secure Mail Disk Usage report displays the Secure Mail disk usage for each Web User
sorted by size.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.

Secure Mail Package Sizes
The Secure Mail Package Sizes report displays a list of Secure Mail Packages, their subject (from
the Secure Mail Message) and their size.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
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Security Settings Audit
The Security Settings Audit report will analyze your GoAnywhere product’s security settings and
determine if they comply with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS).
For each security setting, the report will indicate if the setting meets the PCI-DSS standard using
one of the following statuses:
l
l

l

l

l

Pass - The setting meets the PCI-DSS requirement.
Fail - The setting does not meet the PCI-DSS requirement. Recommend steps to correct
the setting are provided.
Warning - Further research is required to ensure your system meets the specified
requirement. Recommend steps to correct the setting are provided.
Not Applicable - A check on this setting is not required, typically due to GoAnywhere
features that you are not licensed to use.
Fatal - Indicates a configuration problem is preventing GoAnywhere from accessing the
appropriate data.

Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.

Service Activity by Module
The Service Activity by Module report displays the number of files and bytes transferred by the
selected file transfer modules.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Modules
The file transfer modules that will be included in the report.
Transfer Type
Filters the results of the report based on the type of file transfer, either upload or download.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
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Service Activity Summary
The Service Activity Summary report displays the number of uploads and downloads for the
selected protocols.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Protocol
The protocol(s) that will be included in the report.

Service Errors
The Service Errors report displays all errors for the selected inbound services within the specified
date range.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Modules
The file transfer modules that will be included in the report.
Status
Filters the results of the report based on the status of the error, either Warning or Failed.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.

Service Level Agreement Summary
The Service Level Agreement (SLA) Summary displays a list of Service Level Agreement events,
their source, and whether or not the agreement was met.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
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Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Source
The source (Project, Monitor, or Trigger) tied to the SLA.
Service Level Agreement
The name of the Service Level Agreement

Trigger Activity
The Trigger Activity report displays a list of executed Triggers, their status, and their associated
event types.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
Status
Filters the results of the reports based on the status of the executed Trigger. The Status will
appear as an icon on the report:
l
l
l

Active
Success
Fail

Unresolved Jobs
The Unresolved Jobs report displays a list of failed Jobs that have not been marked 'resolved' on
the Completed Jobs page.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Status
Filters the results of the reports based on the status of the failed Job.
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Web User Logins
The Web User Logins report displays a list of each Web User login, the service they logged in to,
and the status of the login attempt.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Protocols
The protocol(s) that will be included in the report.
Status
Filters the results of the reports based on the status of the Web User login. The Status will appear
as an icon on the report:
l
l
l

Success
Warning
Fail

Web User Transfer Count Activity
The Web User Transfer Count Activity report displays the number of file transfers per Web User.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Modules
The module(s) to include in the report.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
Transfer Type
The transfer type(s) that will be included in the report.
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Web User Transfer Size Activity
The Web User Transfer Activity report displays the total size of transferred files by Web User.
Listed below are the settings that can be specified for the report:
Report Title
The title of the report that will appear on the report header.
Orientation
The report page layout, either portrait or landscape.
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of the data to include in the report based on date
and time.
Modules
The module(s) to include in the report.
Limit Number of Rows
Limits the number of rows included in the report.
Transfer Type
The transfer type(s) that will be included in the report.

Service Level Agreements
A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a contract or agreement between a service provider (internal
or external) and an end user. Service Level Agreements can be defined in GoAnywhere for file
transfers and other events.

How Service Level Agreements Work
Service Level Agreements in GoAnywhere are tied to a source, such as a Monitor, Trigger, or
Project. This source dictates the events and conditions that will satisfy the SLA. SLAs can be
configured to send an email or launch a project when the agreement is met or not met.
EXAMPLE:

A payroll file must be submitted by 8:00 PM every Thursday. A Service Level Agreement is
created and tied to a Monitor that is configured to scan the inbound payroll folder for
incoming payroll files. When a file is received, the monitor will relay the event to the Service
Level Agreement, which will then send an email notifying the administrator that the
agreement has been met. The Service Level Agreement is also configured to send an email
should a payroll file fail to arrive by 8:00 PM.

Service Level Agreement Reports
SLA activity is logged and recorded by GoAnywhere. SLA reports can be generated on the
Reports page. In addition, an SLA Gadget can be used to monitor SLA activity.
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Service Level Agreement Manager
To manage Service Level Agreements, log in as an Admin User with the SLA Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the menu bar, point to Reporting, and then click Service Level Agreements.
This page allows you to create and manage Service Level Agreements (SLA). You can also
search for existing SLAs by source or status. If a column below is not shown, click the Columns
button for a complete list.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add a Service Level Agreement by clicking the Add Service Level Agreement link in the
page toolbar.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for an SLA by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

Source - The Project, Monitor, or Trigger tied to this SLA.
Status - The SLA status, either active or inactive.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
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l
l

Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

SLA Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l
l

l

View a summary of the SLA by clicking View.
Edit an SLA by clicking Edit next to the entry.
Copy the SLA by clicking Copy. The SLA is copied, automatically renamed and opened for
editing.
Delete the selected SLA by clicking Delete.
View the change history for the SLA by clicking Change History.
Move the SLA to a new Domain by clicking Switch Domain. After selecting the target
Domain, you will be given the opportunity to make changes to the SLA before it is saved.
Deactivate or Activate an SLA by clicking Deactivate or Activate.

SLA Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

SLA Name - The name of the SLA.
Description - A description of the SLA's purpose.
Status - Whether the SLA is active or inactive.
Domain - The domain that the SLA is assigned to.
Created By - The user who created the SLA.
Created On - The date and time the SLA was created.
Last Modified By - The user who last modified the SLA.
Last Modified On - The date and time the SLA was last modified.
Source - The Project, Monitor, or Trigger tied to this SLA.
Source Name - The name assigned to the Project, Monitor, or Trigger tied to this SLA.
Source Status - Whether the source of the SLA is active or inactive.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which SLA properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
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l
l
l

Delete one or more selected SLAs.
Activate one or more selected SLAs.
Deactivate one or more selected SLAs.

Configuring Service Level Agreements
To create or modify a Service Level Agreement (SLA), log in as an Admin User with the SLA
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the menu bar, point to Reporting, and then click Service Level Agreements. To create a
new SLA, click the Add Service Level Agreement link in the page toolbar. Choose a Source and
Domain. To edit an existing SLA, click the Edit icon.
Listed below are the field descriptions within each tab of the Service Level Agreement.

General Tab - Monitor

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the SLA. This name should be descriptive enough so users
can quickly identify this SLA from the list. The SLA Name cannot exceed 50 characters. Spaces
are allowed.
Domain
The Domain the SLA is assigned to.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the SLA's purpose. The Description is optional and cannot
exceed 256 characters.
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Status
The status indicates if the SLA is active or inactive. An inactive SLA will not execute. If an SLA is
set to inactive, it will appear grayed out on the Service Level Agreements page.
Source
A Monitor SLA will be met if a file is found during the given day. If the Monitor does not find any
files by the end of the day, as configured on the Monitor, then the SLA would be considered Not
Met.
Monitor
Monitor Name
The name of the Monitor will be tied to this SLA.

General Tab - Trigger

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the SLA. This name should be descriptive enough so users
can quickly identify this SLA from the list. The SLA Name cannot exceed 50 characters. Spaces
are allowed.
Domain
The Domain the SLA is assigned to.
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Description
A short paragraph that describes the SLA's purpose. The Description is optional and cannot
exceed 256 characters.
Status
The status indicates if the SLA is active or inactive. An inactive SLA will not execute. If an SLA is
set to inactive, it will appear grayed out on the Service Level Agreements page.
Source
A Trigger SLA will be met if the Trigger executes during the given time period. The SLA does not
take into consideration whether the status of the Trigger action was successful or failed, but rather
that the event occurred.
Trigger
Event Type
A Trigger is started when a specific Event Type occurs.
Trigger Name
The name of the Trigger as it is identified on the Trigger Manager page.
Start Time
The start of the time frame during which the Trigger must fire for the SLA to be met.
End Time
The end of the time frame during which the Trigger must fire for the SLA to be met.
Days of Week
The days of the week in which the SLA is expected to be met.
Expected Execution Count
The minimum number of times the Trigger must execute for the SLA to be met.
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General Tab - Project

Name
A user-defined name which identifies the SLA. This name should be descriptive enough so users
can quickly identify this SLA from the list. The SLA Name cannot exceed 50 characters. Spaces
are allowed.
Domain
The Domain the SLA is assigned to.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the SLA's purpose. The Description is optional and cannot
exceed 256 characters.
Status
The status indicates if the SLA is active or inactive. An inactive SLA will not execute. If an SLA is
set to inactive, it will appear grayed out on the Service Level Agreements page.
Source
A Project SLA will be met if the Project executes during the given time period. The SLA does not
take into consideration whether the status of the job was successful or failed, but rather that the
Project executed.
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Project
Project Name
The name of the Project as it is identified on the Project Manager page.
Start Time
The start of the time frame during which the Project must execute for the SLA to be met.
End Time
The end of the time frame during which the Project must execute for the SLA to be met.
Days of Week
The days of the week in which the SLA is expected to be met.
Expected Execution Count
The minimum number of times the Project must execute for the SLA to be met.

Action Tab
In this tab you can specify what action will be taken when an SLA is met or not met.

Action Type - Call Project
The Call Project action is used to invoke a Project. For example, the called project could send an
SMS message, SNMP trap, or other notification.

Project
The name of the Project to execute when the conditions of the SLA are met or not met. Browse for
the Project by clicking the
button next to the field.
Admin User
The Admin User account that will be used to execute the project.
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Password
The password to use for authenticating the specified User.
Execute When
Specify whether the Project should execute when the SLA conditions are met, not met, or both.
Job Queue
Specify the Job Queue the job will run in GoAnywhere. If left blank, the job will run under the
Default job queue.
Queue Priority
Specify the Job Queue priority from 1 to 10. Job Queues in a higher queue priority will be
executed before Job Queues with a lower queue priority.
Run Priority
The run priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the job will receive from GoAnywhere when
it executes. The run priority can be a value from 1 to 10, in which jobs with a higher run priority
will receive more attention than jobs with a lower run priority. For instance a job with a run priority
of 6 will receive more attention (CPU) than a job with a run priority of 5.
Job Name
Specify a name which identifies the Job. This name should be descriptive enough so Admin
Users can quickly identify this Job from a report or list. The Job Name cannot exceed 50
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Variables
Use the Add Variable link to add any additional variables required by the project. In the Variable
panel, type a valid Variable name and value. The
icon provides a drop-down list of predefined Variables.

Action Type - Send Email
The Send Email action sends an email to one or more recipients when the SLA is met/not met.

When Service Level Agreement Is Met
Specify the email addresses for the recipients of the email message when the SLA is met.
Separate multiple email addresses with a comma.
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When Service Level Agreement Is Not Met
Specify the email addresses for the recipients of the email message when the SLA is not met.
Separate multiple email addresses with a comma.

View Service Level Agreement
The View Service Level Agreement (SLA) page displays the settings from each tab of the SLA.
When finished reviewing the information, click the Done button to return to the SLA management
page.

Service Level Agreement Change History
The Service Level Agreement Change History page displays a list of revisions made to an SLA,
the date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Service Level Agreement Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the
SLA Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Reporting from the main menu, and then click the Service Level Agreements link. Click
the SLA's Action icon, and then click Change History.
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Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Audit Logs
The Audit Logs page allows Admin Users to view and search logs for each service the Admin
User has permission to access.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs.
To view a log, select it from the left pane to view it in the right pane.
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Global Search
The Global Search page searches for audit entries across all selected modules and services. The
date range available is dependent on how long the entries are retained in the database, which is
configured in the Global Log Settings.
The Global Search results are filtered by the modules the Admin User has access to, based on
the Admin User's role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select Search from the
Global Logs section from the left pane. The Global Log will appear in the right pane.
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Filter Criteria
The Global Log can be filtered using the following criteria:
Modules
The services and features to include in the search.
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Search Term
Enter one or more words in the field provided. The Global Search uses the following
wildcard searches:
l
l

l

l

Multiple character wildcard searching using "*".
A single character wildcard search for terms that match a single character replaced
using "?". For example, to search for "text" or "test" you can use "te?t".
Fuzzy searches using a tilde "~". A Fuzzy search finds words that are similar to the
search term. For example, the search term "Proj~" will return results that contain the
word "Project."
Multiple terms can be combined together with Boolean operators to form a more
complex query. for example:
l Searching for Project could result in 3400 hits (items contain the word Project).
l Searching for Deny could result in 100 hits (items contain the word Deny).
l Searching for Project and Deny results in 17 hits (results contain both words
Project and Deny).
l Searching for "Project Deny" (with quotes) results in 0 hits (There are no items
that contain the words Project and Deny directly after each other).

User
The Admin User or Web User that generated the log entries. Four case insensitive filter
options are available:
l
l
l
l

Equals - Searches for the entire user name specified.
Begins With - Searches for user names that begin with the specified characters.
Ends With - Searches for user names that end with the specified characters.
Contains - Searches for user names that contain the specified characters.

Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of your search based on date and time.
Rows
The number of rows to display on the page at a time.
Results
The results will show the audit entries that meet the filter criteria. Click on an audit entry to drill
down into more details for that item. Click on the by (user) link to view more information about the
user that generated the audit entry.
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View User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User or Web User management page.

Server Log Viewer
The Server Log Viewer is available to Admin Users with the Product Administrator or Auditor role
and is located on the Reporting drop-down menu. If your user account is assigned to a custom
Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the
permissions specified for that role.
The Log File drop-down list on the Server Log Viewer page displays any files with a .log
extension that are located in the default logs directory. The default logs directory is defined on the
Global Log tab of the Global Log Settings. The Log File drop-down list can also contain archived
log files stored in the default log file location. If this GoAnywhere server is a member of cluster,
the log file for the specific system is named goanywhere_[systemName].log.
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Download Server Log
Click the Download Server Log button to download the complete Server Log to your computer.
By default, the file is a plain text file with a .log extension.
Refresh
Click the Refresh button to refresh the Server Log, which will load any new entries to the log.

Administration Logs
The Administration Logs page allows you to search and view changes made by GoAnywhere
administrators. The date range available is dependent on how long the entries are retained in the
database, which is configured in the Global Log Settings.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select Administration
from the Global Logs section from the left pane. The Administration Logs will appear in the right
pane.
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Filter Criteria
The Administration Log can be filtered using the following criteria:
Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of your search based on date and time.
Admin User
The Admin User that generated the log entries. Four case insensitive filter options are
available:
l
l
l
l

Equals - Searches for the entire user name specified.
Begins With - Searches for user names that begin with the specified characters.
Ends With - Searches for user names that end with the specified characters.
Contains - Searches for user names that contain the specified characters.

Actions
Filter the search by the type of administrator action taken.
Components
The GoAnywhere components or Admin features to include in the search.
Component Name
Enter one or more words in the field provided. The Component field supports partial word
searches.
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Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Results
The results will show the audit entries that meet the filter criteria. Click the icon to view the Action
Details. Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that
generated the audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

View Action Details
The View Action Details page displays the action details of a log entry in the Administration Log
search results.
To view the Action Details of a log entry:
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1. From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select
Administration from the Global Logs section from the left pane. The Administration Logs
will appear in the right pane.
2. Click the icon next to an entry to view the Action Details.

Click the Done button to return to the list of log entries.

Service Level Agreements Log
The Service Level Agreements (SLA) Log page allows you to search and view SLA events. The
date range available is dependent on how long the entries are retained in the database, which is
configured in the Global Log Settings.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select Service Level
Agreements from the Global Logs section from the left pane. The SLA Logs will appear in the
right pane.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
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l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Event ID - The unique ID given to the event when it was created.
Name - Search for a known portion of the Service Level Agreement name.
Source - The type of event (Project, Monitor, or Trigger) tied to the SLA.
Source Name - The name of the Project, Monitor, or Trigger tied to the SLA.
Status - The outcome of the SLA - Met or Not Met.
System Name - The name of the system that executed the SLA.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
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Service Level Agreement Columns
l
l

l
l

l
l
l
l

Name - The name of the SLA.
Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order
in which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
Event Time - The time the SLA event occurred. This field is formatted according to the
Timestamp Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Status - The Status field reports if the SLA was met or not met.
Source - The type of event (Project, Monitor, or Trigger) tied to the SLA.
Source Name - The name of the Project, Monitor, or Trigger tied to the SLA.
System Name - The name of the system that executed the SLA.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Results button to save the results from all pages to a .CSV file on your
local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the results on the visible page to a .CSV file on
your local computer.

AS2 Log
The AS2 Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the AS2 service. Entries
can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is dependent on
how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global Log Settings.
To view the AS2 Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select AS2 from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The AS2 Log will appear in the right pane.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l

l

l
l

Command - The command that was run. The Audit Log search results will be filtered by the
selected command(s).
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
From ID - The From ID, if known, of the received message. This is the AS2 From ID of the
Web User who sent the message.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
MDNs Pending Approval - This option will filter results for messages that still require a
manual MDN receipt.
NOTE:

Automatic and Manual Asynchronous MDN preferences are set on the AS2 tab of the
HTTPS/AS2 Preferences page.
l
l
l

Message ID - The Message ID, if known, of the received message.
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the commands.
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l

l

l
l

Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
To ID - The To ID of the sent message.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries. Click the User link to see more details
about the Web User.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings,
log entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the
log entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Audit Log Actions
l
l
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l
l

l

l

Click MDN Receipt to view the MDN receipt that was sent.
Click Send MDN to send a MDN receipt manually. A window opens to confirm the receipt
message before sending.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

AS2 Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Message ID - The ID number of the message.
From ID - The name or ID used by the sender.
To ID - The name or ID used by the recipient.
Subject - The subject name of the message.
Encryption Algorithm - The algorithm used for encrypting the AS2 Message.
Signature Algorithm - The MD5, SHA1, or SHA2 (224, 256, 384, 512) signature algorithm
that was used to sign the message.
Compressed - If compression was used on the message.
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l
l
l
l
l
l

MDN Type - The type of MDN.
MDN Signed - Indicates if the MDN was signed with a certificate.
MDN Sent - Indicates if the MDN was sent.
MIC - The Message Integrity Code.
MIC Algorithm - The algorithm used for the Message Integrity Code.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

AS4 Log
The AS4 Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the AS4 service. Entries
can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is dependent on
how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global Log Settings.
To view the AS4 Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select AS4 from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The AS4 Log will appear in the right pane.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l

l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l

Command - The command that was run. The Audit Log search results will be filtered by the
selected command(s).
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
From ID - The From ID, if known, of the received message. This is the AS4 From ID of the
Web User who sent the message.
From Party Type - The From Party Type, if known, of the received message. This is the
AS4 From Party Type of the Web User who sent the message.
From Role - The From Role, if known, of the received message. This is the AS4 From Role
of the Web User who sent the message.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Message Channel - The Message Channel of the received message.
Receipts Pending Approval - This option will filter results for messages that still require a
manual receipt.
Message ID - The Message ID, if known, of the received message.
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the commands.
Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
To ID - The To ID of the sent message.
To Party Type - The To Party Type of the received message.
To Role - The To Role of the received message.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries. Click the User link to see more details
about the Web User.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
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entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Audit Log Actions
l
l

l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details.
Click Send Receipt to send a receipt manually. A window opens to confirm the receipt
message before sending.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

AS4 Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
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l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Message ID - The ID number of the message.
Message Channel - The Message Channel used.
From ID - The name or ID used by the sender.
From Party Type - The sender's Party Type.
From Role - The sender's Role.
To ID - The name or ID used by the recipient.
To Party Type - The receiver's Party Type.
To Role - The receiver's Role.
Encryption Algorithm - The algorithm used for encrypting the AS4 Message.
Signature Algorithm - The MD5, SHA1, or SHA2 (224, 256, 384, 512) signature algorithm
that was used to sign the message.
Compressed - If compression was used on the message.
Receipt Type - The type of receipt.
Receipt Signed - Indicates if the receipt was signed with a certificate.
Receipt Sent - Indicates if the receipt was sent.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.
Body XML - The path of the XML file included in the body of the AS4 user message.

Table Navigation Tools
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.
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FTP Log
The FTP Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the FTP service. Entries
can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is dependent on
how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global Log Settings.
To view the FTP Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select FTP from the
Service Logs section in the left pane. The FTP Log will appear in the right pane.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify
a date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

l
l

l
l
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Command - Search results will be filtered by the selected commands.
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Physical Path - The physical path is the absolute or full path location of the file or folder on
the file system.
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the
commands.
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l

l

l
l

Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries.
Virtual Path - The virtual path is the relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web
Users.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click Triggers to view Triggers that were started from this event via the Trigger Log
page.
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l

l

Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

FTP Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order
in which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Physical Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
Virtual Path - The relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web Users.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
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l

l

Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

FTPS Log
The FTPS Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the FTPS service.
Entries can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is
dependent on how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global Log
Settings.
To view the FTPS Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select FTPS from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The FTPS Log will appear in the right pane.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

l
l

Command - Search results will be filtered by the selected commands.
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Physical Path - The physical path is the absolute or full path location of the file or folder on
the file system.
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l
l

l

l

l
l

Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the
commands.
Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries.
Virtual Path - The virtual path is the relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web
Users.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings,
log entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the
log entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
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Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l
l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click Trigger to view Triggers that were started from this event via the Trigger Log page.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

FTPS Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Physical Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
Virtual Path - The relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web Users.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
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l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

GoDrive Log
The GoDrive Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for GoDrive. Entries
can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria.
To view the GoDrive Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select GoDrive from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The GoDrive Log will appear in the right pane.

Basic Search

Search Field
Enter a search term in the field provided. The GoDrive Log uses the following wildcard searches:
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l
l

l

Multiple character wildcard searching using "*"
A single character wildcard search for terms that match a single character replaced using
"?". For example, to search for "text" or "test" you can use "te?t".
Multiple terms can be combined together with Boolean operators to form a more complex
query. for example:
l Searching for File could result in 800 hits (items contain the word File).
l Searching for Trashed could result in 15 hits (items contain the word Trash).
l Searching for File AND Trash results in 14 hits (results contain both words File and
Trashed).
l Searching for "File Trashed" (with quotes) results in 14 hits (For items that contain
the words File and Trashed directly after each other).

Time Field
Select a time frame to limit the scope of your search. Default value is 'Today'.
Rows
The number of rows to display on the page at a time.
Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.
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Advanced Search
The Advanced Search provides additional search options for the GoDrive Log.

Date Range
The Date Range allows you to specify the scope of your search based on date and time.
User
The Web User that generated the log entries. Four case insensitive filter options are available:
l
l
l
l

Equals - Searches for the entire user name specified.
Begins With - Searches for user names that begin with the specified characters.
Ends With - Searches for user names that end with the specified characters.
Contains - Searches for user names that contain the specified characters.

Status
Select Successful or Failed events.
Event Type
An Event Type is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event Type is passed along
in reports and allows for easy reference.
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Event ID
An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is passed along in
reports and allows for easy reference.
Local IP
The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Remote IP
The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID
The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the commands.
File Name
Returns transactions that contain the specified File Name.
System Name
The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is commonly used in a clustered
environment.
GoDrive Columns
l

l
l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
Domain - The Domain the Web User belongs to.
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Event Type - The action completed by the Web User.
Status - Displays the outcome of the transaction, either success or failure .
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
File Name - The file name associated to the transaction.
Folder Name - The file name associated to the transaction.
Moved From - The name of source folder when an item is moved.
Moved To - The name of the destination folder when an item is moved.
Renamed To - The new name of an item that was renamed.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Modified On - The date the item was last modified.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID number.
Device ID - The ID of the device associated to the session.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
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l
l
l
l
l
l

Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Comment - The Web User comment added, modified, or removed from the item.
Target Email - The Web User the item was shared with.
Target User - The target Web User for the transaction.
Error - Displays the cause of a failed transaction.
Device Status - Displays the status of the device that attempted the transaction.

Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.
Export
If you use one of the Export options, only the visible columns are saved to the exported file.

GoFast Log
The GoFast Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the GoFast service.
Entries can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is
dependent on how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global
Log Settings.
To view the GoFast Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select GoFast from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The GoFast Log will appear in the right pane.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
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characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l

l
l

l
l
l

l

l
l

Command - Audit Log search results will be filtered by the selected commands. Click the
Select Commands link to select the commands.
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Physical Path - The physical path is the absolute or full path location of the file or folder on
the file system.
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the commands.
Status - There are three status types that can be used to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is commonly
used in a clustered environment.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries.
Virtual Path - The virtual path is the relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web
Users.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
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l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

GoFast Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
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Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order
in which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
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l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Physical Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
Virtual Path - The relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web Users.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

HTTPS Log
The HTTPS Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the HTTPS service.
Entries can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is
dependent on how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global Log
Settings.
To view the HTTPS Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select HTTPS from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The HTTPS Log will appear in the right pane.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify
a date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l

l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l
l

Command - Audit Log search results will be filtered by the selected commands.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Package ID - Secure Mail messages are assigned a unique Package ID when they are
created. The HTTPS log can be searched with a Package ID.
Payload ID - Secure Forms are assigned a unique Payload ID number when they are
created. The HTTPS log can be searched with a Payload ID.
Physical Path - The physical path is the absolute or full path location of the file or folder on
the file system.
Recipient Email - The recipient's email address for events related to Secure Mail (recipient
notified via email, recipient read message, recipient downloaded an attachment, etc.).
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the
commands.
Status - There are three status types that can be used to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is commonly
used in a clustered environment.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries.
Virtual Path - Search for a known portion of a Virtual Path. The virtual path is the relative
path of the file or folder as it appears to Web Users.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l
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Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.
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Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l
l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click Trigger to view Triggers that were started from this event via the Trigger Log page.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

HTTPS Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
l

l

l

l

Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
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l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Physical Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
Virtual Path - The relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web Users.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Package ID - The identification number given to a secure mail package.
Payload ID - The identification number given to a submitted secure form.
Recipient Email - The email address of the person to whom the secure mail package was
sent.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

PeSIT Log
The PeSIT Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the PeSIT service.
Entries can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is
dependent on how long entries are retained in the database.
To view the PeSIT Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select PeSIT from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The PeSIT Log will appear in the right pane.
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Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l

l

Command - Search results will be filtered by the selected commands.
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Server ID - The Server ID of the target server.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the commands.
Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
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l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings,
log entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the
log entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

PeSIT Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

l
l
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Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order
in which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
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l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Physical Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.
Server ID - A unique identifier of the target server.
Transfer ID - A unique identifier that represents the transfer.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

SFTP Log
The SFTP Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the SFTP service.
Entries can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is
dependent on how long entries are retained in the database, which is configured in the Global Log
Settings.
To view the SFTP Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select SFTP from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The SFTP Log will appear in the right pane.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify
a date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l

l
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
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Command - Search results will be filtered by the selected commands.
Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
Local IP - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener that received the commands.
Physical Path - The physical path is the absolute or full path location of the file or folder on
the file system.
Remote IP - The IP address of the remote system that initiated the commands.
Session Tracking ID - The Session Tracking ID of the session that initiated the
commands.
Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
System Name - The name of the system that processed the transaction. This is used when
running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment.
User - The Web User that generated the log entries.
Virtual Path - The virtual path is the relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web
Users.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l
l
l

l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.
Click Trigger to view Triggers that were started from this event via the Trigger Log page.
Click
Antivirus Log to view any Antivirus logs related to this event. This icon will only
render if the user has Antivirus Logs View permission.
Click the Web User link to view information about the Web User that performed the action.
Click the Manage User button in the resulting pop-up to open the Web Users page for that
Web User account.

SFTP Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l

Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
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l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
System Name - The name of the GoAnywhere server that processed the event. This name
is configured in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file (where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of GoAnywhere).
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
Command - The action requested by the User.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status. These
event types are referenced by Triggers and Audit Log Exemptions.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Local IP - The IP address that received the request.
Local Port - The port that received the request.
Remote IP - The IP address of the Web User's system that sent the request.
Remote Port - The port on the Web User's system that sent the request.
Session Tracking ID - A unique identifier created per Web User connection. All
transactions made through this connection are referenced by the same Session Tracking
ID.
User - The account name of the Web User performing the actions.
Physical Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
Virtual Path - The relative path of the file or folder as it appears to Web Users.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

Antivirus Log
The Antivirus Log page allows you to query, view and export audit entries for the Global Antivirus
feature. Entries can be filtered using a wide variety of search criteria. The date range available is
dependent on how long entries are retained in the database which is configured on the Global
Log Settings page.
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To view the Antivirus Log, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select Antivirus from the
Service Logs section from the left pane. The Antivirus Log will appear in the right pane.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l

l
l
l
l

l

Event ID - An Event ID is assigned to each transaction by GoAnywhere. This Event ID is
passed along in reports and allows for easy reference.
Event Type - Filter by the Event Type - whether the scan failed, was successful, was
skipped, or the ICAP server was unreachable.
File Name - The name of the File.
File Path - The absolute or full path location of the file or folder on the file system.
ICAP Unreachable - Whether or not the ICAP server was able to be contacted.
Service - Filter by the protocols that were used for transferring the files (AS2, FTP, GoFast,
etc.).
Status - There are three status types by which to filter the logs:
l Error - Returns records where the event encountered a problem.
l Successful - Returns records where the event completed normally.
l Warning - Returns records where the event produced a warning.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings,
log entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the
log entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Audit Log Detail Actions
l

Click View to view Audit Log Details for any entry.

Antivirus Columns
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns. The following properties are available:
l
l

l

l

l
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Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order
in which the events started.
Start Time - The time the event started. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the event finished. This field is formatted according to the Timestamp
Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the event. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
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l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status.
Status - The status of the transaction.
Service - The protocols that were used for transferring the files (AS2, FTP, GoFast, etc.).
File Name - The name of the file.
File Path - The full path location of the file on the file system.
File Size - The size of the file, in bytes.
ICAP Unreachable - Whether or not the ICAP server was able to be contacted.
ICAP Status Code - The code returned from the ICAP server.
HTTP Status Code - The HTTP status code for the request.
Remarks - Additional information about the transaction.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Click the Export Results button to save all results to a .CSV file on your local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the currently visible rows. Only selected
columns are exported in either case.
Click the Columns button to change the visible columns.

Audit Log Details
The Audit Log Details page displays the audit details of a specific entry in the Audit Log Search
Results.
To view the Audit Log Details for an action:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your user account is assigned to a custom
Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on
the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs.
3. In the list of service log results, click the View icon beside an entry to view the Audit Log
Details.
l
l

Click Logs to view the Trigger Log Details, if a Trigger ran.
Click the Done button to return to the list of audit entries.

Tamper-Evident Logging
If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in the Global Log Settings, and suspicious activity has been
detected for this database log record, a warning will appear above the log details.
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Trigger Log
The Trigger Log keeps track of the Trigger Execution history. The date range available when
searching the Trigger Log is dependent on the Days to keep Trigger Logs setting on the Triggers
tab of the Global Log Settings. Follow the instructions below to view the Trigger Log:
To view the Trigger Log, log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager or Auditor role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select Triggers from the
Trigger Logs section from the left pane. The Trigger Log will appear in the right pane.
Click the View icon to view Trigger Log Details.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify
a date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l

l
l
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Event ID - The unique ID given to the event when it was created.
Event Type - Filter by the Event Type that caused the Trigger to execute.
Service - Filter by the protocols that were used for transferring the files (AS2, FTP, GoFast,
etc.).
Status - The status for the Trigger can be successful, failed, or is still actively executing.
Trigger Name - Search for a known portion of the Trigger name.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
Trigger Columns
l
l
l

l
l
l

l

l
l

Trigger Name - The name of the Trigger.
Service - The service on which the event took place.
Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
Event Type - The system generated event based on the Command and Status.
Start Time - The time the Trigger started. This field is formatted according to the
Timestamp Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
End Time - The time the Trigger finished. This field is formatted according to the
Timestamp Pattern defined in the Global Settings for GoAnywhere.
Status - The Status field reports if the Trigger was successful, failed or is still in progress.
Time (ms) - The duration or total time of the Trigger. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Results button to save the results from all pages to a .CSV file on your
local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the results on the visible page to a .CSV file on
your local computer.

View Trigger Log Details
Follow the instructions below to view Trigger Log Details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Trigger Manager or Auditor role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, point to Workflows and then click Triggers.
3. In the Trigger Manager page, click the Action icon and then choose View History.
4. The Trigger Execution History page appears. Click the Log icon to open the Trigger Log
Details page.
5. When finished viewing the Trigger Log Details, click the Done button.

File Audit Log
When a file is processed by a Project, all file activity, resources, and services used for the file are
recorded in the File Audit Log. This Log allows you to search for file activity using a variety of
criteria, such as:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

File Name.
Date and time the file was processed.
The Admin User who submitted a Job that processed the file.
The source and destination file paths.
File events, such as when a file is read, written, transferred, renamed, or deleted.
If the event that included the file was successful or failed.
The type of protocol that was used to transfer the file (FTP, FTPS, SFTP, HTTPS, etc.).
The Job Number.
The Resource Name that handled the file (SFTP Server, Network Location, etc.).

To view the File Audit Log in GoAnywhere, log in as an Admin User with the Auditor role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Logs. Select File Audit from the
Job Logs section in the left pane. The File Audit Log will appear in the right pane.
View the Job Details by clicking the View icon.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Date Range - Filter search results by a predefined date range or select Custom to specify a
date and time range.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l

l
l

Agent Group Name - Search for a known portion of the name of the Agent Group that ran
the Job.
Agent Name - Search for a known portion of the name of the Agent that ran the Job.
Destination File Name - The name of the file when it was created, copied, or moved to a
destination directory.
Destination File Path - The path to the file after it was processed by a Project.
Event ID - The unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the
order in which the events started. Searching by a specific Event ID will temporarily disable
previously selected filters. Remove the Event ID filter to enable previously selected filters.
File Event - Select the type of processing that was done on a file.
Job Number - The unique job number given to each Project at runtime. Searching by a
specific Job Number will temporarily disable previously selected filters. Remove the Job
Number filter to enable previously selected filters.
Protocol - The type of protocol that was used to transfer the file from the source directory to
the destination directory.
Resource Name - The Resource that was used in the processing of the Job.
Run User - The user account that was used to submit the job.
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l
l
l
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Source File Name - The name of the file used by a Project.
Source File Path - The path to the file before it was processed by a Project.
Status - The outcome of the job (Successful, Failed or Canceled).
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Tamper-Evident Logging
When a log event is recorded, a checksum value is assigned to the entry for validating the
record's accuracy at a later time. If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled in Global Log Settings, log
entries on this page will reflect external alterations to the record or checksum. The state of the log
entry is indicated by the following color code:
l
l

l

White - No tampering evident.
Yellow - The log entry checksum is missing and the entry cannot be validated, which may
indicate log tampering has occurred. Events logged prior to enabling Tamper-Evident
Logging will not have a checksum value and will be highlighted.
Red - Log tampering has occurred, the data was modified.

Click the View icon to view Audit Log Details for a specific entry.
File Audit Log Columns
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Job Number - A unique job number given to each Project at runtime.
Domain - The Domain where the event occurred.
Event ID - A unique number assigned to the event. This number is sequential to the order in
which the events started.
Source File Name - The name of the file in the source directory.
Source File Path - The path where the file originated.
Source File Size - The size of the file before the Job was executed.
Source Resource Name - The GoAnywhere Resource that was used to access the file.
Source Protocol - The protocol used to access the file.
Source Server Host - The host name of the server used to access the file.
Source Server User - The Web User account that was used to transfer a file.
Destination File Name - The name of the file in the destination directory.
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l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Destination File Path - The path where the file is located after the Job completed.
Destination File Size - The size of the file after the Job was executed.
Destination Resource Name - The GoAnywhere Resource where the file was created or
transferred.
Destination Protocol - The protocol used to transfer the file.
Destination Server Host - The host name of the server used to transfer the file.
Destination Server User - The Web user account that received the file.
Agent Name - The Agent that was used to transfer the file.
Agent Group Name - The Agent Group that was used to transfer the file.
Event Type - The type of processing that was done to the file.
Status - The outcome of the job ( = Successful, = Failed or = Canceled).
Start Time - The date and timestamp of when the job started executing.
Task Name - The GoAnywhere Project Task name used to process the file.
Job Number - A unique Job ID number given to each Project at runtime.
Run User - The user account that was used to submit the job.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l
l

l

View the Job Log by clicking the Job Number link.
Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Export Results button to save the results from all pages to a .CSV file on your
local computer.
Click the Export Page button to save only the results on the visible page to a .CSV file on
your local computer.

NOTE:

The default saved Job Log file name is "JobFileAuditLogsYYYYMMDD.csv" (where
YYYYMMDD is the current year, month, and day).

File Audit Log Details
Each time a File is processed by GoAnywhere, all file activity, resources, and services used for
the file are recorded in the File Audit Log. The File Audit Log Details page provides an overview
of the file activity.

Global Log Settings
The Global Log Settings page provides central control over all log settings in GoAnywhere. The
log settings for each service and function within GoAnywhere can be configured on the
respective tab.
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To administer Logs, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Global Log Settings.

General
The General tab covers the log settings used by GoAnywhere for server logs.

Logs Directory
The location of the server logs for GoAnywhere. If this location is within the GoAnywhere
installation directory, it must be in the userdata folder.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the logs directory is disabled
and users are unable to make changes.
NOTE:

When running in clustered mode, this path must point to a location on the network that is the
same for all other systems in the cluster.
Default Search Date Range
Limit the date range shown by default when an audit log or history page loads.
NOTE:

The Default Search Date Range does not apply to GoDrive logs.
Tamper-Evident Logging Enabled
If Tamper-Evident Logging is enabled, log entries will be highlighted if suspicious alterations to
the database are detected.

Database Log Tables
The following table contains a list of database log tables tied to each feature should an
investigation into log tampering be necessary. Ask your database administrator to review those
tables for modification.
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Administration

l
l

AS2

l
l
l
l

AS4

dpa_admin_log
dpa_admin_log_detail
dpa_as2_audit_log
dpa_as2_audit_log_file
dpa_as2_audit_log_header
dpa_as2_audit_log_mdn

l

dpa_as4_audit_log
dpa_as4_audit_log_file
dpa_as4_audit_log_header
dpa_as4_audit_log_mdn

FTP

l

dpa_gftp_audit_log

FTPS

l

dpa_gftps_audit_log

GoDrive

l

Lucene Index docs

GoFast

l

dpa_gofast_audit_log

HTTPS

l

dpa_ghttps_audit_log

SFTP

l

dpa_gsftp_audit_log

Triggers

l
l

dpa_trigger_log
dpa_trigger_log_detail

Completed Jobs

l

dpa_job

File Audit

l

dpa_job_file_log

l
l
l

Global Log
Log Level
The global log will record information and error messages that pertain to global activity such as
when services start/stop or when administrative Users are created and login. The default setting
Normal writes standard information to the log. If Debug is selected, a higher level of detail is
recorded for events. Debug should only be used for troubleshooting an issue since it can impact
performance and increase the size of the log file.
Log File Extension
The default log file extension is .log. If you wish to specify another extension, type it in this box.
The default file name is gaservices.log. When running in clustered mode, the system name is
appended to the log file name (for example, gaservices_PRD01.log). Regardless of the
extension, the log files can be opened in any text editor. Valid extensions are log, txt, csv, dat, rtf,
out, and trace.
Maximum Log Size
Specify the maximum size the log file can reach, in MB (megabytes), before a rotation takes
place. A rotation renames the active log file with a numeric suffix (for example, gaservices.log.1),
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when the log file reaches the specified file size. At this point a new log file is started without the
loss of any log entries. The purpose of log file rotation is to prevent log files from growing
indefinitely and becoming difficult to manipulate.
NOTE:

Changing any of the settings on the Global Log tab requires a restart of GoAnywhere.

Syslog

Enabled
If selected, options are available to send GoAnywhere logs to an enterprise Syslog server. By
default, logging to a Syslog server is not enabled.
Host
The host name or IP address of the Syslog server to which various log events are sent.
Port
The port number on which the Syslog server is listening for incoming connections and/or log
events. The Port value must be a number between 1 and 65535.
Protocol
The transfer protocol used for communicating with the Syslog server. UDP connections are faster
as they simply push data to the Syslog server, but do not have the error control capability of TCP.
If using UDP and a packet is lost or received in the wrong order, nothing is recorded in the server
log. When using TCP, if a packet fails while being sent to the Syslog server, an error message is
logged in the [installdirectory]/tomcat/logs folder (where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory of GoAnywhere). The TCP connection will keep resending the packet until successful.
The default setting is UDP.
Facility
The facility name is a way of determining which process of the machine created the message.
The default setting is User.
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Application ID
The Application ID is the name that is assigned to this application. All entries sent to the Syslog
server will contain the Application ID to help identify it in the Syslog. The default setting is
goanywhere.
System Log Level
The System Log Level is the severity level of the application message that is sent to the Syslog
server. The default setting is ERROR (Syslog level 3). For example, only entries in the
GoAnywhere Server Log marked ERROR would be replicated to the Syslog. If the System Log
Level was set to INFO, then all Server Log entries marked INFO would be replicated to the
Syslog.
Audit Log Level
The Audit Log Level is the severity level of the Audit Log message that is sent to the Syslog
server. The default setting is ERROR (Syslog level 3). The Audit Logs focus on the security
aspect of file transfers related to AS2, FTP, FTPS, GoDrive, GoFast, HTTPS, and SFTP.
Successful transfers are logged with the severity set to INFO and failed transfers are logged with
the severity level set to ERROR.
Administrator Log Level
The Administrator Log Level sends Administrator Audit Log events to the Syslog server. The
default setting is INFO (Syslog level 6). The Administrator audit logs focus on changes to the
GoAnywhere system made by GoAnywhere Admin Users.
Enable Structured Data
Structured data parameters allow administrators to choose application specific log information,
such as IP Addresses, user IDs, and session IDs, to send to a Syslog server. When enabled,
administrators can choose the information that is sent related to Admin User events, AS2, FTP,
FTPS, GoDrive, GoFast, HTTPS, and SFTP audit logs.
EXAMPLE:

Syslog message for an HTTPS Secure Mail event with Structured Data Parameters:
<14>1 2016-05-20T13:19:24.417-05:00 hostname goanywhere - HTTPS Audit Log [gamfthttps@46583 start_time="5/20/16 1:19:24 PM" severity="I" remote_ip="0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1"
user_name="kharris" command="CreatePackage" event_type="Package Create
Successful" remarks="Package created successfully" event_id="1371" end_time="5/20/16
1:19:24 PM" local_ip="0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1" local_port="10443" remote_port="64431" session_
id="8B200854AA4CCFD166442B7F2B2DE8B9" time_taken="30" system_name="Default"
domain="Default" package_id="70cd6c57-202b-47eb-9162-178454409732"]
Each Syslog message will contain a Structured Data ID (SD-ID) and Type that can be used by
the Syslog server for parsing:

Protocol

SD-ID

Type

Administrator

gamft-admin@46583

Administrator Audit Log

HTTPS

gamft-https@46583

HTTPS Audit Log

AS2

gamft-as2@46583

AS2 Audit Log

FTP

gamft-ftp@46583

FTP Audit Log
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Protocol

SD-ID

Type

FTPS

gamft-ftps@46583

FTPS Audit Log

SFTP

gamft-sftp@46583

SFTP Audit Log

GoDrive

gamft-godrive@46583

GoDrive Audit Log

GoFast

gamft-gofast@46583

GoFast Audit Log

Structured data parameters are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available
parameters and the column on the right displays the parameters that are sent to the Syslog
server. Click to select parameters and then use the direction buttons between the columns to
move parameters to the appropriate side. Syslog messages will not be sent for a protocol when
there are no parameters selected.
The following table lists the optional structured data parameters that can be selected for each SDID:

SD-ID

Data
Parameters

gamft-admin@46583

entry_id
entry_type

admin_
user_id

comp_name

domain

field_label

comp_type

admin_
user_name

old_value

comp_id

created_on

new_value

override_
message
gamft-as2@46583

event_id

session_id

mic

file_size*

start_time

user_name

compressed

end_time

command

mdn_type

virtual_
path*

severity

event_type

mdn_signed

local_ip

time_taken

subject

local_port

remarks

from_id

remote_ip

system_
name

to_id

remote_port

file_path*

domain
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SD-ID

Data
Parameters

gamft-ftp@46583

event_id

remote_port file_size

gamft-ftps@46583

start_time

session_id

remarks

gamft-sftp@46583

end_time

user_name

remote_ip

gamft-gofast@46583

severity

command

system_name

local_ip

event_type

virtual_path

local_port

time_taken

domain

event_id

remote_port file_size

start_time

session_id

remarks

end_time

user_name

remote_ip

severity

command

package_id

local_ip

event_type

local_port

time_taken

recipient_
email

gamft-https@46583

file_path

virtual_
path
domain
payload_id
file_path

system_name
gamft-godrive@46583

event_id

session_id

moved_from

error

start_time

user_name

moved_to

end_time

event_type

renamed_to

device_
status

status

file_size

last_modified

local_ip

system_
name

device_id

local_port
remote_ip
remote_port

domain
file_name

comment

source_
type
source_
name

target_email
target_user

folder_
name
* AS2 audit log events can contain multiple files. The file_path, file_size, and virtual_path
parameters can be populated with comma separated values such as "file1.txt,file2.txt,file3.txt".
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Job Logs

Completed Jobs
Job Log Format
The format of all Job logs created by GoAnywhere. The default setting is Text.
l
l

Text - The logs will be written in plain text format.
HTML - The logs will formatted with HTML tags for viewing through a web browser.

Job Log File Extension
The file extension to use for the Job logs created by GoAnywhere. Valid extensions are log, txt,
csv, dat, rtf, out, and trace.
Days to Keep Completed Job Logs
The number of days to keep Job logs. All Job logs that are older than the specified value will be
deleted automatically. A value of 0 (zero) will keep the Job logs indefinitely. If a Job created
temporary workspace directories, they are also deleted at this point.
Job File Audit Logs
Days to Keep Job File Audit Logs
The number of days the audit log will be kept for a File. All Job File logs that are older than the
specified value will be deleted automatically. A value of 0 (zero) will keep the Job File logs
indefinitely.
Archive Purged Records
The log for each Job File can be archived after the specified retention period. Logs are saved as a
CSV formatted file in a sub-folder of the Logs Directory, specified on the Global Log tab. The subfolder location for the archived logs is: [installdirectory]/userdata/logs/Jobs/year/[month]/
[date].csv. For example, if the Job File log is set to archive, the folder location might look like:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/Jobs/2015/12/20151231.csv. The purge process runs every 24
hours.
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Processed EDI Documents
Days to Keep EDI Documents
The number of days to keep EDI Documents. All EDI Documents that are older than the specified
value will be deleted automatically.

Services
The Services tab specifies the log retention period and purging options for each service type.
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Days To Keep Audit Log Records (per service)
The number of days the audit log will be kept for a particular service. The log for each service can
be viewed from the Logs menu.
Archive Purged Records
The log for each service can be archived after the specified retention period. Logs are saved as a
CSV formatted file in a sub-folder of the Logs Directory, specified on the Global Log tab. The subfolder location for the archived logs is: [installdirectory]/[Log Directory]/[service]/[year]/[month]/
[date].csv. For example, if the HTTPS service log is set to archive, the folder location might look
like: [installdirectory]/userdata/logs/HTTPS/2012/12/20121231.csv. The purge process runs
every 24 hours.

Secure Mail
A Package will be marked as inactive when it is deleted, revoked, reaches the maximum
download limit, or expires. The purge settings are based on the date the Package becomes
inactive or reaches the maximum retention date. A daily process checks for packages that need
to be purged based on their settings below. If a Web User account is deleted, all packages
associated with that account will be set to inactive and deleted as part of the purge process.

Retention Period for Drafts
Days to Keep Draft Messages
Secure Mail messages are in draft status until they are successfully sent. Draft messages can be
retained on the GoAnywhere server for the specified number of days after a messages has been
saved or modified. The allowable range to keep draft messages is between 0 and 9999 days. A
value of 0 prevents the draft messages from being purged.
Retention Period for Active Messages
Days to Keep Packages
Active packages have been successfully sent and can be viewed by their recipients. Active
packages can be retained on the GoAnywhere server for the specified number of days after a
message as been sent. The allowable range to keep active packages is between 0 and 9999
days. A value of 0 prevents the Active messages from being purged.
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Retention Period for Inactive Packages
Days To Keep File Attachments
The files will be retained on the GoAnywhere server for the specified number of days after a
Package has been inactivated. The days to keep file attachments must be less than or equal to
the days to keep records for inactive packages. The allowable range to keep inactive file
attachments is between 1 and 9999 days. By default, files for a Package are stored in the
following location: [installdirectory]/userdata/packages/[creationdate]/[PackageID]. The default
Package location is defined on the Services tab in the Global Settings.
Days to Keep Package Records
For auditing purposes, the Package information can be retained between 1 and 9999 days after a
Package has been inactivated. The days to keep records must be greater than or equal to the
days to keep file attachments for inactive packages. It is recommended to keep records for the
same number of days as the Days to Keep Audit Log Records setting for the HTTPS service on
the Services tab.
NOTE:

When a Package is marked as deleted in the Secure Mail Manager or the Web Client, the
files are deleted immediately and are not affected by this setting.

Secure Forms
The Secure Forms tab specifies the log retention period for submitted forms.

Days to Keep Submitted Forms
This is the number of days the Secure Forms will be maintained. Submitted forms older than the
specified duration are deleted.

GoDrive
The GoDrive tab specifies the log retention period and purging options for GoDrive events.

Device Manager Log Level
The log level to record information and error messages that pertain to GoDrive device activity.
The default setting Normal writes standard information to the log. If Debug is selected, a higher
level of detail is recorded for events. Debug should only be used for troubleshooting an issue
since it can impact performance and increase the size of the log file.
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Days to Keep Audit Log Records
This is the number of days the GoDrive logs will be maintained. GoDrive logs older than the
specified duration are deleted.
Archive Purged Records
The log for each GoDrive event can be archived after the specified retention period. Logs are
saved as a CSV formatted file in a sub-folder of the Logs Directory, specified on the Global Log
tab. The sub-folder location for the archived logs is:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/GoDrive/year/[month]/[date].csv. For example, if the GoDrive
log is set to archive, the folder location might look like:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/GoDrive/2015/12/20151231.csv. The purge process runs every
24 hours.

Triggers

Days to Keep Trigger Logs
This is the number of days the Trigger Logs will be maintained. Trigger logs older than the
specified duration are deleted.

Administration
The Administration tab specifies the log retention period and purging options for Admin User
events.

Days to Keep Administration Logs
This is the number of days the Administration Logs will be maintained. Administration logs older
than the specified duration are deleted.
Archive Purged Records
The log for each Administration event can be archived after the specified retention period. Logs
are saved as a CSV formatted file in a sub-folder of the Logs Directory, specified on the Global
Log tab. The sub-folder location for the archived logs is:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/Admin/year/[month]/[date].csv. For example, if the
Administration log is set to archive, the folder location might look like:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/Admin/2015/12/20151231.csv. The purge process runs every 24
hours.
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Service Level Agreements
The Service Level Agreements tab specifies the log retention period and purging options for
Service Level Agreement logs.

Days to Keep Service Level Agreement Logs
This is the number of days the Service Level Agreement Logs will be maintained. Service Level
Agreement logs older than the specified duration are deleted.
Archive Purged Records
The log for each Service Level Agreement event can be archived after the specified retention
period. Logs are saved as a CSV formatted file in a sub-folder of the Logs Directory, specified on
the Global Log tab. The sub-folder location for the archived logs is:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/SLA/year/[month]/[date].csv. For example, if the Service Level
Agreement log is set to archive, the folder location might look like:
[installdirectory]/userdata/logs/SLA/2018/12/20181231.csv. The purge process runs every 24
hours.

Audit Log Exemptions
In some situations, not all events need to be logged from trusted connections. The purpose of the
Audit Log Exemptions is to help minimize the size of your logs. The options on the Audit Log
Exemptions page determine which event types can be excluded from the logs. The audit log
exemptions can be configured to filter specific services or exclude logging events for certain IP
addresses.
To administer Audit Log Exemptions, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Reporting and then click Audit Log Exemptions. The Audit Log
Exemptions page appears.
Filter the audit log rule list by selecting the Event Type from the drop-down list. Selecting an
Event Type will only display those events on the page. Show all Events by selecting the blank line
at the top of the Event Type drop-down list.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

l

Add an audit log rule by clicking the Add Exemption button in the page toolbar.
Disable all audit log Exemptions by clicking the Disable Audit Log Exemptions button in
the page toolbar. Audit log rules will be suspended until the Enable Audit Log
Exemptions button in the page toolbar is clicked (even if GoAnywhere is restarted).
Test if a specific event will be logged by clicking the Test Audit Log Exemptions button in
the page toolbar and then provide the requested information in the resulting Test Audit Log
Exemptions box.

Audit Log Exemptions Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

View details for an audit log rule by clicking View.
Edit an audit log rule by clicking Edit.
Delete an audit log rule by clicking Delete.
Copy an audit log rule by clicking Copy.
View the change history for the audit log rule by clicking Change History.

Audit Log Rule Configuration
The Audit Log Rule page allows you to configure filters that exclude certain event types from
being added to the log for the specified IP addresses. Specify the name, event type to exclude
and IP addresses, then click the Save button to save the audit log rule.
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Name
A unique name for the audit log rule. The maximum length of the name is 128 characters.
Event Type
The event type that will be excluded from the log.
Service
An audit log rule can be configured differently for each service type. The audit log rule can apply
to all services or only the selected services.
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Exclude For
Logging can be excluded for the specified event type on all IP addresses or only specific
addresses. When specifying IP addresses, type an IP address in either single IP, IP range or
CIDR notation format. Type each IP address entry on a new line or separate addresses with
commas. Do not leave spaces between hyphens or slashes when specifying ranges or using
CIDR notation (for example, 10.1.4.1/24 or 10.1.4.1-10.1.255.255). The maximum number of
characters for this field is 2000.
NOTE:

A single IPv4 address is comprised of four sets of three numbers from 0 to 255, separated by
periods. A single IPv6 address is comprised of eight sets of four hexidecimal numbers,
separated by colons. An IP range includes all the addresses between two specified
addresses. The addresses are separated by a hyphen. An IP address in CIDR notation is an
IP address followed by a "prefix." The prefix notates a range of IP addresses without the
need to type all the sets.

View Audit Log Rule
The View Audit Log Rule page displays the parameters for the rule, including when the rule was
created and by whom. Click the Done button to return to the Audit Log Exemptions page.
Follow the steps below to view the details for the Audit Log Rule:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, point to Reporting and then click Audit Log Exemptions.
3. In the Audit Log Exemptions page, click the Action icon beside the rule you wish to view.
Then from the drop-down, click View.

Audit Log Exemptions Change History
Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role to view Audit Log Exemptions.
From the main menu, point to Reporting and then click Log Exemptions. The Audit Log
Exemptions page appears. Click the Action icon next to the desired Audit Log Rule, and then
click Change History .
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Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.
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Encryption
Encryption is vital for protecting the privacy and integrity of data, whether if it is stored to disk or
transmitted outside of your organization. Encryption of sensitive data is vital for compliance with
PCI DSS requirements, State privacy laws and Federal regulations such as HIPAA and
Sarbanes-Oxley.
GoAnywhere implements several popular encryption technologies for securing data. Such as:
l

l
l
l
l

OpenPGP and GnuPG (GPG) for encrypting and decrypting files using public and private
keys
SSL for encrypting file transfers over AS2, AS3, AS4, FTPS, and HTTPS protocols
SSH for encrypting file transfers over SFTP and SCP protocols
Encrypted folders for protecting files at rest using AES 256-bit encryption
GoAnywhere MFT provides a FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode and when enabled, it only
permits the use of FIPS 140-2 compliant ciphers (e.g. AES, Triple DES) for SSL and SSH
protocols.

Key Management in GoAnywhere
GoAnywhere provides two key managements systems; Key Management System (KMS) and File
Based Keys. Both systems provide you with the ability to create and manage certificates, PGP
keys, and SSH keys that are used for Services, Web User authentication, and Project Workflows.
The Key Management System stores keys within a Key Vault located in the GoAnywhere
database, while File Based Keys are stored on disk in locations GoAnywhere can access.
Throughout the application, you will be given the option to specify if your keys are stored in a Key
Vault (KMS) or in a File (File Based Keys). For example, when creating an FTPS Resource, you
can specify if your certificates are located in a Key Store file on disk, or if they are found in a Key
Vault within GoAnywhere's database.
To make encryption configuration easier, a Domain can be set to only use the Key Management
System. When the Domain is only using KMS, none of the File Based Key encryption settings
appear in the features that require keys or certificates.

Encryption Overview
Data Risks
Unless otherwise protected, all data transfers, including electronic mail and FTP, travel openly
over the Internet and can be monitored or read by others. Given the volume of transmissions and
the numerous paths available for data travel, it is unlikely that a particular transmission would be
monitored at random. However, programs, such as "sniffer" programs, can be set up at opportune
locations on a network to simply look for and collect certain types of data (for example, user
names, passwords, credit cards numbers, social security numbers, etc).
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Encryption
Encryption, or cryptography, is a method of converting information into unintelligible code. The
process can then be reversed, returning the information into an understandable form. The
information is encrypted (encoded) and decrypted (decoded) by what are commonly referred to
as "cryptographic keys." These keys are actually values, used by a mathematical algorithm to
transform the data. The effectiveness of encryption technology is determined by the strength of
the algorithm, the length of the key, and the appropriateness of the encryption system selected.
Because encryption renders information unreadable to an unauthorized party, the information
remains private and confidential, whether being transmitted or stored on a system. Unauthorized
parties will see nothing but an unorganized assembly of characters. Furthermore, encryption
technology can provide assurance of data integrity as some algorithms offer protection against
forgery and tampering. The ability of the technology to protect the information requires that the
encryption and decryption keys be properly managed by authorized parties.

Key Systems
There are two types of cryptographic key systems, symmetric and asymmetric.
With a symmetric key system (also known as secret key or private key systems), all parties have
the same key. The keys can be used to encrypt and decrypt messages, and must be kept secret
or the security is compromised. For the parties to get the same key, there has to be a way to
securely distribute the key to each party. While this can be done, the security controls needed
can make this system impractical for widespread and commercial use on an open network like
the Internet. Asymmetric key systems can solve this problem.
In an asymmetric key system (also known as a public key system), two keys are used. One key is
kept secret, and therefore is referred to as the "private key." The other key is made widely
available to anyone that needs it, and is referred to as the "public key." The private and public
keys are mathematically related so that information encrypted with the public key can only be
decrypted by the corresponding private key.
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Asymmetric Encryption Diagram

The private key, regardless of the key system utilized, is typically specific to a party or computer
system. It is mathematically impossible for the holder of any public key to use it to figure out what
the private key is.
Regardless of the key system utilized, physical controls must exist to protect the confidentiality
and access to the key(s). In addition, the key itself must be strong enough for the intended
application. The appropriate encryption key may vary depending on how sensitive the transmitted
or stored data is, with stronger keys utilized for highly confidential or sensitive data. Stronger
encryption may also be necessary to protect data that is in an open environment, such as on a
Web server, for long time periods. Because the strength of the key is determined by its length, the
longer the key, the harder it is for high-speed computers to break the code.

Encryption Options in GoAnywhere
GoAnywhere provides several different encryption standards for protecting the privacy and
integrity of your organization’s data. These encryption standards are described below:

Encryption standard

Key Type

Encryption

ZIP with standard password protection

Symmetric

File

ZIP with AES encryption

Symmetric

File

OpenPGP

Asymmetric

File

AS2 (S/MIME over HTTP(S))

Asymmetric

File/Connection
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Encryption standard

Key Type

Encryption

AS3 (S/MIME over FTP(S))

Asymmetric

File/Connection

AS4 (S/MIME over HTTP(S))

Asymmetric

File/Connection

Secure Email

Asymmetric

File/Connection

SCP (FTP over SSH)

Asymmetric

Connection

SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol)

Asymmetric

Connection

FTPS (FTP over SSL)

Asymmetric

Connection

HTTPS (HTTP over SSL)

Asymmetric

Connection

Key Type
ZIP implements a symmetric key type, which means that the same password can be used to
encrypt and decrypt the file. The other standards (listed above) implement an asymmetric key
type, in which one key will be used to encrypt the data and a different key will be used to decrypt
the data.
File Encryption
ZIP and OpenPGP can encrypt the files themselves, protecting the data at rest. Secure Email
and AS2 are able to encrypt files before they are sent to protect sensitive information over an
unsecured connection.
Connection Encryption
The entire connection (pipe) between the client and server can be encrypted using SSL or SSH.
Any commands, messages and data flowing over the connection will be encrypted.

Choosing the Right Encryption Method
There are several factors to consider when choosing the encryption standards to implement. The
flexibility in GoAnywhere allows you to choose the encryption standard for each individual
transfer. For instance, you may want to use a simple encryption standard (such as ZIP) when
exchanging not-so-sensitive data with a customer, whereas choose a strong encryption standard
(such as OpenPGP) when exchanging highly-sensitive data.
The following questions should be asked before choosing the encryption standard to use:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How sensitive is the data being exchanged?
How will the data be transported (for example, FTP, Email, HTTP)?
Are large files being exchanged (which should be compressed)?
Should the files be encrypted (before transmission) or should the connection be
encrypted?
5. What encryption standards does your trading partner support?
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A trading partner may dictate the encryption standards which they support. For instance, many
banking institutions require that their customers encrypt files using the OpenPGP encryption
standard.
Listed below are several sample scenarios and the recommended encryption standard to use.
Scenario 1
You need to send your price list file to your customers over email. You want to make it simple for
the customers to open the file. The price list information is not extremely sensitive, but you would
like to at least password-protect it.
Recommendation: ZIP with standard password protection or ZIP with AES encryption
Scenario 2
You need to send your payroll direct deposit information to the bank. This is considered as highly
sensitive information. The bank wants you to send this information over a standard FTP
connection.
Recommendation: OpenPGP
Scenario 3
Your trading partner wants to exchange information with you over a secure FTP connection. This
trading partner wants to authenticate your company with a password or public key.
Recommendation: SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol)
Scenario 4
Your trading partner wants to exchange information with you over a secure FTP connection. This
trading partner wants to authenticate your company with a signed certificate.
Recommendation: FTPS (FTP over SSL)
Scenario 5
You need to send purchase orders to your vendors, which you consider as fairly sensitive. The
files can be rather large in size and should be compressed. The purchase orders could be sent
over standard FTP connections or via Email.
Recommendation: ZIP (with AES encryption) or OpenPGP
Scenario 6
You need to send EDI information securely to a trading partner and you need confirmation that
they received the exact document(s) you sent them.
Recommendation: AS2 (S/MIME over HTTP(S))
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Scenario 7
You need to send sensitive information in the message body of an email.
Recommendation: Secure Email

HTTPS/AS2 (HTTP over SSL) - Standards
Listed below are the HTTPS versions, standards, algorithms and key store formats supported by
GoAnywhere. When using GoAnywhere in FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode only the FIPS 140-2
approved ciphers and algorithms are used.

SSL Versions
l
l

SSL 2.0
SSL 3.0 (also known as TLS 1.0)

Authentication and Key Exchange
Algorithms
l
l

SSL Security Protocols
l
l
l

SSL
TLS

Hash Algorithms
l

Ciphers (Symmetric Encryption
Algorithms)
l
l
l
l
l
l

Diffie-Hellman
DSA
RSA

l

MD5
SHA1

Certificate Key Store formats

AES-128
AES-192
AES-256
DES
RC4
Triple DES (DESede)

l
l

JKS (Java Key Store)
PKCS12

OpenPGP Encryption
GoAnywhere incorporates OpenPGP compliant encryption technology to address the privacy
and integrity of data. OpenPGP is an industry standard that uses a combination of asymmetric
(public key) cryptography and symmetric cryptology for providing a high level of data protection,
making OpenPGP one of the most popular encryption methods used today.
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OpenPGP also address the issues of data authentication and non-repudiation with the ability to
“sign” files via an embedded digital signatures.
NOTE:

The OpenPGP encryption and decryption processes in GoAnywhere have been tested for
compatibility with many other PGP products, including PGP Desktop from PGP®
Corporation, E-Business Server from McAfee® and GnuPG.
After encrypting files with OpenPGP, GoAnywhere can place the resulting files on the local file
system, send them to another server (such as an FTP server) or send them to one or more email
recipients. For instance, a Project can be defined to automatically retrieve records from a
database, create an Excel document from those records, then encrypt the document and email it
to one or more recipients.
GoAnywhere also allows you create Projects to retrieve encrypted files, decrypt and/or verify the
files and import the data from the decrypted files into a database.

Digital Signatures
A trading partner may require that you additionally "sign" your files with your private key, which
will embed a digital signature into those files. The trading partner will then use your public key to
authenticate the files after they are received. Digital signatures allow the trading partner to ensure
that you are the true originator of the files.
Listed below is a diagram illustrating the keys needed for encryption and signing (embedding your
digital signature):
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OpenPGP Standard
The OpenPGP standard is a non-proprietary and industry-accepted protocol which defines the
standard format for encrypted messages, signatures and keys. This standard is managed by the
IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). See RFC4880 for more details on the latest OpenPGP
standard.
Listed below are the OpenPGP standards and algorithms supported by GoAnywhere.
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RFC Standards
l

Hash Algorithms

RFC 4880

l
l

Asymmetric Encryption Algorithms
l
l
l

l
l

Diffie-Hellman
DSA
RSA

l
l
l

The key sizes supported are 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096
bits.
Ciphers (Symmetric Encryption Algorithms)
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Compression Algorithms
l
l

AES-128
AES-192
AES-256
Blowfish
CAST5
DES
IDEA
Triple DES (DESede)
Twofish

MD2
MD5
RIPEMD-160
SHA1
SHA-256
SHA-384
SHA-512

ZIP
ZLIB

Quick Start for PGP Encryption (KMS)
Follow these steps to send encrypted files to a trading partner using the Key Management
System.

Step 1: Import your trading partner's public key
Import your trading partner's public key into your Key Vault by following the instructions below.
1. Launch the KMS PGP Keys page by first logging in as a user with the Key Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Import Key(s) menu option in the tool bar.
5. Browse for the trading partner’s public key on your hard disk and select it.
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6. Click the Import button to import the public key from the specified file.
7. If the import is successful, the trading partner’s public key will be loaded into the Key Vault
and will be listed on the page.

Step 2: Create a Project to encrypt files
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Project Designer and Project Executor
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
2. From the main menu-bar select Workflows, and then click Projects.
3. Drill down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
4. Click the Create a Project link (located towards the top of the page).
5. Type the new Project name and description.
6. Click the Save button.
7. The GoAnywhere Project Designer will appear.
8. The Component Library containing tasks will be displayed on the left side of the Project
Designer.
9. Expand the File Encryption panel and choose the PGP Encrypt task.
10. On the PGP Encrypt Task main panel, specify the following:
a. Specify Key Vault as the Key Location.
b. For the Input File attribute, specify the location of your file to encrypt and sign.
c. For the Output File attribute, specify the name of the encrypted file to create.
Otherwise leave blank and the encrypted file will get a .pgp extension (for example,
file.txt becomes file.txt.pgp).
d. For the Output Directory attribute, specify the directory to place the encrypted file.
Leave this field blank to create the encrypted file in the same directory as the input
file.
e. Specify a Key Name in the Public Keys pane.
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11. To additionally sign the file (this is only needed if your trading partner requires digital
signatures):
a. Expand the Secret Key panel and then click the Add Secret Key link.
b. Select the private key from the Key Name field.
c. Specify a password for your private key. This is the password you used when you
first created your key pair.

12. You can add additional tasks (for example, FTP, Send Mail or HTTP) to the Project for
sending the encrypted file to your trading partner's server.
13. Click the Save & Finish button to save the Project and return to the folder.
14. Execute the Project.

Quick Start for PGP Decryption (KMS)
Follow these steps to decrypt files using PGP keys stored in the Key Management System.
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Step 1: Create a new key pair (public and private key)
If you haven't done so already, you need to create a PGP key pair, which is a combination of a
public and private key.
1. Create a new key pair using the PGP Key Manager.
2. Export your public key and send it to your trading partner. They will use your public key to
encrypt any of your files.

Step 2: Create a Project to decrypt files
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as a user with the Project Designer and Project Executor role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, click Workflows, and then click Projects.
3. Drill-down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
4. Click the Create a Project link (located towards the top of the page).
5. Type in the new Project name and description.
6. Click the Save button.
7. The GoAnywhere Project Designer will appear.
8. The Component Library containing tasks will be displayed on the left side of the Project
Designer.
9. Expand the File Encryption panel and choose the PGP Decrypt task.
10. On the PGP Decrypt Task main panel, specify the following:
a. Specify Key Vault as the Key Location. GoAnywhere will automatically choose the
correct private key to decrypt the file.
b. For the Password attribute, specify the password of your private (or secret) key. This
is the password you used when you first created your key pair. This is only required
if the password is not stored in the Key Vault.
c. For the Input File attribute, specify the name of the file to decrypt. Otherwise specify
a variable for the Input Files Variable to process a list of files that was received from
your trading partner (which would have been populated from another task like FTP
or HTTP).
d. For the Output Directory attribute, specify the directory to store the decrypted files.
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11. Click the Save & Finish button to save the Project and return to the folder.
12. Execute the Project.

Quick Start for PGP Encryption (File Based Keys)
Follow these steps to send encrypted files to a trading partner using File Based Keys.

Step 1: Import your trading partner's public key
Import your trading partner's public key into your key ring by following the instructions below.
1. Launch the File Based PGP Keys page by first logging as a user with the Key Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu-bar select Encryption, File Based Keys, and then click PGP Keys.
3. Click the Import Key(s) menu option in the tool bar.
4. Browse for the trading partner’s public key on your hard disk and select it.
5. Click the Import button to import the public key from the specified file.
6. If the import is successful, the trading partner’s public key will be loaded into your public key
ring and will be listed on the page.

Step 2: Create a Resource to point to the PGP key ring
If you haven't done so already, create a Resource that points to your key ring.
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as a user with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources menu option.
3. From the list of resource types on the left hand side, click the PGP Key Rings icon.
4. Click the Add PGP Key Ring link in the tool bar.
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5. Specify a name for this resource (for example, "Default Key Ring").
6. Specify the location of the public and secret key rings. The default location of the public
key ring is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/pubring.pkr where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of the GoAnywhere product. The default location of the secret key
ring is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/secring.skr.
7. Click the Save button.
8. This key ring Resource can now be used in one or more GoAnywhere Projects to encrypt,
decrypt, sign and verify files.

Step 3: Create a Project to encrypt files
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as a user with the Project Designer and Project Executor role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu-bar select Workflows, and then click Projects.
3. Drill down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
4. Click the Create a Project link (located towards the top of the page).
5. Type the new Project name and description.
6. Click the Save button.
7. The GoAnywhere Project Designer appears.
8. The Component Library containing tasks will be displayed on the left side of the Project
Designer.
9. Expand the File Encryption panel and choose the PGP Encrypt task.
10. On the PGP Encrypt Task main panel, specify the following:
a. Specify File as the Key Location.
b. Select the key ring that contains the PGP keys.
c. For the Input File attribute, specify the location of your file to encrypt and sign.
d. For the Output File attribute, specify the name of the encrypted file to create.
Otherwise leave blank and the encrypted file will get a .pgp extension (for example,
file.txt becomes file.txt.pgp).
e. For the Output Directory attribute, specify the directory to place the encrypted file.
Leave this field blank to create the encrypted file in the same directory as the input
file.
f. Specify a Public Key ID in the Public Keys pane. Click the
Browse button next to
the Key ID to open the “Select Public PGP Key” window and select the public key.
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11. To additionally sign the file (this is only needed if your trading partner requires digital
signatures):
a. Expand the Secret Key panel and then click the Add Secret Key link.
b. Click the
Browse button (next to the Key ID) to open the “Select Secret PGP Key"
window and select the private key.
c. Specify a password for your private key. This is the password you used when you
first created your key pair.

12. You can add additional tasks (for example, FTP, Send Mail or HTTP) to the Project for
sending the encrypted file to your trading partner's server.
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13. Click the Save & Finish button to save the Project and return to the folder.
14. Execute the Project.

Quick Start for PGP Decryption (File Based Keys)
Follow these steps to decrypt files using File Based PGP keys.

Step 1: Create a new key pair (public and private key)
If you haven't done so already, you need to create a PGP key pair, which is a combination of a
public and private key.
1. Create a new key pair using the PGP Key Manager.
2. Export your public key and send it to your trading partner. They will use your public key to
encrypt any of your files.

Step 2: Create a Resource to point to the PGP Key Ring
If you haven't done so already, create a Resource that points to your key ring.
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as a user with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources menu option.
3. From the list of resource types on the left hand side, click the PGP Key Rings icon.
4. Click the Add PGP Key Ring link in the tool bar.
5. Specify a name for this Resource (for example, "Default Key Ring").
6. Specify the location of the public and secret key rings. The default location of the public key
ring is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/pubring.pkr where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of the GoAnywhere product. The default location of the secret key ring
is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/secring.skr.
7. Click the Save button.
8. This key ring Resource can now be used in one or more GoAnywhere Projects to encrypt,
decrypt, sign and verify files.

Step 3: Create a Project to decrypt files
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as a user with the Project Designer and Project Executor role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, click Workflows, and then click Projects.
3. Drill-down to the folder in which to create the new Project.
4. Click the Create a Project link (located towards the top of the page).
5. Type in the new Project name and description.
6. Click the Save button.
7. The GoAnywhere Project Designer will appear.
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8. The Component Library containing tasks will be displayed on the left side of the Project
Designer.
9. Expand the File Encryption panel and choose the PGP Decrypt task.
10. On the PGP Decrypt Task main panel, specify the following:
a. Specify File as the Key Location.
b. Select the key ring (PGP Key Ring Resource) that contains the PGP keys.
c. For the Password attribute, specify the password of your private (or secret) key. This
is the password you used when you first created your key pair.
d. For the Input File attribute, specify the name of the file to decrypt. Otherwise specify
a variable for the Input Files Variable to process a list of files that was received from
your trading partner (which would have been populated from another task like FTP or
HTTP).
e. For the Output Directory attribute, specify the directory to store the decrypted files.

11. Click the Save & Finish button to save the Project and return to the folder.
12. Execute the Project.

SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol)
The traditional FTP protocol sends commands and data in “the clear” over the network/internet.
This FTP data could be intercepted by an attacker, which could then be viewed and altered before
sending it on to the receiver.
If you are sending sensitive data over the internet, then you may want to consider the SFTP (SSH
File Transfer Protocol) for securing data.
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SFTP creates an encrypted tunnel between two computer systems and will protect against the
following attacks:
l

l

l
l
l

IP spoofing, where a remote host sends out packets which pretend to come from another,
trusted host.
IP source routing, where a host can pretend that an IP packet comes from another, trusted
host.
DNS spoofing, where an attacker forges name server records.
Interception of cleartext passwords and other data by intermediate hosts.
Manipulation of data by attackers in control of intermediate hosts.

SFTP uses a combination of asymmetric (public key) cryptology and symmetric cryptology to
provide strong encryption and optimal performance.
SFTP is supported by most commercial servers and many open source servers (for example,
Linux). SFTP is a good protocol to use for transmitting large files since it compresses the data
stream prior to encryption.
GoAnywhere implements current SSH 2.0 protocol standards.

SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol) - Standards
Listed below are the SFTP versions, standards, ciphers, algorithms and keys supported by
GoAnywhere.
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SSH Version
l

Key Exchange algorithms

SSH 2.0

l

Ciphers (Symmetric
Encryption Algorithms)
l

l

l

Triple DES, key
length of 192 bit
Blowfish, key length
up to 448 bit
AES, key length up to
256 bit

Diffie-Hellman, MODP Groups 1, 2, 5 (1536-bit), 14
(2048-bit), 15 (3072-bit), 16 (4096-bit), 17 (6144bit) and 18 (8192-bit).

SSH Private Keys
l
l

OpenSSH encoded keys
PEM (privacy enhanced message) encoded keys

SSH Public Keys
l

OpenSSH encoded keys

MAC algorithms
l

l

l

l

MAC-SHA1, key
length of 160 bit,
digest length of 160
bit
HMAC-SHA1-96, key
length of 160 bit,
digest length of 96 bit
HMAC-MD5, key
length of 128 bit,
digest length of 128
bit
HMAC-MD5-96, key
length of 128 bit,
digest length of 96 bit

Quick Start for SFTP
Use the appropriate Quick Start guide for transferring files using SFTP using the authentication
method required by your trading partner.

Using SFTP with public key authentication
Follow these steps to exchange files with a SFTP server using public key authentication.
1. Create an SSH key pair (public and private key) using the Key Management System or the
File Based SSH Keys page.
2. Export the SSH public key into a file and send this file to your trading partner.
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3. Add an SSH Server (SFTP/SCP/SSH) in GoAnywhere. Specify the parameters (host
name, port, user name, etc.) for the SFTP server. Associate the SSH private key (created
in step 1) with the SSH Resource.
4. Add an SFTP task to a GoAnywhere Project and choose the SSH Resource (created in
step 3).
5. You will be able to send and receive files to/from that SFTP server by adding Put or Get
elements to the SFTP task in the Project.

Using SFTP with password authentication
Follow these steps to exchange files with a SFTP server using password authentication.
1. Request your password from the organization that hosts the SFTP server.
2. Add an SSH Server (SFTP/SCP/SSH) in GoAnywhere. Specify the parameters (host
name, port, user name, etc.) for the SFTP server. Specify the password that you received
from the organization that hosts the SFTP server.
3. Add an SFTP task to a GoAnywhere Project and choose the SFTP Resource (created in
step 2).
4. You will be able to send and receive files to/from that SFTP server by adding Put or Get
elements to the SFTP task in the Project.

Using SFTP with both public key and password authentication
Follow these steps to exchange files with a SFTP server using both public key and password
authentication.
1. Create and associate a public and private key as outlined in the Using SFTP with Public
Key Authentication section above.
2. Follow the steps in the Using SFTP with Password Authentication section.
3. When both portions are complete, you will be able to send and receive files to/from that
SFTP server by adding Put or Get elements to the SFTP task in the Project.

FTPS (FTP over SSL)
The traditional FTP protocol sends commands and data in “the clear” over the network/internet.
This FTP data could be intercepted by an attacker, which could then be viewed and altered
before sending it onto the receiver.
If you are sending sensitive data over the internet, then you may want to consider the FTPS (FTP
over SSL) protocol for securing data.
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FTPS creates an encrypted tunnel between two computer systems and will protect against the
following attacks:
l

l

l
l
l

IP spoofing, where a remote host sends out packets which pretend to come from another,
trusted host.
IP source routing, where a host can pretend that an IP packet comes from another, trusted
host.
DNS spoofing, where an attacker forges name server records.
Interception of cleartext passwords and other data by intermediate hosts.
Manipulation of data by attackers in control of intermediate hosts.

FTPS uses a combination of asymmetric (public key) cryptology and symmetric cryptology to
provide strong encryption and optimal performance.
Both the server and the client can be authenticated (trusted) through the use of X.509 certificates.
In other words, certificates will help ensure that each party is truly who they say they are.

FTPS (FTP over SSL) - Standards
Listed below are the FTPS versions, standards, algorithms and Key Store formats supported by
GoAnywhere.
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SSL Versions
l
l

SSL 2.0
SSL 3.0 (also known as TLS 1.0)

Authentication and Key Exchange
Algorithms
l
l

Connection Types
l
l

l

Explicit SSL
Implicit SSL

Hash Algorithms
l

Explicit SSL Security Protocols
l
l

l

SSL
TLS

Ciphers (Symmetric Encryption
Algorithms)

l
l
l
l
l

MD5
SHA1

Certificate Key Store formats
l

l

Diffie-Hellman
DSA
RSA

l

JKS (Java Key Store)
PKCS12

AES-128
AES-192
AES-256
DES
RC4
Triple DES (DESede)

Quick Start for FTPS (KMS)
Based on if certificates are required for authentication, you can follow one of the “Quick Start”
sections below to exchange data with a FTPS server using certificates stored in the Key
Management System.

When no certificates are required for authentication
Follow the steps below if no certificates are required:
1. Add an FTPS Resource in GoAnywhere. Specify the parameters (host name, port, user
ID, password, etc.) for the server. Do not specify any certificates for the Resource. This
will instruct GoAnywhere to trust this FTPS server no matter what certificate is sent during
the SSL handshake.
2. Add an FTPS task to a GoAnywhere Project and choose the FTPS Resource (created in
step 1).
3. You will be able to send and receive files to/from that FTPS server by adding Put or Get
elements to the FTPS task in the Project.
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When certificates are required for authentication
Follow these steps if the FTPS server needs to authenticate your client certificate and/or if you
need to authenticate the trading partner's certificate.
1. Follow these steps if your trading partner requires your public certificate for authenticating
your client:
a. Create a certificate in the Key Vault Certificate Manager.
b. If your trading partner requires that your certificate is signed by a third party (not selfsigned), then follow the steps below:
l Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) and send it to an Issuer (your
trading partner or a Certificate Authority (CA)).
l After you receive the signed certificate (reply) from the Issuer, then import the
reply into your Key Vault.
l You must also import the certificate of the Issuer that signed your certificate
into the Key Vault.
l If this is a certificate chain, where the certificate that signed your certificate was
signed by another certificate and so on, then all certificates in the chain must
be added to your Key Vault.
c. If your certificate was not signed by a third party (self-signed), then Export your
Certificate and send it to your trading partner.
2. Follow these steps if you want to use your trading partner's public certificate for
authenticating their server:
a. If your trading partner's certificate was not signed by a third party (self-signed), then
request the public certificate from your trading partner.
b. Import their public certificate into the Key Vault.
c. If this is a certificate chain, where the certificate that signed your certificate was
signed by another certificate and so on, then all certificates in the chain must be
added to your Key Vault.
3. Add an FTPS Resource in GoAnywhere. Specify the parameters (host name, port, user id,
password, certificates, etc.) for the connection.
4. Add an FTPS task to a GoAnywhere Project and choose the FTPS Resource (created in
step 3).
5. You will be able to send and receive files to/from that FTPS server by adding Put or Get
elements to the FTPS task in the Project.

Quick Start for FTPS (File Based Keys)
Depending on what is required for authentication, you can follow one of the “Quick Start” sections
below to exchange data with a FTPS server. If certificates are required, they are stored in the File
Based Certificate manager.

When no certificates are required for authentication
Follow the steps below if no certificates are required:
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1. Add an FTPS Resource in GoAnywhere. Specify the parameters (host name, port, user id,
password, etc.) for the server. Do not specify any certificates for the Resource. This will
instruct GoAnywhere to trust this FTPS server no matter what certificate is sent during the
SSL handshake.
2. Add an FTPS task to a GoAnywhere Project and choose the FTPS Resource (created in
step 1).
3. You will be able to send and receive files to and from that FTPS server by adding Put or
Get elements to the FTPS task in the Project.

When certificates are required for authentication
Follow these steps if the FTPS server needs to authenticate your client certificate and/or if you
need to authenticate the trading partner's certificate.
1. Follow these steps if your trading partner requires your public certificate for authenticating
your client:
a. Create a certificate in the Default Private Keys Key Store.
b. If your trading partner requires that your certificate is signed by a third party (not selfsigned), then follow the steps below:
l Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) and send it to an Issuer (your
trading partner or a Certificate Authority (CA)).
l After you receive the signed certificate (reply) from the Issuer, then import the
reply into your Default Private Keys Key Store.
l You must also import the certificate of the Issuer that signed your certificate
into the Key Store.
l If this is a certificate chain, where the certificate that signed your certificate
was signed by another certificate and so on, then all certificates in the chain
must be added to your Key Store.
c. If your certificate was not signed by a third party (self-signed), then Export your
Certificate and send it to your trading partner.
2. Follow these steps if you want to use your trading partner's public certificate for
authenticating their server:
a. If your trading partner's certificate was not signed by a third party (self-signed), then
request the public certificate from your trading partner.
b. Import their public certificate into the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store.
c. If this is a certificate chain, where the certificate that signed your certificate was
signed by another certificate and so on, then all certificates in the chain must be
added to your Key Store.
3. Add an FTPS Resource in GoAnywhere. Specify the parameters (host name, port, user id,
password, certificates, etc.) for the connection.
4. Add an FTPS task to a GoAnywhere Project and choose the FTPS Resource (created in
step 3).
5. You will be able to send and receive files to/from that FTPS server by adding Put or Get
elements to the FTPS task in the Project.
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AS2 (S/MIME over HTTP(S))
Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) is a method used to securely send files over the Internet. The
messages are built using the MIME format and sent over HTTP(S). AS2 messages can be
compressed, signed, encrypted and then sent over an SSL tunnel; making AS2 a very secure
option for transferring files. AS2 also implements MDN (receipts) to ensure the delivery of the
message.
For more information on planning and defining an AS2 connection refer to the Quick Start for AS2
section.

Quick Start for AS2 Client (KMS)
Messages can be securely transmitted to trading partners using AS2 (Applicability Statement 2)
by using the AS2 Server Resource and AS2 Task in Projects. Follow the quick start guide below
to setup new trading partners and processes to send AS2 messages using certificates managed
from the Key Management System (KMS). If you would like to receive AS2 messages, please
refer to the Quick Start for AS2 Service guide.

Initial Planning
Contact each of the trading partners with whom you will send AS2 messages:
l

l
l

l

l

Obtain the URL of their AS2 server. If the URL begins with HTTPS and the server certificate
used by the AS2 server is not signed by a trusted certificate authority, you will need to
obtain and import their server certificate.
Obtain their AS2 ID for their server.
Provide them with your AS2 ID. Your ID is an arbitrary name that the receiving server will
use to validate your identity.
If you plan to encrypt the messages you send to your trading partners, obtain and import
their public certificate.
If you plan to sign your messages, provide the trading partner with your public certificate
that matches the private key used to sign messages. If you do not have a private key, follow
the steps outlined in the Create a Certificate section to create a private key and its
associated public certificate.

Import the Trading Partner's Public Certificate(s)
Complete these steps if you plan to encrypt the message or use an HTTPS connection.
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select the Encryption menu and then click the Key Management
System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. Click Import from the toolbar.
5. Browse for the location where the trading partner's public certificate was saved.
6. Specify the File Format for the certificate.
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7. Specify an Name to identify the certificate. Note the name, as it will be used later.
8. Click Import.

Define the AS2 Server Resource
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. On the main menu, click Resources.
3. In the Resources page, click the AS2 Server link in the Resource Type panel, and then in
the page toolbar, click Add AS2 Server.
4. Specify the parameters and the credentials for the AS2 server obtained in the Initial
Planning section above.
l URL - This is the URL to the AS2 service provided to you by your trading partner.
l AS2 From ID - This is your arbitrary AS2 ID that you provided to your trading
partner.
l AS To ID - This is your partner's AS2 ID they provided to you.
5. Specify the optional AS2 security settings below:
Encrypting Messages
When sending a message to a trading partner it is highly recommended and sometimes required
to encrypt the contents of a message. To add encryption, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 Resource Advanced tab, set the Message Encryption - Encrypt Messages
option to Yes.
2. Select the trading partner's public certificate in the Message Encryption - Key Name field.
Signing Messages
To ensure the integrity of messages, digital signatures can be added to an AS2 message
allowing the recipient to verify who you are and that the contents of the message were not
tampered with. To add a digital signature to a message, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 Resource Advanced tab, set the Sign Messages option to Yes.
2. Specify your private key in the Message Signature - Key Name field. In order for your
trading partner to verify your signature, you will need to export and send them the public
certificate associated to this private key.
Compressing Messages
Compressing messages reduces the message size and can improve transmission time. To add
compression, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 Resource Message tab, set the Message Options - Compress Messages
option to Yes.
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Define the AS2 Task
1. Login to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. On the main menu bar, select Workflows > Projects and then select the folder for the new
Project.
3. In the page toolbar, click Create a Project, specify a Project Name, and then click Save.
4. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the AS2 task to the Project Outline.
5. Within the AS2 Task page:
a. Select the AS2 Server resource created above from the drop-down list.
b. Type the path and file name of the Source File or click the
Browse icon to browse
for the file. A File Set can also be defined to send multiple files in one message.
c. Optionally specify the Content Type, Subject, and Receipt options for this message.
d. When complete, click the Save button. The Project is ready to execute.
Processing MDN Receipts
The AS2 Task provides the option of receiving delivery confirmation in the form of a receipt. If a
receipt is desired, use the Request Receipt option on the Receipt panel to select signed or
unsigned receipts. Receipts that are signed ensure authenticity. Signed messages and receipts
are considered a Non-Repudiation of Receipt (NRR), which is a “legal event” indicating that both
party’s identities and the message’s integrity are valid.
When using receipts, an AS2 Task Output variable can be defined and used elsewhere in the
Project to control how other tasks function based on the receipt message or status. If a receipt is
requested, the following Receipt Destinations (or types) are available:
Synchronous Receipt Types
In a synchronous scenario, the connection remains open between GoAnywhere and the
AS2 server until a receipt is received or a timeout occurs. The following options request
synchronous receipts:
l
l
l

Job log - The receipt will be saved to the Project's Job Log.
File - The receipt will be written to a specified file.
Discard - The receipt will be processed and verified, but not stored.

Asynchronous Receipt Type
In an asynchronous scenario, the connection closes immediately after the transmission is
complete. When the AS2 server is finished processing the message, the server will open a
new connection and send the receipt. The following options request asynchronous receipts:
l

l

Email - The receipt is sent to the specified email address. Email receipts may be
delayed and possibly not supported by the trading partner's AS2 server.
URL - The receipt will be sent to the specified URL.
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Quick Start for AS2 Client (File Based Keys)
Messages can be securely transmitted to trading partners using AS2 (Applicability Statement 2)
by using the AS2 Server Resource and AS2 Task in Projects. Follow the quick start guide below
to setup new trading partners and processes to send AS2 messages using certificates stored in
the File Based Certificate manager. If you would like to receive AS2 messages, please refer to
the Quick Start for AS2 Service guide.

Initial Planning
Contact each of the trading partners with whom you will send AS2 messages:
l

l
l

l

l

Obtain the URL of their AS2 server. If the URL begins with HTTPS and the server
certificate used by the AS2 server is not signed by a trusted certificate authority, you will
need to obtain and import their server certificate.
Obtain their AS2 ID for their server.
Provide them with your AS2 ID. Your ID is an arbitrary name that the receiving server will
use to validate your identity.
If you plan to encrypt the messages you send to your trading partners, obtain and import
their public certificate.
If you plan to sign your messages, provide the trading partner with your public certificate
that matches the private key used to sign messages. If you do not have a private key,
follow the steps outlined in the Create a Certificate section to create a private key and its
associated public certificate.

Import the Trading Partner's Public Certificate(s)
Complete these steps if you plan to encrypt the message or use an HTTPS connection.
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select the Encryption menu, File Based Keys, and click the
Certificates link.
3. On the toolbar, click Import, and select Certificate(s).
4. Browse for the location where the trading partner's public certificate was saved and click
Import.
5. Specify an Alias to identify the certificate. Note the alias, as it will be used later.
6. If the import was successful the recipient's public certificate will now reside in your Default
Trusted Certificates Key Store.

Define the AS2 Server Resource
1. Log in to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. On the main menu, click Resources.
3. In the Resources page, click the AS2 Server link in the Resource Type panel, and then in
the page toolbar, click Add AS2 Server.
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4. Specify the parameters and the credentials for the AS2 server obtained in the Initial
Planning section above.
l URL - This is the URL to the AS2 service provided to you by your trading partner.
l AS2 From ID - This is your arbitrary AS2 ID that you provided to your trading partner.
l AS To ID - This is your partner's AS2 ID they provided to you.
5. Specify the optional AS2 security settings below:
Encrypting Messages
When sending a message to a trading partner it is highly recommended and sometimes required
to encrypt the contents of a message. To add encryption, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 Resource Advanced tab, change the Key Location to File.
2. Set the Message Encryption - Encrypt Messages option to Yes.
3. Specify the trading partner's public certificate in the Encryption Certificate Alias field. Type
the alias name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the certificate.
Signing Messages
To ensure the integrity of messages, digital signatures can be added to an AS2 message allowing
the recipient to verify who you are and that the contents of the message were not tampered with.
To add a digital signature to a message, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 Resource Advanced tab, set the Message Signature - Sign Messages option
to Yes.
2. Specify your private key in the Signature Certificate Alias field. Type the alias name or
click the Browse icon to browse for the key. In order for your trading partner to verify your
signature, you will need to export and send them the public certificate associated to this
private key.
Compressing Messages
Compressing messages reduces the message size and can improve transmission time. To add
compression, follow the steps below:
1. On the AS2 Resource Advanced tab, set the Compress Messages option to Yes.

Define the AS2 Task
1. Login to GoAnywhere as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. On the main menu bar, click Projects and select the folder for the new Project.
3. In the page toolbar, click Create a Project, specify a Project Name, and then click Save.
4. From within the Project Designer page, expand the File Transfer folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the AS2 task to the Project Outline.
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5. Within the AS2 Task page:
a. Select the AS2 Server resource created above from the drop-down list.
b. Type the path and file name of the Source File or click the
Browse icon to
browse for the file. A File Set can also be defined to send multiple files in one
message.
c. Optionally specify the Content Type, Subject, and Receipt options for this
message.
d. When complete, click the Save button. The Project is ready to execute.
Processing MDN Receipts
The AS2 Task provides the option of receiving delivery confirmation in the form of a receipt. If a
receipt is desired, use the Request Receipt option on the Receipt panel to select signed or
unsigned receipts. Receipts that are signed ensure authenticity. Signed messages and receipts
are considered a Non-Repudiation of Receipt (NRR), which is a “legal event” indicating that both
party’s identities and the message’s integrity are valid.
When using receipts, an AS2 Task Output variable can be defined and used elsewhere in the
Project to control how other tasks function based on the receipt message or status. If a receipt is
requested, the following Receipt Destinations (or types) are available:
Synchronous Receipt Types
In a synchronous scenario, the connection remains open between GoAnywhere and the
AS2 server until a receipt is received or a timeout occurs. The following options request
synchronous receipts:
l
l
l

Job log - The receipt will be saved to the Project's Job Log.
File - The receipt will be written to a specified file.
Discard - The receipt will be processed and verified, but not stored.

Asynchronous Receipt Type
In an asynchronous scenario, the connection closes immediately after the transmission is
complete. When the AS2 server is finished processing the message, the server will open a
new connection and send the receipt. The following options request asynchronous
receipts:
l

l

Email - The receipt is sent to the specified email address. Email receipts may be
delayed and possibly not supported by the trading partner's AS2 server.
URL - The receipt will be sent to the specified URL.

AS3 (S/MIME over FTP(S))
Applicability Statement 3 (AS3) is a method used to securely send and receive files over the
Internet. The messages are built using the MIME format and sent over FTP(S). AS3 messages
can be compressed, signed, encrypted, and then sent over an SSL tunnel; making AS3 a very
secure option for transferring files. AS3 also implements Message Disposition Notification (MDN)
(receipts) to ensure the delivery of the message.
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AS4 (S/MIME over HTTP(S))
Applicability Statement 4 (AS4) is a message protocol based on SOAP and Web Services to
securely exchange messages between business partners. AS4 utilizes a Messaging Service
Handler (MSH) for setting up the message exchange. Messages are compressed, signed, and
encrypted. Message deliveries are verified by notification receipts. AS4 can exchange any kind of
payload (XML, JSON, EDI, etc.) and supports multiple payloads being sent in one AS4 Message.
AS4 provides rich support for metadata and allows for pushing and pulling messages.
For more information on planning and defining an AS4 connection refer to the Quick Start for AS4
section.

SSL Handshake Process
A SSL session always begins with an exchange of messages called the SSL handshake. The
handshake allows the server to authenticate itself to the client by using public-key techniques,
and then allows the client and the server to cooperate in the creation of symmetric keys used for
encryption and decryption of the data. Optionally, the handshake also allows the client to
authenticate itself to the server.
The following steps outline the handshake process:
1. The client sends the server its cipher settings (cryptographic algorithms and key sizes) and
other information that the server needs to communicate with the client using SSL.
2. The server sends the client its cipher settings and other information. The server also sends
its own certificate and may optionally request the client's certificate.
3. The client uses the certificate sent by the server to authenticate the server. If the server can
be successfully authenticated, the client proceeds to step 4.
4. Using all data generated in the handshake thus far, the client will create a pre-master secret
key for the session. The client encrypts with the server's public key (obtained from the
server's certificate, sent in step 2), and then sends the encrypted pre-master secret key to
the server.
5. If the server has requested client authentication, the client also signs another piece of data
that is unique to this handshake and known by both the client and server. In this case, the
client sends both the signed data and the client's own certificate to the server along with the
encrypted pre-master secret key.
6. If the server has requested client authentication, the server attempts to authenticate the
client. If the client can be successfully authenticated, the server uses its private key to
decrypt the pre-master secret key, and then performs a series of steps (which the client
also performs, starting from the same pre-master secret key) to generate the master secret
key.
7. Both the client and the server use the master secret key to generate the session keys,
which are symmetric keys used to encrypt and decrypt information exchanged during the
SSL session and to verify its integrity.
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8. The client sends a message to the server informing it that future messages from the client
will be encrypted with the session key. It then sends a separate (encrypted) message
indicating that the client portion of the handshake is finished.
9. The server sends a message to the client informing it that future messages from the server
will be encrypted with the session key. It then sends a separate (encrypted) message
indicating that the server portion of the handshake is finished.
10. The SSL handshake is now complete and the session begins. The client and the server
use the session keys to encrypt and decrypt the data they send to each other.

SSH Handshake Process
There are two layers involved in a SFTP connection: the Transport layer and Authentication
layer. The Transport layer is used to establish the encryption algorithm and to create a secure
connection between the client and server. The Authentication layer is used to determine whether
the client is authorized to connect to the server.

Transport Layer
When the SFTP client (the trading partner) first connects to GoAnywhere (the server), the
encryption algorithm will be negotiated, along with various other connection parameters. Once
the encryption algorithm is determined, then the following steps are performed:
1. The server will send its public key to the client.
2. The client will generate a random session key and will encrypt it with the server’s public
key.
3. The client will then send the encrypted session key to the SFTP server.
4. The server will decrypt the session key with the server’s private key. From then on, all data
will be encrypted with that session key.

Authentication Layer
After the Transport Layer is established, the server will attempt to authenticate the client. The
client can be authenticated using one of two options, public key or password.
Option 1: Public key authentication
Before using public key authentication, a user on the client system will need to generate a
SSH key pair (a private key and public key). The private key should be stored on the
machine where the client (such as GoAnywhere) is located. The public key should be sent
to the organization that hosts the server.
The following steps are performed during the authentication layer of a SFTP connection:
1. The server will encrypt a random number with the client’s public key and will send it
to the client.
2. The client will use its private key to decrypt the random number. This decrypted
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number will then be sent back to the server.
3. The server will permit the connection with the client if the random number is correct.
Option 2: Password authentication
The organization that hosts the server will provide a password to the user at the client
system. This password will need to be specified when the client makes a connection to the
server. The following steps will be performed during the authentication layer of the SFTP
connection:
1. The client will pass the password to the server. This password is encrypted through
the Transport Layer.
2. The server will permit the connection with the client if the password is correct.

Exchanging Data
After the encryption method is established (in the Transport Layer) and authentication is
completed (in the Authentication Layer), then client and the server can begin to exchange data
over the encrypted tunnel.

Quick Start for Secure Email (KMS)
Emails can use certificates and private keys for encrypting and signing emails. Use the following
instructions to encrypt and sign emails using the Key Management System.

Encrypting an Email
Follow the steps below to encrypt an email:
1. Launch the Key Vault page by first logging in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Encryption, and then Key Management System.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. Click the Import button in the page toolbar and select Certificate(s).
5. Browse for the email recipient's public certificate on your local file system and click Import.
6. If the import was successful the recipient's public certificate will appear in the Key Vault.
7. Log in as and Admin User with the Project Designer role.
8. Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
9. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
10. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send Email task to the Project Outline.
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11. Within the Send Email task page:
a. Select the SMTP Server resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a From address, Subject and Message.
c. Specify a To address. The email address specified here will be used when
performing an auto-lookup against the Key Vault to find the recipient's public
certificate. If a certificate is not found that contains that email address an error is
displayed during execution. The auto-lookup feature will use the first certificate in the
Key Vault that matches that email address. If this is not desired, an Encryption Key
Name can be specified on the Send Email task's sub-element, TO.
d. Click the Encryption panel and set the Encrypt Message attribute to true.
e. Click the Save button.

Signing an Email
Email messages can be forged easily making them appear to be sent from someone you trust.
Digital signatures can be added to an email to allow the recipients to verify you are who you say
you are. To add a digital signature to an email follow the steps below:
1. If a private key already exists in the Key Vault skip to the next step. If not, follow the steps
outlined in the Create a Certificate section to create a private key.
2. Log in as and Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
3. Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
4. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
5. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send Email task to the Project Outline.
Within the Send Email task page:
a. Select the SMTP Server Resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a From address. The email address specified here will be used when
performing an auto-lookup against the Key Vault to find the sender's private key. If a
key is not found that contains that email address an error is displayed during
execution. The auto-lookup feature will use the first key in the Key Vault that
matches that email address. If this is not desired, an Encryption Key Name can be
specified on the Send Email task's From sub-element.
c. Specify a To address, Subject and Message.
d. Click on the Encryption panel and set the Sign Message attribute to true.
e. Click on the Save button.

Decrypting an Email
Follow the steps below to decrypt an S/MIME email:
1. When the sender encrypts the email they must use the public certificate you provided
them. The corresponding private key to that public certificate must reside in the Key Vault.
If a private key already exists and the exchange of certificates has already taken place skip
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

to step 6. If not, continue on with step 2.
Create a private key by following the steps outline in the Create a Certificate section.
After a private key is generated, select the Action icon and then click the Export button.
From the Export Entry page select the Head Certificate item and click Export.
Send the certificate to the sender that will be encrypting the emails.
Log in as and Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
Within the Retrieve Email task page:
a. Select the Mail Box resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a Destination Directory. This directory will contain all attachments received.
It is recommended to use a workspace so that each execution of the Project will have
a clean working directory.
c. Click on the Save button.

When the Project is executed the messages will be retrieved from the Mail Box server. If the email
message is encrypted using S/MIME, the Retrieve Email task will try to automatically decrypt it.
The first step performed when decrypting is an auto-lookup against the Key Vault to find a private
key that contains an email address that matches the recipient's email address. If one does not
exist an error is display to the page and recorded in the Job Log. The auto-lookup feature can be
replaced by specifying a Decryption Key Name on the Advanced panel of the Retrieve Email
task.

Verifying an Email's Digital Signature
When retrieving email messages some may be digitally signed from the sender. In order for you to
process these messages the sender's public certificate will need to imported into the Key Vault.
Follow the steps below to encrypt an email:
1. Launch the Key Vault page by first logging in as a user with a Key Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. On the main menu bar, navigate to Encryption > Key Management System.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. Click the Import button in the tool bar and select Certificate(s).
5. Browse for the sender's public certificate on your local file system and click Import.
6. If the import was successful the sender's public certificate will now reside in your Key Vault.
7. Log in as and Admin User with the Project Designer role.
8. Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
9. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
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10. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
11. Within the Retrieve Email task page:
a. Select the Mail Box resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a Destination Directory. This directory will contain all attachments received.
It is recommended to use a workspace so that each execution of the Project will
have a clean working directory.
c. Click the Save button.
When the Project is executed it will connect to the Mail Box specified and retrieve any messages
waiting to be processed. If the messages contains a digital signature the signature will be verified
against the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store. If the sender's certificate is not found then an
error will be displayed indicating that the sender could not be verified.
NOTE:

After importing the sender's certificate review the certificate's Issuer. If the certificate was
issued by a certificate that does not exist in the Key Vault, the signature verification will fail.

Quick Start for Secure Email (File Based Keys)
Emails can use certificates and private keys for encrypting and signing emails. Use the following
instructions to encrypt and sign emails using File Based Keys.

Encrypting an Email
Follow the steps below to encrypt an email:
1. Launch the File Based Certificates page by first logging in as an Admin User with a
Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Encryption, File Based Keys, and then click the
Certificates link.
3. Ensure the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store is open.
4. Click the Import button in the page toolbar and select Certificate(s).
5. Browse for the email recipient's public certificate on your local file system and click Import.
6. If the import was successful the recipient's public certificate will now reside in your Default
Trusted Certificates Key Store.
7. Log in as and Admin User with the Project Designer role.
8. Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
9. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
10. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send Email task to the Project Outline.
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11. Within the Send Email task page:
a. Select the SMTP Server resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a From address, Subject and Message.
c. Specify a To address. The email address specified here will be used when
performing an auto-lookup against the Default Trusted Certificate Key Store to find
the recipient's public certificate. If a certificate is not found that contains that email
address an error is displayed during execution. The auto-lookup feature will use the
first certificate in the Key Store that matches that email address. If this is not desired,
the a Trusted Key Alias can be specified on the Send Email task's sub-element, TO.
d. Click the Encryption tab and set the Encrypt Message attribute to true.
e. Click the Save button.

Signing an Email
Email messages can be forged easily making them appear to be sent from someone you trust.
Digital signatures can be added to an email to allow the recipients to verify you are who you say
you are. To add a digital signature to an email follow the steps below:
1. If a private key already exists in the Default Private Keys Key Store skip to the next step. If
not, follow the steps outlined in the Create a Certificate section to create a private key.
2. Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
3. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
4. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Send Email task to the Project Outline.
Within the Send Email task page:
a. Select the SMTP Server Resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a From address. The email address specified here will be used when
performing an auto-lookup against the Default Private Keys Key Store to find the
sender's private key. If a key is not found that contains that email address an error is
displayed during execution. The auto-lookup feature will use the first key in the
Key Store that matches that email address. If this is not desired, a Private Key Alias
can be specified on the Send Email task's From sub-element.
c. Specify a To address, Subject and Message.
d. Click on the Encryption panel and set the Sign Message attribute to true.
e. Click on the Save button.

Decrypting an Email
Follow the steps below to decrypt an S/MIME email:
1. When the sender encrypts the email they must use the public certificate you provided them.
The corresponding private key to that public certificate must reside in the Default Private
Keys Key Store in GoAnywhere. If a private key already exists and the exchange of
certificates has already taken place skip to step 6. If not, continue on with step 2.
2. Create a private key by following the steps outline in the Create a Certificate section. Make
sure to place the private key in the Default Private Keys Key Store.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

After a private key is generated, select the Action icon and then click the Export button.
From the Export Entry page select the Head Certificate item and click Export.
Send the certificate to the sender that will be encrypting the emails.
Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
7. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
8. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
Within the Retrieve Email task page:
a. Select the Mail Box resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a Destination Directory. This directory will contain all attachments received.
It is recommended to use a workspace so that each execution of the Project will
have a clean working directory.
c. Click on the Save button.
When the Project is executed the messages will be retrieved from the Mail Box server. If the
email message is encrypted using S/MIME, the Retrieve Email task will try to automatically
decrypt it. The first step performed when decrypting is an auto-lookup against the Default Private
Keys Key Store to find a private key that contains an email address that matches the recipients
email address. If one does not exist an error is display to the page and recorded in the Job Log.
The auto-lookup feature can be replaced by specifying a Private Key Alias on the Advanced
panel of the Retrieve Email task.

Verifying an Email's Digital Signature
When retrieving email messages some may be digitally signed from the sender. In order for you
to process these messages the sender's public certificate will need to imported into
GoAnywhere. Follow the steps below to encrypt an email:
1. Launch the File Based Certificates page by first logging in as a user with a Key Manager
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
2. On the main menu bar, navigate to Encryption > File Based Keys, and select Certificates.
3. Make sure the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store is selected and click the Open
button.
4. Click the Import button in the tool bar and select Certificate(s).
5. Browse for the sender's public certificate on your local file system and click Import.
6. If the import was successful the sender's public certificate will now reside in your Default
Trusted Certificates Key Store.
7. Select Workflows from the main menu, click Projects, and then navigate to the folder
where the new Project should go.
8. Click the Create a Project button, specify a Project Name and click Save.
9. From within the Project Designer page, expand the Email & SMS folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Retrieve Email task to the Project Outline.
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10. Within the Retrieve Email task page:
a. Select the Mail Box resource from the drop-down list.
b. Specify a Destination Directory. This directory will contain all attachments received.
It is recommended to use a workspace so that each execution of the Project will have
a clean working directory.
c. Click the Save button.
When the Project is executed it will connect to the Mail Box specified and retrieve any messages
waiting to be processed. If the messages contains a digital signature the signature will be verified
against the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store. If the sender's certificate is not found then an
error will be displayed indicating that the sender could not be verified.
NOTE:

After importing the sender's certificate review the certificate's Issuer. If the certificate was
issued by a certificate that does not exist in the Default Trusted Certificates Key Store, the
signature verification will fail.

Export Certificate Chains from Web Browsers
Follow the instructions below to export certificate chains from browsers:

Google Chrome
1. Navigate to the website that contains the certificate chain to download.
2. Click on the Customize and Control
icon located in the upper right of the Google
Chrome navigation window.
3. Select More tools and then Developer tools.
4. Select Security from the developer tools menu bar.
5. On the Security Overview page, select View certificate.
6. The Certificate window provides detailed information about the certificate as well as the
certification path. Select the Details tab.
7. From the Details page, select Copy to File...
8. Follow the Certificate Export Wizard prompts. When given the option, select the DER
encoded binary X.509 format and select the “Include all certificates in the certification path
if possible” option.
9. Select the desired download location and file name and finish the export.
The certificate chain will be downloaded as a single file, which can be imported into in
GoAnywhere's Key Management System or File Based Keys manager.

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
1. Run Internet Explorer 11 as an administrator.
2. Navigate to the website that contains the certificate chain to download.
3. Click on the Padlock
icon in the address bar, to the right of the website URL, to display
the Website Identification menu.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Click View certificates.
Select the Details tab.
On the Details tab, click Copy to File.
Follow the Certificate Export Wizard prompts. When given the option, select the DER
encoded binary X.509 format and select the “Include all certificates in the certification path
if possible” option.
8. Select the desired download location and file name and finish the export.
The certificate chain will be downloaded as a single file, which can be imported into in
GoAnywhere's Key Management System or File Based Keys manager.

Mozilla Firefox
1. Navigate to the website that contains the certificate chain to download.
2. Click on the Padlock
icon in the address bar, to the left of the website URL, to display
the security menu.
3. Click on the Arrow icon to display the certificate verification information.
4. Click More Information.
5. Select the Security tab and click View Certificate.
6. In the Certificate Viewer, select the Details tab.
7. Select the certificate you want to export from the Certificate Hierarchy pane.
8. Click Export.
9. Select the desired download location, file name, and file type and finish the export.
The certificate chain will be downloaded as a single file, which can be imported into in
GoAnywhere's Key Management System or File Based Keys manager.

Key Management System
The integrated Key Management Systems allows administrators to create Key Vaults in
GoAnywhere that are used to create and store certificates, SSH keys, and PGP keys. By default,
GoAnywhere includes two Key Vaults, the System and Default vaults:
l

l

System - The Key Vault for storing the trusted CA certificates, as well as the private
keys/certificates used in the HTTPS, FTPS, SFTP, AS2, and GoFast services.
Default - A Key Vault used to retrieve keys or certificates for Web User authentication,
Resources, and Projects. Additional Key Vaults can be created to organize keys into
specific groups, such as Key Vaults that are used by specific Domains.

Key Vaults are stored in the GoAnywhere database and can only be managed by Admin Users
with the correct security role, as follows:
l
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l

l

Domain Key Vaults - Admin Users must have the Security Officer role to create, edit, and
remove Key Vaults.
Domain Key Vault Keys - Admin Users must have the Key Manager role and be
associated to the Domain where this Key Vault belongs in order to manage keys.

From the main menu bar, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

Add a new Key Vault by clicking Add Key Vault.

Key Vault Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l

l

l

View Key Vault details by clicking View.
Edit a Key Vault by clicking Edit. The System Key Vault cannot be edited.
Delete a Key Vault by clicking Delete. The System Key Vault cannot be deleted.
View the change history for the Key Vault by clicking Change History.
Manage the Key Vault's Certificates by clicking Manage Certificates. You can also access
the certificates by selecting the number link below the Certificates column on the Key Vault
page.
Manage the Key Vault's SSH keys by clicking Manage SSH Keys. You can also access
the keys by selecting the number link below the SSH keys column on the Key Vault page.
Manage the Key Vault's PGP keys by clicking Manage PGP Keys. The System Key Vault
does not use PGP keys. You can also access the keys by selecting the number link below
the PGP keys column on the Key Vault page.

Configure Key Vault
Follow the instructions below to add or edit a Key Vault:
NOTE:

The details of the System Key Vault cannot be modified.
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. To add a Key Vault, click the Add Key Vault button in the page header.
4. To edit a Key Vault, click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and then click Edit.
5. Specify or edit the Key Vault information in the appropriate fields.
6. Click the Save button when finished.

Name
The name of the Key Vault.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the Key Vault. The Description is optional and cannot exceed
512 characters. Spaces are allowed.
Domains
The Domains that can access this Key Vault. Select a Domain, and then use the arrow buttons to
move the Domain to the appropriate column. You can also drag and drop a Domain from one
column to another.
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Key Vault Details
The Key Vault Details page shows the properties of the Key Vault, such as the number of
certificates, SSH keys, or PGP keys, creation dates, as well as the Domains that have access to
the Key Vault.
Follow the instructions to view a Key Vault's details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role to view Key Vault details. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select View Vault.

Key Vault Change History
The Key Vault Change History page displays a list of revisions made to a Key Vault, the date the
changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Key Vault Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select Encryption from the main menu, and then click the Key Management System link. Click
the Key Vaults Action icon, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Certificates
Certificates (otherwise known as X.509 certificates) are digital identification documents that allow
SSL-enabled servers (e.g. FTPS, HTTPS, etc.) and clients to authenticate each other. A
certificate can be thought of as the digital equivalent of a passport.
A certificate will contain information about the entity (organization) which the certificate
represents, including the following details:
l
l
l
l

The name of the entity which signed/issued the certificate, otherwise known as the Issuer.
The expiration date of the certificate.
The Public key of the entity which the certificate represents.
The digital signature of the Issuer. This signature is created using the issuer’s private key
and ensures the validity of the certificate.

Issuing Entities
Your trading partner may require that you send them your certificate before allowing you to
connect to their SSL-enabled server. Depending on your trading partner’s authentication
requirements, there are three different approaches in which a certificate can be signed and
issued:
l

l
l

You can issue your own certificate. This is considered a self-signed certificate and is the
lowest level of trust.
Your trading partner can issue your certificate.
A Certificate Authority (CA) can issue your certificate. This is the highest level of trust.

A certificate authority (CA) is a trusted organization that issues public key certificates. The job of
a CA is very similar to that of a notary public. You must provide proof identity to the CA in order to
obtain a certificate from the CA. Once the CA is confident that you represent the organization that
you say you represent, then the CA will sign the certificate attesting to the validity of the
information contained within the certificate. A CA will generally charge a fee for this service.
Examples of popular CA's are VeriSign™, Entrust™ and Equifax™.
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Certificate Chains
Multiple certificates can be linked in a certificate chain. When a certificate chain is used, the first
certificate is always that of the sender. The next is the certificate of the entity that issued the
sender's certificate. If there are more certificates in the chain, each is that of the authority that
issued the previous certificate. The final certificate in the chain is the certificate for a root CA. A
root CA is a public certificate authority that is widely trusted (such as VeriSign).

Wildcard SSL Certificates
GoAnywhere supports wildcard certificates. See the Create Certificate topic for details.

Managing Certificates
To manage certificates in a Key Vault:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.

NOTE:

A certificate shown in red indicates it has expired.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Create a new certificate by clicking the Add Certificate button.
Import a certificate by clicking the Import button.
Return to the Key Management System (KMS) page by clicking the Back button.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for a Certificate by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
l

Algorithm - The algorithm used to generate the certificate.
Issuer - The name of the entity that issued the certificate.
Key Type - Certificate or Key Pair.
Subject - The Common Name designated when the certificate was created.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Certificate Manager Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

l
l

l
l
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View the details for a certificate by clicking View.
Edit a certificate by clicking Edit.
Export a certificate by selecting the entry and clicking Export. This is used only in a special
circumstance if you need to share the public certificate with a trading partner.
View the change history for the Certificate by clicking Change History.
Generate a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) by clicking Generate CSR. This is used if
you need to have a Certificate Authority (CA) sign the certificate.
Store a certificate password in the Key Vault by clicking Store Password.
Remove a password from the Key Vault by clicking Remove Stored Password.
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l
l

Import a reply from a certificate authority by clicking Import CA Reply.
Delete a certificate by clicking Delete.

Certificate Columns
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Name - The name of the Certificate. Click on the Certificate Name to view or edit Certificate
details.
Description - A description of what the Certificate is used for.
Subject - The Common Name designated when the certificate was created.
Issuer - The name of the entity that issued the Certificate.
Key Type - Certificate or Key Pair.
Modified By - The user who last modified the Certificate.
Modified On - The date/time when the Certificate was last modified.
Password Stored - Whether or not the Certificate password is stored in the Key Vault.
Size - The length (in bits) of the key.
Algorithm - The algorithm used to generate the Certificate.
SHA1 Fingerprint - The SHA1 key fingerprint of the certificate.
SHA512 Fingerprint - The SHA512 key fingerprint of the certificate.
Expires On - The date/time the Certificate will expire.
Created By - The user who created the Certificate.
Created On - The date/time the Certificate was created.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Monitor properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected certificates.

Add Certificate
Follow the instructions below to add a new certificate:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
In the Certificate Manager page, click Add Certificate in the page toolbar.
On the Add Certificate page, complete the requested information.
When complete, click the Save button to create the certificate.

NOTE:

A newly created certificate is considered self-signed and will not be trusted initially by trading
partners and client applications. The head certificate should be exported and sent to your
trading partners for them to import into their trusted key stores. As best practice, certificates
can be signed by a Certificate Authority (CA) to establish trust without exchanging
certificates with trading partners. To do so, a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) must be
created.
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Key Vault
The name of Key Vault that the certificate belongs to.
Name
The name of certificate.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the certificate. The Description is optional and cannot exceed
512 characters. Spaces are allowed.
Algorithm
The algorithm to use to generate the certificate. Valid values are RSA and DSA . It is generally
recommended to use RSA unless your trading partner dictates otherwise.
Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values are 1024, 2048 or 4096 bits. In most cases a 2048 bit
key size is sufficient. Larger key sizes will provide strong protection, but will slow the
performance of encryption/decryption processes.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the RSA
key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you attempt to save
the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Password
The password to protect the secret (private) key portion of the key pair. This password should be
recorded in a safe place. You should not share this password with your trading partners.
Confirm Password
Retype the password to confirm.
Store Password
Certificate key pairs with passwords stored in the Key Vault can be used without an Admin User
supplying the password when the certificate is used.
Signature Algorithm
The algorithm to use for signing the public key portion of the certificate. SHA256withRSA is
recommended in most cases, unless your trading partner dictates otherwise.
NOTE:

Some browsers consider the SHA1 signature algorithm obsolete and insecure and will
display a certificate error. To avoid conflicts, consider using SHA2 or another signature
algorithm instead.
Common Name
A unique name that your trading partner's SSL-enabled server could use to help verify your
identity. The common name should typically be a value that another organization would most
likely not use. It is recommended to use your organization's URL (e.g.
"www.yourcompanyname.com") as the common name since that is unique to your organization.
It is not recommended to use spaces in the common name.
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l

Using Wildcard SSL Certificates - Wildcard SSL certificates are used to secure additional
subdomains to your primary website URL. For example, a single wildcard certificate can
secure www.example.com, blog.example.com, and myportal.example.com. To designate
an SSL certificate as a wildcard certificate, add an asterisk (*) to the left of the primary URL
in the Common Name field, where the subdomain name will appear. In the example
subdomains listed above, the wildcard certificate common name would be *.example.com.

NOTE:

It is recommended that the common name match the URL to the HTTPS server. Otherwise,
the web browser may display a name mismatch error.
Organization Unit
The department name (for example, "IS Department") or branch name (for example, "Orlando
office") in your organization that would use this certificate. This information will be stored in the
certificate for identification purposes.
Organization
The name of your organization, which will be stored in the certificate for identification purposes.
Locality
The city or town (for example, "Omaha") in which your organization is located, which will be stored
in the certificate for identification purposes.
State
The state or province (for example, "Nebraska") in which your organization is located. It is
recommended that you do not use abbreviations for the state or province. Instead, spell the
complete name. This information will be stored in the certificate for identification purposes.
Country
The country (for example, "United States") in which your organization is located. It is
recommended that you do not use abbreviations for the country. Instead, spell the complete
name. This information will be stored in the certificate for identification purposes.
Email Address
Your email address or general email address of your organization, which will be stored in the
certificate for identification purposes.
Expires On
The date on which the certificate will expire. If the date is not overridden, the default expiration
date will be three (3) years from the creation date.
NOTE:

Expired certificates will result in browser errors. To avoid these errors, contact the certificate
authority to renew the certificate before it expires.
Extended Key Usage
Extended Key Usage defines the purpose of the certificate. A certificate may be used as a
SSL/TLS Server Certificate, SSL/TLS Client Certificate, and for Email Protection.
Subject Alternative Names
Subject Alternative Names allow for multiple host name values to be associated with a single SSL
certificate. Some browsers check for a match between the Subject Alternative Name (rather than
the Common Name) and the URL to the HTTPS server. The supported name types are:
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l
l
l
l
l

Internet Mail Address (must be a valid email address)
IP Address (must be a valid IPv4 or IPv6)
DNS Name
URI (must be a valid URI that begins with http:// or https://)
Directory Name (a distinguished name, such as dn=com.example)

Edit Certificate
A certificate can be edited using the Edit Certificate page. Follow the instructions below to edit
the properties of a certificate:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. Click the Action icon next to the desired certificate and select Edit.
5. This page will show the properties for the certificate, such as the name, algorithm, and
expiration date.
6. You can edit the certificate Name and the certificate Description.
7. Click the Save button when finished to save any changes.
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Generate CSR (Certificate Signing Request)
The Generate CSR function allows you to create a signing request for your certificate, that you will
send to a Certificate Authority (CA) for signing. This function is needed if your trading partner(s)
require your certificates to be signed by a CA (not self-signed). Signed certificates are also
required for HTTPS web sites.
Follow the instructions below to generate a CSR:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
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4. In the Certificate Manager page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
the Generate CSR button. If no certificates exist, create an SSL certificate. The file will be
downloaded to the default download directory on your PC. The file name is constructed by
the system using the certificate's name with a .csr extension.
5. Send this file to a certificate authority (CA) for signing.
The Certificate Authority (CA) will review your CSR and return a reply. The reply will contain the
digital signature of the CA. This reply can be imported using the Import CA Reply function.

Store Password
The Store Password page allows you to store the certificate key pair password in the Key Vault.
Certificates with stored passwords can be used without an Admin User supplying the password.
Use the following instructions to store a certificate password in the Key Vault:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the Key Vault that contains the certificate and choose
Manage Certificates.
4. In the Certificate Manager page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
Store Password.

5. Specify the Password and then click the Save button.

Certificate Change History
Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage Certificates in a Key Vault. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System. Click the Action icon next to the
desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates. Click the Action icon next to the desired
Certificate, and then click Change History.
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Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Import CA Reply
This function allows you to import a reply (signed certificate) from a Certificate Authority (CA).
This reply is in response to a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) that you generated earlier. If the
CSR was approved, the reply will contain the digital certificate of the CA.
Follow the instructions below to import a CA reply:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. In the Certificate Manager page, select the Action icon for the certificate and select
Import CA Reply.
5. On the Import CA Reply page, click to select the location where the CA Reply file is
located.
6. In the Input File box, type the location for the file or click the Browse button to browse for
the file.
7. If the certificate password is not stored in the Key Vault, it must be supplied in order to
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import the certificate.
8. Click the Import button to import the reply.

NOTE:

If the reply contains an approval from the CA, then your certificate will be signed with the
digital signature of the CA. You can verify this signature by viewing the details for your
certificate (click the View icon next to the certificate).

Export Certificates and Private Keys from GoAnywhere
Follow the instructions below to export an SSL certificate or private key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the Key Vault that contains the certificate to export and select
Manage Certificates.
4. In the Certificate Manager page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
the Export button.
5. In the Export Entry box, select the export type:
l Head Certificates - saves just the certificate with a .crt extension (PEM format).
l Certificate Chains - saves the certificate chain with a .p7b extension (PKCS #7
format).
l Private Keys and Certificates - saves both the private key and certificate with a .p12
extension (PKCS #12 format). You will be prompted for a password to protect the
file.
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NOTE:

Private keys and certificates exported in BCFIPS mode are saved with a .bcfks
extension (Bouncy Castle FIPS format). Use the Java Keytool included with Java or
third-party software like KeyStore Explorer to convert BCFKS files to PKCS12 after
exporting.

6. When complete, click the Export button.
7. Follow the prompts to save the exported file to the local hard drive.
8. The name of the file will be constructed using the certificate's alias with the appropriate
extension.

Import Certificate
GoAnywhere supports importing DER, PEM, JKS, BCFKS, and PKCS #12 encoded certificates
and files that contain multiple certificates. When a file contains multiple certificates, each
certificate is imported individually. If a certificate already exists in the Key Vault with the same
name, the imported certificate will be renamed automatically by appending a sequential number.
Import certificate(s) by following the steps below:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. In the Certificates page, click the Import button in the toolbar.
5. On the Import Certificate page, choose the Import From location where the certificate file
is located:
l Work Station - Click the Choose File button to select a file from your PC.
l Server - Specify the location for the file or click the
Browse button to locate the
file.
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6. Specify the File Format for the certificate. Depending on the file format selected, additional
options may appear:
l Bouncy Castle FIPS Key Store (.bcfks) - Specify the key type included in the Java
Key Store you are importing, either certificates and/or key pairs. Additionally, specify
the password for the Key Store, and determine if the password will be stored in the
Key Vault.
l Certificate (.crt or .cer) - No additional options will appear.
l Java Key Store (.jks) - Specify the key type included in the Java Key Store you are
importing, either certificates and/or key pairs. Additionally, specify the password for
the Key Store, and determine if the password will be stored in the Key Vault.
l PEM Key Pair (.pem) - Specify the password for the key pair, and determine if the
password will be stored in the Key Vault.
l PKCS #12 (.p12 or .pfx) - Specify the password for the Key Store, and determine if
the password will be stored in the Key Vault.
7. Type an alias name to assign to the certificate. The name must not already exist in the Key
Store.
8. Click the Import button to import the certificate.

If the import is successful, the certificate(s) will load into the Key Vault and will be listed on the
page.
NOTE:

If you (or the trading partner) want to verify the fingerprint of the certificate you imported, click
the View icon next to the certificate. The fingerprint will be displayed on the page.

View Certificate/Private Key
Follow the instructions below to view the properties for a certificate or private key:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates.
4. In the Certificate Manager page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
View to view the certificate.
5. The View Certificate page displays information about the certificate/private key such as the
type, size, expiration date, signature algorithm, fingerprint values, to whom the
certificate/private key is issued, and who issued it.
6. Click the Done button when finished viewing the details.

Renew a Certificate
Private Certificates and Key Pairs
Signed certificates are only valid for a predetermined period of time, after which you must renew
them with the certificate authority (CA). To renew an existing certificate, a new CSR must be
generated and sent to the certificate authority. Follow the instructions below to generate a new
CSR for an existing SSL certificate:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Domain's
Key Vault. To manage certificates in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with
the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage Certificates
4. Click the Action icon next to the Certificate and select Generate CSR.
When you receive the updated CA Reply, import it by selecting the Action icon for the certificate
and then clicking Import CA Reply.

Third-Party Certificates
When a third-party certificate expires (such as those issued by a trading partner or Certificate
Authority) the third-party should be contacted for an updated version of the certificate. The new
certificate should then be imported into the desired Key Store or Key Vault.
NOTE:

If the expired third-party certificate is a Root CA Certificate, new certificates can typically be
found in any current Java distribution. For example, in the JRE 9.0.1 distribution on Windows,
the latest CA certificates keystore is located at C:\Program Files\Java\jre9.0.1\lib\security\cacerts with a default password of 'changeit'. These certificates can be
imported into a GoAnywhere Key Store or Key Vault.
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Self-Signed Certificates
If the expired certificate is self-signed, a new certificate must be created and the public portion of
the certificate distributed to the appropriate trading partners.

PGP Keys
GoAnywhere includes an integrated Key Management System for creating and managing public
and private keys for PGP. Projects can then utilize these keys to perform PGP encryption,
decryption, signing and verification processes.
A public key is used to encrypt information and to verify digital signatures. The owner’s public
key should be shared with its trading partners.
A private key is used by the owner to decrypt and to digitally sign files. The private key, typically
protected by a password, should be kept secret by the owner and should NOT be shared with any
one. Since a private key is mathematically related to its public key, the information encrypted with
the public key can be decrypted by its corresponding private key.
A key pair is the combination of a private key and its corresponding public key.

When to Use Public and Private Keys
Several scenarios are listed below, each indicating the types of keys that will be needed by your
organization and trading partners.

Requirement

What your
organization needs

What your trading
partner needs

Encrypt files, which will be sent to a
trading partner

l

The trading
partner’s public
key to encrypt the
files.

l

Their private
key to decrypt
the files.

Encrypt and sign files, which will be
sent to a trading partner

l

The trading
partner’s public
key to encrypt the
files.
Your
organization’s
private key to sign
the files.

l

Their private
key to decrypt
the files.
Your
organization’s
public key to
verify the files
signatures.

Your
organization’s
private key to
decrypt the files.

l

l

Decrypt files, which will be received
from a trading partner
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Requirement

What your
organization needs

Decrypt and verify the digital
signatures of files, which files will
be received from a trading partner

l

l

Your
organization’s
private key to
decrypt the files.
The trading
partner’s public
key to verify the
signatures on the
files.

What your trading
partner needs
l

l

Your
organization’s
public key to
encrypt the files
Their private
key to sign the
files.

Managing PGP Keys
Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage PGP keys in a Key Vault. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System. Click the Action icon next to the
desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

l
l

Add a new key pair (a combination of a public and private key) by clicking the Add Key
Pair button.
Import a key by clicking the Import Key(s) button.
Return to the Key Management System (KMS) page by clicking the Back button.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for a PGP Key by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Encryption Key Size - The length (in bits) of they key.
Fingerprint - The public fingerprint of the PGP Key.
Key Algorithm - The algorithm used to generate the key value.
PGP Key ID - The ID assigned to the PGP Key upon creation.
Signing Key Size - The length (in bits) of the signing key.
Type - Key pair or public key.
User ID - The name and email address assigned to the PGP Key.
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

PGP Key Manager Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

View the details for a key by clicking View.
Edit a PGP key by clicking Edit.
Delete a key by clicking Delete.
Change the password for a key by clicking Change Password.
Store a key password in the Key Vault by clicking Store Password.
Remove a key password from the Key Vault by clicking Remove Stored Password.
View the change history for the PGP Key by clicking Change History.
Export a key pair by selecting the entries and clicking Export Key Pair. This will export
both the public and private key, which is only needed if you need to share those keys with
another key ring within your organization. The private keys should not be shared with a
trading partner.
Export a public key by selecting the entry and clicking Export Public Key. This is needed if
you need to share a public key with your trading partner.

WARNING:

Private keys and passwords should be kept confidential and should NOT be shared with
trading partners. Only public keys should be shared.
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PGP Key Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Name - The name of the PGP Key. Click on the Key Name to view or edit PGP Key details.
Description - A description of what the PGP Key is used for.
PGP Key ID - The Common Name designated when the Key was created.
User ID - The name of the entity that issued the Key.
Type - Public or Key Pair.
Modified By - The user who last modified the Key.
Modified On - The date/time when the Key was last modified.
Password Stored - Whether or not the PGP Key password is stored in the Key Vault.
Key Size - The length (in bits) of the key.
Key Algorithm - The algorithm used to generate the Key.
Fingerprint - The key fingerprint.
Expiration Date - The date/time the Key will expire.
Created By - The user who created the Key.
Created On - The date/time the Key was created.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which Monitor properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l

l

Delete one or more selected key pairs.
Export Public Keys. This is needed if you need to share a public key with your trading
partner.
Export Key Pairs. This will export both the public and private key, which is only needed if
you need to share those keys with another key ring within your organization. The private
keys should not be shared with a trading partner.

Add PGP Key Pair
PGP public and private keys are always created as a pair (key pair). You will need to generate a
key pair for either of the following conditions:
l
l

If your trading partners need to send you encrypted files.
If the trading partners need to verify the digital signature on files which are sent from your
organization.

Follow the instructions below to create a new key pair.
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Add Key Pair link and define the values for the key pair.
5. Click the Save button to add the key pair.
6. After creating a key pair, the public key portion can then be exported and sent to your
trading partners.
WARNING:

Typically the same public key can be shared with all of your trading partners. Private keys and
passwords should be kept confidential and should NOT be shared with trading partners.
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General Tab

Key Vault
The name of the key vault.
Name
The name of the new key pair.
Description
A short paragraph that describes the key pair. The Description is optional and cannot exceed 512
characters. Spaces are allowed.
Full Name
The full name of the entity (person or organization) who will be the owner of this key. This
typically should be the name of your organization (for example, "GoAnywhere").
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Email Address
The email address to associate with the key. This typically would either be your individual email
address or a general email address for your organization (for example, "info@goanywhere.com").
It is not required to enter a real email address, however it would make it easier for trading partners
to look up your key using your email address.
Signing Key Algorithm
The algorithm to use to generate the key value. Valid values are RSA and DSA.
Signing Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values are 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 bits. Large key sizes will
provide strong protection, but will slow the performance of encryption/decryption processes.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created keys must be the RSA key
type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you attempt to save the
key if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Signature Digest Algorithm
The algorithm used to generate a digest of the digital signature. Valid values are SHA1, SHA224,
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512.
NOTE:

SHA384 and SHA512 algorithms are not compatible with 512bit RSA keys.
Encryption Key Algorithm
The algorithm to use to generate the key value. Valid values are RSA , ELGAMAL/ENCRYPT,
and ECDH.
Encryption Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values for ECDH are 192, 224, 239, 256, 384, and 521. Valid
values for RSA and ELGAMAL/ENCRYPT are 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 bits. Large key sizes will
provide strong protection, but will slow the performance of encryption/decryption processes.
Password
The password to protect the secret (private) key portion of the key pair. You should not share this
password with your trading partners.
Confirm Password
Retype the password to confirm.
Store Password
Keys with passwords stored in the Key Vault can be used without an Admin User supplying the
password when the key is used.
Expiration Date
The date when this key will expire. Leaving this field blank will create a key pair that will never
expire. Expired keys cannot be used to encrypt files, but can be used to decrypt files that were
encrypted before the key pair expired.
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Preferred Algorithms Tab

Encryption
Specify the encryption algorithm(s) to use. The column on the left displays the available
algorithms. The column on the right displays the selected algorithms. Click to select an option
and then use the direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate
side.
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Hash
Specify the hash algorithm(s) to use. The column on the left displays the available algorithms.
The column on the right displays the selected algorithms. Click to select an option and then use
the direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate side.
Compression
Specify the compression algorithm(s) to use. The column on the left displays the available
algorithms. The column on the right displays the selected algorithms. Click to select an option and
then use the direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate side.

View PGP Key
A PGP key can be viewed using the View PGP Key page. Follow the instructions below to view
the properties for a PGP key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired PGP Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Action icon next to the desired PGP Key and select View.
5. This page will show the properties for the key, such as the key type, key size, when it was
created, the fingerprint and preferences for the encryption, hash and compression
algorithms.
6. Click the Done button when finished viewing the key details.

Edit PGP Key
A PGP key can be edited using the Edit PGP Key page. Follow the instructions below to edit the
properties of a PGP key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Action icon next to the desired PGP key and select Edit.
5. This page will show the properties for the key, such as the key type, algorithm, and key
size.
6. You can edit the key Name and the key Description.
7. Click the Save button when finished to save any changes.
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Change Password
A PGP key password can be changed using the Change Password page. To change a
PGP password, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System.
Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
Click the Action icon next to the desired key and select Change Password.
Enter the current password for the key.
Enter the new password and the confirmation password.
Determine if the new password will be stored in the Key Vault. If the password is not stored
in the Key Vault, you must update any Projects which use this PGP key to use the new
password.
7. Click the Save button when finished.
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Store Password
Admin Users can choose to store passwords in GoAnywhere for private keys that are created or
imported into a Key Vault. If the password is not stored for the key, an Admin User must specify
the password in each Project that references this key.
Use the following instructions to store a PGP key password in the Key Vault:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage certificates in a Key Vault. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Select the Action icon next to the Key Vault that contains the key and choose
Manage PGP Keys.
4. In the PGP Keys page, select the Action icon for the key and then click Store Password.

5. Specify the Password and then click the Save button.

PGP Key Change History
Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage PGP keys in a Key Vault. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
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actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System. Click the Action icon next to the
desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys. Click the Action icon next to the desired PGP
Key, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.
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Export PGP Public Key
After creating a PGP key pair, you will need to share the public key portion with your trading
partner(s). They can use that public key to encrypt files bound to your organization. Your trading
partners can additionally use this public key to verify your digital signature on any signed files you
send to them.
The public key will need to be exported from your Key Vault into a separate file, which you can
then send to your trading partner(s) over FTP, email or other means.
Follow the steps below to export a public key from your Key Vault:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Action icon next to the desired PGP key and select Export Public Key.
5. Name the public key file and click Export.
6. The public key will download to your browser's default directory.
7. After exporting the public key, you can send this exported file to your trading partner.
NOTE:

Generally the same public key can be shared with all of your trading partners. Since a public
key can only be used to encrypt information (not decrypt), most organizations are not
concerned who has possession of their public key.

Export PGP Key Pair
After creating a PGP key pair, you can export both the public and private key, which is only
needed if you need to share those keys within your organization. The private keys should not be
shared with a trading partner.
Follow the steps below to export a key pair from a Key Vault:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Manager System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Action icon next to the desired PGP key and select Export Key Pair.
5. Name the PGP key pair and click Export.
6. The key pair will download to your browser's default directory.
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Import PGP Keys
You can import public or private PGP keys into the Key Vault. You will need your trading partner’s
public key to send encrypted files or to verify the trading partner’s digital signature on files which
they send you. Your trading partner will send you their public key as a small binary file. The
public key will need to be imported from this file into your Key Vault. Private keys are used to
decrypt a file or sign encrypted files using Project Workflows.
Follow the steps below to import a PGP key into your Key Vault:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired Key Vault and select Manage PGP Keys.
4. Click the Import Key(s) menu option in the tool bar.
5. Specify the File Format of the PGP key, either ASCII armored (.asc), or Key Ring (.pkr or
.skr).
l When Key Ring is selected, you will be prompted to select the Public Key Ring file. If
private keys should be imported as well, then a Secret Key Ring file must be
provided.
6. Browse for the PGP key on your hard disk and select it.
7. Click the Import button to import the key from the specified file.

8. If the import is successful, the key will be loaded into your Key Vault and will be listed on
the page.
9. To verify the fingerprint of the key you imported, click the Action icon next to the key and
then click View. The fingerprint will be shown on the page, which you can read off to the
trading partner (which is normally done over the phone).

SSH Keys
GoAnywhere includes an integrated key manager for creating and importing SSH public and
private keys. The private host keys used by the SFTP server are stored in the System Key Vault.
Public SSH keys for Web User authentication or private keys used for GoAnywhere Project tasks
should be stored in a Key Vault associated to a Domain.
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To administer SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage keys in a
Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User with the
Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to a custom
Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the
permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link. When
the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key Vault that contains
the SSH keys, and then choose Manage SSH Keys.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l
l

Create a new key pair by clicking the Add Key Pair button.
Import a public key by clicking the Import Public Key button.
Import a private key by clicking the Import Private Key button.
Return to the Key Management System (KMS) page by clicking the Back button.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page by selecting filter options and then specifying the items to
search for. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results that contain the specified
characters. Refresh the filter results by clicking the Refresh button.
l

Name - Search for a SSH Key by name.

More Filters
Click on the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

SSH Key Manager Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

View a key by clicking View.
Edit a key by clicking Edit.
Store a password for the private key in the Key Vault by clicking Store Password.
Remove a password for the private key from the Key Vault by clicking Remove Stored
Password.
Delete a key by clicking Delete.
View the change history for the SSH Key by clicking Change History.
Export a public or private key by clicking Export. Public keys can be exported in OpenSSH
or Secure Shell formats.

SSH Key Columns
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Name - The name of the SSH Key. Click on the Key Name to view or edit SSH Key details.
Description - A description of what the SSH Key is used for.
PGP Key ID - The Common Name designated when the Key was created.
User ID - The name of the entity that issued the Key.
Type - Private or Public.
Modified By - The user who last modified the Key.
Modified On - The date/time when the Key was last modified.
Password Stored - Whether or not the SSH Key password is stored in the Key Vault.
Key Size - The length (in bits) of the key.
Key Algorithm - The algorithm used to generate the Key.
Fingerprint - The key fingerprint.
Expiration Date - The date/time the Key will expire.
Created By - The user who created the Key.
Created On - The date/time the Key was created.
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.
Click the Columns button to select which SSH key properties are displayed in the table.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected keys.

Add SSH Key Pair
Creating an SSH key pair will generate both a private and public key and store them in the Key
Vault. Private keys can be used in the SFTP service configuration, whereas public keys are used
for Web User authentication.
Follow the instructions below to create a new SSH key:
1. To administer SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage
keys in a Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an
Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
When the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key Vault
that contains the SSH keys, and then choose Manage SSH Keys.
3. On the SSH Keys page, click the Add Key Pair link in the toolbar.
4. Complete the required field values for the SSH key pair.
5. Click the Save button to create the SSH key pair.
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Key Vault
Displays the Key Vault where this SSH key will be stored.
Name
The name identifies the key on the SSH Keys page. The maximum length of the name is 128
characters.
Description
A short paragraph describing the SSH key pair. The description is optional and cannot exceed
512 characters.
Algorithm
The algorithm to use when generating the key. Valid values are RSA or DSA. It is generally
recommended to use RSA.
Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values for RSA/DSA keys are 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 bits.
Large key sizes will provide strong protection, but will slow the performance of
encryption/decryption processes.
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Encryption Algorithm
Specify the encryption algorithm to use. Valid values are Triple-DES, AES128, AES192, and
AES256. The default value is AES128.
Password
This is the password that protects the private key portion of the SSH key pair and should be
recorded in a safe place.
Confirm Password
Retype the password to confirm.
Store Password
Keys with passwords stored in the Key Vault can be used without an Admin User supplying the
password when the key is used.
Comments
A description to store with the key. This typically should contain the name of your organization
(for example, "Example Company SSH Key"), which will allow others to quickly identify the key.
Public Key Format
The format in which to store the public key. Valid values are OpenSSH or SecureShell. It is
generally recommended to use OpenSSH unless your trading partner dictates otherwise.
WARNING:

Private keys and password should be kept confidential and should NOT be shared with
trading partners.

Import Private SSH Key
SSH keys in OpenSSH or SecureShell format can be imported into GoAnywhere. Follow the
steps below to import a private SSH key:
1. To administer SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage
keys in a Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an
Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
When the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key Vault
that contains the SSH keys, and then choose Manage SSH Keys.
3. In the SSH Key page, click the Import Private Key button.
4. Specify if the import file will be imported from a Workstation (PC) or Server.
5. Specify the Input File to import:
n Work Station (PC) - Click the Choose File button to import the file from your PC.
n Server - Type the name of the key file in the Input File field or click the
Browse
icon to browse for a private (.pvk) SSH key.
6. Specify the Password for the SSH key.
7. Determine if the password will be stored in the Key Vault. If the password is not stored in
the Key Vault, then any locations that refer to the key will require the password to be
entered by an Admin User.
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8. Provide a Name and optional Description to identify the SSH key.
9. Click the Import button to import the SSH private key.

Import Public SSH Key
SSH keys in OpenSSH or SecureShell format can be imported into GoAnywhere. Follow the
steps below to import a public SSH key:
1. To administer SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage
keys in a Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin
User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
When the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key Vault
that contains the SSH keys, and then choose Manage SSH Keys.
3. In the SSH Key page, click the Import Public Key button.
4. Specify if the import file will be imported from a Workstation (PC) or Server.
5. Specify the Input File to import:
n Work Station (PC) - Click the Choose File button to import the file from your PC.
n Server - Type the name of the key file in the Input File field or click the
Browse
icon to browse for a public (.pub) SSH key.
6. Provide a Name and optional Description to identify the SSH key.
7. Click the Import button to import the SSH public key.
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Edit SSH Key
The Name and Description of SSH keys can be updated. Follow the steps below to edit an SSH
key:
1. To administer SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage
keys in a Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an
Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
When the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key Vault
that contains the SSH keys, and then choose Manage SSH Keys.
3. Click the Action icon next to the SSH key you want to edit and then click Edit.
4. Edit the Name or Description and then click Save.
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SSH Key Change History
Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage SSH keys in a Key Vault. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the Encryption menu, click Key Management System. Click the Action icon next to the
desired Key Vault and select Manage SSH Keys. Click the Action icon next to the desired SSH
Key, and then click Change History.

Click on the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated the
audit entry.
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View Admin User Information

Manage User
Opens the Admin User management page.

Store Password
The Store Password page allows you to store the SSH key's password in the Key Vault. Keys
with stored passwords can be used without an Admin User supplying the password.
Use the following instructions to store an SSH key password in the Key Vault:
1. To administer SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage
keys in a Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an
Admin User with the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
3. Select the Action icon next to the Key Vault that contains the key and choose
Manage SSH Keys.
4. In the SSH Keys page, select the Action icon for the key and then click Store Password.

5. Specify the Password and then click the Save button.

View SSH Key
Follow the instructions below to view the properties of an SSH key:
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1. To view SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role to manage keys in a
Domain's Key Vault. To manage keys in the System Key Vault, log in as an Admin User
with the Product Administrator and Key Manager roles. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Key Management System link.
When the Key Management System appears, select the Action icon next to the Key Vault
that contains the SSH keys, and then choose Manage SSH Keys.
3. Click the Action icon next to the SSH key you want to view and then click View.

File Based Keys
NOTE:

File Based Keys are not available when running GoAnywhere in a cloud hosted environment.
The File Based Keys feature allows administrators to create and manage certificates, SSH keys,
and PGP keys. These keys are stored on file systems, as opposed to the Key Management
System that stores keys in the GoAnywhere database.
File Based Keys are not enabled by default. The option to enable the feature is found in the
Domain settings. For detailed instructions on Domain settings, see the Configure Domains topic.

File Based Certificates
File based certificates must be stored in a Key Store before they can be used in GoAnywhere. A
Key Store is a binary file that can contain both certificates and private keys. Typically you will have
a Key Store to hold your own client certificate(s) and private keys, and have a separate Key Store
to hold the certificates for the servers that you trust. Default file based Key Stores are provided in
GoAnywhere. The default location is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509.

File Based SSH Keys
GoAnywhere provides tools for creating and viewing SSH public and private keys, which can be
used for authenticating SFTP connections.

File Based PGP Keys
Default file based PGP key rings are provided in GoAnywhere. The location of the default public
key ring file is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/pubring.pkr and the location of the default
secret key ring file is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/secring.skr where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
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File Based Certificates
File Based certificates must be stored in a Key Store before they can be used in an application
such as GoAnywhere. A Key Store is a binary file that can contain both certificates and private
keys. Typically you will have a Key Store to hold your own client certificate(s) and private keys,
and have a separate Key Store to hold the certificates for the servers that you trust. GoAnywhere
supports both JKS and PKCS12 Key Store types.

Manage File Based Certificates
To manage certificates in the Key Store:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.

NOTE:

Many more certificates are available than shown here. A certificate shown in red indicates it
is expired.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l

Create a new certificate by clicking the New button and then click New Certificate. It is
recommended to create any new certificates in the private keys Key Store (not the trusted
certificates Key Store).
Import a trusted certificate by clicking the Import button and then click Certificate(s). It is
recommended to import trusted certificates in the trusted certificates Key Store (not the
private keys Key Store).
Import a private key by clicking the Import button and then click Private Key. It is
recommended to import private keys in the private keys Key Store (not the trusted
certificates Key Store).
Create a new Key Store by clicking the New button and then clicking Key Store.
Open a Key Store by clicking the Open Key Store link in the toolbar.
Change the password for a Key Store by clicking the Change Password button.
Change the preferences for the Key Manager by clicking the Preferences button.
Refresh the certificate list by clicking the Refresh button.

Certificate Manager Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l

l

l

l

l

View the details for a certificate and/or private key by clicking View.
Export a certificate by selecting the entry and clicking Export. This is used only in a special
circumstance if you need to share the public certificate with a trading partner.
Generate a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) by Generate CSR. This is used if you need
to have a Certificate Authority (CA) sign a certificate in the Private Key Store.
Import a reply from a Certificate Authority by clicking Import CA Reply.
Change the alias (name) of a certificate by clicking Rename. Specify the new alias name
and then click the Rename button.
Delete a certificate by clicking Delete.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected certificates.

Open Certificate Key Store
Follow the instructions to open a certificate Key Store:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
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2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. From the File Based Certificates toolbar, click the Open Key Store button.
4. Select a store from the list and then click the Open button.

Default Trusted Certificates
The default Key Store for storing trusted certificates, which includes certificate authorities and
trusted trading partner certificates.

Default Private Keys
A combination of private keys and certificates that were most likely generated within your
organization.

Other
A user defined Key Store. GoAnywhere supports JKS, PKCS12, and BCFKS Key Store types.
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After choosing the Key Store to open, the File Based Certificates page will list any certificates and
keys contained in the Key Store.

Add a Certificate
Follow the instructions below to add a new certificate:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Select the Open Key Store button and select a Key Store. Certificates are commonly
created in the Default Private Keys Store.
4. In the File Based Certificate page, click the New link in the page toolbar and then click
New Certificate.
5. On the Add Certificate page, complete the requested information.
6. When complete, click the Save button to create the certificate.
7. After the certificate is created, perform one of the following:
l If your trading partner(s) will accept a self-signed certificate, it can be exported and
sent to your trading partner(s).
l If your trading partner(s) requires a signed certificate by a Certificate Authority (CA),
then you need to generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR).
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Key Type
The algorithm to use to generate the key value for the certificate. Valid values are RSA and DSA.
It is generally recommended to use RSA unless your trading partner dictates otherwise.
Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values are 1024, 2048 or 4096 bits. In most cases a 1024 bit
key size is sufficient. Larger key sizes will provide strong protection, but will slow the
performance of encryption/decryption processes.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the RSA
key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you attempt to save
the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
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Signature Algorithm
The algorithm to use for signing the public key portion of the certificate. SHA256withRSA is
recommended in most cases, unless your trading partner dictates otherwise.
NOTE:

Some browsers consider the SHA1 signature algorithm obsolete and insecure and will
display a certificate error. To avoid conflicts, consider using SHA2 or another signature
algorithm instead.
Alias
A unique name to assign the Certificate (for example, "GoAnywhere_certificate_for_FTPS
transfers"). This name will help you and your trading partners to quickly identify the certificate
within a Key Store. It is not recommended to use spaces in the alias. Instead, an underscore can
be used to separate words.
Common Name
A unique name that your trading partner's SSL-enabled server could use to help verify your
identity. The common name should typically be a value that another organization would most
likely not use. It is recommended to use your organization's URL (e.g.
"www.yourcompanyname.com") as the common name since that is unique to your organization. It
is not recommended to use spaces in the common name.
l

Using Wildcard SSL Certificates - Wildcard SSL certificates are used to secure additional
subdomains to your primary website URL. For example, a single wildcard certificate can
secure www.example.com, blog.example.com, and myportal.example.com. To designate
an SSL certificate as a wildcard certificate, add an asterisk (*) to the left of the primary URL
in the Common Name field, where the subdomain name will appear. In the example
subdomains listed above, the wildcard certificate Common Name would be *.example.com.

NOTE:

It is recommended that the common name match the URL to the HTTPS server. Otherwise,
the web browser may display a name mismatch error.
Organization Unit
The department name (for example, "IT Department") or branch name (for example, "Orlando
office") in your organization that would use this certificate. This information will be stored in the
certificate for identification purposes.
Organization
The name of your organization, which will be stored in the certificate for identification purposes.
Locality
The city or town (for example, "Omaha") in which your organization is located, which will be stored
in the certificate for identification purposes.
State
The state or province (for example, "Nebraska") in which your organization is located. It is
recommended that you do not use abbreviations for the state or province. Instead, spell the
complete name. This information will be stored in the certificate for identification purposes.
Country
The country (for example, "United States") in which your organization is located. It is
recommended that you do not use abbreviations for the country. Instead, spell the complete
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name. This information will be stored in the certificate for identification purposes.
Email Address
Your email address or general email address of your organization, which will be stored in the
certificate for identification purposes.
Expiration Date
The date on which the certificate will expire. If the date is not overridden, the default expiration
date will be three (3) years from the creation date.
NOTE:

Expired certificates will result in browser errors. To avoid these errors, contact the certificate
authority to renew the certificate before it expires.
Extended Key Usage
Extended Key Usage defines the purpose of the certificate. A certificate may be used as a
SSL/TLS Server Certificate, SSL/TLS Client Certificate, and for Email Protection.
Subject Alternative Names
Subject Alternative Names allow for multiple host name values to be associated with a single
SSL certificate. Some browsers check for a match between the Subject Alternative Name (rather
than the Common Name) and the URL to the HTTPS server. The supported name types are:
l
l
l
l
l

Internet Mail Address (must be a valid email address)
IP Address (must be a valid IPv4 or IPv6)
DNS Name
URI (must be a valid URI that begins with http:// or https://)
Directory Name (a distinguished name, such as dn=com.example)

Renew a Certificate
Private Certificates and Key Pairs
To renew an existing certificate, a new CSR must be generated and sent to the certificate
authority. Follow the instructions below to generate a new CSR for an existing certificate:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. From the File Based Certificates toolbar, click the Open Key Store button, and select the
desired Private Key Store.
4. Click the Action icon for the certificate and then click the Generate CSR button.
When you receive the updated CA Reply, import it by selecting the Action icon for the certificate
and then clicking Import CA Reply.

Third-Party Certificates
When a third-party certificate expires (such as those issued by a trading partner or Certificate
Authority) the third-party should be contacted for an updated version of the certificate. The new
certificate should then be imported into the desired Key Store or Key Vault.
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NOTE:

If the expired third-party certificate is a Root CA Certificate, new certificates can typically be
found in any current Java distribution. For example, in the JRE 9.0.1 distribution on Windows,
the latest CA certificates keystore is located at C:\Program Files\Java\jre9.0.1\lib\security\cacerts with a default password of 'changeit'. These certificates can be
imported into a GoAnywhere Key Store or Key Vault.

Self-Signed Certificates
If the expired certificate is self-signed, a new certificate must be created and the public portion of
the certificate distributed to the appropriate trading partners.

Generate CSR (Certificate Signing Request)
The Generate CSR function allows you to create a signing request for your certificate, that you will
send to a Certificate Authority (CA) for signing. This function is needed if your trading partner(s)
require your certificates to be signed by a CA (not self-signed). Signed certificates are also
required for HTTPS web sites.
Follow the instructions below to generate a CSR:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Select the Open Key Store button and choose a Key Store. Certificates are commonly
created in the Default Private Keys Store.
4. If no certificates exist, create a certificate.
5. In the File Based Certificates page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
Generate CSR. The file will download to your browser's default download directory. The
file name is constructed by the system using the certificate's alias with a .csr extension.
6. Send this file to a Certificate Authority (CA) for signing.
The Certificate Authority (CA) will review your CSR and return a reply. The reply will contain the
digital signature of the CA. This reply can be imported using the Import CA Reply function.

Import CA Reply
This function allows you to import a reply (signed certificate) from a Certificate Authority (CA).
This reply is in response to a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) that you generated earlier. If the
CSR was approved, the reply will contain the digital certificate of the CA.
Follow the instructions below to import a CA reply:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
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3. Select the Open Key Store button and choose a private Key Store.
4. In the File Based Certificates page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
Import CA Reply.
5. On the Import CA Reply page, click to select the location where the CA reply file is
located.
6. In the Input File box, type the location for the file or click the Browse button to browse for
the file.
7. Click the Import button to import the reply.

NOTE:

If the reply contains an approval from the CA, then your certificate will be signed with the
digital signature of the CA. You can verify this signature by viewing the details for your
certificate (click the View icon next to the certificate).

Export Certificates and Private Keys
Follow the instructions below to export an certificate or private key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Click the Open Key Store button and choose the Key Store that contains the certificate to
export. You will most likely want to export certificates from the Default Private Keys Key
Store, since that is typically where your organization's certificates should be stored.
4. In the File Based Certificates page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
Export.
5. In the Export Entry box, select the export type:
l Head Certificates - saves just the certificate with a .crt extension (PEM format).
l Certificate Chains - saves the certificate chain with a .p7b extension (PKCS #7
format).
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l

Private Keys and Certificates - saves both the private key and certificate with a .p12
extension (PKCS #12 format). When exporting the private key and certificates option,
you are prompted for a password to protect the file during transfer.

NOTE:

Private keys and certificates exported in BCFIPS mode are saved with a .bcfks
extension (Bouncy Castle FIPS format). Use the Java Keytool included with Java or
third-party software like KeyStore Explorer to convert BCFKS files to PKCS12 after
exporting.

6. When complete, click the Export button.
7. Follow the prompts to save the exported file to the local hard drive.
8. The name of the file will be constructed using the certificate's alias with the appropriate
extension.

Import Certificate
GoAnywhere supports importing DER or PEM encoded certificates and files that contain multiple
certificates. When a file contains multiple certificates (not a private key or CA reply), each
certificate is imported individually. The alias name for the second and subsequent certificates will
be appended with a sequential number. Import certificate(s) by following the steps below:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Click the Open Key Store button and choose the Key Store to open.
4. In the File Based Certificates page, click the Import button in the toolbar and then click
Certificate.
5. On the Import Certificate page, click to select the location where the certificate file is
located.
6. In the Input File box, type the location for the file or click the Browse button to browse for
the file.
7. Type an alias name to assign to the certificate. The name must not already exist in the Key
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Store.
8. Click the Import button to import the certificate.

If the import is successful, the certificate will load into the Key Store and will be listed on the
page.
NOTE:

If you (or the trading partner) want to verify the fingerprint of the certificate you imported, click
the View icon next to the certificate. The fingerprint will be displayed on the page. You can
read the certificate to the trading partner (normally done over the phone).
Import From
The certificate can be imported either from a file on the end user’s PC or from a file on the
GoAnywhere server.
Input File
The Input File is the file containing the certificate. Click the Browse button to navigate to the file.
Alias
The Alias name is used to identify the certificate after a successful import.

Import Private Key
Private keys can be imported into the private Key Store to provide secure authentication with the
servers used by trading partners or within an organization.
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Click the Open Key Store button and choose the Key Store to open.
4. In the File Based Certificates page, click the Import button in the toolbar and then click
Private Key.
5. On the Import Private Key page, click to select the location where the key file is located.
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6. In the Input File box, type the location for the file or click the Browse button to browse for
the file.
7. Type an alias name to assign to the key. The name must not already exist in the Key Store.
8. Specify the key format, either PKCS12 or PEM.
9. Click the Import button to import the certificate.

Import From
The private key can be imported either from a file on the end user’s PC or from a file on the
GoAnywhere server.
Input File
The Input File is the file containing the private key. Click the Browse button to navigate to the file.
Password
The Password field is used for opening the imported key file. It is the password that was used to
encrypt the file when it was exported. The password is used to decrypt the private key information
in the file.
Alias
The Alias name is used to identify the private key after a successful import.
Format
The format of the private key being imported. The available options are PKCS12 and PEM
formats. A PEM formatted file may only contain one private key entry and an error occurs if it
contains more than one private key. If a PKCS12 formatted file contains more than one private
key, everything after the first key is ignored.
NOTE:

After the private key is imported to the current key store, its password will be set to the
password of the key store if the current key store is a JKS type key store.

View Certificate/Private Key
Follow the instructions below to view the properties for a certificate/private key:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Select the Open Key Store button and choose a Key Store to open.
4. In the File Based Certificates page, select the Action icon for the certificate and then click
View to view the certificate.
5. The View Certificate page displays information about the certificate/private key such as the
type, size, expiration date, signature algorithm, fingerprint values, to whom the
certificate/private key is issued, and who issued it.
6. Click the Done button when finished viewing the details.

Create Key Store
Follow the steps below to create a new Key Store for containing certificates:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. In the File Based Certificates page, click the New link in the toolbar and then click Key
Store.
4. Type the requested information in the appropriate boxes.
5. Click the Save button to create the Key Store.

Key Store Type
From the drop-down menu, click to select the Key Store Type. GoAnywhere supports JKS,
PKCS12, and BCFKS Key Store types.
Key Store Location
The path and file name to contain this Key Store. A file extension of ".jks" is recommended for
JKS type Key Stores, ".p12" for PKCS12 type Key Stores, and ".bcfks" for BCFKS type Key
Stores. If you do not have a preference, it is recommended to create Key Stores in the
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[installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/ folder, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory of
GoAnywhere.
Password
Type the password to protect the Key Store. This password should be recorded in a safe place.
You will not be able to open the Key Store without supplying this password. You should not share
this password with your trading partners.
Confirm Password
Re-enter the password to confirm.
Provider
The JCE Service Provider is used to create this Key Store. It is recommended to use the Auto
Detect option unless problems are encountered when attempting to create the Key Store. If you
need to specify a provider, select the appropriate option from the drop-down list. The list of
available providers depends on the JRE being used and whether or not you are running in FIPS
140-2 approved mode.

Change Key Store Password
Follow the steps below to change a Key Store password:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. Click the Open Key Store button and choose the Key Store to open.
4. In the File Based Certificates page, click the Change Password link in the toolbar.
5. On the Change Key Store Password page:
a. Specify the current password for the Key Store. If working with one of the default Key
Stores provided in GoAnywhere, the default password is "goanywhere".
b. Specify the new password for the Key Store and type it again in the confirmation field.
c. If changing the password for a default Key Store, indicate if you would like to
automatically change the Key Store preferences to use this new password.
Otherwise, you will need to manually change these preferences later.
6. Click the Save button to apply the new password.
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NOTE:

The new password should be recorded in accordance with the IT Security Policy of your
company. You will not be able to open the Key Store without supplying this password. The
passwords for Key Stores should be kept confidential and should NOT be shared with trading
partners.

Change Key Store Preferences
The preferences allow you to specify the locations, passwords and properties of the default Key
Stores containing the trusted certificates and private keys/certificates. This option simplifies
working with Key Stores as you will not continually need to specify their locations/passwords
when performing key management functions.
NOTE:

Only change the preferences if you change passwords on the Key Stores or if you do not
want to use the default Key Stores provided in GoAnywhere.
Follow the steps below to view and/or change the certificate preferences:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the Certificates
link.
3. On the File Based Certificates page, click the Preferences link in the toolbar.
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4. Make any needed changes to the preferences.
5. Click the Save button to save the preferences.

Default Trusted Certificates
Key Store Location
The location of the default Key Store that contains trusted certificates. If a relative location
is specified (without the proceeding slash), it will be relative to the GoAnywhere installation
directory.
Key Store Type
The type of this Key Store. GoAnywhere supports JKS, PKCS12, and BCFKS Key Store
types.
Key Store Password
The password for accessing this Key Store. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password.
Provider
The JCE Service Provider to use for opening this Key Store. It is recommended to use the
Auto Detect option unless problems are encountered when attempting to open the Key
Store.
Default Private Keys
Key Store Location
The location of the default Key Store that contains your private keys/certificates. If a relative
path is specified, then it will be resolved relative to GoAnywhere's installation directory.
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Key Store Type
The type of this Key Store. GoAnywhere supports JKS, PKCS12, and BCFKS Key Store
types.
Key Store Password
The password for accessing this Key Store. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password.
Provider
The JCE Service Provider to use for opening this Key Store. It is recommended to use the
Auto Detect option unless problems are encountered when attempting to open the Key
Store.
NOTE:

The location of the default Key Store (shipped with GoAnywhere) for holding private
keys/certificates is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/privateKeys.jks where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.
NOTE:

The location of the default Key Store (shipped with GoAnywhere) for holding trusted
certificates is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/x509/trustedCertificates.jks where
[installdirectory] is the installation directory of the GoAnywhere product.

File Based PGP Keys
GoAnywhere includes an integrated Key Management System as well as tools to work file based
PGP keys.
A key ring (otherwise known as a key store) is a small binary file which can store one or more
PGP keys. Public keys are stored in public key rings and private keys are stored in secret key
rings.
Default key rings are provided in GoAnywhere. The location of the default public key ring file is
[installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/pubring.pkr and the location of the default secret key ring file
is [installdirectory]/userdata/keys/pgp/secring.skr where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory of the GoAnywhere product.
For instance, you could store all of your trading partner's public keys in the pubring.pkr file and
store your private key(s) in the secring.skr file.

Managing File Based PGP Keys
The File Based PGP Keys page opens the default public and secret key rings. This page lists all
keys in the current key ring and allows you to create, import and export keys as well as create
new key rings.
To work with PGP keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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From the Encryption menu, click File Based Keys and select PGP Keys.
The following details are displayed for keys listed on the page:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Key ID - The unique hexadecimal identifier for the key (generated by the product).
User - The name and email address of the key's owner.
Description - The type of key. A key pair is a combination of a public and private key.
Key Type - The algorithm used to generate the key.
Key Size - The size (in bits) of the key.
Expiration Date - The date the PGP key will expire.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

l
l
l
l

Add a new key pair (a combination of a public and private key) by clicking the New Key
button.
Import a key by clicking the Import Key(s) button.
Create a new key ring by clicking the New Key Ring button.
Open a key ring by clicking the Open Key Ring button.
Set key ring location or encryption, hash, and compression algorithm preferences by
clicking the Preferences button.
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PGP Key Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l
l

l

View the details for a key by clicking View.
Change the password for a private key by clicking Change Password.
Delete a key by clicking Delete.
Export a public key by selecting the entry and clicking Export Public Key. This is needed if
you need to share a public key with your trading partner.
Export a public key pair by selecting the entries and clicking Export Key Pair. This will
export both the public and private key, which is only needed if you need to share those
keys with another key ring within your organization. The private keys should not be shared
with a trading partner.

WARNING:

The secret key ring, private keys and passwords should be kept confidential and should NOT
be shared with trading partners. Only public keys should be shared.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l

l

Delete one or more selected key pairs.
Export Public Keys. This is needed if you need to share a public key with your trading
partner.
Export Key Pairs. This will export both the public and private key, which is only needed if
you need to share those keys with another key ring within your organization. The private
keys should not be shared with a trading partner.

Open a PGP Key Ring
You can open key rings in GoAnywhere by following the instructions below:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the PGP Keys
link.
3. Select the Open Key Ring link in the page toolbar and specify the location of the key rings
to open.
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Create a PGP Key Ring
Follow the instructions below to create a new key ring in GoAnywhere:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the PGP Keys
link.
3. Click the New Key Ring link in the page toolbar and specify the location and file name of
the key rings to create.

Create PGP Key
PGP public and private keys are always created as a pair (key pair). You will need to generate a
key pair for either of the following conditions:
l
l

If your trading partners need to send you encrypted files.
If the trading partners need to verify the digital signature on files which are sent from your
organization.

Follow the instructions below to create a new key pair.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the PGP Keys
link.
3. Click the New Key link and define the values for the key pair.
4. Click the Save button to add the key pair.
5. The private key portion will be placed in the secret key ring and the public key portion will be
placed in the public key ring.
6. After creating a key pair, the public key portion can then be exported and sent to your
trading partners.
WARNING:

Typically the same public key can be shared with all of your trading partners. The secret key
ring, private keys and passwords should be kept confidential and should NOT be shared with
trading partners.
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Full Name
The full name of the entity (person or organization) who will be the owner of this key. This
typically should be the name of your organization (for example, "Example Company").
Email Address
The email address to associate with the key. This typically would either be your individual email
address or a general email address for your organization (for example,
"info@goanywhere.com"). It is not required to enter a real email address, however it would make
it easier for trading partners to lookup your key using your email address.
Password
The password to protect the secret (private) key portion of the key pair. This password should be
recorded in a safe place. You will not be able to decrypt files without supplying this password.
You should not share this password with your trading partners.
Confirm Password
Retype the password to confirm.
Signing Key Algorithm
The algorithm to use to generate the key value. Valid values are RSA and DSA.
Signing Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values are 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 bits. Large key sizes will
provide strong protection, but will slow the performance of encryption/decryption processes.
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NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created keys must be the RSA key
type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you attempt to save the
key if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Signature Digest Algorithm
The algorithm used to generate a digest of the digital signature. Valid values are SHA1, SHA224,
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512.
NOTE:

SHA384 and SHA512 algorithms are not compatible with 512bit RSA keys.
Encryption Key Algorithm
The algorithm to use to generate the key value. Valid values are RSA , ELGAMAL/ENCRYPT,
and ECDH.
Encryption Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values for ECDH are 192, 224, 239, 256, 384, and 521. Valid
values for RSA and ELGAMAL/ENCRYPT are 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 bits. Large key sizes will
provide strong protection, but will slow the performance of encryption/decryption processes.
Expiration Date
The date when this key will expire. Leaving this field blank will create a key pair that will never
expire. Expired keys cannot be used to encrypt files, but can be used to decrypt files that were
encrypted before the key pair expired.
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Export a PGP Public Key
After creating a PGP key pair, you will need to share the public key portion with your trading
partner(s). They can use that public key to encrypt files bound to your organization. Your trading
partners can additionally use this public key to verify your digital signature on any signed files you
send to them.
The public key will need to be exported from your key ring into a separate file, which you can then
send to your trading partner(s) over FTP, email or other means.
Follow the steps below to export a public key from your key ring:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the PGP Keys
link.
3. Select the key to export by clicking the checkbox next to the entry.
4. Click the Export Public Key(s) button.
5. The public key will automatically download to your browser's default directory.
6. After exporting the public key, you can send this exported file to your trading partner.
NOTE:

Generally the same public key can be shared with all of your trading partners. Since a public
key can only be used to encrypt information (not decrypt), most organizations are not
concerned who has possession of their public key.

Export a PGP Key Pair
After creating an PGP key pair, you can export both the public and private key, which is only
needed if you need to share those keys with another key ring within your organization. The
private keys should not be shared with a trading partner.
Follow the steps below to export a key pair from a key ring:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the PGP Keys
link.
3. Select the key to export by clicking the checkbox next to the entry.
4. Click the Export Key Pairs button.
5. The key pair will automatically download to your browser's default directory.
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Import a PGP Key
You will need your trading partner’s public key for either of the following conditions:
l
l

If you need to send encrypted files to the trading partner.
If you need to verify the trading partner’s digital signature on files which they send you.

The trading partner will send you their public key as a small binary file. The public key will need to
be imported from this file into your public key ring.
After you receive the public key and save it to the hard disk, then follow the steps below to import
the public key into your key ring:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the PGP Keys
link.
3. Click the Import Key(s) menu option in the tool bar.
4. Browse for the trading partner’s public key on your hard disk and select it.
5. Click the Import button to import the public key from the specified file.
6. If the import is successful, the trading partner’s public key will be loaded into your public key
ring and will be listed on the page.
7. If you (or the trading partner) wants to verify the fingerprint of the key you imported, then
click the View icon next to the key. The fingerprint will be shown on the page, which you
can read off to the trading partner (which is normally done over the phone).

Change Password
A PGP key password can be changed using the Change Password page. Log in as an Admin
User with the Key Manager role and follow the instructions below to change the password for a
PGP private key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the Encryption menu, click File Based Keys and select PGP Keys.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired key and then select Change Password.
4. Enter the current password for the private key.
5. Enter the new password and the confirmation password.
6. Click the Change button when finished.
7. You will need to change any Projects (which use this PGP key) to use the new password.
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View a PGP Key
A PGP key can be viewed using the Key Details page. Follow the instructions below to view the
properties for a PGP key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the Encryption menu, click File Based Keys and select PGP Keys.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired key and then click View.
4. This page will display the properties for the key, such as the key type, key size, when it was
created, the fingerprint and preferences for the encryption, hash and compression
algorithms.
5. Click the Done button when finished viewing the key details.
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Change PGP Key Preferences
The preferences can be changed for file based PGP keys within GoAnywhere. For instance, if
you are using different key rings than those supplied by GoAnywhere, then you can set their
locations here as the defaults. Or you can indicate the preferred algorithms to store in any newly
created keys.
Follow the steps below to change the preferences:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the Encryption menu, click File Based Keys and select PGP Keys from the main
menu bar.
3. Click the Preferences menu option in the tool bar.
4. If needed, specify the locations of the key rings to use as the default. These key rings will
automatically be opened when launching the File Based PGP Keys page.
5. If needed, select the algorithms and change their orders. These selected algorithms will be
stored with any new public keys that are created. Generally you should not have to change
these algorithms, unless your trading partner is using an older version of PGP software and
it does not recognize your public key.
6. Click the Save button to apply any changes.
NOTE:

It is recommended to keep AES128, AES192 and AES256 at the top of the list of selected
encryption algorithms, as they are stronger than the other algorithms.
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Default Public Key Ring
The location of the public key ring file that should be opened by default when launching the File
Based PGP Keys page. If a relative location is specified (without the proceeding slash), it will be
relative to the GoAnywhere installation directory.
Default Secret Key Ring
The location of the secret key ring file that should be opened by default when launching the File
Based PGP Keys page. If a relative location is specified (without the proceeding slash), it will be
relative to the GoAnywhere installation directory.
Preferred Encryption Algorithms
The preferred encryption algorithms to store in any newly created PGP public keys. It is
recommended to keep the AES algorithms at the top of the list since they are stronger than the
other algorithms.
Preferred Hash Algorithms
The preferred hash algorithms to store in any newly created PGP public keys.
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Preferred Compression Algorithms
The preferred compression algorithms to store in any newly created PGP public keys.
NOTE:

When in FIPS 140-2 Mode, only the following algorithms can be selected for the PGP
Preferences:
l
l

Encryption Algorithms - AES128, AES192, AES256 and Triple-DES
Signature (hash) Algorithms - SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512

File Based SSH Keys
GoAnywhere includes an integrated Key Management System for managing SSH keys, as well
as tools to create, view, and export file based SSH keys.
To administer file based SSH keys, log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the SSH Keys link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Create a new SSH key pair by clicking the New Key button.
Open a public or private key file by clicking the Open Public Key or Open Private Key
buttons.

Create SSH Key Pair
Creating an SSH key pair will generate both a private and public key and store them in the
specified location. Private keys can be used in the SFTP service configuration whereas public
keys are used for Web User authentication.
Follow the instructions below to create a new SSH key pair:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the SSH Keys
link.
3. On the File Based SSH Keys page, click the New Key Pair link in the toolbar.
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4. Complete the required field values for the SSH key pair.
5. Click the Save button to create the SSH key pair.

Key Type
The algorithm to use when generating the key. Valid values are RSA or DSA. It is generally
recommended to use RSA.
Key Size
The length (in bits) of the key. Valid values for RSA/DSA keys are 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096
bits. Large key sizes will provide strong protection, but will slow the performance of
encryption/decryption processes.
Encryption Algorithm
Specify the encryption algorithm to use. Valid values are Triple-DES, AES128, AES192, and
AES256. The default value is AES128.
Password
This is the password that protects the private key portion of the SSH key pair and should be
recorded in a safe place.
Confirm Password
Retype the password to confirm.
Comment
A description to store with the key. This typically should contain the name of your organization
(for example, "Example Company SSH Key"), which will allow others to quickly identify the key.
Private Key File
The designated location to store the private portion of the key pair.
Public Key File
The designated location to store the public portion of the key pair.
Public Key File Format
The format in which to store the public key. Valid values are OpenSSH or SecureShell. It is
generally recommended to use OpenSSH unless your trading partner dictates otherwise.
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WARNING:

Private Keys and passwords should be kept confidential and should NOT be shared with
trading partners.

Open Public SSH Key
Follow the instructions below to open and view a public SSH key file:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the SSH Keys
link.
3. In the File Based SSH Keys page, click Open Public Key button.
4. Type the name of the public key file in the Public Key File box or click the
Browse icon to
browse for a public (.pub) SSH key. If browsing for a public key file, verify your Web
browser allows pop-ups. The key selection page opens in a pop-up window.
5. Click the Open button to open the SSH public key.

6. The public SSH key opens and is displayed on the page.

7. Click the corresponding Download button to save the public key on your local computer.

Open Private SSH Key
Follow the instructions below to open and view a private SSH key file:
1. Log in as an Admin User with a Key Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption > File Based Keys, and then click the SSH Keys
link.
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3. In the File Based SSH Keys page, click the Open Private Key File button.
4. Type the name of the key file in the Private Key File box or click the
Browse icon to
browse for a private (.pvk) SSH key. If browsing for a key file, verify your Web browser
allows pop-ups. The key selection page opens in a pop-up window.
5. In the Password field, type the password for the selected private SSH key.
6. Click the Open button to open the SSH private key.

7. The private SSH key opens and is displayed on the page.

8. Click the Download button to save the private key on your local computer.

Encrypted Folders
The Encrypted Folders page allows authorized users to create and manage encrypted folders for
use within GoAnywhere. Encrypted folders ensure your data is kept safe from unauthorized
access outside of the GoAnywhere product. Files added to an encrypted folder will have AES
256-bit encryption applied automatically. Files downloaded from an encrypted folder will be
decrypted automatically. The encryption and decryption will be performed on all subfolders within
the encrypted folder.
The files in the encrypted folder can be accessed through the HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, SFTP, and
AS2 services from an authorized Web User, through a Project, Trigger, and the File Manager.
GoAnywhere supports encrypted local folders and network folders using native operating
system's mounting/mapping capabilities or the Network Shares Resource functionality provided
in GoAnywhere.
Accessing the files in the encrypted folder outside of GoAnywhere (for example, Windows
Explorer) will not encrypt or decrypt the data. Therefore, the files in an encrypted folder should
only be accessed from GoAnywhere.
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GoAnywhere does not support the ability to append data to a file once it has been added to an
encrypted folder, or resume a file upload to an encrypted folder if the file upload was paused or
interrupted.

Folder Restrictions
To prevent encryption of vital GoAnywhere system resources, GoAnywhere has restrictions on
which folders can be encrypted:
l
l

l

l
l

You cannot encrypt a root drive. For example, you would not be able to encrypt C:\.
You cannot encrypt the GoAnywhere install directory, or any parent directory of the install
directory.
The WebDocs and Workspace directories are the only directories within the GoAnywhere
install directory where encryption is allowed. The locations of these folders are configured
on the Domain.
You cannot encrypt a child folder of a directory that is already encrypted.
You cannot encrypt a parent folder of a directory that contains an encrypted child directory.

Domain Considerations
When File Access Restrictions are enabled in a Domain, the paths to encrypted folders are not
accessible to the Domain until the paths are added to the Allowed Folders field on the Domain
configuration page.

Encrypted Folder Management
To manage encrypted folders, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Encrypted Folders link.

Encrypted Folder Options
l
l
l

Add a new encrypted folder by clicking the Add Folder link in the page toolbar.
View the encrypted folder details by clicking the View Folder link in the Actions column.
Remove encryption on an existing encrypted folder by clicking the Remove Folder button
in the Actions column.
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Add Folder
The Encrypt Folder wizard guides you through the folder activation process.

Encrypt Folder - Step 1
Select the folder path to the target folder using the

Browse button and then click Next.

Encrypt Folder - Step 2
To create a new encrypted folder, choose Random to create an encryption key and seed UUID,
and then click Next.

To provide access to an encrypted folder that is managed by another GoAnywhere installation,
choose Manual, and then enter the encryption key and seed UUID from the other GoAnywhere
installation. If the existing folder contains encrypted content, uncheck the Encrypt Contents
checkbox. Then click Next.
NOTE:

In a clustered environment, each GoAnywhere server automatically shares the encryption
key and seed UUID, which allows each server to have access to the encrypted folder.
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Encrypt Folder - Step 3
If the selected folder is empty, click the Activate button to encrypt the folder.

If the selected folder contains files or sub-folders, you will want to consider the following points
before proceeding:
l

l

l

l

Create a backup of the folder before you start encryption. It is strongly recommended you
use the optional backup folder option to backup the selected folder before it is encrypted.
If existing Web Users have access to the target folder, stop all services (HTTPS, FTP,
FTPS, SFTP, AS2 and AS4) before continuing. The folder and files will become unavailable
during the encryption process.
The 'Created On' timestamp property for existing files in the target folder will be updated to
the current system date/time during encryption. However, the last modified date will not be
changed.
The ownership of any existing files in the target folder will be changed to the user profile
that started the GoAnywhere application.

1. Ensure the Create a Backup of the Folder option is checked.
2. The Backup Location field is automatically populated with a backup directory. You can
specify a different location by using the
button.
3. The Backup Compression option is set to ZIP by default. Choose NONE if you do not want
to compress your backup.
4. Click Next to continue.
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Encrypt Folder - Step 4
If the selected folder contains files and sub-folders, review and confirm your configuration. Click
the Activate button to encrypt the folder.

The Folder Activation Progress window appears. The length of time to encrypt a folder will vary
depending on the size of the folder. Click Done when the encryption is finished.
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Remove Folder
The Remove Folder wizard allows you to remove encryption from a folder encrypted by
GoAnywhere. All files located in the specified folder will be decrypted during the deactivation
process.

Decrypt Folder - Step 1
If the selected encrypted folder is empty, click the Deactivate button to decrypt the folder.

If the selected encrypted folder contains files or sub-folders, you have the option to decrypt the
contents when deactivating the folder. Click Next.

Decrypt Folder - Step 2
If the selected encrypted folder contains files or sub-folders, you will want to consider the
following points before proceeding:
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l

l

l

l

Create a backup of the encrypted folder before you start decryption. It is strongly
recommended you use the optional backup folder option to backup the selected folder
before it is decrypted.
o The backup directory will contain a .ga_keyfile. This file contains the encrypted key
used for the folder encryption, and is stored in the backup directory to aid in data
recovery.
If existing Web Users have access to the encrypted folder, stop all services (HTTPS, FTP,
FTPS, SFTP, AS2 and AS4) before continuing. The encrypted folder and files will become
unavailable during the decryption process.
The 'Created On' timestamp property for existing files in the encrypted folder will be
updated to the current system date/time during encryption. However, the last modified date
will not be changed.
The ownership of any existing files in the decrypted folder will be changed to the user
profile that started the GoAnywhere application.

1. Enable the Create a Backup of the Folder option.
2. The Backup Location field will automatically populate with a backup directory. You can
specify a different location by using the
Browse button.
3. The Backup Compression option is set to ZIP by default. Choose NONE if you do not want
to compress your backup.
4. Click Next to continue.
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Decrypt Folder - Step 3
If the selected encrypted folder contains files and sub-folders, review and confirm your
configuration. Click the Deactivate button to decrypt the folder.

The Folder Deactivation Progress window appears. The length of time to decrypt a folder will
vary depending on the size of the folder. Click Done when the decryption is finished.

View Encrypted Folder
The View Encrypted Folder page allows you to view the properties of encrypted folders.
1. To access the View Encrypted Folder page, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Encrypted Folders link.
3. View the encrypted folder details by clicking the View Folder link in the Actions column.
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The following fields are displayed on the View Encrypted Folder page:
Folder Path
The folder path to the encrypted folder.
Encryption Key
The encryption key used to encrypt and decrypt data.
Seed UUID
The unique ID used as the seed during encryption and decryption operations.
Activated By
The GoAnywhere User who activated the encrypted folder.
Activated On
The date the encrypted folder was activated.

Encryption Tool
The Encryption Tool provides a method to encrypt a phrase that can then be used in a variable to
pass to a Project.
To access the Encryption Tool, log in as an Admin User with Project Designer or Resource
Manager role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.

Password
Type the plain text that should be encrypted and click the Encrypt button.
Encrypted Password
The encrypted value is available in this box after the input is encrypted.

Master Encryption Key Management
GoAnywhere MFT ships with a product encryption key that, by default, is used to encrypt
passwords, keys, and other sensitive data. The Master Encryption Keys feature allows
administrators to create new Master Keys specific to an organization.
A new Master Encryption Key may be created at any time by an administrative user with the
Security Officer role. When a new Master Key is created, any item that was encrypted with the
previous key will continue to use the old key until the item is updated (i.e. resetting the password
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or creating a new data encryption key). Once the item is updated, it will automatically begin using
the new Master Key.
The most recently created Master Encryption Key will always be set to the 'current' key and will be
labeled as such in the list of keys. When a new Master Key is added, all newly encrypted items
will be created with the new Master Key. The previously used keys remain on the system to
ensure that items encrypted by those keys can be decrypted.
NOTE:

When running in a cluster, all instances of GoAnywhere will share the same Master
Encryption Keys.
To manage master encryption keys, log in as an Admin User with both Product Administrator and
Security Officer roles. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability
to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
Select Encryption from the main menu bar and then click the Master Encryption Keys link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Add a new Master Key by clicking New Master Key.
Return to the Dashboard by clicking Done.

Master Encryption Key Actions
l

View Master Key details by clicking the View icon.

Adding A Master Key
Follow the instructions below to add a new Master Key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator and Security Officer roles.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Master Encryption Keys link.
3. Click New Master Key.
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Key Type
Choose between a password based key and custom key.
Alias
Specify an alias for the new Master Encryption Key.
Password
Assign a password to the new Master Encryption Key. The password is used to generate the key
encryptor. Both key and password are encrypted and stored.
Confirm Password
Re-enter the chosen password.
Implementation Class (Custom Master Encryption Key)
Specify the classpath to your custom encryptor.

Rotating Master Keys
When a new Master Key is created, any item that was encrypted with the previous key will
continue to use the old key until the item is updated (i.e. resetting the password or creating a new
data encryption key). Once the item is updated, it will automatically begin using the new Master
Key.

Custom Master Encryption Keys
GoAnywhere includes a means to extend the encryption/decryption capabilities of a Master
Encryption Key by supplying custom Java code. This code must implement the following
‘EncryptionEngine’ interface. EncryptionEngine is located in linoma-commons.jar which can be
used as a dependency to the custom MEK Java project. linoma-commons.jar is located in
GoAnywhere MFT [INSTALL_DIR]/lib folder.
The custom master key code must be compiled into a Java Archive (JAR) file, and this JAR file
must be installed in the [INSTALL_DIR]/userdata/lib folder on each node in the GoAnywhere
MFT cluster. Each node of the GoAnywhere MFT cluster must be restarted in order to load the
library into the JVM.
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Note that all dependent jars needed for custom class implementation needed to be added to the
[INSTALL_DIR]/userdata/lib folder and on each node in the GoAnywhere MFT cluster.

View Master Encryption Key
Follow the instructions below to view the properties for a Master Encryption Key:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator and Security Officer roles. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Encryption, and then click the Master Encryption Keys link.
3. Click the View icon next to the desired key.
4. Click the Done button when finished viewing the details.
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System
The System menu provides access to change many of the settings for how GoAnywhere
operates within your environment.
NOTE:

The System menu is only available to Users with the Product Administrator and Security
Officer roles.

File Manager
The GoAnywhere File Manager allows authorized users to work with files through their browser.
This intuitive interface makes it very easy for Users to explore, download and upload files (as
authorized) without the need for special client software. These remote files can be located on the
GoAnywhere server or mapped drives.
A particular User could only be able to download files from an assigned directory, whereas
another User could be granted permissions to upload/rename/delete files, as well as have
permissions to other directories on the server. File Manager permissions are specified on Admin
User accounts.
Accessing the File Manager
To work with Roles, log in as an Admin User with the File Manager role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the File Manager link.
The File Manager page will be shown, opening the "home directory" that is specified for your User
account.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

l
l
l

l
l

Navigate directly to a folder by specifying its path next to the Location heading and press
Enter, or click the Go button.
Move up to the parent folder by clicking the Move Up button in the toolbar.
Return to the "home directory" by clicking the Home button in the toolbar.
Create a new folder (under the current folder) by clicking the Create Folder button in the
toolbar. Type the name for the folder in the dialog box and click the Create button.
Refresh the current folder by clicking the Refresh button in the toolbar.
Upload files by clicking the Upload button to open the Upload page.

Working With Files
l
l
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File Actions
The following actions are available by selecting a file's Actions icon:
l

l
l

l

Rename a file by clicking Rename. Type a new file name in the dialog box and click
Rename.
Delete a file by clicking Delete.
Copy a file by clicking Copy. Specify the destination directory in the dialog box and click
Copy.
Move one or more files by clicking Move. Specify the destination directory in the dialog box
and click Move.

Working With Folders
l
l

Open a sub-folder by clicking the folder name.
Sort the files by name, last modified date or size by clicking the column headings.

Folder Actions
The following actions are available by selecting a folder's Actions icon:
l
l

l
l

l

Download a folder by clicking Download.
Rename a folder by clicking Rename. Type a new folder name in the dialog box and click
Rename.
Delete a folder by clicking Delete.
Copy one or more folders by clicking Copy. Specify the destination directory in the dialog
box and click Copy.
Move one or more folders by clicking Move. Specify the destination directory in the dialog
box and click Move.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
l
l
l

Delete one or more selected files or folders.
Copy one or more files and folders to another directory.
Move one or more files or folders from the current directory to another directory.
Download one or more files or folders.

Upload Files
Authorized users can upload files by clicking the Upload button in the File Manager. Follow the
instructions below to upload files:
1. From the main menu, select System, and then click the File Manager link.
2. In the File Manager page, click the Upload button in the page toolbar.
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3. In the Upload Files box, click the Select Files button to browse for and select the file(s) to
upload. You can also drag-and-drop files from your desktop directly on to this page.
4. Indicate the action to take if the file (with the same name) already exists in the folder which
you are uploading into.
l Rename will automatically rename the uploaded file (appending a unique sequential
number) so that both files are maintained.
l Overwrite replaces the existing file with the one being uploaded.
l Skip does not upload the duplicate file. It skips the file and proceeds to the next file
in the list.
l Error will stop the upload without processing the remaining files.
5. Any messages will be shown in the Upload Summary column.
6. To cancel an upload, click the icon, or click Cancel All to cancel all uploads.
7. Click the Close button when finished.

Global Settings
Global Settings are used to control the overall behavior and attributes of GoAnywhere. These
settings can be viewed and modified by an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the Global Settings link.
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General Tab

Environment
The environment is the name you define for this installation of GoAnywhere. The environment
name is displayed on the top right side of the page and in the browser's title bar. It is also included
in system alerts and registration notification emails. This allows quick determination of the
GoAnywhere server to which you are connected (if multiple GoAnywhere servers exist).
Admin Site URL
Specify the URL for GoAnywhere. The URL will be displayed in system alerts and registration
notification emails.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the Admin Site URL is disabled
and users are unable to make changes.
Locale
The environment (based on a specific language or dialect) that defines conventions such as time
and numeric formatting. If a Locale is not specified, the Locale will default to the locale settings of
the host operating system.
Date Pattern
You can define the date pattern to use for formatting dates on pages and reports in GoAnywhere.
View the Date and Time Patterns reference for more information.
Time Pattern
Define the pattern for formatting how the time is displayed on pages and reports in GoAnywhere.
View the Date and Time Patterns reference for more information.
Timestamp Pattern
The Timestamp pattern is used when the date and time are always displayed together. This
setting can differ from the separate Date Pattern or Time Pattern in GoAnywhere. The Timestamp
option is useful in logs or reports when you need exact and detailed date and time information.
View the Date and Time Patterns reference for more information.
NOTE:

Changing any of the settings on the General tab, except the Environment and Admin Site
URL, requires a restart of GoAnywhere.
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Data Tab
Specify the folder locations for storing Documents, Secure Mail Packages, the GoDrive audit
Index, and Monitors. By default, these locations are relative to the GoAnywhere installation
directory. For example, if GoAnywhere is installed in /helpsystems/goanywhere, then the default
location for the Documents directory is /helpsystems/goanywhere/userdata/documents.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a clustered environment, all directory paths must be
absolute (a fully qualified path) and accessible by all systems in the cluster.

Documents Directory
This is the location where files are uploaded and downloaded through the File Manager.
Changes to the Documents Directory setting will require a restart of GoAnywhere. A separate
folder is created within this directory for each Admin User.
The default location for the Documents directory is [Install Directory]/userdata/documents.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the document directory is
disabled and users are unable to make changes.
Packages Directory
The packages directory is the location where Secure Mail packages are stored. A separate folder
is created within this directory for each day Secure Mail packages are created.
The default location for the Packages directory is [Install Directory]/userdata/packages.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the packages directory is
disabled and users are unable to make changes.
Index Directory
This is the location where GoDrive and the Global Log audit log indexes are stored.
The default location for the Index directory is [Install Directory]/userdata/index.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the index directory is disabled
and users are unable to make changes.
Monitors Directory
The location on the network where snapshots for the folder Monitors are stored.
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The default location for the Monitors directory is [Install Directory]/userdata/monitors.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the monitors directory is
disabled and users are unable to make changes.
SMS Add-on Workspace Directory
The location where files are stored when running an SMS Provider Add-on. A separate folder is
created within the directory for each add-on runtime. Once the Project is completed, its folder
within the directory is deleted.

Bandwidth Tab
The Bandwidth settings control the maximum amount of network resources used for Web User
transfers (inbound services connections) and designated HTTP(S), FTP, FTPS, SFTP, and
SCP Resources (client connections). Bandwidth limits enabled here are automatically applied to
Web Users. However, the bandwidth limits for HTTPS(S), FTP, FTPS, SFTP, or SCP client
connections will only be applied if the Throttle Bandwidth field is set to ' Yes' on the Connection
tab for those Resource’s, or if the Throttle Bandwidth field on the Server Tab's Connection pane
in FTP tasks is set to 'Yes'.
NOTE:

The Bandwidth settings do not apply for file transfers performed through the File Manager.
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Inbound Transfer Speed
The inbound transfer speed controls how much overall bandwidth is available for file uploads for
Web Users and designated FTP/S, SFTP, and SCP Resources in the GoAnywhere application.
The options below are available when the Bandwidth Limited option is selected.
Max Transfer Rate
The maximum transfer rate is the amount of bandwidth available to inbound Web User and
designated FTP, FTPS, SFTP, and SCP transfers. The value can be qualified as kilobytes per
second (KB/s), megabytes per second (MB/s) or gigabytes per second (GB/s).
Limit by Time of Day
When the Bandwidth Limited option is selected, you can optionally specify during which hours
the bandwidth limit applies.
Limit by Day of Week
The bandwidth limit can be enforced every day or only during the days specified.
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Outbound Transfer Speed
The outbound transfer speed controls how much overall bandwidth is available for file downloads
for Web User and designated FTP, FTPS, SFTP, and SCP Resources in the GoAnywhere
application. The options below are available when the Bandwidth Limited option is selected.
Max Transfer Rate
The maximum transfer rate is the amount of bandwidth available to outbound Web User and
designated FTP, FTPS, SFTP, and SCP transfers. The value can be qualified as kilobytes per
second (KB/s), megabytes per second (MB/s) or gigabytes per second (GB/s).
Limit by Time of Day
When the Bandwidth Limited option is selected, you can optionally specify during which hours the
bandwidth limit applies.
Limit by Day of Week
The bandwidth limit can be enforced every day or only during the days specified.

SMTP Tab
The SMTP settings indicate the mail server and other settings that GoAnywhere should use for
sending notification emails to Users and Web Users. The Test SMTP Connection button allows
testing of the SMTP connection settings.

Host
The host name or IP address (for example, mail.company.com or 192.168.1.3) of the SMTP
server.
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NOTE:

The SMTP host name is typically found in the account settings of your email application. For
instance, in Outlook®, the SMTP host name is found in the "Outgoing mail (SMTP) server"
setting for your email account.
Port
The port number to use for connecting to the SMTP server. The specified value must be between
0 and 65535. The standard default port for email is 25.
User
If required by the SMTP server - the user name (login name) to use for connecting to the SMTP
server. If the user name is left blank, then it is assumed that the SMTP server does not require
authentication for its email clients.
Password
If required by the SMTP server - the password to use for connecting to the SMTP server. To
update an existing Password, click the Change Password link and specify a new password.
From Name
The name that appears on emails when they are sent by GoAnywhere. This is the default name,
but some functions within GoAnywhere can override this value.
From Email
The email address used by GoAnywhere. Some message functions within GoAnywhere can
override this value.
Connection Type
The connection to the SMTP server can be encrypted using implicit or explicit SSL/TLS. The
default setting is Normal, which uses a standard/non-encrypted connection.
SSL Context Protocol
Specify a protocol to use when creating the SSL Context. The value you need to specify here
depends on the security providers you have installed in the JRE (Java Runtime Environment). In
most cases, the default value (TLS) should just work fine. However, on some IBM JRE
implementations the default value would not work if the server you are connecting to does not
support TLSv1.
Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to enable
TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all versions of
SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).
Maximum Connections
By default, GoAnywhere uses one SMTP connection for sending email. When multiple functions
send email at the same time, messages will queue until the connection is available. Increasing
the number of connections provides the ability to send multiple email messages concurrently.
Timeout
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from the SMTP server. A value
of 0 (zero) is interpreted as infinite timeout. The default timeout is 300 seconds.

Test SMTP Connection
The test option allows you to test the SMTP settings for GoAnywhere before saving. To test the
current SMTP settings, click the Test SMTP Connection button. A popup opens where you can
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specify a To Email Address, the From Name and the From Email. By default, the From Name and
From Email are based on the settings on the SMTP tab, but can be modified to verify that another
email account can be used as the sender. A successful test sends a brief email to the recipient.
After a successful test, click the Save button to save the values on the SMTP tab.

NOTE:

Changing any of the settings on the SMTP tab requires a restart of GoAnywhere.

SMS Tab
The SMS settings allow you to configure a Clickatell, Twilio, or Plivo SMS gateway to send
cellular text messages using the SMS Task in Projects and in Secure Mail to send the passcode
to a package. SMS text messages are sent as HTTPS requests to the SMS gateway, which then
sends the message to the desired cellular number in SMS format.
The SMS settings also allow you to configure settings for SMS Providers. You can select the
available SMS Providers from the drop-down list in the Provider field. If none are available, you
can create an SMS Provider add-on by following the instructions in the Create an SMS Provider
topic.
Enabled
Enables GoAnywhere to use an SMS gateway to send text messages.
Provider
Select a predefined SMS gateway vendor or SMS Provider. GoAnywhere provides all the
necessary fields to send messages to the selected SMS gateway.

Clickatell SMS Gateway Configuration
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URL
The URL used to send an HTTPS request to the Clickatell SMS gateway. The URL format
is https://api.clickatell.com/http/sendmsg.
User
The Clickatell user account name.
Password
The password for the Clickatell user account. To update an existing Password, click the
Change Password link and specify a new password.
API ID
The API identification number provided by Clickatell.
Sender ID
A Sender ID (from address) is the name or number that identifies the sender of an SMS
message. It appears on the recipient’s phone when they receive a message, and is used to
identify the person or company sending the message. A Sender ID may either be numeric
(numbers only) or alphanumeric (letters and numbers).
Mobile Originated
Clickatell customers who have subscribed to a two-way messaging service must enable
this field.
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Twilio SMS Gateway Configuration

URL
The URL used to send an HTTPS request to the Twilio SMS gateway. The URL format is
https://api.twilio.com/2010-04-01/Accounts/{AccountSid}/Messages where 'AccountSid'
within brackets {} must be replaced with your unique Account SID provided by Twilio.
Account SID
The alphanumeric account sender ID provided by Twilio.
Authorization Token
The authorization token provided by Twilio. To update an existing Authorization Token,
click the Change Token link and specify a new token.
From Phone Number
A phone number or alphanumeric sender ID provided by Twilio to identify the sender of the
messages.
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Plivo SMS Gateway Configuration

URL
The URL used to send an HTTPS request to the Plivo SMS gateway. The URL format is
https://api.plivo.com/v1/Account/{auth_id}/Message/ where 'auth_id' within brackets {}
must be replaced with your unique Authorization ID provided by Plivo.
Authorization ID
The Authorization ID provided by Plivo.
Authorization Token
The Authorization Token provided by Plivo. To update an existing Authorization Token,
click the Change Token link and specify a new token.
From Phone Number
The phone number that will be shown as the sender ID. Be sure that all phone numbers
include country code, area code, and phone number without spaces or dashes (e.g.,
14153336666). Note that a Plivo phone number is required for sending messages to the
U.S. or Canada.
Country Codes
Click Add Country to specify the country code options available when sending a Secure Mail
Message password via text message (SMS).
Actions
The following actions are available for each Country Code entry:
l

Click the Delete icon to delete a Country Code entry.

Country Name
The name of the country that will appear as an option when sending a password to a Secure Mail
message via text message (SMS).
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Country Code
The code associated with the country.
Mask
Specify the format for numbers entered using this country name and code.
Default
Choose this country as the default selection with sending a Secure Mail message password via
text message (SMS).
Send SMS Test Message
Press the Send SMS Test Message button to test the SMS settings on the configuration screen.
A popup opens where you can specify recipient phone number (including country code and area
code) and a message. A successful test will send the SMS message to the recipient. After a
successful test, click the Save button to save the values on the SMS tab.

HTTP Proxy Tab
The HTTP Proxy settings are only needed if your system uses a proxy server to make HTTP
connections. These settings are primarily utilized when a Product Administrator checks for new
product updates from the HelpSystem's update server.
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Proxy Type
The type of proxy, if any, used by GoAnywhere. A direct connection indicates the server connects
directly to the Internet and does not use a proxy. An HTTP proxy is for high-level protocols like
HTTP or FTP. If a SOCKS proxy is used, GoAnywhere supports both V4 and V5.
Proxy Host
The host name (or IP address) of the proxy server on your network.
Proxy Port
The port number of the proxy server on your network. The default proxy port is 80.
Proxy Username
The user name (login name) to use for connecting to the proxy server.
Proxy Password
The password to use for connecting to the proxy server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Resolve Host Names at Proxy
Specify whether or not to resolve host names at the proxy server. In some cases, the local
system may not have access to a DNS server to properly resolve host names, and this setting
must be enabled to allow the host names to be resolved at the proxy server.

Projects Tab

Enable File Locking
File locking allows you to protect the integrity of files while they are being processed by
GoAnywhere.
If enabled, Project tasks in GoAnywhere that read local or network files will attempt to acquire a
"shared" lock on the files before processing them. This shared lock will prevent other applications
from locking a file (for write access) while it is in use by GoAnywhere.
If enabled, Project tasks that write or modify files will attempt to acquire an "exclusive" lock on the
files before processing. This exclusive lock will prevent other applications from locking a file (for
read or write access) while it is in use by GoAnywhere.
NOTE:

The Amazon S3 , Azure Blob Storage, and WebDAV resources do not support file locking.
File Lock Timeout
The amount of time (in seconds) that the File Lock process in GoAnywhere will wait to obtain a
lock on a file. A value of -1 indicates that there is an unlimited wait time. A value of 0 indicates
that a lock attempt will only be tried once. Otherwise, specify a value up to 86,400 seconds (24
hours).
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NOTE:

If a lock cannot be obtained within the specified timeout period, then an error will be
generated in the Project task which is attempting to obtain the lock.

Runtime Tab

Jobs
Maximum Concurrent Batch Jobs
The maximum number of threads that are allocated for active batch Jobs. Each active Job utilizes
a separate thread (a slice of CPU) in GoAnywhere. Therefore, if the Maximum Concurrent Batch
Jobs is set to 50, then up to 50 batch Jobs can be active at one time. Once the Maximum
Concurrent Batch Jobs is reached, any new batch Jobs will be placed in the Job Queue until
threads become available. This setting does not apply to Jobs that run interactively or Jobs
launched by a Monitor.
When running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment, this setting applies to each system in the
cluster. For example, if the Maximum Concurrent Batch Jobs is set to 50 and there are three
systems in the cluster, a total of 150 batch Jobs could be run concurrently.
Thread Keep Alive Time
The amount of time (in seconds) in which an idle thread will wait before it is destroyed. When a
Job completes, the thread it utilized will remain idle until another Job uses it, or until the "Thread
Keep Alive Time" is reached.
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NOTE:

Increasing the Maximum Concurrent Batch Jobs or the Thread Keep Alive Time will likely
cause GoAnywhere to consume more CPU and memory. However, more batch Jobs will be
able to execute at one time and Jobs will start up quicker since they will not have to create
new threads as frequently.
Monitors
Maximum Concurrent Monitors
The maximum number of threads that are allocated for active Monitors. Monitors are used for
scanning folders and running Projects when the Monitor conditions are met. Each Monitor utilizes
a separate thread (a slice of CPU) in GoAnywhere. Therefore, if the Maximum Concurrent
Monitors value is set to 20, then up to 20 Monitors can be active at one time. Once the Maximum
Concurrent Monitors value is reached, any new Monitors will be queued until threads become
available.
When running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment, this maximum setting applies to each
system in the cluster. For example, if the Maximum Concurrent Monitors is set to 20 and there
are three systems in the cluster, a total of 60 Monitors can be run concurrently.
Thread Keep Alive Time
The amount of time (in seconds) in which an idle thread will wait before it is destroyed. When a
Monitor completes, the thread it utilized will remain idle until another Monitor uses it or until the
"Thread Keep Alive Time" is reached.
NOTE:

Increasing the Maximum Concurrent Monitors and the Thread Keep Alive Time will likely
cause GoAnywhere to consume more CPU and memory. However, more Monitors will be
able to run at one time and they will start faster since they will not have to create new threads
as frequently.
Service Level Agreements
Maximum Concurrent Service Level Agreements
The maximum number of threads that are allocated for active Service Level Agreements (SLA).
Each SLA utilizes a separate thread (a slice of CPU) in GoAnywhere. Therefore, if the Maximum
Concurrent SLA value is set to 20, then up to 20 SLAs can be active at one time. Once the
Maximum Concurrent SLA value is reached, any new SLAs will be queued until threads become
available.
When running GoAnywhere in a clustered environment, this maximum setting applies to each
system in the cluster. For example, if the Maximum Concurrent SLAs is set to 20 and there are
three systems in the cluster, a total of 60 SLAs can be run concurrently.
Thread Keep Alive Time
The amount of time (in seconds) in which an idle thread will wait before it is destroyed. When an
SLA completes, the thread it utilized will remain idle until another SLA uses it or until the "Thread
Keep Alive Time" is reached.
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NOTE:

Increasing the Maximum Concurrent SLAs and the Thread Keep Alive Time will likely cause
GoAnywhere to consume more CPU and memory. However, more SLAs will be able to run at
one time and they will start faster since they will not have to create new threads as frequently.

GoFast Tab

Enabled
Enables the GoFast Task and the GoFast Service for use in GoAnywhere. When this setting is
enabled, the memory allocation and overflow directory must be configured.
Memory Allocated
The amount of JVM memory allocated to GoFast. GoFast splits files into 60 KB parts and stores
those parts in memory during the accelerated transfers. The maximum amount of memory that
can be allocated to GoFast transfers is up to 512 MB less than the maximum JVM memory.
EXAMPLE:

JVM Memory = 2048 MB
GoFast Maximum Memory = 2048 MB - 512 MB = 1536 MB (or 1.5 GB)
By default, GoFast is allocated 512 MB of memory which can be adjusted to increase
performance.
NOTE:

Changing the Memory Allocated setting requires a restart of GoAnywhere.
Memory Overflow Directory
If the GoFast file transfer processing exceeds the Memory Allocated, then file data will be
temporarily paged out to the disk location specified here.
NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the memory overflow directory
is disabled and users are unable to make changes.
NOTE:

Changing the Memory Overflow Directory setting requires a restart of GoAnywhere.
Debug Logging Enabled
Enables detailed debugging information for GoFast file transfers and commands. This should
only be enabled if you are experiencing issues with GoFast and need to provide HelpSystems
Support debug information.
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Maps Tab
Agent maps provide an interactive, geographical overview of the location and status of all
Agents. Agent maps can be accessed through the Agent Manager page and the Agent Console.

Enabled
Enables the Agent map functionality for use in GoAnywhere.
Google Maps API Key
A Google Maps API JavaScript Key is required to set the primary map location and use the map
functionality. To acquire an API key, you must have an active Gmail account and must agree to
Google's terms and conditions concerning the Google Maps API and API key.

Set Primary Location
Agents with unverified locations will appear at the primary location on the Agent map. To set the
primary location:
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1. Enter the Google Maps API Key.
2. Click Set Primary Location.
3. Enter a physical address. For example, 103 South 14th Street, Ashland, NE 68003, or
Avenida Meridiana, 358 Planta 12, Barcelona, Spain.
4. Click Show on Map and verify that the address is correct.
5. Click Accept.
If a primary location has already been set, the option to change the primary location will appear.
NOTE:

If the Google Maps API is invalid, the Set Primary Location window will display the error: This
page didn't load Google Maps correctly. See the JavaScript console for technical details.

Security Settings
The Security Settings option is only available to Admin Users with the Security Officer role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Any changes to Security Settings are implemented globally throughout GoAnywhere.
From the main menu bar, select System, and then click Security Settings.
NOTE: Changes to Security Settings requires a restart of GoAnywhere.

FIPS 140-2 Compliance
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) is a set of requirements used by the US
Federal Government and agencies/companies that do business with them to ensure all sensitive
data is encrypted with approved encryption algorithms (ciphers). GoAnywhere provides a FIPS
140-2 Compliance Mode and when enabled, it only permits the use of FIPS 140-2 compliant
ciphers for encrypting the data.
The certified algorithms in GoAnywhere are provided by Bouncy Castle and apply to all SSH and
SSL encrypted communication within GoAnywhere. Bouncy Castle is a trusted provider of
security, risk, and compliance management solutions for business acceleration. By leveraging
Bouncy Castle’s extensive experience with encryption technology and compliance criteria,
GoAnywhere is able to satisfy the stringent requirements for FIPS 140-2.

SSL/TLS Cipher Suites in FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
The following table lists which SSL cipher suites, supplied by Bouncy Castle, are used for FTP,
FTPS, HTTPS, AS2, SSL, SMTPS, GoFast, and Agent communications, as well as database
connections and User authentication over SSL (LDAPS). The table also lists compatibility with
SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, and TLSv1.3 (if running Java 11).

Cipher Suite Name
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TLS_ECDHE_
ECDSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_
ECDSA_WITH_AES_
128_GCM_SHA256

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_
ECDSA_WITH_AES_
256_CBC_SHA384

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_
ECDSA_WITH_AES_
128_CBC_SHA256

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_
ECDSA_WITH_AES_
256_CBC_SHA

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_
ECDSA_WITH_AES_
128_CBC_SHA

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_128_
GCM_SHA256

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_128_
CBC_SHA256

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_256_
CBC_SHA

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_128_
CBC_SHA

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_256_GCM_
SHA384

N

N

N

Y

Y

TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_128_GCM_
SHA256

N

N

N

Y

Y
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TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_256_CBC_
SHA256

N

N

N

Y

TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_128_CBC_
SHA256

N

N

N

Y

TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_256_CBC_SHA

Y

Y

Y

Y

TLS_RSA_WITH_
AES_128_CBC_SHA

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

TIP:

The server operating system and Java Virtual Machine version may limit which cipher suites
are used by your system when FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode is enabled.

SSH Algorithms in FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
The following SSH algorithms, supplied by Bouncy Castle, are used for SFTP and SCP
communications.
Key Exchange
l
l
l
l

DIFFIE-HELLMAN-GROUP14-SHA1
ECDH-SHA2-NISTP256
ECDH-SHA2-NISTP384
ECDH-SHA2-NISTP521

Ciphers
l
l
l
l
l
l

AES128-CBC
AES192-CBC
AES256-CBC
AES128-CTR
AES192-CTR
AES256-CTR

Mac
l
l
l
l

HMAC-SHA2-512
HMAC-SHA2-256
HMAC-SHA1
HMAC-SHA1-96
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Cryptography Tab

When FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode is enabled, GoAnywhere will only use FIPS 140-2 validated
algorithms (ciphers) for encrypting transmissions over SSH and SSL channels including SFTP,
SCP, FTPS, and HTTPS protocols.
Enable FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode can be enabled or disabled. By default the FIPS 140-2
Compliance Mode is disabled. Changing this setting requires a restart of GoAnywhere.
DRGB Required Entropy Bits
Specify the minimum number of entropy bits required from the Operating System to seed the
deterministic random bit generator (DRBG) used by the default Java SecureRandom to generate
random values for cryptographic operations. A minimum value of 256 is required due to the
security strength of the DRBG algorithm in use.
NOTE:

This minimum is subject to change in future releases. Leaving "Default" checked will ensure
the current minimum will always be used. Unchecking "Default" may require re-configuration
in later upgrades should the configured value no longer be considered secure.
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SSL/TLS Algorithms Tab

Specify the SSL/TLS protocol versions and cipher suites to allow globally. Some allowed
protocols and cipher suites may forcibly be disabled depending on your JVM and security
provider. A JVM can disable protocols or cipher suites based on specific algorithms or rules (for
example, key lengths). Additionally, your FIPS provider may further disable protocols and cipher
suites in FIPS mode.
Protocols
Specify the SSL/TLS protocol versions to use. The column on the left displays the disabled
protocols. The column on the right displays the allowed protocols. Click to select an option and
then use the direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate side.
Cipher Suites
Specify the cipher suites to use. The column on the left displays the disabled cipher suites. The
column on the right displays the allowed cipher suites. Click to select an option and then use the
direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate side.
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Trust Settings Tab

Certificate Validation
Specify checks to enforce when validating client, server, and email certificates. When not
enforced, a validation check is delegated to the JVM Security Providers. Deselecting a validation
check does not necessarily mean the check will never be used.
When the Client Certificates check box is selected, validation checks are performed on
presented certificates used for client authentication to GoAnywhere MFT services.
When the Server Certificates check box is selected, validation checks are performed on
presented server certificates when GoAnywhere connects as a client to another server.
When the Email Certificates check box is selected, validation checks are performed on tasks to
validate signing and encryption certificates related to processing emails.
CA Basic Constraints Validation
Select check box to verify that the issuer Certificate Authority (CA) certificate is marked as a CA
in its basic constraints extension.
Date Validation
Select check box to apply date validity check to server and client certificates and email signing
and encryption certificates.
Extended Key Usage Validation
Select check box to apply extended key usage check to server and client certificates and email
signing and encryption certificates. The check will validate the intended key purpose of the
certificate - server authentication, client authentication, or email protection.
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL)
Select check box to apply CRL check to server and client certificates and email signing and
encryption certificates.
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NOTE: If a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is expired and cannot be refreshed, the CRL

validation check will reject all certificates until the CRL is removed or an updated CRL can be
fetched.
Refresh Interval
If CRLs are enabled, specify how often to refresh all CRLs. Default Value: 5 minutes.
URLs
If CRLs are enabled, specify at least one URL in which to retrieve CRLs. To add more than one
URL to the table, select the Add URL link. Select the Delete button to delete a URL, but there
must be at least one URL entry if CRLs are enabled.
Hostname Verification
Specify whether or not to strictly enforce hostname verification. If set to ''Yes'', the hostname for
all SSL/TLS connections must match any Subject Alternative Name (SAN) IP/DNS entries or the
Subject Common Name (CN) on the server's certificate. With Strict Hostname Verification,
wildcards "*" may only comprise the entire left-most portion of a SAN DNS entry or CN
(*.example.com). If set to "No", protocol specific hostname verification will be performed. Protocol
specific verification is less strict and varies depending on the protocol utilizing SSL/TLS
encryption.
Strict Hostname Verification
Specify whether or not to force all connections to use Strict Hostname Verification.
Implicit Trust
Specify whether or not to allow implicit trust for certain connections that support this configuration.
If set to "No", implicit trust will be globally disabled and all connections will be required to validate
certificate or public key information.
Allow Implicit Trust (SSL/TLS)
Specify whether or not to allow SSL and TLS to be configured to use implicit trust (trust all).
Allow Implicit Trust (SSH)
Specify whether or not to allow SSH to be configured to use implicit trust (trust all).

Antivirus Settings
Antivirus Settings dictate which service file uploads will be be scanned for viruses.
Antivirus Settings are only available to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select System, and then click Antivirus Settings.

ICAP Server
When enabled, files uploaded to ICAP enabled services will be sent to the configured ICAP server
for antivirus scanning.
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Enabled
Enable ICAP.
URL
The URL of the ICAP server.
Request Headers
Content Type
Specify the value to use for the Content-Type header in the encapsulated HTTP response. The
Content Type describes the format of the file. Some ICAP servers, like Symantec DLP, may be
configured to only scan files of certain types. For example, the ICAP server may inspect files of
type application/pdf, text/plain, but then ignore all others. Other ICAP servers may inspect the
contents of the file to determine the content type and not require a type to be specified. If the
value is empty, the Content-Type header will not be added.
Request Host
The ICAP server may require the host address of the request to determine which policies to use.
Client IP
The ICAP server may require the IP address of the client making the HTTP request. If needed,
specify the IPv4 or IPv6 address which will be passed to the ICAP server using the X-Client-IP
header.
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Server IP
The ICAP server may require the IP address of the HTTP destination host. If needed, specify the
IPv4 or IPv6 address which will be passed to the ICAP server using the X-Server-IP header.
Subscriber ID
The ICAP server may require the subscriber ID of the user who issued the HTTP request. If
needed, specify a value that will be passed to the ICAP server using the X-Subscriber-ID header.
Authenticated User
The ICAP server may require the user who issued the HTTP request. For example, specify a
value of "Local://John.Doe" or "LDAP://192.168.12.100/o=mycompany, ou=engineering,
cn=John.Doe" depending on how the authentication is configured. The value will become base-64
encoded by GoAnywhere and passed to the ICAP server using the X-Authenticated-User header.
Authenticated Groups
The ICAP server may require the groups that the user belongs to that issued the HTTP request.
For example, specify a value of "Local://Sales" or "LDAP://192.168.12.100/o=mycompany,
ou=engineering" depending on how the authentication is configured. The value will become base64 encoded by GoAnywhere and passed to the ICAP server using the X-Authenticated-Groups
header.
Preview
Enabled
If enabled, a preview will be sent to the ICAP server.
Upload Options
File Buffer Size (MB)
The maximum file size GoAnywhere will store in memory while awaiting a response from the
ICAP server.

Service Limits
By default, all service uploads are scanned by ICAP. If assigned service limits, only files uploaded
to the selected services will be scanned by the ICAP server.
The Services are split in two columns. The column on the left displays the available Services and
the column on the right displays the selected Services. Click to select Services and then use the
direction buttons between the columns to move Services to the appropriate side.
NOTE:

The AS4 service is not currently supported for Antivirus scanning.
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Custom Request Headers
Custom headers can be sent to the ICAP server.

Actions
l
l

Add a Header by clicking Add.
Delete a Header by clicking Delete.

File Actions
Specify whether GoAnywhere should allow or deny a file upload based upon the response code
or a response header returned from the ICAP server. Additionally, configure how GoAnywhere
should respond to a file upload in the case the ICAP server becomes unavailable.
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Actions
l
l
l

Delete an action by clicking Delete.
Move an action statement up by clicking Move Up.
Move an action statement down by clicking Move Down.

Create an action statement with the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If a new line is needed, click the Add Action option.
From the ICAP Response Object drop-down list, select a Response Code or Header.
In the Response Header Name field, define a Header Name.
In the Expression drop-down list, select an operator.
In the Comparison Value box, type the string that will form the condition.
Select a file action, Allow or Deny.
Repeat these steps to add any additional statements.

Default File Action
This is the action that will execute if none of the above statement criteria are applicable to the
uploaded file.
ICAP Server is Unavailable
Specify the action to take when a file is uploaded and the ICAP server is unavailable.

File Exemptions
File Exemptions help narrow the scope of the ICAP configuration (for example, by a particular
user or file size). If grouping exemptions, use the parenthesis to indicate the start and end of each
comparison group.

Actions
l
l
l

Delete an exemption by clicking Delete.
Move an exemption statement up by clicking Move Up.
Move an exemption statement down by clicking Move Down.

Create a statement with the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If a new line is needed, click the Add Exemption option.
From the Attribute drop-down list, select an Antivirus Variable.
From the Expression drop-down list, select an operator.
In the Comparison Value box, type the string or select the option that will form the condition.
Select an And/Or value if the condition must evaluate to true based on multiple conditions.
Repeat these steps to add any additional conditions.
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Antivirus Variables
The following values are available for Request Header variables and File Exemption Attributes
on the Antivirus Settings page.
event.userName
The user name of the Web User.
event.user.firstName
The first name of the Web User.
event.user.lastName
The last name of the Web User.
event.user.email
The email address of the Web User.
event.user.phone
The phone number of the Web User.
event.user.organization
The organization of the Web User.
event.user.description
The description of the Web User.
event.fileName
The file name.
event.fileExtension
The file extension.
system.currentTime
The system time stamp, formatted in ISO (yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS).
event.localAddress
The IP address of the service connected to.
event.localPort
The port number of the service connected to.
event.remoteAddress
The remote IP address of the Web User.
event.remotePort
The remote port number of the Web User.
event.systemName
The name of the system that processed the event.
system.emptyString
The value of this variable will be an empty string. This is not an Event Variable.
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Admin Server
The Admin Server page provides the ability to modify the GoAnywhere Admin Server connection
and listener, configure SAML Single Sign-On for Admin Users, as well as start the Monitors,
Triggers, Service Level Agreements, and Scheduler engines.
To manage the Admin Server, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select System and then click the Admin Server link.

Admin Server Actions
l
l

l

Edit the configuration settings for a Admin Server by clicking the Edit icon.
Start a Scheduler, Monitor, Trigger, or Service Level Agreement Engine by clicking the
Start icon.
Stop a Scheduler, Monitor, Trigger, or Service Level Agreement Engine by clicking the
Stop icon.

NOTE:

When the Scheduler engine is stopped, all active jobs will continue to process until finished.
Jobs that are scheduled to run will be suspended until the Scheduler Engine is started (even if
GoAnywhere is restarted).
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Admin Configuration
The Admin Configuration page provides options to configure Admin User SAML Single Sign-On,
Languages, and Listeners for the GoAnywhere server.
To manage SAML, Languages, and Listeners, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
From the main menu, select System and then click the Admin Server link. From the Admin
Server page, click the Edit icon to edit the Admin Configuration.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Save your changes by clicking the Save button.
Return to the Admin Server page without saving your changes by clicking the Cancel
button.

Preferences
Languages
English is the only supported language when GoAnywhere is integrated with HelpSystems One.
The Admin Client interface can be displayed in multiple languages. When enabled, Admin Users
will be able to select their preferred language from a drop-down list on the upper-right hand
corner of the Admin Client login screen.
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Supported Languages
The supported languages are split into two columns. The column on the left displays the available
languages. The column on the right displays the languages that Admin User accounts will
support. Click to highlight a language and then use the direction buttons between the columns to
move languages to the appropriate side. Multiple entries can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or
Shift key while clicking the mouse.
Default Language
The language selection made by the user is stored in a cookie on the system's browser. If a new
user accesses the Admin Client for the first time and a cookie does not exist, the default language
is used.

Server
Server

Shutdown Port
The TCP/IP port number on which GoAnywhere waits for a shutdown command. This connection
must be initiated from the same server or computer that is running this instance of GoAnywhere.
Admin Configuration Options
l
l

Add Listener to a server by clicking the Add Listener button in the page toolbar.
View or Modify a Listener by clicking the Listener name in the left column.

Listener
Listeners will monitor for IP traffic and route traffic based on configured settings. The default
listener settings supplied in GoAnywhere should meet the needs for most installations. The
Admin Listeners are used to specify connection timeouts, SSL settings, and ports to access
GoAnywhere through an Internet browser.
To delete a Listener entry click the Delete button in the page toolbar. For the Administrator
listeners, it is recommended to disable them instead of removing them.
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Name
Providing an identifiable name for the listener helps identify it in the Configuration Outline
list.
Port
Listeners monitor specific port numbers. Set the port number that the listener will monitor.
Local Address
This is the IP address of the server hosting the port to which you are listening. If available,
you can also select it from the drop-down list.
SAML Single Sign-On
A SAML Single Sign-On login method. See the Configuring a SAML Login Method for more
details on creating a SAML login method.
Force Identity Provider Login
When enabled, all authentication requests using this listener must go through the SAML
Single Sign-On defined above. When disabled, Admin Users can authenticate to the Admin
Client by accessing the login page URL.
Protocol
Sets the protocol to handle incoming traffic. The default value is HTTP/1.1.
Enable Lookups
When lookups are enabled, the server will search for and report servers by their DNS
name. If lookups are not used only the IP address is returned.
Disable Upload Timeout
Lengthy uploads may decrease server performance or be the result of an error. Select
whether uploads are subject to timeouts.
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Compression
File compression may increase transfer rates, but lower processing speeds. By default,
compression is set to On and will compress only text data. If set to Off, no compression is
used on files and if compression is set to Force, compression is used for all files.
No Compression User Agents
This option allows a user with the System Administrator role, in certain instances, to
specify the header data of a browser for which files will never be compressed.
Connection Timeout
The number of seconds this connection will remain open before closing if no requests are
sent. The default is 60 seconds.
Maximum Threads
The maximum number of threads created by the connection for request processing on this
Listener. This determines the maximum number of simultaneous requests that can be
handled. The default is 200 threads.
Minimum Spare Threads
This is the number of threads that will be created when this listener is first started. The
default is four (4) threads.
NOTE:

Changing the Thread values can alter performance. Too few Maximum Threads and
transfers may lag, but too many threads may limit performance of other applications.
Modify these values to obtain the optimal performance for your configuration
requirements.
Server Header
When a User makes a connection to GoAnywhere via HTTP or HTTPS, the server replies
back to the client with the name and version of the server in one of the headers. The Server
Header field can be used to customize the server information that is returned. This setting
should only be specified when attempting to hide the true identity of the server for security
purposes.
Proxy Name
The Proxy Name attribute can be used when GoAnywhere is run behind a proxy server.
This attribute modifies the value returned to web applications that call the
request.getServerName() method, which is often used to construct absolute URLs for
redirects. Without configuring this attribute, the value returned would reflect the server
name on which the connection from the proxy server was received, rather than the server
name to whom the client directed the original request.
Proxy Port
The Proxy Port attribute can be used when GoAnywhere is run behind a proxy server. This
attribute modifies the value returned to web applications that call the
request.getServerPort() method, which is often used to construct absolute URLs for
redirects. Without configuring this attribute, the value returned would reflect the server port
on which the connection from the proxy server was received, rather than the server port to
whom the client directed the original request.
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SSL Enabled
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

Yes - A Secure Socket Layer is used to secure transmissions.
No - Transmissions are not secured with SSL.

SSL Protocol
From the drop-down list, select the appropriate option:
l
l

SSL - A traditional Secure Socket Layer protocol is used to secure the transmission.
TLS - A new version of SSL, Transport Layer Security will be used to secure the
transmission (default).

Enabled SSL Protocols
Specify a comma separated list of SSL/TLS protocol versions to allow. For example, to
enable TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only, specify TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2. Likewise, to enable all
versions of SSL/TLS, specify SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2, TLSv1.3 (if running Java
11).
Key Store Algorithm
This field displays the certificate encoding algorithm. The field is pre-populated based on
your installation. The available options are:
l
l

IbmX509 - Only used for IBM based installations.
SunX509 - Used for Sun and most other installations.

Trust Store Algorithm
This field displays the algorithm used for initializing the trust store. This field is prepopulated based on your installation. The available options are:
l

l

X509 - Default for all installations. Must be used for installations configured to use
the Bouncy Castle FIPS provider.
SunX509 - (Deprecated) Compatible with Sun, IBM(Java11), and most other
installations.

Client Authentication
This determines how the client will authenticate with the server.
l

l

l
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None - The SSL connection runs without checking certificates and the User is
authenticated with a password. If any of the information being transmitted requires a
certificate, the connection will fail.
Optional - The SSL connection looks for a valid certificate, but continues with
password authentication if a certificate is not present.
Required - The SSL connection will not connect or authenticate a User unless a valid
certificate is available.
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Enabled Cipher Suites
By default, the JVM Default Cipher Suites are used when no cipher suites are selected.
Click the JVM Cipher Suites link to view a list of the default cipher suites. Although
encrypted, the cipher suite automatically selected by the connection may not be the most
secure. This list allows you to limit which ciphers are used. Follow the instructions below to
select which Cipher Suites are used:
1. In the left column, click to select (highlight) the Cipher Suites to use. Multiple entries
can be selected by pressing the Ctrl or Shift key while clicking the mouse.
2. When the desired Cipher Suites are selected, click the
arrow between the group
boxes to move the Cipher Suites from left to right.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault. This key is used to identify the
servers identity.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.
Certificate Location
The location of the private key used to identify the server and location where incoming
client certificates are trusted.

System Key Vault
The private key and associated certificates are stored in the Key Management System. All
certificates within the KMS are used to establish trust for user authentication.
Key Name
Select the private certificate from the System Key Vault. This key is used to identify the
servers identity.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
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WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Name to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Key Password
The password for accessing the certificate. This is only required if the password is not
stored in the Key Vault. To update an existing Password, click the Change Password link
and specify a new password.

File
Key Store
File
This file contains the private key and associated certificates that a client uses to
authenticate to a server. There are default Key Store files provided with GoAnywhere or
you can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
WARNING:

You should replace the default certificate shipped with GoAnywhere before using the
server in a production environment as it is intended for demonstration purposes only.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Key Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Key Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store), PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards), and BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS) Key Store types.
Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Key Store
Provider is loaded during the installation. However, if you need to specify a provider, from
the drop-down list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l
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IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API
BCFIPS - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for
the Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509
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Alias
The key alias identifies a key pair and its associated certificate from all the ones within a
Key Store. If no alias is specified, the Key Store opens the first file in the Key Store. Type
the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for an Alias.
NOTE:

When running GoAnywhere MFT in FIPS mode, newly created certificates must be the
RSA key type with a key size of 2048 bits or larger. An error will appear when you
attempt to save the certificate if it does not meet the FIPS minimum critera.
Export Head Certificate
Exports the head certificate of the selected Key Alias to your internet browser's default
download directory.
Trust Store
File
The Trust Store File contains the public keys and certificates used by a server to
authenticate a client. There are default Trust Store files provided with GoAnywhere or you
can create your own. Type the name or click the
Browse icon to browse for the file.
Password
The password to use for accessing the Trust Store. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Type
The type of Trust Store. GoAnywhere supports both the JKS (Java Key Store), PKCS12
(Public-Key Cryptography Standards), and BCFKS (Bouncy Castle FIPS) Trust Store
types.
Provider
Based on your installation, not all the providers may be available. The correct Trust Store
provider is loaded in the installation. However, if you need specify a provider, from the dropdown list select the appropriate option:
l

l

l
l

l

l
l

IBMJCE - The IBM Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of
the SUN provider for IBM.
IBMi5OSJSSE Provider - The IBM i5/OS Java Secure Socket Extension provides an
RSA layer to the cryptology for IBM systems running the i5/OS.
SUN - The classic Java cryptographic service.
SUNJSSE - The Java Secure Socket Extension provides an RSA layer to the
cryptology.
SUNJCE - The Java Cryptographic Extension is the export compliant variation of the
SUN provider.
SUNMSCAPI - The Java implementation of the Microsoft Cryptography API.
BCFIPS - The Bouncy Castle provider is a new export compliant set of algorithms for
the Java Framework including RSA, DSA, x509.
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Redirection Tab
HTTP/HTTPS traffic can be automatically redirected to the intended protocol, host, and/or port.
The redirect process substitutes the appropriate portion of the URL ([protocol]://[host][:port]).
For example, if a user typed the address "secure.example.com" (which translates to
http://secure.example.com on port 80), the connection could be redirected to
https://secure.example.com:443 by specifying the HTTPS protocol and providing the port used
for SSL traffic.
A common practice in GoAnywhere is to redirect HTTP traffic to HTTPS for the Admin Client. To
redirect HTTP traffic, create a listener for the Admin HTTP port (default is 8000) and then use the
HTTP listener's Redirection tab to redirect the traffic to the Admin HTTPS port (default is 8001).

Enable
When redirection is enabled, traffic is redirected using the values in the following fields.
Redirect Host
The host name or IP address to which HTTP/HTTPS traffic should be redirected. If no
redirect host is specified, GoAnywhere uses the URL or address portion of the original
request (for example, if the request is made to secure.example.com, that value will be
attached to the specified port or protocol).
Redirect Port
The redirect port is the port to which HTTP/HTTPS traffic should be redirected. If not
specified, the default port for HTTP is 80 and HTTPS is 443.
Redirect Protocol
The protocol on which traffic should be redirected. Select the protocol from the drop-down
list. The default value is HTTPS.
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Disabling HTTP or HTTPS Connectors
GoAnywhere is initially configured to support both HTTP and HTTPS (SSL) connectors for its
browser-based Administrator.
To disable a HTTP or HTTPS connector:
1. Stop the GoAnywhere server (if it is running).
2. Open the configuration file [Installation_Directory]/tomcat/conf/server.xml, where
[Installation_Directory] is the installation directory for GoAnywhere.
3. Locate the following XML code:
<Server port="8005" shutdown="SHUTDOWN">
<Service name="admin">
<Connector name="default" port="8000"/>
<Connector name="secured" port="8001" protocol="HTTP/1.1"
SSLEnabled="true" truststoreAlgorithm="X509"
enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true" scheme="https"
secure="true" clientAuth="false"
sslProtocol="TLS" keystoreFile="${admin.keystore.file.secured}"
keystorePass="${admin.keystore.password.secured}"
keystoreType="${admin.keystore.type.secured}"
keyAlias="${admin.keystore.alias.secured}"
truststoreFile="${admin.truststore.file.secured}"
truststorePass="${admin.truststore.password.secured}"
truststoreType="${admin.truststore.type.secured}"
keyLocation="KeyVault" keyName="goanywhere-sample"/>
</Service>
</Server>
4. If you do not want to use the HTTP (only use HTTPS) connector, then comment out the line
of code illustrated in blue.
5. If you do not want to use the HTTPS (only use HTTP) connector, then comment out the
lines of code illustrated in green.
6. Save the configuration file.
7. Start the GoAnywhere server.
NOTE:

To comment out XML code, enclose the code with the following indicators:
<!-- to begin the comment
--> to end the comment
Example: <!-- <Connector port="8000" /> -->
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Quick Start for Admin Server HTTPS
By default, GoAnywhere includes a sample SSL certificate that is used to secure the Admin
Server on port 8001. HelpSystems highly recommends you change this certificate to your own.
The Security Settings Audit report for PCI DSS will indicate a failure if the default certificate is
used.
To replace the default sample certificate on the Admin Server listener:
1. Open the File Based Default Private Keys store.
2. Create a certificate in the File Based Default Private Keys store. Note the certificate alias,
as it will be used later.
l Alternatively, you can import a certificate if you own one already.
3. To have the certificate signed by a Certificate Authority (CA), generate a Certificate
Signing Request (CSR) for the newly created certificate and send the certificate to the CA.
If the certificate is not signed, your browser will warn you that the connection is not secure
when you connect to the Admin Server.
4. Import the CA Reply and any required root (primary) and secondary certificates.
5. Navigate to the System > Admin Server page.
6. In the Server configuration, select Listener: secured.
7. Click the SSL tab.
8. In the Key Store section, specify the following fields:
l File - Click the
Browse icon and choose the privateKey.jks key store where the
certificate was created.
l Type - Select BCFKS.
l Alias - Click the
Browse icon and choose the alias of the certificate you created
or imported above.
9. Restart the GoAnywhere service. The Admin Server will now use your certificate on the
HTTPS port (default 8001).

Database Configuration
By default, GoAnywhere stores its configuration settings and application data in an embedded
Derby database. This database includes most everything which GoAnywhere needs to operate,
including user-defined Global settings, user account information, permissions, server
configuration information and more. The database also stores the audit log entries for each of the
protocols.
Operational Considerations
The embedded Derby database is ideal for trial purposes and standalone instances such as
sandbox or development environments. Customers who use the embedded Derby database on
production systems should be aware of the following limitations:
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l

l

l

The embedded Derby database does not support GoAnywhere clustering, and as such, the
database is only ideal for small operations where high availability is not needed.
GoAnywhere is unavailable during backups and database tuning of the embedded
database, which halts all file transfer and workflow tasks. Externalizing the database is the
preferred method if 24/7 availability is required.
The embedded Derby database is not accessible to 3rd party database reporting and
monitoring tools.

TIP:

HelpSystems highly recommends customers externalize the GoAnywhere database.

Database Configuration
The Database Configuration page displays the current database configuration and provides
options to edit the current database configuration or migrate the embedded GoAnywhere
database to an external database. If pending database changes exist, a summary of the changes
are displayed below the current configuration. The page also provides configuration options for
the backup and tuning settings for the embedded GoAnywhere database.
To manage the database, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the Database Configuration link.

Available Options
l

l

l

Edit the Database Configuration settings by clicking the Edit Configuration button in the
toolbar.
Switch (migrate) the current GoAnywhere database to an another database by clicking the
Switch Database button in the page toolbar.
Edit the Database Backup settings by clicking the Backup button in the toolbar.
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l
l

Edit the Database Tuning settings by clicking the Tuning button in the toolbar.
View the Database Statistics by clicking the Statistics button in the toolbar.

NOTE:

The Backup and Tuning sub-menu options are only available if using the embedded Derby
database.

Edit Database Configuration
The Edit Database Configuration page allows an Admin User (with the Product Administrator
role) to change the database user credentials and connection settings for the current database
used by GoAnywhere.
NOTE:

If you need to switch (migrate) the connection to a new or different database, then use the
Switch Database process.
Listed below is the Edit Database Configuration page, which is accessible from the Database
Configuration option from the Administration menu. After making any changes on this page, you
can press the Save button to apply the changes. Please note that any changes will not be
recognized until after a restart of GoAnywhere.

JDBC Driver
The JDBC driver used to connect to the target database.
JDBC URL
The connection URL string for the database. This URL should contain the host name (or IP
address) of the database server. Depending on the type of database server, you may additionally
need to specify the database port number, database name and other properties in the URL. The
URL string must be formatted properly. Use the JDBC URL Wizard to generate this URL string
correctly. Click the
Browse button (located on the right side of the field) to launch this wizard.
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User
The name of the user to connect (log in) to the database server.
Password
The password to use for connecting to the database server. To update an existing Password, click
the Change Password link and specify a new password.
Primary Pool
Minimum Connections
The minimum number of connections which GoAnywhere will maintain with the database. The
default value is 2.
Maximum Connections
The maximum number of connections which GoAnywhere can make to the database at any time.
The default value is 100.
Maximum Idle Connections
The maximum number of idle connections that can remain open at any time. The default value is
10.
Maximum Wait Time
The time (in milliseconds) which a database connection request will wait for a connection before
the request fails. The default value is 10000.
Sequence Pool
These settings control the number of connections dedicated to ID generation for database entries.
It is recommended to enable the sequence pool to maintain optimal performance under heavy
load.
Enabled
Enable the Sequence Pool.
Minimum Connections
The minimum number of connections which GoAnywhere will maintain with the database for
sequence IDs. The default value is 1.
Maximum Connections
The maximum number of connections which GoAnywhere can make to the database for
sequence IDs at any time. The default value is 8.
Maximum Idle Connections
The maximum number of idle connections that can remain open at any time for sequence IDs.
The default value is 4.
Maximum Wait Time
The time (in milliseconds) which a database connection request will wait for a connection before
the request fails. The default value is 10000.
NOTE:

The database settings are stored in a file named database.xml, located in the
[installdirectory]/config folder (where [installdirectory] is the default installation location of
GoAnywhere). When changes are made to the database configuration, a backup of the
current file is saved to [installdirectory]/config/backups with a date and timestamp appended
to the filename. (for example, database-2012-11-30-13-49-24.xml).
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Switch Database
The GoAnywhere database can utilize (connect to) one of the following database types for
storing its configuration settings and application data:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

DB2/400 (IBM i) - V5R4 and later
Derby (Embedded) - 10.14.2.0 (preferred Derby database version)
Derby (Network) - 10.14.2.0 (preferred Derby database version)
Microsoft SQL Server - SQL Server 2008 and later
MySQL - 5.1 and later
MariaDB versions 5.5 or 10.0 and later
Oracle - 10g and later
PostgreSQL 9.6 and later

The Switch Database function provides a guided process for changing the GoAnywhere
connection to one of these supported databases. This function creates the necessary tables and
indexes, as well as migrating the existing GoAnywhere data to the new database.
The Switch Database process is comprised of six steps. No changes will be applied until clicking
the Finish button on the final step. After the Switch Database Wizard completes, you will need to
restart GoAnywhere in order to connect to the new database.
NOTE:

A database switch may take several minutes to execute if you plan to migrate the existing
data from the current database. The data migration time will depend on the amount of data in
the current database.
WARNING:

Only perform the database switch when no other users are using GoAnywhere. The
migration will stop Monitors, Scheduled Jobs, Service Level Agreements, and Projects from
executing. Additionally, all services, Web User sessions, and the GoAnywhere Gateway
connection will be stopped.
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Step 1 - Select Target Database
Select a Database Server from the list of available database server types and then click Next.

Step 2 - Prerequisites
Based on the selected database server, some prerequisites may need to be completed before
proceeding. The required steps are listed on the page for the selected database server. To ensure
a smooth database conversion, complete the prerequisites before continuing.

IBM i (iSeries)
1. Open a Terminal session.
2. Start an SQL session by running the command STRSQL.
3. Run the SQL Statement CREATE COLLECTION GADATA. This command will
create an SQL collection named GADATA. You can choose a different name for the
collection if needed.
4. Exit the SQL Session by pressing F3.
5. Create a new user profile by running the command CRTUSRPRF USRPRF
(GADATA) PASSWORD() CURLIB(GADATA) INLMNU(*SIGNOFF) TEXT
('Database for GoAnywhere') PWDEXPITV(*NOMAX). Substitute a different user
name if needed.
6. Make the user created in step 5 the owner of the SQL Collection created in step 3, by
running the command CHGOBJOWN OBJ(GADATA) OBJTYPE(*LIB) NEWOWN
(GADATA).

Microsoft SQL Server
The Microsoft SQL Server database supports either SQL Server Authentication or
Windows Authentication (Integrated Security).
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Configure SQL Server With SQL Server Authentication
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
Log in to the target database as a database administrator.
Create a new database named GADATA.
Create a new database login named GADATA and set the default database for this
login to the database created in the step 3.
5. Create a new user named GADATA under the database created in step 3. During this
user creation, make sure to attach this user to the login created in step 4. Set the
default schema for this user as GADATA (we will create this schema in the next step),
and assign this user the role of db_owner.
6. Create a new schema named GADATA under the database created in step 3. While
creating this schema, make sure to set the schema owner as gadata that was
created in step 5.
Configure SQL Server with Windows Authentication (Integrated Security)
To use Windows Authentication with GoAnywhere, you must select the Integrated Security
option from the Step 3 - Connection Information page, as well as install the sqljdbc_
auth.dll file. When the Integrated Security option is set, GoAnywhere will add the
integratedSecurity=true flag to the JDBC URL used to connect to the database. The SQL
server driver will authenticate as the user specified in the Log On information configured in
the Windows Service. Use the following instructions to configure Windows Authentication:
SQL Driver Instructions
1. Download the JDBC driver pack from Microsoft’s website. The sqljdbc_
auth.dll file is included in the driver pack.
2. Place the sqljdbc_auth.dll in the GoAnywhere[installdirectory]\jre\bin folder.
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Windows Authentication Instructions
1. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
2. Log in to the target database as a database administrator.
3. Create a new database named GADATA. Make the owner of the database the
user whose credentials will be used for Windows Authentication.
4. Open Windows Services, right-click on the GoAnywhere service, and then
select Properties. On the Log On tab, specify the credentials for the owner of
the GADATA database.
5. Restart the GoAnywhere service.
Switch Database
On the Switch Database Step 3 page, choose Integrated Security. The User and
Password fields are ignored.

MySQL/MariaDB
1. Create a new database (also called schema) by running the statement CREATE
DATABASE GADATA CHARSET=UTF8
2. Create a new database user by running the statement CREATE USER GADATA
IDENTIFIED BY 'password'
3. Grant full permissions to the new database created in step 1 to the user created in
step 2, by running the statement GRANT ALL ON GADATA.* to 'GADATA'

Oracle
1. Create a new database named GADATA
2. Create a new database user named GADATA
3. Grant all privileges to the new database created in step 1 to the user created in step
2.
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PostgreSQL
1. Create a new database named gadata.
2. Alter the database for proper translation of binary data ALTER DATABASE gadata
SET bytea_output = 'escape'
3. Create a new database user named gadata.
4. Grant full permissions to the new database created in step 1 to the user created in
step 3, by running the statement GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON DATABASE
gadata TO gadata

Step 3 - Connection Information
Based on the selected database server, provide the requested connection information. The
connection credentials are verified after clicking the Next button. If there are connection errors, a
description of the connection error is displayed on the page. Connection errors must be corrected
before continuing. The example below shows a connection being made to a DB2 database.
NOTE:

GoAnywhere requires a constant connection to the database. A strong network connection is
ideal.

Step 4 - Customize JDBC URL
Based on the database server selected and the connection information from Step 3, a JDBC URL
is automatically composed. If needed, the JDBC URL can be modified on this page or through
the JDBC URL Wizard by clicking the
button.
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Step 5 - Select Operations

Table Creation and Data Population
With the connection configuration complete, select how the Switch Database process will migrate
the database. The first option will make a copy of the existing GoAnywhere data to the new
database. The second option will create a new database configured for use by GoAnywhere with
the default data, just as it was when it was first installed. The third option will not configure the
new database or populate any data.
NOTE:

The third option is commonly used when configuring GoAnywhere on a clustered, HA or DR
system. These installations only need to point their connection to the Production database in
use by the running system.

Character Encoding
If supported by the external database, the option to use either the default encoding of the external
database server (using CHAR/VARCHAR for all character columns) or the National Character Set
(using NCHAR/NVARCHAR for all character columns) appears. The National Character Set is
typically used for double-byte languages, such as Chinese or Japanese, and will use more space
for character fields.

Step 6 - Review Changes
When all the required information for the database change is specified, those settings will then be
displayed for review. If you wish to change any of these settings, then click the Previous button to
return to the page where the change is needed.
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If the settings are correct, click Finish to perform the database switch. The Switch Database
process will stop any services and close all open connections. When using the GoAnywhere
cluster feature, all changes made to one system in the cluster are propagated to all other
systems in the cluster.

Switch Database Complete
After clicking the Finish button, a Progress box opens to display the switch database progress.
When complete, click the Done button.

The new database connection will be utilized after GoAnywhere is restarted.

Database Backup
By default, GoAnywhere will perform an automatic backup (to disk) of its embedded Derby
database every day at midnight. The database backup files are created in the folder of
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[installdirectory]/userdata/database/backups, where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory for GoAnywhere. By default, database backup files are retained for the last 7 days.
The GoAnywhere Database Backup page provides the options to automatically schedule
database backups or manually backup the GoAnywhere database. These database backup
options are only available if the embedded Derby database is used.

Last Backup Time
This field displays the last backup time for the GoAnywhere database.
Next Backup Time
This field shows the next scheduled time the backup will take place.
Enable Database Backup
Indicates whether or not the GoAnywhere internal database should be backed up automatically
on a scheduled basis. The automatic backup runs without the need to shut down GoAnywhere. It
is highly recommended that the database backup remains enabled. If data needs to be recovered,
there is less chance for loss.
Backup Directory
The database backup files are created in the [installdirectory]/userdata/database/backups folder,
where [installdirectory] is the installation directory for GoAnywhere.
Keep Backups For
The number of days (1–30) to keep the database backup files. Backup files older than the
specified number of days will be automatically deleted following each backup process. By default,
database backup files are retained for 7 days.
Schedule Type
The Backup schedule can be run Hourly or Daily. The schedule options toggle based on this
selection.
Options
Run Every
This number indicates the number of delay hours or days between database backups.
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Run Time
When the Backup schedule is set to Daily, the time of day the backup runs is set here.

Manually Backing Up the GoAnywhere Database
To backup the GoAnywhere database manually:
1. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Database Configuration link.
2. In the tool bar, click Backup and then click the Backup Now button.
3. When the system completes the backup process, a message displays the backup location
and file name. (for example,
[installdirectory]/userdata/database/backups/goanywhere20150304114913.zip)

Database Tuning
Tuning the GoAnywhere database will compress the indexes, which keeps queries running at
maximum speed. The Database Tuning page provides options to schedule database tunings or
manually tune the database. A consistency check can also be performed to ensure that the
database tables are not corrupt.
These database tuning options are only available when using the embedded GoAnywhere Derby
database.

Last Tuning Time
This field displays the last tuning time for the GoAnywhere database.
Next Tuning Time
This field shows the next scheduled time the tuning will take place.
Enable Database Tuning
Specify whether or not the GoAnywhere internal database should be tuned automatically on a
scheduled basis. The automatic tuning runs without the need to shut down GoAnywhere. If a
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database backup and tuning are scheduled at the same time, the backup will run first. The
automatic tuning option both tunes the database and runs a Consistency Check.
Schedule Type
The tuning schedule can be run Daily or Weekly. The schedule options toggle based on this
selection.
Options
Run Every
This number indicates the number of delay days or weeks between database tunings.
Run On
If the weekly schedule is selected, this is the day of the week the database tuning is
performed.
Run Time
This is the time that the automatic database tuning will take place.

Manually Tuning the GoAnywhere Database
Tuning the database compresses the indexes, which keeps queries running at maximum speed.
To tune the GoAnywhere database manually:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the main menu, select System, and then click the Database Configuration link.
In the toolbar, click Tuning and then click the Tune Database Now button.
In the confirmation box, click the Continue button.
When the system completes the tuning process, a message displays how long the tuning
process took.

NOTE:

Tuning the database will acquire a lock on all database tables. This means that connections
to the database may fail while tuning is taking place. You should only tune the database when
the system is not in use. The time it takes to tune the database is solely based on the number
of records stored in the database and may take several minutes to complete.

Running a GoAnywhere Database Consistency Check
A consistency check runs a verification on the tables to ensure they are not corrupt. To run a
consistency check on the GoAnywhere database:
1. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Database Configuration link.
2. In the toolbar, click Tuning and then click the Check Database Consistency button.
3. When the system completes the consistency check process, a message displays how long
the consistency check took.

Database Statistics
The Database Statistics page displays the current database table names and row counts for each
table used by GoAnywhere. At the bottom of the list, click the Done button to return to the
Database Configuration page or click the Refresh button to update the database statistics.
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Managing the Database Size
GoAnywhere tables that contain system settings, user account information, permissions, server
configuration information, etc. typically do not grow large and have minor database impacts.
Tables that contain auditing information can contain thousands or millions of records depending
on the volume of projects or file transfers that occur. The following audit log tables will typically
grow the fastest:

Table Name

Purpose

dpa_admin_log

The Administrator audit log.

dpa_admin_log_detail

The Administrator audit log details.

dpa_as2_audit_log

The audit log for the AS2 service.

dpa_as4_audit_log

The audit log for the AS4 service.

dpa_gd_audit_log

The audit log for the GoDrive service.

dpa_gftp_audit_log

The audit log for the FTP service.

dpa_gftps_audit_log

The audit log for the FTPS service.

dpa_ghttps_audit_log

The audit log for the HTTPS service.

dpa_gofast_audit_log

The audit log for the GoFast service.

dpa_gsftp_audit_log

The audit log for the SFTP service.

dpa_job

The Completed Jobs log.

dpa_job_file_log

The file audit information for Project Workflows.

dpa_trigger_log

The trigger log.

dpa_trigger_log_detail

The trigger details log.
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Purging Audit Logs
By default, GoAnywhere stores audit log entries in the database for 90 days. After 90 days, the
purged log entries are automatically archived to plain text .CSV files in the
[InstallDirectory]\userdata\logs directory. To minimize the size of the database, you can specify
a shorter log retention period.
To modify log retention settings, log in to GoAnywhere and navigate to Reporting > Global Log
Settings. Select the appropriate feature tab and then specify a new Days to Keep Audit Log
Records setting.
For more information about how to purge audit logs, see the Reporting > Global Log Settings.

Audit Log Exemptions
In some situations, not all log events need to be recorded from trusted connections. GoAnywhere
provides an Audit Log Exemptions page which lets you specify the events that you don't want
logged. The options on the Audit Log Exemptions page determine which event types can be
excluded from the logs. The audit log exemptions can be configured to filter specific services or
exclude logging events for certain IP addresses.
TIP:

Connection Successful and Disconnect events are commonly exempted by customers to
minimize the size of the audit log tables. Exempting connection events is recommended for
FTP, FTPS, and SFTP. This is especially true if you have clients connecting every few
seconds or minutes checking for new files as these events can quickly fill up the logs.
To add an audit log exemption, log in to GoAnywhere and navigate to Reporting > Log
Exemptions. Click the Add Rule button to add an exemption.

Clustering
Clustering allows two or more GoAnywhere installations (systems) to work together to provide file
transfer services for the enterprise. This provides greater scalability by allowing workloads to be
distributed across multiple GoAnywhere systems. The active-active cluster configuration provides
high availability in that if one of the GoAnywhere systems fail, then the remaining GoAnywhere
systems in the cluster will continue to process workloads and file transfer requests.
The following features are available in GoAnywhere, when running in a cluster:
l

l

Two or more GoAnywhere systems within a cluster can connect to the same external
database at the same time. This allows these systems to share security settings, trading
partner user accounts, configurations, audit logs and other tables.
The System Name (specified in cluster.xml) will appear on the GoAnywhere login page, on
the top-right corner of the dashboard and any cluster-related pages. This name will also be
recorded in audit log records to indicate which system was servicing a trading partner's
session during each event. The system name is accessible in Triggers using the
'event.systemName' variable.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

The Active Sessions page displays all trading partner sessions (IP address, user name,
login date, audit activity) for any system in the cluster. Within this page, sessions can also
be terminated (killed) on any system in the cluster.
GoAnywhere Gateway configurations can be viewed, updated, started and stopped from
any GoAnywhere system within the cluster.
Auto block list features for "Denial of Service" and "Brute Force" attacks are cluster-aware.
This allows each system (in the cluster) to share security activity with each other to
determine when to block attacking IP addresses from the cluster.
The Max Sessions setting for a Web User account will limit the total number of that user's
sessions for all systems within the cluster. For instance, if the Max Sessions for a Web
user is set to 2 and if they are logged into 2 different systems in the cluster, then they will
not be able to open any additional sessions in the cluster at that time.
Batch jobs will be executed by any available systems in the cluster. If a particular system
becomes too busy, other systems in the cluster will pick up any jobs from the job queue for
execution.
The Active Jobs page will display all jobs which are executing across all systems in the
cluster. Within this page, jobs can be held/released/cancelled on any system in the cluster.
File monitor jobs (for scanning folders) will be distributed evenly across all systems in the
cluster to optimize performance.

System Roles
The first system started in the cluster assumes the Coordinator role and additional systems
become Participants in the cluster. If the system acting as the Coordinator becomes
unresponsive, the first Participant in the cluster will assume the Coordinator role.
Coordinator Duties
l

l
l
l

l
l

Executes all background jobs (for example, purging processes and Web User
password expiration notifications).
Keeps track of all IP addresses that are being monitored for auto-block listing.
Accepts file transfer connections from Web Users.
Distributes the processing of Monitors (for scanning folders) evenly across all
systems in the cluster.
Maintains the Scheduler and determines which jobs to execute.
If there are active jobs running on a Participant system when it shuts down, the
Coordinator will set the status of those jobs to canceled.

Participant Duties
l
l

Monitors active systems to detect if the Coordinator has left the cluster.
Accepts file transfer connections from Web Users.

Clustering Prerequisites
The following are requirements for operating GoAnywhere in a cluster.
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l
l
l

l

A product license key for the 'GoAnywhere Cluster Ready' feature must be installed.
All GoAnywhere installations in the cluster must be on the same product version.
It is also recommended that the operating systems and Java versions match for each
system for simplifying configurations.
The system clock on each Participant system must be within five minutes from the system
clock on the Coordinator system. This time is compared in UTC and ignores time zone
differences between systems.

Project Execution
Projects submitted in batch mode are placed in a shared queue for any available system to pick
up for execution, which could be a coordinator or participant system. Typically the system that
submits the batch job will process it unless the Maximum Concurrent Batch Jobs limit (specified in
the Global Settings) is reached on that system. In this case, another available system in the
cluster will execute the job.
NOTE:

Projects executed in interactive mode will always run on the system they were submitted on.

Monitor Execution
File Monitors repeatedly scan for new, modified or deleted files. When a file condition is detected,
a Project is executed to process this event. When GoAnywhere is running in a clustered
environment, the execution of these Monitors are evenly distributed across all available systems
in the cluster.
The total number of Monitors that can run on any system in the cluster at one time is determined
by the "Maximum Concurrent Monitors" setting on the Runtime tab found on the Global Settings
page.

Cluster Coordinator Configuration
When setting up a cluster, you will need to install GoAnywhere onto two or more servers. It is
recommended that the operating systems and JRE versions on these servers to be the same for
simplifying configuration.

Setting up the First System in the Cluster
Follow the instructions below to configure the first system in the Cluster.
1. Start GoAnywhere and login to its browser-based Administrator.
2. A special license key is required to utilize Clustering in GoAnywhere, which is a chargeable
feature. If you have not acquired this license key yet, login to the GoAnywhere Customer
Portal at my.goanywhere.com and request a license from the License page. After you have
received a license key, you can install this key by going to Help > License in GoAnywhere.
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3. All systems in the cluster are required to use the same external database
(MySQL/MariaDB, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, Oracle, DB2 on IBM i or Derby in network
mode). The Switch Database wizard located in the System > Database Configuration
section will guide you through the process to utilize an external database. Data in the
existing database can be automatically migrated to the new external database.
4. All systems in the cluster must point to the same set of shared folders for storing
documents, certificates and other user files. It is recommended that these folder paths are
pointing to a shared network location. For example, on Windows you can use UNC paths,
on Linux you can use a file system mount and on IBM i you can use QFileSvr.400 or NFS.
Follow the steps below:
a. Navigate to the System > Global Settings page. On the Data tab, specify the shared
network folders for each feature.
b. Navigate to the Users > Domains page. Review each Domain's Projects,
Workspace, and WebDocs directories to ensure each server in the cluster can reach
the specified folders.
c. Navigate to the Services > Secure Forms Settings page and configure the Secure
Forms Directory to point to a shared network folder.
d. Navigate to the Reporting > Global Log Settings page and configure the Logs
Directory to point to a shared network folder.
e. Navigate to the Services > GoDrive Settings page and configure GoDrive Directory
to point to a shared network folder.
f. Navigate to the Help > Software Library page and configure the Settings. The
Software Storage Location must point to a shared network folder.
g. If you are using the Key Management System, keys and certificates are stored in the
GoAnywhere database and there is no configuration change necessary for
clustering. If you are using file based keys and certificates, then the locations of the
PGP Key Rings or SSL Key Stores should point to a shared network location that all
systems in the cluster have access to. To specify the Key locations:
i. For SSL, select Encryption from the main menu and choose the File Based
Keys > Certificates option, and then select Preferences. Specify the shared
network locations for the key stores on the Default Trusted Certificates and
Default Private Keys.
ii. For PGP, select Encryption from the main menu and choose the File Based
Keys > PGP Keys option, and then select Preferences. Specify the shared
network locations for the key rings on the Default Public Key Ring and
Default Secret Key Ring.
5. After the configuration is completed in the steps above, you should verify there are no
active sessions on this installation. Then you should shut down the GoAnywhere service or
subsystem.
6. Go to the file system of the server that GoAnywhere is installed on and open the file named
[installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml, where [installdirectory] is the location that
GoAnywhere is installed to. The following properties need to be configured in this file:
n systemName - A unique name to identify this system in the cluster. The maximum
system name length is 20 characters.
n clusterBindAddress - The IP address which GoAnywhere will listen on to
communicate with other GoAnywhere systems in a cluster. This IP address must
be valid on this server which GoAnywhere is installed to.
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n

n

n
n

clusterBindPort - The port number which GoAnywhere will listen on to
communicate with other GoAnywhere systems in a cluster. For example, 8006.
clusterLogLevel - The log level of “info” will record all standard log messages from
each system in the cluster. When the log level is set to “verbose” the log will also
record all of the system-to-system messages used to manage the cluster. While
initially testing clustering within your environment, it is recommended to keep the
log level at “verbose” to get more detailed messages.
clusterEnabled - This must be set to “true”.
clusterHeartbeatTimeout - Participants in the cluster will check every 5 seconds to
ensure the Coordinator is still running. If a response from the heartbeat request is
not received within the specified time (in seconds), the Coordinator is considered to
be unresponsive and another Participant in the Cluster will assume the Coordinator
role.
NOTE:

The clusterHeartbeatTimeout is an optional property not included in the
cluster.xml file by default and should only be used if the default setting of 300
seconds is not sufficient.
Example of cluster.xml file below. Notice the user-specified settings in blue:
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ? >
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM
"http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
<properties>
<entry key="systemName">System-A</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindAddress">192.168.1.220</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindPort">8006</entry>
<entry key="clusterLogLevel">verbose</entry>
<entry key="clusterEnabled">true</entry>
<entry key="clusterHeartbeatTimeout">300</entry>
</properties>

NOTE: The cluster bind port must be opened on each installation's firewall to allow each

instance of GoAnywhere in the cluster to communicate with each other.
NOTE:

When running in a clustered MFT environment, the Agent listener port must be opened
on each installation's firewall to allow Agents on separate instances of GoAnywhere in
the cluster to communicate with other MFT nodes in the cluster.
7. After configuring cluster.xml, you can restart GoAnywhere.
8. It’s important to review the GoAnywhere global log for any errors. Sign into the
Administrator and navigate to Logs > Audit Logs and then click the System log. The log file
will be named goanywhere_systemName.log, where systemName was specified in step 6
above.
9. This system will assume the “Coordinator” role since it is the first GoAnywhere system
started in the cluster.
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Setting up Additional Systems in the Cluster
Follow the steps below to configure each additional Participant system in the cluster:

Online Licenses
1. With online licenses, a single license is used and the number of cluster participants or
"members" is determined by that license stored in the database. The new participant
system must be configured to use the same database to access that license. Go to the file
system of the server that GoAnywhere is installed on for the primary system. Navigate to
[installdirectory]/config/database.xml, where [installdirectory] is the location that
GoAnywhere is installed to. Copy the database.xml file over to the same location on the
new participant system.
2. Go to the file system of the server that the new participant GoAnywhere is installed on, and
open the file named [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml, where [installdirectory] is the
location that GoAnywhere is installed to. Configure the cluster.xml file for this system
using the instructions in the Cluster Coordinator Configuration section. Make sure to
specify a unique system name and IP for this installation. Example:
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ? >
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM
"http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
<properties>
<entry key="systemName">System-B</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindAddress">192.168.1.32</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindPort">8006</entry>
<entry key="clusterLogLevel>verbose</entry>
<entry key="clusterEnabled">true</entry>
<entry key="clusterHeartbeatTimeout">300</entry>
</properties>
NOTE: The cluster bind port must be opened on each installation's firewall to allow each

instance of GoAnywhere in the cluster to communicate with each other.
NOTE:

When running in a clustered MFT environment, the Agent listener port must be opened
on each installation's firewall to allow Agents on separate instances of GoAnywhere in
the cluster to communicate with other MFT nodes in the cluster.
3. After configuring cluster.xml, you can start GoAnywhere.
4. It’s important to review the GoAnywhere global log for any errors. Sign into the
Administrator and navigate to Reporting > Audit Logs and then click the System log. The
log file will be named goanywhere_systemName.log, where systemName was specified
in step 2 above.
5. This system will be considered a “Participant” since it was not the first GoAnywhere system
started in the cluster.
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Standard License
1. Start GoAnywhere and log in to its browser-based administrator.
2. Make sure a license key is installed on this system with the Clustering feature.
3. Navigate to the Server> Database Configuration > Switch Database screen. Follow the
steps to switch this database over to the same database that the first system is using.
WARNING:

On Step 5 of the Switch Database process, select the third radio button for “Do
Nothing, the database already has valid tables, indexes and data”.
4. You should verify there are no active sessions on this installation. Then you should shut
down GoAnywhere on the Participant system.
5. Go to the file system of the server that GoAnywhere is installed on and open the file named
[installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml, where [installdirectory] is the location that
GoAnywhere is installed to. Configure the cluster.xml file for this system using the
instructions in the Cluster Coordinator Configuration section. Make sure to specify a
unique system name and IP for this installation. Example:
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ? >
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM
"http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
<properties>
<entry key="systemName">System-B</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindAddress">192.168.1.32</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindPort">8006</entry>
<entry key="clusterLogLevel>verbose</entry>
<entry key="clusterEnabled">true</entry>
<entry key="clusterHeartbeatTimeout">300</entry>
</properties>
NOTE: The cluster bind port must be opened on each installation's firewall to allow each

instance of GoAnywhere in the cluster to communicate with each other.
NOTE:

When running in a clustered MFT environment, the Agent listener port must be opened
on each installation's firewall to allow Agents on separate instances of GoAnywhere in
the cluster to communicate with other MFT nodes in the cluster.
6. After configuring cluster.xml, you can restart GoAnywhere.
7. It’s important to review the GoAnywhere global log for any errors. Sign into the
Administrator and navigate to Reporting > Audit Logs and then click the System log. The
log file will be named goanywhere_systemName.log, where systemName was specified in
step 5 above.
8. This system will be considered a “Participant” since it was not the first GoAnywhere system
started in the cluster.
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Cluster Manager
The Cluster Manager page displays all systems in a GoAnywhere cluster. The page shows
details for each system such as the system name, the current role and whether or not they are
active. The page will automatically refresh when the Auto Refresh option is selected.
To view all systems in the cluster, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the Cluster Manager link.

Troubleshooting Cluster Errors
The following items identify problems that may occur when a Participant attempts to join a
cluster:
1. If you receive an error about product versions not matching, then the Participant is running
a different version of GoAnywhere than the Coordinator system. All systems in the cluster
must be running on the same GoAnywhere version.
2. If you receive an error about the timestamp on the Participant not being within five minutes
of the Coordinator system, then you must change the system clock on the Participant
system to be in sync with the Coordinator. The time is compared in UTC and ignores time
zone differences.
3. You may receive an error about one of the documents directories not being shared. This
can occur when the Coordinator system can access the directory but a Participant cannot.
In this case you will need to log in to the Coordinator system and configure the Logs,
Packages, WebDocs or Documents directories to ensure they are the accessible for all
systems in the cluster.
4. You may receive an error about how the Participant system shut down because another
system is actively using the database. This can occur when the Participant and
Coordinator systems cannot connect to each other over the clustering communications
channel. It is important that the Coordinator’s IP and port (used for the communications
channel) is accessible by the other Participant systems. If that address is blocked by a
firewall or other network restrictions, then this system will not be considered as part of the
cluster and will be forced to shut down.
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Custom Tasks
GoAnywhere includes over 60 built-in tasks to satisfy most of the business processes needed for
managed file transfer. In some cases you may need a custom task in order to provide additional
functionality. For example, a custom task could be built to integrate with other internal
applications through a proprietary connection. Contact HelpSystems for more information and
assistance with building custom tasks.
The Custom Tasks page provides a method to install and manage these custom tasks. Once a
task is installed, a user with the Project Designer role will be able to add the custom task to
Projects.
To work with Custom Tasks, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the Custom Tasks link.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Install a custom task by clicking the Install Custom Task button in the page toolbar.
Click the Done button to return to the previous page.

Custom Tasks Actions
l

Edit a custom task by clicking the Edit icon.

The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

View the task information by clicking View.
Edit a custom task by clicking Edit.
Uninstall the custom Task by clicking Delete.

Install a Custom Task
To install a Custom Task follow the steps below:
1. Copy the Java Archive (.jar) file(s) containing the custom task to the
[installdirectory]\userdata\lib folder.
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2. Restart GoAnywhere.
3. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
4. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Custom Task link.
5. Click the Install Custom Task link in the sub-menu.
6. In the Install Custom Task page, specify the Implementation Class name and then click
Next.
l Implementation Class - The Fully Qualified Class Name (FQCN) is composed of the
package name and the classname of the custom task. The format is [packageName]
[ClassName]. The package and class name are provided by the task vendor.

7. In the following Install Custom Task page, type a name for the custom task and a
description.

8. Click the Install button to add this custom task to GoAnywhere.

Edit Custom Task
The Edit Custom Task page provides options to edit the custom task details and to deprecate the
task. When a task is deprecated it will appear in the Component Library inside the Miscellaneous
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> Outdated Tasks folder. When finished making changes to the custom task, click the Save
button.

Name
The name which will be displayed when selecting a task from the Miscellaneous > Custom
Tasks folder in the Component Library from the Project Designer.
Description
An optional description of the task.
Deprecated
If this task has been replaced by a newer version, you can indicate to have this task deprecated.
Projects can still use this task, but it will be available in the Component Library inside the
Miscellaneous > Outdated Tasks folder.

View Custom Task
The Custom Task Details page displays information about when the custom task was created,
modified and more. When finished viewing the custom task details, click the Done button.

Add-ons
GoAnywhere add-ons allow you to use Cloud Connectors, EDI X12, EDIFACT, and SMS Provider
definitions with Project Workflows.
NOTE:

Add-ons are licensed individually. 30-day trial versions are available for all premium add-ons
at no cost. Contact your HelpSystems Sales Representative to purchase a premium add-on
from the marketplace.
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Manage Add-ons
To work with add-ons, login as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select System from the main menu, and then select Add-ons.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

l

l

l

Browse for an online catalog of Cloud Connectors, EDI X12 Transaction Sets, EDIFACT
Transaction Sets, and SMS Providers by selecting Browse Marketplace in the page
toolbar.
Create a Cloud Connector by selecting Create Add-on in the page toolbar. Provide a name
and an optional description and then select Save. The Cloud Connector Designer appears.
Create an SMS Provider by selecting Create Add-on in the page toolbar. Provide a name
and an optional description and then select Save. The SMS Provider Designer appears.
Import custom Add-on definitions from an XML file by selecting Import Add-on in the page
toolbar.

Page Filters
Results can be filtered on this page. Search terms are not case sensitive and will return results
that contain the specified characters.
l

Name - Search for an add-on by name.

More Filters
Select the More Filters drop-down button to select from the following additional filters:
l

Source - Search for a custom add-on or those add-ons that were downloaded from the
marketplace.

Saving and Managing Filters
The following filter management options are available by selecting the button:
l
l
l
l

Name and save the current filter parameters by clicking Save Filter As.
Save changes to a previously saved and currently active filter by clicking Save Filter.
Activate or deactivate a previously saved filter by clicking on the filter's name.
Click Manage Filters to access the Manage Filters page.

Add-on Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l

l
l
l
l

l

Edit Cloud Connector or custom add-ons using the Cloud Connector Designer by selecting
Edit.
Edit EDI X12 or EDIFACT add-ons using the Data Mapper by selecting Edit.
Edit SMS Provider add-ons using the SMS Provider Designer by selecting Edit.
Delete the selected add-on by selecting Delete.
Uninstall the selected Cloud Connector or custom add-on by selecting Uninstall. This
action is not available for EDI X12, EDIFACT, or SMS Providers add-ons.
View the definition for the selected custom add-on by selecting View.
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l
l
l
l

l
l

View creation and modification details for the selected add-on by selecting More Info.
View the change history for the selected add-on by selecting Change History.
Disable the selected add-on by selecting Disable.
Copy the selected add-on by selecting Copy. You will be prompted to provide a new name
for the add-on.
Export a copy of the custom add-on or EDI definition to a local file by selecting Export.
Promote the selected custom add-on from one GoAnywhere instance to another by
selecting Promote.

Update Add-on
When a new version of an installed Cloud Connector add-on is available from the Marketplace,
an Update link appears in the Add-ons table. Select the link to automatically update the Cloud
Connector add-on definition.
TIP:

All Projects that use the Cloud Connector add-on should be tested after the definition has
been updated. The definition can be rolled back to a previous version from the Add-on
Change History page if the new definition causes a Project to fail.

Delete Add-ons
You can delete multiple add-ons at a time by clicking the check box next to each add-on name
and selecting Delete in the small window that appears.

Edit EDI X12 and EDIFACT Add-ons
To edit EDI X12 and EDIFACT Add-ons, login as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Click System from the main menu and then click Add-ons.
Select the EDI Add-on you want to edit by clicking on the Add-on name or by clicking on the
Actions icon and selecting Edit from the list of available actions.
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In the following example, the 850 Purchase Order - 2040 EDI X12 Transaction Set is selected, but
these instructions apply to all EDI X12 and EDIFACT Transaction Sets. The EDI X12 Data
Mapper will appear with the selected Transaction Set definition, which includes loops, segments,
and elements. From the EDI X12 Data Mapper, you can edit loops, segments, and elements
within the Transaction Set definition.
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EDI X12 Data Mapper Toolbar
The following actions are available from the Data Mapper toolbar:
l
l
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EDI X12 Transaction Set Definition actions
The EDI X12 Transaction Set definition is composed of nodes. These nodes represent the loops,
segments, and elements of an EDI X12 Transaction Set. Use the following actions to navigate the
hierarchy:
l
l
l
l

Click the
Click the
Click the
Click the

icon to edit the Transaction Set label.
icon to expand a loop, segment, or element.
icon to collapse a segment or element.
icon to see the options available to a loop, segment, or element.

The
icon indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a default value. The
icon
indicates a loop, segment, or element contains a user-defined value. Hovering over a loop,
segment, or element will display the current value. When editing the EDI Add-on definitions, the
options available in each dialog box will depend on the selected Transaction Set, loop, segment,
or element and may include all or some of the fields as shown in the following examples.
EDI X12 Transaction Set Segment Options
Click the icon to open the context menu, and select one of the following options. Context menu
options will differ depending on the type of node selected.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Edit - Edit an existing segment, loop, element, or element composite.
Add Loop - Add a new loop.
Add Segment - Add a new segment.
Add Composite Element - Add a new composite element.
Add Element - Add a new element.
Insert Composite Element - Insert a new composite element into the current container.
Insert Element - Insert a new element into the current container.
Insert Loop - Insert a new loop into the current container.
Insert Segment - Insert a new segment into the current container.
Delete - Delete the selected segment, loop, element, or element composite.

Elements

Add Element
On the Add Element dialog box, define the following fields:
l

Location - The point within the EDI hierarchy where you would like to add the element,
before or after the selected loop, segment, or element.
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l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l

Element - Choose to add a custom element, or select from a list that already exist in this
EDI definition. Custom elements added will appear in this list as an option in subsequent
additions.
Label - Specify a name for the element.
Reference Number - Specify a reference number that will be used to identify the element
in the EDI X12 Transaction definition.
Data Type - Alphanumeric, ID, Numeric, Decimal, Date, or Time.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this element. Values include 'Optional',
'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Minimum Length - Set the minimum length allowed for the element.
Maximum Length - Set the maximum length allowed for the element.
Repetition Count - Specify the maximum number of times this element can be used.

Click Add when finished.

Edit Element
On the Edit Element dialog box, define the following fields:
l
l
l
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Label - The name of the element.
Reference Number - The reference number for the element.
Data Type - The type of element. Values include 'Alphanumeric', 'ID', 'Numeric', 'Decimal',
'Date', or 'Time'.
l The 'Numeric' type includes an additional field, 'Decimal Places', which is commonly
set to 2 for currency.
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l

l
l
l

Requirement - Specify the requirements of this element. Values include 'Optional',
'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Minimum Length - Specify the minimum length of this element.
Maximum Length - Specify the maximum length of this element.
Repetition Count - Specify how many times this element is repeated.

On the Edit Element dialog box, you can choose from the available options listed, add options, or
delete options.
NOTE:

Options are only displayed when the Data Type is set to ID.

Click Apply when finished.
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Insert Element
On the Insert Element dialog box, define the following fields:
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l

Location - The parent of the new element.
Element - Choose to add a custom element, or select from a list that already exist in this
EDI definition. Custom elements added will appear in this list as an option in subsequent
additions.
Label - Specify a name for the element.
Reference Number - Specify a reference number that will be used to identify the element
in the EDI X12 Transaction definition.
Data Type - Alphanumeric, ID, Numeric, Decimal, Date, or Time.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this element. Values include 'Optional',
'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Minimum Length - Set the minimum length allowed for the element.
Maximum Length - Set the maximum length allowed for the element.
Repetition Count - Specify the maximum number of times this element can be used.

Click Insert when finished.

Add Composite Element
On the Add Composite Element dialog box, define the following fields:
l
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element, before or after the selected loop, segment, or element.
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l

l

l
l

l

Composite Element - Choose to add a custom composite element, or select from a list that
already exist in this EDI definition. Custom composite elements added will appear in this list
as an option in subsequent additions.
Reference Number - Specify a reference number that will be used to identify the composite
element in the EDI X12 Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the composite element.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this composite element. Values include
'Optional', 'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Repetition Count - Specify the maximum number of times this composite element can be
used.

Click Add when finished.

Insert Composite Element
On the Insert Composite Element dialog box, define the following fields:
l
l

l

l
l

l

Location - The parent of the new composite element.
Composite Element - Choose to add a custom composite element, or select from a list that
already exist in this EDI definition. Custom composite elements added will appear in this list
as an option in subsequent additions.
Reference Number - Specify a reference number that will be used to identify the composite
element in the EDI X12 Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the composite element.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this composite element. Values include
'Optional', 'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Repetition Count - Specify the maximum number of times this composite element can be
used.
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Click Insert when finished.

Edit Composite Element
On the Edit Composite Element dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l
l

l

Reference Number - Specify a reference number that will be used to identify the
composite element in the EDI X12 Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the composite element.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this composite element. Values include
'Optional', 'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Repetition Count - Specify the maximum number of times this composite element can be
used.

Click Apply when finished.

Segments

Add Segment
On the Add Segment dialog box, define the following fields:
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l

l

l

l
l

l

Location - The point within the EDI hierarchy where you would like to add the new segment,
before or after the selected loop, segment, or element.
Segment - Choose to add a custom segment, or select from a list of segments that already
exist in this EDI definition. Custom segments added will appear in this list as an option in
subsequent additions.
Segment ID - Specify an ID that will be used to identify the segment in the EDI X12
Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the segment.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this segment. Values include 'Optional',
'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Maximum Use - Specify the maximum number of times this segment can be used or select
the 'Unlimited' box.

Click Add when finished.

Edit Segment
On the Edit Segment dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l
l

l

Segment ID - Specify an ID that will be used to identify the segment in the EDI X12
Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the segment.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this segment. Values include 'Optional',
'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Maximum Use - Specify the maximum number of times this segment can be used or select
the 'Unlimited' box.
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Click Apply when finished.

Insert Segment
On the Insert/Edit Segment dialog box, define the following fields:
l
l

l

l
l

l

Location - The parent of the new segment.
Segment - Choose to add a custom segment, or select from a list of segments that already
exist in this EDI definition. Custom segments added will appear in this list as an option in
subsequent additions.
Segment ID - Specify an ID that will be used to identify the segment in the EDI X12
Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the segment.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this segment. Values include 'Optional',
'Required', or 'Conditional'.
Maximum Use - Specify the maximum number of times this segment can be used or select
the 'Unlimited' box.

Click Insert when finished.
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Loops

Add Loop
On the Add Loop dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l

l

l
l

l

Location - The point within the EDI hierarchy where you would like to add the new loop,
before or after the selected loop, segment, or element.
Loop - Choose to add a custom loop, or select from a list of loops that already exist in this
EDI definition. Custom loops added will appear in this list as an option in subsequent
additions.
Loop ID - Specify an ID that will be used to identify the loop segment in the EDI X12
Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the loop.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this loop. Values include 'Optional', 'Required',
or 'Conditional'.
Maximum Use - Specify the maximum number of times this loop can be used or select the
'Unlimited' box.

Click Add when finished.

Edit Loop
On the Edit Loop dialog box, define the following fields:
l

l
l

l

Loop ID - Specify an ID that will be used to identify the loop segment in the EDI X12
Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the loop.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this loop. Values include 'Optional', 'Required',
or 'Conditional'.
Maximum Use - Specify the maximum number of times this loop can be used or select the
'Unlimited' box.
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Click Apply when finished.

Insert Loop
On the Insert Loop dialog box, define the following fields:
l
l

l

l
l

l

Location - The parent of the new loop.
Loop - Choose to add a custom loop, or select from a list of loops that already exist in this
EDI definition. Custom loops added will appear in this list as an option in subsequent
additions.
Loop ID - Specify an ID that will be used to identify the loop segment in the EDI X12
Transaction definition.
Label - Specify a name for the loop.
Requirement - Specify the requirements of this loop. Values include 'Optional', 'Required',
or 'Conditional'.
Maximum Use - Specify the maximum number of times this loop can be used or select the
'Unlimited' box.

Click Insert when finished.
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Marketplace
The Marketplace provides an online catalog of Cloud Connectors, EDI X12 Transaction Sets,
EDIFACT Transaction Sets, and SMS Providers that can be downloaded to the GoAnywhere
installation and used in Project Workflows.
Follow the instructions below to navigate to the Marketplace.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select System and then click the Add-ons link.
3. On the Add-ons page, click Browse Marketplace on the page toolbar.
4. Identify the add-ons you wish to install or update. You can filter the Marketplace by
selecting Cloud Connector, EDI X12 Transaction Set, EDIFACT Transaction Set, or
SMS Provider from the drop-down list. You can also search for an add-on using a keyword
search in the search toolbar.
5. For Cloud Connector add-ons, click Install to download and install them, or click Update to
update an existing Cloud Connector add-on to the latest version.

For EDI X12 and EDIFACT transaction sets, the dropdown arrow for Select For Install /
Undo Selection gives you two options:
1. Install Now: This option exits out of the new marketplace flow and installs the
selected add-on immediately.
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2. Select All Documents: This option adds all document versions of the selected addon to the staged list to be installed.
Also, for EDI X12 and EDIFACT transaction sets, you can click Select For Install on
multiple selections followed by Review Selection(s) and Install to install them all at once.
Users can install the same EDI X12 or EDIFACT Transaction Sets multiple times, but must
rename the original before installing a duplicate.

Import Add-on
Authorized users can import custom Add-ons or EDI definitions from an XML file. This is useful
for importing an Add-on or EDI definition that was exported from another installation of
GoAnywhere.
Follow the instructions below to import a custom Add-on or EDI definition from an XML file.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select System and then select Add-ons.
3. On the Add-ons page, select Import Add-on on the page toolbar. The Import Add-on page
will be displayed.
4. Enter values for the following fields:
l Import From - Choose Work Station to select a file from your local system, or
Server to select a file from your GoAnywhere server.
l XML File - Navigate to the XML file that will be imported into GoAnywhere.
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Ignore Compile Errors - Specify whether to ignore compiler errors when importing
an Add-on. When checked, the Add-on will be imported even if it contains compile
errors.
l Replace Target Add-on - Specify whether to replace an Add-on if it already exists.
5. Select Import to import the Add-on.
l

Add-on Details
The Add-on Details page shows details about the creation and modification of the add-on. To
view information about the add-on:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the System link from the main menu and select Add-ons.
3. Click the Action icon next to the desired add-on and then click More Info.
4. Click the Done button when finished viewing the add-on details.

Add-on Change History
The Add-on Change History page allows you to view add-on revision history, restore previous
versions of custom and Marketplace definitions, or create a new add-on from a previous custom
definition. The Add-on Change History page displays a list of revisions made to an add-on, the
date the changes were made, and the Admin User who made the revision.
To access the Add-on Change History page, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
Select System from the main menu, and then select Add-ons. Select the Action icon, and then
select Change History.
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The following options are available on the Add-on Change History page:
l

View - Opens the Service page where you can view all the actions, variables, tasks, and
elements in the Cloud Connector or SMS Provider. Select Done to return to the previous
page.

l

Restore - opens the Restore Add-on Revision page.
Select the Admin User link to view more information about the Admin User that generated
the audit entry. Selecting Manage User opens the Admin User management page.

l
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l

Select Done to return to the Add-ons page.

Restore Add-on Revision
The Restore Add-on Revision page allows you to restore a previous add-on revision, or create a
new add-on based on the selected revision.
Use the following instructions to restore or create add-on from a previous revision:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Select System from the main menu, and then select Add-ons.
3. Select the Action icon, and then select Change History. A list of revisions is displayed.
4. Select the Restore icon next to the desired revision. The Restore Add-on Revision page
appears.

Replace Current Add-on
The Replace current Add-on option will restore the current add-on to the selected version. Select
Restore to replace the current version.

Create New Add-on
The Create new Add-on option will create a new add-on based on the selected revision. Only
custom add-on definitions can be created from a previous revision. Specify the fields provided
and then click the Restore button to create a new version.
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Add-on Name
The Add-on Name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only contain letters, digits (0-9),
underscores (_), periods(.), and white spaces. Maximum length is 50 characters.
When Add-on Exists
The action taken when an Add-on already exists in the destination folder. The default value is
Rename.
l

l

Rename - If the add-on exists in the destination folder, it will create a new add-on with an
appended sequential number to the add-on name.
Overwrite - The add-on being created will overwrite any existing add-on with the same
name in the destination folder.

Promote Add-ons
Authorized users can promote custom Add-ons from one GoAnywhere installation to
another. This will copy the definition of the add-on to the targeted installation. For example, after
a custom Cloud Connector is tested, the Cloud Connector could be promoted from that test
installation to a production installation of GoAnywhere.
NOTE:
l

l

Promoting an Add-on to a different version of GoAnywhere is not recommended, and
may not work in some cases.
Add-ons downloaded from the Marketplace cannot be promoted.

Promote custom Add-ons by using the following steps:
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1. Custom Cloud Connectors and SMS Providers can be promoted using the Promote Addons page.
a. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
b. From the main menu, select System and then select Add-ons.
c. Select the Action icon, and then select Promote.
2. Enter values for the following fields:
l Target Server - The host name (or IP address) of the GoAnywhere installation on
which to copy the Add-on. The value specified must be a URL of the form https://
[host]:[port]/goanywhere, where [host] is the host name or IP address of the target
GoAnywhere installation, and [port] is the port number on which GoAnywhere server
is running, which by default is 8001. An example value would be
https://10.1.4.1:8001/goanywhere.
l User Name - The user name to login to the target GoAnywhere installation.
l Password - The password for the user to login with. The password is case sensitive.
l Replace Add-on(s)? - Indicate if the custom Add-ons should be replaced on the
target GoAnywhere installation if they already exist with the same name.
3. Select Promote to copy the custom Add-on to the target installation.

Cloud Connectors
Cloud Connectors allow GoAnywhere to easily integrate with popular SOAP and RESTful web
service applications including Salesforce, Box, Dropbox, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and more.
Once a Cloud Connector definition is installed or created, you configure the connection properties
to the service as a Resource. This reusable resource allows you to specify the cloud connection
properties once, and then they can be used over and over in your workflows.
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The Cloud Connection definition contains all the actions and parameters required to
communicate with the API. When a Cloud Connector is installed, its Actions appear as Tasks
under the Cloud Connector category in the Component Library section of the Project Designer.
GoAnywhere supports any number of Cloud Connectors at a time, allowing for automated
processes between multiple APIs. Cloud Connectors can be downloaded from the GoAnywhere
Add-on Marketplace where new service definitions are added frequently.

Getting Started with Cloud Connectors
GoAnywhere Cloud Connectors provide seamless integration to SOAP and RESTful Web
Services with GoAnywhere MFT Projects. Admin Users with the Product Administrator role are
allowed to create, install, and manage Cloud Connector definitions. Admin Users with the
Resource Manager role can use the Cloud Connector definitions to create Cloud Connector
Resources. Admin Users with the Project Designer role can add Cloud Connecters and their
Actions to a Project Workflow.
Cloud Connectors are typically downloaded from the Marketplace, but they can also be created
using the Cloud Connect Designer. Cloud Connectors downloaded from the Marketplace contain
the most popular actions for the service they are connecting to, complete with authentication
options, logging, and error handling. For example, the Box Cloud Connecter on the Marketplace
contains actions for uploading and downloading files from Box.com accounts, as well as several
other actions to manage files and folders. Each action in the Box Cloud Connector properly
handles any errors that can be encountered with the service. Prior to creating your own Cloud
Connector, HelpSystems suggests that you trial a pre-made Cloud Connector that works with the
service you are connecting to.
Use the following instructions for installing or creating a Cloud Connector, creating a Cloud
Connecter Resource, and then using a Cloud Connector in your Project Workflow:

Install a Cloud Connector Definition from the Marketplace
Follow the instructions below to navigate to the Marketplace.
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select System and then click the Add-ons link.
3. On the Add-ons page, click Browse Marketplace on the page toolbar.
4. Identify the Cloud Connector you wish to install. You can also search for a Cloud
Connector using a keyword search.
5. Click the Install or Free Trial button to download and install a Cloud Connector.

Create a Cloud Connector Definition
If the Marketplace does not have a Cloud Connector for the service you want to connect to, you
can create your own. Follow the instructions below to create a Cloud Connector definition:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
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2. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Add-ons link.
3. Click the Create Add-on link in the sub-menu.
4. Provide the Cloud Connector a name and an optional description and then click the Save
button. The Cloud Connector Designer will appear.
5. To add a component to the Cloud Connector Outline, expand the appropriate folder in the
Component Library and drag the component to the desired location in the outline. You can
learn more about the available components in the Cloud Connector Design, Cloud
Connector Designer, and Task Reference sections.
6. After entering the attributes for the Cloud Connector, click the Save button.

Define the Cloud Connector Resource
Follow the instructions below to add a Cloud Connector Resource based on the Cloud Connector
definition you created or installed:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Resource Manager role. If your user account is assigned
to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page
are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. Click the Resources link from the main menu.
3. On the Resource Types column, click the Cloud Connector Resource type.
4. To add a new Resource, click the Add button in the toolbar. Specify the appropriate
information for the selected Cloud Connector Resource.
5. Click the Test button to test the connection to the Cloud Connector. The test results will be
displayed in a popup window indicating a success or failure.
6. If the test is successful, click the Save button to add the Resource.

Add the Cloud Connector to your Project Workflow
Installed Cloud Connectors and their Actions appear in the Cloud Connectors section of the
Component Library in the Project Designer. Use the following instructions to add a Cloud
Connector Action to your Project Workflow:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Project Designer role. If your user account is assigned to
a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select Workflows, and then click the Projects link.
3. Drill-down to the desired folder to create or edit the Project.
4. Click the Create a Project button in the sub-menu to create a new Project, or select a
Project from the list to edit it. The Project Designer page will open.
5. In the Component Library, expand the Cloud Connectors panel. Expand the Cloud
Connector definition, and then drag and drop an Action to the Project Outline.
6. On the Action, select a Cloud Connector Resource, and then specify any other required or
optional fields.
7. Click the Save button to save the changes for the Project.

Create Cloud Connector
To create a custom Cloud Connector definition, follow the instructions below:
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1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Add-ons link.
3. Click the Create Add-on button in the sub-menu.
4. Provide the Add-on a name, type, and an optional description and then click the Save
button.

5. The Cloud Connector Designer will appear.
6. To add a component to the Cloud Connector Outline, expand the appropriate folder in the
Component Library and drag the component to the desired location in the outline. Learn
more about the available tasks in the Task Reference section.
7. Enter the values for the attributes. If a value is left blank in a non-required attribute, then
the attribute's default value will be used.
8. After entering the attributes for the Cloud Connector, click the Save button.

Cloud Connector Design
Cloud Connectors are used to describe the actions and commands to perform on SOAP and
RESTful Web Services. For instance, a Cloud Connector definition can indicate the service
connection properties, and the commands that can be executed on the service, such as upload
files, delete directories, retrieve data, and more.
Cloud Connectors are made up of a Service that contains Input and Output Variables, Actions,
Modules, Decisions, Loops, Tasks, and Elements.

Service
The Service defines the connection parameters and Actions that the Cloud Connector can
execute on the web service. All Cloud Connector definitions contain a single Service. Input
variables that are added to the Service in the Cloud Connector Designer are used to prompt the
user on the Cloud Connector Resource.

Input and Output Variables
A Service is defined with Input Variables while Actions are defined with Input and Output
Variables. Input Variables are used by the Service to define the connection information on the
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Cloud Connector Resource. For example, a Text Field Input Variable could allow an Admin User
to specify a User Name to authenticate to a Web Service, while a Password Input Variable allows
the Admin User to supply a password to the Service.
Input and Output Variables are used by Actions to specify parameters that are used by the
Service. For example, an Input Variable on the Action could be the name of a Source File that will
be downloaded, and the Output Variable will contain the path to the file that will be used by
another task in the Project Workflow.

Action
An Action is a logical grouping of one or more Variables and Tasks that completes an activity on
the Web Service. For instance, an Action may be defined with two tasks to be executed in
sequential order. The first Task in the Action may be a REST task to get a file from the Web
Service. The next task may be to read that file and return data to an Output Variable. Another
Action on the service may use a REST task to POST data to a Web Service. There is no limit to
the number of Actions that can be added to a Service.
Input variables that are added to an Action will prompt the user for input on a task within the
Project Designer. For example, an input variable named "Destination Directory" will prompt the
user to specify a directory where a file will be uploaded to the service.

Module
A Module is similar to an Action. It is a logical grouping of one or more Tasks, but Modules cannot
contain Actions or Input and Output Variables. For instance, a module may be defined with three
Tasks to be executed in sequential order. The first Task in the Module may read (parse) data
from an XML document. The second Task may convert that data to a JSON file. The third Task
could then move that JSON file to another directory.
Multiple modules can be defined in a Service. A Task or Action can pass control to another
Module based on certain conditions. For instance you could have an Action that needs to
authenticate to a Service. The Action will call a Module that performs the authentication step. If
any errors are encountered in the Action, you could have control passed to an Error Module that
logs the problem. The Call Module task can execute another Module in a Service to perform a
sub-routine of tasks based on specific criteria.

IF Condition
An IF Condition controls if a block of tasks will run if a condition is met. The IF Condition is like a
Yes/No decision point in a process flow chart.

Else
An Else clause controls a block of tasks that will run when a preceding IF condition evaluates to
false.

Loops
Loops are complex components that repeat a set of Tasks on the data or files produced in a
Project. For instance, the data in a spreadsheet needs to be read into a database. A Loop
contains the Tasks that will read a row of data, evaluate and process it and then iterate to the next
row of data and repeat the Loop.
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Task
A Task is a discrete business process to perform. For instance, a Task may write data to an XML
document, move a file, import data from a JSON file, or create a timestamp. Cloud Connectors
include dozens of different Tasks to choose from when building a Service. There is no logical
limit to the number of Tasks that can be defined in a Service.

Element
A Task is made up of one or more Elements, which describes the types of work to perform within
the Task. For example, the REST Get task has an Element to add information inside a Request
Header, and another Element to specify an action to take based on a Monitor Status Code.

Cloud Connector Designer Features
GoAnywhere's Cloud Connector Designer allows authorized Admin Users to create and edit
service connections quickly without the need for programming or special skills. An Admin User
must have the Product Administrator role in order to edit a Cloud Connector definition. Use the
following instructions to access the Cloud Connector Designer:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Cloud Connectors link.
3. Select the Cloud Connector to edit it. Or you can create a new one by clicking the Add
Cloud Connector button in the page toolbar.
4. The Cloud Connector Designer page will be shown.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
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l
l

l
l

Save any changes to the Cloud Connector by clicking the Save button.
Exit the Cloud Connector Designer by clicking the Exit button. You will be prompted to
save any changes you made to the Cloud Connector.
Check the syntax of the Cloud Connector by clicking the Validate button.
View the Cloud Connector Designer in full screen mode by clicking the Full Screen button.

Using the Component Library
The Component Library contains all the components that can be added to a Cloud Connector.
There are two ways to add a component to the Cloud Connector Outline:
l

l

Drag the component from the Component Library to the desired location in the Cloud
Connector Outline. The component can be placed in any green highlighted area.
Double click the component to automatically add it to the Cloud Connector Outline. The
component will be placed under any selected tasks, or within a selected decision or loop. If
no item is selected, the component will appear at the bottom of the Cloud Connector
Outline.

Access elements by clicking on the Arrow next to the component. Double click an element to
automatically add it and the component to the Cloud Connector Outline.
Search for a component by clicking the Search icon in the Component Library header.
Additionally, the width of the Component Library pane can be adjusted by dragging the divider
lines to the left or right.
The Component Library can be hidden by clicking in the Arrow button in the Component Library
header. Mouse over the hidden library to access the components. Select the hidden library to
restore the pane to its original size.
After a component is placed, it can be moved at any time by dragging and dropping it to a new
location in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Using the Cloud Connector Outline
The Cloud Connector Outline provides a summary of the components and structured workflow of
the Service.
Each component (node) in the Outline will have an icon which denotes its type, as illustrated
below.
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Each component will also show a label (name) that was either specified by the user or the
GoAnywhere default (if a label was not specified by the user).
The Cloud Connector Outline context menu can be displayed by right clicking on any component
in the Outline. Components can be moved by dragging and dropping them in the Outline.
Listed below are the actions that can be performed in the Cloud Connector Outline:
l

l

l

l

l
l
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Add an Action to the Service by right-clicking the Service component and selecting Add an
Action.
Add a Variable to the Service by right-clicking the Service component and selecting Add a
Variable.
Add an IF Condition to the Service by right-clicking an Action or Module and selecting Add
If.
Add a Loop to an Action or Module by right-clicking the Action or Module component and
selecting the desired Loop type.
Add an Element to a Task by right-clicking the component and selecting the element type.
Move Up an item in the Cloud Connector Outline by right-clicking the component, pointing
to Edit, and then selecting Move Up.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Move Down an item in the Cloud Connector Outline by right-clicking the component,
pointing to Edit, and then selecting Move Down.
Delete an item in the Cloud Connector Outline by right-clicking the component, pointing to
Edit, and then selecting Delete.
Cut an Action, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from a Cloud Connector Outline by
right-clicking the component, pointing to Edit, and then selecting Cut.
Copy an Action, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from a Cloud Connector Outline by
right-clicking the component, pointing to Edit, and then selecting Copy.
Paste an Action, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition into a Cloud Connector Outline by
right-clicking the component, pointing to Edit, and then selecting the appropriate Paste
option.
Disable an Action, Module, Loop, Task or IF Condition by right-clicking the component,
pointing to Edit, and then selecting Disable. Disabled components will appear dimmed in
the Cloud Connector Outline panel.
Enable an Action Module, Loop, Task or IF Condition by right-clicking the component,
pointing to Edit and then selecting Enable.

NOTE:

The right-click menu in the Cloud Connector Outline pane is context sensitive to the particular
component. The right-click menu will always provide the available attributes or options for the
Service, Action, Module, Task, Element or IF Condition.

Using the Work Pane
The Work pane shows the attributes for the component (Service, Action, Module, Task, Element,
Variable) that is selected from the Cloud Connector Outline. It also is used to prompt for the
attributes for new components that are being added to the Service. Additionally, it provides
functions for working with the component and Service.

A component may contain multiple panes with optional criteria. Click the Arrow button to
expand the pane. When optional criteria is specified, the Cloud Connector Designer will expand
the pane by default when you select the component from the Cloud Connector Outline.
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Using the Variables Pane
The Variables pane displays the System variables that are available to the Cloud Connector.
There are two ways to insert a variable into a Cloud Connector:
l

l

Drag the variable from the Variables pane to the desired field in the Cloud Connector Work
pane.
Place your cursor in a field, and then double click the variable to automatically add it to the
Cloud Connector.

The Variables pane can be hidden by clicking on the Arrow button in the Variable pane
header. Mouse over the hidden library to access the variables. Select the hidden pane to restore
the pane to its original size.

Keyboard Commands
The Cloud Connector Designer supports the following keyboard commands:
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Command

Definition

Ctrl + S

Saves any changes made to the Cloud Connector.

Ctrl + C

Copies the selected component to the Cloud Connector Clipboard.

Ctrl +X

Cuts the selected component from the Cloud Connector and stores it in
the Cloud Connector Clipboard.

Ctrl + V

Pastes a copied or cut component from the Cloud Connector Clipboard
into the Cloud Connector Outline.

del

Deletes the selected component.

NOTE:

The contents of an input field will be cut, copied, pasted, or deleted when the field has focus.

Cloud Connector Task Reference
Listed below is a summary of the tasks that are available for building Cloud Connector definitions
in GoAnywhere. These tasks are grouped by category. Click any task for more details.
Data Translation Tasks
l
l
l

l
l

Read XML - Reads and parses the contents of XML documents.
Write XML - Writes data into an XML document.
Read JSON - The Read JSON task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for
translating a JSON file into a RowSet variable.
Write JSON - Write data into a JSON file.
Modify RowSet - Modifies the contents of a RowSet.

File System Tasks
l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Checksum - The Checksum task creates a hash of a file and then places the hash in a
variable.
Copy - Copies one or more files either into the same directory (with different names) OR
into another directory.
Create File List - Builds a list of files based on filter criteria (for example, wildcards, size,
date). This "file list" can then be used in other tasks.
Delete - Deletes one or more files from a directory.
Make Directory - Creates a new directory (folder).
Merge Files - Merges the content of two or more files into a single file.
Move - Moves one or more files from one directory to another directory.
Rename - Renames one or more files in a directory.
Search and Replace - Searches for a string in a file and replaces it with a new value.
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Job Control Tasks
l
l

l

l

l

l

Call Module - Calls a Module within a Project.
Delay - The Delay task can be used to pause a Project for a specified amount of time. This
is especially useful in file scanning loops.
Else - An Else clause can be added after an IF condition to execute a set of tasks when the
IF condition evaluates to false.
Exit Module - Exits a module at the specified location if a condition evaluates to true. If the
module is a secondary module, the project returns to where the module was called.
If - While a GoAnywhere Project is running, additional tasks or loops can be executed if a
condition evaluates to true.
Raise Error - Generates an error in the Project, which can be used to abort the job or route
control to another module.

Loops
l

l

l
l

l

l

l

Do-While Loop - A Do-While loop is similar to a While Loop, however a Do-While loop
checks the condition at the end of the loop. Therefore the tasks in a Do-While loop will
execute at least once.
Exit Loop - The Exit Loop is a special component used to exit (or leave) the loop when a
certain condition is met.
For Loop - A For Loop executes one or more tasks for a specified number of times.
For-Each File Part Loop - For-Each File Part Loops break larger files into smaller pieces to
iterate over each file part, performing the same set of tasks on each item in the collection.
For-Each Loop - For-Each Loops are used to iterate over a collection of items such as a list
of files contained in a File List or a collection of data in a RowSet.
Iterate Loop - The Iterate Loop is a special component for advancing the loop to the next
iteration without running the remaining items in the loop.
While Loop - The While Loop checks a specified condition before executing the tasks
contained within the loop. If the condition is met, the tasks within the Loop will execute one
iteration.

Miscellaneous Tasks
l
l

l
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Print - Writes user-specified text into the job log.
Set Variable - Assigns a new value to a Variable. Read more details in the Variables
section.
Timestamp - Initializes system variables or user-defined variables to the current date, time
or timestamp. Read more details in the Dates, Times and Timestamps section.
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Service Tasks
l

l
l
l

l

l

l

l
l

l
l

Comment - Comments can be added to Projects to help administrators understand the
purpose of a task or Project logic.
Module - A logical grouping of one or more tasks.
Action - A logical grouping of one or more input fields, and tasks.
Variable - You can create your own user-defined variables in a Project, which can be used
in one or more tasks within that Project.
Text Field Input Variable - Adds text input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
Text Area Input Variable - Adds text area input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
Password Input Variable - Adds password input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
File Input Variable - Adds file input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and Actions.
Boolean Input Variable - Adds boolean input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
List Input Variable - Adds list input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and Actions.
Output Variable - Adds output variable fields on Cloud Connector Resources and Actions.

Web Services Tasks
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l

Create JWT - Creates a JSON Web Token.
REST Delete - Sends a REST request to delete a resource from a web service.
REST GET - Sends a REST request to retrieve data from a web service.
REST Multipart Post - Sends multiple parts containing files, XML, JSON, or any other
payload simultaneously to a web service using an HTTP Post method.
REST Options - Sends a REST request for communication options available to a web
service.
REST Patch - Sends a REST request to add or update data on a web service.
REST Post - Sends a REST request to create a new resource on a web service.
REST Put - Sends a REST request to update an existing resource on a web service.
SOAP - Sends messages to the SOAP web service.

Service
Services contain the connection properties used to connect to a web service API, as well as the
Actions the Cloud Connector can execute on the service. Listed below are the properties (field
descriptions) on each panel of the Service component.
The properties that a user must supply in order to connect to a service are defined using input
variables. These variables will appear to Admin Users when they create a Resource using that
Cloud Connector. For example, if the service requires a user name and password to authenticate,
then a Text Field Input Variable and a Password Input Variable should be added to the Service
level.
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Service Field Definitions
Service Name
Specify a name for this Service. The Service Name must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may
only contain letters, digits (0-9), underscores (_), periods (.) and white spaces. Maximum length
is 50 characters.
Description
Specify a short paragraph describing the Service. The Description is optional and cannot exceed
512 characters.
On Error Panel
On Error
The On Error option allows you to specify the action to take when any tasks error out within this
Service. Valid options are:
l
l
l

abort - The Service is aborted. No more tasks will be executed. This is the default setting.
continue - Ignores the error and continues on with the next Module or task.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Sets the variable in [name] to a new value in [value] and
continues on with the next Module or task.

NOTE:

Any Modules and tasks within this Service will inherit the specified On Error option from the
Service, unless the On Error option is specifically overridden on the individual Modules or
tasks.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Action
A Cloud Connector Action is a logical grouping of one or more tasks and input and output
variables used to execute an action on a web service API. Multiple Actions can be defined in a
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Service. For instance, one Action could contain the fields and commands to perform a file upload,
whereas another Action could update a record.
A special Action can be defined on a Cloud Connector to allow users to test a Resource. The
Action must be named "Resource Test", and the tasks in this Action should validate the Service
level variables as well as test any credentials supplied.

Listed below are the properties (field descriptions) on each panel of the Action component.
Action Name
Specify a name for this Action. It must start with a letter (a-z or A-Z), and may only contain letters,
digits (0-9), underscores (_), periods (.) and white spaces.
Description
A short paragraph describing the Action. The Description is optional and cannot exceed 512
characters.
Control Panel
Disabled
Actions can be disabled if needed. If an Action is disabled, it will appear grayed out in the Cloud
Connector Outline.
On Error
On Error
The On Error option allows you to specify the action to take when any tasks error out within this
Action. Valid options are:
l
l
l

l

abort - The Action is aborted. No more tasks will be executed. This is the default setting.
continue - Ignores the error and continues on with the next Action or task.
call:[module] - Executes the specified module. The syntax is call:module_name. For
example, call:sendMailToSysAdmin.
setVariable:[name]=[value] - Sets the variable in [name] to a new value in [value] and
continues on with the next Action or task.
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NOTE:

Any Actions and tasks within this Action will inherit the specified On Error option from the
Action, unless the On Error option is specifically overridden on the individual Actions or
tasks.

Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

For-Each File Part Loop
In some instances, a file can be too large to upload in a single request. The For-Each File Part
Loop breaks larger files into smaller pieces and iterates over each file part, performing the same
set of tasks on each item in the collection.
When looping through file parts, each part is exported to the Current Part Variable specified on
the For-Each File Part Loop.

Example: For-Each File Part Loop
A particular Cloud Service may not accept files over a certain size. Using a For-Each File Part
Loop will break up the file into smaller parts and allow them to be transferred as independent
requests.
1. Create an Upload Action that will contain the tasks necessary to upload the file:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the Action task to the Cloud Connector Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Action, give the Action a name and an optional description.

2. Create a File Input Variable for the file that is to be uploaded:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the File Input Variable task to the Cloud
Connector Outline.
b. On the main panel of the File Input Variable, specify the following values:
l Label - The label that will be displayed for this field in the Project Designer.
l Variable Name - The name of the variable that will contain the input file.
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3. Set the File Name and File Size for reference within the For-Each File Part Loop:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in
the Component Library, and then drag the Set Variable task to the Cloud Connector
Outline.
b. On the main panel of the Set Variable task, specify the following values:
l Variable Name - The name of the variable that will contain the file name.
l Value - The value of the variable. In this example, we are accessing the file
name attribute by using the ${inputFile:name} syntax.

c. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder in
the Component Library, and then drag the Set Variable task to the Cloud Connector
Outline.
d. On the main panel of the Set Variable task, specify the following values:
l Variable Name - The name of the variable that will contain the file name.
l Value - The value of the variable. In this example, we are accessing the file
size attribute by using the ${inputFile:size} syntax.
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4. Create a REST Post to establish an upload session:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in
the Component Library, and then drag the Rest Post task to the Cloud Connector
Outline.
b. On the main panel of the REST Post task, specify the following values:
l URI - The Uniform Resource Identifier, also known as URL, for the server you
are connecting to.

c. Expand the Output Variables panel.
d. Select Add Response Variable.
e. On the new Response Variable, specify the following values:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed.
l Name - Name the variable to be created.
l Value - The value to parse from the body.

5. Set a byte index Variable to contain the current byte index of the loop:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Miscellaneous folder
in the Component Library, and then drag the Set Variable task to the Cloud
Connector Outline.
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b. On the main panel of the Set Variable task, specify the following values:
l Variable Name - The name of the variable that will contain the file name.
l Value - The value of the variable. In this example, the value is set to '0'.

6. Create the For-Each File Part Loop:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Loops folder in the
Component Library, and then drag the For-Each File Part Loop task to the Cloud
Connector Outline.
b. On the main panel of the For-Each File Part Loop task, specify the following values:
l Input File - The input file to split into file parts and iterate over.
l Current Part Variable - The name of the variable that will contain the file part
for the current iteration.
l Bytes read Variable - The name of the variable that will be populated with the
actual number of bytes read from the Input File on the current iteration, which
will also be the size of the current part.

7. Add the REST Put task to the For-Each File Part Loop for sending the file parts:
a. From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Web Services folder in
the Component Library, and then drag the REST Put task to the Cloud Connector
Outline.
b. On the main panel of the REST Put task, specify the following values:
a. Content - The content to be sent to the server. In this example, it is the file part
of the current iteration contained in the ${filePart} variable.
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c. In the REST Put task, expand the REST Server, Basic panel.
d. On the REST Server Basic panel, specify the following values:
l URL - The web service URL of the REST Server.
l Data Format - The type of data that is returned in the response of the REST
request.

e. In the REST Put task, expand the Output Variables panel.
f. Select Add Response Variable and specify the following values:
l Response Type - Specify which part of the response should be parsed.
l Name - Name the variable that will be created.
l Value - The value to parse from the body.

g. On the main panel of the REST Put task, select Add and Add a Request Header.
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h. On the new Request Header, specify the following values:
l Name - The name of the header to include in the request.
l Value - The value for this header field, in this case: "bytes ${byteIndex}${byteIndex + bytesRead - 1}/${fileSize}".

8. Click the Save button when finished.
The following image illustrates the Cloud Connector Outline for the For-Each File Part Loop
example:

Field Definitions
Label
Specify a label for this loop.
Input File
Specify the Input File to split into file parts and iterate over.
Part Size
The size of the file part, in bytes, to use for each iteration. DefaultValue: 5242880
Current Part Variable
Specify a variable name which will be populated with the file part for the current iteration. The
variable can then be used in the tasks inside the loop or anywhere in the project. The value must
be a valid identifier (e.g. myItem).
Bytes Read Variable
Specify a variable name which will be populated with the actual number of bytes read from the
Input File on this iteration, this will also be the size of the current part. The variable can then be
used in the tasks inside the loop or anywhere in the project. The value must be a valid identifier
(e.g. myItem).
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Advanced Panel
ID
Specify an ID for this loop. IDs are not required, but are used to conditionally exit or iterate a loop
when there are nested loops. The value must be a valid identifier. The ID must be unique in a
given loop hierarchy.
Current Iteration Variable
If needed, specify a variable name to hold the current iteration count. The value of this variable is
a whole number that starts at 1 and is incremented every time the loop advances.
Last Iteration Variable
Specify a variable name which will be populated with either 'true' or 'false' to indicate if this file
part is the last iteration. The variable can then be used in the tasks inside the loop or anywhere in
the project. The value must be a valid identifier (e.g. myItem).
Control Panel
Log Level
Specify the level of logging to use while executing this task. Valid options are - silent, normal,
verbose and debug. Default Value: Inherited from parent Module
Disabled
Whether or not this task is disabled. Default Value: false
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Text Field Input Variable
Services and Actions can be defined with input variables. Text Field Input Variables are used by
the Service to define the connection strings on the Cloud Connector Resource. For example, a
Text Field Input Variable could allow an Admin User to specify a User Name to authenticate to a
web service.
Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks within the Project Designer in Workflows. Text Field
Input Variables are used by Actions to specify parameters that are used by the Service. For
example, a Text Field Input Variable on an Action might specify a destination file path to upload
to.
Adding the Text Field Input Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Text Field Input Variable to the Cloud Connecter Outline, to either a
Service or Action.
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Example Use of a Text Field Input Variable on a Service
In this example, in the Cloud Connector Designer, a Text Field Input Variable is created for a user
name required to authenticate with the web service. This field will be required when the Cloud
Connector Resource is created (see below).
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The following image shows the 'User Name' Text Field Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Resource page.

The Text Field Input Variable 'User Name' description will appear in the Connector panel of the
Cloud Connector task in the Project Designer:
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Example Use of a Text Field Input Variable on an Action
In the Cloud Connector Designer, an Upload Action is created, with a Text Field Input Variable for
a file path to upload to. The 'Destination File' field will be added to the Cloud Connector task in the
Project Designer (see below).

The following image shows the 'Destination File' Text Field Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Project task, along with the 'Destination File' field description that was defined in the Cloud
Connector Designer.

Field Definitions
Label
The label that will be displayed for this field in the resource configuration and Project Designer.
Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
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Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Cloud Connector Resource or within the Action
in the Project Designer. Default Value: No
Variable Name
The variable that contains the value of this field. This can be used in this Cloud Connector using
the normal variable syntax (eg. ${variableName}).
Max Length
The maximum number of characters allowed for this field.
Field Width
The display size of this field. Default Value: 30
Default Value
The default value for this field.
Options
The list of options to display as a dropdown in this field.
Force Option Value
Only allow users to select one of the predefined options. The default value, 'no', allows users to
specify their own value rather than pick a value from the list. Default Value: No
Validation Regex
A regex pattern used to validate the value provided.
Variable Data Type
The data type that this variable will hold.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Text Area Input Variable
Services and Actions can be defined with input variables. Text Area Input Variables are used by
the Service to add additional text input areas on the Cloud Connector Resource. For example, a
Text Area Input Variable could allow for additional comments on the Cloud Connector Resource.
Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks within the Project Designer in Workflows. Text Area
Input Variables are used by Actions to specify parameters that are used by the Service. For
example, a Text Area Input Variable on an Action might specify the message body of an email.
Adding the Text Area Input Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Text Area Input Variable to the Cloud Connecter Outline, to either a
Service or Action.
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Example Use of a Text Area Input Variable on a Service
In this example, in the Cloud Connector Designer, a Text Area Input Variable is created to allow
for additional comments to be recorded when the Cloud Connector Resource is created.
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The following image shows the 'Comment' Text Area Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Resource page.

The Text Area Input Variable 'Comments' description will appear in the Connector panel of the
Cloud Connector task in the Project Designer:

Example Use of a Text Area Input Variable on an Action
In the Cloud Connector Designer, an Email Action is created, with a Text Area Input Variable to
contain the service message body. The 'Message Body' field will be added to the Cloud
Connector task in the Project Designer (see below).
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The following image shows the 'Message Body' Text Area Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Project task, along with the 'Message Body' field description that was defined in the Cloud
Connector Designer.

Field Definitions
Label
The label that will be displayed for this field in the resource configuration and Project Designer.
Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Cloud Connector Resource or within the Action
in the Project Designer. Default Value: No
Variable Name
The variable that contains the value of this field. This can be used in this Cloud Connector using
the normal variable syntax (eg. ${variableName}).
Max Length
The maximum number of characters allowed for this field.
Field Width
The display size of this field. Default Value: 30
Field Height
The height of the text area, in rows. Default Value: 3
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Default Value
The default value for this field.
Validation Regex
A regex pattern used to validate the value provided.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

File Input Variable
Services and Actions can be defined with input variables. File Input Variables are used by the
Service to add additional file input areas on the Cloud Connector Resource. For example, a File
Input Variable could allow for the submission of a file-based key on the Cloud Connector
Resource.
Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks within the Project Designer in Workflows. File Input
Variables are used by Actions to submit files to the Service. For example, a File Input Variable on
an Action might be used to upload files to cloud storage.
Adding the File Input Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the File Input Variable to the Cloud Connecter Outline, to either a Service
or Action.

Example: Use of a File Input Variable on a Service
In this example, in the Cloud Connector Designer, a File Input Variable is created to allow for a
file based key to be submitted when the Cloud Connector Resource is created.
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The following image shows the 'Authentication Key' File Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Resource page.

The File Input Variable 'Authentication Key' description will appear in the Connector panel of the
Cloud Connector task in the Project Designer:
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Example: Use of a File Input Variable on an Action
In the Cloud Connector Designer, an Upload Action is created, with a File Input Variable to
contain the file to upload. The 'Source File' field will be added to the Cloud Connector task in the
Project Designer (see below).

The following image shows the 'Source File' File Input Variable on the Cloud Connector Project
task, along with the 'Source File' field description that was defined in the Cloud Connector
Designer.

Field Definitions
Label
The label that will be displayed for this field in the resource configuration and Project Designer.
Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Cloud Connector Resource or within the Action
in the Project Designer. Default Value: No
Variable Name
The variable that contains the value of this field. This can be used in this Cloud Connector using
the normal variable syntax (eg. ${variableName}).
File Type
The type of file input selector to display. Default Value: File
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

List Input Variable
Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks within the Project Designer in Workflows. List Input
Variables are used by Actions to define input columns that will contain row data to pass to the
Service. For example, a List Input Variable on an Action might be used to upload new client data.
Adding the List Input Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the List Input Variable to the Cloud Connecter Outline under an Action.

Example Use of a List Input Variable on an Action
In the Cloud Connector Designer, an 'Add Client' Action is created, with a List Input Variable for a
new client data. The 'Client', 'Product', and 'Contact' columns will be added to the Cloud
Connector task in the Project Designer (see below).
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The following image shows the List Input Variable 'Client', 'Product', and 'Contact' columns on the
Cloud Connector Project task:

Field Definitions
Label
The label that will be displayed for this field in the resource configuration and Project Designer.
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Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Cloud Connector Resource or within the Action
in the Project Designer. Default Value: No
Variable Name
The variable that contains the value of this field. This can be used in this Cloud Connector using
the normal variable syntax (eg. ${variableName}).
Columns
The columns fields that will be displayed in the Cloud Connector task of the Project Designer.
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Boolean Input Variable
Services and Actions can be defined with input variables. Boolean Input Variables are used by the
Service to add additional boolean input areas on the Cloud Connector Resource. For example, a
Boolean Input Variable could be used to specify whether or not a user password is encrypted on
the Cloud Connector Resource.
Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks within the Project Designer in Workflows. Boolean
Input Variables are used by Actions to handle 'yes' or 'no' scenarios in a Workflow. For example, a
Boolean Input Variable on an Action might be used to determine whether or not to delete a
directory that still contains files.
Adding the Boolean Input Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Boolean Input Variable to the Cloud Connecter Outline, to either a
Service or Action.
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Example Use of a Boolean Input Variable on a Service
In this example, in the Cloud Connector Designer, a Boolean Input Variable is created to specify
whether or not the user password is encrypted when the Cloud Connector Resource is created.

The following image shows the 'Is Encrypted' Boolean Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Resource page.
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The Boolean Input Variable 'Is Encrypted' description will appear in the Connector panel of the
Cloud Connector task in the Project Designer:

Example Use of a Boolean Input Variable on an Action
In the Cloud Connector Designer, a Delete Directory Action is created, with a Boolean Input
Variable to determine whether or not to delete a directory that still contains files. The 'Recursive'
field will be added to the Cloud Connector task in the Project Designer (see below).
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The following image shows the 'Recursive' Boolean Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Project task, along with the 'Recursive' field description that was defined in the Cloud Connector
Designer.

Field Definitions
Label
The label that will be displayed for this field in the resource configuration and Project Designer.
Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Cloud Connector Resource or within the Action
in the Project Designer. Default Value: No
Variable Name
The variable that contains the value of this field. This can be used in this Cloud Connector using
the normal variable syntax (eg. ${variableName}).
Default Value
The default value for this field. Default Value: false
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Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Password Input Variable
Services and Actions can be defined with input variables. Password Input Variables are used by
the Service for authentication with the Cloud Connector Resource.
Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks within the Project Designer in Workflows. Password
Input Variables are used by Actions for authentication with the Service. For example, a Password
Input Variable on an Action might require a user password for accessing a certain directory in
cloud storage.
Adding the Password Input Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Password Input Variable to the Cloud Connecter Outline, to either a
Service or Action.

Example Use of a Password Input Variable on a Service
In this example, in the Cloud Connector Designer, a Password Input Variable is created for a user
name required to authenticate with the web service. This field will be required when the Cloud
Connector Resource is created (see below).
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The following image shows the 'Password' Password Input Variable on the Cloud Connector
Resource page.

The Password Input Variable 'Password' description will appear in the Connector panel of the
Cloud Connector task in the Project Designer:
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Clicking the 'Encrypt' button will encrypt the password. Select 'Yes' on the 'Is Password
Encrypted' field to notify the Service that the password is encrypted. Decryption is handled
automatically when using the Password Input Variable.

When a Password Input Variable is created as part of a Cloud Connector Action, it appears on the
Cloud Connector Project task, along with the field description that was defined in the Cloud
Connector Designer:

The 'Encrypt' and 'Is Password Encrypted' options function as mentioned above.

Field Definitions
Label
The label that will be displayed for this field in the resource configuration and Project Designer.
Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
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Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Cloud Connector Resource or within the Action
in the Project Designer. Default Value: No
Variable Name
The variable that contains the value of this field. This can be used in this Cloud Connector using
the normal variable syntax (eg. ${variableName}).
Max Length
The maximum number of characters allowed for this field.
Field Width
The display size of this field. Default Value: 30
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

Output Variable
Actions can be defined with input and output variables. Cloud Connector Actions appear as tasks
within the Project Designer in Workflows. Output Variables are used by Actions to return data for
use in the Project Workflow. For example, an Output Variable on an Action might be used to
return a file count from a cloud storage service.
Adding the Output Variable
From within the Cloud Connector Designer page, expand the Service folder in the Component
Library, and then drag the Output Variable to an Action in the Cloud Connecter Outline.
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Example Use of an Output Variable
In the Cloud Connector Designer, a Get Files Action is created, with an Output Variable to contain
a file count. The 'File Count' Output Variable field will be added to the Cloud Connector task in the
Project Designer (see below).

The following image shows the 'File Count' Output Variable on the Cloud Connector Project task,
along with the 'File Count' field description that was defined in the Cloud Connector Designer.

Field Definitions
Label
The label for this field that appears in the Project Designer within an Action's Output Variables
section.
Value
The data returned from the Action. This is typically an output variable read from an Action's
request response.
Attribute Name
Specify a name for the attribute that GoAnywhere will use to map the variable to a key value in the
project XML. This value should be unique. HelpSystems suggests you use the variable name in
the Value field as the attribute name. For example, if the variable in the Value field is "${priority}"
then the Attribute name should also be "priority".
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Description
The text that will appear in the tooltip when the label for this field is clicked.
Required
Specify whether or not the field is required in the Service's Action within the Project Designer.
Default Value: No
Comment Panel
Comment
Specify some information about this component to describe it. Comment text will appear when
hovering over the task or element in the Cloud Connector Outline.

View Cloud Connector
The View Cloud Connector page displays the settings from the actions, variables, tasks,
elements, decisions, loops, and modules in a custom Cloud Connector. Select an item in the
Cloud Connector Outline to view how the item is configured. When finished reviewing the
information, click the Done button to return to the Cloud Connectors page.
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SMS Providers
SMS Provider Add-ons allow GoAnywhere to easily integrate with remote SMS Gateway servers
using REST and SOAP APIs. Once an SMS Provider definition is installed or created, you
configure the connection properties in the Global Settings on the SMS tab.
The SMS Provider definition contains all the actions and parameters required to send an SMS
from within GoAnywhere.

Create an SMS Provider
To create an SMS Provider definition, use the following instructions:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then select Add-ons.
3. Select Create Add-on in the page toolbar.
4. Provide a name for the SMS Provider add-on and an optional description. Select Save.

5. The SMS Provider Designer will appear.
6. To add a component to the SMS Provider Outline, expand the appropriate folder in the
Component Library and drag the component to the desired location in the outline. Learn
more about the available tasks in the Task Reference section.
7. Specify values for the attributes. If a value is left blank in a non-required attribute, then the
attribute's default value will be used.
8. Select Save.

SMS Provider Designer Features
GoAnywhere's SMS Provider Designer allows authorized Admin Users to create and edit service
connections quickly without the need for programming or special skills. An Admin User must have
the Product Administrator role to edit an SMS Provider definition. Use the following instructions to
access the SMS Provider Designer:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user account is
assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on
this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then select Add-ons.
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3. Select the SMS Provider to edit it. Or you can create a new one by selecting Create Addon in the page toolbar.
4. The SMS Provider Designer will appear.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

l
l

Save any changes to the SMS Provider by selecting Save.
Exit the SMS Provider Designer by selecting Exit. You will be prompted to save any
changes you made to the SMS Provider.
Check the syntax of the SMS Provider by selecting Validate.
View the SMS Provider Designer in full screen mode by selecting Full Screen.

Using the Component Library
The Component Library contains all the components that can be added to an SMS Provider.
There are two ways to add a component to the SMS Provider Outline:
l

l

Drag the component from the Component Library to the desired location in the SMS
Provider Outline. The component can be placed in any green highlighted area.
Double click the component to automatically add it to the SMS Provider Outline. The
component will be placed under any selected tasks, or within a selected decision or loop. If
no item is selected, the component will appear at the bottom of the SMS Provider Outline.

Access elements by selecting the Arrow next to the component. Double click an element to
automatically add it and the component to the SMS Provider Outline.
Search for a component by selecting Search in the Component Library header. Hover over the
hidden library to access the components. Select the hidden library to restore the pane to its
original size.
After a component is placed, it can be moved at any time by dragging and dropping it to a new
location in the SMS Provider Outline.
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Using the SMS Provider Outline
The SMS Provider Outline provides a summary of the components and structured workflow of the
Service.
Each component (node) in the Outline will have an icon that denotes its type, as illustrated in the
following:

Each component will also show a label (name) that was either specified by the user or the
GoAnywhere default (if a label was not specified by the user).
The SMS Provider Outline context menu can be displayed by right clicking on any component in
the Outline. Components can be moved by dragging and dropping them in the Outline.
The following lists the actions that can be performed in the SMS Provider Outline:
l

l

l

l
l

l

l

Add a Variable to the Service by right-clicking the Service component and selecting Add a
Variable.
Add an IF Condition to the Service by right-clicking an Action or Module and selecting Add
If.
Add a Loop to an Action or Module by right-clicking the Action or Module component and
selecting the desired Loop type.
Add an Element to a Task by right-clicking the component and selecting the element type.
Move Up an item in the SMS Provider Outline by right-clicking the component, selecting
Edit, and then selecting Move Up.
Move Down an item in the SMS Provider Outline by right-clicking the component, selecting
Edit, and then selecting Move Down.
Delete an item in the SMS Provider Outline by right-clicking the component, selecting Edit,
and then selecting Delete.
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l

l

l

l

l

Cut an Action, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from an SMS Provider Outline by rightclicking the component, selecting Edit, and then selecting Cut.
Copy an Action, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition from an SMS Provider Outline by
right-clicking the component, selecting Edit, and then selecting Copy.
Paste an Action, Loop, Task, Element or IF Condition into an SMS Provider Outline by
right-clicking the component, selecting Edit, and then selecting the appropriate Paste
option.
Disable an Action, Module, Loop, Task or IF Condition by right-clicking the component,
selecting Edit, and then selecting Disable. Disabled components will appear dimmed in
the SMS Provider Outline panel.
Enable an Action Module, Loop, Task or IF Condition by right-clicking the component,
selecting Edit and then selecting Enable.

NOTE:

The right-click menu in the SMS Provider Outline pane is context sensitive to the particular
component. The right-click menu will always provide the available attributes or options for
the Service, Action, Module, Task, Element, or IF Condition.

Using the Work Pane
The Work pane shows the attributes for the component (Service, Action, Module, Task, Element,
Variable) that is selected from the SMS Provider Outline. It also is used to prompt for the
attributes for new components that are being added to the Service. Additionally, it provides
functions for working with the component and Service.

A component may contain multiple panes with optional criteria. Select the Arrow to expand the
pane. When optional criteria is specified, the SMS Provider Designer will expand the pane by
default when you select the component from the SMS Provider Outline.

Using the Variables Pane
The Variables pane displays the System variables that are available to the SMS Provider. There
are two ways to insert a variable into an SMS Provider:
l
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l

Place your cursor in a field, and then double click the variable to automatically add it to the
SMS Provider.

The Variables pane can be hidden by selecting the Arrow in the Variables pane header. Hover
over the hidden library to access the variables. Select the hidden pane to restore the pane to its
original size.

Keyboard Commands
The SMS Provider Designer supports the following keyboard commands:

Command

Definition

Ctrl + S

Saves any changes made to the SMS Provider.

Ctrl + C

Copies the selected component to the SMS Provider Clipboard.

Ctrl +X

Cuts the selected component from the SMS Provider and stores it in
the SMS Provider Clipboard.

Ctrl + V

Pastes a copied or cut component from the SMS Provider Clipboard
into the SMS Provider Outline.

del

Deletes the selected component.

NOTE:

The contents of an input field will be cut, copied, pasted, or deleted when the field has focus.

SMS Provider Task Reference
The following is a summary of the tasks that are available for building SMS Provider definitions in
GoAnywhere. These tasks are grouped by category. Select any task for more details.
Data Translation Tasks
l
l

Modify RowSet - Modifies the contents of a RowSet.
Read JSON - The Read JSON task allows you to specify file and variable parameters for
translating a JSON file into a RowSet variable.
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l
l
l

Read XML - Reads and parses the contents of XML documents.
Write JSON - Write data into a JSON file.
Write XML - Writes data into an XML document.

File System Tasks
l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Checksum - The Checksum task creates a hash of a file and then places the hash in a
variable.
Copy - Copies one or more files either into the same directory (with different names) OR
into another directory.
Create File List - Builds a list of files based on filter criteria (for example, wildcards, size,
date). This "file list" can then be used in other tasks.
Delete - Deletes one or more files from a directory.
Make Directory - Creates a new directory (folder).
Merge Files - Merges the content of two or more files into a single file.
Move - Moves one or more files from one directory to another directory.
Rename - Renames one or more files in a directory.
Search and Replace - Searches for a string in a file and replaces it with a new value.

Job Control Tasks
l
l

l

l

l

l

Call Module - Calls a Module within a Project.
Delay - The Delay task can be used to pause a Project for a specified amount of time. This
is especially useful in file scanning loops.
Else - An Else clause can be added after an IF condition to execute a set of tasks when the
IF condition evaluates to false.
Exit Module - Exits a module at the specified location if a condition evaluates to true. If the
module is a secondary module, the project returns to where the module was called.
If - While a GoAnywhere Project is running, additional tasks or loops can be executed if a
condition evaluates to true.
Raise Error - Generates an error in the Project, which can be used to abort the job or route
control to another module.

Loops
l

l

l
l

l
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Do-While Loop - A Do-While loop is similar to a While Loop, however a Do-While loop
checks the condition at the end of the loop. Therefore the tasks in a Do-While loop will
execute at least once.
Exit Loop - The Exit Loop is a special component used to exit (or leave) the loop when a
certain condition is met.
For Loop - A For Loop executes one or more tasks for a specified number of times.
For-Each File Part Loop - For-Each File Part Loops break larger files into smaller pieces to
iterate over each file part, performing the same set of tasks on each item in the collection.
For-Each Loop - For-Each Loops are used to iterate over a collection of items such as a list
of files contained in a File List or a collection of data in a RowSet.
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l

l

Iterate Loop - The Iterate Loop is a special component for advancing the loop to the next
iteration without running the remaining items in the loop.
While Loop - The While Loop checks a specified condition before executing the tasks
contained within the loop. If the condition is met, the tasks within the Loop will execute one
iteration.

Miscellaneous Tasks
l

l

l
l

l

Base64 Decode - Decodes the Base64 encoded input file and produces an output file with
the decoded binary content.
Base64 Encode - Encodes the binary content of an input file and produces the Base64
encoded ASCII output file.
Print - Writes user-specified text into the job log.
Set Variable - Assigns a new value to a Variable. Read more details in the Variables
section.
Timestamp - Initializes system variables or user-defined variables to the current date, time
or timestamp. Read more details in the Dates, Times and Timestamps section.

Service Tasks
l

l

l
l

l

l

l

Boolean Input Variable - Adds boolean input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
Comment - Comments can be added to Projects to help administrators understand the
purpose of a task or Project logic.
Module - A logical grouping of one or more tasks.
Password Input Variable - Adds password input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
Text Area Input Variable - Adds text area input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
Text Field Input Variable - Adds text input fields on Cloud Connector Resources and
Actions.
Variable - You can create your own user-defined variables in a Project, which can be used
in one or more tasks within that Project.

Web Services Tasks
l
l
l
l

l

l
l

Create JWT - Creates a JSON Web Token.
REST Delete - Sends a REST request to delete a resource from a web service.
REST Get - Sends a REST request to retrieve data from a web service.
REST Multipart Post - Sends multiple parts containing files, XML, JSON, or any other
payload simultaneously to a web service using an HTTP Post method.
REST Options - Sends a REST request for communication options available to a web
service.
REST Patch - Sends a REST request to add or update data on a web service.
REST Post - Sends a REST request to create a new resource on a web service.
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l
l

REST Put - Sends a REST request to update an existing resource on a web service.
SOAP - Sends messages to the SOAP web service.

View SMS Provider
The View SMS Provider page displays the settings from the actions, variables, tasks, elements,
decisions, loops, and modules in a custom SMS Provider. Select an item in the SMS Provider
Outline to view how the item is configured. When finished reviewing the information, select Done
to return to the SMS Provider page.

System Alerts
When system alerts are enabled, GoAnywhere can email Product Administrators when the
system is started, shut down, when memory is reaching a set threshold, the GoAnywhere license
is set to expire, or when changes are made to a GoAnywhere Cluster. Web User Managers can
receive alerts when a Web User is deactivated for any reason. Key Managers can receive alerts
when certificates or PGP keys are set to expire, and Trigger Managers can receive alerts when a
trigger fails. Product Administrators can add additional email addresses to notify others when an
event occurs. System Alert notifications are based on email templates that are defined in XML
files and can be modified to meet your specifications.
To modify System Alerts, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions
on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the System Alerts link.
Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
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Save changes by clicking the Save button.
Close the System Alerts page without saving changes by clicking the Cancel button.
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General Settings

System Alerts Enabled
When enabled, GoAnywhere will send email alerts for selected system events.
Email Subject Prefix
You can add a prefix to the subject line of all GoAnywhere email alerts.

System Alert Settings
The following system events can be configured to generate email alerts to administrators:

Administration
The Administration tab notifies Product Administrators when GoAnywhere is started or shut down,
when the JVM memory falls below a specified threshold, or when the GoAnywhere license is
about to expire.
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GoAnywhere Started
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role when
GoAnywhere is started.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.
GoAnywhere Shutdown
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role when
GoAnywhere is properly shutdown.
NOTE:

Shutdown alerts cannot be sent if the server is improperly shut down.
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Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.
JVM Memory
Available Memory Less Than
Set a minimum threshold for the JVM memory that is available to GoAnywhere. An alert will be
sent every 5 minutes while the GoAnywhere JVM memory is below the set threshold. A value of 0
will disable this alert.
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to users with the Product Administrator role when the JVM memory
falls below the set threshold.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.
License Expiring
License Expiring Within
Set the number of days before your license expires to begin receiving daily email reminders until
the license is renewed. A value of 0 will disable this alert.
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role when a
GoAnywhere license is set to expire within the set threshold.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Web Users
The Web Users tab allows Web User Managers to receive alerts when a Web User is deactivated
for any reason.

Web User Deactivated
Notify Web User Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Web User Manager role when a Web User
is deactivated.
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Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Certificates
The Certificates tab notifies Key Managers when certificates are set to expire.

Certificate Expiring
Certificate Expiring Within
Set the number of days before a certificate is set to expire. Daily email reminders will be sent until
the certificate is renewed.
Notify Key Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Key Manager role when a certificate is set
to expire within the set threshold.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

PGP Keys
The PGP Keys tab notifies Key Managers when PGP Keys are set to expire.

PGP Key Expiring
PGP Key Expiring Within
Set the number of days before a PGP Key is set to expire. Daily email reminders will be sent until
the key is renewed.
Notify Key Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Key Manager role when an PGP Key is
set to expire within the set threshold.
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Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Triggers
The Trigger tab allows Trigger Managers to receive alerts when a trigger fails.

Trigger Failed
Notify Trigger Managers
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Trigger Manager role when a trigger fails.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Gateway
The Gateway tab notifies Product Administrators when the connection between GoAnywhere
MFT and GoAnywhere Gateway™ has been established or when the connection has been
broken.

Gateway Connected
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role when
GoAnywhere has connected to Gateway.
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Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.
Gateway Disconnected
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role when
GoAnywhere has disconnected from Gateway.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

Clustering
The Clustering tab notifies Product Administrators when changes occur to a GoAnywhere
Cluster. Notifications will be sent when the following cluster events occur:
l
l
l
l
l

A new system has joined the cluster.
A system has left the cluster.
A cluster has started and the first system has assumed the Coordinator role.
The Coordinator has left the cluster and a Participant has assumed the Coordinator Role.
When multiple systems in the cluster have been designated with the Coordinator Role.

Cluster Membership Changes
Notify Product Administrators
An email message will be sent to Admin Users with the Product Administrator role when changes
occur to a GoAnywhere Cluster.
Notify Additional Email Addresses
Add one or more email recipients to the email alert. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.

IP Filter
IP filters, otherwise known as Allow List and Block Lists, provide an additional layer of security to
ensure Web Users are accessing GoAnywhere from authorized locations. These filters control
which IP addresses or address ranges have access to the various protocols (HTTPS, AS2, FTP,
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FTPS, SCP, and SFTP) within GoAnywhere. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported by the
IP Filter and can be specified on the Global or Web User level.
NOTE:

IP filtering only applies to Web Users and not Admin Users.
NOTE:

The Global IP filter is only configurable by an Admin User with the Security Officer role. The
Web User IP Filter is only configurable by an Admin User with the Web User Manager role.

Global IP Filter and Web User IP Filter Overview
A global IP filter list is typically set as a Block List. This type of IP filter will specifically block any
service requests from specified IP addresses (IP addresses are specified on the IP Filter page)
and permit the rest.
The IP filters at the Web User level are typically set as an Allow List. An Allow List will permit
logins from specified IP ranges, but denies all others.

Manage IP Filters
The IP Filter page provides the options to create and configure the global IP filter list. This page is
only available to Admin Users with the Security Officer role. The manage IP Filter page provides
options to enable or disable the global IP filter, select Block List or Allow List filtering, and IP filter
list management options.
The IP filter entries are displayed on the page showing the filter name, the associated IP
addresses, when the filter was last modified, and who made the last modification. Click a column
heading to sort that column. An arrow in the heading indicates which column is sorted and if it is
sorted in ascending or descending order.
To manage IP filters, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account
is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this
page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the IP Filter link.
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Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

l
l
l

Add IP addresses to the IP filter by clicking the Add Filter Entries button in the toolbar.
Test an IP address to see if it is currently blocked or permitted by clicking the Test IP
Address button in the toolbar.
Search for IP filter entries by clicking the Search button.
Delete all the IP filters by clicking the Delete All button in the page toolbar.
Enable the IP Filter by clicking the Edit button. Enable the filter, choose a Filter Type and
then click the Save button.

Manage IP Filter Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

View the details of an IP filter entry by clicking View.
Edit an IP filter entry by clicking Edit.
Delete an IP filter by clicking Delete.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Configuring IP Filter Entries
The IP Filter Entries page provides Admin Users the ability to add or edit IP addresses to the
global IP Filters list.
1. To configure IP filters, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user
account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then click the IP Filter link.
3. Click the Add Filter Entries button to add an IP address, or select an existing IP filter entry
to edit it.

Add IP Filter Entry
The Add IP Filter Entries page provides an easy to use text box to cut and paste IP addresses. IP
addresses can be entered as either single addresses, ranges, or in CIDR notation. Entries can be
separated by a comma or a line break.
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Name
The IP filter name is for identification purposes. It is the name associated with the IP filter list. The
list may only include specific ranges and will make finding the entry easier in the IP filter list.
IP Addresses
This text box is used to type or paste IP addresses that will be added to the global IP filter. The IP
Addresses field accepts IP address in either a single IP, IP ranges, or CIDR notation format.
Type each IP address entry on a new line. Do not leave spaces between hyphens or slashes
when specifying ranges or using CIDR notation (for example, 10.1.4.1/24 or 10.1.4.110.1.255.255).
NOTE:

A single IPv4 address is comprised of four sets of three numbers from 0 to 255, separated by
periods. A single IPv6 address is comprised of eight sets of four hexidecimal numbers,
separated by colons. An IP range includes all the addresses between two specified
addresses. The addresses are separated by a hyphen. An IP address in CIDR notation is an
IP address followed by a "prefix." The prefix notates a range of IP addresses without the
need to type all the sets.
The entries in this area are validated when you click the Save button and any errors will be
indicated.

Edit IP Filter Entry
On the Edit IP Filter Entry page you can modify the Filter Name and the associated IP addresses.
When complete, click the Save button.
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Search IP Filter Entries
The Search IP Filter Entries page allows you to search for IP addresses that have been entered
into the IP Filter. The search query will find one or more matches within existing IP Filter entries.
The resulting entries can be deleted or modified to prevent an address from being blocked. For
example, if a Web User is unable to connect to GoAnywhere, an Admin User could search for
their IP address to see if it is being blocked.
To search for IP filters, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator or Security
Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the IP Filter link. Click the Search button
from the IP Filter page.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Return to the previous screen by clicking the Done button.
Search for IP filter entries by entering a complete IP address in the IP Address field, and
then click Search.
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Search IP Filter Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

View the details of an IP filter entry by clicking View.
Edit an IP filter entry by clicking Edit.
Delete an IP filter by clicking Delete.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l

Delete one or more selected filter entries.

Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

View IP Filter Entry
The View IP Filter Entry page displays detailed information related to the selected IP filter. The
page additionally displays when the IP filter was created and who created it. The page also
displays the Classless Inter-Domain routing (CIDR) notation for the entry. When finished, click
the Done button to return to the IP Filter list.

Automatic IP Block List
The Automatic IP Block List feature in GoAnywhere monitors the active services for repeated
unsuccessful access attempts. The automatic IP block List can detect brute-force and denial of
service (DoS) attacks, as well as monitor for malicious user names. IP addresses can be added
to the Exemptions list to prevent them from becoming blocked.
To manage Automatic IP Block Lists, log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the Automatic IP Block List link.
Configure the settings by clicking the Edit button. Blocked IP addresses are listed in the lower
portion of the page along with the reason for the block Listing and the duration. After making
changes to the automatic IP block list settings, click the Save button.
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NOTE:

The Automatic Block List and DoS Attack Monitor features do not apply for the
HTTPS/AS2/AS4 Service. None of the Automatic IP Block List features apply for the GoFast
Service. HelpSystems recommends utilizing a firewall or other network monitoring tool to help
protect GoAnywhere installations from brute-force and denial of service (DoS) attacks.

Exemptions
Add an exemption to prevent specific IP addresses from being blocked by clicking the
Exemptions button.
Search
Click the Search button to locate a specific blocked IP address. Enter an IP address and then
click Search. You can delete the IP entry from the results screen, search for another IP address,
or close the Search window.

Automatic Block List Enabled
The automatic IP block list can be turned on or off.
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Brute-force Attack Monitor Enabled
If enabled, the brute-force attack monitor keeps track of the repeated failed logins for each IP
address. Based on the sensitivity setting, the monitor will block list the IP when the failed login
threshold is met.
Sensitivity
The attack threshold level that must be exceeded to block list the IP.

Option Name

Description

Very Low

25 invalid logins received over 1
minute. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 1 hour.

Low

20 invalid logins received over 2
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 2 hours.

Medium

15 invalid logins received over 3
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 3 hours.

High

10 invalid logins received over 4
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 4 hours.

Very High

5 invalid logins received over 5
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 6 hours.

Ban Type
Attackers that have exceeded the sensitivity setting will be either blocked temporarily or
permanently.
DoS Attack Monitor Enable
To accomplish a denial of service (DoS) attack, an attacker will attempt to open all available
connections for a service and then send random commands through that connection. The DoS
monitor keeps track of repeated connection attempts per service and the commands sent to the
server. Based on the sensitivity setting, the monitor will perform the selected ban type when the
threshold is satisfied.
Sensitivity
The attack threshold level that must be exceeded to trigger the ban type.
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Option Name

Description

Very Low

100 invalid connections received over 1
minute. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 1 hour.

Low

90 invalid connections received over 2
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 2 hours.

Medium

80 invalid connections received over 3
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 3 hours.

High

70 invalid connections received over 4
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 4 hours.

Very High

60 invalid connections received over 5
minutes. If the Ban Type is set to
temporary, then the IP address will be
blocked for 6 hours.

Ban Type
Attackers that have exceeded the sensitivity setting will be either blocked temporarily or
permanently.
Malicious User Name Monitor Enabled
If enabled, the Malicious User Name Monitor will block list an IP address temporarily or
permanently if authentication was attempted using a user name specified in the User Names
field.
Ban Types
Attackers that have attempted to authenticate using a specified user name will be either
blocked temporarily or permanently.
User Names
Specify the user name to monitor for. User names are not case sensitive, and multiple user
names must be comma separated. Wildcards can also be used within a user name (for
example, *|*, or admin*, or admin??).
NOTE:

To monitor malicious attempts on a PeSIT Service, enter the server ID in the User
Names field.
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Table Actions
l
l

Click the
Click the

Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.

Automatic IP Block List Exemptions
The Automatic IP Block List Exemptions feature in GoAnywhere excludes specified IP addresses
from being blocked after repeated unsuccessful access attempts.
To manage Automatic IP Block List Exemptions, log in as an Admin User with the Security
Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
From the main menu, select System, and then click the Automatic IP Block List link. Click the
Exemptions button on the Automatic IP Block List page.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l
l

Add a new Block List Exemption by clicking the Add Exemption button.
Delete all the Block List Exemptions by clicking the Delete All button.
Return to the Automatic IP Block List page by clicking the Back button.

Automatic IP Block List Exemption Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
l
l
l

View the details for a Block List Exemption by clicking View.
Edit the Block List Exemption by clicking Edit.
Delete the Block List Exemption by clicking Delete.

Footer Actions
The following actions are available when one or more items are selected from the table:
l
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Table Navigation Tools
The following table navigation tools are available:
l
l
l

Click the
Previous button to move back to the previous page of results.
Click the
Next button to move forward to the next page of results.
Select the number of Rows to display on each page.

Configuring Block List Exemptions
Follow the instructions below to add or edit an IP Block List Exemption:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Automatic IP Block List link.
3. Click the Exemptions button on the Automatic IP Block List page.
4. To add an exemption, click the Add Exemption button in the sub menu bar. To edit an
exemption, select it from the table.
5. Specify an optional Name and an IP Address, a range of IP addresses, or a range of
IP addresses in CIDR notation.
6. Click the Save button when finished.

View Exemption
Follow the instructions below to view the Exemption details:
1. Log in as an Admin User with the Security Officer role. If your user account is assigned to a
custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are
based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu, select System, and then click the Automatic IP Block List link.
3. Click the Exemptions button on the Automatic IP Block List page.
4. On the list of Exemptions, click the Action icon and then click View.
5. Click the Done button when finished viewing Exemption details.
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Active Sessions
The Active Sessions page displays the user sessions that are connected to the GoAnywhere
server.
To access the Active Sessions page, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify,
or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select System and then click the Active Sessions link.

Click the Columns button to select which session details are displayed in the table. The following
details are available:
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
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System - The system (within a cluster) to which the connection was made.
Interface - The transfer method being used (note that FTPES is Explicit FTP and is
displayed when the FTP Service is selected).
Connected Since - The date and time when the Web User connected to GoAnywhere.
User - The account name of the authenticated Web User.
Device - The ID of the device associated to the session.
Remote Address - The IP address of the Web User's system.
Gateway - If the box displays a checkmark, this connection is passing through
GoAnywhere Gateway.
Local Address - The IP address of the GoAnywhere listener to which the session is
connected.
Local Port - The port on the GoAnywhere listener that is accepting the connection.
Bytes Sent - The number of bytes sent or downloaded from GoAnywhere to the Web User.
Bytes Received - The number of bytes received or uploaded by GoAnywhere from the
Web User.
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Available Options
l

l

l
l

l
l

System - From the drop-down list, select the system (within a cluster) to view the Active
Sessions for. This option is only available when clustering is enabled.
Interfaces - Select which interface protocols to display the active sessions for. Changing
selections automatically refreshes the list.
Total Active Sessions - The number of session currently active.
Auto Refresh - The Active Session list automatically refreshes every 5 seconds. If the Auto
Refresh option is disabled, click the Refresh button to refresh the Active Session list
manually.
Click the Delete icon to terminate a session.
Click the Session Log icon to view the Session Log for the session.

NOTE:

Bytes Sent and Bytes Received values are not available for sessions using the HTTPS, AS2,
and AS4 service. Additional activity information for these services is available in the Audit
Logs.
NOTE:

Each GoDrive device will maintain a constant connection with GoAnywhere for event
notifications and processing. If there are a large number of devices in your organization
synchronizing with GoDrive, it is recommended to setup GoAnywhere in a clustered
environment.

Session Log
The Session Log displays the current audit log details for the selected active session. The session
information is displayed at the top of the page and the activity details are listed in the bottom
section. Click the Refresh button to refresh the session log and click the Back button to return to
the Active Session page.

NOTE:

The list is shown in descending order by Date/Time.
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Active Transfers
The Active Transfers page displays the current file transfers being performed by Web Users and
transfers invoked from a Project using FTP, FTPS, SCP, and SFTP. For each file transfer, the
name of the file, its size, total bytes transferred and current rate is shown.
The overall transfer speeds can be limited using the settings on the Bandwidth tab in the Global
Settings.
To view the Active Transfers page, log in as an Admin User with the Job Manager or Product
Administrator role and click the System > Active Transfers link from the main menu.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l
l

Click the Refresh button to refresh the transfer details.
Auto Refresh - Enables a refresh of the transfer details every 1 second.

Workflows
The Workflows section displays Inbound and Outbound file transfers that were invoked from a
Project Workflow using designated FTP, FTPS, SCP, and SFTP Resources. The following
columns are displayed:
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
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Start Time - Displays the date and time the file transfer started.
File Name - The name of the file that is being transferred.
Current Rate - The rate the data is being transferred.
Total Transferred - The amount of data that has been transferred for the file.
File Size - The total size of the file being transferred.
Throttled - Indicates if the Resource or Task that is used to transfer the file contains a
bandwidth limit.
Job Number - The unique ID number for the Job that invoked the file transfer.
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l
l
l

Project - The name of the Project that invoked the file transfer.
Protocol - The name of the file transfer protocol that is being used to transfer the file.
Server - The name of the Resource or host that is being used to transfer the file.

Services
The Services section displays Inbound and Outbound file transfers invoked from a Web User.
The following columns are displayed:
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

Start Time - Displays the date and time the file transfer started.
File Name - The name of the file that is being transferred.
Current Rate - The rate the data is being transferred.
Total Transferred - The amount of data that has been transferred for the file.
File Size - The total size of the file being transferred.
Throttled - Indicates if the Web User account that is being used to transfer the file contains
a bandwidth limit.
Web User - The Web User name that is being used to transfer the file.
Module - The Web User file sharing module (HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, and SFTP) that is being
used to transfer the file.

Tools
The Tools menu in GoAnywhere provides access to the SQL Wizard, and JDBC Wizard.

SQL Wizard
The GoAnywhere SQL Wizard allows users to quickly build SQL SELECT statements (for
retrieving data from a database) without having knowledge of the SQL syntax. This intuitive
interface allows a user to choose a database server, select a schema (library), tables, columns,
order by, where and join criteria for the SQL statement.
The resulting SELECT statement can be tested and embedded within a Project for future
execution.
NOTE:

Data can be retrieved from a single table or from multiple tables through a join.

Using the SQL Wizard
There are two methods to access the SQL Wizard from within GoAnywhere:
l

If you want to build a SQL statement without embedding it into a Project, click the System >
Tools > SQL Wizard link from the main menu bar. You will first be prompted to choose a
Database Resource from a list, and then click the Connect button. After the connection is
established, you can use the tabs to build the parameters of the SQL statement.
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l

Otherwise, if you want to build a SQL statement to embed within a Project, then click the
Browse button next to SQL Statement field on the SQL task's query element from
within the Project. You will first be prompted to choose a Database Resource from a list,
and then click the Connect button. After the connection is established, you can use the
tabs to build the parameters of the SQL statement. Finally, click the Select button to apply
the SQL Statement to the query.

The SQL Wizard page (shown below) is made up of several panels where the schemas, tables,
columns, etc. can be selected. You can navigate to a panel by clicking its corresponding tab.

Follow the steps below to use the SQL Wizard.

Step 1: Choose the Schemas or Libraries
The Schemas tab allows you to choose the schemas or libraries (that contain the tables) you
want to work with.
l

l
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To select schemas, click the checkboxes next to the schemas you want and click the
Right arrow button. The selected schemas will move to the right side of the page.
Alternatively, double click a schema to automatically add it to the list of Selected
Schemas.
Narrow the list of available schemas by using the Filter By field.
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Step 2: Choose the Tables (Physical Files)
Click the tab labeled Tables. From this page, you can choose one or more tables for the SELECT
statement.
l

l

To select tables, click the checkboxes next to the tables you want and click the
Right
arrow button. The selected tables will move to the right side of the page. Alternatively,
double click a table to automatically add it to the list of Selected Tables.
Narrow the list of available tables by using the Filter By field.

Step 3: Choose the Columns (Fields)
Click the tab labeled Columns. A list of all columns (fields) in the selected table(s) will be shown
on the left side of the page. From this page, you can choose the columns (fields) for the SELECT
statement.
l

l
l

To select columns, click the checkboxes next to the columns you want and click the
Right arrow button. The selected columns will move to the right side of the page.
Alternatively, double click a column to automatically add it to the list of Selected Columns.
Narrow the list of available columns by using the Filter By field.
Sort the results using the Sort
button, alphabetically or by database order.

Step 4: Choose the Column Headings
Click the tab labeled Column Headings. By default, the SQL Wizard will use the column names
(field names) as the headings within the SELECT statement. You can optionally choose to use
the Column Descriptions as the headings or you can specify your own Custom Headings. If you
choose the Custom Heading option, you can enter the heading on the right side of each column in
the list.

Step 5: Specify the Where criteria
Click the tab labeled Where. The Where criteria allows you specify which rows (records) to
retrieve from the table(s). Multiple lines of criteria can be entered. Follow the steps below to add
Where criteria:
1. Choose the column (field) for the compare.
2. Choose the operator (=, >, >=, <, <=, <>, etc.) for the compare.
3. Choose the Value Type and specify the Value.
l Constant - For comparing the column against a constant value (for example, Country
= 'USA'). For the Value, specify the constant (number or string) for the compare.
l Column - For comparing the column against another column in the table (for
example, ShipDate <> OrderDate). For the Value, choose the column for the
compare.
l Function - For comparing the column against a SQL Function (for example, BillDate =
curdate() ). For the Value, choose the function from the drop down list.
l Parameter - For comparing the column against a parameter (for example, City = ?).
This should only be specified when a parameter subelement is defined in the
Project's SQL Task.
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4. If additional lines of Where criteria need to be entered, then choose the conjunction under
the AND/OR column and click the Add Where link. Repeat steps 1-3 above for the new row
of Where criteria.
5. Additional functions:
l Delete a row of Where criteria by selecting its check box and clicking the Delete
Rows button.
l Move a row by selecting it and dragging it up or down.
l Use parenthesis to change the order of the Where criteria by entering one or more
left parenthesis under the ( column and one or more right parenthesis under the )
column.

Step 6: Specify the Join criteria
If multiple tables were selected, then click the tab labeled Join. The Join page allows you specify
the criteria on how the tables should be joined together. Multiple lines of criteria can be entered.
Follow the steps below to add Join criteria:
1. Choose the column (field) to compare on the left side of the join.
2. Choose the operator (=, >, >=, <, <=, <>) for the join condition.
3. Choose the type of join:
l Inner Join - The results will contain any rows (records) from the two joined tables
which match the join condition. All other rows will be excluded from the results.
l Left Outer Join - The results will contain all rows from the "left" table, even if the joincondition does not find any matching rows in the "right" table.
l Right Outer Join - The results will contain all rows from the "right" table, even if the
join-condition does not find any matching rows in the "left" table.
4. Choose the column (field) to compare on the right side of the join.
5. If additional lines of Join criteria need to be entered, then specify the conjunction under the
AND/OR column and click the Add Join link. Repeat steps 1-4 above for the new row of
Join criteria.
6. Additional functions:
l Delete a row of Join criteria by selecting its check box and clicking the Delete Rows
button.
l Move a row by selecting it and dragging it up or down.
l Use parenthesis to change the order of the Join criteria by entering one or more left
parenthesis under the ( column and one or more right parenthesis under the )
column.

Step 7: Specify the Order By criteria
Click the tab labeled Order By. The Order By page allows you specify how the rows (records)
should be sorted. Multiple lines of criteria can be entered. Follow the steps below to add Order By
criteria:
1. Choose the column (field) to order by.
2. Choose how it should be ordered (ascending or descending).
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3. If additional lines of Order By criteria need to be entered, then click the Add Order By link.
Repeat steps 1-2 above for the new row of Order By criteria.
4. Additional functions:
l

l

Delete a row of Order By criteria by selecting its check box and clicking the Delete
Rows button.
Move a row by selecting it and dragging it up or down.

Step 8: Additional tailoring of the SQL statement
You can optionally tailor the SELECT statement with the features below:
l

l

Click the Quote Identifiers check box to place double quotes around any table or column
names. This is only needed if any of the selected table or field names have spaces in them
(for example, "Order Date").
Click the Qualify Field Names check box to qualify any field (column) names with the
corresponding schema and table names (for example,
schemaname.tablename.fieldname). This is only needed if you selected multiple tables
which have some of the same field names.

Step 9: Test and Generate the SQL statement
When you are done specifying the criteria for the SELECT statement, you can perform one of the
following functions:
l

l

Click the Test button to test the SELECT statement. This will run the statement against the
database and will either return any errors (if the syntax is invalid) or it will show the results
of the SELECT statement (displaying the first few selected rows). This feature will help you
verify that the SELECT statement is generating the results that you expected.
If the SQL Wizard was launched from a Project, then click the Select button to embed the
generated SELECT statement into the Project's SQL Task.

JDBC URL Wizard
The JDBC URL Wizard allows for the creation of a URL string for connecting to a database. The
JDBC URL requires at least the host name (or IP address) of the database server. Depending on
the type of database server, it may also be necessary to specify the database port number,
database name and other properties in the URL.
The JDBC URL Wizard provides preconfigured drivers and settings for popular databases, or you
can specify a custom URL to connect to other databases.
1. From the JDBC URL Wizard page, select a predefined or custom JDBC Driver type.
2. For a Predefined driver, specify the database Host name or IP. For a Custom driver, specify
the Driver and URL.
a. When using a custom driver, the database driver JAR file(s) must reside in the
GoAnywhere [Install Directory]\userdata\lib folder.
3. Specify any other required settings for the JDBC URL in the lower section.
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4. Click the Advanced Properties button for additional options based on the selected JDBC
database type, if needed.
5. Click the Generate URL button to display the JDBC URL.

Advanced Properties
The Advanced Properties page provides a number of additional settings for the selected
database JDBC URL. The current or default settings for the selected database JDBC URL are
displayed for quick reference. When configuration changes are complete, click the Generate
URL button to generate the JDBC URL based on the configuration.
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Generate URL
The Generate URL page displays the JDBC URL that was generated based on the selected
database and the required settings.
When working with Projects or Resources, click the Select button to place this JDBC URL in the
location the JDBC URL Wizard was started.
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Help
The Help menu contains pages for support options, system information, license management,
upgrade information, and the software library.

GoAnywhere Support
HelpSystems provides full support for licensed GoAnywhere Users. You can use any of the
following resources for additional help.
Support Forum
Visit our online support forum at www.GoAnywhere.com/forum
GoAnywhere Insiders
Join or start a discussion with other GoAnywhere users and support staff at
https://insiders.goanywhere.com
Contact
If you need additional help or training, please feel free to contact us by email or phone.
Support: goanywhere.support@helpsystems.com
Sales: goanywhere.sales@helpsystems.com
Toll-free: +1 (800) 949-4696
Outside USA: +1 (402) 944-4242

Diagnostics
The Diagnostics page contains tools for generating reports, logs, statistics, and other system
related information that can help GoAnywhere technicians and administrators support the
application.
To view the Diagnostics page, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role, or a
custom Admin User role with the diagnostics subject area.
From the main menu, select Help, and then click the Diagnostics link.
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Support Bundle
Click the Download Zip button to create a bundle containing system logs and statistic reports.
This bundle includes files within tomcat/logs and the logs directory specified in the global log
settings, but not sub directories. The Zip file will download through your browser.
Thread Dump
Click the Snapshot button to create a thread dump .tdmp file that contains a list of threads, each
with a stack trace. If the systems is part of a cluster, an individual thread dump will be created for
each system, with the system name added to the file name. Thread dump .tdmp files will be
placed in the logs directory specified in the global log settings.

About
The About pages display version numbers, local computer (System) information and memory
usage. This information is helpful if you ever need to contact HelpSystems Support.

About
The GoAnywhere version number is displayed on the About tab. Click the Done button when
finished.

System Info
The installation location and local computer operating system information is displayed on the
System Info tab. Click the Done button when finished.
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System Resources
Memory usage information is displayed on the System Resources tab. The information on this tab
refreshes every five (5) seconds. Click the Done button when finished.

Heap Memory Usage
Used
The amount of memory currently being used.
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Committed
The amount of memory that is guaranteed to be available for use by the Java virtual machine.
The committed memory amount will always be greater than or equal to memory used.
Initial
The initial amount of memory that the Java virtual machine requests from the operating system
during startup. The Java virtual machine may request additional memory from the operating
system and may also release memory to the system over time.
Maximum
The maximum amount of memory that can be used for memory management. The amount of
used and committed memory will always be less than or equal to maximum if maximum is
defined.
NOTE:

If the amount of Used memory exceeds the Committed memory, even if the Used amount is
less than the defined Maximum, the memory allocation may fail and result in a virtual
memory error.

System Properties
The System Properties tab displays all the detailed installation and applet version information.
This information is useful if you need to contact HelpSystems Support. Click the Done button
when finished.

Manage a GoAnywhere License
The License page allows Admin Users to manage the license key that enables GoAnywhere
features.
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To access the License page, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If your
user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or execute
actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.

Manage the GoAnywhere License
From the License page, you can manage your GoAnywhere License by:
l
l
l
l

Refreshing a License
Deactivating a License
Move a License to another server.
View your Licensed features by expanding the

Features pane.

NOTE:

Contact HelpSystems with any questions regarding your GoAnywhere license.
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Refresh a License
GoAnywhere features can be easily added or removed from your existing license. Contact
HelpSystems to request a change in licensed features.
If your GoAnywhere server has a direct connection to the internet, use the Automatically
Refresh License instructions to update your license. If a direct connection is not possible, use
the Manually Refresh License instructions.

Automatically Refresh License
Follow the instructions below to update your GoAnywhere license:
1. From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.
2. In the License page, click the Refresh button.
3. An updated license will be applied automatically, and the licensed features will be
available immediately.

Manually Refresh License
Follow the instructions below to manually refresh a GoAnywhere license:
1. From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.
2. In the License page, Expand the
Manual Refresh pane.
3. Follow the instructions on the Manual Refresh pane to manually refresh a license.

Deactivate a License
You can deactivate the license key from the GoAnywhere server. Deactivating the license on the
GoAnywhere server also updates the status of the license on the GoAnywhere Customer Portal
to Inactive.
If your GoAnywhere server has a direct connection to the internet, use the Automatically
Deactivate License instructions to remove your license. If a direct connection is not possible,
use the Manually Deactivate License instructions.
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Automatically Deactivate License
Follow the instructions below to deactivate your GoAnywhere license:
1. From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.
2. Click the Deactivate button. You will be redirected to the GoAnywhere Customer Portal
Deactivate License page.
3. Click Continue. You will be returned to the GoAnywhere License page.

Manually Deactivate License
Follow the instructions below to manually deactivate a GoAnywhere license:
1. From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.
2. In the License page, Expand the
Manual Deactivation pane.
3. Follow the instructions on the Manual Deactivation pane to manually deactivate a license.

Moving a License
You can move a license key from the server where GoAnywhere is installed to a different server.
For example, if you are replacing the physical server where GoAnywhere resides, you can
remove the license on the old server and apply it to the new one.
NOTE:

Certain changes in hardware configuration will require an update to the license before it can
be applied to another server. Contact HelpSystems with any questions regarding your
GoAnywhere license prior to a hardware migration.
To move a license, follow the instructions to deactivate it from the original server, and then
activate the license on the new server.
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Reactivating and Validating a License
When a license that was activated on one system is used on another system (typically in a
disaster recovery scenario) and the license contains the feature 'Restricted DR', GoAnywhere
will enter Limited Mode. While in Limited mode, users will be unable to add Web Users,
Resources, or Projects. The license page allows an admin to activate a new license without
deactivating the current license. To activate a standard license:
1. From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.
2. In the License page, click the Activate button.
3. You will be directed to the GoAnywhere Customer Portal where you can select a license to
activate for this installation.

Validating an Online License
When GoAnywhere is using an online license type, if the Online Validation services are
unreachable for an extended period of time, the license will enter Limited Mode. While in Limited
Mode, users will be unable to add Web Users, Resources, or Projects.
To manually validate a license:
1. From the main menu bar, point to Help, and then click License.
2. In the License page, click the Validate License button.
3. Once the license is validated, all licensed features will be available immediately.
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Check for Updates
To check if there are updates available for GoAnywhere, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to
view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Help, and then click the Check for Updates link. The system will
check for any updates and provide you with instructions on how to apply the updates.
NOTE:

Contact HelpSystems with any questions regarding updates for GoAnywhere.

Software Library
The Software Library provides Admin Users an online catalog of Agent installer and upgrader
packages that can be downloaded to the GoAnywhere installation and used to pre-configure,
install, and upgrade Agents.
To manage the available Agent installers, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
From the main menu bar, select Help and then click the Software Library link.

Initial Configuration
You must define a location on the GoAnywhere installation where Agent installers will be saved
before you can browse the online catalog. When GoAnywhere MFT is in a clustered environment,
this location needs to be a shared location available to all nodes in the cluster.
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NOTE:

When GoAnywhere is running in a cloud hosted environment, the software storage location
is disabled and users are unable to make changes.

Click the Settings button, and then specify a location where Agent installers will be stored.

Click Save. The Software Library's online catalog option will now be displayed.

Software Library
The Software Library lists Agent Installers that were downloaded from the Online Catalog or
imported from a local directory.

Page Toolbar
The following actions are available from the page toolbar:
l

l

l

View and download available Agent installers and upgraders from the GoAnywhere
Customer Portal by clicking the Browse Online Catalog button.
Import an Agent Installer package by clicking the Import button. This option should be
used when GoAnywhere cannot connect directly to the GoAnywhere Customer Portal.
Change the Software Library storage location by clicking the Settings button.

Software Actions
The following actions are available by selecting the Actions icon:
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l
l
l

Configure an Agent installer by clicking the Configure Installer icon.
Upgrade an Agent to the latest version by clicking the Upgrade icon.
Delete an installer or upgrader by clicking the Delete icon.

Browse Online Catalog
The Online Catalog provides a list of Agent installers and upgraders that can be downloaded from
the GoAnywhere Customer Portal. Use the following instructions to download an Agent package
from the online catalog:
1. To download Agent installers and upgraders, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Help and then click the Software Library link.
3. From the Software Library, click the Browse Online Catalog button. The list of Agent
Installers and upgraders for specific operating systems appears.
4. Click the Download icon to download an installer or upgrader. The package is downloaded
to the Software Library's storage location.
5. Click the Done button to return to the Software Library.

Import Software
Some installations of GoAnywhere are prohibited from connecting to the internet and cannot
download Agent installers or upgraders from the Online Catalog. Agent installers can be
downloaded from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal at https://my.goanywhere.com and then
imported into GoAnywhere.
1. To import Agent installers or upgraders, log in as an Admin User with the Product
Administrator role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your
ability to view, modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions
specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Help and then click the Software Library link.
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3. Click the Import button.
4. Click the Choose File button and select the Agent package downloaded from the
GoAnywhere Customer portal.
5. Click the Import button. The Agent package will appear on the Software Library page.

Configure Agent Installer
The Configure Agent Installer page allows Admin Users to configure a custom Agent Installer to
work with their GoAnywhere installation. Once configured, the Agent installation software can be
exported and deployed on the system that will run the Agent. On export, the Agent installer will
include the connection properties used to connect and authenticate to GoAnywhere. The installer
will also include folder and Project permissions that can be accessed or executed on the Agent
system.
1. To configure an Agent installer, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator
role. If your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view,
modify, or execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that
role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Help and then click the Software Library link.
3. Identify an install package for the Agent's operating system, click the Actions icon, and
then select the Configure Installer icon.
4. Configure the Agent settings and then click the Generate button.
5. The custom Agent installer is downloaded to your browser's default location.
6. For instructions to install the Agent, view the GoAnywhere MFT Agent Install Guide.
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General Tab

Agent Configuration
Name
The name of the Agent that will appear on the Agent Manager page when the Agent connects. If a
name is not specified, a name will be created automatically using the Agent Registration rules on
the Agent Configuration Registration page.
Registration Code
Specify an Agent Registration Code this Agent will use to register with GoAnywhere. Registration
codes are configured on the Agent Configuration Registration page. If no registration codes are
configured on the Agent Service, then this field can be left blank.
Shutdown Port
The TCP/IP port number on which the Agent waits for shutdown commands.
Maximum Concurrent Jobs
Specify the maximum number of concurrent Jobs that can be run at any one time on the Agent.
After the threshold is met, any additional jobs are placed in the queue and are processed in the
order they were submitted.
Maximum Concurrent Monitors
Specify the maximum number of concurrent Monitors that can be run at any one time on the
Agent.
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GoAnywhere MFT Connection Information
Host
The host name or IP address of the GoAnywhere instance this Agent will connect to.
Port
The port number Agents connect to on the GoAnywhere instance.
Allowed Folders
By default, the Agent is provided a default read only folder on the server it is installed on. Click
the Add Folder button to add additional folder locations that can be used by the Agent. Sub
folders will inherit permissions from the defined folder permission.
NOTE:

Folder locations can be added to an Agent after installation by adding them to the
permissions.xml file in the Agent's [Installation]\config directory. For more information, see
the GoAnywhere MFT Agent Install Guide.
Alias
The Alias for the folder location that appears in the Agent file chooser.
Path
The path to the folder location on the Agent system.
Read Only
Indicates if the Agent will have Read Only access to the folder location.
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Permissions Tab

Agents can run Projects on the server where they are installed. All Agent Project permissions will
be grouped across the Agent. For example, if FTP is allowed on the Agent, it will be allowed for all
aspects of the Agent. However, you can restrict the type of tasks and file system resources that
the Agent can utilize.
Restrict Usage
When selected, the types of tasks and file system resources the Agent can utilize are restricted to
those selected.
Allow Amazon S3
Allows the Agent to utilize the Amazon S3 Buckets Resource on the server where the Agent is
installed.
Allow Azure
Allows the Agent to utilize the Azure Blob Storage Resource on the server where the Agent is
installed.
Allow Database
Allows the Agent to run Database tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
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Allow Email
Allows the Agent to run Send and Retrieve Email tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow Excel
Allows the Agent to run Read and Write Excel tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow Execute Native Command
Allows the Agent to run Execute Native Command tasks on the server where the Agent is
installed.
Allow FileCatalyst
Allows the Agent to run FileCatalyst tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow FTP
Allows the Agent to run FTP tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow FTPS
Allows the Agent to run FTPS tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow GoFast
Allows the Agent to run GoFast tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow Network Share
Allows the Agent to utilize the Network Shares Resource on the server where the Agent is
installed.
Allow PGP
Allows the Agent to run PGP tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow SSH
Allows the Agent to run SSH tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow WebDAV
Allows the Agent to utilize the WebDAV Resource on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow Web Service
Allows the Agent to run Web Service tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
Allow Zip
Allows the Agent to run File Compression tasks on the server where the Agent is installed.
NOTE:

All other standard tasks are always allowed to run on the Agent.

FIPS 140-2 Compliance Tab

When FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode is enabled, Agents will only use FIPS 140-2 validated
algorithms (ciphers) for encrypting transmissions over SSH and SSL channels including SFTP,
SCP, FTPS, and HTTPS protocols.
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NOTE:

This FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode setting applies only to Agents version 1.4.0 and later.
Enable FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode can be enabled or disabled. By default, the FIPS 140-2
Compliance Mode is disabled.

Algorithms Tab

Specify the SSL/TLS protocol versions and cipher suites to allow globally. Some allowed
protocols and cipher suites may forcibly be disabled depending on your JVM and security
provider. A JVM can disable protocols or cipher suites based on specific algorithms or rules (for
example, key lengths). Additionally, your FIPS provider may further disable protocols and cipher
suites in FIPS mode.
NOTE:

These algorithm settings apply only to Agents version 1.4.0 and later.
Protocols
Specify the SSL/TLS protocol versions to use. The column on the left displays the disabled
protocols. The column on the right displays the allowed protocols. Click to select an option and
then use the direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate side.
Cipher Suites
Specify the cipher suites to use. The column on the left displays the disabled cipher suites. The
column on the right displays the allowed cipher suites. Click to select an option and then use the
direction buttons between the columns to move the selection to the appropriate side.
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Certificate Validation Tab

Specify checks to enforce when validating server and email certificates. When not enforced, a
validation check is delegated to the JVM Security Providers. Deselecting a validation check does
not necessarily mean the check will never be used.
When the Server Certificates check box is selected, validation checks are performed on
presented server certificates when GoAnywhere connects as a client to another server.
When the Email Certificates check box is selected, validation checks are performed on tasks to
validate signing and encryption certificates related to processing emails.
NOTE:

These certificate validation settings apply only to Agents version 1.4.0 and later.
CA Basic Constraints Validation
Select check box to verify that the issuer Certificate Authority (CA) certificate is marked as a CA
in its basic constraints extension.
Date Validation
Select check box to apply date validity check to server certificates and email signing and
encryption certificates.
Extended Key Usage Validation
Select check box to apply extended key usage check to server certificates and email signing and
encryption certificates. The check will validate the intended key purpose of the certificate - server
authentication or email protection.
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL)
Select check box to apply CRL check to server certificates and email signing and encryption
certificates.
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NOTE:

If a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is expired and cannot be refreshed, the CRL validation
check will reject all certificates until the CRL is removed or an updated CRL can be fetched.
Refresh Interval
If CRLs are enabled, specify how often to refresh all CRLs. Default Value: 5 minutes.
URLs
If CRLs are enabled, specify at least one URL in which to retrieve CRLs. To add more than one
URL to the table, select the Add URL link. Select the Delete button to delete a URL, but there
must be at least one URL entry if CRLs are enabled.
Implicit Trust
Specify whether or not to allow implicit trust for certain connections that support this configuration.
If set to "No", implicit trust will be globally disabled and all connections will be required to validate
certificates.
Allow Implicit Trust
Specify whether or not to allow any connections to be configured to use implicit trust (trust all).

Upgrade Agents
The Upgrade Agents page provides Admin Users the ability to upgrade Agents to the latest
software version. When an upgrade is applied, GoAnywhere ensures the Agent is not currently
processing any Jobs before the Agent is upgraded. Once the Agent upgrade is finished, the Agent
will reconnect to GoAnywhere automatically.
1. To apply an Agent Upgrade, log in as an Admin User with the Product Administrator role. If
your user account is assigned to a custom Admin User Role, your ability to view, modify, or
execute actions on this page are based on the permissions specified for that role.
2. From the main menu bar, select Help and then click the Software Library link.
3. Click the Browse Online Catalog button to find the latest Agent upgrade package, or import
one if you have downloaded an Agent upgrader from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal.
4. From the Software Library page, identify the upgrade package, click the Actions icon, and
then select the Upgrade Agents icon.
5. The Upgrade Agents page appears. Any outdated Agents will be selected for upgrade.
Deselect any Agents that you do not wish to upgrade at this time.
6. Click the Upgrade button. The selected Agents will be upgraded once any work on the
Agent is completed.
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Configuring an Agent to Run On a Different JVM
Agents support Java versions 8 to 11.0.14. The latest supported version of Java is bundled in the
installer for Windows and Linux. If you need to manually configure an Agent to run on a newer
version of Java, follow the steps below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shutdown the Agent.
Navigate to [install directory]/.install4j/.
Edit the file 'pref_jre.cfg'.
Modify the path within 'pref_jre.cfg' to point to the desired Java version.

Updating Agent startup scripts for Java 11 on Linux and Unix
systems
If your Agents are running on a Linux or Unix system, the Agent startup scripts must be updated.
Follow the steps below to update the Agent startup scripts.
1. Shut down the Agent.
2. Navigate to the Agent install directory.
3. Modify the 'agent' startup script file. Remove all occurrences of the following text: -XX:UseVMInterruptibleIO
4. Save the changes to 'agent'.
5. Navigate to [install directory]/bin.
6. Modify the 'agentd' startup script file. Remove all occurrences of the following text: -XX:UseVMInterruptibleIO
7. Save the changes to 'agentd'
8. Start the Agent.

Updating Agent Startup Scripts for Java 11 on IBM i systems
If your Agents are running on an IBM i system, the Agent startup script must be updated. Follow
the steps below to update the Agent startup script.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Shut down the Agent.
Navigate to [install directory]/os400-bin/.
Modify the 'start_agent.sh' file.
Remove all occurrences of the following text: -XX:-UseVMInterruptibleIO.
Save the changes to the 'start_agent.sh' file.
Start the Agent.

Updating the Uninstall Script for Linux and Unix
If your Agents are running on a Linux or Unix system running Java 11, the Agent uninstall script
must be updated before you can uninstall an Agent. Follow the steps below to update the Agent
uninstall script.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shut down the Agent.
Navigate to the Agent install directory.
Modify the 'uninstall' script file.
Remove all occurrences of the following text: -Djava.ext.dirs="$app_java_
home/lib/ext:$app_java_home/jre/lib/ext.
5. Save the changes to the 'uninstall' file.
You may now uninstall Agents running on Java 11.
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All user data and configurations for GoAnywhere are stored in a folder named userdata, which is
located under the GoAnywhere installation directory.
Follow the instructions in this section if you are using GoAnywhere in a non-clustered “ActivePassive” configuration, in which only one installation of GoAnywhere will be running at a time.
The default paths to the userdata folder for each platform are listed below:
n
n
n
n

Windows: C:\Program Files\helpsystems\GoAnywhere\userdata
IBM i: /helpsystems/goanywhere/userdata
Linux and Unix: /usr/local/helpsystems/GoAnywhere/userdata
Mac OS X: /Applications/helpsystems/GoAnywhere/userdata

TIP:

You should backup the GoAnywhere userdata folder (and its contents) in your regular
backup processes. It is recommended to backup this userdata folder at least daily.
WARNING:

If using the embedded Derby database (which is the default) in GoAnywhere, and you plan to
perform backups while GoAnywhere is running, then you should exclude the subfolder
userdata/database/goanywhere from your backup processes since there will be a lock on
the files in this subfolder (which is the embedded Derby database). However, this Derby
database is saved nightly (by default) to a subfolder named userdata/database/backups,
which you should backup.

IBM i Saving, Restoring, and Disaster Recovery
Saving
Using the supplied IBM i command named SAVPRD, you can save the GoAnywhere product
from the IBM i machine. This will save all GoAnywhere objects and user data into a single IBM i
Save file. This will allow you to easily restore GoAnywhere onto another IBM i machine.
Perform the following steps to save the GoAnywhere product using the SAVPRD command:
1. End the GoAnywhere subsystem by executing the command <library>/ENDGA, where
GOANYWHERE is the default installation <library>.
2. Perform a WRKACTJOB and verify that the GoAnywhere subsystem is ended. The default
subsystem name is GOANYWHERE.
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3. Prompt (F4) the command of <library>/SAVPRD and specify the following values:
n The name of the library containing the GoAnywhere product.
n The name of the library containing the GoAnywhere tables, if using the DB2
database option.
n The name of the Save file to store the GoAnywhere product into. The specified Save
file will be automatically created.
Example: GOANYWHERE/SAVPRD LIB(GOANYWHERE) SAVEFILE
(QGPL/GOANYWHERE)
4. Press enter to execute the SAVPRD command.
5. After the SAVPRD command executes, you can restart the GoAnywhere subsystem by
executing the command <library>/STRGA.

Restoring
Follow these steps to restore GoAnywhere from the Save file:
1. If you are using a specific user profile to start GoAnywhere, then you will need to create
that user profile on the target system. Using the CRTUSRPRF command, create a user
profile with the same name and authorities that were used in the original installation.
Example: CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(GOANYWHERE)
2. If you are using the DB2 database option to store the GoAnywhere tables, create a user
profile with the same name, password and authorities of the owner of the collection.
Example: CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(GOANYWHERE) PASSWORD(xxxxxxxxxx)
3. Restore the temporary Save files into the QTEMP library.
Example: RSTOBJ OBJ(*ALL) SAVLIB(QTEMP) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF
(QGPL/GOANYWHERE)
4. Restore the GoAnywhere library from the Save file named SLIBGA.
Example: RSTLIB SAVLIB(GOANYWHERE) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QTEMP/SLIBGA)
5. Restore the GoAnywhere IFS folder from the Save file named SIFSGA.
Example: RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/QTEMP.LIB/SIFSGA.FILE') OBJ(('/helpsystems/*'))
6. If the IBM i IP address is different than the IP address of the original installation, then you
should run the <library>/CFGGA command and specify the new IP address.
NOTE:

If you are restoring GoAnywhere to a different serial number, you will need a new license for
that system, which you can request from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal at
my.goanywhere.com.

Disaster Recovery (External Database)
Use the following instructions to restore an IBM i installation on a back-up server (DR server).
These instructions should be used when GoAnywhere is running on an external database.
Use the SAVPRD command above to create a save file with the IFS, Library and database file for
the production server. FTP the save file to the Disaster Recover (DR) server, then use the restore
instructions to restore the objects on the DR server.
On the DR server:
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1. Verify that the GoAnywhere Library has been replicated to the disaster recovery server.
2. Verify that the replication software is replicating the external DB2 database to the disaster
recovery server.
3. Verify that the replication software is replicating the GoAnywhere IFS files.
4. Exclude the following items:
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/gamft.lic
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/config/database.xml
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/tomcat/conf/server.xml
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/userdata/database/GoAnywhere/*.*
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/userdata/index/*.*
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/userdata/workspace/*.*
5. Verify that the user profile associated with the database has been replicated (and enabled).
6. On the DR server, check the Database.xml file to make sure the server is not pointing to the
IP address of the Production server. If so, edit the database.xml to point to the IP address of
the DR server.
7. On the DR server, check the Server.xml file to make sure that it does not reference the IP
address of the Production server. If needed, edit the file to reference the IP of the DR
server.
8. On the DR server, make sure gamft.lic from the Production server is not there. Start the
subsystem, log into the GUI, and then acquire the license key for the DR server from the
GoAnywhere customer portal at https://my.goanywhere.com.
9. On the DR server, check any database resources that connect to the iSeries. The database
connections should reference a DNS name, not an IP address.
10. On the DR server, check any iSeries resources that connect to the iSeries. Again, make
sure they are not pointing to an IP address, but a DNS name.
11. Working with your network administrators, verify that ports needed for FTP, FTPS, SFTP,
HTTPS, SMTP, Active Directory, and external database connections are open on the
firewall for the DR server.
12. If the subsystem is active, disable any GoAnywhere Scheduled Jobs, Triggers and
Monitors until you are running on the DR server. You do not want Jobs running on both the
Production server and DR server at the same time.

Replicating GoAnywhere User Data (for High
Availability)
GoAnywhere user data can be replicated to another system for high availability and failover
purposes. GoAnywhere does not have a built-in replication function, so you will need to use a
separate tool to replicate the necessary data to the high availability (HA) machine.
Replication
Follow the steps below to set up replication:
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1. Install GoAnywhere onto the HA machine using one of the regular installation methods
(depending on your OS) outlined earlier in this manual.
2. Get a license key from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal at my.goanywhere.com for the
HA machine and install it.
3. Test the GoAnywhere installation on the HA machine to make sure it works properly.
4. Shut down the GoAnywhere subsystem/service on the HA machine, since GoAnywhere
should not be running on both the production and HA machines at the same time.
5. Set up your HA tool to replicate the folder named userdata, which is located under the
GoAnywhere installation directory on the production machine. The userdata folder
contains all user data and configurations for GoAnywhere. Make sure to include all the
subfolders under the userdata folder, except DO NOT replicate the subfolder named
/userdata/database/goanywhere/ since there will be a lock on that subfolder while
GoAnywhere is running. This subfolder contains the embedded database, which is saved
nightly (by default) to the subfolder named userdata/database/backups.
WARNING:

If you want to replicate the entire GoAnywhere installation directory, then do not
replicate the file named gamft.lic since that file contains the license key that is specific
for that particular machine. If the license key is replicated to the HA machine, it will
generate a license error in GoAnywhere on the HA machine and will not allow it to
execute.

Failover
The steps to follow in order to run GoAnywhere on the HA machine depends on if your production
machine is still up-and-running.
If your production machine is down and you want to switch to the HA machine:
1. If using the embedded (Derby) database in GoAnywhere: On the HA machine, unzip the
latest backup of the GoAnywhere database (found in subfolder named
userdata/database/backups) into the subfolder named /userdata/database/goanywhere.
Please note that the database will only be as up-to-date as the last time the database was
backed up on the production machine.
2. Start the GoAnywhere subsystem/service on the HA machine.
If your production machine is running and you want to switch to the HA machine:
1. If using the embedded Derby database in GoAnywhere: On the production machine,
perform a manual backup of the GoAnywhere database.
2. Shut down the GoAnywhere subsystem/service on the production machine.
3. If using the embedded Derby database in GoAnywhere:
n Copy the manual backup of the database (contained in a ZIP file) from the
production machine to the HA machine.
n Unzip this backup of the database into the /userdata/database/goanywhere folder
on the HA machine.
4. Start the GoAnywhere subsystem/service on the HA machine.
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Date and Time Patterns
Date and time formats are specified by date and time pattern strings. Within date and time pattern
strings, unquoted letters from 'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z' are interpreted as pattern letters
representing the components of a date or time string. Text can be quoted using single quotes (') to
avoid interpretation. All other characters are not interpreted; they're simply copied into the output
string during formatting or matched against the input string during parsing.
The following pattern letters are defined (all other characters from 'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z' are
reserved):
TIP:

Date and time pattern strings are always case sensitive. Incorrect case will cause undesired
results.

Letter

Date or Time
Component

Presentation

Examples

G

Era designator

Text

AD

y

Year

Year

1996; 96

M

Month in year

Month

July; Jul; 07

w

Week in year

Number

27

W

Week in month

Number

2

D

Day in year

Number

189

d

Day in month

Number

10

F

Day of week in
month

Number

2 (the second Wednesday of the
current month)

E

Day in week

Text

Tuesday; Tue

a

AM/PM marker

Text

PM

H

Hour in day (0-23)

Number

0

k

Hour in day (1-24)

Number

24

K

Hour in AM/PM (0- Number
11)

0

h

Hour in AM/PM (1- Number
12)

12

m

Minute in hour

Number

30

s

Second in minute

Number

55
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S

Millisecond

Number

978

u

Day of week
number

Number

1 (Monday - Sunday, 1 - 7)

z

Time zone

General time
zone

Pacific Standard Time; PST;
GMT-08:00

Z

Time zone

RFC 822 time
zone

-0800

Pattern letters are usually repeated, as their number determines the exact presentation:
l

l

l

l

l

Text: For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 4 or more, the full form is used;
otherwise a short or abbreviated form is used if available. For parsing, both forms are
accepted, independent of the number of pattern letters.
Number: For formatting, the number of pattern letters is the minimum number of digits, and
shorter numbers are zero-padded to this amount. For parsing, the number of pattern letters
is ignored unless it's needed to separate two adjacent fields.
Year: For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 2, the year is truncated to 2 digits;
otherwise it is interpreted as a number.
For parsing, if the number of pattern letters is more than 2, the year is interpreted literally,
regardless of the number of digits. So using the pattern "MM/dd/yyyy", "01/11/12" parses to
Jan 11, 12 A.D.
For parsing with the abbreviated year pattern ("y" or "yy"), the date must interpret the
abbreviated year relative to some century. It does this by adjusting dates to be within 80
years before and 20 years after the time the date instance is created. For example, using a
pattern of "MM/dd/yy" and a date instance created on Jan 1, 1997, the string "01/11/12"
would be interpreted as Jan 11, 2012 while the string "05/04/64" would be interpreted as
May 4, 1964. During parsing, only strings consisting of exactly two digits will be parsed into
the default century. Any other numeric string, such as a one digit string, a three or more
digit string, or a two digit string that isn't all digits (for example, "-1"), is interpreted literally.
So "01/02/3" or "01/02/003" are parsed, using the same pattern, as Jan 2, 3 AD. Likewise,
"01/02/-3" is parsed as Jan 2, 4 BC.
Month: If the number of pattern letters is 3 or more, the month is interpreted as text;
otherwise, it is interpreted as a number.
General time zone: Time zones are interpreted as text if they have names. For time zones
representing a GMT offset value, the following syntax is used:
GMTOffset TimeZone:
GMT Sign Hours : Minutes
Sign: one of
+ Hours:
Digit
Digit Digit
Digit: one of
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

l
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RFC822TimeZone:
Sign TwoDigitHours Minutes
TwoDigitHours:
Digit Digit
TwoDigitHours must be between 00 and 23. Other definitions are as for general time zones.
For parsing, general time zones are also accepted.
Examples
The following examples show how date and time patterns are interpreted in the U.S. locale. The
given date and time are 2001-07-04 12:08:56 local time in the U.S. Pacific Time time zone.

Date and Time Pattern

Result

"yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' HH:mm:ss z"

2001.07.04 AD at 12:08:56 PDT

"EEE, MMM d, ''yy"

Wed, Jul 4, '01

"h:mm a"

12:08 PM

"hh 'o''clock' a, zzzz"

12 o'clock PM, Pacific Daylight Time

"K:mm a, z"

0:08 PM, PDT

"yyyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa" 02001.July.04 AD 12:08 PM
"EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z"

Wed, 4 Jul 2001 12:08:56 -0700

"yyMMddHHmmssZ"

010704120856-0700

Number Patterns
Number patterns are used to format how numbers are displayed. The characters specified in the
table below are interpreted as patterns representing the components of a number string. A
number pattern can be prefixed or suffixed by text or other special characters using single quotes.
Characters that are not interpreted are copied into the output string during formatting or matched
against the input string during parsing.
The following pattern letters are defined:

Symbol

Description

0

Placeholder for a digit. If more placeholders are specified than the value
returned, zeros are displayed in those positions.

#

Placeholder for a digit. If more placeholders are specified than the value
returned, nothing is displayed in those positions.
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Symbol

Description

'

Single quotes can be wrapped around text and symbols before or after a
number pattern.

.

Placeholder for decimal separator.

,

Placeholder for grouping separator.

E

Separates the significant digits from the exponent in scientific notation.

-

Default negative prefix.

$

Currency sign.

%

Percent sign.

Examples
The following examples show how number patterns are interpreted in the U.S. locale.

Input

Number
Pattern

Result

Description

25

0

25

000

025

When the value has more
positions in the whole number
than specified, the complete
value is returned. If the value
has fewer positions than
indicated in the pattern, 0's are
padded to the number.

#

25

###

25

$#,###.00

$56,874.00

25

56874
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positions in the whole number
than specified, the complete
value is returned. If the value
has fewer positions than
indicated in the pattern, the
extra placeholders in the
pattern are ignored.
The whole number is
formatted with the currency
and separator. No decimals
were in the first parameter, so
the specified formatting added
them.
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Input

Number
Pattern

Result

Description

56874.879865

###,###.##

56,874.88

Six digits are to the right of the
decimal, but only two places
are requested, so the value is
rounded.

56874.87

000.000

56874.870

Two digits are to the right of
the decimal in the source, but
the format expects three and
adds a zero.

100

0.00

100.00

When the value has more
positions in the whole number
than specified, the complete
value is returned. No decimals
were in the first parameter, so
the specified formatting added
them.

100

$

$100

The currency sign prefix is
placed before the value.

5.6874

E4

56874

The coefficient 4 specifies 10
to the 4th power. The value is
multiplied by the exponent to
produce the result.

25

'#'00

#25

The special character prefixed
the number and is displayed
ahead of the result.

56874

$###,###.00'R'

$56,874.00R

The text was added to the
value as a suffix.

.25

"0%"

25%

The value is multiplied by 100
to produce the percentage.

Stopping and Starting GoAnywhere
Windows®
Start the GoAnywhere application server by following these instructions:
1. Logon to the Windows computer with an account that has Administrator access.
2. From the Start menu, open the Control Panel.
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3. In Control Panel, double-click the Administrative Tools icon.
4. In the left column of the Administrative Tools window, click Services.
5. In the Services window, right-click the GoAnywhere service and click Start. After
starting the GoAnywhere service, the status displays "Started."
Stop the GoAnywhere application server by following these instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Logon to the Windows computer with an account that has Administrator access.
From the Start menu, open the Control Panel.
In Control Panel, double-click the Administrative Tools icon.
In the left column of the Administrative Tools window, click Services.
In the Services window, right-click the GoAnywhere service and click Stop.

Linux and Unix
Start the GoAnywhere application server by following these instructions:
1. Open a Terminal window.
2. Change the working directory to the directory where GoAnywhere is installed (for
example, cd /usr/local/HelpSystems/GoAnywhere)
3. Start the GoAnywhere application server by executing the following shell script:
./goanywhere.sh start
Stop the GoAnywhere application server by following these instructions:
1. Open a Terminal window.
2. Change the working directory to the directory where GoAnywhere is installed (for
example, cd /usr/local/HelpSystems/GoAnywhere)
3. Stop the GoAnywhere application server by executing the following shell script:
./goanywhere.sh stop
IBM i (iSeries)
Start the GoAnywhere application server by executing the i5/OS command of STRGA.
Stop the GoAnywhere application server by executing the i5/OS command of ENDGA.
The STRGA and ENDGA commands are located in the GoAnywhere installation library,
which is named GOANYWHERE by default.

Windows/Linux Restoring and Disaster
Recovery
When restoring GoAnywhere from a backup, any changes to projects, resources, or any other
GoAnywhere configuration settings made after the most recent backup will be lost when the
restoration is performed.
Restoring GoAnywhere from a backup can be performed using the following steps:
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1. To ensure no library conflicts are introduced during the recovery, delete the contents of
[installfolder]/lib.
2. Navigate to the backup folder and copy the contents of each folder to the folder with the
same name located in your install directory.
EXAMPLE:

If the backup_543_552 folder contains a tomcat directory, copy the contents of the
/backup_543_552/tomcat folder to the [InstallDirectory]/tomcat folder. Repeat this step
for each file and folder found in the backup directory.
If you are using the embedded Derby database, the database backup will be made to
[backupdirectory]/userdata/database. To restore the embedded Derby database,
remove the derby database by removing the
[installdirectory]/userdata/database/goanywhere folder, and replacing it with the
[backupdirectory]/userdata/database/goanywhere folder.
If using an external database (MySQL/MariaDB, SQL Server, Oracle, DB2 on IBM i,
PostgreSQL, or Derby in network mode) restore that database to the most recent backup.
Ensure the user profile used to start GoAnywhere has ownership authority to the restored
files. On Unix/Linux systems, ensure the user profile used to start GoAnywhere has
execute permission to all shell scripts (*.sh).
Navigate to the [installfolder]/tomcat/work folder and delete all files present in that folder.
Recover any user data from the most recent backup.
Start the GoAnywhere subsystem or service.
l

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

IBM i Saving, Restoring, and Disaster
Recovery
Saving
Using the supplied IBM i command named SAVPRD, you can save the GoAnywhere product
from the IBM i machine. This will save all GoAnywhere objects and user data into a single IBM i
Save file. This will allow you to easily restore GoAnywhere onto another IBM i machine.
Perform the following steps to save the GoAnywhere product using the SAVPRD command:
1. End the GoAnywhere subsystem by executing the command <library>/ENDGA, where
GOANYWHERE is the default installation <library>.
2. Perform a WRKACTJOB and verify that the GoAnywhere subsystem is ended. The default
subsystem name is GOANYWHERE.
3. Prompt (F4) the command of <library>/SAVPRD and specify the following values:
n The name of the library containing the GoAnywhere product.
n The name of the library containing the GoAnywhere tables, if using the DB2
database option.
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n

The name of the Save file to store the GoAnywhere product into. The specified Save
file will be automatically created.

Example: GOANYWHERE/SAVPRD LIB(GOANYWHERE) SAVEFILE
(QGPL/GOANYWHERE)
4. Press enter to execute the SAVPRD command.
5. After the SAVPRD command executes, you can restart the GoAnywhere subsystem by
executing the command <library>/STRGA.

Restoring
Follow these steps to restore GoAnywhere from the Save file:
1. If you are using a specific user profile to start GoAnywhere, then you will need to create
that user profile on the target system. Using the CRTUSRPRF command, create a user
profile with the same name and authorities that were used in the original installation.
Example: CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(GOANYWHERE)
2. If you are using the DB2 database option to store the GoAnywhere tables, create a user
profile with the same name, password and authorities of the owner of the collection.
Example: CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(GOANYWHERE) PASSWORD(xxxxxxxxxx)
3. Restore the temporary Save files into the QTEMP library.
Example: RSTOBJ OBJ(*ALL) SAVLIB(QTEMP) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF
(QGPL/GOANYWHERE)
4. Restore the GoAnywhere library from the Save file named SLIBGA.
Example: RSTLIB SAVLIB(GOANYWHERE) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QTEMP/SLIBGA)
5. Restore the GoAnywhere IFS folder from the Save file named SIFSGA.
Example: RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/QTEMP.LIB/SIFSGA.FILE') OBJ(('/helpsystems/*'))
6. If the IBM i IP address is different than the IP address of the original installation, then you
should run the <library>/CFGGA command and specify the new IP address.
NOTE:

If you are restoring GoAnywhere to a different serial number, you will need a new license for
that system, which you can request from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal at
my.goanywhere.com.

Disaster Recovery (External Database)
Use the following instructions to restore an IBM i installation on a back-up server (DR server).
These instructions should be used when GoAnywhere is running on an external database.
Use the SAVPRD command above to create a save file with the IFS, Library and database file for
the production server. FTP the save file to the Disaster Recover (DR) server, then use the restore
instructions to restore the objects on the DR server.
On the DR server:
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1. Verify that the GoAnywhere Library has been replicated to the disaster recovery server.
2. Verify that the replication software is replicating the external DB2 database to the disaster
recovery server.
3. Verify that the replication software is replicating the GoAnywhere IFS files.
4. Exclude the following items:
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/gamft.lic
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/config/database.xml
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/tomcat/conf/server.xml
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/userdata/database/GoAnywhere/*.*
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/userdata/index/*.*
l /[install directory]/GoAnywhere/userdata/workspace/*.*
5. Verify that the user profile associated with the database has been replicated (and enabled).
6. On the DR server, check the Database.xml file to make sure the server is not pointing to the
IP address of the Production server. If so, edit the database.xml to point to the IP address of
the DR server.
7. On the DR server, check the Server.xml file to make sure that it does not reference the IP
address of the Production server. If needed, edit the file to reference the IP of the DR
server.
8. On the DR server, make sure gamft.lic from the Production server is not there. Start the
subsystem, log into the GUI, and then acquire the license key for the DR server from the
GoAnywhere customer portal at https://my.goanywhere.com.
9. On the DR server, check any database resources that connect to the iSeries. The database
connections should reference a DNS name, not an IP address.
10. On the DR server, check any iSeries resources that connect to the iSeries. Again, make
sure they are not pointing to an IP address, but a DNS name.
11. Working with your network administrators, verify that ports needed for FTP, FTPS, SFTP,
HTTPS, SMTP, Active Directory, and external database connections are open on the
firewall for the DR server.
12. If the subsystem is active, disable any GoAnywhere Scheduled Jobs, Triggers and
Monitors until you are running on the DR server. You do not want Jobs running on both the
Production server and DR server at the same time.

Event Types
The following Service events are logged by GoAnywhere:
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Event Name

Service

Attachment Add Failed

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

Executed When
(Examples)
l

l

l

l

l

File could not be
copied to the Secure
Mail package.
File name exceeds 128
characters.
Web User does not
have Upload
permission.
File extension not
permitted.
File name contains
invalid characters.

Attachment Add Successful

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

File successfully
copied to the Secure
Mail package.

Attachment Delete Failed

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

File not deleted from
the Secure Mail
package.
Web User does not
have Delete Files
permission.
File no longer exists.

l

l

Attachment Delete
Successful

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

File successfully
deleted from the
Secure Mail package.

Attachment Download
Failed

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

Secure Mail recipient
did not successfully
download the file
File no longer exists

l

Attachment Download
Successful

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

Secure Mail recipient
successfully
downloaded the file.

Chmod

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Permissions were
changed on a file.
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Event Name

Service

Checksum Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

Executed When
(Examples)
l

l

Checksum Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

l

Checksum creation
failed.
Checksum could not
be verified.
Checksum creation
successful.
Checksum compare
successful.

Download Form File
Successful

HTTPS (Secure Forms)

l

A Web User
downloaded a file that
was returned from a
submitted Secure
Form.

Download Form File Failed

HTTPS (Secure Forms)

l

File no longer exists.

Forgot Password
Successful

HTTPS

l

An email was sent to a
Web User to initiate a
password change.

Forgot Password Failed

HTTPS

l

GoAnywhere failed to
send a Web User a
forgot password
change email.

Not Logged In

HTTPS, AS2, FTP,
FTPS, SFTP

l

A Web User tried to
access a direct URL on
the GoAnywhere
server before logging
in.
A Web User tried to
use the GoAnywhere
interface after
exceeding the Session
Timeout period for
inactivity.

l

Package Create Failed

HTTPS

l

Secure Mail package
creation failed.

Package Create Successful

HTTPS

l

Secure Mail package
creation was
successful.
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Event Name

Service

Package Delete Failed

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

Executed When
(Examples)
l

l

Secure Mail package
could not be deleted.
Package no longer
exists.

Package Delete Successful

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

Secure Mail package
successfully deleted.

Package Read Failed

HTTPS

l

Secure Mail package
could not be read.
Package no longer
exists.

l

Package Read Successful

HTTPS

l

Secure Mail package
read successfully.

Package Revoke Failed

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

Secure Mail package
could not be revoked.

Package Revoke
Successful

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

Secure Mail package
successfully revoked.

Partial Login Successful

HTTPS

l

An Active Directory
user has begun the
RSA PIN/Token
challenge process.

Recipient Email Failed

HTTPS (Secure Mail)

l

The recipient's email
address is invalid.
GoAnywhere was
unable to send the
Secure Mail
notification.

l

Recipient Email Successful
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Event Name

Service

Share Failed

HTTPS

Executed When
(Examples)
l

l

Web User does not
have permission to
share file or folder with
recipient email
address.
Web User does not
have permission to
share file or folder with
unregistered users.

Share Successful

HTTPS

l

Web User successfully
shared file or folder.

Submit Form Successful

HTTPS (Secure Forms)

l

Web User successfully
submitted a Secure
Form.

Submit Form Failed

HTTPS (Secure Forms)

l

Web User did not
complete all required
fields.

Upload Form File
Successful

HTTPS (Secure Forms)

l

Web User successfully
uploaded a file to a
Secure Form.

Upload Form File Failed

HTTPS (Secure Forms)

l

Web User uploaded a
file to a Secure Form
that did not meet file
upload requirements.

Event Types that can be Triggered Using the
Trigger Manager
The following Service events are logged by GoAnywhere and can also be used to invoke a
Trigger:

Event Name

Service

AS2 MDN Receive Failed

AS2
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Executed When
(Examples)
l

A failed AS2
Asynchronous MDN is
received.
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Event Name

Service

Executed When
(Examples)

AS2 Message Receive
Successful

AS2

l

AS2 Message
successfully received.

AS2 Message Receive
Failed

AS2

l

Decryption of the
message failed.
Message signature
could not be verified.
Message exceeded the
maximum upload size.

l

l

AS2 MDN Receive
Successful

AS2

l

A successful AS2
Asynchronous MDN is
received.

AS4 Error Receive
Successful

AS4

l

A successful AS4 error
message is received.

AS4 Pull Failed

AS4

l

Pull Message signature
could not be verified.
Pull Message
authentication failed
(user not authorized to
message channel).
Message channel
contains no messages
for user.

l

l

AS4 Pull Successful

AS4

l

Pull Message was
processed
successfully.

AS4 Push Failed

AS4

l

Message signature
failed validation.
Message decryption
failed.
Message
authentication failed.
No matching pmode
found.

l

l

l

AS4 Push Successful
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Event Name

Service

Executed When
(Examples)

AS4 Receipt Receive Failed AS4

l

Receipt validation
failed.

AS4 Receipt Receive
Successful

AS4

l

Receipt was validated,
and successfully
matched to a
corresponding AS4
Push.

AS4 Receipt Received
Warning

AS4

l

No match for the AS4
Receipt could be found.

Account Disabled

HTTPS, AS2, AS4, FTP,
FTPS, SFTP, PeSIT

l

Maximum number of
failed logins exceeded.

Before AS2 MDN Send

AS2

l

Web User attempts to
send a file using AS2.

Before AS4 Pull Receive

AS4

l

Occurs before an
incoming Pull Message
is processed

Before AS4 Receipt Send

AS4

l

Occurs before an
outgoing AS4 Receipt
is sent by the server.

Before GoDrive Upload

GoDrive, HTTPS

l

Web User attempts to
upload a file to GoDrive
using the GoDrive Sync
Client or the Web
Client.

Before Secure Mail Send

HTTPS

l

Web User attempts to
send a Secure Mail
message using the
Secure Mail Outlook®
plugin or the Web
Client.

Change Password Failed

HTTPS

l

New password is not
successfully created.
Password does not
meet Web User
Password Policy.

l
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Event Name

Service

Executed When
(Examples)

Change Password
Successful

HTTPS

l

New password is
successfully created
and saved.

Connection Rejected

FTP, FTPS, SFTP,
PeSIT

l

Connection was
rejected by
GoAnywhere.

Connection Successful

FTP, FTPS, SFTP,
PeSIT

l

Connection was
successful to
GoAnywhere.

Create Folder Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Web User does not
have Create Directory
permission.
Folder name contains
invalid characters.

l

Create Folder Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Folder creation was
successful.

Delete File Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Files were not
successfully deleted.
Web User does not
have Delete Files
permissions.
File no longer exists.

l

l

Delete File Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Files are successfully
deleted.

Delete Folder Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Folder was not deleted
successfully.
Web User does not
have Delete Directories
permissions.
Folder no longer exists.

l

l

Delete Folder Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Folder deletion was
successful.

Disconnect

FTP, FTPS, SFTP

l

A Web User
disconnects from
GoAnywhere.
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Event Name

Service

Download Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

Executed When
(Examples)
l

l

A file fails to download
(lost connection, file
corrupt, etc.).
Web User does not
have Download
permissions.

Download Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

A file downloads
successfully.

IP Address Blocklisted

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

IP address is included
in the Automatic IP
Block List.

Invitation Failed

HTTPS

l

An invitation will fail
when the email address
is restricted due to
policy restrictions.
Web User enters an
invalid email address.

l

Invitation Successful

HTTPS

l

An invitation email was
sent to a recipient.

Login Failed

HTTPS, AS2, AS4, FTP,
FTPS, SFTP, PeSIT

l

Web User typed
incorrect username.
Web User typed
incorrect password.
Web User account is
disabled or expired.

l

l

Login Successful

HTTPS, AS2, AS4, FTP,
FTPS, SFTP, PeSIT

l

Successful
authentication by a
Web User.

Receive Failed

PeSIT

l

The file transfer was
not received.

Receive Successful

PeSIT

l

The file transfer was
received successfully.
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Event Name

Service

Registration Failed

HTTPS

Executed When
(Examples)
l
l

l

Invalid email domain.
Incorrect or expired
validation code.
Password does not
meet password
requirements.

Registration Successful

HTTPS

l

Self-registration
process is successful.

Rename File Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Web User does not
have Rename Files
permission.
New name contains
invalid characters or
extension.

l

Rename File Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Renaming a file is
successful.

Rename Folder Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Web User does not
have Rename
Directories permission.
New name contains
invalid characters.

l

Rename Folder Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

Renaming a folder is
successful.

Send Failed

PeSIT

l

The file failed to send.

Send Successful

PeSIT

l

The file was sent
successfully.
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Event Name

Service

Upload Failed

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

Executed When
(Examples)
l

l

l

l

l

Upload Successful

HTTPS, FTP, FTPS,
SFTP

l

File name contains
invalid characters.
File name exceeds 128
characters.
Web User does not
have Upload
permission.
File exceeds maximum
file size.
File extension not
permitted.
File upload is
successful.

Memory Allocation
GoAnywhere runs in a JVM (Java Virtual Machine) instance, which is allocated 1024 MB of
memory by default when the product is installed. This memory is utilized for all features in
GoAnywhere including administration functions and file transfer activity.
Typically 1024 MB of memory is sufficient for most installations. However, if you anticipate high
loads (e.g. several thousand file transfers per day), then it is recommended to allocate more
memory for the GoAnywhere JVM. Depending on your operating system, follow the instructions
below to change this memory allocation.
For Windows:
1. Navigate to the directory of [installdirectory]/tomcat/bin, where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory for GoAnywhere.
2. Find the file named [Service_Name]w.exe, in which [Service_Name] is the name of the
windows service specified during installation. GoAnywherew.exe is the default name. Right
click on the file and choose to Run as administrator.
NOTE:

This is a service properties program that provides additional information in regards to
the JVM being started by the service.
3. Click on the Java tab and edit the Maximum memory pool setting. Specify 2048 for 2GB of
memory, 3072 for 3GB of memory, etc…
4. Click on the Apply button to save the memory settings.
5. To restart GoAnywhere for the changes to take effect, click on the General tab and choose
to Stop and then Start the service.
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For Linux, IBM i, Unix, Solaris and Mac OS X:
1. Navigate to the directory of [installdirectory]/tomcat/bin, where [installdirectory] is the
installation directory for GoAnywhere.
2. Edit the file named start_tomcat.sh.
3. Modify the following line in the file:
JAVA_OPTS='-Xmx1024m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1024m Djava.awt.headless=true'
4. The setting –Xmx1024m is the max memory setting, which is set to 1024 MB by default.
Change this setting to Xmx2048m for 2GB of memory, -Xmx3072 for 3GB of memory, etc…
Do not change the MaxMetaspaceSize value. For example:
JAVA_OPTS='-Xmx2048m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1024m Djava.awt.headless=true'
5. Save the file.
6. Restart GoAnywhere for the change to take effect.

Agent Variable Output
The following attributes are populated during the execution of the Get Agent Information and Get
Agent Group Information tasks. These attributes contain a wide range of useful information like
the description of the Agent, contact information, and more. Subsequent tasks can access this
information using the ${variableName:attributeName} syntax.
name
The name of the Agent.
enabled
If the Agent is enabled.
description
The description of the Agent.
agentGroupNames
A list of group names the Agent belongs to.
country
The country defined on the Agent.
address
The address defined on the Agent.
city
The city defined on the Agent.
state
The state defined on the Agent.
postalCode
The postal code defined on the Agent.
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latitude
The latitude defined on the Agent.
longitude
The longitude defined on the Agent.
primaryContactName
The primary contact name assigned to the Agent.
primaryContactPhone
The primary contact phone number assigned to the Agent.
primaryContactEmail
The primary contact email assigned to the Agent.
connected
If the Agent is currently connected.
availableForMessages
If the Agent is currently able to receive messages (the Agent is registered, connected, and not in
the process of an upgrade).
connectedSystem
The system the Agent is connected to, if connected.
remoteIPAddress
The remote IP address of the Agent, if connected.
remotePort
The remote port the Agent is assigned to, if connected.
registered
If the Agent is registered.
pendingApproval
If the Agent registration is pending approval.

Agent Group Variable Output
The following attributes are populated during the execution of the Get Agent Group Information
task. Subsequent tasks can access this information using the ${variableName:attributeName}
syntax.
name
The name of the Agent group.
description
The description of the Agent group.
agents
A list of Agent variables assigned to an Agent group.
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Trigger Event Variables
The following section lists all the available Trigger Event Variables and their definitions. These
are available on the Trigger Conditions tab to narrow the scope of the Trigger, and can also be
used on the Trigger Action tab.
The variable values are populated when Triggers are run. The variables that are available in the
Trigger are dynamic, and some variables are specific to the selected Event Type. Not all
variables are available for all events.
system.environment
The value of this variable will be the name for this environment as specified in the Global
Settings.
system.emptyString
The value of this variable will be an empty string. This is not an Event Variable.
event.systemName
The name of the system that processed the event.
event.userName
The user name of the Web User.
event.user.firstname
The first name of the Web User.
event.user.lastname
The last name of the Web User.
event.user.email
The email address of the Web User.
event.user.phone
The phone number of the Web User.
event.user.description
The description of the Web User.
event.user.organization
The organization of the Web User.
event.user.loginDirectory
The home directory of the Web User.
event.startTime
The date and time stamp the event was started, formatted in ISO (yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS).
event.endTime
The date and time stamp the event ended, formatted in ISO (yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS).
event.localAddress
The IP address of the service connected to.
event.localPort
The port number of the service connected to.
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event.remoteAddress
The remote IP address of the Web User.
event.remotePort
The remote port address of the Web User.
event.physicalPath
The physical path of the file or folder (for example, C:\[installdirectory]\userdata\webdocs\
[webuser]\file.txt).
event.physicalFolder
The physical folder name.
event.virtualPath
The virtual path of the file or folder (for example, ../pub/programs/goanywhere/).
event.virtualFolder
The virtual folder name.
event.file
Contains the GoDrive file.
event.fileName
The file name.
event.fileSize
The file size in bytes. For example, a 1kb file would appear as 1024, and a 10mb file would appear
as 10485760.
event.package
Contains the details of the Secure Mail package.
event.package.subject
The subject line of the Secure Mail package.
event.package.message
The message body of the Secure Mail package.
event.package.fromAddress
The email address of the sender.
event.package.toAddress
The email addresses for the recipients in a comma delimited list.
event.package.toAddressList
The email addresses for the recipients in a list.
event.package.attachmentCount
The number of attachments on a Secure Mail package.
event.package.attachmentList
All of the attachments on a Secure Mail package.
event.package.protectionLevel
The code for the protection level of the Secure Mail package.
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l
l
l

U - URL
P - Password
C - Certified Delivery

event.package.passwordGeneration
If the protection level is Password, then this is the code for how the password was generated.
l
l

S - System created
M - Manually created by the Web User

event.package.sendPassword
Indicates if the password is included in the email for password protected packages.
event.package.maxDownloads
The number of downloads allowed per attachment per recipient, -1 for unlimited downloads.
event.package.expiresAfterDays
The number of days from the day the Secure Mail package was sent before it expires, -1 for
unlimited.
event.package.expiresOn
The date the Secure Mail package will expire in ISO format, or empty if there is no expiration
date.
event.package.replyAllowed
Indicates if the recipient can reply anonymously (without having a Web User account).
event.package.id
The ID of the Secure Mail Package.
event.toPhysicalPath
The physical path of the file or folder being renamed to.
event.toPhysicalFolder
The physical directory being renamed to.
event.toVirtualPath
The virtual path of the file or folder being renamed to.
event.toVirtualFolder
The virtual directory being renamed to.
event.remarks
The remarks attribute of the command.
event.id
The ID of the Event.
event.as2.messageId
The AS2 Message ID.
event.as2.fromId
The AS2 From ID.
event.as2.toId
The AS2 To ID.
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event.as2.subject
The AS2 subject.
event.as2.encryptionAlgorithm
The AS2 encryption algorithm.
event.as2.signatureAlgorithm
The AS2 signature algorithm.
event.as2.compressed
Indicates if the AS2 message was compressed.
event.as2.fileList
The uploaded files in a File List.
event.as2.mdnType
Indicates if the AS2 MDN was synchronous or asynchronous.
event.as2.mdnSigned
Indicates if the AS2 MDN was signed.
event.as2.mdnSent
Indicates if the AS2 MDN was sent.
event.as2.mic
The AS2 MIC.
event.as2.micAlgorithm
The AS2 MIC algorithm.
event.as2.physicalFolder
The AS2 physical folder location.
event.as2.physicalFilePaths
The AS2 physical path(s) to the file(s) (for example, [installdirectory]\userdata\webdocs\
[webuser]\file.txt). If more than one file is sent, each path is listed on a new line using a CRLF
delimiter. This variable can be passed to GoAnywhere to process the files.
event.as2.virtualFolder
The AS2 virtual folder location.
event.as2.virtualFilePaths
The AS2 virtual path(s) to the file(s) (for example, /[webuser]/file.txt). If more than one file is sent,
each path is listed on a new line using a CRLF delimiter. This variable can be passed to
GoAnywhere to process the files.
event.as4.messageId
The AS4 Message ID.
event.as4.messageProperties
The AS4 Message Properties in CSV format.
event.as4.originalMessageId
The ID of the message the receipt is in the response to.
event.as4.signed
Indicates if the message was signed with 'yes' or 'no'.
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event.as4.conversationId
The AS4 conversation ID.
event.as4.agreementRef
The AS4 agreement reference.
event.as4.service
The AS4 service as specified on the received AS4 message.
event.as4.action
The AS4 action as specified on the received AS4 message.
event.as4.compressed
Indicates if the AS4 message was compressed.
event.as4.fromId
The AS4 From ID.
event.as4.fromPartyType
The AS4 From Party Type.
event.as4.fromRole
The AS4 From Role.
event.as4.toId
The AS4 To ID.
event.as4.toPartyType
The AS4 To Party Type.
event.as4.toRole
The AS4 To Role.
event.as4.receiptSent
Indicates if a receipt was sent in response to a received AS4 message, true or false.
event.as4.fileList
The uploaded files in a File List.
event.as4.bodyXml
The Body XML.
event.as4.encrypted
Indicates if the message was encrypted, true or false.
event.as4.messageChannel
The AS4 message channel that the request was sent to.
event.as4.messageExchangePattern
Indicates whether the message was sent out by the AS4 Push Task or sent in response to a Pull
Request. The value will be either 'Push' or 'Pull'.
event.as4.failureReason
The reason the failure event is being fired, either MissingReceipt or InvalidReceipt.
event.as4.subchannel
The subchannel that the request is going to.
event.mdn.originalMessageId
The Original Message ID assigned to the AS4 message.
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event.mdn.fromId
The From ID.
event.mdn.toId
The To ID.
event.mdn.subject
The Subject assigned to the MDN (Message Disposition Notification).
event.mdn.signatureAlgorithmName
The signature algorithm.
event.mdn.type
Indicates if the MDN was synchronous or asynchronous.
event.mdn.signed
Indicates if the MDN was signed.
event.mdn.receivedMic
The MIC received attribute.
event.mdn.receivedMicAlgorithm
The MIC received algorithm attribute.
event.pesit.serverId
The ID of the server for authentication.
event.pesit.preconnectId
The preconnect ID.
event.pesit.requesterId
The requester ID.
event.pesit.fileLabel
The label of the transferred file.
event.pesit.freeText
The free text parameters.
event.pesit.file
The file that was received (on receive events).
event.pesit.errorCode
The PeSIT error code (on send/receive failed events).
event.pesit.phase
The PeSIT phase (on send/receive failed events).
event.systemName
The name of the system that the trigger is being executed on.
event.mdn.receiptText
The message included in the MDN.
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Web User Commands
REST
GoAnywhere supports REST requests to execute Web User actions on a GoAnywhere Server.

HTTP Authentication for REST Requests
GoAnywhere uses basic authentication with the User ID and Password of a Web User in
GoAnywhere.

REST URI White Space Replacement
Some items in your Secure Folders may have names that contain spaces. When using this name
in a REST URI, the spaces must be encoded using '+' or '%20'. For example, a Secure Folder is
named "Trading Partner" in GoAnywhere. To access this Secure Folder using a REST request,
the spaces must be encoded in the URI:
EXAMPLE:

Using '%20': POST https://10.1.2.1:8443/upload/Trading%20Partner/Invoice.txt
EXAMPLE:

Using '+': POST https://10.1.2.1:8443/upload/Trading+Partner/Invoice.txt

Download File
Download a file from a Secure Folder using a REST GET request.
To download a file, authenticate as a Web User with the Secure Folders permission and access
to the Secure Folder containing the desired file.

Rest Method & URL
GET https://[server URL]:[port]/download/[path to file]

Response Body
If successful, the response body contains the contents of the file.

Upload File
Upload a file to a Secure Folder.
To upload a file, authenticate as a Web User with the Secure Folders permission and access to
the destination Secure Folder.
The Content-Type of the request cannot be any form of 'multipart/*' or 'x-www-form-urlencoded'.
The request body should contain contents of the file being uploaded as-is, with no additional
information.
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Rest Method & URL
POST https://[server URL]:[port]/upload/[path to file]
EXAMPLE:

https://exampleURL:8443/upload/trading%20partner%20folder/file%20na
me.txt

Response Body
If successful, the response body is empty.

PeSIT File Template Variables
The following section lists all the available PeSIT File Template Variables and their definitions.
These are available on the File Path field of the Configure File Template page.
system.environment
The name of this GoAnywhere environment defined in the Global Settings.
event.userName
The user name of the web user who performed the transfer.
event.pesit.date
The date the transfer took place in the format yyyy-MM-dd.
event.pesit.templateName
The name of this File Template.
event.pesit.serverId
The Server ID for the web user who performed the transfer.
event.pesit.requestId
The Requester ID for the web user who performed the transfer.
event.pesit.preconnectId
The Preconnect ID for the web user who performed the transfer.
event.pesit.time
The time the transfer took place in the format HH-mm-ss.
event.pesit.freeText
The free text (PI-99) provided by the client.
event.pesit.fileLabel
The file label (PI-37) provided by the client.

PeSIT Error Codes
The following table contains a list of PeSIT error codes, the name of each error, a brief
explanation, and the phase(s) in which the error may occur.
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C
o
d
e

Error

Explan
ation

Phase

1
0
0

TRANS
MISSIO
N_
ERROR

Trans
missio
n error

F.RESTART

2
0
0

INSUFFI
CIENT_
CHARA
CTERIS
TICS

Insuffic F.CREATE/F.SELECT
ient file
charact
eristic
s.

2
0
1

RESOU
RCES_
INSUFFI
CIENT

System F.CREATE/F.SELECT
resour
ces
tempor
arily
insuffic
ient.

2
0
2

USER_
RESOU
RCES_
INSUFFI
CIENT

User
resour
ces
tempor
arily
insuffic
ient.

F.CREATE/F.SELECT

2
0
3

LOW_
PRIORIT
Y

Low
priority
transfe
r.

F.CREATE/F.SELECT

2
0
4

FILE_
ALREAD
Y_
EXISTS

File
F.CREATE/F.SELECT
already
exists.

2
0
5

FILE_
DOES_
NOT_
EXISTS

File
does
not
exist.
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2
0
6

FILE_
RECEIP
TION_
OVERFL
OW

File
recepti
on
would
disk
quota
overflo
w.

F.CREATE/F.SELECT

2
0
7

FILE_
BUSY

File
busy.

F.CREATE/F.SELECT

2
0
8

FILE_
TOO_
OLD

File too F.CREATE/F.SELECT
old
(prior
to D-2
in SIT).

2
0
9

MESSA
GE_
NOT_
ACCEPT
ED

Messa F.CREATE/F.SELECT
ge type
not
accept
ed.

2
1
0

PRESEN
TATION_
CONTEX
T_
FAILURE

Presen F.OPEN
tation
context
negotia
tion
failure.

2
1
1

FILE_
CAN_
NOT_
OPEN

File
F.OPEN
can not
be
opene
d.

2
1
2

FILE_
CAN_
NOT_
CLOSE

Normal F.CLOSE
file
closure
imposs
ible.

2
1
3

IO_
ERROR

Unreso F.READ/F.WRITE/F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
lvable
IO
error.
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2
1
4

RESTAR
T_
FAILED

Restart F.READ/F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
negotia
tion
failed.

2
1
5

INTERN
AL_
ERROR

Internal F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
system
error.

2
1
6

VOLUNT
ARY_
TERMIN
ATION

Volunt
ary
abrupt
termin
ation.

F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL

2
1
7

TOO_
MANY_
CHECKP
OINTS

Too
many
ackno
wledg
ment
checkp
oints.

F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL

2
1
8

RESTAR Restart F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
T_
imposs
IMPOSSI ible.
BLE

2
1
9

FILE_
SPACE_
OVERFL
OW

File
F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
has
exceed
ed disk
quota.

2
2
0

ARTICL
E_
LENGT
H_TOO_
LARGE

Article F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
length
exceed
s
expect
ed
length.

2
2
1

END_
TRANS
MISSIO
N_TIME_
OUT

End of F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
transmi
ssion
time
out.
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2
2
2

EXCES
S_DATA

Excess F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL
data
betwee
n
checkp
oints.

2
2
3

ABNOR
MAL_
END

Abnor
mal
end of
transfe
r.

2
2
4

SIZE_
EXCEED
S_
ANNOU
NCED

Size of F.TRNSFER.END/F.DESELECT
transmi
tted file
exceed
s size
annou
nced in
F.CRE
ATE.

2
2
5

CONGE
STION

Conge
stion in
station
applica
tion
(SIT
only).

F.TRNSFER.END/F.DESELECT

2
2
6

TRANSF
ER_
REFUSE
D

Transf
er
refuse
d.

F.CREATE/F.SELECT

2
9
9

OTHER_
FILE

F.CREATE/F.SELECT/F.OPEN/F.CLOSE/F.READ/F.WRIT
Other
E/F.DATA.END/F.CANCEL/F.TRNSFER.END/F.DESELEC
in
relation T/F.RESTART
to file
operati
on.
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3
0
0

LOCAL_
SATURA
TION

Saturat F.CONNECT
ion of
the
local
commu
nicatio
n
syste
m.

3
0
1

UNKNO
WN_
PARTY

Unkno
wn
party
identifi
cation.

3
0
2

SSAP_
Calling F.CONNECT
UNCON party
NECTED not
connec
ted to
SSAP.

3
0
3

REMOT
E_
SATURA
TION

Saturat F.CONNECT
ion of
the
remote
commu
nicatio
n
syste
m.

3
0
4

UNAUTH
ORIZE
D_
CALLER

Unatho F.CONNECT/F.ABORT/F.CREATE/F.SELECT
rized
caller
identifi
cation.

3
0
5

SELEC
T_
FAILED

SELEC F.CONNECT
T
negotia
tion
failed.
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3
0
6

RESYN_
FAILED

RESY F.CONNECT
N
negotia
tion
failed.

3
0
7

SYNC_
FAILED

SYNC F.CONNECT
negotia
tion
failed.

3
0
8

VERSIO
N_
UNSUPP
ORTED

Versio
n not
suppor
ted.

3
0
9

CONNE
CTION_
LIMIT

Too
F.CONNECT/F.ABORT
many
connec
tions
already
opened
for
proces
sing.

3
1
0

NETOW
RK_
INCIDEN
T

Unkno
wn
networ
k error
has
occurr
ed.

F.CONNECT/F.ABORT

3
1
1

REMOT
E_
PROTO
COL_
ERROR

Remot
e
PeSIT
protoc
ol error
has
occurr
ed.

F.CONNECT/F.ABORT
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3
1
2

TERMIN
ATION_
REQUE
ST

Service F.RELEASE/F.ABORT
termin
ation
reques
ted by
user.

3
1
3

CONNE
CTION_
BROKE_
USER

Conne
ction
broken
after
inactivi
ty time
out.

3
1
4

UNUSE
D_
CONNE
CION_
BROKE

Unuse F.RELEASE/F.ABORT
d
connec
tion
broken
to
accept
a new
connec
tion.

3
1
5

NEGOCI
ATION_
FAILED

Negoti
ation
has
failed.

F.ABORT/F.ABORT

3
1
6

CONNE
CTION_
BROKE_
ADMIN

Conne
ction
broken
by
admin
reques
t.

F.RELEASE/F.ABORT

3
1
7

TIME_
OUT

Time
out
occurr
ed.

F.CONNECT/F.ABORT
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3
1
8

PI_
ERROR

Manda
tory PI
missin
g or
illegal
PI
presen
ted.

F.CONNECT/F.ABORT

3
1
9

COUNT_ Byte or
INCORR article
ECT
count
incorre
ct.

F.CONNECT/F.ABORT

3
2
0

EXCESS
IVE_
RESTAR
TS

3
2
1

CALL_
Call the F.CONNECT/F.CREATE/F.SELECT
BACKUP backup
numbe
r.

3
2
2

CALL_
LATER

Call
back
later.

F.CONNECT/F.CREATE/F.SELECT

3
9
9

OTHER

Other.

F.CONNECT/F.RELEASE/F.ABORT

Excess F.CONNECT/F.ABORT
ive
numbe
r of
restarts
occurr
ed
during
transfe
r.

EDI 997 Error Codes
The following table contains a list of EDI 997 supported error codes.

997 Element

Supported Error Codes

AK3.04

3, 4, 5, 6, 8
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AK4.03

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

AK5.01

A, R

AK5.02 - AK5.06

2, 3, 5

AK9.01

A, P, R

AK9.05 - AK9.09

2, 3, 4, 5

Advanced SMB Network Shares
Configuration
Advanced settings and options are available for configuring some connections to a Network
Share using the SMB/CIFS protocol. If the standard options available in the Network Shares
resource do not make the desired SMB connection, the properties for the network shares
connection can be defined using a configuration file.

SMB (all versions) Client Type
The jnq.properties file for customizing your installation's Network Share configuration is located
in the [installdirectory]\config folder.
NOTE:

Changes made to the jnq.properties file will not take effect until GoAnywhere is restarted.
The jnq.properties file uses a key=value format. If a specific value is required for a
key/parameter, type one key and its value per line.
EXAMPLE:

LOGMAXFILES=20

Properties

Definition

Notes

DEFAULTUSER

The user name
to use for the
connection
(default user).

Applicable to implicit
credentials only.

DEFAULTPASS

The password to Applicable to implicit
use for the
credentials only.
connection
(default
password).
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DEFAULTDOMAIN

The
authentication
domain to use
for the
connection
(default
workgroup).

Applicable to implicit
credentials only. If this value
is an empty string, then jNQ
will use the name
"workgroup" since the
domain name cannot be
empty.

ISUSEINTERNALONLY

Whether to
avoid using
external nameto-IP and IP-toname resolution
(default false).

Enabling this property may
mask NETBIOS resolution
depending on the network
configuration. If the target
NetBios is running the
internal NetBios will fail to
start.

ISUSEEXTERNALONLY

Whether to
avoid using
internal nameto-IP and IP-toname resolution
(default false).

Enabling this property may
cause the network browsing
functionality to become
inoperable, depending on the
network configuration.

BINDWELLKNOWNPORTS

Whether to bind
ports 445, 137,
138, and 139
(default true).

Disabling this property may
only harm network browsing.

INTERNALNAMESERVICEPORT

A port used for
internal
communications
(default 0).

A zero value will use a
dynamic port.

INTERNALDATAGRAMSERVICEP
ORT

A port used for
internal
communications
(default 0).

A zero value will use a
dynamic port.

ENABLENONSECUREAUTHMET
HODS

Whether to
enable plain LM
and NTLM
authentication
(default false).

Is only applicable to SMB(1)
traffic.
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REGISTERHOST

Whether to
register the jNQ
host with
Netbios and
DNS (default
false).

MAXSECURITYLEVEL

Defines the most 1 - LM only, 2 - NTLM only, 3
secure
- LM/NTLM, 4 - NTLMv2, or 5
authentication
- Kerberos.
method used
inside SPNEGO
(default 4).

SIGNINGPOLICY

When enabled,
packet
signatures will
be checked and
written (default
true).

If false and the SMB server
requires signing, an
exception will be thrown at
the time the client connects
to the server.

KDC

The KDC name
for Kerberos
authentication.

Required for Kerberos.

REALM

The realm name
for Kerberos
authentication.

Required for Kerberos.

USECACHE

Whether to
cache Kerberos
credentials
(default false).

STOREKEY

Whether to store
TGT in cache
(Kerberos)
(default false).

TICKETTTL

In seconds. How
much time to
add to the
current ticket
time (Kerberos)
(default 0)..
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If Netbios or DNS is not
properly configured and this
item is set to 'true', there may
be performance problems.

This does not refer to the
actual Kerberos ticket, rather
to a Kerberos cache
maintained internally and
checked during
connect/reconnect to server.
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DFSCACHETTL

The time-to-live
of a DFS entry in
milliseconds
(default 1800).

In seconds. If the value is
zero then use the time-to-live
value from the server.
Otherwise use this value as
the time-to-live value.

SIDCACHETTL

A cache is
maintained of all
the security
descriptor
information for
each server and
domain. This
field defines the
time-to-live for
an individual
security
descriptor. Unit
is in minutes.
(default 1440).

In minutes.

DFSENABLE

Whether jNQ
should use DFS
to resolve the
path (default
true).

RETRYCOUNT

The number of
times to repeat
an SMB request
on network error
(default 3).

Number of times to repeat an
SMB request on network
error. This value takes affect
after the initial mount has
succeeded.

RETRYTIMEOUT

SMB request
retry count
(default 3).

Number of times to repeat an
SMB request on network
error. This value takes affect
after the initial mount has
succeeded.

WINS

The IP address
of the WINS
server.

NetBIOS uses this
semicolumn-separated list of
IP addresses for name
resolution.
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DNS

The DNS server
addresses.

DNS uses this semicolumnseparated list of IP
addresses for name
resolution. If this parameter
does not contain a valid IP
address, then that IP will be
discarded. For example,
given "DNS =
1.2.3.4;5.6.7*8" then the only
valid DNS address that will
be used is 1.2.3.4 resolution.

DNSDOMAIN

The DNS
domain name.

The domain name must
conform to the specification
at
https://support.microsoft.co
m/enus/help/909264/namingconventions-in-activedirectory-for-computersdomains-sites-and

DNS_TIMEOUT

DNS timeout
time (in
milliseconds)
(default 2000).

The amount of time to wait
for a response from DNS.
Note that changes to the
default value may have an
adverse effect on the
processing by jNQ.

UNICAST_RETRY_COUNT

The number of
retry attempts to
query DNS or
register/unregist
er from DNS
(default 2).

The number of retries. Note
that changes to the default
value may have an adverse
effect on the processing by
jNQ.

HOSTNAME

Hostname of
client.

Optional way of defining the
name of the client.
WARNING:

Do not use this
parameter unless you
know what you doing. It
will affect the running of
jNQ.
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WSDWAITTIME

Number of
milliseconds to
wait for
responses from
WS-Discovery
(default 2000).

This wait time will be the time
to wait for any responses
after a multicast message
was sent over the client
interfaces. If set to zero, no
WS-Discovery will take
place.

SMBTIMEOUT

Number of
milliseconds to
wait for
responses from
SMB (default
15000).

This wait time is the
maximum wait time for any
responses from the SMB
server.

CLEANUP_THREAD_SERVER_
IDLE_PERIOD

Minimum
number of
minutes that a
server has to be
idle before the
cleanup thread
closes the
connection to
that server
(default 15).

Note that the server isn't
deleted from jNQ, just
disconnected.

CLEANUP_THREAD_SERVER_
ENABLED

If true, the server
cleanup thread
is activated and
will periodically
check for idle
servers. If false,
jNQ itself will
check whenever
a new mount is
executed
(default false).

LOGTOFILE

Whether to store
the Trace Log in
a file (default
false).
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LOGTOCONSOLE

Whether to
display the
Trace Log
(default false).

LOGFILE

Log file name.

LOGTHRESHOLD

The maximum
level of a
message to be
logged (default
0).

LOGMAXRECORDSINFILE

The maximum
number of
records in one
log file (default
1000).

LOGMAXFILES

The maximum
number of log
files (default 20).

ENABLECAPTUREPACKETS

Whether to
enable packet
capturing or not
(default false).
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If only the file name is
specified then that file will be
created under a folder called
1.log. If the logging process
is stopped and restarted,
then a new folder, called
2.log, will be created and will
be used to hold the new
logging data.
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CAPTUREFILE

The name of the
packet capture
file (default
capture.pcap)

If only the file name is
specified then that file will be
created under a folder called
1.pcap. If the capture
process is stopped and
restarted, then a new folder,
called 2.pcap, will be created
and will be used to hold the
new pcap capture data.
If a folder name is prepended
to the capture file name (e.g.,
"myFolder/capture.pcap"),
then the above file structure
will be created under the
defined folder. For example,
"myFolder/1.pcap/capture.pc
ap". Note that there is an
intermediate folder, 1.pcap,
which is created
automatically. When capture
is started a subsequent time,
then the capture file that is
created will be called
myFolder/2.pcap/capture.pc
ap.

CAPTUREMAXRECORDSINFILE

The maximum
number of
packets to be
written to a
packet capture
file (default
10000).

CAPTUREMAXFILES

The maximum
number of files
to be created
(default 50).

When this maximum is
exceeded, a new packet
capture file will be created.

SMB (v1 only) Client Type
The jcifs.properties file for customizing your installation's Network Share configuration is located
in the [installdirectory]\config folder.
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NOTE:

SMB (v1 only) will be removed in a future release. Native and SMB (All Versions) are the
recommended choices.
NOTE:

Changes made to the jcifs.properties file will not take effect until GoAnywhere is restarted.
The jcifs.properties file uses a key=value format. If a specific value is required for a
key/parameter, type one key and its value per line.
EXAMPLE:

jcifs.encoding=UTF-8

Common Properties

Definition

jcifs.smb.client.username

The username
to use for the
connection.

jcifs.smb.client.password

The password to
use for the
connection.

jcifs.smb.client.domain

The
authentication
domain to use
for the
connection.

jcifs.netbios.wins

The IP address
of the WINS
server. This is
only required
when accessing
hosts on
different
subnets.

jcifs.netbios.baddr

The local
network's
broadcast
address. It may
be necessary to
set this for
certain network
configurations.
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Common Properties

Definition

jcifs.netbios.scope

NetBIOS
provides for a
"scope id" to be
used in a
attempt to
conceal groups
of machines on
the same
network.

jcifs.smb.client.laddr

The IP address
of the local
interface the
client should
bind to if it is
different from
the default.

jcifs.netbios.laddr

The IP address
of the local
interface the
client should
bind to for name
queries if it is
different from
the default.

jcifs.netbios.lmhosts

The path to an
lmhosts file
containing a
map of IP
addresses to
hostnames. The
format of this file
is identical to
that of the
Windows
lmhosts file
format.
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Common Properties

Definition

jcifs.smb.client.disablePlainTextPasswords

Plain text
passwords are
not
recommended
and disabled by
default. To
enable plain text
passwords, set
this property to
false.

jcifs.encoding

The default
encoding is
Cp850 (MSDOS Latin 1).

jcifs.smb.client.useExtendedSecurity

Older versions
of Samba do not
support this
property and in
those cases the
value should be
set to false.

Enhanced Properties

Definition

jcifs.resolveOrder

The name resolution method identifiers,
separated by commas, that specify which
methods will be used to resolve hostnames. The
possible identifiers in default order are
LMHOSTS, WINS, BCAST, and DNS.

jcifs.util.loglevel

0 - No log messages are printed.
1 - Only critical messages are logged (default
level).
2 - Critical and some Event messages are logged.
3 - Almost everything is logged.
N - Debugging log level.

jcifs.smb.client.attrExpirationPerio The time in milliseconds that the attributes of a file
d
are cached (default 5000). To turn off attribute
expiration, set the value to 0.
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Enhanced Properties

Definition

jcifs.smb.client.responseTimeout

The time in milliseconds that the client will wait for
a response to a request from the server (default
30000). Increase this value if network conditions
are poor.

jcifs.smb.client.soTimeout

The time in milliseconds the server will keep a
socket open for activity (default 35000). If the
responseTimeout value was increased, adjust this
value accordingly.

jcifs.netbios.cachePolicy

The time in seconds that a NetBIOS name is
cached (default 30). Set the value to 0 to disable
caching and set the value to -1 to retain the
cache.

jcifs.netbios.hostname

This property will force port 139 rather than the
default port 445.

jcifs.smb.client.listSize

The byte size of the data buffer (default 65535).
High latency networks may perform better with a
value below the MTU (1200).

jcifs.smb.client.listCount

The maximum number of directory and file entries
returned with each request (default 200).

jcifs.smb.client.lport

Specify a local port, if needed, for socket
communications. This has no effect on the remote
port - 139.

jcifs.netbios.soTimeout

The time in milliseconds (default 5000), the
datagram socket used for nameservice queries is
left open.

jcifs.netbios.lport

Specify a local port, if needed, for socket
communications.

jcifs.netbios.retryCount

The number of times a name query is made if no
answer is received (default 2). Consider
increasing the jcifs.netbios.retryTimeout instead.

jcifs.netbios.retryTimeout

The time in milliseconds the client will wait for a
response to a name query (default 3000).

jcifs.http.domainController

The DNS hostname or IP address of a server that
should be used to authenticate HTTP clients with
the NtlmSsp class.
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Enhanced Properties

Definition

jcifs.http.basicRelm

The realm for basic authentication (default
'jCIFS').

jcifs.http.enableBasic

To enable basic authentication over HTTPS, set
this value to true.

jcifs.http.insecureBasic

To enable basic authentication over HTTP, set
this property to true. This configuration passes
user credentials in plain text over the network.

jcifs.smb.lmCompatibility

0,1 - Sends LM and NTLM responses. Use 0 for
older Samba.
2 - Sends only the NTLM response.
3,4,5 -- Sends LMv2 and NTLMv2 data (default).
These values mirror those used with the Windows
registry key HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\L
sa.

jcifs.smb.client.ssnLimit

The number of sessions open per transport
(default 250). Setting the value too high may
result in ERRSVR/90: Too many Uids active on
this session.

jcifs.smb.client.signingPreferred

If SMB signing is required or supported, set this
vale to true. Signing is required by default with
Windows 2003 and later.

jcifs.http.loadBalance

If a jcifs.smb.client.domain value is specified (and
domainController is not specified) the
NtlmHttpFilter will query for domain controllers by
name. The filter will rotate through the list of
domain controllers when authenticating users
(default value is true). The
jcifs.netbios.lookupRespLimit property can also
be used to limit the number of domain controllers
used.

jcifs.netbios.lookupRespLimit

Limits the range of servers returned by the 0x1C
NetBIOS name query (default 5).
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Enhanced Properties

Definition

jcifs.smb.client.logonShare

The shared name against which
SmbSession.logon() authenticates users (default
IPC$). Changing the value can be used to create
simple group based access control for the
NtlmHttpFilter or other applications that use
SmbSession.logon().

jcifs.smb.client.dfs.disabled

When used in a non-domain environment set this
value to true (default false).

jcifs.smb.client.dfs.ttl

The time in seconds that DFS topology
information should be cached (default 300).

jcifs.smb.client.dfs.strictView

A list of shares is returned even if DFS roots are
not enumerated (default). If set to true, an error is
logged if DFS information cannot be successfully
retrieved.

Advanced Properties

Definition

jcifs.smb.client.nativeOs

The NativeOS field. The
default is the os.name system
property.

jcifs.smb.client.nativeLanMan

Specifies the NativeLanMan
field in the SMB_COM_
SESSION_SETUP_ANDX
request.

jcifs.smb.client.maxMpxCount

The number of simultaneous
outstanding transactions with
a given server (default 10).

jcifs.smb.client.useNTSmbs

This value is rarely set.

jcifs.smb.client.useUnicode

The client uses Unicode
strings, unless set to false
and then will only use 8 bit
strings (although Unicode will
still be used to accommodate
a few protocol bugs).
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Advanced Properties

Definition

jcifs.netbios.client.writeSize

The buffer size in bytes used
by the NetBIOS Socket layer
to write data to the raw socket
(default 1500).

jcifs.smb.client.flags2

The flags2 field of the SMB
header.

jcifs.smb.client.capabilities

The capabilities field of the
SMB_COM_SESSION_
SETUP_ANDX command.

jcifs.smb.client.rcv_buf_size

The buffer size in bytes for
decoding incoming packets
(default 60416).

jcifs.smb.client.snd_buf_size

The buffer size in bytes for
encoding outgoing packets
(default 16644).

jcifs.smb.client.serviceType

Service types can be A:,
LPT1:, IPC, and COMM.

jcifs.smb.client.<smb_
ident>.<smb_ident>

Batching (chaining) requires
an integer batch level for a
pair of SMB messages.

jcifs.smb.client.useBatching

Batching is turned off by
setting this value to false
(default true).

jcifs.smb.client.tcpNoDelay

SMB transport sockets will
call setTcpNoDelay if the
value is set to true. The
default value is false (Nagle's
algorithm is enabled).

jcifs.smb.client.transaction_buf_
size

The maximum SMB
transaction buffer size. The
default is 0xFFFF - 512.

jcifs.smb.maxBuffers

The maximum number of of
jcifs.smb.client.transaction_
buf_size buffers that the
buffer cache will create
(default 16).
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NT Retry Status Codes
GoAnywhere can retry failed network share connections based on predefined NT status codes
(below). The predefined status codes can be overwritten by using the Retry Status Code property.

Retry Status Code
Property

Definition

jcifs.ext.smb.retryNtStatusCo
des

Specify the NT status value(s) or hex code(s) that will
be used to retry failed connections. When values are
specified, the default retry status codes are ignored.
Separate each value with a comma.
Example:
jcifs.ext.smb.retryNtStatusCodes=0xC00000AB,0xC0
0000AC

The following table contains the default NT Retry Status codes:

Value

Code

Definition

NT_STATUS_PIPE_BUSY

0xC00000ae

All pipe instances are busy.

NT_STATUS_PIPE_BROKEN

0xC000014b

The pipe has been ended.

NT_STATUS_PIPE_CLOSING

0xC00000b1

The pipe is being closed.

NT_STATUS_PIPE_
DISCONNECTED

0xC00000b0

No process is on the other end
of the pipe.

NT_STATUS_PIPE_NOT_
AVAILABLE

0xC00000ac

All pipe instances are busy.

NT_STATUS_PIPE_LISTENING

0xC00000b3

Waiting for a process to open
the other end of the pipe.

NT_STATUS_PATH_NOT_
COVERED

0xC0000257

The remote system is not
reachable by the transport.

NT_STATUS_REQUEST_NOT_
ACCEPTED

0xC00000d0

No more connections can be
made to this remote computer
at this time because there are
already as many connections
as the computer can accept.

NT_STATUS_BAD_NETWORK_
NAME

0xC00000cc

The network name cannot be
found.

NT_STATUS_NETWORK_
NAME_DELETED

0xC00000c9

The specified network name is
no longer available.
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Value

Code

Definition

NT_STATUS_UNSUCCESSFUL

0xC0000001

A device attached to the
system is not functioning.

NT_STATUS_INVALID_HANDLE

0xC0000008

The handle is invalid.

Email Templates
GoAnywhere sends emails for various administrator and Web User functions. The notifications
are based on email templates that communicate the relevant information to the recipient. The
templates are defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates.
The templates can be modified to meet your specifications using an XML or a plain text editor.
Email templates can use functions to perform various operations on variables, strings and data. If
you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates/[templatetype] and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/[templatetype]. Only make changes to the templates
in the /userdata folder. The email templates located in /proddata will be overwritten during
upgrades. When using an email template, GoAnywhere first looks for an email template in the
/userdata folder before using the email template from the /proddata folder.
GoAnywhere sends emails for various administrator and Web User functions. The notifications
are based on email templates that communicate the relevant information to the recipient. The
templates are defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest.
The templates can be modified to meet your specifications using an XML or a plain text editor.
Email templates can use functions to perform various operations on variables, strings and data. If
you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/[templatetype]. Only make changes to the templates
in the /userdata/emailtemplates folder. The email templates located in
/userdata/emailtemplates/latest will be overwritten during upgrades. When using an email
template, GoAnywhere first looks for an email template in the /userdata/emailtemplates folder
before using the email template from the /userdata/emailtemplates/latest folder.
NOTE:

Emails are sent using the settings on the SMTP tab of the Global Settings page.
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Template Structure
Each template follows the same basic structure. The template contains a title, a brief summary of
the email, any relevant information attachments, or links, and then a disclaimer/footer. The
variables used in each template are populated with their corresponding values when the
messages are generated and sent.

Email Template (XML Schema)
The email templates must conform to the following XML schema. A validation error occurs if a
template does not conform to the schema below:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:complexType name="EmailAddress">
<xs:attribute name="name" />
<xs:attribute name="address" use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="Attachment">
<xs:attribute name="name" />
<xs:attribute name="file" use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="EmailTemplate">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="from" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="to" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xs:element name="cc" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xs:element name="bcc" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xs:element name="toList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="ccList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="bccList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="subject" />
<xs:element name="contentType" minOccurs="0"
default="text/html;charset=utf-8" />
<xs:element name="message" />
<xs:element name="attachment" type="Attachment" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="emailTemplate" type="EmailTemplate" /></xs:schema>
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Template XML Schema Defined
The email template schema ensures the following:
1. The "root" element must be emailTemplate.
2. The "from" element is optional, but if it is specified, it must be the first element. If not
specified, the email engine uses the From Name and Address from the GoAnywhere
Global Settings.
3. Must have at least one "to" or "toList" element. Multiple "to" elements are permitted and will
send the email to more than one recipient.
4. The "to" or "toList" element may be followed by one or more "cc", "ccList", "bcc" or "bccList"
elements. The "cc" elements must be defined before the "bcc" elements.
5. There must be one "subject" element.
6. If required, a "contentType" may be specified. The default is "text/html;charset=utf-8."
7. There must be one "message" element that contains the body text for the email.
8. Optionally, there could be one or more "attachment" elements.
The schema also defines two data types for EmailAddress and Attachment. The EmailAddress
data type is used by the "from," "to," "cc" and "bcc" elements. Each of these elements must
contain the address attribute. These elements may also define a name attribute which is the
person’s name.
The Attachment data type, must define the file attribute and an optional name attribute. If a
"name" attribute is not specified, it defaults to the name of the file defined using the file attribute.
The file attribute may contain an absolute path or a relative path. Relative paths are resolved
relative to the installation directory of the product.

Admin User Email Templates
GoAnywhere sends emails for functions related to the management of Admin User accounts.
The templates are defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates.
GoAnywhere sends emails for functions related to the management of Admin User accounts.
The templates are defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates.
The available variables for each Admin User Email template are detailed below:
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UserPasswordExpirationEmail.xml
The notification message sent to an Admin User when their account password is about to expire.
adminUser:name
The Admin User's account/login name.
adminUser:email
The Admin User's email address.
expiration:date
The expiration date of the Admin User account password.
site:url
The URL of the GoAnywhere server.

GoAnywhereOneTimePasswordAdminUser.xml
adminUser:name
The Admin User's account/login name.
adminUser:email
The Admin User's email address.
verificationCode
The verification code that will be sent to the Admin User during login.

ServiceLevelAgreement.xml
sla:name
The name of the Service Level Agreement.
sla:status
The status of the Service Level Agreement - met or not met.
sla:sourceName
The event associated with the Service Level Agreement - Project, Monitor, or Trigger.
sla:formattedEventTime
The time the Service Level Agreement event occurred.

Agent Email Templates
GoAnywhere sends emails for functions related to the management of Agents. The templates are
defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates.
GoAnywhere sends emails for functions related to the management of Agents. The templates are
defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest.
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If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates.
The available variables for each Agent template are detailed below:

AgentDisconnectedAlert.xml
The notification message sent to Agent Managers and other email recipients when Agents go
offline.
recipient
The recipient of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix.
offlineTable
The list of Agents that have gone offline.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

AgentPendingRegistrationNotification.xml
The notification message sent to Agent Managers when and Agent has been registered and
needs approval.
agent:agentManagerEmails
The recipients of the email alert.
agent:name
The name of the Agent that has been created and is waiting approval.
environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
agent:registeredOn
The date the Agent was registered in GoAnywhere.
agent:remoteAddress
The IP address of the registered Agent.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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AgentReconnectedAlert.xml
The notification message sent to Agent Managers and other email recipients when Agents
reconnect to GoAnywhere.
recipient
The recipient of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix.
reconnectedTable
The list of Agents that have reconnected after going offline.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

AgentRegistrationNotification.xml
The notification message sent to Agent Managers when an Agent has been registered.
agent:agentManagerEmails
The recipients of the email alert.
agent:name
The name of the Agent that has been created and is waiting approval.
environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
agent:registeredOn
The date the Agent was registered in GoAnywhere.
agent:remoteAddress
The IP address of the registered Agent.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

Web User Email Templates
GoAnywhere sends emails for Secure Mail, Self-Registration and other various functions related
to the management of Web User accounts. The templates are defined in XML files and stored in a
repository located at [installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates.
GoAnywhere sends emails for Secure Mail, Self-Registration and other various functions related
to the management of Web User accounts. The templates are defined in XML files and stored in a
repository located at [installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest.
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If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates.
NOTE:

To achieve BCC behavior similar to Outlook®, do not include BCC variables in your Web
User Email template. Adding BCC variables will expose BCC recipients to all recipients of
the package.
The available variables for each Web User Email template are detailed below:
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CertifiedDelivery.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package was sent Certified
Delivery.
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:files
This variable lists the files attached to the Package when an email is only sent in plain text.
package:filesHTML
The list of files in the Package.
package:invite
If the package contains an invitation to register, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable
displays false.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
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package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the package.
package:subject
The subject line of the Package message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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ForgotPassword.xml
The verify password reset request message sent to a user after clicking the Forgot Password?
link on the Web Client login page.
site:url
The URL of the GoAnywhere server.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

GoAnywhereOneTimePasswordWebUser.xml
webuser:firstName
The Web User's first name.
webuser:lastName
The Web User's last name.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
verficationCode
The verification code that will be sent to the Web User during login.
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InvitationRequest.xml
The email sent to a new user inviting them to register to use the GoAnywhere secure file server.
invitation:expiresAfter
The link sent to the new user is valid for the number of hours specified by the Email Verification
Grace Period setting on the Web User Self-Registration page.
invitation:recipient
The address of the person being invited.
invitation:siteName
This is the site name for the GoAnywhere instance. It is the same name as the Page Title in the
HTTPS Service Preferences.
invitation:url
Each recipient receives a unique URL with which to register.
invitation:webUser:emailAddress
The email address of the Web User who made the invitation.
invitation:webUser:firstName
The first name of the Web User who made the invitation.
invitation:webUser:fullName
The full name (first name and last name) of the Web User who made the invitation.
invitation:webUser:lastName
The last name of the Web User who made the invitation.
invitation:webUser:organization
The organization of the Web User who made the invitation.
invitation:webUser:phone
The Web User's phone number.
invitation:webUser:userName
The account name of the Web User who invited the user.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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NewWebUserAccount.xml
The new account message sent to a new Web User.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:name
The Web User's account/login name.
site:url
The URL to access the Web Client.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

NewWebUserPassword.xml
The new password message sent to a new Web User.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:password
The Web User's password.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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PackagePassword.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is password protected,
and the password is included in a separate email.
package:password
The password that will open the package.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
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package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:subject
The subject line of the Package message.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

PackageReadNotification.xml
The notification message sent to a Package sender when the recipient reads the Package.
readNotification:recipient
The email of the notification recipient.
readNotification:sender
The email address of notification sender.
readNotification:siteUrl
The URL of the GoAnywhere server.
readNotification:subject
The subject line of the message.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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PasswordPackageWithoutPasswordWithFiles.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is password protected,
the password is not included in the email and files are included in the Package.
package:downloadLimit
The number of times the package is allowed to be downloaded.
package:downloadLimitSet
If a package download limit is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays
false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:files
This variable lists the files attached to the Package when an email is only sent in plain text.
package:filesHTML
The list of files in the Secure Mail Package.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
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package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:subject
The subject line of the Package message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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PasswordPackageWithoutPasswordWithoutFiles.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is password protected,
the password is not included in the email and the Package only contains a secure message.
package:downloadLimit
The number of times the package is allowed to be downloaded.
package:downloadLimitSet
If a package download limit is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays
false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
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package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:subject
The subject line of the Package message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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PasswordPackageWithPasswordWithFiles.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is password protected,
the password is included in the email and files are included in the Package.
package:downloadLimit
The number of times the package is allowed to be downloaded.
package:downloadLimitSet
If a package download limit is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays
false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:files
This variable lists the files attached to the Package when an email is only sent in plain text.
package:filesHTML
The list of files in the Secure Mail Package.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:password
The password that will open the Package.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
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package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:subject
The subject of the message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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PasswordPackageWithPasswordWithoutFiles.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is password protected,
the password is included in the email and the Package only contains a secure message.
package:downloadLimit
The number of times the package is allowed to be downloaded.
package:downloadLimitSet
If a package download limit is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays
false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:password
The password that will open the Package.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
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package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:subject
The subject of the message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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ResetWebUserPassword.xml
The message sent to a Web User after their password was reset.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:password
The Web User's password.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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RequestFiles.xml
The notification message sent when a Web User requests files to be uploaded by a recipient.
package:recipient
The recipient of the file upload request
package:subject
The subject line of the Package message.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
TIP: If you want the File Request email to include the Message that was entered on the File

Request Compose page, add the ${message} variable to the FileRequest.XML file.
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SendPackageReceipt.xml
The message placed in the Outlook® Sent Items folder after a Secure Mail Package is sent using
the Outlook plugin.
package:files
The list of files included in the Secure mail Package, displayed in plain text format.
package:filesHTML
The list of files included in the Secure Mail Package, displayed in HTML format.
package:packageId
The Package's 36-character ID number.
package:recipients
The email address to whom the Secure Mail message was sent, displayed in plain text format.
package:recipientsHTML
The email address to whom the Secure Mail message was sent, displayed in HTML format.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:sentOn
The date and time the Secure Mail message was submitted.
package:subject
The subject line of the Secure Mail message.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

ShareResponse.xml
The notification message sent to a user to notify them if a recipient of a share accepted or denied
the shared file or folder.
accepted
A boolean value that determines if the file shares were accepted or denied.
itemsHTML
The list of items that were shared.
recipientAddress
The email address of the recipient of the share.
senderName
The name of the user sharing the item.
senderProfile:email
The email address of the user sharing the item.
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ShareVirtualFile.xml
The notification message sent to a recipient when a virtual file or folder is shared.
acceptUrl
The URL a Web User selects to accept the shared item.
denyUrl
The URL a Web User selects to deny the shared item.
file
The name of the file or folder being shared.
fileType
They type of item shared, either file or folder.
invite
If an invitation was sent, this variable displays true. Otherwise, the recipient already has an
account and the variable displays false.
message
The message that was supplied by the sender.
name
The name of the Web User sharing the file or folder.
recipientAddress
The recipient of the virtual file or folder invite.
senderAddress
The email address of the sender.
subject
The subject line of the message.
url
The URL a recipient will click to access the file or folder.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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URLPackageNotificationWithFiles.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is URL protected and
files are included in the Package.
package:downloadLimit
The number of times the package is allowed to be downloaded.
package:downloadLimitSet
If a package download limit is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays
false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:files
This variable lists the files attached to the Package when an email is only sent in plain text.
package:filesHTML
The list of files in the Secure Mail Package.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
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package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:subject
The subject of the message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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URLPackageNotificationWithoutFiles.xml
The notification message sent to a Package recipient when the Package is URL protected and
the Package only contains a message.
package:downloadLimit
The number of times the package is allowed to be downloaded.
package:downloadLimitSet
If a package download limit is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays
false.
package:expirationDate
The date the package expires, formatted as: DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS AM/PM
package:expirationDateInMillis
The number of milliseconds before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationInDays
The number of days before the package expires after it has been sent.
package:expirationLimitSet
If a package expiration is set, this variable displays true. Otherwise the variable displays false.
package:message
This variable displays the Package message in plain text.
package:messageHTML
This variable displays the Package message formatted for HTML.
package:recipients
This variable displays a line separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsCount
This variable displays the number of recipients for the package.
package:recipientsCSV
This variable displays a comma separated list of all recipients of the package.
package:recipientsHTML
This variable displays an HTML table of all recipients of the package.
package:to
Displays a line separated list of all to recipients of the package.
package:toCount
Displays the number of to recipients for the package.
package:toCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all to recipients for the package.
package:toHTML
Displays an HTML table of all to recipients of the package.
package:cc
Displays a line separated list of all CC recipients of the package.
package:ccCount
Displays the number of CC recipients for the package.
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package:ccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all CC recipients for the package.
package:ccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all CC recipients of the package.
package:bcc
Displays a line separated list of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:bccCount
Displays the number of BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccCSV
Displays a comma separated list of all BCC recipients for the package.
package:bccHTML
Displays an HTML table of all BCC recipients of the package.
package:anonymousReply
This variable displays a flag if the package is an anonymous reply.
package:recipient:address
The recipient of the Package.
package:sender:address
The email address of the Web User who sent the Package.
package:sender:name
The username of the Web User who sent the package.
package:subject
The subject of the message.
package:url
The URL a recipient will click to receive the Package contents.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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WebUserApproved.xml
The notification message sent to a new Web User when their account is approved.
site:url
The URL of the GoAnywhere server.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:firstName
The first name of the Web User.
webuser:lastName
The last name of the Web User.
webuser:name
The Web User's account/login name.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

WebUserPasswordExpirationEmail.xml
The notification message sent to a Web User when their account password is about to expire.
expiration:date
The expiration date of the Web User account.
site:url
The URL of the GoAnywhere server.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:firstName
The first name of the Web User.
webuser:lastName
The last name of the Web User.
webuser:name
The Web User's account/login name.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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WebUserPendingRegistrationNotification.xml
The message sent to users with the Web User Manager role when a new Web User account
needs approval.
registration:invitedBy
If the new user was invited, this is the Web User account name that made the invitation.
registration:invitedOn
If the new user was invited, this the timestamp of when the invitation was sent.
users:webUserManagerEmails
The list of email addresses for all members of the Web User Manager role.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:firstName
The first name of the Web User.
webuser:lastName
The last name of the Web User.
webuser:name
The Web User's account/login name.
webuser:organization
The company of the Web User.
webuser:phone
The phone number of the Web User.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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WebUserRegistrationNotification.xml
The message sent to users with the Web User Manager role when a new Web User account is
created via the self-registration process.
registration:invitedBy
If the new user was invited, this is the Web User account name that made the invitation.
registration:invitedOn
If the new user was invited, this the timestamp of when the invitation was sent.
users:webUserManagerEmails
The list of email addresses for all members of the Web User Manager role.
webuser:email
The Web User's email address.
webuser:firstName
The first name of the Web User.
webuser:lastName
The last name of the Web User.
webuser:name
The Web User's account/login name.
webuser:organization
The company of the Web User.
webuser:phone
The phone number of the Web User.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

WebUserRegistrationVerifyEmail.xml
The message sent to Web Users to verify their email during the self-registration process.
registration:email
The email address used by the Web User when self-registering.
registration:token
The unique code that is sent to verify the email account.
registration:url
The URL of the GoAnywhere server.
system:name
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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GoDrive Email Templates
GoDrive sends emails to Web Users when certain activities occur with the service. The templates
are defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates/godrive.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates/godrive and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/godrive.
GoDrive sends emails to Web Users when certain activities occur with the service. The templates
are defined in XML files and stored in a repository located at
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/godrive.
The available variables for each GoDrive Email template are detailed below:

CommentNotification.xml
The notification message sent to the file owner when another user comments on a file the owner
has shared.
event:recipientProfile:email
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
event:subscribedItemName
The name of the item that was shared.
event:senderProfile:displayName
The name of the user who made the comment on the shared item.
event:file:fileName
The name of the file that had been commented on.
event:isSharedItem
Determines if the item was shared to another user.
event:comment
The comment that was made to the shared item.
site:url
The Web Client Site URL defined on the Add/Edit Domains page.
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DeleteNotification.xml
The notification message sent to the file owner when another user deletes a file the owner has
shared.
event:recipientProfile:email
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
event:subscribedItemName
The name of the item that was shared.
event:senderProfile:displayName
The name of the user who deleted the shared item.
event:filesHTML
The list of files that had been deleted.
event:isSharedItem
Determines if the item was shared to another user.
site:url
The Web Client Site URL defined on the Add/Edit Domains page.

DeviceApproval.xml
The notification message sent to Administrators when a Web User registers a device to use with
GoDrive.
recipients
The email addresses for the recipients of the notification.
webuser:name
The name of the Web User who registered the device.
site:url
The Web Client Site URL defined on the Add/Edit Domains page.
device:id
The identification number for the device that has been registered. This can be used to search for
the registered device in the Web User Device Manager.
device:clientSystemName
The name of the Windows computer that was used to register GoDrive.
device:folder
The drive letter that the registered device is using to sync files with GoDrive.
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DevicePinVerification.xml
The notification message sent to a user that contains the PIN to verify a newly registered device.
webuser:email
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
webuser:name
The name of the web user who registered the device.
device:verificationPin
The PIN to enter into the GoDrive registration window on the Web User's computer.
device:clientSystemName
The name of the Windows computer that was used to register GoDrive.
device:folder
The drive letter that the registered device is using to sync files with GoDrive.

DeviceRegistration.xml
The notification message sent to the device owner when a device has been registered.
recipients
The email addresses for the recipients of the notification.
webuser:name
The name of the Web User who registered the device.
site:url
The Web Client Site URL defined on the Add/Edit Domains page.
device:id
The identification number for the device that has been registered. This can be used to search for
the registered device in the Web User Device Manager.
device:clientSystemName
The name of the Windows computer that was used to register GoDrive.
device:folder
The drive letter that the registered device is using to sync files with GoDrive.
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DownloadVerification.xml
The notification message sent to the file owner when another user downloads a file the owner
has shared.
event:recipientProfile:email
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
event:subscribedItemName
The name of the item that was shared.
event:senderProfile:displayName
The name of the user who downloaded the file.
event:filesHTML
The list of files that were downloaded by the other user.
event:isSharedItem
Determines if the item was shared to another user.
site:url
The Web Client Site URL defined on the Add/Edit Domains page.

ShareFile.xml
The notification message sent to a user when an item has been shared with them.
recipientAddress
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
subject
The subject the Web User entered on the Share File or Folder page in the Web Client.
fileType
Determines the type of item shared, either File, file, or folder.
senderAddress
The email address of the user who shared the item.
invite
Determines if the recipient is a registered user.
message
The message the Web User entered on the Share File or Folder page in the Web Client.
url
The URL to access the shared item.
acceptURL
The URL a Web User selects to accept the shared item. The shared item will appear in the Web
User's root GoDrive directory.
denyURL
The URL a Web User selects to deny the shared item.
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ShareResponse.xml
The notification message sent to a user to notify them if a recipient of a share accepted or denied
the shared file or folder.
recipientAddress
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
accepted
A boolean value that determines if the file shares were accepted or denied.
senderProfile:displayName
The name of the user sharing the item.
itemsHTML
The list of items that were shared.

Upload Notification.xml
The notification message sent to the file owner when another user uploads a new version of the
shared file(s).
event:recipientProfile:email
The email address for the recipient of the notification.
event:subscribedItemName
The name of the item that was shared.
event:senderProfile:displayName
The name of the user who uploaded a new version of the shared item.
event:isSharedItem
Determines if the item was shared to another user.
event:filesHTML
The list of files that were uploaded by the other user.
site:url
The Web Client Site URL defined on the Add/Edit Domains page.

Project Email Templates
GoAnywhere can send notification emails to specified recipients based on the success or failure
of a Scheduled Job or Monitor. The templates are defined in XML files under the
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates folder where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory of the GoAnywhere product.
GoAnywhere can send notification emails to specified recipients based on the success or failure
of a Scheduled Job or Monitor. The templates are defined in XML files under the
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest folder where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory of the GoAnywhere product.
The FailedMonitor.xml and MonitorNoFilesFound.xml variables reference the Monitor module
and are prefixed with monitor (for example, ${monitor:formattedStartTime}). The variables at the
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Job level reference the Job module and are prefixed with job (for example,
${job:projectLocation}).
Detailed below are the variables available for each Project Email template:

Monitor Related Variables
FailedMonitor.xml
monitor:description
The description of the Monitor.
monitor:onFailureEmails
The list of email addresses that receive a notice when a Monitor fails.
monitor:name
The name of the Monitor.
monitor:exception:message
The error message generated by the exception that caused the error.
monitor:formattedStartTime
The time the Monitor started. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
monitor:formattedEndTime
The time the Monitor ended. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.

MonitorNoFilesFound.xml
monitor:description
The description of the Monitor.
monitor:noFilesFoundEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a Monitor fails.
monitor:name
The name of the Monitor.
monitor:exception:message
The error message generated by the exception that caused the error.
monitor:formattedStartTime
The time the Monitor started. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
monitor:formattedEndTime
The time the Monitor ended. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
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Job Related Variables
FailedMonitorJob.xml
job:onFailureEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job fails.
job:submitSourceName
The name of the Monitor that submitted the job.
job:jobName
The name of the job the Monitor was submitted to.
job:jobNumber
The number of the job.
job:jobLogLocation
The full log path.
job:projectLocation
The full Project path and file name.
job:projectName
The name of the Project associated with the Monitor.
job:jobQueueName
The name of the job queue the Monitor was submitted to.
job:domainName
The name of the domain the Monitor is assigned to.
job:runUser
The user that started the job.
job:formattedStartTime
The time the job started. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedEndTime
The time the job ended. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedSubmitTime
The time the job was submitted. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in
Global Settings.
job:exception:message
The exception message submitted by the job.
job:onFailureEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job fails.
system:name
The name of the system that started the job.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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FailedScheduledJob.xml
job:onFailureEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job fails.
job:submitSourceName
The name of the Schedule that submitted this job.
job:jobName
The name of the job the Schedule submitted the Project to.
job:jobNumber
The number of the job.
job:jobLogLocation
The full log path.
job:projectName
The name of the Project associated with the job.
job:jobQueueName
The name of the job queue the job was submitted to.
job:domainName
The name of the domain the job is assigned to.
job:projectLocation
The full Project path and file name.
job:runUser
The user that started the job.
job:formattedStartTime
The time the job started. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedEndTime
The time the job ended. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedSubmitTime
The time the job was submitted. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in
Global Settings.
job:exception:message
The exception message submitted by the job.
job:onFailureEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job fails.
system:name
The name of the system that started the job.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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SuccessfulMonitorJob.xml
job:onSuccessEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job completes successfully.
job:submitSourceName
The name of the Monitor that submitted the job.
job:jobName
The name of the job the Monitor was submitted to.
job:jobNumber
The number of the job.
job:jobLogLocation
The full log path.
job:projectName
The name of the Project associated with the Monitor.
job:jobQueueName
The name of the job queue the Monitor was submitted to.
job:domainName
The name of the domain the Monitor is assigned to.
job:projectLocation
The full Project path and file name.
job:runUser
The user that started the job.
job:formattedStartTime
The time the job started. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedEndTime
The time the job ended. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedSubmitTime
The time the job was submitted. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in
Global Settings.
job:onSuccessEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job succeeds.
system:name
The name of the system that started the job.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
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SuccessfulScheduledJob.xml
job:onSuccessEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job completes successfully.
job:submitSourceName
The name of the Schedule that submitted this job.
job:jobName
The name of the job the Schedule submitted the Project to.
job:jobQueueName
The name of the job queue the job was submitted to.
job:domainName
The name of the domain the job is assigned to.
job:jobNumber
The number of the job.
job:jobLogLocation
The full log path.
job:projectName
The name of the Project associated with the job.
job:projectLocation
The full Project path and file name.
job:runUser
The user that started the job.
job:formattedStartTime
The time the job started. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedEndTime
The time the job ended. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in Global
Settings.
job:formattedSubmitTime
The time the job was submitted. The time is formatted based on the Time Pattern defined in
Global Settings.
job:onSuccessEmails
The list of email addresses that receive notice when a job succeeds.
system:name
The name of the system that started the job.
system:environmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.

System Alert Email Templates
The notifications sent from System Alerts are based on email templates that communicate the
relevant information to the recipient. The templates are defined in XML files and stored in a
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repository located at [installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates/alerts.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/proddata/emailtemplates/alerts and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/alerts.
The notifications sent from System Alerts are based on email templates that communicate the
relevant information to the recipient. The templates are defined in XML files and stored in a
repository located at [installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest.
If you would like to make changes to an email template, copy the template file from
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/latest and save it to
[installdirectory]/userdata/emailtemplates/alerts.
The variables available in each System Alert Email template are detailed below:

ClusterMembershipChanges.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when
changes occur in a GoAnywhere Cluster.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
subject
The subject contains a brief description of the cluster change.
message
The message contains a detailed description of the cluster change.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
date
The date and time the cluster change took place.
coordinator
The name of the system that is acting as the cluster Coordinator.
participants
The name of the systems that are cluster Participants.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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GatewayConnected.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when
GoAnywhere MFT is connected to GoAnywhere Gateway.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
controllerAddress
The IP address and port of the Gateway controller.
connectedOn
The system time when GoAnywhere was connected to Gateway.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

GatewayDisconnected.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when
GoAnywhere MFT is disconnected from GoAnywhere Gateway.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
controllerAddress
The IP address and port of the Gateway controller.
disconnectedOn
The system time when GoAnywhere was disconnected from Gateway.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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GoAnywhereShutdown.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when
GoAnywhere is shut down.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
shutdownOn
The system time when GoAnywhere was shut down.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

GoAnwhereStarted.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when
GoAnywhere is started.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
startedOn
The system time when GoAnywhere was started.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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JVMMemory.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when
GoAnywhere reaches the minimum JVM memory threshold.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
availableMemoryThreshold
The minimum memory the JVM must reach before an email alert is sent.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
maxMemory
The total amount of JVM memory allocated for GoAnywhere.
usedMemory
The total amount of JVM memory used for GoAnywhere.
freeMemory
The total amount of free JVM memory available for GoAnywhere.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

LicenseExpiring.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when the
GoAnywhere product license is nearing the expiration date.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
expiresOn
The day the GoAnywhere license expires.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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MultipleCoordinatorsDetected.xml
The notification message sent to Product Administrators and other email recipients when two
GoAnywhere installations in a Cluster are designated with the Coordinator role.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
date
The date and time the cluster change took place.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemsHTML
The names of the systems that are designated as Coordinators.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

OpenPGPKeyExpiring.xml
The notification message sent to Key Managers and other email recipients when an
OpenPGP key is set to expire.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
keyVault
The name of the Key Vault where the key is stored. This is only displayed if the key is stored in the
Key Management System.
keyID
The unique hexadecimal identifier for the key.
keyUser
The name and email address of the key's owner.
keyExpiresOn
The date the PGP key will expire.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

SSLCertificateExpiring.xml
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The notification message sent to Key Managers and other email recipients when a certificate is
set to expire.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
keyVault
The name of the Key Vault where the certificate is stored. This is only displayed if the key is
stored in the Key Management System.
keyStoreName
The name of the Key Store that contains the expiring certificates. This is only displayed if the key
is file based.
keyAlias
The alias of the certificate that is reaching its expiration date.
keyExpiresOn
The certificate expiration date.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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TriggerFailed.xml
The notification message sent to Trigger Managers and other email recipients when a Trigger
fails.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
triggerName
The name of the failed trigger.
triggerError
The summary message of the error.
triggerException
The detailed error message recorded for the failure.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.

WebUserDeactivated.xml
The notification message sent to Web User Managers and other email recipients when a Web
User is deactivated.
recipients
The recipient(s) of the email alert.
subjectPrefix
The subject line prefix set on the System Alerts page.
enviornmentName
The environment name defined on the Global Settings page.
systemName
The system name of the local server as defined in the [installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml file.
userName
The name of the Web User that was deactivated.
reason
The reason the Web User was deactivated.
deactivatedOn
The date and time the Web User was deactivated.
siteURL
The Admin Site URL defined on the Global Settings page.
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MQ Connection URL
When connecting to a Messaging Queue (MQ) server using the MQ Provider Specific option for
the connection type, the following properties and keys can be used in the URL string to configure
the connection. When using the JNDI (JMS Standard) connection type, the URL is provided by
the MQ server administrator.
providerCode:[transportProtocol:]//host[:port][?key1=value1&key2=value2]
EXAMPLE:

wmq:tcp://hostname:1414?queueManager=QM_Test

Provider Code
The provider code indicates the MQ server to which the connection is made.

Provider Name Provider Code
WebSphere MQ

wmq

SonicMQ

sonicmq

ActiveMQ

activemq

Transport Protocol
The transport protocol is optional. If one is not specified, the MQ server's default is used. Most
MQ servers use TCP, but if supported HTTP and HTTPS are valid options.
Host and Port
The host is the name or the IP address of the server. The port number is optional and if not
specified will use the MQ server default based on the provider.

Provider Name Default Port Number
WebSphere MQ

1414

SonicMQ

2506

ActiveMQ

61616

Additional Properties
The following properties can be used to configure the connection parameters to the MQ server.
Each set of key-value pairs, as shown in the example above, are case-sensitive and must be
separated by an ampersand (&). If a property value contains characters other than letters or
numbers, use HTTP URL encoding to represent the character (for example, "%20" is a space
and "%7C" is a pipe). A property value can include an ampersand (&) or an equals sign, but
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within the value they must use their URL encoded value ("%26" is an ampersand and "%3D" is an
equals sign).
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Websphere MQ Connection Properties
queueManager
The name of the Queue Manager.
clientID
The ID assigned to GoAnywhere (client). This is used as part of the topic’s subscription ID.
hostName
Name or IP address of the host MQ server. If specified, this value overrides the value in the host
portion of the URL.
port
The port number of the MQ server. If specified, this value overrides the value in the port portion of
the URL.
transportType
The type of transport (default 1).
channel
Sets the name of the channel - applies to client transport mode only.
localAddress
The local address to be used. The format of a local address is [IP address or Host Name][(lowport[,high-port])]. Most MQ servers use 4-5 ports, but if an application is having difficulty making
connections, increase the number of ports in the range. A host name can be specified instead of
an IP address. Local address examples:
9.20.4.98 - The channel binds to 9.20.4.98 locally.
9.20.4.98(1000) - The channel binds to 9.20.4.98 locally and uses port 1000.
9.20.4.98(1000,2000) - The channel binds to 9.20.4.98 locally and uses a port in the range 1000
to 2000.
(1000) - The channel binds to port 1000 locally.
(1000,2000) - The channel binds to a port in the range 1000 to 2000 locally.
Considerations:
l

l

l

Specify a range of ports to allow for connections that are required internally as well as
those explicitly used by an application. The number of ports required depends on the
application and the facilities it uses. Typically, this is the number of sessions the
application uses plus three or four additional ports. If an application is having difficulty
making connections, increase the number of ports in the range.
Connection pooling has an effect on how quickly a port can be reused. In JMS, connection
pooling is switched on by default and it might be several minutes before a port can be
reused. Connection errors might occur in the meantime.
For real-time connections, the local address determines which of the local network
interfaces is used for multicast connections. When specifying a local address for a realtime connection, do not include a port number. A port number is not valid for multicast and,
if specified, causes a failure at connect time.

maxBufferSize
The maximum number of received messages stored in an internal message buffer (default 1000).
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proxyHostName
The host name of the proxy server when establishing a real-time connection.
proxyPort
The port number of the proxy server when establishing a real-time connection.
SonicMQ Connection Properties
clientID
The ID assigned to GoAnywhere (client). This is used as part of the topic’s subscription ID.
brokerURL
The connection URL of the MQ broker or server. If specified, this value overrides the URL
specified in the main portion of the URL.
connectionURLs
Secondary URLs to try if the primary URL cannot be accessed.
ActiveMQ Connection Properties
clientID
The ID assigned to GoAnywhere (client). This is used as part of the topic’s subscription ID.
brokerURL
The connection URL of the MQ broker or server. If specified, this value overrides the URL
specified in the main portion of the URL.

MQ Message Filters
Message Filters provide an SQL-like syntax to only retrieve MQ messages meeting specific filter
criteria in its message header or properties. The remaining messages are left on the MQ server
and can be accessed by other applications or additional MQ Retrieve Message Tasks that
process a different sub-set of messages.
Multiple message filter strings can be grouped in parenthesis and concatenated with NOT, AND,
OR. The message filters are constructed using the following structure:
[Selector Property or Identifier] [Operator] [Literal]
EXAMPLE:

The message filter JMSPriority >=8 AND system = 'production' would only retrieve messages
who's priority was greater than or equal to 8 and had a property named system with a value of
production.

Selector Property or Identifier
The selector property or identifier (Property Name field value), are the basis for each message
filter argument. Identifiers are case-sensitive and the message header field references are limited
to: JMSDeliveryMode, JMSPriority, JMSMessageID, JMSTimestamp, JMSCorrelationID, and
JMSType.
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The JMSMessageID and the JMSCorrelationID identifiers expect an ID number as the literal
value. As literal values must start with a letter, prefix the ID numbers for these identifiers with ID:.
EXAMPLE:

JMSMessageID = 'ID:414d5120514d5f736c75656262655f50421e274d20003f02'

Operators
The following operators can be used in the filter argument:

AND

NOT

OR

BETWEEN

LIKE

IN

IS

ESCAPE

IS NULL

IS NOT NULL

+

-

*

/

=

>

>=

<

<=

<>

Literals
Literals can be any sequence of letters or numbers, starting with a letter. All literals that are not
numerical (string literal) must be enclosed in single quotes. Use a double single quote to
reference a single quote within a string (for example, 'literal''s' = literal's).

SFTP Server Internal Buffer Size
GoAnywhere MFT version 6.8.1 introduced the system property
com.linoma.sftp.server.buffer.size for controlling the internal buffer size used by the SFTP
Service. The default value for installations prior to 6.8.1 is 8192 (8KB). The default value for
installations of 6.8.1 and later is 1048567 (1MB). Increasing this setting beyond 1MB is only
recommended for installations where the backing file system has latency, like a network share or
other remote file system. Be aware that adjusting this value can impact overall memory usage.

Copy Task Buffer Size
GoAnywhere MFT version 6.7.1 and GoAnywhere Agents 1.5.1 changed the Copy task buffer
size default from 16384 (16KB) to 1048567 (1MB). If you've updated GoAnywhere or an Agent
from previous versions, the system properties file com.linoma.task.copy.buffer.size property
was added and set to 16384 to avoid memory issues following the upgrade. You can increase the
value of this property to improve performance when copying to or from locations with latency.
Deleting the property will set the buffer size to the new default (1MB). Be aware that adjusting this
value can impact overall memory usage.
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RabbitMQ Connection Example
The example below details how to configure a RabbitMQ server connection with GoAnywhere
MFT.

RabbitMQ Libraries
RabbitMQ can be set up in GoAnywhere using a JNDI (JMS Standard) connection type. The
following libraries are required.
FSContext Library
RabbitMQ is not a JMS provider and cannot be directly loaded like other MQ servers that act as a
JMS provider. In this example, an FSContext library is used to load the context bindings from a
configuration file on the file system. This library is available through the Maven repository. For this
example, we will use FSContext version 4.4.2.
AMQP Client Library
Libraries for working with RabbitMQ can be found on the RabbitMQ website. You will need to
download the appropriate amqp-client JAR file based on the requirements of your version of
RabbitMQ and the version of Java being used to run GoAnywhere MFT.
RabbitMQ JMS Client Library
GoAnywhere MFT will communicate with the RabbitMQ server using standard JMS and will
require the JMS client provided by RabbitMQ.

Installation of JAR Files in GoAnywhere MFT
The MQ libraries noted above will need to be installed in GoAnywhere MFT. If GoAnywhere MFT
is running in a multi-node cluster, then these libraries will need to be installed in each node
belonging to the cluster, and each node of GoAnywhere MFT must be restarted after installing
these libraries.
Copy the jar files to [installdirectory]/userdata/lib, where [installdirectory] is the installation
directory of GoAnywhere MFT.
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Bindings File
The binding file is the registry of objects required by JMS to dynamically load the appropriate
object required to connect to the MQ server. The FSContext library requires these bindings to be
configured in a ‘.bindings’ file in a specific directory.
In this example, we create a folder called mq-bindings in the [installdirectory]/userdata folder:

Next, we create a .bindings file in that folder:
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Below is an example of a [installdirectory]/userdata/mq-bindings/.bindings file.
ConnectionFactory/ClassName=javax.jms.ConnectionFactory
ConnectionFactory/FactoryName=com.rabbitmq.jms.admin.RMQObjectFacto
ry
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/0/Content=jms/ConnectionFactory
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/0/Type=name
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/0/Encoding=String
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/1/Content=javax.jms.ConnectionFactory
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/1/Type=type
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/1/Encoding=String
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/2/Content=com.rabbitmq.jms.admin.RMQObjec
tFactory
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/2/Type=factory
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/2/Encoding=String
# Change this line accordingly if the broker is not at localhost
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/3/Content=10.1.1.232
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/3/Type=host
ConnectionFactory/RefAddr/3/Encoding=String
# HELLO Queue
HELLO/ClassName=javax.jms.Queue
HELLO/FactoryName=com.rabbitmq.jms.admin.RMQObjectFactory
HELLO/RefAddr/0/Content=jms/Queue
HELLO/RefAddr/0/Type=name
HELLO/RefAddr/0/Encoding=String
HELLO/RefAddr/1/Content=javax.jms.Queue
HELLO/RefAddr/1/Type=type
HELLO/RefAddr/1/Encoding=String
HELLO/RefAddr/2/Content=com.rabbitmq.jms.admin.RMQObjectFactory
HELLO/RefAddr/2/Type=factory
HELLO/RefAddr/2/Encoding=String
HELLO/RefAddr/3/Content=HELLO
HELLO/RefAddr/3/Type=destinationName
HELLO/RefAddr/3/Encoding=String
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Enable the Required RabbitMQ Plugin
The rabbit_jms_topic_exchange plugin must be enabled for communication to work properly.
This is done by running the command 'rabbitmq-plugins enable rabbitmq_jms_topic_
exchange' on the server where RabbitMQ is installed. The rabbitmq-plugins script is typically
located in the [rabbitmq_install_dir]/sbin folder.

Configure the GoAnywhere MFT Resource
Once the libraries are installed, the binding file is created/configured, and GoAnywhere MFT is
restarted, log in to the Administration console and configure the Resource in GoAnywhere MFT
as follows:

Test the MQ Resource
Once the MQ Resource is configured, click Test. You should see results similar to those pictured
below. This indicates a successful test with the RabbitMQ server. Depending on the current state
of your RabbitMQ server, further configuration adjustments may be required.
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Wildcards and Regular Expressions
Both wildcard and regular expression patterns operate by matching and grouping sections of a
given string.

Wildcards
Wildcard patterns support two special matching characters, * and ?.
Characters
* - Zero or more characters
? - single character
Wildcard patterns may be used to search and replace characters. Each matched wildcard
character will create a regular expression group that can be accessed in the replacement pattern
by using the same wildcard character.

String

Search
Pattern

Replace New Value
Pattern

abc.txt

*.txt

*.csv

abc.csv

abc.txt

???.*

??b.*

abb.txt

abc.txt

*.*

*201001
01.*

abc2010010
1.txt

abc2008052
3.txt

*??????
??.*

*.*

abc.txt

Regular Expressions
Regular expressions, commonly referred to as regex patterns, can be used to search for and
replace sets of characters in a given string of files. GoAnywhere supports the regex patterns
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available to the java.util.regex class. More information can be found in the Oracle Java
Documentation. Oracle also provides Regular Expression tutorials that explain each construct
with examples.
Summary of regular-expression constructs:

Construct

Matches

Characters
x

The character x

\\

The backslash character

\0n

The character with octal value 0n (0 <= n <=
7)

\0nn

The character with octal value 0nn (0 <= n <=
7)

\0mnn

The character with octal value 0mnn (0 <= m
<= 3, 0 <= n <= 7)

\xhh

The character with hexadecimal value 0xhh

\uhhhh

The character with Unicode value hhhh

\t

The tab character ( '\u0009')

\n

The newline (line feed) character ( '\u000A')

\r

The carriage-return character ( '\u000D')

\f

The form-feed character ( '\u000C')

\a

The alert (bell) character ( '\u0007')

\e

The escape character ( '\u001B')

\cx

The control character corresponding to x

Character Classes
[abc]

a, b, or c (simple class)

[^abc]

Any character except a, b, or c (negation)

[a-zA-Z]

a through z or A through Z, inclusive (range)

[a-d[m-p]]

a through d, or m through p: [a-dm-p] (union)

[a-z&&[def]]

d, e, or f (intersection)

[a-z&&[^bc]]

a through z, except for b and c: [ad-z]
(subtraction)
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Construct

Matches

[a-z&&[^m-p]]

a through z, and not m through p: [a-lq-z]
(subtraction)

Predefined Character Classes
.

Any character (may or may not match line
terminators)

\d

A digit: [0-9]

\D

A non-digit: [^0-9]

\s

A whitespace character: [ \t\n\x0B\f\r]

\S

A non-whitespace character: [^\s]

\w

A word character: [a-zA-Z_0-9]

\W

A non-word character: [^\w]

Boundary Catchers
^

The beginning of a line

$

The end of a line

/b

A word boundary

/B

A non-word boundary

/A

The beginning of the input

/G

The end of the previous match

/Z

The end of the input but for the final
terminator, if any

/z

The end of the input

Back References
$n

Where n is the nth captured group

Quotation
\

Nothing, but quotes the following character

\Q

Nothing, but quotes all characters until \E

\E

Nothing, but ends quoting started by \Q

Example
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Construct

Matches

String

Search Pattern

Replace Pattern New Value

abc.txt

(.*)\.txt

$1.csv

abc.csv

abc.txt

(.*)(.)\.(.*)

$1x.$3

abx.txt

abc.txt

(.*)\.(.*) $120150101.$2 $120150101.$2

abc20150101.txt

abc20150101.txt

(.*)\d{8}\.(.*)

abc.txt

$1.$2

Backslashes, Escapes, and Quoting
The backslash character ( '\') serves to introduce escaped constructs, as defined in the table
above, as well as to quote characters that otherwise would be interpreted as unescaped
constructs. Thus the expression \\ matches a single backslash and \{ matches a left brace.
It is an error to use a backslash prior to any alphabetic character that does not denote an
escaped construct; these are reserved for future extensions to the regular-expression language.
A backslash may be used prior to a non-alphabetic character regardless of whether that
character is part of an unescaped construct.
Character Classes
Character classes may appear within other character classes, and may be composed by the
union operator (implicit) and the intersection operator (&&). The union operator denotes a class
that contains every character that is in at least one of its operand classes. The intersection
operator denotes a class that contains every character that is in both of its operand classes.
The precedence of character-class operators is as follows, from highest to lowest:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Literal escape \x
Grouping [...]
Range a-z
Union [a-e][i-u]
Intersection [a-z&&[aeiou]]

NOTE:

A different set of metacharacters are in effect inside a character class than outside a
character class. For instance, the regular expression . loses its special meaning inside a
character class, while the expression - becomes a range forming metacharacter.

Line terminators
A line terminator is a one or two-character sequence that marks the end of a line of the input
character sequence. The following are recognized as line terminators:
l
l
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l
l
l
l

A standalone carriage-return character ( '\r'),
A next-line character ( '\u0085'),
A line-separator character ( '\u2028'), or
A paragraph-separator character ( '\u2029).

The regular expression . matches any character except a line terminator.
The regular expressions ^ and $ ignore line terminators and only match at the beginning and the
end, respectively, of the entire input sequence.
Groups and capturing
Capturing groups are numbered by counting their opening parentheses from left to right. In the
expression ((A)(B(C))), for example, there are four such groups:
l
l
l
l

((A)(B(C)))
(A)
(B(C))
(C)

Group zero always stands for the entire expression.
Capturing groups are so named because, during a match, each subsequence of the input
sequence that matches such a group is saved. The captured subsequence may be used later in
the expression, via a back reference, and may also be retrieved from the matcher once the match
operation is complete.
The captured input associated with a group is always the subsequence that the group most
recently matched. If a group is evaluated a second time because of quantification then its
previously-captured value, if any, will be retained if the second evaluation fails. Matching the
string "aba" against the expression (a(b)?)+, for example, leaves group two set to "b". All captured
input is discarded at the beginning of each match.
Groups beginning with (? are pure, non-capturing groups that do not capture text and do not count
towards the group total.
Unicode support
This class is in conformance with Level 1 of Unicode Technical Standard #18 and RL2.1
Canonical Equivalents.
Unicode escape sequences such as \u2014 in Java source code are processed as described in
§3.3 of the Java Language Specification. Such escape sequences are also implemented directly
by the regular-expression parser so that Unicode escapes can be used in expressions that are
read from files or from the keyboard. Thus the strings "\u2014" and "\\u2014", while not equal,
compile into the same pattern, which matches the character with hexadecimal value 0x2014.
Unicode blocks and categories are written with the \p and \P constructs as in Perl. \p{prop}
matches if the input has the property prop, while \P{ prop} does not match if the input has that
property. Blocks are specified with the prefix In, as in InMongolian. Categories may be specified
with the optional prefix Is: Both \p{L} and \p{IsL} denote the category of Unicode letters. Blocks
and categories can be used both inside and outside of a character class
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TIP:

For a more precise description of the behavior of regular expression constructs, please see
Mastering Regular Expressions, 3rd Edition, Jeffrey E. F. Friedl, O'Reilly and Associates,
2006.

FTP & FTPS FAQs
In this section, we have listed answers to common questions for GoAnywhere FTP and FTPS
(FTP/S) transfers.
Connection fails
There are two modes in FTP/S communications: Active and Passive.
In Active mode, the FTP/S server will attempt to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere
FTP/S client in order perform the data transfer. The challenge with Active mode is that your
firewall may block the FTP/S server from trying to open a port back into your network.
In Passive mode, the FTP/S server does not need to connect back to a port on the GoAnywhere
FTP/S client, which is a more firewall-friendly mode. Therefore, if you have problems with
connecting to the FTP/S server, you may want to change the mode on the FTP server and
FTPS server resources to Passive.
Connection times out
A FTP/S server may not respond on the first connection attempt. This may be due to a slow
network or perhaps the FTP/S server is overloaded with other requests at the time. In order to
solve this challenge, you can use a combination of the Timeout, Connection Retry Attempts and
Connection Retry Interval settings for the FTP/S server resource.
For instance, if you want GoAnywhere to wait up to 180 seconds for a FTP/S server to respond,
then specify 180 for the Timeout setting on the FTP/S server resource. The Connections Retry
Attempts and Connection Retry Interval settings can additionally be specified to have
GoAnywhere continue to retry the FTP/S connection up to a certain limit.
Cannot retrieve (get) files
When a FTP/S directory listing (DIR) command is sent to a FTP/S server, most FTP/S servers
will return the listing in a Unix-style format. However, some Windows-based FTP/S servers may
return the listing in a Windows-style format. If you experience problems with retrieving files from a
Windows-based FTP/S server, you may want to change the List Parser to "Windows" on the
FTP/S server resource.
ASCII and Binary Modes
When GoAnywhere initiates a FTP/S file transfer, it will use the file extension or content type of
the file to determine the correct upload mode, which could be ASCII or Binary. In ASCII mode,
the file is transferred as if it only contains ASCII formatted text. The server sending the file will
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convert all line feed characters (\n) to carriage return line feeds (\r\n\). The receiving server will
then convert all carriage line feeds into the format that is specified for the receiving server's
operating system. The following table illustrates the line feed and carriage line feed conversion
that occurs in ASCII Mode:

Transfer Systems

Source File
EOL
Characters

Destination
File EOL
Characters

Result

Linux to Linux

\n

\n

No
difference

Linux to Linux

\r\n

\n

EOL
characters
changed to
\n

Linux to Windows

\n

\r\n

EOL
characters
changed to
\r\n

Linux to Windows

\r\n

\r\n

No
difference

Windows to Linux

\n

\n

No
difference

Windows to Linux

\r\n

\n

EOL
characters
changed to
\n

Windows to Windows

\n

\r\n

EOL
characters
changed to
\r\n

Windows to Windows

\r\n

\r\n

No
difference

In Binary mode, the FTP/S transfer is sent as raw bytes and the file is received in its exact original
form.
In most cases the default transfer mode set on the Data Type field of the Get, Put, and Append
elements of the FTP and FTPS tasks will automatically determine the optimum transfer mode. If
files are being transferred in ASCII mode and shouldn't be, you may need to specify Binary as the
data type.
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Supported File Encodings
The following table lists file encodings supported by GoAnywhere. Support for encodings may
vary depending on the version of JVM installed and which region the host machine is marked as
residing in.

Name

Alias or Alisases

Description

CESU-8

CESU8 csCESU-8

Unicode CESU-8

IBM00858

cp858 858 PC-Multilingual-850+euro cp00858
ccsid00858

Variant of Cp850
with Euro
character

IBM437

ibm437 437 ibm-437 cspc8codepage437
cp437 windows-437

MS-DOS United
States, Australia,
New Zealand,
South Africa

IBM775

ibm-775 ibm775 775 cp775

PC Baltic

IBM850

cp850 cspc850multilingual ibm850 850 ibm850

MS-DOS Latin-1

IBM852

csPCp852 ibm-852 ibm852 852 cp852

MS-DOS Latin-2

IBM855

ibm855 855 ibm-855 cp855 cspcp855

IBM Cyrillic

IBM857

ibm857 857 cp857 csIBM857 ibm-857

IBM Turkish

IBM862

csIBM862 cp862 ibm862 862
cspc862latinhebrew ibm-862

PC Hebrew

IBM866

ibm866 866 ibm-866 csIBM866 cp866

MS-DOS
Russian

ISO-8859-1

819 ISO8859-1 l1 ISO_8859-1:1987 ISO_
8859-1 8859_1 iso-ir-100 latin1 cp819
ISO8859_1 IBM819 ISO_8859_1 IBM-819
csISOLatin1

ISO-8859-1,
Latin Alphabet
No. 1

ISO-8859-2

ISO8859-2 ibm912 l2 ISO_8859-2 8859_2
cp912 ISO_8859-2:1987 iso8859_2 iso-ir-101
latin2 912 csISOLatin2 ibm-912

Latin Alphabet
No. 2

ISO-8859-4

8859_4 latin4 l4 cp914 ISO_8859-4:1988
ibm914 ISO_8859-4 iso-ir-110 iso8859_4
csISOLatin4 iso8859-4 914 ibm-914

Latin Alphabet
No. 4
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ISO-8859-5

ISO_8859-5:1988 csISOLatinCyrillic iso-ir-144
iso8859_5 cp915 8859_5 ibm-915 ISO_8859-5
ibm915 915 cyrillic ISO8859-5

ISO-8859-7

greek 8859_7 greek8 ibm813 ISO_8859-7
Latin/Greek
iso8859_7 ELOT_928 cp813 ISO_8859-7:1987 Alphabet (ISOsun_eu_greek csISOLatinGreek iso-ir-126 813 8859-7:2003)
iso8859-7 ECMA-118 ibm-813

ISO-8859-9

ibm-920 ISO_8859-9 8859_9 ISO_88599:1989 ibm920 latin5 l5 iso8859_9 cp920 920
iso-ir-148 ISO8859-9 csISOLatin5

Latin Alphabet
No. 5

ISO-8859-13

iso_8859-13 ISO8859-13 iso8859_13 8859_13

Latin Alphabet
No. 7

ISO-8859-15

ISO8859-15 LATIN0 ISO8859_15_FDIS
ISO8859_15 cp923 8859_15 L9 ISO-8859-15
IBM923 csISOlatin9 ISO_8859-15 IBM-923
csISOlatin0 923 LATIN9

Latin Alphabet
No. 9

KOI8-R

koi8_r koi8 cskoi8r

KOI8-R, Russian

KOI8-U

koi8_u

KOI8-U,
Ukrainian

US-ASCII

ANSI_X3.4-1968 cp367 csASCII iso-ir-6 ASCII
iso_646.irv:1983 ANSI_X3.4-1986 ascii7
default ISO_646.irv:1991 ISO646-US IBM367
646 us

American
Standard Code
for Information
Interchange

UTF-8

unicode-1-1-utf-8 UTF8

Eight-bit Unicode
(or UCS)
Transformation
Format

UTF-16

UTF_16 unicode utf16 UnicodeBig

Sixteen-bit
Unicode (or
UCS)
Transformation
Format, byte
order identified
by an optional
byte-order mark
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UTF-16BE

X-UTF-16BE UTF_16BE ISO-10646-UCS-2
UnicodeBigUnmarked

Sixteen-bit
Unicode (or
UCS)
Transformation
Format, bigendian byte
order

UTF-16LE

UnicodeLittleUnmarked UTF_16LE X-UTF16LE

Sixteen-bit
Unicode (or
UCS)
Transformation
Format, littleendian byte
order

UTF-32

UTF_32 UTF32

32-bit Unicode
(or UCS)
Transformation
Format, byte
order identified
by an optional
byte-order mark

UTF-32BE

X-UTF-32BE UTF_32BE

32-bit Unicode
(or UCS)
Transformation
Format, bigendian byte
order

UTF-32LE

X-UTF-32LE UTF_32LE

32-bit Unicode
(or UCS)
Transformation
Format, littleendian byte
order

x-UTF-32BEBOM

UTF_32BE_BOM UTF-32BE-BOM

32-bit Unicode
(or UCS)
Transformation
Format, bigendian byte
order, with byteorder mark
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x-UTF-32LEBOM

UTF_32LE_BOM UTF-32LE-BOM

32-bit Unicode
(or UCS)
Transformation
Format, littleendian byte
order, with byteorder mark

windows-1250

cp1250 cp5346

Windows
Eastern
European

windows-1251

cp5347 ansi-1251 cp1251

Windows Cyrillic

windows-1252

cp5348 cp1252

Windows Latin-1

windows-1253

cp1253 cp5349

Windows Greek

windows-1254

cp1254 cp5350

Windows Turkish

windows-1257

cp1257 cp5353

Windows Baltic

x-IBM737

cp737 ibm737 737 ibm-737

PC Greek

x-IBM874

ibm-874 ibm874 874 cp874

IBM Thai

x-UTF-16LEBOM

UnicodeLittle

Sixteen-bit
Unicode (or
UCS)
Transformation
Format, littleendian byte
order, with byteorder mark

Section 508 Compliance
The GoAnywhere MFT Web Client is compliant with the Rehabilitation Act Section 508:
Standards for Electronic and Information Technology. The following is a list of those standards:
E205.4 Accessibility Standard
The GoAnywhere Web Client conforms to Level A and Level AA Success Criteria and
Conformance Requirements of the Web Content Accessibility 2.0 Guidelines.
402.2 Speech-Output Enabled
The GoAnywhere Web Client is speech-output enabled for full and independent use by
individuals with vision impairments.
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402.4 Characters on Display Screens
The characters used in the GoAnywhere Web Client are sans serif font and meet 508 height and
contrast requirements.
405.1 General
The same degree of privacy of input and output is provided to all GoAnywhere Web Client users.
407.3 Input Controls
At least one input control conforming to 407.3 is supported for each function in the GoAnywhere
Web Client:
o

o

o

407.3.1 - Input controls that are operable by touch and tactilely discernible without
activation.
407.3.2 - Individual alphabetic keys arranged in a QWERTY-based keyboard layout where
the “F” and “J” keys are tactilely distinct from the other keys.
407.3.3 - Numeric keys arranged in a 12-key ascending or descending keypad layout with
the number five key tactilely distinct from the other keys.

407.4 Key Repeat
The GoAnywhere Web Client supports keyboards with key repeat provided, where the delay
before the key repeat feature is activated is fixed at, or adjustable to, a 2 seconds minimum.
407.5 Timed Response
The GoAnywhere Web Client does not require timed responses for the use of any feature.
408.2 Visibility
N/A (The GoAnywhere Web Client is not a stationary information and communication technology
on display).
408.3 Flashing
The GoAnywhere Web Client does not use flashing images.
409.1 General
All GoAnywhere Web Client status indicators are discernible visually and detectable by screen
readers.
410.1 General
Color coding is not used as the only means of conveying information, indicating an action,
prompting a response, or distinguishing a visual element. All images, icons, and other visual
elements with the GoAnywhere Web Client contain screen tips and alternate text.
502.2 Documented Accessibility Features
Software with platform features defined in platform documentation as accessibility features shall
conform to 502.2.
502.3.1 Object Information
GoAnywhere Web Client interface object roles, states, properties, boundaries, names, and
descriptions are programmatically determinable.
502.3.2 Modification of Object Information
All states and properties that can be set by the user in the GoAnywhere Web Client are capable
of being set programmatically, including through assistive technology.
502.3.3 Row, Column, and Headers
Objects in data tables, the occupied rows and columns, and any headers associated with those
rows or columns, are programmatically determinable in the GoAnywhere Web Client.
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502.3.5 Modification of Values
All values that can be set by the user in the GoAnywhere Web Client are capable of being set
programmatically, including through assistive technology.
502.3.6 Label Relationships
All GoAnywhere Web client labeled components and component labels are programmatically
determinable.
502.3.7 Hierarchical Relationships
All GoAnywhere Web Client drop-down menus, context menus, tabs, and other component
containers are programmatically determinable.
502.3.8 Text
Text objects, text attributes, and text contained within boundaries of the GoAnywhere Web Client
are programmatically determinable.
502.3.9 Modification of Text
All text that can be set by the user in the GoAnywhere Web Client is capable of being set
programmatically, including through assistive technology.
502.3.10 List of Actions
All actions within the GoAnywhere Web Client that can be executed on an object are
programmatically determinable.
502.3.11 Actions on Objects
All object within the GoAnywhere Web Client interface support assistive technology for
programmatically executing available object actions.
502.3.12 Focus Cursor
The GoAnywhere Web Client supports a visual focus indicator for text insertion points and
selection attributes of user interface components.
502.3.14 Event Notification
All GoAnywhere Web Client notifications for Files, Forms, GoDrive, and Secure Mail are available
to assistive technology.
502.4 Sequential Keystrokes
The GoAnywhere Web Client supports the sequential entry of multiple keystrokes.

Glossary
A

AES
AES is the abbreviation for Advanced Encryption Standard. AES utilizes
symmetric key cryptology. It provides strong encryption and is approved by the
U.S. Government for protecting sensitive information. See
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips197/fips-197.pdf for more information on
the AES encryption standard.
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AS2
Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) is a method used to securely send files over the
internet. It supports encryption, signatures, compression and the use of receipts
for delivery confirmation.

AS3
Applicability Statement 3 (AS3) is a method used to securely send and receive
files over the internet. It supports encryption, signatures, compression and the
use of receipts for delivery confirmation.

Asymmetric
A key system that utilizes two keys. One to encrypt and another to decrypt.

Asymmetric Cryptology
A form of cryptology that implements Key Pairs, in which the Public key portion of
the Key Pair is used to encrypt information and the Private key portion is used to
decrypt information. Otherwise known as Public Key Cryptology. SSH and SSL
implement Asymmetric Cryptology.

Authentication
A mechanism to positively identify users by requesting credentials, such as a
password or digital signature.
B

BCC
Blind carbon copy allows the recipient of a message to be hidden from all other
recipients.

BCKFS
Bouncy Castle FIPS Key Store Format.
C

CC
Carbon copy allows additional recipients to be sent a copy of the message.

Certificate
Certificates are digital identification documents that allow both servers and clients
to authenticate each other. A certificate contains information about a company
and the organization that signed the certificate (such as Verisign). Certificates are
used within SSL connections. See definition of SSL.
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Certificate Authority (CA)
A trusted organization that issues signed certificates. Examples of Certificate
Authorities are Verisign, Entrust and Equifax.

CIDR
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) is a methodology of allocating IP
addresses and routing Internet Protocol packets.

Cipher
A mathematical process (algorithm) used to scramble (encrypt) data.

Cryptology
The art and science of keeping data secret.

CSV
A Comma separated values (CSV) file is a computer data file used for storage of
data structured in a table form. Each line in the CSV file corresponds to a row in
the table. Within a line, fields are separated by commas, each field belonging to
one table column.
D

Decryption
The process of converting encrypted code into understandable information.

Diffie-Hellman/DSS
A standard algorithm used for encrypting information and encoding digital
signatures. DSS is an abbreviation for Digital Signature Standard.

Digital Signature
An electronic signature which is encoded into a document using the sender’s
Private key. This signature can be authenticated by the recipient using the
sender’s Public key. An authenticated signature will ensure the original content of
the document has not been altered by an unauthorized party.

DSA
Abbreviation for Digital Signature Algorithm. DSA is one of the allowable
algorithms for creating keys.
E

ECDSA
Abbreviation for Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm. ECDSA is related to
DSA and uses ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography).
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Element
Elements are used to define the Email Server.

Encryption
The process of converting information into unintelligible code.
F

Fingerprint
The fingerprint is a unique hash value generated by the software for the key. You
can verify the authentication of a key by reading the fingerprint (generally over the
phone) back to the owner of the key.

FTP
A communications protocol governing the transfer of files from one computer to
another over a network.

FTPS
FTPS utilizes the SSL security protocol standard for encrypting data over FTP
connections. See the definition for SSL.
H

Hash Function
An algorithm for calculating a value based on a block of data. If the data changes
in any way, then the hash values will not match when it is recalculated. A hash will
protect the integrity of data.

HTTP
Hypertext Transfer Protocol. The communications protocol on which the Web is
based. HTTP sets rules for how information is passed between the server and the
browser software.

HTTPS
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure. HTTPS users a SSL/TLS layer to add
encryption to the data transport over standard HTTP.
I

ICAP
Internet Content Adaptation Protocol
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Icon
A picture or symbol that represents an object, task, command, or choice users can
select by pointing and clicking with a mouse.

ISO format
The ISO format for a date is yyyy-MM-dd. The ISO format for a time is HH:mm:ss.
The ISO format for a timestamp is yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.
J

JCE Service Provider
A vendor that provides JCE (Java Cryptology Extensions). Example providers of
JCEs are IBM and Sun. A JCE is a framework and implementation for encryption,
key generation and key agreement, and Message Authentication Code (MAC)
algorithms.

JDBC drivers
A JDBC driver is a software component that enables a Java application to interact
with a database.

JKS
JKS (Java Key Store) is Java's standard file format for storing certificates and
keys.

JSON
Java Script Object Notation
K

Key
The information needed to encrypt or decrypt data.

Key Alias/Key ID
A unique name assigned to a key in a Keyring or Key Store.

Key Pair
A combination of a Private key and its corresponding Public key. Key Pairs are
used within Asymmetric Cryptology systems, such as SSH and SSL.

Key Store
A binary file which holds one or more keys. A Key Store is useful for keeping keys
organized into one location. Also known as Keyring.
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M

MDN
Message Disposition Notification - A return receipt format for electronic
messages.

MMS
Multimedia Messaging Service

MTOM
Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism
N

Non-Repudiation
Creating a proof of the origin or delivery of data, thus preventing the recipient
from falsely denying that data has been received and preventing the sender from
falsely asserting that data has been sent.

NTLM
NT LAN Manager is a suite of Microsoft security protocols that provides
authentication, integrity, and confidentiality.
O

OpenPGP
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a data encryption and decryption computer
program that provides cryptographic privacy and authentication for data
communication. PGP is often used for signing, encrypting, and decrypting texts,
e-mails, files, directories, and whole disk partitions and to increase the security of
e-mail communications.
P

PKCS12
An internet standard file format commonly used to store private keys with
accompanying public key certificates.

Private Key
The portion of a Key Pair which is used by the owner to decrypt information and to
encode digital signatures. The Private key, typically protected by a password,
should be kept secret by the owner and NOT shared with trading partners. Also
known as a Secret Key.
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Project
Projects are used to describe the work for GoAnywhere to perform. For instance,
a Project definition can indicate from where to retrieve data, what processes to
perform on the data (e.g. convert to Excel, Zip, encrypt) and where to distribute
the output. A Project can be made up of one or more Modules, Tasks and
Elements.

Public Key
The portion of the Key Pair which is used to encrypt information bound for its
owner and to verify signatures made by its owner. The owner’s Public key should
be shared with its trading partners.

Public Key Cryptology
The alternative name for Asymmetric Cryptology.

Public Keyring
A type of Keyring which contains Public keys.
R

REST
Representational State Transfer

RSA
An algorithm used for encrypting information, which was authored by Ron Rivest,
Adi Shamir and Len Adleman at MIT; the letters RSA are the initials of their
surnames.

Run Priority
The Run Priority indicates how much attention (CPU) the Job will receive from
GoAnywhere when it executes. The run priority is a value from 1 to 10, in which
jobs with a higher run priority will receive more attention than jobs with a lower run
priority. For instance a job with a run priority of 6 will receive more attention than a
job with a run priority of 5.
S

SAML
Security Assertion Markup Language is an XML-based open standard data format
for exchanging authentication and authorization between parties.

Secret Key
The alternative name for Private key.
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Secret Keyring
A type of Keyring that contains Private keys. This type of Keyring should be kept
private and NOT be shared with trading partners.

Self-Signed Certificate
A certificate that is signed by its own creator. That is, the person that created the
certificate also signed off on its legitimacy.

SFTP
SFTP utilizes the SSH program for encrypting data over FTP connections. See
the definition for SSH.

Signing
The process of encoding an electronic signature into a document using the
sender’s Private key. This signature can be authenticated by the recipient using
the sender’s Public key. An authenticated signature will ensure the original
content of the document has not been altered by an unauthorized party.

SMS
Short Message Service

SMTP
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is an Internet standard for electronic mail
(e-mail) transmission across Internet Protocol (IP) networks.

SOAP
Simple Object Access Protocol

SSH
SSH is an abbreviation for Secure Shell. SSH is both a computer program and an
associated network protocol designed for encrypting communications between
two untrusted hosts over a network. It utilizes Public keys to provide asymmetric
cryptology.

SSL
SSL is an abbreviation for Secure Sockets Layer. SSL is a security protocol for
encrypting communications between two hosts over a network. SSL utilizes
certificates to establish trust between the two hosts. SSL can be used over
several network protocols, including FTP, HTTP and Email.

SSO
Single Sign On

Symmetric
A key system that utilizes a single key to encrypt and decrypt.
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Symmetric Cryptology
A form of cryptology in which a single key can be used to encrypt and decrypt
data. The key must be kept secret or the security is compromised. Also known as
Secret key cryptology. ZIP password protection and AES encryption are both
forms of Symmetric Cryptology.
U

UDP
User Datagram Protocol - a protocol used to establish low-latency and losstolerating connections between applications on the internet.

URL
Uniform Resource Locator. An Internet address, as well as a standard method of
naming files on the Web. A URL begins with a protocol name (such as http),
followed by a colon and two forward slashes(//). Next comes the name of the
internet server on which the file is stored, followed by directories that hold the file,
separated by forward slashes(/). The filename comes last, as shown in the
following example: http://www.mycompany.com/whatsnew.htm
V

Variable
A variable is an element that acts as a reference to a particular value (used within
a Project).

Verification
The process of authenticating a digital signature that is embedded in a message
or file. Verification is performed with the sender’s Public key. An authenticated
(verified) signature will ensure the original content of the document has not been
altered by an unauthorized party.
W

WSDL
Web Service Definition Language
X

XML
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification for
creating custom markup languages. It is classified as an extensible language,
because it allows the User to define the mark-up elements. XML's purpose is to
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aid information systems in sharing structured data, especially via the Internet, to
encode documents, and to serialize data.

Troubleshooting Guide
This Troubleshooting Guide is intended to provide guidance to users of GoAnywhere beyond the
setup, configuration, and use-case examples found in the GoAnywhere MFT User Guide. This
guide includes common errors users face when using GoAnywhere and includes 'How-to' articles
on topics such as performing thread dumps, submitting enhancement requests, and changing
Java Virtual Machines.
This Troubleshooting Guide is a great place to start to find an answer to common issues. If you
do not find an answer in the common issues or 'How-to' articles listed in this guide, direct your
search to our online support forum at www.GoAnywhere.com/forum, or join the community of
GoAnywhere users at https://insiders.goanywhere.com.
If you need additional help or training, contact GoAnywhere Support by email or phone.
Support: goanywhere.support@helpsystems.com
Sales: goanywhere.sales@helpsystems.com
Toll-free: +1 (800) 949-4696
Outside USA: +1 (402) 944-4242

Common Errors
AWS S3 Bucket Connection Fails 403
Forbidden
Error Message
403 Forbidden
Description of Error
The two most common reasons this error happens:
1. The version of GoAnywhere that you are using is a version prior to 5.3.3. In version 5.3.3,
GoAnywhere upgraded the AWS API from version 1.1 to 1.11.
2. The permissions on the AWS S3 bucket do not allow for the user to access the contents of
the bucket. This means that the test will verify the bucket exists and connect to the bucket,
but will fail to list the contents of the bucket.
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How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception for the first reason previously listed, upgrade your version of
GoAnywhere to 5.3.3 or later.
To resolve this exception for the second reason previously listed, give the user the
AmzonS3FullAccess permissions and retest the resource.

bad_certificate
Error Message
fatal alert: bad_certificate
Description of Error
This error happens because the private key alias needs to be defined in the Client Certificate Key
Store of the SSL-based Resource.
For example, a client has their partner's FTPS certificates in their Trusted Key Store, but they
receive the fatal alert: bad_certificate.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, navigate to the Resource page and edit the Resource. Define the Key
Name located in the Client Certificate Key Store section of the Certificates tab .

Cannot Assign Requested Address
Error Message
Cannot assign requested address: JVM_Bind
Description of Error
This error happens when the IP configuration for GoAnywhere is not configured correctly, or the
address on the NIC is not available.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, check the HOST table to see if you are pointing the localhost address to
an IP address other than the IP address of the server that GoAnywhere is installed on. Also,
confirm that the IP address configured for GoAnywhere is valid. The Host table is located in
C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc\hosts.

Cannot Create Signature: No Such Algorithm:
MD5withDSA for Provider BC
Error Message
cannot create signature: no such algorithm: MD5withDSA for provider BC
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Description of Error
This error happens because there is no method built into the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to do
MD5 hashing of a file using a DSA key. By default, Java does not provide a method to do MD5
hashing of a file using a DSA key.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, switch from using a DSA (Diffie Hellman/DSS) key to using an
RSA key when selecting a secret key to sign the encrypted file on the PGP Encrypt Task. After
selecting the new RSA key, the error will no longer show because there is a method built into the
JVM to hash files using the MD5 algorithm with an RSA key.

Client was not Authenticated to Send
Anonymous Mail during MAIL FROM
Error Message
Client was not authenticated to send anonymous mail during MAIL FROM
Description of Error
This error happens when using Office 365 as a mail relay, the SMTP resource and the Global
Settings > SMTP Settings connect to the relay server differently and require different parameters.
Even if the test on the Global SMTP Settings page works, it may not work when a Scheduler uses
those settings.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, use the MX endpoint for the Office 365 account that is being used on
the Global SMTP in the Host field setting and use port 25 to connect to that host. According to
Microsoft, SSL/TLS is supported with port 25 in this configuration. That will allow outbound
messages from GoAnywhere when trying to send when using the Scheduler.

Communications Link Failure
Error Message
Communications Link Failure. The last packet successfully received from the server was XX
milliseconds ago. The last packet sent successfully to the server was 0 milliseconds ago
Description of Error
This 'Communications Link Failure' error happens when GoAnywhere uses a stale connection in
the database connection pool. It would be best to have the database pool clean up stale
connections, but a JDBC client (GoAnywhere) has a validate option that can be performed when
it connects to the database server.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, add the validation option that can be performed when connecting to
the database server by modifying the [installdirectory]/config/database.xml file for the
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GoAnywhere instance that connects to the MySQL server.
1. Modify the config file to reflect these entry keys:
<entry key="validationQuery">SELECT 1</entry>
<entry key="testOnBorrow">true</entry>
2. Save the config file and restart GoAnywhere.
NOTE:

If the logs that contain the 'Communications Link Failure' error contain the line
'Caused by:
com.mysqul.jdbc.exceptions.jdbc4.MySQLNonTransientConnectionException: Could not
create connection to database server. Attempted reconnect 3 times. Giving up', the entry
keys have more than likely been implemented and a lost connection to the database is
causing the error. Check connections to the database and consider contacting your network
engineer with your DBA to determine the cause of the interruptions.

Comparison Method Violates its General
Contract
Error Message
comparison method violates its general contract!
EXAMPLE:

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Comparison method violates its general contract!
at java.util.TimSort.mergeHi(TimSort.java:884)
at java.util.TimSort.mergeAt(TimSort.java:501)
at java.util.TimSort.mergeCollapse(TimSort.java:426)
at java.util.TimSort.sort(TimSort.java:230)
at java.util.TimSort.sort(TimSort.java:189)
at java.util.Arrays.sort(Arrays.java:867)
Description of Error
This error happens when the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) sorting algorithm used by
.util.Arrays.sort and indirectly used by .util.Collections.sort has been replaced.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, remove and add the problematic task to recompile the project with the
current Java.

Could Not Establish Trust Chain
Error Message
Could not establish trust chain. Please make sure you have the CA root certificate and any
intermediate certificates loaded in the key store and try again.
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Description of Error
This error occurs when the intermediary and root Certificate Authority (CA) certificates are not
already imported into the System Key Vault (or whichever key vault you are attempting to import
the CA reply into).
How to Resolve Error
Your Certificate Authority should have supplied you with a .pkcs7 file. This file contains the
necessary CA certificates. Import these keys into the key vault, then import the CA reply.

Could Not Find or Load Main Class
Error Message
Could not find or load main class com.linoma.goanywhere.upgrader.Startup
Description of Error
The three most common reasons this error happens:
1. The installer was downloaded rather than the upgrade file.
2. The upgrade file is corrupt.
3. The command prompt window was not run as administrator (Windows only).
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception for the first and second reasons previously listed, download the
upgrade file and place it in the upgrade directory as outlined in the Upgrade Guide. To determine
if the file is corrupt, compare the size of the file to the one in the portal.
To resolve this exception for the third reason previously listed, select the 'run as administrator'
option when running the command prompt during upgrade.

Error in SAML Consumer Service
Error Message
Error in SAML Consumer Service, received SAML response but single sign on is disabled
Description of Error
This occurs when using Identity Provider initiated authentication, and the SAML login method is
not associated to the HTTPS or Admin listener, usually because login method routing is being
used.
How to Resolve Error
Specify the SAML login method on the HTTPS or Admin listener to account for Identity Provider
initiated SAML authentication.
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Font Configuration Error
Error Message
java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException
at java.desktop/sun.font.FontManagerFactory$1.run(FontManagerFactory.java:86)
at java.base/java.security.AccessController.doPrivileged(Native Method)
at java.desktop/sun.font.FontManagerFactory.getInstance(FontManagerFactory.java:74)
at java.desktop/java.awt.Font.getFont2D(Font.java:497)
Description of Error
This error indicates that your Java Runtime Environment is not setup to configure fonts correctly.
Java has moved away from including font configurations for Linux and Solaris. These Operating
Systems must have font libraries installed, and Java must be enabled to discover and use the
fonts.
How to Resolve Error
Follow the steps below to enable Java to discover and use fonts.
1. Install Freetype and Fontconfig.
2. Install supported font packages. DejaVu is a family of fonts included in most Linux and
Solaris distributions.
If you have a desktop environment installed on your system, these packages should
already be present. Use the following commands to install the packages:
l Debian/Ubuntu/Mint: apt-get install libfreetype6 fontconfig fonts-dejavu
l RHEL/CentOS/Fedora: yum install freetype fontconfig dejavu-sans-fonts
l SLES/OpenSUSE: zypper install libfreetype6 fontconfig dejavu-fonts
l Solaris: pkg install system/library/freetype-2 and pkg install font/truetype/dejavu

Host is Wrong
Error Message
The <key type> key fingerprint <fingerprint> presented by <hostname> did not match the
provided known host key.
Description of Error
This error occurs when the Host Key configured on the SSH Resource does not match the Host
Key presented by the SSH server.
How to Resolve Error
Contact the SSH server administrator and ensure that you have been provided with correct Host
Key.
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Inviting Users is Not Allowed
Error Message
Inviting users is not allowed
Description of Error
The three most common reasons this error happens:
1. Self-Registration is not enabled.
2. The email address pattern under Self-Registration does not allow invitations to or from the
domain of the Web User who attempted to share (or invite) the folder.
3. The Send Invitations setting is not enabled.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception for the first reason previously listed, check the settings under Web User
Self-Registration and ensure the Self-Registration Allowed is checked.
To resolve this exception for the second reason previously listed, check the settings under Web
User Self-Registration and add the email address pattern to ensure the email passes the Email
Patterns filter.
To resolve this exception for the third reason previously listed, check the Web User Settings and
ensure the Send Invitations setting is enabled.

java.security.InvalidAlgorithmParameterExcepti
on
Error Message
java.security.InvalidAlgorithmParameterException: the trustAnchors parameter must be nonempty
Description of Error
This error happens because a certificate is missing or the key store is blank. The trustAnchors
parameter is a reference to the Key Management System (KMS) key vault or the Key Store that is
used when validating certificate chains for SSL connections within different resources.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, verify that all necessary root and intermediate certificates are added to
the trusted certificates location in GoAnywhere.
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No Host Provided
Error Message
The <key type> key fingerprint <fingerprint> presented by <hostname> could not be verified
against a known host because none were provided.
Description of Error
This error occurs when you have the 'Allow Implicit Trust for SSH' setting in the Global Security
Settings set to 'No'.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, configure the Host Key on your SSH Resource or enable 'Allow Implicit
Trust for SSH' in the Global Security Settings.

No RelayState Parameter Found
Error Message
No RelayState parameter found
Description of Error
This error happens when the SAML ID Provider (IDP) is not providing a relayState parameter.
This parameter is needed in GoAnywhere and is part of the SAML specification. The relayState
parameter is meant to indicate where the user should end up after authenticating with IDP.
Because of the complexities within GoAnywhere, mainly that all users do not have access to all
pages, the relayState parameter is not adhered to but is necessary. Within the Admin Client using
SAML, GoAnywhere sends users to the Dashboard. Within the Web Client using SAML,
GoAnywhere sends users to their defined landing page preference.
Ideally, GoAnywhere could remove the requirement of a relayState parameter because
GoAnywhere does not use it. However, the relayState parameter is required as part of the
SAML specification and is required to be passed along to the IDP from the Service Provider when
SAML is initiated by the Service Provider.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, the URL defined within the IDP configuration for SAML should apply a
dummy parameter to the end of the URL.
EXAMPLE:

?relayState=xyz
&relayState=xyz
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PKIX Path Building Failed
Error Message
PKIX path building failed: java.security.cert.CertPathBuilderException: unable to find valid
certification path to requested target
Description of Error
This 'PKIX path building failed' error happens when GoAnywhere encounters an SSL certificate
that it does not trust.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, you will need to follow these instructions:
1. Obtain the head certificate and intermediary Certificate Authority (CA), as necessary, from
the host in which you are trying to connect.
2. Import the certificates into the GoAnywhere System Key Vault. For more information on
how to import a certificate, see Managing Certificates.

Prime Size Error
Error Message
java.security.InvalidAlgorithmParameterException: Prime size must be multiple of 64, and can
only range form 512 to 2048(inclusive)
Description of Error
This 'Prime Size Error' occurs when the server requires a key size larger than what the default
security provider can support.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve the exception, use one of the following options.
l

l

Disable the key exchange algorithm that is negotiating a key size larger than the supported
maximum (GoAnywhere MFT version 5.2.4 or later).
Specify a security provider parameter in the GoAnywhere config file
[installdirectory]/config/system.properties. This requires a restart of GoAnywhere. For
example, insert com.linoma.sftp.client.kexProvider.BC=true to use Bouncy Castle as the
security provider for Diffie-Hellman key pair generation, which supports key sizes up to
8192 bits.

The following table provides Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithms and key sizes.

Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm

Key Size

diffie-hellman-group1-sha1

1024

diffie-hellman-group14-sha1

2048
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Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm

Key Size

diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1

Negotiated
between
1024 and
8192

diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256

Negotiated
between
1024 and
8192

The following table provides the maximum Diffie-Hellman key sizes for different security
providers.

Security Provider

Key
Size

Default SunJCE (Oracle Java 1.7)

1024

Default SunJCE (Oracle Java 1.8)

2048

JSafeJCE (FIPS certified provider)

8192

Bouncy Castle

8192

RemoteFile cannot be Cast to BaseFile
Error Message
com.linoma.ga.projects.tasks.ftp.RemoteFile cannont be cast to
com.linoma.commons.file.BaseFile
Description of Error
This error happens when you are attempting to move, rename, or delete a remote file as if it were
a local file. The reverse is also true, you cannot use a local file list to move, rename, or delete files
on a remote server.
EXAMPLE:

An SFTP Get Task was used to pull files into the workspace and a Processed Source Files
variable was created that contained the names and locations of the files on the SFTP server.
This same variable was then used as input to an SFTP Put Task to another server. Because
the locations referenced did not exist on the local system, the error was produced.
The file list created from a remote server cannot be used as if it were a local file list. Instead,
the Destination Files Variable on the SFTP Get Task should be used because that will
reference the files in the workspace.
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How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, the file must first be downloaded before it can be moved, renamed, or
deleted on the local system. Once downloaded, ensure you are using the correct variable when
referencing the files.

SAML Assertion Has Expired
Error Message
SAML Assertion has expired
Description of Error
This error occurs when a SAML Assertion has truly expired, or the server time offset value needs
to be adjusted.
How to Resolve Error
Renew your SAML Assertion or adjust the server time offset in the GoAnywhere SAML
configuration settings.

SAML Response Was Not Decrypted
Error Message
SAML response was not decrypted
Description of Error
Either the wrong certificate was used to encrypt the response from the Identity Provider, or the
wrong private key was specified for the Service Provider.
How to Resolve Error
Navigate to the Login Methods page and check the configuration of your SAML Login method.
On the Service Provider tab, make sure that the correct private key is specified. If the private key
is correct, consult your Identity Provider to make sure that the correct certificate is being used.

SAML Response Signature is Invalid
Error Message
SAML response signature is invalid
Description of Error
Either the response was signed with the wrong private key, or the wrong public key is being used.
How to Resolve Error
Navigate to the Login Methods page and check the configuration of your SAML Login method.
On the Identity Provider tab, make sure that the correct public key is specified. Note that the
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Entity ID must match the Alias name of the certificate in the key vault or trust store.

Status Code: 590 - importMonitor Failed
Error Message
Status Code: 590 - importMonitor Failed
Description of Error
This error happens when the folder you are monitoring does not exist on the monitored location.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, update the folder location to a folder path that is valid on the monitored
server.

SQL Read Timed Out
Error Message
SQL Read Timed Out
Connection reset by peer: socket write error
java.sql.SQLException: Already Closed
Description of Error
This error happens when the back-end database server is handing out a stale connection in the
pool that GoAnywhere is using.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, check for valid connections by adding two properties to the
database.xml file located in the [installdirectory]/config folder.
1. Add the following two properties:
<entry key="testOnBorrow">true</entry>
<entry key=:validationQuery">SELECT 1</entry>
2. Restart GoAnywhere
To resolve this exception on the GoAnywhere side, It would be best to have the database pool
clean up stale connections, but a JDBC client (GoAnywhere) has a validate option that can be
performed when it connects to the database server.

Too Many Open Files for this Process
Error Message
Unable to connect to GoAnywhere Server. URL is: https://localhost:8000/goanywhere. socket():
Too many open files for this process.
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Description of Error
This error happens because GoAnywhere has encountered a limit with the number of files that
the application currently has open. This limit is governed by the operating system. Each
operating system has a different hard limit set in a configuration file. While running unlimited may
not be typical with servers that share applications, it is best practice to host GoAnywhere MFT on
a dedicated server. This is because of the mission critical processes that GoAnywhere is often
responsible for performing.
Soft Limits and Hard Limits
Soft limits are the currently enforced limits. Hard limits mark the maximum value that cannot be
exceeded by setting a soft limit.
Soft limits could be set by any user, while hard limits are changeable only by root users. Limits
are a property of a process and are inherited when a child process is created. System-wide limits
should be set during the system initialization in init scripts and user limits should be set during
user login, for example, by using pam_limits.
Open files include anything GoAnywhere MFT is connecting to, whether that be a file on the file
system, database connections, or incoming and outgoing socket connections. The following list
provides examples of open files.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Open File Handles
Derby database files on disk (if in use)
Open jar/MFT library files
Admin configuration files
Any files in a Project
Open file connections to the Lucene index on the file system
Open Sockets (also considered open files by Linux)
l Connections to back-end database
l Inbound user connections
l Outbound socket connection to external resources
l Cluster connections

The max number of open files is dependent on which features of the application is used, and to
what extent. Using the embedded Derby database can increase the number of open files.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, set the ulimit on the operating system to unlimited.
l
l

l
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l

For iSeries, the maximum may be increased by calling the DosSetRelMaxFH API. There is
a DosSetRelMaxFHapi() explanation and example in the IBM Knowledge Center.

Unable to Join Cluster: System 'systemname'
already has a Record in the Active Systems
Table
Error Message
Unable to join cluster: System 'systemname' already has a record in the active systems table and
appears to be active.
Description of Error
The most common reasons for this error are:
1. When you have the same system name defined in the cluster.xml for two or more
GoAnywhere nodes.
2. When the system name is still in the dpa_active_system table inside the database. This can
occur when the system is unexpectedly shut down and the node is not able to send the
proper shut down commands to the database. For example, a hard reboot of the
GoAnywhere server.
How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception for the first reason previously listed, rename your cluster.xml to a unique
name. Best practice would be to name it something easily identifiable, such as a DNS name.
To resolve this exception for the second reason previously listed, be sure each node can reach
the other node on the cluster bind port as defined in the cluster.xml file. One way to test this is to
use the telnet command from one node to the other cluster node's bind port.
To resolve this exception for the third reason previously listed, you will need to consult your
database administrator to remove the row for the inactive system.

You are Not Authorized to the Resource 'Test'
specified in Element 'SFTP'
Error Message
You are not authorized to the resource 'test' specified in element 'sftp'
Description of Error
This error happens when the Admin User does not have the correct permissions for the Resource
specified in the error message .
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How to Resolve Error
To resolve this exception, check the Resource permissions for the Admin User. In this case, the
Admin User that is trying to run a Project using the 'Test' Resource does not have the 'Use'
permission for the SFTP Resource. Go to the Resource, select Action next to the Resource and
then Permissions. Once the Admin User is granted 'Use' permissions, the Project should
complete successfully.

Zip Bomb Detected!
Error Message
Zip bomb detected! The file would exceed the max. ratio of compressed file size to the size of the
expanded data.
Description of Error
Previously, the zip bomb protection threshold was much lower so it was not encountered very
often, if ever. After upgrading the Apache POI jar, this threshold was increased to a default of
.009 or .9%. If at any point during Excel Read or Write tasks the application detects that the
uncompressed size is .009 or .9% of the compressed size, the error Zip bomb detected! will be
thrown. For GoAnywhere version 6.4.2 and later, users can implement a system property to
control the behavior within MFT.
How to Resolve Error
To adjust the threshold at which GoAnywhere will compare the uncompressed and compressed
sizes, implement the following system property:
l
l
l

com.linoma.excel.minInflateRatio=<newRatio>
Default value is 'com.linoma.excel.minInflateRatio=.009'
Values for <newRatio> need to be between 0 and 1 (inclusive)

As an example, if you wanted a stricter zip bomb protection ratio, the value of <newRatio> would
be greater than '.009' and if you wanted a less strict zip bomb protection ratio, the value of
<newRatio> would be less than '.009'. To turn off zip bomb protection, simply set the value as
com.linoma.excel.minInflateRatio=0

How To
How to Address Internet Explorer Displaying
Passwords in Plain Text
The issue you are seeing is a result of compatibility mode being used in Internet Explorer (IE). By
default, the doc mode that IE uses when displaying a webpage in compatibility mode is IE 7,
which does not offer support for HTML5. The GoAnywhere Administrator and Web Client
interface's require a modern internet browser that supports HTML 5. Some HTML 5 advanced
features such as drag and drop will not work in older versions of browsers.
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To address this issue, a system property was added that will force compatibility mode to display
the page using EDGE. Below are instructions for applying this system property to your current
version.
1. Navigate to the installation directory for GoAnywhere MFT.
2. Under the [install dir]/config folder, edit the system.properties file.
3. Add the following 2 lines to the bottom of this file:
IECompatibility.adminClient=IE\=EDGE
IECompatibility.webClient=IE\=EDGE
4. Save the file.
5. Restart the GoAnywhere service.
Users will now be able to use compatibility mode to view the page and it will behave as you expect
in IE 11 or EDGE.

How to Allocate More Memory for GoAnywhere
Memory Allocation Considerations
WARNING:

If you are running GoAnywhere with 32-bit Java, DO NOT increase the JVM heap beyond 2.5
GB (2560m).
With any memory allocation, users should make sure there is enough system memory to
accommodate the JVM heap allocation for GoAnywhere. This non-heap memory is essential, and
includes Java non-heap and system memory for the operating system and any other applications
running on the same server. Consult your system administrator if you are unsure about your
server memory requirements.
If you are experiencing memory heap errors in your Job Log or GoAnywhere log, then you are
running short of heap memory. If you are seeing system, native, or non-heap memory errors, then
you may have the JVM heap allocation set too high. Consult your system administrator.

Memory Allocation Overview
GoAnywhere runs in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) instance, which is allocated 1024 MB of
memory by default when the product is installed. This memory is used for all features in
GoAnywhere, including administration functions and file transfer activity.
Typically, 1024 MB of memory is sufficient for installations. However, if you anticipate high loads
(that is, several thousand file transfers per day), then it is recommended to allocate more memory
for the GoAnywhere JVM. Depending on your operating system, use the following instructions to
change the memory allocation.

Windows
Use the following instructions to allocate more memory when running GoAnywhere on a Windows
system.
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1. Go to [installdirectory]/tomcat/bin, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory for
GoAnywhere.
2. Find the file named [ServiceName]w.exe, where [ServiceName] is the name of the
Windows service specified during installation. The file is named GoAnywherew.exe by
default. Right-click the file and select Run as administrator.
3. Select the Java tab and edit the Maximum memory pool setting. Specify 2048 for 2 GB of
memory, 3072 for 3 GB of memory, and so on.
4. Select Apply to save the memory settings.
5. Restart GoAnywhere for the changes to take effect.

Linux, IBMi, Unix, Solaris, or Mac OS X
Use the following instructions to allocate more memory when running GoAnywhere on a Linux,
IBMi, Unix, Solaris, or Mac OS X system.
1. Go to [installdirectory]/tomcat/bin, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory for
GoAnywhere.
2. Find the file named start_tomcat.sh and modify the following line: JAVA_OPTS='Xmx1024m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1024m -Djava.awt.headless=true'
l The max memory setting is -Xmx1024m, which is set to 1024 MB by default. Specify
-Xmx2048m for 2 GB of memory, -Xmx3072 for 3 GB of memory, and so on. For
example, JAVA_OPTS='-Xmx2048m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1024m Djava.awt.headless=true'
3. Save the file.
4. Restart GoAnywhere for the changes to take effect.

How to Change Java Virtual Machines
All installations of GoAnywhere on Windows, Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, and IBM i require a Java
Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.8 or later. The JRE is included in GoAnywhere Windows
and Linux install packages.
Most operating systems support running multiple versions of a JRE simultaneously. GoAnywhere
can be configured to run on any JRE that is version 1.8 or later.
Use the following instructions when switching GoAnywhere from the provided JRE or when using
an installer that does not include a JRE. Instructions are provided for each operating system.

Windows
The Windows installers for GoAnywhere include a bundled 1.8 JRE, which is located in the
[installdirectory]/jre folder. The installation of this JRE does not conflict with other versions of
Java already installed on the system because Windows allows for multiple versions of Java to
run side by side, and different applications can use different versions of Java.
To run GoAnywhere on a JRE other than the one in included with the installation, complete the
following steps.
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1. Go to the GoAnywhere [installdirectory]\tomcat\bin.
2. Run [servicename]w.exe, where [servicename] is the name designated to the
GoAnywhere Windows Service during install. The default file name is GoAnywherew.exe.
3. On the Service Properties window, select the Java tab.
4. Go to the jvm.dll file for the desired JRE, typically located in the [Java install
directory]\jre\bin\server folder.
5. Select OK.
6. Restart GoAnywhere.

Linux/Unix
The Linux/Unix installers for GoAnywhere include a bundled 1.8 JRE, which is located in the
[installdirectory]/jre folder. The installation of this JRE does not conflict with other versions of
Java already installed on the system because Linux/Unix allows for multiple versions of Java to
run side by side, and different applications can use different versions of Java.
To run GoAnywhere on a JRE other than the one in included with the installation, complete the
following steps.
1. Open a Terminal window.
2. Set the JRE_HOME variable to a different Java path. For example, export JRE_
HOME=/path/to/jre
3. Restart GoAnywhere
NOTE:

The JRE_HOME variable will only be valid for the duration of the terminal session and will
need to be set again on subsequent sessions. Alternatively, you can create a script in the
GoAnywhere installation directory (for example, goanywhere_start.sh) that first runs the
export command and then starts GoAnywhere.
For example:
export JRE_HOME=/usr/jdk/jdk1.8.0_80/jre
./goanywhere.sh start

Mac OS X
The Mac OS X installers for GoAnywhere will prompt you to install the Java SE 7 runtime if you
have not already. The steps for changing Java_HOME for Mac OS X are the same as the steps
for Linux.
To run GoAnywhere on a JRE other than the one in included with the installation, complete the
following steps.
1. Open a Terminal window.
2. Set the JRE_HOME variable to a different Java path. For example, export JRE_
HOME=/path/to/jre
3. RestartGoAnywhere
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NOTE:

The JRE_HOME variable will only be valid for the duration of the terminal session and will
need to be set again on subsequent sessions. Alternatively, you can create a script in the
GoAnywhere installation directory (for example, goanywhere_start.sh) that first runs the
export command and then starts GoAnywhere.
For example:
export JRE_HOME=/usr/jdk/jdk1.8.0_80/jre
./goanywhere.sh start

IBM i
To run an IBM i installation of GoAnywhere on a different JRE, complete the following steps.
1. Stop the GoAnywhere subsystem by executing the IBM i command of ENDGA. The
ENDGA command is located in the [installdirectory], which is named GOANYWHERE by
default. Wait until the GoAnywhere subsystem is completely shut down before proceeding.
2. Run GOANYWHERE/CFGGA and select option 2 on Java Home and Java Version.
3. Change the Java_HOME value from /QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk[current
version number]/32bit to /QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk[desired version
number]/32bit and then select ENTER to save. (For a 64-bit install, use ‘64’ instead of
‘32’).
4. Change the Java Version value from the old version number to the updated version
number and then select ENTER to save.
5. Run GOANYWHERE/CPYPOLICY to copy the unlimited strength JCE policy files into the
JVM used by GoAnywhere.
6. Start the GoAnywhere subsystem by executing the IBM i command of STRGA. The
STRGA command is located in the [installdirectory], which is named GOANYWHERE by
default.
JCE Policy Files
The unlimited strength JCE policy files must be copied to the JRE’s security folder to support
encryption functions in GoAnywhere. These policy files are required for start up of GoAnywhere.
For Windows and Linux platforms, copy the GoAnywhere JCE policy files [installdirectory]US_
export_policy.jar and [installdirectory]local_policy.jar from the [installdirectory]jce_policy_
files/oracle/1_x folder to the JRE's [installdirectory]jre/lib/security folder.
For AIX platforms, copy the GoAnywhere JCE policy files [installdirectory]US_export_policy.jar
and [installdirectory]local_policy.jar from the [installdirectory]jce_policy_files/ibm folder to the
JRE's [installdirectory]jre/lib/security folder.
For IBM i, run the CPYPOLICY command as instructed in the IBM i section.

How to Downgrade an Agent
If you run into issues when upgrading an Agent, use the following instructions to downgrade and
to return to a working state.
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1. Stop the Agent service.
2. Locate the most recent backup folder in the GoAnywhere Agent/backups folder. For
example, backup_132_to_140.
3. Based on the list of files and folders in the backups/backup_1.X.X_to_140 folder, copy
and move those same folders (except agentdata) and files in the
[installdirectory]/GoAnywhere Agent to their own backup location.
l Do not move the agentdata folder, just take a backup of it.
4. Rename the [installdirectory]/GoAnywhere Agent/agentdata/database/agent folder.
Then copy the Agent folder from the backup location, for example, backups/backup_
1.X.X_to_140/agentdata/database/agent.
5. Copy the remaining files and folders from the backups/backup_1.X.X_to_140 to
[installdirectory]/GoAnywhere Agent folder.
6. Open the config/agent.xml file and make sure that register is set to false. The Agent is
already registered, so you do not want a registration attempt.
7. Start the Agent service.
WARNING:

If you have trouble getting the Agent to connect after rolling back, do not delete or recreate
the Agent in the Agent Manger from GoAnywhere MFT. Some of the configuration, including
Projects, are stored in the GoAnywhere MFT database and will be lost. Abort the roll back
process if the Agent is not connecting after rolling it back. If you require further assistance,
please contact GoAnywhere Support.

How to Get GoAnywhere to Listen on IPv4
instead of IPv6 Addresses
The IP version preferences for GoAnywhere are obtained from Java. Use the following
instructions to change the IP version preference in GoAnywhere.

Windows
Use the following instructions to change the IP version preference when running GoAnywhere on
a Windows system.
1. Go to [installdirectory]/tomcat/bin, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory for
GoAnywhere.
2. Find the file named [ServiceName]w.exe, where [ServiceName] is the name of the
Windows service specified during installation. The file is named GoAnywherew.exe by
default. Right-click the file and select Run as administrator.
NOTE:

If your instance of GoAnywhere was previously a GoAnywhere Services instance, the
default file would be named GoAnywhereServicesw.exe
3. Select the Java tab and insert -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true at the end of the Java
Options field.
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4. Select Apply and OK.
5. Restart GoAnywhere for the changes to take effect.

Linux, IBMi, Unix, Solaris, or Mac OS X
Use the following instructions to change the IP version preference when running GoAnywhere on
a Linux, IBMi, Unix, Solaris, or Mac OS X system.
1. Go to [installdirectory]/tomcat/bin, where [installdirectory] is the installation directory for
GoAnywhere.
2. Find the file named start_tomcat.sh and add '-Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true' to the
following line: JAVA_OPTS='-Xmx1024m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1024m Djava.awt.headless=true'.
For example, JAVA_OPTS='-Xmx1024m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1024m Djava.awt.headless=true -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true'
3. Save the file.
4. Restart GoAnywhere for the changes to take effect.

How to Enable Integrated Authentication with
MS SQL Server
GoAnywhere can connect using Integrated Authentication as well as native SQL Authentication.
NOTE:

GoAnywhere only supports JDBC Driver version 6.4. Download JDBC Driver version 6.4 and
uses the sqljdbc_auth.dll file for the connection to work.
If Integrated Authentication is desired, use the following instructions to connect SQL Server using
Windows authentication. GoAnywhere must be installed on a Windows system to use Windows
authentication.
1. Download the sqljdbc_auth.dll file. The file is located in the JDBC Driver pack, which can
be downloaded from the Microsoft website.
2. Put the sqljdbc_auth.dll file in the [installdirectory]/jre/bin folder, where [installdirectory] is
the installation directory for GoAnywhere.
3. Open Windows Services and right-click on the GoAnywhere service to view the properties.
The credentials that start the Windows service will need to be given permission on the
SQL Server for Integrated Authentication.
4. Restart the GoAnywhere Service.
5. Open an internet browser and login to GoAnywhere.
6. From the main menu, go to Resources and select Database Servers. Add or edit a
Database Server Resource. In the JDBC URL field, append ;integratedSecurity=true to
the end of the JDBC URL. You will need to select the SQL Server - All Versions driver
rather than the older 2000 version.
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How to Enable Support for X-Forwarded-For
Header
By default, support for the x-forwarded-for (XFF) header is not enabled. To enable support for the
XFF header, use the following instructions.
1. Go to the GoAnywhere installation directory.
2. Edit the system.properties file located in the install directory by adding the following system
properties for the Admin Client and Web Client, respectively, to the end of the file. Replace
[REGEX_PATTERN] with a regular expression that encompasses the IP address of the
server, or servers, that are adding the XFF header.
com.linoma.webClient.xff.proxyPattern=[REGEX_PATTERN]
com.linoma.admin.xff.proxyPattern=[REGEX_PATTERN]
EXAMPLE:

If you are matching any 10.X.X.X address, the following system properties would be
implemented.
com.linoma.admin.xff.proxyPattern=10\\.\\d{1,3}\\.\\d{1,3}\\.\\d{1,3}
com.linoma.webClient.xff.proxyPattern=10\\.\\d{1,3}\\.\\d{1,3}\\.\\d{1,3}
3. Save the system.properties file.
4. Restart GoAnywhere

How to Migrate GoAnywhere MFT to a Different
Platform
Follow the steps below to migrate a GoAnywhere MFT instance from one platform to another.
1. If you are using the embedded Derby database, follow the instruction provided in the
Database Configuration topic and externalize your database.
2. Install GoAnywhere onto the new system using one of the regular installation methods
(depending on your OS). See the GoAnywhere MFT Installation Guide for specific OS
requirements and installation instructions.
NOTE:

We recommended that both the new instance and the current instance are on the same
version of GoAnywhere.
3. Acquire a license key from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal at my.goanywhere.com.
Activate the license on the new installation.
4. Test the new GoAnywhere installation to make sure it works properly.
5. Copy the userdata folder contents from the old platform to the new platform. The default
paths to the userdata folder for each platform are listed below:
Windows: C:\Program Files\helpsystems\GoAnywhere\userdata
IBM i: /helpsystems/goanywhere/userdata
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Linux and Unix: /usr/local/helpsystems/GoAnywhere/userdata
Mac OS X: /Applications/helpsystems/GoAnywhere/userdata
6. Connect the new GoAnywhere instance to the externalized database following the Switch
Database instructions.

How to Migrate A Cluster - Standard License
Follow the steps below to migrate a GoAnywhere MFT cluster to new hardware.
1. Install GoAnywhere onto the new system using one of the regular installation methods
(depending on your OS). See the GoAnywhere MFT Installation Guide for specific OS
requirements and installation instructions.
NOTE:

We recommended that both the new instance and the current instance are on the
same version of GoAnywhere.
2. Shut down all systems in the cluster.
3. Copy the config data from the previous installation to the new installation, located at
[installdirectory]/config, where [installdirectory] is the location that GoAnywhere is
installed to.
4. Edit the cluster.xml file, located in the config directory copied in step 3. Set the
clusterEnabled value to 'false'.
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ? >
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM
"http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
<properties>
<entry key="systemName">System-B</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindAddress">192.168.1.32</entry>
<entry key="clusterBindPort">8006</entry>
<entry key="clusterLogLevel>verbose</entry>
<entry key="clusterEnabled">false</entry>
<entry key="clusterHeartbeatTimeout">300</entry>
</properties>
NOTE: The cluster bind port must be opened on each installation's firewall to allow each

instance of GoAnywhere in the cluster to communicate with each other.
NOTE:

When running in a clustered MFT environment, the Agent listener port must be opened
on each installation's firewall to allow Agents on separate instances of GoAnywhere in
the cluster to communicate with other MFT nodes in the cluster.
5. Acquire a license key from the GoAnywhere Customer Portal at my.goanywhere.com.
Activate the license on the new installation.
6. Test the new GoAnywhere installation to make sure it works properly.
7. Shut down the new GoAnywhere installation.
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8. Copy the userdata folder contents from the old platform to the new platform. The default
paths to the userdata folder for each platform are listed below:
Windows: C:\Program Files\helpsystems\GoAnywhere\userdata
IBM i: /helpsystems/goanywhere/userdata
Linux and Unix: /usr/local/helpsystems/GoAnywhere/userdata
Mac OS X: /Applications/helpsystems/GoAnywhere/userdata
9. Go to the file system of the server that GoAnywhere is installed on and open the file named
[installdirectory]/config/cluster.xml, where [installdirectory] is the location that
GoAnywhere is installed to. Set the clusterEnabled value to 'true'.
10. Start the cluster normally.

How to Perform a Thread Dump
Thread dumps are a way to troubleshoot performance issues within GoAnywhere, including jobs
stuck in an active state, active sessions, or stability issues. Performance issues like those
previously listed can have various causes. A thread dump can analyze where the threads that the
application is using are being allocated. Before conducting thread dumps on any system, check
that your system has adequate disk space so the thread dump does not get truncated. Multiple
thread dumps are recommended to ensure the cause of the performance issue is found.
Use the following instructions to perform thread dumps in accordance with which operating
system you are using.

Windows
To get a GoAnywhere thread dump on a Windows server, use JStack.
The JStack utility is included with JDK 1.5 and later. Download and install the Java JDK just as
you would download and install a JRE. Use the following instructions to produce the thread dump.
GoAnywhere does not need to be running on the JDK but needs to be on the server.
If you have more than one GoAnywhere instance running on a server, select and hold (or rightclick) the process name to identify the correct instance and location.
1. Open Task Manager just as you would to end the process, but instead of ending the
process, select the Details tab to get the PID. Use the PID in the command in step 3.
2. Open a Command window as Administrator, and go to the JDK Home folder’s \bin folder.
For example, C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_191\bin
3. Run the jstack -l [PID] > threaddump.txt command
4. Attach the threaddump.txt file (from bin folder) to an email and send the email to
GoAnywhere Support. Include the case number in the email.

Linux and Unix
Linux offers more than one option for obtaining thread dumps. One of those options includes
using the Kill -3 [PID of tomcat] > threaddump.txt command.
Without redirection, this will print the thread dump to catalina.out. A large catalina.out file can
cause problems with the thread dump. Redirect the output of the command to another file to avoid
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any problems with the thread dump. Attach the threaddump.txt file (from bin folder) to an email
and send the email to GoAnywhere Support. Include the case number in the email.

IBM i
IBM i uses the WRKJVMJOB command to generate thread dumps.
1. Enter the WRKJVMJOB command. This will return a list of all the JVMs on the system.
2. Find the JVM you are wanting to perform the thread dump on and select 5 (work with) and
then select enter to choose the correct JVM.
3. Select 32 (Java dump).
4. Select option 9 (Display Job Log). Here you can find the location of the thread dump within
the file system.
5. Once you find the thread dump in the file system, you can open the file to analyze the
possible performance issues.
6. Attach the threaddump.txt file (from bin folder) to an email and send the email to
GoAnywhere Support. Include the case number in the email.

How to Setup a Database Server Resource to
the GoAnywhere Derby Database
Follow the instructions on the Database Server Resource topic to add a new resource. This
resource will store the connection details.
On the Database Server Resource, specify a value for the following fields:
l

l
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JDBC Driver - Add the GoAnywhere internal database by entering
org.apache.derby.jdbc.AutoloadedDriver.
JDBC URL - Add the GoAnywhere Derby database by entering jdbc:derby: followed by
the path of where the database is located. By default, the internal Derby database is
located in the [installdirectory]/userdata/database/goanywhere folder.
For example, jdbc:derby:/linoma/goanywhere/userdata/database/goanywhere
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Sample Database Server Resource Configuration

How to Submit an Enhancement Request
If you have any ideas on how to make GoAnywhere even better, we'd love to hear them. Use the
following steps to submit your request.
1. Login to the Customer Portal at my.goanywhere.com.
2. Select Support Cases from the Dashboard.
3. On the Support Cases page, select the Enhancement Request button and select the
Download Enhancement form (docx) link.
4. Once you have filled out the Enhancement Request Form in its entirety, email the form to
GoAnywhere Support at goanywhere.support@helpsystems.com.

How to Use Regex Negation in GoAnywhere
GoAnywhere supports regex negation, which is the ^ symbol in a regex expression.
The following example shows how to use regex negation when using Monitors in GoAnywhere.
Monitors cannot be set to exclude a set of files, so using regex negation will allow you to select
the files that you do not want to include and then negate the expression.

Example
A user wants to put a Monitor on a folder to scan for all existing files that do not start with 'error*'.
The file list in the folder includes:
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l
l
l
l
l
l

test.txt
error.txt
error1.txt
error2.txt
goanywhere.log
catalina.out

The user's working expression will be: ^(?!error).*
The example working expression will select all entries that start with 'error' and then will select
the opposite.
The output file list includes:
l
l
l
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test.txt
goanywhere.log
catalina.out
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